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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

DEBATES AND PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

FIRST SESSION OF THE TWENTY-THIRD LEGISLATURE OF THE
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO, CONVENED ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

10, 1949, AT THREE O'CLOCK P.M.

MR. ALEX LEWIS, CLERK

Thursday, February 10, 1949

3 o'clock p.m. CLERK OF THE HOUSE: I de-

A JiL u , • _ . clare the hon. the Rev. M. C. DaviesAnd the House having met. ,
t

. A c ,
, ;, . ,

„,, TT , , , t • duly elected as Speaker of this honour-
The Honourable the Lieutenant-

a|D je jjouse
Governor, having entered the chamber, . _

\ . ,

took his seat upon the Throne. Mr - Speaker in the Chair.

Mr. Porter, the Provincial Secretary, MR. SPEAKER : Honourable mem-
then said: bers> mav j at the outset express my

I am commanded by the Honourable very sincere appreciation for the con-

the Lieutenant-Governor to state that fidence you have seen fit to repose in me
he does not see fit to declare the through the election to the high and
causes of the summoning of the pre- honourable office of Speaker of this

sent Legislature of this province, until august Assembly. Behind me is a tradi-

a Speaker of this House shall have tion formed by honourable gentlemen
been chosen according to law, but to- wno have contributed in great measure
day, at a subsequent hour, His t0 that which we enjoy in this Legisla-
Honour will declare the causes of the ture today—the right to speak as our
calling of this Legislature. consciences dictate, the privilege to pass

His Honour was then pleased to re- laws for the benefit of all our people,

tire. and the upholding of the duties devolv-

And the Clerk, having called for inS uPon a11 who cal1 themselves

nomination for the office of Speaker,
citizens.

the hon. Prime Minister, Mr. Kennedy, It is with these heavy responsibili-

addressing himself to the Clerk, pro- ties before me that I shall, in my
posed to the House for their Speaker, humble way, do my very best to contri-

hon. the Rev. M. C. Davies, Esquire, bute my small share to the maintaining
member for the electoral district of f such a tradition and towards the

Windsor-Walkerville, which motion continuance of such a way of life. I

was seconded by Mr. Jolliffe, and it was know you will bear with me in my short.

Resolved : That the Rev. M. C. comings ;
I know you will overlook

Davies, Esquire, do take the Chair of some of my mistakes, and I know you
this House as Speaker. will be of assistance in my decisions.
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Our chief interest lies in the further-

ing of the well being of all our people,
and with faith in our God, loyalty to

our King, devotion to country, we shall

work together to make from our duties

results which will prove of lasting
worth.

May the Divine Inspiration lead me
to rule with justice, to determine with

kindness and to understand with

charity. As the one charged by you,

my honourable members, to speak on

your behalf, I pledge my loyalty to our

Sovereign Lord King George, and to

his chosen representative in this Pro-

vince, the Honourable the Lieutenant-

Governor, I give my fealty.

May the Almighty God guide us and
bless us in our deliberations.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I move the

House adjourn during pleasure.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

The House then adjourned during
pleasure.
The Honourable the Lieutenant-

Governor then re-entered the House
and took his seat upon the Throne.

MR. SPEAKER : May it please your
honour, the Legislative Assembly have
elected me as their Speaker, though I

am but little able to fulfil the duties

thus assigned to me.

If, in the performance of those

duties, I should at any time fall into

error, I pray that the fault may be im-

puted to me and not to the Assembly,
whose servant I am, and who, through
me, the better to enable them to dis-

charge their duty to their King and

Country, hereby claim all their un-
doubted rights and privileges, especi-

ally that they may have freedom of

speech in their debates, access to your
person at all seasonable times, and that

their proceedings may receive from you
the most favourable consideration.

HON. DANA PORTER (Provin-
cial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I am
commanded by the hon. the Lieutenant-

Governor, to declare to you that he

freely confides in the duty and attach-

ment of the Assembly to His Majesty's
person, and government, and not doubt-

ing that the proceedings will be con-
ducted with wisdom, temperance and
prudence, he grants, and upon all occa-
sions will recognize and allow the con-
stitutional privileges.

I am commanded also to assure you
that the Assembly shall have ready
access to His Honour upon all suitable

occasions, and that their proceedings, as

well as your words and actions, will

Constantly receive from him the most
favourable construction.

The hon. the Lieutenant-Governor
was then pleased to open the Session

with the following gracious speech :

HIS HONOUR THE LIEUTEN-
ANT-GOVERNOR: Mr. Speaker and
members of the Legislative Assembly.
On the occasion of this inaugural

meeting of the Twenty-third Legisla-
ture of the Province of Ontario I am
happy to extend a welcome to each one
of you, and especially to those of you
who now meet here for the first time.

I express the confident hope that much
benefit will result to the people of On-
tario from your deliberations.

It was with the deepest regret and
most grave concern that it was learned,
late in the autumn, that His Majesty
the King had been stricken by a serious

illness. Happily his recovery is pro-

gressing well, and it is hoped that the

treatment and rest prescribed for him
will restore His Majesty to the full

strength and vigour which he main-
tained so staunchly under the most try-

ing and strenuous conditions of the war

years. I am sure that our thoughts are

for his complete and early recovery,
and that our fullest good wishes go to

him.

An historic event of much signifi-

cance came about during the month of

November last. A son was born to

their Royal Highnesses the Princess

Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh.
Most appropriately he has been named
"Prince Charles." In happy fashion,

the marriage of our Princess, so beloved

everywhere, has maintained and streng-
thened the strong and binding tradi-

tions of Royal leadership, so priceless to
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all of the British nations, and indeed to

the preservation of the freedoms of

democracy throughout the world. To
the young Royal couple go our warmest

good wishes and congratulations.

During recent months this Legisla-
ture has suffered the loss of two of its

new members, both in the prime of

their earlier years and neither of whom
was spared to give his contribution to

its deliberations. In August, Mr.
Charles W. Cragg, who was elected in

June to represent the riding of Parry
Sound, was stricken by a fatal illness in

his thirty-sixth year. It is a matter of

the greatest sadness that one so public

spirited and so promising of much capa-

city, should be lost to the people of his

native province. I extend profound
sympathy in their loss to his wife and

young family.

In October, a fatal accident took the

life of Mr. John H. P. Carrere, also

newly elected in June to represent the

riding of North Cochrane. Mr. Carrere

had passed only his thirty-seventh birth-

day, and his untimely and most unfor-

tunate death has lost to this Legislature
not only a young man of public con-

sciousness but a brilliant and outstand-

ing war hero. To his parents, who came
from France in 1908 to hew a farm
from the bush near Cochrane, I express

deep sympathy arid commiseration.

During the last five years the Pro-

vince of Ontario has experienced un-

precedented conditions of progress.
The pace of industry in the Province

has accelerated greatly since the ter-

mination of active warfare. The pro-
duction of agricultural areas has never

been on a higher plane. The whole

economy of the Province in all of its

aspects has undergone broad develop-

ment, with consequent improvement
and benefit to all of our people and to

their capacity to pay for goods and ser-

vices. Truly Ontario is a great Pro-

vince, and with confidence it can be pre-
dicted that economically, socially and

culturally its future is of unbounded

promise.

My Government has directed its en-

deavours in that period to the develop-
ment of those policies of governmental

administration which would keep pace
with new and progressive conditions

and to the application of those policies
for the best advantage of the people of

the Province. Generous expenditure
has been made for the insuring of

greater security and well being of those

engaged in agriculture ;
for the advance-

ment and expansion of educational

facilities; for the co-ordination and im-

provement of social welfare; for the

broadening of the availability of hospi-
tal care and other facilities essential to

sound health; for the rehabilitation of

those persons requiring confinement in

penal and reformative institutions; for

the expanded construction and mainten-

ance of our great highway system; for

the preservation and conservation of

our munificent natural resources; and
for many other purposes of great value

to the people.

Expanding industrial activity has

been accompanied by an expanding
population. Much effort was directed to

the arousing of interest on the part of

British manufacturers in the opportuni-
ties offered by Ontario for the estab-

lishment of branch plants and new
enterprises. This effort has been sig-

nally successful, and many new indus-

tries are here or are in the course of

coming here. Recognizing the neces-

sities of industrial expansion and econo-
mic progress and the inevitability of

wide agricultural, commercial and cul-

tural development, the capacity and
eminent suitability of the Province for

the settlement of new peoples was made
known wherever immigrants of charac-

ter and resourcefulness could be found,

especially in Great Britain. Many thou-

sands have come, and have found hap-
piness and security in our Province.

Under legislation passed at the last

session, assistance has been provided
for the construction, by private enter-

prise, of more than five thousand new
homes in the Province. My Govern-
ment expects that this form of encour-

agement to the individual home owner
will be greatly expanded during the

coming year.

Never in the history of Ontario was
there promise of greater substance,
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stability and progress. Never in the

history of Ontario has the essential need

for profound thought and care in the

maintenance of this invaluable promise
been of greater import. Every effort

and endeavour will be directed to the

preservation of those conditions. My
Government is deeply concerned, and
views with grave apprehension any in-

fluence or distraction which would mis-

direct its efforts in this cause. The evils

and dangers of inflationary over-expan-
sion are constantly in mind in the con-

sideration and formulation of the mea-

sures necessary to effect consolidation

of the position now attained. You will

be asked to approve proposals designed

upon the broad principle of consolida-

tion, with such consequent retrench-

ment as may be incident to that prin-

ciple.

The generous support of projects

leading towards improvement in the

welfare of agriculture will be main-

tained. Elementary and secondary
education of our children will continue

to receive broad assistance. The many
facilities essential to sound health and
the programmes leading towards that

goal, will be improved and widened.

Generous aid will be continued for the

improvement of social welfare. Pro-

gressive and sympathetic law enforce-

ment with particular firmness in the

suppression of subversive elements so as

to guarantee the rights of the people to

go about their lawful business, highway
development consistent with the availa-

bility of essential supplies without pre-

judicing home construction, compre-

hensively fair provision for the needs

and obligations of labour, trade and in-

dustrial relations, the tourist industry,
and the utilization and conservation of

our great natural resources will continue

to receive the closest attention.

My Government regrets that due to

the intransigent attitude of the Do-
minion Government little progress has

been made towards the settlement of

the respective responsibilities of the

Dominion and Provincial Governments,

especially in the fields of taxation,
health and social legislation. The Pro-
vince of Ontario contributes greatly to

the strength and vigour of our nation.

The Province has freely and willingly
offered to meet with the Dominion and
the other provinces in a spirit of co-

operation, understanding and mutual

good will in laying the foundation for

greater expansion and prosperity. My
Government feels that it is most unfor-
tunate that these offers of co-operation
with the other governments, within our
constitutional structure, have been re-

buffed, but, however, will proceed in its

efforts, with the feeling that a satisfac-

tory settlement of outstanding problems
will be achieved ultimately.

My Government is keenly interested

in the welfare of municipalities and in

the effectiveness of municipal adminis-

tration, and measures will be introduced

to rationalize further the relationships
between municipalities and the Pro-

vince. Legislation will be introduced

to enable the courts in all divorce

actions to deal adequately with the cus-

tody and welfare of children under six-

teen. Other subjects to be submitted

for consideration will include the

assisting of municipalities in the main-

tenance and training of effective Police

and Fire Departments, the improvement
of superannuation benefits for teachers

and inspectors, the widening of assist-

ance for community halls, skating rinks

and playing fields, the improvement of

the legislation regarding drainage, the

legislation affecting hospitals and

county homes for the aged. A measure

will also be introduced which will pro-
vide for the clear distinguishment in all

forms of sale to the consumer, between

butter and oleomargarine.

I am happy once again to extend a

word of appreciation to the permanent
service. Through their loyal efforts

your work for the welfare of the people
is translated into administrative action,

and our thanks go to them. Grateful

recognition is extended to those who
have reached their retirement during the

past year, and our respect is spoken to

the memory of those who have died.

The Public Accounts for the last

complete fiscal year, and the Estimates

for the year 1949-50, will be submitted

for your consideration and approval.
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Finally, may I express the hope that

your deliberations, in the interests of

the welfare and happiness of the people
of our Province, will be guided by
Divine Providence.

His Honour was then pleased to re-

tire.

3.30 o'clock p.m.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: To prevent mis-

takes, I have obtained a copy of His
Honour's speech which I will now read

(dispensed).

At this time, I wish to say to this

House that Mr. E. B. Jolliffe, the hon.

member for York South, is recognized
as the Leader of the Opposition.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SPEAKER: I beg to inform

the House that the clerk has received

notification of vacancies which have

occurred in the membership of the

House since the general election,

through the death of the members-elect

for the electoral districts of Parry Sound
and Cochrane North, and the clerk of

the Crown in Chancery has issued his

writ for an election to fill the vacancies

so created in the electoral district of

Parry Sound.

I beg to inform the House that the

clerk has received and laid upon the

table the certificate of the clerk of the

Crown in Chancery certifying that an
election held since general election

resulted in the election of Allister

Johnston, Esquire, as member of this

House for the electoral district of Parry
Sound.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to

inform you that Mr. Allister Johnston,
member-elect for the electoral district of

Parry Sound has signed the roll, has

taken the oath, and now claims the

right to take his seat in the House.

MR. SPEAKER : Let the hon. mem-
ber take his seat.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of

bills.

COMMUNITY CENTRES ACT

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Frost that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to amend the Community Centres

Act, 1949," and that same be now read

a first time.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

TRAINING SCHOOLS ACT

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by
Mr. Challies, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled an act to amend
The Training Schools Act, 1939, and
that same be now read a first time.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS ACT

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minis-
ter of Labour) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to

move, seconded by Mr. Kelley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend the Industrial Stan-

dards Act" and that same be now read

a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT

MR. F. O. ROBINSON (Port
Arthur) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Harvey, that leave be

given to introduce an act intituled "An
Act to amend The Public Utilities Act,"
and that same be now read the first

time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

HOURS OF WORK AND VACA-
TIONS WITH PAY ACT

MR. EAMON PARK (Dover-
court) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Millard that leave be
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given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to amend the Hours of Work and
Vacations with Pay Act, 1944," and
that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

FUMES CONTROL ACT
MR. J. L. DOWLING (Hamilton

East) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Scott, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "The
Fumes Control Act, 1949," and that

same be read now a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

BILL OF RIGHTS ACT
MR. HARRY WALTERS (Bracon-

dale) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Wismer, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "The
Bill of Rights Act, 1949," and that same
be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

HOURS OF WORK AND VACA-
TIONS WITH PAY ACT

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temiska-
ming) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Thornberry, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend the Hours of Work
and Vacations with Pay Act, 1944,"
and that same be read now a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
ACT

MR. T. D. THOMAS (Ontario):
Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded

by Mr. Easton, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Workmen's Compensation
Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed; first reading of the

bill.

RIGHTS OF LABOUR ACT
MR. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded

by Mr. Walters, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Rights of Labour Act, 1944,"
and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

ARBITRATION ACT
HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL

(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Arbitra-
tion Act," and that same be now read
a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

CORONER'S ACT
HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL

(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend the Coroner's Act,
1948," and that same be now read a
first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

COUNTY COURTS ACT
HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL

(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the County
Courts Act," and that same be now
read a first time.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

CROWN ATTORNEY'S ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "The Crown Attorney's Act,

1949," and that same be now read a
first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.
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DESERTED WIVES AND CHIL-
DREN'S MAINTENANCE ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Deserted

Wives and Children's Maintenance Act,"
and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.
'

CROWN WITNESSES ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend The Crown
Witnesses Act," and that same be now
read a first time.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

DIVISION COURTS ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Division

Courts Act," and that same be now
read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

JUDICATURE ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Judi-
cature Act," and that same be now read

a first time.

bill.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

LIMITATIONS ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend The Limitations

Act," and that same be now read a
first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

PUBLIC OFFICER'S FEES ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend The Public

Officer's Fees Act," and that same be

now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

CONSOLIDATION OF
STATUTES ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to provide for the

Consolidation of The Statutes Act," and
that same be now read a first time.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Sum-
mary Convictions Act," and that same
be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I am sure on
this occasion we will all join in felicitat-

ing you. It is a pleasure to mention the

very lovely bouquet of flowers which
have been placed at the side of your
dais.

They are very beautiful indeed. It

may interest the hon. members of this

House to know that these flowers were
given to you by the Welsh Society of

Toronto, and by St. David's Welsh
Church of Toronto.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime interest himself in farming, and after

Minister) : It is now fitting at this time he received his early education in

that I bring to the attention of the Cochrane schools, and later at Rigaud
House the unfortunate passing of two College, he completed his education and
of the newly elected members, in the received his degree of B.S.A. at the Oka
persons of Charles W. Cragg, and John Agricultural College.
H. P. Carrere, both of whom were For five years after graduation he was
elected to this Legislature, but were not

engaged in lumbering and pulpwood
permitted to sit with us in this Chamber,

operations in the woods, as well as

Mr. Cragg's ambition in life was to assisting in the operation of the home
receive all the education possible, and farm.

both he and his wife were working At the outbreak of World War II in

every day, in order that he could secure
1939, "Johnny" immediately offered his

the education he so much desired. But services to the R.C.A.F., but was turned
on the very threshold of his life—he down. Persevering in his efforts, he
being only thirty-six years of age—he worked his way to France and was
was taken from us. nnally accepted by the French Air Force,
His wife had been a constant visitor in January, 1940, and landing on that

at the hospital for nearly three weeks, battleground in February of that year,

fearing the worst, but hoping that a he fought through the Battle of France
miracle might happen, and when I until that country fell in June of 1940.

visited him in the hospital I saw him From there he made his to Vich
then lying on his bed and she sitting over the Pyrenees to Spain and Portugal,
beside him. That picture has stood out

through the United States and back into
in my mind. There were two young Canada, where he commenced a new
people, practically just starting out in assault on the R.QA.F., ultimately
life, and the end came so suddenly for

being accepted in Mav 1941
one of them. ^ .

'

. . t

'

r . .

T . ((T t „ ~ , During his period of training in
In regard to Johnny Carrere-he Canad he rose to the rank of

5
eant

was born and had spent his entire and shord aftef returni overseas, to
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passing. Think of the service he would
have given to his country if he had been

spared, but to our sorrow, he was taken

from us.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : I am sure all members
of the House desire to join with the

hon. the Prime Minister in our expres-
sions of sympathy to the families of

the two members who were elected but

who were never permitted to take their

seats in this House.

In the constituency of Parry Sound,
the late Mr. Cragg was well known and

highly respected. It is equally true that

in the constituency of Cochrane North,
Mr. John Carrere was well known and

highly respected indeed. He was well

known to many of the members of our

group on this side of the House.

It is very strange and very sad that

the first two members of this newly
elected Twenty-third Legislature who
should be taken by death were among
its youngest members, neither of them

having reached forty years of age. It

is perhaps even more strange, that a

man like Mr. Carrere, who went

through the war and braved its perils
on many, many occasions in combat and
active service, should have been taken
from us by an accident in his own home
town. It is equally sad, I would sug-

gest, that Mr. Cragg should be taken

by one of the greatest enemies of man-

kind, one which we all hope in due
course to overcome.

Now there is an event, Mr. Speaker,
which I know you will permit me to

mention. One of the senior members
of this House occupies a new place in

the Legislature at this time. I refer to

the hon. member for Peel, the hon. the

Prime Minister who is present today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Anything I have
to say about the Prime Minister, I say
in all good faith, and I do not want it

to be suggested by anybody, least of

all by the Prime Minister, that it sounds
like an obituary.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

It is not an obituary. Indeed, I would

say, that judging from his attitude

towards life the best description I could

give of the Prime Minister is that he
is a young man with a very promising
political future. He has, of course,

passed the age of three score years
and ten and because he has been in

public life a little longer than some of

us, I can say truthfully that he is one
of the senior members of this House

although he has not been here as con-

tinuously as the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon).

MR. KENNEDY : That was not my
fault.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. JOLLIFFE : However, it is not

necessary to draw to the attention of

the House the fact that the Prime
Minister was first elected in 1919 to

the Legislature and he has been elected

on every occasion since except in 1934.

It is all the more credit to the Prime
Minister that he did this without any
assistance from any of us on this side

of the House: certainly not from my
hon. friends to the left of me and as

certainly we have done everything in

our power to prevent him coming back

here. However, since he is here again,

we wish to congratulate him and hon.

members of his party on the high office

which he now occupies.

I have been reminded recently that

the hon. Prime Minister who held the

office longest in this country was the

late Sir Oliver Mowatt. He held office

as Prime Minister for exactly twenty-
four years less ninety-nine days. It is

not possible for me, Mr. Speaker, to

express the hope that our good friend,

the Prime Minister will hold it for that

length of time, but I do wish to say
that all his many friends in all parts
of the country were deeply gratified

that the Prime Minister should receive

the confidence of his party in recent

months and that he should crown such

a career with the position of Prime
Minister.

I may say that we, on this side of

the House, greatly appreciate the Prime
Minister's sense of good sportsman-
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ship because he had, after all, a con-

siderable sporting career until very
recently. We appreciate also his appreci-
ation and understanding of the British

democratic institutions and a sound
British parliament in which we all

believe.

I will conclude by saying we are

happy to be here in the House with the

new Prime Minister, and we are sure
that in anything that may happen in

the coming weeks or months, he will

reflect credit on the great industry of

agriculture with which he has been so

long associated, on the cavalry with
which he was at one time associated

and upon the constituency which he
has the honour to represent.

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (Grey
South) : Mr. Speaker, I will join my
voice with those who have preceded me
in expressing our sympathy towards the

families of the two men who were
elected in the June election, but who
were not able to take their seats in this

Chamber.

The things that seem to deepen the

tragedy, so far as I am concerned, are

these : in the first place, both these men,
as the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) has so aptly said, were under

forty years of age. Both of them had
the peculiar qualifications that would
have enabled them to discharge their

responsibilities on a very high plane to

this Legislature, and through it, to the

Province of Ontario.

I think it is a good thing that there

come into this House from time to

time men who are young in years as

well as young in ideas, and the loss is

the greater which we suffer today by
reason of the fact that both these men
were young, both qualified and both
have been taken away from us.

The other point, it seems to me, is

that both of these men were coming to

the Legislature for the first time. One
of them had unsuccessfully tried to

secure a seat in a previous contest, but
in the contest last June, had succeeded
in winning the endorsement and con-

fidence of his people. The other was

making his first entry into politics which

seems to deepen the gloom of tragedy.
These men were not able to come to

the Legislature to accept the honour
which they had won in the election.

Now, Mr. Speaker, following the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe),
I want to offer my congratulations to

the genial soul who now occupies the

office of Prime Minister of this Prov-
ince. I do want, however, to differ

from the angle implied by my hon.

friend, the Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe), the praises that he

heaped upon your humble shoulders, my
friend. I am not going to attempt to

add to it. I would prefer to learn of

your qualifications and be assured of

your co-operative spirit in the days that

lie ahead. After all, we must be

judged, in this House at least, by the

things we intend to do, even as much
as the things we have done; so in the

days that lie ahead we will form our
estimation of our hon. friend and see

how he fits the role he occupies at the

moment.

If I may digress for one moment, it

would seem to me, Mr. Speaker, that

the government party searching around

for a new and strong leader might just

have let it go to my hon. friend from

Peel, and not bothered looking further

afield, for insofar as having the con-

fidence of the people of Ontario is con-

cerned, I see no one, certainly not in

the front line at least—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

—who could so nearly command the

respect of the people of this Province.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, we, too, would like to

join with the hon. the Prime Minister

and the Leader of the Opposition and

the leader of the Liberal Party in pay-

ing tribute to the two members who
were taken by death and not permitted
to take their seats in this House. We
did not have the good fortune to know
these members personally, but we are

prepared to accept the measure of con-

fidence expressed in them by those who
knew them best as the measure of

their fitness to serve in the Legislature.

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, we would like
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to be associated with the messages of

sympathy which I am sure you will

convey to their bereaved families.

May I join with the others in felici-

tating the new Prime Minister on his

elevation to the "Tory Episcopacy" of

Ontario. I feel sure that had the

election of a Prime Minister come onto

the floor of this Legislature instead of

in the former Prime Minister's home,
and having regard to the fact that

only the government side of the House
has sufficient votes to elect a Prime

Minister, I feel that of all the hon.

members who sit over there, and the

little remnant over here, that the hon.

member for Peel (Mr. Kennedy) was
the logical choice. He has really served

for the past five years in the role of

Deputy Prime Minister. When the

"Big Chief" was away it has always
been the hon. member for Peel (Mr.
Kennedy) who has conducted the busi-

ness of the government. I always like

to think of that particular partnership
as "arsenic and old lace".

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : and having suf-

fered through four years of "arsenic,"
I feel very sure that "old lace" will

be welcome, it is softer, and something
which will help to relieve the tensions

which have existed here since 1944.

We have the highest personal regard
for the present hon. Prime Minister.
He is a fine citizen of the Province of
Ontario and a splendid example of what
a Canadian ought to be. We wish him

every success during the period of time
he is expected to hold this office.

I do not know whether there is any-
thing in writing but if he decides to

jump the traces and toss his hat into

the ring in April, I can only say that

since we have to live under a Tory
Government for five years, we would

just as soon have the hon. member for

Peel (Mr. Kennedy), as any of the

others mentioned for the job.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : I move, seconded by Mr.

Frost, that the speech of the hon. the

Lieutenant-Governor to this House be
taken into consideration tomorrow.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : I move, seconded by Mr.
Frost :

"That, during the present Session
of the Legislative Assembly, pro-
vision be made for the taking and

printing of reports of debates and

speeches and to that end that Mr.

Speaker be authorized to employ an
editor of debates and speeches and
the necessary stenographers at such
rates of compensation as may be

agreed to by him; also that Mr.

Speaker be authorized to arrange for

the printing of the reports, as author-

ized, in the amount of 1,200 daily,

copies of such printed reports to be

supplied to the Honourable the Lieu-
tenant-Governor and each member of
the Assembly and the balance to

be distributed by the Clerk of

the Assembly as directed by Mr.

Speaker."

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Frost:

That Select Committees of this

House, for the present session, be

appointed for the following purposes :

1. On Privileges and Elections; 2. On
Education; 3. On Miscellaneous Private

Bills; 4. On Standing Orders; 5. On
Public Accounts

;
6. On Printing ; 7. On

Municipal Law; 8. On Legal Bills; 9.

On Agriculture and Colonization; 10.

On Fish and Game; 11. On Labour.

Which said committees shall severally
be empowered to examine and enquire
into all such matters and things as shall

be referred to them by the House, and
to report from time to time their

observations and opinions, thereon, with

power to send for persons, papers and
records.

Motion agreed to.
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HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Frost, that a Select

Committee of 11 members be appointed
to prepare and report, with all con-

venient despatch, lists of members to

compose the Select Standing Com-
mittes ordered by the House, such

committee to be composed as follows :

Messrs. Cathcart, Chartrand, Gem-
mell, Grummett, Hall, Morrow, Mur-
dock, McEwing, Pringle, Stewart and

Taylor.

The quorum of such committee to

consist of 4 members.

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, for the infor-

mation of the House I beg to table

with the clerk a resolution that on

Monday next I will move that the

House resolve itself into a Committee
of the Whole House for considering the

following resolution:

Resolved :

"That the Minister may grant aid

to assist in the establishment of

community halls, athletic fields and

skating arenas by municipalities and
school boards as provided in sections

2 and 8 of Bill No. 37, The Com-
munity Centres Act, 1949'."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. DANA PORTER (Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
leave to present to the House the

following :

(1) Public accounts for the Province
of Ontario for the year ended the

31st of March, 1948.

(2) The Provincial Auditor's report,
for the year 1947.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I move the

adjournment of the House.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, would
the hon. Prime Minister indicate how
far he expects to go with the business

tomorrow ?

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Just the moving and second-

ing of the motion to adopt the Speech
from the Throne.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4.15 o'clock

p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 o'clock p.m.

The House having met.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Hon. Members,
May I draw the attention of the hon.

members to the mimeographing and

printing of Hansard. On the day fol-

lowing each day's sitting, mimeographed
copies of the proceedings will be laid

on the members' desks. This will afford

the opportunity for typographical or

statistical corrections. The deadline for

making such corrections on the mimeo-

graphed copies is six o'clock of the day
of the receipt of the mimeographed
copies. Such corrections may be made
in consultation with Mr. Sturgeon, the
Hansard reporter.

It is understood that textual altera-

tions in the stenographic report cannot
be allowed.

The printed copies of Hansard will

appear on the desks of the hon. members
on the third day following the respec-
tive day's proceedings.

Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the Day.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, before

the Orders of the Day, I rise on a

question of privilege and beg leave to

refer to a report which appeared in the

Toronto Evening Telegram yesterday
and also a report which appeared in the

Friday, February 11, 1949

Globe and Mail of today. I refer first

to a report which appeared in last night's

Telegram under the heading "Go Easy
With Jolliffe He Might Win Election."

The first three paragraphs of this report
read as follows, dated from Belleville,

Ontario :

"Ontario C.C.F. Leader E. B.

Jolliffe's name came into the Keays
inquiry today as the provincial con-

stable reported a speeding charge
against Mr. Jolliffe had not been

proceeded with 'because he was a good
friend of George Drew's.'

"Constable J. E. Keays told the

Royal Commission of inquiry that

Crown Attorney B. C. Donnan had
decided not to press the 75-mile-per-
hour speeding count, and that Cpl.
Sam Ervine had similarly said it

would be unwise 'because Jolliffe

might win the election.'

"The constable conceded, however,
that Mr. Jolliffe had made no effort

to escape the charge, and had told the
officer stopping him he would accept
any summons sent to him in Toronto."

I refer to the same matter as reported
in the Globe and Mail this morning
which does not contain the third para-

graph in the Telegram report. The
Globe and Mail says :

"Outlining 'political implications' of

Crown Attorney Donnan's alleged

misconduct, Keays testified that

C.C.F. Leader E. B. Jolliffe had been

caught speeding through Belleville at

75 miles an hour in May, 1948, but

that Cpl. Sam Ervine had instructed

the officer to withhold his evidence

because 'Jolliffe might be elected.'
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"When District Inspector Page
demurred, Cpl. Ervine allegedly told

him not to worry, that he would see

'Bryson' (B. C. Donnan) and get it

fixed up. Ervine later returned to

district headquarters and reported
Donnan had told him not to proceed
against Jolliffe, because he was a

'good friend of George Drew'."

Now, Mr. Speaker, on this question
of privilege, I first wish to say that I

make no comment on any of the evi-

dence which is reported to have been

given before the Commission except as

it relates directly to myself, and I make
no statement whatever on what may
have been said between other people, of

which I have no knowledge. I do wish
to make it perfectly clear however, that

at no time did I take any steps what-
soever or speak to any person with

respect to this or any other speeding
charge. That is the first thing I want
to make perfectly clear.

Secondly, I want to make it clear, as

it may have been misunderstood by
others, that the incident in question did

not occur in Belleville. It occurred on
the highway, I have forgotten exactly
where, but I believe in the vicinity of

Shannonville. If there are any extenu-

ating circumstances I would say that

they are these, that I was induced to go
to New Liskeard by way of Kingston to

speak in support of the present hon.
member for Temiskaming (Mr. Taylor),
the hon. member for Temiskaming (Mr.
Taylor) apparently feeling that he could
run that risk without prejudicing his

re-election. I was induced also to stop
at Kingston on the way to speak in

support of our candidate, Mr. Cart-

wright, against the present hon. member
for Kingston (Mr. Stewart).

I was accompanied by my brother

and two representatives of the press. It

is perfectly correct that I was stopped
by a member of the Provincial Police

who made a statement with regard to

the speed at which I had been travelling.
I informed him I would accept a sum-
mons and suggested he send it to my
office at 24 King Street West, Toronto,
and that is the last I heard of the matter,

apart from two wagers that I might or

might not receive a summons, which
were placed by the gentlemen accom-

panying me. That is the last I heard
about it.

There are two other points to which
I also want to refer : first, the suggestion
that I was doing 75 miles an hour is,

Mr. Speaker, I think, mildly exag-
gerated, and rather improbable in view
of the fact that my only car is a genuine
pre-war model.

Secondly, the suggestion attributed to

Mr. Donnan that I was a "very good
friend of George Drew's" is, like the

famous report of Mark Twain's death,

"grossly exaggerated."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Quite apart from
the question to which I have just spoken
before the Orders of the Day are called,

I would ask, Mr. Speaker, whether the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) is pre-

pared at this time to tell the House
what efforts have been or are being made

by his department to bring to a con-

clusion the present strike in the town
of Paris? I have previously notified the

hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley)
that I would raise this matter.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minis-
ter of Labour) : Mr. Speaker, I am
very happy to inform the House briefly
as to what has transpired in connection

with this unfortunate incident at Paris.

I may point out that the United
Textile workers organized this Penman's

plant and were certified on April 21,

1948, by the Labour Relations Board.

I think I should point out, Mr. Speaker,
that this was the first time this union

had been certified and declared a bar-

gaining representative in that plant. In

other words, they had at that time no

agreement, and this was an attempt to

arrive at a first agreement.

The union organization properly pro-
cessed their difficulties through the

Labour Relations Board up to the point
of a Conciliation Board. The Concilia-

tion Board reports were a majority and

minority report. The majority report
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recommended a certain increase in

wages and the minority report recom-

mended a larger amount. The company,
at that time, in regard to the wage
question, only decided to implement the

report of the Conciliation Board in

regard to the wages.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition): The majority report?

HON. MR. DALEY: The majority

report, yes. The union refused to accept

that. Negotiations were carried on and

in various ways I received knowledge of

how things are progressing. I decided

that I would call the representatives of

the company and the representatives of

the union into my office to see if we
could not effect some sort of a settle-

ment.

The company, at that time, were

adamant that they had been willing to

accept the report of the Conciliation

Board and had implemented it and would
not meet with this union. However, the

time approached when it was quite
evident there would be a strike unless

something were done. I approached the

union representatives and they agreed
with me that the date set for the strike

should be delayed at least one week,
which was done at that time.

When that time arrived, I approached
them and told them I believed I might
possibly still prevail on management to

meet with these union representatives,
and I succeeded in having the date of

the strike delayed still a further number
of days.

However, a strike eventually took

place.

Now, I think what I have said points
out, Mr. Speaker, that this is a legal
strike. The regulations were lived up to

and this particular union is properly and

legally on strike.

Since that time I have endeavoured,
on numerous occasions, to bring these

parties together, but without any success.

The company believe in their own minds
that in their action in accepting the

Conciliation Board's report were being
fair, and the union, of course, were not
satisfied to accept that report.

The strike is continuing, and the day
before yesterday I wired both the com-

pany and union to come to my office

for a meeting. I received a reply from
the union that they would be in my
office, but the company again definitely
refused to deal with this particular

organization.

Now, I do not know of anything that

the Department of Labour could have
done that they did not do, first to prevent
the strike, and second, to endeavour to

conciliate it.

The strike is progressing, and it

looks to me as though both sides are

determined to battle it out to the finish,

and I do not think there is anything
within the power of the Department of

Labour that would cause any change.

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (Grey
South) : Mr. Speaker, I think we are all

exceedingly interested in the means
that may be employed—
MR. SPEAKER: I am afraid the

hon. member (Mr. Oliver) is out of

order.

MR. OLIVER : In all deference to the

Speaker of the House I do not wish at

this early date to have any differences

of opinion in regard to the interpreta-
tion of the rules, but surely we are

within our rights in making comments
on an important public question.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : That is all out of

order.

MR. OLIVER : Could I have the rule

that forbids my making any comments?

MR. SPEAKER: I believe when a

question is asked by an hon. member
and a reply is given to the satisfaction

of the hon. member asking the question,
that concludes the matter. A question is

asked and the answer given and the hon.

member asking the question seems to

be satisfied, and I must rule that this

precludes any discussion now.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : May I rise on this occasion

to ask a question of the hon. Attorney-
General ?
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MR. SPEAKER: I am sorry you
have not consulted me at all on any
•question you desire to raise, therefore,
I cannot allow it to be raised now. The
Speaker must be advised before any
question of privilege can be discussed.

Orders of the Day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, may we revert

to "Introduction of bills"?

MR. SPEAKER: Certainly.

CONTROL OF WARBLE FLY
HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime

Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Blackwell, that leave

he given to introduce a Bill intituled

"An Act Respecting the Control of the

Warble Fly," and that same be now
read a first time.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of

the bill.

CREDIT UNIONS ACT
HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime

Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Blackwell, that leave
be given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to amend The Credit Unions Act,

1940," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING
ACT

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled, "An
Act to amend The Farm Products

Marketing Act, 1946," and that same be
now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

hill.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to

rise on a point of information from you,
Mr. Speaker. When does the rule about

giving notice of introduction of bills

take effect in this House? I can quite

understand that yesterday, being the
first day, there was not the opportunity
to give such notice, but I was wondering
when the invocation of that rule would
apply.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, in

regard to the question raised by the
hon. member for West York (Mr.
Millard) : By the rule, notice is

required, unless introduction is per-
mitted by the unanimous consent of the
House.

Yesterday, without notice, various
members of the Opposition put in what
might be described as the apparent
"legislative programme" of the Opposi-
tion.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : No, no.

MR. MILLARD: You would be

surprised.

MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, there are
more? In any event, Mr. Speaker, I

stand corrected by the hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe). The
legislative programme is not yet com-
plete, but yesterday a substantial number
of bills were introduced by the hon.
members of the Opposition without

notice, as also were a number intro-

duced by hon. members on the govern-
ment side.

At that stage yesterday, of course,

anyone could have taken objection, and
none of those bills could have been

introduced, that is, if anyone had wished
to raise opposition.

Today we are putting forward more
bills of a simple nature, in an endeavour
to place sufficient business on the order

paper so that next week we will not be

adjourning at about three-thirty and

leaving the taxpayers of the province
under the impression there are a lot of

well-paid people around here, doing no
work.

At any time if anyone wishes to invoke
that rule, I may say that the govern-
ment will comply with it.

I would like to go farther and say,
of course, notice of all these bills is

very effectively given when they are
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introduced, and, in accordance with the

practise which has obtained in the Legis-
lature for the past five years, the govern-
ment will not proceed with second

reading, without all hon. members of

the House feeling they have had ade-

quate opportunity to examine the bills.

With this explanation, I would ask
the hon. member for West York (Mr.
Millard) to waive the rule, and accept
the bills.

MR. MILLARD: I am quite pre-

pared to accept that, but the question is

when do we invoke the rule?

MR. BLACKWELL: Whenever you
want to. Right now, if you want to.

MR. MILLARD: When by your
ruling, sir, will this notice rule be in-

voked ?

MR. BLACKWELL: That rule

stands, and may be invoked at any time

by any hon. member of the House. Any
time any hon. member is willing to take

the responsibility of invoking the rule,

we will comply with it.

Do I understand that at the present
time the hon. member for West York
(Mr. Millard) does not wish to invoke
that rule?

MR. MILLARD: I am willing to

waive it now.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I think
I should explain that in the view of the

hon. members of this group, who are

well aware of the rule to which the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) has

referred, the rule when invoked should

be invoked with discretion, and having

regard to the convenience of the House
and the despatch of public business. It

was for that reason yesterday that no

hon. member of the House rose to object
to the introduction of any bills, after

the first bill presented.

I think the question asked by the hon.

member for West York (Mr. Millard)
was a very proper one. In fairness to

the hon. member for Grey South (Mr.
Oliver), the leader of the Liberal Party,

may I say that the rules I think should

be interpreted not always too strictly,

but always, I think, with a view to what
the House, as well as you, sir, are pre-

pared to tolerate.

That is why I was just a little regret-
ful when the hon. member for Grey
South (Mr. Oliver) was not permitted
to ask the question he wanted to ask,

but, at the same time, I do not want to

impede any business which may be ad-

vanced today, which we may be able to

reach next week. I do suggest, Mr.

Speaker, the thing should work both

ways, and if the hon. member for Grey
South (Mr. Oliver), for example, has

a brief question he wishes to ask, or a

brief comment to make, unless the rule

against it is invoked by some hon. mem-
ber, who cannot be bothered listening

to what he has to say, he should be

allowed the latitude he sought today.

I am putting that forward as a sug-

gestion, because I am one of those who
think that whilst the rules must be res-

pected, there should also be a certain

amount of tolerance and give-and-take
in the application of those rules.

FARM PRODUCE CONTAINERS
ACT

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, with the un-

animous consent of the House, I beg to

move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act respecting Farm Produce Con-

tainers," and that same be now read a

fiist time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the

bill.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Has it anything to do

with fruit?

ONTARIO FOOD TERMINAL
ACT

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, with the unani-

mous consent of the House, I beg to

move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend the Ontario Food
Terminal Act, 1945," and that same be

read now a first time.
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Motion agreed to ; first reading of the

bill.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the hon. Prime Minister, the mover
of the bill, to explain what the bill is.

MR. KENNEDY: Just four words
be taken out of the bill, "or any other

produce." This food terminal was for

fresh fruits and vegetables, and we put
in "or other produce," which has been

interpreted, to mean canned goods,
which we did not intend, and therefore

those words are to be taken out of the

bill.

MR. MILLARD: Is that the ter-

minal located out here in Etobicoke?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

THE ELECTION ACT

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, with the unanimous con-

sent of the House, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Salsberg, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to amend the Election Act," and
that same be read now a first time.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.

MUNICIPAL ACT

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : Mr. Speaker, with the unani-

mous consent of the House, I beg to

move, seconded by Mr. MacLeod, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend the Muni-

cipal Act," and that same be read now
for the first time.

Motion agreed to ; first reading of the

bill.

MINIMUM WAGE ACT

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded

by Mr. Salsberg, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Minimum Wage Act," and
that same be now read for the first

time.

Motion agreed to ; first reading of the

bill.

RIGHTS TO VOTE ACT

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-
drew) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. MacLeod, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled,

"An Act to extend the Right to Vote at

Municipal Elections to the classes of

Persons who may vote at elections to

the Assembly," and that same be now
read the first time.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : And the last

time.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : I hope not.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker—and this is my last effort

for today—I beg to move, seconded by
Mr. Salsberg, that leave be given to in-

troduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Public Schools Act," and
that same be now read for the first

time.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.

HOURS OF WORK AND VACA-
TIONS WITH PAY ACT

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. MacLeod, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend the Hours of Work
and Vacations with Pay Act, 1944," and
that same be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to ; first reading of the

bill.

HOURS OF WORK AND VACA-
TIONS WITH PAY ACT

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : Mr. Speaker, for the last time

today, I beg to move, seconded by Mr.

MacLeod, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act to amend
the Hours of Work and Vacations with

Pay Act, 1944," and that same be now
read a first time.
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HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : That is the same
bill?

MR. SALSBERG: The same bill,

but different sections.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Orders of the Day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Eighth order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Eighth
order; consideration of the speech of

the Hon. the Lieutenant-Governor, at

at opening of the Session.

MR. JOHN W. FOOTE (Durham) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to move,
seconded by Mr. Johnston (Parry
Sound), that a humble address be pre-
sented to the Hon. the Lieutenant-

Governor as follows :

"To the Hon. Ray Lawson, O.B.E.,

LL.D., Lieutenant-Governor of the

Province of Ontario :

"We, His Majesty's most dutiful

and loyal subjects of the Legislative

Assembly of the Province of On-
tario, now assembled, beg leave to

thank Your Honour for the gracious

speech Your Honour has addressed

to us."

Mr. Speaker, I am sure we are

all indebted to Major Lewis for the

little book which he so kindly furnishes

to "green" members, like myself, com-

ing here for the first time.

I see there is a paragraph in it where-

by any hon. member who is having diffi-

culty, such as the type of infirmity I

have in regard to certain parts of the

anatomy, may be allowed to sit for a

speech. Later on I would like to ask

that privilege. I do not want to begin
this speech in consideration of the

Speech from the Throne by giving the

Opposition particularly an opportunity
to say that in speaking to you here I had
not a leg to stand on.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FOOTE: What they actually
think we may later learn.

During my residence in Sunnybrook
Hospital

—I am still there—we have
talked over amongst ourselves at some

length the subject of this Speech from
the Throne. I have not had much time

to get it into shape, because of the de-

lightful visits I have had with the chaps.
One came in to me and said : "What is

this Speech from the Throne about?"
and I said : "I do not know. I have not

heard it." "Well," he said, "Chum, I

sure hope you hit it right, but I think

you are taking an awful chance getting
it ready ahead of time."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FOOTE: I don't know about

that, but I am sure that in it there are

many things upon which we will find a

great measure of agreement.
I know that we are all very pleased

and thankful to hear of the partial re-

covery of the health of His Majesty the

King. We pray that improvement may
continue and that his Majesty may be

encouraged by the assurances of loyalty
of his subjects, as expressed in the

Speech from the Throne.

I am sure, too, that all of us rejoice
in the happy event which has come to

the family of the Duke and Duchess
of Edinburgh, and, indeed, we hope and

pray in these times of uncertainty that,

later on, the young prince may take his

place on the throne in a time that sees

still preserved the great tradition and

heritage of his race, and that he may be

privileged at that time to rule over a

great British Commonwealth of Nations

that is united in its ancient loyalties.

We would also remember with sin-

cere sympathy all of those for whom
this Twenty-third Session of the House

may bring very sad memories. I speak
of the bereaved relatives of Charles

Cragg and John Carrere. I did not

know them personally, but I know that

many of you who did will wish to speak
of them. I join with you in regretting
that they were not permitted to take

their places here, and in expressions of

sympathy to their relatives.

As a member of your profession, Mr.

Speaker, and as a fellow chaplain, may
I be permitted to congratulate you upon
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your elevation to your ancient and
honourable office. I hope that your
tenure may be a long, a happy and a

fruitful one. I was going to say, if I

had not been here at the opening of this

House today, that I had hoped you might
have peace in your time, but I despair
of any such hope for you. I do hope
that you may have, as you have had,

patience and the grace of God in your
heart to enable you to bear with us.

As a junior member of this side of

the House, it is a great privilege for me
to offer my congratulations to the

honourable the Prime Minister (Mr.
Kennedy).
That is one subject upon which there

has been a very gratifying measure of

agreement from all sides of the House.
We could say what you have said, and
a little more, as it means a great deal

more to us.

When I came into this new life, I

looked forward to serving my appren-

ticeship under the direction of the for-

mer Prime Minister (Mr. Drew).
Apart from the "kind" things that have
been said about him from the other side

of the House, which, after all, seems to

testify to the measure of his ability and

greatness
—

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER:
Oh, oh.

MR. FOOTE: —we believe that he
is going to be one of the greatest politi-
cal leaders that we, as a party, have
ever had.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE: It is said that the

whole temper of the House of Com-
mons has been transformed and re-

vitalized by the arrival of the former
Prime Minister (Mr. Drew).

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. FOOTE: I am saying what I

have said, not alone in eulogy of the

former Prime Minister (Mr. Drew),
but because I felt, as a new member on
our side of the House, that it would
be very difficult for anyone to take Mr.
Drew's place.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : There's not another like him.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FOOTE : There are many who
would suffer in comparison with him
on both sides of the House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FOOTE: I had a feeling, on
that day we met to say goodbye to Mr.
Drew and to meet our new leader (Mr.
Kennedy), that it might be a very awk-
ward thing for a man whose stature

politically was not too great. It was
with a feeling of pride that I felt, as

our new Prime Minister (Mr. Ken-

nedy) spoke, that he was not suffering

by comparison at all.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE: He is different. He
dares to be completely himself, with-

out any measure of affectation—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. FOOTE : —and I say, Sir, that

we are looking forward to serving our

apprenticeship under you, and I know
that the same characteristics and gifts
of wisdom and tolerance and that sav-

ing grace of humour you have shown
in your own department, which has

made it one of the best in the govern-
ment, I am sure will be richly used in

your leadership here.

I don't think I have time today, Mr.

Speaker, to try to make friends with

everyone—
MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : You

are doing all right so far.

MR. FOOTE: —but I am going to

have one try at the other side of the

House, just one, and I do not care what

happens after that.

In the last election, not all the results

which came in could be considered,
from our point of view, exactly as an
answer to prayer, but in York East we
had some considerable compensation for

the loss we suffered there.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear
hear.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister
of Reform Institutions) : That was

good. They're smiling.

MR. FOOTE: The hon. member

(Miss MacPhail) who sits in the front

row of the opposition ranks and occu-

pies a position of such importance there,

I am sure is regarded in the same way
throughout this province, as being in

the front rank of women who have con-

tributed a great deal to the life, not only
of Ontario, but of Canada.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE: I hope, having been

so kind, that some of the barbs which

might otherwise have come from across

the way may be tempered until I have

gained my political sea-legs.

HON. MR. FROST : You are doing

very well.

MR. FOOTE : I am encouraged very
much today by the remembrance of the

kindness which was shown to me when
I spoke in this House after my return

from overseas. I was very much im-

pressed then by the graciousness and

ability of the leaders of all parties in

the House. I think there was a differ-

ence then in the ranks across the way,
but otherwise the leaders were the same,
and I say most sincerely that I think on
occasions like birthdays and anniver-

saries here, you do show the spirit
which is more becoming to you than that

which appears sometimes in the heat of

battle, and I believe there is an under-

lying feeling of respect for those who
hold greatly divergent points of view. I

have felt that before and I go on with
that feeling. I assure you it is my feel-

ing, at any rate, and of all those who
have come here.

The Speech from the Throne indi-

cates the continuance of progressive

legislation in all departments. There is

nothing spectacular about it, but it is, in

my opinion, a promise that is worth

something, when we realize that the re-

cord of this government is a record of

progressive achievement which is known
by the people of this province and which
has recently been endorsed by the people
of Ontario.

Each municipality knows that this

government has contributed more than

any other government in the way of tax

relief to municipalities.

Besides the school grants, which for

the last year exceed $33,000,000, the

government has paid, in road subsidies,

an average of $10,700,000 a year from
1944 to 1948. This figure compares
with $4,250,000 paid by the previous
administration.

The municipalities also received an
annual sum equal to one mill on their

general assessment, amounting last year
to $3,325,000.

Capital grants have been made for

hospital construction totalling $1,181,

000, and commitments for over

$3,000,000 have been made on approved

programmes. The government is paying
more than 90 per cent, of the operating
costs of sanitoria, amounting to

$2,000,000 a year. These have all aided

the local taxpayers.

I want to speak briefly on the work
of some departments, and particularly
as their work is related to our own con-

stituency.

The field of education is a very in-

teresting one to us, in that we have

almost infinite variety. Besides very
efficient high and elementary schools,

we have Trinity College School, which,
as you know, is one of the great private
schools of this country. I am not

speaking of it because the government
supports it in any way, but I think that

in our own town it is typical of what the

relationship should be between the so-

called "privileged class'' and others.

Trinity College School last summer
turned over to the town—that is, to the

boys and girls
—its entire facilities for

recreation, including a very fine swim-

ming pool. During the year the people
of the town, who consider this in many
ways as their school, too, are enter-

tained, free of charge, at concerts which
have the services of some of the out-

standing artists of Canada. I would
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not speak of this alone, if I were not

going to relate it to something else, and
that is the department of the hon. the

Minister of Reform Institutions (Mr.
Dunbar) .

We have a school in Bowmanville—
most Of you know of it, the Ontario

Training School for Boys. You will

think, having visited, say, T.C.S., and

having been invited to go to the school

in Bowmanville, that you would be in

for an awful shock, for on the one

hand, you have one of the famous
schools of this country, one where only

people who have means can go, and on
the other hand, this school at Bowman-
ville, which is for a very special type
of boy—underprivileged

—who have
found life difficult. It is surprising

—
really amazing—how little difference

you will find.

The grounds are quite large and well

landscaped, the buildings are not of the

massive type that would have anything
to do in reminding one of a prison at-

mosphere or anything of the kind.

They have different houses—East

House, West House, and so on—and at

the time I went there first the band of

the school, performing very creditably,
met us at the entrance. They put on a

parade which was very, very smart in-

deed, and then we went into the dining
room for a banquet which was to mark
the end of the sports period of the

year. There the boys sat at different

tables according to the Houses from
which they came. There was a repre-
sentative there from another school in

a different part of Ontario. Really, to

hear the speeches those boys made would
amaze you. It was almost unbelievable.

It was a wonderful thing to see the

association, and the relationship they
had to their teachers.

That is the type of work being done

by this government, perhaps something
that you do not know a great deal about.

So may people say: "What is the

government doing?" They are things
like these, which they have never seen.

I hope that we can have in Ontario
as many of those schools as we need
to carry on this work, and I would say
this, quite frankly, too, that the men

who work in that school are people who
need special qualifications, not only

technically, but they have to be gifted
for the work, and I could wish that

those people were more adequately

paid.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. FOOTE: because we want to

bring into that school people of the

same type. Many of them stay, not

because they are satisfied with the pay,
but because they like the work. I do
not think that should be interpreted as

any indication they are satisfied. I

speak of it here because I think every-

body should know about it, and I think

that there would be general agreement
with the prospect of making this branch
of teaching more attractive.

We have, also, another school of a
different type, the Workmen's Educa-
tional Association. I am not going to

say very much about that school. I

know it is supported by a grant from
the Department of Education, and I

have no desire to see the department
pay any less to labour for purposes of

education, but I think that payments
might be directed where they could be
better spent.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. FOOTE : Many of the teachers

in my own constituency have put for-

ward to me their views on education

and I mention them now because I

think they must have received great

encouragement from reading the fre-

quent speeches of the hon. Minister of

Education (Mr. Porter), in which he

agrees that the curriculum has been
allowed to become overcrowded and
that it would be much better to teach

fewer, and more fundamental subjects

better, than to be swamped by frills.

I do not know what the opinions of

the Royal Commission on Education
will be when they report, but I would
think from the comments of the hon.

Minister (Mr. Porter) that he has seen

for himself something which is valuable

and his opinions coincide with those of

the teachers who have taken the trouble

to come to see me and to speak about
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education, in fact, some of them pre-

pared a brief which they offered to me
and which was both elaborate and
valuable.

I have had a letter from, I think,

nearly every superannuated teacher in

the County of Durham, which stated

their case very well, and I am glad to

see that there is some consideration

being given to this question of super-
annuation. Many of the teachers re-

ceive less than $600.00 a year, one, as

low as $240.00, and I believe that their

request to have this pension augmented
will meet with very wide approval. If

it does not, it is a very poor com-

mentary upon our sense of appreciation.
We can say what we like about how
much we appreciate what our teachers

have done for us, and made us, but I

say that does not ring very true when
we have people who are living, after

years of service, on a superannuation
of less than $600.00 a year. That is

very small.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE : That is the amount
that is given to ministers when they are

almost ready to be shot, but they are

expected to live in poverty as exempli-
fying a greater measure of virtue. I

cannot speak for ministers in the House,
because they have no union and no mea-
sure of compulsion to bring on anyone.

The grants made by the Department
of Education have indeed kept pace
with the progress and growth of this

province—for 1947, $30,000,000; for

1948, $34,250,000; for 1949, $36,500,-
000. New schools have been built, a

great proportion of them in rural and
suburban areas. In 1947, 148 new

buildings, or additions, were completed ;

in 1948, 80 completed and 150 under
construction

;
and all of this at a cost

of $75,000,000.

I do not think it is necessary for me
to keep on quoting figures in order to

bolster the position of this government
in any way. The thing that appeals to

me when I get out and around is the

way these grants of money have met

human needs. I visited one school about
two years ago in a district that had a

very low assessment value. One of the

citizens there was a friend of mine, a

doctor. He had gone there to practise

twenty-five years ago, and he told me
that all through those years he had been

hoping that they might get something
in the way of educational facilities

which were adequate for the children

of the community. Through the assist-

ance of this government, they were able

to undertake the building of a school

which cost nearly $100,000. The thing
to see is the appreciation of these people
and what it means in the way of equal

opportunity to the boys and girls of
this province.

I believe the attitude of this govern-
ment toward education has marked one
of the greatest advances which has been
made in this province. That is one of

the things for which the former Prime
Minister (Mr. Drew) can be given
credit by everybody.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE: There is one more

aspect of education in which I have

been very interested, and that is the

teaching of music. If I may mention

it, my interest began at the time when
we were in a prison camp in Germany.
Major Brian McCool, who is now in

that department, which, as you know, is

directed by Mr. Fenwick, began the

work of experimental teaching at that

time. I think many of us will agree
with the article of Mr. McAree in the

Globe and Mail, that many people who
pretend to like symphonic music merely

pretend, that most people like some-

thing that has a bit of tune to it. Well,
in the camps we had people who were

qualified teachers on the "high-brow"
scale. Brian McCool began originally
to teach the others, who liked some-

thing with a bit of tune, and he taught
them to play instruments, to play any
sort of thing they liked, and he brought
their standard of appreciation up, not

by saying to people: "This is good for

you, and you should have it," but by
really creating something.
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I think it was a very fitting thing
that when Major McCool came back

to Canada, he found his place in the

Department of Education. There is a

man who has learned something and is

going to try it out. Here, where he

has an opportunity, I believe there is a

similar opportunity for many people
with ideas which will be valuable to

our citizens.

I believe the Department of Planning
and Development has some connection

with this subject and, strange as it may
seem, I am told that part of the purpose
of this department is to attempt to

build up the life of smaller places. This

means a lot to me. I do not know
what the report on education will say,
whether it will stress the building up
of large schools in greater areas—it

probably will; it may be wise for this

to be done in some cases—but it seems
to me that we cannot afford to take a

cultural centre which we are trying to

build up out of the life of a small place.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. FOOTE: I do not think the

day of the small schools has gone
entirely. I think many of the continua-

tion and small high schools have not

begun to come into their own in the

way of extra-mural work and the

extending of a cultural life of the people
of the community. Again, we want

people of top rank to create this interest.

The Department of Planning and

Development is hoping to interest small

industries, or branches, or units, to

create industries in these smaller places.
I think it can be done.

I have not time to talk about Hydro
to any great extent, but the day is going
to come when we will have plenty of

power to operate industries in these

small places.

The first time we had occasion to

speak about Hydro was in the company
of the hon. the Minister of Public
Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow). We were
the guests of the Women's Institute of

Bailieboro, in part of his and my own
constituency. The women of the town
had raised money for a war memorial.

This was just at the time of the

black-outs, and, strangely enough, this

memorial took the form of street light-

ing for the village. However, we found

they had a pretty sensible attitude on

Hydro and it is one that I would like

to quote. There is a lot of sense in

people from the country. Some of them
even read The Financial Post and have
read from the summary of the Hydro
situation, but one person said: "We'll

get plenty of power," and went on to

say that during the war, when supplies
were vitally needed for the continuance
of the war effort, it would not have been

right for any government who could

get along
—as we did get along

—with
terrific production, to take these sup-

plies and use them so we would not be
inconvenienced a little later on.

There are some people who might
still continue to talk about Hydro in

terms of blame, but let me tell you this,

that if you talk to any man who has
served overseas in active service, you
had better not tell him that you would
have held back those materials which
were vitally needed for his use, in order
to build additional Hydro plants.

I am making no reflection on anyone
here who was engaged in production
or any other activity during the war—
none at all—but at the same time I do
not think that any person in his right
mind would have advocated a course of
that kind. The people of our com-
munities, at any rate, have a very
sensible attitude toward Hydro, and a

hopeful one, and if you could read the

reports and see the amount of power
which will be available by 1952, and
then consider the effect of the United
States development of the St. Lawrence
River project, where we will have over
a million horsepower, you will find we
will be hoping in time that we can have

enough prosperity and industry in this

province to utilize the power that will

then be available.

I am sure the hon. members, especi-

ally across the way, are weary of hear-

ing this government praised.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Municipal Affairs) : They
did not have the time nor the patience
in Ottawa.

MR. OLIVER : I did not hear you.

MR. FOOTE : I will say this frankly
that I know our own party, federally,

have expressed the approval of the

extension of the baby bonus. I do not

care whether they have or have not. I

think it would be a good thing, if we
could afford to do it, but if it is going
to be done, first, at the expense of look-

ing after the old people of this prov-

ince, then I do not agree with it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE : I do not think we can

afford to spend $20,000,000 or more
a month on baby bonuses, and keep the

old age pension down to $30 per month.
I have to deal with these things, and
so do all the hon. members. I met a

man in the hospital a few days ago who
had a war pension of $32.90 and
because of that, he could not get the

old age pension. He pays $25 per
month for his room, which leaves him

$7.90 per month to live on.

AN HON. MEMBER
promised more.

He was

MR. FOOTE: These are things
which make us uncomfortable.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE : And that is something
we have to face. We on this side of

the House have to face it, in relation

to income, and I know that it is one
of the most difficult departments in this

government, but the explanation of this

$30-rate seems to me to be very clear.

It is that a contributory plan is pro-

posed which would be, as I see it, in

the nature of a subsidized or augmented
annuity. If this non-contributory pen-
sion rate is set at a higher figure than

$30, I believe it is the fear of the

government that this may bring opposi-

tion to this contributory pension or

annuity. We have not very much infor-

mation on the subject at the present

time, but I think it stands to reason

that these annuities will have to be built

up, and some time will have to elapse
before they can care for the old people.
In the meantime, it will be our responsi-

bility. I think pressure should be

brought to bear on the Federal Govern-
ment to deal with this situation, and
I feel sure that every attention will be

given to it in this House.

There are many problems upon which
I could speak, but I think I have taken
more time already than the hon. Prime
Minister (Mr. Kennedy) had intended,
but I have endeavoured to speak
frankly, if incompletely.

However, I want to say this—and
make no mistake about it—that I am
proud to be in this House as a sup-
porter of the government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOOTE : I feel that within its

ranks is a very hospitable place, not

only for an hon. member who can speak
in praise of it, but one who has also

formed his opinions in the light of what
he has learned from the people. I

believe such opinions as are indicated

in this House will be respected.

I thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. A. JOHNSTON (Parry
Sound) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to

second the motion for the adoption of

the address by his Honour, the Lieu-

tenant-Governor, I do so with a keen
sense of the high honour which is being
shown to my constituency.

I am present in this House only as

a secondary choice of the people of the

district of Parry Sound. The late Mr.

Cragg was elected, as you all know, in

June, 1948, to this House and no abler

representative could have been elected.

His death was very unfortunate. It is

regretted sincerely by the people of the

district and by the hon. members of
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this House. This was brought very

forcibly to my attention yesterday. He
was a young man, very sincere, both in

his profession and his services to his

district and his country.

All who knew him were sure he

would have reached the pinnacle of

success in his chosen profession as a

barrister, yet he would retain the com-
mon touch with his fellowmen.

In taking his place as member for

Parry Sound, I will endeavour to intro-

duce and bring to completion some of

the plans he had for this great district

of Parry Sound, which I have the

honour to represent.

I would also like to join with the

other hon. members who spoke yester-

day in the tribute paid to the late

"Johnny" Carrere of Cochrane North.

It gives me a great deal of pleasure
to be associated in this motion with

my former comrade-in-arms, the hon.

member for Durham (Mr. Foote). He
is so well known for his valour in

World War II that it is unnecessary for

me to bring it to your attention. The
decoration which he received for bravery
in this war, going far beyond the call

of duty, is such that it is granted to

few men.

It has been a pleasure, Mr. Speaker,
as one of the so-called "remnants" of
this great party of mine on this side of

the House, to be associated with the

mover in seconding the Speech from
the Throne. Thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I move
the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime

Minister) : I move the House do now
adjourn.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Would the hon.

Prime Minister tell us something about

Monday's events.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : I notice the bills are not

printed. They will be in the bill books

early Monday morning. There will be
some routine bills and no doubt we will

be able to go through these quite easily.
I would like to go through as many bills

as possible.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think that

arrangement will probably be satis-

factory. As the Prime Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) I think understands, in the

case of routine bills of no complexity
or difficulty or great importance, there

may be no objection to proceeding with
second reading without delay, but as

to the others, we do feel very strongly
that hon. members should have the

printed bills at least twenty-four hours
before they are called for second read-

ing. I think all hon. members of the

House will agree with that proposition.
There will probably be sufficient busi-

ness on Monday with routine matters
to keep us busy.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4:23 o'clock

p.m.
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3 o'clock p.m. hereafter be authorized investments for

mi TT . ^ , , , joint stock companies and cash-mutual
The House met at 3 o clock.

insurance corporations under the pro-

Prayers,
visions of the Companies Act.

Of the Corporation of Cottams
MR. SPEAKER : Presenting peti- Farmers Limited, praying that an Act

tions. may pass making the said Corporation,

Reading and Receiving Petitions. from January 1st, 1950, subject to Part
XII of the Companies Act exceptingCLERK OF THE HOUSE: The clause (i) of subsection (6) of Section

following petitions have been received :

(4) thereof and substituting therefore

Of the Corporation of the Federation (i) Payment of interest on the paid up
for Community Service of Toronto, capital at such rate as may be deter-

praying that an Act may pass for the mined annually by by-law.

purpose of vesting in the Community Of Harold B. Cadman, Robert D.
Chest of Greater Toronto, any and all Euler, Robert W. Francis, et al., pray-
donations, legacies, bequests, monies, jng that an Act may pass incorporating
securities or property of any kind to The Institute of Accredited Public
which the Corporation upon and after Accountants of Ontario,
the surrender and cancellation of its Qf the Corporation of the Township
charter would be or become entitled of Scarborough, praying that an Act
were it still in existence.

may pass to dedare that no part of the
Of the Corporation of the Mount township shall for a period of five years

McKay and Kakabeka Falls Railway be annexed to any adjoining munici-

Company, praying that an Act may pass pality without the assent of the muni-
accepting the surrender of the Com- cipal electors of the said township, and
pany's charter and the powers conferred to provide that paragraphs 1, 46 and
upon it by its Act of Incorporation 50 of Section 407 and paragraphs 3 and
being Chapter 82 of the Statutes of On- 7 of Section 414 of the Municipal Act,
tario, 1904, and Acts in amendment Chapter 224, R.S.O. 1937, shall apply
thereof and to authorize the distribu- to the said township,
tion of the Company's assets rateably Qf the Corporation of the County of
amongst its shareholders.

Frontenac, praying that an Act may
Of the Incorporated Synod of the pass to establish the said County except

Diocese of Toronto, praying that an Act those parts which respectively consist of

may pass permitting the Corporation to the City of Kingston and the Township
invest up to thirty per centum of the of Wolfe Island as a High School Dis-

book value of its assets in any invest- trict to be known as Frontenac High
ments or securities that are now or may School District, and to establish a High
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School Board for the said District under

the name of the Frontenac High School

Board and to discontinue the Sydenham
High School District.

Of the Corporation of lTnstitut of

Jeanne D'Arc, praying that an Act may
pass exempting all property real and

personal vested in, owned or occupied

by the said Corporation from all assess-

ments, levies, rates and taxes for muni-

cipal or school purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Township
of Toronto, praying that an Act may
pass extending the powers of the

Council of the said Corporation to in-

clude additional local improvement pro-

jects, such as sewers, sidewalks, curbs,

pavement, street lighting and other pub-
lic utilities.

Of the Corporation of the City of

London, praying that an Act may pass

authorizing a By-law to provide for the

purchase of the undertakings and assets

of The London Street Railway Com-

pany and for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of the City of

Chatham, praying that an Act may pass

amending the City of Chatham Act,

1921, as amended by the City of Chat-

ham Act, 1924, to enable the Council of

the said Corporation, by By-law, passed
not later in any year than the 1st day of

November, to fix different places and

times for nomination of candidates for

Mayor, for Council, and for any local

Board or Commission, any members of

which are to be elected by ballot ;
and

the day for the polling in accordance

with and subject to the provisions of.

the Municipal Act.

Of the Corporation of the Hospital
for Sick Children, praying that an Act

may pass providing that no person who
is a governor, trustee, director, member
of the board of management, officer,

employee or servant of any other hos-

pital or infirmary shall be eligible to be

appointed a trustee or officer of the said

Corporation, and for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of the City of

Belleville, praying that an Act may pass

increasing the membership of the Public

Utilities Commission of the said Cor-

poration and to ratify a by-law to in-

crease the term of office of Aldermen of
the said Corporation.

Of the Corporation of the Synod of

the Diocese of Ontario, praying that an
Act may pass to extend the powers of

the Corporation of investment for its

general funds to include such securities

as are now or shall hereafter be author-
ized investments for Joint Stock Insur-

ance Companies and Cash-Mutual In-

surance Corporations under the provi-
sions of the Companies Act.

Of the Corporation of the City of

Peterborough, praying that an Act may
pass to amend The Peterborough Civic

Hospital Act, 1945, to enable the

Corporation to provide additional funds

for the completion of the said Hospital
and such further funds which may be

required in future for its enlargement,
and for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Township
of Etobicoke, praying that an Act may
pass consolidating the present existing
school sections in the said Township
into a Township School Area and

enlarging the present High School Area
to include the entire Township and

establishing a Board of Education.

Of the Corporation of the Cornwall
Street Railway, Light and Power Com-
pany, praying that an Act may pass

validating a franchise agreement entered

into by the said Corporation with the

Corporations of the City of Cornwall
and the Township of Cornwall and

validating by-laws of the said City and

Township granting the franchise.

Of the Corporation of the City of

Toronto, praying that an Act may pass

respecting municipal elections or amend-

ing the Municipal Act by consolidating
the provisions respecting municipal elec-

tions, including the election of Public

School Boards, Separate School Boards,
Boards of Education and the Trustees

of the Toronto and Suburban Separate
School Board.

Of the Corporation of the Township
of Kingston and the Board of School

Trustees of the Township School Area
of Kingston No. 1, praying that an Act

may pass authorizing the said Corpora-
tion and the said Trustees to enter into
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an agreement with His Majesty in right Of Angus Bernard MacDonald,
of the Dominion of Canada, represented Albert Cornelius Savage, Louis Joseph

by Wartime Housing Limited, terminat- Billy, et. al., praying that an Act may
ing the existing agreement and substi- pass incorporating the Ontario Co-

tuting new provisions in respect of taxes, operative Credit Society,
finances and otherwise affecting the Qf the Corporation of the Township
housing area covered by the said agree- of East York, praying that an Act may
ment; providing for the erection of a

pass confirming the title of the said
schoo for the said housing area; and

Corporation in the lands shown in a
for other purposes. certain plan dated the 25th day of

Of the Corporation of the Town of January, 1946 and registered in the

Tecumseh, praying that an Act may pass Registry Office for the East and West

amending The Town of Tecumseh Act, Riding of the County of York on the

1927, by changing the present constitu- 14th day of May, 1946 as Plan No.

tion of the Town Council or Mayor, 3281.

Reeves and three Councillors to Mayor, Qf the Corporation of the Trustees
Reeve, Deputy Reeve and two Coun-

of Wycliffe Colleges, praying that an
cillors. Ad- may pass authorizing the Trustees
Of the Corporation of the City of to invest all such funds as are now in

Owen Sound, praying that an Act may r may hereafter come into their hands,

pass amending The City of Owen Sound in any investments or securities that

Act, 1938, making certain changes in are now or may hereafter be authorized
the membership of the Civic Auditorium for investment by Trustees under the
Commission. Trustee Act and in any investments or

Of Hope Harris Millholland, Floretta securities that are now or may hereafter

Ruth Sleeth, Chester Holdsworth be authorized for Joint Stock Insurance

Belton, William Gordon Link, et. al., Companies or Cash-Mutual Insurance

praying that an Act may pass incorporat- Corporations under the provisions of

ing the Sarnia Young Men's and Young the Companies Act and to alter and

Women's Christian Associations a body vary such investments from time to

politic and corporate.
time by substituting others of a like

Of the Corporation of the City of

Toronto, praying that an Act may pass Of the Corporation of the Improve-

validating an agreement between the ment District of Wasaga Beach, praying

said Corporation and the Toronto that an Act may pass incorporating the

Transportation Commission for trans- said District as a Village,

ferring the Island Ferry Service and Qf the Corporation of McMaster
equipment to the said commission and

University, praying that an Act may
for other purposes. pass amending the Act of Incorporation

Of the Corporation of the Canadian of the said University as amended from

National Exhibition Association, pray- time to time, to increase the member-

ing that an Act may pass amending the ship of the Board of Governors and for

Canadian National Exhibition Act, 1948 other purposes.

changing the membership of the General, Qf the Corporation of the City of
Manufacturers and Liberal Arts section Ottawa praying that an Act may pass
of the said Association.

amending the City of Ottawa Act, 1941,

Of the Corporation of the Township as amended by the City of Ottawa Act,

of Whitney, praying that an Act may 1948, to defer the time of entry by the

pass validating certain by-laws of the said Corporation on certain expropri-

Corporation which provide for special ated lands from the 1st day of January,
rates on all rateable property in the 1950, to the 1st day of January, 1955.

municipality as a source of revenue for ^ . — •

repayment of debentures issued in pur-
RePort of c°«"™«ees.

suance to the said by-laws. Motions.
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HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, motion No. 1.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I rise

to a point of order if the hon. Prime
Minister will pardon me a moment.

My point of order refers to today's
order paper which contains on page 4
a list of government orders and after

a number of bills listed for second read-

ing appears the word "Printed." The
fact of course is, and I say this to make
it clear for the record, that the bills,

or some of the bills, marked "Printed"
were not actually distributed until after

2 o'clock this afternoon.

Now, my point of order arises be-

cause of the provisions of Rule 55. Rule
55 is perfectly clear and it states that

except by unanimous consent of the

House no bill shall be read the second
time until it has been printed and dis-

tributed and has been subsequently
marked on the orders of the day, thus
"Printed" signifying it has been printed
and distributed.

My point of order relates strictly to

the order paper itself. I am suggest-

ing, Mr. Speaker, that it is not in order
for the order paper to state in relation

to any bills "Printed" until after it has
been both printed and distributed. I

realize that at the outset of the session

it is not too easy to arrange matters so
that this rule will be strictly complied
with, and, on this occasion I am not

pressing it except to this extent, Mr.
Speaker, I would ask for your ruling
that no bills should appear in the orders
of the day as "Printed" until after it

has been both printed and distributed.
If there appears to be any difficulty
about making such a ruling I would
suggest, Mr. Speaker, that you take the
matter into consideration and give us

your ruling at a future date.

My request is that you rule that no
bill be stated in the orders of the day
to be "printed" unless it has been pre-

viously both printed and distributed.

That would stop the orders of the day
appearing with the word "Printed"
before a bill has been actually dis-

tributed.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to ask the hon. Leader of
the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) to con-
sider whether or not that suggestion is

practical. Perhaps I might open what
I have to say with this:

Over the last five years, there has
not been a single occasion when the then

government—and there will not be an
occasion when this government will

attempt to force second reading of a
bill which the hon. members have not
had time to examine, whether there

appears on the order paper "Printed"
or "Not Printed." Therefore, I fail

to see at the outset any practical purpose
of asking for a ruling on that.

I would ask the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) to consider

that, because during part of the period—for two years
—he sat in the House,

and is familiar with the attitude of the

government toward the order paper.

From a practical point of view, it is

extremely difficult, no matter how well
the officials function, to actually get
the printing done, and the fact is the
order paper itself has to be printed.
The instructions regarding it and the
course followed by the officials is to

only put on the order paper, bills which
they feel will be printed and distributed.
The order paper, therefore, is produced
in good faith and its printing must go
along with the printing of the bills.

It follows that, if there is delay in

the printing of some one or more bills

and they come forward without actually

being both printed and distributed, we
have that position of the order paper.
I do not know how we can avoid it

unless we are going to greatly delay the

preparation of the order paper and

actually have all bills in our possession
before we print the order paper itself.

I am going to ask the hon. Leader of
the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), Mr.

Speaker, not to press for a ruling on

that, on the clear statement that the

government does not propose to pro-
ceed with those bills until they are

actually in the hands of all the hon.
members of the House for an adequate
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period, for them to consider. In the

case of some bills their mere distribu-

tion before two o'clock would not, of

course, be an adequate period, if they
are difficult bills.

I would suggest the hon. Leader of
the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) leave it

that. As a bill is called, if it is open to

the objection he named or even open
to the objection that there has not been

enough time to consider it, and he raise

the question on the merits in relation

to that particular bill, I think the busi-

ness of the House would proceed very
well.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, the
hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
has suggested that I take his views into

account, and has invited a further ex-

planation. I would be happy to oblige
with a further explanation.

I assume that Rule 55 is there for

a reason, and I think it is a good reason.

We know that, at a previous session,
when the present government was in

power, the House appointed a com-
mittee to consider the revision of the

rules and that no steps have since been
taken to adopt the report of that com-
mittee. I can only assume, therefore,
that as far as the hon. government
members are concerned, the present
rules are satisfactory, since they have
initiated no steps to make any changes
in them.

I think Rule 55, to which I have

referred, is a good rule because it serves

to protect the interests of all those hon.

members—and that means most hon.

members on both sides of the House—
who have not had an opportunity to see

bills which have been prepared by the

government. If the rule is not observed,
it is simply going to mean that in nine

cases out of ten opposition members—
and hon. members on the government
side of the House, for that matter—
will waive objection, as they do not wish
to impede the progress of public busi-

ness through the House, and do not

want to be in the position of obstruct-

ing necessary business.

What the hon. Attorney - General

(Mr. Blackwell) is suggesting, Mr.

Speaker, is that we should acquiesce in

a violation of the rule. No rule can

possibly be clearer than this rule. I

have already made it clear that I am
not pressing this objection, as far as

the business of the House is concerned

today, subject to our right to consider,
or reconsider whether we are yet pre-

pared to give second reading to the bills

on the order paper when they are

reached.

I think it is fair enough to say that

we are not pressing it immediately, but

we do ask for your ruling that Rule 55

should be respected. I appreciate the

difficulty about getting these papers

printed, but there are difficulties also on

the part of private members who are

suddenly called upon to examine legis-

lation which they have not seen before,

and which the hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Blackwell) has had the advantage
of studying, no doubt for some months
and possibly for some years past. I do
not think it is asking very much that a

rule which stands as one of the Rules
of the House should be respected, and
I assume, Mr. Speaker, that you will

make the ruling and that you will take

into account on the merits of this ques-
tion the representations which have

been made on our behalf as well as

the opinions expressed by the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell).

MR. BLACKWELL : Mr. Speaker, I

want to urge upon you that there is

no occasion for you to make a ruling

until the occasion arises. The rule is

quite plain, and it says that under the

circumstances mentioned by the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe),

the bill may not be proceeded with

except with the unanimous consent of

the House. So that question arises on

each occasion an effort is made to move
a bill on to second reading.

With all due respect, I suggest you

postpone your ruling until you have

before you something of substance on

which to rule. There is the rule, and

I do not see any point in my hon.

friend (Mr. Jolliffe) repeating that the

rule is in the book. We can all read it.
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This is a little off the point, but I

would like to answer a question raised

by the hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe). He was good enough
to suggest that the hon. members on
the government side, too, should have
the opportunity of seeing the bills. May
I say most emphatically that there has
not been a bill introduced in this House
for five years which the government
supporters have not seen prior to its

introduction into the Legislature. I

would like to make that emphatic point.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : The Liquor Bill, too?

AN HON. MEMBER: All bills.

MR. BLACKWELL: I am glad you
brought up the Liquor Bill again be-
cause I wish to say most emphatically
that the government supporters did see
the Liquor Bill before it was introduced
in the House, and in the presence of

many of those who were here at that

time, I want to say when that bill was
introduced in the House, it had the
unanimous support of every govern-
ment supporter, and I make this state-

ment in this Legislature. I am glad
you brought it up.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, will
the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) permit a question? It has nothing
to do with liquor.

MR. BLACKWELL : Reference was
made to liquor.

MR. JOLLIFFE: It arises from
what you just said.

MR. BLACKWELL: I will permit
it later, if you do not mind. I would
like to complete what I have to say on
this particular point you brought up.
Then we will not stray too far from
the point.

I wish to say that the obvious reason
the government has not adopted the

report on the rules that the hon. Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) re-

ferred to was that, in its opinion—
which may be wrong—the government
felt it was desirable to have flexibility

of the present rules instead of attempt-

ing to codify in rigid form the Rules
of the House.

There may be a difference of view
about that, but that represents the

opinion of the government on the report
to the House at that time.

That is all I wish to say at the

moment, Mr. Speaker. If the hon.
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)
wants to ask a question, I will consider
whether I can answer it or not when he
asks it.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I am sure the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell ) ,

Mr. Speaker, can answer the question.
Just before I ask that question, though,
may I say that I do not think the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
understands the point of order. The
point of order is not with relation to the
introduction of bills for second reading.
When we get to that point we will con-
sider whether or not we should object.
That is not the point of order.

This point of order relates solely to

the condition in which we find the order

paper to-day, and the use of the word
"printed on page four of today's order

paper. That is the only point or order
I raise at the moment and that is the

one on which I asked the ruling.

Now, the question I was going to ask
the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well), I think in fairness to himself he
would want to answer.

He referred to the fact that govern-
ment members have had prior notice of

government bills introduced in this

House during the last five years. It

was not clear from what he said just
what he meant. My question is whether

government members who are not in the

ministry received copies of the bill at

the same time or before other hon.

members of the House?

MR. BLACKWELL: They are all

put in the book at the same time.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, what the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
meant was every bill has to go through
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our caucus. Every bill goes through
our caucus before its progress is into

the House, and by consent of the hon.

members is brought before the House.

Every member of our party knows the

contents of the bills before they come
in.

I think probably, Mr. Speaker, what
the hon. Leader of the Oposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) said has some merit, but I

am not sure it is practical, especially at

the beginning of the session. We may
have a bill in the order paper which
does not mean very much. Everybody
can understand it the minute they see

it. They do not need twenty-four
hours' notice.

I am going to ask the hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) if he will,

in the early part of the session, let this

go-

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, we
will come to that later.

I do not think the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) or the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) will find this

side of the House uncooperative about

matters of this kind. We can come to

that later, but the point of order at this

moment relates to the preparation of the

order paper.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Number One.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE:
Government notices.

MR. WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT
(Cochrane South) : Mr. Speaker, I rise

to a point of order in connection with

the calling of the present order by the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy). He has

called the first order on the government
notices of motion.

I have a notice of motion standing
on the order paper, and if you refer to

Rule 28-A, it gives the precedence of

business of the day on Mondays. That

precedence is: "Third Readings," "Pri-

vate Bills," "Questions put by Mem-
bers," "Notices of Motions," "Public

Bills and Orders," Government Notices

of Motions," "Government Orders."

Therefore, if we are to follow this rule,

my resolution should be called by the

hon. Premier.

Rule No. 31 (Page 110) provides
that:

"31. All items standing on the

Orders of the Day shall be taken up
according to the precedence assigned
to each on the Order Book, the right

being reserved to the administration

of taking up Government Orders, in

such rotation as they see fit, on days
on which Government Bills have pre-
cedence."

That is quite all right for the govern-
ment to do that. They can change their

own orders, but as regards the order of

business where we are dealing with reso-

lutions or motions or bills introduced by

private members, I maintain that we
must follow the precedence set out in

the rules. Rule 28-A and 31 give that

precedence, therefore, my point of

order, Mr. Speaker, is that my resolu-

tion has precedence over that of the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) for today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Order No. 1.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE:
Government Notices of Motion, No. 1.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What is Mr.

Speaker's ruling?

MR. SPEAKER: I refer to Rule

No. 32 (A) :

"Notices of Motion by members
not taken by when called may be

allowed to stand, retaining their pre-
cedence."

I think it is the right of the Govern-
ment to determine the order, and I

would take it that Rule No. 32 gives
that privilege.

MR. GRUMMETT: Rule 32, Mr.

Speaker, does not change the prece-
dence. It says nothing whatsoever

about precedence.
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CLERK OF THE HOUSE: By
Mr. Kennedy, resolution,

That so soon as may be this House
do refer to the Select Committee on

Privileges and Elections for full

examination and inquiry, the matter

of alleged discrepancies or irregulari-
ties in the returns made under the

Election Act by the returning officer,

deputy returning officers, poll clerks

or others, or any of them, for the

Electoral District of St. George in

connection with the election held

therein on the 7th day of June, 1948 ;

and that all documents, including used

and unused ballot papers, relating to

the said election in the custody of the

Clerk of the Crown in Chancery or

of any other person be referred to the

said Committee for such purpose.

MR. GRUMMETT : Mr. Speaker, I

wish to appeal.

MR. KENNEDY: Just a moment,
till I move this resolution.

MR. GRUMMETT : I wish to appeal
the ruling.

MR. KENNEDY: Just a moment
until I move the resolution. I move,
seconded by Mr. Blackwell, that the

resolution, standing in my name, be

approved.

MR. JOLLIFFE: There is a point
of order, Mr. Speaker.

MR. GRUMMETT: I appeal your
ruling. With all due respect to your
ruling, Mr. Speaker, I appeal your
decision.

MR. SPEAKER: This is an appeal

against the ruling of the Speaker.
The House divided.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, are we
passing over "Introduction of bills"?

MR. SPEAKER : There is a motion
before the House.

MR. KENNEDY : No, we will take

up motions 1 and 2, and then I will deal

with the bill in regard to the community
centres.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker—

MR. SPEAKER: We must have the

result of the division before proceeding.

FOR: 60.

AGAINST : 22.

The ruling sustained on division.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, for our

enlightenment, will the hon. Prime
Minister inform the House how he is

going to proceed at this point, because

it seems to me we are skipping the

precedence in the order paper.

MR. KENNEDY: I think we all

understand that the head of the govern-
ment must plan ahead, in order to devise

the best way to get the business of the

House in motion. This is in justice to

everybody
—in justice to everybody. I

am calling resolution number 1, and I

intend to call resolution number 2, and
then go into the bills which are printed.
As a matter of fact, I thought I gave
that information to the House on Friday.

On resolution number 1.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane
South) : Mr. Speaker, I was under the

impression that the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) would explain his resolution

and explain the extent of the powers
contained therein.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : It is all there.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : The motion sets

out the section of the Act under which
it is drawn. It is all there.

MR. GRUMMETT: It is not Mr.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell).

MR. BLACKWELL : I am sorry, but

it is.

MR. GRUMMETT: Reading sec-

tions 43 and 44 of the Legislative

Assembly Act, which deals with the

powers and privileges of the Assembly,
we find the following :

"43. The Assembly may at all times

command and compel the attendance

before the Assembly, or a committee
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thereof, of such persons, and the pro-
duction of such papers and things as

the Assembly or committee may deem

necessary for any of its proceedings
or deliberations.

"44. Whenever the Assembly re-

quires the attendance of any person
before the Assembly or a committee

thereof, the Speaker may issue his

warrant directed to the person named
in the Order of the Assembly, requir-

ing the attendance of such person
before the Assembly or committee and
the production of such papers and

things as may be ordered."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I suggest the

motion of the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) is not full enough in its scope.
For instance, there is no power given
in the resolution submitted by the hon.

Premier for the examination of wit-

nesses under oath.

MR. FROST : It is in the Act.

AN HON. MEMBER: Where?

MR, GRUMMETT: No. The Act

specifically states that the Committee
will have the powers given to it by the

Assembly. This Assembly is giving to

the committee certain powers in the reso-

lution presented by the hon. Premier.
I will now quote from May's Parlia-

mentary Practice, at page 588, as

follows :

"Generally a Select Committee can-

not require the attendance of witnesses

or the production of documents with-

out express authority from the

House"—

That "express authority," Mr.

Speaker, must come from the resolution

presented by the hon. Premier, upon
which he is now asking us to vote.

If we did not include that in the resolu-

tion, or direction to the Committee, then

the Committee will be "hamstrung"
when it goes into its deliberations. We
must set out the powers the Committee
has.

Now, in order to overcome perhaps
some of the defects in the resolution of

the hon. Premier, I would like to move

an amendment to the resolution pre-
sented by the hon. Premier, which,
seconded by Mr. Jolliffe, reads as

follows :

"That the Resolution now before

the House be amended by adding after

the word 'Act* in the 5th line, the

following words : 'or any other alleged

irregularities' and by adding at the

end of the Resolution the following
words, 'and that the Committee have

power to send for persons and
examine them under oath,' so that the

Resolution as amended shall read as

follows :

"That so soon as may be this House
do refer to the Select Committee on

Privileges and Elections for full

examination and inquiry, the matter
of alleged discrepancies or irregular-
ities in the returns made under The
Election Act, or any other alleged

irregularities by the returning officer,

deputy returning officers, poll clerks

or others, or any of them, for the

Electoral District of St. George in

connection with the election held

therein on* the 7th day of June, 1948
;

and that all documents, including used
and unused ballot papers, relating to

the said election in the custody of the

Clerk of the Crown in Chancery or

of any other person be referred to the

said Committee for such purpose, and
that the Committee have power to

send for persons and examine them
under oath."

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Read
it over again.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : No, that is not

necessary.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

doubt if the hon. member for Cochrane
South (Mr. Grummett) would have

wished to add that phraseology to the

resolution, if he had examined the terms

found on page 13 of the Votes and Pro-

ceedings, which refer to the setting up
of all established Committees. I will

now read that to the House, because
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those provisions are attached to the

committee, automatically. The words
are:

"Which said committees shall

severally be empowered to examine
and enquire into all such matters and

things as shall be referred to them by
the House, and to report from time to

time their observations and opinions
thereon, with power to send for per-

sons, papers and records."

MR. JOLLIFFE : What does the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) say
about "examination on oath"?

MR. BLACKWELL : I come to the

Legislative Assembly Act, section 68,

wherein it states :

"Any Standing or Select Committee
of the Assembly may require that

facts, matters and things relating to

the subject of inquiry, be verified or

otherwise ascertained by the oral

examination of witnesses, and may
examine witnesses upon oath, and for

that purpose the Chairman or any
member of the Committee may admin-
ister the oath."

That would seem to be a general

application to all Committees, and I hope
with this explanation, the hon. member
for Cochrane South (Mr. Grummett)
may be induced to withdraw his amend-

ment, which seems entirely unnecessary.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, in

part the explanation of the hon.

Attorney-General seems to me to be

satisfactory, but there is one aspect of

this matter of which he may not be

aware, and that is the reason the hon.

member for Cochrane South (Mr.
Grummett) introduced the words "or

other irregularities" after the word
"Act" in the fifth line.

What the hon. Attorney-General may
not appreciate is that the allegations
which have been made, and which are

referred to in the hon. Prime Minister's

resolution, recite not only irregularities
on the part of the persons mentioned in

the resolution, not only irregularities on
the part of the returning officer, the

deputy returning officer, the poll clerk

and others, not only in relation to irregu-
larities in the returns, but irregularities
on the part of at least one other person
who had no obligation under the Election

Act to make returns, except in the

capacity of official agent of one of the

candidates.

The Committee, when it meets, will be

limited by its terms of reference. I think

it should be understood that the allega-
tions set out in the affidavit of Frank

Frier, of which the hon. Attorney-
General may have heard, specifically

named, one Michael O'Connor, who was
not a returning officer, who was not a

deputy returning officer, and who had
no responsibility under the Act in rela-

tion to the returns of the count of the

votes, but against whom, nevertheless, a

certain serious allegation is made in the

affidavit of Frank Frier.

I think the hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Blackwell) will agree that the

Committee should be in the position to

send for that person. He may have a

perfectly good explanation for what is

alleged against him, or he may not. I

do not know. But in this matter it is

not good enough to send an invitation

with "R.S.V.P." on it. This particular

person should be included in the scope
of the enquiry, and I am sure neither

the hon. Prime Minister, nor the hon.

Attorney-General would not want to

meet a situation because their motion is

not sufficiently wide. I would ask the

hon. Attorney-General if it would not be

fair to accept that part of the amend-
ment by the hon. member for Cochrane

South (Mr. Grummett) by adding "or

any other alleged irregularities," which

would enable the committee to send for

Mr. O'Connor.

MR. BLACKWELL: The words
"other person" are there, and that

covers all persons mentioned.

MR. JOLLIFFE : No, it does not.

MR. BLACKWELL: In view of the

fact that the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition (Mr. Jolliffe) has seen fit to say
that there may be aspects of this about

which I do not know or understand,
and in view of the fact that he has seen

fit to name individuals, and so on, with
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relation to alleged irregularities, I think

possibly, under those circumstances, I

ought to say to this House exactly what
I do know about this, because, after all,

it is only in relation to knowledge which
one has, that one can deal with these

matters.

The progress of this matter, as I

understand it—and I will relate these

events in chronological order—is that

one Mr. Frier, who was the C.C.F.
candidate in St. Georges riding in the
election held June 7th, approached the

chief election officer for the oppor-
tunity to examine what is called "Form
40" in the Election Act, in which, some
days after the election, are entered what

appears in the deputy returning officer's

certificate.

I understand the chief election officer

had some doubt as to his power to per-
mit that examination, and expressed
that doubt, and as a result, the solicitor

for Mr. Frier launched a motion in the

Supreme Court.

I believe the first member of the

Government to whose attention this

matter was drawn was the hon. Pro-
vincial Secretary (Mr. Porter), as the

matter concerned what was alleged to

have happened in the election in his

riding.

The hon. Provincial Secretary was

immediately very insistent that this

examination, or any other examination,
which appeared to be indicated, should
be had, and at that point I became aware
of the situation. I then took the posi-
tion that the chief election officer should
act under the advice of the law officers

of the Crown, who advised that the

examination should be permitted, and it

was permitted.

As a result of that, the Clerk of the

Crown in Chancery, when the examina-
tion took place, in the presence of 'Mr.
Frier and his solicitor, then made a re-

port of what was ascertained, and that

report is a public document. It is avail-

able, and the Committee in question will

see it. I will make a further reference
to it before I close.

What the report indicated was that

some six days after the election, after

the results of the election were publicly
known and in the press, this Form 40
was then prepared and filed. There
were some 25 discrepancies between
the deputy returning officer's certificate

and what was entered six days after

the election, in Form 40.

Resort then had to be made to the

deputy returning officer's poll book, and
some 12 discrepancies were ascertained
there. Then there was one deputy
returning officer's certificate, where the

figures agreed with the Form 40, which
I believed then was in error.

The net result of this was to reduce
the reported plurality on Form 40. The
plurality which actually took place on
the count of the ballots amounted to

2844.

Perhaps I should be permitted to say
this, because I discussed this matter
with my colleague, the hon. Provincial

Secretary (Mr. Porter) and unless the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jollifre) or Mr. Frier or his solicitor

are prepared to come forward now, or
at the opening of this committee, and

accept the result of that election, no
one is more anxious than the hon. Pro-
vincial Secretary (Mr. Porter) to have
the committee, amongst other things,

get these ballot boxes, and actually have
a count of the ballots, although the time
for a recount, under the Election Act,
has passed. Nonetheless, no one will

be more insistent, than the hon. Pro-
vincial Secretary (Mr. Porter) that the

ballots be counted, unless the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jollifre)
or Mr. Frier, through his solicitor, say
it is not necessary to do so.

That is all the business which is

before us at the moment, but I want
to say that in my opinion the reference
is certainly broad enough. This com-
mittee has a task to examine backward
from this report, and there is adequate
authority vested in the committee by
the terms of reference and the statutory

provisions cited here today, to permit
them to get on with their task.

Its first job, when it meets, will be
to constitute itself and decide how it is

going about its business, and I am quite
satisfied there is adequate authority in
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that reference and in the statutory pro-
visions to enable it to get on with that

task.

That is all I know about the matter,

although I do want to add one thing
to that—and this is a very important

thing.

When this matter came to the atten-

tion of the hon. Prime Minister (Mr.
Kennedy), the hon. The Provincial

Secretary (Mr. Porter) and to other

colleagues in the cabinet, there was one
attitude held by the government and
that was that elections are matters of

extreme importance, and if any question
is raised about irregularities such as

this, the government itself is very
anxious to have a proper examination
made into it. For this reason, when I

received the report which I have men-
tioned from the Clerk of the Crown in

Chancery I wrote to Mr. Frier, the

party concerned, and I feel I should

put this correspondence in the record

here in the Legislature, and I would
now read a copy of the letter which I

caused to be transmitted through Mr.
Commons :

"My dear Mr. Frier:

"I beg to inform you that this

department is in receipt of a report
• from the Clerk of the Crown in

Chancery covering the record of the

examination of the Certificates and
the Return (Form 40) in the Elec-

toral District of the Riding of St.

George which report is available at

any time for your inspection.

"I would be glad if you would
advise this department what further

course of action you have in mind
and whether you feel that there is

any further examination of the matter

indicated."

The reply to that, which I shall also

put in, was a letter from Mr. F. A.

Brewin, K.C., who appears to be Mr.
Frier's legal adviser, which reads as

follows :

"I have received your letter ad-

dressed to Mr. Frier dated the 4th

of February.
"It is Mr. Frier's view that the

matters indicated in the inspection of

the electoral documents in connection

with the riding of St. George revealed

such grave irregularities that the

matter is one in which the Legisla-
ture should be concerned to have a

full investigation in accordance with
Section 153 of the Election Act, at

which time witnesses could be ex-

amined by the Committee on Privi-

leges and Elections.

"Mr. E. B. Jolliffe, K.C., Leader
of the Opposition, has made a public
announcement that he proposes to

move the House for such an investi-

gation, and he will no doubt do so

in due course.

"In the meantime I should be glad
to inspect the report of the Clerk of

the Crown in Chancery."

I conclude what I am saying with

this statement ; that from the time any
knowledge of this matter developed on
the part of any member of the govern-
ment, including my colleague, the hon.

The Provincial Secretary (Mr. Porter),
the present government has shown the

greatest desire to have this matter

properly investigated and, as a matter

of fact, the terms of reference to the

Select Committee on Privileges and
Elections which have been moved by
the hon, the Prime Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) are exactly in accord with

what the counsel for the candidate in

the election himself suggested, because

the scope of the reference to the com-
mittee is precisely the scope of Section

153 of the Election Act and of the sur-

rounding statutes, giving the members
of that committee the most adequate

powers to summon the documents, and

persons and examine them under oath.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : I am not going to

quarrel with the account of the matter

which has been given by the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell). My
recollection about it is not the same,
but it is so similar on all material points
that there is no use entering into an

argument about it.

What I do want to point out is this;

I think, if the hon. the Attorney-
General will give attention to the hon.
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Prime Minister's resolution he will see

the point which I may not have ex-

plained previously.

The resolution referred to the com-
mittee—I am now at the third line—
"the matter of alleged discrepancies or

irregularities in the returns made under
the Election Act by the returning officer,

deputy returning officers, poll clerks or

others, or any of them . . . The words
"or others" are subordinate to the words
"the returns made under the Election

Act."

Now, there are no alleged discrep-
ancies or irregularies in the returns

made under the Election Act by the

official agent named, but he is an

important person so far as this enquiry
is concerned. I am certain if the hon.

the Attorney-General will re-examine
the words in the first five lines of the

resolution, he will see the point of this.

Because, when Mr. Frier was, in the

first instance, denied the right to make
an examination, he instituted proceed-

ings in the Supreme Court of Ontario
to get an order permitting him to make
an examination and he has filed an
affidavit in those proceedings. The hon.

Minister of Education (Mr. Porter)
was served by order of the court, so I

presume the hon. Minister of Education
has knowledge of the affidavit and one
of the important allegations made in

that is made against a person excluded
from the scope of this resolution.

MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, no.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Then I will draw
the hon. the Attorney-General's atten-

tion to the fact that that resolution

refers to irregularities or discrepancies
in the returns made under The Election

Act by the returning officer, deputy re-

turning officers, poll clerks or others.

The allegation made against him is in

connection with irregularities in the

opening of the ballot boxes. No return

has been made by Mr. O'Connor. The

allegation is in respect to an act made

by him contrary to The Election Act at

the opening of the ballot boxes, and that

is not a return by him.

I would again ask the hon. the Attor-

ney-General to look at the words and
he will see that O'Connor is not covered.

We say if the investigation is to be a

complete and full enquiry, if all the

necessary persons are to be brought be-

fore the committee, then I want to make
this perfectly clear, that Mr. O'Connor
must be brought before the committee.
If the hon. the Attorney-General can

give any assurance that Mr. O'Connor
will be brought for the committee we
might accept it, but—
MR. BLACKWELL: We will give

you that assurance.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I do not see how
the hon, the Attorney-General can give
us that assurance. He is not the com-
mittee. What is the objection to put-

ting it in the resolution?

MR. BLACKWELL: My feelings
are hurt. I am just trying to be as help-
ful and as kind as I can be under all

the circumstances. I would like to add
one point further to this; the House is

taking considerable responsibility in set-

ting up the committee and providing the

reference under Section 253 of The
Election Act, and I do not think this

House is going to take the responsibility
for an order—which is what it amounft
to—of examining into all sorts of things
for which no justification may appear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : We have not sug-

gested that.

MR. BLACKWELL: It is coming
pretty close to that because this refer-

ence and statutory provisions are wide

enough to bring before that committee

any person who had anything to do
with the making of the return or asso-

ciated with the return in any way, and,
if an allegation is made before that com-
mittee that any person did anything im-

proper, there is authority to bring that

person before the committee.

The hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Ken-

nedy) says he will be brought before

the committee, the hon. The Provincial

Secretary (Mr. Porter) says so and so

do other hon. Ministers. Surely that
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is enough assurance on the part of the

Government that we will see that that

person is brought before the committee.

I want to say with that the amendment
is not entirely necessary.

AN HON. MEMBER: Why not

accept the amendment and save all argu-
ment?

MR. BLACKWELL: Because we
like to do our own business.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

I am sorry the Government refuses to

accept this simple amendment which
would strengthen the terms of refer-

ence, broaden them so as to make this

a real investigation. After all, these

allegations have been made in a riding

right close to my own, represented by
the hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter).

HON. MR. DUNBAR : When did

you take over that riding?

MR. DENNISON: I said a riding

just west of my own. My riding is St.

David and then there is St. George
riding, lying just to the west of the rid-

ing I have the honour to represent here.

The allegation is that 1,500 votes were
added to the vote for the hon. Minister
of Education and 410 votes were sub-

tracted from Mr. Frier's votes by some-

one, between the time those votes were
calculated at the ballot-box and when
they were reported several days later,

before the election officer of that riding.

The Opposition is only asking that

you add words which would make it

possible to investigate into irregularities
in connection with this election. There
is no use in just having an investigation
to examine documents, for instance,
that are now in the possession of the

Clerk of the Crown, in Chancery, be-

cause we have already examined those

documents.

We want to know who caused the

discrepancies in those documents. We
want to have all the people concerned
with those discrepancies brought here
for investigation. Mr. Frier has in-

formed me that when he inspected these

documents—although he invited the

hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter) to be present

—
HON. MR. PORTER: I never

heard of such a thing.

MR. DENNISON: —he was not

present. The hon. Minister of Educa-
tion (Mr. Porter) must, therefore,
have expected

—
MR. BLACKWELL: I think that is

entirely improper. The hon. member
(Mr. Dennison) is giving hearsay
evidence.

MR. DENNISON: I would ask if

he were present at the investigation.

MR. PORTER : I never had any in-

vitation from Mr. Frier in my life.

MR. DENNISON:: I understood
that you had. May I ask the hon.

Minister of Education (Mr. Porter) if

he was not served with a Notice of

Motion when this would be held?

MR. PORTER : I do not remember.

MR. DENNISON : Someone in this

riding has been guilty or a grave crime

against the honesty of elections.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I want to rise to a point of order. It is

perfectly improper in a matter that

everybody has agreed should go to the

committee, for a hon. member to rise

here and talk concerning "crime" when
there is not a bit of available evidence

to indicate that is so, and I would ask
the hon. member who is making the in-

sinuation, to withdraw that general

allegation, which is wholly unwarranted.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I rise on a point
of order. I suggest the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) withdraw his

insinuation in reference to his—
MR. BLACKWELL : Mine was not

an insinuation. It was a statement that

it was wholly improper. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)
knows there was not a tittle of evidence
to show that any member committed
a crime and no decent member of this

House would exercise his privilege, by
making that statement in the House.
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MR. DENNISON : I did not name
the individual, I did not intend to name
the individual, but I want to say in the

St. George riding some one changed the

votes of the Hon. Minister of Education

(Mr. Porter). Someone changed the

votes "27" to read "127." Someone

changed the votes of "38" to read "88."

That, in my opinion, Mr. Speaker, is a

crime, and I want to find out who is

guilty of that.

MR. BLACKWELL: I will now go
further. For the hon. member (Mr.
Dennison) to take advantage of his

privilege in this Legislature to say some-

body committed a crime with no evidence

to support it is a cowardly act.

MR. DENNISON: On a point of

order I want to object to the remarks
of the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell). The remark he just made,
to the effect that what I said was a

"cowardly act" is a breach of the rules

of this House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY : I wonder
if we could not come back under the

rules, and get on with the business of

the House. We have spent considerable

time on quite an important subject.
When this came to the government's

knowledge, I, as well as my colleagues,
took the attitude that if any irregularity
had occurred, we were going to find out

about it. We are setting up this com-

mittee, and the staff, and we will be

blamed or given credit as the case may
be. We still take that stand.

We are appointing this committee to

settle this and to find out somebody was

wrong, I think we should wait for the

committee's report to find out about it.

I wonder if the hon. member for South
Cochrane (Mr. Grummett) will consent,
so we can vote on it.

MR. MacLEOD : Is it possible to

speak on the amendments?

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane
South) : This is an important point, Mr.

Speaker, in the drafting of the reference.

The amendments I submitted did not

conflict in any way with the hon.

Premier's (Mr. Kennedy) motion.

I must admit that I am surprised at

all of this bickering between the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) and
other hon. members. I felt the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) and I could

agree on this little amendment without

any trouble.

I must say I have been greatly sur-

prised. We have taken almost an hour
and a quarter in bickering over some-

thing which does not change the funda-

mental principles of the hon. Premier's
resolution. All it needs is a little clarifica-

tion and for that reason, I do not think
I can withdraw the amendment.

MR. MacLEOD: Speaking to the

amendment and without any desire what-
ever to prolong the debate because I

think it is a waste of time, but in line

with the assurance given by the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) that

certain people will be called before that

committee, I would like to direct this

question to him as the most learned
member of the House with respect to

law.

Is it not a fact that a man served

with notice to appear can reserve the

right to decide whether he should appear
if the terms of reference of the Commit-
tee are not such as to make it obligatory
for him to do so.

MR. BLACKWELL: No, I would
not think so.

MR. MacLEOD : The motion refers

specifically to documents, used and
unused ballots regarding the said election

in the custody of the Crown or elec-

tioneer or any other person referred to

in it.

That is one point raised by the hon.

member for South Cochrane (Mr.
Grummett) and referred to by the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe).

The person they named was not handling
ballots—unused or used. He had an

entirely different status. This man may
be served by the Committee with notice

to appear and might properly say there

is nothing in the terms of reference to
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this Committee to make it necessary for

him to appear and he might, therefore,

decline.
k

How can you compel a man to appear ?

How can the members of the govern-
ment give an undertaking that a person
will appear if there is nothing in the

terms of reference of the Committee to

place the obligation on him to appear.
That is one question I would like to

ask. Is it possible to get a reply to

that?

MR. KENNEDY: No.

MR. MacLEOD : Surely if an hon.

member asks a reasonable and courteous

question the hon. Prime Minister should

not just wipe him off the face of the

earth by saying "No." The hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) is

perfectly capable of answering the

question.

MR. BLACKWELL: I already
answered that question.

MR. W. J. DENNISON (St.

David) : May I on this question draw

your attention rule 50 which says:

"Whenever any matter of privilege

arises, it shall be taken into con-

sideration immediately."

I want to demand that the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) with-

draw the allegation he made. He had no
reason to make it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: I suppose I

have to answer that. The answer is I

had reason to make it and what I said

was the truth, and I shall not withdraw
it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Shame,
shame.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, on
a point of order, the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) used the word
"cowardly" knowing it was an unpar-
liamentary word, and he should not have
used it. If he has no reason to withdraw
it, all I can do is call the attention of

the House to the fact that the language

he has used against the hon. member for

St. David (Mr. Dennison) is far

stronger than he has used about people
in the riding of St. George.

MR. BLACKWELL: The language
used was related to extremely unpar-
liamentary talk. The method I used is

one very well established in British law.

If you could not get a case before the
courts in any other way the idea was
to have him sue you. If the member
took advantage of his privilege to say
some person was a criminal and that

person cannot reach him, he may reach
him through his member.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

I am interested in this subject, not

legally, because about that I know noth-

ing, but it is about the respect that

people have for democratic procedure
and democratic elections. I think it is

extremely important that all doubt in

the minds of everybody who votes as

to the honesty and the responsibility of

several deputy returning officers, people
who count the votes, should be estab-

lished. That is the only part of it that

interests the people.

I am very concerned and I suppose
the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Ken-
nedy) will be concerned because he is

the kind of person who would be. I

am not so sure about the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) being con-
cerned. A ballot in an election that it

will be counted as one and one only,
and not be raised from "27" to "127".
If we catch a man doing that with a

cheque he is put in Kingston to cool

off. I do not see why you should not

do something about it now and I think
the government will be remiss if it

does not make sure that the terms of
reference are wide enough to bring in

everybody concerned.

Right now the democratic system is

being challenged the world over and we
who believe in democracy should step
into line and it is not a case of whether
it is a Conservative government or a

Liberal government or C.C.F. That
has nothing to do with it. I am speak-
ing only as a democrat to other demo-
crats. It looks to me as if the amend-
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ment which is before us is not a big

thing to ask. I do not see why the

government should not do everything
possible to assure that everybody who
has been connected with it in any way,
and who were not honest to the people
in a democratic election, should be

brought before the committee and I

ask the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
to do that.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : May I further say that I

hope the hon. member (Miss Mac-
Phail) and I will both be satisfied with
the results of this inquiry.

MR. MacLEOD : I hope so.

MR. KENNEDY : All you have said

I agree with, and we do not always
agree. This is one case where I do.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Speaker, I am
speaking to the amendment. I would
like to direct a question to the govern-
ment benches. I think it is the duty
of a member of this House to bring to

the attention of the committee which
will be selected, that these irregularities

may have taken place in other con-

stituencies. I would suggest to the

government that they agree to bring in

the motion so that while the motion
refers particularly to the case of St.

George riding, represented here by the

hon. Minister of Education (Mr.

Porter), that other constituencies where
there is reasonable ground for thinking
that irregularities took place should also

be looked into.

I think that would meet the minimum
of requirements for the assuring of

proper elections and, Mr. Speaker, I

would appreciate an answer from the

government because I have reason to

think that there are other constituencies

which could stand a bit of looking into

so far as the last election was concerned.

MR. JOLLIFFE : It would take ten

years.

MR. MacLEOD: No answer? No
answer?

The House divided on the amend-
ment.

Ayes 31.

Nays 53.

The amendment negative on division.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Motion by the

same vote?

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant): No.

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : We have had rather a

strenuous afternoon. I am going to

move the adjournment of the House.

Motion agreed to
;

the House ad-

journed at 4:40 p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 :00 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3 :00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER : Presenting peti-

tions. Reading and receiving petitions.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Of the

Corporation of the Township of Sand-
wich West, praying that an actuary pass

authorizing the corporation to under-

take by by-law the cleaning out of

ditches and drains, to enter upon lands

for such purpose and to levy the cost

thereof by a special rate; also amend-

ing Section 2 of the Township of Sand-
wich West, Act 1939 by increasing the

amount of $1.50 authorized therein to

be levied for taxes to $2.50.

MR. SPEAKER : Presenting reports

by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

LAND TRANSFER ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move, seconded by Mr. Porter, that

leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Land
Transfer Act," and that same be now
read the first time.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Would the hon.

minister (Mr. Frost) care to explain
the bill?

MR. FROST : It is a very simple bill

that has been in vogue for many years
and relates to properties belonging to

foreign governments. We ran into a

Tuesday, February 15, 1949.

position where they said the Land Title

was reciprocal so this is one for them
and two for us.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

OFFICIAL NOTICES
PUBLICATION ACT

^
HON. DANA PORTER (Provincial

Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to

move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled

'The Official Notices Publication Act,"
and that same be now read a first time.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Would the hon. minister (Mr. Porter)

explain briefly what the bill is?

MR. PORTER: This was introduced
in my capacity as Provincial Secretary
to clarify the entering of official notices

and printed authority for publication
in the Ontario Gazette, which was

formerly fully covered. I do not think

it involves any new principle.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Would this involve sheriffs notices?

MR. PORTER : It has nothing to do
with sheriffs notices, I can assure you
of that.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

PUBLIC HOSPITALS ACT
HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY

(Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Scott,

that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Public

Hospitals Act," and that same be now
read the first time.
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MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Could the minister explain briefly?

MR. KELLEY : There are two parts.

The first is that no hospital can now be

sold without the permission of the

government. The second is that the

word ''liable" was left out in one part
of the Hospitals Aid Act and we are

putting it in there.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

ONTARIO NORTHLAND
TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend the Ontario
Northland Transportation Commission

Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion approved; first reading of the

bill.

WATER POWERS REGULATION
ACT

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of

Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Kelley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend the Water
Powers Regulation Act," and that same
be now read a first time.

MR. F. K. FELL (Parkdale) : Will

the hon. minister (Mr. Scott) tell us

what the bill is all about?

MR. SCOTT : It is very simple. The
act deals with water powers and their

regulation in Ontario and it is being
amended so that leases for the develop-
ment of power will come within this

act and and not in the Public Loans
Act, where it is. at present.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

CULLERS ACT

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of

Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Kelley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend the Cullers

Act," and that the same be now read
a first time.

MR. F. O. ROBINSON (Port
Arthur) : Will the hon. minister give
us a short explanation of the bill?

MR. SCOTT: As the hon. member
for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) well

knows, Cullers are people who scale

logs in the woods and this is authority
to issue scaling instructions right across

the province, so scaling will be done
in a uniform manner instead of in a

haphazard manner; one scaler instruct-

ing another scaler, and so on.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

PLANNING ACT

HON. G. A. WELSH (Minister of

Planning and Development) : Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by
Mr. Goodfellow, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Planning Act" and that same
be now read a first time.

Motion approved ; first reading of the

bill.

LAKES AND RIVERS
IMPROVEMENT ACT

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of

Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Daley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend the Lakes
and Rivers Improvement Act," and that

same be now read a first time.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to know how
you improve lakes and rivers.

MR. SCOTT: Possibly when the

hon. member (Miss MacPhail) has read

the sections which are being amended,
she will understand. I will go into full

detail of it on second reading.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.
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MR. SPEAKER : Orders of the Day.

HON. DANA PORTER (Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Before orders of

the day I beg leave to present to the

House the following:

Report of the Minister of Lands and
Forests of the Province of Ontario for

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1948.

Copy of Order - in - Council No.

174/49 under The Northern Develop-
ment Act.

Report of the Commissioner of Agri-
cultural Loans for the fiscal year ended
31st March, 1948.

Twenty-ninth Report of the Depart-
ment of Labour of the Province of

Ontario for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1948.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, with your permission I

should like to address a question to

either the hon. Prime Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) or the hon. Attorney-General
(Mr. Blackwell). Are we to assume
that the Leader of the Opposition at

Ottawa (Mr. Drew) was reflecting the

views of the Ontario Government when
he demanded last night that the Federal

Government first get the agreement of

the provinces before accepting New-
foundland into the Canadian Federa-

tion. If this is too broad an assumption,
is the hon. Prime Minister or the hon.

Attorney-General prepared at this time

to state the views of the Ontario

Government on this important question?

May I just add, Mr. Speaker, that

I realize the government may prefer to

have time to give a more considered

answer to this question. If that is the

view of the government I will not press
the matter now.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, the answer is

in the affirmative.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SPEAKER : Orders of the Day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Order No. 1.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: First

Order, resuming the adjourned debate

on the motion for the consideration of

the Speech of the Hon. the Lieutenant-

Governor at the opening of the Session.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, my first

duty this afternoon, and a very plea-
sant one, is to offer my congratulations

upon your election as the Speaker of

this House, at the first Session of the

23rd Legislature. I am sure, Mr.

Speaker, you are fully conscious of the

long tradition and great dignity asso-

ciated with the office to which you have
now been elected, and I join with all

hon. members of the House in express-

ing to you the hope that your tenure of

office will be a happy one.

I realize, Mr. Speaker, that from time

to time your patience will probably be

sorely tried by at least some of the hon.

members of this House, and I would

ask, on behalf of all hon. members, your
indulgence, your understanding and

your sympathy. I would ask that you
keep in mind the tendency of every
official opposition to take advantage of

the weaknesses which the government
may offer.

AN HON. MEMBER: If any.

MR. JOLLIFFE: And that, of

course, may impose a particular test of

your patience when the government
offers too many. I would also ask you,
of course, to keep in mind the inevit-

able tendency of the government in this

Legislature, as in others, to disregard
the rules when it suits the convenience
of the government, and to insist upon
their enforcement as against the opposi-
tion. Apart from all other hon, mem-
bers of the House, I would ask your
particular understanding and indulgence
for the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) and myself.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I suggest our

names, because, after all, Mr. Speaker,
the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) is running for a higher office, and
so am I.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I expect that you
will have a lot of trouble with both of

us, and I would ask that you place the

most favourable construction on any-
thing that we may be sufficiently unwise
to say in this House.

It is also a very pleasant duty, Mr.

Speaker, to offer my congratulations to

the mover of the address (Mr. Foote)
whose interesting speech we heard on

Friday. I am sure that the hon. mem-
ber for Durham (Mr. Foote), who re-

flected so much credit on his country
while he served overseas, will also re-

flect credit on his constituency and on
the deliberations of this House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: We were particu-

larly interested to notice with what

sincerity he presented his arguments,

notwithstanding some handicap, be-

cause, as he told us, he has had the mis-
fortune to be in Sunnybrook Hospital
for some time past.

We were also interested to hear his

references to education, old-age pen-
sions and family allowances, which he
termed the "baby bonus." I am not

going to make any further comment on
his discussion of those matters, except
to remind him that his own party has
taken a very definite position with re-

gard to family allowances, and advocate
in the Federal field, at least, that they
be increased beyond the scope of the

"iniquitous" family allowances bill of
1944.

I would also offer my congratula-
tions to the hon. member for Parry
Sound (Mr. Johnston), who seconded
the address, and who comes here for

the first time after a victory in the

Parry Sound by-election. We listened

to what the hon. member for Parry
Sound (Mr. Johnston) had to say with

great interest, and we did regret that

he chose to make his remarks so brief.

However, no doubt we shall hear more
from him during the course of the pre-
sent session.

Mr. Speaker, I have already offered

my congratulations to the hon. Prime
Minister (Mr. Kennedy), and while we
are indulging in congratulations, I do
not think I should allow this opportunity
to pass without offering our congratula-
tions to the hon. gentlemen who sit

opposite us upon having such a fine flock

of candidates for the party leadership.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: We look forward,
Mr. Speaker, with a great deal of in-

terest to the performance of each and

every candidate, admitted or un-

admitted, during the course of this

session. We shall follow their conduct
and everything they have to say with

just as much interest as any hon. mem-
ber who sits opposite us. I am inclined

to think, however, that the field ought
to be broadened a little bit. Last night,

having seen his picture in the newspaper
and having admired it, I had the advan-

tage of listening to the hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr. Daley) on the radio, and
I very much enjoyed hearing everything
he had to say. I could not help but

think what a fine man the hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. Daley) is.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Whatever we may
think of him in his political capacity,
we have all developed a high regard for

the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley) as a man, and I could not help
but reflect how desirable it would be if

we could induce the hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr. Daley), as well as others,

to enter the field. Indeed, I suspect
that he might give more satisfaction as

Prime Minister than he has as Minister

of Labour.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Therefore, I hope
he will not permit anyone to discourage
him from taking the same part in the

race that some others undoubtedly will.

We will be watching with bated breath

the progress of the race.
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I could go on and suggest some other

entries, but I do not think I had better

do so, because I am not as well ac-

quainted with some of the other hon.

Ministers as I am with the Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) and the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley).
I do hope in the course of this de-

bate my hon. friend, the Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) . . . who has

always charmed the House with his

finesse and his knowledge of provincial
finance . . . will confirm the report in

this morning's paper that he had made
an "important decision."

It does seem to me that this debate
affords an excellent opportunity to all

the candidates to let not only their own
colleagues but also the opposition
decide their merits. After all, the

opposition has a very definite interest in

this matter. We are interested to know
who will be calling the Orders of the

Day at future sessions, and we will be
interested to learn also what their under-

standing of the rules may be.

Speaking of the rules, Mr. Speaker,
I have another suggestion to make. I

had probably better avoid giving any
further advice about who should be
candidates in a contest which does not
concern me, but I would offer this

suggestion with respect to the practice
in this House.

We in this group believe the com-
mittees of the House should function

more actively and more effectively. We
know that some committees, such as the

well-known Fish and Game Committee,
have been very active in previous years,
and we think their practice might well

be extended to other committees. We
invite the government to be less fearful

of House committees and a little less

nervous about exposing their adminis-
tration to public scrutiny and to

examination in committees of this

House.

Committees of the House, after all,

are a very important part of our democ-

racy, and very often the work done
there is more important than the

speeches which are made in this House.
I see no reason why the government
should be at all fearful of referring

matters to committees for thorough
examination and discussion. After all,

they still have a majority, even though
it is considerably reduced from what it

was a year ago. They not only have a

majority, but they have a very friendly

press, which, with few exceptions, can

always be depended upon to place the

most favourable construction on any-

thing that happens, either here or in a

committee. Therefore, I do not think

my hon. friends opposite have very
much to worry about in allowing many
matters which could be usefully dealt

with in committee to go there for exam-
ination.

I would also like to say a word or

two, Mr. Speaker, about this debate.

I know it has been suggested this year
and in former years that the debate on
the Speech from the Throne serves no
useful purpose, that all it does is enable

a number of people who have nothing
worthwhile to say about anything else

make speeches about their constituencies

and about matters of which they know
very little.

I do not go along with that belief.

I think this debate has a valuable func-

tion. I am inclined to agree with the

detachment of the Progressive Conser-

vative party at Ottawa that the debate

on the Speech from the Throne is an

important debate, and that it should take

precedence over most other matters. I

agree with them on that point at least

when they are in opposition at Ottawa.

I cannot say that I agree with the

view that the Throne speech debate has

no value here. I think it probably has

particular value at this time in the first

session after an election, when we have

in the House, in all parties, except pos-

sibly one, members who have come here

for the first time, entrusted by their

electors with a mandate to represent
them. I think they should be heard

from, and I hope we shall hear from
some of the new members on the govern-
ment side of the House, and some of

the new members—and there are a good
many new members, I observe—in the

Liberal group to the left—that is, "to

the left of us." Do not misunderstand
me.
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MR. HARRY C. NIXON (Brant) : debate. I refer to the Speech from the

You were to the left last year. Throne which was read by his Honour,
A ^ _ _ the Lieutenant-Governor, at the opening

t, u m u Vu°
LI * (GrCy S°Ut } :

°f this House on Thursdky last.
Probably be there again. _. . • ••»

Ihe first thing I must say about this

MR. JOLLIFFE : Also the new hon. document is that we in this group, and
members of this House who sit with this I am sure all of us on this side of the

group. House, can most heartily and most

There is another matter to which I unreservedly commend everything that

think it is appropriate to refer at this is said in the first five paragraphs of

session of the 23rd Legislature, and that the Speech from the Throne, those

is the condition of our law relating to paragraphs which relate to the meeting
elections. of the House, to the illness of His

After the election of 1943, it was Majesty the King, to the birth of Prince

generally agreed that there were serious Charles, and the loss of two newly-

defects in our election law, in the Elec- elected members to this House,

tion Act and in the Voters Lists' Act. It We can also endorse most heartily
will be recalled that in the 21st Legis- everything that is said in the last three

lature, a committee which included paragraphs of the Speech, in which we

representatives from four different are reminded of the excellent work done

parties examined our election law and by the civil servants of this province,
made a unanimous report. That report, in which I am sure we all concur.

I think, while far from perfect, included We are also given the revelation that
a number of very definite recommenda- the public accounts for the last com-
tions for improvements in our election plete year will be submitted for our
law and our election machinery. We consideration, and, finally, the hope that

regret that in the four years which have our deliberations will be for the welfare
ensued nothing has been done to imple- and service of the people of the province,
ment the findings of that committee. With all this, Mr. Speaker, we heartily

We regret that legislation which went concur, and that indeed comprises, about

as far as second reading, and which in half or more than half, of the Speech

part reached the committee stage, is not from the Throne, so that we are, after

yet on the Statute Book, with the result, all, able to go a long way toward agree-
Mr. Speaker, that the province has ing with what appears in the Speech

passed through two elections, one in from the Throne.

1945 and one in 1948, in which we had However, Mr. Speaker, we are not
to contend with all the defects of the entirely satisfied with the eight para-
old legislation, elections in which many graphs which lie between the first five
thousands of people were left off the and the last three paragraphs,
voters' lists, and in which the election We are very much impressed with

machinery indicated its own weakness, the startling omissions in the Speech
I think we must recognize that the from the Throne,

government has the responsibility for First and foremost among those
failure to improve the democratic elec- omissions, I would mention one for
tion machinery of this province. I would which I do not criticize the government :

most strongly urge at this time that I think it is probable that the govern-
before the life of the 23rd Legislature ment was following the correct course in

expires, our election machinery should making no reference to an event which
be modernized, it should be brought up- interests all of us. The event to which
to-date, and it should be so improved t refer ;s the imminent addition to this
that every eligible person in this province Dominion of Newfoundland. That is a
will be able to exercise his democratic .matter in which we are all interested,

franchise, and exercise it effectively. While I do not criticize anyone for the
I come now, Mr. Speaker, to the omission of any reference to Newfound-

document which gives rise to this land in the Speech from the Throne—it
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may have been thought, quite properly,
that it was not a matter which should be
referred to in the Speech from the
Throne in a Provincial Legislature

—
nevertheless, I would take this oppor-
tunity of saying that, as a Canadian, I

feel great pride in the growth of this

Dominion and I am sure that all hon.
members of this House will agree with
me when I say that we can feel even
more pride as Canadians when we
become ten provinces rather than nine,
and when this Dominion extends from
Vancouver Island to St. Johns, New-
foundland.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: But Mr. Speaker,
there is another omission from the

Speech from the Throne which we can-
not condone and which we cannot under-
stand.

AN HON. MEMBER : Easy.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I do not suppose
in the history of this country, there has
ever been an omission such as this.

During the past year, no question, no

problem has been more prominent in

public discussion and in the minds of

everybody in this province than the

hydro question, and from beginning to

end of the Speech from the Throne
there is not a single reference to the

hydro question.

Nobody was more amazed than I was
when I realized this significent silence

on a matter which has been universally
discussed since the last Speech from
the Throne was delivered.

Can is be, Mr. Speaker, that there is

nothing to be said in defence of the

administration? Can it be that there

is not a word which can be told about
what has occurred in recent months in

the field of hydro? I do not think the

farmers who have had to wait for hydro
extension because of hydro shortages
will be able to understand such an ad-

mission if it is drawn to their attention.

I do not think the workers who lost

millions of dollars in wages in recent

months by reason of the hydro shortage
will understand the attitude of the

government that this is a matter not

worthy of mention in the Speech from
the Throne.

Perhaps we have some small clue to
the story in the record of what was said
in this House in 1948.

Mr. Speaker, I have been looking at

Hansard for the last Session of the
22nd Legislature, and I find some very
remarkable statements which suggest to

me that some hon. members of the

government at least did not know what
was going on, or, possibly, did not wish
the electorate to know how serious the
situation was on the eve of a general
election. I prefer the more charitable

explanation. I think they did not know
what was going on, or I might put it

more bluntly and say "They did not

know what it was all about."

I find at Page 386 of last year's
Hansard these incredible words, which
will be recalled by hon. members who
were in the House at that time. We
find the Minister without Portfolio, the

hon. member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Challies) saying this:

"Now, Mr. Speaker, actually there

is no great cause for alarm about our

power situation. This province is

still enjoying unprecedented pros-

perity and expansion. Our difficulty,

owing to natural cause, is seasonal,
and whole-hearted co-operation by all

our consumers will solve it with very
little hardship to anyone."

'

This, Mr. Speaker, was said by the

hon. member without portfolio (Mr.
Challies) on March 18th of last year.

Then I came to another which sadly
disillusioned me, because I have had

great faith in the hon. the Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost). The hon. Pro-
vincial Treasurer has this to say with
reference to hydro, at Page 626 of last

year's Hansard, while delivering his

Budget address, he is reported to have
said:

"We shall have some difficulties in

the long, dark winter months for a

year or two, the alleviation of which
will commence next September."
That is September, 1948.
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Well, Mr. Speaker, the "alleviation"

which came in September was not a

very welcome kind of alleviation, and it

brought very considerable hardship to

large numbers of people throughout this

province.

I will say no more at the moment
about the matter, because there are so

many others which I must pass over
once lightly.

Another omission in the Speech from
the Throne which startled me, in view
of what is being said all over the

country by the Federal spokesmen of

the Progressive-Conservative party, is

the omission of all reference to tax bur-
dens on the people of this province. I

know this will probably be discussed at

length in the Budget debate, but since

my hon. friends are making such a great
noise, both throughout the country and
in the Throne speech debate at Ottawa
on the subject of "Tax relief," I would
draw to the attention of the House the

fact that while it may be true that the

Federal Government is over-taxing the

people of Canada by something in the

nature of $600,000,000 a year, the

people of Ontario have also been over-

taxed by the government of their pro-
vince, and very heavily over-taxed.

I notice the hon. Provincial Trea-
surer's (Mr. Frost) statement shows
that in the fiscal year of 1947-48—end-

ing March 31st, 1948—as stated in the

Public Accounts, the revenues of this

province were in excess of $191,000,
000. There was a surplus, after de-

ducting unemployment direct relief—
as the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) knows—of $25,628,752.84. That

surplus represented between 13 per
cent, and 14 per cent, of the revenues
of this province.

You can talk about "over-taxation"
all you like, but what the hon. Provin-
cial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) was doing
in that year

—if there is any merit in

the argument—was collecting from the

peoule of Ontario more than $25,000,
000 in excess of his requirements.

Now, in the same period, according
to the Federal Minister of Finance (Mr.
Abbott) the Federal surplus was
$670,000,000. That is much larger, it

is true, but it was a surplus of

$670,000,000 from a revenue of

$2,869,000,000, while the expenditures
in that year—the same year—were

$2,199,000,000, yielding a surplus of

$670,000,000, or about 23 per cent, of

the total Federal revenue.

Now, 23 per cent., of course, is con-

siderably larger than a surplus amount-

ing to between 13 per cent, and 14 per
cent.

Mr. Speaker, if this argument about
"tax relief," about "over taxation" is

valid at all, then it is relevant to point
out that Federal finances are in a very
different position from the provincial

finances, as I am sure the hon. Provin-
cial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) will agree.

The hon. Federal Minister of Fin-

nace (Mr. Abbott) is faced with a debt

problem entirely different from the hon.

Provincial Treasurer's. The Federal

debt, because of the war, increased from
a net debt of about $1,352,000,000 in

1939 to over $13,000,000,000 in 1947.

It increased by more than four times.

Under these circumstances, everybody
in the country will probably welcome a

reduction in the weight of that debt.

Now, in the same period, from 1939
to 1947, what happened in this pro-
ince? In that same period, the net debt
of the Province of Ontario, according
to the Public Accounts, increased from
$478,000,000 in 1939 to $493,000,000 in

1947, an increase of $15,000,000, or

only about 3 per cent.

So I would suggest, Mr. Speaker,
that it be taken into account that while

the Federal government has been opera-

ting with a surplus, and using that sur-

plus to reduce its debt, and the Ontario

government has also been operating
with a surplus, and I understand also

using that surplus to reduce, to some

extent, the debt of the province, but

that due to the war, in the period of

eight years, the Federal net debt in-

creased by more than four times, while

at the same period, the Ontario net debt

increased by only 3 per cent.

If we are to be reminded of "over

taxation" and the enormous surpluses
in the Federal field, let us not forget
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that the people of Ontario have also

been over-taxed by the government of

Ontario for some years past.

Now, there is a very interesting state-

ment in the Speech from the Throne,
if I can find it, with reference to

"Retrenchment."

In the Speech from the Throne we
are faced with what I suggest, Mr.

Speaker, is a perfectly incomprehen-
sible statement regarding "retrench-

ment" and "services." It may be com-

prehensible after we have heard from
the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) in this debate, although I sup-

pose he will want to hold his fire until

he presents his Budget.
In the Speech from the Throne, we

find this statement:

"You will be asked to approve pro-

posals designed upon the broad prin-

ciple of consolidation, with much con-

sequent retrenchment as may be
incident to that principle."

Now, Mr. Speaker, hon. members
have probably read that statement over

a number of times, and apart from the

authors of the staement, it will be very
difficult for any one to make any sense

out of the statement.

But it does use the word "retrench-

ment." I trust during this session we
shall be given more particulars as to

what kind of "retrenchment" the gov-
ernment has in mind. Does it mean
that the services of this province will

be reduced, or does it not? Does it

mean, for example, that educational

grants are going to be reduced? The
complaint reaches us that some of the

educational grants are already being
reduced. That may not be a well-

founded complaint, but when one looks

at a statement given to a local school

board, and finds an unexplained deduc-
tion at the end of the statement—in

some cases a 6 per cent, deduction—
then one begins to wonder whether it

may not be that the government has
withdrawn from the position it took in

regard to education in years past, and
has begun to whittle down the increases

in grants to the school boards, which
are not worth what they used to be, in

any event, because of the increases in

the cost of operation for every school

board in the province.

To what does the word "retrench-

ment" refer? Could it possibly refer

to the civil servants of this province?
We shall be interested to hear whether
the government has any thought of re-

ducing the temporary cost-of-living

bonus, which was granted to civil

servants not so many months ago, in

fact, at about the same time as the

general election last year.

Mr. Speaker, we all probably re-

member the recommendations made by
General Howard Kennedy in his report,
that the Department of Lands and
Forests should be considerably enlarged,
and that salaries in that department
should be increased, so that more able

people could be attracted to the service

of the province in an area where so

much of our natural wealth lies.

The hon. Minister of Lands and
Forests (Mr. Scott) is not in the House
at the moment, but we shall certainly

expect him to tell us what is being done
about that particular recommendation in

General Kennedy's report, and what the

intentions of the government are. Is

it possible that this is the field which
the government have in view for "re-

trenchment" ?

Another matter which probably con-
cerns all Canadian people more than

any other receives very casual mention
in the Speech from the Thone. I know
we shall probably hear that it is a
matter beyond the control of any Pro-
vincial Legislature. In part I agree
with that contention; in part I must

agree that it is not possible for any
Provincial Legislature to control the

Canadian economy as a whole, or to

restrain all of the inflationary influences

which have been set in motion in recent

years by the war, and by the aftermath
of the war.

On the other hand we do know that

some matters relating to price control—
as I shall indicate a little later—have
come back within the jurisdiction of

the provinces. Notwithstanding all these

loose charges about "centralization of

authority" at Ottawa, some matters
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such as the control over the price of

milk, have come back within the juris-

diction of the provinces, and the prov-
inces have either done something about

it, or they have done nothing.

Of course, another matter which has
a strong bearing on the cost of living,

namely, the cost of housing accommoda-
tion, is either back within the control

of the provinces or, as I shall explain

later, its return to provincial jurisdiction
is being postponed, and we shall demand
we be given much more information
about the intentions of the government
on that subject.

Now, Mr. Speaker, before I refer

to housing, or any of the other matters
I have in mind, I want to make a pass-

ing reference to an industry which is

still the most important industry in the

Province of Ontario and which I am
glad to say gives this province the dis-

tinction of still being the leader in the

production of food in this Dominion.
I refer to the industry of agriculture.

The hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Ken-

nedy) is also the Minister of Agri-
culture, and I know this is a subject
which is near to his heart. I was, there-

fore, somewhat surprised to find that

there are only about two and one-eighth
sentences in the Speech from the

Throne relating to agriculture. There

may be more, but that is about all I

could find.

I will not discuss these words in any
detail at the present time, but I do
want to ask a question which I think

it would be well for the hon. Prime
Minister (Mr. Kennedy) to answer

today if at all possible, and that is,

what is the government's view of the

considered recommendations and repre-
sentations which were made to the

government on the 12th day of March
last year by the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture ?

I do not think there is any organiza-
tion in this province which is more fully

representative than the Ontario Federa-
tion of Agriculture, including, as it

does, every agricultural organization of

importance in Ontario.

On March 12th, 1948, not very long
before the dissolution of the Legis-

lature, the Federation presented to the

government a considered brief, and that

"presentation", as they called it, I con-

sider to be a statesman-like statement
of their case.

They were not interested in making
war on the government. They were
interested in putting forward what they
felt were the real needs of agriculture
in Ontario at the present time.

I will not take the time of the House
to refer to all the matters raised in

this important brief, but I am going to

ask questions about several.

For example, I draw the attention

of the House to the recommendation on

page 3 of the brief :

"In the first place, it is our belief

that the level of remuneration in the

Department of Agriculture, the Agri-
cultural College and schools, the agri-
cultural representative services, and
so forth, is too low.

"Ontario agriculture needs the

services of the most able agricultural

administrators, scientists, economists,
teachers and field representatives
obtainable.

"There are many loyal public
servants who are serving the province
in agriculture without much thought
about the remuneration they receive,

but, generally speaking, distinctly

improved salaries and opportunities
are needed to hold and attract a

strong and aggressive agricultural

personnel."

I most whole-heartedly endorse the

statement made in that brief. After

looking over the salaries, as listed in

the Public Accounts, paid to the men
who give leadership to agriculture, I

must say the scale is wholly inadequate.
I cannot see how this province can hold

its place in modern, scientific, advanced

agriculture while so many of the people

responsible for giving leadership are

paid at such a low scale, which bears

no relation to the rates prevailing in

commerce and in industry.

I would also draw attention to an-

other interesting suggestion in the

brief and that is the suggestion to
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alleviate the great demand for full-

time farm employees. They say :

"We suggest that the government
give full consideration to the advant-

ages to be gained, economically and

socially, by the settlement of the

greatest number of farm workers in

separate houses, and that this be in-

cluded in any consideration of assist-

ance in providing low-cost housing
units in Ontario."

In other words, the Federation is say-

ing the housing problem is a rural

problem, as well as an urban problem;
it exists in the countryside as well as

in our great industrial centres.

I wish to know, and I think every
hon. member wishes to know, what

steps have been taken by the govern-
ment, if any, toward improving that

need for rural Ontario.

There is also a most interesting
reference at page 5 of the brief to a

matter which I am sure has given the

hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Kennedy) in

recent weeks some concern. I would
ask the hon. members of the House to

note particularly what the brief of

March 12th, said about this :

"More particularly, we wish to

support the request of the Ontario

Hog Producers Marketing Board for

an increase in the producers' licens-

ing fee from 2 cents to 4 cents per
hog."

That was in relation to the organiza-
tion of hog producers. Then it goes
on to deal with the milk producers.

The part I want particularly to refer

to appears on page 7 of the brief, where
it says :

"In particular, we commend a re-

quest of the Ontario Hog Producers
Association for a continuance of the

quality bonus on hogs."

That is what the Federation was say-

ing in March of last year.

As I understand it, we now have the

announcement by the Prime Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) that the hog premium,
as far as the province is concerned, came
to an end as of December 31st, 1948.

I am sure the House will be interested

to hear from the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) just what reasons led

to the cancellation of that particular
bonus.

We should be particularly interested

in the matter, Mr. Speaker, for two
reasons. In the first place, the Federal
Government's premium on hog produc-
tion—of the better hogs—is still in

effect. If there are reasons why the

federal premium should be in effect,

and if they are valid reasons, pre-

sumably the provincial premium should
also be in effect. It may be that the

hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Kennedy)
feels that a provincial premium should

be continued only to the end of 1948,

because, after all, the provincial election

was done and over with in 1948.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Then, of course,
there would be good and sufficient

reason for the Federal Government con-

tinuing it into 1949, because we have
not yet had the federal election.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I would not like

to think that was the real reason.

There is another reason why this is

a serious matter. The Province of

Ontario, as the hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) well knows, is pecu-
liarly adapted to the production of hogs,
and has built up a very considerable
market in the British Isles. Last year,
as the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Ken-
nedy) has frequently reminded us, the

price rose to a new high, but notwith-

standing the rise to new levels, the

production of hogs in this province
went into a decline. It seems to me
when your market is better than it ever
was before, when the price is higher
than it was ever before, and production
is declining because of increased costs,

surely that is a most peculiar .time to

suspend the subsidy which has helped
so much to improve both the quality
and the quantity of hog production in

Ontario. That is a subject upon which
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we should be interested to hear from
the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Ken-

nedy).
There is another matter referred to at

page ten of the Federation brief, which
I must mention. The Federation said:

"We had great hopes
—and we

know that the Prime Minister shared
those hopes

— of the reforms and
advances that would come from the

studies of the Agriculture Commis-
sion of Inquiry. It is a matter of

widespread regret among farm people
that the Commission has not com-

pleted its task. We ask that the

government take steps to enable the

Commission to continue its studies,

present its recommendations to the

government, and to publish its report."

Mr. Speaker, the question is, what
on earth has happened to the Agricul-
tural Commission of Inquiry, about
which we heard so much four or five

years ago? Can it be that the pre-

liminary findings of the Commission
were so unsatisfactory to the govern-
ment that it had to be given a quiet
burial? I know there have been ques-
tions asked about this matter before. I

think we are entitled to know whether
the government now thinks the Com-
mission was valueless, or do they agree
with the Federation that it ought to

carry its work forward to a conclusion?

We should be interested to hear from
the hon. Prime Minister whether it has
had any meetings during the last two

years, and whether there will be any
further meetings? If not, why not?

Mr. Speaker, I would again remind
the hon. Prime Minister that the

Federation suggested
—as we of the

C.C.F. have frequently suggested
—that

the Ontario Agricultural College be

placed under the direction of an inde-

pendent board of governors. Is the

government in a position to give any
information about that matter at the

present time?

While I am not going to touch in great
detail on the matter of education—
because it will be dealt with by my
colleagues

—I would remind the govern-
ment that the Federation expressed

great concern with the situation in the

country. They said, at page 12 of their

brief :

"We wish to draw to the attention

of the government the large number
of untrained teachers which it is still

necessary to employ in rural primary
schools. At the present time there are

450 teachers in this category. We
urge that every effort be made to

encourage and provide for more
teachers in training, so that this con-
dition will be made unnecessary at

the earliest possible date."

They were concerned not only about

teachers, Mr. Speaker, but about doc-

tors, and in this matter I trust the hon.

Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley) will

be interested. As a matter of fact, they
made four specific recommendations
about doctors. They pointed out how
inadequate medical services were in the

rural area, how little inducement there

appears to be for new graduates from
the Universities to practise medicine in

the country, and how difficult it is for

country boys to get medical training.

Therefore, the Federation urged at

page 13, as follows:

"1. Bring the education necessary
for a fully qualified physician within

the reach of capable people of moder-
ate means by providing bursaries,

scholarships or grants-in-aid with the

proviso that they serve in a rural

practice for a specified length of time

following graduation.

"2. Make provision for apprentice-

ship with rural practitioners during
the last two summer vacations.

"3. Provide in the medical course

for some basic training in rural

sociology and psychology and the

place of the general practitioner in the

field of medicine.

"4. Set up immediately hospital
district through which the most

equitable distribution of new hospital
construction may be secured under
the programme of government
assistance now in effect."

I would be interested to know if any-
thing whatever has been done by the
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government or the Department of

Health since these excellent suggestions
were made nearly a year ago. They
are at least worthy of consideration. I

would like to know whether the govern-
ment thinks they can be adopted.

Mr. Speaker, there is another very
interesting omission from the Speech
from the Throne. There is only a vague
reference to municipalities in this

province, but there is no reference to a

matter which was given specific reference

last year in the Speech from the Throne,
and that is, the Provincial-Municipal
Conference. We have been very anxious
for the convening of another Dominion-
Provincial Conference. But when it

comes to convening a Provincial-

Municipal Conference, we got nothing
but delay. It was promised last year
in the Speech from the Throne. I under-
stand one has been held, but my
information is that it was more of a
social gathering than a conference.

It seems to me that, for a party like

the Progressive-Conservative Party,
which complains so much about the

centralizing lust of the Federal author-

ities, there has been a good deal of

"centralizing" in the Province of

Ontario. Certainly there are municipal
councillors, school board members and
the like, all over Ontario, who feel that

no government in the history of this

province has ever done as much
"centralizing" as the Progressive-
Conservative government in the last five

years.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Now, Mr. Speaker,
unfortunately with all their centralizing

they have done nothing effective about

housing, something which has affected

the health, welfare and happiness of

many hundreds of thousands of Ontario

people. I want to give credit where
credit is due. I know the province is

making a small grant towards the

Regent Park housing project in Toronto.
In comparison with expenditures on

highways and some other projects, it is

a very "small potato." It is being

given expressly, as I understand it, on
the basis that it is an experimental

proposition. The grant is experimental
. . . the whole project is experimental.

Surely after all these years of hous-

ing shortages, and after the discussions

which have been had on the subject, we
should by this time be past the experi-
mental stages. But we are not. As far

as the government is concerned, its only

positive contribution is a grant to the

Regent Park project on an experimental
basis.

I know the Speech from the Throne
makes the boast that under legislation

passed at the last session, assistance has
been provided for the construction by
private enterprise of more than five

thousand individual homes in the

province.

Mr. Speaker, that statement is not

just unduly optimistic. It is only a

misinterpretation of what actually hap-
pened, but it just happens to be untrue.
Assistance under the Second Mortgage
Act of last year was not provided for

the construction of new homes; it was
provided to people who were willing to

make a down-payment on a new home
which they had an opportunity to buy.
That is all. All that last year's measure
did, and all the government has done,

apart from the Regent Park project, was
to enable five thousand people to get a
second mortgage in connection with a
house which was already built or being
built. That does not mean the con-
struction of a single new house—not
one.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think it should
be perfectly clear that the preposterous
statement made in the Speech from the
Throne has no foundation in fact what-
soever.

It is interesting to compare the

pessimistic note in the Speech from the
Throne about "consolidation" and
"retrenchment" in the provincial
finances with the suggestion that the

government expects this "form of

encouragement"—namely, second mort-
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gages—to the individual home owner
will be greatly expanded during the

coming year.

. On the one hand, Mr. Speaker, the

government says : "we are going to

retrench"—at least, I presume that is

what they mean—"because we are not

too sure what is coming." On the other

hand they say : "let the poor, unfortunate
fellow who is looking for a home go
still further into debt."

That is not a housing policy, that is

an admission of bankruptcy so far as the

housing problem is concerned, and I may
say to the government this policy of

lending provincial money on second

mortgages in connection with houses
which have been wastefully built, by the

most inefficient possible methods, is not

very sound financially. I would ask the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
to put to himself a very serious question,
and that is, whether the province has
a security that is worth anything, in the

form of a second mortgage on a property
which has been wastefully and ineffi-

ciently erected, under the worst possible
conditions, at the highest possible

prices, and which the owner of the

equity may some day have to surrender.

I know the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) may feel that it was done,
not as a sound financial investment, but
because something had to be done about

housing before an election.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Well, we got five

thousand people into new homes. Isn't

that all right?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I know they got
five thousand to take second mortgages.
I want to say, Mr. Speaker, there were
so many thousands of people desperate
for housing accommodation during the

past year I am surprised they did not

get fifty thousand.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
liear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: People will enter

anto an unsound agreement when they

have no alternative, and when they have
no accommodation.

AN HON. MEMBER : You all voted
for it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : And that is pre-
cisely what the five thousand have done,
and that is precisely what ten or fifteen

thousand people will do, people led down
the garden path by contractors, zealous

salesmen and the Ontario Government
itself during the next year or two.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Reform Institutions) : You
all voted for it. Be careful, you are

going to upset the government and we
will have to go to the country again.

.

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (Grey
South) : You never know when you are

going to lose.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I do not think

the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr.
Dunbar) wants to go to the country
again.

MR. DUNBAR: Oh, another ten
thousand majority, certainly.

MR. FROST : Your party voted un-

animously for it in the House last year.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, we
are often placed in the position, as
someone remarked yesterday, of having
to recognize that "half a loaf is better
than no bread."

MR. OLIVER: A quarter loaf.

MR. JOLLIFFE : A quarter loaf as

my hon. friend said. I would not think
last year's Second Mortgage Act was
even a quarter of a loaf, but it was

something. It helped some people to

get a place to live, even though it did

mean an unsound investment for the

Province of Ontario, and a commitment
which a great many of those people will

be unable to meet in future years. So
we have, as a result of the government's
lack of a housing policy, the prospect
that the province may lose a lot of

money, having saddled itself with
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dubious second mortgages, and that a

great many home-owners may lose their

equity in these "jerry-built" unneces-

sarily expensive houses. But, of course,

not the mortgage companies
—no.

Mr. Speaker, the matter is even more
serious than that. The lack of a hous-

ing policy simply means that at this

very moment large numbers of people
in the province of Ontario are facing

eviction from what they call their

homes.

I refer to a report in the Toronto

Evening Telegram, a newspaper which,
I am sure, is not very far away from

the government, at least from some hon.

members of the government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I refer to the night
edition of Saturday of last week, the

headline of which tells us that "70,000

Facing Eviction in Four Canadian
Cities."

Now what are these four Canadian

cities ?

"More than 70,000 persons in four

Eastern Canada cities face the pros-

pect of being plunged into a mad
scramble to find living space this

spring when 13,500 eviction notices

fall due. The cities involved are

Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and
Halifax."

Ottawa is one of them.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Toronto is an-

other, and they are both in the Pro-

vince of Ontario.

MR. DUNBAR : You don't mean to

tell me?

MR. JOLLIFFE : Oh, yes, I do. And
I am going to remind, in a moment, the

hon. Minister for Municipal Affairs

(Mr. Dunbar)—
MR. DUNBAR: Were you on your

way to Ottawa when you were stopped

by the police?

MR. JOLLIFFE: —of one of two

things about Ottawa and Toronto, and
the other members of this House:

"Their plight, result of a recent

government rent decontrol steps, will

be made more serious by the fact that

there is hardly any emergency hous-

ing accommodation available.

"In Toronto, where more than 3,000
families are facing eviction in May or

June, there are no emergency hous-

ing projects left, Housing Officer

Frank Dearlove said. In Montreal,
more than 5,000 families are faced

with eviction, Halifax has 1,000

landlords trying to dispossess tenants.

"More than half of these cases,

housing officers estimate, are the re-

sult of the decontrol order passed last

year which allowed landlords who
owned their houses in November of

1947 to give tenants six months'

notice. The first of these notices fall

due in May.
"In addition, there are cases where

owners of shared accommodation
have proved their need is greater than

that of the tenants, plus the 'regular'
cases where landlords succeed in

getting eviction orders against 'un-

desirables.'

"In Toronto during the past year
these 'regular' eviction cases broke
at the rate of about 20 a week, and
there has been no sign of their de-

creasing. In Montreal, 3,926 land-

lords are currently trying to get pos-
session of shared accommodation on
the grounds of greater need.

"Toronto's situation is typical:
about 3,500 families facing eviction

this spring, and scant possibility of

their finding anywhere to go."

That is the situation with which we
are confronted. And in the midst of

this situation, what happened? Well,
Mr. Speaker, the hon. Minister of

Finance at Ottawa, Mr. Abbott, I think

his name is, despatched a letter to the

hon. Prime Minister of this province
last October, I believe, in which he
asked the hon. Prime Minister whether
the Province of Ontario would like to

enter the field of rent control.
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On January 31st that correspondence
was read in the House of Commons at

Ottawa. The answer of the hon. Prime
Minister of Ontario, dated, I believe,

October 28th, was read by the Rt. hon.

the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent,
and it read as follows—the Prime
Minister here (Mr. Kennedy) will cor-

rect me if there is any error in the ver-

sion reported in Hansard. The hon.

Prime Minister of this province is re-

ported to have written to the Federal

Minister of Finance (Mr. Abbott) in

these words:

"The Government of the Province

of Ontario feels that rental control

should be carried on by your govern-
ment at present, and when the year
1950 comes, we can decide if we have
to do anything further."

Mr. Speaker, the difficulty is that

that does not answer the question or

solve the problem. Federal rent con-

trol is becoming decontrol, month by
month and week by week. Every month,
and indeed every week, more and more

dwelling places come out from under

control, and that is the reason we are

facing such a staggering cumulative

problem of evictions, with thousands of

people who are going to be evicted and
who have no place to go.

Therefore, I say, Mr. Speaker, that

it is not sufficient for the government
of this province to say to the federal

authorities : "You go ahead for another

year. We do not want to be bothered
with this thing until 1950." That is

not sufficient.

Actually, by the end of this year
federal rent control will not mean a

thing. There will be very few—in my
opinion

—
dwelling places which will

still be under effective rental control.

What is more, Mr. Speaker, com-
mercial rent control was completely re-

moved a year ago. We have no com-
mercial rent controls in Ontario what-

soever, as the hon. Prime Minister
knows. Therefore, the federal controls

are entirely inadequate. I do not know
why the government should feel, after

their experiences last summer, when
most of the hon. gentlemen who sit

opposite me had rather a close call—
with the possible exception of the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell), for

reasons which I do not understand—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

AN HON. MEMBER: He lost half

his majority.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Yes, he lost half

his majority, it is true, but he still got

through. I would think, Mr. Speaker,
that after their experiences of last

summer my hon. friends opposite would
realize they ought to do something
serious about housing. There was one

Progressive Conservative candidate last

summer who was perfectly frank about
the whole thing. I think it was the

former member, who was defeated by
my hon. friend from York East (Miss
MacPhail). I think it was he who was

reported to have said, the morning
after: "In my constituency," he said,

"the war veterans voted solidly against
me, and in view of the housing situa-

tion, it is no wonder they did."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Now, I would
think these experiences would give my
hon. friends some food for thought, but

apparently it has not, because all we
have from them so far is a polite letter

to Mr. Abbott, suggesting that as far

as Ontario is concerned, Ottawa had
better stay in the field until 1950, and
then in 1950 the Province of Ontario
will decide whether they have to do

anything further.

I am going to make a little prophecy
right now, and that is, they will have
to do something further, and they will

have to do plenty, if it is to mean any-
thing to the hard-pressed people of this

province who have no place to live.

Mr. Speaker, I wish I could make a
certain suggestion to this House. I

would like to be able to suggest to this

House that there would be a solution

found for the housing problem if it

were impossible for an hon. member of

parliament at Ottawa, or an hon.
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member of this House to own his own
home either through himself or through
his spouse. I think if all the hon.

members of parliament and all hon.

members of this Legislature were not

permitted to be home-owners, as most
of them are, and if as a result they had
had the experiences in recent months
and years which tenants have had—
which the majority of people who are

not home-owners, have had to go
through

—I think something construc-

tive would have been done about hous-

ing.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I do not suppose
that is a very feasible suggestion, be-

cause it would probably be quite wrong
to disqualify for membership in this

House everybody who owned his own
home or whose wife owned the home,
but I still think a lot more would have

been done about housing if most hon.

members of this House knew what so

many hundreds of thousands of people
in Ontario have had to experience in

recent years.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Unfortunately,

they do not know just what it is like.

That is their misfortune and the mis-

fortune of the people they represent in

this House.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have already
taken up a good deal of the time of

the House, and I know that all hon.

members want to hear from the hon.

Prime Minister. But, before I con-

clude, there is another matter to which
I am bound to refer, and that is the

reference in the Speech from the

Throne to the intransigence of the

Federal Government, to the failure of

the Federal Government to settle the

question of Dominion-Provincial rela-

tions.

The statement is made:

"My government regrets that, due
to the intransigent attitude of the

Dominion Government but little pro-

gress has been made toward the

settlement of the respective responsi-
bilities of the Dominion and Pro-
vincial Governments, especially in the

fields of taxation, health and social

legislation."

It is most certainly true that in the

fields of taxation, health and social

legislation, the people of Ontario today
lack many services which they would

undoubtedly enjoy if those who at-

tended the Dominion-Provincial Con-
ference of 1945 had been statesman-

like enough to reach agreement. They
were not, and those who suffer are the

people of Ontario, in common with the

people of a number of other provinces.

I most heartily agree that health serv-

ices have suffered as a result, that

welfare services have suffered as a

result, that old age pensioners, for ex-

ample, have been bitterly disappointed

again as a result of a failure to reach

agreement. But this I want to make
perfectly clear, Mr. Speaker: we do not

absolve either party to that dispute from

responsibility for the failure to agree.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: We think there

was a responsibility on both sides.

Having said that much, I am bound
to say more. There was a very great

responsibility on my hon. friends

opposite. This is the House in which

they sit, and it is therefore our duty
to remind them that ever since they took
office in 1943, they have been conduct-

ing a campaign against the government
in office at Ottawa.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: We believe that

political campaign is the major explana-
tion for the breakdown of Dominion-
Provincial relations.

MR. OLIVER: We are at one on
that.

MR. JOLLIFFE: We think, more
than that—and I am going to be blunt

about it because it is time that people
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knew what actually happened. We think

that the Government of Ontario from
1943 to 1948 was conducted exactly as

though it were a mere stepping stone

to a higher office at Ottawa.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: That is what we
think, and we hope that the govern-
ment now headed by my hon. friend,

the member for Peel (Mr. Kennedy)
will make some change. We hope that

particular policy will be discarded. We
say the Ontario Government's policy
on Dominion-Provincial relations dur-

ing the whole of that period from 1943

to 1948 was not a policy at all, but

merely a part of a purely political

campaign designed to woo votes—
federal votes, not provincial votes—in

another province, one particular prov-
ince.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What I say now
in that regard is confirmed by the record

of recent weeks and recent months be-

cause, Mr. Speaker, the former Premier
of Ontario (Mr. Drew) who has now
become the leader of the Tory detach-

ment at Ottawa, has so conducted him-
self and directed the affairs of the

party, that every Tory proposal at

Ottawa, and almost every Tory speech
is addressed, not to the people of Can-

ada, but to the people of one province,
in an effort to induce the people of that

province to believe that the Tory party
is the only party which has any respect
for provincial rights, which is not true

and never was true. This campaign of

the provincialists
—

HON. MR. BLACKWELL: What
about Nicolet Yamaska?

MR. JOLLIFFE: My hon. friend

the Attorney-General has made an
almost inaudible reference to Nicolet

Yamaska, which I welcome because I

will tell him what happened in Nicolet

Yamaska.

What happened there was, to the

eternal shame of the Progressive-

Conservative Party, its national leader

was not permitted to campaign in Nicolet

Yamaska. No member of any stand-

ing of the Progressive-Conservative
Party was allowed to campaign there.

Nicolet Yamaska was bought and pur-
chased by the Union Nationale and de-

livered to the Progressive-Conservative
Party and to a gullible press through-
out the country as though it was a Tory
victory. Let us be frank about it! It

was a Duplessis victory.

We say this campaign of the provin-
cialists raising the false issue of

provincial rights has reached the

extreme point of absurdity when it was

urged at Ottawa only yesterday that

the provinces must first be consulted

before Newfoundland can be admitted
into Confederation. I invite the hon.

Prime Minister (Mr. Kennedy) to

state whether he, too, takes the position
that this province must be consulted

before Newfoundland is admitted. If

he does take that position, let him

explain something. Let him inform the

House whether any of his predecessors
in office, Mowat, Ross, or any of the

former premiers of Ontario, were ever

consulted when British Columbia,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island

joined Confederation.

When he speaks he should tell us
about that because, undoubtedly, it

would appear from the provincial
archives whether any such fantastic

position was ever taken.

We say that hereafter the Government
of Ontario should be conducted in the
interests of the people of Ontario and
no longer as a pawn in federal power
politics. It will be a very good thing
for Ontario, I think, when the Federal
election is over and done with, and

perhaps it will be, in June. When we
have got that over with we trust then
it may be possible at least for the

present Government of Ontario to deal

with its problems and then enter into

negotiations for Dominion-Provincial

agreement on the merits of the proposals
which may be made and in the light
of Ontario's real requirements.
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Now, Mr. Speaker, I have the honour
to move, seconded by the hon. Mr.

Grummett, that the motion for con-

sideration of the Speech of the hon.

Lieutenant-Governor, now before the

House, be amended by adding thereto

the following words : "That this House

regrets the failure of the government to

meet the needs of the people of Ontario

with respect to housing, hydro, health,

welfare, education, agriculture and
labour."

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Mr. Speaker, my first word
or two, the same as the hon. Leader of

the Opposition, is to extend warmest

congratulations to yourself for the high
honour you have attained as the Speaker
of this House. It is the first time in the

history of the House that we have had
a clergyman as Speaker, and I prophesy
we may look for clergymen in the future

to be our guide. It is reasonable to

assume that you will temper your rulings
with justice and mercy, the attributes

so closely aligned with your calling.

I would like to congratulate the mover
and the seconder of the address in reply
to the Speech from the Throne. They
did good jobs of expressing the policies
of the government. I would like to men-
tion the hon. member for Durham (Mr.
J. W. Foote). He came on his

crutches and he gave one of the best

speeches that we ever heard.

For a moment I want to mention
some of the hon. members in the opposite
side of the House. This government
has broken more records than I suppose
any government since Confederation. I

want to mention some of them, and,
before I mention them, I want to tell

you a story. Somebody came to me and

said, "Why did you make the Official

Opposition green and the Liberals red?

Why should not it be red for the Official

Opposition and green for the Liberal

Party?" I do not know how that hap-

pened except in the old days we used

colour and red was the colour for the

Liberal Government and blue for the

Conservative Party. I remember a story

they told when a clergyman in church

on a Sunday before election, got up in

the pulpit and said this, "Tomorrow is

election day. I am asked by my bishop
not to express any opinion how the

election should go, but everybody should

vote how they see fit. I must act on his

command, but, as pastor of this church
I want you to remember this

;
that blue

is the colour of heaven and red the

colour of hell." I commend that thought
to the Liberal Party across the floor.

I want to say a word about the hon.

Leader of the Liberal Party (Mr.
Oliver). He has been sitting in the

House with me for twenty-three years
and one could not help having friend-

ship with him. He was elected at

twenty-two and was the youngest mem-
ber elected up to that day. He sat in a

back seat the first day he came in. I

also sat in a back seat. He delivered

excellent speeches and still does so. He
moved from that back seat up to the

front ranks with the Liberals where he
remained for a while. But since the last

election he has slipped a little along
the row.

MR. OLIVER: We did not. We got
more votes and more seats than we had

formerly, and that is more than you
did.

MR. KENNEDY : We will see about

that. The hon. member (Mr. Oliver)
is a young man now, but a

veteran in politics, who, if he

keeps at it, may move up again.
When the Liberals were defeated in

1905 they spent twenty-nine years in

opposition. Now, you have put five

of those years in, and add twenty-four
more, you may move up gradually to

where I am. But, if you do, you will

be just about the same age as I am
now.

I want to say a word about the hon.

member for Brant (Mr. Nixon). I

wonder if anyone in any Legislature
has been a member for thirty contin-

uous years. He came in as a Minister,

at the age of twenty-seven years, which
is a record in this House. He was a

Minister of the Crown for over twelve

years, and a Prime Minister for part
of the time.
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MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : A very
short time.

MR. KENNEDY: Both of these

men were young men when they first

entered the Legislature. I have seen

many young men come into this House
in their early twenties and thirties.

They came for one session and dis-

appeared, but these two members have

stayed here for twenty-three and thirty

years, respectively, thus showing the

confidence that the people of their

ridings have in them. Those are records

coming into the Legislature in their

twenties and remaining for so long. I

hope that for many years to come they
will continue to give service to the Pro-
vince of Ontario.

I have much pleasure in making
reference to the hon. member for East
York (Miss A. MacPhail). She was
the first woman to be elected to Ottawa.
I read some of her speeches and rather

liked the statements she made. I do
not agree with them all, but I have said :

you represented your riding to the best

of your ability, and that is all anyone
can do.

Another record you made. You were
one of the first two lady members who
came into this House. You were
absent for a time, but you came back
in the last election. Our member of

last session received more votes than

any man received in the history of the

Province of Ontario. No man could

beat him, but a woman did defeat him.

I would like to make reference to

the families of two of our deceased

members. It is a sad duty. Never
before have we lost two members
between an election and before the

sitting of the House. I would say
this ; that we most deeply regret that

they are not here today. For the first

time in the history of the province you
have three clergymen as members of the

House, and all three were padres in the

last war.

Another record, never before

equalled, is that one of the padres won
the Victoria Cross. How proud we are

of him ! Then there is another record,
and this one I am particularly proud of.

Never before in the history of Canada
or the history of America or the history
of England, that I can find, has a

government won three elections inside

of five years. I am going to prophesy
this : that George Drew, who headed
the three elections for us, is going to

make another record. He is going to

win four elections in six years, and will

be the first provincial premier to be-

come Prime Minister of Canada.

The Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) has followed the path of the

leaders of the opposition since Con-
federation. I admire and envy him his

ability to talk when he had so little to

criticize. Congratulations should go to

him. But I do envy your ability to talk

with so little to talk about. I was par-

ticularly interested in your worrying
about what we need in this party. I find

that people often worry about some-

thing they never need worry about. Let
me tell you a story. There was a

clergyman, going into an inn in Eng-
land. He went upstairs, and two

Cockneys were sitting up there and they

thought they would have a little fun
with the clergyman. One said to the

other: "I say, George, what are you
going to do ; going to keep your coat

over your wig?" The clergyman
turned and said, "Don't worry about

that. What you have to worry about

is to have your pants over your tail."

So I say, don't worry too much. We
are looking after everything all right.

I was interested in your short re-

marks about Hydro. We are rather

proud of our Hydro Commission, which
will be mentioned later in the House.
We are very, very proud of our

hydro record. And are proud of the

tremendous amount of power we de-

veloped and sold to a large number of

farmers. We have a development
and expansion programme amounting
to $400,000,000.

Then again, Mr. Speaker, the Opposi-
tion talks about hydro. Let me say that

in the Parry Sound by-election they
talked about Hydro morning, noon and

night. Every time they talked Hydro,
the hon. member from Parry Sound got
another one hundred votes.
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MR. JOLLIFFE : Not me.

MR. KENNEDY: The result of that

was a personal defeat for your candi-

date and the Liberal candidate, who
were both very fine men. The result

gave the greatest majority ever given
to a Parry Sound candidate, and we
now have that candidate with us. The
hon. Leader of the Opposition men-
tioned something about agriculture. I

am hoping to cover that in the Estimates

of the Department of Agriculture.

I want to say this about salaries at

O.A.C. being too low, which was men-
tioned by the Leader of the Opposition.
We have no trouble at all in getting
officials from the Ottawa Government,
from the Manitoba Government and
from the Government of Alberta. We
even got quite a few from Saskatche-

wan because our salaries are so much
higher than those paid in that province.

Many of our best men came from the

Province of Saskatchewan at higher
salaries than they received there.

I might say something about salaries

too. Four men have refused to leave

the department to accept work at higher
salaries. They have a love for the work

they are doing and believe their devotion

to their work greater than money.
Last year one of our men—every

farmer here knows this well—was
offered $10,000 to go to another position.
He accepted it, because it was $4,000
more than he was getting. One day
about two weeks after he accepted it,

he came into my office, and he said, "I
cannot go ;

I cannot leave my work
;
I

would sooner have $6,000 with super-
annuation, than this $10,000; I love my
work."

That is the spirit we are trying to

continue in my department. When I

say "my department" may I say that I

take a very great pride in it. No hon.

member of this House knows the pride
it gives me in being Minister of Agri-
culture, in dealing with these farmers,

dealing with their troubles, and making
what contribution I can toward the

farming industry of this province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. KENNEDY : Now, as to some
of the requests made by the Ontario
Federation of Agriculture. We have
done many of the things they asked us

to do. I do think their brief was one
of the best briefs ever presented to this

government and, as a result of what we
did, this government was returned

chiefly by the rural ridings of Ontario,

showing that the farmers are satisfied

with the present government of this

province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. KENNEDY: The proof of the

pudding is in the eating. When June
had arrived and gone, rural Ontario had
voted for the Drew government.

I was asked what we thought about

the entry of Newfoundland into the

Confederation. We are taking this

stand. We always co-operate with the

municipalities. In my department we

get a great deal of benefit from that

co-operation, and we think it would be

good business if Ottawa were to ask us

to sit in with them and discuss this

Newfoundland agreement.

Another question which has arisen is

why we have the debates on the address
in reply to the Speech from the Throne?
Like other hon. members, I am strong
for tradition. I am sorry to say we
broke the tradition this year. Hundreds
of years ago the King came to Parlia-

ment and asked for money, but when
the civil rights became greater than
those of the King, Parliament said, "No,
we will elect a Speaker before you may
come in

;
that will show we are senior to

the King."
In our parliament, therefore, His

Honour the Lieutentant-Governor, the

King's representative, came in and took
his seat and then left the Throne while

we elected a Speaker.

Formerly we passed one bill prior to

his return. This year we did not do
that. As I say, I am strong for tradi-

tion, and it is due to tradition that we
have speeches in reply to the Speech
from the Throne. I think it is a good
thing. I hope that every hon. member
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in this House will have a chance to

rise in his place and express his views
about public affairs.

May I point out to you, Mr. Speaker,
that we are probably four years away
from an election—
AN HON. MEMBER : Can we count

on that?

MR. KENNEDY : But that does not
mean that we can afford to waste time.

We should get down promptly to the

business of the country. Never before

have I spoken in an address on the

Speech from the Throne. I have always
taken an active part in committees of

the House, and I do think they are the

most important part of this Legislature.
I have spoken on bills, and on the

budget, but never before have I spoken
on the debate on Speech from the

Throne. I think the work of this govern-
ment is done particularly in committees.

Might I say something about what
this government has done? This is the

sixth year in power. We have been a

government of progress and achieve-

ment, industrially, agriculturally, educa-

tionally and financially. This province
continues as Canada's leading province
in nearly all fields. It is destined to

become greater. And the people of

Ontario are responsible for the present
high standard of living, with their

extensive farm lands, and industrial and
commercial activities.

There are many policies this govern-
ment has devised and put into operation,
which have kept pace with the ever-

increasing economy of this province.

Let me refer briefly to some of these.

First, I would like to mention our
newest department, that of Travel and

Publicity. We have done so many
things which were never done before,
that I would like to mention a few of

them. These are things which no other

government of Ontario ever did, and

probably no other government in

Canada has ever done.

The Department of Travel and

Publicity was the first of its kind on
this continent. When this Department

opened in 1946, three consecutive

record tourist years have occurred. Last

year was the all-time record, when over

1,100,000 tourist cars entered the

province. These visitors passed through
fourteen reception centres located at

various boundary points between
Ontario and the United States, where
tourists stopped and asked questions
and secured information. Nearly
400,000 persons actually opened the

doors and went in to these reception
centres.

Last vear American tourists spent
about $180,000,000. This huge sum of

money went to almost every branch of
our economy, the farmers in particular

getting a major share of it.

It has often been said that the best

foreign market we have is the tourists

industry.

One of our newest ministers is in

charge of this department, a man of
whom we are very proud, and who has

done, and is doing, a grand job in his

department. I refer to hon. Minister of

Travel and Publicity (Mr. Cecile.)

Another member of the Cabinet of
whom we are very proud is the Minister
of Reform Institutions (Mr. Dunbar).
Under his direction we have a sysytem
known as the "Ontario Plan", which is

better known outside of the province
than within it. Under this plan we
take the younger boys or girls who have
become offenders and try to train them
and teach them trades, so that they will

make useful citizens in the years to

come. Ontario is leading the way in

Canada in relation to these reforms.
More has been done toward these

reforms under this government in a
shorter period than any other penal

jurisdiction in modern times.

The hon. Minister of Reform Insti-

tutions (Mr. Dunbar) has taken a keen
and active part in formulating and carry-

ing out our Ontario Plan. Visitors

have come from the United States and

Europe in order that they may visit our
reform institutions.

Another department— and a very

important one— is the department of

Planning and Development, under the
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auspices of which the Air Immigration
Plan was initiated and carried through.
The Air Immigration Plan intro-

duced by this government in the

summer of 1947 was the first of its

kind in the world. It has been a great
success.

During a fifteen-month period, ten

thousand British immigrants were
flown here from the United Kingdom.
Notwithstanding various reports which
are heard, they all paid their own fares,

and had sufficient funds to support
themselves until they were established.

It is estimated their payments to air-

lines and shipping companies for pas-

sages, totalled over $3,000,000. Their
cash assets transferred here exceeded

$13,000,000, and their purchasing
power in wages and salaries is over

$18,000,000. It is estimated they are

paying over $1,293,000 in taxes.

The Immigration programme from
its inception and until its conclusion

came under the direction of the then

hon. Minister of Planning and Develop-
ment (Mr. Porter). To bring this into

being, and to carry it out, required a

great deal of initiative and hard work.
I do want to congratulate the present
hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter) who had this in charge, and
who brought it up to its present form,
and also to congratulate' the present
hon. Minister (Mr. Welsh) who has

carried it on well and efficiently.

There has been much industrial

expansion during the last two years, in

all parts of the province. Over seventy-
five new industries have located in

Ontario; there are over 130 industrial

and manufacturing firms adding to

their present facilities, and over

$100,000,000 will be spent on plant and

equipment by these new industries.

May I say a word in regard to the

Department of Health? The introduc-

tion of county health units to aid some
three hundred municipalities which
were formerly served by part time
health officers and sanitary officers, was
the first in Canada, and as usual,
Ontario was the first province to put
this new system into effect.

The present services are carried out

by full-time, specially trained staffs, in-

cluding physicians, nurses, sanitary
officers and other technical personnel.

There are 24 units in operation. Their
work has been most satisfactory, and
a number of new applications for health

units are being held over awaiting the

necessary qualified staff.

Our system of capital grants, intro-

duced in 1946, for the first time in the

history of the province, has benefited

31 hospitals by an amount of $1,602,-
000. Many other building projects
have been developed to the point of

approval, and building operations have
commenced. It is expected that 7,700
new beds will be available as a result

of this further evidence of government
interest in the well being of the people
of the province.

These capital grants are paid, $1,000
a bed for general hospitals, $1,500 a

bed for chronic and convalescent hospi-

tals, and $2,500 a bed for sanitoria.

This work is in the capable hands of

our splendid hon. Minister of Health

(Mr. Kelley). He also has another

enviable record. He has spoken in

every riding in the province, and has

carried his enthusiasm in this work to

the people. I do want to congratulate
him on the splendid work he is doing.

Now, just a word in regard to public
welfare. We give a great deal of

financial aid to our unfortunate people.
For the year ending March 31st, 1943,.

expenditures by the Department of

Public Welfare amounted to $9,589,307,
while for the year ending March 31st,

1949, the estimated expenditures will

be $18,355,919.

In regard to old age pensions, about
which we are asked so much and the

$30 minimum and $40 maximum. Not

enough, you say? We feel that Ottawa
should do its full share, the same as

they do with children's allowances.

May I say that this government is pre-

pared to pay 25 per cent, on any amount
Ottawa may set, no matter what that

amount may be.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. KENNEDY: In regard to

unemployment relief schedules. These

have been adjusted upward three times

in order to keep pace with increasing
costs of living.

The allowance for medical services

for all persons receiving public assist-

ance has been increased by 50 per cent.

We are giving grants of 25 per cent, of

the amount of capital expenditures to

assist municipalities in the construction

of new homes for the aged.

This department is in the hands of a

very kindly and human gentleman. I

am sure that every hon. member of this

House believes the department is well

administered, under the capable direc-

tion of our present hon. Minister of

Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow).

Now, a word in regard to labour;

you no doubt listened to the hon. Minis-

ter of Labour (Mr. Daley) last night.
I heard him give his address at 10:30

p.m. and it literally swept me off my
feet. He also spoke yesterday at the

Ryerson Institute, where a memorial to

those who fell in the last war, was
unveiled.

This government was the first govern-
ment in Canada to introduce the Hours
of Work and Vacations With Pay Act.

Up until June 30th last, employees
received in vacation monies a sum
amounting to over $4,250,000. This

year, ending on June 30th next, it is

estimated that they will receive $5,500,-
000. This is something in which we
believe. We feel the industrial relations

add greatly to the stability which has
been achieved through the policy of

bringing employers and employees to-

gether in the office of the hon. Minister
of Labour (Mr. Daley).

In regard to the conciliation branch;
you heard last year what a grand work
they are doing. Through the services

of the branch many agreements have
been reached. Strikes and disputes

during the past year have been at a
low level, and I would like to congratu-
late the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley) on his wonderful achievements.

Now, Mr. Speaker, let me say a few
words about our provincial treasury.

The office of the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) is not an easy
task. He has to watch the cash register,

listen to its ring, and gauge the expendi-
tures, as compared with income, day
by day. For the first time in five years
in office, the government last year paid
for every foot of highway constructed,

every building erected, every hospital

grant we gave, and every grant we
made for rural hydro expansion. These
have been completely paid for, one
hundred per cent, out of income, and we
have never gone into debt. As a matter

of fact, in addition to these payments,
we have reduced the debt by some
$27,357,470. Let me repeat this. No
government in our history at the end
of five years in office has been able to

say they have paid everything out of

operating receipts, and the net debt has

been reduced in addition.

It is true that sometimes we think

our hon. Treasurer (Mr. Frost) does

not give us enough money, but he has

had a hard job to do, and he has done
it well.

Now, may I mention a word about
the hon. Minister of Highways (Mr.
Doucett). I am particularly interested

in one part of his work. Last year he
built the Red Lake Highway, a new
highway from Barrie to Toronto was
started, the Oshawa Highway was ex-

tended, and No. 7 Highway from Peter-

boro east was paved.

The work on the road from Toronto
to Barrie is one of the largest earth-

moving jobs in Canada, nearly 8,000,-
000 cubit yards of material being ex-

cavated to provide dual traffic lanes,

with a thirty-foot boulevard between.

Unforeseen shortages of essential

materials for bridge construction have

delayed competion of the work. When
completed, this highway will rank as

one of the most up-to-date arteries in

the world. It will form a trunk route

of a network of main highways con-

verging on Toronto, and will be an ex-

tension of the Queen Elizabeth way into

northern Ontario.

The Federal Government of the

United States is building one of the
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best highways on the continent, from
New York to Buffalo. Our government
is connecting with that highway from
Buffalo leading to our great tourist

centres in the north, with an improved
highway. We sincerely believe, that

the $180,000,000 we received from the

tourist industry last year, will be

doubled and doubled again. This will

ensure that one-third of the total popu-
la of the United States will be within

two days' easy driving of these tourist

resorts we have in our northland.

Now, may I say a word about educa-

tion? In this department again, of

course, there are many "firsts"—things
we have done that no government ever

attempted.

The school grants to local boards for

1949 are estimated at $36,500,000, as

compared with $7,500,000 in 1943.

Thees grants are for primary and

secondary schools.

Last year the total grants were

$33,000,000.

In 1947, 148 new school buildings
and additions were completed. Last

year 80 were completed and 147 build-

ings under construction, 97 in the plan-

ning stage and 42 are awaiting approval.

Since the introduction of this

government's policy of school grants
was begun, from 1945 up to last Sep-

tember, construction of schools has pro-

ceeded, both elementary and secondary,
to the extent of a total of over

$75,0000,000. The share of the pro-
vince in this total construction cost is

between 40 per cent, and 50 per cent.,

or even higher, as the case may be, de-

pending upon where the school is being
built.

Now, I want to say a word about the

department of the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell). I am so

proud of some of the things he has

done. One thing in particular was the

Regulations Act, which requires that

any regulations which arise must be

registered. Those affected can see

them, and have notice of them, and

nothing will be done without the people

knowing about it. All proposed legis-

lation must be registered and published,

so that all persons affected may know
the contents.

Another very important result of his

efforts i s the police radio system,
which has been in operation long enough
for officials to say that it is a very
successful medium of law enforcement.

All cars are equipped to communicate
with the radio stations. Quick distri-

bution of information by radio has

already resulted in the capture of

wanted persons within comparatively
short periods, after the commission of

crimes. It has increased patrolling of

King's Highways to control traffic, and
the patrolling of rural Ontario for

crime prevention.

The hon Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) deserves great credit for the

work he has carried on, and it is well

for the people of this province to know

they have such an able and honest

administrator in this all-important office

of law enforcement.

Now, a word about mines. We broke

all records in the Department of Mines.

In 1948 the production value of all

mineral substances produced from On-
tario mines amounted to $290,000,000
and topped all former records.

The Ontario prospectors have had an

active year in the search for base metals

and radio-active substances. Some dis-

coveries have been made which have

attracted world-wide attention. I refer

particularly to the discovery, in the

district of Algoma, of occurrences of

pitchblends. And yet it must be

apparent that we have so far only
scratched the possibilities of the Pro-

vince of Ontario.

Now, may I be pardoned if I

mention a few words about my own
department.

We have made many records in the

Department of Agriculture, may I say
to the hon. Members. For the first

time we topped the one-billion dollar

mark in farm production. We had a lot

of assistance, as all branches of the in-

dustry shared in this increase. We
bought grain from the west, and we put
on an educational campaign, to have the

farmers here grow their own grain.
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The weather was fine, nature was kind,
and so we topped over two hundred
miHion bushels of coarse grain, and did

that from fewer acres than had been
worked for many years. Better work-

ing conditions and better farming en-

abled us to do that.

We have started a programme of
more pasture land, and continuing the

practice of crop-rotation, because to

keep our farms in good shape the

farmers must grow more grass and have
more pastures. We did not expect to

have as much grain as we raised, and
we thought we could not do it, but, with
the aid of a kindly nature, we had a
wheat crop of over eighteen million

bushels, which probably will be a record
for many years to come.

At the Ontario Agricultural College
we have put up many buildings and
have started some new courses. We
have a new two-year course in practical

agriculture, which was established in

the fall of 1947. This course is for

young men who are planning to go back
to the farm.

We created two new departments,
soils and agricultural engineering, with
the addition of two new options in

Agricultural Engineering and Agricul-
tural Economics, including Farm
Management.
There is one thing I must mention in

this regard and that is that as a result

of changes made in the last few years
the Ontario Veterinary College has
been raised to a higher status than ever
before.

We have started the girl's school at

Macdonald Institute Hall. As you know,
this was closed during the war. We
have one girl's class which we call the

"wedding-ring" class, and we have a

four-year university course. At the
head of the Veterinary College we have
a man known to all veterinarians in the
world. He is well known in America,
and known in every part of Europe
for his splendid research work and the

splendid work he is doing as the prin-
cipal of the Veterinary College of On-
tario. I refer to Dr. A. L. MacNabb.
As you know, we are primarly a live-

stock province. Every farmer is a

manufacturer, and he takes his raw
materials, like the grains and hay and

pasture, and manufactures them into

dairy produce and beef, or eggs. I do
not think anyone knows exactly what
we have been doing with our livestock.

Last fall I saw a notice in the paper
issued by the British Government boast-

ing about $2,000,000 worth of livestock

exported by Scottish breeders to diff-

erent counties. They quoted that as

something of which they were proud.

Well, Mr. Speaker, last year Canada

shipped 105,815 head of cattle, of which

45,000 were pure-bred. It is from On-
tario that most of the pure-breds come.

They were shipped to over twenty
different countries, which I will name
in a moment, and we received over

$20,000,000 in one year.

People came and bought this livestock

not because they loved us in the Province
of Ontario, but because they knew of

no other place in the world where they
could come and buy the high-class stock

which we have.

We shipped to the United States,

Venezuela, Great Britain—and may I

say it is an honour to ship to Great

Britain, because there is a great market
there. They have sent a great many
dollars to the Province of Ontario
farmers. We shipped to Cuba, Uruguay,
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, British

West Indies, Chile, Dominican Repub-
lic, Ecuador, New Zealand. I may say
we sent one animal to Germany. Inci-

dentally that animal came from my
county of Peel.

We shipped to Puerto Rico, Italy,
British Guiana, Costa Rica, Mexico and
South Africa.

I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that no
nation in the history of the world ever

shipped so many good cattle to so many
different countries in one year. That is

something of which we are very proud.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. KENNEDY: I think very few

people know how far we have gone in

the breeding of livestock, and the
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shipping of so many cattle to the United insisting on our raw products being
States, for breeding purposes. That manufactured in Ontario, and, as far as

includes pigs and sheep, as well as possible, into the finished product. This

poultry. is a far cry from when we sent our

We have one excellent sheep breeder square timber hewed, by the broad axe,

in the House, and I think he will bear into other lands, and our pulp wood to

out what I say.
the country to the south of us to be

Tvr t • * ~, *• 4.W - • manufactured into paper.May 1 just mention this in passing, «.

that last year we took blood tests from
f

The Pollcy of thls government is to

950,000 chicks, and 25,331 turkeys. We have the forests for a11 time to come>

have kept that up, year after year. Just
and not allow them to be completely cut

imagine, nearly one million chicks. off
>
and the land denuded of trees. This

Remember that someone has to go into wlU enable us to keeP our rivers running
that pen, put his hands on a chick and and maintain our water power, which is

feel the formation and see whether it is
so important in the development of this

wrong to push it aside, if it is right, to province.

put a band on it. After they have culled Now, Mr. Speaker, I have tried to

them for formation, then they go to tell you something about the Province

those who have the bands on and take of Ontario. I drive through the province
a little blood from under the wing and a great deal. I do not travel on our

test it for pelora. Just imagine doing King's highways. My work takes me
that 950,000 times. How many could on the county and township roads, and

any hon. member of this House do in into the farm lands, and as I see this

an hour? How many would you cull province year after year, I pride myself
in an hour? From how many would that I have been able to play a small

you draw blood for testing in an hour? part in its development.
How many could the people at Guelph If you blindfold me and take me to
examine and test the blood in an hour? any part of the province, drop me down
It is a tremendous job, and I think very and put me in a motor car, inside of
few people understand the tremendous ten minutes I could tell you I was in

work that is being done. the county of Carleton, or the county of

Of course, it means we get more eggs Hastings, or the county of Simcoe, or

from pure hens
;

it means we cut the the county of Grey. I have tried it, and

costs of production down, and there is * know this province, because no two

more profit in the raising of hens than Parts are exactly similar. One part has

before this method was used. something, and another part has some-

I have a number of other figures, but
thin

f"

di*erent * **»* love c°me* in*°

I will not mention them noW
g
but will "£

heart
f^L^f

l g° th"°U^ £*k-;«~ 4-u^ „~ • ~, I province, for the farm people of the
bring them up in my speech on my province

'

of Ontario
department's estimates.

Province otuntano.
*.

. May 1 tell you a little story which
Now, may I say just a word about comes to my mind? I drive through

the Department of Lands and Forests, Ontario today, and I see the trees frozen,
of which we are very proud From the and the land frozen> not a bit of growth,
forests each year comes 500,000,000 feet the trees dead. Then comes spring, and
of lumber. Last year we broke the

something comes into the land which
record Some of you hon. members who

puts life into it> and something comes
come from the North country may know into these trees which ts life into
this; there was 1,500,000 tons of pulp them> and they leaf and bud and blos.
came out of our pulp mills last year, a som; then die again in the fall The
record that was never before even miracie f birth we all go through. Every
approached. time j g0 through this Province and
We now treat the forests each year as see the beauties of it, it comes to my

a crop, and each year harvest the trees mind that this Province has come a long
that are ripe. Year by year we are way since the days of the Erie Canal
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when thousands of our farmers left their

farms to go to work on that project.

Many settlers left their farms here and
came home after four months work with

$50.00, a tremendous amount of money
at that time. Their wives stayed home
and looked after the cattle and did the

chores and brought up their families.

Their descendents are the farmers of

the Province of Ontario today.

Last year was the greatest year in the

history of the province. Our industrial

activity was the greatest we have ever

had
;

the greatest number of tourists

came into the province; our population
increased to an estimated 4,500,000

people, or one-third of the total popula-
tion of all Canada

;
our mines production

was larger than in previous years, our
forests continued to produce timber and

paper with increasing values, and our

hydro-electric power construction was
the greatest in the history of the

Province.

Who will not say Ontario is the land

of tomorrow? It is our day. I was very
much impressed many years ago by a
book which I read, written by a chap in

England who pointed out that the first

prosperity started in Egypt, moved to

Carthage, going north all the time until

it came to England when great prosper-

ity came to that land.

In this country the first prosperity
started in Mexico

;
then it came to the

Southern States and on the Northern

States, where they had the greatest

luxury they ever knew up to that day.
It came to the Northern States after

the last war and nature is calling to

Canada to join in. The Province of

Ontario is the keystone. What we do
will be done by every other province
of Canada.

Great as 1948 was, it was nothing to

what we are going to experience. It is

a land of great mines; it is a land of

great forest wealth; a land for tourists

and a land for manufacturing; a land
where people are strong, virile and pro-
gressive. This government stands for

a greater Ontario far beyond the vision

of our critics. Let us continue to pro-
tect and expand the institutions and the

freedoms we enjoy as God fearing

people. When I say protect the institu-

tions and the freedoms we as free

people have built in the past hundred

years, we must be alert against those

who offer false doctrines in the guise of

democracy but who seek to destroy
these institutions and our free way of

life. We will not be fooled. We must
be alert and on guard. What happened
in Hungary where religious belief be-

came a satellite of Moscow, must not

happen here. It cannot happen under
a free democratic government of the

people, for the people and by the

people. That is what we stand for.

This government has been accorded
the confidence of the people on three

occasions—in no uncertain terms. We
will continue to prove worthy of that

confidence by giving good government
for all the people and for the advance-
ment of the province so that it will be

an even finer place in which to live.

Mr. Speaker, let me ask a question
of every hon. member in this House,
the Leader of the Opposition, the

Leader of the Liberal Party, "Do you
not think this government deserves well

of the people?"

SOME HON. MEMBERS : No.

MR. OLIVER : I move the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

MR. OLIVER: Will the debate go
on tomorrow?

MR. KENNEDY: We will go on
with the debate.

MR. OLIVER : Tomorrow or Thurs-

day?

MR. KENNEDY: Tomorrow.
Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 5 :21 of the

clock p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3.00 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-
tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

MR. H. A. STEWART (Kingston) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present the

report of the Select Committee ap-

pointed to prepare the lists of member
to compose the Select Standing Com-
mittees of the House and move its

adoption.

, CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Mr.

Stewart, from the Select Committee

appointed to prepare the lists of mem-
bers to compose the Select Standing
Committees of the House presents the

Committee's report, which was read as

follows, and adopted :
—

Your Committee recommends that

the Standing Committee ordered by the

House be composed as follows:—

COMMITTEE ON PRIVILEGES
AND ELECTIONS

Messrs. Calder, Cathcart, Dennison,
Doucett, Edwards, Frost, Grummett,
Jolliffe, Murdoch, Nixon, Oliver,

Patrick, Pryde, Robson, Stewart,
Thomas (Elgin), Wismer—17.

The Quorum of the said Committee
to consist of 7 members.

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
Messrs. Baxter, Calder, Cecile,

Chartrand, Dowling, Foster, Fullerton,
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Hamilton, Harvey (Nipissing), Harvey
(Sault St. Marie), Johnston (Simcoe
Centre), Mackenzie, MacLeod, Mac-
phail, Martin, Millard, Morrow, Mur-
doch, McDonald, Nault, Nixon, Patrick,

Porter, Pringle, Reynolds, Robson,
Scott (Beaches), Stewart, Temple,
Thomas (Ontario) , Villeneuve,
Walters, White—33.
The Quorum of the said Committee

to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS

Messrs. Allen, Brown, Calder, Cath-

cart, Cecile, Chartrand, Cox, Dennison,
Dunbar, Easton, Edwards, Ellis, Gem-
mell, Grummett, Hall, Hamilton,
Hanna, Harvey (Nipissing), Houck,
Isley, Janes, Johnston (Parry Sound),
Johnston (Simcoe Centre), Mackenzie,
Macphail, Martin, Millard, Morrow,
Murdoch, McDonald, McEwing, Mc-
Phee, Nault, Newman, Oliver, Park,
Patrick, Pryde, Rea, Reynolds, Robin-

son, Sandercock, Scott (Peterborough),
Stewart, Thomas (Ontario), Thorn-

berry, Villeneuve, Welsh, White,
Wismer—50.

The Quorum of the said Committee
to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON STANDING
ORDERS

Messrs. Allen, Blackwell, Brown,
Cathcart, Chartrand, Edwards, Fell,

Foster, Fullerton, Goodfellow, Grie-

singer, Hall, Hamilton, Isley, Johnston
(Simcoe Centre), Leavens, Murdoch,
McEwing, McPhee, Park, Parry,
Phillips, Pringle, Rea, Reynolds, Rob-
son, Scott (Beeches), Stewart, Thorn-

berry, Walker, Walters—31.
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The Quorum of the said Committee
to consist of 7 members.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
ACCOUNTS

Messrs. Allen, Baxter, Brown,
Calder, Cathcart, Chartrand, Dennison,

Dent, Doucett, Downer, Edwards, Ellis,

Fell, Frost, Gemmell, Goodfellow,
Gordon, Hall, Hamilton, Hanna, Har-

vey (Sault St. Marie), Houck, Hunt,
Janes, Johnston (Simeoe Centre),

Jolliffe, Kelley, Leavens, Mackenzie,
MacLeod, Martin, Millard, Morrow,
Murdoch, McEwing, McPhee, Nixon,
Oliver, Park, Parry, Patrick, Phillips,

Pringle, Pryde, Reynolds, Robinson,

Robson, Sandercock, Stewart, Temple,
Thomas (Elgin), Thomas (Ontario),

Thornberry, Villeneuve, Wismer—55.

The Quorum of the said Committee
to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON PRINTING

Messrs. Baxter, Calder, Cathcart,

Challies, Dent, Gordon, Griesinger,

Hanna, Harvey (Sault Ste. Marie),
Hunt, Mackenzie, Macphail, Martin,

Morrow, Murdoch, McMillan, Pringle,

Pryde, Salsberg, Scott (Beaches),

Taylor, Thomas (Ontario), White—23.
The Quorum of the said Committee

to consist of 7 members.

COMMITTEE ON MUNICIPAL
LAW

Messrs. Allen, Baxter, Brown, Cath-

cart, Challies, Dennison, Doucett, Dun-
bar, Easton, Edwards, Ellis, Fell,

Foster, Fullerton, Gemmell, Gordon,
Grummett, Hall, Hamilton, Hanna,
Harvey (Nipissing), Houck, Janes,

Johnson (Simeoe Centre), Jolliffe, Mac-
kenzie, Martin, Murdoch, McEwing,
McMillan, McPhee, Nault, Parry,
Patrick, Pryde, Reynolds, Robinson,

Salsberg, Scott (Beaches), Stewart,
Thomas (Elgin), Thomas (Ontario),
Thornberry, Villeneuve, Walker,
Welsh, White—47.
The Quorum of the said Committee

to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON LEGAL BILLS

Messrs. Blackwell, Calder, Chart-

rand, Fell, Foote, Gemmell, Grummett,
Hamilton, Janes, Jolliffe, Murdoch, Mc-
Donald, Nixon, Parry, Patrick, Porter,

Rea, Reynolds, Scott (Beaches),
Stewart, Walters—21.
The Quorum of the said Committee

to consist of 7 members.

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
AND COLONIZATION

Messrs. Allen, Dennison, Downer,
Easton, Edwards, Foster, Gemmell,
Goodfellow, Gordon, Grummett, Hall,

Hanna, Harvey (Nipissing), Hunt,
Isley, Janes, Jolliffe, Kennedy, Mac-
kenzie, MacPhail, Martin, Millard,

Morrow, McDonald, McEwing, Mc-
Millan, McPhee, Newman, Nixon,
Oliver, Parry, Patrick, Phillips, Pringle,

Pryde, Reynolds, Robson, Stewart,

Taylor, Temple, Thomas (Elgin),

Thornberry, Villeneuve—43.

The Quorum of the said Committee
to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON FISH AND
GAME

Messrs. Allen, Baxter, Cathcart, Cox,
Dempsey, Dennison, Dent, Dowling,
Downer, Easton, Ellis, Foster, Fuller-

ton, Gemmell, Grummett, Hall, Hanna,
Harvey (Nipissing), Harvey (Sault
Ste. Marie), Houck, Isley, Janes, John-
ston (Parry Sound), Johnston (Simeoe
Centre), Kelley, Leavens, Martin,

Morrow, Murdoch, McDonald, Mc-
Millan, Nault, Newman, Nixon,

Phillips, Pringle, Pryde, Rea, Reynolds,
Robinson, Salsberg, Sandercock, Scott

(Peterborough), Stewart, Taylor, Ville-

neuve, Walker, White, Wismer—49.
The Quorum of the said Committee

to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON LABOUR
Messrs. Brown, Cathcart, Cox, Daley,

Dempsey, Dowling, Downer, Ellis, Fell,

Fullerton, Gemmell, Johnston (Parry
Sound), Kelley, Millard, Murdoch, Mc-
Phee, Nault, Newman, Nixon, Park,
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Parry, Phillips, Pryde, Rea, Reynolds,

Robinson, Salsberg, Walker, Walters,
White—30.
The Quorum of the said Committee

to consist of 9 members.

COMMITTEE ON MINING

Messrs. Brown, Calder, Cox, Daley,

Dempsey, Dowling, Foote, Frost,

Fullerton, Gemmell, Grummett, Hamil-

ton, Hanna, Harvey (Nipissing),

Harvey (Sault Ste. Marie), Houck,
Hunt, Johnston (Parry Sound),
Jolliffe, MacLeod, Morrow, Murdoch,
Nault, Newman, Rea, Taylor, Temple,
Thomas (Elgin), White, Wismer—30.

The Quorum of the said Committee
to consist of 9 members.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temiskam-
ing) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Thornberry (Hamilton
Central), that the motion for adoption
of the report of the committee be

amended by the addition of the follow-

ing words:

"Except that paragraph of the re-'

port having reference to the Com-
mittee on Privileges and Elections,

and that said paragraph be sent back
to the Striking Committee with in-

structions to restore the number of

members of the Committee on Privi-

leges and Elections to 35."

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane
South) : Mr. Speaker, in discussing this

motion, I would like to point out that

our number on the committee was sent

to us by the Clerk of the House last

Monday, and on that list of committees
was shown the number each party was
entitled to. It indicated that on Privi-

leges and Elections we, in our group,
were entitled to 8 members. Then, we
had some discussion here, you will re-

member, Mr. Speaker, regarding the

St. George election being referred to

the Standing Committee on Privileges
ahd Elections. Immediately after that

we were informed that this Committee
on Privileges and Elections had been
reduced from 8 to 4 in our case, and
from 35 to 17 in the over-all picture of

the committee.

When the committee met the next day
we had some discussion regarding the

reduction of this number, and we were
informed in committee that this, not

being a very important committee, had
been overlooked last year when all the

committees had been reduced, and some
of us were inclined to accept that ex-

planation.

Later on, upon investigating the

matter, we discovered this committee

was reduced last year from 46 to 35.

Therefore, the excuse given by the

chairman of the committee and the

Clerk of the House was not a valid one.

That is, that this committee had been

reduced in accordance with a reduction

made in all the other committees.

Mr. Speaker, I think it is a very

important committee and its work re-

quires full consideration by a sub-

stantial number of hon. members of

this Legislature, and for that purpose
I am supporting this motion made by
the hon. member for Temiskaming
(Mr. Taylor).

I think it was wrong to interfere with

this committee just when it had a job
to do. I further think it was wrong
on some one's part to usurp the duties-

of the Standing Committee prior to the

committee having met.

In other words, it was not left to the

Striking Committee to indicate the

number which would constitute that

Standing Committee. When the Strik-

ing Committee met, we were told that'

this Standing Committee had been re-

duced, but the reduction was made by
some one prior to the time the Striking
Committee met. I wish to bring this

to your attention, Mr. Speaker.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,,

hear.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, in

connection with the number of members
on this particular committee; this com-
mittee has to deal with what may
amount to a considerable amount of

detail work. My hon. friend the Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) knows
this. When you have 35 members on
a committee of that sort, dealing with
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a lot of detail, actually the 35 members

may do more harm than good.

It does seem to me where we have
17 members—and that is a tremend-

ously large investigating committee—
surely those 17 members can deal

effectively with the problem we have
to meet in that particular case. After

all, we want to be reasonable. My own
judgment is that this investigation

might be efficiently conducted by even
a smaller committee. Nevertheless, it

seems to me that 17 members meet

every possible objection that could be

raised, and it does seem to me that it

provides a committee of reasonable size

to deal with the matters which are
raised.

Remember, in this case, there are, I

presume, papers from various ballot

boxes and what not to be looked at. If

they have to be passed around 35 mem-
bers, it means a great delay and in many
ways, a waste of time, and you do not
conduct the inquiry very efficiently.

I would suggest that hon. members
opposite, with that explanation, with-
draw their objection.

I can assure them that we are most
anxious that the inquiry should be con-

ducted in the fairest possible way, and
in the most efficient way, in a manner
which will permit us to get this work
done in a reasonable length of time. I

think my hon. friends opposite have
felt perhaps there was some ulterior

motive in reducing the number of this

committee. I can assure them that is

not the case from the government
standpoint, but that we think there are

overwhelmingly good reasons for leav-

ing the number as it is.

All parties are well represented there,
and I think it will permit the efficient

carrying out of the task which the

Legislature has sanctioned.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of
the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I am
not going to attribute motives to any-
body, but I regret the manner in which
this matter was handled.

As the hon. member for Cochrane
South (Mr. Grummett) has said, the
committee's immediate terms of refer-

ence were discussed in this House on

Monday. Then, before the Striking
Committee had had a single meeting,
we were suddenly advised, in a mysteri-
ous sort of way, the size of this com-
mittee—but of no other—was to be

reduced, with no explanation given and
with no information as to why it might
seem desirable to the government that

the numbers should be reduced. I think

that was a regrettable way in which to

handle the matter.

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, when we dis-

cussed the terms of reference on Mon-
day, we knew full well what the custom-

ary number for this committee was,
and we discussed it on the basis that

would be the number which would meet
this year. I may say that last year, as

the House knows, the size of all com-
mittees was reduced, and the size of
this particular committee was reduced
from 46 to 35.

However, I do find this, and I do
think there must be some reason for

it. In former years this committee has

met, probably not very often, but it has
met on previous occasions ;

I understand
the last meeting of the committee was
about 1933 or possibly 1934. The hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)

might remember. I think he was in

the House around that time. Is that

not correct?

MR. FROST : Actually, it has never
met during my time in the House.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Well, it may be

perhaps the dean of the House may
remember when it last met?

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : I can-

not recall.

MR. JOLLIFFE: In any event, I

do find this, Mr. Speaker: that over

the last 54 years the size of this com-
mittee has never been less than 35. In

1895 it was 44; in 1897 it was 42; and
then it fluctuated around 40 for a

number of years. I have the figures
for all the years from 1895 on. In

1936, it went up to 44, and then for a

period of years it was 45 and 46. Last

year it was reduced to 35.
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If the experience of the past was
that at least 35 members were required
on a committee of this kind, I cannot

accept the hon. Provincial Treasurer's

(Mr. Frost) explanation as being a

very strong one for making such a
drastic change at this time.

He has suggested that the committee
will have a lot of detailed work to do.

I do not think I entirely agree with

him. The committee will have to ex-

amine witnesses, it will have to examine
some documents. I think it will become

quite apparent that not all the docu-

ments will be material by any means,
in fact it may well be that only a few
of them will be material. We feel that

the committee should be a representa-
tive one, and we feel that it can be

more nearly representative of the House—
certainly of our group—if it has 35

rather than 17.

If my hon. friend (Mr. Frost) wants
a complete investigation

—and I am sure

he does—then I think he will be pre-

pared to go along with the amendment
moved by the hon. member for Temis-

kaming (Mr. Taylor). I am not dis-

missing what he has said about the size

of the committee, that it may possibly
turn out to be too unwieldy, but we do
feel that the matter should be dealt with

on the basis on which we understood
it would be dealt with when we were

discussing the reference on Monday.
That is, by a committee of the custom-

ary size.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I wish
to say this now. The hon. member for

Brant (Mr. Nixon), I believe said a

Select Committee of the House investi-

gated hydro some years ago. I think

we had on that committee, my recol-

lection is, 7 or 8 members.

MR. NIXON: That was a Special
Committee, wasn't it?

MR. FROST: That is right.

MR. NIXON : Not a Standing Com-
mittee.

^
MR. FROST: No, that was not a

Standing Committee. However, the

actual fact is that committee investigat-

ing the matter was large enough even

then, to be just a little bit unwieldy.

In this particular case, we have been

assigned a task of looking into certain

details relating to an election which was
held in this province. I think it is

highly desirable that committee should

not be of unwieldy size. My own
preference would be, if I had anything
to do with it, to have even a smaller

committee than that, and I think we
would probably do a better job. Actu-

ally, hon. members are privileged to

attend. True they have not the right
to vote or anything of that sort, but

they can attend, and the matter might
be better conducted with an even
smaller committee than 17.

As regards the size of previous
committees, it is quite true that we have
had committees here of 46 members. We
all know that the attendance on those

committees in some cases was pretty

sparse, and therefore, the quorum was
set very low. I think in some cases 8
or 9 members. The committee would
consist of 44 members with a quorum
of 9.

MR. JOLLIFFE : The attendance in

this case would be pretty good.

MR. FROST : In this particular case,

I think it would be highly undesirable

if we should have a committee of 35
members with a quorum of 7 or 8. I

would prefer to see the committee 17,

with a very much higher quorum, and
I think that under these circumstances,
the opposition should withdraw their

objection and let us make an official

committee on which we will have a

complete attendance, if possible. No
doubt other hon. members of the House
would be interested in the proceedings,
in which case they could attend, as they
have on other committees.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker—
MR. H. A. STEWART (Kingston) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like—
MR. SPEAKER : The hon. member

for York West has the floor.
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MR. MILLARD : Mr. Speaker, hon.

members of the Legislature; I was not

present the other day when this discus-

sion took place, but it seems to me this

committee is going to deal with one
of the most important questions that

is likely to come up in committee.

I presume the hon. members opposite
would be the first to complain about the

way elections are carried on behind the

"iron curtain," where force is used to

obtain certain results. There is one

thing we have prided ourselves on in

this country, and that is our electoral

system, the sanctity of the ballot, the

secrecy of the ballot, and I cannot see

any substantial difference between

changing ballots after they are cast and

making sure they are cast in a certain

way in the first place.

MR. FROST: That has nothing
whatever to do with this question.

MR. SPEAKER : I am sorry. I must
ask the hon. member (Mr. Millard) if

he will confine his remarks to the imme-
diate matter under discussion. I am
afraid I cannot allow a discussion on
the type of election which is conducted
in any constituency, or in the province.
We are dealing with the matter of the
size of a committee, and I must ask the
hon. member (Mr. Millard) to confine
his remarks to that particular question,

please. ..

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Speaker, I

accept your ruling on the matter. I was
only dealing with this question because
the hon. member (Mr. Frost) opposite
had said we are going to deal with a
lot of detail. We are going to deal with
a principle, and a very important
principle so far as our electoral system
is concerned. I would say that in public
accounts there is a lot of detail, and yet
the hon. member (Mr. Frost) opposite
has not suggested that committee be cut
down. In fact, it is one of the biggest
committees, and I recall that the former
hon. member for High Park (Mr.
Drew), when he was sitting in the

opposition benches, took full advantage
of that particular committee to air a

very important matter, and there was

no discussion then that it required a

smaller committee in order that we could

deal with that situation more effectively.

I feel that it would be most unfor-
tunate if this Legislature at this time cut

the committee to less than half the

previous size, when we have before this

committee a tremendously important
matter.

I, therefore, support the amendment
to keep the committee at its original size

of 35.

MR. H. A. STEWART (Kingston) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to seek to

correct the impression that the commit-
tee has operated in a mysterious way.
The suggestion was brought into the

committee while we sat yesterday morn-

ing that the committee be reduced from
35 to 17. A motion was duly moved
and seconded and put to the committee,
and was carried with two dissenting
votes.

AN HON. MEMBER: Three.

MR. STEWART: Three dissenting
votes. Now, as far as a committee

being large in former years, it must be

recognized that there were 112 or 107
hon. members in this House at that time.

AN HON. MEMBER: Last year?

MR. STEWART: As far as the

committee being more representative, it

would not be any more representative if

it were increased from 17 to 35, that is,

at the present time, because the percent-

age is according to the number of mem-:
bers who are elected in each party. In

the case of the Progressive Conservative

party, it is 59 per cent.
;
24 per cent, for

the C.C.F.
;
and 17 per cent, for the

Liberals.

I do not think there is any reason for

suggesting that the committee operated
in a mysterious way.

Might I draw your attention, too, to

the notice of motion, Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 16th, number three, where it is

suggested by the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) that a select

committee of 14 members of this House
be appointed to investigate certain things,
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and point out that 17 is three more than

14.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, will

my hon. friend (Mr. Stewart) permit a

question? Since he has told us that the

committee did not meet until yesterday
and it was moved that the size of the

standing committee be reduced, can he

explain why, on Monday afternoon after

the House rose, before the striking com-
mittee met at all, I received a list of the

number of members on the various

standing committees, a list on which the

numeral "8" appear opposite "privileges
and elections," indicating that this group
will be entitled to 8 members on that

committee. The numeral "8" is struck

out, and the numeral "4" is written in,

in pencil alongside. That is a mystery
which the hon. chairman of the commit-
tee (Mr. Stewart) might well explain.
It is something that occurred before his

own striking committee met at all yester-

day.

MR. STEWART: Mr. Speaker, the

committee met, as I said, at that time,
and one of the first duties of the com-

mittee, was to select a chairman. As
chairman of that committee, I have
endeavoured to place before you what

happened in the committee. What hap-

pened outside of the committee is

nothing to my knowledge. ,

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

Mr. Speaker, I want to take an impartial
view of this matter which has been dis-

cussed relative to the lessening of the

committee, numbering 34 or something
—

AN HON. MEMBER: 35.

MR. OLIVER: 35 to 15.

AN HON. MEMBER: 17.

MR. OLIVER: 17, now I have it

right. I want to make this point in

respect to what my hon. friend the Pro-

vincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) said. My
friend argues that you would gain in

efficiency by having a smaller number
on this particular committee, and he

gives as an example a special committee
that was appointed to look into the ques-
tion of hydro. There is a great

difference between these two types of

committee. A special committee is a

committee that sits between the sessions

of the House, the members are required
to be there, and are always there.

AN HON. MEMBER : They are paid
to be there.

MR. OLIVER : Yes, they are paid to-

be there. A committee of this character

is one that meets during the session of
the House, and it has been very often

found that, if you have 35 members on
the committee, the actual number who
may turn up for a committee meeting is

only about half that number. We have
to take that into consideration, and I

believe that is why standing committees
are as large as they are in order that

the Legislature may be assured that at

all these committee meetings there will

be sufficient representation to give due
consideration to the business before the

committee.

I want to touch on this other point :

I do not agree, nor follow for one

moment, that the efficiency of a standing
committee of this House will be lessened

by having an increased membership. We
have been on committees, the hon. Pro-

vincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) and many
other of the elder members of this House—many, many ,

committees—and I have
found that in the main, active participa-
tion in the committee work is carried on

by the hon, leader of the party, or some
one designated by him to put the ques-
tions and secure the evidence. The other

hon. members of that committee, in the

main, weigh that evidence, try to find the,

proper conclusion at which to arrive,

and their numbers are neither cumber-
some nor do they make for lessened

efficiency in a committee of this kind.

AN HON. MEMBER : Hear, hear.

MR. OLIVER : Therefore, I suggest

through you Mr. Speaker, to the govern-
ment, in this particular matter they have
not made a good case. They have not

put before this House plausible and

understandable reasons why this commit-

tee should, on the eve of its being called

to consider an important matter, be sud-

denlv reduced from 35 to 17.
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And I want to say further on this

very point, Mr. Speaker, that there is

some substance in what has been said

here this afternoon in regard to the

committee's prerogative being exercised

before it met. That should not be.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: The committee it-

self, when it is called to order, has the

right and the duty to lay out the pro-

gramme for that committee, and to

make whatever amendments it may care

to, to the the personnel or to the number
on the committee. There is no ques-
tion in my mind but what the decision

was made to reduce this committee be-

fore the committee met at all.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: I know for a fact

that I was informed that morning in my
office by the Clerk of the House that

the committee had been reduced to 17

members, so it is not right to say that

out of the committee itself came the

germ to decrease the membership from
37 to 17. I think the government in

this instance at least should let the num-
ber go back to 35. There is definitely
no reason why there should be any lack

of efficiency. I have sufficient trust and
faith in the membership of that com-
mittee and in the general membership
of this House to believe that they would
not be bothersome, to believe that they
would sit on that committee with an im-

partial attitude, and with a desire and
determination to weigh the evidence as

it is presented, and come to a just con-
clusion.

I cannot for one moment agree that

there would be any lack of efficiency in

having 35 members instead of 17. I

do say to the government that in this

one instance I think it should retreat

from its present position.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

suggested when setting up this com-
mittee that it should be 17, or some
number the committee might decide, in-

stead of 35, and this is my reason:

We have 12 committees in this House.
This committee will be sitting continu-

ously, and we will have to have the

other 11 functioning at the same time,
and we will not be able to have them
function efficiently if 35 hon. members
are tied up in this committee, which
will sit very frequently, I anticipate.
That is the reason we cut it down to 17.

This was not with any ulterior motive,
but so that the business of the House

might proceed more efficiently by the

functioning of the other 11 committees.
I think the other 11 committees will do
the business of the House much more
than this one committee.

This one committee will report here.

It looks now like a political committee,
but its report will come back to this

House, and then every hon. member has
the right to get up and speak on the re-

port of the committee. We can get a

report from that committee quicker
with 17 members than we can with 35.

It is the desire of this government to

bring the report back to the House as

quickly as possible so that every hon.

member will have an opportunity to

speak on the report of the committee.
That was the reason.

MR. R. A. McEWING (Wellington
North) : Mr. Speaker, as a member of
that committee, representing this group,
the only one who was present, I would
like to say a word or two. I was rather

alarmed to say the least, Mr. Speaker,
when informed when the committee met
that its membership was to be reduced,
and reduced before any motion was
made by the committee.

MR. KENNEDY: Oh no.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Yes.

MR. McEWING: That is correct.

Before that motion was made the Clerk
of the House said : "This committee is

reduced, and you are entitled to three."

That was before any motion was made.

When I questioned the right of doing
that, then the motion was made that the

committee be reduced, and the names
were struck off and agreed to by the

leader, before we came to the committee,
on the strength of the fact that the com-
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mittee had been reduced. I still hold

to that point, that it was done before

the committee met, but done in proper
order after the meeting of the com-
mittee—that is quite true. They en-

dorsed the instructions which were

given to them.

I protested against it and voted

against it, and I will vote against it

now, because if this is any indication of

how the business of this House it to be

done, which is to come before the hon.

members of the House, then we have a

right to be alarmed.

To say that a committee cannot be
efficient otherwise; then I would sug-

gest you reduce all the committees—if

that is a proper argument. That has

not been done for the reason of effi-

ciency; it was done because we had a
number of committees, like the legal

bills, and the municipal law—
HON. MR. FROST: Those are

entirely different committees.

MR. McEWING: —and for that

reason you would not get enough hon.

members who were interested in both
to sit on either. What the government
wants is to control the meeting, of

course.

Now, the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) says: "It never occurred
in my time." Well, it was not in my
time, either. This was in 1934, and he
was not here then, and neither was I.

In all those years they have not been
called upon to do very much. Now
they appoint a committee, but the mem-
bership must be reduced, and every care

must be taken to safeguard what takes

place
—to my way of thinking.

I think we have a right to protest
most vigorously against this method of

doing business. I am alarmed, to say
the least.

HON. MR. DUNBAR (Minister of

Municipal Affairs) : Mr. Speaker, when
the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) made his remarks first, I was
almost convinced he was right, until I

listened to some of the speakers follow-

ing. Then I could see right away what
this committee is going to amount to.

If it is parliamentary language, may I

say it is going to be a "dog fight"
—if I

may use that language on the floor of

the House.

AN HON. MEMBER : What is the

matter with that?

MR. DUNBAR: It is just another

political campaign which will be coming
in four years.

I cannot see anything to be gained

by a greater number when, as the hon.

Prime Minister has said, every hon.

member will have an opportunity of

speaking on the report.

You could have seen, if Mr. Speaker
had not called "Order," what the tone

of the speeches would have been today.

They rambled all over the country
before they approached the committee.

This is a mud slinging committee; that

is just what it is.

AN HON. MEMBER : How do you
know?

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that we
are getting right back to where we were
a day or two ago when a couple of hours

of the time of this House was consumed
in discussing a matter which could have
been settled in a minute or two, if the

government had been prepared to admit

that there are occasions when it might
be wrong in its judgment.
Now, I agree in part with some of

the things the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) has said. I think if a
committee is going to be a judicial body,
and if it is going to be able to carry
on its work with despatch, a committee
of 17 is preferable to a committee of 35.

However, there have been some rather

heated discussions on this matter, and
it is quite obvious that the official opposi-
tion in the House feels very strongly
about it, the hon. members who sit in

the second group feel strongly about it,

and as far as our entire group here is

concerned, I must say we share their

views.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: How many
members have you on this committee?
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MR. MacLEOD : I could not hear
the list as it was read.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : But, Mr. Speaker,
I simply cannot follow the hon. Prime
Minister when he advances the argument
that if a committee of 35 were to handle
this particular question, it would impede
and interfere with the work of the other

committees. He is not on solid ground
when he suggests that, for the simple
reason that a majority of the standing
committees of this house do not meet
and have not met for the last five years.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : If the point made
by the hon. Prime Minister indicates a
new dispensation, and the labour com-
mittee is going to meet, and the other
committees are going to meet, there

might be some merit in his argument.
But I do feel very strongly that inas-

much as the hon. members who sit on
the opposition side of the House repre-
sent 60 per cent, of the voters of this

province, the government should take
that fact into account, and yield. If it

develops that the committee is prevented
from doing its work effectively, then
the hon. Prime Minister will be able to

tell the House at a later stage "We
warned you, and this is what you got."

Why not yield the point, and let us
have one occasion at least, where a deci-

sion can be made unanimously.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temiska-
ming) : Mr.

Speaker, as I was a member
of this committee, I feel probably that
as we have had the view of the other

parties who were on that committee, I

should give my version of what
happened.

First of all, we were told that we
were to have 8 members. This was told
to us by the Clerk of the House, before
he started to set the committee up.

Before the striking committee was to

meet, I was called at my hotel by our
clerk with the advice that this committee
had been reduced from 35 to 17, and we

would only need to name four to that

committee.

I wish to take issue with the hon.
member for Kingston (Mr. Stewart)
when he said this was a recommendation

brought in by the striking committee.
It was no such a thing. When the

striking committee met, and the Clerk of

the House asked for our list, I hesitated
to give him a list until the matter of the
number on the committee of Privileges
and Elections had been decided upon.

I moved in that committee that the
members of the committee remain as

formerly. An amendment was offered by
one of the Conservative members, that
it be reduced to 17, and naturally we
were out-voted. That is how this came
about, and I think the hon. member for

Kingston (Mr. Stewart) will bear me
out in this.

My understanding is that all this

procedure in parliament is based on

precedents, which have been handed
down for years and years, as to what is

the best method of doing these things.
We copied it out of the British parlia-

mentary system.

However, we have got to the stage in

these years where these large commit-
tees functioning was apparently satis-

factory until something comes before the
House that will be dealt with by this

committee, and because there is a little

politics in it, immediately they say "Let
us 'hamstring' these boys, and cut down
their membership." That is the. way it

seems to me.

I feel very strongly on this, particu-

larly as to the method by which it was
done. If the Striking Committee had
been instructed, as it was last year—
and as it did last year—to reduce-

the number on the committee, I would
have gone along with them. Last year
it was reduced from 46 to 35, and if

the Striking Committee had been in-

structed this year to carry out a further

reduction, I have no doubt we would
have agreed in the same manner. But
to set up a committee, and then say,
"Here are your instructions

; this is

what you are to do"—well, I will oppose
it very strongly, I can assure you.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. MR.
?

BLACKWELL (At-

torney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I wish

to express my regrets that the discus-

sion which really ought to be about one

simple aspect of this matter has become
so entirely prejudicial. After all, the

important thing about this committee is

what its job is. For instance, when the

committee on municipal affairs met, or

when the committee on game and fish

met, the hon. members were able to

carry on their duties in the House, and
it is highly desirable that there should

be present at the meetings of such com-
mittees the greatest possible variety of

opinions to be expressed, for consider-

ation at such a committee.

This is a committee which by reason

of its very nature, and the nature of

its functions, should not be one to which

the hon. members of this Legislature
will come for the purpose of express-

ing their opinions. This is not a ques-
tion of political opinion about a course

to be taken. This is a question of a

representative committee of this Legis-
lature sitting there in an honest effort

to ascertain what the facts are, as

established by the evidence presented to

it.

I must say as one member of this

Legislature, that I view with a very
considerable concern the propensity of

some of the hon. members to enter into

an expression of advanced political

views about what takes place, without

any realization as to the evidence which
will be established at that committee.

That is a matter of very considerable

concern to me.

I cannot believe there is a single hon.

member of this House who can put
forward a statement that the reduction

of the number from 35 to 17 on that

committee, which , will then contain ex-

actly the same proportion of members
from each group, can in any way result

in an expression of anything. But if

thfe course of conduct is to be what the

debate by the hon. members of the

opposition •: suggest it will be, then this

committee will be one where political

views will be heard and where the

judicial attitude will be entirely absent.

MR. JOLLIFFE: You are getting
ahead of yourself, are you not?

MR. BLACKWELL: A number of

hon. members on the other side have
been getting ahead of themselves, Mr.
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe).

We were behind the Iron Curtain,
which is a long way from sitting in

this Legislative Chamber.

After all. when we attempt to ascer-

tain' facts by juries
—

MR. JOLLIFFE : The hon. members
of this House are not on trial in this

situation.

MR. BLACKWELL: One of your
hon. members wanted to find a crime

had been committed long before this

committee sat.

If I could proceed without so many
interruptions, Mr. Speaker, for just a

moment, I will very briefly conclude

what' I have to say about this committee.

What I have heard here about some-

thing being behind this reduction, some-

thing of a sinister nature, is the most
absolute and most unadulterated non-

sense I have ever heard, and every hon.

member here knows that.

AN HON. MEMBER : Tell us what
did happen.

MR. BLACKWELL: There is not

a single hon. member of this House who
believes that, with any intellectual

honesty. I may say that here, as in

all other matters, naturally the members
of the government sitting in relation to

a matter of this importance discussed

what was a suitable size for the com-

mittee, to handle this important question
in a most efficient way, and the hon.

Prime Minister has given this House
a straightforward, simple explanation
of the fact, and he has advanced the

view of the government.
I might say that it was casually

mentioned to me, and I advanced ex-

actly the same view that this committee

was, by its very nature, a judicial com-

mittee, and the number on the com-
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mittee should be reduced, so that it

would function as a judicial committee
and not what I am certain, Mr. Speaker,
from what a number of hon. members
have said, going to be a committee
where they can seek to advance political

views, rather than discharge their func-

tion, which is to find on the facts pre-
sented to it.

I may say, Mr. Speaker, that I shall

certainly support the committee remain-

ing at 17 in number.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask a

question of the hon. Attorney-General?
Was that a cabinet decision to reduce

the number on that committee?

MR. KENNEDY : Mr. Speaker, the

decision I quoted was mine. I want
to get the work of the House over. I

never dreamed for one minute that there

was an hon. member who would not

agree with that suggestion. You have
the same proportion on the committee.

When you get the report back to this

House for discussion, every hon.

member will have an opportunity to

speak on it. I thought this was the

most honest and the best way to do it.

We want to get the other 11 commit-
tees operating. That is the sole reason.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, I had not intended to get
into this interesting debate on a very
simple point, but since some of the

"back benchers" have got into the

debate, I figured I might.

There have been, I think, three or

four explanations as to why this hap-
pened—whatever it was—so I guess it

was not a cabinet decision.

The only explanation which, to my
mind, carries any weight is the explana-
tion of the hon. Prime Minister that

he wishes all committees of the House
to function. We in the opposition are

very happy to hear that. I think he has

given
—and I will not enlarge on this—

the exact reason why this committee is

reduced. As he suggests, this com-
mittee is liable to meet almost continu-

ously during this session, because we
have so much to go through, both in

facts, details, papers, peoples and things.
Mark you—if you look at the names on
the committee you will see hon.

members on that committee who are, as

the hon. Attorney-General suggests,

people who should be on a judicial

committee, and not a political committee
as my friend, the hon. Minister of

Municipal Affairs, suggests. We did

not put politicians on that committee;
we put on people who know something
about this case, and who would get at

the facts. We were allowed to put
only four on this committee, which
means that those four people will be
tied up all the time and the Leader and

Deputy Leader of the Opposition will

not be able to get to other committees.

There are some others, who would have
been named, and who might have been

on that committee, if the number had
still been allowed to remain -at 8. The
committee could have done its job far

better and done what the hon. Prime
Minister suggests, if he had left this

committee at 35, and allowed us to

name 8 members from this group, and
6 or 7 from the other group. But,
under this arrangement, some of us will

have to go every day and have to miss

other committees which we would have
been able to attend, had we been able

to appoint 8 to this committee.

I see the hon. Prime Minister shaking
his head. The hon. Attorney-General
asked for a reasonable argument, and I

think I have given it. I notice a number
of the "back benchers" on the other side

of the House, who seem to agree with

me, but evidently the hon. Prime Min-
ister does not.

All we did was to help the government
out. After all, it is a member of this

government who is in question in this

matter—
MR. SPEAKER : I am sorry I can-

not allow that statement.

HON. MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, no.

MR. KENNEDY: Oh, no, no.

MR. WISMER: Well, it is his con-

stituency, anyway.

MR. SPEAKER: I must ask that

that be withdrawn.
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MR. WISMER: All right, I with-

draw it, but we will not withdraw the

amendment.

MR. DUNBAR: Over-night guest ?

MR. WISMER: I was not trying to

make politics out of this but the govern-
ment seems very anxious to. The
government seems very anxious to make
this a political issue. We do not.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, the

government would assist itself in this

inquiry if it would accept the opposition's
amendment. I do not see, now that the

government has become adamant in this

matter, how any members of the com-
mittee in the opposition group can help
but expect to fight the government mem-
bers of that committee for every detail.

As a member of that committee I do
not see how we can get anywhere with
that committee because the government
is telling us this afternoon, by giving us

three, four or five reasons, why it does

things in an
. arbitrary way and over-

rules the House, over-rules the commit-
tee before the committee exists. This is

not going to be a judicial inquiry, it is

going to be a government whitewash.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: I do not know the

reason—
MR. FROST: No such thing, you

are quite a suspicious man.

MR. DUNBAR : You had one experi-

ence, the Gestapo matter.

MR. MILLARD : Do not forget the

device under the telephone either.

MR. DUNBAR: Do not forget the

lumber business. I never made an

assignment anyway.

MR. SPEAKER: Order. Let us

conduct this House with dignity and try
to get something done.

MR.KENNEDY: In view of what
has been said, perhaps the Leader of the

Opposition will consent to having this

question come before a royal commission
instead of before our committee. I am
offering you a royal commission now.
We will take it out of politics.

MR. FROST: How would you like

that, would you like a royal commission ?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. NIXON: A report after the

next election, I presume, five years from
now?

, MR. SPEAKER : Let us please have
order. We are going to keep this House
under control if it is at all possible. If

this question is going to become so con-

tentious, we will have to take some
drastic steps.

MR. MacLEOD : On a point of

order. ...

MR. SPEAKER : The Leader of the

Opposition has the floor.

MR. MacLEOD: I am suggesting
that since the Provincial Treasurer is

doing a bit of heckling, that he might
be sent to his proper seat.

MR. FROST : I wondered when you
would notice that.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The Prime Min-
ister has asked a question and I want to

give the answer. It would not be satis-

factory to any of us for this to go to a

royal commission for many reasons. I

do not want to take up the time of the

House to give the reasons in detail, but
I think it will be perfectly clear to every-
one that on the record of past royal

commissions, some of which have taken

years to make a report, we could not

possibly be satisfied with that procedure.

MR, BLACKWELL: The Gestapo
commission was all right.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Yes, that was a
whitewash too.

If the members of the government
were applauding the suggestion because

they wanted a whitewash then, all the
more reason it should not be suggested
now.
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I repeat that :

I do not want to attri-

bute any motive to anybody in this

matter
;

but I do say this, that the way
in which it . was sought to reduce the

number of the committee was not the

right way to do business. I think the

Prime Minister, to be fair about it,

will probably agree with that.

Secondly, I say that, while the

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) may
choose to cast aspersions on certain mem-
bers 1

'

on this side of the House, because

of the way they saw fit to express their

opinion, the hon. members who ex-

pressed these opinions are not on trial

in this matter. A little more indignation
about the root cause of this matter and a

little less about what is said by some hon.

members of the House will be a little

more in order. I wonder if the hon.

Prime Minister would reconsider the size

of the committee. The committee would

get its work done sooner if the members
realized that they have work to do on
other committees and they have to get
their work done without getting into a

"dog fight" as the hon. Minister of

Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) has

forecast. I do not think it is necessary
to forecast these difficulties as so many
speakers on the government's side have
done. All I can say is, if the govern-
ment insists. . . .

MR. DUNBAR: We know you of

old.

SOME HON. MEMBERS
don't know anybody.

You

MR. JOLLIFFE : If the government
insists in reducing the size of the com-

mittee, we will have to register our

protest just as we registered a protest
on the scope of the committee the other

day. If the government should go ahead
with the other suggestion which the hon.

Prime Minister has made about a royal
commission then we shall be very dis-

appointed indeed, and Twill not say now
what I will be obliged to

;say in that

very unlikely contingency. .

I repeat that I am not, attributing any
motiye to anybody but I should think

the government under these circum-

stances would be very glad to meet the

wishes of the hon. members on this side

of the House. That is what I would

expect. I would have thought the

government would go all out to meet the

reasonable wishes of the members on the

Opposition side and get on with the

enquiry and I hope the government will

yet adopt that position.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Speaker—

MR. KENNEDY: Order, Mr.

Speaker. The hon. member has spoken
once.

MR. MacLEOD : No, I just wanted
to ask this question, I am not going
to make a speech. In order to settle

this matter, would you be prepared to

agree to make it a committee of 21
instead of 17? Would you not be pre-

pared to compromise in order to get
the matter settled?

MR. KENNEDY: They want 35.

Twenty-one would not suit them any-
way.

MR. OLIVER: I just want to make
it clear that my hon. friend the Prime
Minister surely was joking when he

suggested a royal commission?

MR. KENNEDY : No, I was not, I

was in deadly earnest. I see what is

going to take place. I want the result

of this by-election, I want it honestly,
and I want it to come into this House.

MR. OLIVER : You are not the only
one holding that view. You are not
alone in that view.

MR. FROST : We are doubtful about

you fellows.

MR. OLIVER: The hon. Prime
Minister should know better than to

ask me if I would agree to a royal

commission, because my views on royal
commissions are well known and if they
proceed with this they will just about
have boxed the compass on royal
commissions.

You cannot prejudge, surely, how
this committee is going to act before it

even meets. It will be time enough to

appoint your commission if the commit-
tee meets and there is such haranguing
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and bickering that you cannot make any

progress. That will be time enough to

talk about appointing a royal commis-
sion. I say again that I believe this

committee will function in a manner that

will be a credit to this House and this

province, and, furthermore, Mr. Speaker,
the leader of the government this after-

noon is surely not going to say to this

House that before the committee has met
at all we are going to do badly and
make a mess of things and we are going
to have to have a royal commission

right at the start. The time to have a

royal commission is when things bog
down in the committee and, I am
amazed at my esteemed friend the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) say-

ing that there is going to be a lot of

political discussion in this. Well, now—
MR. BLACKWELL: I was only

judging by what the hon. members were

talking about.

MR. OLIVER : He usually takes the

position that he is able to look after

himself in political discussions. We are

aware that there has been considerable

degeneration in the government ranks—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. OLIVER: —but surely it has

not come to the place where my friend,

the hon. Attorney-General,
'

is ready to

admit that he and his colleagues cannot

hold their own in a political discussion.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : On a minor
point

of privilege. I just want to clear this up.
The hon. member for Kingston (Mr.
Stewart) in making his contribution to

this discussion referred to the fact that

I had suggested another committee of

14 members. I want to point out I did

so because the rules limit any select

committee of that kind to not more than

15.

MR. SPEAKER
members.

The House divided.

Call in the

FOR 37.

NAYES 51.

Motion negatived on division.

HON. MR. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : I move, seconded by Mr.

Frost, that Mr. Patrick, member for the

Electoral District of Middlesex North,
be appointed Chairman of the Com-
mittee of the whole House for the pre-
sent Session.

Motion agreed to.

THE SPEAKER: Introduction of

bills.

THE MUNICIPAL REFORESTA-
TION ACT

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

I move, seconded by Mr. Temple, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend The Muni-

cipal Reforestation Act," and that the

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

HON. MR. KENNEDY: 15th

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Re-

suming the adjourned debate on the

amendment of the motion for the con-

sideration of the Speech of the Hon. the

Lieutenant-Governor at the opening of

the session.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

Mr. Speaker, in rising to continue this

debate I want, first of all, to congratu-
late you, sir, upon your ascendancy to

the Speaker's chair in this Legislature.
It has been my good fortune, and I trust

yours, that we have worked together
somewhat and have come to know one

another to some extent. We had the

privilege, as you will recall, Mr.

Speaker, of sitting on the famous Rules

Committee which sat during the hot

summer months and brought in a report
for the consideration of the member-

ship of this House. That report has

gone the way of most other reports of

committees and commissions which
have grown out of the authority of this

Legislature.
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It is perhaps interesting to recall at pleasant thing to do. For my hon.

the moment that this Rules Committee friend from Durham (Mr. Foote), who
was the only time that the former Prime moved the address, we all have the

Minister (Mr. Drew) ever gave in to highest possible regard, and it is a plea-
me when we sat opposite one another sure, therefore, to congratulate him,
for four years. Mr. Drew, you will re- not so much upon the substance con-

call, attempted to start the Budget de- tained in his remarks but upon the pleas-
bate while the Speech from the Throne ing way he delivered it to the Legisla-
debate was still in progress. I objected ture.

very strenuously to that procedure, and Then my hon. friend from Parry
the outcome was that I asked for a com- Sound (Mr. Johnston), who seconded
mittee of the House to be appointed in the motion—who is here not with any
order that the rules might be revamped connivance of mine—but because he
so as to give a greater expression to won jn his own right a seat in the On-
what the members really thought the tario Legislature. We were pleased to
rules should accomplish. It is interesting hear him the other day, and we hope as
what the passage of time and change of the debate goes on and as Parliament
environment does to an individual. Mr. moves into other phases of its work we
Drew pursued this course very force- wjh hear again and at greater length
fully m this House, and yet one of the from the hon. member for Parry Sound,
first things he did after he went down T want to to the hon. Prime
to the Citadel on Parliament Hill in

Minister (Mr K
^

ennedy) that the atti-
Uttawa was to raise—

tude he assumed in the House yester-

HON. MR. BLACKWELL: The day—perhaps I should not have used

big league. tne word "assumed," but we will let it

go because I cannot think of another
MR. OLIVER: Yes, the big league, one to take its place at the moment——was to raise strenuous objection to but my hon. friend assumed the role of

the Government of the Dominion of congratulating and flattering the hon.
Canada who sought to inject into the member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) and

Speech from the Throne a debate on myself. I do not know whether my hon.
the matter of Newfoundland's entry friend the Prime Minister did this by
into the Dominion of Canada. The design or not, because the way he has
same man who had moved the Budget of doing these things has a habit of dis-

debate into the Speech from the Throne arming one and placing the speaker in

debate in the Ontario House, and a position of frustration almost. Now,
thought nothing of it, took very right- that would never happen in the good
eous opposition in the Ottawa House old days. You knew exactly what to

for something not dissimilar to what expect. In this particular matter, when
was to be done here. my hon. friend (Mr. Kennedy) starts

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, that we, to flatter, he does get me confused and

in this area, will try to observe the rules irritated, and I imagine it is because

of the House, such as they are, but I I am so seldom flattered. I do hope,
do feel as a member of that Rules Com- however, Mr. Speaker, that the hon.

mittee that the Rules of the Legislature Prime Minister will not expect me to

could be greatly improved. I think that proceed in my remarks in entirely the*

many of those rules were in force and same vein that he has suggested we
in vogue in a day generations ago and might.

they do not meet the requirements nor There is just one other thing I want
the desires, nor the needs of present-day to say before I commence the main part
debate in our Legislature in our provin- f my remarks, which has to do with
cial House of Parliament. the speech of the hon. Leader of the

I want to congratulate also the mover Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), and has to

and the seconder of the address. That do with Mr. Speaker
—the real Speaker

is not only customary but it is a very of the House. I am sorry that at the
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moment he is not in his seat, but I am
equally glad to welcome to the chair the

new Deputy Speaker of the House ( Mr.

Patrick).

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: I think we all have

grown to appreciate the qualities of the

hon. member for Middlesex North (Mr.
Patrick), and we feel that he will do

ample justice to the position he now
occupies.

My hon. friend, the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) suggested to

Mr. Speaker the other day that he, Mr.

Speaker, should have particular con-

sideration for the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) and the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell), inas-

much as both of them were apt to

wander rather frequently from the

straight and narrow path. I want to

suggest to Mr. Speaker, through you,
that he should not give any consideration

to a request of that character. So far as

I am concerned, they can knock one
another out—politically

—but I would

suggest to both of them that if they are

going to do that, they do it with greater
finesse than they exhibited here on

Monday last, because, after all, if we
are going to have a "knock'em-down-

and-drag'em-out" fight we want it to be

according to the Queensbury rules, and
we want it to be carried on such a

plane that it will add to the dignity and
the decorum of this assembly. Therefore,
to hon. Mr. Speaker, I would say that

he must not, if he wants to earn the

commendation and support of hon. mem-
bers of this group, give special con-

sideration to the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) and the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell).

They should be, and I think are, able

to take care of themselves in their own
right.

I want to say a word in regard to

another matter that arose in the speech
of my hon. friend, who talked about the

farming industry. He is well qualified
to speak on a subject of that character

because, like the hon. Prime Minister
and myself, he is a farmer. We all make

our living out of the top six inches of

the soil.

My hon. friend, the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) spoke of the

presentation by the Federation of Agri-
culture to the government. I concur
in the remarks he has to make in that

connection, and I want to say here, Mr.

Speaker, that in my considered judg-
ment the farmers of this province can

be, and I think are, proud of the

organization that speaks on their behalf.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: Never in my time
have I been so happy, as a farmer, in the
manner of, and the extent to which the
Federation of Agriculture reflects the
views of farmers throughout the length
and breadth of this province. So that
we are at one in our admiration for the

Federation of Agriculture in the work
it is doing.
On the broad question of agriculture,

I want to make a very few remarks.

I think the House will agree that

farmers, speaking generally, have had a,

period of prosperity this last number of

years, but I think we will agree also that

period is nearing its end, that we have

gone over the top and are starting down
the other side. When we realize that

cattle which farmers bought last fall for

22 or 23 cents a pound to put in the

stable, which they fed on their grain
and hay during the winter, are bringing
now at the stockyards 18 or 19 cents

a pound. Anyone who realizes that pic-
ture in its true aspect will agree, I am
sure, that the farmer's position in the

days that lie ahead is going to be one
not as happy as it has been in the three

or four years which have passed.

I want to throw out this warning as

I talk about that situation : we should be
careful in our deliberations here not to

add any unnecessary cost to the things
that are produced in this Province of

Ontario which the farmers of this

province have to buy. If we do add to

the cost of machinery and refrigerators
and all the things that farm people, in

common with others, buy, then we are

going to enter into a period of recession
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we all want to escape, and I think we
can in a measure escape if we use our

heads and the brains that are given to

us. But if we go foolishly into this

matter and allow ourselves to be carried

away with the idea that the more you
can produce in the industrial sphere of

this province, no matter what price you
tack onto that product, the better con-

dition you are going to be in, we are in

for a very rude awakening, because the

farmer's purchasing power is not going
to be what it has been for the last

number of years. I think every one of

us will agree on that.

I want to say this further word. We
did not fill our bacon contract last year
to Great Britain. We, in Canada, are

an exporting country so far as farm

products are concerned. I do not think

we will live to see the day, in your time
and mine, when the people of Canada
will eat all that Canadian farmers can

produce. We are going to be dependent
constantly through the years upon the

overseas and foreign market to absorb
the surplus of many of our farm pro-
ducts. We are in this position today,
as farmers—and I am sure the hon.
Prime Minister is aware of this situa-

tion where during the war, Great
Britain bought from us almost all we
had to spare of agricultural products.
Since the war, Britain has canvassed
her position and she finds, in the first

place, she does not want to pay the

price that Ontario and Canadian farmers
must have for their products; and in

the second place
—and I think, the more

important
—Great Britain must do today

as she did centuries ago, she must build

herself again to be a strong trading
nation. Britain's strength in the past
was founded on her ability to trade with
all the nations of the world. The manu-
factured products of Great Britain went
out to all the foreign markets, and those

British ships brought back with them
food for the British people to eat.

It is just as true today as it was

during the war that England will have
to import food stuffs, but I say to you,
Mr. Speaker, that it is not true that

she will have to import them from
Canada. Great Britain will buy, as she

is buying, from Poland, from the

Argentine, from Australia, from New
Zealand, Denmark and Holland, buy-

ing from those countries because she

can reasonably expect those countries in

turn will buy her manufactured prod-
ucts.

That is going to be the position of

the Canadian farmer's trade balance in

the years that lie ahead. We are going
to have to have a very high standard

of Canadian product in order that that

product can meet competition from all

parts of the world.

I want to deal for a few moments
with the question of hogs and the hog
subsidy. My hon. friend the Prime
Minister will recall that the hog sub-

sidy in this province was imposed in

1941. I believe I am correct in that.

It was put on by the Provincial Govern-
ment at a time when England desper-

ately needed our bacon, and when our
farmers rightly thought they were not

getting sufficient money for the produc-
tion of that staple. The Ontario Govern-

ment at that time put this bonus on

quality hogs. It has remained on

during the years up until the present
time.

This is not the time, Mr. Speaker,
to remove this bonus on quality bacon.

We are in a state of flux so far as

markets are concerned. We are in the

position of losing some of our markets
to Great Britain, we are in the process
of opening up new markets with other

countries. This is a period of re-adjust-

ment, this is a period when the farmers

of Ontario should still have the stabiliz-

ing influence of the hog bonus that was

passed in 1941.

I do not want to pursue this subject

any further, except from this angle, Mr.

Speaker: I was always of the impres-
sion that we passed this hog bonus at

each session of the Legislature, and that

we passed it to be in force until the

31st day of March. I wondered, and
I still wonder, how the hon. Prime
Minister and the government took unto
themselves the power to undo the direct

voice of this Legislature, which said

during the last session, that until the

31st of March, 1949, the Province of
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Ontario should continue to pay the hog
subsidy that had been in existence since

1941.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear,

hear.

MR. OLIVER: I suggest to this

House and to the government that not

only did they not have a moral right
to reduce or take away the hog sub-

sidy, but they did not have a legal right
to take the hog subsidy from Ontario
farmers until the 31st of March, 1949.

I want to say to the hon. Prime
Minister that all he has to do is to

read the legislation which sets out the

hog subsidy and the subsidy on cheese,
which says quite specifically in Section
6:

"This act shall come into force on
the day upon which it receives the

royal assent, and shall have effect

from and after the first day of

February, 1941, and shall remain in

force and have effect until the 31st

day of March, 1942."

This is the parent act I am quoting.
I say seriously to this government that

they have done this thing to the farmers
of this province without any legal right
to do it. They have gone contrary to

the statute of this province, they have

gone contrary to the direct order of

this Legislature, which, year after year,
has said that this hog subsidy would
be extended for one year—a year at a

time—and that it shall be paid
—the

word "shall" is used over and over

again, there is no loophole there that

would let my hon. friends out, there is

no "may", there is "shall" in every in-

stance; "it shall be paid until the 31st

day of March," of each year.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: Now then I want
to say, Mr. Speaker, that the last Act
that was passed in 1948 continues the

parent Act until the 31st day of March,
1949.

I want to hear, and I am sure the

farmers of Ontario will want to hear,
the hon. Prime Minister explaining to

the House and the people how he, as

Prime Minister and Minister of Agri-
culture, could say that on the 31st day
of December, "you shall not receive any
more hog bonus," when the Legislature

by a statute said: "you shall pay the

hog bonus until the 31st day of March,
1949."

I say there are two angles to it, as I

have already explained—one is the

moral angle that it was not the time to

remove the hog bonus, and the other is

that there is no legal justification for re-

moving it until the 31st of March, 1949.

I want to touch upon another subject.
It was raised also by my hon. friend the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe).

It is a subject, Mr. Speaker, upon
which I have made some comments
from time to time during my member-

ship in this House. It has to do with

the question of hydro.

Hon. members who have been here
for some years will recognize that I have

always made some comments, and I

would not say that these comments had
been received with joy on the other side

of the House. I would not say that

their main part had not been attacked

by my hon. friends opposite, but I will

say that in the main the salient features

that I set out, and the main arguments
I have presented from time to time have
been assailed, but they are still there

in their entirety.

I say to the House, through you, Mr.

Speaker, that I am not going this after-

noon to review the whole hydro ques-
tion.

For the last two years in this Legis-
lature I have spoken at length in regard
to the development on the Upper
Ottawa River. My remarks are there

in Hansard for all who care to read.

They were set out at that time in their

proper order, and they showed conclu-

sively that when this government came
into power in 1943 there was on the hon.

Prime Minister's (Mr. Drew) desk, or

somewhere thereabouts, an agreement
between Ontario and Quebec for the

development of the water power on the

Upper Ottawa River.

What we, as Liberals, have said be-

fore and what we say again, is that if

the government had proceeded in 1943
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when they came into power to develop
under the terms and under the direction

of that agreement between Ontario and

Quebec, we, in this province today
would not be suffering nor would we
have suffered in the months that have

passed from the shortages of power that

existed.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : But you would
have. You would have suffered more.

MR. OLIVER : That will take some

explaining, how we are going to suffer

more by getting more power. My hon.

friend's (Mr. Frost) mathematics are

just a little "screwy," if he does not
mind me saying so.

MR. FROST : I will take a little time
off and explain it to you some of these

days.

MR. OLIVER : I would like to say,
Mr. Speaker, I would be pleased to hear

my hon. friend the Provincial Trea-
surer (Mr. Frost) tell me how we
would suffer more—
MR. FROST : Sure.

MR. OLIVER: —by having more
power. We have an understanding

—
HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES

(Minister without Portfolio) : You
would not have more water.

MR. OLIVER: Here is my hon.
friend who has not spoken for months.
What did he say?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: My gosh, I have

really achieved something.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: All during the con-

troversy, not a word.

MR. CHALLIES : I said you would
not have more water.

MR. OLIVER: My hon. friend

from Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Challies),
now in the House, almost rises. I want

to say, Mr. Speaker, that the argument
that was made two years ago and a

year ago, is intact, and it will be intact

at least until the hon. Provincial Trea-
surer (Mr. Frost) attacks it, and I am
not sure it will not be still intact. The

only reason they did not develop
—

MR. FROST: You almost had me
frightened.

MR. OLIVER: You can attack it

from there, if you like. The only
reason in substance, in my judgment,
Mr. Speaker, that is given as an excuse

by the present government for not

developing sooner the power sites on
the Upper Ottawa is that materials were
not available. Now, if that is true, it

is an argument of some substance.

MR. FROST : Well, that is true.

MR. OLIVER: Now, you just wait.

You can answer me in about three

minutes. I will have something for you
to answer.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : I listened to my hon.

friend from Durham (Mr. Foote) the

other day. He made a statement that

it would have been a crime in war years
to have diverted necessary materials to

the building of those power plants. I

trust I am not quoting him wrongly.
It was a statement similar to that. What
I want to say to him on this occasion
is this, that power itself in those days
was essential to the war effort.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : I know of no single

thing that could or that may have con-

tributed more to the successful con-

clusion of that war than an abundance
of hydro electric energy. We did not
know in those years when the war was

going to end.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER: Did you
have a shortage then?
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MR. FROST: You did not have
a shortage during the war. There was
no shortage during the war.

MR. OLIVER: We did not know,

though, and you did not know, and yet

you took that chance, and it was a great
chance.

MR. FROST: No.

MR. OLIVER: Well, it was.

MR. FROST r The Dominion Gov-
ernment knew. That is why they had
controls. They had enough water to go
around.

MR. OLIVER: That is all right.
You nor anyone else knew when the

war was going to end, and we did

know we were going to be short of

power, and it was our bounden duty to

provide power if it was at all possible
to do so.

MR. FROST : At the expense—

MR. OLIVER: My hon. friend

(Mr. Frost) can talk, talk and talk,

and he cannot shake that argument, be-

cause it is unassailable.

MR. FROST: 'There's none so

blind as those who will not see."

MR. OLIVER: I am maybe going
to have trouble with my hon. friend

(Mr. Frost). I am not worried. I do
not know whether he is worried or not.

What I want to bring out now is this:

were materials available?

MR. FROST: No.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No.

MR. OLIVER: There is an answer.
You will excuse me if I do not accept
it as conclusive.

MR. FROST: There is nothing we
can say that would be conclusive to you.

MR. OLIVER : I want to suggest to

the hon. members of the government
that the Rt. Hon. Mr. Howe, whom
you know, said that priorities were
available.

MR. FROST : Is that the fellow who
spoke down in London?

MR. OLIVER: I think it was
London. Were you there that day?

MR. CHALLIES : Will you furnish

the proof that the Rt. Hon. Mr. Howe
said priorities were available?

MR. OLIVER: I beg your pardon?

MR. CHALLIES : Will you furnish

the proof that the Rt. Hon. Mr. Howe
said priorities were available?

MR. OLIVER: I imagine any one
could do that. Is that not what he

said?

^
MR. CHALLIES : No, that is vital.

Furnish the proof that the Rt. Hon.
Mr. Howe said priorities were avail-

able.

MR. OLIVER : You are a great man
to be furnishing proof. Sit down. I

will get to you.

MR. CHALLIES : Is that the answer,
"sit down"?

MR. OLIVER : It will not take much
to answer you at any time.

HON. DANA PORTER (Minister
of Education) : He has not got any
proof.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Prime
Minister) : Let us have the proof.

MR. OLIVER : I understood the Rt.

Hon. Mr. Howe had said that. Is that

not what my hon. friend the member
for Brant (Mr. Nixon) understood?

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : Yes.

MR. OLIVER : It might be open to

question, but that was my understand-

ing.

MR. NIXON : He said it to me per-

sonally, as a matter of fact. I haven't

any correspondence to prove it.

MR. OLIVER: You have to bring

documents, apparently.

MR. FROST: You see, you are

wrong again.

MR. OLIVER : Mr. Speaker, I want
to move on from there. You say lack

of materials was the reason you did
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not go ahead with that; I would like

to ask you, did you in those three years
in which you did little or nothing on
the 'Upper Ottawa River—
MR. FROST : Oh, no, that is wrong.

MR. OLIVER: Did you ask for

a priority on those materials from
Ottawa?

MR. CHALLIES: Why, we built

Decew Falls and Stewartville.

MR. OLIVER: I am talking about
Des Joachims on the Upper Ottawa
River.

MR. CHALLIES: There were not

enough materials.

MR. OLIVER: Did you ask for

priority and were you refused priori-
ties?

MR. CHALLIES: May I answer

that, or you will not know the answer.

Yes, our priority official asked for

priorities and could not get them be-

cause the metals and materials essential

for the war effort would go into the

plant and were not available.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : I suppose under the

Rules of the House, I have to accept

my hon. friend's (Mr. Challies) remark,
but there is this one interesting point,
that the late hon. Prime Minister (Mr.
Drew)—you will recall him, he was here
for some years

—
AN HON. MEMBER: The next

Prime Minister of Canada.

MR. CHALLIES : He is very much
alive yet.

AN HON. MEMBER: He will be
the Prime Minister of Canada.

MR. OLIVER: I am enjoying this

tremendously.

AN HON. MEMBER : So are we.

MR. OLIVER: If the hon. Prime
Minister (Mr. Drew) who was here had
a case on Ottawa, if he had asked for

priorities for essential materials and had

been refused, I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, that he would have raised the
roof and put a prop under it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : I cannot recall—

AN HON. MEMBER: Not under
the circumstances.

MR. FROST : Oh, no.

MR. OLIVER: I cannot recall any
outburst on the part of the hon. Prime
Minister (Mr. Drew)—
AN HON. MEMBER: On that

subject.

MR. OLIVER: On that particular

subject and at that particular time, and
I suggest to you that that in itself is

pretty good evidence that it was not a

question of being refused priorities for

necessary materials, but rather it was
a question of completely underestimating
our power needs in this province.

I want to touch upon another part of

the hydro question for a moment or two.

When this Upper Ottawa agreement was

signed with the Province of Quebec, it

was my understanding that was to be

an all-Ontario project, the old agreement
that was signed between Ontario and

Quebec and was ratified by this Legis-
lature in the early winter of 1943.

The hon. member for Brant (Mr.
Nixon) on two occasions in 1946 and

1947, asked on the order paper if there

had been any changes in the existing

agreement for the Upper Ottawa River.

On the first occasion the answer came
back: "No," that there had been no

change, but that both Ontario and

Quebec had agreed
—a sort of word-of-

honour agreement
—that they would not

consider the going ahead with work on
the Upper Ottawa River as acquiescing
in the 1943 agreement.

The next year the same question was
asked and the answer was: "Yes," that

there had been some modifications and
some changes in the agreement, and to

support the contention that there had
been changes made, we were given in

reply to that question a number of
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letters between Premier Duplessis and
Premier Drew of the Province of

Ontario.

I have read those letters carefully, and
I agree that I am but a layman, and

perhaps I have not got the real import
of them, but to me they are just a group
of letters in which each says to the

other : "you are a bonny good fellow

and we trust you, we will not do any-

thing to harm you." There is nothing
in those letters which would indicate

to the hon. members of this House the

extent of any changes that may have
been made since 1943 in that 1943

agreement.

I want to point out what I think

should be the common property of every
one in this Legislature, and that is just
what sort of an agreement are we build-

ing under on the Ottawa River?

I remember Mr. Drew last year
in the Legislature

—you will find it at

page 494 of the Debates of 1948—said

this:

"The present development is a joint

development which has some very in-

teresting features, which have been

brought about as a result of that very
high degree of co-operation existing
between the Government of Ontario
and the Government of Quebec. Under
the arrangement which exists, the

actual construction is being carried out

by the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission, and it will be possible for

the Quebec authorities to draw their

share of the power, if in the future

they decide they wish that power."

I say to hon. members of the govern-
ment, there should be laid before this

House a complete and frank analysis
which will show to hon. members just
what changes have been made in that

agreement. Is it really a joint agree-
ment at the present time? Then, when
that development is completed on the

Ottawa River, can the Province of

Quebec, by paying, I presume, half the

cost of construction, can they take half

the power? If that is true—and that is

my interpretation of "joint development"—then this Legislature and the people
of the province should know.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: Because within one

year after the completion of that pro-

j ect, Quebec could come along and say :

"Here is half your money, we will take

half the power."
I want to suggest that there is an

element in there of danger to the power
users of this province, and that element

is, according to Mr. Drew's speech, this

joint development, whereby Quebec can

take its share of the power.
We are not assured, even at this time

of dire necessity, as far as power re-

sources are concerned, that when the

project is completed we will be able to

get all the power from it. I want the

hon. Minister without Portfolio (Mr.
Challies), when he makes his usual

speech in the House, to enlighten the

House on that particular matter, be-

cause it is something which strikes at

the very fundamentals of our hydro
problem. It may be that my friend will

be able to tell me that in exchange for

joint development, on the upper Ottawa,

they have agreed with Quebec for joint

development on the lower Ottawa. That
is what this House should know, and is

entitled to know. Moreover, Mr.

Speaker, it is what should have been

revealed in answer to a question last

year asked by the hon. member for

Brant (Mr. Nixon).
There is another phase upon which I

wish to touch for a moment. During
the sessions of the House last year we
did not hear anything about developing
the St. Lawrence River. It was very

shortly after the House prorogued that

we were called into what is known as a

"general election." Now, my friend, the

Prime Minister of the day goes down
to Eastern Ontario and he makes a

speech, in which he said, "The governor
of New York and I have come to terms ;

we are ready to go ahead with the de-

velopment of the St. Lawrence, that

Ontario might get her share of the

power." That was a nice thing to be

able to say in an election campaign, in

an area where it would be particularly

helpful. But what I want to know, and
what the people of Ontario want to
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know, is what is the agreement with

New York State? What are the terms?
What is the per-unit cost to Ontario to

be if that plan is ever gone through
with? We should know in this House
and the province should know, how
much we have to pay per unit for a

single-phase development for power
alone.

HON. MR. CHALLIES : Do you
want me to answer you?

MR. OLIVER: No, you sit down.
You can answer me some other day.

MR. CHALLIES: I thought you
were asking me.

MR. OLIVER: Mr. Speaker, can

you do anything with that bad boy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER : I feel, Mr. Speaker,
that—
MR. CHALLIES: I thought you

were asking me a question, and I was

going to answer you.

MR. OLIVER : Oh, sit down.

Mr. Speaker, I feel that hon. mem-
bers will agree that it is important that

in an agreement of that character all

the details of that agreement should be
available to the hon. members of this

House. We should know how much it

will cost to develop power alone on the

Ottawa—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : On the

St. Lawrence.

MR. OLIVER : Yes, on the St. Law-
rence.

MR. CHALLIES : Stay on one river

at a time.

MR. OLIVER: I will watch my
rivers. Do not worry about that. We
should know how much it would cost to

develop power alone on the St. Law-
rence River, and how much it would
cost to develop power with navigation^
because I have always been under the

impression that you could get the power
cheaper if it was a dual development,
and that the cost for a single-phase de-

velopment for power alone would be

higher than it otherwise would be.

These are very interesting points
which could well be laid before the peo-

ple of Ontario, and the hon. members
of this House, because it is not outside

the bounds of possibility that even yet
an agreement of that character might
be entered into. At the moment it does

not look as if it is going to come about,
but you cannot tell what will happen in

the countries of the world these days,
and certainly not in our country, nor
in the United States.

So when my hon. friend (Mr.
Challies) speaks to the Legislature he

might, if he can, enlighten us on these

particular matters.

I want to ask one more question of

the government. We were told a number
of years ago that one way to help get
better hydro management in this

province was to appoint an advisory

hydro commission, and we took the then

Prime Minister at his word, and set up
the machinery for the appointment of a

Commission. That Commission has
never yet been appointed. If a Commis-
sion, advisory in capacity, was ever

going to be useful, surely now is the

time. If it was set up for the purpose
of helping matters and correcting the

situations which existed then, now is

the time that Commission should be

authorized and set to work as outlined

by the then Prime Minister, when he
introduced the bill into the House.

I want to move, Mr. Speaker, for a

moment or so to a quieter and I presume
more harmonious subject; not that I

dislike the other type, but just that I

take them as they are written on the

page.

I want to say to the House that I

believe we have come to the place in

Ontario where we should have a con-

servation policy of some magnitude. I

think the hon. Prime Minister will agree
with me in that regard. We are lagging

very much behind in this province in

regard to soil analysis, soil erosion,

reforestation, and the proper use of land.

I know the department has done some-

thing, but their efforts have been very,
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very feeble, and the task before them is

of great magnitude, and it is of some

urgency.
A few years ago you could not get

farm organizations interested in con-

servation measures. They just did not
see the problem. It was not close enough
to them. This last year or so, farm

organizations are awakening to a realiza-

tion that if we do not use our land

better in this province, we are going to

go downhill quite rapidly.

There is no doubt in the world that

in the United States of America—and
the hon. Prime Minister knows this—
they are at least 15 or 20 years ahead
of us as far as conservation measures
are concerned, and I do hope that before

we leave this House at the end of this

Session, the government will have

agreed to set up a committee to study
the ramifications and the applications to

this very important matter.

We are reforesting areas in this

province today; we are doing a little at

it. The former government did a little,

and perhaps the present government is

doing a little more, but we are only
doing a fraction of what we have to do
if we are to save the soil of the farms
and benefit the health of the people in

Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : I suggest to you, Mr.
Prime Minister, that with all the know-

ledge you have of this problem I am
discussing you will not be slow, I am
sure, to realize not only the feasibility
but the urgency of getting to work on
this very important matter.

There is no doubt at all but with the

deficiency in the soils of this province,
we have a contributing factor to many
of the illnesses we suffer as human
beings. There is no doubt, further, that

we are not going to correct that situation

unless we grapple with it energetically.
And I say to you, Mr. Prime Minister,
that you will go down—I mean, of

course, go down in history
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER : —if you wake up to

this situation, and deal with it realistic-

ally before you go from office.

I notice in the United States they
have, as I said, made very much greater

progress.

I want to read to you what Mr.

Bennett, chief of the Soil Conservation
Service in the United States, recently
said:

"This is a more important event in

the history of man than the building
of the Pyramids. The Pyramids were
built to honour the dead

;
we are learn-

ing here today how to live better by
conserving our soil resources."

I would say to the hon. Prime Minis-

ter, in further elaboration, that in my
opinion we are going to have to set up
demonstration farms of this character in

various parts of the province. I know
you have something similar, but it does

not nearly meet the situation. To these

farms we have to bring the whole weight
of scientific knowledge to combat soil

erosions, and to rebuild the deficiencies

in our soils, and restore the water levels

in this province.

It is a task of great magnitude, and
because it is a great task, it is all the

more urgent it should be proceeded with
at once.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to deal

with one more subject, and that has to

do with Royal Commissions. We almost
had another one today. If we had said

"Yes," we would have had it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER: I am saying this

because, to me, the Royal Commissions
are a "pain in the neck," for all we get
out of them.

We have one Royal Commission

sitting, which I would say as mildly and

kindly as I can, we should soon hear

from, and that is the Royal Commission
on Education.

It was appointed in March of 1945,
and has been sitting ever since. Year
after year the then Prime Minister would
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tell us that the work was progressing,
and he would say: "I think you boys
will see the result of it before long."
Next year he would tell us the same

thing.

I have here a report of a speech from
the Chairman of the Commission, Mr.

Justice Hope, given on the 7th of.

December, 1946, in which the Commis-
sioner said : "The report would be

tabled 'some time next year.'
"

That
was 1946.

Now we are into 1949 and still we
have no report. The then Prime Minis-

ter told us in the House last year that

the evidence was all in, and it was a
matter of putting it into book form and

just a matter of tieing it with the right
kind of ribbon and presenting it to the

hon. members of the Legislature. I

want to say seriously that this commis-
sion has been sitting too long.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : I want to say further,
Mr. Speaker—and I think I am cor-

rect in this—that they have taken longer
on this Commission on Education than
it took the authors to write the Con-
stitution of the United States. Surely
the subject matter was just as great in

importance in one as in the other.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Another new re-

cord.

MR. OLIVER: Yes, another new
record.

Now, let me say a word about this

matter. I think the hon. Minister of

Education (Mr. Porter) himself would

very much like to see this report

brought in. I think it would lessen the

confusion amongst which he works. It

would help him—
HON. MR. PORTER: What con-

fusion? I did not know there was any
confusion.

MR. OLIVER : You can define it.

HON. MR. FROST : You are the

only one who is confused.

MR. OLIVER: Well, where there is

smoke there must be some fire. But

I say seriously, Mr. Speaker, it would

help the hon. Minister in the great task

he has before him, to have the view of

that Commission. This Commission had

very wide authority, had very wide

powers. It was to look into the types
of schools to be built, the curricula in

the schools, the grants, and the alloca-

tion of those grants.

Certainly, since this Commission was

appointed, we have increased educa-
tional grants in this province by a con-
siderable degree. I am ready to admit
that. It is written, and I cannot help
but read it.

Of that increase in legislative grants,
a part of it went for the building of

new schools. How are we to know this

Commission will report that the schools

which have been built are of the right

type, and have their windows on the

right side? How are we to know that

the structures which have been erected

will be commended by the Commission,
or will they say that the essentials to

fundamental education were an entirely
renovated structure, in which education

is taught.

The same is true with grants and
their allocation. I want to say to this

House, and to the government, there

has been a lot of guessing as to what is

in this report. Let us get the report
and see what is in it; bring it out, where
we can have a look at it and we will

all be in a position to scan it.

I am not being unjust when I say
that the government should say to the

Commission on Education, "Either hand
in your report, or hand in your Com-
mission

;
one or the other."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : Because to me, Mr.

Speaker, the Commission has already
been going around much longer than

necessary to serve the purpose for

which it was created.

In conclusion I want to say to the

hon. Prime Minister that he made a pre-
diction last year with which I really
cannot go along. He said his friend,
Mr. Drew—who has now gone from
us—
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SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER: That in all likelihood

he—

AN HON. MEMBER: He may
come back.

MR. OLIVER: Heaven forbid. That
in all likelihood he would win the next

Federal election.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : Well, I hardly think

so, Mr. Prime Minister. It is true he
went to Ottawa, and he began one of

the fastest courtships which has ever

been witnessed in political history in

this country. He said, in effect, in his

winning way, "Come unto me, and I

will give you rest."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER: The Imperialists
from the Province of Ontario—the

staunch Imperialist
—for which I give

him credit—gathered behind him in this

whirlwind courtship just as strong
Nationalists from the Province of

Quebec, he dresses them up into some-

thing that looks like Tory representa-

tives, and he hopes the people will

accept them as Tory candidates.

The wonder to me is how they can

have any use one for the other. Oh,
this was a marriage of expediency, a

marriage born of that inherent desire

for power in the Dominion.

Following behind the national lists he

has recruited for his army, come the

Social Creditors of the Province of

Alberta—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER: They are fearful

just a little of the motives of my
friend, Mr. Drew, but they, too, have

a desire to be a part of the ruling

machine, and so they walk just a little

distance back in that parade of talent

that goes to make up the Tory party
in this Dominion today.

But, Mr. Speaker, may I say to the

hon. Prime Minister that they have

started this thing just a little too soon.

The people of Ontario and the rest of

the provinces of Canada will have

ample opportunity to look upon this

aggregation, and to assess them at their

true and proper value, and well might
it be said, "Gad, what a motley crew."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER : So I suggest to you,
Mr. Prime Minister, that you do not

bet too much on the recommendation or

suggestion or the hope which you put
forward last night.

I want to move, Mr. Speaker,
seconded by Mr. Nixon, that the amend-
ment to the motion for consideration

of the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant-Governor now before the

House, be further amended by adding
thereto the following words :

"And this House further regrets :

"1. That the government has seen

fit to withdraw the subsidy on hogs
without consulting the Legislative

Assembly.
"2. That the Speech from the

Throne gives no indication that the

report of the Royal Commission on
Education would be presented at this

session.

"3. That no broad policy in the

Speech in implementation of the Ken-

nedy Report makes adequate pro-
vision for conservation throughout
the province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, may I at the very outset

join with those who have preceded me
in extending my very warmest con-

gratulations to you on your election to

the Speaker's chair. Here again a record

has been achieved, because you are the

first Speaker to be chosen in recent

years who was the unanimous choice

of the House. I believe in the 1944

election there was a contest, and I think

we had something of the same situation

during the switch a couple of years ago.
But you went to the Speaker's chair

with the approval and support of all

the hon. members of the Legislature. I
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am confident it is the desire of all the now sitting hopefully over there (indi-
hon. members of the House to give you eating) .

the maximum assistance in maintaining om ,r TmM A/r_ 1
.

/r_,__,_ _, ,

the dignity and decorum of this Legis-
SOME HON - MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

lature, which suffered a bit last year HON. MR. PORTER: But still

through the rude behaviour of the hon.
placidly.

Provincial Treasurer, the hon. Attorney-
General and a few other people over MR. MacLEOD: Some of us who
there. I hope they have learned their sat in the twelve and one-half cent, seats

lesson. last year are now in the dollar seats,

May I also join with the others who and the seventy-five cent, seats. I may
have spoken in congratulating the mover say tna* when I came in here and saw

of the motion now before us, the hon. thls seating arrangement, after having

member for Durham (Mr. Foote). It read so much about it in the press, it

is only natural that a man who served occurred to me that this may have been

his country with such distinction and the government's way of fulfilling the

valour on the field of battle, should in promise in "Ontario, the Heart of the

the short period of time he has been New World," which described accom-

here, likewise prove himself to be a very
modation in this province in these words,

valuable member of this important
"They will have a lawn in front, and a

legislative body. I feel sure that the garden in the rear, with transportation

hon. member for Durham (Mr. Foote)
Wlthin easy reach"—

is going to make an outstanding contri- SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.
bution to the deliberations of this Legis-
lature, and that as time goes on we shall MR. MacLEOD : Well, Mr. Speaker,
all be glad to recognize him as a friend here we are, with, two boulevards—
and a valuable colleague SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.
And what I have said, Mr. Speaker,

in regard to the hon. member for Dur- MR. MacLEOD : And a place which
ham (Mr. Foote) applies equally to the might be converted into a garden if one

hon. member for Parry Sound (Mr. could find the necessary chemical to

Johnston) who seconded the motion. make the soil productive. We are very

Now, Mr. Speaker, I believe last year
haPPY here - lt brings us a little closer

just before we dissolved I suggested
to the government members, close

that when election day came around the enough so we can see the whites of their

then government was going to be hit by
eyes

a cyclone and I think that bit of prop- SOME HQN MEMBERS: Oh, oh.
hecy is borne out by merely looking
around this Legislature and seeing just MR. MacLEOD : And I feel sure

exactly how things stand today, in con- that will be very helpful in the debates
trast to where they stood when we last which will take place in the coming
met. weeks.

It was a cyclone of terrific velocity. I would like to compliment very
It even carried the hon. Minister of

heartily the hon. Minister of Travel and
Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) into

Publicity (Mr. Cecile), who is the first

the next block. It sent the then Prime French-Canadian to hold Cabinet rank
Minister of the province 190 miles away in this province for some years. I re-
to a national pasture, and it upset the gret that he had to come in here bearing
seating arrangements in this House to the cross of Toryism, but, nevertheless,
such an extent that it is difficult to I think it is fitting that the Progressive-
recognize it as the same chamber. Conservative Party should have seen fit

Some people have been promoted, to honour with a Cabinet position a man
My hon. friend, the new Minister of who is a spokesman for that very im-
Education (Mr. Porter), who used to portant section -of the population in the

sit placidly over here (indicating) is Province of Ontario. I wish this hon.
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Minister every good fortune and success

in a department, the foundations of

which were very well laid by his prede-

cessor, the hon. member for Muskoka,
now the hon. Minister of Planning and

Development (Mr. Welsh).

May I add to that word of congratu-
lation a welcome to the four new
French-Canadian members who sit in

this House. Here again there has been

a change. They used to be here with

the Liberal group, but now they are

over on the government benches. We
welcome them as representatives of a

people who have contributed much to

the development of this great nation of

ours.

I must, of course, repeat again what I

said earlier this afternoon, that this

government is merely a forty per cent,

government. Despite all the great pre-
dictions which were made when the

tickertape was flying around here last

April, and despite all the money that

was spent in the campaign, you only suc-

ceeded in convincing forty per cent, of

the Ontario people to take you to their

reluctant arms.

HON. MR. DOUCETT: That is a

lot better than you did.

MR. MacLEOD : We are the only

group who came back with everything
we had when the House was dissolved.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: That, I take it, is

why you put us on the chart in white,
because we are the only people who
came through pure and unadulterated.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR MacLEOD: Mr. Speaker, I

think I shall have to follow the example
of the hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe) in saying a few words
about the blessed event which is to take

place in the month of April.

Already there are a number of hats

in the ring, or, as some one said during
the American election last year, a num-
ber of diapers in the ring. I should like

to refer briefly to the contestants.

First of all, there is Mr. Kelso

Roberts, who is no longer in the House.

I do not think we are expected to take

that candidacy seriously. I think that

Kelso, whom we all admire very much,
is just a burnt offering, the position of

Tory leader in this province stands on
a parity with the attempt that was made
by Mr. Fleming to become the leader

of the national Tory party.

The next official candidate in the field

is, of course, the hon. Attorney-General
(Mr. Blackwell). He, of course, is a
marked man, because Dr. McCullagh
does not want him.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : Dr. McCullagh has
made it abundantly clear that he, the

man who boasts openly that he is "the
maker and unmaker of governments"
will have no truck or trade with the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) of

this province. And he has really been

very rough with the hon. Attorney-
General. You talk about imputing
ulterior motives! Just recall what the
Globe and Mail said of the hon.

Attorney-General, that he handed out
55 K.C.'s—or was it 155 K.C.'s?—in
order to build up an election machine for

himself. That is a most unfair charge.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. MacLEOD: Because the hon.

Attorney-General has been very broad-
minded in awarding these K.C.'s—a

couple of them up there (indicating)
some here, I believe (indicating)

—the

only point upon which he has shown
himself to be narrow-minded and parti-
san is that he has not given any to us

yet.
We hope that they will come along

in time.

I do not think the hon. Attorney-
General of this province is going to make
the grade. I think he is "sunk."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD: He should have
adhered to his original intention of mov-
ing out into private practice where, with
his ability, he ought to do as well as the
Rt. Hon. Mr. St. Laurent is alleged to
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have done, having collected $100,000.00 If I were asked to make a prophecy
a year as a corporation lawyer. Think and point my finger at the next Prime
of all the experience the hon. Attorney- Minister of this province after the

General has acquired since he has been present hon. Prime Minister has laid

here. I think he should put all that down his burden, that man would be

experience and that greater ability to the hon. Provincial Treasurer,

very good use, and he will become, of M™ . M__pHATT /Yorl _ Fast N .

course a very good addition to the
Mlbb A. MacFHAlL (York fcast) .

private practice of law. So I dismiss
He 1S Sood lookin^ toa

him. I do not think that he has a chance SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
for the simple reason that the two papers hear.
in the Province of Ontario which decide

who is going to be the "king of the MR - MacLEOD : That is quite true.

Tory party" have said : "No dice. No AN HQN MEMBER . Take a bow .

dice. He is out.

Now, of course, there is another con- HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
testant for the job, who has not officially vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, do
tossed his hat into the ring. I refer to not take that too seriously. My hon.

the hon. Minister of Education (Mr. friend (Mr. MacLeod) is wrong in

Porter). During the years he has sat nearly everything he prophesies, you
here, he has shown less animation know.
and energy than any hon. member of ~^t^ > T Tf .

that government, but in the last five .

Mr - MacLEOD : Now, now If he

or six months, he has become a real becomes the Prime Minister of Ontario

excursionist. It does not make any ^e
shall be in the happy position of

difference where you go in the Province bein? able t0 clai™ that we have in this

of Ontario, Northern Ontario, North- province the best looking Prime

western Ontario, Eastern Ontario, you
Minister that any province in Canada

pick up the paper you read where the has ever had in lts history,

hon. Mr Porter has just arrived in SQME HQN MEMBERS . Hear,town to lay a corner stone or make a *

speech—
MR. T. B. SALSBERG (St.

M*- MacLEOD : But, of course, that

Andrew) : Or to lay something. ™Y hm* y°ur chances because who
believes for a moment that Gorgeous

MR. MacLEOD: Or to lay some- George" would ever permit a better

thing, as my hon. friend (Mr. looking man than himself to be Prime

Salsberg) says. And he really is in Minister of Ontario. I predict that

there in a big way. I am told that the when Dr. McCullagh goes into high
hon. Prime Minister of the province gear and lays down the law and says:

(Mr. Kennedy) is under instructions "It has got to be the hon. member for

to take the hon. Minister of Education Lindsay," you will be just like Barkis,

(Mr. Porter) with him wherever he you will be willing to step in. I think

goes in order to indicate that he has you will shuffle things around a bit—
the Tory apostolic benediction. But I probably bring Mr. Saunders into the

do not think that he will make it either. Cabinet. You probably will agree to

All I can say to the hon. Minister, and hold the post for three years, and then
I do so without malice, I assure you, is after "Bob" has gotten a little experi-
that, as matters now stand, he is as ence in the House, he will be the next

pregnant with hope as he is barren of man in line. Well, mark it all down
achievement. on your cuff, I think it will work out

This brings me to the final about that way.
contestant. I suppose I should refer Mr. Speaker, I agree fully with the

to him as "the Reluctant Dragon," the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
lion. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost). Jolliffe) that the Speech from the
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Throne which is now under discussion

contains very little. I think the only

thing that can be said about it is that,

for the first time since 1944, its length
is commensurate with its content. It

has taken longer to say nothing before,

and the fact that the Speech from the

Throne is so short probably underlines

the fact that retrenchment has already

begun. They are cutting down on

wordage to begin with, and that, of

course, is a sign of the shape of things
to come.

I agree, too, with the hon. Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) that

the people of Ontario are over-taxed, I

would say to him—and again without

malice—that he. should have criticized

his own group for their action in adding
five million dollars to the already over-

burdened taxpayers of this province
when they voted for the 20 per cent,

amusement tax. We did our utmost
to dissuade them from that unwise
action. If the hon. member for Coch-
rane South (Mr. Grummett), who led

the group at that time, had turned to

us for advice instead of to the Conser-
vative member for Brant—

4
MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

Conservative ?

MR. MacLEOD : Yes—well, a Con-
servative-Liberal.

MR. OLIVER: That is a mistake,

surely.

MR. MacLEOD : He would not have
found himself in the unhappy position
of having to go out on the hustings and
condemn an action for which the hon.

members .of the C.C.F. voted at the

last session.

I was rather hoping now that this

government has received substantial

health grants from the Federal govern-
ment—the Speech from the Throne
would have announced that this tax
was going to be repealed. You did not
need it. You are simply taking money
away from the wage-earners of this

province and you are not giving any
extra service in return for it. Maybe
$5,000,000 is a bit too small, maybe it

will be up around seven, would it be

something like that—$7,000,000 ? We
shall see.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe) also referred to the

absence of any reference to hydro in the

Speech from the Throne. He quoted a

few lines from Hansard of 1948. I was
rather surprised that he did not keep on

going, because, after the hon.' Minister

without Portfolio (Mr. Challies) in

that speech had told the people of this

province that everything was just

lovely, that it would not be necessary
to restrict even at-will customers, that

there would be power enough for indus-

try, farm and home, etc., he continued
with these words—
HON. MR. GEORGE H.

CHALLIES (Minister without Port-

folio) : Mr. Speaker, may I say that

was correct in March.

MR. MacLEOD: Just a minute.

MR. CHALLIES: And that the

rainfall was reduced after that.

MR. MacLEOD: Do not anticipate
the point I am going to make. I want
to see how you look when I read what
follows. I am quoting now the hon.

member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr.
Challies) :

"In closing, Mr. Speaker, all power
and other problems for years to come
will be met and solved by the brilliant,

courageous, vigorous leadership of

our present honourable Premier of

Ontario, Mr. Drew—"

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD: "—in whom the

people of this province have—•"

and this is his word, not mine,—
"in whom the people of this province
have explicit confidence—"

MR. FROST: That is right.

MR. MacLEOD : "—and with whom
it is an honour and a privilege to

serve."

Well, Mr. Speaker, the people of
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Ontario, and particularly High Park, private, to give chest X-rays to all

were pretty explicit when it came to patients entering- public hospitals. Last

passing judgment on that particular year the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
Prime Minister. There is no doubt that Kelley) in a public spech admitted that

that speech in its totality was a decep- nearly 500 nurses in the hospitals of this

tive speech that did not tell all the hon. province had contracted tuberculosis.

Minister in charge of hydro (Mr.
Challies) knew at that time. It did not MR. OLIVER: In nine years,

tell the whole story at all.

^
MR MacLEOD . Yes

,
in nine years

It seems to me that in view of the —over a period of nine years—500, or

great distress experienced by the people nearly 500
;
and those nurses received

of this province as a result of your not one cent of compensation from the

holding back the whole
_
truth, you government which, through its negli-

should have put something in the gence, must be held responsible for their

Speech from the Throne that would condition.

indicate a feeling of humiliation on your j should point out that in a country
Part- which does not pretend to be as progres-
Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to say sive as Canada or the Province of

a word or two about some of the things Ontario, a country like South Africa,
that should have been in the Speech when a nurse or a hospital employee
from the Throne, if this government contracts tuberculosis in the line of

had any sense of responsibility to the duty, they receive a monthly compensa-
people of this province. The Speech tion of $60 a month during the period
from the Throne, in my opinion, should of their disability, and yet in this rich

have announced legislation for the province of Ontario we allow these

establishment of a 40-hour week, a nurses to contract this terrible disease

statutory two-week vacation with pay through negligence, and do nothing to

for all wage-earners in this province, compensate them for the disability. This
minimum wage of 75 cents an hour, province is able financially and is tech-

100 per cent, increase in compensation ; nically equipped to put X-ray equipment
it should have announced as a health in every general and private hospital in

measure a free half-pint of milk daily this province and has the authority to

for every school child in the province, compel every hospital to X-ray every
which would have only cost you patient entering an institution in order

$4,000,000 annually
—less money than thus to safeguard the health not only

vou are taking away in the form of the of the nurse but of the other hospital

20 per cent, amusement tax. The employees.

Speech from the Throne should have, There is another matter I want to deal

it seems to me, forecast legislation for with which, I feel should have been dealt

a four-year housing programme in this with in the Speech from the Throne, and

province. that is the alarming condition in the

The only thing that appears in mental hospitals of the Province of

the Speech from the Throne is a Ontario. I wonder if the hon: members

reference to some amendments to the of this House realize that no less than

present so-called Housing Act, which 20 years
f

a&o tbe Ferguson Govern-

is not a Housing Act at all. As I said
™tn

} /\
stab

Jl
she^ * ™yal

fTm,SSIOn

last year, it might more properly be
beaded ^ Mr '

.

R
*?•

Ross of Ottawa, a

referred to as a "Hoaxing" Act; because
To

^'
*> exam

.

me "lto
.

Publlc
, ^lfare

it does not in any way touch the acute ^titutions
in the Province of Ontario.

* rt ,
• • • •

"it.- • I want to refer here to some of the find-
housing crisis in this province. • f ,, ,

• • A _ ,,& 1 mgs of that commission. Among other
The Speech from the Throne should things it deals with the hospitals for

have announced legislation amending mental disease and it lists the years in
the Public Health Act, making it com- which these institutions were estab-

pulsory for all hospitals, public and lished. Now, listen, the only mental hos-
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pital in the City of Toronto with a

population of close to 700,000 was built

when? In 1846, and I will give you a

complete list of when they were built.

Toronto 1846

Kingston 1854

London 1870

Hamilton 1876

Mimico 1890

Brockville 1894

Penetanguishene 1904

Whitby 1920

Cobourg 1920

The report goes on to state that a

member of those institutions should be

closed down as unfit for human habita-

tion. At that time there were 10,000
inmates in the mental institutions of the

Province of Ontario, and the commis-
sion recommended that steps be taken at

once to increase the number of mental

institutions. This report has been

gathering dust in the library for the last

twenty years and nothing has been done

to implement its recommendations here,

nothing of a substantial character. The
liberals did build a $6,000,000 hospital

up in the St. Thomas area where it was
not particularly needed, but they did

nothing to establish a mental hospital in

northern Ontario or northwestern

Ontario. They did nothing to improve
the facilities of the institution at London
and they did not carry out the recom-

mendations of the commission, that this

miserable dungeon at 999 Queen West
be closed down. It is still there 20 years
after being condemned by the commis-

sion. This commission says :

"There has been no new institution

for ten years. . . ."

That is, ten years prior to the issuing
of this report.

". . . during which the population
of the province has increased by 300,-

000, or ten per cent., with more than

a proportionate increase of cases of

mental disease. There have been

limited additions to existing hos-

pitals."

Now, 20 years later, what do we
find? Most of the members of this

House received a folder some time ago

from the Health League of Canada.
What is the picture in 1949 we find of

mental illness in 1909? We have, as

I said before, nearly 20,000 people in

mental institutions of the Province of

Ontario. That is just about the same
accommodation as we had twenty years

ago when only 10,000.

The Health League of Canada points
out that in the Dominion of Canada to-

day there are no less than 800,000 Cana-
dians who are mentally ill. I think it

is fair to assume that a third of those

are in the Province of Ontario and yet
we have institutional accommodation
for less than 20,000. The Health League
goes on to point out that the total cost

to this country as a result of mental

illness runs into $500,000,000 annually.
Where are the plans or the proposals
from this government to correct that

terrible state of affairs.

You know, we hear a lot about the

"padlock act." Most members in this

Legislature agree I think that we do not

want the kind of padlock act that Mr.

Duplessis has down in the Province of

Quebec, but I think most people in this

province will agree that we should have
a padlock act to compel this government
to padlock 999 Queen Street West, the

Don Jail and other institutions that have
no place in twentieth-century society. I

would urge very strongly upon the

government that it should get back to

the excellent proposals made by the

Ross Commission 20 years ago and to

take into account the penetrating articles

that have been written on this question

by Mr. Le Bourdais and_ others and
work out a plan that will enable this

province to come to grips with the

alarming and serious increase in mental

illness.

Mr. Speaker, the hon. Minister of

Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) the other

day expressed his love for his own
department. He told us that there is

no place he would rather serve the

Province of Ontario than in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Well, it is a fine

department and I think that it probably
has improved under the present min-

ister. I was going through this little

book given out last year, Directory of
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Ontario Government, and I was very
much impressed by the extensive list of

publications put out by the Department
of Agriculture. I am going to mention

a few just to indicate how compre-
hensive they are. Here are some of

the pamphlets dealing with "Parasites

injurious to sheep," "Eour methods of

chick sexing," "Capons and how to

caponize," "Hints on judging field crop,

seeds, field roots and potatoes," "The
warble flies," "Breeding and manage-
ment of draft horses," "Mastitis or

garget in cows"—whatever that may be—"The single-chamber septic tank,"

"Liver diseases of horses," "Befriend-

ing the birds." And here is one I think

really was intended for the Provincial-

Treasurer (Mr. Frost). It says, "Keep
them milking." We have, "Helpful
hints on preparing meal mixtures for

dairy cows during stable feeding. Here
is one that suggests that subversive

activity really extends to the farm-

fellow; "Trouble-shooting in the binder

knotter." Then we have, "Save the

little Pigs," "Feed hogs for profit," . . .

and for the glory of J. S. McLean. And
last but not least, "Navel-ills in Foals

and its prevention." I wondered why
that was limited to foals? Surely other

animals must have the same difficulty.

Perhaps, if they were included, there

would be some justification for the

Province of Ontario to establish a Min-
ister of "Naval affairs." If Mr. Drew
were still here he would want to have
that portfolio.

Mr. Speaker, while the Department
of Agriculture services the livestock of

this province very well, I must say that

it was a shock to me to turn over to

the Department of Welfare and find so

few publications put out by that depart-
ment or the Department of Health. It

would be a wonderful thing for the

Minister of Welfare if he would put
out a pamphlet explaining to the 70,000

people of this province how they can
live on a dollar a day. That would be
a best seller. It would be a very good
thing if the Minister of Health would put
out more pamphlets telling people how
they should avoid the diseases that rav-

age their bodies. I do not think that this

government could do anything better

than to bring all the departments—Wel-
fare, Health, Reform institutions, into

line with the great advance made by the

Department of Agriculture. You know,
if any animal gets into trouble in this

province and calls the Minister of Agri-
culture, I am sure that he would have
a couple of his agents down there in

no time, but, if a baby in Stanley Bar-
racks falls prey to a disease and the

family does not have enough money to

engage a doctor, I am not so sure that

facilities exist for services by the Health

Department.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I had intended to

deal with the question of housing. I

see that it is six o'clock. I am perfectly

prepared to wind up in a few minutes if

you are agreeable to that because I do
not want to break it. It is up to you.
I am in your hands.

MR. KENNEDY: You are in safe

hands.

MR. MacLEOD : I want to say a
little more about the question of hous-

ing. It was dealt with quite adequately
by the hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe) yesterday and I noticed

that when he was speaking the bored

expressions on the faces of the cabinet

ministers suggested little interest or con-
cern. To them it was just the old

C.C.F. line on housing, just a matter of

making conversation, as someone used
to say. That is the way anyone is

treated on this side of the House who
deals with a problem this government
has neglected since they came into office

in 1943. Now, like all other members
in this House, in the last few months
I have received many letters from im-

portant welfare agencies in the City of
Toronto asking me to deal with the

question of housing in this Legislature.
Here is a letter from the West End
Greche in the City of Toronto. It

says:

"We are deeply concerned over this

situation, and write to make our con-
cern known to you as a candidate

seeking election to the Ontario Legis-
lature. We would beg of you that

you and the party of which you are
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a member make this housing problem
one of your prime concerns both now
and after June 7th."

A similar letter from the Visiting
Homemakers' Association which says :

"We are of the opinion that many
of our social and health problems are

caused by poor housing conditions.

Not only does it cause suffering to

the families but will eventually reduce

the efficiency of the man power of the

province.

"We realize there are great diffi-

culties to be surmounted but do urge
that you give this question of housing
not only sympathetic interest but do
all in your power to bring this urgent
matter before the Legislature for care-

ful consideration and action."

Another letter from the St. Elizabeth

Visiting Nurses' Association, signed by
the wife of a man who sat in this House
for many years, the Honourable Peter

Heenan :

"We firmly believe that the hope
of the country, and of the world, lies

in safeguarding the family. We know
that inadequate housing is defeating
the efforts, in many districts, of

Church and Welfare organizations
and of parents themselves to build

strong family life.

"We therefore urge upon you, as

a legislator, in the Province of

Ontario, to support a housing plan
that will provide decent living accom-

modation, at rentals within the reach

of people with low incomes, and that

you make every effort to have such

a plan become effective in the very
near future."

And I quote finally from a letter from
the Protestant Children's Homes:

"At the present time we are super-

vising and maintaining over 300
children in foster homes, a very large

proportion of whom have been placed
in our care because of some family
breakdown originating from or com-

plicated by the housing situation in

our city.

"Overcrowding and inadequate

housing is a major factor underlying

many undesirable situations in the

health and welfare field, and it has
been our experience that delinquency,
broken homes, nervous disorders, and

many physical ailments can be directly
traced to most undesirable and un-

healthy conditions under which men
and women, young people and chil-

dren are forced to live today.

"We would therefore urge upon
you the importance of constantly

bringing before the government the

necessity for vigorous and productive
efforts to provide housing for low
and medium wage earners so that

families may be kept together and
normal home life be experienced
which, you will agree, is the basis

upon which our democratic Christian

way of life is built."

To recognize that concern over the

housing crisis in the Province of

Ontario is not something that is confined

to the C.C.F. or to the trade unions
or to the Liberals or to ourselves, it is

of very widespread concern and the

people of the Province of Ontario are

getting sick and tired of the efforts of

this government to dodge its responsi-
bilities.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD: No one has ever

suggested, the Leader of the Opposition
did not suggest, I am not suggesting
now, that this is the sole responsibility
of the Province of Ontario or of the

Provincial Government. I do not think
that the housing crisis in Ontario and
other parts of Canada will ever be
solved until it is tackled by the three

levels of government, municipal, pro-
vincial and federal. Unfortunately, we
have, at the head of the Canadian state

today a man who has stated that no

government of which he is a member
will ever undertake a programme of

subsidized low rental housing. Well, of

course, the people of Canada are going
to have an opportunity to deal with him.
I say in making that statement and in

suggesting that there was some con-
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stitutional barrier to an integrated hous-

ing programme, he was talking pure,
unadulterated nonsense. There is no
constitutional barrier to a three level

governmental collaboration to work out

housing plans for the Province of

Ontario and other provinces. With such

a plan over a period of five years some-

thing like 25 or 30,000 low-rental sub-

sidized homes could be built in Ontario.

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, that the

failure of this government and the

Federal government, to recognize the

necessity and need for subsidized low-

rental housing is compelling tens of

thousands of Canadians, citizens of

Ontario to live in places that are not

fit for animals, and there are such cases

right here in the City of Toronto. I

could go on for the next half-hour

dealing with examples that appear in

the daily papers. I will just mention

one, and I will be through in a moment.
Here is a case reported in the Globe

and Mail of April 10, 1948. Mr. and
Mrs. Gray, five children, one an eigh-
teen pound four-year-old girl imbecilic,

born mute and blind living in two rooms
in a basement near the city hall and the

Toronto Welfare Department. Seven
in one family sleep in a bedroom with

bare walls and a concrete floor. The

Grays have lived in that place for four

years, and nothing has been done to

provide them with decent living

quarters. An agency is willing to take

the imbecilic child. The Hospital for

Sick Children can do nothing for it.

The children's Aid used to visit, but

gave no practical assistance in placing
the child in an institution. There is a

baby one-and-a-half years old, the oldest

child, a boy of 12 and two girls of 6 and
7. Gray works nights in a rubber plant
and sleeps by day earning approxi-

mately $38.50 per week, but suffers

from arthritis and cannot work many
weeks. When he cannot work he re-

ceives welfare assistance. He recently

got $38.00 by cheque from the Welfare

Department. Let me say, Mr. Speaker,
this is not an extreme case. There
are many members in the official Oppo-
sition who, if they had time, could

present to this Legislature literally hun-

dreds, if not thousands, of cases where

people are compelled to live in sub-

human conditions.

Now, Mr. Speaker, in conclusion let

me say that I hope we have gone
through the last provincial election for

three or four years. I hope so.» We,
I think, sit in this chamber not so

much as representatives of political

parties, but rather as representatives of

constituencies. I believe that when I

stand in my place here I am expressing
the feelings and the hopes of all the

people who live in my riding. My first

responsibility as a member of this Legis-
lature is, to do everything in my power
to fight for the kind of social legislation
that will make life richer and happier
for the people of the Province of

Ontario. I do not think that any group
on this side of the house has any desire

whatever to engage in partisan political

activity because the time for that is not

now. That will have to come at a
later date.

I would say to the government, try
and get over this terrible disease from
which you have suffered for the last

five years of spurning and sweeping
aside with contempt the many construc-

tive proposals made by members on this

side of the House. Try to regard the

people sitting over here as sincere,
honest people, who are anxious to make
Ontario a better place in which to

live. Now, that there has been a change
in the Prime Ministership, the condi-

tions exist for a better set of relation-

ships here and I only want to say to

the House that so far as I am concerned

every problem I raise here is raised

with a deep conviction. If the govern-
ment legislation is good for the people
of Ontario, we will support it. If it

comes from the C.C.F. and it is good
for the people of Ontario, we will vote

for it
;
and if it comes from the Liberals

and it is good for the people of Ontario,
we will vote for it. And I would ask

the Press in this Chamber to stop this

stupid, idiotic practice of writing up
stories to the effect : "C.C.F. votes with

Reds," "Reds vote with C.C.F.,"
"Liberals vote with Reds." What kind
of papers are they, anyway, that report
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things in that way? We are absolutely

independent of the C.C.F., and

absolutely independent of the Liberals.

We have our own position here. But
that does not mean that there will not

be many occasions on which we shall

find common ground, just as at the end
of our days, of course, as everybody
knows, we will occupy common ground.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Aren't you people

sorry you shoved him away down there

instead of keeping him over there with

you people?

AN HON. MEMBER: The same
old game.

MR. J. G. WHITE (Kenora) : Mr.

Speaker, I move the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(Prime Minister) : Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, would
the hon. Prime Minister indicate the

nature of the programme tomorrow?

MR. KENNEDY: We hope to go
on with the debate all day.

MR. JOLLIFFE: With this debate?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

AN HON. MEMBER: Tomorrow?

MR. KENNEDY: All day to-

morrow.

Motion agreed to; the House
adjourned at 6.12 p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3.00 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The

following petition was read and re-

ceived :

Of the Corporation of the Village of

Bobcaygeon, praying that an Act

may pass providing for the annexa-

tion of certain parts of the townships
of Verulam and Harvey to the said

village as approved by Order No.

P.F.B. 8070 of the Ontario Munici-

pal Board.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting re-

ports by committees.

Motions.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Frost, that when this House adjourns
its present sitting today it will stand

adjourned until 1.30 o'clock tomorrow,

Friday afternoon.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, the

motion is acceptable to us in this group.
The only comment I have to make is:

I think the hon. Prime Minister's writ-

ing must be slightly improved.

MR. KENNEDY
with that.

I agree heartily

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

Thursday, February 17, 1949.

hon. Prime Minister if this will be the

usual procedure for all Fridays?

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

hope so. It makes for a longer week-
end.

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of

bills.

MARRIAGE ACT
MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.
Dennison. that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act to amend
the Marriage Act," and that same be
now read the first time.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

VENEREAL DISEASES PREVEN-
TION BILL

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Dennison, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act to amend
the Venereal Diseases Prevention Act,

1942," and that the same be now read
a first time.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
ACT

MR. J. L. DOWLING (Hamilton
East) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Fell, that leave be given to in-

troduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend
the Workmen's Compensation Act,"
and the same be now read the first

time.
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Motion approved; first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the

day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

First Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: First

Order, the adjourned debate of the

amendment to the motion for considera-

tion of the Speech from the Throne by
the hon. the Lieutenant-Governor at

the opening of the Session.

HON. G. H. CHALLIES (Minister
without Portfolio) : Mr. Speaker, may
I join with those who have already con-

gratulated you on your elevation to the

high and honourable office of Speaker
of this House, and also in congratulat-

ing the mover and seconder of the

Speech from the Throne.

It is not an easy thing for an hon.

member, a new member especially, to

rise in this House and make a speech
for the first time. The fact is that

speaking for myself, I never find it an

easy task. However, I want to add my
congratulations to those who have al-

ready preceded me.

Now, Mr. Speaker, everyone realizes

the importance of the question of hydro,
and full information should be given to

hon. members of this House. We have
distributed for the past two or three

years a concise form of our annual re-

port long before the annual report it-

self could be completed, the reason for

that being that the factual part of the

report, divorced from a lot of details,

is for those who are more keenly in-

terested in the actual management of

hydro than the every-day citizen.

In an effort to inform the hon. mem-
bers in the most convenient, complete
and concise way, I am having placed on
the desks of the hon. members, in a

week or so, a copy of the condensed
annual report of the Commission en-

titled "Hydro 1948." This will give
the hon. member a complete record of

the activities of the Commission for the

past year. In view of this I propose to

Speak only briefly and in general terms
on a few hydro problems.

I crave your indulgence, Mr. Speaker,
if I should stick to my notes more than
one should be allowed to, but in dealing
with a highly technical matter such as

hydro where figures are quoted and
dates are given, accuracy should be ad-

hered to.

Critics of the Hydro—most of them

reasonably fair, but some of them
unreasonable and a few of them de-

liberately captious
—have unnecessarily

alarmed the general public regarding
the cause and effect of the recent power
shortage and other problems, but most

regrettable they have attempted to paint
a sombre picture regarding the future

of the entire hydro system.

It has been suggested by our critics

that the Commission should have started

a major development after the present

government assumed office in August
1943. In answering such criticism it is

only necessary to review the wartime
controls for materials and labour.

In 1942 and 1943, wartime controls

on the use of labour and materials

became progressively restrictive and the

construction of a new, large hydro-
electric development was not possible.
As it became increasingly difficult to

obtain equipment and materials, the

Wartime Industries Control Board set

up by the Minister of Munitions and

Supply for the regulation of all war-
time industry in Canada, licensed the

Commission's projects in order thus to

facilitate the procurement of materials

for projects deemed essential for the war
effort. So pressing, however, at this

time were the demands for munitions
and war supplies that the Control Board
eliminated all large, new construction

projects not considered absolutely

necessary.

At this time the Commission was

supplying all war industries and other

essential power demands. However, the

Commission's priority officer explored
the possibility of securing permits and

priorities for the necessary materials for

a large project.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

What date was that?
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MR. CHALLIES : This was 1942 and

1943, under the regime of my hon. friend

(Mr. Oliver), and later.

He reported in due course that as

such a project could not be proved
absolutely necessary to the war effort,

therefore, priorities for materials could

not be obtained.

As an example of the difficulty of

securing basic metals, especially steel, I

would like to point out that in the case

of steel, on July 30, 1942, the Steel

Controller placed regulations on all

purchases of steel over one ton of alloy
steel and four tons of carbon steel,

making it increasingly difficult, if not

impossible, to obtain structural steel for

the completion of projects which were
under way. In October, 1942, the Con-
troller of Construction brought all

construction projects over $2,500 under
control.

During this period, Canadian indus-

try felt the full restrictive effect of the
American priority system. This was
particularly noticeable in connection with
American-built heavy equipment, con-
struction equipment, repairs, etc.

;
also

many pieces of electrical equipment and
other equipment manufactured from
steel, aluminum, copper and not made
in Canada with the result that even with

high priorities, deliveries were indefinite

and in many cases impossible.

As the war progressed, one regulation
or control piled on another. Many
requisitions for materials had to be for-

warded to Ottawa and Washington for

clearance with the War Production
Board causing long delays and uncer-
tainties. The American Priority System
eventually broke down and was replaced
by the Controlled Materials Plan

whereby available basic metals were
divided between war and essential

civilian needs. At this time Canada was
dependent on the United States for

approximately one-third of her steel—
MR. C. H. MILLARD (York

West) : And still is.

MR. CHALLIES : —and allotments
were made according to the decisions
made in Washington.

In 1943, it was necessary to channel all

our country's resources into war pro-
duction and it became almost impossible
to secure materials for the construction

of, and equipment for even small, new
generating plants. War needs were
vital. So much for materials, how about
labour.

As far as labour is concerned, it

should be remembered that after March
23, 1942, all man-power was controlled

and allocated by the establishment of

the National Selective Service. There
was a severe shortage of labour in 1942
and 1943, as shown by the following
statement made by the Chairman of the

Commission, which appeared in the

Evening Telgram on December 5, 1942 :

"Dr. Hogg did not feel that any
new power development could be
undertaken. Skilled labour is scarce,
materials necessary for a hydro plant
are essential war materials, and it

would take two years to develop a
new plant."

Another example of the difficulty of

securing labour is indicated in the com-
mission's anxiety to secure labour to

construct a transmission line to the

Steep Rock Iron Mine because the pro-
duction of iron ore was essential for

the war needs.

On August 18th, 1943, the chairman
wrote the hon. Minister of Munitions
and Supply stating that 175 men were

urgently required in order to complete
the line by November of that year. He
stated that it was impossible to secure
more than 20 to 30 men and requested

help to secure the balance. The hon.
minister replied that he was referring
his request to the hon. Minister of
Labour for fulfilment and concluded
his letter by stating:

"You will appreciate that the man-
power shortage is affecting every
operation in Canada. I do not envy
the Minister of Labour his task of

deciding which project is the more
urgent."

If, as indicated, it took one month
to secure 175 men for important work
essential for our war effort, it is simply
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ridiculous to state that 2,500 to 3,000

men, with all the materials and equip-
ment necessary for a major project,
were available at that time.

I want to bring hon. members of the

House a little more up to date. That
is until August, 1943. In October,
1944, assisting the Dominion Govern-
ment in all its efforts, this government,
and the past government did all in its

power to advance any programme to

assist our war effort.

Our priority official wrote Mr. A.
McMaster on October 10th, 1944, re

their project N.R.X., that is, the Chalk
River Project. I am going to read this,

because it should be read into the

record :

"We have been in touch with Mr.
B. K. Boulton of the Department of

Munitions and Supply in connection

with the above project for which it

is necessary that we should build a

transmission line—
Remember, this is from our commis-
sion's priority official to the Department
of Munitions and Supply, and he says :

"—for which it is necessary that we
should build a transmission line and
install a sub-station. As you are

aware, this being an urgent proposi-
tion, we are anxious to proceed with

it with all dispatch and are, therefore,

proceeding to establish labour camps
and to start work immediately on the

clearing of the right of way. Mr.
Boulton has suggested that I write to

you giving you our requirements
from the labour standpoint and also

what offices of the National Selective

Service would be principally con-

cerned.

"Our requirements for labour im-

mediately, and to a very considerable

extent, will consist of labourers and
bushmen. Immediately, the problem
of skilled men, i.e., linemen, is not

paramount. We would like to assem-
ble approximately 150 men in the

labourer and bushmen class in the

next two to three weeks, and this

number should be increased in

November to 250. If possible, we
would like to obtain these men from

the neighbourhood of Renfrew, Arn-

prior and Pembroke.

"It is our understanding that you
will contact the Department of

Labour, National Selective Service,

and endeavour to have the National

Selective Service Offices in these

locations help us out in obtaining the

men required, and that you will

advise them of the high labour

priority in connection with this pro-

ject which we understand is to be

extended to us/'

And, in closing
—

"We will appreciate very much

your assistance in this respect."

Mr. Speaker, I read that for only one

purpose, to point out that on October

10, 1944, we were in sore need of 150

men in order to build a transmission

line to the Chalk River Plant—Deep
River Plant—under the Department of

National Research. That is the Atomic

Energy file. We did appeal to them
for 150 men in August and we could

not get them.

How about some other materials?

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David):
Well, you got those men, didn't you,

right away?

MR. CHALLIES : I don't say right

away. We got them. I am simply

pointing out that I want to make as

dispassionate, frank and free a presenta-
tion of the problem as it is possible to

make.

AN HON. MEMBER : "Confession"

is the word.

MR. CHALLIES: February 15,

1945, our chief priority officer wrote

Mr. Anderson, Deputy Steel Controller,

Department of Munitions and Supply,
Ottawa :

"Referring to our conversation on

Tuesday last, I would advise you that

the commission is at present, plan-

ning the construction of two 110 kv.

steel tower lines during this year.

These lines will be required to relieve

very unsatisfactory conditions in

certain areas in the province where
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the load is increased during" the war,
and where the existing lines are old

and badly overloaded.

"We are desirous of ascertaining the

availability of the necessary steel for

the towers for these lines, and as

suggested by you, I would give you
the following information as to the

tonnage and sizes. The total tonnage
required for the two lines contem-

plated would be 1,625 tons."

Then he gives a list of the material.

That was in February, 1945. 1,625
tons is only enough to build a double
circuit line 42 miles or a single 110
kv's 90 miles. We require 1,650 tons of

steel every month from the present up
until 1951. And what was the answer?

Mr. McHenry, February 23rd :

"Answering your letter of February
15th, covering list of steel required for

power lines I have taken this up with
Mr. M. A. Hoey and also with our
bar scheduling department and it has
been suggested that this be postponed
as there is no possibility of getting
the required steel from the mills at this

time.

"Due to increased war programmes,
we are very heavily scheduled for some
time to come but if this situation

changes in the near future we will

certainly advise you."

Now that was essential steel for towers
in order to relieve our already over-
loaded transmission line. We followed
that up on March 6th :

"Referring to your letter of Febru-

ary 23rd, we have taken into con-
sideration the difficulties in the supply
of steel, and have endeavoured to

adjust our programme in line with
the information given in your letter:

"We find that we are faced with a
rather difficult situation in respect to

part of the programme outlined in

our letter to you of February 15th,
in that it seems almost impossible to

postpone part of the programme
therein outlined. We are faced with
the situation in connection with our
line from Ottawa to Cornwall, on
which all industry in that area relies.

The power supply to this area has
been over a single circuit 110 K.V.
line of light construction from Ottawa
to Cornwall. We have endeavoured
to keep this line in service, and have
made all improvements in connection
with it that can be made, such as

increased spacing of wires^ the

removal of telephone wires from the

towers, but we are still faced with

frequent outages during wind, sleet

and lightning storms, and our service

is being severely complained of by the

principal industrial customers.

"The line is loaded to such a point
that regulation has been very poor,
and losses severe."

A reply to that letter was received—I

should state that in this letter our

priority official reduced his requisition
to 850 tons, rather than 1,625 intended
as covering the total line requirement.

"We have therefore endeavoured
to reduce the total amount required
to a minimum."

On March 9, 1945, a reply was
received, as follows :

"We have your letter of March 6th
with reference to 110 K.V. Steel

Tower Transmission Line. I have
reviewed this with all parties con-
cerned and it has been decided that

we could not possibly look after this

tonnage in the second quarter without

cutting into shell steel orders and
other very vital work.

"However, there are possibilities of

a change—"

and so forth.

Mr. Speaker, there is labour and there
is steel in 1945. Again I say, can any-
one reasonably say that priorities could
be secured for a large power plant in

1943, 1944 or 1945?

How about cement, which is very
vital ?

Today the commission is receiving
50 per cent, of all the cement made in

Hull, Montreal and Belleville, and these

cement plants have been tremendously
increased in the last two years. What
would have been the condition of the
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cement market in 1943, 1944 or 1945,
when we would have had probably 75

per cent, of the production of that time

going into one plant only?

MR. DENNISON : May I ask why
the hydro has not built its own cement

plant ?

MR. CHALLIES: We are not in

the cement business. We are in the

production and distribution of electrical

energy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON : You might free

these plants from the job of supplying
the hydro, and thus let existing plants

—
MR. CHALLIES: Mr. Speaker, he

cannot make a speech. I will answer

your question. Our legal job is to

generate and distribute electrical energy
to the municipalities. Now, if some-

body else wants to go into the cement
business and have a blackout like you
have in your boot-and-shoe plant in

Saskatchewan, we are not going to be
in that position.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

We had the ''blackout" all right.

MR. DENNISON: We have no
blackout. We have overproduction.

MR. CHALLIES : There is a black-

out in Saskatchewan Government Boot
& Tannery Plant and it was 100 per
cent., and they are still blacked out

there.

I have mentioned requirements of

steel, and that is vital. I have intimated

that we require 1,650 tons of steel each
month from now to 1950. We were
turned down on steel, in fact we were
advised that if we could get steel for

towers elsewhere, to do so, and we
were able to purchase—not that we
wanted to—800 tons in the United

States, which does not help Canadian
labour. It enabled us to get on with
the job. 800 tons is sufficient for 400
miles of single-tower line.

On April 26th, 1948, the chairman
asked our supply control officer what
items were critically short in supply,
and here is his reply on April 26th of

that year :

"Steel :

Nails

Pipe
Machine Bolts, etc.

Structural Shapes,
Bar, Rod, Plate and Sheet.

"Electrical :

Conduit (Steel and Aluminum)
Wiring Devices
Pole Line Hardware
Switch Gear
Wire
Meters
Power Transformers
Insulators."

Then it goes on listing some other

material.

Let me carry this a little further and
read to you from our general manager's

report, a report gotten up by our

general manager on each department in

hydro. In December, 1947, the matter

of engineering and construction—re-

member, that was in December, 1947 :

"Shortages of materials mainly

composed of steel continue to be a

major problem. Steel pipe, nails,

sheet metal and malleable iron cast-

ings remain in short supply. In

electrical equipment air break switches

are most critical."

He then goes to mention some others.

That was a report to the commission in

December, 1947.

On January, 1948, what is his com-
ment?

"The situation regarding materials

is virtually unchanged. Everywhere
the work is at least up to the materials

available. Except in lumber and a

few other items it has been impossible
to accumulate in advance of needs.

Shortages are evident in electric cable

and supplies, pipe, nails, and other

steel products. For the immediate

programme sufficient re-inforcing
steel has been secured.
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"On line construction work short-

ages, particularly of transmission line

steel, hamper progress. Crossarms
and many types of line hardware are

in very short supply. These short-

ages not only restrict the programme
and upset the regular sequence of

construction schedules, but also in-

crease costs. Steel ground wire is

especially difficult to obtain and is

preventing completion of the Ear
Falls—Dryden line and the London-
Sarnia line."

That is as late as January, 1948.

I should say, Mr. Speaker, that one
of the first jobs the new chairman had
to do when he took office in, I think it

was March 1st, 1948, was to proceed
to Ottawa on March 10th and interview

the steel controller, Mr. Uren, there to

see if it were possible at all—because

these materials are still under control—
to secure more steel for power require-
ments for our transmission line from
Des Joachims.

Even then, wTe were not able to con-

tract for more than 40 per cent, of our

requirements for steel towers. His re-

quest, however, was refused and sup-

plies of steel tower had to be secured

elsewhere, in order to bring the power
from Des Joachims into this area

according to schedule.

I have read copies of correspondence
between the commission and the

authorities at Ottawa showing that be-

tween October 10, 1944 and March 9,

1945, the commission was pressing
Ottawa for priorities on steel and that

they could not make steel available to

the commission.

I have also quoted from our General

Manager's interdepartmental reports of

December, 1947 and January, 1948—
just one year ago, indicating the lack

of a large number of important mater-
ials was hampering the Commission's
construction programme. This posi-
tive information should satisfy the most
biased critic that the contention of the

government was correct, namely, ma-
terials were not available for any large

project up to and including 1945, and
after 1945 to the present time impor-

tant materials were in short supply.
The progress made by the Commission
has been commensurate with the avail-

ability of labour and materials.

It also has been stated that this

government, after assuming office in

August, 1943, stopped the development
of a major project on the Ottawa River
at Des Joachims. If further evidence,
over and above the lack of labour and

materials, is necessary to indicate that

such was not the case, it may be pointed
out that there were no definite plans for

the immediate development at Des

Joachims.
Let me quote from a report that ap-

peared in the Evening Telegram of

June 28th, 1943, and please note the

date :

"Plans for construction of power
plants on the Ottawa River may be

shelved and the work indefinitely

postponed authoritative Queen's Park
officials said today.

"We must consider the war's dura-

tion and other factors. The expendi-
ture is large and might be lost, for

peacetime power demands would not

be nearly as great as they are today.
The Ottawa River power may not be

needed two years from now and we
might have a white elephant on our

hands."

MR. OLIVER: Would the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies) say who said

that?

MR. CHALLIES: I gave the

authority. It was a quotation from the

Toronto Evening Telegram,.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : What an authority!

MR. DENNISON: The hydro
denied it the next day.

MR. CHALLIES: No, I have seen

no denial from any source.

MR. JOLLIFFE: You will hear

about that.

MR. CHALLIES: In this, the

government of the day expressed the

likelihood of Des Joachims "being
shelved" and "indefinitely postponed"

—
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MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : The MR. CHALLIES: How long did it

government expressed no such thought, take to build?

MR. CHALLIES : I beg your par- SOME HON. MEMBERS : 18

don ? months.

MR. NIXON : The government ex- MR. CHALLIES : You folks cer-

pressed no such thought in that report tainly got into a nice mess there,

you have read. It is simply an anony- ___ ^_ _- r_w __.
L . , t ,

mous report.
MR - OLIVER: We tried to help

you out.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro- rvnorv tt nimuAU
vincial Treasurer) : Yes, but you didn't

/^VN - UTU5 , T
D

.

U^BAN

R
do anything (Minister of Reform Institutions) :

Who built and paid for it?

MR. CHALLIES : That is all I could _ T^ T__ „n J . J .

find on record anywhere. There is cer- MR -

/^
LLIF

^
E : Wheve dld they

tainly nothing in our records where you get tne labour and materials .

ever did anything or intended to do MR CHALLIES : With all the

anything, so we have to take the next
priorities and all the strength of Ottawa

best evidence. an(j Washington behind it in order to

MR. NIXON : That is no evidence, produce metals for the whole of the

that is a sure thing;
allied countries of the world, the first

reconnaissance work was started

MR. CHALLIES : The government December, 1940
;
the last generator was

of the day—with the exception of the put into operation in July, 1943, so that

objection of the hon. member (Mr. from the start of the plant to the finish,

Nixon)—expressed the likelihood oi it took two years, seven months.
Des Joachims "being shelved

"
and "in-

definitely postponed" because "war MR. OLIVER: Yes, but they were

duration in doubt and after war re- generating before that.

quirements might not justify develop- MR CHALLIES: That is the time,
ment at this time.

However, from all evidence that can MR. SPEAKER: We will have to

be gathered, there isn't any indication have one question at a time,

whatever that Des Joachims was MR CHALLIES : Qne generator
planned for development in 1943, as

does make ati fant_
our critics would lead us to believe, and fe & r

from the facts obtainable one can but MR. OLIVER: It gives power, just
form this conclusion, namely: the same.

1st. That as all essential power MR CHALLIES: —anymore than
demands m 1943, 1944 and 1945 were one button on a suit constitutes the
being met, a new plant was not su^
deemed essential or justified.

2nd. That labour and materials SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

were not available nor could they be hear.

made available during 1943 1944 and MR CHALLIES : Get your informa-
1945 because of war needs having ,. -. « ,

J
° tion right,

greater priority. «-•..?.«« • • 11
Whilst the commission was unable

MR. DENNISON : How about Ship- to build a major project prior to 1945,
shaw—before you go on? its staff nevertheless were preparing

MR. CHALLIES: What did you
plans for post-war developments. Once

, , -,

J the war was over, the commission acted
want to know : ... . , ^ A , o?

with amazing speed. On August 23,

MR. DENNISON : How long did it 1945—just eight days after the Japanese
take to build? surrender—an order was given to pro-
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ceed with the immediate construction of

the second unit at the Decew Falls plant.
On September 20, 1945—just thirty-six

days after the Japanese surrender—the

commission also commenced operations
at its Stewartville site on the Madawaska
River. These new developments, with

others, provided additional power in the

shortest possible time for a given expen-
diture of labour and materials. These

plants served the needs of the province
as a whole and were justified

—I empha-
size this—because engineering data,
labour and materials were available and
the delivery schedules of important
electrical and mechanical equipment were
known.

So it was decided on the immediate
construction of the second unit of 70,000

horsepower at Decew Falls, which was
completed in September 1947. A plant
at Stewartville, on the Madawaska
River, of 80,000 horsepower completed
in September 1948. These were dupli-
cates of existing plants on which con-
struction could start without delay.

In the Thunder Bay area the Aguasa-
bon generating station of 53,000 horse-

power was completed in October 1948,
and in the Patricia district the fourth
unit of 7,500 horsepower at Ear Falls

was completed in July 1948. The trans-

mission line from Sarnia to London and
the frequency-changer station at West-
minster near London were placed in

service on November 1, 1948. These

projects, together with the first unit at

the Decew Falls Plant started in

September 1941, represent 280,500

horsepower at new capacity placed in

service since August 1943.

These completed plants favourably
affected the economy of the province.

Although not completely meeting the

needs, they were much to be preferred
to an unfinished larger plant, from
which we should still be awaiting power
in 1949. Even the construction of the

smaller plants was only accomplished
by continuous and diligent efforts to

expedite the delivery of materials and
the securing of labour.

Now a word as to the justification of

this planning. If the construction of

these three plants
—the second unit at

Decew Falls and new developments at

Stewartville and Aguasabon—had been

delayed, the labour and material thus

released might have advanced the

delivery of power from the first unit at

Des Joachims to 1949, rather than 1950
and not earlier. This would have resulted

in the power situation being worse in

the fall of 1947, all of 1948, and until

the fall of 1949 by the amount of energy
received from these plants now in opera-
tion, with a total installed capacity in

the fall of 1948 of 203,000 horsepower,
as well as the fact that there would not

have been any development at Terrace

Bay in the Thunder Bay district.

In planning for the power needs of the

province, it should be emphasized that

due to the shortage of labour which I

have mentioned previously as being
under the control of National Selective

Service and materials being under strict

Federal control and allocation—I say
this with all sincerity and backed up
by our engineers, no greater progress
could have been made between 1943 and
1945 than was made, and *

in the same

period no planning or construction was

stopped or delayed.

How about our power shortages?
Much has been printed and more has
been said recently about the unfortunate

power shortages which have been

experienced throughout Ontario. This

publicity has been marked by a tendency
on the part of some to misconstrue the

facts. There is an old saying that misery
loves company. It never was so apt as

in reference to the power troubles

caused by the protracted low precipita-
tion period of 1948. As you know,
throughout the world today, there are

many shortages of basic commodities
and services. The deficiency of power is

only one of these and it exists not only
in the economy of this Province and
Canada as a whole, especially through-
out the industrialized areas of the world.

In the United States, which each year

generates almost as much electricity as

all the rest of the world combined, has,
for the past two years, been working
with the smallest margin ever recorded

between demand and available supply,
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and in many of the states there has been
a definite shortage. In countries closer

to the war areas the situation is even
worse. In Great Britain, for example,
the Central Electricity Board has had
serious difficulties with insufficient gene-
ration to meet growing demands, and
the steam generating stations on many
occasions have had to shed load up to

10 per cent, or more.

In France the shortage of fuel, es-

pecially since the war ended, has in-

creased the calls on electric power. Ex-

ceptionally dry years caused less output
from the hydraulic plants and made
strict rationing essential.

Even in Switzerland, which rivals

Canada and Norway in the amount of
water power utilized per capita, all

electric heating was prohibited at the

end of the year and factory consump-
tion of electricity, advertising and win-
dow lighting were severely restricted.

In Sweden and other European coun-
tries the situation was the same.

On the other side of the world, in

Australia and New Zealand, the most
serious power crises ever known have
taken place and stringent restrictions

were applied to cope with the situation.

In several countries, particularly in

Canada, Sweden and New Zealand, the

situation has been aggravated by
drought, causing deficient water sup-
plies in areas dependent upon hydro-
electric plants.

Mr. Speaker, I have before me a copy
of the Washington Times-Herald,
which shows there are about eleven

countries having interruption of ser-

vices, and difficulties in those countries.

Spain, for instance, where they are cut-

ting by 50 per cent., have not had any
water for six months.

AN HON. MEMBER : They have a

Tory government there, too.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CHALLIES : There is a little

bit of irony in all these problems. Mr.
Speaker, I want to read to the House
what has hapened in British Columbia.
The British Columbia Electric issue a
little booklet which they call the

"Buzzer," and in their issue of Friday,
November 19th, 1948, they start out
with "A Dim View," and it goes on to

say:

"That's what the people of Ontario
take of the power situation. While
other parts of Canada discuss the

cold war, their bowling scores, the
cute remarks of junior and wish they
had bet on Truman, in Toronto
the main topic of conversation is the

dim-out. The only thing to equal it

is the gloom of a Toronto Sunday,"

and then rather sarcastically it says
this:

"It was in the midst of this situa-

tion that the Ontario papers carried

the story of the opening of our

Bridge River plant, and many
thoughts were cast longingly toward
British Columbia and many 'kidding'
remarks made about sending some of

our power to Ontario."

Mr. Speaker, that was in November.
What has happened? Here is a picture
in the Vancouver Province of February
1st, of Stave Lake, which I know very
well, showing the water down 25 feet,
and if it recedes another four feet

there will not be enough water left for
their generators.

Let me read you some of the com-
ments which were made.

In October, 1948:

"With Bridge River hydro and
the power 'ring' in operation, even
should the population of the metro-

politan area of the lower mainland—
Vancouver—swell to three times its

present size in the next few years,
there will be ample, uninterrupted
flow of electricity to encourage indus-

trial development and to provide the

full benefits of better living electric-

ally.

"To make use of the power from

Bridge River and other generating
sources within the system, and to

assure an ample, uninterrupted flow

of electricity, a giant power distribu-

tion system is being built in a 'ring'
around the metropolitan area of

Greater Vancouver."
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On October 23rd, 1948, the vice-

president and chief engineer of the

British Columbia Electric gave con-

sumers these assurances :

"The Bridge River power develop-
ment is vitally needed to meet the

growing requirements of power for

the lower mainland area, and assures

British Columbia there will be no

power shortages here."

Now, time alters conditions. On
February 1st, 1949, the British Colum-
bia Electric—a public utility there—was
notified that their industries must cut

power by 30 per cent, at least, and on

February 3rd, they say :

'The British Columbia Electric

Company official warned that unless

drastic power restrictions were ad-

hered to, Vancouver area faces near-

paralysis in ten days."

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : Oh, that is private enterprise.

MR. CHALLIES:
"—The electric company officials

warned further that water in their

reservoirs was good only for 10 days
under normal city power consump-
tion. Store owners and householders

stage runs on hardware stores for

lamps and candles. Some stores are

installing auxiliary electric power
plants to light display windows.

Prayers are said in the churches for

rain."

That is what happened in the Province

of British Columbia between November
and February.

Now, Mr. Speaker, we sympathize
with British Columbia in its reduction

by 30 per cent, in industry. In fact,

consumers are being cut some 50 per
cent., and domestic must cut 50 per
cent.

All over the world, therefore, there

arose after the war an insistent demand
for additional electrical energy and this

situation developed with a speed that

was totally unexpected. The countries

that manufactured electric generating

machinery were swamped with orders

and those that did not were unable to

cope with the growth in demand and

power shortages resulted. Thus there

developed a world-wide shortage, which
in several countries, as pointed out, was

aggravated by deficient water supplies.

In reviewing the power situation of

the province as it recently existed, I

shall outline the circumstances that have
affected the power supply in recent

years and thus show how both the

government and The Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario have
fulfilled their responsibilities.

The commission's power problem was
the direct cause of two uncontrollable

factors, i.e.,

( 1 ) The unprecedented demand.

(2) The unprecedented shortage of

water.

Let us examine the 1948 power
demand.
The rapid economic development and

prosperity of the years 1946 and 1947

continued into 1948, with the result that

demands in this year were 31 per cent,

or 675,000 horsepower greater than in

1945, and 113 per cent, or 1,500,000

horsepower greater than the maximum
demand in the year 1938.

HON. MR. FROST : Under a Tory
Government.

MR. CHALLIES: Yes, under a

Tory Government. This is one phase
of our problem.

Looking at our overall picture in

Southern Ontario, we see that some 60

per cent, of our power comes to us

from plants situated on continuous

flow rivers, the Niagara and the St.

Lawrence (through our purchases from

Beauharnois). These plants, of course,
are not affected by lack of rainfall. The
other 40 per cent, of our resources are

generated by both the commission and

by its Quebec suppliers. Unfortunately,
the sharp and sustained increase in

demand coincided during the fall of last

year with a period of marked and prob-

ably unprecedented deficiency in rain-

fall and resultant river flow over a wide
area of Ontario and Quebec within the

area supplying 40 per cent, of our

power. This lack of rainfall caused in

November last, a reduction of approxi-
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mately 45 per cent, in the deliveries

from these plants supplying 40 per cent,

of the commission's total power. The
result—a reduction in the commission's
resources of over 17 per cent, below
their normal dependable capacity.

I want to give the House what

happened in three of our own power
plants.

Let us examine a few actual facts on
the question of shortage:

CHATS FALLS (Ottawa River)

Generation Inflow
Kilowatt- cu. ft.

Hours per sec.

Wednesday,
January 26, 1949 ..2,155,600 24,971
October 21, 1948 ..1,484,200 17,315

Deficiency due to lack

of water 671,400 kw.-hrs.

Yesterday flowage reached over

27,800 c.f.s. normal requirements for

plant at 70 per cent, load factor.

BARRETT CHUTE
(Madawaska River)

January 26, 1949.. 976,400 3,049
October 29, 1948 . . 247,800 1,031

Deficiency due to lack

of water 728,600 kw.-hrs.

HEELY FALLS (Trent River)

Wednesday,
January 26, 1949 . . 276,340 4,723
October 21, 1948 .. 190,160 1,720

Deficiency due to lack

of water 86,180 kw.-hrs.

Total deficiency due to lack

of water (1 day—3 plants

only) 1,486,180 kw.-hrs.

These are a few examples of the

effect in our own plants of insufficient

rainfall. What about our suppliers on
rivers of variable flow?

Our contracts for the delivery of

power from the Gatineau Power Com-
pany and the MacLaren-Quebec Power
Company called for a total of—44,545,-
000 K.W.H. per week. During the
week ending November 16th, 1947—
and this is put in to show how variable
it is—when the supply of water was

favourable, we were able to purchase
from these two companies a total of

51,932,000 K.W.H. That was in 1947.
What a change there was in 1948.

During the week ending November
14th, 1948, we were able to purchase
from these two companies a total of

only 22,559,800 K.W.H., or 19,385,000
K.W.H. per week less than in 1947. If

anyone doubts—and some doubt has
been expressed by our critics—that this

shortage of energy was not due to the

lack of water—I cannot dp better than
to quote from a source which I am sure

will be acceptable to at least a portion
of the members of this House; namely,
from the Canadian Statistical Review,

September, 1948, a review issued under
the direction of the Rt. Hon. C. D.

Howe, Minister of Transport at

Ottawa, and I quote:

'THE PRESENT POWER
SHORTAGE

"The current shortage of power in

Central Canada is a combination of

two factors, greatly increased use of

power (see the chart) and a low rain-

fall this year. Because of this situa-

tion, power stations which draw their

water from controlled streams are

limiting their output, for otherwise

they might face February and March
with little or no water left in their

reservoirs."

With this conclusion I am sure we
all agree.

Because of copious rainfalls in the

proper drainage areas, the storage situa-

tion has materially improved, so that as

of February 2nd, 1949, the supply of

energy has been increased by 10,000,000
K.W.H., but there is still a deficiency
of approximately 9,385,000 K.W.H.
per week from the sources mentioned.

Notwithstanding the shortage of

9,385,000 K.W.H., let me bring you
up-to-date

—
This will be very disappointing to

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe), who seems to glory in our
little trouble. I am in a position to

inform this House that on Tuesday of

this week, February 15th, the commis-
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sion was able to generate and purchase
35,694,000 K.W.H. This is an all-time

daily high for hydro. The previous

high day was Tuesday, February 10th,

1949—35,160,800 K.W.H. and Tues-

day, May 20th, 1948 — 35,117,000
K.W.H. That is why there are no black-

outs.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask a

question? The hon. Minister (Mr.
Challies) has told us very bluntly they
had a shortage of power because of

rainfall, and now he is telling us, and

rightly so, that power has picked up
very materially. I want to know if he
takes the credit for the increased rain-

fall, or is that an act of God?

MR. CHALLIES : No, Mr. Speaker.

They blamed Mr. Drew for the short-

age; I think he should be given the

credit for the relief.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CHALLIES: Tuesday's total,

generated and purchased power of

35,694,000 kw. hrs. compares with

31,387,500 kw. hrs. purchased and

generated on February 17, 1948.

The commission is grateful for the

willing (cordial or vigorous) co-opera-
tion received from the municipalities,

industry and labour, as well as from the

homes in our province during this

period.
The commission was mindful of its

duty to keep the public informed and
citizens were fully advised from time

to time of the situation as it either

deteriorated or improved. It is felt by
the commission that, if the same
measure of co-operation is received in

future from all our people as was
received in the past there will be suf-

ficient storage to carry us over until the

spring run-off without the need of any
more cut-offs.

Now let me sum up the power situa-

tion in 1948. All that need be said about

the past six months' period is that the

commission would have had very little

difficulty in supplying the essential

power requirements of all classes of its

consumers if there had been even normal

rainfall, although a plan of conservation

would, in all probability, have been

necessary.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What about next

Fall?

MR. CHALLIES: In your first

speech in this House, you said there

would be something like 4,000,000

unemployed in the Province of Ontario.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, the

hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) knows I

made no such statement in this House
or at any other place, at any time.

MR. CHALLIES : I will accept the

statement by the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe).

No matter what government had been
in power—no matter how much greater
the generating capacity of the hydro
system might have been—a power
shortage would have been inevitable with
the lack of rainfall. I think the public
now realizes the cause and effect of our
recent trouble.

Mr. Speaker, may I say to this House
that there is enough energy anytime in

the Province of Ontario, if we can get
the people to stop wasting it. But you
cannot get people to save something
which costs them so little.

Now, what of the future ? As a result

of the comprehensive and accelerated

construction programme of the commis-

sion, designed to provide more power
for the industries, farms and homes of

Ontario, the power supply is being pro-

gressively augmented and when the

programme is completed a total of more
than 1,500,000 horsepower will, in 1952,
have been added to hydro's power
resources. Concurrently and indeed

forming part of the whole co-ordinated

programme, preliminary survey work
has started in connection with the

Frequency Changeover Programme in

the 25-cycle areas of Southern Ontario.

I have already referred to the new
plants added to the System in 1948—
Aguasabon, Stewartville and Ear Falls.

Mention should also be made of the

first deliveries of steam-generated power
by the Polymer plant at Sarnia on
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November L 1948, The ;

present supply
is approximatelyi. 30,000 h;p. Power
from this source is generated at a fre-

quency of 60-cycles and by means of

the newly installed frequency changer
arid transformer station at Westminster
near London, it can be made available

as required to the 25-cycle areas of

Southern Ontario.

On the Ottawa River, three major
water-power developments are being

.vigorously carried forward. The largest
of these is at Des Joachims, northwest
of Pembroke. Here construction is well

advanced. The plant will have a capacity
of 480,000 horsepower, ranking second

only to the commission's Queenston
plant. There is prospect of the first four

or five of the eight generating units

coming into service by the summer of

1950.

Below Des Joachims and about twelve

miles from Renfrew is the Chenaux

development where preliminary work is

now being done. When completed this

development will have a capacity of

160,000 horsepower. Six of the eight

generating units are expected to be in

service by 195L
Six miles north of Mattawa on the

Ottawa River is the site known as La
Cave. Present plans call for the con-

struction of a development of 180,000

horsepower. Work on this development
has been started.

All construction projects are pro-

gressing according to schedule while

some are ahead of schedule.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, may, I ask the hon. Minis-

ter a question?

;

MR. CHALLIES: If you stand on

your feet, you may.

MR. TEMPLE: I would like to ask

why on other occasions, during, the past
40 years, when we have had serious

shortages of rainfall, we had no black-

outs.. ,.
-.-

, ,;

SOME HON, MEMBERS; Oh, oh.

-MR. CHALLIES: TeUJne why you
"had a blackout in, the shoe factories in

•Saskatchewan? .J, - \*tmi< - i

HON. MR. DUNBAR: What a silly

question that is.

MR. FROST: We had increased

demands.

MR. TEMPLE : We had previously
the same demands, but not the same

incompetent management.

HON. MR. DUNBAR: You were
out in Saskatchewan at that time.

MR. CHALLIES: Mr. Speaker, I

will answer that remark. Since 1938,
we have had 113 per cent, increase in

demand.

MR. TEMPLE: Did you increase

your generating capacity?

MR. SPEAKER: May I say to the

hon. member for High Park (Mr.
Temple) that if he has a question to

ask, he must rise to his feet, please.

MR. TEMPLE: Very well, Mr.

Speaker.

MR. J. L. DOWLING (Hamilton
East) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask, in re-

gard to your ruling, if that applies to

those on the other side of this House?

MR. SPEAKER: It applies to both

sides, very definitely.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Before the hon.

Minister goes on to his next point, Mr.

Speaker, I wonder if, for our informa-

tion, he would state whether the capa-
cities he has just mentioned are stated

in terms assuming normal rainfall or

assuming abnormal rainfall conditions.

MR. CHALLIES: This is all men-
tioned in installed capacity.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Assuming normal
rainfall?

MR. CHALLIES : The capacities of
the plants.

MR. JOLLIFFE: They would not

supply us with as much power with a
sub-normal rainfall?

MR. CHALLIES: May I say, Mr.

Speaker, as an example, that the Ottawa
will vary by 150,000, with high-water.
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The full capacity of 480,000 at Des

Joachims can be used for a great num-
ber of weeks, in the spring.

MR. JOLLIFFE : That is one of the

things which makes the St. Lawrence

proposition so much better.

MR. CHALLIES: That is right.

The St. Lawrence is the greatest river

with a dependable flow in the world.

You can get probably 90 per cent, of

uninterrupted flow out of the St. Law-
rence River.

Power from Des Joachims and Chen-
aux will be fed into the Southern On-
tario system. The power development
at La Cave, however, is well situated to

serve both southern and northeastern

Ontario and the transmission lines asso-

ciated with this development may form
the first link between the hydro's great
southern and northern power systems.
Power from La Cave for distribution

in the northern regions will be trans-

mitted over a line built to North Bay
and through to Sudbury. To feed the

south a transmission line will extend to

Barrie.

Now, Mr. Speaker, may I digress

just long enough to say to the House
that I think you can visualize—the

same as the rest of us can—that as

these plants and this system grow, it

will be only a matter of a short time

until the Hydro will have, an inter-con-

necting line from Ottawa through to

Fort William, Fort Frances and Kenora,
and from the nearest part of the Grand

Canyon, on the Abitibi, right through
to Niagara Falls.

On the Mississagi River near Thes-

salon, construction has started at a spec-
tacular canyon known as the Tunnel
site. It is expected that early in 1950,

56,500 horsepower will become avail-

able for the Sudbury, Nipissing and

Timiskaming districts, providing by
means of a frequency-changer station

now under construction near Sudbury,
either 60-cycle or 25-cycle power.

On the Nipigon River in the Thunder

Bay district the final power develop-
ment on this river is under construction

at Pine Portage. It is designed for

an ultimate capacity of 160,000 horse-

power, of which 80,000 horsepower is

scheduled to be of service by 1950.

Two steam plants are planned ;
one at

Windsor and the other at Toronto. To-

gether these plants will provide
406,000 horsepower by the end of 1951.

When completed they will provide a re-

serve of power to meet sudden increases

in consumer demand in the Southern
Ontario system. They '-will also be

available to affset power supply short-

ages due to low river flows, such as

have been experienced this year.

Everywhere throughout the province
extensions and improvements to the

transmission systems were carried out

in 1948.

I am going to give Hansard a tabu-

lation showing the per cent, of estimates

and capital expenditure and work forces

on all the systems and, from this tabu-

lation, it will be seen that the com-
mission's actual capital expenditure in

1948 exceeded its budget for the first

time in vears and that the budget of

1949 will be over $10,000,000 per
month.

From the following tabulation it will

be seen that the commission's actual

capital expenditure in 1948 exceeded
its budget for the first time in years and
that the budget for 1949 is over

$10,000,000 per month—while the only
possible expenditure for the twelve
months of 1944 was only $6,500,000.
The capital expenditure last year was
over thirteen times compared with the

capital expenditure in 1944. In 1949,
it may be eighteen to twenty times that

of 1944 and reach 2,000 per cent. This
all indicates that progressive increase in

the supply of labour and materials. The
tabulation shows in the years 1942 to

1947 inclusive the commission was not
able to spend the amount of its budget,

despite the fact that trained expediters
were combing the world markets—
Sweden, Britain, Switzerland and the

United States—for necessary, needed
materials and supplies. In the face of

these facts to say that large capital ex-

penditure for major development was

possible is simply ridiculous. Total em-

ployees increased as this schedule will

indicate, in number from 4.353 in 1944
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to 19,512 in 1948—an increase of 350

per cent.

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED AND
ACTUAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
AND WORK FORCE—ALL SYSTEMS
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Nothing- would benefit the economy of

this province more than the definite

assurance that this 1,100,000 horse-

power will become available to the

Hydro within the next 6 to 10 years.

The Dominion Government depart-
ments have been very helpful in enabl-

ing the Hydro to get a better use, with-

in treaty limitations, of the waters of

the Niagara River and the Welland
Canal. We are particularly grateful
for their help in making

-

. it possible to

operate the DeCew Falls property at

full capacity throughout the off-naviga-
tion season. This has been a real

help during the recent, unprecedented
drought periods.

Above all, we are thankful for the

advice and assistance we have always
had, and very particularly during our
recent drought difficulties, from those

in authority in the great sister Province
of Quebec. The Premier of Quebec, his

interested Ministers, the Deputy Minis-
ter of the Department of Hydraulic
Resources, the Commissioners and
Officers of Quebec Hydro and the

Managers of all the Quebec Power
Companies with which we have con-

tractual relations, could not have been
more helpful. It would be quite impos-
sible for me to overemphasize the frank,

friendly and freely-given co-operation
from the Province of Quebec.

Finally, I take advantage of this

opportunity to pay whole - hearted

tribute to the loyal, efficient and effec-

tive help which the Hydro Commis-
sioners have had from all ranks of the

Hydro staff. We commissioners know,
and this government knows, because it

has been proven time and again, that

the personnel of the Ontario Hydro has

no superiors and few equals in the

electrical utility industry anywhere on
this continent. The executive and

engineering management of the Hydro
has been reorganized. Today, it is as

smooth - working and efficiently co-

ordinated a management as can be
found anywhere.

A brief word of praise for the leader-

ship of my colleague and chief, the

Chairman of the Hydro Power Com-
mission. He assumed his very import-

ant duties about 12 months ago. I can

say, with confidence, that under his

regime, the people of the good old

Province of Ontario can depend upon
-their power problems being solved as

promptly, efficiently and economically
as our international and interprovincial
relations will permit.

Thanks largely to my colleague and
fellow vice-chairman, the commission's
relations with the municipalities, which

collectively he represents, are most
cordial. At all times the municipalities
and the public have been kept informed
on all matters affecting their interests

either favourably or otherwise.

So far as low-cost, dependable electri-

cal services for all classes of consumers—
industrial, commercial and rural—are

concerned, the Province of Ontario will

continue to lead the world.

I will answer some questions.

I want to answer the hon. member
for North Grey (Mr. Phillips). I do
not think I will refer to his speech last

year where he said this government was
not doing very much for rural hydro,
but he asked about the St. Lawrence
and he asked about the capital cost.

He should know, if he does not—I

think he does—that as far as the Prov-
ince of Ontario is concerned under the
1942 treaty the amount the province
will pay to the scheme is already fixed.

Now, what attitude will be taken as

regards development between the State
of New York and the Province of

Ontario that remains to be worked out
and it is to be hoped, as we all hope—
and we are most optimistic

—that the

agreement that is before Washington
today will be approved and we will be
able to get on with the St. Lawrence

immediately, remembering it will take

from 5 to 10 years before we can start

and finish getting power from the St.

Lawrence. I am not unmindful of the

fact that the hon. member who brought
this question up had belonged to a

government that had a chance to do

something about the St. Lawrence and

they did very little about it except fight
with the present Liberal Government at

Ottawa. For that reason I have pur-
posely included in my remarks the
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opinion of the commission what co-

operation we are receiving and giving
the Federal Government.

MR. NIXON: That is another far

from correct statement. The govern-
ment of that day signed an agreement
in 1941 for the development of the St.

Lawrence.

HON. MR. FROST: Did they not

say they were simply not interested in

further power?

MR. CHALLIES: The policy of

the government at that time is very
clearly outlined in a letter from Premier

Hepburn to the Rt.-Hon. Mackenzie

King (the then Prime Minister), dated

September 21st, 1938:

"I have, on various occasions

ventured the opinion that the St.

Lawrence Waterways Project could

not be justified on economic grounds."

and then he goes on to say :

"Irrespective of any propaganda
or squeeze play that might be con-

cocted by you, you may rest assured

that this government will resist any
effort to force us to expend the public
funds in such an unwarranted man-
ner or to foist upon the people of

Ontario an additional burden of debt

and taxation."

MR. NIXON: Did the government
in 1941 not sign an agreement for the

development of the St. Lawrence?

MR. FROST: Why, the war was
on. What could you do then?

MR. NIXON: Roosevelt thought it

could be developed.

MR. CHALLIES : You asked about

the Ottawa River, whether it should be

dual, joint development or allocation of

sites as it is now. All I can say is that

the government in its wisdom will

advise the House whether the present
1943 agreement shall be repealed and
another agreement take its place.

MR. F. OLIVER (Grey South) :

Mr. Drew has already advised the

House it is a joint agreement.

MR. CHALLIES : What we do find,

Mr. Speaker, after having 8 or 9 years
of a government that fought with

Quebec and fought with Ottawa, that

we are actually handicapped on the

question of joint development of the

Ottawa River.

One main obstacle, whether it can be

overcome or not—it is to be hoped it

can—is the escalator clause that appears
in the repudiated contract after repudia-
tion in 1938 which deals with the

commission buying any power on the

Ottawa River or any of its tributaries.

I do not think I should enlarge any
more than to say that clause is a tre-

mendous handicap in dealing with any
company or government on the other

side of the river.

MR. TEMPLE: May I ask if that

applies to power that the Province of

Ontario makes itself? Does that clause

have any reference to hydro you make
yourself ?

MR. CHALLIES : How can you pur-
chase power from yourself?

MR. NIXON : The Minister said he
would answer my question and he has
not answered it.

MR. CHALLIES : The Government,
in its great wisdom, will see whether it

will be changed or not.

MR. NIXON: You said you would
tell us whether it is, or not.

MR. FROST : Another bad deal you
made for Ontario.

MR. CHALLIES: We made im-

provident agreements and changes and
all that and I say everything we have

said, about them in the light of present
evidence, has come true.

MR. NIXON: But you cannot
answer my question.

MR. CHALLIES : I want to refer to

some of the statements made by the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe).

He speaks of rural Hydro, I think I have
answered that. He says : "For thirty

years farmers have been promised rural

electrification, but it proceeded at a
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snail's pace. This slowing down in the

extension of the rural line is a great
blow to Ontario agriculture."

There is no connection between power
shortage and rural construction and I

do not think I should refer any more
to it.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The hon. Minister

(Mr. Challies) will have to be more

precise. When and where did I make
such a statement?

MR. CHALLIES : You said here in

the House—
MR. JOLLIFFE: When?

MR. CHALLIES : "His bungling has

also delayed rural power so that farmers
will have to wait longer for their election

promises."

MR. JOLLIFFE: When was that?

MR. CHALLIES : That was down in

Carlton County. The farmer always
supports those who support the right

policies.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I take it the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies) admits that he
cannot attribute that statement to me?

MR. CHALLIES: If you say you
did not, I will take your word for it.

Here is one that I have—
MR. JOLLIFFE : Quote what I did

say.

MR. CHALLIES : From the Even-

ing Telegram, November 30, 1948:

"The C.C.F. Leader disagreed with

the claim that two or three years
would be required to build them."

(Steam plants.)

That, is his opinion, it would take two
or three years to build a steam plant.
This is from the Evening Telegram.
Do you deny it?

MR. JOLLIFFE : I did not use those

words, but I heard you.

MR. CHALLIES: Now, the next
one :

"He blamed inexperience of United
States and Canadian manufacturers

for their slowness in construction of

steam plants, and said T would sug-

gest to Mr. Saunders that he get in

touch with British manufacturers who
are experienced in building steam

plants and know how to do it in a

hurry'."

Is that it?

MR. JOLLIFFE : Yes, that is true,

and I am very glad to say, Mr. Speaker,
that Mr. Saunders has accepted my
advice.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CHALLIES : I am sorry he is

not here to speak for himself.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : He will

be.

MR. CHALLIES: But this was in

November, you did not know that in

March, same year, we had ordered a

steam plant from England and the

delivery of the steam plant was 36
months for the first unit and 40 months
for the second unit. You did not say,

however, the United States produced its

greatest amount of energy from steam
and is one of the greatest power-users in

the world, and are large manufacturers
of steam plants.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I would like to ask
a question. I am sure the hon. Minister

(Mr. Challies) will be able to give this

answer, because the Chairman has

already given it, and I am sure the

minister will confirm it. Is it not a fact

that time quotations given by the English
bidders were shorter than those given

by the American bidders?

MR. CHALLIES: I am sorry, the

price was lower, but the time was the

same as the American quotation. The

English delivery quotation was 36
months for the first unit and 40 months
for the second.

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker,

may I ask—
MR. DOWLING: Talking about

these plants, I understand the Minister

made a statement that Hydro was
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owned by the municipalities and I would
ask why, in the City of Hamilton, the

steam power plant in the City of Hamil-
ton was dismantled and exported out of

Ontario without the authority of the

municipalities ?

MR. DENNISON: May I ask this,

Mr. Speaker. I would like to ask if

it is not so that the Hydro Chairman

recently announced that the last steam

generator ordered from England would
be delivered in 27 months?

MR. CHALLIES : I cannot answer
that.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Better get together
with Mr. Saunders.

MR. CHALLIES : I do not need to

because I have the facts here and I am
giving them to you as they are. There

may be a shorter delivery from the

other company in England but I do not

know. I do not think they are any
shorter. The other—
MR. DUNBAR: But when he was

m-

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Get up
and speak.

MR. HOUCK: Before the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies) goes any
further with this queer information

programme he is conducting, I notice he
has talked about many of the items per-

taining to Hydro and has avoided any
comment on the great scheme the Chair-

man announced of another huge develop-
ment in Niagara.

MR. CHALLIES: As the hon.

Member (Mr. Houck) well knows, the

commission is always interested and
has considered a new scheme for

Niagara Falls but the situation is very
complicated because of the international

obligation of the government and the

limitation of the use of water for develop-
ment there. They are studying the

utilization, the complete utilization, by
means of another plant at Niagara Falls.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : The Chairman, Mr. Speaker,

definitely told me last week you were

going to go ahead with it.

MR. CHALLIES : Well—

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : You will have to get

together.

MR. CHALLIES: We are pretty
well together on this. May I close by
saying I appreciate the indulgence of

the House. I cannot say I have

attempted in any way to rile anyone, but

I have attempted to give you a factual

picture of the facts as I know them and
as I see them.

The whole hydro problem is impor-
tant enough so that we should get it

above the question of party politics
—

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. CHALLIES : —and not have a

situation such as we have had in the

past. We can, in fact, thank a very
kind Providence for taking us out of

our difficulties for lack of water. I

would like to say here the criticism

forced on our former leader (Mr.
Drew) for political purposes was not

only unfair, it was unreasonable and

unjust.

As far as the St. Lawrence project
is concerned, I will simply close with
this : we all are very optimistic ; there

is not a development that would mean
more to the whole Province of Ontario
than the St. Lawrence, the most depend-
able river in the world, with a great

history. It will bring prosperity to this

province such as the province has never

seen before, even in the years 1946,
1947 and 1948, under a Conservative

government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CHALLIES: It does seem to

me, and it has always been puzzling to

me, that a large country like the United

States—and I am not critical in any
sense of the word—cannot see what the

St. Lawrence means to them, who are

using power that is costing them at least

three times as much per kilowatt hour
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as that which they could get from the

St. Lawrence.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker,

—
MR. CHALLIES: Just a moment.

There is no better object we can give
to the unsettled world than the fact

that two countries, living in peace, can-

not get together on the development of

such a project as the St. Lawrence
River.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Speaker, I

would like to ask the hon. Minister (Mr.
Challies) a question in regard to his

closing remark, and the question which
he himself has raised. Is it not true

that it is the private power producers
in New York and in that part of the

United States who are standing in the

way, and lobbying Congress in Wash-
ington to stop the development of the

St. Lawrence Waterway?

AN HON. MEMBER: No.

MR. CHALLIES: Mr. Speaker, I

do not think that is a fair question. I

am not going to stand in this Legislature
and criticize any other jurisdiction. If

the hon. member (Mr. Millard) can
do anything with the labour fellows in

the United States now opposed to it,

that is his job.

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Speaker, I

asked the hon. Minister (Mr. Challies)
a reasonable question in regard to a

question he himself raised. He raises

the question that he cannot understand

why there is a lack of going ahead in

the United States on this question, and
I am asking him : is it not true that

the administrations in the United States

have been in favour of it, but they have
been blocked by power blocs in the

United States, lobbying Congress?

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : No more than some
of the unions. Many of your big
unions are opposed to it.

MR. MILLARD: Oh, no, they are

not.

MR. FROST: Yes, they are.

MR. MILLARD: Name one.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, will

the hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) take
one more question which I think he
himself will wish to answer. It is a

matter in which I believe everybody is

interested. The hon. Minister (Mr.
Challies) estimated, I think, that the St.

Lawrence project could perhaps be

brought to completion
—within 5 to 10

years.

Assuming the Congress of the United
States approves the plan this year, in

1949—as I hope they will—what is the

hon. Minister's (Mr. Challies) best in-

formation as to the earliest year in

which we in Ontario might be able to

derive power from the new St.

Lawrence sources?

MR. CHALLIES : In discussing the

matter with New York State power
authority, who are using the engineers
of the United States Engineering
Corps—and that is the basis of all the

plan so far as the United States is con-

cerned—it was estimated that after the

act was approved by Congress and by
Ottawa, that it would take probably
six months for a definite plan.

That is what we always talk so

loosely about in this House, about when
a project is "planned". Now, when is

it planned? I might say I am planning
to build a house, maybe, up here, but

you plan a project when you actually

get on the job and start to do the work.

They say it will take about five years
before you can start to get power from
the first generator, and then more

power as the generators will be con-

structed and installed, there might be

an additional 5 to 10 years.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Not less than five

years ?

MR. CHALLIES: Not very well.

That again depends on whether you use

1, 2 or 3 shifts, which also naturally
adds to the cost of the project.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North) :

Mr. Speaker, in rising" to participate in

this debate I want first of all to con-

gratulate you on being elevated to the

high office of Speaker of this House,
and while this is a personal tribute to

yourself it is also a fitting recognition
of the importance, not only to Ontario
or Canada, but to the British Com-
monwealth of Nations, of the great
industrial centre yourself, the hon.

member for Windsor-Sandwich, and

myself have the honour to represent in

this House—Windsor and its adjacent

municipalities.

Mr. Speaker I would also like to take

just a moment to congratulate the hon.

member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr.
Challies) on the very excellent "con-

fession" of hydro affairs he has made
here today. We on this side of the

House no longer wonder why the hon.

Minister had so dismally failed the

people of Ontario during the past year
on the report of this chaotic condition

of power shortage
—

MR. CHALLIES : My majority has
increased every year, and I have been
here for 20 years, so you just better

watch your step.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ELLIS: I would also like to

thank the hon. Minister (Mr. Challies)
for informing us that the waterways
and rivers of Ontario are now flowing
in the right direction, and that the vision

of our own people will no longer be ob-
structed.

The hon. Premier mentioned the

tourist industry Tuesday and what it

has accomplished for Ontario. May I

remind the hon. Premier that the great

majority of these tourists have their

first sight of Ontario and Canada when

they enter the port of Windsor, and we
are not too proud of the narrow and
crowded highways that greet them, of

the dilapidated and narrow bridges that

cross our rivers and streams, bridges that

are death-traps and have claimed many
lives of our own citizens and tourists.

Among them let me particularly men-

tion three bridges on Highway No. 39,

Little River Bridge, Puce River

Bridge, and Belle River Bridge. Many
unprotected railway level crossings

greet our tourists and have needlessly
claimed many lives, particularly do I

mention the Pillette road crossing in

Sandwich East that recently has claimed

several lives.

Years ago Windsor was promised a

four-lane highway through to Toronto,
both by Liberal and Tory governments,
on which this endless summertime
stream of American tourists could

travel in safety and comfort, but it

would appear now that was only another

election promise. It reminds me of a

letter to the editor of the Windsor Star

which read:

"Dear Mr. Editor, I am only 19 and

stayed out till two a.m. the other

night and my mother objects. Did I

do wrong?"

The editor replied: "Try and re-

member."

At this time I would like to quote
from an editorial published in the

Windsor Star on February 14th, 1949.

I am sure hon. members of the govern-
ment and the House will agree with me
when I say that the Windsor Star is

one of Canada's leading daily papers and
is quoted both in the House of Com-
mons and this House more than any
other paper. The editorial is entitled

"Party Discipline Overdone," and reads

as follows :

"It is possible Major the Rev. John
Foote, V.C., M.P.P., said more than

he intended in his maiden speech in

the Legislature. But, we are glad he
said what he did, even though one of

his statements is contrary to his

party's policy, and another reflects on
the Ontario Government.

"The Conservative member ob-

jected to family allowances being

paid while pensions for the aged are

inadequate. Mr. *

George Drew,
Federal leader, originally did oppose
the present system of family allow-

ances, but since then the party has

gone on record favouring them.
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"Major Foote aparently meant his

remarks on old age pensions as a
criticism of the Federal Government.

Actually, they were a slap at the On-
tario Government, because Mr. Drew
promised $40.00 a month to all old-

age pensioners in need of that

amount. A relatively small propor-
tion have received this $10.00 raise

from the regular $30.00.

"We disagree with Major Foote's

opposition to family allowances, but

we approve of his saying what was
on his mind regardless of his party's

policies. It is good for the country,
and for political parties, to have men
in public life who will express what

they really think.

"Rigid party discipline tends to

develop a group of political Babbits,
who accept what they are told to

accept. This hasn't been good for

Canada, nor has it been good for the

political parties."

While I agree with the editor as to

"his conclusions in respect to party

discipline I feel sure he must have been

sitting in the press gallery and watching
the government benches when he coined

the expression "political Babbits."

However, the editor has nailed the

issues of inadequate old-age pensions to

the masthead when he says :

"Mr. Drew promised $40.00 a

month to all old-age pensioners in

need of that amount. A relatively
small proportion have received this

$10.00 raise from the regular $30.00."

Surely the hon. Premier and his party
nave grown callous and complacent to

be able to sit idly by and announce a

$25,000,000 surplus and at the same
time have full knowledge of the suffering
and privation which exists among our
senior citizens. That is not only callous-

ness and complacency, Mr. Speaker, but

ungodly.

In the City of Windsor there are

people and organizations who long ago
recognized the ungodly treatment these

elderly people are receiving at the hands
of this government, and have stepped
in and are striving to assist them until

such time as this government assumes
its just responsibility. Particularly have
I reference to the Good Fellows

organization of Windsor. It should not

be necessary for the senior citizens of

Ontario, the richest province in Canada,
to have to be dependent on charity.

I appeal to the fairness and decency
of the hon. Prime Minister to not only

carry out the promises of Mr. Drew
to these aged citizens . but to close his

long career of public service in justice
and righteousness by providing them
with pensions commensurate with the

cost of living decently, and in keeping
with the ability of our province to pro-
vide for them.

One of the very serious problems
facing our municipalities today is that

of unemployment. In the City of

Windsor there are today in excess of

7,400 unemployed and we know not

what the future has to offer. We do
know that this government and the

government in Ottawa cannot sit idly

by, as they did in the "hungry thirties"

and "pass the buck" to the municipalities
to feed, clothe, and shelter these people.

Windsor, like many other cities and

towns, was forced into bankruptcy
during the depression years because they
could not allow hunger and want to

exist, and because the Provincial and
Federal Governments refused to carry
their shares of the load.

Many of these unemployed in Windsor

today are the heads of large families

and they cannot feed, clothe and house
their families on unemployment insur-

ance or an average of $15.00 a week.

Already our city has been called upon
to give them assistance, and if all other

agencies fail us, as in the past, this cost

must be borne in total by our taxpayers.
We have appealed to this government
and Ottawa. As yet this government
has said nothing. Ottawa has informed
us that they have funds available for

this purpose, but because the Province
of Ontario has refused to negotiate on
the Dominion-Provincial level they can-

not assist us. Once again we are caught
in the vicious circle of buck-passing and

name-calling between two supposedly

responsible governments. This cannot
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go on, Mr. Speaker, and I would ask

that . the government give a full and
detailed statement as to what they pro-

pose to do at present, and what their

plans are in the event unemployment
grows worse during the coming months.

On that score, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to read briefly from an article that

appeared in the Globe and Mail of

February 16th, yesterday, headed "Work
Harder to Find" :

"Jobs in Ontario are harder to get.

Competition for vacancies is keener
and the trickle of job hunters in front

of some Toronto industrial plants is

beginning to grow into a stream.

These indications that the post-war
boom may be levelling off were found

yesterday in a survey of unemploy-
ment conditions. Today there are

49,338 persons on the unemployment
insurance rolls in Ontario east of the

lakehead. Jobless persons are com-

peting for 10,989 vacancies, a figure
which has dwindled from 14,933 open-
ings in the same period last year.

"But Bart Sullivan, director of the

Dominion Unemployment Service for

the Ontario region takes heart from
the fact that there is an increase of

33 openings in the past week, a small

number, but Mr. Sullivan hopes it is

a trend."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

deal for a few minutes with the new
labour legislation passed last year.

During the 1943 and 1945 elections

organized labour was promised by the

then Tory leader and his supporters
that they would be given the best labour

legislation in Canada.

AN HON. MEMBER: They were.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER : In the world.

MR. ELLIS: In the world? I was
just going to mention Canada; I didn't

think they were quite that universal.

Further, the electors were told that any-
thing Ottawa had to offer was poison to

the people of Ontario. Yet, notwith-

standing this government had repeatedly

refused to co-operate on many issues

with the government at Ottawa, only
last year this government announced

they were adapting the Ottawa labour

legislation, Bill 195, notwithstanding the

fact the great majority of labour unions
were opposed to it.

Why?
Mr. Speaker, if you will pardon my

language I will answer that by saying
it was adopted because it "stinks."

This bill attempts to curtail the hard-

won rights of organized labour. It is a

Taft-Hartley Act under a new name,
and I would suggest to this government
that they might well study the political

history of the Taft-Hartley Act in the

United States Congress and what hap-

pened to the Congressmen and party
who sponsored and legislated it.

Organized labour is here to stay.

Men, women and children of working
class have suffered privation and want
for the ideals and aspirations of that

movement. They have found it the only
answer to their economic and political

needs. They have found it the only
answer to the sweat-shop and starva-

tion wages. They will not have suffered

for naught, even though this govern-
ment may feel inclined to lend an ear

to big business and bring down repres-
sive legislation.

Let me quote from the world's great-
est democrat. Abraham Lincoln once

said : "Labour is prior to, and indepen-
dent of capital. Capital is only the fruit

of labour, and could never have existed

if labour had not first existed."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ELLIS : Speaking of labour re-

minds me of the welfare case worker
who was investigating an applicant who
asked for aid for herself and 13

children.

"I understand," said the welfare case

worker, "you say your husband deserted

you ten years ago, yet eight of your
children are under ten years of age."
"Oh, I can explain that, yes'm," said

the applicant. "You see, he came back

once in awhile to apologize.'
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

While the government prides itself

on the claim that their housing legisla-
tion has brought about the construction

of 5,000 homes, I would suggest that

the hon. members on the government
benches should prick themselves with
a pin to see if their reflexes are still

operative, and then immediately investi-

gate and see what the housing needs
of the Province of Ontario are. Perhaps
they don't know it, but in the city of

Windsor alone we need at least 4,000
new homes, in addition to the several

thousand we have secured from Ottawa*
on bended knee and with our hats in

our hands, and never an assist from

Queen's Park.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ELLIS: Oh, yes. Last year,
after we had successfully negotiated
500 homes for our people, an attempt
was made by this government to scuttle

the deal, but fortunately better heads
took over and the obnoxious legislation
was withdrawn.

To suggest that this government is

making an honest attempt to solve the

housing problem by offering desperate
homeseekers a second mortgage is

simply too silly for words. Eight
thousand home-owners lost their homes
in Windsor during the "hungry thirties"

and this with only a first mortgage.

Up till recently the municipalities
have had to assume costly expenditures
and give subsidies in the form of tax

exemptions in order to secure houses
for. their homeless from the powers that

be at Ottawa, while this government
did nothing to assist. Surely the dire

need of housing for homeless Ontario

people is some concern of this govern-
ment and just as surely should this

government long ago have assisted the

municipalities, both financially and in

negotiations with Ottawa, to solve this

social problem.
I say, Mr. Speaker, that the day is

late but not too late, for this govern-
ment to assume its just responsibility
in respect to this problem and to forget

their petty political squabbling long

enough to negotiate with the govern-
ment at Ottawa for a subsidized, but

not municipal low - rental housing
scheme, which will afford Ontario
homeless and poorly-housed working
people homes wherein they can raise

their families in decency.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ELLIS: At least 75 per cent.

of our people have incomes of $2,000
a year and less and surely no hon.

member of this House will suggest that

families in this bracket can own or build

their own homes at present day prices.

So it is quite evident, Mr. Speaker,
that we must of necessity have a hous-

ing scheme which will decently house
our people and at a rental they can

afford to pay, and that can only come

through subsidized, low-rental housing
schemes.

While I am at it, I would like to say
a word about evictions, and I have be-

fore me a copy of the Windsor Daily
Star, of Saturday, February 12th, 1949,
in which we find :

"Approximately 200 families in

Windsor have received their six

months' notice to move from their

rented quarters since amended regula-
tions on rental control went into

effect last November."

I am sure the hon. members of the

government will agree with me when
I say that the existing rent control

regulations, have now been cut and
slashed until they offer little protection,

especially as they apply to rental hous-

ing, and offer very little protection, in

fact none whatsoever, to those facing
eviction. In fact, it throws itself wide

open to abuses in all directions, and

certainly it throws itself wide open to

abuses by greedy landlords. Just as

long as we must face this housing situ-

ation, and these people cannot afford

to build their own homes, they cannot
afford to own their own homes. If

some sort of protection is not provided
for those and their families, then we
must have a rent-control law which will

give them that type of protection.
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I submit to the government that in

view of the fact that Ottawa has said

you can take over the legislation any
time you want to, and in view* of the

fact that the legislation on the statutes

at Ottawa is not worthwhile, then I

say this government should assume

responsibility and bring down adequate
rental controls and eviction controls in

this province, until such time as our

people have homes to live in.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ELLIS: On the matter of
education I would like to quote briefly
from an advertisement that appeared
in the columns of the Windsor Daily
Star on July 23rd, 1943, and signed by
.the Conservative Association of On-
tario.

Pledge 9 in the advertisement reads
as follows :

"There will be a sweeping revision
of our whole system of real estate

taxation so that the owning and im-

provement of homes and farm land,
which are the very foundation of our

society, will not be discouraged by
excessive taxation. As an initial step
in that direction the Provincial Gov-
ernment will assume at least 50 per
cent, of the school taxes now charged
against real estate."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have a report
here compiled for me by the financial

advisor of the city of Windsor, which
shows the total of school taxes and the

percentages
—the total amount of school

costs, both public and separate, in the

city of Windsor, and the percentages
of the grants to those costs year by
year and here they are.

For the year 1945; the percentage of

grants received in relation to the cost
of education was 30 per cent, in the

city of Windsor.

In the year 1946, the percentage of

grants received by the city of Windsor
in relation to the complete, full cost of
education was 30 per cent.

In the year 1947 it was 24 per cent.

In the year 1948—this year—it is 26
per cent.

MR. WILLIAM MURDOCH
Essex South) : Mr. Speaker, may I

ask the hon. member (Mr. Ellis) a

question? I was wondering, Mr.

Speaker, if the hon. member (Mr.
Ellis) would tell us this; what was the

amount of money paid by this govern-
ment in 1945, as compared to the

amount, in dollars and cents, in 1948?

MR. ELLIS : You want the total in

dollars and cents, for 1945 as compared
with 1948?

MR. MURDOCH : Yes.

MR. ELLIS : I can give you that.

The grand total for the year 1945 was
$724,829, and for the year 1948, $689,-
017.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. ELLIS : These are figures I had

compiled.

While the government must feel that

pledges and promises are made to be

broken, let me suggest that some day
in the very near future the people of

Ontario are going to demand that at

least one, if not the whole 22 pledges
made in 1943, shall be carried out.

Speaking on education, I would like

to say a few words in respect to the

problem which faces many of the

pensioned teachers throughout the

Province of Ontario. Those who have
contributed to pension funds, are now
receiving, many of them, less than $700
per year. I am informed there are

literally hundreds of them throughout
the province, and we have a great
number of them in the city of Windsor.
These people find themselves in a posi-
tion now where the pensions are inade-

quate to meet the cost of living; many
of them find themselves in a very

desperate position, and I would appeal
to the government to give this matter

their very serious consideration, in view
of the fact that these teachers have been

very loyal employees of our local gov-
ernments, and I would suggest that

something be done to correct this

matter.

HON. DANA PORTER (Minister
of Education) : Mr. Speaker, I can
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assure the hon. member (Mr. Ellis)
that legislation will be introduced this

Session which I think will satisfy him.

MR. ELLIS : Is that pertaining to

these pensioned teachers, who are now
drawing a pension of $700 per year or

less?

MR. PORTER : Oh, yes.

MR. ELLIS: I would like to con-

gratulate the hon. Minister of Education

(Mr. Porter) on that statement, Mr.

Speaker.

At this time let me congratulate the

hon. Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley)
for having forgot politics long enough
to have made it possible for Ottawa
health grants to be available to Ontario

municipalities. Particularly have I

reference to grants for new hospital
construction both by this government
and that at Ottawa, but I would like to

point out the acute shortage of hospital
beds for the sick and maimed through-
out the province. In Windsor we are

informed by our medical society that

there is an immediate need of at least

800 new hospital beds, and while we are

immediately going ahead with the con-

struction of a 200 bed addition to our

municipally-owned hospital, for which
we will receive grants of some $300,000
from the province and a similar amount
from Ottawa.

HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES
(Minister without Portfolio) : Have you
the assurance of $300,000 from the

Federal Government?

MR. ELLIS : We expect to—

MR. CHALLIES : No, have you the

assurance? I am quite interested in

this.

MR. ELLIS : I am assured by the

mayor that that is so.

MR. CHALLIES : Hon. Mr. Martin
is in charge of that : has he given you
any assurance?

MR. ELLIS : Yes.

MR CHALLIES : Then he owes us

$36,000 immediately.

MR. ELLIS: Anyway, do not take

the $300,000 you fellows have to put in,

away from us.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, that the

amount of money involved as far as the

municipality is concerned is $800,000,
for which we will have to levy against
our taxpayers, to build this addition.

Nevertheless, it is estimated that the

per-bed cost of new construction runs

from a low of $7,000 to $10,000 per
bed. I submit that our municipal tax-

payers are being called upon to meet an
exorbitant share of the cost of new hos-

pital beds and the tragic shortage of

beds will not be greatly lessened either

by municipally-owned or privately
owned hospitals unless these grants are

"upped" considerably.
I would suggest to the hon. Minister

of Health that the whole problem of

hospitalization and medical services for

our people is one that can only be

solved on the provincial-dominion level,

and I would further commend his atten-

tion to the great nation to the south

of us who are now finalizing plans to

institute a national health scheme.

In all countries throughout the British

Commonwealth of Nations national

health insurance is now available to

their people, and surely it is time in this

country that our governments quit

thinking of Canadian people as some-

thing between a Hottentot and a Chinese

coolie and provided them with social

security measures enjoyed by the

peoples of the other countries of the

Commonwealth and the great nation to

the south of us.

The government of the Province of

Saskatchewan must be commended for

doing for their people what all other

progressive and democratic nations have

done, and surely if Saskatchewan can

do it the Province of Ontario can amply
afford to follow their leadership.

While on this subject I would like to

point out to the hon. Minister that Blue
Cross hospitalization rates have now
gone up from 60 to 100 per cent., and
in the city of Windsor, where we have
a prepaid medical plan, I am informed
the rates of this plan are due to go up
something like 50 per cent., which con-
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clusively proves these plans are getting
too expensive for the average citizen to

enjoy, and that none of these plans can

meet the needs of our people unless at

least a portion of their operating costs

are borne by wealth.

It also proves, Mr. Speaker, that we
have reached a stage now where the

average citizen cannot afford this type
of protection, and we must of necessity
have something to offer him in its stead.

I submit, Mr. Speaker, that a large

part of the costs of any plan of national

health insurance must, of necessity, be a

tax against wealth. It is not too much
to expect the concerns, such as insur-

ance companies, to bear that cost. It is

so far out of proportion to what the

individual can pay, that the govern-
ments, both of the Province of Ontario
and at Ottawa, must of necessity assume
their just responsibility for this pro-

gramme of health protection for our

people, and bring down a plan, such as

is enjoyed now both in Great Britain

and in the United States, in Australia,
New Zealand, and so on, all down the

line.

I would like to say one more word in

respect to our municipalities, Mr.
Speaker. I submit that the high cost

of social welfare which has been laid

on the shoulders of the municipalities
has reached the breaking point. That is

not only felt in the city of Windsor,
but very strongly throughout the whole
Province of Ontario, that these costs
are becoming too great, and especially
if we have to assume 50 per cent., leave
alone 100 per cent, of the cost of

unemployment relief, to those who are
thrown out of work through industrial

let-downs, and these costs have got to
the stage where the municipalities no
longer can carry their services which
they are supposed to render to the

people, and at the same time assume the

charge levied against them.
I think the time has come when this

whole issue of dominion-provincial rela-

tions must be given very serious con-
sideration by this government, and this

government must bear in mind that the

charges they are passing back to the

communities are being laid back on the

home owners, who are struggling to

maintain their equities they hold in their

homes today. I do suggest, Mr. Speaker,
that the government give this very
serious consideration.

MR. W. E. HAMILTON (Welling-
ton South) : Mr. Speaker, would the

hon. member (Mr. Ellis) permit a

question ?

MR. ELLIS: Yes.

MR. HAMILTON : Earlier in your
speech, you referred to the number of

unemployed in the city of Windsor at

the moment, and I would like to ask
two questions in that connection. I am
informed that, from the earliest days of

the war, down through the years, the

wage level of the community of

Windsor was the highest in the

Dominion of Canada. Secondly, the

incidence of employment was also at

the highest peak. Are those two state-

ments correct?

MR. ELLIS : I think so. Insofar as

wages are concerned I believe we had
the highest wage structure of any place
in the Dominion of Canada, and the

post-war period was the highest inci-

dence of employment in our city. That
also applied to wages.

I would like to tell one more story,
Mr. Speaker, of an industrial tycoon
who was lecturing his listless son, and
he said to him : "Why do you not go
out and get a job? Why, when I was

your age I was working for $3 a week.
At the end of 5 years I owned the

store." The son replied : "Yes, but you
cannot do that now; they have cash

registers."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. ELLIS: I think that is all I

have to say, Mr. Speaker.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. C. W. COX (Fort William) :

Mr. Speaker, I want to offer my con-

gratulations to the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) for the high position he so

justly occupies today. Through his
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many years of public life he has made

many trips to the North, and I know
of no one more welcome than he.

And to you, sir, I want to offer my
sincere congratulations. Coming from

the North as I do, it is perhaps not

unnatural that I should want to speak
on northern problems. Perhaps you will

think me egotistical if I suggest that I

occupy perhaps rather an unique posi-

tion. I live in the city of Port Arthur,

a city of about 30,000 population, with

an assessment of over $50,000,000. I

had the honour of representing that

constituency in this House for a number
of years, and was mayor of that city for

15 consecutive terms.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX : I now have the honour of

representing an adjoining city, a city

with a slightly larger population. I

would like the hon. members to feel,

Mr. Speaker, that that indicates I have

had some degree of public confidence

in the North, and perhaps it qualifies

me to speak as to their wants and

requirements.
The head of the lakes occupies a

rather important strategic position in

Canada, situated as it is in about the

centre of the continent. It is surrounded

by enormous quantities of natural re-

sources, power, timber, ore, and wild

life.

It would not take much imagination,
if and when the great waterway goes

through, to convince one of the sub-

stantial contributions this great area

could make to the economic life of

Canada provided these resources are

properly handled, properly reforested

and properly marketed. Just in passing

might I suggest that on Lake Superior,
carried down through the lakes and the

lower canals, there is more tonnage

passing down that lake and through
that canal than all of the other canals

in the world combined, including the

great Suez and Panama canals.

Now, I should like to talk this after-

noon of our natural resources—timber,

power and of roads and what may
hapen to our wild life. I am rather

apprehensive as to what the condition

of that great north country may be in

another generation or two.

I find myself somewhat in an awk-
ward position when I am criticizing the

timber policy. I have been associated

with the timber business for more than

25 years myself. This is not the first

time I have been critical of the timber

policy
—publicly and in this House.

I see my hon. friend, Mr. Robinson,
there. He and I sat in council many
years together, and he will, perhaps,
vouch for the correctness of my state-

ments.

I have said many times before that

that great area of virgin territory
between Sudbury and the Manitoba

boundary, extending nearly 1,000 miles

one way, and from Lake Superior to

James Bay, extending nearly 500 miles,

that that area or that empire if its

resources were properly harvested,

properly reforested, my personal opinion
is this : that if the present policy con-

tinues, the ravages of fire, infection

of the bud-worm, if the indiscriminate

cutting takes place, if the export of

the wood continues, that it is only a

matter of time until that great area will

be devoid of trees, the topsoil will be.

gone, our utilities will be greatly im-

paired, wild life will disappear and
instead of the empire there is there today
it will present a picture of desolation

and waste. That is what I think is in

store for the next generations if correc-

tive measures are not taken.

The greatest menace to these great
natural resources is fires. One trip
over that north country in an aeroplane
will convince anyone of the colossal

losses which have taken place in the

past. Fires are nearly all man-made—
some deliberate, many due to careless-

ness. I might, perhaps, reverse that—
it would at least sound better; it is a

fact just the same—many through care-

lessness and some deliberately. I have
often thought that more corrective

measures—and I do not want to be too

critical of my friends across the

chamber—should be taken to eliminate

as much as possible the great loss in

forest fires. I have often thought heli-
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copters could be used, manned with an

experienced group of woodsmen. They
would be able to get to a fire shortly
after it started. A few men can

extinguish a forest fire shortly after

it starts, but an army would have diffi-

culty once it makes headway. I am not

so sure it might not be a good idea to

train our reserve army in ways of

fighting forest fires. In the case of

extreme crisis perhaps they could be

called out. The incentive to prevent
forest fires would be much greater than

it is today. I think in past years the

putting out of forest fires has been some
kind of a harvest for certain classes of

people. Therefore, I think something
which would improve the incentive to

extinguish forest fires perhaps would
have a very beneficial effect. Experience
is something which is required.

I do not want to be too critical again,
but I think we have in our department
too many technical foresters and not

enough practical men. I am of that

opinion. Most of this technical force

would get lost in a hotel.

I would like to say something about
the exportation of wood. That was

something which was inaugurated on
rather a wholesale scale about 14 years

ago. Prior to that time very little wood
was exported, but during that period,
about 1935 or 1936—I have forgotten
the date—some 5,000 men were em-

ployed in Northern Ontario on relief

jobs, and it was considered desirable—
and I had no quarrel with the policy
then—that the embargo would be lifted

on Crown lands permitting the export-

ing of a certain quantity of wood for a

limited time. As I said, there were
5,000 men on relief at the time earning
about $5.00 a month, and putting
thousands of men to work helped out
a rather difficult situation. Since that

time up until today the practice has

continued, and I think it has reached

alarming proportions. I have not the

exact figures of the amount exported.
I did write to the hon. Minister (Mr.
Scott), but he gave me rather an evasive

replv. I could not make anything out
of it.

HON. MR. H. R. SCOTT (Peter-

boro) : Would you permit a little

remark on my part?

MR. COX: Sure, I would like to

talk to you.

MR. SCOTT: We could possibly
give them in respect of Crown lands,
but in the Province of Ontario there

are a certain number of lands which are
called 'Indian' lands and those figures
are not available to us and . . .

MR. COX : If you give me your
figures as quick as I will give you mine

you can have it in five minutes.

MR. SCOTT: Just the principle of
the thing.

MR.. COX: Principle should not be
involved when there is nothing tangible.
As a matter of fact it will be put on the
Order Paper and you bring in your
figures and I will bring in mine.

MR. SCOTT : I am sorry.

MR. COX: I am not. But, for

argument's sake, sometimes it is more
and sometimes it is less but the amount
is approximately 300,000 cords a year.
If that was processed in this country
and in Ontario that would keep five

reasonably large pulp and paper mills

working. It would keep 2,500 skilled

men working a year. As it is, it means
an economic loss to this district of over

$11,000,000 a year.

If the wood so exported had been
manufactured in Canada, it would have
produced approximately 300,000 tons
of newsprint per year. This govern-
ment, I believe, is rectifying that
situation to a great degree, but not

enough. Don't applaud too soon. It

has not gone far enough. Accord-
ing to a statement the late Colonel Drew
made at Port Arthur some months ago,
they proposed to diminish or reduce the

quantity on a basis of about ten per
cent, per year. Ten per cent, per year,
figuring on a basis of 300,000 cords,
means that they will still export from
Ontario 1,600,000 cords. Do not shake

your head. That is about right. If that
were manufactured in Canada—and
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that is going out of the country
—it

would keep one pulp mill operating,

employing 500 men for 25 years. I

suggest to you that the purpose and
the necessity for leaving the embargo
on Crown lands no longer exists and
the exportation of timber from provin-
cial lands should be stopped at once.

With all the uses that modern science

has found for the manufacture of wood,
surely we can do better with our natural

resources than to export them out of the

country and provide work for people
in another land.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. COX: There are some 30,000
Canadians leaving Canada each year,

many finding employment processing
material from the natural resources

taken from their home land. It seems
to me that we should make some in-

vestigation, some committee should be
set up to get these natural resources into

world markets. They are short of news-

print in Britain, they are short of news-

print in South America, the late Mah-
hatma Gandhi's son was here only a

few years ago looking for a supply of

wood, and we are sending our raw
wood out of the country and sending
our Canadians to work it.

As the late Sir William Van Home
said:

"No country can continue to

prosper if it continues to send out

of the country its own natural

resources."

I am suggesting to this government
that the purpose for which that export
was established no longer exists, and
consideration should be given to finding
a market for our products, keeping our
Canadians at home and stopping the

exportation of work.

I want now to say something about

hydro, and what I am going to say is

entirely different from what has been
said by my hon. friend here (indicat-

ing) and my hon. friend over there.

I want to talk about the hydro in

Northern Ontario, described as the

Thunder Bay Hydro Electric System.

I think it was—or, perhaps is—one of
the largest units of hydro electric

development in Ontario outside of

Niagara. It was, if it is not now.

I have been glad to hear what my
hon. friend (Mr. Challies) said, that

they are going ahead with further

development of the Nipigon River. At
the present time the Nipigon River

develops about 150,000 h.p., and I

think there is a potential development
of about 150,000 more.

However,* what I want to speak to

you about is this: about a year and a
half ago, this government and the

hydro, against the advice of the two
hydro representatives

—
managers of the

two public utilities at the head of the
lakes—and myself, proceeded with a

development on what is known as the

Aguasabon River. According to reports,
that development will cost somewhere
in the neighbourhood of $12,500,000
and it is proposed—I listened to-

day—that it will develop 53,000 h.p.—
I am doubtful if that is a permanent
load, but anyway those are the figures:
We can take them at that—developing
about 53,000 h.p., the cost is some-
where around $12,000,000.

I think it has been authoritatively
stated, and I agree, that same amount
of power could have been developed
on the Nipigon River by adding units
to the existing plants, or increasing the

power of those plants for about half the
cost. In other words, that they

—the

hydro or the government—spent some-
where between $3, $4, $5 or $6 million

up there more than they should have
and was unnecessary at the time.

HON. G. H. CHALLIES (Minister
without Portfolio) : Mr. Speaker, if the
hon. member (Mr. Cox) wants to be
fair—can I answer that at this point,
or does he want to go ahead?

MR. COX: It is all right with me.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CHALLIES: The Alexandria

plant and the other falls on the Nipigon
are pretty well up to capacity. You
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cannot do any more. You cannot get
1 50,000 units on those two plants.

. The other point is that the plant is

at the point where the industry will

use a large- percentage of the power.
That is at Long Lac. In other words,
it is cheaper to construct the plant on

Long Lac and use the percentage of

power there than it is even at Pine

Portage and taken over by transmission

line into Long Lac.

MR. COX : I do not think that the

hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) and I

should argue hydro technicalities, but

what you suggest is entirely contrary
to what the people in a position to

know say.

MR. CHALLIES: Who are the

people in a position to know?

MR. COX: Hydro officials at the

head of the lakes. What they say is

this—
MR. CHALLIES: They agreed to

the plant at the Aguasabon. If you are

talking about the technical staff in Fort

William and Port Arthur, they agreed
to it.

MR. COX : Well, that agreement was

something like a "shotgun wedding."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: There wasn't anything
else to do. I would suggest to the hon.

member for Grenville-Dundas, Mr.

Chaillies, that what you say is only

partially correct. I happen to be a

member of that body myself, I per-

sonally wrote a letter to the then hon.

Premier Mr. Drew, protesting against
the unsoundness of this, and the two

managers—I shall bring their report
"here, if you are interested—made a

report, recommending entirely some-

thing else.

I am
suggesting, and I think the sub-

sequent figures will reveal that these

are the facts, that the power develop-
ment of the Aguasabon River—I have

difficulty pronouncing it, let alone spell-

ing it—is one of the most expensive

projects In Northern Ontario, and if

the Hydro propose to go ahead with
it

j w.bich they did against the wishes,
I say, of the managers—and I am speak-

ing, I think, for Port Arthur and Fort
William—by the wildest stretch of the

imagination, that should never be

charged to the people of the lakehead.

The inevitable result will be the increase

of power.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York West) :

Cost.

MR. COX : The increase of power
cost. I think that was one of the most

expensive undertakings. Let me reiter-

ate that on good authority I have been

given to understand that the same
amount of power could have been

developed by adding to the existing
units, or putting in additional plants,
as the 150,000 horsepower already
established on the Nipigon River.

That power plant did serve a two-
fold purpose, it made an inland lake for

the company to whom the power was

given, free of cost. It was a magnifi-
cent thing for the people who operate
the paper mill, but very, very costly to

the people of Ontario. I am suggest-

ing that political expediency prompted
that, instead of good business methods.

I want to say something about dues.

My hon. friend perhaps will not agree
with this. I think we charge too much,
and I suppose that will be reflected

when I get my bill from the hon. Min-
ister (Mr. Challies).

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: I think we charge too

little for the timber dues in Northern
Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX : You agree ? See that you
raise them then.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: By any yardstick of

sound economics in that district alone,

your department should get $1,000,000
a year more, having regard for the
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accessibility and the character and

quality of the timber. By any yard-

stick, you should get $1,000,000 a

year more than you do for the timber.

I have referred only to one area of

the province. Spread that over the

entire Province of Northern Ontario

and many millions will be produced
and it will be only a fair yardstick to

the whole economic situation.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: Across the line in the

United States, the same kind of timber,

not nearly as accessible, is selling for

twice the price that we are charging
for the timber in Ontario that goes
down the lake to much the same
markets. I am suggesting to the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies) that if he

wants to make a few $1,000,000 for

the province, he should check this up.
No one could object if he put on the

extra charge.

I want now to say something about

roads. I do not want to be too critical

of the hon. Minister (Mr. Doucett).
I think he is making some effort to

improve our roads, but they are not

in very good shape. As my hon. friend

the member for Port Arthur (Mr.
Robinson) will agree, within a few
hundred miles of the Twin Cities, south

of the border, there are between 20 and
30 million people. By their very loca-

tion, when they want to come to Can-
ada they are bound to drive up the

shore of Lake Superior to the head of

the iakes. Once they get on the Trans-

Canada Highway, great disappointment
is expressed. That road is usually in

bad condition. I think the province
should take some action to insure we
have one good road across Canada—
one good road.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: The hon. Minister (Mr.
Doucett) is not here. I have had some

experience in road building myself, and

may I suggest that the whole method
of building roads in Northern Ontario

is wrong. We put on a thin layer of

black-top, which has no surface value

at all. With the severe climatic condi-

tions we have in the wintertime, the

inevitable result is that in the spring
the surface heaves, and we have
hundreds of miles of road which can-

not be repaired. The road, as a rule,

is not completed until about June or

July, and therefore, it only lasts until

October, November or December, and
the only time the roads are good is

when they are frozen. Mr. Speaker,
I do not want to be too critical, but

there are hundreds of thousands of

dollars being wasted on these roads,
and this has come to be described some-
times as "the pork barrel for con-

tractors."

I am not without experience with

roads in my municipal life—I see the

hon. Minister (Mr. Doucett) has now
come in, may I say to him that I was
not being too critical, but I was making
some suggestions which I thought might
help.

I think it would be good policy to

put down a few miles, at least, of per-
manent roads each year. A large por-
tion of this tremendous cost of main-
tenance would be eliminated, and if we
had good roads in the northern part of

Ontario, it would be of great assistance

to those travelling through that country.

Nowadays, when Canadians want to

come from the east to the west, or

from the west to the east, they invaria-

bly go through the United States. If

you were driving from Western Canada
to Toronto I am extremely doubtful if

you would come through Canada at all.

You would come as far as Winnipeg,
and then go down through Wisconsin
and Minnesota. If you were coming
from Eastern Canada you would drive

either to Detroit or Chicago and then
north to Winnipeg, or perhaps you
would go to the "Soo", put your car

on the boat and sail up the lakes to

Duluth, and then on through the State

of Minnesota. You would not drive

across Canada.

I think this province, together with
the Dominion Government, should work
out some programme where we would
have one good road across Canada, so
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that Canadians could keep within Can-
ada from one end to the other.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: I am not without ex-

perience myself Mr. Minister (Mr.
Doucett) and I am not too critical. You
have an enormous amount of equipment
up there engaged in the maintenance of

these roads, and I think a great part
of that could be eliminated if you put
down some permanent roads each year.

Do you want to adjourn, Mr.

Speaker ?

HON. MR. FROST : You still have
a few minutes.

MR. OLIVER: He does not want
to break into another part of his speech.

HON. MR. FROST: If the hon.
member (Mr. Cox) would prefer to go
on.

MR. COX : I do not mind adjourn-
ing.

HON. MR. FROST : We always like

to oblige. If you have a lengthy portion
of your speech still to come, the debate

may be adjourned.

MR. COX : Mr. Speaker, then I move
the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, in mov-
ing the adjournment of the House, may
I say it is the intention of the govern-
ment to proceed with bills tomorrow.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, do
I understand it is the intention of the

government to call government bills to-

morrow ?

MR. FROST : That is the intention.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Is the Leader of

the Government prepared to say now
anything about when any of the other

bills may be called?

MR. FROST: No.

MR. NIXON : Probably on the last

day of the session.

MR. JOLLIFFE: No, indeed.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, may I direct this question
to the Leader of the Government?
There are a number of motions on the

Order Paper which specify the time
when certain proposed committees
should report back to the Legislature.
Is the government going to facilitate

matters by calling those motions early
in the session, or are you going to adopt
the usual practice of calling them about
an hour before the House prorogues?

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, we will

come to those in good time.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : In the fullness of

time.

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, I move
the House do now adjourn.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 5 :58 of the clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

1.30 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 1.30 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

HOURS OF WORK AND VACA-
TIONS WITH PAY ACT

MR. J. G. BROWN (Waterloo
North) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Calder, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the' Hours of Work and Vaca-
tions with Pay Act," and, that same be

now read a first time.

MR. G. E. PARK (Dovercourt) :

Mr. Speaker, would the hon. member
(Mr. Brown) explain the bill.

MR. BROWN : The amendment has

only to do with the period of vacations ;

one week vacation at the end of the first

year and two weeks after the second

or subsequent year.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
ACT

MR. H. W. WALKER (Welland) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Baxter, that leave be given to introduce

a bill intituled "An Act to amend The

Friday, February 18, 1949.

Workmen's Compensation Act," and
that same be now read a first time.

MR. G. E. PARK (Dovercourt) :

Mr. Speaker, would the hon. member
(Mr. Walker) explain the bill?

MR. WALKER : It is simply to ex-

tend the waiting period from 3 to 7

days, and increase the benefits to

66%%.
Motion approved ;

first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move that you do now
leave the chair, and the House resolve

itself into Committee of the Whole, to

consider certain resolutions.

Motion agreed to.

The House in committee
;
Mr. Patrick

in the chair.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Resolu-

tion No. 2, Mr. Kennedy.

Resolved, that the Minister may
grant aid to assist in the establish-

ment of community halls, athletic

fields and skating arenas by muni-

cipalities and school boards as provided
in Sections 2 and 8 of Bill No. 37. The

Community Centres Act, 1949.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman, I

move the resolution standing in my
name. I beg to inform the House that

Resolutions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 have been

approved by the Lieutenant-Governor.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Resolu-

tion No. 3, Mr. Blackwell.
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Resolved, that the amount of any fee

payable to a duly qualified medical

practitioner for a post-mortem examin-

ation or for an analysis of the content

of the stomach and intestines, or for

any other examination or analysis under

The Coroners Act, 1948, may be in-

creased by 15 cents for every mile

necessarily travelled in connection with

any such examination or analysis in

accordance with the provisions of Bill

(No. 48), An Act to amend The
Coroners Act, 1948, such fees being

payable in whole or in part out of such

moneys as may be appropriated there-

for by the Legislature pursuant to Sec-

tions 39 and 40 of The Coroners Act,

1948.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Reso-

lution No. 4, Mr. Blackwell.

Resolved, that under The Crown
Witnesses Act the judge may grant to

any person who attends at the instance

of the Crown to give evidence at the

preliminary inquiry or trial of any per-
son charged with an indictable offence,

an order for the payment of such sums
as he deems proper, but not more than

is provided in the schedule to The
Crown Witnesses Act, set out in Sec-

tion 2 of Bill (No. 52), An Act to amend
The Crown Witnesses Act, provided
that the sum so ordered to be paid may
be increased upon the fiat of the

Attorney-General in order that the wit-

ness may be reasonably compensated
for his attendance, one-third of such

sum being payable out of the Consoli-

dated Revenue Fund pursuant to Sec-

tion 8 of The Crown Witnesses Act.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Resolu-

tion No. 5, Mr. Blackwell.

Resolved, that every local registrar
of the Supreme Court, deputy registrar,

county or district court clerk and

registrar of the surrogate court, whether

holding one or more of the above offices,

and every sheriff paid by fees or other

emoluments and not by salary, to whom
The Public Officers' Fees Act applies
shall be entitled to retain to his own use

in each year his net income as defined

in the said Act up to $4,000, as provided
in subsection 1 of section 1 of Bill (No.
56), An Act to amend The Public

Officers' Fees Act.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Resolu-
tion No. 6, Mr. Kennedy.

Resolved, that in accordance with
section 5 of Bill (No. 59), An Act

respecting the Control of Warble Fly,
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may
make regulations providing for the

making of grants by the Minister of

Agriculture out of such moneys as may
be appropriated for the purpose so as

to reimburse any municipalitity to such
extent as is designated for any expense
it has been put to under any by-law
passed pursuant to said Bill (No. 59),
An Act respecting the Control of

Warble-fly.

Resolution agreed to.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman, I

move the Committee rise and report
certain Resolutions.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes; Mr. Speaker in

the Chair.

MR. T. L. PATRICK (Middlesex
North) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to report
that the Committee of the Whole House
has passed certain Resolutions, and
move the adoption of the report.

Motion approved; report adopted.

MR. KENNEDY : 20th Order.

COMMUNITY CENTRES ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 20th

Order, Second Reading of Bill No. 37,
'The Community Centres Act, 1949."

Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: May I first say
I hope to carry on with government
bills today and Monday. If any bill is

called and any hon. member wishes it

held back because of someone not being

present who wants to speak to it, I will

be only too pleased to do that, but

government bills will be considered

today and Monday.
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In moving second reading of the

Community Centres Bill, I would like

to give a short history of community
halls. Many years ago the government
gave assistance for halls built in rural

communities so that the farm men and
women would have a place to meet and
also have a place to have dinners or

banquets or any social life. One of the

requirements was that no community hall

could be built without kitchen and dining
facilities. The grant was given under
these circumstances but purely from
the point of view of assistance to rural

farmers to provide a place at which to

meet where they could discuss farm

problems. A few years ago this was

changed so that community halls could

be built in towns at the discretion of

the Minister. I have always interpreted
that clause to mean that if the rural

farmers surrounding that town wanted
to build a hall, and the town happened
to be the centre of that municipality,
then, they could have that assistance to

build the hall. When the town itself

wanted to build the hall, then the

municipality could refuse sanction.

It continued from the seniors to the

junior farmers. These halls became

places for the junior farmers and junior

people of that municipality to meet and
discuss their problems and have their

social life. I am quite sure anyone who
comes from rural Ontario will agree
that in the far north these halls have
been a Godsend to rural people. Many
of them have been built by Women's
Institutes, the members collected the

money through some activity they may
have had, went around and got sub-

scriptions, and then the men helped to

build the halls themselves. The majority
of our halls have been built by the

farmers' help
—a day off, two days off

and so on. In this way they have built

many halls.

Now, coming to athletic fields; these

were purely a junior farmers' efforts.

In those days they had, perhaps, in

mind that a boy and a girl who were
active in athletics were good citizens,

would grow up to be good citizens of

this province.

That has been extended, and in this

bill I think the main change is that it is

a bill for everybody in the Province
of Ontario. No longer is it just rural

Ontario. This bill applies to every

municipality, city, town, village and

township alike with the idea that in

building these skating rinks and athletic

fields, we will be doing something to

mould the character of the people. We
will be putting the strongest possible

opposition against those who might
become gangster youngsters and we will

be building up respect for law and order,
so that these boys and girls, who go
skating at night under supervision, or

who played baseball, or other sports, will

grow into better citizens.

It is not the rinks we are building or

giving assistance to—it is not the halls,

it is the character of the people. We are

trying to build a better boy and girl in

this Province of Ontario.

I am quite sure that every hon. mem-
ber here will be right behind this bill

when it goes to committee, I am going
to ask permission to change the Act in

a way that will not interfere at all with

the principles of the bill nor with its

educational efforts. The principle of

the bill will not be changed by any
amendment.

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading
of the bill.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Mr. Speaker, just the other night I was
out at Birchcliffe Heights and I was
asked why they could not have assist-

ance in the building of a community
hall. It is just a suburban area, Mr.

Premier, and it needs a hall, and there

being nobody out there with any wealth,
I welcome this bill very much, because

it will solve the problem in that par-
ticular community.

I am sure it will solve the problem
also in many places, particularly in these

city overflows, where they really do
need halls and where about the only

buildings they have when the first over-

flow comes is the rural church and the

rural school, which they have taken up
themselves, and which usually is only a

little one and so does not serve the pur-

pose of a community hall or a place
where people can get together.
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One of the problems is that very

thing
—that immediately they have to

build all new buildings, like schools and

churches, and assistance in a community
hall is going to help very much in some
areas.

I appreciate it greatly and I want to

tell the hon. Premier so.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temiskam-
ing) : Mr. Speaker, I, too, want to add

my congratulations to the hon. Premier
for bringing in this bill and widening
its scope. It is a very much-needed bill

throughout my riding, particularly in

some of the municipalities.

In my own municipality we have been

putting on various functions, some con-

trary to the law—although I should not

say this in front of the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) probably. We
have been running bingos

—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

Names, please.

MR. TAYLOR: —trying to raise

funds. The only objection that I might
offer to it—and it is not really an objec-
tion—is that the maximum grant prob-
ably could have stood to be a little

higher.

There is one other point I notice in

the bill, and that is the second last

clause, which stipulates that this bill be-

comes effective in May, 1948. By a
rather peculiar coincidence, that is just
one month before the last election.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : You have a sus-

picious mind.

MR. KENNEDY : I thought perhaps
the Committee of the Whole could take
it up clause by clause. Will that be

satisfactory?

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-
drew) : Mr. Speaker, I am sure that

every hon. member will approve this

bill as it goes, but I would on this

occasion like to suggest to the govern-
ment the extension of the grant to the

larger municipalities as well.

MR. KENNEDY: It does.

AN HON. MEMBER: You can
have that.

MR. SALSBERG : I am coming to

this, I mean in this way; that institu-

tions such as the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.
and local or area centres established by
some church groups to take care of

juvenile problems should also be en-

titled to grants from the province under
this Act. I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,
that the building of a Y.M.C.A. or a

building similar to that, or an institu-

tion or similar organization, does fulfil

the requirements that are kept in mind
in this Legislation. I think it would be

welcomed by the entire province if the

government would make known its

readiness to extend the grant to institu-

tions of that sort.

As an example : In my constituency
—

and hon. members of the government
know that I never come with any
special pleas for my constituency

—the

government looks after it very well so

as to keep me from asking. There is a

problem, a universal problem almost,
with our young people.

A church on Bathurst Street, the

Rev. Mr. Domm's church, is anxious to

extend its services to the youth of the

vicinity. They need some assistance,

and I would say they should come under
the provisions of an Act such as this.

You might argue that would widen it

very extensively, but I would be pre-

pared to rely on the governments judi-
cious handling of it in the granting of

monies to institutions of this sort.

I respectfully suggest that we expand
it as far as possible. We cannot go too

far in helping institutions of that sort

to develop their services to the com-

munity.

MR. H. W. WALKER (Welland) :

Mr. Speaker, may I ask the hon.

Premier if this bill would need to go
through municipal governments, or the

local organization such as a service club,

that intends building a hall or com-

munity centre for boys? Could that

be applied to that particular building
or would you have to go through the
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municipality, it then being a local muni-

cipal building?

MR. KENNEDY : Mr. Speaker, if

the service clubs went to the munici-

pality, asked and were given per-
mission—which no doubt they would

get
—that would be all right.

MR. WALKER : Thank you.

MR. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the

hon. Premier, due to the fact that this

legislation is retroactive, whether or not
it would apply to those communities
who have taken over community centres

in the wartime housing districts?

MR. KENNEDY : If it comes under
the Act, of course it will.

AN HON. MEMBER : I don't think
the question was quite clear.

MR. ELLIS: May I explain? In

some communities where wartime houses
have been built in considerable numbers

they built some community centres.

Within the past year or so some com-
munities have taken these over from the

Federal Government.

Now, in view of the fact that this

legislation is retroactive, will these

grants be available to those communi-
ties who have taken them over? They
are community centres, definitely for

that purpose ; they are being maintained
and operated as community centres in

those districts.

MR. KENNEDY : I think if we take

these questions up in committee when
the pertinent clause comes up, we might
get further along that way. I am not

dodging the question, but whatever the

Act calls for will be carried out.

MR. J. G. BROWN (Waterloo
North) : Mr. Speaker, I sincerely trust

the hon. Premier will take into con-
sideration the suggestion made by the

hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr.
Salsberg) during this discussion, be-

cause, having led a committee in my
constituency for a building fund for the

Y.M.C.A., amounting to a quarter of a
million dollars, and being just exactly

$5,000 short, I see where it would

help a great deal.

MR. KENNEDY: Well, you have to

do something.

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. member
for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) has a

question.

MR. SALSBERG: I would like to

ask a question, with permission. I know
one is not allowed to speak twice on a

second reading.

My question is whether grants could

be expected by such institutions as the

Bathurst Street United Church in the

establishment of its community centre—that is to be very specific
—after it

was approved by the municipality?

MR. KENNEDY: I think you will

have to follow the bill.

Mr. Speaker, the hon. member (Mr.
Salsberg) is a lawyer, he knows this

bill.

MR. SALSBERG: I am not a

lawyer. I am just a working man.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh oh.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, I am sure the hon.

Premier will get the full support of the

House for his bill. There is no doubt
that among the people of rural Ontario,

including northern Ontario there is a

great need for this sort of thing.

I well remember as a young boy of

six going for the first time to a com-

munity hall in the hon. Minister of
Labour's (Mr. Daley) riding. That was
a grange hall, which Was the predecessor
of all these things, and it was a very fine

place for people on the farm to spend
an evening and get together. As I re-

call, it was a handkerchief sale, and
that was the first time in my life I was
called upon to milk a cow, in order that

we could get there on time, so I have
been in the milk business quite some
while.

The question that is in my mind, Mr.

Speaker, is this : in a city the size of

Toronto, there are problems which
never have to be faced by the rural
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population. Let us remember that. The

City of Toronto is getting bigger, and
as it gets bigger

—
MISS MacPHAIL : Not bigger and

better, though.

MR. WISMER: —the human rela-

tions problem gets bigger. We are

suffering from these problems and these

difficulties in the City of Toronto today.
I know the provisions of this bill are

not in any way adequate to deal with
Toronto's situation. The hon. Premier
said in his remarks that this was not a

grant for buildings or rinks, this was a

grant towards the improvement and
assistance and the building up of the

character of the people.
I am addressing a suggestion to the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) and I

hope you will allow me this latitude, Mr.

Speaker : that you prepare another bill.

We will pass this one and wish all kinds
of luck to the rural population, but pass
another bill providing the sort of

assistance by way of grants and aid to

provide in the city of Toronto and
other large centres for the building of

the character of the people.

Sitting beside me, the hon. member
for Dovercourt (Mr. Park) is really a

representative of the Beanery Gang.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER: We do not want
that.

AN HON. MEMBER : Better than
the last one.

MR. WISMER : However, he is a big
improvement over the last one. Mr.

Speaker, we will take the hon. member
for Dovercourt (Mr. Park) in prefer-
ence to the Beanery Gang. We do not
want them, no one wants them and the
answer is not the putting of these boys
in jail. However fine the improvements
have been in the reform institutions of

this province—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER: We still do not
want them to be in jail, because that

is not the answer to the problem. The
answer to the problem is, as the hon.

Premier said, get them out on the skating
rinks under supervision, get them into

community centres under supervision.
$5,000 is too small a grant for the

problem in a city the size of Toronto,
however many little individual grants
were made. The problem is a far greater
one.

In my riding of Riverdale, one of the

finest community centres in the country
exists, the result of the exceptional
efforts of the Rev. Ray McCleary. I

am referring to the Woodgreen com-

munity centre.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER : That has improved
things in the southern part of my riding,
but it is only part of the story. If we
are serious—and I think we are on all

sides of the House—that this question
of juvenile delinquency be attacked at

the source, let us have a little community
housing so that the boys and girls can

get down to playing together under

supervision and allow their characters

to be built up in a way that this democ-

racy would prefer, that the government
would prefer, that this opposition would

prefer. I am making the suggestion,
Mr. Speaker, that there is time enough
at this Session for the ministry to pro-
vide a new bill quite separate and
distinct from this, which would be ade-

quate in its provisions to assist the

municipalities, the service organizations
of all types and the social service

organizations of all types within our

municipalities to battle with the present

growing problem of juvenile delinquency.

. SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Speaker, I

would like to address an inquiry to the

hon. Premier regarding the situation in

the riding represented in this House by
the hon. member for Kenora (Mr.
White). I am referring particularly to

the municipality, which is a local-

improvement municipality, known as

Steeprock, at Atikokan.

There is a great need for a community
centre or community hall in Atikokan.

An attempt to meet that need is being
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made by the company chiefly concerned,
and by the union organization involved

in the particular situation, and I would
like to ask the hon. Premier, if, in a
situation like that where it is not an

incorporated municipality but still on the

local-improvement-area basis, whether
or not some of this assistance could be

rendered in a situation such as this.

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Municipal Affairs) : If I

might answer: that applies to it just the

same as to any other municipality.

MR. MILLARD: O.K.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane
South) : Mr. Speaker, I wish to com-
mend the hon. Premier for introducing
this bill.

I believe that in my part of Ontario
it will do much more good than it will

in old Ontario. We have long felt the

need for halls of this nature in the

north. If we can bring our young
people together in the north in halls of

this nature, it will mean the meeting of

the different races and the breakdown
of racial prejudice, which still exists to

a certain extent in northern Ontario.

For that one reason alone these halls

are going to be well worth while.

There is just one question I would
like to ask the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) and that is. I see by the

Act that municipalities and also school

sections may build the halls. Just what
control will be exercised in the erection

of halls? For instance, we may have
one school section build a hall and an-

other school section adjacent to the first

do likewise.

MR. KENNEDY: That is covered
in the amendment which is to come
later.

MR. GRUMMETT: You are going
to submit an amendment later?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes, in com-
mittee. That is the one I spoke about.

MR. GRUMMETT : That will clear

up that point. That is what I was
worried about.

MR. OLIVER: Mr. Speaker, I rise

to commend rather than to condemn this

bill. I wanted to utilize this oppor-
tunity, because it is not likely there will

be many more such opportunities dur-

ing the progress of the session.

I do want to say sincerely to my hon.

friend the Premier that in this bill this

year you have removed many of the in-

adequacies which were in previous bills.

I know in a number of particular in-

stances in my area the previous bill was
not adequate to meet the situation under
review.

This bill, and the grants to be made
under it, will go a long way towards

rectifying the situation which has arisen.

It will apply particularly to the rural

parts of Ontario. I agree with my hon.

friends who have spoken that in a city

like Toronto the bill will not have any
particular application.

MR. FROST : No, that is wrong.

MR. DUNBAR
100 rinks.

You could have

MR. FROST : Suppose you had 100

rinks there is a half a million dollars.

MR. OLIVER: I was thinking par-

ticularly of community halls, where

your total grant will be $5,000. In

the case of a community hall in the

city of Toronto proper, $5,000 would
be very insignificant.

MR. FROST : We are talking about

rinks.

MR. OLIVER: However, it does

apply to rural Ontario, and it would

apply to areas such as those mentioned

by my hon; friend the member for York
East (Miss MacPhail), just outside the

city
—the "overflow from the city," you

might say. There, too, this bill would
be applicable.

We are in favour of this bill and we
shall support it as it moves through the

House. I think when we are talking on
the second reading of the bill, we should

just give a broad outline of our support
for or our opposition to it, and then any
particular questions which need to be

asked can be asked in Committee of the
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Whole, when we are dealing with each

particular section.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker
—

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker
—

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) has the

floor.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, there

are only two comments I wish to make
on second reading of this bill, which I

welcome, as other hon. members have
done.

The first comment I wish to make is

that the main principle of the bill seems
to be that grants may hereafter be made
to any municipality. I must say that I

concur in that principle. I would be

doubtful about the extension of that

principle to the making of grants to

private or voluntary organizations for

which the municipality could not be held

responsible.

In other words, I am saying I agree
with the general principle that if provin-
cial assistance of this kind is to be given,
there should be a responsible body who
can be held accountable for the organiza-
tion of the project and the expenditure
of the funds.

There has been more than one exam-

ple of private, voluntary effort in this

province, for which a great deal of

money was raised, in which the results

have not been too satisfactory. There-

fore, I think the government is taking
the right course in choosing to deal

direct with the elected municipal repre-
sentatives, who could be held responsible
for whatever may occur.

Secondly, I want to point out, Mr.

Speaker, that this legislation is going
to vest in the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) a very great responsibility.
After all, if grants are to be extended
to any and every municipality for pro-

jects which have the approval of the

hon. Premier, then he or his advisers

are going to have the responsibility of

determining what is a well-considered,

well-prepared project. I want to suggest
that the hon. Premier responsible, should

take a very careful assessment of what
is involved in making of or in promising
those grants. To be quite frank about

it, I think whoever the Premier may
be, now or in the future, he should make
a good resolution. He should resolve

now that he is not going to use his

prerogatives under this Act to go about

the province at election time, saying
now in one place and now in another :

"The election is approaching, and I want

you all to remember that last month"—
or next month, or whenever it may be—
"we are letting your municipality have
another grant of $5,000 towards a new

community centre."

I am suggesting, in other words—and
this is not a malicious suggestion, it is

a perfectly serious one—that if this Act
is to work out successfully, ministers of

the Crown have got to take a responsible
attitude and carefully refrain from using
it for vote-catching purposes at election

time.

Finally, and in the same connection,

may I say that I think these grants ought
to be made on the basis of advice from

people who know what it is all about.

There are qualified social-service people
who know what kind of project is

worthy of support. I am sure the hon.

Premier is going to take into account

their recommendations. I hope that

future ministers charged with the

administration of this Act will make

grants, not on the basis of what may
appear to be politically expedient, but

on the basis of sound, well-considered

proposals which have the backing of

qualified experts in that field.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST : That is the way we do
business.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Speaker, I

want to say, first of all, that if the

government accepts the suggestion made

by the hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe), it will certainly be the

first government, in any province in
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Canada, which has acted on the principle
he has outlined.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Well, let us not

give up hope.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : I do not think

there is anything particularly wrong
with it, and I would hope that you
would establish the precedent.

MR. FROST: How about the

Saskatchewan government ?

MR. MacLEOD : That is what I say.
You would be the first to do it. I was
out in Saskatchewan during the election,

and I did see a little bit of that.

Mr. Speaker, I must say that this

is the first time in the five or six

years I have been here that I have ever
heard the government commended as it

has been commended today, and, I think,

quite properly so. I think the bill before

us is a big step forward in taking into

account the recreational needs of the

people of rural Ontario. I do not for a
moment object to the fact that the main
benefit from this legislation will go to

rural centres, because I think they will

benefit in a special way, in this sense,
that the financial requirements of build-

ing a small community centre in a rural

municipality are much lower than in

large centres like Toronto, Hamilton,
or Windsor.

I am just going to make this sugges-
tion to the hon. Premier, that when it

comes time to make amendments—and,
of course, private members are limited

in their right to move amendments; we
can only reduce amounts, we cannot in-

crease them—that sub-section 3 of sec-

tion 2 include "swimming pools."

MR. KENNEDY : That is included.

MR. MacLEOD: You are going to

put that in?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. MacLEOD : Good for you.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High
Park) : You mean baths or swimming
pools—for $5,000?

MR. MacLEOD : No, I mean swim-

ming pools. I do not mean bath tubs.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: Order No. 21.

THE TRAINING SCHOOLS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 21st

Order, second reading of Bill No. 38,
"An Act to amend the Training Schools

Act," Mr. Dunbar.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister
of Reform Institutions) : Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill No. 38,
"An Act to amend the Training Schools
Act."

MR. JOLLIFFE: Would the hon.

Minister—

MR. SPEAKER: I think the pro-
ceedings before were a little out of

order. Perhaps it would be well for

the hon. members to wait until the

motion is put.

MR. DUNBAR: This is to lower the

age when boys or girls who are taken
into training schools will be released.

At the present time, when a boy or

girl is taken into a training school, he
or she becomes a ward of the training
school until he or she reaches the age
of 21. We think it would be better if

they remained wards of the training
schools only until they reached the age
of 18.

We find one difficulty in regard to

girls who have been at our training
school at Cobourg and paroled out and
sent to foster homes, and continue on
for perhaps two or three years, and
then they get into some trouble—not

serious at all—but they are brought be-

fore a judge or magistrate and sent to

the Mercer Reformatory, for the un-

expired term of their sentence, until

they reach the age of 21, and the Board
of Parole would then have to intervene,

perhaps two or three years later.

That is the reason why there are

some girls at the present time in the

Mercer Reformatory whom I feel

should not be there, and whom we think
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should be given the opportunity to be
out again. These girls go a certain

length of time, and they might have
made the second or perhaps even the

third mistake, but I feel it would be
more encouraging to them if this were

changed from "21" to "18" and they be
allowed their freedom, and permitted
to go out into the world again.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Mr. Speaker, I am afraid I am setting
a precedent in approving twice in rapid
succession of bills coming from the

government.

I have discussed this very problem
with Miss McNeill, when I visited the

girls' school at Cobourg, and I think

this bill will help. If they have decided

they are going to act in a socially accept-
able way by the time they are 18, they
should be completely free, and not under

supervision of such institutions as the

Mercer. I have been around to all the

reformatories, and I will have some-

thing to say later about the Mercer. It

certainly has not a very hopeful atmos-

phere, such as is found at the training
school for girls, and I fancy in that case

they are going from one condition to a

worse one, and at an age that is very

injurious to the girls.

I will have something to say later

about the Mercer, Mr. Speaker. There
is something wrong there. What it is

I do not know. Maybe it is everything.
But it is certainly not a place for girls
between 18 and 21, and if they can be-

have well enough to be allowed out and
be considered adult at 18, I for one hate

to see them sent to the Mercer. It is

going a long way.
You know, Mr. Speaker, in crime

there are three schools, similar to the

public schools, the high schools and the

universities. There are the training

schools; then what we call "Reforma-
tories," more or less like jails, and then

the Federal prisons. If they do not get

going right, and they do get going
wrong, they climb to the higher schools

of crime, which are the penitentiaries.

I think the tendency here is a helpful
one, to have the guardianship of the

school finished when the girl is 18,

rather than 21. After all, it must be

very tiresome to be supervised over
such a long time. There are far more

girls 16 years of age and under at Co-*

bourg, than there are over 16. If you
get a few of these older girls mingling
with the younger ones, if you end the

supervision at 18, you will solve a lot

of problems. When they go out into

the world and find they have to make
their own livings, the payment for the

work they do has a splendid effect on a
number of them.

They are apt to become institution-

alized if they remain in the institution

too long, and do not learn to do things
for themselves. It is the same in the

army; if people are too long under com-

plete supervision it is very difficult

for them later to supervise themselves.

I think it is very much better to have
the guardianship ended at 18 than at

21. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I approve
of this bill.

MR. DUNBAR: I welcome your
advice, and I hope you give us some
assistance and some constructive criti-

cism in regard to the Mercer, because
if there is anything to be done to improve
it, with the building as it is at the present
time, I would like to get the information.

In fairness, I must say here that we
have the finest superintendent in the

world in charge of the Mercer. I do not
like to hear any reflections cast upon
Miss Milne, because she has reached,
while not quite the age of superannua-
tion, a period where on account of her
health she has sent in her resignation,
which will have to take effect on the

1st day of April. If any person in

Ontario will tell us where to get some-

body to take her place, I would be very
pleased to hear it, because we are search-

ing the country at the present time.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 22nd Order.

THE INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 22nd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 39,
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"An Act to amend The Industrial Stan-

dards Act," Mr. Daley.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minis-
ter of Labour) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 39, "An Act
to amend The Industrial Standards*Act."

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, would the hon.

Minister (Mr. Daley) kindly explain.

MR. DALEY: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
For the past ten years the men's and

boys' clothing industry, and the ladies'

cloak and suit industry have been operat-

ing under a schedule made under the

Industrial Standards Act which fixed

minimum wages for certain operations,
for employees possessing different scales,

and also fixed hours of work and over-

time rates of pay. These two industries

have been declared interprovincially

competitive.

Some time prior to ten years ago, in

the two provinces in which these two
industries operate particularly, there was
a great deal of unfair competition ;

indus-

try was dissatisfied, and the workers
were very much dissatisfied. We have
all heard much about "sweatshop con-

ditions," and that applied particularly to

these particular industries.

These two provinces got together and

by establishing a committee in each

province
—that is, one for each province—

they had the industries declared inter-

provincially competitive.

This has worked very successfully.
The committee, I will say, is composed
of representatives of the employees and
the employers, and all decisions are

worked out in a spirit of co-operation,
and has lifted this industry to a much
higher plane than it was on before, and
it is working extremely well.

Section 1 of the Act is the definition of

"Regulations." It is technical, and causes

confusion, and this amendment, there-

fore, removes the word "regulations."

Section 2 is a new one which has been

added, and it is self-explanatory. There
is no change in the principle involved.

The purpose of this new provision is to

regularize and remove doubt as to the

validity of the practises which have,

prevailed for years with respect to the

industry, and was declared by the

Ontario Labour Board to be inter-

provincially competitive.

For this reason, subsection 4 of the
bill makes the provision retroactive to

November 1, 1938, when these practises
started, and they have been carried on
all these years. The procedure pre-

liminary to establishing the schedules
for such industries have taken place
since that date.

I do not know whether that is a
sufficient explanation, but I do think
this is a very, very important Act, and
I hope to retain that fine relationship
between employers and employees in

these two great industries, and I hope
this House will approve the bill.

MR. SALSBERG: I would like to

ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)
whether the trade unions of the several

industries covered by this Act—or rather

by the amendments—are aware of the

amendments, and whether they approved
of the amendments beforehand.

MR. DALEY: I can say definitely

yes. In fact, it is from them and the

employers that the request comes,
because in registering the regulations is

where this difficulty was located. There
was a question of doubt as to its validity,
and what we are doing makes it valid.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 23rd Order.

THE ARBITRATION ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 23rd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 47,
"An Act to amend The Arbitration

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill No. 47,
"An Act to amend The Arbitration
Act."

MR. SALSBERG: Would the hon.

Minister (Mr. Blackwell) care to ex-

plain the contents of the bill?

,MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
the explanation is found, in part, in the
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explanatory note. The schedule of fees

found in the Arbitration Act has not

been amended since Confederation, and
the bill increases the schedule through-
out on a basis of 100 per cent, increase.

The reason for that increase is this;

if the arbitrators appointed by the par-
ties to an arbitration met to deal with

the subject under arbitration without

making some agreement as to fees, they
would be limited to the old and ancient

schedule of $20 a day. This increases

the fee for the full day to $40, leaving
it open to people who appoint arbitrators,

if they wish or require one who requires
more for his services, they can make an

agreement to cover it.

That is the purpose of the bill.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 24th Order.

THE CORONERS' ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 24th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 48,

"An Act to amend the Coroners' Act,"
Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I move, second reading of Bill No. 48,

"An Act to amend the Coroners' Act,
1948."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 25th Order.

THE COUNTY COURTS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 25th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 49,
"An Act to amend the County Courts

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill No. 49,
"An Act to amend the County Courts
Act."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of
the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I trust

the hon. Attorney-General will speak on
this. It is not an unimportant bill.

MR. BLACKWELL: I will be glad
to say a few words on the bill, if it is

desired by the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition (Mr. Jolliffe).

The amount of the increases are easy
to follow, because they are set forth in

the explanatory note in relation to the

different types of actions mentioned in

the bill.

The points of the bill are several, and

they are predicated on the fact that

since the maximum jurisdiction of the

county courts in different types of

actions was last fixed, there has been a

very substantial depreciation in the

value of money, and the increased juris-
diction—although expressed in terms
of substantially more money—would
seem to leave the actions which should

be dealt with in the courts at about the

same relative level as the last time these

maximums were fixed.

The business of the Supreme Courts
of Ontario has terrifically expanded.
The hon. members will remember that

it was only recently the number of

High Court judges was increased in the

Province of Ontario by two, and now
there is a bill which will be dealt with
later by the House, providing for in-

creasing that department by a further

two in the High Court, and a further

two in the Court of Appeal.
It is thought by increasing the maxi-

mum of the different types of county
court action it will give some relief to

the other end and create more work for

many of our county court judges, who
in the Province of Ontario at the pre-
sent time, in many places, are not too

busy.

It serves this variety of purposes,
Mr. Speaker, which I have mentioned.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 26th Order.

THE CROWN ATTORNEY'S
ACT, 1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 26th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 50,

"The Crown Attorney's Act, 1949," Mr.
Blackwell.
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MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill No. 50,

'The Crown Attorney's Act, 1949."

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, the

difficulty about this is that some of us

sit back waiting for the mover of the

motion to have something to say by way
of explanation. I did not know whether

the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) wanted to speak on it or not. If

he does not, we do.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I thought when the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) or, for that

matter, any hon. member of the Oppo-
sition, read the note they would not

expect me to speak on the bill. The note

says there is no change in the principle ;

it is a recodification of an Act which
has been standing for a considerable

length of time, and it is one of those

bills which lends itself for discussion

section by section, and I would really
be at a loss taking up the time of the

House making a speech about it at the

moment.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, the

difficulty about the principle of the bill

is, as the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) says, that it merely brings

up-to-date the provisions of an older

Act, I think, of 1926, which accepts the

status quo, as far as the Crown Attor-

neys are concerned.

I wish to say very briefly I do not

think the present system, as far as the

Crown Attorneys are concerned, is

satisfactory. There are far too many
cases where, whether we like it or not,

a Crown Attorney is placed in a difficult

position because he is engaged both in

private practice and as counsel for the

Crown. I regret that the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) has not chosen

in this bill to remedy that situation.

I am not casting any stones at any-

body, but more than one Crown

Attorney has informed me he is placed
in an embarrassing position, because he
is obliged to act for the Crown, when
the accused may have been a client of

his partner, or his own client, or he may
be the brother-in-law of his best client,

or something of that kind.

The Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) may feel it has nothing to do with

the principle of the bill, as all he is

asking us to do is to accept the status

quo as recodified.

I would be interested in hearing what
the Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
has to say on this point.

I do not want to take up too much
time, but I, as well as other members
of the Bar, have been thinking of this for

some considerable time.

For instance, I had occasion to inter-

view a Crown Attorney, whom I con-

sider to be one of the best in the

province, in a town not so far away,
in connection with a prosecution I

thought should be instituted. He agreed
with me that it should, but he pointed
out that the firm of which he was a

partner had on a good many occasions

acted for the company it was proposed
to institute proceedings against, and it

was apparent to both of us it would be

necessary for me to take the prosecution,
as it would be impossible for any member
of that legal firm to prosecute.

I think the time has come when the

government ought to consider retaining
and employing full-time counsel as

Crown Attorneys. I question whether
it would cost much more, or any more,
than the present system of employing
so many people engaged in private

practice.

I think also the hon. member for

Cochrane-South (Mr. Grummett) would
like to speak on this subject, as he can
inform the hon. members of this House
that there are many communities in the

North where there is only one member
of the Bar, and other communities
where possibly there are only two. In

that case, it simply means that the choice

of counsel either for the Crown or for

members of the public is cut down to

a point where it is practically impossible
to avoid a conflict of interest in criminal

prosecutions. I do not think that is

desirable. I would much prefer to see

a permanent, full-time employee in the

Attorney-Generars department, whose

only loyalty would be to the Crown,
engaged in carrying on the necessary-
work of a Crown Attorney, certainly in
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most and probably in all. areas of the

province.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT ;
(Cochrane

South) : Mr. Speaker, I wisn to join in

supporting the remarks of the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe).

I have practised in northern Ontario for

28 years, and I feel the time has come
when we should raise the status of our

Crown Attorneys to that now existing
in a majority of the states in the United

States, and to some extent, in southern

Ontario ;
make them Crown officers,

and prohibit them from engaging in

private practice.

Quite often I have spoken to the

officers of different municipalities, and

they have been rather indignant because

the Crown Attorney would not take

some prosecution brought forward by
the chief of police. I had to explain to

them that they might engage their own
counsel, but they felt the Crown should

prosecute in all charges laid by the

police, whether provincial or municipal.

Then again you will find the Crown
Attorney appearing in court, and taking
certain cases—indictable cases, and so

forth—and then walk away while the

police still have a long list of their cases

to be heard, such as summary convic-

tions, charges under provincial statutes,

and municipal cases laid by the munici-

pal police.

I think if we provided that our Crown
Attorneys be solely officers of the Crown,
and prosecute in the police courts each
and every case, it would tend to a better

administration of law in Ontario. The
police officers, both provincial and

municipal, would be better satisfied, and,
as the hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe) has explained, there

would not be that suspicion that the

Crown Attorney was influenced in his

prosecutions merely because at one time
hie happened to be a solicitor in a civil

action, for one who may now be appear-

ing before a magistrate or other presid-

ing justice.

Quite a
;

number of .residents in my
area have complained of that situation,
and I believe the hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Blackwell) would be taking along
step forward if he would investigate the

possibility of seeing that Crown Attor-

neys would act solely in their work on
behalf of the Crown.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I believe it was the desire of the hon.
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)
and the hon. member for Cochrane-
South (Mr. Grummett) that I should
make some observations to the House
on this question.

First, let me say that a Crown Attor-

ney, of course, who is part-time in the

Province of Ontario, is not permitted,
nor are his partners in law, permitted
to act in matters before the criminal

courts, for the obvious reason there

might be a conflict of duty and interest

there.

I would like to deal with the point
raised by the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition (Mr. Jolliffe) in relation to the

part-time Crown Attorney who has a

regular client, say, in civil matters, and
the question comes up of his appearing
in the police court. I think the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)

puts the emphasis there on the wrong
foot; it is not unwillingness to go into

court to handle the prosecution which
deters the Crown Attorney under those

circumstances; it is the recognition by
all the Crown Attorneys who are in that

position, that it would be wholly im-

proper for them to appear in court as

prosecutor in some case, for a client for

whom he might have acted in a private

capacity.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I agree with that.

MR. BLACKWELL: I was hoping
that you would. Under such conditions,
when anything like that is manifested to

the department—and the Crown Attor-

neys always so advise—then the de-

partment appoints somebody to act for

the Crown, and there is no difficulty in

handling that situation.

i

With these observations to clear up
the question of conflict of duty and in-

terest, I feel there is no one here who
would disagree with the broad principle
that it is not practicable to have full-
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time Crown Attorneys throughout the

Province of Ontario.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, for the bene-

fit of the House, that the department is

proceeding along that line, wherever it

is practicable to do so. For example,
since I have occupied the office of the

Attorney-General, communities such as

Oshawa, Welland and others have be-

come large enough where they can

justify, and will pay decent salaries,

which will enable a good lawyer to

undertake the job of Crown Attorney.

It might also interest the House to

know of the situation that has now de-

veloped in the town of Barrie and
environments over the regrettable death

of the Crown Attorney there. During
the last part of his lifetime it became

necessary to appoint an additional

Crown Attorney to handle the work.

Now that a permanent appointment has

to be made we are examining depart-

mentally whether or not the business

there will justify a full-time Crown At-

torney. So we are giving effect to that

principle wherever we can. The fact

of the matter is throughout the whole

length and breadth of the Province of

Ontario, Crown Attorneys are becoming
scarce and unavailable and it is difficult

to secure people for those positions.

Then we have the situation where the

fees of the office, as far as supporting
it are concerned, would be half or one-

third or even one-quarter of the amount

necessary to enable us to obtain a

lawyer to take the job full time. He
would not have any more than half or

a quarter of the employment necessary
to keep any competent lawyer occupied.
If we were to establish Crown Attor-

neys on a full-time basis throughout a

province as large as the Province of On-
tario, with its diversities of communi-

ties, the effect would be that the esti-

mates of my department would be

raised, and the taxpayers would pay a

tremendous amount to keep a similar

number of Crown Attorneys to the num-
ber we have now, but who would have
little to do. We would have to centra-

lize and have our Crown Attorneys
travel about and they would not be

available in all the localities of the pro-

vince for the purpose of advising the

police and justices of the peace, and so

on, as to what cases should be gone on
with and what cases should not, and for

the purpose of drawing up informa-
tions.

Our second condition, therefore,
would become much worse than our
first. I do want to say to the hon.
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)
and hon. member for South Cochrane

(Mr. Grummett) that the department
has adopted that as a departmental
policy and is approaching it in that way
as rapidly as we can.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 27th Order.

DESERTED WIVES' AND CHIL-
DREN'S MAINTENANCE ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 27th

Order second reading of Bill No. 51,

"An Act to amend The Deserted Wives'
and Children's Maintenance Act." Mr.
Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: This is a

relatively simple amendment. The fact

is that on maintenance orders there is

already a sanction in the Act whereby
if payments are not effected the person
who is in breach may be dealt with, but
there is no sanction in the Act to make
parties comply with custody orders.

This is an amendment to provide that

breach of custody orders will be treated

as contempt of court.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 28th Order.

CROWN WITNESSES ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 28th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 52,

An Act to amend "The Crown Witnesses
Act." Mr. Blackwell.

MR. SALSBERG (St. Andrew):
Mr. Speaker, I think it is high time that

the provisions made for compensation of

crown witnesses should be radically

improved. I do not think the allowances
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are sufficient and I base that on com-

plaints made to me by workers who
submit that they lose money as a result

of performing their duty as crown
witnesses. A worker who makes $10.00
a day

—a highly skilled worker in , a
unionized industry will make that and

perhaps a little more—finds himself on
the losing side if he has to spend a few

days in court.

MR. BLACKWELL : This is crown
witnesses.

MR. SALSBERG: Well, I do not

know whether this bill touches on the

type of witness I had in mind. If not,

I would appreciate advice from the hon.

Attorney-General as to how and when
we can amend the law, whatever law it

is. I think the fees paid to witnesses

should be increased to guarantee workers

they will not lose any income because

of the performance of their duties as

witnesses in court.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,

possibly the hon. member from St.

Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) would not mind
if we discussed the bill before the House
and leave that subject until some other

time.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, I

would welcome advice from the

Attorney-General, rather than drop the

matter. If he would suggest when and
where this matter may be raised I would
be thankful to him. As I said before,

contrary to the opinion of some hon.

members of the government, I am not

a lawyer and I would appreciate

guidance.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I prefer to speak only on the bill.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 29th Order.

DIVISION COURTS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 29th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 53,
An Act to amend "The Division Courts
Act." Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
this bill should be read with the Act to

amend the County Courts Act. It raises

the jurisdiction of Division Courts,
not exactly in the same percentage but
in line with the increased jurisdiction
of the County Courts Act.

Motion approved ; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 30th Order.

JUDICATURE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 30th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 54,

An Act to amend "The Judicature Act."

Mr. Blackwell.

MR BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I am very happy to say something about

the bill if it is desired, but I have no
desire to take up the time of the House

making speeches. I might say about this

bill, it provides for an increase of two
to our judiciary in the Supreme Court
of Ontario and two additional judges
to the Court of Appeal. Perhaps, I

should say this to the hon. members—
the hon. Leader of the Opposition will

know but a number of hon. members

may not—that this question of the con-

stitution of the courts is not entirely
dealt with by the province. What courts

there shall be and what their jurisdic-
tion shall be in Ontario is a matter for

determination by provincial legislation.

I think once these courts are established,

the appointment of both the Supreme
Court and County Court judges are

matters for the Dominion Government
to attend to. The Dominion Government
also pays Supreme Court and County
Court judges. Now, the proposed
increase of two High Court judges and
two Appeal Court judges, as put for-

ward in this bill, is based on an examina-
tion made by the Attorney-General's

department, by the Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court and judges of that

division.

The Chief Justice of Ontario, in con-

sultation with the justices in the Court

of Appeal, as to the increased volume of

business and the degree to which the

courts have been falling behind and the
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estimated number of judges required to

ensure administration of justice in On-
tario, agreed that they did not have

sufficient time to give attention to their

judgments. I might say that, quite aside

from the increased business and other

activity throughout the Province of On-

tario, by reason of immigration from
abroad and from other provinces of

Canada, particularly Saskatchewan, we
have had a great increase in population,

consequently all our courts have a great
deal more work.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, my
friend has also lost quite a few people
to the United States.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
not to Saskatchewan, though.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, we
have quite a surplus yet.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, the

appointment of additional judges will

probably be welcome to a great many
people who have become impatient with

the delays to cases in litigation.

I have two questions to raise and I

think it would be proper to raise them
at this time, since we are on second

reading. The first is this : As one of

our judges enquired of me the other

day : "Is there any possibility that some
consideration may again be given to the

report made some years
'

ago by Mr.

Justice Barlow regarding improvements
in our judicial procedure?" That may
seem a little off the point, but I would
like at some point in the session an
indication from the hon. Attorney-
General whether this was given atten-

tion, because members of the public

frequently complain about delays in

cases in litigation.

My second question is this: If the

judges are paid by the Federal Govern-

ment, my recollection is that they are

all also granted an allowance, possibly
of $1,000 a year, in recognition of cer-

tain services from time to time. These
items appear in the estimates. If so—
and it is, to the best of my recollection—has the Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) considered whether or not

this is a money bill. It is, if the effect

is an expenditure of more money in the

case of each new judge appointed.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
no additional expense to the public ex-

cept in the case of two additional judges,
but I will take into consideration
whether or not there is likely to be a

money bill about it. There may be.

Perhaps while I am on my feet I might
add one word of explanation. It is

proposed to bring the bill into effect on

proclamation, and the reason for that is,

I feel the amenities require that it be
done that way, and I have made
arrangements to discuss the question of
the amendment in the corresponding
Dominion Act with the hon. Minister of

Justice.

MR. KENNEDY: 31st Order.

THE LIMITATIONS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 31st

Order, second reading, Bill No, 55, An
Act to Amend The Limitations Act, Mr.
Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL : I move second

reading of Bill No. 55, An Act to

Amend The Limitations Act.

Some time ago there was some doubt
cast on the question of the limitation on
claims resulting in judgment, and this

is a section to make sure that the Statute

of Limitations on Judgments is twenty
years unless there is a new starting

point created.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 32nd Order.

THE PUBLIC OFFICERS' FEES
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 32nd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 56, An
Act to amend The Public Officers' Fees

Act, Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: I move second

reading of Bill No. 56, An Act to

Amend The Public Officers' Fees Act.

Mr. Speaker, perhaps to reach the

point the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
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Jolliffe) would wish me to have made

plain
—as in the case of Crown Attor-

neys
—those officials who have been

taken off fees, where they are in offices

large enough to pay a salary sufficient

to attract the properly qualified type of

official—those salaries have been raised

in relation to the general adjustment of

the public service generally. In regard
to those officials who are on fees; it

simply raises the maximum of the sche-

dule so they can have an increase in

their income under the fee system.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 33rd Order.

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONSOLIDATION OF THE

STATUTES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 33rd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 57,

An Act to Provide for the Consolidation

of The Statutes Act. Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill No. 57,

An Act to Provide for the Consolidation

of The Statutes Act.

Mr. Speaker, in- order to give the

House a good picture I should spend a

moment or two on it. I gave the House
the history of the revisions to start with :

the editions of the Revised Statutes are

dated 1877, 1887, 1897, 1914, 1927 and
1937. The general pattern is therefore

for a decennial revision. This pro-

gramme was interrupted in the first place
when the Commission appointed in 1908
did not finish its work until 1914, which
made 1917 revision inadvisable. In the

second place the effect of the world war
on the printing trade made publication
of a revision in 1947 impossible. So I

say to the House if it had been possible
for us to complete a printing we would
have proceeded with the revision with a
view to having it accomplished in 1947.

The revision last time cost about $58,000
and will now cost about $105,000 we
estimate. In the Province of Ontario,
with the legislative counsel and staff,

with very few additions, we feel we will

be able to accomplish this revision in

about 18 months' time. I might say that

is the shortest period of time of all the

provinces who are now undertaking or

about to undertake a revision. The
period they contemplate to do the job
is between two and three years. This
will be accomplished when the present
session is over and the sub-departments
in question will immediately get on with
the revision and it will be pasted up by
the time next year's session arrives and
after next year's session the revision of

that revision will then be made within

a short time and the publication out,

we hope, within six months of that time.

The revision will then be revised to

include the 1950's Statutes and so the

revision will come out with relation to

and including the 1950 Statutes.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

It would be interesting to him to know
that these are not the Saskatchewan
Statutes—he seems to be very worried
about that province, which is a serious

competitor of this one Conservative

government in the world. I have in my
hand the Alberta Statutes and I notice

in it—
MR. BLACKWELL: That is the

most Conservative Government in

Canada.

MR. WISMER : That is right. Now,
that makes three on that basis. Mr.

Speaker, my point is first that the index-

ing of the annual publication of our
Statutes may be quite satisfactory for

lawyers and law offices, where they have
readers to go through all of the years
to find out how many amendments have
been made to the acts, and the position
as to a particular date, but to ordinary

people like myself with no legal training
it takes a lot of time and trouble to find

out what has happened to a particular
Act.

I commend to the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) the indexing
that is used in the Alberta compilation
at the back of the book where it tells you
exactly what is being done in the act

and gives you the page where you will

find it. In addition to that I would like
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to point out that in the pink pages they

go through all of the public statutes and
indicate what sections were amended and
in what year, so that if I want to look

through an Alberta Statute to see what
has been done I need only look for the

section I am interested in and then only
look in one book to find out what hap-

pened. That would be of great
assistance. In addition to that, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to point this out—
that we have our many regulations

amending the Statutes, for Statutes

now more and more contain sections in

which most of it, as contained in that

section is that "the Minister may make

Regulations," and "regulations" have
become a very important item. In fact,

more important than the statutes itself.

We have the regulations published,
but we have no place where you can go
to find all regulations in one place, and
this would be of great value. I notice

in these yellow pages of the Alberta

book a complete compilation of the

regulations, a very valuable thing, and
I am commending to the hon. Attorney-
General that such indexing be done for

the Statutes of Ontario.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I quite appreciate the fact one should

not speak twice on a debate, but this is

not really a debate on the bill itself.

This is a suggestion made about index-

ing and about the regulations.

The first point I would like to clear

up is this : that our Statutes, as far as

the indexing under sections are con-

cerned, has exactly the same type of

indexing as the Statutes to which the

hon. member (Mr. Wismer) has re-

ferred to, but the reason that the hon.

member (Mr. Wismer)—having regard
to where he sits in the House—missed
the indexing in the Ontario Statutes is

that it is white whereas in the Alberta
one it is pink, and naturally he was
attracted to that colour.

MR. WISMER: It so happens it is

white in the Alberta book, too.

MR. BLACKWELL: On the other

question I would also remind the hon.
member (Mr. Wismer) that the

Province of Alberta has no Regulations
Act whereas there is one in the Province
of Ontario and under our Regulations
Act there is a Registrar of Regulations
where, under the registry system, all the

regulations of Ontario must be regis-
tered as well as being published, and that

is an open registry system whereby
anybody having any business is entitled

to enquire and find out what the regula-
tions are.

Now, rather than adopt what we find

in the Province of Alberta, what we
have in mind doing is bringing out a

revision also of the regulations as soon as

the administration of that Act is suffi-

ciently advanced and it is in a position
to do so, and I think it will be generally

agreed that that will make this province,
as usual, in the vanguard of improve-
ment in the provinces of Canada.

MR. F. O. ROBINSON (Port
Arthur) : I would suggest when the

regulations are published, the regulations

applying to a certain statute be printed on
one side of the page and the back of the

page be left blank. Now the regulations
are printed on the page and on the back
of that page are some other regulations,
and it is utterly impossible for a private
member to try to keep the regulations in

some kind of order. If that could be done
it would be of great help.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: Order No. 34.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Order
No. 34, second reading of Bill No. 58,
"An Act to amend The Summary Con-
victions Act." Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 58, "An
Act to amend The Summary Convictions
Act."

The object of this amendment to the

Summary Convictions Act is to keep our

procedure in line with the summary con-

viction aspects of the Criminal Code.
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Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : Order No. 35.

CONTROL OF WARBLE FLY

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Order
No. 35, second reading of Bill No. 59,

"An Act respecting the Control of

Warble fly." Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 59.

The difference between this and the

other act is that instead of "50 rate-

payers" it required "more than two-
thirds of the cattle owners," and in

addition, aid in grants to the inspectors.
I am hoping to take this bill to the

Agricultural Committee before we go
into Committee of the Whole House.

I move second reading of the bill.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : Order No. 36.

CREDIT UNIONS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 36th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 60,
"An Act to amend The Credit Unions

Act, 1940." Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of the bill.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I wonder
if the hon. Premier would be prepared
to let this stand until Monday.

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

MR. JOLLIFFE: He intimated

earlier he might be willing to do that.

MR. KENNEDY: It is purely a de-

partmental bill which the Credit Unions
have brought in themselves.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I am not saying
I shall have any objection to it. I would

just like a little more time to consider it.

MR. KENNEDY : All right. Order
No. 37.

FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 37th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 61,
"An Act to amend The Farm Products

Marketing Act, 1946." Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: I move second

reading of the bill.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Is this bill also

going to the Agricultural Committee?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Then that perhaps
might be the place where more could
be explained about it. I would suggest,

however, that it might be well for the

hon. Premier to take this opportunity
of saying a word about how the Act of

1946 has been working out, and just
what this amendment is intended to

rectify.

MR. KENNEDY: In the main, the

Act of 1946 has been good. There is

some doubt about the legality of taking
off a certain amount of money from
the products which the farmers want to

take off and paying it into a fund to take

care of export matters. I hope to have
the full explanation for the Agricultural
Committee, but it has been working out

very well. I would say it has been

working out in an excellent way for the

last two years. However, they have
found two weaknesses in it, one of which
I have explained, the other being that we
will have a better uniformity in the

product itself.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: Order No. 38.

FARM PRODUCTS CONTAINERS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 38th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 62,
"An Act respecting Farm Products Con-
tainers." Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: I move second

reading of the bill.

We have found a doubt as to whether
or not we have the right to carry out
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the provisions of the old act, and this

is to make sure we have that right.

It also is going to the Agricultural

Committee, and I hope to give a full

explanation to the Committee of the

Whole House.

MR. JOLLIFFE : This is the third

act in three years. I take it the difficul-

ties are with the lawyers, and not with

the farmers. Is that right?

MR. KENNEDY : You and I agree
100 per cent, on that.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, when we are sending all

these bills to the Agricultural Committee,
I hope there will be some labour men
on that committee, in order that they

may see how easy it is for farmers to

get the check-off.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

.This is a bill I am sure we must all

support. As regards honey, in this

province; for the past 5 or 6 years we
have had small amounts of honey
gathered and high prices, till last year,
when we had a great deal of honey
produced and now have some to spare,

although not very much. At the present
moment there is just enough honey in

this province to provide one pound for

every person in the province. That is

not very much.

learn how to get it from the bees before

they could eat it, Mr. Speaker.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: Order No. 39.

ONTARIO FOOD TERMINAL ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 39th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 63,
"An Act to amend The Ontario Food
Terminal Act, 1946." Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of the bill.

In putting the original act through,
we had "of fruits and vegetables or other

produce." The wholesalers contend that

"other produce" may be canned goods.
We never intended to have canned goods
in the act, so we have taken out just
the three words "or other produce."

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the hon. Premier : Does it eliminate

canned goods entirely or does it allow

those goods which are bought in in

canned form but produced by the farmer
to be sold over the same counter as the

fresh goods?

MR. KENNEDY : Canned goods can
be sold in any shape or form. That is

what this act is for. There is no restric-

tion on canned goods.

MR. MILLARD: No restriction?

AN HON. MEMBER: Not enough. MR. KENNEDY: No.

MR. DENNISON : The real intent of

this Act, as I understand it, is to allow

the association of honey producers in this

province to raise money on each pail

they purchase from the manufacturer
and use that money to advertise honey
throughout the province

—one of the

finest foods, one of the greatest sweets,
and the first* sweet produced by man.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: Honey? I

thought the bees made it.

MR. DENNISON : Well, that is true—the bees made it, but man had to first

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: Order No. 40.

LAND TRANSFER TAX ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 40th

Order, second reading of bill No. 71,
"An Act to amend the Land Transfer
Tax Act." Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move second reading of Bill No. 71.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.
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HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move the

House do now adjourn.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, do I

understand from the hon. Premier that

on Monday he proposes to go on again
with government bills?

MR. KENNEDY (Premier): Yes,
and on Tuesday we intend to continue

the debate and see how far it goes. We
may have to have one night session next
week. I hope not, but we may be obliged
to do so.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 3.26 p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3.00 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Kennedy, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend The Legisla-
tive Assembly Act," and that the same
be now read a first time:

MR. R. THORNBERRY (Hamil-
ton Centre) : Mr. Speaker, would the

Attorney-General give some explana-
tion?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
lion, members who were here at the time
will recall that the provisions of the

Legislative Assembly Act relating to

sessional indemnity found their origin
in the Selection Committee of the

House which made a report on that

question.

The sessional indemnity, not only for

hon. members but also for Mr. Speaker
and for the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition, were placed on an annual instead

of a sessional basis,, and by reason of

that the election held on June 7th last

created a hiatus, because, technically

Monday, February 21, 1949.

speaking, the then hon. members of the

Legislature ceased to be members on
dissolution and the new members of the

Legislature returned as a result of the

election actually did not qualify under
the Act for accrual of indemnity until

certain further proceedings took place.
Therefore as to hon. members of the
last Legislature, what this bill does is to

carry the accrual of their indemnity up
to the. day before polling day, and as

to hon. members returned as a result of

the election, the indemnity commences
to accrue from polling day.

Perhaps I may take the liberty of not

being comprehensive, and if hon. mem-
bers ask for information, I will endea-
vour to supply it.

In relation to the important offices

of Leader of the Opposition and Mr.

Speaker, the amendment provides that,

once Mr. Speaker is elected and the

Leader of the Opposition is recognized
as such, then the rightful indemnity
accrues back to polling day. A change
has been made as to the Chairman of

the whole House, which I think will

commend itself to the House. The
principle governing the indemnity of

the Chairman of the whole House has

been changed, and it has been put on
the basis of being sessional only and
not accruing through the year, because

it really is a sessional job, Mr. Speaker.

In addition to that, further recogni-
tion has been given of the fact that a

member works all the time if he is a

good member, not just at the session,

and so a provision has been placed in

the bill enabling a member to draw

monthly, if he wishes, against his
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accrual of indemnity, up to a certain

amount. That holds good in- relation to

both indemnity and expense allowance.

The Leader of the Opposition can

draw monthly up to a certain amount

against his indemnity and expenses, and

you, Mr. Speaker, will be pleased to

know that you can draw monthly in re-

lation to your indemnity, that is, if the

Legislature sees fit to enact the bill.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the

hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) if he thinks the stipend of hon.

members drawing monthly will last over

the twelve months?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: Or, if they
should draw a little every month, there

would not be anything left at the end.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
in response to that question, with res-

pect to that drawing account, it is recog-
nized it would be an extremely unhappy
state if hon. members arrived for the

session, having hotel bills to meet and
that sort of thing and they had drawn
on an annual accrual basis. Therefore,
the drawing is to be on a percentage
basis, roughly one-third a month, which
leaves the main part of it still to come
at the time the Legislature meets.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the

Day.

HON. DANA PORTER (Provin-
cial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, before

the Orders of the Day, I beg leave to

present to the House the following :

1. Report of the Board of Gover-
nors of the University of Toronto for

the year ending June 30, 1948.

2. Report of the Secretary and

Registrar of the Province of Ontario
with respect to the administration of

the Extra Provincial Corporation Act

for the calendar year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1948.

3. Report of the Secretary and

Registrar of the Province of Ontario
with respect to the administration of

the Companies Act and the Mortmain
and Charitable Uses Act for the fiscal

year ending March 31, 1948.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, I think it is a
matter of public interest, and a matter
of public concern as well, and certainly
must be of interest and concern to all

hon. members of this House that we
should have a statement from the hon.

Vice-Chairman of the Hydro Electric

Power Commission concerning the fire

at Des Joachims yesterday.

We are all vitally interested in this

development. Perhaps newspaper reports
have exaggerated, but perhaps they
have not. I think it is a matter of

concern to hon. members of this House
that the hon. Vice-Chairman make some
sort of statement. I realize perhaps
information at the present moment is

meagre, but at least we should have

something in regard to the fire yesterday.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES
(Minister without Portfolio) : Mr.

Speaker, in reply to the hon. member's

(Mr. Houck) question : the last informa-
tion I could get was over our own
telephone system at about 1.15 at noon.
It was rather meagre, but what hap-
pened was that a number of the sections,

or forms, for concrete on the McConnell
Lake dam, took fire, and a number of

them were destroyed. The McConnell
Lake dam is not in connection with the

main dam or the power house sections,

which are on the other side of the

island.

However, on the information we have
at present, it does not appear the overall

project will be affected to any great
extent. It is expected that the Atlas

Construction Company will be again

pouring concrete by the end of the week.

As I have intimated, it is our project,
but it is under contract to the Atlas
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Construction Company. The chief

engineer and some of the engineers left

this morning, but have not arrived yet,

so we have no definite information.

However, that is the best information

we can gather.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, before the

Orders of the Day, I would like to

address a question to the Minister of

Labour on a matter of province-wide
interest and concern.

The Globe and Mail a few days ago
carried an item headed : "DALEY
LISTENS TO UNIONS IN REVIS-
ING LABOUR CODE." The story
tells the following and I quote :

"Meetings between A. F. McArthur,
president of the Ontario provincial
Federation of Labour, A.F. of L.,

T.L.C., and Premier Kennedy and
Labour Minister Daley were held this

week to discuss labour's criticism. It

is learned the government desired to

eliminate the cause of some of these

objections. Mr. McArthur said

yesterday the discussions initiated

from the government side, indicated

the government is prepared to con-

sider revisions."

The Toronto Star of February 18th,
on the other hand, carries a report of

the meeting of the Trades and Labour

Council, and I quote the following

paragraph :

" 'We can see many dangers ahead
for the labour movement in this

part,' said Harry Simon, A.F. of L.

organizer. The Minister of Labour
Mr. Daley, has said there will be no

changes for at least a year."

I believe, Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
bers of this House, and undoubtedly
the labour movement, would appreciate
a statement from the Minister as to

whether or not the government intends

to revise the present labour code, as re-

quested by the labour movement.

HON. CHARLES DALEY
(Minister of Labour) : Mr. Speaker,
the heading in the paper, "Daley Listens

to Union Representatives" is correct. I

did listen to them, and was very much
interested in what they had to say. I

believe the question is a little prema-
ture. I think as the session progresses
the attitude taken by the government as

a result of these requests which are

being considered will come out in due
course in this Legislature.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do
now resolve itself into Committee of

the Whole for consideration of certain

bills.

Motion approved.
House in committee, Mr. Patrick in

the chair.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

22nd Order.

COMMUNITY CENTRES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 22nd

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

37, "The Community Centres Act,
1949." Mr. Kennedy.
On Section 1.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move that in Section (a), so as to

clarify it, the words "or outdoor skat-

ing rink" be added after the word
"arena."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, of

course I welcome that addition. There
is another point which I think should
be considered. The other day when this

bill was at second reading something
was said about swimming pools.

MR. KENNEDY: I said it was

already in the Act. The hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) took it up
incorrectly.

MR. JOLLIFFE : It may be already
in the Act, but I am wondering if it is

sufficiently covered. We are now at

the definition section, and on my read-

ing of the Act, I do not see that it is

fullv covered.
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If I am wrong, perhaps the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) will point out.

the section which covers swimming
pools.

MR. KENNEDY : I don't know that

there is any harm in adding to it, but

we have given five swimming pools
under the Act. However, I have no ob-

jection to adding this, to make it clear,

MR. JOLLIEEE : I am glad to hear

it has been done, but I do not want you
to do anything illegal.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. • JOLLIFFE : Actually,
^

this is

important, I think. I have in mind, for

example, the case of Kirkland Lake.
That was a story of voluntary effort

by the work of a great many local

people. The hon. member for Cochrane

South (Mr. Grummett) can tell us.

there was an outdoor swimming pool
built for the children, local people pitch-

ing in and doing the job. That project,
which I have seen, would certainly have
merited a $5,000 grant.

I would just like to be sure that the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) will be

within his rights if he makes a grant
to a project of that kind.

MR. KENNEDY: I asked the law

clerks, and I am assured that it comes
under the word "athletic."

MR. JOLLIFFE: "Athletic field"?

MR. KENNEDY: The swimming
pools, and the dressing rooms as well.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Chairman, in view of what the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) has just said,

is there any reason why the words

"swimming pool" cannot be added
here?

MR. KENNEDY: I told the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)

I have no objection to adding that if he
wants it clarified, but the law clerk says
it is in now.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I do not want to

question the judgment of the law clerks.

They know better than I about these

things.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : But my view was
that the words "Athletic field" were

being stretched quite a way to include

"swimming pool." I may not be right.

MR. KENNEDY: I am quite sure

it is in.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temiska-
ming) : I wonder if this section would

apply to a joint project, where a skating
rink and a curling rink are being
promoted ?

MR. KENNEDY : Not to a curling
rink, no.

MR. TAYLOR : If a small commun-
ity wants to build a joint project, they
would be out on both of them?

MR. KENNEDY: That would be

incidental, but this is for the youth
movement rather than older people.

MR. W. E. HAMILTON (Welling-
ton South) : Mr. Chairman, I would not
want the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
to feel those who curl are old and

decrepit.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Chairman, on
this point I understood the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) to say he was prepared
to include the words "swimming pool."

Personally, I think it would be much
better to have the words included,
because I do not think that the law
officers of the Crown have any right to

go beyond the actual statute. If it has
been done up to now, I think we should
make it legal by putting the words

"swimming pool" in there. I am per-

fectly prepared to move the amendment,
but if the hon. Premier will have the

words inserted, there is no use taking up
time on that.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman,

swimming pools which are in connection
with athletic fields, I think are included

in the Act already. I do not think there

is any doubt about it. We could leave

it that way, and next year if we find

anything wrong with it, we can have the

Act amended. However, I am quite
sure it is now in that.
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MR. JOLLIFFE: I am not sure I

understood the hon. Premier, Mr.

Chairman, and I am not trying to be
difficult about this, but if the hon.

Premier is saying his advice is that

"swimming pool" is included, if it is a

swimming pool connected with an ath-

letic field—
MR. KENNEDY: Yes, that is it

exactly.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Then, I do not
think that is good enough, because in

the Kirkland Lake case I mentioned
there is no athletic field. There is a

pool which was constructed primarily
for the children of the community, by
the back-breaking work of a number of

good men of that community. There are

dressing rooms as well, and there is a
little plant for treating the water so it

will be safe.

If ever there was a project that

deserved a grant, it was that one, because
it is serving a good purpose for Teck

Township. There is no athletic field

connected with it, and my friend, the

hon. member for Cochrane South (Mr.
Grummett) just confirmed that.

That kind of project, I suggest,
should be covered. It is one that is of

particular value to the young people "and

the children of the community.

MR. KENNEDY: I wonder, Mr.

Chairman, if hon. members would let us

pass the bill with this amendment and
see how it works out? This is abso-

lutely a new thing.

I would like to tell hon. members
also : there is going to be no red tape
about this. We want to give these ath-

letic fields and sport activities to all the

young people of this province. The
grants will be made just the same as

school grants and road grants are made,

irrespective
—when they have come to

my office, I have told them that.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

I would like to ask, Mr. Chairman, if

the mover of the bill would answer a

question ?

I was asked this morning by a

representative of the Youth Hostel

Association if they would be eligible
under this definition of "community
centres." I was not able to tell them.

Could you tell me if that would be so?

MR. KENNEDY: Not unless it is

run by the municipality.

MR. B. E. LEAVENS (Woodbine) :

Mr. Chairman, might I ask a question?

Suppose a county council or municipal
council, or similar body are prepared to

accept the responsibility for the Youth
Hostels in that particular area, would it

come under the bill?

MR. KENNEDY: If I understand
the question correctly, you mean if the

municipal council appoints these men to

represent them? Yes, if it is owned by
the municipality.

Section 1, as amended, agreed to.

On Section 2.

MR. KENNEDY: I would like to

make the same amendment there, "or

outdoor skating rink" at the end of the

section.

MR. JOLLIFFE : At the end of sub-

section 2 ?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

Sections 2 (as amended) to 4, inclu-

sive, agreed to.

On Section 5.

MR. KENNEDY : In the second last

lines on the page the words are "for

sinking funds." The word I want to

substitute is "principal" instead of

"sinking fund." Also in subsection 3,

the word "principal" instead of "sink-

ing fund" as well.

Section 5, as amended, agreed to.

MR. C. CALDER (London): Per-

haps the hon. Premier would be good
enough to indicate whether it was the

intention of the government that where
a centre be established and operated by
two municipalities, only one munici-

pality should have the naming of the

governing council? It would appear to

me—I can make a mistake twice as fast

as the next man—that under the word-

ing of this section, even though two
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municipalities might have the joint use

of a community hall, only one would be

able to name the governing board.

MR. KENNEDY: I think probably
that could be worked out, one from
each. In Section 8, where there is a

union of school sections, we have to do
the same thing.

Sections 6 and 7 agreed to.

On Section 8.

MR. KENNEDY: Again amended

by adding the words "an outdoor skat-

ing rink" in Section 8, and the words

"community halls" struck out. An
assembly hall in a school comes under
the educational grant, and as large a

grant as we can possibly give them.

Therefore, we can make a capital grant
to the sporting fields outside the schools.

Then the physical director carries on
from there. So I am striking out the

words "community halls" in the fifth

line, and inserting the word "rinks"
;
in

the fourth line, or "an outdoor skating
rink"

;
then striking out "community

halls" in the third last line and insert-

ing "rinks" as well.

Schools are under Education ;
com-

munity halls are under Agriculture.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I

think we might just pause for a moment
while hon. members make a note of

those amendments. As I understand

it, there are three. Is that correct?

MR. KENNEDY: There is really

just one principle involved, and that is

changing "community halls" into "out-

door skating rinks."

MR. JOLLIFFE: In the third and
fourth lines the words "community
halls" are struck out and replaced by
the words "outdoor skating rinks"?

• MR. KENNEDY: Yes, and struck

out again in the third last line.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The fifth line, the

words "community halls" struck out
and replaced by the word "rinks"?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. JOLLIFFE: And the third last

line "community halls" struck out and

replaced again by "rinks"? Those are

the only amendments?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes. The same

principle all the way through.

Sections 8 (as amended) to 11, in-

clusive, agreed to.

On Section 12.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Chairman, there seems to be some

interesting reason behind the wording
of Section 12, in that it should take

effect on the first day of May, 1948.

In order that there should be no—oh,
not now, you know, but later on—sug-

gestion that the Legislature was paying
an election debt.

I move, seconded by Mr. Park, that

Section 12 be amended by striking out

the words "first day of May" and sub-

stituting therefor the words "8th day of

June."

MR. KENNEDY: You are not

serious ?

MR. WISMER: Sure.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : Will
the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) give
the House an explanation as to why he
decided on that date? That was the

date on which you made the announce-

ment, was it not?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. KENNEDY : Mr. Chairman, in

the original bill the Minister could place
a community hall in a town at his discre-

tion. I thought that was done last year,
and some memorial halls have been built.

I will name some of the places where

they are built, and if anyone has any
objection, they can voice it.

Kincardine, Walkerton, Hawkesbury,
Blind River, Bowmanville, Chelsea,

Drayton, Strathroy, Parry Sound, Sioux

Lookout, Forest, New Liskeard, Wes-
ton, Aylmer, Mount Forest, Wallace-

burg, New Toronto and Dresden.

Those are the towns which have
started with these sporting fields. There
are no community halls in those towns,
but all have sporting fields and commun-
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ity fields, and I think they should be

entitled to the grants.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Was that all done by the 1st of May?

MR. KENNEDY: Would you like

to change it to the 1st of July?

MR. MacLEOD : Make it the 12th

of July.

MR. NIXON : Put it back to the 1st

of January ;
I think that would be better.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, I do
not entirely follow the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy). Does he mean that

these projects were advanced last year,
and they deserve assistance now, or does

he mean that assistance was actually

granted in the case of the halls he has

mentioned ?

MR. KENNEDY: No, the director

in charge refused to give any assistance

to them, because he said they were not

contained in the Act, and, therefore, we
want to put it in this Act. Some of

them are not finished yet, and they may
come under the Act if this comes into

force immediately. I would ask the hon.

members to accept this amendment.

MR. JOLLIFFE;: No doubt they
deserved it, Mr. Chairman. I do not
want to pose as the watchdog of the

treasury or anything like that; other

people can play that role better than I.

But has there been any money granted
since the 1st of June which should not
have been granted without ratification?

MR. KENNEDY : Oh no.

^
MR. J. K. FOSTER (Bruce) : Mr.

Chairman, I would like to ask the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) if the com-

munity centre in Paisley was included
in that list. We had not applied for the

grant, and unfortunately our community
centre was destroyed by fire in Febru-

ary and we erected a new one which
was opened last Saturday night, and I

think Paisley should be included in that

list.

MR. KENNEDY : Is Paisley a village
or a town?

MR. FOSTER : It is a village.

MR. KENNEDY : Then it is in the

Act.

Amendment negatived.

Section 13 agreed to.

Bill No. 37 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

23rd Order.

THE TRAINING SCHOOLS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 23rd

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

38, "An Act to amend The Training
Schools Act," Mr. Dunbar.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 38 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 24th Order.

THE INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 24th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

39, "An Act to amend The Industrial

Standards Act," Mr. Daley.

Sections 1 to 5 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 39 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 25th Order.

THE ARBITRATION ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 25th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

47, "An Act to amend The Arbitration

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 47 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 26th Order.

THE CORONER'S ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 26th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

48, "An Act to amend The Coroner's

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 48 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 27th Order.
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MR. AURELE CHARTRAND Some of the county court judges, es-

(Ottawa East) : Mr. Chairman, I think pecially in the City of Toronto, are

it is quite evident that the bills to amend busy, hard-working judges, while a
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,d ^ reduced
to about 55. An effort was made at one
time to make it conditional upon the MR BLACKWELL : It is hoped this
number of supreme court judges. bm wiU improve tne situation some-

There will be no difficulty if there is wnat, but it is not the whole answer,
too much work in the City of Ottawa, an(j t wouici Say to the hon. Leader of
of finding in the Province of Ontario, the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) that the
not too far away from the City of

department, as a matter of fact, is en-
Ottawa, a county court judge to assist d in the most comprehensive study
there, who is not over-burdened with

of how tQ improve the allocation of
wo

county court judges in the Province of

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of Ontario, and how to further improve
the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, I agree the situation.
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Sections 1 to 4, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill No. 49 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 28th Order.

THE CROWN ATTORNEYS' ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 28th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

50, "The Crown Attorneys' Act, 1949,"

Mr. Blackwell.

Section 1 agreed to.

On Section 2.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition): Mr. Chairman, the

hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
does not have to answer this if he does

not want to today, because he may not

have the information at hand. If he

has not, I will be glad to get it later.

I wonder if he can tell us how many
Crown Attorneys are full-time appoint-

ments, and how many are not full-

time? If the answer is not ready to

hand, I do not mind.

MR. BLACKWELL : Mr. Chairman,
if the hon. Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Jolliffe) will permit a form of

answer to that question, I think it will

adequately inform him.

In the City of Toronto, in the

County of York, there is a full-time

Crown Attorney, and there is a full-

time staff of assistant Crown Attor-

neys. As a matter of fact, it is a very

large legal department, and there are,

of course, no part-time Crown Attor-

neys.

The same thing, in a minor degree,

applies to the centres of Hamilton, Wind-
sor, London and Ottawa. In Ottawa
there is a full-time Crown Attorney and
two part-time Crown Attorneys assist-

ing there.

In one of our northern Ontario

localities, the amount of business has

grown to such an extent that it requires
the necessity of appointing a full-time

Crown Attorney. There is a full-time

Crown Attorney in Welland, in the

City of Oshawa, and, as I indicated

when this bill went through second

reading, an appointment is to be made

at Barrie, Ontario, and we are canvass-

ing the possibility of a full-time appoint-
ment. And also in Kenora, I believe

they have recently a full-time Crown
Attorney, who travels on circuit there.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Is that the north-

ern one?

MR. BLACKWELL: No, there is

another one. I forget exactly the centre

in which the other one is, offhand. Per-

haps the hon. member for South-
Cochrane would know.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Coch-
rane South) : It is not in my riding.

MR. BLACKWELL: Elsewhere in

the province there are a number of

localities where on retirement of the

present Crown Attorneys, it will be

feasible to go into the question of a full-

time appointment.
I want to assure the hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) and the

hon. members of the House that these

centres are far more limited than might
occur to the hon. members, from just
an examination of them. Everywhere
else you would have the double dis-

ability, where if a full-time Crown
Attorney were available—and he has far

more to do than merely appearing in

court—he would not be able to be paid
without substantially supplementing the

fees out of the consolidated revenue fund.

In addition to that it would, in many
places in the province, make the position
of Crown Attorney completely unattrac-

tive, to any member of the legal profes-

sion, in that he would not have nearly

enough work to keep him busy, that is,

if he is to be reasonably available to

the public. So, as the choice between
two evils, it is better to have a Crown
Attorney reasonably available for the

purpose of advising Justices of the

Peace and the police, then it is to get
a full-time Crown Attorney travelling
on circuit over areas where they would
not be available for this purpose.

Sections 2 to 18 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 50 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 29th Order.
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DESERTED WIVES AND CHIL-
DREN'S MAINTENANCE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 29th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

51, "An Act to amend The Deserted
Wives and Children's Maintenance Act"
Mr. Blackwell.

MR. C. C. CALDER (London) : Mr.

Chairman, I am sure this is a bill in

which we ought to have the maximum
number of teeth, and with that idea in

mind, I wonder if the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) chose the

best use of the word "resist," when it

seems to me it would have been more
useful to have simply said "any person
who wilfully fails to observe," and so

forth.

For example, Mr. Chairman, there

might be an order made as to custody
and hours of visitation. If the. offending
spouse visited the children at an unspeci-
fied time, would he be resisting the

order? That spouse might be making a
"mess" of things, but if the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
would say "If he fails to observe the

order he would be liable," it would be
much better, in my opinion. It seems
to me the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) is making things excep-
tionally difficult by using the word
"resist."

MR. BLACKWELL : Mr. Chairman,
if the hon. member for London (Mr.
Calder) wishes me to do so, I will hold

this bill in committee. I would like to

say this to the hon. members of the

House, that I would appreciate it very
much if when studying the bills, a ques-
tion of terminology arises, they would

speak to me about it so I would have
the opportunity of examining the exact

meaning of the phraseology used. I

think it is bad practise to change the

terminology in committee in the Legis-
lature. I am always prepared to consider

suggestions as to the principle of any
section and what it is intended to do,
but I do not want to take the risk of

interfering with the job of the drafts-

men on the spur of the moment. If the

hon. member (Mr. Calder) wishes I

will leave this bill in committee and
examine the suggestion.

MR. CALDER: I would appreciate
that, Mr. Attorney-General.

Bill No. 51 stands.

MR. KENNEDY : 30th Order.

CROWN WITNESSES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 30th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

52, "An Act to amend the Crown Wit-
nesses Act," Mr. Blackwell.

On section 1.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Chairman, I would like

to ask the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) at this time—having
attempted it on second reading without

success. I want to repeat it now and
ask the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) whether he would not agree
to an amendment which will make pos-
sible the payment of the full wages
which a working man would have
earned if he had been at his usual work,
and which he loses because he is called

upon to give evidence before a court?

If the Crown summons him to appear,
he becomes a Crown witness. I have no
amendment to offer. I have not pre-

pared one, but I do suggest to the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) that

an amendment of that sort would be

quite wise and proper and would cer-

tainly offer protection to a working man
who, as a Crown witness, is often obliged
to lose a portion of his normal income,
which he cannot afford to do.

MR. BLACKWELL : Mr. Chairman,
I think I should say to the House that

I would like to see everyone indemni-

fied completely for any pecuniary loss

he suffers by reason of being a witness,

but, going through the different stand-

ards of remuneration, starting, I sup-

pose, with unskilled labour and going
up through the professions, it would be

an utterly impossible thing to do without

raising the costs of administration out

of sight, not only in relation to Crown
witnesses, but to witnesses in civil liti-

gation.
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I think one of the labour union mem-
bers here the other day made a very
good statement about it when he said in

their collective bargaining agreement
they had arranged there would be

special compensation for these particu-
lar matters, in certain particular in-

stances.

By this piece of legislation we have

just doubled the amount formerly
allowed, and although it still sounds low
on the minimum side, nevertheless, the

public, whether a person is a witness or

not, through their tax rates, are making
a great contribution, and so it is not

only the person who acts as a witness,
but everybody else who pays for the

administration of justice, in addition to

their other services. This cost has to be

paid, two-thirds by the municipal level

of government—which means it goes on
the tax rate—and one-third by the pro-
vince. I am not prepared to recom-
mend that this amount, under any cir-

cumstances, should go any higher.

MR. H. W. WALKER ( Welland) :

Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question
with regard to Bills 47 and 52? I

wonder if not part of those two come
out of the taxpayers at the same time,

$40 a day and $3 a day, is quite a

difference.

MR. BLACKWELL: That is right.

MR. L. E. WISMER'(Riverdale):
I can quite understand the govern-
ment's attitude with regard to protect-

ing the taxpayers some times
;
that is,

some times I can understand it. Some
times I do presume they protect the tax-

payers. But I cannot understand why
in one bit of legislation we allow an

open expense account, and in another

piece of legislation we cap the amount
of the expenditures. In one of these I

notice we allow a mileage rate for a
man who has to travel back and forth to

the place where the court is sitting,
and if he has to stay over night, he can
be paid living expenses, that is, meals
and hotel bill, but it shall not cost more
than $6 a day. Well, Mr. Chairman, in

some places in this province that may
be a very liberal allowance, but it is not

a very liberal allowance in this city, as

the government must very well know.
We have provided $20 a day for people

doing one sort of work, and $40 a day
for people doing another sort of work,
and it may turn out to be exactly the

same person with exactly the same

qualifications who, under this schedule,

only gets $3 a day, because of the rules

of the court. As I understand it, they
are required to accept the $3 a day, in

some instances, for maybe two or three

weeks, while he is losing, in the case of
an ordinary worker, who is being paid
at the rate of a dollar an hour for eight
hours a day, in other words, $8 a day,
an actual loss of $5 a day.

Now, the hon. Attorney-General
(Mr. Blackwell) probably quite rightly

suggests that we should not ask the

taxpayers to pay any more, but I sug-

gest to the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) that this is one of the rea-

sons why many people do not like to be
witnesses. No one likes it, and it is for

a pecuniary reason, and we feel that in

this free economy, which the govern-
ment always likes to extol, a man should
be free to make some money, and why
should we be sitting here capping the

amount of money a man must—not

make, but lose, in order to further jus-
tice in this province? That seems to me
to be questionable, at least.

MR. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North) :

Mr. Speaker, I am very happy to hear
the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) say that he is alarmed about the

increased cost of justice in the municipal-
ities because I know in my municipality
it has gone up several hundred per cent.

There is one angle of this bill, as I see

it, and that is where witness fees are

given policemen to attend as witnesses

in Crown cases. They will be paid $3.00
a day notwithstanding the fact that their

pay carries on in the municipality where

they work. Unfortunately, if it should
be a worker from an industrial plant,
he is limited to $3.00 a day and I submit,
that notwithstanding the fact that the

cost of justice is rising terrifically, this

would be a just and right way of expend-
ing public fees to reimburse Crown
witnesses who are called in on cases

that have some bearing on crime in our
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municipalities. Certainly, if our police people and so on, unless they are

officers can receive—and I have no fully indemnified against any possible

objection to them receiving fees—as economic loss no matter how infinitesi-

witnesses in Crown cases, it is right and mal it may be.

just that a civilian witness should receive ,-.„ T „ T T T___ _, _
, t

at least a sufficient amount commensur- t
MR - JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, does

ate with his standard of living or the
that aPP^ to r°yal commissioners, too?

pay he receives in the factory, for the MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
pay he loses. I do not really feel I should take the

I think the Attorney-General should responsibility, in view of the costs it

reconsider this whole matter. After all, would involve, not only on the province
we are defeating the administration of but on the municipalities, for any greater

justice through discouraging people increase in these witness fees, which at

from becoming witnesses in Crown the moment have been increased by 100

matters because of the fees paid by the per cent.

courts. I think the time has come when ,,., e AT ct)14r A/r c , T

this province qualifies to bring these fees
M
^, ^LSBERG

: Mr. Speaker, I

up commensurate to something like what
anl f" thf ""JJ* Attorney-General

it costs the average individual to serve
us

f.

d t«e term philosophy. I would

as a witness in a Crown case.
rather call it a principle and since he
has raised it, I submit to you, that there

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
is a certain principle involved in the

in reply to one or two things which different approaches here. I am not

have been said I would like to bring the questioning the hon. Attorney-General's

comparison that has been made between proposition

$3.00 and $7.00 to something like MR BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,reallsm '

that is all right with me.
The $7.00 is for expert witnesses who

not only have to appear in Court but MR. SALSBERG :
—that every citi-

also before going there have to prepare zen on an equal basis should assume
evidence to give as expert testimony. I certain costs for the administration of

do want to deprecate any talk tending justice, although that could be argued,
to create a little class warfare out of and from more than one angle. I do

that, because there is no question there submit, Mr. Chairman, that the princi-
should be a difference in rate for the pie the hon. Attorney-General applies
two things. is a class principle.

After all it is a 100 per cent, increase MR BLACKWELL : Nonsense,
in witness fees and what we are being

taught now is a completely new MR. JOLLIFFE : Certainly it is.

philosophy that no citizen, irrespective
of his economic stand, should make any MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, for

provision or any sacrifice for the carry- this reason he, in submitting this bill—I

ing on of the administration of justice single him out because it is his bill, I

unless he is completely and totally know others submitting it would take

remunerated for it. Now, this is old the same position
—does provide a

legislation of the province and it is measure of protection to professional

definitely a new philosophy because we people and I think they are entitled to

are not talking about somebody who is that. I am not questioning it. I agree,

being taken away from their job day A professional person, a doctor, lawyer
after day. It does not happen repeat- or engineer, giving professional evidence,

edly day after day and I do hope we is entitled to protection and- should be
are not going to establish in this House guaranteed a minimum such as the bill

the general philosophy that no duty of grants them. However, I submit, to ask

citizenship may any longer be dis- a working man who has a family to

charged by workers and professional support and whose whole means of
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income is his wage, to contribute $5.00
or $6.00 or $7.00 a day towards the

maintenance of justice is an unjust and

unequal principle that is being applied.
That is something we should all recog-
nize. When a man who makes $8.00 or

$9.00 a day may spend two or three

days in court and is protected up to

$3.00 a day, he will contribute $6.00 or

$7.00 a day and, if we assume, as I

think we are entitled to, that the average
worker lives from hand to mouth, then

you are depriving his family of the

essentials of life, whereas you are not

depriving other citizens of another

economic group, who will appear in

court and will be guaranteed $7.00 a day.
I am not prepared to make this a major
issue but I do feel that the matter
should be brought to the attention of the

House and if I were the Attorney-
General—which I am not; I am not a
member of his closed-shop association;

you know they have a closed union—I

would agree to withdraw the bill, and
seek to administer these fees to all sec-

tions of the population of the community
regardless of their class.

Sections 1 to 4, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill No. 52 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 31st Order.

DIVISION COURTS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 31st

Order, House in committee on Bill

No. 53, "An Act to amend The Divi-

sion Court Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chair-

man, I have an amendment to the sec-

tion to propose to the hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), the hon.

Leader of the Liberal group (Mr.
Oliver), and the hon. Leader of the

other group (Mr. MacLeod). I want
to move an amendment, but I want them
to have it before them before I do. I

would move that the present Subsection

"B" of 5A (1) becomes "C" and that

a new "B" be inserted, which I will

read:

"a personal action. If all the parties
thereto consent in writing, and the

main claim does not exceed $400.00."

Under the previous Act, in relation

to the lower amount of actions for

which that increase calls, where the par-
ties consent, I am proposing that clause

continue subject to the same relative in-

crease in the amount up to which people
can consent.

Sections 1 to 4, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill No. 53 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 32nd Order.

JUDICATURE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 32nd

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

54, "An Act to amend The Judicature
Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chair-

man, would you skip this order? I

would like that bill to stand on the

Order Paper, there is a section standing
there.

Bill No. 54 stands.

MR. KENNEDY: 33rd Order.

LIMITATIONS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 33rd

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

55, "An Act to amend The Limitations

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

Sections 1 to 3, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill No. 55 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 34th Order.

PUBLIC OFFICERS' FEES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : 34th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

56, "An Act to amend The Public

Officers' Fees Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. J. G. BROWN (Waterloo
North) : Mr. Chairman, may I enquire
of the hon. Attorney-General whether

fees to police court clerks come under
this Act as well?

MR. BLACKWELL : No.

MR. BROWN: It is another Act?

MR. BLACKWELL: Yes.
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Sections 1 to 3, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill No. 56 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 35th Order.

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONSOLIDATION OF THE

STATUTES

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE:
35th Order. House in committee on
Bill No. 57, "An Act to Provide for the

Consolidation of the Statutes, Mr.
Blackwell.

On Section 1.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I

do not want to seem captious, and I

know the proper persons are named in

Section 1, but I do question in principle
the advisability of naming two particu-
lar people in a public statute such as

this. Two estimable counsel are named
commissioners in this bill. If the two
v/ere slain by a truck, which heaven

forbid, after the House is prorogued
you have no commission. No doubt the

work would go on and some effort

would be made to advance it to the

necessary point by the time of the next

session, but still you would not have
commissioners under this Act. I am
not objecting to the thing, I am just

questioning the desirability of naming
particular persons for a particular pur--

pose in public statutes of this kind and
it might be the better method would
have been to provide for their appoint-
ment by Order in Council.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chair-

man, I am prepared to accept that pro-

posal by the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition (Mr. Jolliffe).

MR. C. C. CALDER (London) : I

would ask the hon. Attorney-General
if, within the limits of economy, it is

going to be possible to publish the
statutes in some less bulky form than in

the past either by using a larger num-
ber of volumes or by using thinner

paper.

MR. BLACKWELL : I think we can
take that under consideration.

Section 1 stands.

Sections 2 to 10, inclusive, agreed to.

On Section 1 1 :

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Coch-
rane South) : I was just wondering why
Section 9 was changed from the old

section which provided the different

persons to whom the Statutes would be

supplied. In Section 9 it leaves it now
to the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council

to direct to whom the Statutes may be

sent.

MR. BLACKWELL : It was thought
the class of people to whom the issue

would be sent, will be somewhat larger
and it is not altogether ascertained how
many and the suggestion is really in line

with the remarks by the hon. Leader of

the Opposition in relation to Section 1.

MR. GRUMMETT: There is no

limiting by reducing the number?

MR. BLACKWELL : No, that is not

contemplated. It is the extension.

Section 11 agreed to.

MR. BLACKWELL : Mr. Chairman,
I thought we might now return to

Section 1 and include a provision at the

suggestion of the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), and if the

hon. members will follow Section 1 in

their books after the word "respectively"
in the middle of the fourth line, might
be inserted the words "or such other

person or persons as the Lieutenant-

Governor-in-Council may designate."

MR. JOLLIFFE : That is quite satis-

factory.

Section 1, as amended, agreed to.

Section 12 agreed to.

Bill No. 57 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 36th Order.

THE SUMMARY CONVICTIONS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 36th

Order. House in committee on Bill No.

58, "An Act to amend The Summary
Convictions Act." Mr. Blackwell.

Section 1 agreed to.
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On Section 2 :

MR. CALDER: Mr. Chairman, I

shall in future certainly avail myself of

the Attorney-General's suggestion to

consult with him but there does appear
to be in Section 2, sub-sections 2 (a)
and 2 (c) room for difficulty in that it

is provided that summons shall be

addressed to their usual place of abode,
while in sub-section "a" and "c" it is

the address registered with the depart-
ment. When so many people are the

holders of motor vehicle operator's per-

mits, then sub-section "2" comes into

play and I think you have an opening
for an administrative difficulty between
those two sections. My suggestion would
be that you say, in sub-section "c"

"where the person summonsed is the

holder of a license" and you add "and
is being summonsed as such holder,"
then it should be the address he has

registered with the department.

MR. BLACKWELL: That is the

thought. It is just easier to serve the

parties and so alternative methods of

serving is better. There cannot, of

course, be any quarrel with personal
service.

Sections 2 to 5 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 58 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 37th Order.

THE ONTARIO FOOD TERMINAL
ACT, 1946

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 37th

Order, House in committee, on Bill No.

63, "An Act to amend The Ontario
Food Terminal Act, 1946." Mr.

Kennedy.
Sections 1 to 4 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 63 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 38th Order.

THE LAND TRANSFER TAX ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 38th

Order, House in committee on Bill No.

71, "An Act to amend The Land Trans-

fer Tax Act." Mr. Frost.

On Section 1 :

MR. JOLLIFFE: Is this courtesy
extended to the Province of Ontario by
foreign jurisdictions?

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Yes, that is one of

the purposes; to meet a situation in

London there. They said the Act was
not reciprocal. This fixes it.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What about the

others? Is there any property on the

Continent of Europe?

MR. FROST : No. Actually we have
never charged Land Transfer Tax. We
have never charged in Ottawa any
Transfer Tax but due to the fact it was
not statutory there was objection from

England and therefore we have made
it statutory. It only confirms what we
have been doing for 25 years back.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 71 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: I move the Com-
mittee rise and report certain bills with
and without amendments.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes, Mr. Speaker in

the chair.

MR. T. L. PATRICK (Middlesex
North) : Mr. Speaker, I wish to report
that the Committee of the Whole has

passed certain bills, with and without
amendments.

Motion agreed to; report adopted.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

39th Order.

CREDIT UNIONS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 39th

Order, Second reading of Bill No. 60,
"An Act to amend the Credit Unions

Act, 1940." Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: I move second

reading of Bill No. 60, "An Act to

amend the Credit Unions Act, 1940."

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, the bill got away a .little

more quickly than I expected. The hon.

Premier said that since he had explained
this bill on Friday last, he did not in-
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tend to explain it again, in case the ex-

planations might not be exactly the

same. I believe you had your eye on

him, rather than over here.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, that we in

this group on this side of the House
will support the bill, provided there are

some important changes made in one of

the sections. It was for that reason we
asked on Friday that it be held over.

These changes seem obvious in legis-

lation, which, as the hon. Premier then

said, had come as a result of tidying up
requested by the Co-operatives and
Credit Unions both, and we really
wanted to find out if they were satisfied

with what looked to be not quite the

right wording.
I just wanted to say to the House

now, Mr. Speaker, that we will support
this bill if we get a chance in com-
mittee to change certain wording in one
of the major sections, not with any pur-

pose of asking the government to change
its position. I think when the section

is carefully read it will be discovered

it did not provide, as now worded, what
the co-operative union wanted.

If we can have those changes made
later in committee, then we can support
the bill.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 40th Order.

OFFICIAL NOTICES PUBLICA-
TION ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 40th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 72,
"The Official Notices Publication Act,
1949." Mr. Porter.

HON. DANA PORTER (Provin-
cial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 72, "The
Official Notices Publication Act, 1949."

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Coch-
rane South) : Would the hon. Minister

explain the bill?

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, as I

explained on the first reading of this

bill, there is no change in principle in-

volved in it.

There have been many practices
which have been adopted over a period
of years as to giving government
notices, and some of the provisions of

the original bill, which is a very old

Act, have lapsed, and have not been
made use of, therefore one of the main
necessities for this bill is to give some

legal authority to the publication in the

Ontario Gazette.

Some question was raised about that,
and this is to make sure the Ontario
Gazette will have the proper statutory
sanction for the official notices publica-
tion of the Ontario Government.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 41st Order.

PUBLIC HOSPITALS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 41st

Order, second reading of Bill No. 73,
"An Act to amend The Public Hospitals
Act." Mr. Kelley.

HON. RUSSEL T. KELLEY
(Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 73,
"An Act to amend the Public Hospitals
Act."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, would
the hon. Minister explain the Act?

MR. KELLEY: Well, in the first

part of it, which might require some

explanation, the fact is there was a

hospital which was in some financial diffi-

culties and was taken over by another

hospital, without the department being
aware of it. We feel, now the govern-
ment is giving such very substantial

grants to hospitals, that we should be
aware of any transaction between one

hospital and another, and this will give
us the power to get all the information
we want.

Secondly, the word "liable" was left

out when it was printed originally.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 42nd Order.
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ONTARIO NORTHLAND TRANS-
PORTATION COMMISSION ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 42nd

Order, second reading Bill No. 74, "An
Act to amend The Ontario Northland

Transportation Commission Act." Mr.
Porter.

HON. DANA PORTER (Provin-
cial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 74, "An Act
to amend The Ontario Northland Trans-

portation Commission Act."

The first purpose of this bill is to

provide sufficient statutory authority for

the pension plans of the Ontario North-
land Commission, which have been in

existence now since the year 1922. Some
doubts were raised as to the statutory

position of that pension fund, and this

is to make sure it is carried on under

proper statutory authority.

In addition to that, there is a section

which is intended to clarify the nature
of the regulations of the commission,
fixing fares, and tolls to be charged for

carrying passengers and freight. It is

intended those regulations will not be

regulations that must be registered under
The Regulations Act, therefore that is

provided for.

Finally, it is intended under this Act
to bring the annual reports of the com-
mission into line with the uniform

practice now adopted by the Department
of the Provincial Secretary.

I may say to this House there are
several amendments being brought in,

by which we are introducing similar

sections in an endeavour to make the

practice uniform in the submission of

annual reports on different departments
and different agencies of the government.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 43rd Order.

WATER POWERS REGULATION
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 43rd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 75,
"An Act to amend The Water Powers

Regulation Act." Mr. Scott.

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT
(Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill

No. 75, "An Act to amend The Water
Powers Regulation Act."

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : Are
you going to tell us what you are regu-
lating and how you are doing it?

MR. SCOTT: The Water Powers
Regulation Act deals with water power
and its regulation in Ontario. So far

these leases which have been issued to

firms for the development of water

power have been put through under sec-

tion 60 of the Public Lands Act and it

is considered more appropriate that this

should be under The Water Powers
Regulation Act, which deals with the

development of water power.
Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 44th Order.

THE CULLERS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 44th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 76,
"An Act to amend The Cullers Act."
Mr. Scott.

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT
(Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.
Speaker, I move second reading of Bill

No. 76, "An Act to amend The Cullers
Act."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of
the Opposition) : I think, Mr. Speaker,
it would be well for the hon. Minister
to explain this Act more fully, for the
benefit of the many laymen who are in
this House.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) We are
all laymen when it comes to measuring
logs.

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Speaker, this is

the Act under which the men who
measure timber cut on Crown lands are

appointed and which sets out their duties

in general. These changes are being
made to provide for men to whom in the
course of their work, we might issue a

temporary permit to scale. It also pro-
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vides for authority to issue the scaling
manual of the department, that is, the

written instructions to the scalers on
how they will actually do their jobs in

the woods. This manual was authorized

in 1943 and is now in use. I would be

very pleased to give any hon. member
a copy of that manual so he or she may
look it over and see just what is involved.

Motion approved ;
second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 45th Order.

PLANNING ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 45th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 77,

"An Act to amend The Planning Act,

1946." Mr. Welsh.

HON. G. A. WELSH (Minister of

Planning and Development) : Mr.

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill

No. 77, "An Act to amend The Planning
Act, 1946."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Would the hon.

Minister explain that, please?

MR. WELSH: Mr. Speaker, there

is no change in principle. This bill is

introduced for the sole purpose of

clarifying some of the sections of the

original act, which we found by adminis-

trative experience are not as clear as

they might be. Some of the definitions

are changed. There is no change in

principle in the Act, I might say, at all.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, I am
not rising to oppose the bill, but just to

say I wish there were something in this

bill which would prevent the sort of

monstrosity which has arisen at the

western entrance to this city on the

Queen Elizabeth Way.
I may be quite out of order, but I

just want to make a personal protest

against the mistake which was made by
somebody—and I suspect it was the

Province of Ontario—in permitting a
new plant to be erected beside one of our
most expensive and costly scenic adorn-
ments in the province, and then, in con-
nection with that plant, to allow within

a few yards of the famous bridge
—some-

thing that, well, I can only describe its

appearance as resembling that of an in-

verted article of what was formerly
familiar to all for domestic purposes.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 46th Order.

LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVE-
MENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 46th
Order, second reading of Bill No. 78,
"An Act to amend the Lakes and Rivers

Improvement Act." Mr. Scott.

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT
(Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill

No. 78, "An Act to amend the Lakes
and Rivers Improvement Act."

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Mr. Speaker, may we have an explana-
tion from the hon. Minister?

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

I am very interested in this.

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Speaker, I had

already looked up to see where the hon.
member for St. David (Mr. Dennison)
came from, because I knew he was in-

terested in this subject. This Act looks
after the improvement of streams and
lakes. It really goes back more to the

days when driving was excessive on the
rivers and lakes, where they put in shor-

ing and crib-work for the proper guid-
ance of logs.

These changes are being made to

simplify the administrative procedure in

approving plans and specifications, more
particularly in the erection of dams on
these streams.

As the Act reads at present, it is by
the "approval of the Lieutenant-
Governor-in-Council."

The question arose in connection
with one of our larger hydro develop-
ments that, according to the regulations
it would actually call for a file of all the

plans and blue-prints of that dam, which
would amount to a truck load or more.
In view of the fact the approval of
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those plans first comes through the en-

gineers of our department it has been

considered advisable to change it so

that it will be approved by the Minister

of the Department.

Then we have run up against this

snag. Where dams are put in, and

flooding goes back above the dam, we
can control the clearing of timber from

public land or Crown lands, but should

there be a privately-owned portion of

land in there, we have, under the Act,

no authority to see that that should be

cleared. The person who is flooding
the dam will make his adjustments with

the owner of the private land, but we
have no way of insuring that that timber

will be removed. It constitutes a

menace to navigation and it is also a

handicap to us, should we wish to land

men or boats on the shore for fire-fight-

ing purposes.

This legislation enables us to insist

when these adjustments are being made
between one company raising the water

and the owner of private land that in-

structions will be given for the timber

to be removed off the land before flood-

ing takes place.

Thirdly, we have in this province a

great many old dams which at one time

served a useful purpose. The water-

power rights may be owned by some-

body and we have no authority to

tell them they must repair that dam.
The artificial level created by that dam
has changed the original level of the

lake. In the meantime, cottagers have

gone in and built cottages, the dam falls

into disrepair and what' was formerly a

boathouse might become a small build-

ing up on the shore. Under this Act,
we will be able to insist that that dam
be brought into repair by the owner, or

we can step in and repair it and restore

the water levels to the height at which

they were formerly.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I am
very much interested indeed in what
the Minister has just been saying.
There are examples—and I think most
hon. members of the House are familiar

with at least one—of older dams which

may have had importance in an early

day but which no longer have any im-

portance and which certain irrespon-
sible individuals have allowed to de-

preciate to a point where they constitute

practically a nuisance. In some cases

where an area might be very attractive

to tourists and other visitors, a defective

old dam is ruining the character of the

whole locality.

I am very glad that power is to be

given to the department to insist on the

restoration or improvement of dams of

that kind, and I hope that power will

be exercised because I myself can show
the Minister some outstanding examples
where we are, I think, losing something
of real advantage by reason of the de-

terioration of an old dam which no

longer serves any useful purpose but

which could be restored to serve a very
useful purpose.

MR. C. C. CALDER (London):
Mr. Speaker, this is only a molehill,

but I would like to compliment the hon.

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr.
Scott) on his explanation. Explanatory
note number one is quite misleading, but

the explanation the hon. Minister gave,
cleared the point up. The power to

approve sites has been transferred from
the whole Cabinet to the Minister alone.

I am very glad the hon. Minister

cleared the point up.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to draw the

attention of the House to one instance

where I hope the hon. Minister will use

this power to effect some remedy. It is

not the lake he thinks I am going to

talk about at all, Mr. Speaker, it is Lake

Nipigon, up in the north country.

I visited Lake Nipigon about the

middle of last November and was
amazed at the beauty of that lake. It is,

without a doubt, one of the most beauti-

ful lakes in this whole province of ours,
and I was very, very sadly disappointed
when I saw the shore line of that lake,

where the water has been raised three

feet by a hydro dam and timber allowed

to remain there.

Perhaps because it was away up in

the north country, or possibly the hydro
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did not follow the system of removing
the timber before they raise the water, as

I understand is their present policy.

In any case, the water was raised three

feet on this lake and to make matters

worse, pulp firms had left 16-foot and
8-foot pulp logs lying all over the shores

and when the water raised, it washed the

sand down and half buried the pulp, and

the trees fell into the shore, with the

result the shore of that lake at the present
time is a disgrace for visitors to this

country to see—particularly the south

shore.

Mr. Speaker, I am very glad the hon.

Minister is seeking power to remedy
that situation, but, as I read that bill,

the power he seeks will only remedy the

situation if the water level has been

raised by a dam for hydro purposes.
Would it not be better to enlarge this

bill to give him the right to require at

any time a company using a lake or

river in this province to sweep the logs
clean off the shore every year

—not just
once every four or five years, but every

year
—and clear the beaches?

MR. SCOTT : Mr. Speaker, I might
say that I am not the most popular man
with the hydro at the present time,

because of my insistence at timber being
cleared back where it is going to be

flooded, regardless of whether it has

commercial value or not.

As the hon. member for St. —
SOME HON. MEMBERS: St.

David.

MR. SCOTT: Yes, St. David (Mr.
Dennison)—I always get my "Saints"

mixed up; you know, we do not have
"Saints" in the Baptist church—as the

hon. member for St. David (Mr.
Dennison) suggests, it spoils the scenic

beauty of it, but the lake to which he
referred was raised some time ago, and
at that time we were not so insistent

as to the clearing.

As regards picking up the logs,

practically all of the operators in the

country, coming to the tail end of a
season—unless we have an exceptionally

dry year, as we had last year, where the

water reached a very low level—clear it

up and give somebody a few cents a log
to pick these up, and bring them into

their plants. Nearly every time I go
out through the country, if I see logs
which have drifted up onto the shore,
I mention it to the operators in that

area, as to the probable number of

logs I have seen.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Did the hydro take
to heart the words of General Kennedy
on this subject, in his report?

HON. MR. CHALLIES : Of the 7
lakes he mentioned we had authority
on only one.

MR. JAMES S. DEMPSEY (Ren-
frew North) : Mr. Speaker, I would
like to say a word about the Ottawa
River. If we had to clear the logs every
year, it would be a hardship. The water
becomes high, and then drops down, and

they generally hold back for two or three

years before they pick up the logs. I

do not think they let any of the logs

go to waste. They are valuable property,
and sooner or later they expect to sell

them all. I would not want to be com-

pelled to have it done every year. They
generally take advantage of the high
water down there.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, the hon. Mini-
ster of Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott)
is very popular with me, regardless of

his standing with the hydro, and I assure
him he will be even more popular if he
would assure me that as a result of

this new legislation he will have authority
to fix and replace into proper condition
a dam which has been neglected, and
where you cannot find owners to assume
financial responsibility for the recon-
struction job that is required.

I have in mind, Mr. Speaker, a dam
outside of my constituency, but a rather

important dam. A camp was established

on the site, and when the site was pur-
chased it had quite a deep river, with

boats on it, and so on. But within a few

years a dam down the stream was

destroyed by nature, an ice flow damaged
it, and the result was that the river level
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sank, and the boats were no longer use-

ful, and so on, and people were compelled
to build swimming pools, before the

legislation came in, and they could not

come for a contribution from the govern-
ment.

I have reason to think that the present
nominal owners of the land on which the

old dam still stands would not be able

to finance its repair, and I do not see

how you could compel them to do so.

Would this law, therefore, give you
authority to reconstruct it to its former
condition ? If it would, I can assure you,
Mr. Minister (Mr. Scott) you will be

very popular with a great many citizens

who enjoyed that camp much more than

they do now, because of the destruction

which took place in the dam. I mean the

province should pay for the reconstruc-

tion.

Before you put the motion, Mr.

Speaker, I believe the hon. Minister

(Mr. Scott) was about to answer.

MR. SCOTT : No, I was not.

MR. SPEAKER : I think I gave the

hon. Minister ample time to answer if

he had cared so to do.

Motion agreed to.

Second reading of the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move the House do now
adjourn.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Do we continue with
the address on the Speech from the

Throne tomorrow?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4.58 o'clock

p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

Tuesday, February 22, 1949.

3.00 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Before proceed-

ing with the business of the House, I

would like to make this statement.

During the past few days the province
has lost the services of a distinguished
citizen and soldier, one who served as

Sergeant-at-Arms from 1935 to 1936 in

this Legislature, in the death of Walter
A. Rayfield, V.C., Governor of the Don
Jail. He has the distinction of carry-

ing the Mace into this Legislature in

1935 when it was restored through the

gracious generosity of the then Presi-

dent of the United States, after having
been captured by American troops in

1813.

Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

MINING ACT
HON. LESLIE M. FROST

(Minister of Mines) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend The Mining
Act," and that the same be now read a

first time.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temis-
kaming) : Mr. Speaker, would the hon.

Minister mind explaining the bill?

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, the bill

contains a variety of amendments, the

usual amendments which come up each

year. I might say this, that it is my
intention, with the permission of the

House, to refer this bill to the new
Mining Committee, where the members
of that committee may have an oppor-

tunity of discussing a lot of these tech-

nical matters with officials of the depart-
ment.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT FINANCE ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST
(Minister of Mines) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend The Agri-
cultural Development Finance Act,"
and that the same be now read a first

time.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, would
the hon. Minister explain?

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, this bill

is purely routine, as a matter of regu-

larizing things we have done for years.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST
(Minister of Mines) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,
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that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend The Agri-
cultural Development Act," and that the

same be now read a first time.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, is this

also a bill to regularize irregularities?

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, yes.
The principle in this bill relates to the

fact that the assets in the old Agricul-
tural Development Board twelve years

ago have stayed in the agricultural
loans. It is desirable, for administra-

tion purposes, to have an assistant com-
missioner who actually is one of the

employees of the department now. In

any event, it assists in dealing with

routine matters even in the absence of

the commissioner. There are some
other small items which are not of much

importance.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

NIAGARA PARKS ACT

HON. C. DALEY (Minister of

Labour) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Kelley, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "The

Niagara Parks Act," and that the same
be now read a first time.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

hon. Minister for a short explanation?

Perhaps I am being put on that com-
mission. Is that right?

MR. DALEY: Mr. Speaker, yes. I

will make my remarks short on this

reading, because I do intend when it

comes up for second reading to make
a more definite explanation of the

activities of the Parks Commission.

This Act has not been revised since

1927, and we found it very much out

of date. As a matter of fact, there are

a number of Acts; one has to do with
one portion of the Parkway System,
the Queenston Heights and another

with Lundy's Lane and Queen Victoria

Park, and this Act simply brings them
all together and makes one satisfactory
Act.

bill.

Motion approved ; first reading of the

HOSPITAL AID ACT, 1948

HON. R. T. KELLEY (Minister of

Health) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Scott, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend The Hospital Aid Act, 1948," and
that the same be now read a first time.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, may I ask the hon. Min-
ister if he is going to pay the expenses
of all the hospitals with this bill? Could
we have some explanation?

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, I

would like to do that. The purpose of
this Act, is that under the Act passed
last year, money available from the

Amusement Tax, which is paid into the

Hospital Aid Fund, can only be paid to

hospitals. We are going to amend it so

that it can be made payable to sani-

tariums as well.

Motion approved ; first reading of the

bill.

SANITARIUMS FOR CONSUMP-
TIVES ACT, 1947

HON. R. T. KELLEY (Minister of

Health) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Scott, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend The Sanitariums for Consump-
tives Act, 1947," and that the same be
now read a first time.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I hope the hon. Minister

proposes to take over the sanitariums
and pay all costs. Would he explain
the bill?

MR. KELLEY: Well, Mr. Speaker,
I am sure that that is about what we
are doing; we are increasing our grant.
Last year we paid over $3,000,000 to

the sanitariums and paid their entire

overdrafts in excess of $2,000,000.
These two bills are complementary, one
to the other. This will give them a cer-

tain amount of money out of the

Hospitals Aid Fund.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

PRIVATE SANITARIUM ACT

HON. R. T. KELLEY (Minister of

Health) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Scott, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to amend the Private Sanitarium

Act," and that the same be now read a

first time.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, could I ask the hon. Min-
ister if this is part of the same process?

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, no, it

is not, this is a different matter. There

are, as you know, mental hospitals, but
in addition to these there are quite a

number of private sanitariums or hos-

pitals where mental cases go. At present,
we have not what we consider the

proper authority to license them and this

bill enables the department to issue a
licence for a private sanitarium which

may be taking in mental patients.

Motion approved; first reading of the

bill.

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS ACT

HON. R. T. KELLEY (Minister of

Health) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Scott, that leave be given to in-

troduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend The Psychiatric Hospitals Act,"
and that the same be now read a first

time.

MR. B. E. LEAVENS (Woodbine) :

Mr. Speaker, would the hon. Minister
mind explaining?

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, I

would have been quite satisfied to keep
on the debate with just one man but I

am glad to take on a new man. The
Psychiatric Hospital here is over-
crowded at all times and under present
conditions it is quite permissible for any
magistrate to commit any person from

any of the counties in the province. We
feel that it would be better ... in fact,

as Toronto erected these buildings, to

just have them committed from the

County of York; this means that only
a magistrate in the County of York
could commit a person to a mental hos-

pital. So far as other parts of the prov-
ince are concerned, we have 14 hospitals
scattered across the province and, if

necessary, a magistrate may commit a

man to any one of these hospitals for

examination. That is the purpose of this

Act.

Motion approved ; first reading of the

bill.

MILLS LICENSING ACT

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of

Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Kelley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend The Mills

Licensing Act, 1949," and that the same
be now read a first time.

MR. F. O. ROBINSON (Port
Arthur) : Mr. Speaker, would the hon.

Minister explain, please?

MR. SCOTT : Mr. Speaker, this is a
revision of the Mills Licensing Act

passed in 1934. There is no change in

principle. It is just bringing it up to

date.

Motion approved ; first reading of the

bill.

TERRITORIAL DIVISION ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend The Territorial

Division Act," and that the same be

now read a first time.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane
South) : Mr. Speaker, would the hon.

Minister give us a brief explanation of

the Act?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
that Act is a consolidation of the legis-

lation of the province that divides the

province, its different areas and juris-
dictions—the cities, towns, villages, dis-
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tricts and counties, and it brings the

whole structure up to date. It was last

consolidated in 1937.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

JUVENILE AND FAMILY
COURTS ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend The Juvenile and

Family Courts Act/' and that same be

now read a first time.

MR. CAMPBELL CALDER (Lon-
don) : Mr. Speaker, may we have a

word on that?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,

by that Act the amount of money that

municipalities can spend on a juvenile
and family court is fixed. By reason of

the increased expenses today of operat-

ing such courts, it is necessary to raise

the amounts which may be expended by
the different types of municipalities, and
that is what this bill provides.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

CONTRACTS IMPOSSIBLE OF
PERFORMANCE OR OTHER-

WISE FRUSTRATED

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act respecting certain contracts

that have become impossible of per-
formance or have been otherwise frus-

trated," and that same be now read a
first time.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, will the Attorney-General
explain his "frustration"?

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : It is not the 22 points?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I really regret that I have been asked to

explain this Act. As a matter of fact,

not being a Rhodes scholar, as is the

hon. Leader of the Opposition, or not

having the erudition of the hon. member
for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod), I found

great difficulty with it. However, I will

endeavour to give the House an

explanation.

Possibly if I am going to explain at

all, I should give an illustration of the

sort of thing it is about, otherwise it

will be quite unintelligible. Perhaps as

good an example as I can give is con-

tracts that were made at the time of the

coronation of King Edward VII. As
hon. members of the House will recall,

that coronation was put off and all sorts

of people had entered into contracts to

rent places from which it could be
viewed. Under those contracts they paid
over money by way of deposits. Some
had fully paid and some still owed

money. At that time there was con-
sidered to be a well-settled principle of

law that governed.

A number of years later during the

last war, in relation to contracts for

delivery of machinery, and so on, to

countries that later were under enemy
occupation at the time the matter came
before the courts, and what was accepted
to be the general principle of those con-

tracts was upset.

What this bill provides in a simple

way is that when contracts by such

events are made impossible of perform-
ance, or, to use the other expression
which hon. members seem to prefer,

"frustrated," provision is made as fol-

lows : people who have made deposits

get them back, people who still owe

money under them are relieved of the

liability to pay under the contract.

The bill also has provision whereby
people who have been put to expense in

relation to the performance of the con-

tract are entitled to indemnity in that

respect.

Mr. Speaker, I have done my very
best, and I hope that my explanation
sounds intelligible to the House.

AN HON. MEMBER : You did all

right.
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MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : It does not apply to marriage
contracts? Or does it?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
it is with extreme reluctance that I

entertain the idea that the hon. member
for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) might
have been a party to a "frustrated"

marriage.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to amend The Professional

Engineers Act," and that the same be
now read a first time.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : In view of the fact this appears
to be a sort of hardy annual—
AN HON. MEMBER : Perennial.

MR. MILLARD: Perennial — I

wonder if the Minister would explain
it. It seems every year there is some-

thing about "professional engineers."

MR. BLACKWELL': Mr. Speaker,
I do not understand the hon. member
for West York's (Mr. Millard) re-

mark about the "hardy annual" and
what not. Do I understand he wants
me to explain the bill?

MR. MILLARD : Yes.

MR. BLACKWELL: All right.

AN HON. MEMBER: How did

you figure it out?

MR. BLACKWELL: Yes, clever,
was it not?

Mr. Speaker, apparently among
those classes of professional engineers
something new has been added, and that
is the industrial engineer. Therefore,
the designation of classifications under

the bill is changed from "mechanical"
to "mechanical and industrial."

The bill also includes another section

dealing with engineers who have
allowed their registration to lapse for

some period. In the bill as now con-

stituted, council has nothing to do but

re-admit them to good standing upon
payment of fees. This gives the coun-
cil discretion to re-admit where there

may have been any element of miscon-
duct relating to the abondonment of

previous registration.

Motion approved ;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. DANA PORTER (Minister
of Education) : Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day, I wish to make some
reference to the report of the Royal
Commission on Education.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PORTER: I may assure hon.
members I haven't the slightest idea

what is going to be in the report.

AN HON. MEMBER: Oh, no?

MR. PORTER : I wish to assure this

House that during the lengthy period
this commission has been sitting it has
considered more than 200 briefs from
different groups and organizations,
which have been interested in various

aspects of our educational system, and
of education generally, as it applies to

the elementary and secondary schools.

One of the first things I did after

being sworn in as Minister of Educa-

tion, in the month of October, 1948,
was to confer with the hon. Mr. Justice

Hope, who is chairman of that commis-
sion, to ascertain the status of that com-
mission, and how soon it would be likely

they would be ready to present a report.

Following that interview, I wrote a
letter to the hon. Mr. Justice Hope,
dated November 22nd, 1948, and I shall

read the letter:

"Following my recent appointment
to this office, my first concern was to

enquire as to the progress of the
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Royal Commission on. Education and
the possibility of a report being sub-

mitted in the near future. In a brief

personal conversation with you, you
gave me the impression that there

were still some sittings to be com-

pleted and that the actual writing of

the report would take some consider-

able time.

"Undoubtedly the magnitude of

the task of this commission, which
has carried on its hearings under your
chairmanship, was not fully antici-

pated at the outset. It would, there-

fore, be folly to make undue haste to-

wards the completion of a report. I

am sure that the best interests of the

province will be served by the fullest

possible deliberation."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PORTER: Hon. members

opposite may not agree with that.

"You may now be in a better posi-
tion to inform me more definitely as

to when the report of the commission

may be expected. There are a num-
ber of pending questions which may
have to be dealt with tentatively if

the report will not be ready for the

next session of the Legislature. If,

on the other hand, it is likely that the

report will be ready by that time,
some of these matters may be safely

delayed pending the completion of

the report.

"Therefore, would you be kind

enough to inform me of the progress
that has been made and the prospects
for an early submission of the report ?

"Yours sincerely,

(Signed) Dana Porter,

Minister of Education."

Under date of November 25, 1948,
I received a letter from the chairman of

the commission, addressed to myself:

"I have your letter of the 22nd of

November, inquiring as to the pro-
gress of the work of the Royal
Commission on Education, and more
particularly as to when the report
might be expected.

"As you have stated, the work of

the commission has occupied, and is

likely to occupy, much more time than
was ever anticipated at its inception.
It is not, however, unduly prolonged
in comparison with the time taken by
similar commissions in England, the

scope of whose inquiry was very much
more restricted than is the broad
over-all inquiry assigned in the terms
of reference issued to this, commission.

"I can assure you that no one will

be more delighted to bring the work
of the commission to a very early

completion than will be the members
of the commission itself, including the
chairman. I can also assure you that

all things being considered, the work
of the commission is proceeding as

expeditiously as can reasonably be

expected. I regret, however, that I

can see no prospect, as had been my
earlier expectation, of having the

report ready for presentation to the

Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council prior
to or during the next Session of the

Legislature. If no untoward circum-
stance arises, I would, however, antici-

pate that the drafting and approval
of our report will be completed in the

first half of next year."

That is the year, 1949.

I replied to that letter by a letter

dated December 2, 1948.

"Thank you very much for your
letter of the 25th ultimo, with refer-

ence to the progress of the work of

the Royal Commission on Education.
I fully appreciate the many problems
with which the commission has had
to deal and the very heavy burden
that has fallen on the commissioners
and particularly upon yourself, as

chairman."

I wish now, Mr. Speaker, to table

this correspondence.

^
MR. C. CALDER (London) : Mr.

Speaker, would the hon. minister be

good enough to amplify his remarks,

particularly where he said if the report
is not to be tabled at this session, certain

matters will have to be tentatively
settled. What kind of matters had he
in mind?
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MR. PORTER: There is one very

important matter, that is the question
of teachers' superannuation, which will

be dealt with this session, that is, insofar

as we can.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

I was wondering, Mr. Speaker, if the

minister has explored the possibility or

the feasibility of having the commission
table an interim report?

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I

hardly think that will be necessary, in

view of the fact the Hope report is to

be completed by the end of the year.

MR. OLIVER: They have been

hoping that since 1946. That is the

trouble.

MR. PORTER: What use is an
interim report? None whatever. None
whatever.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I was wondering if the

hon. minister would consider that if the

chairman of the commission continues

much longer he might also be eligible
for superannuation?

AN HON. MEMBER
funny one.

That is a

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, with your leave, I would
like to address a question to the hon.

Attorney-General about which I spoke
to him at the close yesterday.

The House very well knows there are

various private organizations engaged
in providing prepaid hospital services.

During recent months the cost of these

services have gone up to the subscribers

more than once. I address this question
to the hon. Attorney-General, having
spoken to him at the close of the session

yesterday : since many inquiries have
come to me from various organizations
interested, as to whether or not the

government would consider or is con-

sidering requiring these organizations to

make available to the government, and

finally to the public, their financial

statements ?

MR. BLACKWELL: With your
indulgence, I would reply to the ques-
tion of the hon. member for Riverdale

(Mr. Wismer), who did speak to me
about it yesterday.

For that reason, Mr. Speaker, the

question, to me, is quite unobjectionable
at the moment, but possibly the hon.

member will not mind my mentioning the

fact that he should speak to Mr. Speaker
about raising the question before it is

brought up on the floor of the House.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker has a

notation from me in regard to this.

MR. BLACKWELL : Oh, he did not

inform me that he had. I am sorry.

Mr. Speaker, I was interested in the

question raised and which the hon.

member for Riverdale (Mr. Wismer)
did mention to me yesterday. I indi-

cated to him then, which I now indicate

to the House, that the schemes in ques-
tion are essentially insurance schemes
and we are giving consideration to hav-

ing them examined by the Department
of Insurance, with the possibility if they
are suitable, they be brought under

supervision the same as other types of

insurance.

MR. WISMER: Would the state-

ments then be made public ?

MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, then it

would become public information, yes.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

16th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 16th

Order. Resuming the Adjourned
Debate on the amendment to the amend-
ment to the motion for the consideration

of the Speech of the Hon. the Lieuten-

ant-Governor at the opening of the

Session.

MR. C. W. COX (Fort William) :

Mr. Speaker, resuming again where I

left off on Thursday, I want to assure

hon. members of the House today I will

not be talking at very great length.

I did notice on my desk—I wonder

why I have been singled out—something
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of a pink character. My friend on the

left (Mr. MacLeod) tells me it takes

more than a pink slip to cover up a black

soul. Why I have been given this I do
not know. Someone suggested it is an
old body .with a new head. The picture
on the outside, to say the least, lends a

little inspiration and I presume, as years

go by, it will be consoling, at least to

some, of our friends over on the other

side of the, House. Why it was left here

for me, I cannot say, but no doubt in the

future it will be interesting.

Mr. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) the

other day you were not here when I

opened my address. I offered my con-

gratulations to you and said throughout

your long term of public office, you had
made many trips to the north and no
one was more welcome than you have
been. Glad to have you there.

There are few specific items I did not

finish the other day, Mr. Speaker, and
which I wanted to discuss today. One
is the Steeprock ore developments west
of the head of the Lakes. Another is

the slaughtering of our wild game. Then,
I would also like to speak about the

advisability of appointing a committee of

hon. members of this House to make a

trip to the north to investigate for them-
selves its possibilities.

I assume you all know the Steeprock
iron mine is increasing somewhat in

national importance. The Federal

Government, I believe, recently gave
them some substantial assistance for ex-

ploration work. There are about 2,000

people living at Atikokan associated with
this enterprise and they have no road to

the outside world, as it were—no high-

ways. I think it would greatly facilitate

matters and expedite this venture if a
road could be provided. You may know
that last year they shipped about 1,000,-
000 tons of ore. That tonnage will be

greatly increased this year. The ore is

shipped over the Canadian National

Railway, unloaded at the ore docks at

the head of the Lakes and from there

shipped to various points down the

Great Lakes, but they have no outlet

to the highway.

I am sorry the hon. Minister of High-
ways (Mr. Doucett) is not here. I

might suggest to him that many rights-

of-way have been considered, but it

would not be difficult to connect Steep-
rock with a road to the Trans-Canada

Highway. Not more than about 25

miles of highway would be required to

be built and it would traverse country
which is not difficult. No doubt my
friend the hon. member for Fort

Frances (Mr. Newman) will no doubt

say something about this. The line it-

self is in the hon. member's riding, the

ore dock itself is in the Port Arthur

riding, but I do think it would be an
excellent thing if that enterprise, which
seems to be growing in importance,
could be given access to the outside

world by a highway.

As I said, there are 2,000 people,

approximately, associated with that

development.

I want now to say something about

the slaughtering of our wild game.
From two points of entry alone in

northern Ontario, Fort Frances and

Pigeon River, some 7,577 deer were
killed and taken out last year, and 957
moose. This, I think, should not con-

tinue. It is only a matter of time if this

continues until there will be no wild life

in northern Ontario.

The figures represented, which are

given at the border, do not by any
means represent the amount of game
which is actually killed. Many more
are killed out in the woods which are

never taken to the border. I do think

something should be done to stop this

wholesale slaughter of wild game.

Also I think the bounty should be in-

creased on wolves notwithstanding my
hon. friend the Minister of Lands and
Forests (Mr. Scott) taking a view to

the contrary. I notice in press reports
that he was rather apprehensive that if

the bounty is increased it would create,

as it were, a black market. I am ex-

tremely doubtful that would apply to

northern Ontario. I can see but a very
slight possibility of anybody carting
wolves from the south just to get a

bounty in the north.
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HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT
(Minister of Lands and Forests) : Is it

timber wolves you are speaking of?

MR. COX : What kind of wolves do

you generally talk about?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER : It might be

embarrassing.

MR. COX: Yes, it might, that is

why he doesn't answer. I am talking
of four-legged wolves which devour
deer.

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry if I seemed to be facetious, but

we have timber wolves, and we have
brush wolves, and I wanted to be sure

which the hon. member (Mr. Cox)
meant.

MR. COX : Wolves, the kind which
eat deer—four-legged deer.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: I do think that bounty
should be increased. As I said, the hon.
Minister is against that. I do not want
to argue the point, but I hardly think

it is sound that a black market would
exist. Wolves do not come from the

south to northern Ontario, wolves come
down from the north.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX : There is no other place
to come from.

MR. SALSBERG: And no other

place to go to.

HON GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Reform Institutions) :

Are those the two-legged ones?

MR. COX: Most of those are in

your riding, and in my friend the hon.

Minister's (Mr. Scott). I cannot find

one person in northern Ontario who
subscribes to this wholesale slaughter
of deer—not one person. There may
be an odd one that is probably associ-

ated with the financial end of it, but the

average citizen from northern Ontario—my friend the hon. member for Port
Arthur (Mr. Robinson) I think will

agree with what I say
—does not sub-

scribe to this slaughter.

Many resolutions have been sent

down to the government by nearly all,

organizations, protesting against this

wholesale slaughter, so I do not think

they should be shipped across the

border, and I do think the bounty
should be increased. One live deer in

my opinion is a much greater attraction

than numerous dead ones.

As to the bounty on wolves, a thou-

sand wolves, Mr. Minister, will devour
a great many deer during the winter

months, especially a year like this when
there is a good deal of snow.

I want now to make what may be a

novel suggestion
—

perhaps I have been

talking too long
—I think it would be

an excellent idea if a small committee

were formed, embracing all parties in

this House, who would make a trip to

northern Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX : To investigate the poten-
tialities and practicability of developing
our resources. My hon. friend the

minister (Mr. Scott) has stated many
times in the past that he proposed to

bring all hon. members of this House
to northern Ontario. I am sure we will

welcome them with open arms. That
has as yet not materialized, but I can

assure you, Mr. Minister, if and when

you bring all hon. members up, they will

be more than welcome.

MR. SCOTT : Be looking for us next
summer.

MR. COX: Can I count on that?

MR. SCOTT : Absolutely.

MR. COX :You told us before several

times, and we have been anxiously

waiting.

MR. SCOTT: Yes, but we had an
election last year.
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MR. COX: An election last year?
Not such a healthy one in some quarters.
I suppose it was very difficult to de-

termine who would be going up, before

the election.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX : In my field of public life

during the last 15 years, I have had the

pleasure of entertaining in one way or

another many hon. members sitting in

this House today. We are always pleased
to have you, in an official or a private

way, and if, Mr. Minister, you do bring
all hon. members of this House, I do not

know of any public body in Canada
which would be any more welcome.

However, I think a small committee
would be more practical when it comes
to getting around investigating resources.

In the case of all hon. members in this

House it would be impossible to get

around, but a small committee could

investigate and could see for themselves.

I would like nothing better than tak-

ing them around. I think I would be able

to show the colossal losses by forest

fires which have taken place in the past.
I think I would be able to show you
where our natural resources are going
to be processed. I think I would be able

to show you where our ore is going over

the ore docks to be taken down the

Great Lakes. I would like to take you
across the line, in one of the finest

farming countries in the world, where
there is somewhere between 25 and 50

pulp and paper mills within a radius of

50 miles, and not a standing stick of

timber within 200 miles. I will show you
there mounds of Canadian pulp wood,
and of Canadian resources providing
work outside of this country for other

workmen. Those are the things I would
like to show you.

In due course I will suggest such a
committee which I hope may visit

northern Ontario. They would be able

to see, and perhaps visualize for them-

selves, some of the mistakes which have
been made in the past.

My hon. friend from Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Challies) will disagree with me,
but I still maintain that millions of dol-

lars would have been saved the people
had they not gone ahead with the

Aguasabon developments east of the

Nipigon River. While we had difficulty

securing cement for our municipal under-

takings, including wartime nouses, it

seemed to me to be very strange that

such an enormous amount of much
required material was placed in that—I

maintain—unwarranted job. There was

enough cement went into that structure

to load a train of boxcars five miles

long, and enough concrete to build a
sidewalk four inches thick, four feet

wide and 440 miles long. That would
have gone a long way toward building
some permanent road on the Trans-
Canada Highway.
So I would suggest it would be an

excellent thing for northern Ontario if

a committee of this House would visit

the north, to visualize it for themselves.

MR. MacLEOD : I suggested that

two years ago.

MR. COX: Perhaps they will do it

for me when they did not for you. My
hon. friend (Mr. MacLeod) did suggest
it. I do wish, Mr. Minister, you would

give some consideration to that sub-

mission.

As I said, there were only three

specific things I wanted to speak to you
about today. I cannot help but harp
on the roads again, although I might be

reiterating. I told you the other day
that Canadians going from the east to

the west and from the west to the east,

have to detour through the States to

get from one end of the country to the

other. I have often said publicly before

that I think it is somewhat of a national

disgrace that we at least have not one

good road across this great country.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX : I see plenty of four-lane

highways down in Old Ontario—I am
not altogether jealous of you—and I

think I heard the hon. member for

Windsor (Mr. Ellis) the other day ask-

ing for a six-lane highway. We will

settle for one one-lane highway in

northern Ontario.
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He spoke about the number of people

entering the border from Windsor. I

mentioned there were somewhere be-

tween 20 and 30 million people who, by
their geographical location, are naturally
forced along the shore of Lake Superior.
While I am not too critical of the hon.

Minister (Mr. Doucett) they have an
immense amount of equipment on that

road now, but I think they are building
the wrong type of road. Black top will

not stand up under severe climatic condi-

tions. If a small stretch of good road

were built each year, eventually we
would have something, where at the

present time we have very, very poor
roads in northern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, there is nothing more I

have to say, particularly at this time. I

do hope that the House will consider my
suggestion and appoint a Committee if

and when Northern Ontario resources

plans are made. To have those preserved
and properly developed will be much
better for the people of Canada.

MR. J. G. WHITE (Kenora) : Mr.

Speaker, it is an honour for me to be

the first member I think to congratulate

you directly on your appointment as

Speaker. I do so earnestly and wish you
every success in your position.

I want at the outset of my remarks
to express extreme regret at the passing
of those two members who were elected

last June to the Legislature. I did not

know "Charlie" Cragg very well. I had
met him a couple of times and knew he
had a great future ahead of him, as an
elected member of the Parry Sound rid-

ing. I know, if he were able to express
an opinion today, he would be quite con-

tent with the choice the people up there

have made of his successor.

In "Johnny" Carrere of North Coch-
rane I had a warm personal friend. I

remember last summer on two or three

occasions lunching with "Johnny" Carrere
and going to see the potato storage ware-

house in which he took a great interest

at Cochrane, talking to him and realiz-

ing the great enthusiasm and comprehen-
sive understanding that he had of the

problems of the people up in that sec-

tion. His death by accident was un-

doubtedly one of the most tragic deaths

of any hon. member in recent years of

this Legislature. He had a great future

ahead of him and that was amply proven
as the people came out from all walks of

life in very inclement weather last fall

to pay their last respects to a gallant air-

man and worthy representative.

I regret my own defeat in 1945 by a

very worthy opponent which disallowed

me the honour of serving under the out-

standing leadership of the Hon. George
Drew. This regret is tempered by the

fact that we know he is now going for-

word to assume the highest elective office

in the Dominion of Canada.

AN HON. MEMBER : What is he

going to do, be Premier of Quebec?

MR. WHITE: Does not the hon.

member think that is well taken care of ?

MISS A. MacPHAIL (East York) :

The same kind of a "guy."

MR. WHITE: Succeeding the hon.

Mr. Drew the hon. member from Peel

(Mr. Kennedy), has already left an in-

delible mark as Premier. His wise
counsel is one the younger members I

know all appreciate and I know there

are those in this House who have been
with him in the House a long time and
know the splendid qualities with which
he is endowed.

I know they can pay tribute to him
much better than I. I want to thank
the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)—
although he is not present in the House—for the kind manner he has displayed
to me and all new members. There is

a rumour, of course, that he may not
wish to continue. Apprehension in that

regard has been voiced in the House. I

just want to set that apprehension at

rest because we have the utmost confi-

dence that we have on this side of the

House a number of hon. members quite

capable and ready and willing to take

over leadership when that becomes

necessary.

Then, of course, there is the reserve

team which was gone into very thor-

oughly by the hon. member from Bell-

woods (Mr. MacLeod) and we must not
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neglect the possibility of one of the big I cannot help again referring to the

league coming down to manage the farm hon. member for York South (Mr.
team. We must also not aegtect the pos- Jolliffe) and his remarks regarding

sibility of some of the farm team mem- blackouts lacking in Saskatchewan and
bers going to play in the big league.

— You are listening?

I want to express my thanks to the MR JQLLIFFE: Oh, I can hear,
mover and seconder of the Speech from
the Throne, our wartime padre, the hon. MISS A. MacPHAIL: A lot of

member for Durham (Major Foote), loud noise anyway.
and the hon. member from Parry Sound ^r^, wtxittt? -n x L1 t

(Mr Tohnston")
WHITE: References to black-

, .... T .. outs lacking in Saskatchewan. I want
In connection with that, I cannot help to point out that remarks should

but recall that the hon member for
g0 back to Saskatchewan. That youYork South (Mr. Jolliffe) disagreed cannot en

joy the iuxury f prosperity
with the government on numerous para- blackouts such as we indulged in this

graphs of the Speech from the Throne, past winter in Ontario and Toronto
and while the agreement was inconse- without your factories running. You
quential, it did raise some hope of co- have to use your power. You cannot
operation, in my breast anyway, but this use triat power by having government-
was quickly dispelled when he got into owned industries shut down. I want
the netherland of eight paragraphs in to refer, when talking about hydro, to
the Speech. the utter unadulterated nonsense—that

Really his criticism did not do justice is what it was—when the hon. member
to the trumpeting during the election by for Fort William (Mr. Cox) referred

his party on the same subject. You can to the Aquasabon development. They
hardly compare the weak criticism he are not only using all the power devel-

offered with the clear concise, point by oped at Aquasabon and other power
point reply of the hon. Premier as he developments, but I predict in two or

unfolded the record of the government three years you will be drawing power
and the gloom on the faces of the opposi- from the English River and thanking
tion members and on the face of the hon. the Hydro and the hon. member from
member for York South (Mr. Jolliffe) Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) for

as he sank lower and lower in his seat seeing fit to put that development in.

was apparent to all. I want to refer again to some remarks

___> T ^. T T TT^^^ 011 tne non - member for York South (Mr.MR. JOLLIFFE: Speak so that one
j lHffe ) made in regard to the Federal

can hear what you say. surplus in comparison with the Ontario

MR. WHITE: The hon. member is
sul*Plus -

supposed to pay attention in the House- I have no quarrel with him insofar

for the benefit of his constituents. as the percentages are concerned, but I

We heard a great deal about Hydro
WOul

1

d llke t0
,
P°in* ou*

£
him that th*

and I do not need to touch on that, f

su
,

rPlus
f

we ^ad ^ Ontario was not

although I will later so far as north- t
aken

<f
of *e pockete of workers by

western hydro is concerned. I have
ln"ome

f

tax
^pyramiding

8 per cent,

talked to a great many people in To-
S^\ A ,f^ *

Wa
*, \ TV^

ronto, and they have become amused
whl

.f
rf^cted the unprecedented pros-

that it has become a matter of political fig**
of one-third of the people of the

expediency.
Dominion of Canada.

I want to congratulate the hon. mem- MR. JOLLIFFE (York South) :

ber for Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) Who paid for it?

°l '

h
\u

T

'^
nt exP°sit

i?

n °n H^° HON. MR. DUNBAR: The lawyers,affairs that he gave in the House the J

other day. He gave us all a very clear MR. WHITE : I point out to the hon.

picture of the whole situation. member for South York (Mr. Jolliffe)
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it was not taken out of the pockets of

workers by income tax and pyramiding
8 per cent, sales tax. The only con-

clusion I can draw from the argument
being propounded and in putting for-

ward the statement insofar as that

Federal surplus is concerned is this :

that if the C.C.F., through dire mis-

adventure were ever elected to power
at Ottawa, that it would be their policy
to budget for and raise that high tax

and huge surplus. The complete lack

of faith shown by the Opposition in

stating that second mortgages will never
be repaid, under the direction of

Minister of Planning and Develop-
ment is evident. That complete lack of

faith is absolutely unwarranted.

I want to read to you a few facts from
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

In regard to industrial activity in

Canada in 1937, the index was set at

100. The November, 1948, index
was 160 and the December, 1948,
index 162, slightly higher than the

index for December, 1947. The
estimated total of dwelling units for

eleven months of 1948 was 68,103
units. And November completions
were the highest for any month in

1948, compared with the previous
high of 8,164 in October. During
the first eleven months of 1948 con-
struction was commenced on 86,348
units and at the end of November
units under construction "stood at

61,093." The average weekly wages
of all hourly rated personnel em-

ployed by leading manufacturers rose

to a new high figure of $41.16 during
the week ending November 1st, 1948.

Canadian coal production in 1948
amounted to 18,377,000 tons, the

largest quantity since 1942. Ontario's

average was 1 1 per cent. The average
salary rate for teachers, Quebec ex-

cepted, showed an average advance of

$138 between 1946 and 1947 to

bring the cumulative average rise since

1939 to $592.

MR. COX (Fort William) : Might
I ask the hon. member a question?
What has this government got to do
with this?

MR. WHITE: I am merely trying
to point out for the benefit of the hon.

members of the Opposition that they

display a complete lack of faith in this

country when they say second mort-

gages could not be paid back, as proven
by these figures. I can see where they
have not a foot to stand on. Added to

that was the calamity-howling of the

hon. member for Essex North (Mr.
Ellis). He got up in this House and
read a clipping from the Globe and Mail
and gave the figures of unemployment.
He did not read where the official

stated quite emphatically that it was
seasonal unemployment they were talk-

ing about. He did not read the rest of

the clipping so that this House would
know that hundreds of workers came
into this province from other provinces
and aggravated the situation.

And now, ladies and gentlemen, I

am sorry
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WHITE : Mr. Speaker, that is

a natural mistake to make when ladies

and gentlemen are present.

MR. DUNBAR : You are not the first

one who has made it in this House.

MR. WHITE : It is the condemnation
of our economic situation by people who
say that second mortgages will not be

paid in the face of figures which I have

given you, that will bring on a depres-
sion in this country. It is that type of

calamity-howling and crying "wolf,"
that will make people lose faith in the
future of this country.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

pass by the remark made about Nicolet-

Yamaska. We are not interested in who
wins elections in our sister province,
whether it is Mr. Duplessis or Mr.
Drew personally, who does the job. All
we are concerned with is that we are
elected by the people who want sound,
honest government in this country.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. G. D. ELLIS (Essex North) :

Second mortgages
1 too?

MR. WHITE: To a certain extent

I agree with the hon. member for South
York (Mr. Jolliffe) when he says,

"
'big

guns' of the party stayed out of the

election at Nicolet-Yamaska," and there

was ample proof their presence was not

necessary. In any event, "big guns"
are sometimes too noisy, as was proven
in the by-election at Owen Sound.

I also agree with the hon. member
for York South (Mr. Jolliffe) that

government employees are under paid,

especially in Northern Ontario. I will

go into that a little later on. I think he
is "sticking his neck out" the proverbial
mile when he refers to a "government
firm" when his cohorts in his party in

Saskatchewan were forced last Novem-
ber to handle a strike by government
employees.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York,
West) : Mr. Speaker, that is more than

they could do in Ontario.

MR. G. B. ELLIS, (Essex North) :

The Second mortgages?

MR. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, the

Deputy Speaker was in your chair

when I started my remarks and I

now wish, Mr. Speaker, to congratu-
late you on your election to the office

of Speaker of this House. I derive

great pleasure from the fact that a man
of God is in the Chair and I want to

assure you that I, as well as other hon.

members, respect the tradition of your
office and your cloth.

Mr. Speaker, I represent one of the

largest provincial electoral ridings in

Canada, encompassing the districts of

Kenora and Patricia. One of the most
beautiful towns in Northern Ontario is

what you would call its county seat, the

town of Kenora on the Lake of the

Woods, which is actually farther from
Toronto than Halifax, Nova Scotia. Its

citizens are of all nationalities. If we
have any United Empire Loyalist stock

up there, we are proud of them, but

we have not heard of them. Their

generous nature is exemplified by the

famous "Mr. X," who goes about the

country and throws hundred and
thousand-dollar bills around.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, you
are wrong. He comes from the

Maritimes.

MR. WHITE : Mr. Speaker, there is

one matter which I would like to bring
before the House which is of no par-
ticular concern to people in the southern

part of Ontario, but it should concern
the hon. member for Cochrane South

(Mr. Grummett) and that is the matter
of racial prejudice.

I was raised where the hon. member
for Cochrane South (Mr. Grummett)
and the hon. member for Temiskaming
(Mr. Taylor) comes from, and I agree
with them. There was a lot of racial

prejudice in the early days
—there is no

question about that. I have seen many a
nice fight in the streets of Cobalt and
Kirkland Lake. That has been dissipated
now. I can tell the House this, that in

so far as racial prejudice is concerned
there is just none of it left. They are

all Canadians up in Northern Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WHITE: I have one personal
racial prejudice and that is directed at

the Scotch.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (York
East) : They will survive.

MR. WHITE: This prejudice is

limited to the playing of bagpipes in a
confined room.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Shame,
shame.

MR. WHITE: The importance of

the Kenora riding commercially is some-

thing of which you all have knowledge.
It has been repeated in this House for

years by the hon. members who have
come down from the farthest north-
western riding. They have told you
about gold mines, pulp and paper mills,

tourist industry, farming, stone quarry-
ing, flour mills, boat building, lumbering,
hydro-electric power, paper-bag manu-

facturing plants and other industries

which go to make up life in that par-
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ticular district. There is one particular
item I want to point out to you today
and that is the fact that a record has

been made in the Kenora riding for

freight-car loading of any single com-

modity, an all time record for the whole
of Canada of any single commodity to

the one consignee. In January of this

year 1,244 cars of pulp wood, 16 cords

to the car, were consigned from Ver-
million Bay to the pulp and paper plant
at Kenora. That was accomplished by
a switch train from Kenora of 60 cars

a day from Vermillion Bay back to

Kenora. The Ontario-Minnesota Com-
pany had 102 trucks in operation work-

ing double shifts, hauling the pulp wood
from 30 miles north, down the newly
constructed Red Lake Highway to the

loading pit at Vermillion Bay.

I was particularly pleased last year
when one of the farmers came to me
and said he had a letter from the hon.

Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
congratulating him on the fact that he

had received the highest price for lambs

paid to anyone in Ontario for that year.
These lambs came from Kenora riding.
I never saw a man so pleased, in fact,

I think he was more pleased getting
that letter than if it had been a con-

gratulatory message from the King.

In the Kenora riding there are four

railway division points, and while I am
on the subject of railways it particu-

larly brings to mind the fact that in the

Kenora riding 85 per cent, of the work-

ing men belong to organized unions. Is

that not a marvellous record? Approxi-
mately 85 per cent, of those employed in

the Kenora riding belong to organized
unions. Recently the store clerks were

organized into a union all through the

riding and I have had most happy re-

lations with them in helping them with

the information they desire and one

thing and another. We have had the

railway union for years, and the pulp
and paper unions, and now this other

union, besides various smaller unions,
all of which give you a picture that the

riding is predominantly labour and the

people of the riding are concerned very
much with any labour legislation that

might come before the House, They

are also very much concerned with any-
thing to do with compensation and that

sort of thing.

Now, I want to point out another

item to you which you will probably
find as interesting as the last one, and
that is, in a town of 2,500 people last

year three-quarters of a million dollars

in United States currency passed

through one bank. I tell you that to

show you the value of the tourist in-

dustry to northwestern Ontario.

I want to congratulate the hon.

Premier on that bill on "Community
Halls." I did not do it the other day
because so many of the hon. members

spoke on it, I was afraid he was over-

whelmed with the congratulatory tone

of the whole House. It means the be-

ginning of municipal organization in

many places where the community
halls will be built. In this way it will

bring people together who are not being

brought together now. This will be the

first stage of community organization,
not on the scale of southern Ontario,
but it means forming into groups where
it was non-existent before.

Our country is all bush country. It

is not like rocky northern Lake

Superior. I had one hon. member say
to me the other day that the map all

seemed to be water. "How do you get
roads through there?" That water is a

gold mine, because in that water you
have fish of all species, you have the best

boating, because they are not all large
lakes but many quite small and lend

themselves to that recreation very well.

It is a veritable gold mine in the sense

that the whole area can be utilized not

only for the tourist business but for a

sustained yield from the marvellous

stands of timber on it. Besides that,

it is the best farming country in the

world.

If the hon. Minister of Agriculture
(Mr. Kennedy) has the time to take a

trip up there, I am sure he would be

pleasantly surprised at the improve-
ments that have taken place. I remem-
ber going into a chap's home there and
he showed me on his mantle about a

dozen cups he had won for his grain in

Chicago. He had not taken any firsts,
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but he had some sixths, sevenths and
ninths and that sort of thing, which goes
to show that the area is worth while

and the co-operation we are getting now
is doubling it, but we still have tremen-

dous problems facing us.

I quite agree with some of the sug-

gestions put forth by the hon. member
for Fort William (Mr. Cox). We have
tremendous stretches of unpaved high-

way. There has been great improve-
ment since the war and the Department
of Highways has done a very effective

job in preparing sections of the highway
for paving. A granular topping has

been put on the highways, and I hope
and pray this year the hon. Minister

of Highways (Mr. Doucett) will see fit

to do much paving on the Trans-
Canada Highway.
The hon. member for Fort William

(Mr. Cox) made a remark about the

paving of the highway. I hope and

pray the hon. Minister of Highways
(Mr. Doucett) will not put any cement

pavement on the Trans-Canada High-
way. You have had some experience
with that down here. I have seen

cement highways down here with as-

phalt over them, and I can tell you this,

that if you put cement on the Trans-

Canada Highway from the Lakehead,

you are going to have a time repairing
it because we have not found anything
as yet that will prevent frost from going
into the ground seven or eight feet and

heaving up the road in the spring.

We have had considerable success, in

spite of what the hon. member for Fort
William (Mr. Cox) says, with oiled

roads in Kenora Riding. We have
stretches up there of 25 to 30 miles of

oil pavement—if you want to call it that—with that method, and they are stand-

ing up wonderfully well, 100 per cent.,

in sections where* the basic material is

gravel, sandy loam and can be drained

very easily. It does not stand up very
well under certain other conditions, but

where you have vast stretches of sand
and gravel as basic material and it is

well drained, that type of pavement
stands up exceptionally well, and there

are stretches in my riding on the Trans-
Canada Highway pf 30 and 40 miles

where it is just as good as any asphalt

pavement ever put down, and we hope
the hon. Minister of Highways will put
a little more of it down.

I agree again with the hon. member
for Fort William (Mr. Cox) that the

first coat of oiling does come up in some

places. That is to be expected. You
are putting a piece of tissue paper on
the top of the road to lay the dust, but

that is scarified, and then in two years
time, after the second and third year of

application, you have a fairly good road,
one that sheds water and one which, as

I said, you can hardly tell from pave-
ment after some time.

I do not want to see the whole ques-
tion of asphalt oiling thrown out by the

Department of Highways, because of

one or two bad spots on the Trans-
Canada Highway. Out in northwestern

Ontario, from the lakehead to the Mani-
toba boundary, asphalt oiling has its

place, and as I pointed out to the House,
it is very useful where it is properly
used.

In the riding, we need a lot of new
construction, but that new construction

is secondary to paving, because we want
to get the tourists up into that country.
If we had a paved road, they are not

going to be too fussy about having to

go a little further on a gravelled road.

We want to have pavement up there

so we can get them out into the country,
and when that is done, perhaps later on
the areas that have not so high a traffic-

count can be worked out in conjunction
with the Dominion Government, if they

go ahead with the proposition they put
before the provinces in regard to the

Trans-Canada Highway.
In the meantime, however, I hope the

hon. Minister of Highways will pave the

high traffic-count spots and the feeder

roads so we can get the tourists up there.

Once up there, we can feed them into

the various districts, and we will enjoy
a great deal more prosperity than we
are at the present time.

In many cases, the old secondary roads

need repairing, but I want to give the

Department of Highways full credit for

this—that they have this last year gone
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about the repair of those secondary
roads in a manner which has earned the

gratitude of people all through the rid-

ing. I am not trying to hand out

bouquets, to anybody, but I have had
more people come to see me and had
more people write me letters about the

way the Department of Highways is pro-

gressing with the repair of those

secondary roads, which were allowed to

get into such bad shape during the war,
than any other single item of road work
or construction that goes on in my whole

riding.

In connection with tourist roads, I

understand that two years ago the

Department of Highways, in connection

with the Department of Lands and

Forests, built an experiment road to

serve the timber industry near Petawawa,
and it was a very successful venture. I

submit to the government the whole pro-

gramme should be enlarged. Up in our

area, pulp and paper companies build

roads. They make a fair job of it. Some
of their roads are not too bad, but good,
bad or indifferent, that road they have
built becomes the road of that area and
if the base is no good, for years the

Department of Highways tries to main-

tain that road. I submit that if the

Department of Highways, the pulp and

paper companies and the Department of

Lands and Forests get together and go
about the building of those roads in much
the same manner as they did at Peta-

wawa, then we will have good basic

roads to start with and roads that can be

used for the tourist industry for all time

and will also serve as roads of access for

the fire protection so necessary when an

area has been cut over.

Expenditures on education in the

north country are such that they have

gained for this government the highest

regard from the people, especially in my
riding. More and more students from
northwestern Ontario, and particularly
from my riding, are attending Univer-

sity, and that in face of the fact that

not long ago a vocational guidance
teacher told me 50 per cent, of the pupils
in the high school in one of the towns up
there, in grades 11 and 12, should be

having technical training if there were
not some changes, and the high school

curriculum was made more flexible.

I am not anticipating any items in the

report of the Royal Commission on Edu-
cation, but we have to consider that

point. After speaking at the high school

I mentioned previously, and in conversa-

tion with this teacher afterwards, I was
amazed at the report she gave me. I

think we should make more use of the

Lakehead Technical Institute of North-
western Ontario, and the Minister of

Education should publicize that to a

greater extent. This applies also to the

Provincial Institute of Mines at

Haileybury. I visited the Institute there

last Summer. It is my home town. I was
raised in Haileybury, and I remember
when it was built. We should use that

more. There are less than 50 pupils
there now. It is a great asset to this

province, and people will come there

from all parts of the world to attend that

school. It is one of the best technical

schools on mining—and I am in the min-

ing industry and I know what I am talk-

ing about when I say it is one of the best

technical schools on mining there is

anywhere. They have everything, and
I submit to the Minister of Education
that everything possible should be done
to make greater use of that facility up
there.

One important question that will arise

in Northern Ontario, and it particularly
arises in my riding, is the fact that

high schools in territories where one

municipal organization exists have to

support the capital cost and other costs

in connection with the high school to

serve an area where a great number of

pupils come from the unorganized sec-

tion. In the town of Dryden there are

207 pupils in the high school, 108 of

whom are from unorganized territories,

yet a new school is going to cost around

$350,000. A town of 2,500 is asked to

bear the capital cost in that regard, and
I want to say this in all fairness—I took

this matter up with the hon. Minister

of Education and in fact with the hon.

Premier—I am amazed considering the

representation we had from Kenora

riding in the past, and that was the first
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time this particular problem had ever

been brought to their notice. I hope
there will be some alleviation of the

problem, in fact I hope there will be

soon, and I think the brief submitted

by the town and by myself will have

some effect.

In our district, people are amused at

my talking about the mining industry

being hard pressed, because I certainly
am a great advocate of an increased

price for gold, or some method to com-

pletely alleviate the conditions that exist

insofar as the marketing of gold is con-

cerned in this country.

However, I am certainly proud also

to stand here today and tell the hon.

members that in my riding we have been

able, in spite of the $35 price for gold to

bring four new gold mines into produc-
tion, with a fifth coming up this spring.
I think that is a marvellous record for

the ingenuity and the pioneering spirit

of those engaged in the mining industry
in the Kenora Riding, considering that

it is the only place in the whole of the

Dominion of Canada where that num-
ber of gold mines have been brought
into production since the end of hostili-

ties in 1945.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Where are they located?

MR. WHITE: Three of them are

located at Red Lake and one is located

in the Patricia District, 185 miles north

of Red Lake. The fifth one is located

about 35 miles northeast of Red Lake
and will go into production this spring.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : How many have failed?

MR. WHITE : What is the question?

MR. MILLARD: How many have
failed in the same time?

MR. WHITE : You will have to stand

up, I cannot hear you.

MR. MILLARD: How many mines
have gone out of commission in the

same time?

MR. WHITE: I am most happy to

inform the hon. member for York West
(Mr. Millard) that in my riding, none.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WHITE : I want to talk a little

about the Department of Lands and
Forests, because it is of vital importance
there. It is a Department that enters

into the everyday life of almost all the

people in the Kenora district. I am
happy to say that the hon. Minister of

Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott) and

myself agree and get along very well.

It is a happy condition and one which is

appreciated, both by myself and undoubt-

edly by the hon. Minister.

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT
(Minister of Lands and Forests) : Hear,
hear.

MR. WHITE: While I agree with

him, I do not always agree with the

views of some of his officials. The par-
ticular reference I have is in the matter
of a speech I recently heard by one of

his field biologists
—and perhaps I should

not be too critical of him, because field

biology has actually been a profound
science insofar as the game of northern
Ontario is concerned

;
I will not say just

northern Ontario, but to the northern
United States and northern Ontario,
but particularly my section, for the last

twenty years.

They have not as yet got the feel of

it, they have not entered into the whole

picture, due to the fact that personnel
was lacking. They are now being trained.

However, this particular chap who gave
a rather long discourse mentioned cases

of wolves killing deer and moose. The
hon. member for Fort William (Mr.
Cox) has cited a few cases here this

afternoon, but hon. members are going
to find this hard to believe, and the hon.
member for Fort William will also find

it hard to believe that the field biologist
of the department stated that only four

authentic cases of moose having been
killed by wolves and that but very few
cases of deer being killed by wolves
were known to him. I talked to him
afterwards and said : "My dear sir—"

MR. C. W. COX (Fort William) :

Mr. Speaker, perhaps I may correct that.

I have been in the woods more than 30
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years. I think my friend misunderstood

me. I said nothing about wolves killing

moose, in fact I have never heard of it.

However, you can travel over all of

northern Ontario and see innumerable

carcasses of deer which had been killed

by wolves. That does not apply to moose.

MR. WHITE : Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for Fort William (Mr. Cox)
anticipated what I was going to say. I

was going to point out that I spoke to

the field biologist afterwards and pointed
out to him that I had been in the north

country and had seen innumerable cases

of deer killed by wolves and that one

particular case I remember not going
more than half a mile from camp, putting
claim tags on mining claims one winter

day, and coming across four carcasses.

A chap came into my office on the

morning I left to come down here to

the city and he had just that morning
disturbed 11 wolves running two moose
on a lake. They had come back there

after the moose had run off the lake.

The wolves had separated; they had

gone back and turned one of those moose
back on the lake and killed it. I did

not get a chance to talk to that field

biologist again, but there was a fifth

authentic case if he wanted it.

I will take any specialist in the

Department of Lands and Forest out

after the first cold spell in January, just
as my friend the member for Fort

William (Mr. Cox) said, and I will

show him 15 to 20 carcasses of deer

killed by wolves, providing there is no
snow for ten days. That is fair enough.

I know, just as the department officials

know, that to put a $50 or a $75 bounty
on wolves is going to start a black mar-

ket, despite what the hon. member for

Fort William (Mr. Cox) says. You are

going to have skins come in from

Manitoba, and Quebec. Nevertheless, I

still think it could be increased, but

maybe that is not the answer. The
answer lies somewhere in between

increasing the bounty, organizing wolf

hunts among the camp operators them-
selves and organizing wolf hunts by the

camp operators for tourists. The hon.

member for Fort William (Mr. Cox) I

think, pointed out that 5,700 odd deer

were taken across the line. That is

quite a slaughter, you will admit. There
are still a lot of deer in northwestern

Ontario. Officials of the department will

bear this out. A full-grown grey timber

wolf which weighs 160 to 180 pounds
will kill a deer every ten days. It has to

eat, and that is what it eats. Figure it

out—if you went out and killed 140

timber wolves, you would save 5,700
deer in the course of a year. I told the

operators that at Kenora, if they would

just go out and kill 100 timber wolves,

they would save more deer than were
taken out from the port of entry of

Fort Frances. The answer is not com-

pletely in raising the bounty, it is not

completely in organizing hunts, it lies

in a combination of everything. In my
estimation, I do not think the hon.

Minister would make any mistake in

raising the wolf bounty somewhat in any
event.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WHITE : I like the suggestion
of the hon. member for Fort William

(Mr. Cox) in asking hon. members to

come up to northwestern Ontario. I

have seen Boards of Trade, members of

committees and everything else come up,
and they have always stopped at the

lakehead. I would like to see a commit-
tee of this Legislature, or a group of

hon. members of this Legislature, go
down to Fort Frances, and come up the

highway to Kenora. One of the most
beautiful drives there is anywhere in

this province is that drive from Fort
Frances to Kenora over that highway.
Then travel up into the Red Lake area,

go into the pulp and paper mills up there

around Kenora and Fort Frances, and
the mines at Red Lake, come down to

Dryden, see the Kraft mill down there

where they make all the Kraft paper and
the paper bags. See the farm area there

and then travel all over the Trans-
Canada Highway to Fort William and
Port Arthur. Everybody seems to stop
at the lakehead. I would like a repre-
sentative group of hon. members of this

Legislature to come up into the Kenora-
Patricia District and see what a vast

empire is unfolding up there. Then
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when one of the four members from more to bring settlers into an area than
that district speaks in the House here rural hydro to these settled areas up
and says : "We need certain things," you there, where they have developed to the

will have a clear picture of what he is point where you have 152 applications

talking about and perhaps will see fit in three square miles of tourists camps
to give them what they need up there for rural hydro. There is no single
on those various projects. item which would develop the whole

We hear from time to time talk of country more than rural hydro,
"secession." I remember an hon. mem- Secondly, I would give the important
ber of this House talking about it, and position to roads. We need those roads.

I do not think the hon. member for Fort As I said before, we are perfectly satis-

William (Mr. Cox) minds my referring fied if paving is accomplished up there

to it one bit, because he was trying to to some extent, especially in the high-

accomplish something when he spoke traffic-count areas, so the tourists can

about it. Just at that time it did not get into the area. Then we are quite
seem possible it could be accomplished in content to sit back and let a certain

any other way. That fizzled out and the amount of new construction go by the

talk of "secession" receded and the hon. boards for the time being, to get that

member for Fort William merely seceded pavement and get the people up there

from the Port to the fort. into the district.

That kind of talk is born of the fact Jn closing my few remarks here this

that people have seemed to think in the afternoon I want to say this, that we

past the government was not recogniz- definitely are getting the kind of co-

ing the difficulties they were under up operation we have so sorely needed, and

there, the many problems they had to there 1S n° better proof of that than

solve. That talk has gone, let me tell
mY presence on the government side of

hon. members, because we have in the tne House this afternoon,

north country, especially in north- SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
western Ontario, some of the finest co- hear.

operation from any government any ___ ,, r _^^ T , TT^^, T ;± _ ., N

time in the history of the Province of MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Ontario, this last five years.
Mr. Speaker in rising to take part m
this debate this afternoon, I thought I

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, might mention some of the changes
hear. which have taken place in this House

MR. WHITE: I want to say this,
durinS the period of my unwilling ab-

,, ,
• ,, T)-,. £ -rjr t u r sence therefrom. I notice the hon.

that in the Riding of Kenora, 1 believe ,,. .
, * ,* . ?

, Air . ,-.,-
•n ,

&
,

' ^. . Minister of Municipal Affairs (Mr.we will have as great a monument to
-,-. , N , , - ^

, , « , n
v

, >,

-i • ^ _ .
fe

, , ,« ^ rl .• Dunbar) has been forced to shell out
this government, and to the co-operation . , f . « «

a a 1 ~~ 1 • u 4.u: ~ ~ one or two at least of the departmentsand development given by this govern- ,. - •- - tJ , T i.i
ment, as the district of Temiskaming

wh
T

lch h
^
h
1
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,

when T

J?
last her

/'
had in the Ferguson Government. The l

^
ould
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m\of the

Ferguson Government opened up
members sitting on the back benches on

Temiskaming. I remember when that *? opposite side get after the hon.

highway went through with the conse-
Minister of Education (Mr. Porter),

quent influx of tourists and settlers. HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
You go up through there and you will (Minister of Reform Institutions) : If

find paved roads, rural hydro, every- you had remained here instead of being

thing that you have here in southern an overnight guest, you might have
Ontario. known what was going on.

We are looking forward, up in the AN HQN MEMBER: Quiet.Kenora Riding in northwestern On-
tario, to extension of rural hydro AN HON. MEMBER: Better an

through the district. We need it. overnight guest than a permanent
There is no single item that will do sleeper.
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MR. DUNBAR: Where did that

drop in from?

MR. DENNISON: No matter how
much ability the hon. Minister of Edu-
cation may have—
MR. DUNBAR : Another word from

the bleachers.

MR. DENNISON : —I say he is not

able to handle both of the jobs which he
assumes at the present time in this

government.
I also notice another very interesting

thing has developed, and that is the

bitterness which has developed between
the two branches of the "Progressive"

groups in this House. When I was in

this House last time they were pretty
close together.

HON. DANA PORTER (Provin-
cial Secretary) : You mean the C.C.F.

and our friends over here?

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker, in

the first place I have always claimed
that neither of these groups has any
right to use the great word "progres-
sive." I remember in this province
when we had a real Progressive Party,
a farm-labour party.

AN HON. MEMBER: Remember
what happened to them?

MR. DENNISON: That party was

always under attack by both these

groups.

AN HON. MEMBER: Where are

they now?

AN HON. MEMBER: They took
the furniture home with them.

MR. DENNISON : The Conserva-
tives used to call the real Progressives
"a group of radicals, Reds, and malcon-
tents." The Reds used to call the real

Progressives "a group of social Fascists,
labour haters," and so on. Now it is

rather amazing to find these two parties,

representing the extremes of the Left
and the Right, rush in to take that name
when they want to add an air of respect-

ability to themselves.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON : When I last sat

in the House you were pretty close to-

gether, you two branches of this Pro-

gressive Party. I can well remember
the praise that was heaped on the

government at that time by the hon.

member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod)
when he made his famous Teheran

speech on the agreements that had just
been signed between Russia and the

U.S.A., which he said "Sealed the

friendship of communism and capi-

talism," and which he took to give him
Mr. Stalin's official authority to

"snuggle up" to the other branch of the

party, which he did so well.

Then something happened, maybe on
orders from Moscow or McCullagh—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. DENNISON: Anyway, the

partnership was dissolved. But while it

lasted, Mr. Speaker, it was a deadly
combination. If I had to describe that

partnership between George and Albert,
I would say it was really one of "arsenic

and sulphuric acid."

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Pretty flat.

MR. DENNISON : But before the

former partners get too enthusiastic

about the dissolution of the partnership,
I want to warn both of you that it might
not be long, among your many zigzags,
when these two parties may be back in

each others laps again, in fact, the least

thing might cause it. Just let Mr. Drew
withhold support from the Atlantic Pact

of the democratic nations a little longer,

just let Mr. Drew some of these days
make an isolationist speech such as was
made by Mr. Sabourin, your leader in

our sister province, recently, or by Mr.

Jacques Sauriol against the British sol-

diers and, before you know it, Mr. Tim
Buck will send the full support of his

"Progressives" behind your "Progres-

sives," and you will be back together

again.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER : You used to

"fall for it," too.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : You didn't speak that way on
the eve of the election in St. David.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: No, sir, he did

not dare.

MR. DENNISON : We said that, and
we said more during election, Mr.

Speaker.

MR. SALSBERG : He always crows
after.

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to urge the hon. Minister of

Health (Mr. Kelley) in this government
to consider revising that Municipal
Health Services Act to make it work,
or to put something else in its place that

will work. Some years ago when I in-

troduced a Municipal Health Services

Act, the then Minister of Health rushed
in with an Act of the same name, but

it was not the legislation the farmers
and the rural people of this province
wanted, and the result has been none of

them has accepted it, and, as far as I

know, no health units have been estab-

lished under that legislation.

In recent days the rates for private
health services have increased and we
have now reached the stage of possibly
half a million people in this province
paying rates to these health plans. We
have now reached the stage where the

government should do something. I

would suggest that it bring in legislation
modelled somewhat along that now in

force in Saskatchewan where for a small

fee of $10 per year for adults and $5
per year for dependents, the maximum
of $30 a month, any family in this

province
—

AN HON. MEMBER: Per year?

MR. DENNISON: Per year—any
family in this province will be entitled

to complete hospital care and hospital
attention.

Mr. Speaker, the public-owned hydro
in this province is an example of the

great stability and strength of public

enterprise. The people of this province
have for many years enjoyed hydro
rates that were sometimes as low as

one-third the rate they would have had
to pay in other parts of the province
served by private companies, or in the

United States. It is a reasonable esti-

mate, I think, to estimate that the

hydro-electric power in Ontario is sav-

ing the consumers of hydro in this pro-
vince up to $15,000,000 per year. The
Hydro today is a $600,000,000 business,
one of the greatest of its kind in the

world today. From less than a dozen

muncipalities at the beginning, hydro
has grown to nearly 1,000 municipali-
ties in the hydro partnership today. In

1947 this public system bought and

generated 2,748,000 horse-power and it

has built up financial reserves and sur-

pluses of over $450,000,000. This tremen-
dous development has been built up with
the active support and participation of

all the people of this province, in spite
of political meddling and interference

by political leaders who were often the

sworn enemies of public ownership. It

was surprising to me when I heard the*

Throne Speech delivered and not a word
mentioned in the Throne Speech about

hydro. It is equally surprising to me
because of the blackouts suffered in this

province during the past few months.
It was surprising to me that during
these blackouts, when the Rev. Mr.
Domm of the Bathurst Street Forum,
asked the government to send a speaker
to discuss the whole question of hydro
power, the government refused that re-

quest. Other parties were represented
but they alone were absent. Now, I sat

in the galleries of this Chamber back in

1943 when the government of that day
introduced the Ottawa River Water
Powers Act for first reading and they
moved a motion at that time due, as

they said, to the urgency of the power
shortage and due, they said, to the fact

that Doctor Hogg had informed them
that Ontario had no reserved power left

at the time, and they introduced a

motion to give that bill first reading
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before the Throne Speech proceeded.
The opposition, which at the present
time forms the government, voted to

delay consideration. A few days later

they objected to the 2nd and 3rd read-

ing and introduced a motion to give the

bill a one-month hoist. Now, that is

the party which today forms the govern-
ment of this House. You voted against
the Ottawa government agreement four

times.

That opposition did not end in this

chamber. It was a continuing opposi-
tion. In the Canadian Press dispatch of

February 16th, 1943, Colonel Drew
urged caution in the power agreement
question, because, he said, Canada
would soon shift from war production
within the next three months to stress

shipbuilding, and this would slow down
many industries now consuming power.
Less power, he said, will be required
soon. A few days later the Globe and
Mail had this to say

—
again it is Mr.

Drew's statement:

"No government which follows this

will ever be bound by law to recog-
nize the 999 year lease granted
Quebec."

Now, that was an open threat of re-

pudiation of these contracts.

Again, on July 17th, 1943, in Ren-

frew, Mr. Drew again threatened to re-

pudiate these contracts. The Tory press
at that time continually spread rumours
that the great Des Joachims develop-
ment had been stopped and every time

those rumours were spread they were
denied by the hydro at that time in

1943. The Globe and Mail of July 17th,

1943, the same day as Mr. Drew spoke
in Renfrew, issued a story from Ottawa
to the effect that the Ottawa Des

Joachims had been shelved and again

hydro denied it. It seems to me that

those rumours showed a sort of wishful

thinking on the part of the then oppo-
sition, who now sit on the government
benches.

Anyway, in August, 1943, the govern-
ment now sitting in power was elected to

office and the monkey-wrenches then

began to fly into the hydro machinery
at an increased rate. On September

13th of that year the Evening Telegram
reported that it was learned officially up
at Queen's Park here that Mr. Drew
was visiting Premier Godbout at that

time to discuss the cancellation of the

Ottawa River agreement, and stated:

"It is significant that Mr. Drew is

alone in carrying on these negotia-

tions, no official of Hydro is with
him."

It continues:

"Some time ago it was admitted that

this plan (Des Joachims) has been

dropped, based on power requirements
which were declining and possible

ending of the war, after which large
blocks of power might be left unsold."

That emanated from Queen's Park
at that time, and the last speaker on the

government side deprecates gloomy fore-

bodings of depression. Apparently
those gloomy forebodings were accepted
in large measure on the government
benches back in 1943. Not in 1943, but

four years later, on January 31st, 1947,
a year after the project was supposed
to have been finished—had it started in

1943—we find the following announce-
ment from Montreal : Premier Drew
having visited Duplessis at this time

announced last night that "a satisfac-

tory agreement had been reached in re-

gard to the Ottawa River," but by the

end of that year all that had been done
was a coffer-dam enclosing the south

half of the area of the dam.

Now, just one year ago in this

chamber, the hon. Minister in charge of

hydro in this House (Mr. Challies),

speaking in this chamber on the 18th of

February, 1948, admitted that only 700
men were employed at Des Joachims,
even at that time, but he promised by
spring the gang would exceed 2,000 men,
"due to the crippling power-shortage."
In other words, it was not until a winter

of black-outs that practically the full

force of 2,000 men was put to work on
the Ottawa project. Now the question

naturally arises as to who held this pro-

ject up.

HON. MR. CHALLIES: Yes,
but-
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MR. DENNISON: The hon. Min-
ister says shortages. I will just give

you—
HON. MR. CHALLIES : May I ask

the hon. member (Mr. Dennison) a

question ? What happened between 1943

and 1947 on the question of new genera-
tion when we bought in southern Ontario

240,000 H.P.

MR. DENNISON: Yes, you did

bring in some new generation from
southern Ontario, but it might have been
wiser if you had proceeded with Des

Joachims in the first place.

MR. CHALLIES: Des Joachims
would not have power in 1947, 48 or 49.

MR. DENNISON: The fact re-

mains, the reason you gave in 1943 was
not shortages at all. The reason you
gave was the fact that hydro power
would not be needed; we were in for a

slump and hydro power would not be
needed.

Now, in 1947, the reasons are

changed. "Shortage of material" which
is the excuse given.

MR. CHALLIES : Not now
;

it has

always been.

MR. DENNISON: That is very
amusing. We did not hear of those

shortages back in 1943 and 1945.

Now, Mr. Speaker, the Financial

Post—that normally is a great friend

of the government—on December 4th,
of last year stated that:

"Hydro stood at top of the list for

wartime priorities,"

and it stated further "at no time was a

request made for a priority for Des

Joachims." At no time!

Furthermore, I would like to draw
the government's attention to the fact

that after the war was over approxi-
mately one year, the Federal Government
said it would give municipalities or the

province, if they would accept the chal-

lenge, the right to channel vital housing
and construction material. They offered

that chance to the City of Toronto and

they refused to take it. Had this govern-

ment been serious about that shortage
question they would have accepted at

once that challenge of the Federal
Government and said "yes, we will con-

trol building material. We will not allow

steel and cement and building materials

to be used up in bowling alleys and gaso-
line service stations and non-essential

building but we will channel those into

Hydro construction and into housing."
The fact remains that this government

was not particularly concerned at that

time about hydro and I know they were
not concerned about the housing. They
have stated and made it very plain they

opposed public housing. Now, Mr.
Challies repeated his excuses; in '43 he
could not get the men, in '44 he could

not get the cement, in '45 he could not

get the steel. In 1946 he seems to have
run out of excuses, he has none at all

that year. The fact remains it was not

until 1947 that the coffer-dam was

finally started at Des Joachims.
When the hon. Minister spoke last

week I suggested in view of the fact that

cement was one of the vital shortages,
that the government should have con-

sidered the establishment of their own
cement plant and the hon. Minister in

indignation, said : why, he would not

"think of public-ownership in cement

production," and he made some refer-

ence to the shoe factory out in Saskatche-

wan, but I want to point out to him that

the difficulty out in that province is not

a shortage of shoes ; the difficulty is that

they have made so many shoes that they
are unable to sell them at home and if

you could have had the same experience
with cement, you would be very happy.
You would have so much cement on

your hands you would be able to go
ahead with all your projects.

MR. CHALLIES : People won't buy
their boots, that is the reason why.

MR. DENNISON : They make ex-

tremely good boots.

MR. CHALLIES: You can get

7,000 at Ottawa that the government sent

for the poor children of Europe.

MR. DENNISON : The fact remains
that this government does not believe in
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public-ownershp. That is the reason

you would not go into the manufacture
of cement, and the Minister gave one
of his reasons. The hon. Minister (Mr.
Challies) made an amazing statement

the other day that the hydro-electric in

Ontario is not public-ownership, it is

municipal ownership. Mr. Speaker,
what is the difference? You can have

public-ownership on a municipal level,

on dominion level, on provincial level.

Hydro is certainly in that class, and,
when the hon. Minister states that the

public did not put up a cent—
MR. CHALLIES: I did not say

that. I said the public as tax payers,

paid nothing, they did not pay one cent

out of their taxes for hydro.

MR. DENNISON: All right, the

public as tax payers. If the hon. Min-
ister (Mr. Challies) will look at page
40, he will find out that this legislature
since the beginning of hydro has ad-

vanced $270,002,450.36 to establish it

and that money was raised by this Gov-
ernment in taxes from the people, or by
the sale of bonds.

MR. CHALLIES: Mr. Speaker,
that was money that was advanced by
the government to the hydro, and they
have issued bonds for it and as they
come due are being paid. Everything
except the contribution to rural hydro.
I say again the tax payers of the

Province of Ontario, for the general

hydro scheme, as tax payers, have not

paid a cent.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON: Of course, the

hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) is right in

this respect.

MR. CHALLIES : Thank you.

MR. DENNISON : If a government
takes over an enterprise and exchanges
bonds, naturally that does not cost any
money, but I understood the hon. Min-
ister (Mr. Challies) to make the point
that the tax payers are not the people?
That the people of this province had
taken no responsibility?

MR. CHALLIES : There is a differ-

ence between a tax payer and everybody
in general. A tax payer is a person
who pays taxes, not the householder.

I say the householder has paid to-

wards it in hydro bills as such, but

the tax payers as tax payers have not

paid a nickel.

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker, the

revenues of this province are derived
from the people of this province and
if the government allowed anyone to

get away with not paying taxes, I am
surprised to hear it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,
somewhere they are caught by the tax

collector before they reach the grave.

MR. CHALLIES : Mr. Speaker, the

tax payers who paid towards govern-
ment revenue have not paid one nickel

out of taxes.

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,
this legislature up until 1934, had to

pass a bill granting capital for all hydro
construction and that was made avail-

able to the hydro, on call. It is only since

1934 that the hydro has had the power
to go out and borrow money on their

own strength. However, the hydro has

paid back some of this $207,002,750.36
that we gave them; $119,152,344.96 has

been returned, leaving a net capital
advance from the Province of Ontario
as of last March, $87,850,405.40.

Now, when the hon. Minister (Mr.
Challies) contends that the hydro is not

public ownership, I would like to chal-

lenge his statement. I would like to

point out to him that the newspapers
supporting his government in this prov-
ince think it is "public ownership."
That was said in editorials in the

Montreal Gazette last Fall during the

blackouts. Had he read the editorials

in the Globe and Mail during these

blackouts, the Globe and Mail told the

people that the hydro was an example
of what would happen to this govern-
ment through socialism if many more
industries were taken over. Now, I
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did not hear the hon. Minister (Mr.
Challies) at that time get up to defend

public ownership as he should have
done. If he does not believe in it,

naturally he could not defend it, but

if he does believe in it he should

have been in there defending it against
its critics. At that time I failed to

hear any defence if he made any.

Now, in regard to hydro, I would
like to go back into the past history of

this great enterprise. The present pain-
ful experience of political interference

in hydro affairs to which our present

shortages of hydro are directly trace-

able, are but the last of three periods
in which the Ontario hydro has been
in difficulty. And, Mr. Speaker, I

believe it is no accident that in all three

periods the Tory Government has been
in power in this province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker, the

first period when the hydro found itself

in difficulties was during the regime of

the Hearst government which was

finally replaced by—
MR. DUNBAR : Is Roebuck a Tory?

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Hearst at

that time wanted to build hydro radials

throughout the province. Now, hydro
radials are sort of electric railway lines—not unlike the lines running in this

city
—and if they had not been stopped

by the Farmer Labour Government of

1919, hydro may have been bankrupt.
It has been estimated that the Farmer
Labour Government of Ontario not

only saved the hydro, but saved
Ontario at least $100,000,000 by stop-

ping electric radials and building roads

instead.

Now, the next period of hydro diffi-

culty took place right after the death

of Sir Adam Beck in 1925. After his

death the people had not long to wait

to find out who the real enemies of

public ownership were in this prov-
ince.

When Sir Adam Beck died, hydro
was producing 94 per cent, of its own

power. When the Tories were finally

removed from office in 1934, hydro was

producing only 64 per cent, of its own
power; a drop of 30 per cent, in public

production.

The Ferguson government forced the

hydro to bring its own construction to a
standstill and to buy power from private
interests in Montreal, some of which it

turned out afterwards made generous
donations to the political coffers of the

two old parties.

MR. DUNBAR : That is the stuff that

counts.

MR. DENNISON: In each case,

Mr. Speaker, the same pattern was
followed—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh,

oh.

MR. DENNISON: In each case

company was handed a contract, or

agreement, before actual construction.

In each case the hydro was tied hand
and foot to buy power from that com-

pany for 30 years. The companies could

wash their hands of the agreement at any
time if they wished to, but, in each case

the hydro had to build its own power
lines which in the case of the Gatineau

Power Company, cost was $16,000,000.

MR. CHALLIES: How could the

Quebec companies build lines in

Ontario ?

MR. DENNISON : That is what I

say, in each case the hydro has to build

the line. In 1926, we had the amazing
stock manipulation which resulted in the

establishing of the Gatineau Power

Company. Mr. Graustein, president of

International Paper Company, estab-

lished the company by selling Mr.

Graustein, president of the Gatineau

Power Company, the Paugan power site

on the Gatineau River for $41,776,818.
This was for a power site which had

only cost International Paper $4,000,000
a few years earlier and only $17,001,818
of the purchase price changed hands at

that time. Mr. Graustein paid Mr.
Graustein in preferred stock and com-
mon stock.
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On March 11, 1926, the Gatineau
Power Company was incorporated, and
soon after that the Ferguson govern-
ment announced the agreement under
which our hydro was sold down the

Gatineau to a greedy power company
for a period of 30 years.

On June 1, 1926, the Gatineau bonds
were advertised for sale yielding 5.40

per cent, interest. It was stated in this

advertisement that the company, due to

this hydro contract, had prospects of

receiving almost double its annual

interest, depreciation and other costs.

Even the Evening Telegram had a

headline at the time which stated :

"Power supply from Quebec may
destroy Ontario Hydro."

Even the Evening Telegram was
shocked by this great betrayal.

The same year, 1926, the great
Abitibi Canyon site on the Abitibi

River was given away by the Ferguson
government, against the advice of its

own engineers. They gave this site

away to a group of promoters without
a cent of down payment.

The promoters, however, were un-
able to fulfil their lease and they soon
lost it. Two years later, Mr. Ferguson
was again urged to develop this Abitibi

power site under the auspices of the

hydro, and again he refused. At this

time, he gave it away the second time
to the same group of promoters, and
this time he obliged the hydro to

purchase 100,000 horse power a year
at $13 per h.p., a total of $1,300,000

per year, and to build 189 miles of

line at the same time. In other words, the

promoters got the power site for the

second time and got a cash bonus
besides.

MR. CHALLIES: Talk about the

living instead of the dead.

MR. DENNISON : These promoters
were soon in difficulties once again, and

again they came to the hydro. The

company, they said, was on the verge of

ruin, and the promoters who thought
they were going to "milk" the hydro,
discovered to their dismay that they

were in danger of losing their own
shirts instead. Stock in the company
dropped to $30 on the New York
Stock Exchange but, again for the third

time, Mr. Ferguson brought the hydro
to the rescue, and it was pur-
chased at about $90 a share or $18,000,-

000; about three times its stock market
value.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No,
Mr. Henry.

MR. DENNISON : Yes. I am sorry :

it was Mr. Henry. When there was a

public outcry against the government
over this deal and when it was dis-

closed that certain people in the Con-
servative Party had stock in this

company. Mr. Henry got up and
denounced these people. He even
forced the resignation of one member
of the Hydro Commission at that time,
and the chairman also resigned over
that deal. Later on, in this House, Mr.

Henry had to admit that he, himself,

although pledged to public ownership
of hydro, had held $25,000 worth
of stock in this company which was

salvaged by hydro purchase. Now, the

hon. Minister—
MR. CHALLIES: It was not

salvaged by the hydro at all.

MR. DENNISON: It was salvaged

by the purchase of hydro, as you well

know. And when you say the Abitibi

is in splendid shape today, I am just

wondering if that particular branch of

the hydro is still in good shape.

MR. CHALLIES: It is in good
shape, and it belongs to the government
and not to the hydro.

MR. DENNISON : You lumped five

of these northern properties together
in your annual report. Let me give

you the last report of the Henry
government on this question.

In October, 1934, the last year they
were in power, the expenses of this

particular branch of the northern

Ontario property, the Abitibi were

$1,041,109.52. The revenue was only
$562,549.31, leaving a deficit that year
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of $478,560.21, and they did not pay
one cent of depreciation, or sinking
fund.

I notice in the report we received

last March, that for the year ending
October, 1947, these northern Ontario

properties have lost a total of

$206,735.88. I say, Mr. Speaker, we
are still suffering in this province from
that great blunder, the purchase of

Abitibi for more than the stock was
worth.

Now, I come to another blunder, and
I want to put this on the record, be-

cause I think it will point the way to

better management of hydro in the

future, and point the way to more

development of hydro and less pur-

chasing of power from private com-

panies.

During this whole period, it seemed
to be the favourite pastime of sup-

porters of the Ferguson and Henry
governments to first get a power site,

then get a hydro contract, then sell

stock—presto
—

they were in the mil-

lionaire class overnight.

Mr. Killam, editor of the Mail and

Empire, got in on this game too. He
got control of the north half of Chats

Falls; the hydro held the south half

of the site. Mr. Killam had no facili-

ties to build a plant, so the hydro pro-
ceeded to build his half as well as their

own. On the strength of that, Mr.
Killam proceeded to float a loan at

Sy2 per cent, interest. He could not
lose. His half of the plant was being
built by the hydro and only cost him
$8,567,286 and he had had an agree-
ment with the hydro to pay him, in a

40-year period, $56,349,438, or 6y2
times his development costs.

Had the hydro paid off their develop-
ment cost over 40 years, power on their

side of the river would only cost them
7y2 dollars per horsepower. Instead of

that, they were pledged to pay Mr.
Killam $15.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Reform Institutions) : I

cannot understand how we won Parry
Sound with you up there.

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,
these things happened in rapid suc-

cession, one after another. The same

pattern was followed in the case of

McLaren and Beauharnois. Each time

the hydro was tied up to pay $15

per horsepower for a power it could

have produced itself for less than

$10. The signing of the Beauharnois
deal on November, 1929, two months
after the stock market crashed that

year
—remember, two months after the

stock market collapsed
—was the final

straw that broke the camel's back, and
ended this whole period of power
purchase from private companies.
Beauharnois saddled Ontario with

250,000 horsepower at $15 per horse-

power, and in addition we had to build

an $18,000,000 power line to the city

of Toronto to get the power down here.

It is estimated that power cost us close

to $25 per horsepower at Toronto.

HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES
(Minister without Portfolio) : It would
not be any use without transmission

lines.

MR. DENNISON : About this time

there were persistent rumours that

power companies were providing politi-

cal campaign funds to someone. These
rumours became very strong. They
were repeated by the two old parties.

The Liberals were accusing the Con-
servatives of having received money and
the Conservatives were accusing the

Liberals of having received money.
Finally, two C.C.F. members initiated

an investigation in the House of Com-
mons. They found out that both had
received money.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON: According to

Mr. Swazey of the Beauharnois Com-
pany, he was forced, in order to get
this contract, to pay $700,000 to the

Liberals, and he paid $125,000 to Mr.

John Aird, Jr., for the Ontario Con-

servatives, the same Mr. John Aird,

Jr., I presume, who received $50,000
when the hydro purchased the O'Brien
interest on Madawaska several years
earlier.
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Due to this over-purchasing of power
under these agreements between 1930
and 1935, the cost of power to the

municipalities of this province had in-

creased by $10 or over 50 per cent.,
and the hydro was still losing money
at the rate of $3 per horsepower.
Had these agreements remained in

force, Toronto would have lost $2,283,-
000 a year, Hamilton would have lost

$852,000 a year, London, $265,000,
and so on down the line. Not only
that, but the Ontario hydro in that

period had paid out $33,000,000 for

power, it did not need and could not
sell.

This loss was all made up by deplet-

ing the reserve funds. The contingency
reserve fund, which had stood at

$14,000,000 in 1930, had shrunk to

$3,780,000 by the end of 1935, and
would have been wiped out in one more
year had the agreements continued at

their existing rate. That was the picture
after ten years of buying power from
private companies. It was a pretty
sordid picture, a pretty black picture
for any friend of public ownership.

When the Hepburn Government
came to power, they cancelled these

agreements which, we were told, were

signed with by these power barons of

Montreal, and after winning the 1937
election on the strength of that policy,

they then reversed themselves and

appointed a new Hydro Commission,
which, of all things, proceeded to re-

sign the agreements with the same com-

panies, and proceeded to stop work on
the Madawaska.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : But
not the same agreements.

MR. DENNISON : They got better

prices, Mr. Speaker, that is true. They
purchased the power for $12.50 per
horsepower instead of $15.00 per horse-

power, but you lost—
HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES

(Minister without Portfolio): Now,
Mr. Speaker—
MR. DENNISON: But you lost a

little of your load factor and there was
an escalator clause—

MR. CHALLIES : Yes, that is right
now.

MR. DENNISON : Which tied you
up so you could not purchase power
from any other company on the Ottawa
or any of its tributaries any less". So
that neither of those agreements have
been entirely satisfactory to the people
who believe in public ownership in this

province.

While I am speaking about the
Ottawa River agreements, I want to

say a word about the present an-
nounced policy of the government,
namely that at the present time these

agreements, for the four power sites

on the Ottawa which were allocated to

Ontario under the 1933 agreements—
MR. CHALLIES : 1943.

MR. DENNISON: Pardon me, the
1943 agreement—that these power sites

are now being developed on a half-and-
half proposition. That is, although at

the present time we are building the

sites, we are spending the money, our
sister province at any time it desires

can come along and demand half the

power from these sites. I would like

to ask, Mr. Speaker, where that will

put Ontario, in a few years' time—if

we need all that power and if Mr.

Duplessis does not develop his five sites

and we have ours finished, and we find

ourselves forced to give up half the

power we have developed. I think, Mr.

Speaker—
MR. NIXON: Why do you not

answer that one?

^
MR. DENNISON : I think, Mr.

Speaker—
HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR

(Minister of Reform Institutions) :

That is the $64 question.

MR. DENNISON: I think, Mr.
Speaker, that is a most unbusinesslike

situation. It leaves the Ontario hydro
with a threat of shortage still hanging
over its head, even though we have

spent millions of dollars developing
sites.
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MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : And for a generation to come.

MR. DENNISON: I want to say

just this about frequency change-over:
last session the Legislature of this

House unanimously passed the fre-

quency change-over bill under which
we were told the recommendations of

Stone and Webster and Mr. Hobson
had been accepted in their entirety, and
when the time came to change the

motors, the experts from the Hydro
Electric itself would do the rewinding—in fact, Mr. Hobson said :

"I would strongly advocate that the

work of change-over would in the

main be undertaken by the Hydro
Electric itself through a special

change of frequency department."

In view of that recommendation, and
in view of statements of government
speakers at that time that they favoured
and had adopted without variation those

recommendations, it is just a little bit

disturbing to find that the first bloc

to be changed over in Leaside has been

given to a private company, apparently
without tenders being called and with-

out any announcement being made as

to the terms and conditions. Further-

more, when the minister made a speech
on hydro the other day, he had nothing
to say about this particular problem.

In addition, I would like to urge the

hon. Minister and the government to

seriously consider one of the recom-
mendations made by the special com-
mittee of the O.M.E.A., which I under-
stand was made public in March of

last year. One of those recommenda-
tions was somewhat as follows :

In view of the fact that the in-

dustrial users of hydro in the prov-
ince in the 20 years following the

changeover will save themselves, be-

cause of the changeover, $55,000,000,
in view of that fact and in view of

the fact that the hydro is going to

spend $64,000,000 in making their

changeover, this group urges that

more than $18,000,000 from that

particular group should be collected.

They urged that you at least raise

this $18,000,000 by 9 or 10 millions.

And there was one other group, com-
mercial consumers, they thought should
also pay more. In other words, here is

a suggestion that would cut down the

cost of your whole programme by 10,

maybe 15, million dollars.

AN HON. MEMBER: Make it 20.

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker, I

want to make one further suggestion.
The hydro has a purchasing department,
and a purchasing department of any
organization should undertake to pur-
chase direct wherever possible. It

should not purchase from middle men
or third parties if it can purchase direct.

Pole line hardware, I understand
manufactured in Hamilton, is being

purchased from a company in Montreal.
I understand crossarms manufactured
in British Columbia are being also

purchased from a Montreal company.
I have been informed by employees
that even carloads of these have been

shipped to Montreal then returned to

the Province of Ontario. I would like

to make a suggestion, the purchasing
department of hydro go out to get the

best price at the best terms, regardless
of who they have to purchase from.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. DENNISON : Now, the review
I have made of political interferences

in hydro affairs—
MR. CHALLIES: Mr. Speaker, I

think there is an imputation there I

should correct. I say the hydro under
the present purchasing agent and under
the former purchasing agent, is one of

the best run departments of any pur-

chasing department in an organization.
We buy the things direct from the

manufacturer when they can be secured,
and they buy them at the lowest price
and by tender. You can buy British

Columbia crossarms and we do buy
them direct. We buy poles, you talk

of pole line materials, they are bought
in Hamilton and we buy them under

present shortage conditions where we
can get them and get them at the right

price.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to make a suggestion to the

hon. Minister, because I think every
possible avenue of saving

—
MR. CHALLIES: Your source of

information is wrong, that is all I have
to tell you.

MR. DENNISON: I want to say
I think every possible avenue of saving
should be—
MR. CHALLIES : Let us have the

source of information. I say it is

wrong. I challenge that statement.

AN HON. MEMBER : You are not

directing anything.

^
HON. DANA PORTER (Provincial

Secretary) : Neither are you.

MR. DENNISON : All right, I will

put a question in the Order Paper and
the hon. Minister at his leisure may
answer that, if he sees fit.

MR. CHALLIES : That is one way
to evade your responsibility.

MR. DENNISON: The point I

want to make is that over the years
this political interference and meddling
in hydro has interfered steadily with the

efficiency of hydro. The, question is,

when will this end? Six years ago Mr.
Drew promised, and I quote:

"To free hydro from political

control."

How false that promise has turned

out to be ! Time and time again we
have had the spectacle of the hon.

Premier of this province
—

MR. CHALLIES : You were down
over our plants in our plane the other

day. That goes to show there is no

politics in that.

MR. DENNISON: I am learning
more about the plants all the time, Mr.
Minister.

AN HON. MEMBER:' Maybe he
was sick.

AN HON. MEMBER: You wanted
to go.

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

AN HON. MEMBER: We will take

it if you want to.

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Speaker, can-
not the Speaker obtain order for the

debate to go on?

MR. DENNISON: You are doing
well, Mr. Speaker.

MR. DUNBAR: We were talking
about being sick.

MR. DENNISON: I am talking
about the Premier of this province step-

ping over the head of the hydro chair-

man and making deals directly with the

Premier of another province, without
even a hydro engineer being present on
the occasion.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. DENNISON : For one whole

year, the hon. Premier of this province

thought it unnecessary to even have a

chairman of hydro in this province.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

And then when he did have one, look

who he picked.

MR. DUNBAR:
with the speaker.

Do not interfere

MR. PORTER: That is what you
call "political interference."

MR. DENNISON : Mr. Speaker, I

want it understood I am not criticizing
the present chairman of the hydro. I

have great respect for him. I think he
is doing his very best under the circum-

stances.

SOME HON. MEMBERS. Hear,
hear.

MR. DUNBAR : He invited you to

come down and you swallowed it, hook,
line and sinker.

MR. CHALLIES
with that.

Nothing wrong AN HON. MEMBER: Steady,

George.
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MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,
the hydro has survived all political

interference—
MR. SPEAKER: I think it is very

fine for us to have a little bit of free-

dom in the House and I think I have

been very reasonable about it, but I do

think we must have control on all sides

of the House. One member is allowed

to speak at a time and if a question is

to be asked, then the one who has the

floor will automatically sit down, if he

desires to answer the question.

We want to have such relaxation and
ease in the House as we can have, but

at the same time I must insist on order,

please.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON: The fact that

the hydro in this province has survived

so much political interference by both

parties in the past is a tribute, I believe,

to one of the greatest publicly owned

enterprises in the world today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON: It proves that

public ownership is a vital force in the

lives of the people of this province, it

proves the fundamental soundness of the

whole principle of public ownership. We
can be thankful the principle of public

ownership is so sound, and so good, that

despite all the mistakes, despite all the

bungling and meddling that have handi-

capped it under previous administra-

tions, and, to some extent, under this

administration, it is still far superior
to any privately operated monopoly.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DENNISON: We in the

C.C.F. group in this House believe in

the principle of hydro, and we will sup-

port hydro and are proud of hydro. We
will fight, however, against political in-

terference with hydro. We demand this

day-to-day political meddling be brought
to an end.

When you appoint a Board to admin-
ister hydro, it should be composed of

men who, first, believe in the principle
of public ownership, men who know at

least something about hydro, men who
should be given the right to plan for

the future and should be freed of the

kind of political interference that I have
outlined here this afternoon.

Thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, I certainly find

myself in the predicament of a fellow

who is an after-dinner speaker and has
heard plenty of other speakers going
ahead and finds the speaker before him
has stolen his speech.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK: The hon. Speaker
who has just finished is supposed to be
the C.C.F. hydro critic, and I am desig-
nated as our hydro critic, and indeed,
Mr. Speaker, if someone had entered

my room last night and taken my speech,
I would have the hon. member (Mr.
Dennison) arrested at once—he would
be the guilty man.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK: Might I say, Mr.

Speaker, I would be remiss in my duty
indeed if I did not, as a private member,
congratulate you upon your elevation to

the Speaker's Chair. I want as well, Mr.

Speaker, to express to you sincere

congratulations and I think, Mr.

Speaker, we in this House are fortunate

indeed that your services, your ability
and your experience are placed at our
command. I know, Mr. Speaker, because
of your past experiences and your past

reputation, you will indeed rule with
fairness to all, because you have a

splendid reputation for that.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, I know it

is a time-honoured custom to congratu-
late the mover and seconder of the

speech, but if I might be unduly per-
sonal, I might say, Mr. Speaker, that

I had the honour of moving the adoption
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of the Speech from the Throne some
12 or 13 years ago, and it was an
honour. I think both hon. members per-
formed an exceptionally good job and
I want to say this, Mr. Speaker, to the

hon. member for Durham (Mr. Foote)—that we in Niagara Falls, where we
have the honour of entertaining all the

outstanding guests that come into the

Province of Ontario, would be very

happy and honoured indeed if the hon.

member for Durham would come down
to Niagara Falls and, as the Mayor of

the City of Niagara Falls, I would be

very happy and honoured to extend to

him the freedom of the city, because he

typifies all that hon. members of this

House and the real Canadian manhood
stand for, not only in regard to heroic

ability, but to achievement as well.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: I want to say this,

Mr. Speaker, after an absence of some
six or seven years it has rather taken

me a few days to get used to these sur-

roundings. I might use a vernacular

expression; I have not still got my sea-

legs in this House. In fact, may I say
this

;
the familiar faces with which I was

familiar that many have departed and I

rather pride myself in regard to the old

saying "time marches on" was never
more true than in this Legislature, and
if I could perhaps paraphrase an old

saying in my words, and to suit my own
self I would say : "backward, turn back-

ward, oh time, in thy flight, give me a

Legislature that looks proper and right."

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, to the

Premier—a man for whom I have the

greatest respect, not only for his ability
but for his integrity as well, which I

think bespeaks a lot for a man in public

life, and the Province of Ontario has

been very proud he has now earned a

well-merited promotion to the Premier-

ship. Today, Mr. Speaker, in the great
United States of America they are cele-

brating George Washington's birthday.

They are equally proud of Abraham
Lincoln who was called "the great

emancipator." Mr. Speaker, I want to

be honest enough to say that is my

honest opinion of the hon. Premier—he
is a great emancipator. I want to say
too, Mr. Speaker, that it must be a

pleasant change for not only the private
members of the Conservative Party, but
for the hon. Cabinet Ministers as well

that they now have as a leader a man
who will give them a chance to display
their ability and they will have full

control of the various departments, and
a free hand in running their own depart-
ments, which will give them a better

chance and opportunity to display their

ability. They never looked so happy.

May I say this seriously, in regard to

the member from Brockville (Mr.
Reynolds). Through my experience of

past years on the Hydro Commission in

the Province of Ontario and indeed now
as Mayor of the City of Niagara Falls

and thereby being on the Niagara Falls

Hydro Commission, I have had many
opportunities of conversing with the

hon. member for Brockville (Mr.
Reynolds) and we have grown to be
fast friends and I want to say this—and
I do not think it can be said of any
other member of this House, and I do
not think we realize it—that for 45
continuous years the member for Brock-
ville (Mr. Reynolds) has been in public
life and never once in those 45 years
has he met defeat when he has gone to

the public for his vote.

I rather enjoyed, Mr. Speaker, the

speech from the hon. member for Bell-

woods (Mr. MacLeod) where he was

prophesying who would attain the

leadership of the Conservative Party at

their convention. Last week seemed to

be a week in which every member was

prophesying. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) made a few

prophesies in his splendid speech and
I want too to make a prophesy

—and,
like Drew Pearson would say, "90 per
cent, has come true." I realize the

ability of many men who have put their

names up for the great Conservative

party. I was kept busy last Christmas
time explaining to some Conservatives
I met on the street when they asked

me if I knew anything about this or that

Christmas card from some Conserva-

tive, they said "you ought to know
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that." I would always say, "That party
is going to need help for leader of the

Conservative party." That is the reason

he has got the Christmas cards.

I quite agree with the hon. member
for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) when he

speaks of the gorgeous beauty of the

hon. the Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost), and he perhaps surpasses the

gorgeous Drew himself. I am sorry the

hon. member is not in his seat because

I would like to express to him on
behalf of the City of Niagara Falls an
invitation to come to the City of Niagara
as well and I am sure he would add a

lot to the beauty of Niagara Falls, of

which we are so proud. A lot of people
in the world today, Mr. Speaker, have

already seen Niagara Falls. They have

already viewed the famous Oakes Garden

Theatre, and if I could get the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
down there with his gorgeous beauty, it

would be only another addition to the

beauty of Niagara Falls itself.

My surprise in this race is the fact

that the hon. member from Ottawa (Mr.
Dunbar)—who is doing a good job—
that he has not thrown his hat in the

ring, and I am sure he would get a lot

of acclaim if he decides to get into the

ring.

AN HON. MEMBER: How about

his beauty?

MR. HOUCK: I must admit, Mr.

Speaker, I am not in the same position
as the hon. member for East York

(Miss MacPhail) to make that deci-

sion. But I want to say this
;

I want
to make a prediction

—I am not a

betting man, but when I do bet I like

to put my money on a long shot and

get something for my money. My pre-

diction, and I might be perhaps partly

right, that the man who is now gradu-
ally climbing up the steps to the

leadership of the great Conservative

party and who will be selected at the

convention in April, is your friend and

my friend, Bob Saunders, and I do not

think I am going to be far wrong in

that remark.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : Three

years longer.

MR. HOUCK: Now, Mr. Speaker,
I realize time is getting late and I was

going to go into Hydro, and I would
like to leave that until tomorrow and

go on with my other remarks.

I am glad the hon. Minister of High-
ways (Mr. Doucet) is in his place,
because I want to say something about
the Queen Elizabeth Highway. Mr.

Speaker, we are very proud of the Queen
Elizabeth Highway. We are not proud
that it is terminated at the City of

Niagara Falls. We still have some
fifteen to twenty miles to Fort Erie to

finish to make a good job. I will give
the Minister credit they did put a base
or surface over half of the road this

year and then they went ahead and
blocked off the other side of the road.

Travelling on the road, Mr. Speaker, as

I often do during the summertime, I

run into various tourists who would

stop and say : "Is this the famous Queen
Elizabeth Highway they boast so much
about?" I would say: "It is" and they
would say, "How do we get off it?"

and I would tell them they only had a
few miles to go and they would really
see what a fine road we have. I am
asking the hon. Minister of Highways
(Mr. Doucet) at least to try to do

something towards the completion of

the highway. The then Premier of the

Province of Ontario in the election

campaign when he spoke in the City of

Niagara Falls said this : That practically
70 or 80 per cent, of all the tourist

traffic in the Province of Ontario comes

through Fort Erie and Niagara Falls.

If that is the case, Mr. Speaker, we
should have a road that we can be proud
of, because a person's first impression
is indeed their last impression. The
hon. Premier at that time went on to

say that in the last year and in the year
1946 that the Province of Ontario would
have 15,000,000 tourists come within

the confines of our great province. The
hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) last week
said in his speech 1,200,000 people
entered the Province of Ontario. There
is quite a difference between 15,000,000
and 1,200,000. But if it is only 1,200,000
we should have a road right at the gate-

way of Canada for people to travel on,
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and it is rather ironical—and I say this

in no degree of disrespect towards the

departed member, towards the man who
used to be Minister of Highways for

the Province of Ontario, because I felt

he was doing a good job, and when
Premier Drew spoke in Niagara Falls

during the election campaign he made
the remark that he hoped that Houck
would always speak in terms of respect
towards the departed Minister of High-
ways. I am doing that.

I am very frank but at the time when
the departed Minister was the Minister

of Highways, I used to wonder, and
wondered at great length whether I was
the member that kept him away from

Niagara Falls. Mr. Speaker, I cannot

even get the present Minister of High-
ways to come into Niagara Falls. Our
senior Chamber of Commerce, our

Junior Chamber of Commerce, our

Council of the City of Niagara Falls

have tried repeatedly to get the hon.

Minister of Highways (Mr. Doucet)
down to see our problems and as far

as I am concerned we have never been

able to accomplish that. It is ironical I

could not keep one Minister out of our

riding and then I cannot get the other

Minister into our riding, and may I hold

out this inducement to the hon. Minister

of Highways (Mr. Doucet), that we are

entertaining most of the honeymoon
couples in Niagara Falls, and the fact

that he is a bachelor I would be willing
to complement his room and meals if he
would come to see Niagara Falls and

spend his honeymoon there, and with-

out showing any disrespect I extend that

invitation to our very fine member lady
from East York (Miss MacPhail).

SOME HON. MEMBERS : At the

same time?

MR. HOUCK: Now, Mr. Speaker,

may I say this, and perhaps it has a

personal twang to it, but believe me sin-

cerely I did not mean it whatsoever.

When the Drew government was
elected in 1943, and after a few short

months in office, Mr. Drew made this

statement, and I quite agreed with him :

"Drew names new Niagara Board—
appointment of new Niagara Parks

Commission was announced yester-

day by George Drew. Labour
Minister Charles Daley will be chair-

man."

He would have made a good chair-

man, too. A permanent member of the

commission was to be the current mayor
of Niagara Falls, because that city is

now the centre of all activity connected
with the commission's work. Then,
the next day our local paper, the

Niagara Falls Evening Review, picked

up that announcement and went along
the same lines by saying that the

government, in appointing the commis-

sion, decided that in the future, com-
mission members would be men living
in the vicinity of Niagara Falls, which
I agree was proper, and that a mem-
ber of the government would be

chairman.

It also decided the mayor of Niagara
Falls would always be a member of

the commission, and that indicated a

change, each succeeding mayor of the

city would hold the position of his

predecessor

Well, Mr. Speaker, at that time I

thought that was a fine gesture, and I

thought that should have been done

years ago, because the city and the

Parks Commission have continual pro-
blems which are at all times inter-

locking. I thought this would be the

proper tie between these two bodies.

It was a splendid thing, not only for

the city of Niagara Falls, but for the

Parks Commission as well. Certain

things happened a few years after that

announcement was made, and unfor-

tunately for some people, I happened
to be elected mayor of that city.

Perhaps Mr. Drew had not realized

that such a thing would happen.

I sat around week after week waiting
for my appointment—in fact I had my
room all picked out at the Parks 'Com-
mission quarters. Finally, people were

asking me had I heard anything about

my appointment. Mr. Speaker, believe

me, I am not dense. I have intelligence

enough to realize that if the hon.

Premier had asked for my appointment,

appointing me to the commission,
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I would have written and told him I

did appreciate it, and I would have

appreciated it. However, I realized I

would be the unwanted guest on that

commission, and it would have been

more or less a shot-gun wedding. Had
the hon. Premier given me the privilege
or opportunity, I certainly could have

looked into a corner some place and
found a Conservative who could sit on
the commission.

I am happy that the new Premier, in

all his fairness, will look into that Order
in Council I believe it was, and at least

give me the privilege of appointing a

Conservative to the Parks Commission.
We have an alderman on the Parks

Commission, but that is not the fault

of the government, it is the fault of

the people of Niagara Falls because he

was elected last election. He is a good
member, and I have the utmost respect
for him, and I am not asking for him
to be taken off.

I think that I should have been asked

to appoint someone from the council in

the city of Niagara Falls to the Parks

Commission.

Now, a word or two about the Educa-
tion commission's report. I was very

happy to hear the explanation by the

hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter). I do not know what has hap-

pened to the Commission, whether they,

got lost or whether they are on a slow

boat to China or wherever they are, they
must be some place.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK: I do think, Mr.

Speaker, that four years is too long.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: Let me say this, Mr.

Speaker, that if Mr. Drew was in our

place and we had been the government
who appointed that commission and we
had a commission sitting for four years,
Mr. Drew would have howled long and
hard so that anybody could have heard

him, and would have criticized us for

not bringing down that report, so what
is fair for one man is fair for another.

I think, by all means, regardless of a

coming Federal election, this report
should be presented as soon as possible.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^
MR. HOUCK: May I say this, Mr.

Speaker, I think it was the 27th of May,
1947, I had the opportunity, and I con-

sidered it a high honour, to welcome Mr.

Justice Hope to Niagara Falls when
he was speaking before a convention of

school trustees. I listened to his speech

very closely and this is what he said, and
I have the quotations in my desk if any-
one wants to see it. In talking about the

Hope report he said that the report
would be ready and available by the

end of the year. Now, that was 1947
and here it is almost one and a half years

gone by and we are still waiting for the

report. Mr. Speaker, the frequency
changeover report which involves mil-

lions of dollars was brought down faster

than that.

MR. MacLEOD : Hope
eternal in the human breast.

springs

MR. HOUCK : I suppose so. I am
insisting that the government do some-

thing to see to it that we get this report
before the end of this session.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I see it is 6
o'clock. May I adjourn the debate? I

move adjournment of the debate.

Motion approved.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move the House do now
adjourn.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, do I

understand this debate continues to-

morrow ?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 6.01 o'clock

p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

Wednesday, February 23, 1949.

3.00 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER : It has been drawn
to my attention by the Post Office

Department that hon. members are mail-

ing copies of bills and other parliamen-

tary papers in sealed envelopes.

Such mailing naturally goes first-

class mail and amounts to a consider-

able total in any given day.

There will be distributed to hon.

members tomorrow a supply of brown

envelopes marked "Parliamentary

Papers" in which bills and other second-

class mail can be placed. It will not be

necessary to seal the envelopes but

merely to turn in the back flap. These
will go second-class.

It has also been drawn to my atten-

tion that hon. members are using Legis-
lative envelopes, the white ones with

"Legislature" on the back for inter-

departmental communications. A
supply of envelopes in yellow and blue

has been placed in each hon. member's
desk. In order to save time and extra

handling by the Post Office, it is re-

quested that hon. members avail them-
selves of these inter-departmental enve-

lopes when such communications are

necessary.

Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The

following petition has been received :

"Of the Corporation of the Canada
Comforter Company Limited, pray-

ing that an Act may pass reviving the

company and restoring the charter as

of the 2nd day of December, 1948,
and relieving from forfeiture to the

Crown any real or personal property
of the company not disposed of on
the 2nd day of December, 1948."

MR. SPEAKER : Presenting reports

by committees.

MR. R. ROBSON (Hastings East) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present the

first report of the Standing Committee
on Agriculture and Colonization, and
move its adoption.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Mr.

Robson, chairman of the select Stand-

ing Committee on Agriculture and

Colonization, begs leave to present the

following as their first report :

"Your committee begs to report the

following bills without amendment :

Bill No. 59, An Act intituled The
Warble Fly Control Act, 1949.

Bill No. 61, An Act to amend The
Farm Products Marketing Act, 1946.

Bill No. 62, An Act intituled The
Farm Products Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of

bills.

Orders of the day.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, be-

fore the orders of the day, I might say
that yesterday at the first meeting of the

Committee on Privileges and Elections,

it was decided to have a recount in the

matter of the election held in the St.

George riding, which was subject to
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some comment here in the House. I am
very glad to inform the House that His
Honour A. J. Gordon, the senior judge
of the County of Essex, has very kindly

agreed to conduct that recount.

His Honour is a jurist of long experi-

ence, and it is very good indeed of him
to put aside other pressing matters in a

very busy jurisdiction to come here to

conduct this recount. He has kindly
consented to do this important work
without delay.

Mr. Speaker, I took this opportunity
of saying this to the hon. members of

the House because 17 of the hon. mem-
bers of the House were on this com-
mittee and this was the speediest way of

telling them the results of our delibera-

tions yesterday. If the hon. Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) will be

good enough to give me the name of one
of the hon. members of his party on the

committee and the hon. member for

Grey South (Mr. Oliver), the hon.

member for Brant (Mr. Nixon), in the

alternative, will give me the name of a

member from their group to act as

scrutineers for their groups, I shall be

glad to inform them of the time and

place of this recount.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I wish to

express great satisfaction that His
Honour Judge Gordon has consented to

take on the task the committee yester-

day agreed should be undertaken. I

am sure we all appreciate his willing-
ness to do this, and in doing it he will

be performing, I think, an important
service toward good government in this

province. I also wish to congratulate
the hon. Provincial Secretary (Mr.
Frost) for having acted so expeditiously
in this matter—
MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, that is

the way we do business.

MR. JOLLIFFE: —particularly, as

I hinted yesterday that he might not.

We are very glad indeed that he has
been able to get a chairman or presiding
officer for this recount within 24 hours
who will, we trust, handle the first

part of the enquiry to be disposed
of. It is that first aspect of the whole

business which the committee yesterday
thought should be undertaken, that is,

the counting of the ballots cast in St.

George riding to arrive, in an impar-
tial way, at the actual result.

After that has been done, it remains
for the committee to proceed with the

second part of the enquiry, which is to

ascertain why certain irregularities
occurred.

That is all I have to say about the

matter at the present time, except, per-

haps, I should make clear that some of

us in the committee yesterday afternoon

objected to a recount at this time, not
because we did not wish it, but because
we were very much concerned about

getting this enquiry completed during
this session of the Legislature.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : Mr.

Speaker, I would like to assure the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) that

the selection of Judge Gordon is most

satisfactory to us and I would congratu-
late the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) for having secured one so fitted

for the task.

We will furnish him with the name of

one of our hon. members who will be
in attendance as a scrutineer.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker, before the orders

of the day, I should like to bring to the

attention of the hon. Minister of Munici-

pal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) an advertise-

ment which appeared on page 28 of

this morning's edition of the Globe and

Mail, regarding male guards for the

Ontario Civil Service at Burwash. The
ages given here are "from 25 to 40,"
and I might say this causes considerable

concern to veterans particularly,

throughout the province and they have

approached me to ascertain from the

hon. Minister whether or not this is the

ruling to be applied. I ask the question
because I understand the government
gave a letter to the Long Branch Council

some time ago stating this was not the

case so far as employment of guards
was concerned. They would not be
limited to 40, but this is what it says
and I would like to have the answer from
the hon. Minister himself.
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HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Mr.

Speaker, it is very nice of the hon.

member for York West (Mr. Millard)
to bring this to my attention. I did not
notice it before. I did not know any-
thing about it but if it is going to cause

any hardship to any returned man, I

think they should have confidence in a
returned man.

I usually know what veterans

organizations will do because I am in

close touch with them, and because I

belong to them, being one of them. I

want to assure them, through the hon.

members here that they have nothing to

fear. Very few veterans are under 25,
but if they are, the application will come

through my office and any returned

soldier who is physically fit, will be care-

fully considered.

MR. MILLARD : Veterans like you
and I? You are over 40, are you not?

MR. DUNBAR: Slightly.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DUNBAR : But you would not
think for a minute that you would be

physically fit to be a guard at Burwash

Reformatory at your age, now?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DUNBAR : You might be able

to tip the scales all right but that is not
the only thing.

AN HON. MEMBER: Everybody
is not as dissipated as you, George.

MR. DUNBAR: The Provincial
Police requirements are 25 to 35. It is

necessary that these men coming into

the service should be physically fit.

They do not have an opportunity over

40, for enough continuity of service for

the superannuation. All these things
have to be considered. I think the

superintendent used very good judg-
ment, although he did not have authority
to say that.

I did not know the advertisement was

appearing in the paper. It is his

responsibility to get the guards for Bur-
wash Reformatory, and through his

experience, I would judge he felt that

a man over 40 would not be as suitable

to the service there as a man, say 30
or 35. There is no ruling to say a
man of 42, 43, 44 or 45 will not be

accepted providing he passes the neces-

sary medical examinations.

MR. MILLARD : I understand from
the hon. Minister then that the rule of

40 does not necessarily apply in this Act.

MR. DUNBAR: Absolutely not.

Not only to veterans but to others as

well, the rule of 40 does not necessarily

apply.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the

day.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST: Order
No. 36.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Re-

suming the adjourned debate on the

Amendment to the Amendment of the

Motion for Consideration of the Speech
of the Honourable Lieutenant-Gover-
nor at the Opening of the Session.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, in resuming this

debate, may I make a correction of

something I said in my speech yester-

day, a statement which was made quite

unintentionally. I refer, Mr. Speaker,
to a statement in which I said the hon.

Premier of this province had said in

his speech, when he was speaking on
the motion to adopt the Speech from
the Throne, that 1,200,000 tourists had
entered the province last year.

I refer to that, Mr. Speaker, in com-

parison to the remarks of the Premier
of the day, Mr. Drew, that 15,000,000
tourists would come into the province

during the year 1948. I rather thought
there was something wrong with that

statement. I had looked it up in

Hansard and noticed it had been said

by the hon. Premier so I am correct-

ing the statement, Mr. Speaker, on my
own behalf, and, if I may, on behalf

of the hon. Premier of the province of

Ontario.
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What the hon. Premier meant to

say, Mr. Speaker
—and I was corrected

by an hon. Minister of the Crown and
I appreciate the correction indeed—was
that 1,200,000 cars arrived in the

Province of Ontario, so I stand cor-

rected, Mr. Speaker, in that remark of

mine yesterday afternoon.

Mr. Speaker, I want to say just a

few words about the tourist business at

Niagara Falls. As you know, we are

the largest port of entry in the Prov-
ince of Ontario, indeed in the Domin-
ion of Canada, for tourists to come
into this great Dominion of ours.

I want to congratulate the govern-
ment and the hon. Premier for the

very fine selection he made for the port-
folio of Travel and Publicity, and I

want to say this, Mr. Speaker, not only
on my own behalf but also on behalf

of the people of the Niagara District,

we appreciate the splendid co-operation
which enables us to co-operate with the

hon. Minister of Travel and Publicity

(Mr. Cecile). He is doing a grand
job at Niagara Falls, and we appreciate
it indeed.

May I now say a few words, Mr.

Speaker, about hydro? I do not intend

to be unduly critical, because I think,
Mr. Speaker, that each side of the

House for so long has been criticizing
the other side, that certainly the people
of the Province of Ontario must won-
der what it is all about and what is

wrong with hydro.

I am amazed sometimes to hear some
of the remarks which are made, and to

read some of the remarks which are

made through the medium of the press,
in regard to our great hydro system.
I say this very bluntly and boldly. Mr.

Speaker, I say this as a hydro critic,

that I think the Hydro Commission is

doing a good job
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: —the same as I

think we did a good job when we were
in power here in the Province of
Ontario. I think, Mr. Speaker, that

the hydro did a terrifically good job

under terrific conditions, when they
were subject to dictation from head
office during the years 1943 to 1946.

I was happy indeed to hear the hon.

vice-chairman of Hydro (Mr. Challies)
in his splendid speech of a few days ago,

compliment the engineers of the great

hydro enterprise. I can say from experi-
ence over a tenure of office of six years
down in the hydro office, that this great

hydro enterprise of the Province of

Ontario can be justifiably proud of its

engineers. They are doing a splendid

job for the Province of Ontario, and it

is a job of which we can be very, very

proud indeed. They are intelligent

engineers, and to be an engineer, Mr.

Speaker, you do not only have to be a

student, nor a man who has given a

lot of time to the subject, but I think

to be an outstanding engineer, Mr.

Speaker, is a God-given talent, and thank

God we have a lot of those engineers
down in the hydro building at the present
time.

I want to go on record, Mr. Speaker,
as saying that the engineers in the hy-
dro system of the Province of Ontario

are one of the finest bunch of fellows

in the Dominion of Canada, and they
are doing a splendid job on behalf of

the power users here in our great pro-
vince.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Here,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: I do say this, Mr.

Speaker
—and I say it without personal

feeling
—that I thought the appointment

of "Bob" Saunders as chairman of the

Hydro Commission was a really ex-

ceptionally good thing. "Bob" (Mr.
Saunders) has added a lot of fight, a

lot of zeal and a lot of energy to the

great hydro system, and we felt sorry
for Mr. Saunders during the power
shortage last fall, when the government
were more or less stepping aside and

letting Mr. Saunders carry the blame
for the power shortage. It was poor
"Bob" (Mr. Saunders) that had to take

all the brunt of the battle.

I could not help but think, Mr.

Speaker, that perhaps Mr. Saunders
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should have been a football player. He
certainly was carrying the hydro ball

through the lines, continually taking the

battering and the ramming from the op-

position, and eventually the ball arrived

over the line.

Last fall, Mr. Speaker, when the Ar-

gonaut football team of this great city
of Toronto was in the doldrums, I

wondered why they did not sign Mr.
Saunders as full-back. If they had done

that, I think they would have at least

defeated the Roughriders from the

west. So I say, Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Saunders has been a great acquisition
and has given great co-operation not

only to the government, but to the hon.

members on this side of the House as

well.

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, from a

personal acquaintanceship with the man
involved, that after Dr. Hogg's unfor-
tunate dismissal by the then Premier of

the day, hydro was lucky indeed to have
an engineer within its confines to take

over Dr. Hogg's position. Mr. Hearn,
in my opinion, is an outstanding engin-

eer, and if somebody were to ask me,
Mr. Speaker, to mention three out-

standing engineers, not only in the Pro-

vince of Ontario, but in the Dominion
of Canada as well, I would say indeed

that "Dick" Hearn was one of those

engineers and I would include Dr. Hogg
and the late Dr. Harry Acres.

We are rather proud of the fact, too,

Mr. Speaker, that those three gentlemen
are from Niagara Falls. Might I say,
like the General Motors, "When better

Buicks are produced General Motors
will produce them," or something like

that. I say "when better engineers are

produced, Niagara Falls will produce
them."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: I do want to say,

Mr. Speaker, that in the course of my
remarks I am not criticizing the Hydro
Commission whatsoever. I hold* no ani-

mosity toward any member of the com-
mission. I am not criticizing Dr. Hogg,
I am not criticizing any of the hydro
engineers, but Mr. Speaker, I intend to

criticize one man and to hold him solely
to blame and solely responsible for our

power shortage. May I say as well, Mr.

Speaker, that perhaps when I was on
the commission we were not totally per-
fect.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK: We can be blamed.
It is human nature to be blamed, and it

is human nature to make some mistakes.

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, that,

after the Des Joachims development,
that bill was ratified by the House and
the then Provincial Secretary, my
friend the hon. member for Brant (Mr.
Nixon), not only through personal cor-

respondence with Dr. Hogg, but when-
ever he met Mr. Smith, my fellow com-
missioner or myself, would continually

impress upon us: "What are you doing
to get this project started? You have
not got a day to lose." He was con-

tinually impressing upon us that we
should get started as quickly as possible,
in order to look after this power short-

age which was bound to occur.

Mr. Speaker, may I say this—and I

know my hon. friend, the hon. vice-

chairman of the Hydro Commission

(Mr. Challies) agrees with me—we had
made preliminary plans as far as Des

Joachims was concerned, we had done
some drilling and taken some soundings.
If my memory serves me correctly, I

think we had somewhere between 100
and 200 men on the project, and we had
taken care of some of the real estate

through our real estate department. I

think there were about 11,000 acres

flooded and one or two towns elimin-

ated, but as the hon. member for Gren-
ville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) so well

said last week, that is only the prelim-

inary stage, as far as the hydro project
is concerned. It is not a finished stage,
even when one generator is in opera-
tion.

When that bill was being discussed

on the floor of this House, I remember
as though it were yesterday how the

then Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Drew) criticized the bill, and the one

thing he continually harped upon, Mr.

Speaker, was the fact this bill was
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"changing the borderline between the

provinces of Ontario and Quebec."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK : Because in that bill it

mentioned a tenure of 999 years. Mr.

Speaker, might I say that as far as the

borderline is concerned, the confounded

thing would have been "all wet" any-
thing and nobody would have been able

to find it. The same thing exists at

Niagara Falls or Fort Erie—the only

way we know where the borderline is,

is by a measuring stick or identical

marks on one of the bridges which cross

over to the great American side.

Mr. Drew said this to the hon. mem-
bers of the House :

"This is one of the most important
bills that has ever been put before this

Legislature."

And in the course of the debate, Mr.

Speaker, I continually stressed that we
had not refused any war industry power.
I said that adequate supplies of power
were important, that they were as im-

portant as the man in uniform. Hydro,
Mr. Speaker, in the days of war is our
first line of home defence,, and if we
fail in our effort to furnish the where-
withal for the men in uniform overseas,
then indeed hydro is letting the

Dominion—yes, this great British demo-

cracy
—down.

Mr. Drew continually pleaded for

more time to study the Des Joachims
bill, and he insisted that a committee
be appointed in order that we could get
Dr. Hogg and the other engineers before
the committee and find what it was all

about.

That was an important bill. I said

at the time we were anxious to get it

through, because every week was a loss

of a week that was very important. I

pleaded with hon. members to throw
their political leanings aside, so we could

get on with this great project. Since
that time—1943—Mr. Speaker, the com-

plexion of this Legislature I believe has
been changed three different times—in

1943, 1945 and again in 1948. If the

Legislature of 1943 was entitled to all

the details of the Des Joachims bill, and

they were entitled to all the findings of
the engineers and the reasons why we
should go on with that project, then

indeed, Mr. Speaker, it is a matter of

public concern and we as hon. members
of this House have the right to demand
information in regard to what bill they
are now operating on, as far as Des
Joachims is concerned.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK : Mr. Drew did make
this statement on March 23, 1948, and
I quote :

"The present development is a

joint development which has some
very interesting features which have
been brought about as a result of

that great and very high degree of

co-operation now existing between the
Government of Ontario and the

Government of Quebec.
"Under the arrangements which

exist, the actual construction is being
carried out by the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission, and it will be

possible for Quebec authorities to

draw their share of the power if in

the future they decide they wish that

power."

Well now, Mr. Speaker, I want to

implore the government of the day to let

us draw this "woodchuck out of the

hole," and let us know just what bill

they are operating on and what the

agreement is. If Quebec has the right
to that power, Mr. Speaker, we have a

right, as hon. members of this House,
to know it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: We have a right as

well, Mr. Speaker, to know what they
are going to pay for that power, what

part of the cost of construction they
are going to assume, and as residents

of the Province of Ontario we have a

right to know how much it is going to

cost us. I say, Mr. Speaker, it is human
to err, and it is human for some people,
Mr. Speaker, to think they are very
great men.
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MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Well, — ?

MR. HOUCK : And it is human for

some people to think the public thinks

they are very great men. Mr. Speaker,
it is human to err. I plead with the

government of the day, if the then
Premier did make a mis-statement, they
should be big enough to correct that

statement and tell us what is going on.

Mr. Speaker, the shortage of power
has been corrected to some extent, first

it was the lack of rainfall. That was a

good logical excuse; there was nothing
wrong with that. Then I read in the

paper where "Bob" Saunders had prayed
for some rain, and the rain fell in the

place where "Bob" Saunders had not

prayed for it, and he was out of luck

that time. However, eventually, Mr.

Speaker, "Bob" Saunder's prayers were
answered. Why they were, I will never
know.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK : They were answered,
and Quebec got a large amount of rain-

fall and luckily enough, there was a
late freeze-up and the power situation

has been taken care of to some extent.

In complimenting the Hydro Com-
mission, on performing a good job,

might I say the only definite thing that

I know of, which we have on record from
1943 to 1945, is the exchange of the

two letters between Premier Drew and
the then Premier of Quebec—I think it

was Premier Godbout and later on
Premier Duplessis. That is the only
thing I can find on record, Mr.

Speaker.

Now, what about priorities? Let me
say this Mr. Speaker, if Mr. Drew with
his driving force and the appeal he
seems to have, wanted to go ahead with
the Des Joachims development with the

force he puts behind a proposition, I

think he would have been able to get
his priorities. We were very interested

in priorities, Mr. Speaker, and I want
to be fair with this House and say
when this Des Joachims bill was being
discussed in 1943, Mr. Drew asked me
a question about priorities, and I said

that we had not got priorities, that we
had to have this legislation ratified by
this Legislature before we could ask
for priorities. In a few days Dr.

Hogg assured the Hydro Commission
that the Rt. Hon. Mr. Howe had given
him his word that hydro had top priority
as far as priorities were concerned and
later on, Mr. Speaker, the Rt. Hon.
Mr. Howe, in a speech in London, men-
tioned it. I quote as follows :

"I undertook to help in disposing
of certain federal licenses which would
interfere with the development, and
I further undertook to give top prior-

ity for the materials involved in the

proposed construction."

Well now, Mr. Speaker, what are we
up against? When the power shortage
was on a lot of the large corporations,
the big factories, and some of the smaller
ones as well, bought auxiliary equipment
and Diesel engines, and, in the case of

at least a few of them, they had installed

that auxiliary equipment only a few days
before the power shortage was over.

Might I say, Mr. Speaker—and I know
the hon. member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Challies) the vice-chairman of

Hydro, will agree
—Quebec picked up

in the last eight years some 32 per cent,

on their power, and I agree with the
hon. vice-chairman when he says a lot

of that is due to the Shipshaw develop-
ment. British Columbia picked up some
26 or 27 per cent, and they were up
against a power shortage last fall as

well due to the shortage of rain. The
Province of Ontario I think only went
ahead 11 or 12 per cent.

May I leave this thought with the

House, Mr. Speaker ? How could Mr.
Drew, in those two years, expect any
co-operation from the Dominion Govern-
ment when he had been continually

antagonistic in that regard?

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : How about Mr.

Hepburn in your day?

MR. HOUCK : I am sure hon. mem-
bers who sit in the House realize when
Mr. Drew was speaking about power,
he was continually criticizing the then
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power controller for the Dominion of

Canada, Mr. Symington. Mr. Drew-

was not co-operating with the Rt. Hon.
Mr. Howe, and I think the hon. vice-

chairman of the Hydro Commission

(Mr. Challies) will agree with me that

Mr. Symington was doing a splendid

job. He had saved us some 100,000

horse-power, and we had saved some
60,000 horse-power as far as the

domestic load was concerned.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Why did you leave

Mackenzie King's name off the bills in

Niagara Falls?

MR. HOUCK: What was that?

MR. BLACKWELL : You left Mac-
kenzie King's name off the bills at

Niagara Falls.

MR. HOUCK: But Houck's name
was on there.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, I was very

happy to hear the hon. vice-chairman of

the Hydro Electric (Mr. Challies) so

well-praise the individual consumers of

the Province of Ontario and I think they
deserve a hearty slap on the back for

the co-operation which existed between
them and the Power Commission, and a

large part of the power saving can be
attributed to that splendid co-operation,
when we consider that in 1918, the usage
of power was only about a horse-power
for lighting and a horse-power-and-a-
half for electric apparatus in the homes,
and has been doubled to five times that

amount. I think the hon. vice-chairman
will agree with me, at the present time
there are somewhere between 900,000
and 1,000,000 homes on the system.

It is all right for me to say, "Why
should I turn off that light?" but if every
person in those million homes were only
to turn out one light, it would mean a
lot of saving, so far as hydro power is

concerned.

I want to say this to the hydro, Mr.

Speaker, I think under the circumstances

they are doing a splendid job, they
deserve a hearty slap on the back. Let

me say this as well, Mr. Speaker, that

no man who is Premier and holding the

portfolio, at the same time, of Minister
of Education, had any right to interfere

with hydro.

Mr. Drew said this, and it is public

knowledge because thousands and thou-
sands must have heard it. He announced
over the radio the frequency-change-
over. Another time I heard him say
he had engaged Messrs. Stone and

Webster; and another remark, "I have
instructed the Chairman." Well, Mr.

Speaker, without being unduly critical,

I want to say, that Mr. Drew was not

only the "Hydro Band," but he was

playing every instrument in it, at the

same time. So I want to repeat, Mr.

Speaker, that one man and one man
alone, is to be blamed for the hydro
shortage, and that was Drew's "do-

nothing, wait-and-see" policy from 1943
to 1945.

I want to compliment, Mr. Speaker,
the hon. Minister (Mr. Challies), and
the Hydro Commission for the way they
are intelligently taking hold of the new
developments. Might I ask the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies), that he do

everything possible in regard to the new
Niagara Tunnel they are talking about?
I do not think I am bringing a secret

out of the bag when I say I think they
are doing everything possible in order

to get another Treaty with the United
States.

I am not asking the hon. vice-chair-

man, Mr. Speaker, to rush this project
at Niagara Falls. I rather feel if it is

a long-term project it will be less expen-
sive than a rush job, when we consider

that the old Toronto Power House is

only 33 per cent, efficient. We certainly
do not need to drop this water over

Niagara Falls, as far as our scenic

beauty is concerned. The water could
be much more efficiently used through a

tunnel, delivered to the generators in a

power-house at some point below the

Queenston Power Company. The Ontario
Power House is only 66 per cent, effi-

cient, Mr. Speaker. When they get that

new power-house with new equipment in

it, they will make much more efficient
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use of the water and I ask the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies) to do every-

thing he can to hasten this project.

Much has been said about the St.

Lawrence development. I think it was
in '41 when I had the privilege and the

honour of meeting the Rivers and
Streams Committee of the Senate in

Washington, in Montreal, and we spent
two days there.

I think there were 17 members at the

time on that committee, and when we
left, with one exception, 16 out of 17 said

they would do everything possible to

hasten that development. That, Mr.

Speaker, was some 9 or 10 years ago,
and today, I do not think we are any
further ahead than in 1940. I believe

I am right when I say the hon. vice-

chairman of hydro, who was Provincial

Secretary (Mr. Challies) in 1932, along
with the then Premier of the day, signed
an agreement on the St. Lawrence, and
I believe he made the statement that it

was one of the proudest days in his life

when he signed that agreement. I be-

lieve the President signed it in 1941.

So, Mr. Speaker, I realize and I ap-

preciate that the Hydro Commission of

today is doing everything possible to

further that development. It has been
used more or less at the present time as

a political football, and I hope soon it

will be over the lines and over the goal,
and with that and steam horsepower we
can get along.

Now, without being unduly compli-

mentary, I want to say to the vice-

chairman of the Hydro Commission

(Mr. Challies) that they are doing a

splendid job, as far as rural lines are

concerned. I read in the paper today
they are going to spend more money
next year on the farmers. They are

doing a splendid job. In the hon. vice-

chairman's remarks the other day he re-

ferred to a comparison of how little the

Liberals had spent in four or five years
on rural lines. I want to be eminently
fair with him, but he must realize, as
well as the hon. members of this House
must realize, that during quite a time we
were under the Power Controller of
Canada.

MR. FROST: There is much the

same situation in regard to construc-

tion.

MR. HOUCK: Absolutely not. Even
if we had not been under the Power
Controller, we would not have been

doing right in building those lines for

the farmers, because we needed the

material and power for the war effort.

Mr. Speaker, in speaking about

hydro, I think I should offer a few sug-

gestions which are not destructive, and
I hope they will meet, at least with the

approval of the hon. vice-chairman of

the Hydro Commission, and perhaps of
the Government of Ontario.

I want to make three recommenda-
tions to the hydro, Mr. Speaker.

First: Try to keep hydro free from

politics by enlarging the Hydro Power
Commission to five members

;
two mem-

bers to be appointed by the hydro
municipalities or by the hydro O.M.E.A.,
one of which shall be definitely desig-
nated as a labour representative with
the labour unions having the right to

submit a panel of men.

Second: A survey should be made to

determine the future relationship of the

great hydro enterprise to the Ontario
Government. Hydro is becoming so

large at the present time that it is over-

shadowing our government.

Might I say in this respect, when I

was on the Hydro Commission back
some six years ago—and I am not say-

ing this with any criticism whatsoever,
because Dr. Hogg, I think rightly, al-

ways impressed upon us we had to be
careful about the power, and that it was
far better to have thousands of more

horsepower than was needed, you are

following along those lines—our bud-

get, if I remember right, was $10,000,-
000 a year, and we had some five years
to place a thousand men in hydro, and

now, because of this vast enterprise,
Mr. Speaker—much larger than the

government itself—I think their budget
is almost $10,000,000 a month and they
have upwards of 18,000 or 19,000 men
on the project.

I think that is a healthy sign, Mr.

Speaker, because we can induce power-
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users to build factories and induce peo-

ple to come into the province to work
and take care of their things.

Third: and I hope it will meet with

the approval of this House, that the re-

search facilities of the hydro should be

greatly expanded. A definite under-

taking should be taken jointly between
the Hydro Electric Power Commission
and the Federal atomic authorities, to

endeavour to generate electric power by
atomic energy. Canada has the mater-

ials and it is only second to the United
States in knowing how to accomplish
this great achievement.

Now, might I say this, and with this

I sit down, in regard to Niagara Falls,

and I think I can say it with great justi-

fication. As I said yesterday, we are

justly proud of Niagara Falls and the

Niagara district, and without an undue
amount of boasting I think we are the

envy of the world in the Niagara dis-

trict, but might I say this; that it is a

good thing individually and every one
of us that we can choose our friends,

good or bad. Bad friends have the rare

tendency of turning up when they are

not wanted, but, Mr. Speaker, Almighty
God has seen fit to us, in Niagara Falls

along the borderline, to give us a

great neighbour, the United States of

America.

Providence has been very good to

Niagara Falls, and nature and science

as well as far as Niagara Falls on the

national frontier is concerned, and we
are justly proud of that, and might I

say, some 135 years ago the last enemy
soldier in wartime left the shores of

Ontario for the United States after the

Battle of Cook's Mills, which is in the

riding of the hon. member for Welland
(Mr. Walker) and crossed over the

river from Fort Erie to Buffalo.

For that 135 years, Mr. Speaker, we
have had, existing between these two
great countries, a splendid relationship
and we are justly proud of it, and that

great Rainbow Arch, which can be seen
almost all the time in Niagara Falls, is

now an arch which bespeaks to us,

friendship, and the great spirit of

neighbourliness between the two coun-
tries and two great friends, and we are

very proud of that. If the other nations

of the world would take lessons not only
from Niagara Falls, Ontario and Niag-
ara Falls, New York, but from the

whole of Canada and the United States

as to how we can live side by side for

135 years and in the future, we would
not be worrying about war at the pre-
sent time.

So, Mr. Speaker, might I close with

this expression which I know, Mr.

Speaker, is in the language you use so

well—which is the reason you are the

great minister you are—I am expressing
as a prayer, if you wish, not only from
the people of Niagara Falls but from
the people of Ontario as well. May God
bless the United States of America;
may God bless the great Dominion of

Canada; may God bless America.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : Mr. Speaker, it is my privilege
now to make a humble contribution in

this debate on the Speech from the

Throne, and I wish to join all who
spoke before me in extending to you the

most sincere congratulations on your
elevation to the office of Speaker of this

House. It so happens, Mr. Speaker, that

you are the choice the House made. It

is coincident with rather an important
historic event—the 300th anniversary of

the assertion of the sovereignty of par-
liament. I have reference, Mr. Speaker,
to an episode in the history of the

Mother of Parliaments, when this mat-
ter had to be settled and was settled in

a manner they chose at that time, rather

an unpleasant manner of doing it, but

300 years ago they settled it.

MR. BLACKWELL: Is that the

reign of Peter the Great?

MR. SALSBERG : That is the reign
of Charles I, for the information of the

hon. Attorney-General, who does not re-

member his history. And it was a period
where the King, unfortunately, was

beheaded, but the authority and sover-

eignty of Parliament was established

and it has had its influence in all the

parliaments of the world. I mention this

because the office of Speaker is not

merely that of a "traffic-cop," to use a

colloquialism, to seeing there is no col-
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lision but also one of protecting the

rights of hon. members and the rights
of parliament. I sincerely believe, sir,

that as Speaker of this House, you will

at all times protect the hon. members of

this House, and the rights of parliament
will be upheld. This is particularly

necessary at times for minority groups
in the House, and I know that we can
count on your judicious manner of ad-

ministering the proceedings of the

House.

At this point, Mr. Speaker, in men-

tioning the rights of the House and of

the hon. members, I think it would per-

haps be appropriate to mention also a

weakness—a rather glaring weakness—
which exists in this House. I refer to

the rights and privileges of private
members.

In the British House of Commons, as

well as in Ottawa, special days are set

aside for the consideration of private
members' bills, and I suggest that this is

a very good practice. It gives the private
member the opportunity to prepare and

present his arguments in favour of the

bill he is sponsoring. It is good for the

community at large for other than the

government members to be able to sub-

mit bills and to argue for them. In this

House no such opportunity is given to

the private member. It is true that we
may introduce bills, and some of us do,
but it is also true that we ,never know
when our bills will be called. Now, it

may be good partisanship-politics to

pounce on all the private members' bills

in one night and slaughter them and
finish them, so that people cannot even
hear their screams—I mean the screams
of the bills that are being slaughtered,
and their cry of anguish not even reach-

ing the ears of the public, still less the

conscience of the public when you
slaughter 30 in a night. I say, Mr.

Speaker, it may be good partisanship-

politics, but I do not think it is good
for the province and I do appeal to the

government, particularly to the Pre-

mier, to introduce that change — a

change, I might add, which was already
recommended a couple of years ago by
a special committee headed, I believe, by
a former Speaker of this House and a

former hon. member, but it was never

implemented. I believe this recom-
mendation should be implemented if

possible at this session and I do not see

any reason why it cannot be done. I

think the Premier should do that.

Another point concerning private
members which I want to mention at

this time is that of asking questions of

the hon. Ministers of the Crown and

receiving replies. I was very much
impressed by what I saw in the British

House of Commons in this regard. The
questions came up first in the session;

they are all printed, and it is the most

interesting part of the session, and not

only the hon. members flock to the

House, and the press corps is all there,
but everybody else comes in; the gal-
leries are crowded, and that is when
the hon. Ministers get up, one after the

other, and give answers to the hon.
members in accordance with their num-
bers on the order paper. They submit
themselves also to giving answers to

supplementary questions. I think that

is something we ought to do here. I

think it will benefit the hon. Ministers,
and will certainly benefit the hon. mem-
bers of the House as a whole, and I

suggest this reform should be intro-

duced. It costs no money, so private
members can recommend it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: A private mem-
ber, of course, cannot recommend any-
thing which costs money. This does not
cost money. Please do it.

The third item in this regard is in

connection with committees. I do want
to repeat what other hon. members have

said, and what I have said in the past,
that our committees should meet more
often

;
in some cases they should at least

meet—period.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^
MR. SALSBERG : The Labour

Committee has met once in about six

years. I have been a member of that

committee every year, and I have
attended only one meeting. I think that

is a bit infrequent.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : I think we should
submit to the Labour Committee, in

particular, all bills and matters which
affect labour, and have them discussed.

Mr. Speaker, I am hopeful that these

improvements in the procedure of the

House will be brought about. I know,
sir, if it were in your power, they would
be ordered without delay, and it is

through you that I express the hope the

government will see fit to introduce
these changes.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I do want to

congratulate the hon. member for

Durham (Mr. Foote) who moved the

address. I entertain the same feeling
and thought about him as do all people
in Canada, a feeling of admiration, and
I might say of friendship, since I have
had the pleasure of seeing him in the

House.

I was very much impressed
—if my

memory serves me right, I think I am
quite correct in my impression

—that it

was not by a mere act of spontaneous
heroism which the hon. member for

Durham (Mr. Foote) performed. His

reception of the highest military honour
that could be given to him, in recognition
for what he has done, was not for some-

thing spontaneous, but for something
which expresses a loyalty to his fellow

men and in his ability to take advantage
of situations which would benefit him
and would benefit his fellow men. He
chose voluntarily to go with his men,
and be with his men. I want to pay that

tribute to him. I want to express what
I am sure will be a proven and justified

hope, that in this House this characteris-

tic of his will find expression in the

advocacy of legislation which is in the

interest of the people, the people with
whom he is so closely connected, and to

whom he is so devoted.

One word, Mr. Speaker, about the

seating arrangements.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

^
MR. SALSBERG: You know, Mr.

Speaker, since this House last met many
changes took place, and the question
arose as to "who sits where." "When"

is fixed, but "who sits where" became
a very big and controversial issue for
the first time.

I am sorry to say it, but I believe
some hon. members made themselves
ludicrous in the eyes of even their own
friends. They showed that their seats

are very important things in their lives—
very important.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HARRY NIXON (Brant) :

How can they get along without them?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: I just want to

say to them that where a man sits is

not the most important thing; what a
man stands for is very often far more
important.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : What you stand for is where

you are sitting.

MR. SALSBERG: I would think
more about where one stands, than
where one sits.

As for my colleague, the leader of

my group (Mr. MacLeod) and myself;
we will do well wherever we may sit—
at any rate, we shall try to do well.

The hon. member for St. David (Mr.
Dennison), however, strayed a bit from
the path last night and I cannot help
but try and correct him. I would like

the hon. member (Mr. Dennison)
toward whose election I, in many ways,
contributed on more than one occasion—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: I would hate to

see his political future affected adversely.
What he said yesterday afternoon on

"hydro" is extremely valuable. I think
it would make a good brochure on the

history of hydro. But he weakened and

strayed at the end, and I want to give
him some friendly advice.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.
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MR. SALSBERG : First, I want to

advise him not to engage in humour.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : That is not his

forte. He is all right on hydro ;
he is all

right on insurance. I know the hon.

member (Mr. Dennison) ;
I was with

him in Council, and I have been

with him here and elsewhere. He is an

expert on honey, but not humour. Give

it up.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Secondly, he

thought it necessary to take digs at us.

SOME HON. MEMERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : I want to tell him
that in my opinion he displayed rather

bad manners. When a good fellow comes
to your back porch with smiles and good
cheer at tea time, and partakes of all the

good things, and then goes out and joins
a bunch of hoodlums to throw mud on

your front verandah, that is bad
manners.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (St.

David) : That is what the hon. mem-
ber (Mr. Salsberg) did with the govern-
ment side.

MR. SALSBERG: I am sorry I

missed that. I suppose it was humour.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: I think also, Mr.

Speaker, that a word should be said

about the former members, who are not

here. Quite a number of hon. gentlemen,
who graced the seats on the other side

before the June election, are absent.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Not enough of them.

MR. SALSBERG: I feel they are

absent through no fault of their own. I

think they suffered for sins they did not

commit. They may have committed
them indirectly and unconsciously

—that

is possible
—but through no direct com-

mission of sins. They did not expect an

election in June, and certainly they did

not want it. They were the most
shocked people when the news came that

we were about to go to the people.

I am reminded of what I know, that

the hon, Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well) was in the dark, too, because I

admire the hon. Attorney-General and
I know he would not mislead this House.

He assured this House a few days be-

fore, there was no election coming, but

alas, it came, and quite a number of

members from the other side, supporters
of the government, found that the op-

position knew there was an election

coming before they did.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : How did you know?

MR. SALSBERG : We are smart.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Now, I want to

say on their behalf that Mr. Drew obvi-

ously needed a bridge to cross to another

shore, and their political bodies were

required to make the crossing. George
(Mr. Drew) crossed, but their political

bodies were left. The hon. member for

Carleton Place (Mr. Acres), and the

galaxy of men from Toronto who used

to be here, substantial, big men
;
their

removal from this House, Mr. Speaker,
I believe marks an end of an era in poli-

tics. I am very serious about that state-

ment. They constituted in a physical

sense, almost, a traditional party
—the

Conservative Party—with its colour, its

manner and its style. They are gone.
And the whole period is gone. Mr.

Murphy, Mr. Acres, and all the others,

who were the last of a period, and now
a new Toryism of opportunist reaction,

which sort of flows over into the rather

black and putrid waters of Duplessisism
has taken its place. It is no longer the

same, and we can see the basic change
in the absence of these former members.
I thought that should be noted and

recorded, that the absence of these men
is at least observed by the hon. members
of this House.

Now, to more pleasant things. I want
to congratulate and express my genuine
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satisfaction at seeing with us again the

hon. member for Leeds (Mr. Reynolds).
He is the oldest member, the dean of the

House; the dean in age. I always feel

good when I see him, and I am very glad
to see him back again with us in the

House, after the last election.

I also want to welcome the youngest
hon. member—where is he?

MR. R. SCOTT (Beaches): I am
right here.

MR. SALSBERG : It is a pleasure
to welcome one who comes from the

ranks of the workers, and who has the

distinction of being the youngest hon.

member of this House. He reminds me
of my own youth, so long ago. It is a

real pleasure to see him, and I am sure

the House will hear from him. It is

no small accomplishment for this young
man to succeed in defeating the almost

giant of a man who represented that

constituency for so many years before.

Of course, I want to express my own

pleasure at the re-election of the one

lady in the House, the hon. member for

York East (Miss MacPhail). She is

one who has made her mark in the his-

tory of this country. Before she be-

came affiliated with the party with

which she now sits she was a pioneer—
MR. JOLLIFFE: And still is.

MR. SALSBERG: Yes, and still is,

in many ways. I think this House is

better for her presence, and I am sure

the good fight for good things for all

people will benefit from her presence,
and from her contributions.

Mr. Speaker, I am sorry the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) is not here,

because it would have been a special

pleasure to say what I want to say about

him in his presence. To me, he is the

first hon. Premier opposite who ever

smiled. I mean that. I am a member
of what is called the "third Parliament,"
and this is the first time we have ever

had an hon. Premier who smiled

humanely and in a friendly and plea-
sant manner. That is something.

I want to say of the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy)—and I am not the

worst judge of people
—that he displays

more vigour than a lot who are aiming
at getting that position.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : And I mean that.

If I wanted to—but I will not—I could

name those who if not publicly pro-
claimed candidates, at least took no

steps to deny they are also available, but

they are men who could not keep up
with the hon. Premier in gait, in

activity and in speech and in every other

way.
Far be it from me to attempt to settle

the leadership problems of the Conser-

vative Party. But I do want to remind
this House that Churchill is no younger
than our hon. Premier, and he is just
about getting ready to take over the

premiership of Great Britain again
—at

least, he is trying. Is that true? That
is true.

And so I say, Mr. Speaker, that if

we must have a Tory Premier, we have
one now in the Conservative ranks who
is acceptable in every way.

I also want to congratulate the hon.

Premier for displaying a great deal of

foresight and independence. The hon.

Premier did not run as a Tory candi-

date much, and he certainly did not run
as a Drew candidate. I had the oppor-

tunity of being around his constituency
a couple of days after the election, and I

saw all the trees and poles and fences

pretty well covered with his cards and
other advertising media, but nowhere
did I see "Vote Conservative" ;

no-

where was Drew's name mentioned. It

just said "Vote 'Tom' Kennedy." That
was all. He was wise.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : He is one of the

old timers who did not lose out. "Tom"
Kennedy ran, and "Tom" Kennedy was
elected.

I would venture to suggest to the hon.

Premier, however, one other act which
I believe would further brighten his

name, not only in this province, not only
in this country, but internationally.

Since we last met a new State has
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come into being. A great historic event

has taken place. One of the oldest peo-

ples on earth who live in that State re-

gained nationhood and statehood almost

simultaneously. I think it would be in

line with the thinking and inclination

of our Premier, and would certainly be

a tribute to him, and a tribute to the

new State, if he, on behalf of all the

people of this province, as the hon.

Minister of Agriculture, were to make
a token presentation of some of our

prized government-owned breeding
stock to the new State, through the

newly established Department of Agri-

culture, to help in the agricultural re-

habilitation of that ancient land. I sub-

mit that for the hon. Premier's con-

sideration. I know his heart is in the

right place, and I am almost certain he

will want to do that, and I am equally
certain that all sections of this House
will applaud that action on behalf of all

the people of Ontario.

As far as the Speech from the Throne
is concerned: In my opinion, Mr.

Speaker, the significance of the Speech
from the Throne this year is not to be

found in what it contained, but in what

it did not contain
;
not with what it deals

with, but what it does not deal with. I

think its sins of omission constitute its

greatest indictment. The whole speech
is expressive of an orientation which is

wrong. It seeks retrenchment at a

moment when the very opposite is re-

quired
—the very opposite. It is in con-

flict with the pronouncements to this

House by the former Premier before

the election. That was the cause of the

election, Mr. hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Blackwell), if you did not know
it; Confidence, faith and great endea-

vour on a grand scale. The government
of that day wanted the expression of

the people. After that expression you
became scared, and you present a pro-

gramme of retrenchment at a moment
when it is not in the interest of the pro-
vince. What we need is bold planning
now—very bold planning. When the

wheels of industry and commerce begin
to slacken, as they may, we need an en-

tirely different approach than that con-

tained in the Speech from the Throne.

Let me deal with a few of the

omissions.

I am very sorry the government did

not See fit to state its intention to intro-

duce a Fair Employment Practises Act.

I have spoken on that year after year.
I was hopeful that at this time a Fair

Employment Practises Act would be in-

troduced by the government. I have

always wanted the government to do it.

This is Brotherhood Week in this

province, and I submit, Air. Speaker,
that all the fine speeches ring very false

and hollow if it is still possible to deny
a person the right to work because of

his racial, religious or national origin.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
hear:

MR. SALSBERG : I am sorry that

no indication was made of the introduc-

tion of such a bill. A second omission

is in the realm of labour legislation. I

think that the Penman strike is an ex-

pression of the inadequacy of our labour

legislation. I know that the hon. Min-
ister of Labour (Mr. Daley) has tried

and did all in his power to avoid that

strike. I know that the union as well

did everything to avoid it. The hon.

Minister (Mr. Daley) could do no more.

The union was up against it because

of the inadequacy of our legislation, and
I am sorry that the only answer given to

such problems is that of rushing in

police, more police and still more police.

That will not solve it; mass arrests

will not solve it, the police method will

not solve it. The answer is a different

type of legislation. I say that the Labour
Relations Act of 1948, which is a provin-
cial Act, is essentially anti-labour. It is

a step backwards in the field of labour

relations that is not conducive fo peace-
ful labour-management relations. On
the other hand it is an encouragement to

anti-labour employers.

There will be another occasion when
this matter will be discussed more fully

in this session. For the moment, how-

ever, I think, this general statement of

mine will stand up against any investiga-
tion about the character of this legisla-

tion. I think it is wrong to present this
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labour law as a step forward because of

the desire to have national uniform
labour legislation. It is not national, even

if the Federal Government adopted it

first. Quebec has its own laws and they
are worse than ours. Prince Edward
Island has its own laws and they are

worse than ours. British Columbia
enacts labour laws as the party in power
sees fit. We are making no contribution

to national uniform labour legislation by
hanging on to this bill which the previous
House adopted before it even was before

us, before it was studied, before it was

adopted in Ottawa. I believe this law

should be removed from the statute book

just as the Taft-Hartley law is being
removed. It should be replaced by an

Act which will guarantee the rights of

trade unionism and genuine collective

bargaining.

The third point I want to make is on
the Civil Service. I often fail to under-

stand the stubbornness with which the

government defends its policy towards
the Civil Service. The civil servants

of this province are not well paid
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG : —despite all state-

ments to the contrary. This applies also

to the deputy ministers who are paid, in

many instances, less than commissioners

holding similar posts, but with lesser

responsibility in the civic administration

of Toronto. I think we should remove
the Civil Service from politics. We must

grant the civil servants the full right and

encourage them to organize into a trade

union because without that they are un-
able to bargain on a basis of equality and
have their grievances corrected.

The fourth and final point I wish to

make deals with old-age pensioners, with
which the Speech from the Throne has

neglected to deal. In my opinion, this

omission was the most shocking omis-
sion in the Speech from the Throne. I

think it is the darkest blot on the record

of this government. It was for the

previous government and evidently is

continuing to be for the present govern-
ment.

I submit the present rate of $30 a
month is a hunger rate. I do not want
to burden the House with quotations, but

a delegation representing the Welfare
Council of Toronto told me a few days
ago they had visited the hon. Premier
and pointed out to him that the minimum
required for an elderly person, living
alone, is $48.33 a month. That does

not provide for such luxuries as news-

papers, church collection, medication, car

fare, etc. It is obvious that $30 is inade-

quate. The $10 a month supplementary
payment is given to a small fraction of

the total.

MR. FROST : You are quite wrong
about that.

MR. MILLARD : Give us the figures
then.

MR. SALSBERG : The hon. Minis-

ter of Public Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow)
shakes his head, implying that it is not

a small fraction. Well, I do not know
how small the fraction is this year, but

I know that a year ago it was a small

fraction.

MR. FROST : Any fraction would be

small to you.

MR. SALSBERG: Right. I quite

agree with the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) because I believe that $40
a month should be given to every old-

age pensioner in the province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG: I think we should

do away with the fraction.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

I would like to see the hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) live on it, then he would
know what it is like.

MR. FROST : Does the hon. member
(Mr. Salsberg) think that should be

done by the Provincial Government or

the Federal Government?

MR. SALSBERG : I am coming to

the federal government in a minute.

I submit that it is quite cruel, yes cruel,

to continue this policy and I might say
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that I found this government "sponging"
on charity organizations and munici-

palities insofar as our old people are

concerned. This is how they "sponged."
If an old-age pensioner can prove to

the satisfaction of the department that

he is entitled to more than a minimum
of $30 a month, he will be getting $33
or $35 or $40 a month. If such an aged
person succeeds in getting into an old

folks home the supplementary allowance

is automatically cut off and he reverts

back to $30 a month which he receives

while in the institution. This is com-

pelling charity organizations to come to

the public for contributions in order to

make up the difference between the $30
that the institution receives from the

province and the actual minimum cost

of maintaining an old person in an
institution. I say "shame" to the

government who want to "sponge" on

charity institutions like that. I am sur-

prised that the very friendly and genial
hon. Premier—and I mean it when I

speak that way about the Premier—
MR. FROST : Would the hon. mem-

ber (Mr. Salsberg) tell me any munici-

pal organization
—I am talking about

any homes for the aged, maintained by
the municipality

—where we "sponged."
Please tell me.

MR. SALSBERG : I would be very

glad to give the hon. Minister (Mr.
Frost) the information and I am pre-

pared to say now before giving him a

written statement—
MR. FROST : You are speaking with

great assurance; tell me now.

MR. SALSBERG: I am saying
before I give you written evidence that

this applies to city institutions in

Toronto.

MR. FROST : Name them. My hon.

friend (Mr. Salsberg) is just talking to

create dissatisfaction and discord.

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) was asking a question. Let

us maintain order in the House, please.

MISS A. MacPHAIL: Mr. Speaker,
the hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) would

not look like he does, if he was living on

$30 a month.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) has the floor.

MR. SALSBERG : Mr. Speaker, only
if the hon. member yields. I gladly
yield, Mr. Speaker.

MR. FROST: I was not asking a

question. I asked him for the name of

any municipal organizations which we
were "sponging" on, and he could not
tell me.

MR. SALSBERG: That is a ques-
tion you are asking.

MR. FROST: The hon. member
(Mr. Salsberg) is creating dissatisfac-

tion and discord. That is one of the
reasons why the hon. member for York
East (Miss MacPhail) did not want to

sit with him.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. I

have the right to the floor on a point
of order.

MR. SPEAKER: What is the point
of order?

MR. WISMER: A statement of fact.

The hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) said that the reason we asked
for the seating in this House to be

changed was that we did not wish to

sit with someone because of certain

things. The reason—and he knows it

very well, and I think it should be said

here—was that ours is a different

political party, as distinct and separate
as the Progressive-Conservative Party
is distinct and separate, and the Liberal

Party is distinct and separate, and the

Labour-Progressive Party is distinct

and separate.

MR. FROST : You did not want to

sit beside them.

MR. BLACKWELL: You are very
upset about it.

MR. WISMER: I certainly am.

MR. BLACKWELL: You are only

advertising it. You had better keep
quiet.
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MR. SPEAKER : The hon. member
for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) has the

floor.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, I

want to say, in reply to the question of

the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) that the Jewish Old Folks
Home of Toronto—
MR. FROST : Is it a municipal or-

ganization.

MR. SALSBERG: It is the first in-

stitution where I came across the fact.

MR. FROST : Is this a municipal or-

ganization ?

MR. SALSBERG: It is a private or-

ganization.

MR. FROST : That is not what you
said.

MR. SALSBERG: Will you just sit

there quietly, as you usually do.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Leave it to the

hon. Minister (Mr. Goodfellow) to

handle. True, there is a jostling for

leadership, but you can leave it to the

hon. Minister (Mr. Goodfellow) with-
out assuming the leadership which is not

yours yet. I came across this fact in this

one institution and was so shocked, I

could hardly credit it. I wrote to the
Public Welfare Department of the City
of Toronto to enquire whether that ap-
plied to municipal institutions as well.

I have had replies from the municipal-
ity to the effect that it does apply to

them.

Mr. Speaker, I undertake to read to

this House the replies, the official letters

about this matter, as soon as I can lay

my hands on them, within a half hour
or so, that is about as fair as I think I

can be, and I hope the hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) will agree to wait until I

can read the letters and provide him
with further evidence.

I assure you, Mr. Speaker, I would
not have made the statement I made if

I had not made inquiries from respon-
sible sources, the Public Welfare De-

partment of the City of Toronto

thiough its Commissioner and from the
Commissioner to his subordinate who
sent me communications substantiating
the fact that they too experienced the

thing which the Old Folks Home on
Cecil Street experienced.

To go on now from where I was be-
fore I was so—
HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL

(Attorney-General) : Rudely interrup-
ted.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG: Heatedly inter-

rupted
—

heatedly
—

.

I want to say I admire the hon. Pre-
mier and I appreciate his sentiment

when, speaking in this House, he said

that this province is prepared to match
the Federal Government 25 per cent, of

every dollar they agree to pay for the

old-age pensions. I want to say I hold
no brief for the federal government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG: I am convinced

they are ducking responsibility. That is

true. However, I suggest, Mr. Speaker,
that a province which is able to boast,
as our Provincial Treasurer is able to

boast, of $25,000,000. surpluses one

year after the other, has no moral right
to sit back when elderly people have in-

sufficient food and say : "we will match
Ottawa 25c. for every 75c. they agree
to pay." That is what I object to.

MR. BLACKWELL: That amount
would not begin to pay for your pro-

posal.

MR. SALSBERG : I was told by an
hon. Minister of the Crown that if the

demand for the payment of $40 to

every pensioner were undertaken, it

would cost the province about 6 or 7

million dollars a year.

MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, no. On
your proposal, about $300,000,000.

AN HON. MEMBER : Oh, no.
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MR. SALSBERG : I proposed so far

in this discussion the granting of the

$10 supplement at least to all pen-
sioners. I was told it would cost about

6 or 7 million dollars.

MR. G. I. HARVEY (Sault Ste.

Marie) : $7,000,000.

MR. SALSBERG : $7,000,000.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

They have been throwing away
$16,000,000 every year since 1944.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Put our hand right
in your pocket.

MR. SALSBERG: I wish to say,
Mr. Speaker, I can think of no better

place into which to put 6 or 7 millions

of dollars of the 25 million-dollar sur-

plus, than into the pockets of our aged
citizens, so they can buy a newspaper
occasionally

—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. SALSBERG: —and enough
bread to eat. What if we do spend 6 or
7 million dollars on the old people?

In conclusion—and all good things
must end—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : —I want to draw
the attention of the House to a remark
made by the hon. Premier. He spoke
of Ontario as entering a "great era of

expansion and prosperity." He said

that prosperity moves northward, first

it was in Mexico and then in the
southern United States and now it is in

the north.

I agree with the hon. Premier, but I

do feel there is a tragic lesson to learn

from this movement to which the hon.

Premier drew our attention, a lesson

that we must learn from the past and
avoid a repetition. What happened in

Mexico and in the southern States was

nothing we should desire to imitate.

That was no prosperity in the sense we
understand it—prosperity for the people.
In Mexico there was a raping of the

wealth and culture of an ancient peo-

ple by its conquerors. There was no

prosperity. A pauperization took place,
and shiploads of gold and silver and art

work were sent to Europe, but the

Mexicans were not prosperous.
The prosperity of the southern

United States is nothing we want to

imitate. It was a prosperity for a few,
based on slavery and the most miserable

exploitation of man by man.

This country is very rich, potentially
I believe we are the richest in the world.
What we desire, I am sure, is a pros-

perity that will not be restricted to a

few, that will not shower its benefits

upon a handful of conquerors, as in

Mexico, or rich landowners as in the

southern United States, but on the

majority of the people, a prosperity that

will accrue to the benefit of the men in

the forest, in the mines, in the factories

and in the fields. That is the kind of

prosperity we want, and that is the kind
of prosperity that is possible.

I know, Mr. Speaker, that differences
of opinion will arise as to how it should

be, and can be achieved. There is room
for sharp differences of opinion, but

certainly this government and every
government of Canada, provincial and
federal, should plan to utilize the great
natural wealth that still lies dormant to

achieve a prosperity that will benefit the

vast majority, and not a few.

I am sorry to say, Mr. Speaker, that

sort of planning is absent from the

Speech from the Throne. I hope the

government will recognize that and be-

gin planning in that direction. I assure

you, Mr. Speaker, we are dedicated to

join with all others towards that sort of

planning and that sort of prosperity for

this province and for this country as a

whole.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. CHARLES DALEY
(Minister of Labour) : Mr. Speaker, I

am not going to take up any of the time

of this House this afternoon in compli-

menting you and the mover and
seconder of the Speech from the

Throne. I agree with everything that

has been said, and I think you have now
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been well and truly complimented on

your rise to your position. I, for one,
am just going to let it go at that.

Before I start the principal theme of

my talk, may I refer to a remark by the

previous speaker (Mr. Salsberg) in

regard to the Penman strike, which I

know is on everybody's mind at the

present time because, I say again, it is

,
the only one we have in the province.

MR. G. E. PARK (Dovercourt) :

What about the typographers?

MR. DALEY : He said there should

be legislation to prevent such a thing

taking place.

Mr. Speaker, if we are reasonable

about this, I do not believe it is possible
to produce legislation which would have

prevented it under any circumstances,
unless the power to strike were abso-

lutely taken away from organized labour,

as I do not believe it should be. I will

say the attitude of the employers in that

particular industry was bad. I will say
also that the union in that particular

industry did a very bad job themselves

in organizing and winning the confidence

of the workers in that plant. I advised

them prior to the strike, that there were
too many of the people in the plant who
were not in favour of that union, and
the union up to that point had failed to

win the confidence of those workers.

No legislation would have corrected the

situation as it exists there.

Mr. Speaker, I thought it might be

advisable at this time to bring to the

attention of the House some of the facts

re the labour laws of this province.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, will the

hon. Minister (Mr. Daley) permit a

friendly question?

MR. DALEY : Yes, sure.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Just before he goes
on to the labour code. My question is

this: Is the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)
not aware that representatives of the

International Typographical Union take
the position there is still another strike

in effect in this province?

MR. DALEY: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

am absolutely aware of that, and that is

where our opinions differ. The very fact

that in that organization, several other

strong unions are working, and are

crossing the picket line, does not indi-

cate to me organized labour thinks there

is a strike there.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The I.T.U. thinks

so.

MR. DALEY : I know they do, and

possibly it is only my opinion against
theirs, but in my opinion in an industry
where there are several very strong
organizations of union people, and one
little group endeavours to tie the busi-

ness up, not for their own selves, but
in sympathy with a strike in Winnipeg,
and the other union men refuse to go
along with that, and continue to work
in that industry

—
MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, may I ask one more ques-
tion on this?

MR. DALEY: I will listen to this

one, yes.

MR. WISMER : I am sure the House
knows the other unions to which the

hon. minister (Mr. Daley) is referring,
are such as the pressmen, bookbinders,

photo engravers and stereotypers and I

am wondering in this case, whether the

typographical union is the one on strike.

It is a separate craft union, with a

separate contract with the employer, as

are the other unions separate craft

unions with separate contracts. Does
the hon. Minister feel when one of the

craft unions goes on strike, for its own
problems, the other craft unions should

break their contracts?

MR. DALEY: Well, Mr. Speaker,
I do not intend this afternoon to get
into a lengthy discussion on the matter.

All I know is that fine, strong union

organizations, are working in that plant.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Under contracts.

MR. DALEY: Under contract, yes.
But they must cross the picket line to

get in.
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MR. JOLLIFFE: As required by
law. .

MR. DALEY: Now, Mr. Speaker,
in the Department of Labour, we have
at the present time appromixately 200

people employed and it should meet
with the approval of all parties opposite,
because since 1943 it has been suggested
that we in the Department of Labour
never spend enough money. I am not

happy to report, but I do, that our

budget, year by year, is increasing
—

MR. MacLEOD : Keep on milking.

MR. DALEY: —with increased

wages, new demands for services,
different methods in industry that re-

quire more supervision, cost-of-living

bonus, everything added makes our

budget climb, year after year, in spite
of what we can do, to carry on the job
we have to do.

You might well ask : "What do these

200 people do in the Department of

Labour?" Mr. Speaker. Well, they are

administering the Acts from the statute

books of this province which are de-*

signed to protect the health, welfare and
the safety not only of the workers but
the public, to improve conditions of em-

ployment, to remove hazards, to con-

ciliate differences and to guarantee
proper sanitary facilities and, in general,
to promote happy relationship between

management and labour.

A great many of these Acts on the

statute books were placed there by
former governments, and a great many
amendments have been made and new
Acts introduced by this government.
Can it be truthfully said—as we have
heard here so many times—that our

Factory Shop and Office Building Act,
our Boiler Inspection Act, our grain
elevator regulations, which I will say
are ahead by years of any other coun-

try; it will require millions of dollars

to be spent by the operators, of course,
over a period of time, to bring them to

the standard that we have set in order

to guarantee that men in those indus-

tries shall be healthy and have a reason-

ably good place to work
;
our apprentice-

ship training scheme, our examination
of' industrial plants, our Industrial

Standards Act, our placement work to

assist the under-privileged, our mini-

mum wage for women—
MR. JOLLIFFE: Hear, hear.

MR. DALEY : —the Stationary En-

gineers Act, the Hours of Work and
Vacations with Pay with the stamp
system, our Workmen's Compensation
Act, which is recognized the world over

as being a superior Act in its field. Can
it be said this is not progressive legisla-

tion? The fact is, Mr. Speaker, we are

the leaders in the field of sound labour

legislation, and by a good margin.

The basis of the criticism that we
hear in this House is certainly faulty,

but, of course, it is principally aimed at

the Labour Relations Act. This Act—
and I am not going to develop the

various points in it, because I presume
there will be lots of opportunity during
this session of the Legislature

—never

did, and it is not in the power of man
to develop something along that line

which will satisfy everybody. I do not

say it is perfect, but I do say it has

worked reasonably well over a period of

years.

In my opinion, governments should

not be asked to legislate workers into

unions nor out of them, but to see there

is free, unhampered collective bargain-

ing.

The other day in this House the hon.

member for Essex North (Mr. Ellis)

spoke, and spoke rather jeeringly, of

the labour Acts of this province, but he

also spoke in the same tone about his

own town of Windsor, a great city.

I would like to point out that Wind-
sor enjoys the most concentrated organi-
zation and is the most completely organ-
ized of any city in this province, and

that, because of that—and I say "be-

cause of that"—it enjoys the highest

wages. It operates under what a great

many unions claim to be ideal. Rand
formula, almost exclusively, in that

city. So I cannot understand the hon.

member saying Windsor is always com-

ing either here or to Ottawa with its hat

in its hands trying to get something. I

do not know that the people of Windsor
are going to like that type of talk from
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an hon. member representing them here.

Windsor is a proud city, a big city, and
a prosperous city.

MR. G. H. ELLIS (Essex North) :

Mr. Speaker, let me ask the hon.

Minister of Labour—
MR. DALEY : I am not prepared to

have anything to say on that.

I can understand the hon. member for

Windsor (Mr. Ellis) endeavouring in

his first address to make an impression
on his fellow members and on this

House, and he spoke very jeeringly of

the labour laws of this province, and
he attempted, very weakly, to justify
what he said and to try and develop the

fact we did not have good laws but that

Saskatchewan did, that they have the

ideal.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DALEY: Mr. Speaker, I know
the C.C.F. likes to refer to Saskatche-
wan as having ideal labour legislation.
I do not think the leader of the op-
position thinks so, because to my know-
ledge he never refers to it at all.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Oh, yes I do.

MR. DALEY : Because I believe he

knows, because of his position and his

willingness to look and see, that it is

not working too well in that particular

province.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Oh, no. I often re-

fer to it. It is working very well.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DALEY: I want to be fair,

though, because Saskatchewan is a big
province and unfortunately it is not as

thickly populated as we are. Nothing
would please me more than to see big
industry and lots of it move into Sas-
katchewan because I believe the very
strength of this Dominion lies in the
individual strength of its provinces and
I would certainly like to see Saskat-
chewan improve its position.

When the C.C.F. gained power in

Saskatchewan, what did they do in re-

gard to labour relations on their own
initiative? What did they develop that

was new ? The answer is : nothing.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Two weeks vaca-

tions with pay.

MR. DALEY : They simply took the

legislation from the Province of On-
tario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DALEY : And at that time that

legislation was new and original in the

Province of Ontario.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What legislation?

MR. DALEY: The Hours of Work
and Vacations with Pay.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Two weeks?

MR. DALEY: And many other

things.

HON. DANA PORTER (Provin-
cial Secretary) : There was never any-

thing like that before.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : They are moving
down here in droves, too.

MR. DALEY: You just took it and
said : "To get more political power out

here, we will give them two weeks."

MR. JOLLIFFE: You have not

caught up with that yet.

MR. DALEY : You did not give any
consideration to what the economic ef-

fect would be. You did not give any
consideration to what the results would

be, and I can tell you the results have

been disastrous.

We in Ontario, Mr. Speaker, have
some advantages from an industrial

point of view over a province like

Saskatchewan. Our geographical loca-

tion along the Great Lakes, close to

great centres of population and the

country to the south of us, probably
encourages more industries here. I am
willing to admit that, but I would also
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presume that Saskatchewan has some

advantages too.

MR. JOLLIFFE: For growing
wheat.

MR. DALEY : But in these days of

tremendous industrial development, in-

creasing in this province at the rate of

$60,000,000 a year for the last three

years at least, it would seem that there

is some reason for Saskatchewan should,
if not actually losing ground, practically

standing still.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Where did you get
that?

MR. DALEY : Can we say it is the

government? Can we say that type of

government and the laws they choose to

impose, have frightened industry away?
It could be. I am not saying it has, but
I am saying it could be.

AN HON. MEMBER: The same
laws as we had in Ontario a few
minutes ago, Mr. Speaker.

MR. BLACKWELL: Try to run

your shoe factory.

MR. DALEY: Here we have repre-
sentations made endeavouring to pass

legislation to prevent a strike, and I in

conversations with the owners of the

factory, have endeavoured to get a set-

tlement and sometimes they said in the

early stages
—not now—"Oh, we were

all happy," and, while I could not

actually threaten them, we did try to

keep the plant going. What do they do
in Saskatchewan? The men said they
would have to have more money, and

they went on strike, and what did the

Government of Saskatchewan do? "All

right, you are out, you are fired. We
want to close the factory up."

AN HON. MEMBER : Might I ask
a question?

MR. DALEY: No, you will have

plenty of time before this session is over.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What plant are

you talking about?

MR. DALEY: Then you talk about
the Civil servants. It was not very long

ago that all the public servants in a

certain department out there were out

on strike.

MISS A. MacPHAIL: At least they
could strike.

MR. DALEY : I tell you that the law
of their government permits them to be

fired because they exercised what were
considered their rights if, after they have

gone through certain things, they have
the right to strike.

AN HON. MEMBER: Have the

Civil servants that right here?

MR. DALEY: If you talk to the

responsible Civil servants in the Province

of Ontario, you will find they have no

thought of striking, and that no govern-
ment has treated Civil servants more

fairly and has done more for them to

raise their standards, than has the

present government.

MR. JOLLIFFE: That is not what

they tell us.

MR. DALEY : I say this with some

degree of humility because, at the

moment, I happen to administer the

Department of Labour, and, in no

department is there any legislation that

so affects the health, happiness and

prosperity of the people as good labour

legislation, for it deals entirely with

people, all classes, rich and poor,
—

lackadaisical, energetic, strong through

organization, weak because of the lack

of it. Not trees, not fish, but real human

beings
—not how much you pay as

bounty for a wolf hide, or how much

you are going to allow against a bad spot
of the trees. Those are all worth while,

but we are dealing with people, human

beings, and we are trying to have legis-

lation that will assure them of con-

tinuance of employment and a fair

income and that the conditions of their

employment shall be satisfactory so that

they can have a happy and contented

life, and I say, after six years of adminis-

tering this department of labour, that

here in Ontario we have the most co-

operative, the most understanding and
the most tolerant people in the world,
not picking out one particular land, and
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in our labour legislation, among the

things I have mentioned, we have the

sanest and soundest laws—good in

theory and in practical application, and
if it were not the best we would not

have achieved the great industrial

development we have had and I say

again that no place of equal industrial

activity can be found, that has had less

industrial disruption than we have right
here in the Province of Ontario.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Oh, no.

MR. DALEY : To return to Saskat-

chewan
; they realize it out there, because

three years ago at the Conference of

Ministers of Labour in Ottawa, they

pressed for dominion legislation that

would actually take away the jurisdic-
tion of the provinces in order to get
them out of the difficulty they got in

with this legislation that went too fast.

AN HON. MEMBER: We will

bring you up to date.

MR. DALEY : You cannot bring me
up to date because I was there and you
were not.

But I tell you that the people of

Saskatchewan nearly voted the govern-
ment out last time. I read—I don't

know how true this is—if you had not

had 250 votes you could place in the

different ridings, the government would
have been defeated. I am not saying
that is so.

Here is another clipping of an ad-

dress given in labour legislature. It

deals with the question of going too

fast. This is a Gallup poll production.
After the election down in the States,
I do not know whether the people have
the confidence they did in the Gallup
poll, but this is from the Australian
Institute of Public Opinion. It says :

"A remarkable reversal of opinion
on the matter of the 40-hour week is

reported from Australia, where the

work-week was reduced to 40 hours,

starting last January 1.

"When Australia's court, over a

year ago, decided to introduce the 40-
hour week, opinion studies by the

Australian Institute found 60 per

cent, approving the decision. Today,

after almost a year's experience,

nearly 7 out of 10 people think its

introduction was premature.

"This remarkable change in atti-

tude is significant because of the fre-

quently heard argument that once
social legislation gets on the statute

books, public opinion will insure that

it stays there irrevocably.

"The majority view is summed up
by the institute in these words : 'It

should be deferred until production

caught up with demand/
'

'Another large group of Austra-
lians believe it has merely increased

the cost of living and reduced pro-
duction.

"In answer to the question : 'Now
that the 40-hour week has been

operating for a few months, do you
think it should have been brought in

when it was or not for a few years

yet?'

"68 per cent, say : 'It should not

have been brought in for a few years
yet.'

"28 per cent, say: 'All right when
it was,' and 4 per cent, have no

opinion on the issue.

"Analysis by occupation. The in-

stitute reports shows that with the

exception of unskilled workers (who
are divided on the question) all

occupational groups think the intro-

duction of this legislation was prema-
ture."

^
AN HON. MEMBER : Is this the

Gallup poll?

MR. DALEY: That is the Austra-
lian Institute of Public Opinion.

Now, we have to be realistic, Mr.

Speaker. Shorter hours, yes, when

possible, and practical. Take the can-

ning industry. A bountiful harvest of

perishable fruits which represents a

year's efforts on the part of the farmer
to produce. Are we going to allow those

God-given fruits to spoil when the

world needs them so badly if we make
too drastic laws? And the forests; the

world is crying out for our products.
There are good days when they can
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work and bad days when they cannot,
and instead of utilizing streams when
the freshets are running — and even
the wind has some effect on this—are

we going to disrupt this great industry
so important in our economic life?

Are we going to allow it to deteriorate

because we make laws that are too

drastic ?

The Creator did not make it too easy
for us to gather these treasures which
He so bountifully bestowed upon us. It

takes effort and it takes thinking as to

when and where we should begin and

stop.

The great trucking industry on which
this country depends so much for its

transportation of goods to keep our in-

dustries occupied ;
it is difficult for them

to work under the hours that we have

today and yet they make representations
to me to increase them and allow them
to have more hours because they can-

not work out their schedule.

One of the big industrial businesses

of this province is making representa-
tions right now for permission to work
in excess of the hours allowed under
the 48-hour week in certain departments,
and this application has the unqualified

approval of their union—
MR. C. H. MILLARD (York

West) : The same applies to the 40-

hour week?

MR. DALEY : They cannot possibly

develop their production, and any delay
in certain departments will only neces-

sitate the laying off, or at least the un-

employment of a great many people in

that big industry. So you can see the

difficulties, Mr. Speaker.

What we have done in Ontario, and
what is working successfully in the

Hours of Work and Vacations with

Pay, is to give organized labour a

chance, instead of negotiating from 80
and 75 hours down to 48, it gives them
the opportunity to negotiate from 48
down. Mr. Speaker, that is what we are

doing, and that is the way shorter hours

should be brought about, by negotiation
and collective bargaining, and putting it

into places where it is practicable to do

it, and give people the opportunity to

develop and to make work.

In regard to our vacations with pay,
Mr. Speaker, I would like to mention
one thing very briefly. You understand
that vacations we control, through the

vacation-credit stamp system, is only
for the construction industry, and, be-

cause of an amendment a year ago, ex-

tended to part-time workers, and that

people who quit in a plant, for any
reason—whether fired or quitting of

their own free will—the stamps will

permit them to secure that portion based
on 2 per cent, of their total earnings,
for the time they have been there.

These are the only people to come
under that provision, because in many
industries they have a definite schedule

of holidays ;
some call for a week and

they just pay the men and are not re-

quired to have stamps. This year, for

the people under our control, $5,500,000
will be required to pay them. I think

that is a tremendous benefit, Mr.

Speaker, to all those people who never

had any holidays with pay before in

their lives, because they never came into

a category where they could get it.

AN HON. MEMBER: They had a

Tory government.

MR. DALEY: Who was it spoke?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Nobody.

MR. DALEY : We take pride in the

protection we give to some 6,000 workers
in this province who because of handi-

caps, or for some other reason, require
some work to do in their own homes.

We check to see, first, that the place is

proper for the work to be done, and,

secondly, to assure those people getting
the proper pay for doing the work, and
that we do not revert back to the old

sweat shop basis which used to apply.

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Speaker,
would the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)

permit a question regarding this assist-

ance given to people who are handi-

capped in connection with their work?

MR. DALEY: Sure.
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MR. MILLARD: I would like to

know if the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)
has any information on the situation re-

garding the Blind Institute, and whether

he has investigated the terms of employ-
ment under which these blind people are

operating in the Blind Institute at the

present time, on sub contracts, taken

from employers.

MR. DALEY: No, Mr. Speaker,
but I can find out what is going on
there. I cannot answer that question

immediately, in connection with the

Blind Institute. But I do know we in-

sist that if a contract is given, the pay-
ment for this work, which is mostly

piece work, must be the same as if the

work were done in the plants, and that

has relieved the plight of these people,
and the conditions under which they
work.

MR. MILLARD : Will you investi-

gate that, Mr. Minister?

MR. DALEY: Yes, I wish you
would give me a little memo on it.

Now, in regard to our minimum wage
for women, which means protection to

250,000 women workers in this province.
I want to at this point record here—
because we are continually searching for

more efficient ways of doing the work
we have to do—we have. for years been

sending out 23,000 forms to be rilled in

by employers of women. Every year
these forms had to be filled out, and a

number of questions answered, as to how
many women were employed, what they
were paid, and so forth, to enable us to

check on these minimum wages.
I got the idea we could do that a dif-

ferent way, and probably give us more
time for enforcement, and for other

duties we have in connection- with it. I

decided to discontinue sending out these

23,000 forms, with all the work entailed

upon the receiver, and upon us when
they come back, and I asked the hon.

Minister of Labour at Ottawa (Mr.
Mitchell) for his co-operation in connec-
tion with his unemployment insurance

auditors, where they are in examining
these payrolls, and if there was a flagrant

violation, or anything which led the in-

vestigator to think there was a violation

of our Act, if they would inform us. I

am very pleased to announce that again
we have had splendid co-operation from
the Federal Department of Labour and

the hon. Minister (Mr. Mitchell) has

agreed we will work together on this

thing.
'

True, they are not taking any

responsibility for processing it, but they
will draw any violations to our attention,

and it will save this province a goodly
sum of money each and every year, and
save the people a great deal of trouble-

some work.

Mr. Speaker, I could speak for a long
time on our conciliation procedure, the

methods we adopt. Of course, as soon

as a difficulty arises in an industry or

there is some evidence that negotiations
are breaking up, the law requires we
shall have a conciliation officer sit in.

Further, we have provided for a Con-
ciliation Board if recommended by the

conciliation officer, and then after a

Conciliation Board has made its report,
which is not mandatory, but is simply a

report on the best conciliation of the

trouble, then a strike can become legal.

We never accepted that because a Con-
ciliation Board reported, and neither

party, nor either one, refused to accept

it, that it would mean we should have
a strike right away. We have adopted
the policy, and I am glad to speak of

it, because it works, of bringing the con-

flicting parties into the office of the Min-
ister of Labour. You might ask, "What
can you do there that they cannot do

themselves ?" Well, I do not think we
could do anything other than they them-
selves could do. Of course, both parties
in a dispute are fearful of making sugges-
tions or giving any ground from their

original demands, because they feel it

is a show of weakness, and they will

not make any suggestions, but if they
come to our office, I, and my chief con-

ciliation officer, Mr. Fine, or one of the

other officials, can make suggestions.

MR. H. A. NIXON (Brant) : What
do you do if they will not come?

MR. DALEY : We cannot do a thing.

While I have not the exact figures, I

would say we have had well over one
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hundred visits, and only in one case

have they refused to come, and that was
the case of the Penman people.

MR. MILLARD: And the Swift-
Canadian.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : What about the Swift-
Canadian ?

MR. DALEY : Oh no. I did not ask
the Swift-Canadian to come in.

MR. MILLARD: You did not ask
them to come to you ; you went to them.
You went to Chicago?

MR. DALEY : Yes, I went to Chi-

cago to see what I could do about mak-

ing them line up, because the Swift-

Canadian was the stumbling block at

that time. But I went there. They did

not come to my office.

MR. JOLLIFFE: They would not
come to your office.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : He did not say that

at all.

MR. DALEY: We are able to do
more gradually to narrow the gap. A
great many times, Mr. Speaker, these

people come because they request to

come themselves, both union and man-
agement, such as in the case of the

Canadian General Electric, the Westing-
house, and the Electro-Metallurgical,
three big industries, and I could name
dozens of others. They think the

department can be of assistance to them.

MR. MILLARD: The Continental

Can refused to come a year ago.

MR. DALEY: Refused to come?

MR. MILLARD : Yes.

MR. DALEY: To me?

MR. MILLARD: To your Deputy-
Minister.

MR. DALEY: Oh, maybe they had
some little thing they wanted to talk

about, but when I ask them, boy, they
come.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: What about
Penmans ?

MR. DALEY: Mr. Speaker, when
you get two immovable forces together,

perhaps it is a little difficult. We are

putting too much stress on the little

bits of trouble which breaks out in dif-

ferent places.

In regard to the case of the John
Bertram Company ;

that was an extended

strike, and I will say this, that it was
because management took a very un-
reasonable attitude, and it was four or

five months before they would come
down to earth, but they came down.
You know as much as I do, what the

difficulty was there. They wanted to

fire the whole bargaining agency before

they started negotiating at all. We told

them they were crazy, and could not
do that, and they would never "get away
with it," and finally they changed their

attitude.

There was quite a flare-up at the

McKinnon plant, and I will say that

during the negotiations carried on in

my office in connection with the Mc-
Kinnon strike, we got the very thing
which settled it, two months before they
settled. They were both stubborn, the

union and the company. They each

thought—and are bound to think on
occasions—that the other fellow is

wrong, and it takes some time to wear
that feeling down, but you can never

get to a point of progress in this province
with all its industries, where you will

not have any trouble. You cannot make
laws which will prevent all trouble.

The unions have made great progress,
under our laws

;
the union people should

be the last ones to be criticizing us;

they have done a great job in this

province; they have done a great job in

lifting the standard of living in the

province as high as it is, and they have
done a great job in bettering working
conditions. And I say again that we
have had less industrial disputes in this

province than in any other place of

equal industrial activity.

MR. JOLLIFFE : You are wrong on
that.
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MR. DALEY: The reason is, first,

that we have reasonably sane laws, not

one that covers only one phase of indus-

try, but which has swept right down

through the labour picture. We have

had impartial Labour Relations Boards

representing management and two of

the great Congresses, and with no poli-

tical interference. No one can say there

has ever been any political interference

in the Labour Relations Board.

We have had good conciliation ser-

vices, and when the "chips are down,"
Mr. Speaker, I say we have a realistic

and fair attitude and approach to the

problems on the parts of both manage-
ment and labour. They have appreciated
the necessity for mutual understanding,
and willingness to work together.

Now, Mr. Speaker, to sum up my
thoughts on this question, I will read

into the record a paragraph I read over

the air the other night, because I cannot

sum it up any better. It reads :

"Labour Legislation

"The laws which permit the workers

to organize without fear of discrimina-

tion; to belong or not to belong to

any union he may choose; to assure

every worker the minimum of one

week's holidays with pay; tiiat pro-
tects him under the Workmen's

Compensation Act should he become

injured, and his family if he should

be killed, or if he becomes ill, because

of the nature of his employment ;
that

assures him of the right to bargain

collectively.

"Now, in spite of continuous pres-
sure for more and more laws, from
both labour and management, and
more restriction on one or the other,

I believe, after six years administering
the Department of Labour, that our

laws are reasonably sane.

"We do not want prosecutions, but

understanding. I am convinced you
cannot legislate people into doing

things which are unreasonable or im-

practicable. Many, things which sound
all right in theory are found wanting
in practical application.

"'What we want is not more laws,
but more tolerance and understanding,

a greater realization on the part of

management that the worker is en-

titled to a fair share of the fruits of

his efforts, and on the part of labour,
that a prosperous employer is more

capable of being a generous employer.
And do not forget that in this land

of opportunity a man is an employee
today and an employer next week, and

co-operation and mutual understand-

ing usually results in the betterment
of both.

"We live in a highly competitive
world, and have, under our free enter-

prise system enjoyed a high standard

of living.

"Let us go forward sanely and pro-

gressively improve our conditions, re-

move injustices, and let us not bring
about a condition that in theory sounds
all right, but in practical application

destroys the issue and can only result

in fewer jobs and a gradual, if not a

rapid decline in our standard of living.

"If these thoughts could be incul-

cated into the minds of people, both

labour and management, there never
need be a strike in this province."

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I would

just like to add this note. I cannot look

into the future. I certainly do not know
any more than anybody else what it

holds, but I do know, from contact with

people, that in the industrial life both
of this country and in the United States,

there is bound to be a levelling-off

process set in. It may not arrive im-

mediately, but it is bound to come. It

may not even mean a recession; it cer-

tainly does not mean a depression, but

it is a levelling-off process.

And I say this, too, from what I

can gather I do not think there will be

any necessity in that levelling-off to

reduce wages. I think it can be levelled

off by reducing some of the profits.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DALEY: And it is a fact that

inventories are high, and business will

be obtainable, but it will be more and
more competitive.

Thank you.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, Kennedy), in his remark, made refer-

hear. ence to some of the records created by

MR R. THORNBERRY (Hamilton %*« £g^lJ?^^
Centre) : Mr. Speaker in participating ^ that he | oyer one of the
in
.i

hlitr
t
dltl

°^- ^^i^r
W
t
nt t0AT most obvious records, which the hon.

with the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. member for St Andrew (Mr Salsbcrg)
Daley) and extend my congratulations did mention tod ^ that was

*
in

to you and to the mover and seconder
connection with {he election of the

of the address in reply. We were all
st hon . member of this Legis

_

very interested in hearing from two such
fatuj| in its hist the hon menfber

outstanding personalities. for Beaches (Mr R Scott)
T am sure

The mover (Mr. Foote) is a man of that the Bobby-sox attendance in the
national fame, and quite rightly so, and

galleries will be increased during this
we were very interested in what he session.
had to say, and the manner in which We, on this side of the House, are
he said it, and we will be interested not so much interested in broken records,
also in what he will have to say in the nor are the people of Ontario so much
future. interested in them, as they are in the
We were also interested in the young broken promises of the Tory party,

hon. member from Parry Sound (Mr. h^*,.-, TT^> T n/i-™/r^T-T^o TT

Johnston), who seconded the address. SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

We can quite understand that command- hear.

ing such a majority in the by-election, MR THORNBERRY: The hon.
he must be an outstanding personality, premier (Mr. Kennedy) "went out on
because I am sure there are not that a limb

»
and made a prediction that one

many Conservatives in Parry Sound. of the rec0rds of his party was three

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
elections in five years, and he predicted

vincial Treasurer) : There are now. rt ™ou d £ f™r » six years.

Well, Mr. Speaker, I have learned

MR. THORNBERRY : I would like long ago the fallacy and futility of

to congratulate all those in the House prophecy, and I venture to suggest to

who have been elevated, the hon. the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) that

Premier, and the new hon. members to Napoleon had a better record than that,

this Legislature, and the old new mem- before he met his Waterloo—
bers—or the new old members—like c™/n? tt/^xt Tv/rTrTv/r-D-c-oc r\u u

myself, who have seen previous service SOME HON - MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

in the 21st Legislature. We welcome MR. THORNBERRY : —and I am
them back. As regards myself, I recog- sure the ex-Premier of Ontario (Mr.
nize the responsibilities which are mine Drew), who at least retreated after June
in representing the great riding of

fth, if it was not his Waterloo, may
Hamilton Centre, which has a long and nn(i some similar condition waiting for

reputable labour tradition to uphold. him. I do not think there has been

Hamilton is one of the growing num- any Premier in the history of Canada or

bers of cities which has a C.C.F. mayor, its provinces who has taken more
for which large industries gave many ridiculous stands than George Drew.

mfweTfl St ^otlhe^C.R .
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

mayor, we would have had bloodshed
ear *

in the steel strike, but because mayor MR. THORNBERRY : I am not a
"Sam" Lawrence stood his ground so

lawyer, but it would seem very obvious

nobly and well, the people of Hamilton to me, that when the British North
are grateful that there were no bereave- America Act states that the Legislatures
ments. of the province should be consulted when

Mr. Speaker, the hon. Premier (Mr. an application is made to join the Con-
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federation, the Legislature speaks for

the people, but when there is no Legis-
lature, then the people speak for them-

selves, and that is what the people of

Newfoundland did.

Mr. Speaker, most of the hon. mem-
bers of this House—and I say "most"

;

not all—there is some reservation—but

most hon. members come here as

democrats. We are elected under a

democratic set-up, and we pledge our
democratic philosophy, and we joined
a party composed of democrats.

We in this group pride ourselves

on our democratic procedure. In all

the organizations of which I was ever
a member, whether it was a trade union,
or a cultural or social organization, I

think the Commonwealth Co-operative
Federation is the most democratic of

them all.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. THORNBERRY: Democracy
plays a large part in the policies of the

C.C.F. In economic outlook we are

essentially socialists, and we believe in

socialist ownership as a means of pro-
duction, and the distribution of our

products. But we are very determined
in our democratic application of this

economy. We do not feel badly when
people refer to us as "socialists," be-
cause we are socialist democrats.

The hon. members who sit on our

left, comprising the Liberal party, are

also* possessed of a long history of a

measure of democracy. Their economy
is essentially that of private enterprise,
and I think they may have strayed from
the path here and there and allowed a

lot of Toryism to creep in from time to

time, but I think that, by and large,

they have proved to have a large share

of democracy also, so that one would be
safe in saying they are the "Democratic

Capitalist Party."

And then, in the far side of this

chamber, we have that smaller group
comprised of a leader and a whip—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh. oh.

MR. THORNBERRY: The Labour-

Progressive party, who are self-ad-

mittedly without any hesitation, Com-
munists, so one would say they are a

"Totalitarian Communist Party."
Then we have the large group in the

House which, nevertheless, represents
a minority of opinion in the province,

they receiving only 40 per cent, of the

votes, but by a strange quirk of our
out-moded electoral system, they were
able to elect the largest group in the

House.

MR. FROST: You people did not
want any change in the system, when
we had a committee some years back.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. THORNBERRY: But they
sent in a recommendation to the govern-
ment, which did not see fit to do anything
about it.

MR. FROST : That was not the only
condition; you did not want to change
our election laws.

.
MR. THORNBERRY: This large

group is a private-enterprise group,

represented by the vested interests of

the privileged class. And in their applica-
tion of their principles, they are not

too particular by what means they
defend those interests, so one could call

them "Totalitarian Capitalists."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Did we not create

hydro ?

MR. THORNBERRY : I think, Mr.

Speaker, my statement is essentially true.

Hydro was created by the people, but

there is a fundamental difference between
the four parties.

I think, on occasion, it is quite possible
for the two parties to support each

other; we can see the two democratic

parties voting together on an issue
;
one

can see, perhaps, the socialist parties, or

we can see the capitalist parties joining

together, but there is a fundamental
difference between them, despite the

fact of what the ex-Premier of this

province said. I remember in 1944, when
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he beamed paternally on the Legislature
and told us there was not much differ-

ence between all of us, that we were all

striving for the same goal. Well, Mr.

Speaker, we did not quite believe that.

And I cannot help but remember one
member in this Legislature, a man who
nominated Mr. Drew at the Tory Con-

vention, and who made later a great

fighting speech
—I was not there to hear

it, but I was told about it—when the

one-time mayor of Hamilton said on
numerous occasions he was "proud that

he was a socialist, that he was a sane
socialist." Just where the line of

demarcation is between "sane" and "in-

sane," I do not know.

MR. FROST : He did not think you
were sane socialists.

MR. THORNBERRY: That is

probably true.

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (St.

David) : Mr. Bennett once said that,
too.

MR. THORNBERRY: To Mr.
Morrison the man who made that re-

mark, being a socialist I would be safe
in assuming that Mr. Drew is also a
socialist but Mr. Drew having distinctly
a national feeling, I would say he was
a national socialist on the basis of that

reasoning.

Now, Mr. Speaker, the Speech from
the Throne, as has already been indi-

cated here, did not contain very much
and as the hon. member for St. Andrew
(Mr. Salsberg) had the opportunity to

say before me, it could be criticized not
for what it did say but for what it did
not say.

In that regard I could point out to

hon. members one glaring inaccuracy
where it says

"The whole economy of the prov-
ince in all of its aspects has under-

gone great development with im-

provement and benefit to all our

people, and to their capacity to pay
for goods and services."

Mr. Speaker, I submit to this House
that the capacity to pay for goods and
services by the people of this province

is not as great as it was a year ago or

any time in the last five years.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^

MR. THORNBERRY: So, Mr.

Speaker, that statement is inaccurate.

Six years ago the Tory party of On-
tario took upon themselves the respon-
sibility of putting before the people of

Ontario, a 22-point programme. They
were given an opportunity by the people
to put this programme into effect and

despite the efforts of the Tory members,
that programme has not been imple-
mented. The Tory party, represented
by the government of this province, has
let the people of Ontario down. A
number of these points have still to be
touched on, let alone completed and, I

think, perhaps that, more than any other
factor was responsible for the decline in

the Tory vote last June 7th.

When the hon. Minister of Labour
(Mr. Daley) made mention of a few
votes properly placed in Saskatchewan,
he should remember that 2,000 votes

properly placed in Ontario would have
meant the loss of 20 seats, and the loss

of 20 seats would have meant the

change of position in this House. Not
only would it have changed the posi-
tions in this House, but it would have

kept the tailors in Ottawa busy. I could
start on point No. 1 of this famous
document issued by the Progressive-
Conservative party.

"No. 1 : We will maintain British in-

stitutions and strengthen the British

partnership by every means within the
constitutional power of the government
of Ontario."

I maintain that they failed to co-

operate with provincial governments
and federal administration. I claim that

they did not deal with that point.

"No. 4 : Farming will be organized
in every county under committees of

outstanding farmers who will be given
authority to plan production and regu-
late the processing and distribution of
their output. Cheese boards, cream-

eries, milk distributors, central produce
markets, and other marketing organ-
izations will be under the supervision of
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outstanding
- farmers in each line of

production/'

That point was not dealt with.

"No. 5 : Legislation will be introduced

assuring- the workers and employers of

this province the fairest and most
advanced laws governing labour regula-

tions, following an inquiry to be under-
taken immediately by a committee of at

least 15 members to be known as the

Ontario Labour Relations Committee,

upon_ which there will be equal repre-
sentation of labour, employers and the

general public. Recognizing at the out-

set the right to proper and enforceable

legislation regarding collective bargain-
ing, this committee will be asked to ex-
amine the laws dealing with labour rela-

tions in other countries and draft for

Ontario an Act which will establish

that basis of justice, co-operation and

responsibility which is so necessary for

the welfare and security of all our

people."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. THORNBERRY : That has

been awkward and no amount of desk

thumping is going to change it. The
people of Ontario do not accept desk

thumping as evidence. They want

legislation in the statutes.

"Point No. 7: Our vast forest re-

sources, which under proper administra-

tion are capable of creating employment
for hundreds of thousands of new
workers, will be placed under the con-

trol of an Ontario Forest Resources
Commission which will operate under

long-term policies of conservation, re-

forestation and soil control. Immedi-

ately after its formation it will review
all existing contracts and will cancel

those which have disposed of great
areas of forest resources without proper
consideration."

Another, point which I am sure the
hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr.
Robinson) will say more about.

"PointNo. 8: An Ontario Housing
Commission will be created to plan a

great housing programme throughout
the whole province for the purpose of

creating employment in the period of re-

adjustment and at the same time bring
to an end the unsatisfactory housing
conditions in many parts of Ontario."

There is one of the greatest social

cancers in this country. They have not
nailed a 2 x 4, and the 5,000 homes
referred to in the Speech from the

Throne, is just sheer propaganda be-

cause they do not—
HON. G. A. WELSH (Minister of

Planning and Development) : Mr.
Speaker, I rise on that.

MR. THORNBERRY: They didn't

build a home. They passed legislation
to enable an additional 5,000 families—
they just added 5,000 more people for

the homes to be built.

MR. MILLARD: Now the con-
tractors will get another $1,000.

MR. THORNBERRY: I can quote
Republican Senator Taft, of the country
to the south of us. He said:

"I am a great believer in private

enterprise, but this is one field where

they failed to find a solution."

Even the Conservative Robert Taft
admits we need some assistance in

housing but the Tory government of
Ontario will not make that admission.

They are as stubborn about that as

about the hydro problem. It would be

quite simple and easy for the Ontario
Government to say, "We miscalculated
in .1943. We did not think there would
be the demand for hydro but we will

do whatever we can to redeem ourselves

and correct that situation." Instead of
that they beat all around the point and
make excuses.

MR. FROST : You want to take our

engineers away and have an enquiry so

we cannot build a power plant.

MR. THORNBERRY: About the

housing situation. I think this is one
of the things this government should
be grievously concerned with. I am not

saying that it is the cause of all our
social ills but it is the cause of many
of them. Just the other day we saw
in the paper: "Three children die in
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fire — mother, 19, held back." Just

imagine all these people living in a

three-roomed shack. What can we ex-

pect under such conditions? Has the

legislation of this province taken any
steps towards rectifying that situation?

From a report I find a total of 70 per
cent., in the case of a $4,000 home, is

done by skilled and unskilled labour.

If we go around to the suburban areas

of Ontario we find the people courage-
ously building their own homes without
assistance. I suggest that is a measure
that could be stepped up if we devised
a plan and assisted municipalities in

building by departments where they
would have sound advice, architects,

etc. We should encourage these people
to build their own homes and in that

way it could be done under $4,000.
This government has not moved a single
muscle to alleviate that distressing con-

dition and I think it is of the greatest

importance to all.

Now, there is no mention of a high-

way programme in the Speech from the

Throne. I was very disappointed to

read in the newspaper yesterday where
the hon. Minister of Highways (Mr.
Doucett) said there would be no money
allotted for road building this year be-

cause they expected a recession.

MR. FROST: Oh, no.

MR. THORNBERRY: No extra

money. They said they expected re-

trenchment and that was mentioned in

the Speech from the Throne.

I do not think, Mr. Speaker, that in

these days when our traffic problems are

becoming chronic, that this was a proper
remark for the hon. Minister of High-
ways (Mr. Doucett) to make. In

Hamilton, there is a road which is

backed on the south by the Niagara
escarpment and the daily traffic from
the south end of the city comes through
there. There is only one very poor
road winding through that escarpment
which is a very difficult road. The city
is growing in that direction and this

creates a grave traffic problem for the

traffic going out of the city to the south.

I just want two more minutes, Mr.

Speaker, if I may have them.

Now, the relief of that particular

problem is in the building of a tunnel
that would come out of the south end
of the city and the municipality would
not be able to do this on its own. It

is something for the province to take

charge of and I would suggest to the

hon. Minister of Highways (Mr.
Doucett) that he should deal with that

chronic situation in the south end of

Hamilton.

Now, Mr. Speaker, since it is six of
the clock, I move adjournment of the

debate.

MR. NIXON : Oh, no.

^

MISS MacPHAIL: Then, Mr.

Speaker, I move the adjournment of the

debate.

MR. NIXON: That is not right.

MR. OLIVER: Oh, no, that is not

right.

MISS MacPHAIL: I do not care.

MR. CHARTRAND (Ottawa
East) : In the absence of Mr. Brown,
I move the adjournment of the debate.

MR. SPEAKER: I can only go by
the list given to me.

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Would you state

what the business of the House will be
tomorrow ?

MR. FROST : We will continue the

debate tomorrow.

MR. NIXON: An evening session?

MR. FROST : Not unless you want
one.

MR. OLIVER: Just asking for in-

formation, that is all.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 6:02 o'clock p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

Thursday, February 24, 1949

3 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The

following petition has been received :

"Of the Corporation of the City
of St. Catharines, praying that an
Act may pass confirming certain by-
laws of the said Corporation guaran-
teeing debentures of the St.

Catharines General Hospital; grant-

ing aid to the Religious Hospitallers
of St. Joseph of Hotel Dieu and for

other purposes."

MR. SPEAKER : Presenting reports

by committees.

MR. G. W. PARRY (Kent West) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present the

first report of the Standing Committee
on Standing Orders and move its

adoption.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Mr.

Parry, Chairman of the Select Stand-

ing Committee on Standing Orders

begs leave to present the following as

its first report:

"Your committee has carefully
examined the following petitions and
finds the notices as published in each
case sufficient:

Of the Corporation of the Federa-
tion for Community Service of

Toronto, praying that an Act may
pass for the purpose of vesting in

the Community Chest of Greater

Toronto, any and all donations,

legacies, bequests, monies, securities

or property of any kind to which
the Corporation upon and after the

surrender and cancellation of its

charter would be or become entitled

were it still in existence.

Of the Corporation of the Mount
McKay and Kakabeka Falls Railway
Company, praying that an Act may
pass accepting the surrender of the

company's charter and the powers
conferred upon it by its Act of Incor-

poration being Chapter 82 of the

Statutes of Ontario, 1904, and Acts
in amendment thereof and to

authorize the distribution of the

company's assets rateably amongst
its shareholders.

Of the Incorporated Synod of the

Diocese of Toronto, praying that an
Act may pass permitting the Corpora-
tion to invest up to 30 per centum of

the book value of its assets in any
investments or securities that are now
or may hereafter be authorized

investments for joint stock companies
and cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tions under the provisions of the

Companies Act.

Of Harold B. Cadman, Robert D.

Euler, Robert W. Francis, et al,

praying that an Act may pass incor-

porating The Institute of Accredited

Public Accountants of Ontario.

Of the Corporation of the Trustees

of Wycliffe College, praying that an
Act may pass authorizing the

trustees to invest all such funds as

are now in or may hereafter come
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into their hands, in any investments

or securities that are now or may
hereafter be authorized for invest-

ment by trustees under the Trustee

Act and in any investments or securi-

ties that are now or may hereafter be

authorized for Joint Stock Insurance

Companies or Cash-Mutual Insurance

Corporations under the provisions of

the Companies Act and to alter and

vary such investments from time to

time by substituting others of a like

nature.

Of the Corporation of the City of

Belleville, praying that an Act may
pass increasing the membership of

the Public Utilities Commission of

the said Corporation and to ratify a

by-law to increase the term of office

of aldermen of the said Corporation.

Of the Corporation of the Synod
of the Diocese of Ontario, praying
that an Act may pass to extend the

powers of the Corporation of invest-

ment for its general funds to include

such securities as are now or shall

hereafter be authorized investments

for Joint Stock Insurance Companies
and Cash-Mutual Insurance Corpora-
tions under the provisions of the

Companies Act.

Of Angus Bernard MacDonald,
Albert Cornelius Savage, Louis

Joseph Billy, et al., praying that an
Act may pass incorporating the

Ontario Co-operative Credit Society.

Of the Corporation of the Im-

provement District of Wasaga Beach,

praying that an Act may pass incor-

porating the said district as a village.

Of the Corporation of the City
of Chatham, praying that an Act may
pass amending the City of Chatham
Act, 1921, as amended by the City of

Chatham Act, 1924, to enable the

Council of the said corporation, by
by-law, passed not later in any year
than the 1st day of November, to

fix different places and times for

nomination of candidates for mayor,
for council and for any local

board or commission, any members
of which are to be elected by ballot;
and the day for the polling in accord-

ance with and subject to the

provisions of the Municipal Act.

Of the Corporation of Cottams

Farmers, Limited, praying that an
Act may pass making the said cor-

poration, from January 1, 1950, sub-

ject to Part XII of the Companies
Act excepting clause (i) of sub-

section (6) of Section (4) thereof

and substituting therefore (i) Pay-
ment of interest on the^paid up capital
at such rate as may be determined
annual by by-law.

Of the Corporation of the Cornwall
Street Railway, Light and Power
Company, praying that an Act may
pass validating a franchise agreement
entered into by the said corporation
with the corporations of the City of

Cornwall and the Township of Corn-
wall and validating by-laws of the said

city and township granting the

franchise.

Of the Corporation of the Town-
ship of Scarborough, praying that an
Act may pass to declare that no part
of the township shall for a period of

five years, be annexed to any adjoining

municipality without the assent of the

municipal electors of the said town-

ship, and to provide that paragraphs
1, 46 and 50 of section 407 and para-

graphs 3 and 7 of section 414 of the

Municipal Act, Chapter 224, R.S.O.

1937, shall apply to the said town-

ship.

Of the Corporation of the County
of Frontenac, praying that an Act

may pass to establish the said county,

except those parts which respectively
consist of the City of Kingston and
the Township of Wolfe Island as a

high school district to be known as

Frontenac High School District, and
to establish a high school board and
to discontinue the Sydenham High
School District.

Of the Corporation of the Hospital
for Sick Children, praying that an
Act may pass providing that no person
who is a governor, trustee, director,

member of the board of management,
officer, employee or servant of any
other hospital or infirmary shall be
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eligible to be appointed a trustee or

officer of the said corporation, and for

other purposes.

Of the Corporation of McMaster

University, praying that an Act may
pass amending the Act of Incorpora-
tion of the said university as amended
from time to time, to increase the

membership of the Board of Gover-
nors and for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of LTnstitut of

Jeannne D'Arc, praying that an Act

may pass exempting all property real

and personal vested in, owned or

occupied by the said corporation from
all assessments, levies, rates and taxes

for municipal or school purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Canada
Comforter Company Limited, praying
that an Act may pass reviving the

company and restoring its charter as

of the 2nd day of December, 1948,
and relieving from forfeiture to the

Crown any real or personal property
of the company not disposed of on
the 2nd day of December, 1948.

Of the Corporation of the Town-
ship of Etobicoke, praying that an Act

may pass consolidating the present

existing school sections in the said

township into a township school area

and enlarging the present high school

area to include the entire township
and establishing a board of education.

Of the Corporation of the City of

Peterborough, praying that an Act

may pass to amend The Peterborough
Civic Hospital Act, 1945, to enable

the corporation to provide additional

funds for the completion of the said

hospital and such further funds which

may be required in future for its

enlargement, and for other purposes.

Your committee would recommend
that Rule No. 63 be suspended in this

that the time for introducing private
bills be extended until and inclusive

of Thursday the 10th day of March
next.

All of which is respectfully sub-

mitted."

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER : Motions.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded

by Mr. Frost, that commencing to-

morrow and on Fridays during the

present session of the Assembly, this

House will meet at 1.30 of the clock in

the afternoon and that Rule No. 2 of the

Assembly be suspended so far as it

might apply to this motion.

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of

bills.

MATRIMONIAL CAUSES ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Good-

fellow, that leave be given to introduce

a bill intituled "An Act to amend The
Matrimonial Causes Act," and that the

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

INCORPORATED SYNOD OF
THE DIOCESE OF TORONTO
MR. H. A. STEWART (King-

ston) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Pringle, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act Respecting the Incorporated Synod
of the Diocese of Toronto," and that

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the

bill.

INCORPORATED SYNOD OF
THE DIOCESE OF ONTARIO

MR. H. A. STEWART (King-
ston) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Pringle, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act respecting the Incorporated Synod
of the Diocese of Ontario," and that

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to ;
first reading of

the bill.

TOWNSHIP OF SCARBOROUGH
MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded
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by Mr. Millard, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act

respecting the Township of Scar-

borough," and that same be now read

a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK
CHILDREN

MR. C. E. REA (St. Patrick) : Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by
Mr. Foote, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
The Hospital for Sick Children," and
that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

POWER COMMISSION ACT

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Martin, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to amend The Power Commission

Act," and that same be now read a

first time.

Motion agreed to ;
first reading of the

bill.

ONTARIO CO-OPERATIVE
CREDIT SOCIETY

^
MR. H. M. ALLEN (Middlesex

South) : Mr. Speaker, in the absence
of Mr. Cathcart, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Martin, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act to Incorporate the Ontario Co-

operative Credit Society," and that

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

FEDERATION FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE OF TORONTO

^
MR. C. E. REA (St. Patrick) : Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by
Mr. Foote, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
the Federation for Community Service
of Toronto," and the same be now read
a first time.

Motion agreed to ;
first reading of the

bill.

FRONTENAC HIGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT

MR. J. A. PRINGLE (Addington) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded

by Mr. Stewart, that leave be given
to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

Establish the Frontenac High School

District," and the same be now read a

first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

INSTITUT DE JEANNE D'ARC

MR. J. D. NAULT (Russell): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by
Mr. Hunt, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
LTnstitut de Jeanne D'Arc," and the

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

VILLAGE OF WASAGA BEACH
MR. G. G. JOHNSTON (Simcoe

Centre) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Edward, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled

"An Act to Incorporate the Village
of Wasaga \Beach," and that the same
be now read a first time

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

WYCLIFFE COLLEGE
MR. C. E. REA (St. Patrick) : Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Foote,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act respecting Wycliffe

College," and that the same be now
read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

MOUNT McKAY AND KAKA-
BEKA FALLS RAILWAY

MR. C. W. COX (Fort William) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

McEwing, that leave be given to intro-
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duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
the Mount McKay and Kakabeka Falls

Railway," and that the same be now
read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

CORNWALL STREET RAILWAY
LIGHT AND POWER CO.

MR. J. L. McDONALD (Stor-

mont) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Martin, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act re-

specting the Cornwall Street Railway
Light and Power Company," and that

the same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

CITY OF PETERBOROUGH
MR. H. A. STEWART (King-

ston) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Pringle, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act re-

specting the City of Peterborough," and
that the same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

SYNOD OF THE DIOCESE OF
TORONTO

^

MR. C. E. REA (St. Patrick) : Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Foote,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act respecting the Incor-

porated Synod of the Diocese of

Toronto," and that the same be now
read a first time.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.

COTTAMS FARMERS LIMITED

^
MR. W. MURDOCH (Essex

South) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Patrick, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act

respecting the Cottams Farmers Lim-
ited" and that the same be now read a

first time.

Motion agreed to : first reading of the

bill.

CITY OF BELLEVILLE

MR. W. E. SANDERCOCK (Hast-
ings West) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Fullerton, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act respecting the City of Belleville,"
and that the same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.

INSTITUTE OF ACCREDITED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

MR. W. MURDOCH (Essex
South) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Patrick, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

incorporate the Institute of Accredited
Public Accountants of Ontario," and
that the same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bills.

CITY OF CHATHAM
MR. G. W. PARRY (Kent, West) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Phillips, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
the City of Chatham," and that the same
be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY

MR. W. E. HAMILTON (Welling-
ton South) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Parry, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An
Act respecting McMaster University"
and that the same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Orders of the Day.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

crave your indulgence and that of hon.

members of the Legislature to now refer

back to the bill which I introduced at

the opening of Introduction of bills. I

feel, having regard to its nature, the
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House would wish that I make a brief

statement about the bill, and I would
like to do so. This is a bill that gives

my colleagues and those who support
the government in the Legislature, and
I am sure will likewise give all other
hon. members of the Legislature, a con-
siderable degree of satisfaction.

This bill recognizes that, in divorce

actions, perhaps the greatest responsi-

bility of the state is to have regard to

the disposition of the rights of children

of parties applying for a divorce. What
this bill accomplishes is that wherever
children under 16 years of age, are
referred to in a statement of claim in

a divorce action, it will then become the

function of the official guardian, through
his agents throughout the province, to

procure a factual report, having regard
to the facts pertaining to custody, main-
tenance and education of those children,
and the function of the bill contemplates
that report will be filed in the action

and accepted as evidence by the Courts,
unless disputed. If it is disputed, actual

witnesses will be called to give evidence
in the Court. So that in every action

where children under 16 years of age
are concerned, their rights will be posi-

tively dealt with by the Court.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, before the
orders of the day, I wish to draw your
attention to a question directed to me
yesterday afternoon while participating
in the debate on the Speech from the

Throne, with regard to a statement I

made about the government's "spong-
ing," as I used the word, on charitable

organizations and municipalities insofar
as our old people are concerned. I stated,
if you will recall, that I did not have the
file with me at the time and that I would
be glad to furnish the hon. Minister

(Mr. Goodfellow) with the communica-
tions I have on that matter.

I wish to state, Mr. Speaker, I have
the correspondence in my hand now, and
I can either take the time of the House
to read it or file it in Hansard, if that
is permissible. Whichever you say.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Table them.

MR. SALSBERG: Very well, I

shall do that, if it is your proposal.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : Table them, yes.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the

Day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : 16th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 16th

Order, resuming the adjourned debate

on the amendment to the amendment to

the motion for the consideration of the

Speech of the Hon. the Lieutenant-
Governor at the opening of the session.

MR. J. G. BROWN (Waterloo
North) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to con-

tinue this debate, I must first of all

crave your kind indulgence. I sincerely
trust you will check me wherein I err,

because I do feel that is the only way
whereby I might become acquainted
with the rules. On the other hand, I

can imagine it would not be the first

time that Mr. Speaker has had some
trouble with the representative from
North Waterloo.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : You can say that again.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD: (Bell-

woods) : He was your convert.

MR. BROWN : I do wish to extend
to you, sir, my sincere congratulations
and to state that from my observations

you are doing an excellent job under
some very difficult circumstances.

I would like also to extend my sincere

congratulations to the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) and to add that in my
opinion the hon. member for Bellwoods

(Mr. MacLeod) looked too far into

the crystal ball and away beyond the

name of one whom he should have

mentioned, and that is the hon. Premier

himself, when it comes to a successor

to himself, because I am one who be-

lieves that age is not measured in years.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.
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MR. BROWN: I do sincerely trust

he will reconsider, because I am sure

we all appreciate the leadership which
he is giving to this House during this

session.

I extend congratulations to both the

mover and seconder of the Speech from
the Throne. It has been stated in this

House that possibly the address of the

seconder may have been a little brief,

but I would like to draw to your atten-

tion the fact that the two most im-

portant speeches ever delivered at any
time, the Beatitudes—part of the the

Sermon on the Mount—and Lincoln's

Gettysburg address were noted for

their brevity.

We expected much indeed from the

hon. member for Durham (Mr. Foote),
and very much indeed was given. I

regret that I cannot share his optimism
with respect to the fact hydro is going
to ;be plentiful, and at the same time
I reserve the right to my own opinion
with respect to the contribution which
is being made by the Federal Govern-

ment, both in the fields of health and
social service, and to add that it seems
rather peculiar that the Conservative

Party at their assembly last October
should have taken almost plank for

plank the platform which was laid down
by the Liberals in August before, in-

cluding family bonuses to which the

leader of the former government here,
and the present leader of the opposition
in Ottawa (Mr. Drew) was very much

opposed.

I speak now possibly as an ex-mayor
rather than as a member of the provin-
cial Legislature, when I take this oppor-
tunity of extending congratulations to

many hon. members of the Cabinet. I

do this because of the great help which

they gave to me. Irrespective of what
we hear about centralization of govern-
ment, the help they gave to me while
I was mayor of the city of Kitchener.

I have reference to the hon. Minister
of Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar),
the then Minister of Planning and

Development (Mr. Porter), the hon.

Minister of Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow)
and, possibly in a little lesser degree,
the hon. Minister of Highways (Mr.

Doucett), but I shall not soon forget
the great help which was given to me
by the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley) during the period when we had
in the city of Kitchener a strike which
lasted 121 days, and I am very happy
indeed to say that it was not necessary
for us to bring in the provincial police.

I have had a problem, however. It

has nothing to do with the government,
but rather with the complexity of the

opposition. I have no fault with the

name "C.C.F.," I have no fault with

that for which they claim they stand,

namely, democratic socialism, but it is

the complexity of their group which is a

problem. They have on the one hand a

group of disciples of Woodsworth,
whose plain idea is to do away with

the profit motive. On the other hand,

they have a group of labour men—and
thank God for labour men. I have

absolutely no use whatever for any
union if it tinges with red or even

pink.

I do not know of any agencies which
have done more to support society than

have the labour unions in the eradica-

tion Of exploitation of labour at the

hands of unscrupulous employers.

However, my problem is this : we
have, as I said, a. group who want to do

away with the profit motive completely ;

then we have another group who, I am
sure, must follow the teachings of that

grand old man of labour, Samuel

Gompers, who stated that the greatest

calamity that could ever befall labour

would be when industry ceased to make
a profjt. Then, of course, in addition to

that, we have the farmers, who I am
sure are going to find it a little difficult,

shortly when the bill comes up for a

40-hour week—if it should come up—
to convince the cows on his farm that

they should go from Friday night until

Monday morning without being milked,
and the hens which lay should lay twice

during the week in order that they do
not lay on either Saturday or Sunday,
because I am quite persuaded that they
would not expect to have any legislation

brought into this House which would
not be for the common good of all

industry, particularly that of agriculture.
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MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (Coch-
rane South) : Organize the hens?

MR. BROWN : Mr. Deputy Speaker,
I think I have the solution.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN : It is this, that these

two groups call themselves exactly what

they are. Let the farmers, who are

Liberals anyway, take their places here

some place (indicating), and that would

place the mantle of leadership where it

rightfully belongs, on the head of the

leader of a united Liberal party.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: Not much to

the "united."

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South) :

We got more votes than you did.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Do not blush too much.

MR. BROWN : In the meantime, we
are very pleased to have on the extreme

right
—

separated by the "iron curtain"—the remnant of the Conservative

representation in this House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN: I am very sorry
indeed the hon. member for Huron-
Bruce (Mr. Hanna) is not here, because
I want to take the opportunity of con-

gratulating him upon being appointed
leader of that group, and to add, that,
to me, it is indeed a very small consola-

tion to him for his withdrawal from the
field of leadership in the federal House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR, BROWN : Might I add this con-
solation as well, if he does a good job
here, it can only be a matter of a few

months, or a very few years at the

most, when they will be looking for

another leader, and I am quite confident

by that time he will have qualified.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN : Mr. Speaker, I come
from a riding which was represented in

the last House by a man who "saw the

light." Unfortunately, the light was so

dazzling it has plunged him into a

political darkness. I do feel, however, it

was rather mean on the part of the

former government not to have accepted
him into their fold, because it at least

would have given the hon. Premier an

opportunity to have added one more

major burst to the long line which he

gave us on the opening speech.

My riding is mainly urban, but I

think the hon. Minister of Agriculture
will agree with me we have in North
Waterloo not only the finest farms but

also the finest farmers to be found any-
where in the Province of Ontario. That
is due, I think, mainly to the fact they
are an even mixture of Pennsylvania
Dutch, Mennonite, German and Anglo-
Saxon, coupled with the fact approxi-

mately 80 per cent, of them are "Grits."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. KENNEDY : That is a handi-

cap.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BROWN : The hon. Minister of

Agriculture says it is a handicap. I

question that. Speaking from an urban

viewpoint, we in Kitchener and Water-
loo pride ourselves on being the Hart-
ford of Canada, with our insurance

companies; we are the Grand Rapids of

Canada, with our furniture; the Akron
of Canada with our rubber

;
the Chicago

of Canada with our packing plants, and,
of course, we are the Milwaukee of

Canada as well.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN : I think the strength
of our industries is due first of all to

the fact we are able to instill humanity
into our free enterprise and, secondly,
because the foundation of our industry
has been built on a strength which now
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is maintained by sons and their sons in

the same business.

When I think of the fact the late

J. M. Schneider killed the first hog in

the woodshed of his home, and out of

that has grown one of the largest inde-

pendent meat packing plants to be found

anywhere in the Dominion of Canada,
and which is managed today by his two
sons—and their sons training themselves

to take their place
—when I think of the

furniture industry, the Snyders of

Sani-Bilt fame, of the Krugs, of the

Breithaupts and Langs in tanning, when
I think of the man who began as office

boy in McBrine's Baggage and who is

now general manager. The first shirt

manufactured by Forsyth was manufac-
tured in an attic over a downtown store,

when I think, Mr. Speaker, that not so

many years ago as history is measured,

you could count all the employees of

the three life insurance companies on

your two hands and consider that today
we boast of the fact we have in force

$1,500,000,000 of insurance, I say all

this has come out of a will and a

determination on the part of these men,
and it is little wonder that I shall, as

long as an ounce of breath remains in

my body, fight to the last ditch for the

maintenance of free enterprise which we
have enjoyed for so many years.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN : Mr. Speaker, we in

our riding, at least in the City of

Kitchener, are very proud indeed to

claim as a native son a man who in my
opinion, and in the opinion of my party,
and acknowledged by many many men
and women of other parties as well, to be
one of the outstanding statesmen of the

Dominion of Canada; a man who led

his party for almost 30 years and who
was Prime Minister of Canada for

almost five-sixths of that time. I refer

to the Rt. Hon. William Lyon Mac-
kenzie King.

I am not going to speak to any extent

on hydro, and yet I must say a word.
There is a plaque on the exterior wall

of the Public Utilities Commission

building in Kitchener, which says :

"In memory of Sir Adam Beck,
D. D. Detweiler, E. W. B. Snyder
founders of Ontario Hydro."

Hydro received its birth in the City
of Kitchener—then Berlin—and I am
quite sure that if Sir Adam Beck and
the others, were to walk this earth

again, Sir Adam would have shrugged
his shoulders at the fact that this greatest

utility which Ontario has ever known
has been plunged into politics. All

three, I am sure, would have raised their

hands in holy horror at the spectacle
which they would have seen had they
been here last October or November.

Mr. Speaker, I can see no great

advantage in burdening our memories
with a heaviness that has gone, yet it

seems to me that the government should

have foreseen the fact that we were

going to be short of hydro, and it

would be, indeed, a sad commentary I

think on government-ownership if they
had seen it and had not raised a hand
or pen to correct the situation.

Mr. Speaker, I think an opportunity
will be afforded to me to deal with the

fiscal policies of the government at a

later date, but there are three or four

matters which I would like to bring to

some of the Ministers—I believe they
are all here—the hon. Minister of Lands
and Forests (Mr. Scott), the hon.

Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley), the

hon. Minister of Welfare (Mr. Good-

fellow) and a word to the hon. Minister

of Highways (Mr. Doucett).

I am sure that there are two items

in the revenue section of Game and
Fisheries which will not make the

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr.
Scott) too happy. I have reference to

an amount of approximately $38,000
which is collected in fines and in an
amount of $20,000 which is collected

through the sale of confiscated weapons.
Mr. Speaker, I quite appreciate that

much of this is necessary, that for wilful

violations fines must be paid, but it is my
firm conviction that many thousands of

dollars of these fines are imposed and
much of the confiscating of weapons is

done through innocent negligence, and
I would like to recommend to the hon.
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Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr. department upon the introduction of

Scott), that he do somewhat the same legislation which makes it possible for

as the hon. Minister of Highways (Mr. those persons who have had motor

Doucett) has done, with every license accidents, to recover damages on un-
that is issued he gives specific instruc- satisfied judgment claims, but it seems
tions to those receiving those licenses, to me that the Province of Ontario

telling them where they can hunt, and is now ready for compulsory auto-

in that way the only amounts that they mobile insurance. There is provision on
will receive will be those of wilful the application now for the question
violence and he will receive many friends asked : "Have you insurance, yes or

indeed. The most calls I believe I have no?" but, apparently nothing is done
received from any people in my riding, with it, and I submit, Mr. Speaker,
have been from those boys who have that any of those applications which

probably got their 22-rifle at Christmas, have the word "No" on it, should be
and I would say that possibly half of refused a license until they can satisfy
them are down here now. I am not say- the department that the cars are

ing that they are not at fault, but I am covered. I think the province is ready
saying this, there is not sufficient educa- for that type of legislation,
tion given to those boys who, after T wouM alsQ Hke tQ remind the hon
buying their license, feel that they have

Minister (Mn Doucett), of something
got the whole province m which to hunt of whkh he ig familiar wkh ^
and they are fined when they are brought tQ the Hne tax While it

.

a fact
into court. As a matter of fact I did

that alf the Hne fax into the
discuss this matter with some of the Qntario Con

*
olidated Fu

*
d neVerthe-

officials and I do believe that if he
le we iate that the line tax

hon Minister (Mr. Scott) gives the was
. ^d fa order tQ | f and

word, they will be prepared to accept tQ mainfain blic highway£
"

There are
my recommendation.

a great ma£y mnnfcipalfties> such as

Now, a word to the hon. Minister of my own, which spends thousands of
Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow). I want to dollars for gasoline taxes for transpor-
compliment him upon the great work tation purposes where not a single cent
he is doing in his department, and of it is used on public highways, and
possibly any one of us could see that, that money comes out of the pockets,
Being at the City Hall of the City of mostly, of working men who use these
Kitchener for so many years, it seems transportation facilities. It seems to me
to me it will not cost the Province of that those utilities, such as buses,
Ontario very much. I have reference to should be placed in exactly the same
old-age pensions. In the wisdom of category as the farmer and permission
his department they are paying old-age should be given to them to ask for

pensions, and to these persons where refunds. The hon. Minister (Mr.
need is shown an additional $10. Doucett) might say with some justifica-

I submit, Mr. Speaker, as I said be- tion, that those municipalities do receive

fore, age is not measured in years and a subsidy from the government in order

all of us know of many persons who to maintain those roads, but all muni-

are a lot older at 65 to 68 than they cipalities receive this subsidy, so why
are at 70 to 75, and I maintain, Mr. should those operating buses be re-

Speaker, that not only should we pay ouired to repay most of theirs through
$10 additional, where need is shown, to the payment of gasoline tax?

persons over 70 years of age, but we To the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
should pay $40 a month to all persons Kelley) ; up until now, or at least a
over 65 years of age, where need is monm or so ag0>

t fe]t that this was
shown. a department upon which there could
To the hon. Minister of Highways possibly be no blemish whatsoever. I

(Mr. Doucett)—and this is not a very am not saying there is now. But I was
great problem. I want to congratulate his rather startled the other day to unearth
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Regulation Number 290, issued on
December 31, 1948, which reads as

follows :

"Where a hospital in group A, B,

E, or F located in a city having a

population of 200,000 or more

according to the last revised assess-

ment roll :

(a) incurs an annual deficit and

(b) receives from the city at least

70 per cent, of the amount of

the deficit.

a maintenance grant not exceeding
the balance of this deficit may be paid
to the hospital in addition to any
grant payable under regulations 1, 2

or 3 of Regulation Number 107."

There are only two municipalities in

the Province of Ontario to which this

regulation could apply. One is the City
of Toronto and the other the City of

Hamilton. The City of Kitchener has

a hospital and the City of Windsor
has a hospital ;

we all have hospitals,
and I would like you, Mr. Speaker, to

point out any hospital where there is

not a deficit. While I am not asking
for an explanation of this regulation

now, unless he wishes to give it, I do
feel that it is something which is due
to this House by somebody before very

long.

Mr. Speaker, the government
—all

governments—are guilty of sins of

omission and possibly of commission,
but there has been one criticism laid at

the feet of this government—and

possibly of any government that has

been in office since confederation—and
that is that they are responsible for

the high cost of living. I refuse to

admit that any government is respon-
sible for the high cost of living. It is

responsible for the high cost of govern-
ment maybe, but not the high cost of

living. I think it was, indeed, the

height of folly for certain representa-
tives of a certain party to go out into

the highways and by-ways of the

Province of Ontario and say: "Put us

into office and we, through government,
will reduce the high cost of living." It

just cannot be done.

I realize that they meant it would be

done through the socialization of indus-

try and all our natural resources. I am
acquainted with one industry which I

think probably would be among the first

to be socialized—I stand corrected if

I am wrong—and that is the meat-pack-

ing industry. I am going to make three

assumptions.

First of all, that no person in this

House is prepared to say that the farmer
should receive less but probably more for

his hogs and for his beef, etcetera.

I am going to assume that no person
in this House wishes any employee
within these plants to receive less but

probably more than they are getting at

the present time, and I am going also to

assume that it is not in the idea of any
person that we should relax in our health

regulations.

Having made these assumptions I

want to state most emphatically that

meat-packing plants have not contributed

more than one-half of one cent per

pound to the cost of living in the Prov-
ince of Ontario during the past number
of years, and those facts are available if

anyone wishes them.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York West) :

That is not what Mr. McLean said, at

Ottawa.

MR. BROWN : Irrespective of what
Mr. McLean says, these are part of Mr.
McLean's figures and if anyone wants
them I can give them to you.

AN HON. MEMBER : Buy as cheap
as you can and sell as dear as you can.

MR. BROWN: We find on an

analysis of his statement of sales, actu-

ally the profit is two-sevenths of one

cent per pound and I am—
MR. MILLARD : That does not take

in the by-products.

MR. BROWN : Yes, it does. Takes
in everything that has been sold. I will

be very pleased to present these state-

ments to the hon. member for West
York (Mr. Millard) at any time. I say
two-sevenths of one cent, per pound.

There might be the suggestion that

expenses are high, executive salaries are
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high. There may be, in the expense
items, substantially too high deprecia-
tions. They might say we would elim-

inate advertising and certain other fea-

tures and I say, after you do all of that,

it is still less than half of one cent per

pound. In other words, assuming that

a family purchases 400 pounds of meat
in a year on an average of 40 cents a

pound, $160, we find all that would
be contributed to the profits of the meat-

packing plants would be less than two
dollars of that amount. You will find

that the same will apply to any other

type of industry which may be socialized.

I think that I have spoken long

enough, but I want to say to this govern-
ment that there are great burdens resting

upon it, as there are on any government
in democratic countries today. I submit,
Mr. Speaker, that the standard of living
in this province and in the Dominion of

Canada can double within the next 25

years, or it can shrink back to the ex-

perience of many countries of the world

today, depending on whether or not the

brand of government be towards per-
sonal initiative and free enterprise, or

whether it be regimentation under the

following of socialists. I care not, Mr.

Speaker, whether it be dished up to us

in the variety such as would come from
the disciples of Woodsworth or whether
it would come to us in the concentrated

form such as one would get from the

Siamese twins. In this case it is a dose
of cyanide resulting in immediate death.

In the other case it is one of creeping-

paralysis, and finally, death. And irre-

spective of which it may be, when death

to democracy does come, it does not mat-
ter very much what the coroner's autopsy
will show.

Mr. Speaker, we, as Canadians, are at

the cross-roads. It is up to us to decide

which way we are going to go.

^
MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (York

East) : First, Mr. Speaker, I want to

thank you for calling me to order

yesterday, because I was very much
out of order. Everybody has been con-

gratulating you on the very high office

you have attained. I want to sym-
pathize with you, because there are a

lot of us who do not behave so very
well, and the responsibility of trying
to keep us in order is yours. I would
rather congratulate the House that we
have a Speaker with dignity, who will

be just and fair, and will see we all

behave ourselves when we should. I

would not have mentioned it otherwise,
because I am sure, Mr. Speaker, you
are tired of congratulations. I would
not want to be a speaker, so I extend
to you my sympathy for your hard task,

and I will try to behave.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: I do not like

this business of going around and

around, and congratulating everybody,
but I do want to say to the hon. member
for Durham (Mr. Foote), who moved
the motion, that he must be awfully sick

of being congratulated, and I want to

say to him that I foresee trouble for the

hon. member for Durham (Mr. Foote).
He has a fine mind, and I think he is

very interested in public questions, and
I think he is thinking and studying, but
if at any time any of his conclusions

should not be the same as those of his

party, he will need all that noted valour

of his.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: Awful things

happen to hon. members who do not
think the same as their party. It is very
difficult to think the same on every-

thing; usually you are allowed a little

bit of leeway—not very much—if the

party is in power, particularly the Con-
servative Party We know what

happened to one or two of the hon.

members who sat here before the June
election, and who just slightly differed

from their party. They are not sitting
here now.

To the seconder of the motion (Mr.
Johnston) I want to say I did get
tired of seeing his smiling countenance
all over Parry Sound, from every vant-

age point. I do not believe they missed
one single telephone pole. You get

awfully tired of seeing the same thing
all the time, no matter how beautiful
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it may be. I did my very best to keep
him from coming down here—
AN HON. MEMBER: But you did

not succeed.

MISS MacPHAIL: No, but let me
remind the hon. members that at one
time Nobel had thousands of workers,
where now it has only a skeleton crew,
which probably accounts for my failure.

I believe in democracy. Whatever the

people decides suits me, except I say
the government should not go out and

buy it. It is very unethical—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: —but some-
times they need to do that, to be sure

they have a seconder for the motion to

adopt the Speech from the Throne.

However, the hon. member for Parry
Sound (Mr. Johnston) having got here,

did very well, and did it briefly. That
is what counts.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to say
a word about the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy), and this time I am really

putting my heart into it, because I have

always liked the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy), even before he was the

Premier. Everybody in Ontario calls

him "Tom" Kennedy, and he has many
thousands of warm friends, because he
is a real person.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL : The only thing
that is wrong with him is his politics.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER : Well, every-

body has one bad fault.

MISS MacPHAIL: I suppose that

is right, and that everybody is allowed
one or two bad faults. We have had
a Premier of Ontario who was mostly
colour. Well, instead of colour, the

present hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
has character.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: And instead of

egotism
—and we had a lot of that im-

mediately following the colour—the

present hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
has consideration for others. The hon.

members of this House may have
noticed when the hon. Premier was

giving his speech, he gave credit to the

heads of every department. He acted

like a Premier and a gentleman. I think

Ontario has lacked those attributes, at

least for the last few years. And may
I say to the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) that I wish he would be with
us longer, as we can use his type as the

Premier of this province. Do not mis-
understand me, I do not wish a Conser-
vative Premier to stay here for too long
a period, but I do wish a man like the

present Premier (Mr. Kennedy), with
his character, his consideration for

others, and his very pleasant qualities,
would remain as the Premier of this

province. It is really quite time that

Ontario had a man with his qualities
as Premier. I have personally been
humiliated with the kind of Premiers
we have been having recently.

SOME HON MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: Mr. Speaker, it

happens I represent the most populous
constituency in the Province of Ontario,
that of York East. There were 79,000
voters on the lists, and there were at

least 1,000 who did not get on the
lists. They were just not lucky. So
I think it is not too much to say

—
probably is not enough to say

—that we
have 80,000 voters in York East, and
we should really have two hon. mem-
bers, rather than one in the Legislature.
I want to do my best for them, but I do
not pretend I can do as well as two
could do. After the next census and the

next re-distribution, surely 80,000
electors will have two members in the

Legislature of Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: Mr. Speaker, I

am only going to speak about two or
three things, and I want them all this

session. That is why I am making my
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demands so brief. I do
,

not say s my
speech, will be brief, but ;the things I

want .to
,
enumerate will be brief ; they

are just three in number.

In introducing those things, I want
to say that I think the whole nature of

government has changed. It used to be
about property, about roads, bridges,

buildings and such; things which had
contracts and "gravy." That is not as

true as it used to be. Today, home wel-

fare plays a very much more important
part in government than it used to. Just

recently that was brought home to me.
It is not a new thought, of course, to

anybody who thinks.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: But I have two

clippings out of papers, one of which
should be very pleasing to the govern-
ment, the Toronto Evening Telegram's
report of a speech made last Saturday
afternoon by Mrs. Thorn, the wife of

the High Commissioner to New Zealand.
She was outlining what they were able

to do in New Zealand, and it brought
home to me, in a way that nothing else

has done, what that small country has

accomplished when they put welfare
first.

I did not realize there were not quite
2,000,000 people in New Zealand, while
in this province we have 4,500,000, so

our one province is twice as populous
as the whole country of New Zealand.

I would just like to quote a sentence
or two from the report of Mrs. Thorn's

speech, as it appears in The Telegram of

Monday, February 21st. She said:

"There is a tendency to equalization

appearing over the world."

Mr. Speaker, there is no doubt about
that. I was amazed to think that they
have prepaid all their medical care. It

is not free in the sense that nobody
pays for it, but it is free in the sense
that a sick person, at the time of the

sickness, does not have to pay it. Such
things even as ambulances to take

patients to the hospitals and back again
are paid

—the whole thing
—

hospitaliza-
tion, doctors' fees, operations and so
on—is all prepaid, over the whole face

of the people equally. That is why she
was stressing "equalization." I have

always thought it very odd we had not

caught onto this idea earlier.

When a person is sick, it is no time
for him to have to pay big bills. It is

the worst possible time. He is not likely
to have as much money ;

he cannot earn
a great deal of money, and he will

naturally fret, and, therefore, be sick

that much longer.

Speaking about old-age pensions, Mrs.
Thorn said:

"Care of the aged, provides pensions
at the age of 60 for both men and
women, and these pensions are not
affected even if the recipients own
their own homes, and have, say, a
thousand pounds in the bank, or an
income of $4.45 per week from other
sources."

Mr. Speaker, think of it; less than

2,000,000 people are doing that in

another British country, and yet this

province, with more than twice the popu-
lation, is not doing it.

I will quote another sentence from
her remarks. I heard the speech, and
it was a long one, and I am glad I do
not have to quote it all. She said :

"Teachers in training colleges are
subsidized about $9 a week during
their training."

We would not think of doing any-
thing like that here. That is Socialistic.

There are some phases of what they
are doing in New Zealand which is not

Socialism, but the people wanted welfare

projects, and they elected a government
which would give it to them, and then

they will "stand up and be counted."
There they were counted for another

purpose than the purpose we had a few

years ago. That is to say, the Socialistic

way.
I am a Democratic-Socialist, or a

Social Democrat, and I am not ashamed
of it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: I would not
want to be a defender of capitalism in
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this day and age. There was a time we
were all in favour of capitalism, because

we did not know about anything else.

Anybody who is a student of public
affairs knows it is slipping, and that is

one reason why they are doing such des-

perate things, putting out literature like

"Stand up and be counted," and so forth.

I am reminded of a statement made by
one who used to be the hon. Premier
of this House. That we the C.C.F.

were National-Socialists. A man who
does not sit in this House said it was
like saying that a certain man had yellow
fever, and that was based on the fact

that he was Chinese, and had a yellow
skin, and he had a temperature, there-

fore, he had yellow fever.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: That is just the

kind of reasoning that is now being em-

ployed by people defending monopoly
capitalism. I do not say that only Social-

ism will head it off. I am quoting now
from a great American authority, which

appeared in the Toronto Daily Star of

February 22, 1949, being the remarks
of Mr. Justice Douglas, of the Supreme
Court of the U.S.A. He was lecturing
in Los Angeles, and he sketched his idea

of human welfare, and he said it was

"the greatest political invention of the

20th century. It is one in which the

'fetish' of property would be subor-

dinated to the 'right to work/ and

security for the masses of the people."

I do not want to read this entire

article, but in the introduction he said,

"I think monopoly capitalists are not go-

ing to like this method of the human
welfare state any better than they like

Socialism, but they think it is one way
you could head off Socialism." I suggest
the government read this, even though it

is in the Daily Star.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: This will

be hard on the Liberal Party. Some-
times I think that, in spite of the elo-

quence of the hon. leader of the Liberal

Party (Mr. Oliver)
—and he is really

eloquent ;
it is a natural gift, just like

music, or being a good speller, or things
of that sort—I think the Liberal Party
will eventually

—and I am speaking his-

torically, not concerning the next elec-

tion, that it, the Liberal Party, will be

squeezed out
;

that they will get the

"squeeze play"
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS : No, no.

MISS MacPHAIL: Yes, You can-

not out-Tory the Tories; it is not pos-
sible ; you cannot out-social the Socialists.

So you are in between the two, and, look-

ing at Great Britain, I would think that

in time that is what will happen. I hope
Federally it will not happen immedi-

ately, but I think it will eventually be-

cause the Conservative Party is the great
defender of monopoly capitalism and

they do not care what methods they use

to defend it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
bear.

MISS MacPHAIL: They are ex'-

tremely unethical, and I do not think

anybody will claim they are not. No-

body who can remember over the last

15 or 20 years
—

particularly over the last

five—does not need to have that proven i

to him. Basically the Liberals believe in

monopoly capitalism, but they are nicer

about it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,,
hear.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : The :

middle of the road, for instance.

MISS MacPHAIL : Yes, the middle

of the road. I think the old game of

"the middle of the road" will go out

with the Rt. Hon. Mackenzie King. He
was a great "middle of the roader." But
he is finished. He is tired after a life-

time of great public service. I think

the "middle of the road" is no longer
the answer. I think it will work out in

a way I have outlined.

There is a development of public con-
science. I can remember hearing tales

in the pioneer days when a widow left

with many children—well, there was just
no help coming to her from anywhere;
she got along as best she could. She
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probably had no training, and if she

could leave home—which was unlikely
—

she had to do the hardest and the lowest-

paid work, while the sleek men and

women, dressed up and ate their good
dinners, and it did not concern them at

all.

I believe that day is passed. Today
we have mothers' allowances, because

people simply could not stand by and
see children suffer, because there was
no way of their being provided for. The
mothers must get the allowances, so the

children can be fed and clothed, and
sent to school. It is true, that only car-

ries on until the child is 16 years of age,
and I think it should go on while the

child is in school. Also, I think some

day we will look after the mothers -after

they have raised their families, and if

at that time they need help, they will

receive it. But our consciences are not

as tender as that yet, but it is coming.
There are indications that people are

thinking along those new lines.

I met an Englishwoman recently, who
spoke to me. She had just come to

Canada, and she was most horrified

about the tremendous toll of deaths by
fire in Canada. She said, "In Great
Britain they hardly ever have a life taken

by the burning down of a house." She
said she had seen so many times in Can-
ada since she had come here of children

being burned, in what we now call

"flash fires." Of course if a house is

made of tinder you cannot help but have
"flash fires." It is when people are liv-

ing in poor housing that these things
occur. She was terribly shocked, and
she said, "That could not happen in

Great Britain. The people would not
stand for it."

Mr. Speaker, public opinion can do

anything. It can even force this govern-
ment to get hydro. From where, I don't

know, but they got it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: It was public

opinion which did it. I was speaking at

the university, and Mr. Diefenbaker, a
Federal member was also speaking. He

arrived in Toronto during the blackout.

And he said, "I never in my life heard
such criticism of a government in

such a short time. What do you think

will happen in Carleton County?" I

said, "They will elect a Tory." I was

positive of it at the time. It takes a long,

long time to change a place like Carleton.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: But the power
of public opinion is asserting itself, and
as Mr. Diefenbaker said, "I never heard
so much criticism of a government in

my life in such a short time," but it was

public opinion which forced the govern-
ment to do something about hydro. Last

year I could tell in the Pall what the

politics were of the person to whom I

was talking, because if it was a Conser-

vative, he immediately talked about the

"dry season."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. J. W. FOOTE (Durham) : The

prayers of the righteous availeth much.

MISS MacPHAIL: We still do not

know how you suddenly got it. You did

not have it before.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: Mr. Saunders
was even telling the women they should

not use a toaster in the morning, and
we had a picture of Mrs. Saunders go-

ing to have the toast toasted on top of

an electric stove—no, you could not do

that; not an electric stove—but on top
of a coal stove. Mr. Speaker, that is go-

ing pretty far. It was hardly patriotic
to put a light on to go downstairs. It

was better to fall down and break your
leg.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: But suddenly,

they got the power. It was public opin-
ion which forced them to do that.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Well, the rains

came.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.
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MISS MacPHAIL: That saved the

Tories. Mr. Speaker, what made me so

angry yesterday, when I was so rude,
was because the hon. Provincial Treas-

urer (Mr. Frost)
—I suppose he should

not yet be called the "Premier;" I do
not know why they call him the "Pro-
vincial Treasurer," but I presume it is

because he has something to do with

money—he looks so nice, and as if he
would not say a nasty or a mean thing,
and it always surprises me and disap-

points me that at the core of him he is

a Tory.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: He is such a

pleasant-looking person. But I will try,

Mr. Speaker, as I said before, to act

better in the future.

Now I come to the three things I

want done this session.

First, I want every old age pensioner—the last figures we have put them at

72,000; the figures may have improved
since, but the Cabinet has not given
them to the House, if they have them—
but it has been said that out of the

72,000 pensioners, less than 2,000 are in

need, that enabling them to get $40
a month. Oh yes, Mr. Speaker, they are

rolling in wealth; they have $30 a

month, and less than 2,000 of them did

not have enough, so they got $40. I

want $40 for every one of, the 72,000

pensioners.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: I do not care

what it costs. We have the money. The
hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
has $25,000,000 surplus, and I want him
to use some of it to help these people.
We have laws which prevent cruelty to

animals. I have nothing to say against
that. We have a bill now to kill the war-
ble fly, which is now in the Agricultural
Committee. I have nothing against that.

I want to kill all the warble flies; the

farmers are getting quite excited about

it, as they do so much damage to the

cattle. But are our old citizens not more

important than animals, who have to be

protected against man's cruelty
—and

woman's, too, I suppose although I have
not heard of such cases? They are go-

ing to spend money to kill the warble

flies, but they cannot spend money to

see that every old age pensioner gets

$40 a month.

Mr. Speaker, yesterday the thing I

found so hard to bear was that anybody
should have the nerve to offer a de-

fence. It is bad enough that it is true,
but to try and defend it is just unspeak-
able; certainly, it is un-Christian.

I am not a member of the Labour-

Progressive Party, and I do not ever

expect to be, but I agreed entirely with
the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr.
Salsberg) in his presentation of the

plight of the old people.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SPEAKER: May I interrupt
the hon. member (Miss MacPhail) for

a moment? There must be no applause
or demonstrations from the galleries,

please.

MISS MacPHAIL: It is only re-

cently
—about a week ago— we had a

bill introduced to raise the fees paid to

the coroners, because of the high cost

of living. When a doctor goes out and
acts as a coroner, he gets more money
and more mileage. The witnesses in

court cases are to draw more money. I

have no objection to those things at all.

But these old people are getting dollars

which are just as depreciated as the dol-

lars of the coroners, and the dollars of

the court witnesses. Are we not going
to do something for them? There is a
real reason why there is an increasing
number of people on old-age pensions.
Their securities are bringing in very
little income for them. It is true, per-

haps they had a few thousand dollars

at one time, representing their life's

savings, but if they invested them in

something which was perfectly safe, the

return was not great. They have had a
lot of misfortune of one kind and an-

other, and it took a lot of the money,
and gradually they were driven down to

absolute want. You know, you have to

be in want before you get the old-age
pension. They go around and even
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count the cups in the cupboard. You
cannot have anything

—
well, next to

nothing,
—before you draw the pension.

I was glad to hear the hon. Premier

say that Ontario is willing to pay its

quarter of whatever amount the Federal

Government sets as the increased old-

age pensions. Knowing the hon.Premier,
I am sure he would feel that way about

it. But when will they do it ? These 72,-

000 people will not be with us, if they
do not hurry. These people were 70

years of age before they started on pen-
sion. They are old. Generally, the age
of 70 is not so old, but when you are

worrying all the time about how you
will live, that lessens your strength.

Did you ever notice to what age a

senator lives? He does not worry.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: There is some-

thing in that. I have seen them wheeled
into the Senate when they were 90 years
old. They could not get in by them-

selves, and they were given a handicap
of 10 or 15 minutes, when they rang the

bells, so that the old fellows who could

walk, could push in the ones who could

not, in time for the 3 o'clock sitting.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

They get $40 a day.

MISS MacPHAIL: Well, I have
not the figures. It may be $40 a day.
But I want $40 a month for every old-

aged pensioner in Ontario, and I want
it this year

—this session.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^MISS MacPHAIL: It is only the

Federal Government which can lower
the age limit, it is only the Federal
Government which can eliminate the

means test. We have nothing to do with
that but what we can do is supplement
by $10 a month our share of the total

pension. That would cost us $700,000
a month. All right, it costs $700,000
a month and I can sleep better at

night and can enjoy my meals more,

and so will you. Any hon. members who
can say, . . . "it does not make any dif-

ference to me," . . . let them stand up
and be counted."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: I went to a

church bazaar in my constituency of

York East, a United Church near where
I live. The women worked very hard
to make a fine thing of it but—do you
know who the purchasers were? They
were old-age pensioners. They could
not afford to buy new clothes so they
bought someone else's worn ones. Not
many of them wanted overshoes or rub-
bers but some of them did. They bought
dresses, trousers and coats because hav-

ing to buy anything new would so upset
their budget that they would never get
it right again. Do you know, that upset
me so much I had to leave the bazaar.

There is something wrong with this

whole business. I do not want to see

people 70 years of age having to wear
someone else's clothes.

The East York Kiwanis thought they
would do a very kind and generous thing
and had a Christmas dinner for all the

old-age pensioners in the area in that

same church where the bazaar was held.

The Women's Association of the same
church is very active and does a lot of

excellent work. The Kiwanians asked
the ladies of the church if they would

prepare a fine turkey dinner for the old-

age pensioners in the area and went
around in their cars and brought these

old folks from their homes to the church
and took them home afterwards. It was
a fine Christian thing to do, yet everyone
was disappointed. Those who served
them were disappointed because these

old people could only eat a very little

bit of this fine turkey dinner. You see,

from Christmas to Christmas is too long
a time. Their stomachs would not
stretch to a point where they could eat

a reasonably good meal. The women
told me they just nibbled at the food.

Half of the food—in fact, more than
half—came back.

I can understand how people who are

only eating bread and margarine or
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butter and an occasional egg would have
trouble eating this turkey dinner with

dressing and vegetables, and dessert and

everything. That is quite a dinner and

you really have to have the stomach to

handle it.

The Kiwanis Club of York East town-

ship was very sad about the whole thing
and it opened their eyes in a way that

nothing else could. They had prepared
a very fine turkey dinner for the old-

age pensioners in that area and they
could not eat it. They could not eat it

because they did not have that much

appetite. They could not satisfy a good
appetite on $30 a month.

Now, there are a lot more things I

could say about old-age pensioners. I

have read what they do in Sweden, in

Great Britain and in the United States.

This is a benighted part of the world
in so far as old-age pensioners are con-

cerned. We have no welfare, we have
no visiting people, no councillors for old-

age pensioners. We have done nothing
at all to make them feel that the end
of their life is good.
We have a lot to do. We have not

made a decent start but at least we can

do this one thing
—we can give them

$40 a month. I tried to get $40 a month
for a very splendid old lady who lives

in South-East Grey, where I was born

and raised, the constituency I repre-
sented in the House for a long time.

This is a woman and her husband whom
I have known for a long time and whom
my parents knew before that. They had
never wasted any money, they had
worked very hard all their life. I tried

to get it for her, because she was not

fit to live alone. She had been ill with

pneumonia and was not making a good
recovery. Finally, her daughter had to

give up her work and come home to

look after the mother. She had to use

her savings to supplement the pension
in order that someone could be with the

mother. The mother is dead now, noth-

ing can be done for her, and maybe it

is just as well. Sometimes I think a

quick and painless death would be easier

than what they are going through now.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL : The point I want
to make is this. I could not get the $40
a month although I tried my best. I

wrote to the Secretary of the Old-Age
Pension Commission, I wrote to every-

body but nothing was done and she died

getting $30 a month.

HON. W. A. GOODFELLOW
(Minister- of Public Welfare) : You
should have written to me.

MISS MacPHAIL: I should have, I

always thought you were well named.

What constitutes "in need"? That is

what I want to know? That daughter
worked too hard in the garden in the

summer time. She planted and grew all

the potatoes and other vegetables they
used all winter in order that they might
eat on $30 a month. It was a very
simple thing to do but I saw to it that

some clothing was gathered up for them.

It humiliates me, personally, to see a
situation of this kind in this Province
of Ontario with 4,500,000 people and
its boasted resources and wealth—it did

have more resources but we have given
a lot of them away—but it still has a

lot, does so badly by the aged poor.
This is one thing we can do better than
we are doing, and I want it done this

session. I am not pleading, I am not

going to beg on my knees, I am just

saying
—if we have any humanity, any

Christianity left at all, let us do it now.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: The other thing
I want to talk about is superannuated
teachers, those who were superannuated
some years ago. I do not want the

hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter) to rise in his place and tell me
they are going to supplement it, because

I want to know what the "supplement"
is before I get too enthusiastic about it.

I want to read a letter from a lady I

know, who does not mind my using her

name. She is Miss Jennie Stead, 75

years of age, who started to teach school

in Walkerton, a town in Bruce County,
when she was 18. She was paid the

"magnificent" salary of $250 a year,
and it was paid quarterly. She taught at
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the Bruce County Public and Model
School at Walkerton until she arrived

at the maximum of $900, which took a

number of years, 20 in fact. After this

she resigned to accept the appointment
as Provincial Organizing Field Secre-

tary for the Ontario Women Teachers'

Federation.

MR. BLACKWELL: How much
did she get then?

MISS MacPHAIL: I don't know.

She taught in York Township Public

School for 20 years and she reached

the maximum, but then came the de-

pression. We had retrenchment just as

we are starting now. We haven't learned

anything from the last depression. At
this time the women's maximum was
cut by $100 and, also, a percentage
was taken off the balance, so that in

1936, when she retired, she was getting
the same as she was 20 years before.

Well, she did not go backward. She
was then 62 years of age and her

salary was $1,400. With a salary rang-

ing from $250 to $900 for the first 20

years, and from $1,400 to $1,400 for

the second 20 years, it is quite apparent
that she could not save much, especially

when during these years she contributed

to the support of her widowed, in-

valided mother. She, herself, had heavy

hospital expenses. She gets the magnifi-
cent pension of $57.94 a month. By the

time she pays her board, which costs

$50 a month, she has $7.94 for the

amenities, the luxuries of life. That is

certainly not very good. She is a very
foolish woman because she pays out

$3.50 monthly in order that her burial

expenses may be covered by insurance.

I would not care about that;
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: —I would go
out to a show and have a good dinner—
eat, drink and be merry. This is not

an extreme case, there are many just
as bad. What is her outlook at the

moment? She is 75 years of age,

severely crippled with arthritis and is

physically unable to undertake any kind
of work to supplement her so-called

"pension"
—

perhaps we should call it

a "pittance." She had a fractured hip
in 1935, and has difficulty in walking.

I would like to quote one sentence

from her letter, which says : "I can only

pray that when the summons comes, the

call will be clear and swift." Well, that

does not make me very happy or very
proud of Ontario with its boasted

resources and its well-fed people. I

think we ought to do something about

it that is substantial. These people put
in real dollars for superannuation but

they are getting back depreciated
dollars which pay about 50 cents on the

dollar.

AN HON. MEMBER: Mr. Drew's
dollar?

MISS MacPHAIL: I do not know
whose dollar. I do not blame Mr. Drew
for the depression of the dollar, I do
not think he had anything to do with it.

I do think, however, that these people
who paid in good dollars are being
cheated by receiving this pittance in

inflated dollars. They are being cheated

by someone. I do not know who, but

it is up to the government to do some-

thing about it. I am not one of those

people who think it is possible to lower
the cost of living quickly. You can do
it over a long period if you are looking
far ahead, but it cannot be done in a

moment. We will just leave it at that.

Mr. Speaker, I am turning now to a

different subject altogether, and I want
this attended to this session also. I do
not know who runs this Legislature,
and I do not wonder the government
does not want public ownership if the

way this House is run is the way public

ownership operates. I am talking about
hon. members, not about the cabinet

members, just the "common guys." I

think private hon. members on the

government side have the worst of it.

Their furniture is better, but they have

just one big room and I do not know
whether they can all sit down at one
time or not. It must keep them going
to hold them all in that one room. I did

not see any equipment for work there.

Of course, I know more about the

official Opposition quarters which is

called, "a lounge" or "caucus room." I
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call it a "barn." The hon. member
for Cochrane South (Mr. Grummett)
said, "it is not a barn; it's a hayloft."
It certainly is not a "stable" because

there are no stalls. The furniture is

terrible and a good housekeeper would
be ashamed of it. There is no place
to work. The stenographers send us

up carbon copies, these yellow ones,
and they send us files but we have
nO place to put any of them.

They have worked in offices which
were equipped and they understand you
need carbon copies and files. There are

filing cabinets here for use of private
members.

Of course, I know that at one time,
one came to the Legislature and it was all

men. I was not here, and it is the

women who always yell for things as I

am yelling now, but, remember, I am
yelling for you as well as myself. The
men came and sat around a table, pushed
back their chairs and finally got their

feet on the table, and they attended to

property rights, because that is what the

Legislature did in those days. It was
not a very long session, and they went
home and were "great guys," everybody
was proud of being a member of the

Legislature. That was silly.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: They did not
tell people they were jqst heads to

count.

AN HON. MEMBER: They are

now.

MISS MacPHAIL: The only peo-

ple who do any work in the Legislature,
or did until recently at any rate, are the

Cabinet and the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), and nobody
else. How could they work? They
have nothing to work with.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: I think if the

people of Ontario could see this place,

they would be ashamed of it. This
chamber does not look bad. Their

Majesties the King and Queen came—
I believe Mr. Hepburn was Premier at

the time—and I am very glad for other

reasons Their Majesties came, but I am
thoroughly glad because I am told we
got new hangings for the occasion.

AN HON. MEMBER: And carpet.

MISS MacPHAIL : Yes, and a car-

pet. And this is the best of it—and this

chamber is all of it. We do our office

work here—when you are going to dic-

tate letters, you telephone down to the

stenographic staff
;

I am lucky because

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jollifre) has a good office and I can tell

the stenographer to sit there (indicat-

ing) because I know he does not want
the desk during the day, and while I

dictate, people visit behind me, the boys

bring the files up to date, people come
and sit here and others are talking, yet
the only place hon. members of the

Legislature of this great and glorious
Province of Ontario, one-third the

Dominion, according to the former hon.

Premier (Mr. Drew), who has just gone
to Ottawa—you would think it was the

whole Dominion sometimes—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MISS MacPHAIL: Hon. members
of it have no place to dictate; but this

chamber, this is our office you see here.

The people who are better off are the

Liberals, because the C.C.F. had that

room for a long time, and the hon. mem-
ber for Cochrane South (Mr. Grum-

mett), is a persuasive man, a very
affable soul, and he induced the hon.

Minister of Public Works (Mr.

Doucett) to put a few partitions in, and
now there are two or three little rooms.

You can shut the door. It is not quite
so bad.

However, the people who have the

most—and this is astonishing, they must
be more friendly with the government
than we are, by far—are the Labour

Progressives. I asked the hon. member
from Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) if he

would show me their office and I went
to see it. They have an office for the

two of them, a desk apiece, even a tele-

phone—
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MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Yes.

MISS MacPHAIL: They have not

each got a filing cabinet. Ontario could

not afford that. But they have a drawer
of a cabinet each.

MR. MacLEOD : That is something.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-

drew) : We have a green carpet.

MISS MacPHAIL: Yes, and a

carpet.

MR. SALSBERG: But we have no
windows.

MISS MacPHAIL: They were
afraid to let any light in. It might dis-

solve the party.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG: No, they were
afraid of the truth reaching the outside.

MISS MacPHAIL: Anyway, they
have the best equipped office in this

House other than the Cabinet and the

hon. Leader of the Opposition. I think

the people of Ontario, should know that

they, a great people Ay2 million strong,
cannot afford to have a few filing

cabinets and a few offices where we can

go to dictate. Do not tell me it would
cost too much, because the War Assets

people have just been giving away equip-
ment. It was Federal equipment, but it

was "for free" pretty nearly. Why did

not the government of Ontario buy filing

cabinets and typewriters?

AN HON. MEMBER: And chairs.

MISS MacPHAIL: Desks, and

chairs, yes. I forgot that one. Do you
know the chairs in the members' dining
room are just the same kind of chairs

which, though they may bear some fancy
name in the city, used to be called in the

country "funeral parlor's"
—you know,

hoping they would be something out of

which they could make money in the

future are loaned to all the picnics and
Women's Institutes, meetings, socials,

etc. I have carted hundreds of chairs

in the back of my car, for which the

group using them paid nothing. Well,
that is the kind of chair we have in the

Legislative dining room.

AN HON. MEMBER: What is the

difference, if the food is good?

MISS MacPHAIL: Here I think

they are used for bingo, they are called

"bingo chairs." Sometimes they have
two real chairs and the remainder are

these chairs, at one table. Something
had better be done about it. It is just

silly. If we are that far down, we had
better get rid of the Assembly. We can-

not afford it.

I want to talk about the furniture in

this chamber. The other day we had
a few hundred students from St.

Catharines, and the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) spoke to them.

I followed him, and he was telling them
about the chamber, making a very nice

speech to them to the effect they moved
into this chamber in 1890 but the furni-

ture used in it now had existed before

1890 and had been brought from the

Old Parliament Buildings on Front
Street. May I say to the House and to

the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)—I

can well believe it.

When it comes to these chairs, you
are running a risk, at least people who

weigh what the leader of the Liberal

opposition weighs, and two of our hon.

members, one from Hamilton and one
from Toronto.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL : Since I am try-

ing very hard to take off some weight,
I hope my chair will hold me until the

session is over. The chairs of the hon.

member for Cochrane South (Mr.
Grummett) and the hon. member for

York South (Mr. Jolliffe), the leader of

the official opposition, howl every time

they move.

AN HON. MEMBER: They all

squeak.

MISS MacPHAIL: Really, I think

something should be done about it, and
I am going to suggest this House set

up a committee—I do not care whether
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it is composed of 14, 37 or 54 members,
or how many are in it, I think maybe
five or six would do—a committee of

private members, representative of all

parties, to do something about equipping
this place for work. I would like to do
a good job. I cannot do it here. I have
been used to an equipped place. At
home, I had better equipment than I have

here, although it is simply a study I

made myself. I receive the princely

salary, Mr. Speaker, of $2,000 a year
from Ontario, but I was able to manage
a decent sort of study, but the Province
of Ontario cannot manage it.

Therefore, I think we ought to have
a committee of private members from all

parties, on which the government would
have a majority, to go around and see

the thing is done decently because it is

disgusting. I have never seen such a "2
x 4 joint" in my life.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: I went to the

King's Printer for stationery, and a

charming young man took a very long
time to get it. I had to stand in the

meantime, as they cannot afford a chair

for one to sit on while waiting. By the

way, there is a couch now out in the

hall, the one they took out of the lounge
in the opposition rooms. I made refer-

ence to it to the group of students from
St. Catharines, and I noticed it dis-

appeared next day. I hope this speech
will be as effective.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL : As I say, I went
down for stationery and had to wait a

long time while the boy got it, and when
he did bring it, he apologized for being
so long, and said : "You know, we have
to count this." I do not know whether
he meant he had to count every page
and every envelope, I suppose so. That
is a silly kind of business. It is embossed

paper, and nobody is going to use it

except hon. members of the Legislature.
Have we not the right to have as much
paper as we need? Do I not, repre-

senting 80,000 electors, need more than

can be counted by some poor, over-

worked and underpaid civil servant?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL : I really think we
could manage to have enough paper and

envelopes. It is simply too small a way
to run a parliament. We are called

"M.P.P.'s." We should not be. Some-
times I am in doubt as to whether we
are M.P.P.'s or M.L.A.'s, but I am
never in doubt as to our status. It is just
"nil."

I think the hon. member for Wood-
bine (Mr. Leavens) was right when he
said : "The ultimate in frustration is

being a private member in the opposi-
tion in the Ontario Legislature." That
is not bad.

That is all I want to say, Mr.

Speaker. I will go over these again.

I want old-age pensions to be raised

from $30 to $40 a month, and if they
cannot manage to do that and supply
a few chairs, I am willing to make do
with these squeaky chairs for another

year. I want teachers who have taught
35, 40 and 45 years to get a supplement
to their pension which will be liveable,

and I do want to see a battery of filing

cabinets put in the official caucus room
and in the Liberal caucus room, and

finally, I want the Labour Progressives
to have more than one drawer each.

MR. MacLEOD : Hear, hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. S. J. HUNT (Renfrew
North) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to take

a small part in this debate, I would
like at the outset to congratulate you on

your elevation to the high and important
office which you now hold. I would
like also to congratulate you on the able

way you have presided over our de-

liberations up to the present time, and
I am sure hon. members from all

parties have every confidence in your
ability to interpret the rules and regula-
tions and to see they are applied

impartially.
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I would like also to congratulate the

mover and seconder of the reply to the

Speech from the Throne. It is not an

easy thing for a new member, coming
in for the first time, to rise before so

many veterans of this House and make
his maiden speech. I would like to

congratulate both the mover and secon-

der, not only on the contents of their

speeches, but on the able way in which

they were delivered.

I had not planned on taking up any
time during this debate. Since I came
here five years ago I have on several

occasions tried to bring to the atten-

tion of this Legislature some of what
I thought were the problems of my own
county of Renfrew. I am happy to be
abfe to say that since I first drew them
to the attention of hon. members of the

government many of the difficulties we
experienced at that time have been
corrected.

However, we are not altogether satis-

fied with what has been done. We still

have a great deal to do, but we feel in

Renfrew County that our county is and
has been coming to the fore during the

last five years.

I think I owe it to the County of Ren-
frew to bring to the attention of the

government what we think are problems
peculiar to our own county, and I feel

I owe it to the government to relate

some of the things which have been
done during the last five years in our

county, if for no other reason than to

correct some of the false impressions
I think have been given since the start

of this session.

As a farmer—and I am just an ordin-

ary farmer in a small way—I, like many
others, have acquired the habit of try-

ing to get things done quickly and ex-

peditiously, and apart from getting a

lot of bills on the order paper, there

has not been a great deal accomplished.

I have listened to several hon. mem-
bers on both sides of the House who I

thought were very interesting, very fair

and had good constructive criticism and

suggestions to offer which might be of

use to the government. I have listened

to a great many others who were any-

thing but constructive, and, in many
cases, I consider, unfair.

I might mention one or two. I

thought the address given by the hon.

member for Fort William (Mr. Cojc)
had a great deal of thought behind it,

and I thought the suggestions he
offered might be given a good deal of

consideration by the hon. Minister of

Lands and Forests (Mr. Scott), par-

ticularly. A good many of those sug-

gestions which he offered are of interest

to us in Renfrew County because our

county has been a lumbering county
since its early history.

I listened also with a great deal of

interest to the address of the hon. mem-
ber for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck). A
government, I am sure, always expects
to receive some criticism, but I thought
the criticism he had to offer was very
fair and constructive.

I am sure the government may like

to hear something of a complimentary
nature, or in the nature of appreciation,
from this side of the House. For that

reason, I hope to be able to correct

some of what I consider were misrepre-
sentations made since we started this

session. I do not intend to go all the

way down the line, although I might
very well take one department after

another and tell you something that has

been done by each of these respective

departments in my own riding. How-
ever, I am only going to touch on the

affairs of three or four and relate to

you as honestly as I can, and without

exaggeration, just what has been done
in our good county of Renfrew.

I am going to start with the Depart-
ment of Education. I think this is one
of the most important departments in

government. As I listened to the hon.

member, I think from Essex North

(Mr. Ellis), the other day level some
criticism at the government for what
he claimed to be failure to implement
one of the promises made in 1943, rela-

tive to the cost of education or the way
that costs should be borne, I wondered
if hon. members would recall just what
that promise amounted to. It was
worded something like this: that if a

government were elected with Mr. Drew
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at its head, the province should assume
at least 50 per cent, of the overall cost

of education throughout the province in

order to relieve the burden of taxation

on the taxpayers, and at the same time,

insofar as it was possible, provide equal

opportunities for all boys and girls

throughout Ontario.

I think we are all agreed it is an im-

possibility to offer equal opportunities
for all boys and girls in our rural sec-

tions and small villages comparable with
those enjoyed in centres like Kingston
and Toronto. We are not expecting that.

For that very reason I do not think it

was ever the intention of the govern-
ment to strike a 50 per cent, schedule

right across the board here in Ontario,
and see that we get the same percentage
of subsidy in Windsor as we would in

the riding of North Renfrew. I do not
think that situation should exist, and I

do not think it was ever the intention

of this promise that it should.

I am sure all hon. members of the

House are agreed that boys and girls
of this province constitute the greatest
asset we have. I think we are also

agreed that the people who teach our

boys and girls in the schools are one of

the most important classes of people we
have here in Ontario. They are doing
a very important work, a very responsi-
ble work, because in their hands lies

the destiny of our province.

I think we are also agreed the

teachers of this province—and I might
emphasize the teachers of the primary
grades, because in my opinion the most

important class of teachers we have are
those who teach our boys and girls in

primary classes when the pupils are at

the most impressionable age and for
that very reason we can curb juvenile

delinquency to a very great extent—
should be properly trained and properly
qualified to take charge of those classes.

I think we are very often inclined to

look upon money which is spent for

educational improvements in the same

light as we do money spent for high-
ways or some other advantages that we
look for.

I think any effort or money expended
here in Ontario for the improvement

of our educational system, to raise

our educational standards, to pay our

teachers a better living wage and to

provide better schools or playgrounds,
should not be considered an expendi-
ture, but rather a wise, safe and profit-

able investment.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Hear, here.

MR. HUNT : At this point, I would
like to congratulate the hon. Premier
of Ontario for what he has done in

the way of providing grants for our

community centres, our playgrounds,
rinks and athletic fields in our rural

sections and in the small towns and

villages throughout Ontario. This is a

need that has been long overdue. It is

impossible for us to see the benefits

that will accrue to our boys and girls

in the years that lie ahead. It is some-

thing that it is impossible to estimate.

I think that bill, when it was intro-

duced, met with the hearty support of

all hon. members of the Legislature,
and deserved that support.

I want now to bring to your attention

one specific case in my own riding. If

you have had occasion to drive through

Algonquin Park on Highway 60, as you
reach the north side of the park, I believe

it is, you come to' the little village of

Whitney, Whitney and the surround-

ing settlement is unincorporated. It is

just a little saw-mill village, and that is

about the only employment available

there.

For a number of years in that

locality, not exactly in the village but

in that locality, we had five or six dilapi-

dated, run-down school buildings, or,

I might say> buildings that were used

for school purposes. One building in

particular was not fit to house domestic

animals. I say these buildings, in the

dilapidated state they were to be found
at that time, were a disgrace to the

Province of Ontario. Sometime after

the increase in grants for educational

purposes was provided, officials of the

Department of Education, together with

the boards which were looking after the

affairs of these school sections, decided

that by forming something in the nature
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of a township school board, they might
get together and build a reasonably-

good school or schools.

I might say today we have two of

the most up-to-date, well-equipped
schools to be found anywhere in

Ontario. A separate school and a public
school. They are both three-roomed

schools, providing education up to the

tenth grade, whereas formerly there

was no provision made for anything
beyond the eighth grade.

This, in itself, will be a great advant-

age to the boys and girls in that area

who previously, if they wanted to go
beyond the eighth grade, had to go to

Huntsville, Barry's Bay, Bancroft or

some other part of the province.

The cost of these schools was in the

vicinity of $100,000. I have not got
the correct figures here, but I think I

am not far astray
—and the hon. Minis-

ter of Education (Mr. Porter) can
correct me. I know what the cost of

one was, I think the cost of the other
one will be comparable. Approximately
90 per cent, of that cost was borne by
the province, paid for by the Depart-
ment of Education.

I submit, Mr. Speaker, that has been

really something worth while for the

people of Whitney and for the boys and

girls who are growing up there. This
is not an isolated case, this has been

going on in a great many other parts
of Ontario. You have only to travel

a distance of 30 or 40 miles over to

the village of Bancroft in West Hast-

ings to find a school building of much
the same character, just as modern and

up-to-date, so I know there is no par-
tiality being shown Renfrew County.
The same condition applies to other
sections that are of a similar nature.

This has made it possible for our
school boards to do a great deal more
for our teachers in raising their salaries,
in providing better working conditions,
because our teachers, I am sure, will

have a heart to do better work in such
a building as we have in Whitney now,
rather than under the old conditions
that existed before.

Had it not been for the increase in

the grants paid to our school boards

and more especially in rural sections,
the tax rate would certainly have had
to be raised on real estate, on property
assessment, in order to increase salaries.

I am sure our teachers were due for

an increase in salary when everybody
else was getting an increase.

I do not intend to take up very much
of your time and I do not intend to

deal any further with this particular

department, any more than to correct

what I think was said the other day,
that there had been an utter disregard
for the fulfilment of pledges made in

1943. I do not think the general public

throughout the Province of Ontario put
much credence in a statement of that

kind and especially anybody who has
had the privilege, or the duty, of sit-

ting on a school board in one of our

townships, small villages or towns.

I, like I suppose all other hon.

members of the Legislature, have re-

ceived letters from our superannuated
teachers—
MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Mr. Speaker, maybe the hon. member
(Mr. Hunt) should read the letters.

MR. HUNT: —raising points with
which I am in sympathy. I think they
are finding it difficult to get along, and
I can only say I hope the hon. Minister
of Education will endeavour to find

something in the way of a solution

which may be of advantage to these un-
fortunate people.

We have heard a great deal about

hydro since the Legislature opened.

Talking on hydro seems to be the order
of the day, and I think perhaps in Ren-
frew County we have more reason to

be hydro-conscious than any other

county in Ontario. We have at the

present time three great hydro projects,
one of them completed and in produc-
tion at Stewartville, where 80,000 horse-

power is being produced under normal
conditions. We have also, just about
20 miles farther up the Ottawa River,
the Cheneaux project well under way
of completion and where 160,000 horse-

power will be developed. Then we
have the gigantic project at Des

Joachims, where we hope to be develop-
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ing 480,000 horsepower in 1950 or

1951.

I was gratified to know this summer
that quite a number of hon. members
of this Legislature saw fit to take a trip

down the Ottawa Valley, visit these pro-

jects there and see something of what
we have to offer in my county and the

other counties adjoining the Ottawa
River. It would be worth anybody's
while, and I would like to extend an in-

vitation to all hon. members of the

Legislature to take a trip there and see

what this one project alone amounts to.

We have there four distinct dams that

are being put in, where a great deal of

dredging had to be done. It is a self-

contained community and has its own
school, hospital and recreation centre.

It has its own cafeteria where they are

prepared to feed anywhere up to 3,000

men, and it is really well worth seeing.

Up until 1943 not a tree had been
felled or any sod been turned in the way
of construction or preparation on any of

these three projects. I have no criticism

to offer to the former administration.

It is true they had made a preliminary

survey at Des Joachims and had given
some thought to the matter of promot-
ing that development, but as far as

actual construction was concerned,

nothing had been done up until the time—whatever the date is—when the pre-
sent administration was able to under-
take it. This meant a great deal to us, not

only in the way of providing employ-
ment for people locally, but the fact that

the present government of Ontario saw
fit to undertake the great conversion

scheme here in Ontario meant a great
deal for us in the Ottawa valley because
all of the power developed at these pro-

jects will be 60-cycle power and will be
available for industries that might wish
to locate in that section of the province.
I would just like, in passing, to draw
to the attention of the hon. Minister of

Planning and Development (Mr.
Welsh) that we have a great many sites

up there, a great deal in the way of raw
material yet, although a great deal of it

has been shipped out. We have very
few labour difficulties in that part of the

province. So when applications come

in to his department from outside firms

looking for sites in Ontario, I would

suggest that we could accommodate a

great number of them up there and
there will be plenty of power available

when these hydro projects are completed.

I was amazed the other day when I

heard the hon. member for St. Andrew
(Mr. Salsberg)—who happens to be a

Renfrew County boy, raised and

brought up in Renfrew County, and
knows what conditions are up there,

and also knows what is going on—criti-

cize severely the Hydro Commission for

the way the affairs of the Hydro Com-
mission had been carried on here in On-
tario. I think a great deal has been
done by the present government or the

commission in the way of development
since 1943 and it certainly meant a great
deal to our county, and I do not think

some of the things that he said the other

day were altogether necessary, because

certainly it has been a great boon for

our old home county.

I would just like to relate to you some-

thing that has been done in the way of

providing hydro service in the rural

parts of Renfrew County. These are

official figures, obtained from a hydro
official, and I can give you the exact

figures of what has been done in Ren-
frew. At the 30th of April, 1949, there

was 139.97 miles of rural lines emanat-

ing from Cobden Centre supplying 1,167
consumers. That is not a very big per-

centage in a large county like Renfrew.
Renfrew County is one of the largest
counties in area and the seventh largest
in population in Ontario, so that you
can see we had a great many potential
users who were not getting service at

that time.

By January 31, 1949, from the 30th
of April of last year, 100 miles of new
lines were constructed, bringing the

development up to 239.97 miles, with
an additional 546 consumers added.

This, I think, is worthy of mention. I

do not want any of the other hon.

members in this Legislature to think
we are getting more than our share.

Up until a short time ago we had only
5 per cent, of our rural people provided
with hydro services. I think it was five
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years ago I mentioned in this Legislature
that we had villages there at that time-
one of them in particular was a divisional

point on the main line of the C.P.R.—
still depending on the old kerosene light
for lighting. I am happy to say nearly
all of our little villages and hamlets have
been taken care of since then, as well

as our rural section. We also have pole-
lines that were erected during the fall

season of 36.52 miles, and with the 1949

programme comparable with 1948. So
the people of Renfrew County are fairly
well satisfied. Some of our critics or

opponents, early last spring, when they
saw these poles lying along the county
roads, made statements something to the

effect "This was just a pre-election

dodge" and after the election was over
these poles would be picked up and

people might have to wait. It is a con-
siderable time since that line was built,

and not one of those poles were picked
up, and these are exact figures from the

hydro official stating that since the 30th
of April 100 miles have been built in

that county alone, supplying some 500
new consumers. I think that is a record
that the hydro can justifiably be proud
of.

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Would the hon. member for North
Renfrew (Mr. Hunt) tell us when the

actual cement began to be used or put
in the forms at Des Joachims?

MR. HUNT: Mr. Speaker, I could

not give the actual date when the first

cement was poured. There have been

certain portions. The Des Joachims
project is unlike almost any other. They
have channels they have to block in

order to divert the water while working
on another section of the project and
there was some cement poured into one
of those smaller angles much sooner

than when the actual pouring started in

the main dam.

MR. DENNISON: Not before last

spring.

MR. HUNT: I could not tell you.
The hon. vice-chairman of the Hydro
Commission (Mr. Challies), I believe,

could give you that information. I did

not take the trouble to check up on the

actual date but I know some had been

poured before that, but I would not say
whether on the main dam or not.

I do not intend to say any more about

hydro. I think I have said enough. I

have tried to relate without any
exaggeration just what has been done in

our own county, and I do not think ours

is a favoured county. Providence has

favoured us by the fact that we have a

lot of latent power there, a commodity
this province wants at the present time,

and for that reason there is a great

development going on. Never since

Confederation has there been such

development in our Province of Ontario

and I might go a little further than that

and say never has an Ontario govern-
ment in our province given our county
the same aid as received from our own
administration.

Now, to just touch on highways for

a few moments
;

I think it was the hon.

member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg)
last year found fault with the hon.

Minister of Highways (Mr. Doucett)
for not contributing enough toward
our highways and roads in Ontario. I

am sure he did not do it intentionally,
but he certainly misrepresented the

facts. I happened to have sat for a

good many years in the township
council and county council, and I knew
the subsidies our townships and counties

were getting. Of the money expended
on our county roads, the province bears

50 per cent, of the cost. Our township
roads in Renfrew County range all the

way from 50 per cent, to 80 per cent.

That seems a very high rate of subsidy,
but we have a great number of town-

ships, which we call the "unorganized

townships," which have no township
councils, and no local body to take care

of any expenditures, and the population
is very sparse, so they are deserving
of and do receive higher rates of sub-

sidies. This present government has

seen fit during its tenure of office, in

order to relieve the taxpayers of this

province, to increase the subsidy on
culverts and bridges by 80 per cent.

So that culverts and bridges were put
in to that extent by the Department of
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Highways here in Toronto. I think

this is worthy of mention, because the

hon. Minister of Highways (Mr.
Doucett) deserves great credit for

bringing in a bill of this kind.

He, himself, has had a great deal of

experience in municipal affairs, and he

knows the needs of our townships and

counties, perhaps better than any other

hon. member of this Legislature.

I think another point which is deserv-

ing of mention is something which was

inaugurated last year in the way of

developing roads. In counties such as

mine and the adjoining counties, our

problem of road construction is alto-

gether different than it would be in

some of the western Ontario counties.

We have little hamlets and villages,

separated quite a considerable distance

apart, with long intervening stretches

of road to build and maintain, and for

that reason the hon. Minister of High-
ways (Mr. Doucett) brought in a bill

last year, or two years ago
—I forget

just which it was—making provision
for the taking over of these, and

developing the highways and improv-
ing them, and bringing them up to a

certain standard, and then handing them
back to the municipalities. This has

meant a great deal for us in Renfrew

County, and in some of our townships,
and we hope it will be carried out for

a long time, because there are a great

many other roads in these unorganized

townships which are certainly deserv-

ing, in addition to the ones I have men-
tioned.

There is only one point in connection

with highways I would like to bring

up at this time, and that is in regard
to roads in our unorganized townships.
I do not think the system under which
we are working at the present time is

altogether satisfactory. We have quite
a number of them; they have them in

the Nipissing District, and I am sure

there must be a lot of them in Northern
Ontario.

In great sections of our county, the

early industry was lumbering. The
lumber companies went in and built

trails or roads, which were fairly well

maintained for a time, and were used

by everybody who had occasion to use

them. As the lumber was cut out, we
had settlers moving in and settling in

the little settlements, of perhaps only
four or five families in one place.

The lumber interests moved on, but

these people remained. So that today
we have a lot of roads which may be

classed as "trails" because they do not

follow any surveyed line, but they are

the only means of access these people
have to their homes.

I do not know what can be done
about it. I have discussed it with some

highway engineers, and they seem at a

loss to know what should be done. I

feel these people should either be moved
out of there, because we have vast

sections of Ontario where they might
be placed, and might turn out to be

good farmers.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HUNT: Or something should

be done to provide better roads for

them.

I had intended to say a little bit about

agriculture. Perhaps I should, just to

let the hon. members of this House
know that we do more than build hydro
projects, and carry on lumbering in

Renfrew County.

We have some of the best agricultural
land to be found anywhere, and we also

have a lot of rough light, sandy soil.

Last year in Renfrew County we
shipped out 48 carloads of soup peas.
This is one crop which has been grown
very extensively in Renfrew County,
and we ripen them, and find a ready
market for them in the Province of

Quebec. These are of very high quality,

perhaps the highest quality products to

be found anywhere in Ontario.

We also grow a good deal of regis-
tered seed, and seed grown from the

registered varieties. I am not sure

whether I have the figure or not, but I

think last year we had 74 carloads of

seed grown from registered seed ship-

ped out, going to all parts of the prov-
ince. :

So you can see that growing good
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seed is an important part in our

agricultural industry. At the fair in

Chicago, one of our Renfrew County
farmers carried off three championships
for the growing of potatoes. We got
several firsts on barley and peas, both

in Toronto, at the Royal Winter Fair

and at Chicago. So we are proud of

what has been done in the way of grow-
ing first-class crops in Renfrew County.
We have an official of the Department
of Agriculture there, and we believe he
is second to none. He is doing a

magnificent job, in giving the farmers

a great deal of encouragement, and a

great deal of sound advice.

There was only one other matter I

had in mind to bring out, and that was
in connection with the Department of

Lands and Forests. I listened to the

hon. member for Fort William (Mr.
Cox), and what he said applies equally
well to my own county. Lumbering
was the main industry there, and at the

present time there is sawn annually
about 12,000,000 board feet of lumber.

All of this does not come off of Ontario

land; a great deal of it comes from the

Quebec side of the river. We have the

Gillies mill at Braeside, and you can
see that lumbering is still an important
industry. The regrettable part of it is

that for so long a time we have been

educating our young people, and then

have had to send them out of the county
to find suitable employment elsewhere.

If we had had the power, we could have
been manufacturing a great deal of that

material in our own county, and I hope
before long that will be the case.

There is a great deal of hardwood

grown in that section, and we have at

the present time a new plywood industry—a veneer industry
—coming into Pem-

broke, and they have utilized a lot of the

hardwood which has been going to

waste, or has been shipped out.

There is one more point I want to

mention, and that is something which

pertains to Renfrew County alone. I

have drawn this to the attention of the

Legislature before. It is in connection

with the need for a bridge across the

Ottawa River. We have a bridge at

Portage du Fort, where the Cheneaux

project is, and then for 75 miles up the

river we have to depend on an inadequate
ferry service to cross the river to and
from Quebec.
We have at times had estimates made

of what a new bridge would cost. We
have had some encouragement from the

provinces and some assurance that

assistance would be granted, if we could

get everybody working together

harmoniously.
This would have to be built as a

federal-provincial project. The Ottawa
River is navigable at that point, I under-

stand, and all the other inter-provincial

bridges have been built by the federal

government, and a portion of the cost

assessed back to the provinces.

It has not been possible to get the

measure of co-operation between our

provincial governments and the govern-
ment at Ottawa up to the present time,

but we are hopeful and really believe,

that in the reasonably near future it will

be possible to get more co-operation
between our government here, and the

government of Quebec and the govern-
ment at Ottawa—that is, the govern-
ment we expect to be sitting in Ottawa.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HUNT : We would like to do
business with the people across the river

in Quebec. We have a large French

population in Renfrew. We appreciate
their sterling qualities, and the inference

made by the hon. member for St.

Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) yesterday, I

considered threw some reflections on
the French-Canadian people. We find

them to be good neighbours
—

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, would the hon.

member (Mr. Hunt) permit a question?
Will he please quote anything I said

that would lead to being a reflection of

that sort?

MR. HUNT : In connection with the

Tory Party here in Ontario, and some
reference to the mistake the people of

Quebec made in electing a Duplessis

government. May I say, Mr. Speaker,
that they may have made a mistake—
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MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, I

did not speak yesterday about these

matters. I said nothing of the sort. He
may be referring to another speaker, but

certainly not to me.

MR. O. F. VILLENEUVE (Glen-

garry) : Mr. Speaker, what was the

statement the hon. member for St.

Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) made in ref-

erence to "putrid waters"?

MR. SALSBERG : Oh, I will repeat
that. I think this is different.

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (St.

David) : Never mind; he may be sup-

porting the Duplessis government soon.

MR. HUNT: At any rate, if the

people of Quebec have made a mistake
in electing a Duplessis government, they
have the right to make a mistake. This
is a democratic country and the people
of Quebec have the right to elect any-

body they please, and they will not be

dictated to by anybody.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HUNT: I hope, Mr. Speaker,
before long we will be successful in our

endeavors to get a bridge across the

Ottawa River. We want to do business

with the people of Quebec. We appreci-
ate their sterling qualities, and we have

enough living in our county to know

they make good citizens, and we want
to afford them a market for our produce,
which we would like to sell in Pontiac,
while Pembroke, in Ontario, is a natural

market place for the produce of their

mills, and which will enable us to keep
our factories going. I thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. H. W. WALKER (Welland) :

Mr. Speaker, in rising may I add my
regards to your honourable position, and

extend on behalf of all the new hon.

members of the Assembly our sincere

thanks for your generous courtesy. In

all sincerity, I must congratulate the

government body on their choice of

leader. I have noted with deep respect
the hon. Premier of this province, and

his fairness, and at all times to his

courteous replies.

May I add my respects to the hon.

member for Durham (Mr. Foote) the

mover of the address in reply to the

Speech from the Throne. His heroism

during the war is such that it should be

an example to all the hon. members of

this House.

Mr. Speaker, I represent a constitu-

ency which is highly industrialized, from

heavy industry to the light. We are

proud to say that we manufacture

various types of steel, probably of a

type that is manufactured nowhere else

in the Dominion today.

We are the gateway to tourists to

this province, and I note that the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) remarked that

1,100,000 cars entered Ontario last year,
the greater amount entering through
Welland County. The hon. Premier

also said that tourists last year spent

$180,000,000, and we are proud to have

the privilege of welcoming not only the

tourists, but their millions of dollars,

which they spent in this province.

Welland County is also one of the

labour areas of the province. Being a

labour man myself, I have a close feel-

ing for the labour field. May I say, Mr.

Speaker, that Welland County being an
industrial centre, and the hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. Daley) for Ontario

being from Lincoln, and the hon.

Humphrey Mitchell, the Federal

Minister of Labour, coming from Wel-
land County—a Minister who has the

record for holding the Dominion labour

portfolio longer than any other person
in Canada, and whose record in this re-

gard is believed to cover all the coun-

tries of the Commonwealth—we are

having very few labour difficulties,

which shows the trend of the people
with whom we are blessed, comprising,
as they do, a variety of mother tongues
from all parts of the world.

The contributions given by labour

during the war effort were outstanding

examples not only in production, but in

savings asked by the government.

In regard to the small difficulties

which arise in labour circles from time
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to time, we should not wait until they
do arise, but we should be prepared to

meet the problems beforehand.

May I suggest consideration of the

following :

(1) The compensation rates should
be increased from 66^3 per cent., to

75 per cent. The waiting period
should be reduced from seven days to

three days. One week's holiday
should be provided for the first year,
and two weeks after the second year.

Realizing these things touch the

pockets of the lowest wage earners,
and realizing, as an employer of
labour myself, the additional costs for
the levying of compensation, these

should be increased.

As I say, I would also advocate two
weeks' holidays after the second year.
Some of the heavy industries have

already taken that into consideration.

Also, some of the smaller concerns have
done that*, and I feel that the govern-
ment of today should establish, by law,

something which will facilitate the

marketing of our products.

I would strongly advocate an in-

creased pension suitable to meet the re-

quirements of the present standard of

living for our old people.

There have been discussions in the
House recently regarding old-age pen-
sions. I would like to see a modifica-
tion of the living quarters of the old-

age pensioners to conform with the new
ideas in our schools. I think the quar-
ters which were built some years ago
are not in line with the present wish of
most of us today. I believe the require-
ments for the convenience of these aged
people are not in accordance with what
is needed today. There is not adequate
provision for fresh air and sunlight, and
I believe, Mr. Speaker, that if it were
not for the .service clubs, including men
and women not only of this province
but of this Dominion, the welfare and
the needs of the aged people would be
still farther down, to a great extent.

The service clubs of this country
take a great deal upon themselves as

community service workers to alleviate

some of the needs and wants that would

otherwise be directly the responsibility
of the Department of Welfare. I feel,

Mr. Speaker, it is a great asset to any
hon. member of an Assembly or a
House representing the people of this

province, or of the Dominion, to have
had the privilege of being a service club
member or a member of a local munici-

pal body, because those requirements
for welfare come very close to anyone
who has the municipal experience which
some hon. members of this House, I am
sure, have had. I do feel that know-
ledge placed before the body of the

government of such conditions, and
given in a spirit of friendly criticism,
would bear great fruit.

In connection with the Ontario
Nurses Act, as representing the Associa-
tion of Nurses of the Province of On-
tario, I would like to see the hon.
Minister of Health, Mr. Kelley, see fit

to bring forward the memorandum
which was presented to him on Septem-
ber 29th, 1947. I feel, Mr. Speaker,
the Ontario nurses should have the

privilege of having an association, the
same as any other labour or profes-
sional group. May I quote the late

President Roosevelt:

"It is common sense to take a
method and try it. If it fails, admit
it frankly and try another, but above
all try something. The millions who
are in want will not stand by silently
for ever, while things to satisfy their

needs are in easy reach."

Mr. Speaker, I do not advocate or

suggest unsound, insecure methods
which probably, I think, were given to

labour in Saskatchewan, such as the

fishing industry which was taken over

by the C.C.F. government and which we
note by the press has been given, or will

be given, back to private enterprise in

the near future.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : It has not been and it prob-
ably will not.

MR. WALKER: The shoe industry,
which we note by the press has been
closed down for some months, probably
will be handed back to private enter-

prise. I am proud to say we have one
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of the largest, I can safely say, shoe in-

dustries in my constituency, which has
never in all its years had the difficulties

of operating such a short time and hav-

ing a shortage of labour. I might say
the wages are satisfactory to the em-
ployees.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of
the Opposition) : How do you know?

MR. WALKER: With respect to

the suggestion, Mr. Speaker, that the

66% per cent, compensation be in-

creased to 100 per cent., and no wait-

ing period, much as I would like to see

this put forward, I think, at the pre-
sent time, it would be unwise, as I will

try to explain later.

I feel the 40-hour week, though very
desirable, would be unsound at the pre-
sent time. I would advocate serious

consideration to legislation of various

provinces and of the Dominion, and
labour legislation in other parts of the

globe. I would strongly advocate a
44-hour week, when and wherever pos-
sible. We must consider the cross-sec-

tions of labour dealing with industry,
such as agriculture, where at various
times it is difficult to determine the
hours in which to work. We must also

consider, since we depend on a certain

amount of export and goods are still in

short supply, that a universal reduction
of hours now would reduce output un-
less overtime were worked. If over-
time were worked, costs per unit of pro-
duction would increase and this would

aggravate the present inflationary situa-

tion.

Health has advanced slowly to the

betterment of labour, but may I say,
Mr. Speaker, there could be improve-
ments made. I refer to the remarks of

the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr.
MacLeod) regarding welfare cases. I

would say there is a definite need for a

county unit.

As operated at the present time, city
welfare and suburban municipal clerks

are doing the job to the best of their

ability, but I feel this is a full-time job
for a qualified welfare worker, and it

should be a county problem, not just a

local problem. The county health unit
is working better and more efficiently
since it was enlarged to a county unit,
and I feel the same would apply to

welfare.

Mr. Speaker, may I refer to the

highway system? I feel proud to say,
the finest on the North American con-
tinent is enjoyed in the Province of

Ontario.

MR. JOLLIFFE : What is that?

MR. WALKER: However, with a

friendly feeling, I criticize the delay in

not completing the first link of the Queen
Elizabeth way from Fort Erie to

Niagara Falls, the entrance to the

province, where we are faced with some
14 or 15 miles of unfinished road. I feel

if this were completed, it would induce
more tourists, who, we all agree, are a

great asset to Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, the educational system
has advanced very rapidly. Having
regard, however, to remarks made in

the House recently as to the whereabouts
of the Hope report on Education, to the

effect that owing to its absence it

might not concur with the new design
of buildings today, I do hope Mr.

Speaker, this will be brought to light
and no doubt left in the minds of people
as to its importance.

Mr. Speaker, may I take the liberty
of thanking the hon. Premier (Mr.
•Kennedy) and the government for the

amendment to the Community Centres

Act. This legislation will enable local

municipal bodies to take advantage of

this greatly-needed amendment and
make recreation one of the leading con-

tributors to the welfare of this province.

Mr. Speaker, I do feel before the

session ends some of the suggestions
made by the opposition bodies will be
considered to some extent and accepted
in a friendly spirit looking toward the

betterment of the people of this province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^
MR. G. E. PARK (Dovercourt) : Mr.

Speaker, I move the adjournment of the

debate.
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Motion agreed to.

MR. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move the House do now
adjourn.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I think

hon. members of the House would

appreciate a statement from the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) about the

prospects for Friday and Monday. I

know he may not be able to go much

further than that in giving any definite

information, but I think hon. members
would like to know what to expect, at

least during the next two or three days.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, we
hope to have bills tomorrow and Mon-
day and go back to the Debate on

Tuesday and have a night session on

Tuesday.
' Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 5.55 p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

1.30 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 1.30 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-
tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

MR. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.
Frost that a select committee be

appointed to direct the expenditure of

any sum set apart in the estimates for

art purposes; such committee to consist

of Messrs. Hamilton (chairman),
Chartrand, Foote, Leavens, Martin,
Morrow and Mackenzie.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I rise to

support the motion, but in so doing I

think I should say a word about the

work of this committee.

It may be this year the committee
needs a "shot in the arm." Some of
us are not entirely satisfied with its

performance in years gone by. One of

its important duties, as I understand it,

is to decorate the walls of this building
with portraits of past premiers.

I know there has been a bewildering
succession of premiers in recent years,

but, as far as I can see, the committee
has made very little progress during
that period in getting portraits. I have
observed that of Mr. Conant, but apart
from Mr. Conant, the paintings of

recent premiers are missing from the

walls of this building. I think this year

certainly the committee ought to report

Friday, February 25, 1949

on the headway it may be able to make,
if any, with the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon), from whom I understand

they have received no co-operation
whatsoever in this matter since it was
first discussed 4 or 5 years ago.

AN HON. MEMBER
too modest.

He is much

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think the com-
mittee should let us know how they are

getting along with the former hon.

member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn).
Possibly they will plead they cannot

get any co-operation from that quarter
either, but I think this is one committee
from which we should expect some
action. I am not forgetting other former

premiers and premiers-to-be of recent

years. If the committee cannot succeed
in getting more than one of them

painted and hung—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. JOLLIFFE: —then I see no

justification for the continuation of this

committee.

MR. J. B. SALS BERG (St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, on the motion
before the House, I am quite confident

that in good time all those that have to

be hung will be hung.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG: If I were Leader
of the Opposition, I would not worry
too much about it. All comes in good
time to those who wait. However, at

this moment I do want, Mr. Speaker,
in all seriousness to suggest the task
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of this committee should be broadened.

I had the privilege and honour of

serving on that committee but once, and
in that year I was perhaps going a little

too fast. I am often told that I do that.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG: I am told if I

would only go slower—well, in that

one year I brought in a number of

motions to the committee which, to my
amazement, were approved of in com-

mittee, brought to this House, approved
before they were even discussed, and

placed on the—
MR. JOLLIFFE: Shelf.

MR. SALSBERG: No, on the books,
whereon is written whatever is decided.

Mr. Speaker, among those things which
were suggested that year was the pur-
chasing of at least one art work a

year.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Canadian?

MR. SALSBERG: Ontario. It was
a motion we buy at least one painting
a year, by an outstanding Ontario artist,

and add it to the Canadian selection.

There was also a suggestion which
was carried, and the Clerk of the

House, who has a personal interest in

works of art, was, I suspect, at that

time very happy about my proposal, a

suggestion that we organize art exhibits

throughout the province, particularly
in the smaller communities, consisting
of works which are owned by the

province and others that could be had
on loan.

All those things were decided, but,
as a result of my zeal, the former
Premier (Mr. Drew) left me off the

committee for good from then on. He
decided I was revolutionizing that com-
mittee, that from time immemorial that

committee had got along very well by
meeting once, deciding whom to paint
and hang, and there was no use disturb-

ing the status quo and the habits which

they had formed.

I regret the fact I am not included on
the committee this year, and the kind

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy), who, I

know, likes to do things properly,
should really consider adding me to the

committee so that it might take another

step in 1949, in the direction that we
all, I am sure, would like it to go.

Motion agreed to.

MR. SALSBERG: Without me?

MR. SPEAKER:
bills.

Orders of the Day.

Introduction of

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Mr. Speaker, before the Orders of the

Day : I noticed in reading the Telegram
last night, a report was given of an

exchange which took place between

myself and the hon. member for St.

Andrew ( Mr. Salsberg) the day before,
in which I noticed for the first time a

statement which I think implies that

he, in some mysterious way, had given
me financial aid in my election.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh,
oh.

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,
the Telegram did not see fit to repeat

my remarks in relation to one of his

statements, but I will not now deal

with that. I want to deal with the

statement to which I have just referred.

Mr. Speaker, at no time has the hon.

member for St. Andrew (Mr.
Salsberg) spoken on my behalf in my
constituency. At no time has he visited

people, rapped on doors, and acted as

one of my subdivision captains. At no

time, in fact, have I ever met him in my
constituency. He may have been there

secretly, unknown to me, he may have
or he may not, I do not know, but I

want to say that if he intended to give
the impression to this House that he

had assisted me in my election, I want
to deny it.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Of course, you
would have been defeated without the

Communist votes you got.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,

may I rise on a point of privilege in

connection with the statement of the

Hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Black-

well). I had some reason to go through
this a few years ago. I was "red-baited"

at that time, not by an hon. member
of the Labour Progressive group, as

I was the 'Other day, but by an evening

newspaper and a morning newspaper,
who published on the day before an

election, in such a way that I had no

opportunity of denying it, an alleged
statement that I was a Communist.

Mr. Speaker, I took the newspapers
to court. I proved the statement was
a malicious falsehood, and I won the

case, although, with the type of jury
I had, I did not receive much damages,
I will admit.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : How much did you
get?

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker—

MR. BLACKWELL: What dam-

ages did you get?

MR. DENNISON : I got one dollar

damages.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BLACKWELL: The jury
couldn't tell the difference.

MR. DENNISON: I want to say,
Mr. Speaker, in Great Britain, I would
have got substantial damages—
MR. FROST: How do you know

that?

MR. DENNISON: —as an action

of this sort should have entitled me to,

but at least the paper had to pay the

costs of the action, including my own.

Mr. Speaker, the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) seems to be

quite interested in this, and I want
to remind him that at the time I was

fighting against these statements by Mr.

Sanderson, he had to admit, a few
months later, that he had the originals
of these statements on his desk for

some time and did not even know they

were there—put there by Mr. Osborne-

Dempster.

MR. BLACKWELL : No, they were
not. No, they were not.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, a

Royal Commission !

SOME HON. MEMBERS: A
Royal Commission.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I would like to ask the hon. member
(Mr. Dennison) to withdraw his

remark that any such statements were
ever put on my desk by Mr. Osborne-

Dempster. That is not in accordance

with the facts.

AN HON. MEMBER: They were
there.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (York East) :

Somebody put them there.

MR. DENNISON : I would like to

read the—
MR. A. A. MacLEOD : (Bell-

woods) : On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker ;
I had always understood under

the rules that statements of privilege
before the orders of the day are not
debatable. The hon. member (Mr.
Dennison) has made his statement. I

do not see where this is going to stop,

may I say, in all deference.

MR. SPEAKER: The point is well

taken. I think the statement has been

made, a question has been asked and
we are going to end up with a regular
debate on this, which, after all, cannot
be allowed on a point of privilege.

A statement has been made by the

hon. member (Mr. Dennison) which

requires no further clarification. Some
other time there may be a chance to

debate this other matter. I do not know.

However, I think that clears up the

situation

MR. EAMON PARK (Dovercourt) :

Mr. Speaker, on a matter of privilege

affecting all the hon. members of this

House, a matter which I hope will not

turn out to be quite as controversial as

the former question.
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I noticed in the paper yesterday a

picture of the hon. member for North
York (Mr. Mackenzie) being presented
with an addition to his wardrobe, which,

according to the press, will be of great
use to him. This presentation was con-

sidered of such great importance that it

received quite a play on the front page
of this morning's Globe and Mail.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : Was it an organ he got.

MR. PARK: There is a definite

discrimination in the caption under the

picture, as between married hon. mem-
bers of this House and bachelors, and I

think we ought to protest on this score.

But, what is more important, I noticed

after making a search of the whole paper,
that the whole proceedings in this House
were given less space than the presen-
tation to the hon. member for North
York (Mr. Mackenzie). I do not know
whether in the opinion of the Toronto

papers that was the most important thing
which happened yesterday. I had hope
we might get more coverage.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. THOMAS L.

(Premier) : 51st Order.

KENNEDY

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 51st

Order; second reading of Bill No. 85,
"An Act to amend The Legislative

Assembly Act." Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move second reading of Bill No. 85,
"An Act to amend The Legislative

Assembly Act."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : 52nd Order.

THE MINING ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 52nd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 86,
"An Act to amend The Mining Act."
Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Minis-
ter of Mines) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to

move second reading of Bill No. 86,
"An Act to amend The Mining Act."

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, I was going to ask if it

was the intention of the hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) that this bill should go to

the Mining Committee?

MR. FROST: Yes. Mr. Speaker, I

would like to move this bill be sent to

the newly-constituted Mining Commit-
tee, where the various items can be

discussed with the officials of the depart-
ment and others.

Most of the Act relates to certain

administrative changes which are minor,
and provides for the abolition of patents,
which under the old provisions of the

Act, were never used.

There are, however, a couple of

interesting points; one is in relation to

diamond-drill cores. As the hon. mem-
bers know, Mr. Speaker, the provision
of the Act goes back many, many years,
and certain work was required before

patents were issued for mining claims.

Under present-day methods, certain

scientific matters have been incorporated
into that, and one of them is there

should be an allowance for diamond-drill

work. This provision provides that a

standard drill shall be above % of an

inch, and anything under that is what
we call "X-ray drilling," and there

should be an allowance of two feet for

a day's work, on work of that sort;

whereas, there is an allowance of one

foot, for work above that. There is also

the provision to make the employees of

the rescue stations which heretofore have
not been civil servants—to make them
civil servants, and subject to the pro-
visions of that Act, and entitling them
to superannuation and other benefits.

Mr. Speaker, that is about all which
is involved in the Act.

The Act itself may not contain too

many interesting points, and, if the

House agrees, it may be referred to the

Mining Committee and be discussed

there.

Mr. Speaker, may I say that I see
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in the order paper an old friend of

ours "The Sulphur Fumes Bill." I

would be glad to have that referred

to the same committee, if the sponsor
agrees.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : That bill was intro-

duced by the hon. member for Hamil-
ton East (Mr. Dowling), who is not

here today, being confined to his home
with influenza. I am sure he would
be very happy to agree with the sug-

gestion by the hon. Minister of Mines

(Mr. Frost), and I think the Mining
Committee is the place where it should

go, although the bill has a coverage
which extends beyond the mining in-

industry. However, Mr. Speaker, I

think, in the first place, the Mining
Committee would be a good place to

consider it.

MR. FROST: Would you prefer to

turn that over in your mind over the

week-end ?

MR. JOLLIFFE: It depends on
when the Mining Committee will meet.

If the committee is not meeting within

the next few days, if the bill could

be called next week, it could be referred

to the Mining Committee, with the other

bill.

MR. H. A. NIXON (Brant) : Mr.

Speaker, is there the suggestion the bill

should receive second reading before it

goes to the committee?

MR. FROST: That raises a point,
Mr. Speaker. If the bill receives

second reading, it should be on the

understanding that we are not agreeing
with the principle of the bill, but that

it should be discussed from the technical

standpoint in committee.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : 53rd Order.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT FINANCE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 53rd

Order; second reading of bill No. 87,

"An Act to amend the Agricultural

Development Finance Act," Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move second reading of Bill No. 87,
"An Act to amend the Agricultural

Development Finance Act."

MR. H. A. NIXON (Brant): Mr.

Speaker, did the hon. Minister (Mr.
Frost) have it in mind to say anything
further on this bill, than he said the

other day?

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, the

purpose of this bill is to provide greater

certainty
—if I may put it that way.

At the present time, the Act provides
the Provincial Treasurer may appoint
certain officers. We desire to have it

so the appointments may be made under
the Civil Service Act, because if they
are made otherwise, there is a doubt

whether they would be entitled to the

benefits of the Civil Service Act, and
the pensions, and what-not. This is to

regularize the proceedings we have.

MR. NIXON: What about sub-

section 4 of section 1 ?

MR. FROST: I know, if you will

read sub-section 4, it looks to be mis-

leading, but if you will get sub-section

4 of the Act as it is, all that is done
is to strike out the words "the Trea-

surer to appoint such officers," which
leaves it "all expenses chargeable to

the Consolidated Revenue."

MR. NIXON: There is no change
in the handling of the monies, with

respect to the Act?

MR. FROST: No.

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (St.

David) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) if the Sav-

ings Office, when this bill is passed,
will still be limited in the classes of

people to whom it can loan money? I

understand that has been a great handi-

cap in the development of the Provin-

cial bank. When the Act was first

passed, it was limited to the most
undesirable type of loan—
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MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker,
that was the most desirable part.

MR. DENNISON: Mr. Speaker,
that might be true. From the stand-

point of the farmers, it was the most
desirable part, and a very good thing
it was, too. It helped many of the

farmers of the province. But if the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) will

recall, when this bill was passed back
in 1922 or 1923—

AN HON. MEMBER: 1921.

MR. DENNISON: —the govern-
ment wanted to make the Savings Bank
a complete bank, with all the powers
and privileges of any other bank in this

province. The opposition at that time

objected, and the powers were limited

so they were restricted to this one
class of loans. Does that condition still

prevail ?

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, may I

say that the hon. member for St. David

(Mr. Dennison) is so terribly wrong
in what he says, it is hardly believable

he would entertain those ideas.

I think perhaps the question he asked
rises from a very important point. I

think the hon. members of the opposition
are definitely misunderstanding the

powers of the Provincial Government to

loan money and to carry on banking and

things of that sort. The fact of the

matter is, this Legislature
—or this

province
—has no power to operate a

bank in any sense at all. The banking
is reserved, under the constitution, for

the Dominion Government entirely. We
have no right to make loans in the

ordinary sense or conduct banking busi-

ness as such.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Do you think we do
not know that?

MR. FROST : The hon. member for

St. David (Mr. Dennison) mentioned
that.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think you are

misunderstanding the hon. member's

(Mr. Dennison) conclusion.

MR. FROST : No, there is no

power to enlarge this. These branches
are savings branches

; they are not banks
at all. There are no provincial savings
banks as such. They are savings
branches, and we have no constitutional

power to engage in banking or loaning,
in the sense referred to by the hon.

member for St. David (Mr. Dennison).
He said we should do what all banks

are doing in that respect. We have no

power to do that at all.

I would say this to the hon. members,
Mr. Speaker, that we are a Provincial

Government; we have to operate within

the constitution; our revenues must be
derived from direct taxation

;
we have no

control over banks or anything of the

sort, nor over trade, as such, nor over
indirect taxation. Therefore, our powers
are definitely circumscribed by the

powers given to us in the constitution.

Beyond that, we cannot go.

The conception of this Act, in the

first place
—and I think the hon. member

for Brant (Mr Nixon) will agree with
this—is very unsound, from this stand-

point; we get money from depositors,
which is subject to withdrawal without

notice, and the conception that we should

loan it on long-term mortgages, is

unsound. These loans have not been
made for about 15 years. I think my
hon. friend, the member for Brant (Mr.
Nixon), while in the Hepburn Govern-

ment, stopped these loans on the ground
that the provisions were unsound. We
have carried on the Savings Offices—
MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, I do

not want to carry the discussion any
further away from the bill, but I cannot
allow what the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) has said, to pass without
comment.

The generalizations he has made do
not give the whole picture at all. The
hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)

spoke as though the province could not

loan money except for one or two very
restrictive purposes. The fact is, the

province has been loaning money in a

big way, and in many different ways, for

a long time.

The hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) is entitled to disagree with the
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conclusions he may read into the

remarks by the hon. member for St.

David (Mr. Dennison), but let us not

have such generalizations, to lead to the

inference that the Province of Ontario
is not loaning any money.

MR. FROST : I did not say that. I

said we could not engage in banking.
We cannot run a bank.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, I gather from the state-

ment of the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost)
—and he will correct me if

I am wrong—that this government has
not considered asking for any powers
to extend the savings-office operations,
to those of a chartered bank ? I presume
that is the case. But I would like to

remind the House that it is not quite as

cut-and-dried as that, because another

provincial savings bank, in another

province, was offered a charter as a

chartered bank, by the hon. Minister
of Finance of Canada, if they wished to

supply the necessary capital.

MR. NIXON : Mr. Speaker, there are

one or two matters which were raised by
the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) in which he said that the scheme
was unsound in its conception, and he

thought I would agree with him in that.

The fact remains, that over all these

years, since 1921, no government has

ever been embarrassed by the carrying
out of the provisions of the Savings
Office in regard to agricultural loans,

and while it is true that some years ago,
under the government of Mr. Hepburn,
the agricultural loans were stopped, it

was because the Federal Government
came into the same field at that time,

and it was not thought advisable for the

two levels of government to compete
with each other in issuing loans for

identically the same purpose. That was
the only reason we withdrew from loan-

ing at that time.

MR. FROST: That was not the

reason given at that time.

MR. NIXON : Oh yes, it was. The
Federal Government was in the field. I

have wondered some times, during the

past few years, if that could not be

amalgamated, and our loans turned over

to the Federal Government. We express

being in favour of eliminating duplica-

tions, and this is one which could be

eliminated, and in fact, we could elimin-

ate a whole branch of the government
of this province.
As far as loaning money by the

Province of Ontario is concerned; of

course, we are extending that activity

every year. Last year, we went into pro-

viding second mortgages, and so on.

Frankly, I do not agree with the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) in a

great deal of what he said.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I will

appoint my friend, the hon. member for

Brant (Mr. Nixon) as my agent to go
down and put that deal over, if he can.

I would be very glad to delegate that

to him.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Have you tried it?

MR. FROST : No, but I will be very

glad to have my friend (Mr. Nixon)
try it for me.

MR. NIXON : I will be very glad to

do that, when we get back in power
again.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FROST : It will all be paid off

by that time.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

54th Order.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 54th

Order, second reading of Bill No.

88, "An Act to amend The Agricultural

Development Act," Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 88.

MR. H. A. NIXON (Brant) : What
is in this bill, may I ask?

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, what is

in this bill is very much like what is in
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the other one. First of all, it regularizes
the appointment of staff, and brings
them definitely under the provisions of

the Public Service Act. If you notice,
that on reference to sections 1, 2, 3 and

4, you will see they are designed to

remove doubt as to the status of the

persons mentioned, and as to the legality
of the pensions mentioned.

I would like to assure the hon. mem-
ber for Brant (Mr. Nixon) that sub-

section 2 of section 3 has no ulterior

motive whatever. The situation is this :

the Act of his government some years

ago authorized the appointment of a

commission, and under that Act it was

necessary to have an assistant to the

commissioner. Mr. Weston was the

assistant commissioner, but since then

he has gone into assisting in the housing
programme of this government, which
has resulted in the construction of some

5,000 new houses, and which will prob-

ably involve the construction of another

5,000 municipal houses. We need Mr.
Weston's services. This gives us the

power to appoint a man to act as vice-

chairman to Mr. Fraser, and when that

appointment is made it will be of some-

body already on the staff.

MR. L. E. WISMER (Riverdale) :

Mr. Speaker, I realize that discussion

on any one section might be done in

committee, but there is a principle

involved, and I would like to ask
the hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) if, in

section 4:

"If the persons now on the perma-
nent staff of the Commissioner of

Agricultural Loans shall be deemed
to have been validly appointed, and
to be employees within the meaning
of the Public Service Act, 1947."

Does that mean they become retro-

active under this Act?

MR. FROST : That is right.

MR. WISMER: We passed other

legislation, in which long terms of

employment were not recognized retro-

actively, and I hope we will not be doing
it again.

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, most of

the persons appointed in this branch of

the Treasury Department were appointed
in the days of my hon. friend from
Brant (Mr. Nixon). This government
is not engaged in any political hiring
and firing.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FROST: We have taken the

opposite view. We want to have these
civil servants secure all to which they
are entitled, and not be deprived of

their rights, perhaps because there is a

misunderstanding in the wording of an
Act written many years ago.

MR. NIXON: They have always
been regarded as bona fide, and paid
into the superannuation fund, and every-
thing ?

MR. FROST : Yes, and we want to

make sure of that. We are a very care-
ful government.

MR. NIXON : You certainly are.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

55th Order.

NIAGARA PARKS ACT, 1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 55th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 89,
"The Niagara Parks Act, 1949." Mr.
Daley.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minis-
ter of Labour) : Mr. Speaker, before

moving second reading of the Niagara
Parks Act, 1949, I would like to first

compliment the hon. member for Niagara
Falls (Mr. Houck) for having the fore-

sight to have a copy of this "Niagara
Story" placed on the desk of each hon.
member here.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DALEY : It is a real issue, and
it tells a great story about the wonder-
ful heritage which this province has, at

Niagara Falls.

The other day, while the hon. member
for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck) was
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speaking, he made some reference to

the fact that someone—I am not sure

whether he said me or not, but it could

have been me who made the statement—that the mayor of the city of Niagara
Falls should always be a member of the

Niagara Parks Commission.

That was our thought, and the

then mayor of Niagara Falls was

appointed a member of the Niagara
Parks Commission. This year, when
consideration was to be given to the

matter, I looked up the order-in-council

at that time, and I found—shall I say,
to my dismay, that the mayor had not

been appointed to the commission, not

because he was the mayor, but simply
because he was George Inglis, and had
been appointed as such.

MR. E. B. JOIXIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Do you mean that

was just an accident?

MR. WILLIAM L. HOUCK
(Niagara Falls) : Mr. Speaker, may I

correct the statement which has been
made? What I was going by was a

report in the Globe and Mail, and in our
local paper that any following mayor,
after Mr. Inglis, would be appointed
to the commission. I took the stand,
as I was the following mayor, I should
be appointed or have the right to appoint

somebody out of council, because of the

interlocking conditions between the city
of Niagara Falls and the Parks Com-
mission. The report did not come from
the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley), but from the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) himself.

MR. DALEY: Be that as it may,
on examining the commission we found
at that time we had three members
from the City of Niagara Falls.

MR. HOUCK : Not appointed by the

city.

MR. DALEY : No, appointed by the

Lieutenant-Governor. Of course, any
hope of creating that has been removed

by the statement of the hon. member
for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck) that he
would have refused it had it been

offered. There is no use going any
further with that.

MR. HOUCK: The hon. Minister

(Mr. Daley) has the statement all

wrong. I only asked that I be consulted

in making any appointments. I believe

the other day, while I was speaking
on this I used the words, "I would only
be the unwanted guest. It would have

been a shotgun marriage."

MR. DALEY: That is right. The
Lieutenant-Governor makes appoint-
ments. He could not allow the mayor
of some city to make appointments to

a commission. That has nothing to do
with the Niagara Parks Act which we
are taking up at the present time.

I have some factual information here

which I would like to give in regard
to this great Niagara Parkway. I

would like to say at the outset that

the present commission or the commis-
sion before it, are not entitled to even

a small share of the glory of establish-

ing this wonderful enterprise. It was
men in the early days with great vision

who took the necessary steps to protect
this wonderful historical spot, now the

origin of the park. It was organized in

1885 by an Act of the Ontario Legisla-
ture during the regime of Sir Oliver

Mowat, as a result of public clamour
and lengthy petitions to secure for a

public domain the land area around the

Falls. The original property consisted

of approximately 200 acres, and has

since grown to 2,800 acres approxi-

mately, extending from lake to lake, 35

miles. The commissioners are appointed

by the government and serve without

remuneration. The major portion of

the money to finance this park and the

work of the commission comes from the

water rentals of the three hydro plants
and the Canadian Niagara Power

Company plant. The balance of the

revenue is derived from the net profits
from the operation of scenic attractions,

stores and restaurants. At the present

time, that is in normal years, water

rentals amount to $555,000. The net

profit from the above merchandising is

approximately $200,000. The commis-
sion makes a report, annually, to the

Legislature. The number of employees
during the winter is approximately 190

and during the summer approximately
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500. The commission's debt at present
is $2,800,000. In 1933 the debt was
$2,000,000 and in 1943 the debt was

$3,800,000. The plan is to retire

approximately $200,000 each year of

the bonded indebtedness.

This present commission has estab-

lished a "pay-as-you-go" policy in capi-
tal expenditure. Any improvement or

capital expenditure we make, we pay
for. We have established the policy of

amortizing the debt at the rate of

$200,000 a year, if possible. Now, I

will say this, that this policy has brought
about the effect that when we went
to renew the loan for $3,000,000 against
this commission for a great many years

simply being renewed year after year,
we were able to get a rate of interest

which lessened the interest charges by
something in the nature of $20,000 or

$25,000 a year, because of the definite

policy of paying as we go and attempt-

ing to amortize this debt.

I am not blaming anyone for this

huge debt being against the commission
because a great many things were done
which require a great deal of money.
During the 1930's the commission re-

ceived a financial loan by the settle-

ment of the International Railway Com-
pany agreement which this commission
entered into in 1892, for 40 years. This

obligated the commission to take over
the railway in 1932. After arbitration,

the matter went to the Privy Council
and the total cost to the commission,

including interest, was $1,350,000.
The railway was scrapped and the scrap
was sold for approximately $45,000.
There was a huge debt which the com-
mission could not avoid—it was just
there and they had to assume it.

MR. HOUCK : No matter what com-
mission was there.

MR. DALEY: I am pointing that

out. This debt was not caused by reck-

less spending on the part of a former
commission. They did have tremendous

capital expenses, but if you look at this

lovely park you will see that it was
worth while to have added to the debt.

During the 1930's several items of

capital construction were proceeded

with. The Oakes Garden Theatre was
constructed on the site of the old Clifton

Hotel. The Rainbow Gardens, which
were completed in 1941, were con-
structed adjoining the Rainbow Bridge.
The two old forts, Fort Erie and Fort

George, were restored and a new
restaurant was built in Queenston Park.
All of these added immensely to the

park system as attractions for the

public.

MR. HOUCK : You made a lady out
of "Lizzie."

MR. DALEY: What was that?

MR. HOUCK: You made a lady out
of "Lizzie."

MR. DALEY: I do not get the sig-
nificance of your remark but, at this

time, I would like to say a word on
behalf of a former chairman of the

Niagara Parks Commission, a man
many hon. members in this House knew
very well, the late "Tom" McQuesten.
I supose it is already in the record, but
I think it should be in again that the

energy, farsightedness, vision and work
which "Tom" McQuesten put into the

Niagara Parkway system was an out-

standing work and will stand as a
memorial to that great man. I think he

certainly did a grand job in that area.

The present commission constructed
new greenhouses which were badly
needed and, I might say, on one Sunday
2,700 people passed through the green-
houses to view the wonderful display of
flowers. The greenhouses, of course,
have a definite value in that they pro-
vide the whole park system with the

necessary plants during the summer
time. We constructed the new Princess

Elizabeth building in Queen Victoria

Park and also enlarged the Queenston
restaurant in Queenston Park.

Directly after the war, because of
the fact that the scenic tunnels under
the falls had not been used for a number
of years because of restrictions, these

tunnels were found to be in very bad

shape, and we spent approximately
$70,000 in repairing them. They are

a great asset and add immensely to the

income of the commission. We have
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had to change the face of the Refectory I think it is interesting to know that

building because of rot which had set eight-twelfths of the cost is borne by
in and something had to be done. We Niagara Falls, N.Y., because they
are making that more attractive as a recognize it as a great drawing card,

dining area. AN HQN MEMBER: Q f the
Another major item which the com- wj10 ie cost p

mission is proceeding with at the

present time is a golf course at Niagara MR. DALEY : Of the illumination,

Glen. We had some 150 or 160 acres yes. Eight-twelfths of the cost is borne

there we had to maintain. We had to by the City of Niagara Falls, N.Y.
;

keep the grass cut and keep it in good one-twelfth by the City of Niagara Falls,

shape. We decided it might be well Ontario, and three-twelfths by the

to make a golf course of that particular Niagara Parks Commission. The Hydro-
area. It would be another added attrac- Electric Power Commission for Ontario

tion for people and would possibly be provides the electric current gratis,

an incentive for tourists to stay a day That is where the money comes from

or two instead of seeing the Falls and to illuminate the Falls and it runs into

moving on. Golf is becoming ever- quite an amount. Recently we had to

increasingly popular and almost every replace 14 of these huge glass reflectors

tourist has a set of golf clubs in his and they cost $500 apiece. With the

car. terrific heat there they do deteriorate,

_ T _, TT _ ATT.r _. T ,_ - T and they do cost quite a bit of moneyMR. H C. NIXON (Brant) : Is
but w(/think it is well worth while .

there a club or do you collect fees r „,, . . . « .,' This commission, and other commis-
MR. DALEY: We have not set out sions, have felt it was their duty to

a definite policy but we will probably restore some of these historical locations

operate it on a pay-as-you-play basis. along the Niagara frontier, and maintain
___ TT^TT _,__ T _ .„ , them. When we talk about millions of
MR. HOUCK: You will not make

?eople coming there we do mean ^a club oi it.
lions. During the summer months it is

MR. DALEY: No, and we will not unbelievable the number of people who

get into competition with other golf go to Niagara Falls. On some nights you
courses. We simply want to have it cannot get a car into that whole park-

available, and I do not think it will cost way. When we say "millions" that is

us much more to maintain it than it really what it is.

did before. The commission operates a school for

Then, of course, I should mention apprentice gardeners which was estab-

the illumination of the Falls, which is "shed some years ago, in 1935.

also a great asset. This is handled by MR H0UCK: By Mr. McQuesten?
an international board of four members. J ~

These members are the City of Niagara MR. DALEY : Yes, by Mr. Mc-
Falls, N.Y., the City of Niagara Falls, Questen. I think the intention was to

Ontario; the Niagara Parks Commis- develop gardeners for employment in

sion; the Hydro Electric Power Com- the Parks System but it has certainly
mission of Ontario. The City of grown. I do not know what the policy

Niagara Falls, N.Y., has six repre- was before but I think it was the same
sentatives ; the City of Niagara Falls, as we have now. There are no restric-

Ontario, has two members
;
the Niagara tions. When these people complete their

Parks Commission, two members; the courses they go where they like and you
Hydro Electric Power Commission, one would be surprised at the number of

member. The Board maintains and boys who have graduated from that

operates the 24 searchlights which illu- school, who have found excellent posi-
minate the American and Horseshoe tions all over the United States and

Falls, the battery of lights being located Canada, in landscape and gardener work,

on the Canadian side. I think the commission, while not
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obligated to operate such a school, is

making a contribution to that type of

work in this province, in giving a num-
ber of young men an opportunity to

make their livelihood.

Now, this Act simply does two or

three things. It amalgamates a number
of Acts which control the activities of

the commission and put into clearer form
the principles of the general scheme.
The duties of the commission are

brought up to date in the light of many
years experience in this work and set

out in detail the powers which have
been exercised by the commission over

the past years.

The power of the commission to act

on Water Rights in the Niagara River
have been established and the new Act

promotes the regulation of the new
agreement.

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading
of the bill.

MR. J. L. EASTON (Wentworth) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to speak to

subsection 2, "Composition of the

Commission." I am firmly of the

opinion that there should be something
in the bill which would ensure that the

City Council of Niagara Falls, Ontario,
would be represented on this commis-
sion. I believe that a member of the

city council, acting on this commission,
could act in closer liaison with the

activities of the commission and the

council and report what actually was
done by the commission on various

matters. It would be of great help to

the council and citizens of Niagara Falls,
Ontario. I would like to see this Act
amended to contain such a clause,

regarding the council of Niagara Falls

having a representative on this Niagara
Falls Commission.

MR. HOUCK: Mr. Speaker, as the

member for Niagara Falls I certainly
want to compliment the Parks Commis-
sion. I compliment any parks commis-
sion which has been in operation since

the founding of the Niagara Falls Park.
No matter what commission has been
in power it has done very well and was
a credit, not only to the City of Niagara
Falls, but to the province as a whole. I

am not boasting when I say our commis-
sion is doing a very fine job and I think
the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley) will agree
with me. I, too, want to pay my respects
to the late Mr. McQuesten and I know
the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley) will agree with me that he was
a man of great vision, and he could see

the whole picture before other members
of the commission. He did a very fine

piece of work.

In regard to the gardeners school

which is operating there, I think it is

one of the most splendid schools in

Ontario. It has gone ahead by leaps and
bounds and young men graduating from
the school are getting good positions,
not only in Canada but in the United
States. It is also intended to have an

exchange system with gardeners from

foreign countries.

In regard to the illumination of the

Falls, I think that is one of the best

advertisements we have for Niagara
Falls. Our Chamber of Commerce and
all the hotels frequently are asked at

what hours the lights will be on at the

Falls. It is a big advertising medium
for our city.

I hand to you, Mr. Minister, this

bit of criticism, though, in regard to the

Princess Elizabeth building. It has come
to me from a number of tourists, who
say when they stand on the platform and

up in the Oakes Gardens Theatre, the

Princess Elizabeth building blocks their

view of the Falls. I am not surprised if

you have not thought of that. I myself
did not when you were starting work
there, but I have had plenty of com-

plaints about the view of the Falls being
blocked because of the Princess Eliza-

beth building at that point.
I agree with the hon. Minister (Mr.

Daley) about the golf course. Welcom-
ing, as I do, Mr. Speaker, many thou-

sands to the Falls, as the hon. Minister

said, they all have their golf clubs with
them and have to go some 10 or 15 miles

from the Falls to reach a course. I

think when it is finished, this will be
one of the finest courses in the Niagara
district.

I am glad this bill comes before the

House. It is very necessary. I will
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have something to say as we go over it

in committee. I do not know whether
or not it is the intention to run boats

other than the Maid of the Mist. I

notice there is something about boats,

something about buses and swimming
pools. I will go along with you on

swimming pools, if you are going to do

that, for that is something which is very
necessary.

The hon. Minister (Mr. Speaker) re-

ferred to the booklet which I distributed

yesterday. I wanted hon. members of

this House to realize, as I realize, what
a great place Niagara Falls is. I did

not want them to think I was unduly
boasting, although some hon. members
did accuse me of more or less running a

matrimonial agency here the other day,
which was far from my mind. We have
had the honour of entertaining most

honeymoon people in the country, and it

is a doubtful honour that we have a lot

of them come back later and commit
suicide. I am not promoting that, how-
ever.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. HOUCK : I do want to say this,

Mr. Speaker, and perhaps it is in a

boasting mood. You, Mr. Speaker,
were abroad last summer and I think

the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr.
MacLeod) was across the water, and
I am sure if you, sir, met any little

''kiddy" and told him you were from

Walkerville, or you, sir, that you were
from Toronto, the "kiddy" would say:
"How far is that from Niagara Falls?"

in order to get his bearings, so you can

see how well known we are abroad.

I want to congratulate the hon. Min-
ister (Mr. Daley) on this bill. I think

it is very necessary.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: Order No. 56.

HOSPITALS AID ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 56th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 90,
"An Act to amend The Hospitals Aid

Act, 1948," Mr. Kelley.

HON. R. T. KELLEY (Minister of

Health) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move
second reading of Bill No. 90, "An Act
to amend The Hospitals Aid Act, 1948."

MR. W. DENNISON (St. David) :

Mr. Speaker, would the hon. minister

(Mr. Kelley) explain just how much
more aid this bill will give the hospitals
in question?

MR. KELLEY: What is the ques-
tion?

MR. DENNISON : How much more
assistance will this bill give the hospitals
in question?

MR. KELLEY: This is for the
sanitaria. You see, last year we took
care of the entire deficit of the sanitaria,

somewhere about $1,100,000, and at the

present time are undertaking to build

400 additional beds in the sanitaria. At
the present time, the only way the

money can be paid out is to hospitals.
Now we will be able to pay it to sani-

taria under the new provisions, and if

they have deficits again, to give them
some of the money as well.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I regret very, very much
indeed this bill does not go far enough.
I think in a province such as Ontario
there is no reason why we should not

assume full responsibility for the hos-

pitalization and the medical care of

every consumptive patient in the

province. There are four provinces, I

believe, in the Dominion of Canada,
which have already assumed this

responsibility.

MR. W. DENNISON : (St. David) :

Hear, hear.

MR. TEMPLE: The province of
Saskatchewan for some years now has

cared for all tuberculosis patients, and
as a result of the care that province
gives to the people within that

province
—

MISS MacPHAIL: Hear, hear.

MR. TEMPLE:—it has the lowest

mortality rate for tuberculosis of any
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province in Canada, and I believe, for

any part of North America.

MR. KELLEY: Mr.
'

Speaker, may
I point out that is not correct. Ontario
has the lowest death rate of any
province in Canada.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: Mr. Speaker, I

have not the figures at my disposal at

the moment, but I have seen them. It

may be I am wrong—
HON. LESLIE M. FROST:

(Provincial Treasurer) : Hear, hear.

MR. TEMPLE: I will try to look

them up and bring them to the House
later, if I can get them.

To resume my argument, the Health

League published statistics showing the

annual mortality from tuberculosis in

Canada is more than 5,000 a year. The

figure is being reduced because of care

and because of the preventive measures
which are being taken. Assuming
Ontario has its share of the more than

5,000 who annually die of tuberculosis

in Canada, I presume there are more
than 2,000 in this province who annually
die because of lack of care from this

disease. We do know, if proper
measures are taken we can cure it, that

we can prolong or save the lives of

large numbers of people annually.

Mr. Speaker, I read in the press last

night that the hon. Provincial Treasurer
is going to announce a surplus of

$27,000,000 this year in Ontario.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Well done.

MR. FROST: Hear, hear.

MR. TEMPLE: Well, it is at the

expense, perhaps, of some people who
are suffering from this disease.

I see no reason why we should not

measure up to the fact and care for

those who are suffering from tuber-

culosis in Ontario.

AN HON. MEMBER: What paper
was that? >•

MR. TEMPLE : Personally, I do not
think there is one hon. member in this

House who would not support the hon.

Minister (Mr. Kelley) if he were to

bring in a Bill to assume complete
responsibility for all those who are

suffering from what we know to be a

very lingering disease and one which
bears upon the relatives of those who
contract it.

My criticism is that it does not go
nearly far enough. I understand that

96 per cent, of the people in Ontario
do receive treatment, but perhaps the

hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley) could tell

us if a good percentage of that free

treatment is raised through voluntary
fund -

raising projects, rather than

through a state measure or through
contributions from the provincial
revenues. It seems to me we could

eliminate a great deal of energy and
effort in collecting money, and then

again we only collect it from the

generous and kind - hearted. Often
those who could contribute do not;

they evade their responsibility, and by
working out a compulsory provincial

measure, we could ensure that every

person paid his share, and we, as Legis-
lators, I believe would be carrying out

the wishes of the people of the province.

I hope the hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley)
can find some way to completely cover

the cost of all tuberculosis victims in the

province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, I assume one of the rea-

sons this bill, extending aid to sanitaria,

is before us, because of the very sub-

stantial aid the province is now receiv-

ing from the Dominion in the form of a

$10,000,000 health grant which, of

course, makes it possible for you to do

things for hospitals which you did not

provide for in the estimates of last year.

MR. FROST: Quite wrong.

MR. MacLEOD: Well, the hon.

Minister (Mr. Kelley) will tell me if I

am wrong. Of course, I am not like

them, I can sometimes be wrong.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : However, it seems
to me the $10,000,000 you are receiving
from the Dominion Government for hos-

pitals ought to make it possible to com-

pletely eliminate the 20 per cent, amuse-
ment tax which you imposed last year,
and to use the money you are now saving

through Federal grants to achieve the

purpose.

MR. FROST : We do not save any
money, though. We do not save any
money.

MR. MacLEOD: I would like to

have an explanation. Maybe the hon.

Minister would give it to us now.

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, in

connection with the Dominion grant,
it is $9,600,000, and it does not enter

into this bill at all. They are giving
so much for the building of sanitaria

beds. They are giving $1,500, we are

giving $2,500. They are undoubtedly
enabling us to extend other services in

connection with our work, but in so far

as this is concerned, it does not affect it

at all.

In answer to the other question that

we do not go far enough, I would say
there are always some people in the

country who prefer to pay for themselves

or for their relatives. Your figure was
96 per cent. Ours is not quite as high
as that, but we are paying between 90
and 95 per cent, of the total cost today.
I think there are always some people who
will pay their own expenses, and those

of their family or friends.

In connection with the raising of this

other money, as one who has been inter-

ested in the welfare of my fellow man
practically all my life, I think there is

no way in which you can get greater

joy than in doing something for a person
less fortunate than you are yourself. The
men—and I say they are worthy of our

highest praise
—who are on the boards

of directors of the various sanitaria, are

giving of their time and energy and
some of them who are quite wealthy are

giving quite liberally of their money. In

fact last year some of them came to see

the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) and myself on one occasion.

Three of them who were here were on a

note for $95,000 to a bank in connection

with their sanitarium. We said that

was not right, that we would pay it im-

mediately, and gave them $1,100,000 to

pay their overdraft.

Again I say I think it would be a

mistake to take away from the many
fine citizens of this country, an oppor-

tunity of doing something for those less

fortunate than themselves. There is not
a great deal of money raised in that

way. This will enable us, maybe, to go
the full way.

There is one thing I would like to

correct. I do not know whether or not

the hon. member's (Mr. Temple)
statement was the 2,000 who died in the

province died because they were not

well enough looked after. There may
have been some, I would not say there

would not be any. We have a waiting
list, it is true, and we should have a few
more beds now. We are building 125

beds at Ottawa, we have just supplied
75 new beds at Kingston, we are build-

ing 75 new beds at Fort William, which
are just about ready for occupancy, and
we are also building 125 sanitarium

beds at Sudbury. With these, we will be
able to take care of all the cases of

which we know at the present time. I

feel we are doing a good job in this

connection, and I feel quite certain unless

my director of this department is wrong,
you will find Ontario for a number of

years has had the lowest percentage
death rate from tuberculosis of any one
of the nine provinces.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. G. B. ELLIS (Essex North) :.

Mr. Speaker, might I ask the hon.
Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley) a ques-
tion about hospital aid? I believe under
the amendment last year, cities with

populations of 200,000 or more are given
grants up to 30 per cent, of the total

deficits of those hospitals. I wonder if

the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
Kelley) would mind telling us whether
or not it is the intention of his depart-
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ment to extend grants on deficits to

other cities, such as Windsor ? We have
not got 200,000 population, but at least

we have a $40,000 hospital deficit. I am
wondering whether or not this legislation

is going to be made applicable to all

cities who are paying off deficits on their

hospitals ?

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, that

question has nothing to do with this

bill, but I will be glad to answer it, also

the question asked yesterday by the hon.

member for Waterloo North (Mr.
Brown). I will be glad to tell the hon.

members exactly the figures regarding
the matter.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 57th Order.

SANITORIA FOR CONSUMP-
TIVES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 57th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 91,
"An Act to amend The Sanitoria for

Consumptives Act, 1947." Mr. Kelley.

HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY
(Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move second reading of Bill No.

91, "An Act to amend The Sanitoria

for Consumptives Act, 1947."

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the hon. minis-

ter would explain just exactly what is

involved in section (b), on the first page.

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, often

a patient will not be entirely cured and
will be sent out to friends or relatives

or possibly go out boarding. In that

case we want to be permitted to pay for

his care. Also, we are now providing
in most cases for their transportation
from the sanitarium to where they are

living. This enables us to do this.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, has the hon. minister (Mr.
Kelley) any idea how much money he
is going to have available for this pur-
pose, based upon the amount of money
collected from the 20 per cent, amuse-
ment tax during the last year?

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Pro-
vincial Treasurer) : That is right.

MR. KELLEY: May I say, Mr.

Speaker, that will come in our estimates.

When the budget is brought down, the

hon. member (Mr. MacLeod) will be
able to tell.

MR. FROST : We will give you full

particulars.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant): Do
you not think, Mr. Minister (Mr.
Kelley) money from the amusement tax

might as well go into the Consolidated

Revenue Fund, and then we vote out

sufficient money to look after hospital

requirements, and not be doing it in

this manner?

MR. FROST: Would you advocate
that?

MR. NIXON : Yes. Why should we
limit our aid to hospitals to what we
happen to get from amusement tax?

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Reform Institutions) : You
wanted only 10 per cent, last year instead

of 20.

MR. KELLEY : Mr. Speaker, what-
ever we have paid out in the last years
is now going entirely into hospital aid,

in addition to the money we are taking
in from amusement tax.

MR. J. G. BROWN (Waterloo
North) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the hon. minister (Mr. Kelley)
about the provision of sub-section "b"
with respect to the post-sanitarium care

of any former patient. Would that

relieve the municipalities of the expendi-
tures which are now amounting to quite
a large obligation.

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, the

answer is no, it would not relieve them

entirely of their share.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I am not

going to oppose second reading of the

bill, in fact I do not expect to oppose it

at any stage.

However, I would make this sugges-
tion, that it is dubious whether the
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House should give second reading to a
bill of this kind before we get the

budget. This is a bill which involves

the finances of the province, the financ-

ing arranged for under the Hospitals
Aid Act of last year. It seems to me to

be questionable whether the House
should make what amounts to an irre-

vocable decision on a matter of that

kind before it has any information about
the operations under the first year of

the Act which was passed at the 1948
session and before the House has any
idea what the provincial finances are,

in spite of the informed forecast which
seems to be appearing in The Telegram
and perhaps in some other papers.

I am not the first who has raised this

point. I am not opposing the bill, but
I do say any parliament or any legisla-
ture which passes legislation creating
new means of raising money, in effect,

and new means of spending money,
before they have even had a look at the

budget, is probably acting prematurely.
I do not think it is sound parliamentary
procedure.

MR. TEMPLE : Mr. Speaker—

MR. SPEAKER: I think the hon.
member (Mr. Temple) spoke already
on this subject.

MR. TEMPLE: I asked a question.
I do not think I spoke.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 58th Order.

PRIVATE SANITARIA ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 58th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 92,
"An Act to amend The Private Sani-

taria Act," Mr. Kelley.

HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY
(Minister of Health): Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move second reading of Bill No.

92, "An Act to amend The Private

Sanitaria Act."

Motion agreed to
; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY 59th Order.

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 59th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 93,
"An Act to amend the Psychiatric Hos-

pitals Act." Mr. Kelley.

HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY
(Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move second reading of Bill No.

93, "An Act to amend The Psychiatric

Hospitals Act."

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St.

Andrew) : I think an explanation would

help.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Yes, I was going to

suggest we hear more about it.

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, at the

present time any magistrate in any court

in the province can commit a person to

the psychiatric hospital in Toronto.

MR. JOLLIFFE: In Toronto?

MR. KELLEY: Yes, In Toronto.
In view of the fact the city of Toronto

paid a good deal of the cost of building
this hospital, although it is true the

government pay the cost of operating
it, it is felt advisable, having regard
to that fact, and also that we are always
overcrowded, to have other patients

permitted to come to this hospital from
the township of York, and that patients

needing advice or counsel by a psychia-
trist in any other parts of the province
would then be sent to our nearest

mental hospital in the province, of

which we have 14.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker,
just to follow up: was it not the practice
until now that before a person could be
committed by a magistrate, opinions of

medical authorities would have to be
obtained beforehand? Will that con-

tinue to be the case? In other words,
will it be necessary to have one or more
doctors, plus a member of the family,

sign the necessary documents before a

person can be committed? If my
memory is right, although I may be

wrong, I believe it required two doctors

to sign a certificate before commitment
could take place.
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MR. KELLEY: That is correct, and
those conditions will still exist.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to

address a question to the hon. Minister

(Mr. Kelley) in regard to the question
of psychiatric hospitals. I would like

to ask the minister if it is not correct

that we have not the accommodation in

these other mental institutions in the

province? I would like to know if I

am not correct in thinking that people
who might otherwise have their cases

diagnosed and treatment prescribed if

they were able to have the advantage of

a properly-equipped hospital, properly
staffed with qualified psychiatric

specialists will not have that advantage
in parts outside? It seems to me we

may be working a considerable hard-

ship and depriving people of advantages
which can be gained at a central point
such as the psychiatric hospital here in

Toronto.

It is my understanding, and I would
like to be corrected, if I am wrong, that

the province actually has only ten beds

for special psychiatric treatment in all

our mental hospitals. That is my infor-

mation.

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, in

connection with psychiatrists; each of

the superintendents in the 14 hospitals
is a psychiatrist, and in some of the

others we have as many as three. In

addition, these psychiatrists not only
deal with the patients but hold mental

clinics in that area. If there was a

patient taken into Whitby and examined
there by psychiatrists, and it was felt

we would like to have Dr. Stokes or one
of our other men of the psychiatric

hospital here give him further examina-

tion, we would certainly arrange to have
that done. There will be nothing done,

certainly as long as I am here, to keep

any person from getting the very best

care and treatment, and examination by
the best man we have.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (Bellwoods) :

Mr. Speaker, I have the same doubts

in my mind as those expressed by the

hon. member for York West (Mr.

Millard). I have always been under
the impression the Toronto Psychiatric

Hospital was an institution which admit-
ted patients for observation and that

after they had spent a certain amount
of time there and had been observed

by the psychiatrists, a decision would
then be made as to what institution

they should be sent.

In view of that fact, I certainly do
not regard this legislation as a step

forward, particularly in the light of the

reasons advanced by the hon. Minister

of Health (Mr. Kelley) for introducing
it. He says the city of Toronto has

contributed the larger share of the

money required to build the psychiatric

hospital, and for that reason Toronto's

citizens should have priority.

If this psychiatric hospital is

equipped to do things which other

mental hospitals are not capable of

doing, I should think the way out of

the difficulty would be for the province
of Ontario to take over that psychiatric

hospital and make it a centre for all

mental patients who require observation

throughout the province of Ontario.

Frankly, from what I have seen of the

institution at 999 Queen Street, I would
not want to have anybody committed
there for observation, because I do not

think it is a proper place to send people
for that purpose.

I have been in the Psychiatric Hos-

pital here, and it looks to me to be the

kind of place where people could be

brought who were suffering from mild

mental disorders and perhaps receive

some preliminary treatment, and if they

required more extensive treatment, they
could be sent to London, or some other

place.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that

under this bill many people are being

penalized, who live in Northern

Ontario, Northwestern Ontario, and
other parts of this province, where psy-
chiatric institutions do not exist.

The hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
Kelley) says the superintendents of all

mental hospitals in the Province of

Ontario are psychiatrists. I am "from
Missouri" on that particular question,
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because I think, first, you must deter-

mine, what constitutes a "psychiatrist."
Does a man become a psychiatrist,

simply because he says he is one, or has

the Department of Health in the

Province of Ontario laid down standards

by which the competence of people to

practise psychiatry is determined? I do
not think some of the superintendents of

some of these mental hospitals are quali-
fied psychiatrists at all. Those over in

the hospital in Queen's Park, are, as far

as I know, quite qualified to practise

psychiatry, having met the necessary
academic standards, and so on, and so

forth.

I do not think you are serving any
good purpose by passing a bill of this

kind. I think it will only increase the

difficulties, rather than lessen them.

MR. KELLEY: Mr. Speaker, it is

not my intention to carry on the debate

any further, but just to say
—I am not a

doctor—that I know that every man who
is on our staff as a psychiatrist, is

fully-qualified in a professional way as a

psychiatrist
—

MR. MacLEOD : By what stand-

ards? Standards laid down by whom?

MR. KELLEY : By all medical stand-

ards. Mr. Speaker, before I sit down
I would like to answer this one other

question by saying that in the Province
of Ontario we have the lowest death

rate of any of the nine provinces, and,
Mr. Speaker, may I also say that every
bed in every mental hospital is a place
where a person can be examined by a

psychiatrist, in fact, our doctors say they
are "psychiatric beds," with the excep-
tion of Cobourg and Orillia, where we
send the girls and the children.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I think

the House should have much fuller in-

formation about this matter than it has,
before this bill is given second reading.
If we do not get it, we will certainly
insist on it in the committee stage.

It is all very well to say people at-

tached to all the hospitals as psychiatrists
are qualified, and it is all very well to

say there are beds where they can get

treatment. That is not the point. What
the hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley) should
tell this House is, what are the facilities

for diagnosis at the Toronto hospital and
the other hospitals, because they are not

the same. I will not go into details about
that now, but the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kelley) must know that is correct. They
have not the same facilities for diagnoses.
The hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley)

should also tell us what the facilities are

for treatment. Also what are the

different types of facilities for the

treatment of mental ailments at the

Toronto hospital, and again at the other

hospitals, because there are different

types of facilities. We should also

know what the actual qualifications of
the personnel are. It is all very well

to say they are "fully qualified;" I

think we are entitled to more informa-
tion than that, and we are asking for it.

I think, too, we are entitled to more
information about the number of people
who have been committed, so we will

know just where the overcrowding is,

and certainly we should be very, very
cautious about adopting a measure
which may mean that people in one part
of the province will have advantages,
which are not accorded to people in an-
other part, and that the magistrates may
be deprived of a discretion which they
should enjoy.

^MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (York
East) : Mr. Speaker, I think the super-
intendents of the mental hospitals do
the very best they can, but I think these

hospitals are very badly overcrowded^
and I do not think they have enough
trained personnel. Sometimes I wonder
if we should call them "mental hos-

pitals," or, if we do, if it is not just out
of courtesy. They are not hospitals in

the accepted sense.

I happened to have a personal friend,
a very young person, who Was at.

Mimico. She was receiving the shock
treatment—not the electric shock treat-

ment
;

this was insulin. There were

many people waiting to have that shock

treatment, but there were only eight
could be treated at a time. The treat-

ment requires several weeks, and only
eight could be given it. If this proves
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to be a good treatment, and the psychia-
trists approve of it, why in the world
can there not be more than eight beds
available ?

I have visited several of these mental

hospitals, and it is a far cry from them
to all that the psychiatrists know, and
all that has been discovered. It is a

heart-rending business to go into them.
I know you cannot cure them all at

once; in fact, some of them cannot be
cured at all, but if they get the treat-

ment that science and psychiatry know
about, and real hospitals are provided,
they would not be as full of uncured

patients as is the fact today.

Some of these people at 999 Queen
Street West have practically lived there

for a lifetime. They have no home,
they have no people; they have been
there for long periods of time. If you
ask any good psychiatrist, they will all

advocate treatment early in a mental

upset, or whatever the mental disturb-

ance is, and they will tell you that is the

most important thing. If a patient has
had a mental condition over a long
period, then it is much harder to cure.

I think we are only beginning to

apply the best knowledge available to

the patients.

I am very much opposed to this bill.

I think the Province of Ontario should
take this hospital over from the city of

Toronto, and then it will no longer be
available only for Toronto and the York

township. I do not see why people
who have mental illnesses in Toronto and
the York township should have a better

chance of getting well than people who
live in any other part of the province.

I admit that probably the Psychiatric

Hospital is badly overcrowded, but I

have known several people who were
there, who were never sent on to an-
other mental institution. After some
three or four weeks, or possibly six

weeks, they were able to return home,
and never did have to go to another
mental hospital.

I just heard the hon. member for

West York (Mr. Millard) say some-

thing which is very true, that there is a

stigma in being sent to the other hos-

pitals, which the Psychiatric Hospital
does not bear.

To me, Mr. Speaker, it is very sur-

prising there are so many young people
who become mentally upset. I have
known of two or three cases personally.

They were sent to the Psychiatric Hos-

pital, but never were sent to any other

mental, hospital in another part of the

province. I would not like to see people
at 16 or 17 or 18 years of age, who
were curable remain there, or be sent

to other institutions, where after being
treated for a comparatively short time,
the doctors have decided they are well

enough to go home. Probably contacts

were made at the home, and some
things were done which were not done
before. In the cases I happen to know
they never had any return of the mental

confusion, or neurosis or mental illness,

or whatever it was.

I think we should enlarge the Psychia-
tric Hospital, and have it available to

people from all parts of the province,
because many of the patients who go
there are cured at that hospital. Some
of them are not, of course. Some are

sent on for a couple of years to Brock-
ville or Whitby—those are the two
about which I happen to know some-

thing. It is felt if they are going to be
under treatment of long duration they
could not keep them at the Psychiatric

Hospital.

I suggest earnestly that the taking
away of the Psychiatric Hospital from
the provincial hospitals and giving it to

Toronto and the Yorks is an unsound

principle. I would rather see the pro-
vince reimburse the city for the expen-
diture they made in building the hos-

pital, and then their province will own
it.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (High Park) :

Mr. Speaker, I would like to place on
record my protest against the tragic

overcrowding of 999 Queen Street

West. I went through the hospital a
week or two ago, and the beds in that

hospital are so close together, that you
cannot walk between them.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
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(Attorney-General) : How did you get
out?

MR. TEMPLE: The beds are in the

dormitories. I could not get in to walk
between them, but I looked in and saw
the condition.

I want to say that I believe the staff

of the hospital is doing its very best, and

everything they humanly can do, with
the lack of equipment and a lack of

sufficient personnel. I was impressed
by their very active desire to do every-

thing they could with the materials with

which they had to work.

The problem seems to be that many
of our old people are suffering mental

deterioration, and there are no facilities

to take care of them, so they send them
to 999 Queen Street West, where they

simply go to die.

In the dormitories the beds are turned
over in the daytime and the patients go
out and sit on a bare board chair, or a

bench in the hall—a dark, dreary hall—
of this hospital, and they sit—and that

is all they do. Then they go back into

this over-crowded dormitory to sleep at

night. Mr. Speaker, if a person was not

crazy when he went in that institution,

after 48 hours in that atmosphere, I will

guarantee he will be crazy, and there

will be no hope of any recovery. There
is very little that is done for, them. They
are put in there simply because their

relatives cannot take care of them, and
it is a place where they can be put out

of the way, and they are put to bed, and
remain there until carried out by the

undertaker.

I think it is simply disgraceful to

have conditions of this kind, and I hope
the hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley) will do

something about increasing facilities to

take care of mental cases in this province.
I think we should really hang our heads
in shame when we think of the conditions

in that institution. I have not been in

the others, but if conditions in them are

similar to those I have seen at 999, then
we should not be sitting comfortably in

our chairs here today.

MR. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

Would the hon. Leader of the Opposi-
tion (Mr. Jolliffe) consent to the bill

going to committee, if we provide him
with the information he requires?

MR. JOLLIFFE : Yes, Mr. Premier,
if we can get this information. We
should have this information before the
bill goes into committee, but if the hon.
Minister (Mr. Kennedy) undertakes we
will get the information in committee I

will not oppose it.

MR. H. A. NIXON (Brant) : Mr.

Speaker, there is a very important
principle at stake in this bill, which we
are supposed to approve or disapprove
on second reading.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. NIXON: Everyone who has

spoken on this bill, with the exception
of the hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley) has
been a resident of Toronto or of the

Yorks, and as one who comes from a
distant constituency, I want to add my
protests to those already made.

The hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley)
said quite properly the city did, in the
initial stage, put up the money which
built the hospital. That may be true,
but whether or not that should give a

monopoly to the city on this hospital for
all time, is something I cannot agree
with. The hospital was supposed tn be
the last word in providing all facilities

for psychiatric treatment and the staff

and equipment were selected with great
care for that purpose. Supposing To-
ronto did put up the money to build
the hospital, did the adjoining Yorks
put up any of the funds? If not, why
should they be selected as one of the

preferred townships?

MR. KENNEDY: We will post-
pone second reading of the bill.

Bill No. 93 stands.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

60th Order.

THE MILLS LICENCING ACT,
1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 60th

Order, second reading of Bill No.
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94, "The Mills Licencing Act, 1949,"
Mr. Scott.

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of

Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 94,

"The Mills Licencing Act, 1949."

Motion approved; second reading of

the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

61st Order.

THE TERRITORIAL DIVISION
ACT, 1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 61st

Order, second reading of Bill No. 95,

"The Territorial Division Act, 1949,"
Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move second reading of Bill No.

95, "The Territorial Divisions Act,
1949."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

62nd Order.

THE JUVENILE AND FAMILY
COURTS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : 62nd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 96,
"An Act to amend the Juvenile and

Family Courts Act," Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 96.

"An Act to amend the Juvenile and

Family Courts Act."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

63rd Order.

CERTAIN CONTRACTS IMPOS-
SIBLE OF PERFORMANCE OR
OTHERWISE FRUSTRATED

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 63rd

Order, second reading of Bill No. 97,

"An Act respecting certain contracts

that have become impossible of per-
formance or have been otherwise frus-

trated," Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 97, as

described on the order paper.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of

the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I

wonder if the hon. Attorney-General
(Mr. Blackwell) would indicate, if he

can, how far the other provinces have

gone in connection with this matter?
I believe the bill is introduced following
a uniformity conference, looking to-

ward a uniform law. Have the other

provinces taken any steps to the same
effect as this bill?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
the answer is "Yes." I cannot speak
for the other Legislatures or say what

they will do about it, and I do not want
to repeat what I said on introduction of

the bill. I do not think the hon. Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) would
wish me to do so.

But this bill, I might say again to the

House, arose from the uniformity con-

ference, to meet and cure practical pro-
blems which had arisen, and is moulded
on the principles of a bill introduced

and passed by Parliament in April, fol-

lowing what was supposed to be a well-

settled principle of law.

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY : 64th Order.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 64th

Order. Second reading of Bill No. 98,

"An Act to amend The Professional

Engineers Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I beg to move second reading of Bill

No. 98, "An Act to amend The Profes-

sional Engineers Act."

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. An-
drew) : Mr. Speaker, we usually allow

these things to go through assuming
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that the professional associations spon-

soring these bills, or at least arguing
them, are doing the right thing, but with

the experience lately in the legal frater-

nity and the interest which people have
evinced in what is going on around

Osgoode Hall, I think this House
should look over these bills a little more

carefully.

Now, here is Section 2 of the bill

which will give the association absolute

power to refuse to reinstate a member
who is in arrears in his dues even

though he be willing to pay up. It

seems to be an awful authority to place
in the hands of an association. I have
not been asked by anybody to fight this

battle, but it does seem we are giving an

association a legal right which is very
far reaching. If a member is in arrears,

even if he wants to pay his dues, the

association will have the right to refuse

him and put him outside the ranks of

the association and interfere with the

right to practice his profession. I do

not know why the change contained in

the second section should be asked for.

The first one is obvious. I do not know
if the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) has given the matter thought
before he sponsored it.

MR. BLACKWELL : The answer is

yes. Perhaps I could put this very
simply to the Legislature.' This is a

public Act and the Legislature takes

responsibility if it passes it. Now, let

us examine the responsibility.

The Legislature has seen fit in the

principal Act to delegate control over

conduct and misconduct and all that

provision in the bill says that when a

person has been in arrears and out of

membership it is relieved from the man-

datory provision to reinstate him. They
cannot review his conduct the same as

at the original time of application.

AN HON. MEMBER: Just a check-

off.

MR. SALSBERG: It is more than
a check-off. It is not a check-off. It is

a man's profession and his livelihood

may be depending upon it. The associa-

tion is given the right to refuse rein-

statement because he falls in arrears in

his dues' payments.

MR. BLACKWELL: Well, I have
made my explanation, and I cannot add

anything more.

MR. H. C. NIXON (Brant) : It

really does go a long way. I have no
doubt the Professional Engineers Act

says you must belong to this society or

you cannot carry on work. It is vitally

important to the individual. He has
trained and educated himself and yet,
because of certain circumstances, he is

unable to pay his dues, then he is com-

pletely out of luck and he cannot ever

again be able to carry on his normal
activities of making a livelihood as an

engineer. Is not that a fair statement?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
to face the question raised by the hon.

member from Brant (Mr. Nixon), I

must say under certain circumstances,

yes. May I say when the bill itself was
before the Legislature, during the time
that the hon. member for Brant was
here, and he voted for the principle of

this bill, that for professional misconduct
the organization can refuse to let a

person practice.

MR. NIXON : But that is a different

matter. The general Act at the present
time has a mandatory provision on pay-
ment of arrears of fees somebody must
be put in good standing. Nevertheless

they must be in good standing and all

this bill does is relieve him from the

mandatory provision and they must

apply to a person who has been in

arrears exactly the same as a new person
coming along.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (York
West) : I would like to draw the atten-

tion of the hon. Attorney General
to the fact that if this bill was worded
in such a way that a man, unless he had
committed some breach of his profes-
sional ethics and standards during his

period of being in arrears, then I would
be quite content to leave the question
as to the professional or ethical side of

the question to the society themselves,
but that is not the case. According to

Section 2, the principle is here that they
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may use sole discretion and whether it MR. BLACKWELL: The Corn-
is a breach of professional standing, mittee of the whole House,

qualifications or clearly on the basis of , ..„ T^ T T TT^,— T , , ,

arrears of dues, it seems to me that is
,

MR - JOLLIFFE: I would favour

wrong in principle to place that power
that c^rse myse

_
lf - I have not consulted

in the hands of his fellows, who may
mJ colleagues about it I would favour

take advantage of certain economic situ-
that

.

cour
?
e because I would like to

ations where a man cannot continue his
examine the Engineers Act in the light

professional standing in the organization,
of what has been said here a little more

to bar him from practicing his own pro-
fullv ' However, if it is understood we

fession for which he might otherwise be are /omS to be free
*?

mal
5
1

e
1

UP
°,

ur

fully qualified, and therefore I could not mmds m committee and possibly find a

support the suggested amendment. tetter way of doing the thing, yes, I

would favour the hon. Attorney-Gen-
MR. BLACKWELL: I am going to eral's (Mr. Blackwell) suggestion,

ask the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. .

Jolliffe) if he will let the bill go to com- M̂
\ BLACKWELL: I have indi-

mittee on the understanding that the
cated

,

tha
}-

l am very impressed by the

question is to be considered there. I am wav th
u
e h°n - •member from York West

certainly impressed by the way in which (M
f-

Millard), has put it, and I want

the hon. member from York West (Mr.
to do the same thm8> myself.

Millard) put his comments, and on the HON THOMAS L KENNEDY
understanding that the section may be

(premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move the
fully examined in committee, I would House do now adjourn,
suggest.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

MR. JOLLIFFE : Which committee? journed at 3 :30 p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the Day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move that

you do now leave the chair and the

House resolve itself into Committee of

the Whole to consider certain resolu-

tions and to consider certain bills.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes, Mr. Patrick in

the chair.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : I beg to notify the House
that his Honour, the Lieutenant-

Governor having been informed of the

subject matter of the proposed resolu-

tions, recommends them for the con-

sideration of the House.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE
Mr. Kennedy,

Resolved,

By

That the indemnities and allow-

ances for expenses of the Members
of the Assembly, the indemnity of

the Speaker, the indemnity and allow-

ance for expenses of the Leader of

the Opposition and the indemnity
of the Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House be computed and

Monday, February 28, 1949

paid in accordance with the provisions
of Bill (No. 85), "An Act to amend
The Legislative Assembly Act."

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: By Mr.

Kelley,

Resolved,

That the Minister of Health may
pay out of any moneys appropriated

by the Legislature for the purpose or

out of the fund established under
The Hospitals Aid Act, 1948—

(a) provincial aid to any sanatorium;
and

(b) for the treatment outside a

sanatorium of any person suffer-

ing from tuberculosis and for

the post-sanatorium care of any
former patient, in such amounts,
in such manner and at such times

as may be prescribed by the

regulations made under The
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act,

1947, as provided for in section

1 of Bill (No. 91), "An Act to

amend The Sanatoria for Con-

sumptives Act, 1947."

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: By
Mr. Kelley,

Resolved,

That notwithstanding the provi-
sions of the Hospitals Aid Act,

1948, the moneys in the Hospital
Aid Fund may be dispersed as grants

by way of provincial aid to any
sanatorium approved under The
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act,
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1947, or for such other purposes as

are mentioned in section 44 of that

Act, as provided in section 1 of Bill

(No. 90), An Act to amend The Hos-

pitals Aid Act, 1948.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: By
Mr. Daley,

Resolved,

That all moneys received by the

Niagara Parks Commission remain-

ing after paying operating expenses,
interest on indebtedness and principal

moneys borrowed shall, on the order

of the Lieutenant-Governor in Coun-

cil, be paid to the Treasurer of

Ontario and shall form part of the

Consolidated Revenue Fund as pro-
vided in section 14 of Bill (No. 89),
The Niagara Parks Act, 1949.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: By
Mr. Frost,

Resolved,

That all expenses incurred in the

administration of The Agricultural

Development Finance Act shall be

paid out of, and all revenue paid into

the Consolidated Revenue Fund, in

accordance with section 1 of Bill (No.
87), An Act to amend The Agricul-
tural Development Finance Act.

Resolution agreed to.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : By Mr.

Frost,

Resolved,

That the cost of establishing,

equipping, operating and maintaining
mine rescue stations shall be paid out

of the Consolidated Revenue Fund in

the first instance and that the Work-
men's Compensation Board shall, at

the end of each quarter year, reim-

burse the Consolidated Revenue Fund
from moneys assessed and levied by
the Board against employers in the

mining industry for the total amount
certified by the Deputy Minister of

Mines to have been paid out in respect
of mine rescue stations, as provided

for in section 8 of Bill (No. 86), An
Act to amend The Mining Act; and

That the Minister of Mines, out of

moneys provided for the purpose, may
establish, maintain and operate assay-

ing and testing laboratories for

sampling, assaying testing, analyzing
or determining rocks, ores, mineral
and other substances in accordance
with section 10 of the said Bill (No.
86), An Act to amend The Mining
Act.

Resolution agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 38th Order.

WARBLE FLY CONTROL ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 38th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

59, "The Warble Fly Control Act,

1949," Mr. Kennedy.
On Section 1.

MR. E. B. JpLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Is it necessary to

use those Latin words?

MR. KENNEDY: As long as you
do not ask me to explain them, it is all

right.

AN HON. MEMBER: Mutatis
mutandis.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

On Section 3.

^
MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey

South) : In section 3, Mr. Chairman, has
the government considered making a

grant towards the municipalities for the

purchase of this equipment? It is not
set out in the bill, but I imagine

—
MR. KENNEDY: No.

MR. OLIVER: Is nothing being
considered ?

MR. KENNEDY: No.

MR. OLIVER: No grant at all?

MR. KENNEDY : No grants for the

equipment.
Sections 3 to 5 inclusive agreed to.

On Section 6.
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MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Mr. Chairman, before we finish,

would the minister tell us something
about this fly?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : Is this an Ontario

fly, or did it come here from some other

province or some other country? Do
you know, off hand?

MR. KENNEDY: I do not know
where it comes from. We have it,

though.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : You do not know
anything about its politics?

HpN. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : It came from

Saskatchewan, I think.

Sections 6 to 8 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 59 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 39th Order.

FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 39th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

61, "An Act to amend The Farm
Products Marketing Act, 1946," Mr.

Kennedy.
Sections 1 to 5 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 61 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 40th Order.

FARM PRODUCTS CONTAINERS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 40th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

62, "The Farm Products Containers

Act, 1949," Mr. Kennedy.
Sections 1 to 6 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 62 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: 41st Order.

DESERTED WIVES AND CHIL-
DREN'S MAINTENANCE ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 41st

Order, House in Committee on Bill

No. 51, "An Act to amend The Deserted

Wives and Children's Maintenance

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

On Section 1.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Are

you going to deal with that word
"resist"?

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Chair-

man, I was just looking across at the

hon. member for London (Mr. Calder)
who raised a question about this. I

wondered if he is now satisfied with

the definition of the word be brought

up when the bill was last considered

in the House.

MR. C. CALDER (L London) : Mr.

Chairman, I am satisfied to this extent,

that I know the Legislative Council put
a memorandum on law before the hon.

Attorney-General. His decision is final.

I will be interested to see the course

of decisions during the year. At the

moment, I am quite content.

MR. BLACKWELL: Are you
satisfied ?

MR. CALDER: Yes.

MR. BLACKWELL: All right,
thanks.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 51 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 42nd Order.

THE JUDICATURE ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 42nd

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

54, "An Act to amend the Judicature

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

On Section 1.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Mr. Chair-

man, I take it the hon. Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell) has come to

the conclusion this is not a money bill.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Chair-

man, I think the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) has probably
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come to that conclusion himself. It is

a money bill under the statute, which
authorizes that payment, but not under
this particular statute.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think you are

right.

Section 1 to 3 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 54 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 44th Order.

OFFICIAL NOTICES PUBLICA-
TION ACT, 1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 44th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

72, "The Official Notices Publication

Act, 1949," Mr. Porter.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

On Section 3.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : What is the "Upper Canada
Gazette"?

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Pro-
vincial Secretary) : That is long before

your time.

MR. MacLEOD : Are they still doing
business ?

MR. PORTER: They went out of
business when the Ontario Gazette
came in. It is exactly the same pro-
vision as was in the former Act.

MR. MacLEOD: The way it is

worded it suggests the Upper Canada
Gazette is still in business.

MR. PORTER: No, if you read the

whole section I think you will get the

import of it. It says :

"If any Act of the late Province
of Upper Canada or of the late

Province of Canada."

I think it is plain.

MR. J. G. BROWN (L Waterloo

North) : Mr. Chairman, we passed over
Section No. 2 rather quickly. I was

going to ask, in regard to that section,
where it says "All regulations which

require publication." It seems to me
that all regulations would require

publication.

MR. PORTER: I think only the

regulations which are registered under
the Regulations Act require it. There
are two classes of regulations; regula-
tions which are of a legislative nature,
and regulations which are not of a

legislative nature. My understanding is

that regulations of a legislative nature

must be registered with the Registrar
of Regulations, and must be published.
There are other administrative regula-

tions, which apparently do not require

publication.

Section 3 to 6 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 72 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 45th Order.

THE PUBLIC HOSPITALS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 45th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

73, "An Act to amend the Public

Hospitals Act," Mr. Kelley.

On Section 1.

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (L
Grey South) : Mr. Chairman, may I ask

the hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley) if there

are any precedents in the other provinces
of Canada similar to this proposed
legislation ?

HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY
(PC Minister of Health) : Mr. Chair-

man, I cannot answer that question. I

do not know. We had the one experi-
ence here, and we thought we should

be on the safe side. That was the reason

for this bill.

Sections 1 to 3 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 73 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 46th Order.

ONTARIO NORTHLAND TRANS-
PORTATION COMMISSION ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 46th

Order, House in Committee, on Bill No.
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74, "An Act to amend The Ontario
Northland Transportation Commission
Act," Mr. Porter.

Section 1 agreed to.

On Section 2.

MR. C. C. CALDER (L London) :

Mr. Chairman, pursuant to the point
raised, would the hon. Minister (Mr.
Porter) explain why the tariff of tolls

should not be of the kind to be pub-
lished? It seems to me it would be a

great convenience to the users of the

railway if they knew where they could

get hold of the tariffs in printed form.
That is a point where I think the regula-
tion should be of a legislative and not
of an administrative nature.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Mr. Chairman, in

practise, the rates and tolls are published
by the railway company for the use of

its customers, but what this section is

directed toward is to obviate the neces-

sity of having them published in the
Ontario Gazette. I do not think that

every new regulation which comes in, in

regard to rates and tolls should neces-

sarily have to be published in the
Ontario Gazette. The Ontario Gazette
does not begin to reach the customers of

the railway, and the publication in the
Ontario Gazette would serve very little

practical purpose.

Section 2 to 5 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 74 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 47th Order.

WATER POWERS REGULATION
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 47th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.
75, "An Act to amend The Water
Powers Regulation Act," Mr. Scott

(Peterborough).

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 75 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 48th Order.

THE CULLERS ACT

CLERIC OF THE HOUSE: 48th

Order, House in Committee on Bill Nq.
76, "An Act to amend The Cullers Act,"
Mr. Scott (Peterborough).

Sections 1 to 7 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 76 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 49th Order.

THE PLANNING ACT, 1946

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 49th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

77, "An Act to amend The Planning
Act, 1946," Mr. Welsh.

On Section 1.

MR. C. C. CALDER (L London) :

Mr. Chairman, I drew the attention of

the Legislative Council to the possibility
of some ambiguity in subsection 4 as to

the "public works within the jurisdiction
of council." I wonder if the hon. Minis-
ter (Mr. Welsh) has considered that

point. I think the point to be made is

whether you mean physically or legally
within the jurisdiction of the munici-

pality.

HON. G. A. WELSH (PC Minister

of Planning and Development) : Mr.

Chairman, the difficulty which has arisen

in the past is that the Act was rather

ambiguous and we are just trying to

clarify it, because there are other public
works which go on in a municipality by,
for instance, the Public Utilities Com-
mission, which sometimes affects the

planning, and they are not specified, and
this is an attempt to clear that up.

MR. CALDER : I submit, Mr. Chair-

man, it would clarify it more if they
said "of a structural nature 'located'

within the jurisdiction." So that it

becomes a physical fact and not a ques-
tion of law, as to whether the work is

within the jurisdiction of the council.

MR. WELSH : Mr. Chairman, I do
not see that there is any difficulty in

that section. We have not had any
administrative experience along the line

pointed out by the hon. member for
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London (Mr. Calder). It is just to

clarify the point I mentioned.

Section 1 agreed to.

On Section 2.

MR. L. E. WISMER (CCF River-

dale) : Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the

hon. Minister (Mr. Welsh) would tell

us just what is meant by this section—to

explain just what this section really
means.

MR. WELSH : I wonder if the hon.

member for Riverdale (Mr. Wismer)
would repeat that question.

MR. WISMER: If you like a little

lead from me; we have an area in the

City of Toronto bounded by a group of

contiguous municipalities. What I am
wondering is if one of these municipal-
ities—whether the largest or one of

the others—should apply to the hon.
Minister (Mr. Welsh) to define and
name a planning area, could that applica-
tion be an application, too, for the

whole metropolitan area—the planning
area?

MR. WELSH: Mr. Chairman, not
at all. Not without the concurrence
of the other municipalities.

MR. WISMER: I think that should
be made clear. I read this with great
interest, and I would like to know what
is really meant by the ''naming of a

planning area in an area such as the

great metropolitan area of Toronto,"
this is, Toronto, plus the environmental

municipalities. It does not say "on

application by a number of municipali-
ties, but by the council of "a munici-

pality'."

^
MR. WELSH : That is covered in

Subsection "B" of Section 1. If the

hon. member (Mr. Wismer) would
read that, I think it would be perfectly
clear to him. We do not deal with all

the municipalities, but they all have to

concur. "Designated municipality,"
means a municipality designated by the

Minister, but that is done with the con-

currence of the others.

MR. WISMER : When this becomes

law, one of the municipalities in the

Toronto metropolitan area who applies
to the hon. Minister (Mr. Welsh) for

the naming and defining of a planning
area, by this he is empowered to

proceed. Is that correct?

MR. WELSH: Well, Section 8 is

quite clear on that. It says:

"The planning area shall mean an
area comprising the whole or part
of one or more municipalities as

defined by the Minister."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : You mean
Section 8 of the 1946 Act?

MR. WELSH: Yes.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : That is the

interpretation section. It must all be

read in reference to the interpretation
section.

MR. J. G. BROWN (L Waterloo

North) : Mr. Chairman, I had the same
little problem as the hon. member for

Riverdale (Mr. Wismer). I am wonder-

ing what the difference is between now
and what it was when the area was

developed, whereby the cities of

Kitchener and Waterloo, and the town-

ship of Waterloo, became a planning
area. That was done, I sincerely trust,

quite legally, and I am wondering what
this amendment to the Act does, which
we did not do.

MR. WELSH: It does not do a

thing.

MR. BROWN: Then why amend
the Act?

MR. WELSH: It was felt it was
not clear, and this is an attempt to

clarify it, to make it that much more
understandable.

That branch of the Department is

trying to point out to the municipalities
and the areas concerned, what they can

do, and what they should do, but we do
not try to compel them to do it. In

other words, I will have a motto printed
and hung over the door of that branch,

reading, "You can lead a horse to water,
but you cannot make him drink."
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MR. L. E. WISMER (CCF River-

dale) : Mr. Chairman, just a moment;
under the Act "planning area shall mean
the area comprising the whole or part
of one or more municipalities, as defined

by the Minister"?

MR. WELSH : That is right.

MR. WISMER: If you accept that,

and read it with Subsection 1 of Section

2, where it says, "upon application by
the council of a municipality"

—not "all

the municipalities," but "a" munici-

pality. It goes on, "the Minister may
define and name a planning area, which
under Subsection 'h' would mean 'one

or more'."

If this is supposed to make it more

simple, does it mean that one munici-

pality in the Toronto metropolitan area
could ask for the naming of a planning
area, which might include all the muni-

cipalities in that district?

MR. WELSH: Mr. Chairman, I

have no intention of getting into an
annexation discussion on this. I think
the thing is perfectly clear.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Pro-
vincial Secretary) : That was done years
ago.

MR. WISMER: Obviously the hon.
Minister (Mr. Welsh) dpes not know
the answer.

Section 2 agreed to.

On Section 3.

MR. WELSH : In regard to Section

3, Subsection 2; I would like to offer

an amendment, which reads as follows :

"Subsection 2; the members of a

planning board who are members of

a municipal council shall not consti-

tute a majority of the members of

the Planning Board."

I may say, Mr. Chairman, I have
sent copies of these proposed amend-
ments to the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition (Mr. Jolliffe) and the hon.

leaders of the other groups in the

House.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Mr. Chair-

man, it may not be important, but I

do not think I have received the amend-
ments from the hon. Minister (Mr.
Welsh).

MR. WELSH : Mr. Chairman, if the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) has not received them, all I

can say is they were forwarded to him
some days ago.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Mr. Chairman, could we have
the amendment again? It is very short,
and perhaps the hon. Minister (Mr.
Welsh) would repeat it?

MR. WELSH : Do you want it read

again ?

MR. MacLEOD : It is very short, is

it not?

MR. WELSH: Yes. Section 3, Sub-
section 2:

"The members of a planning board
who are members of a municipal
council shall not constitute a majority
of the members of the Planning
Board."

Then, Mr. Chairman, there is another
amendment which I might as well read

while I am at it. It is in regard to Sub-
section 4 of Section 4, to be amended

by striking out all the words after the

word "council" in the third line, and

substituting in lieu thereof:

"From among such members, shall

designate members who shall hold

office for one year, two years and
three years respectively, so that as

nearly as possible one third of such

members shall retire each year; and
the members of the Planning Board
who are members of a council shall

be appointed annually."

So that the subsection shall read as

follows :

"(4) The members of the Planning
Board who are not members of a

municipal council shall hold office for

three years, provided that on the first

appointment the council, from among
such members, shall designate mem-
bers who shall hold office for one
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year, two years and three years

respectively, so that as nearly as

possible one third of such members
shall retire each year, and the members
of the Planning Board who are mem-
bers of a Council shall be appointed

annually."

Section 2 to 10 inclusive, agreed to.

On Section 11.

MR. C. C. CALDER (L London) :

Mr. Chairman, on Section 11, I think

the hon. Minister (Mr. Welsh) would
do the House a service if he would be

good enough to put on record his views

on how one can carry out this Act.

I might say that I have brought this to

the hon. Minister's (Mr. Welsh) atten-

tion through private correspondence. He
has mentioned "horses." The suggestion
which had come from several munici-

palities is this, to "lock the stable door
before the horse escapes." That is to

require the Registrar to refuse to regis-
ter a deed which does not conform with

the official plan. I know the hon. Minis-

ter (Mr. Welsh) has a good answer.

MR. WELSH: Mr. Chairman, a

good answer is this : that the Registrar
should not be asked to police this Act.

There are provisions covering the con-

travention of it. The Registrar should

not be asked to police this or any other

Act in my opinion.

Sections 11 to 13 agreed to.

Bill No. 77 reported.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 50th Order.

LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVE-
MENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 50th

Order, House in Committee on Bill 78,
*'An Act to amend The Lakes and Rivers

Improvement Act," Mr. Scott.

MR. C. C. CALDER (L London) :

Mr. Chairman, here is one point. I think

the regulations should be conceived to

be of a legislative and not administrative

nature. I beg to differ with the hon.

Minister (Mr. Scott). He said the

other day that the plans and specifica-
tions for building a dam would contain

a truck load of paper. I happened to

be in the Registrar's office the other

day and saw the specifications for a

dam which did not exceed 15 pages. I

do not think it is asking too much to

ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott) to

publish in the Ontario Gazette all the

specifications concerning any proposed
dam. That is an objection I would

strongly urge.

HON. H. R. SCOTT (PC Minister

of Lands and Forests) : Mr. Chairman,

perhaps the hon. member for London
(Mr. Calder) misunderstood me the

other day. I said that we had a plan
last year which would have taken a

truck load of paper. I admit the

specifications for ordinary, small dam
may be contained in a small number
of papers. The particular dam in

question would have taken practically
a truck load of plans and specifications.

MR. CALDER: Mr. Chairman, I

apologize for my mistake in misconceiv-

ing what the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott)

said, but can I not get him around to

my way of thinking in connection with

this suggestion.

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman, if

anyone could, the hon. member for

London (Mr. Calder) could, but I am
adamant.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: How are

you going to get the news to the

beavers.

Sections 1 to 7 agreed to.

Bill No. 78 reported.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 51st Order.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 51st

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

85, "An Act to amend The Legislative

Assembly Act," Mr. Blackwell.

Sections 1 to 3 agreed to.

Bill No. 85 reported.
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HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(P.C. Premier) : 53rd Order.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT FINANCE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 53rd

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

87, "An Act to amend The Agricultural

Development Finance Act," Mr. Frost.

Sections 1 to 4 agreed to.

Bill No. 87 reported.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 54th Order.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 54th

Order, House in Committee on Bill

No. 88, "An Act to amend The Agri-
cultural Development Act," Mr. Frost.

Sections 1 to 5 agreed to.

On Section 6.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Mr.

Chairman, before this part passes could

the hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) tell the

House how much money is still owing
on mortgages under this Act?

HON. L. M. FROST (PC Pro-

vincial Treasurer) : Mr. Chairman, no,
I could not but I will get that later

on.

Section 6 agreed to.

Bill No. 88 reported.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 55th Order.

NIAGARA PARKS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 55th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

89, "The Niagara Parks Act, 1949."

Mr. Daley.

MR. H. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South) : Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
would consent to holding this bill over.

Mr. Houck, the hon. member for

Niagara Falls, is unavoidably absent

and he wants to deal with some sections

of it.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman,

fine, all right.

Bill No. 89 stands.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 58th Order.

PRIVATE SANATORIA ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 58th

Order, House in Committee on Bill

No. 92, "An Act to amend the Private

Sanatoria Act," Mr. Kelley.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

Bill No. 92 reported.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(P.C. Premier) : 59th Order.

THE MILLS LICENSING ACT,
1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 59th

Order, House in Committee on Bill

No. 94, "The Mills Licensing Act,

1949," Mr. Scott.

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

On Section 3.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Mr. Chairman, just a ques-
tion of the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott)
if he does not mind. On Section 3,

let us go back for a moment. It deals

with the disposition of waste and so

on. There has been some experience

lately in the courts ordering mills or

other large corporations to discontinue

a certain practice which was found to

be harmful to another department of the

same ministry. This corporation was
able to say they would not obey the

instruction, would not abide by the

orders of the courts and there was no
individual to prosecute because it is an

incorporated company. What is the use

of having these controls if they cannot

be enforced against a large corporation ?

I would like to ask the hon. Minister

(Mr. Scott) if he has found a formula

which will give him the power to prose-
cute and control them to stop doing that

which they should not do.

HON. H. R. SCOTT (PC Peter-

borough) : Mr. Chairman, I might say
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as regards waste and definition of waste
and so on, that at the present time the

department and officials of the Federal
Government are working together
because waste is a term which is very
hard to define exactly. The two depart-
ments, federal and provincial, are at

present working together on that.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Chairman, is

it not a fact that one of the large corpora-
tions in northern Ontario, was found

guilty in court of polluting the water in

the district and destroying the fish and

causing a great deal of harm to other

corporations? Did not that corporation
definitely state that they are not going
to be compelled to change their practice

regardless of the law and they continued
to deposit their harmful waste and con-
tinued to pollute the water and destroy
the fish and harm other people of the

province ?

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman, I do
not think that it was looked upon as

"waste." It was not true that this was
waste which was being dumped into the

river.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Chairman,
it is worse if it was not waste.

Sections 3 to 6 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 94 reported.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC. Premier) : 60th Order.

TERRITORIAL DIVISION ACT,
1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 60th

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.
95, "The Territorial Division Act,
1949," Mr. Blackwell.

Section 1 agreed to.

On Section 2.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, on
Section 2 of this bill, I think I should
draw attention to the apparent lack of

imagination in the department or the

hon. Minister (Mr. Blackwell) responsi-
ble. I find in reviewing Section 2 of this

bill, for example on pages 33 and 39,

that apparently the department or the
hon. Minister (Mr. Blackwell) or who-
ever may be responsible, is becoming
hard pressed for names, for what are

described in the bill as geographic town-

ships. I have no objection in principle
to some of the names used but I think
the attention of the House should be
called to names which are being immor-
talized by the department responsible.
I do not think these things should be
done without at least a passing glance.
The department is so much up against
it for new names that they have even
had to resort to the second name of the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
in the case of a township in the terri-

torial district of Rainy River. In the

territorial district of Thunder Bay they
have had to resort to such names as

Conacher, Conant, Croll and Manion.
There was one which surprised me a

little, someone who is well known in

the City of Kitchener, that is the name
of Meinzinger. We find also the name
of Michener. I do want to congratulate
the department on the imagination and
lack of ideological discrimination shown
in christening a new township in the

name of Salsberg.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Chairman,
I was too modest to mention it. I want
to thank the hon. Leader of the Opposi-
tion (Mr. Jolliffe) for having brought
it to light.

*

Sections 2 to 13 inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 95 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 61st Order.

THE JUVENILE AND FAMILY
COURTS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 61st

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

96, An Act to Amend the Juvenile and

Family Courts Act, Mr. Blackwell.

Sections 1 to 3, inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 96 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 62nd Order.
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AN ACT RESPECTING CERTAIN
CONTRACTS THAT HAVE BE-

COME IMPOSSIBLE OF PER-
FORMANCE OR HAVE BEEN
OTHERWISE FRUSTRATED .

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 62nd

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

97, An Act Respecting Certain Con-
tracts That Have Become Impossible of

Performance or Have Been Otherwise

Frustrated, Mr. Blackwell.

Sections 1 to 5, inclusive agreed to.

Bill No. 97 reported.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 63rd Order.

THE PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 63rd

Order, House in Committee on Bill No.

98, An Act to amend the Professional

Engineers Act, Mr. Blackwell.

On Section 1.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Has that Bill been amended?

HON. L. E. BLACKWELL (PC
Attorney-General) : There was no pro-

posed amendment for Section 1. I was

just waiting for that to carry, and I

was going to invite the comments of

the leaders of the different groups
whether the amendment I now have

made meets the point that was raised

on Section 2.

I now move that section two of the

bill be amended by striking out all the

words in the introductory part of

Section 2 following the word, "words"
in the fourth line, and that Subsection

"1" all the words in the last four lines

following the word "but" be struck out

and that the preliminary part of the

section be amended by substituting the

following words :

"Upon payment of the fees owing
at the time he ceased to be a member
and the annual fees for the current

year and upon production of evidence

of good character satisfactory to the

council any such person shall be

entitled to reinstatement as a

member."

That follows exactly, Mr. Chairman,
the principle of Section 13 of Act that

entitles people of this profession to be-

come registered under the circumstances

set forth in that section and this is the

good character aspect of that original
section.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York
West) : I think the suggested amend-
ment has improved upon what we had
before. In reading the Act it seems
to me that the council has all the ade-

quate powers necessary to discipline or

control their members in regard to

character and professional standing and
otherwise and it seems to me that there-

fore Subsection "2" is not required in

any sense because they already have
the power as indicated by the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) in

the other sections of the Act. Why you
have to clutter up on the question of

character and particular standing in this

particular section, I do not understand.
I had the opportunity today to read the

other sections of the Act and certainly
council has all the powers necessary to

deal with their membership and the pro-
fessional standing of their membership,
and why we need to add this question
on the payment of dues—the Act

already provided when a man does be-

come delinquent as far as dues are

concerned, then they can be reinstated,

but it also provides for procedure by
which they can be disciplined for other

acts outside the payment of dues, and
therefore it seems to me the subsection

on dues is superficial. It is not needed
in the Act to make it a good Act.

MR. BLACKWELL: I really think

it is probably better the way it is as

now proposed to be amended because it

makes quite clear in this House the

point urged upon me by more than one
of the members when the bill was pre-

viously before the House, that the mere

ceasing to pay fees cannot now be con-

strued as a matter of any moral

delinquency. The hon. member for

York West (Mr. Millard) will appre-
ciate that difference and is not, perhaps,
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a different attitude than a Labour union

would have about the non payment of

fees.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Yes

but, Mr. Chairman, surely this is

attacking a problem from the wrong
angle. A professional engineer is in

arrears in his dues and finally gets

enough so as to settle up his back dues,

why should not the Association assume
that his behaviour has been good? You
are assuming he is guilty of some mis-

conduct and up to him to prove that

he has not been. Could not it be up to

the Association to say : "You are not

acceptable now, even if you can pay

your dues ?" Why should anyone be put
under the necessity of proving that his

conduct was satisfactory when his dues

were in arrears?

MR. BLACKWELL: I presume if a

member has ceased to be a member of

good standing on account of non-

payment of dues, the council of the

Professional Engineers Association

would not be following his activities

during the time he was out of member-

ship, which might be a very considerable

time, and I do think they are entitled

to ask him to come forward with an
account of what his activities have been
in the interval during which he has not

been a member. As a matter of fact,

the fact that this section is in the Act
has been availed of by certain people
who have deliberately lapsed their mem-
bership when they were about to engage
in some activity that they felt might be

questionable, and at a later date paid
their back dues, and they had to be

admitted into membership no matter
what they might have done in the first

place. All the amended section accom-

plishes now is to give the council the

very same right to examine into charac-

ter, after a lapse of non-payment of

dues, as they had in the first instance.

MR. SALSBERG: I am sorry to

differ with the hon. Attorney-General.

MR. BLACKWELL: Don't let that

worry you.

MR. SALSBERG: I raised this ques-
tion when the bill was before the House

on second reading, and I pointed out

it was giving the professional engineers

organization altogether too much power
over the life of a member, because that

is what it is—control of the livelihood

of a professional person and I agree with
what has been said that that section

should be dropped entirely. There
should be no amendment of the section.

The first one is a legitimate request and
if there is any doubt in anyone's mind
all they have to do is read the explana-

tory notes of the original bill before us

to see how inadvisable we would be in

approving it. The explanatory notes of

Section 2 says, the last paragraph is,

"At the present time, on payment
of the arrears of fees a former member
must be reinstated no matter how long
he has been in default."

Now, obviously all that is involved

here is the payment of arrears in dues

and as the Act stands now the profes-
sional engineer, once he pays up his

arrears, is automatically in good standing
and permitted to practice as an engineer.

If the association finds it necessary
to question the activities of a member
who is in arrears for any period of time,
I am sure there are other strings in the

Act that enables the association to make
such an enquiry and to take such discip-

linary action that it finds necessary, but

why link it up at all on the question of

arrears, and I move that Section 2 of

the bill be dropped.

MR. W. E. HAMILTON (PC
Wellington South) : Would you read

out the amendment as proposed by the

hon. Attorney-General? Read it out

loud.

MR. BLACKWELL: I thought the

hon. member for Guelph (Mr. Hamil-

ton) might be interested in the bill and
I handed him up my copy of the bill.

I have another one and, if any other

member wishes me to read the amend-
ment again, I will be glad to.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Do I understand

the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr.
Salsberg), is moving an amendment?
I suggest it is not necessary. The ques-
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tion before the committee is whether
Section 2 forms part of this bill. All

that the hon. member needs to do is

vote against the question : Shall Section

2, as amended, stand part of the bill.

MR. BLACKWELL: What you are

saying is entirely correct. I moved the

amendment—possibly I should say,
before I put that, the point made by the

hon. Leader of the Opposition is entirely

right.

MR. JOLLIFFE: That we should

first vote on your amendment?

MR. BLACKWELL: Yes. I think

the confusion of thought that exists in

the House could be cleared up and per-

haps the hon. member for St. Andrew
(Mr. Salsberg) would make a contribu-

tion by indicating that his proposed
amendment does not stand, and what
I am voting on is the amendment I

propose.

MR. SALSBERG: I agree, but I

think my amendment—
MR. JOLLIFFE : Just before we go

any further, and so we will be clear

about this matter, my understanding of

the procedure is; we first of all, when
the discussion is concluded, vote on the

hon. Attorney-General's amendment. It

may be, however, that some hon. mem-
bers who want to vote for the hon.

Attorney-General's motion may want to

vote against the amended section—that

is, shall Section 2 form part of the bill,

and I am therefore suggesting that after

the vote on the Attorney-General's
amendment there should be another vote

on the question originally put
—shall the

section form part of the bill.

MR. BLACKWELL: That pro-

cedure, as outlined by the hon. Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) I think,

is entirely correct. The Chairman will

ask whether Section 2, as amended, shall

form part of the bill. If answer "yes"
that finishes it, and if answer "No"
should Section 2 form part of the bill?

The amendment—
MR. JOLLIFFE: I do not think we

are ad idem on this. The original ques-

tion was whether Section 2 should form

part of the bill. The hon. Attorney-
General then moved an amendment, and
that amendment has to be disposed of

by the committee. Let us assume that

the hon. Attorney-General's amendment

manages to scrape by with a majority—

MR. BLACKWELL: Well, it will

do better than that.

MR. JOLLIFFE: —then the ques-
tion before the House will be: will

Section 2, as amended—
MR. BLACKWELL: No.

MR. JOLLIFFE: There will be a
second vote on that.

MR. BLACKWELL: No, I must

disagree with that. I proposed an
amendment to Section 2 of the bill and
1 think the proper question for the

Chairman to put is: "Shall Section 2,

as amended, form part of the bill?" If

that is carried, that finishes the matter.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The only point
about which some hon. members are con-

cerned is this
;
that there should be two

votes, regardless of the result of the

first one.

MR. BLACKWELL: Why?
MR. JOLLIFFE: For the simple

reason that members have a right to

make a choice about whether they prefer
the hon. Attorney-General's amendment
to the original Section 2. Having made
that choice they have the right to make
another choice. I submit that is correct,

and I submit in the result there must
be two votes. Now, let me explain

—
MR. BLACKWELL: That is all

right.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the

amendment—
MR. BLACKWELL: No. "Section

2 as amended."

MR. JOLLIFFE: Oh no. You
agreed to two votes. Now you want one
vote.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chairman,
it is meaningless

—if you put it "shall
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Section 2 as amended carry?" and have
it carried, it finishes it. If that is voted

against by the Assembly, then it leaves

the section, "shall the section carry?"
without the amendment, and you get

your two votes.

MR. JOLLIFFE: No, it has to be

two votes in any event.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

wods) : Mr. Chairman, may I ask a

question? Is it permissible to move an
amendment to the amendment of the

Attorney-General ?

THE CHAIRMAN: Certainly.

MR. MacLEOD : Is it permissible to

move an amendment to your amend-
ment?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Cer-

tainly.

MR. BLACKWELL: I am not

against that.

MR. MacLEOD : Then it would save

time, perhaps, if the hon. Attorney-
General would answer this question:
would you be prepared to strike out

from your amendment that portion
which reads "and upon production of

evidence of good character" and let the

first part stand?

MR. BLACKWELL: No.

MR. MacLEOD: You are not pre-

pared to do that?

MR. BLACKWELL: No, I would
not be prepared to accept that.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant):
That would leave the Act as it is.

MR. MacLEOD: No, "upon the

payment of fees."

MR. J. G. BROWN (L Waterloo

North) : Mr. Chairman, I agree with

the hon. Leader of the Opposition that

we should have two votes, but I am
just wondering if it would not be the

better thing to do to submit your
amendment as an amended bill to be

placed before the House for considera-

tion. It will be the first amendment,

which possibly will carry, then after

that submit the bill as amended for our.

consideration.

MR. KENNEDY: That is what we
are doing.

MR. BROWN : I did not understand
the Attorney-General that way. I

thought he said if we voted in favour
of this bill as amended, that would mean
we would be through with it.

MR. BLACKWELL: That is right.
That is what I have said.

^
MR. G. I. HARVEY (CCF Sault

Ste. Marie) : Mr. Chairman, you still

have to vote twice before it does become
part of the bill.

AN HON. MEMBER: Yes.

MR. HARVEY: The first is your
amending the section. The second is,

"shall it become part of the bill?" so

you have two votes.

MR. KENNEDY: Yes. You vote
on the bill later on. We will vote on
the section as amended now.

MR. HARVEY: First of all on
the—?

MR. KENNEDY: On the amended
section.

MR. HARVEY: That is right, and
then you vote on its becoming part of
the bill.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I

am sorry I have not the authorities

here. There is no quarrel about this

thing. It seems to me to be a perfectly

simply proposition. When the House
came to Section 2 of the bill, or when
this committee came to Section 2 of the

bill, the question before us was Section
2 as printed. The hon. Attorney-
General, as was his right, then moved
an amendment, and the committee has
first to dispose of that amendment one

way or the other, and the question is

not "shall Section 2 as amended carry?"
because it has not been amended yet.

AN HON. MEMBER: That is

right.
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MR. JOLLIFFE: And nobody can

amend it but the Committee of the

Whole. It is an amendment moved by
the Attorney-General, put before the

Committee of the Whole for considera-

tion. All right. We vote first on the

amendment. Whether the amendment
is negatived or carried, we still have

to have a second vote on Section 2,

either as amended or as not amended,
either one way or the other.

MR. MacLEOD : Quite, quite.

MR. KENNEDY: Let us have the

first vote anyway, and go on from
there.

MR. EAMON PARK (CCF Dover-

court) : Mr. Chairman, before the

amendment is put, I think there is some-

thing more needs to be said.

Looking over the amendments to this

Act, which was moved in 1946, it is

quite clear the association has very,

very large powers of control over pro-
fessional engineers. No one can call

himself a professional engineer, and
under this bill no one wiH be able to

call himself an industrial engineer
either, except he is a member of this

association. They cannot call them-
selves verbally or any other way, pro-
fessional engineers. Therefore, the

effect of that Act is to create a complete
control of the profession in the hands
of this association.

It seems to me in that case, when
the amendments too in 1946 say this :

"The council—
That is, the council of professional

engineers
—

w—may, in its discretion, suspend or

cancel the membership or license of

any person who has been guilty of

unprofessional conduct, or of gross

negligence or incompetence or of con-

tinued breach of the bylaws of the

Association, or any member or

licensee convicted of a serious crimi-

nal offence by a court of competent
jurisdiction, or may reprimand or

censure such member or licensee."

and then goes on to outline the powers
of council, and so on, that the council

of the Association already has the

powers necessary to keep its member-

ship in line. To give them the oppor-
tunity

—which is what this amounts to—of reviewing the situation when a
member falls behind in his dues and then
wants to pay up his dues and become a

member, I think it is placing in the

hands of the council powers they ought
not to have.

Contrary to the Attorney-General's
comments, the practice in trade unions,

by and large, is when a member does pay
up his dues, he becomes a member of

that union and is not subject to any
other kind of discipline. I would sug-

gest he might follow that practice in the

bill.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I also think the

Attorney-General's amendment repre-
sents an improvement, but the main issue

still is whether the council of the asso-

ciation should be given an extraordinary

power in the case of members whose

membership has lapsed because of non-

payment of dues.

The hon. member for Dovercourt

(Mr. Park) has referred to the powers
which the council of the association

already has. They are considerable. I

am going to refer to them in a moment.

The hon. Attorney-General has

pointed out that his amendment would

give the council the same right to demand
evidence of good character which the

council has when a member is admitted

in the first place. I agree with that as

a statement of fact, but at the same
time I think we have to bear this in

mind, that when members are admitted

for the first time, they are young men

starting in the profession. There is very
little reason at any time for any per-
sonal prejudices or bias as against a

young man who has become qualified and
is being admitted to the profession for

the first time. However, as the years go
by, in professional societies and par-

ticularly in the smaller professional
societies professional jealousies arise and
those professional jealousies could play
a part later in life which they would
not have been able to in the first instance

when a man comes in as a new member

seeking admission for the first time.
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I do not think the council of this

association should be permitted to get
around the safeguards which are to be

found in Section 32 of the old Act. I

know Sections 32 and 33 were amended
,in 1946, but I want to draw the atten-

tion of the committee to the safeguards
which the Legislature saw fit to impose
at that time.

"The council may, in its discretion,

suspend or cancel the membership or
license of any person who has been

guilty of unprofessional conduct, or of

gross negligence or incompetence or
of continued breach of the by-laws of

the association, or any member or
licensee convicted of a serious criminal
offence by a court of competent juris-

diction, or may reprimand or censure
such member or licensee."

The important point is in Subsection

(2):

"The council shall not take any such

action until after a complaint under
oath has been filed with the secretary

or the registrar, and a copy forwarded
to the member or licensee accused,
who shall be given an opportunity of

submitting evidence in his defence and
the council shall not suspend or can-

cel a membership or license without

having previously summoned the

member or licensee to appear before

the council, nor without having heard
evidence under oath offered in sup-

port of the complaint and in behalf

of the member or licensee accused."

Subsection (3),

"The council shall have the same

powers as commissions under the

Public Inquiries Act to compel wit-

nesses to appear and give evidence
under oath in the manner and under

penalties prescribed by such Act, and
all such evidence shall be taken in

writing or by a duly qualified steno-

grapher."

Subsection (4),

"Any person whose membership or

license has been suspended or can-
celled may within 15 days after the

date of the order of suspension or

cancellation appeal to the Court of

Appeal from such order and the prac-
tice and procedure in such appeal
shall be the same as upon appeal from
the judgment of the Supreme Court

judge presiding at a trial, and the

Court of Appeal shall have power to

confirm, vary, vacate or set aside

such order to make such other order
as it may deem just, and to make an
order for payment of the costs of the

appeal, and there shall be no further

or other appeal."

There are two other subsections

which I do not think I need to quote,

though I will do so if it is desired.

The point is that that procedure,
which was passed by this House in

1946, carefully sets out the steps which
must be taken before a man is deprived
of his right to practise. It provides a

trial
;

it puts the onus on the accuser

to establish his case, and it gives the

accused an opportunity to put in

a defence. It also provides for the

right of appeal to the Court of Appeal.
The effect of the proposal now before

the House will be that if a man whose

membership has lapsed by reason of

non-payment of fees, desires to be re-

admitted, he can pay up his fees and
the council can then require him to

supply evidence of good character satis-

factory to the council, and it may hold

that evidence to be not satisfactory,
without any of the safeguards which
are provided in Section 32 as passed in

1946.

I do not think that is good enough.
I think the same protection should be

there for the benefit of the man who is

re-applying upon payment of his fees,

as was provided in the case of a man
accused of some offence, meriting

suspension or other disciplinary action.

I am very much afraid the effect of

the present proposal, Mr. Speaker, is

to give the council power which they
would not otherwise possess, certainly
would not possess under Section 32 of

the 1946 Act, and which will enable

them to deal in some cases perhaps
unfairly with a former member. I do
not think they should have that power.
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Even though they might always be fair

about it, I do not think the power
should be given to them, and I think

the Act as it has stood is perfectly satis-

factory in this regard. I do not think

there is any need for Subsection 2 of

the amending Act, and therefore no
need for the Attorney-General's amend-
ment.

I am suggesting, therefore, it should

be withdrawn. I think we have already

gone quite far enough with respect to

this society. I do not think we should

go any further.

I may say, Mr. Chairman, I am not

speaking about this matter in a purely
imaginative way. I have had some ex-

perience as a solicitor acting for

individuals, not in this organization, but
in other organizations which have been

granted disciplinary powers by this

Legislature. I am not entirely satisfied

with the way it has worked out in some
cases. I think the discretion of the

governing bodies should be severely

limited, and I think the provision for

appeal to a judge is a good one. It is

a very good thing to have, and I think,
above all, it is most important that if

any accusation is made against a man in

a professional way, the burden of proof
should be upon his accuser, and not

upon him to establish that his character

is good.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chair-

man, I feel the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) has put the

point in question in clear issue. He has

made it very clear, I think, by what he

has said, that the powers of discipline
that exist in the council apply only while

people are in membership, and when
someone has gone out of membership
by non-payment of dues, those powers
are then not available.

The question he raised, as I appre-
hend it, is simply this

;
if once a person

has been a member, shall he have some
additional protection to the protection
afforded a new applicant? I am suffi-

ciently persuaded that requires careful

examination, and although I am not

prepared to withdraw the bill or the

section, I am prepared to withdraw it

for further consideration, until the

matter is further examined.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I appreciate that

very much, Mr. Chairman. I am sure

other hon. members do, as well. In

considering the matter, I would also

ask the government to take into account
the wording in Section 32, as amended
in 1946. That wording refers to, "any
person who has been guilty of unpro-
fessional conduct."

MR. BLACKWELL: Exactly what
I have in mind.

MR. JOLLIFFE: It is in the past
tense.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Mr. Chairman, I move the

committee do now rise and report cer-

tain resolutions and certain bills with
and without amendment.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes, Mr. Speaker in

the chair.

MR. T. L. PATRICK (PC Middle-
sex North) : Mr. Speaker, the Com-
mittee of the Whole begs leave to report
it has agreed to certain resolutions. The
committee also begs leave to report cer-

tain bills with amendment and certain

bills without amendment, and moves the

adoption of the report.

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 65th Order.

MATRIMONIAL CAUSES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Order
No. 65, second reading of Bill No. 99,

"An Act to amend The Matrimonial
Causes Act," Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill No. 99,

"An Act to amend The Matrimonial
Causes Act."
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Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 37th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 37th

Order, resuming the Adjourned Debate
on the amendment to the amendment to

the motion for the consideration of

the Speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant-Governor at the opening of

the Session.

MR. J. L. EASTON (CCF Went-

worth) : Mr. Speaker, I would ask your
indulgence and that of the hon. members
of the House, if I should at this time

merely echo the felicitations expressed

by the hon. members of the House who
have spoken previously, to yourself on

your elevation to the office of Speaker
and to the hon. Premier on his well-

deserved promotion to the high office he
now holds. The kindly reference to wel-

fare of the Royal Family in the Throne

speech the joys and sorrows that are

part and parcel of their family life, are

shared in no small measure by myself
and the millions of loyal subjects

throughout the Commonwealth.
I deeply sympathize with the families

of Charles Cragg and John Carrere, in

their sad bereavement, and I say that the

loss of these two young men on the

threshold of life, is a severe loss not

only to the government but also to the

whole House and the Province of

Ontario. There is no method by which
this loss can be measured.

If any remarks which I am about to

make are strongly flavoured by constant

reference to Wentworth, it will be
because I believe that certain conditions
which exist in Wentworth exist in other

ridings, and the alleviation of these con-
ditions will bring benefits not only to

Wentworth but to the rest of the

province. What has been construed by
some persons as of doubtful benefit, is

my election to the Provincial Legislature
to represent the historical and very
important riding of Wentworth. Never-
theless, I must express my deep gratitude
to those who saw fit to extend to me
that very high honour. I am deeply con-
cerned about the future of both the rural
and industrial sections of Wentworth.

Wentworth County has long been
famous for the quality of its fruits and

vegetables, its farm produce, its vine-

yards, and its livestock. Hewed out of

the wilderness by Empire Loyalists, the

descendants of whom now live and work
side by side with new Canadians who
have, like myself, emigrated from the

Old Lands and have come to seek peace
and plenty and contentment in this fine

province of ours, and many of whom
have, in the two world wars, shown by
their sacrifices that they also have
earned the right to the title "Empire
Loyalist." We are deeply concerned that

the productivity of Wentworth and all

the southern Ontario farmlands be main-
tained at its present high level, that

plentiful supplies of the earth's bounty
be available to our people at prices they
can afford to pay, and that will ade-

quately reward the farmer.

I would sound a note of warning as

to what might happen here in Ontario
and has already happened in other parts
of the North American continent : the

creation of deserts and dust bowls of

what were once prosperous agricultural
areas. The adequate ratio of trees to

land must be restored. It may be too

late to take the time to educate our
farmers to the benefits of reforestation.

I would draw your attention to recent

happenings in Wentworth County coun-
cil. These happenings are best explained
by an editorial which appeared in the

Hamilton Spectator on November 13,

1948, as follows:

"Trees and the Soil

"Whatever the flaws in Councillor

Niram Fletcher's proposed by-law for

restriction and regulation of tree-

cutting in the area, some of the argu-
ments offered against it in Wentworth
County Council meeting the other

night were startling.

"One councillor maintained the

county was primarily agricultural and
didn't need forest, others implied
pretty much the same thing.

"Not long ago Robson Black, presi-
dent of the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation, was speaking in Hamilton,
and he said this : 'In whatever part
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of the world you may choose, the

woods and the waters are co-partners.
If the deep natural reservoirs provided
by the tree roots and spongy masses
of humus are swept away by exploita-

tion, the streams follow automatically.
Where there are no wooded water-

sheds, there you will find the con-

trasts of flood and drought, a useless

and dangerous team for any commun-
ity to play with.'

"
'Southern Ontario has been

cleared and tilled for less than a
hundred and fifty years,' wrote E. J.

Zavitz in the Canadian Geographical
Journal, 'and yet we are confronted
with many serious problems of soil

and water, owing to the lack of forest

cover. Today 135 southern Ontario

townships have less than 5 per cent.,

and all southern Ontario less than
10 per cent, of woodland.'

"Denudation of our soil is surely,
in a broad sense, one of our most

urgent problems. It can hardly be
dismissed as unimportant in the face

of such warnings."

Have we dallied too long? If so, this

government must face squarely up to

the matter, and if compulsory legisla-

tion is necessary, they should not

hesitate to use it.

The severe water shortage of last

year was blamed for a lot of our
troubles. Most everyone was aware of

the necessity to conserve water, with
the possible exception of the Liquor
Control Board.

I would draw the attention of my
friend, the hon. Minister of Highways,
to the brief reference in the Throne

Speech to highway development, 13

words :

"Highway development consistent

with the availability of essential sup-

plies without prejudicing home con-

struction."

I would have liked to have seen these

words included also : "and without pre-

judicing the safety and lives of our
citizens."

I am constrained to use these words
when I think of the dangers that con-

front my constituents who reside on

Burlington Beach, adjacent to the high-

way which connects the Queen Eliza-

beth way. The Department of Highways
and the government are well aware
of this situation, and I would like to

give some figures of a check that was
made last summer by Wentworth

County engineer Frank V. Bell, who
stated that there were 8,000 cars in 24
hours on the Queen Elizabeth way and

16,000 for the same period on the Beach

strip. The term "bottleneck" is an
understatement. A news report in the

Hamilton Spectator on August 20th of

last year contained the following:
—

"Once again Beach residents found

great difficulty in crossing the high-

way as thousands of Hamiltonians
made for the lake in one of the hottest

days of the year. At times residents

with their children were forced to

stand at the side of the road from 15

to 20 minutes before they were able

to cross. With the exhibition starting
in Toronto, Beach residents will once

again suffer the hazards of heavy
traffic and motorists are asked to use

a little courtesy."

Undoubtedly the Bascule Bridge over
the canal is an obstacle that should be

tackled by both Dominion and provin-
cial governments. The tragedy that

occurred there last spring shocked the

residents of Hamilton and the sur-

rounding district. A power breakdown

during a fog at a time when a boat was

approaching the entrance to the canal,

had resulted in the bridge being

stopped in a raised position, with the

result that an automobile containing two

young men had driven off the end of

the bridge into the canal, and one of

them lost his life. Surely you could

think that where the lives and safety of

our people are at stake, the respective

governments would attempt to heal the

breach between them.

A resolution I moved before the

Hamilton City Council requesting both

governments to take action was passed

by. them and letters were sent by the

City Clerk to the respective govern-
ments. A reply was received from the
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hon. Alphonse Fournier, K.C., Minister

of Public Works, which was read to the

City Council on July 27. I shall quote

parts of it and other comments from the

Hamilton Spectator.

"HOPES DIMMED FOR BIG
BRIDGE

"Hopes for action on the proposed
four-lane highway and canal bridge
to take care of increased motor
traffic over the Beach were discour-

aged today with the receipt of a letter

from the Federal Department of

Public Works.

"The department says, in effect,

that it's up to the provincial Depart-
ment of Highways to build a new

bridge if one is needed, and the pro-
vincial department is quoted as not

considering a new bridge at present."

In a letter received by Mr. James
Berry, City Clerk, he says :

—
"A report has been received from

the engineering branch and has been

carefully studied.

"The matter was taken up with the

Department of Highways of On-
tario, who stated that they are not

considering the construction of such

a bridge at the present time.

"It would be for that department
to initiate such a bridge, as it is felt

that the bridge now maintained by the

Department of Public Works is quite

adequate for the normal traffic of the

area."

What is Ontario's answer to the hon.

Alphonse Fournier, K.C. ? Is it "After

you, Alphonse?" or is there going to be
some attempt at co-operation with the

Federal Government in this very
urgent matter?

The hon. Premier spoke with pride
of our large foreign market, "The
Tourist Industry."

Shall we continue to open the flood-

gates of tourists at Niagara Falls and
dam them at Burlington Beach, and to

be in turn damned by them, and shall

we continue to squeeze them through,
until they come out at the other end like

meat from a grinder, or shall we start

to build the highway now before our
friends to the south turn their backs to

us in disgust.

I would also draw your attention to

the creeping danger which is menacing
the highway of which we are so proud.
I am speaking of erosion, of the loss of

hundreds of acres of farm lands and
homes that fall into Lake Ontario every
year. The Highway Department has

recognized this danger by providing pro-
tection at the threatened points.

Would not this government recognize
that the most economical manner of

dealing with this problem would be to

provide protection along the shoreline

now. This would also be protecting the

investments and the livelihood of the

people who reside there. Stone groins
could be built out into the lake which
would build up beaches which would

protect the shore.

I would like to say a few words about

the great industrial development in our

riding. I am greatly concerned about
its future and the future of the em-

ployees. The lifeblood of industries is

electricity. It cannot progress with un-
certain transfusions; it must have a

constant supply if it must thrive. We
were promised a steam plant to ensure

that supply. Hydro bigwigs came to

Hamilton. We wined and dined them
and they promised us faithfully we
would get the steam plant. "We got
the steam, Toronto got the plant."

I want to emphasize what previous

speakers have said in regard to the posi-
tion the municipalities may find them-
selves if the feared recession comes
about. I am speaking of providing re-

lief to employable unemployables who
have drawn up their benefits.

Does this government intend to sit

complacently (like the statue of Buddha

contemplating his navel) while the muni-

cipalities bankrupt themselves paying
100 per cent, relief.

We in Hamilton are not going to sit

by and see people starve, if the recession

predicted in the Throne Speech comes
about. This government should declare

whether it will approach the Federal

Government and attempt to get a tax
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agreement, which will take care of this

situation. With the two chief culprits
now out of the drivers' seats it should

not be too difficult to bring that about.

The influx of new industries has

brought its allied problems, the problem
of housing their employees and of hous-

ing the large number of immigrants,
whom the government has boasted of

flying in like birds, without providing
nests for them. This problem has been

dumped upon the municipalities, whose
efforts to shelter them have put to shame
the efforts of the present government.

The government boasts of the second

mortgages in which 5,000 persons have

put their trust. These mortgages can

easily be "the last straw that breaks the

camel's back and the purchaser's heart."

The homeless deserve better treatment

than this.

Before closing I would like to make
a few remarks about the Ontario labour

bill. The fact that this government
adopted it before it was passed at

Ottawa has aroused suspicion in the

minds of trade unionists and others. I

read a comment in the press that the

government stand will be "that it must
have a fair trial." Why did they not

let the Dominion Government give it a

fair trial before foisting it upon the

workers of Ontario?

In conclusion, I want to say I appre-
ciate the awareness that the government
are showing of the need of financial

assistance to community groups in the

establishment of skating rinks.

I have the honour of being the vice-

president of the Mahoney Park Sports
Club, a group of working men who have
earned an enviable reputation for good
work done amongst the boys in the com-

munity. Our kids have won a large
number of championships both in

hockey and baseball. The winners of

the Ontario Junior Championship last

year, the Aerovox team, were graduates
of our club. I regret to say that our
work has been so hampered by lack of
funds and increasing cost of equipment
that we have had to curtail our pro-
gramme. Financial assistance to clubs
like ours would be money well spent.

For I think the hon. members of the

House would agree that a dollar spent
in a good recreational programme would
save many dollars in the cost of admin-

istering our prisons and reform institu-

tions.

Mr. Speaker, whilst some of the hon.
members of this side of the House no
doubt will raise the question of insur-

ance—health insurance and auto insur-

ance—and possibly these questions will

cause a great deal of debate and dis-

agreement, I believe the whole House
will be in complete agreement on the

question of "Youth Insurance."

Thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. C. C. CALDER (L London) :

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment
of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 1st Order, third reading.

THE COMMUNITY CENTRES
ACT, 1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 1st

Order, third reading of Bill No. 37,

"The Community Centres Act, 1949,"
Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 37, "The

Community Centres Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 2nd Order.

THE TRAINING SCHOOLS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 2nd

Order, third reading of Bill No. 38,
"An Act to amend the Training Schools

Act," Mr. Dunbar.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move third reading of
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Bill No. 38, "An Act to amend the

Training Schools Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 3rd Order.

INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 3rd

Order, third reading of Bill No. 39,

"An Act to amend the Industrial

Standards Act," Mr. Daley.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Daley I move third

reading of Bill No. 39, "An Act to

amend the Industrial Standards Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 4th Order.

THE ARBITRATION ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 4th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 47,
"An Act to amend the Arbitration Act,"
Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 47, "An Act
to amend the Arbitration Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of
the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the
bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 5th Order.

THE CORONERS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 5th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 48,
"An Act to amend the Coroners Act,"
Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 48, "An Act
to amend the Coroners Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 6th Order.

THE COUNTY COURTS ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 6th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 49,
"An Act to amend the County Courts

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 49, "An Act
to amend the County Courts Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 7th Order.

THE CROWN ATTORNEYS ACT,
1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 7th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 50,

"The Crown Attorneys Act, 1949," Mr.
Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 50, "The
Crown Attorneys Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 8th Order.

THE CROWN WITNESSES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 8th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 52,

"An Act to amend the Crown Witnesses

Act," Mr. Blackwell.
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MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell I move
third reading of Bill No. 52, "An Act
to amend the Crown Witnesses Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 9th Order.

THE DIVISION COURTS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 9th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 53, "An
Act to amend the Division Courts Act,"

Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 53, "An Act

to amend the Divisions Court Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 10th Order.

THE LIMITATIONS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 10th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 55, "An
Act to amend the Limitations Act," Mr.

Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I beg to

move third reading of Bill No. 55, "An
Act to amend the Limitations Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 11th Order.

THE PUBLIC OFFICERS FEES
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 11th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 56, "An

Act to amend the Public Officers Fees

Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of bill No. 56, "An Act to

amend the Public Officers Fees Act."

Motion agreed to
;
third reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 12th Order.

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONSOLIDATION OF THE

STATUTES
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 12th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 57,

"An Act to Provide for the Consolida-

tion of the Statutes," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 57, "An Act
to Provide for the Consolidation of the

Statutes."

Motion agreed to
;
third reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker : Resolved that the bill

do now pass and be intituled as in the

motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 13th Order.

THE SUMMARY CONVICTIONS
ACT

CLERK. OF THE HOUSE: 13th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 58,
"An Act to amend the Summary Con-
victions Act," Mr. Blackwell.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, in

the absence of Mr. Blackwell, I move
third reading of Bill No. 58, "An Act
to amend The Summary Convictions
Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 14th Order.
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THE ONTARIO FOOD TERMINAL
ACT, 1946

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 14th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 63,

"An Act to amend the Ontario Food
Terminal Act, 1946," Mr. .Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 63, "An
Act to amend the Ontario Food Term-
inal Act, 1946."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 15th Order.

THE LAND TRANSFER TAX ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 15th

Order, third reading of Bill No. 71,

4'An Act to amend the Land Transfer
Tax Act," Mr. Frost.

HON. G. H. DOUCETT (PC Min-
ister of Highways) : Mr. Speaker, in the

absence of Mr. Frost, I move third read-

ing of Bill No. 71, "An Act to amend
the Land Transfer Tax Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move the

House do now adjourn, and it is under-

stood we will have a night session to-

morrow. We will go on with the debate

all afternoon and evening.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 5 :06 o'clock p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting

petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

MR. B. L. CATHCART (PC Lamb-
ton West) : Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to

present the first report of the Standing
Committee on Private Bills and move
its adoption.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Mr.

Cathcart, from the Standing Committee
on Private Bills, presents the following
as its report:

The Committee begs to report the

following bills without amendment :

Bill No. 1, An Act respecting the

Federation for Community Service of

Toronto ;

Bill No. 2, An Act respecting the

Mount McKay and Kakabeka Falls

Railway Company;
Bill No. 3, An Act respecting The

Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of

Toronto ;

Bill No. 4, An Act respecting Cot-

tam Farmers Limited ;

Bill No. 7, An Act respecting

Wycliffe College;

Bill No. 15, An Act respecting the

Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of

Ontario.

Tuesday, March 1, 1949.

The Committee begs to report the fol-

lowing bills with certain amendments :

Bill No. 6, An Act respecting the

Township of Scarborough.

The Committee would recommend
that the fees, less the penalties and the

actual cost of printing, be remitted on:

Bill No. 1, An Act respecting The
Federation for Community Service

of Toronto;

Bill No. 3, An Act respecting The

Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of

Toronto
;

Bill No. 7, An Act respecting

Wycliffe College; and

Bill No. 15, An Act respecting The
Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of

Ontario.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Report agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

MUNICIPAL BOARD ACT

MR. H. W. WALKER (L Wel-

land) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Mr. Baxter, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend The Municipal Board Act," and
that same be now read a first time.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (PC
Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Would
the hon. member (Mr. Walker) kindly

give a word of explanation regarding
the bill?
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MR. WALKER: Mr. Speaker, this

is to cover a situation where, upon the

application of a council of a local munici-

pality, the council of an adjacent or

adjoining local municipality consents to

the possession of a parcel of land vacated

to the municipality by the first-mentioned

municipality as a disposal area for ashes,

garbage or other refuse.

In the past it has probably been a

matter of debate between the two local

municipal bodies, and there does not

seem to be any definite decision made by
the Municipal Board as to whether or

not one municipality can locate in

another.

MR. DUNBAR: It should be The

Municipal Act, not The Municipal Board
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

WOLVES AND BEAR BOUNTY
HON. H. R. SCOTT (PC Minister

of Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker,
I move, seconded by Mr. Kelley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled

''An Act to amend The Wolves and
Bear Bounty Act, 1946."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker,
would the hon. minister (Mr. Scott)
be good enough to explain what is

intended with regard to the wolves and
bears ?

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Speaker, there

have been various resolutions and
recommendations sent in, primarily
based on increasing the bounty on adult

wolves. The situation as it stands at

present is that Quebec, to the east, paid
$15 bounty, last year, on 179 wolves;
Manitoba pays $10 on over 900 wolves;
we in Ontario pay $25, last year on

2,100 of them. Therefore, I cannot see

that the answer lies in raising the

bounty on adult wolves. We have had

trappers in from all parts of the province
and discussed the question with them.

They felt that our new zonings of trap-

pers' ground would make each trapper
more anxious to reduce the predators

on his ground. They felt also the catch

of wolves could be increased by the

taking of wolf pups, therefore this Act
raises the bounty on wolf pups from

$5 to $15.

It also brings in legislation whereby
we can control either wolves or bears

which are kept in captivity in places
such as gasoline stations and so on,
across the province. We have had no

way of regulating the care of these

animals.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

LOAN AND TRUST
CORPORATION

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "The Loan and Trust Corpora-
tion Act, 1949," and that same be now
read a first time.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, is it

possible to have a brief explanation of

this bill ? I see it appears to be a lengthy
one.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
this Act was first enacted in 1897 and
was revised and consolidated in 1912.

This bill is a re-codification and re-

arrangement of the present act. There
is no change in any important principle.
There are improvements in drafting and

improvements in arrangement.
Motion agreed to

;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the

day.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South) : Mr. Speaker, before the orders
of the day, I want to draw to the atten-

tion of the government the fact that a

great many questions are on the order

paper in an unanswered condition. There
are now some 66 questions and 6 orders
for return awaiting the attention of the

various departments of government.
I am quite ready to admit that some

of these questions call for a measure of
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research and would take some little time,

but the great majority of the questions
on the order paper could very well be

answered within a very reasonable limit

of time.

These questions, as hon. members
have a right to ask them, deal with

important matters for which answers
are desired for the purpose of facilitat-

ing those hon. members in the discussion

of public questions, and I do protest,
Mr. Speaker, the inactivity of the

government in regard to these questions.

We are now in the third week of the

Session and it seems to me that a very
real attempt should be made to have
the majority of these questions answered,
so that hon. members can have the

knowledge they contain, which know-

ledge might be useful in formulating
their opinions on various questions that

come before the House.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, on

looking at the order paper, it is quite
true there are some 57 questions on
the order paper. However, the first

question placed before this House by
the group of my hon. friend (Mr.
Oliver) opposite was asked one week

ago today, on the 22nd of February.

When my hon. friend (Mr. Oliver)
berates the government for its delay
in answering, I think he uses the

expression "inactivity of the govern-
ment."

MR. OLIVER: That is right.

MR. FROST : Might I ask my friend

opposite what he was doing from the

10th of February until the 22nd of

February, when he did not ask any of

the very important questions, but left

them until a week ago today?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST : I would say this, Mr.

Speaker, the government is most
anxious to answer these questions, and
the departments are now engaged in

getting together the information re-

quired to answer them. My friend

knows that at the present time the

various departments are busy with the

affairs of government and naturally it

takes time to answer these questions and
to get all the material available.

I would point out to my hon. friend

(Mr. Oliver) that the opposition group
made a great start on the 22nd of

February, and that they did not do

anything further until the 25th of

February. Now, on the first of March,

they have some other questions. I just

say to him that—
MR. JOLLIFFE : Oh, there is more

to it than that.

MR. FROST : These questions will

be answered as soon as possible. There
will be no delay. If there are any
questions that he would particularly

—
MR. OLIVER: My hon. friend's

(Mr. Frost) remarks call for an addi-

tional word on my part.

MR. FROST: They certainly do.

MR. OLIVER: I often wonder just
what is in the back of my hon. friend's

(Mr. Frost) mind. In answer to why
we did not ask the questions sooner, I

would remark that notice of these

questions was given a week ago Friday.

They did not appear on the order paper
as questions, it is true, until a week ago
today, but we wanted to get the

questions in the correct form. We
wanted to word them so that they would
draw from the government, if the time

ever arrives when they will answer

them, the maximum information.

I am not going to take a back seat

to my hon. friend (Mr. Frost) in

saying when I should put questions on
the order paper and how I should put
them on. That is our prerogative. Your

duty is to answer the questions.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Would my hon.

friend (Mr. Oliver) be generous
enough to agree with this: if it took

him ten days to formulate the question,
he might give us ten days to answer it.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Mr. Speaker, pursuing this

matter a little further: Is the acting
leader of the government (Mr. Frost)

prepared to give some intimation as to

when certain resolutions on the order

paper will be called?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: There are one or

two resolutions which fix the time a

report is to be made back to this House.
Are you going to leave those resolutions

on the order paper until the day before

the date specified, and then say it is

impossible for the committee to make
its report in one day?

MR. DUNBAR: The day after.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I told

my hon. friend (Mr. MacLeod) we
would deal with them in the fulness of

time.

MR. MacLEOD : The time is getting

pretty full.

MR. FROST: We are dealing with

important matters of legislation and

public business before we come to some
of these other matters.

MR. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I happened to note that when the

Leader of the Liberal group (Mr.
Oliver) was urging expedition in

answering some of these questions, he

accompanied that with the expression
that they wished answers for the pur-

pose of discussion in the House.

Might I suggest he now indicate any
question which he wishes to have
answered for that particular purpose.
We might be able to give it some

priority.

MR. OLIVER : I do not know what
drew my hon. friend, the Attorney-
General (Mr. Blackwell), into this dis-

cussion.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER : All I want to say to

him in reply is that we need all the

answers to all the questions on which to

base our discussion in this Legislature.
If we did not need it for that purpose,
we would not have asked for it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: I may venture
to say you do not use any of them for

discussion.

MR. OLIVER: We will not if you
do not hurry up and answer them.

MR. DUNBAR: I asked one in

1937 and never got an answer yet.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : 21st Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 21st

Order, resuming the Adjourned Debate
on the amendment to the amendment to

the Motion for the consideration of the

Speech of the honourable the Lieutenant-

Governor at the opening of the session.

MR. C. CALDER (L London) : Mr.

Speaker, Ontario expects every man here

to try to do his best. Thank you, sir,

for the way you have gone about doing
your job. It seems to me the best thanks
we could give you would be to, at every
moment in the House, even the most
heated or the most exasperated or the

most humorous moment, accord you that

dignity which your office deserves. The
other evening at the Hart House debate,
I noticed the speaker in that assembly
received, simply by lifting a finger, the

kind of attention I think might well be

given here.

May I, sir, congratulate you upon your
choice of deputy? It would of course

have been politically indecent to have
made that appointment from the city of

London, but the hon. Premier (Mr. Ken-

nedy) is to be thanked for having
brought it as close to home as he possibly
could.

There is one thing I think is worth

taking the time of the House to mention,
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and that is the very great kindness with
which the "greenhorns" have been re-

ceived here, especially by the hon. min-

isters and hon. members opposite who
have no reason whatever to welcome us.

That has been particularly helpful, I

think, to all of us, and it should not go
without an expression of our thanks to

them.

Perhaps the fact the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) is not in the House
makes it all the easier to discuss his

qualifications more freely. If I may tell

you an anecdote: shortly before the

House opened, I went for a walk to

steady my nerves and coming back

through the rear entrance at 16 minutes

past two of the clock, there was a stone-

cutter engaged in just finishing the name
"Hon. Thomas Laird Kennedy" on the

granite shield at the north entrance to

this building. I said to him : "That's a

good name." He said : "Everybody says
he is a pretty fine fellow," and in further

conversation he said that he did not read

newspapers.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh,
oh.

MR. CALDER : I would not want to

be excluded from the company of those,
Mr. Speaker, who pay their respects to

the hon. Thomas Laird Kennedy, and I

do hope the Art Committee, when they

get down to work, will see that his por-
trait is of the modest size he would like.

AN HON. MEMBER : Hear, hear.

MR. CALDER: And that he is not

fitted out in these funny, fancy, formal

clothes, but that he sits in plain, honest,
blue serge, so that about 30 years from

now, when we are going through the

halls of this Legislature, we can say to

our grandchildren: "That is old Tom,
the man under whom we began 30 years

ago, and there has never been a better

man here since."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: My special thanks
are also due to the hon. members for—

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (PC
Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Same

government in 30 years.

MR. CALDER : If people are kind.

^
AN HON. MEMBER: Watch out,

George.

MR. CALDER : May I direct special
thanks to the hon. members for Middle-

sex South (Mr. Allen) and Middlesex
North (Mr. Patrick) on their election,

because, Mr. Speaker, hardly had the

dust settled on June 8th when those good
friends and hon. members made it per-

fectly clear to me that as far as we in

Western Ontario were concerned, ours

is a job of good government in which we
are engaged without difference of poli-

tics. Let us try to be clear about that.

The thing on which we agree shall be

our political principles. Those on which
we must disagree shall become the stuff

of politics, and it is our business here to

resolve as quickly, as sensibly as it can

be done, our differences into a concensus.

In that process it is good to find, if

only in a personal way, leading the op-

position, an old acquaintance, to whom I

want to pay public respects, because in

the winter of 1934-35, the then "Ted"

Jolliffe and I shared the library table in

the law offices of the remarkable firm of

Lang and Michener.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CALDER : Since that time, Mr.

Speaker, Dan Lang tried twice for the

seat which the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition (Mr. Jolliffe) now occupies, that

for South York. More is the pity, Mr.

Lang did not make it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CALDER: And in the scuffle

of June 7th, Mr. Michener, that Tory
prince, or that prince of Tories, was
excused from this Legislature, and by
some irregularity which is bound to hap-

pen in the best regulated Conservative

ridings this person was admitted.
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Fourteen years ago I formed a genu-
ine respect for the considerable intel-

lectual ability of the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), and time has

not diminished that respect.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: What he advocates
is another question. But, thank Heaven,
he has this saving grace, that, unlike

some of his followers, not quite so hard-

bitten, not quite so well-experienced,
does not arise in public and call upon
Heaven to witness that he is "not as

other men."

But my best thanks, Mr. Speaker, are

reserved for the happy fact of my being
in the centre of this, the choicest mem-
bers in the House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: If we are not the

official opposition, Mr. Speaker, it

should not be forgotten
—

HON. G. H. DOUCETT (PC
Minister of Highways) : You are next
to it anyway..

MR. FAROUHAR OLIVER (L
Grey South) : You are next to out—
the end seat.

MR. CALDER : —we are next to it

to this degree, sir, that we are the

effective opposition.

^
MISS A. MacPHAIL (CCF York

East) : I have not noticed it.

MR. CALDER: Not for the rather
small fact that 145,000 more people
voted for our political platform, and
our candidates than supported the

C.C.F., but when the chips are down
and the fortunes of war have their way,
we come out here. We are not wailing.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER : The more important
thing is that with the great majority of

the people in Ontario, we will watch
the performance of the government from

the point of view that the future of this

province, let alone this country, is too
vast to be contained within that gilded

cage called "socialism."

It is a special pleasure to align one's

self with a leader who is a model of

parliamentary good humour, and sin-

cerity, and whose voice and whose

capabilities are known throughout the

length and breadth of this province, but
above all, Mr. Speaker, one who at

times, when it was embarrassing and

difficult, demonstrated that he believed

what he said about Dominion-Provincial

co-operation, a lesson which has yet to

be learned on the opposite side of this

House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: May I now say a

couple of pleasant words
;
one about

London, and one about Toronto? In
order to save time, hon. members will

find upon their desks pictures of London
worth thousands of my words, and I

would like to be excused from the usual

poetry which goes with one's maiden

speech, about his home constituency.
Please come down to London, and see

it for yourself.

London is more than a place. It is an
attitude of mind. It is, if I may interpret

it, the idea that is worth the effort to

try and live well
;
not expensively ; not

flashily; not fast—because London's

night life is in its homes—but to live

well. Down there, Mr. Speaker, you
can hardly distinguish millionaires from
the trade union leaders.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CALDER : Because the million-

aires are so modest and the trade union
leaders are so businesslike, and in

London we all dress alike.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : There is one millionaire from
London who is pretty well dressed.

MR. CALDER: Behind that, Mr.

Speaker, lies an amazing amount of

energy, because the London people do
not exhaust their energies in the shops
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or offices, although they know the sense

of working during working hours, but

after supper they get out and tend to

their gardens, they take time to be

friends over the back fences, and they

get themselves into the most amazing
variety of sports and recreation and
cultural activities, which are not sneered

upon in London. The useful arts and
the fine arts are just accepted as good
things with which to be busy in that

town. For example, the London Free
Press is not consumed by a desire to

sell 75,000 copies a day. It is,' as I

know, to its considerable cost/anxious
about the kind of community in which

papers shall be sold, and by ''community"
we in London mean Western Ontario,
because another department in which
that city shows its good sense is in

accepting the obligations which go with

being a sub-capital of this province.

And in the midst of all that, Mr.

Speaker
—all that stability, and it is the

stability of conservatism, or the con-

servatism of stability, which is not the

same thing as standing still—the people
in London still keep in mind the uses

for which the first day of the week was

appointed.

Now, what about Toronto ? You will

never get me to call this place "hog
town."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: For four years I

lived here as a student, and there is

nothing wrong with the people in

Toronto except the conditions under
which some of them have to live and

work, and travel between the two.

On January 6th, at a party caucus, I

resolved that this should be said—and
the recent flurry of events has not

changed my mind—that this government
should be prepared to lend its good
offices to a solution of the problems of

the metropolitan area of Toronto. I

know the hon. Minister of Municipal
Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) has already indi-

cated what looks like a proper attitude in

that regard. Let me encourage him to

go a great deal farther with funds, with

planning, with professional assistance,

and with the offices of mediation, what-

ever is required to make sure that the

expansion of this city does not fall over

itself.

After all, Mr. Speaker, little London
has something to show in the way of a

lead here, because in our planning board,
the adjoining municipalities on both

sides are members of that board, and
work in cordiality with the city. We
realize that unless we all pull together,
we will just get in one another's hair.

It is to be hoped that same attitude can

be developed around Toronto.

But the Province of Ontario has a

special interest in this capital city, and

were an impasse to develop and allowed

to continue, the Provincial Government

might very properly, at least indicate

that the use of its authority might be-

come available to help solve such an

impasse.

Some cities, Mr. Speaker, are born

great like Quebec; some achieve great-
ness—like Vancouver; but the city of

Toronto has had greatness thrust upon
it, and I imagine it is the hope of all of

us that since it is going to be a still

greater metropolis, it should be made
liveable. The problem is not that of
Ottawa, which is to beautify the centre

of the city ;
here the problem is to make

liveable the perimeter of a great city,

and by "liveable" I mean liveable for

industry as well as people, by conjoining
the two, as town planners now so cleverlv

do.

How shall we approach the govern-

ment, Mr. Speaker? We here recognize
that there is no future for us or for any
other political party, which ceases to be

aware of its public responsibilities ;
not

just to one group, but to the whole, wide

public. For one hundred years or more
the Liberal Party in this province has

been doing fairly well on that basis. We
do not win every election, but, after all,

that is not the chief concern. The Cana-

dian people are not an ungrateful lot,

and as a consequence of our sense of

responsibility
—and by "our" I mean the

Liberal Party
—we have been kept at

hand for more than 100 years and called
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from time to time to serve as a durable,

reliable instrument of government when-
ever the people wanted us. If we can be

worthy of that tradition, we will be

called upon again to perform our trust.

In the meantime, we have to discharge
our constitutional duty here, and we can-

not spend 50c—or even suggest the

spending of 50c. of the government's
money at this time. By that very wise

arrangement of British constitutional

practises, we have been placed here in a

position where we shall be absolutely
free from any direct responsibility for

the administration of this province, in

order that we may form in our own
minds the outlines upon which this prov-
ince shall be better administered in the

coming years.

I cannot see any point in threshing
over with the government problems on
which we know they have settled their

minds. After all, everybody knew on

June 8th where the majority lay; we
know what the Whips are for, and we
know what the solution will be. So, as

soon as that became apparent, we, in this

group, decided we would not waste the

time of the province in flogging a dead

horse, nor will we waste time by un-

necessarily ridiculing the government, as

an hon. member did the other afternoon,

making fun of the publications of the

Department of Agriculture. I do not
know enough to be a farmer, but as he
went down the line, I heard the word
"mastitis," and I know just enough
about mastitis to have the fun go out
of the performance at that point.

Our constitutional duty is to hit the

government hard and clean every time
we detect any sign of indifference or
laziness or lassitude, or, most of all,

when we sense that they are not measur-

ing up to what they themselves know to

be the full measure of their duty. And
when it is all over, we shall be better

friends, and the business of the province
shall be better done, if we can do it

at every stage of the game in accordance
with the best kind of British atmos-

phere.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: I know that is the

way they go about things in London.
It is not required that one candidate

''knock" his fellow candidate. In

London it is preferable that he knock
on doors. I should like at this point
to bring to every part of the House
a word of greeting from your old

friend "Bill" Webster, who is, I am
glad to say, a better friend of mine
now than we were before the election,

simply because we know each other

better.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER : Turning now to a

department in which everyone in this

province has become more concerned,
that of education, let me begin by say-

ing that we salute in the Minister of

Education (Mr. Porter), a man of

honour and integrity. I do not just
mean the integrity which would not

pinch other people's money ;
I mean in-

tegrity of mind, and if in the new
dispensation—by which I mean next

year
—when Mr. Gordon Graydon will

have been established to operate this

government—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CALDER: As the faithful

servant of his Ottawa master's sonor-

ous voice—if at that time the Hon.
Minister ($Cr. Porter) is spared to

retain his portfolio of education, he

will need every bit of his statesman-like

qualities.

But what has happened in the mean-
time? This is said more in sorrow than

in anger, but I do wish to impress upon
the government the damage to the cause

of education which has already been

done, and which cannot be recovered,

simply by the protracted delay to the

Report of the Royal Commission.

For example, on Saturday a delega-
tion of teachers came to see me. There
were five of them. After we had dealt

with the business of superannuation,
with which I will not delay this House
now, because when the hon. Minister

(Mr. Porter) makes his specific pro-
visions we will make our specific com-
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ments and there is no sense in beating
one's breast for the sake of the record

or the sound effects at this time. But,
as I say, after we had finished our
business on superannuation, one of the

teachers said, "When is the Commission

going to report?" and she mentioned
that at the recent meeting the group had
resolved that the Report should be sub-

mitted in our day, something like the

prayer for "peace in our time."

Secondly, a Teaching Brother men-
tioned that for three years the Separate
Schools in London have had completed
their plans for a high school, and for

three years those plans have been

gathering dust, awaiting the report of

the Royal Commission.

Thirdly, these teachers—and I

imagine they should know what they
are talking about—said they were sure

that the $75,000 addition to the Voca-
tional School in London would have
been erected by this time, except for

the delay in the receipt of the Royal
Commission's Report.

However, Mr. Speaker, that is water

over the dam. What the government
must understand is that by their atti-

tude they have unsettled the minds of

all kinds of people, both eminent and

humble, throughout this province, by
their attitude toward a commission
which touches fundamentals. People
believe that it very well suits the

government that this Royal Com-
mission's Report should not, soon, be
tabled.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR
(PC Minister of Municipal Affairs) :

You have been talking to the wrong
people.

MR. CALDER: It may be a coin-

cidence, Mr. Speaker, but I venture to

say the Report will not be made public
until after the next dominion general
election. What is the result? People are

beginning, before the Report is tabled,

to lose confidence in it, and for that

the government can blame no one but

themselves, because the importance of

the damage which is being done in the

public mind is this, that the government

is operating a kind of "Operation Santa

Clause," that its candidates in the late

election, without anything official being
said, and without anything being put
on paper, and there being nothing in

the files or in the returns of correspon-
dence—because these things are not

done that way—might indicate to all

kinds of people that if they will just
be well behaved, then Santa Claus will

be good indeed, but Christmas is not

coming, nor is Santa Claus coming until

after the next dominion general election.

It is that attitude, for which I acquit
the hon. Minister of Education (Mr.

Porter) of more than a fractional share

as a member of the Cabinet which has

done the damage. That damage was
done by June, and no speed is now
shown—but let it be shown—in the

return of the report of the. committee,

but even now, that damage cannot be

restored.

Mr. Speaker, while I am on the sub-

ject of Royal Commissions, the ministry
has been rather going along with one
on its shoulder, like a chip, daring us

to knock it off. But the ministry has

not yet appointed a Royal Commission
on that very subject which lends itself to

a Royal Commission, namely the alleged
traffic in liquor licences.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER : The corner of which
was recently lifted—just a corner of it—in a court case.

Now, if it was worth a decision of

the government to establish a Royal
Commission to look into irregularities

alleged in connection with the Provincial

Police, on the strength of a letter, then

is it not equally proper that a Royal
Commission should have gone to the

bottom—which I am told is very low—
of that brokerage in liquor licences which

apparently is operating in the Niagara
district. One gathers that the down pay-
ment is $500, with $5,000 to come on
the delivery of the licence. How widely
that has gone, we do not know. We do
know of three or four definite cases,

before the one actually brought to court.
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If the government wishes to impress
the province with its good faith in these

matters, then I think it should remove
that inquiry from a departmental basis,

because there it has everything in its

own hands
;
there may or may not be a

report, and the report will show what
the government wishes it to show—but

let them remove that inquiry into a

Royal Commission, and they will gain
in public prestige.

MR. DUNBAR : How far would you
go back with a Royal Commission ? To
the paying of $1,000 for a liquor licence

in Toronto?

MR. CALDER : As far as I am con-

cerned, personally, you can go back as

far as you like.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DUNBAR: Some of your
people would not like that.

MR. WISMER: Who is making the

speech ?

MR. DUNBAR: The government
made millionaires out of the issuers of

licences.

MR. CALDER: Mr. Speaker, may I.

impress upon the hon. Minister of Lands
and Forests (Mr. Scott) the need to

measure up to what is expected of him.

You, sir, have the right outlook in this

chamber. You are looking north and
the future of this province lies that way,
somewhere between our salt water coast

and the Great Lakes. The centre of

gravity of our future is constantly mov-

ing north and it is there that there is

yet time for this government to do that

work of conservation which is eminently
the work of any government. It is not

just a race against flowers or the bud-

worm, it is also a race against time. I

hope that the cabinet will give the hon.

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr.
Scott) the support he needs when he
takes his courage in both hands to do
those things which he ought to do.

The late Mr. Pierre Cardin used to

say the way to win general elections was.

in the first two years, after coming to

power to do those things you know are

right and in the last two years to make
the laws give a proper answer. I would
be quite prepared to see this government
try to win the next election on that basis.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER: If they have the

courage to see it they might well ask
the dominion to run it.

One other subject and then I am done.

That is the subject of education as it is

associated with provincial results. In

education, Mr. Speaker, we of Western
Ontario were delighted on the first occa-

sion on which all the hon. members for

Western Ontario met for the first time.

That was at the University of Western
Ontario. This legislature charges that

university with special territorial

responsibilities for higher education in

that part of the province. I think every-
one in this House agrees with Point 10
of Mr. Drew's programme, that every
child in this province, wherever he may
be and whatever his financial status may
be, should be educated to the extent of

mental capacity. The University of

Western Ontario in its constituency is

doing a magnificent work in a sensible

way towards that end. Later, we will in

persuasive detail present to the Provin-
cial Treasurer the reasons why the

annual grant to the university may well

be increased by at least a paltry $150,000,
for two reasons.

The first in recognition that the Uni-

versity is the kind that believes in

self-help. It set for itself a building

program of $2,000,000, and has now
about $2,215,000. McGill had a goal of

$10,000,000, and they only scraped up
$7,700,000. What about the University
of Toronto? It is recognized as a first

charge on provincial education.

The second is that university so

loudly promised to Northern Ontario
but not yet built. Then, there are the

semi-private universities, such as

Western and Queen's in another part
of the province. The University of

Western Ontario has set for itself an

objective which it has almost reached, not
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without the aid of the government which
I acknowledge and not without the aid

of the City of London, which is good
business but by a proportionately larger
amount of private subscriptions than in

any other university. We are at one in

Western Ontario in this building project.

Here, again, is an illustration of that

kind of co-operation in which politics

takes no part because the hon. members

present at that meeting were largely
Conservative as are the hon. members
here. When the time comes in the De-
bate on Supply we shall he happy to

give the financial situation. I should

like the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) to note now that what the Uni-

versity has done for itself, what the

City of London has helped to do for

them entitles it to the kind of considera-

tion which I know he wants to give
to every educational enterprise. It was

good to hear from the hon. member
for Renfrew North (Mr. Hunt) the

other day to which the hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) reacted favourably ...
that money spent on education is not

to be regarded as an expense for this

government or any other government
but as an investment.

The University of Toronto, like

every other university, needs to have
the barricade taken away from its door-

way and that barricade is the dollar

sign. In agreement with Point No. 10

in the famous 22 points, we should go
much further in that regard, and the

government could do a great deal more
towards implementing that. Right now,
I know the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) has financial reserves and

personal ingenuity. Let him employ
them for the furtherance of university
education.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CALDER : And further, let him
do everything in his power to put a

ceiling on University. Tuition fees as

of now. Let him tiegin to roll back
the fees at the University of Toronto,
at least to their 1946 level, but more
about that on the debate on Supply.

I believe, Mr. Speaker, what we are

interested in as Ontario people is in

provincial results more than in provin-
cial rights, and here again I say more
in sorrow than in anger, that this

government has much lost ground to

recover. During the previous adminis-
tration there was too emotional an
attitude towards anything which in-

volved Ottawa.

I was very happy the other day, when
the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley) gave an example of co-operation
between the Provincial and Federal

Departments of Labour as regards safe-

guarding the employment of women,
and when the hon. Minister of Lands
and Forests (Mr. Scott) stated how
his people are co-operating with the

Federal people in curtailing forest

waste, and I trust that kind of co-

operation will be multiplied an hundred
fold all down the line. It is too late

to recover the ground lost in co-opera-
tion between the dominion and this

province in that very important project
of housing. Why should we argue in-

definitely about our provincial rights?
Let us turn to provincial results, be-

cause when you go to talk to a man in

his kitchen he wants results. Sometimes
we get them, Mr. Speaker, by standing
on our rights and sometimes we get
them by leasing our rights and some-
times we get them by talking to Ottawa
to form new rights. Most of the time
we will get results by never mention-

ing rights but simply asking
—"What is

the problem?" "How will. we go about

solving it?" If this government wishes
to establish a new and better reputation
in this field today we had better get
started. I will make this prediction
that within two years this government
will have signed a tax agreement with

Ottawa—two years.

Now, how shall we conclude, Mr.

Speaker? I have prepared nothing on
this point because when I first drafted

this speech the conclusion was just
standard "tripe," and what was good
enough for February 9th is not quite

enough today. No man, and I am sure

every new hon. member here feels the

same way, no man could come into this
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chamber and not realize that any member to rise in a chamber like this,

government has the means of doing particularly a new member who has not
harm as well as good with what we do had even the benefit of municipal ex-
here. It is not all big things which perience, such as was referred to by the
mean so much. Personally, I get more hon. member for London (Mr. Calder).
satisfaction

*

out of these little things. I should like to join with him in express-
People who consider themselves little, ing to the older hon. members of this
such as, a 100 per cent, permanent House, on all sides of the House, my
disability case who phoned me up the appreciation for the way they have re-
other day and began by apologizing ceived us, for the co-operation they have
for taking my valuable time. As if my shown towards us and for the aid they
time could be better spent than in trying have given in helping us find our way
to help that kind of man. in this Legislature.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
Mr « SPeaker >

if l c*n suggest to the

near government any reason for my presence
in this Legislature and the presence of

MR. CALDER : Or in trying to help
a number of my colleagues, particularly

the infirm and they are not always aged.
in this group, I would suggest it was a

Let me assure the hon. Minister of Edu- case of dissatisfaction with government
cation (Mr. Porter) that I will be glad policy. This is particularly true of the

to give him any assistance in helping the urban areas of this province because,

training of children, those tragic kiddies certainly when you find an area like

whose perfectly normal minds are cap- Tory Toronto swinging as it did in the

tured in a body without muscular con- last election, I think there is good reason

trol. Or in speeding research to bring for the government to examine its policy
back the lake trout to Lake Huron. This and to decide whether or not there have
should be done not only for the tourists been some mistakes made which justify
but for the body of men, the very fine the dissatisfaction the people have ex-

body of men, in this province, who fish pressed at the polls. I think that was
Lake Huron commercially. If we can the attitude probably before the last elec-
do these things it will be so good. tion. I know it was the attitude of the

We have a saying in London, that former Premier of this province, when
people who come to Toronto, either grow he spoke to the labour delegation, to the
or swell. Now, I hope I may be spared effect that he represented labour because
to grow up to do the kind of job which in this House labour's own constituencies
I believe should be done here because were electing Tories that, therefore,
it is so much bigger than any one of us. what he was doing for labour was per-
It would make the Province of Ontario fectly O.K. Well, I do not think he
a better place for the people to live. That nor any of his successors could say that
is the conception which I have of what at the present time T think all the pe
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bpeech from the Ihrone seemed disap-

pointing. I had hoped that the govern-

MR. G. E. PARK (CCF Dover- ment would have taken step to start to

court) : Mr. Speaker, I should like move in the direction of meeting the

to join with those who have spoken
needs of the people, such as the citizens

before in extending to you, Sir, con- of Dovercourt constituency whom I have

gratulations on your appointment as the honour to represent in this House.

Chairman of the Whole House and In reading the Speech from the

through you to Mr. Speaker on his ap- Throne, I regret that I did not find very
pointment as Speaker of the House. It much that would seem to be moving into

is a difficult job at any time for a new the fields the people want. They would
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have preferred action on such issues as

welfare, housing and the labour issues,

and we did not get them. I think the

main motive in the Speech from the

Throne was to exaggerate the Provincial

Rights' position which was written more
with its eye on the coming federal elec-

tion, and prospects in the Province of

Quebec, than it was to meet the social

needs of the people of Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear. ,

MR. PARK: There is one question
which has already been discussed in this

House, which I would like to mention
for a few minutes. When the hon. mem-
ber for York East (Miss MacPhail)
made her appeal to this House to the

effect that it should do something about

the problem of old-age pensioners, I

think she touched the feelings of every
hon. member in the House, including
even some of the Cabinet Ministers. I

regret that when the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) in his Speech-from-the-

Throne address, stated that the posi-
tion of the Province of Ontario was that

they were willing to pay 25 per cent, of a

Federal amount ;
I suggest to this House

that this is not a policy at all but actually

an evading of a policy. What we are

doing is shifting the responsibility of the

Province of Ontario on the question of

old-age pensioners, we are attempting to

shift the burden of this issue to the

Federal Government. I cannot agree
with this policy. It has been suggested
that—and this is not a good thing

—that

social service organizations and service

clubs of various kinds had to pick up
where this government left off. We have

failed the old-age pensioners in this

province. I think, as a province, we have
a responsibility to look after these pen-
sioners and we should look to this

responsibility quickly.

I would like to offer some political

suggestions to the government. I know
they are very concerned about the

coming federal election and I know if

the hon. member for York East (Miss
MacPhail could not persuade them,

I can not. They should go out and see

for themselves before rejecting her

argument.

I am going to offer a suggestion
which I think may appeal to their

political sense at least. If the

Province of Ontario will say, and say

immediately, "we will raise the pensions
in this province to $40," I suggest to

you that it would force action by the

Federal Government. They would not

allow this, they would be shamed into

taking action which they ought to have
taken and which this province should
have taken before this—to raise the old-

age pension, at least, to a living level.

MR. FROST: You do not know
them as well as we do.

MR. PARK: Well, I am quite sure

they are as anxious for votes in the

next election as is the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) and if you were
to make the statement that this province
is willing to pay $40 a month to old-age

pensioners it would have the effect of

frightening them politically at least into

taking some action on the old - age
pension question on a federal level. In

looking over the recent basic pension to

old-age pensioners, I looked at the last

list we were able to get, raising the

pension to $40 a month would take

about one-third of the $25,000,000

surplus that the government announced
last year. I presume there will be a

larger surplus this year if I can judge
from the approach that tha hon.
Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) is

making.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to deal for

a moment with the question of the

handling of old-age pensioners. I regret
that the hon. Minister for Public

Welfare (Mr. Good fellow) is not in the

House at the moment but it seems to

me as a member and I suppose it is

true of all hon. members, we handle
dozens of old-age pension cases. I want
to say that in my dealings with the Old-

Age Pension Commission and with the

civil servants attached to the Commis-
sion, I have found them courteous and
ever helpful but always within the
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limits of the regulations; I think there

are times when that staff is considerably
over-worked. I think they have a feel-

ing of frustration when they have to

turn down applicants because of the

regulations, as I think they feel, in their

hearts, something ought to be done. The

piling up of the work is increasing daily
in the handling of old-age pension cases.

I have one case in mind where an

inquiry came to me where the applicant
for the old-age pension said this :

"It is over four months since I

applied for my pension, put my hand
on the Bible and swore out an
affidavit with a friend. As far as I

know everything is O.K. but I don't

receive this pittance."

Four month's delay ! I called the Old-

Age Pension Commission and spoke to

them down there and we got the matter

settled fairly quickly. What occurs to

me is four month's delay to the

individual and if he had not called his

member of the Legislature, how much

longer would he have had to wait ?

I am also a little perplexed as to the

method of making these extra payments
for old-age pensions. I have a letter

from Mr. Asbury, Chairman of the

Old-Age Pension Commission and I

would like to quote a paragraph of it.

"We are pleased to inform you that

this file has been carefully reviewed,
and from information contained

therein it has been possible to increase

the bonus from $2 to $3 a month for

the period May 1st, 1948, to July

31st, 1948, and to further increase it

to $4 a month from August 1st,

1948."

That letter says quite clearly, that it

is exactly the same information, there is

no new information, as to the basis upon
which they paid that bonus. The increase

is paid when the member writes and
asks about the case. It seems to me you
have a situation here where a pensioner,
who is willing to come to his member
and raise a little row about the matter

and the member goes to the commission,
he can, apparently, get some service.

But there must be thousands of old-age

pensioners who are frightened of their

members of the Legislature and who
hesitate to bring these matters to the

attention of the member. I would ask
that the hon. Minister of Public Welfare

(Mr. Goodfellow) should indicate to us

that this is not the policy and direct the

commission accordingly.

Well, Mr. Speaker, I am not going
to burden the House with a repetition of

the appeal that was made by the hon.

member for York East (Miss MacPhail)
for an increase in the pension. I think

it is well known that the public of this

province are anxious to see the pension
increased. Certainly the economic need
is there. The Welfare Council of the

City of Toronto has pointed out the

minimum need is $48.33. That is a

very miserable minimum. That is the

need of the old-age pensioner and I

believe the public is ahead of the govern-
ment on this question. It is about time
that the government caught up with the

public on the matter of the old-age

pension.

I noticed a statement made by the

hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell),

speaking at a meeting of the Women's
Progressive Conservative Association,

incorporated, at the Royal York Hotel
a short time ago, before this House

opened. Incidentally the heading says :

"Social Security Must be Paid For."
I am glad to see that. I am glad to see

that the hon. Attorney-General (Mr.
Blackwell) does not agree with the

national leader of the Progressive Con-
servative Party on this issue, but, in

the course of his remarks the hon.

Minister says :

"We have under different govern-
ments, gone as far as the public was

prepared to go in implementing a

programme of social security."

If that is the basis upon which the

government is making its decision on
the issues of the old-age pension, I think

it can be assured the public wants to see

old-age pensions raised to the minimum
level of $40.

I do not know whether the position
taken by the Conservative candidate in

the constituency of Dovercourt was
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taken with the consent of the Conserva-
tive Party or with the consent of the

Cabinet, but I have, in my hand, the

promises made by the Conservative

Party in the constituency which I repre-
sent, and in the course of those promises
I find in the 1945 promises of the suc-

cessful Conservative candidate at that

time, that he tells us at that particular

stage old-age pensions at 60 years of

age; $45 a month. That was in 1945.

In 1948 he had revised the programme,
old-age pensions at 65 but I notice he
had increased the amount to $50 a

month.

I ask this Conservative Government
to pay some attention to the promises
which have been made on their behalf

by persons seeking votes on behalf of

the Conservative Party in the last two
elections. As a matter of fact, I think

he said the same thing in 1943, but I

have not the record here with me.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

mention for a few moments the question
of housing as it affects, particularly,
those of us who are in this City of

Toronto.

I think that the housing question is

the concern of all and when I speak of

"housing" I do not in any sense except
the Federal Government from responsi-

bility. The Federal Government has a

great responsibility in this matter and I

think that government is shirking that

responsibility. It has the finances to do
the job, but, unfortunately, it does not

seem to be inclined to engage in a

public housing programme. The Speech
from the Throne made reference to the

construction, by private enterprise, of

more than 5,000 homes as a result of

legislation passed by the Province of

Ontario. I want to suggest to the House
that that is a boast which falls far short

of the needs of the people of Ontario.

I enquired from the Department of

Planning and Development as to the

number of persons who had come into

the Province of Ontario during last year,
and I was told in the year 1948 there

was a total of 61,621 irrimigrants came
to Ontario from the United States and
from overseas, and since the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)

assures us there has been many thousand
more from the Province of Saskat-

chewan, I suppose that would increase

the figure.

We have lost some highly-skilled

people, it is true, to the United States
in the same period, but I am safe in

assuming there is an additional 50,000

persons in the Province of Ontario in

the year 1948, and the government
speaks of 5,000 homes they aided in

constructing to meet the population
expansion of 50,000.

Fifty thousand works out at a ratio

of one home for every extra 10 persons
who came into the province. I am sug-

gesting we are losing the race at that

rate.

MR. W. E. HAMILTON (PC
Wellington South) : Would the hon.

member (Mr. Park) permit a question?
I wonder whether he has any informa-
tion on the views of any municipal
council of their willingness to partici-

pate in federal -
provincial housing

programmes ?

MR. PARK: Yes, I can give you
some information on that. I think there

has been indicated in the City of
Toronto their willingness to participate
in such a programme. As a matter of
fact the Regent Park project is an

example to some extent at least.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC
Minister of Education) : We are con-

tributing to that.

MR. PARK: You are paying
$1,000 for 56 homes in that area. It

works out at 33/100 of the total budget
of this province.

MR. HAMILTON: Are there any
municipalities through the province
which, through their municipal council,
have considered the question and
authorized. . . .

MR. PARK : Mr. Speaker, I suggest
to the hon. member (Mr. Hamilton) if

he wants information on other muni-

cipalities, that is a question which might
properly be directed to the hon. Minister

of Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar),
who ought to be able to give it in detail
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because I certainly cannot because I

have not any information on. other

municipalities.

HON. G. A. WELSH (PC Minister

of Planning and Development) : If the

hon. member (Mr. Park) had gone to

the trouble of going over to my office

I would have been pleased to give him
that information.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: He
does not want it.

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. member

(Mr. Park) has the floor, and he can

carry on.

MR. PARK : There is a very critical

situation which has cropped up in the

City of Toronto. It is an emergency
situation which comes about, partly, from

de-control measures taken by the Federal

Government and partly because of the

lack of housing in the City of Toronto

generally. I would like to read into

the record a letter from the Department
of Public Welfare of the City of

Toronto, written by H. S. Rupert, the

Commissioner of Public Welfare,
addressed to the hon. member for St.

David (Mr. Dennison). In the course

of it he says :

"It is the opinion of Mr. Dearlove

that there are about 5,000 families

under notice to vacate by May or

June, in this city."

That refers to the City of Toronto. The
situation is not quite as critical else-

where, but I am sure there are other

municipalities facing the same problem.

The other day I had the honour of

attending a meeting of the Earlscourt

Legion in my constituency, and there

they discussed the housing issue and, as

far as they were concerned, that was the

most important issue. They realized a

great deal of the initiative on this ques-
tion must come from the Federal

Government. They were not, in any
sense, laying primary responsibility on
the province, and, in my remarks I do
want to make it clear I am not laying

primary responsibility on the Province
of Ontario. I am sure it needs three-

way action, and from the Federal

Department which has the money, is

where we should expect most action,
but there are a number of situations in

this city to which I think we in this

House need pay attention.

First of all, I do not think that the
second -

mortgage housing proposal is

meeting the needs of the people who are
in want of these houses, who are facing
these evictions. We are not meeting
the needs of these people with second-

mortgage proposals. What is needed

today is low-rental houses or low-cost

houses, and that is going to require
subsidies and it is going to require

emergency action immediately, I think,
to forestall some of these evictions. I

think we have to take action to prevent
the destruction of houses which are

being destroyed in the City of Toronto

right now to make way for gasoline-
stations and other such things. Not ten

minutes from this House there is at

least one five-room duplex which has
remained untenanted for a year. The
agent for the house is a trust-company.
It has been kept without tenants in the

interests of speculative selling. They
seem to be using the unoccupied apart-
ment as bait to lure someone into

buying a block of four duplexes at an
exorbitant price. For a year now that

apartment has been vacant, and I

believe, Mr. Speaker, this is the kind of

a situation where the authorities ought
to be prepared to compel the Trust

Company to open up those facilities and
let a person in need of accommodation

get accommodation. In the same general
area— and I imagine that the hon.

Minister of Education (Mr. Porter)
will know about it

;
it is in his con-

stituency
—in that same general area

they are pulling down houses right now
to make way for gasoline stations on

Jarvis Street, in the City of Toronto.

Huge homes that could be broken up
into apartments of various sorts to meet
this emergency situation. When we
have the Chief Welfare Officer telling

us there are some 5,000 people facing
eviction in May and June, in the City
of Toronto, we are pulling down
houses.

I want to call the attention of the

hon. Minister of Planning and Develop-
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ment (Mr. Welsh) to a book recently

published called Houses for Canadians,
written by Humphrey Carver, who, as

you know, is an eminent authority on the

subject ;
he is lecturer and research asso-

ciate of the School of Social Work,
University of Toronto, and I think re-

cently he was appointed as consultant to

the Central Housing and Mortgage Com-

pany. The important matter about its

background is this : That it is a study,
based on housing conditions largely in

the City of Toronto, but it is a survey
that was paid for in part, by your
Department of Planning. I would ask

that the Department of Planning and

Development take this book and study it

very carefully. If they do, I think they
will be inclined to agree with the views

on this side of the House, with respect
to the need of a housing programme and
the kind of housing programme that

should be—
MR. WELSH: I would like to

thank the hon. member (Mr. Park) for

bringing that to my attention. We have
read it and do not agree with the view
of the member.

MR. PARK: I regret that the hon.

Minister (Mr. Welsh) has read it and
does not agree with suggestions made by
some of the most eminent authorities on

housing in this country. He will find,

for example, in the book, as will those

members who have not had an oppor-
tunity of reading it.

AN HON. MEMBER: He says the

book disagrees with you.

MR. PARK :>Iam not saying that I

agree 100 per cent, with the book. What
I say is, if the Department of Planning
and Development will undertake to study
the facts in the book, they will undertake
a housing programme which will be

much closer to that desired by this side

of the House than the lack-of-housing

programme that exists on that side of

the House. They will find out, for ex-

ample, that only 33 per cent, of families

are able to afford to buy houses in the

City of Toronto. They will find that

metropolitan Toronto needs to produce
additional housing units at the rate of

5,000 a year in the next ten years in

addition to which it must also embark

upon a programme of replacements, ris-

ing ultimately to a volume of at least

1,000 units a year. That is Toronto's

metropolitan needs—5,000 a year and

1,000 units a year replacement. You will

also find that section about subsidized

housing, which I think he will find of

interest :

"The purpose of a subsidized hous-

ing programme is to increase the sup-

ply of housing units at any time and
under any circumstances when income
levels are insufficient to meet "the

current costs of housing construction,
and the necessary volume of produc-
tion cannot therefore be maintained.
A study of the facts concerning in-

come levels and costs seems to sug-

gest that such a situation is chronic

and that a failure of the housing sup-

ply in Canada, and in Toronto par-

ticularly, will arise before the present

shortage has been overcome. A sys-
tem of housing subsidies may thus

have to become a most important in-

strument in the hands of housing
policy-makers since it provides a well-

tried means of increasing the supply."

I think that statement of fact can

hardly be ignored or contradicted. An-
other statement—and this is the last

quotation I am going to make from the

book:

"But differences of approach
—"

towards the question of low-rental

housing—we have differences of

approach, Mr. Speaker, and they are,

perhaps, to the good—
"—should not be allowed to obscure

the central and non-political fact

that the provision of this type of

accommodation is the ultimate hous-

ing problem. This is no longer a

matter of controversy."

Apparently it is, in this House, but

not to the experts is it a matter of

controversy.

"Nor is there much value in debating
the fact that, to date, there is no
known method of providing low-
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rental housing except through public

agencies supported by some kind of

contribution from public revenue."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PARK: That is the expert's

point of view — I am quite sure
it is not the government's point of

view—which is contained in this book
written by the housing expert.

I would like to invite those hon.

members who come from out of town—and on that score I must thank the

hon. member for London (Mr. Calder)
for his concern about our city

—to take

enough time while in this city to visit

Stanley Barracks, for example, and get
an idea of the kind of conditions of

housing under which some of our

people have to live.

Mr. Speaker, I think the need in this

province
—and I regret this government

is not prepared to embark on such a

programme—is for a subsidized low-

cost housing programme. Second mort-

gages are not meeting the needs of our

people. Lots of people cannot afford

a mortgage at all, and they are the

ones not getting in under the second

mortgage programme. Those who can

qualify are getting deeper and deeper
into debt. That is not an opinion

expressed only on this side of the

House, it is a matter of concern to a

large number of people. I would like

to quote an authority whom I think

the hon. Provincial Treasurer will find

unassailable—R. R. Reid, president,
Dominion Mortgage and Investment

Association, at its annual meeting, May
5, 1948, in this city, who said :

"All too little consideration is being

given by government authorities to

the repercussions which follow when
slender equities disappear and in-

debtedness exceeds the market value

of the home owner's property. Under
these circumstances, foreclosures on
a rather broad scale become almost
inevitable."

I think we are leading ourselves into

a situation, by the second-mortgage
programme, that may well lead to a large
number of foreclosures in the future.

Mr. Speaker, there is a lot more I

could say about housing, but I think we
are faced with this situation: we have

got to choose whether we are going
to subsidize good housing to end a great
many of our social problems, or
whether we are going to subsidize bad

housing by paying the price in such

things as "Beanery gangs," additional

patients in our mental hospitals, health

costs and the like of that.

I would like to quote to the hon.

Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley) some

figures which were given as far back
as 1934, showing the relations between
health and housing conditions. They are

taken from the report of the Lieutenant-

Governor's Committee on Housing
established at that time. It will be noted

the incidence of tuberculosis, infant

mortality and juvenile delinquency are

tied pretty closely to housing condi-

tions. In good housing conditions the

incidence of tuberculosis is much lower
than in the worse housing conditions,

and that is true all the way through
with respect to each of these three

points.

Then, of course, there was the state-

ment made the other day by Dr. Alan

Brown, that :

M 'The most important thing today
is housing. After that comes food.'

Dr. Brown added that if he were
a politician, the first thing he would
do would be to , tackle housing.
Parents are trapped in a blind alley
until the government gets busy on
the housing problem, he added with

vigour.
" 'You can't bring a child up

properly in an apartment or duplex,'
Dr. Brown said. Families with chil-

dren should have individual homes
with space in the yard for the chil-

dren to play," and so on.

Dr. Alan Brown is a recognized

authority on health and I do not think

his claim with respect 'to the need for

housing in connection with health can

be lightly ignored or overlooked by the

government. That is why I appeal to

and plead with the government to do
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something to meet this housing ques-
tion. As I see it. If the government has

a better plan, I will be happy to hear

about it, but, as I see it, the only way
you can tackle the problem is when

you are prepared to establish subsidized

low-cost housing. I hope the experiment
in Regent Park will lead you into

broader fields in that line in a little

deeper way than you have gone into it

so far.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Isn't that a type
of apartment house, Regent Park?

MR. PARK: Some are apartments,
some single dwelling units in the Regent
Park project. They are not all apart-
ment nouses.

MR. FROST : Does Dr. Alan Brown
condemn that type?

MR. PARK: Alan Brown condemns
it. It does not follow necessarily that he

condemns that particular type of hous-

ing. It proves, anyway, the statement

was made with respect to bad housing
conditions causing trouble by way of

health. I think what Dr. Brown does con-

demn is that kind of living. It is some-

thing that ought to be examined.

• MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : That is the ideal.
,

MR. PARK : As the hon. member for

York West (Mr. Millard) says, Dr.

Brown wants the ideal. I am ready to

settle for a practical programme.

MR. FROST : Might I ask the hon.

member (Mr. Park) : is there any area

in your riding upon which low-cost

housing can be erected?

MR. PARK: Well, if you want to

pull down a rather dilapidated Dufferin

Racetrack, that is a bit of a firetrap,
there is quite a bit of area there as far

as building is concerned.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST : What I am getting at

is this—

MR. PARK: I will go along with
the hon. minister (Mr. Frost). I know
the point he wishes to make, that in the

City of Toronto there is a special

problem.

MR. FROST : That is it.

MR. PARK : That is why I say you
cannot approach the problem on a
localized basis, but certainly as far as
Toronto is concerned, it has to be

approached on a wider metropolitan
basis. That is where the stimulus and
the leadership of this government
should be coming in, and that is where
this government has fallen down in my
opinion.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. G. A. WELSH (PC Minister
of Planning and Development) : Mr.

Speaker, would the hon. member (Mr.
Park) permit a question? Have you
had an opportunity of seeing the Regent
Park development lately?

MR. PARK: I have not seen it in

the last short while. You mean in the

recent past?

MR. WELSH : Yes.

MR. PARK : No, I saw it in the early

stages.

MR. WELSH: Apparently so. Mr.

Speaker I was down there the other day
and the houses there are certainly not

open to criticism by Dr. Alan Brown
or anyone else. They are much better

dwellings than I venture to say a great
number of hon. members of this House
live in at the present time.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PARK : Mr. Speaker, I do not
think Dr. Alan Brown criticized the

Regent Park project. I think the hon.

Provincial Treasurer suggested that the

general criticism of apartment houses
that was made by Dr. Alan Brown might
well reflect on Regent Park. I am quite
sure some of those Regent Park dwell-

ings, as a matter of fact, are substantially
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better housing than I am living in at

the present time. However, I do not

think that answers the question. As I

said, I think the Regent Park project

represents a good start. I think there

are some mistakes being made in

administration. At least, some that have
come to my attention in the last few

days, in the question of the rental

arrangements, and so on, and Regent
Park may well end up as a complete
"black eye," if not a sabotage of the

principle of public housing. Certain

problems like that arise, but I think in

principle, the project of Regent Park is

a good one, and I say this government,
to the extent of 33/1000 of its total

budget is to be congratulated
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PARK: —for having embarked

upon that programme.

Mr. Speaker, I want to make mention

of matters which will be closer to the

hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley).
I listened with some interest to the

remarks he made the other day. He
was somewhat more cautious, I felt, than

the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) and
some other hon. members of the House
in his approach to the economic con-

ditions in the Province of Ontario. He
spoke of a "levelling off" process. The

newspapers are calling it a "return to

normalcy." Apparently, "levelling-off

processes" and "returns to normalcy"
are gauged by how long the queues of

unemployed are in the country. That
is the basis upon which we are now
seeing references made to "normalcy" in

the city papers.

We have had a lot of talk about

"prosperity" from the press, and by and

large we have enjoyed considerable pros-

perity, in excess at least of what we
enjoyed when we last had a Federal

Conservative Government in power at

Ottawa between 1930 and 1935. How-
ever, I would like to pose this question :

What has been the effect of that pros-

perity. What has been the effect of the

false increase in our national income
which was mentioned by the hon. mem-

ber for Kenora (Mr. White) and one
or two others?

I had a check made of national income

figures in this country, and this is the

rather amazing picture it presents. I

think it is important to the hon. Minister
of Labour's (Mr. Daley) department
because it is a fact which leads to indus-

trial unrest.

In the five-year period from 1935 to

1939—and I chose those five years be-

cause they are the five years on which
the cost-of-living index and everything
else are based—in that five-year period,
salaries and wages represented 63.1 per
cent, of the national income of this coun-

try. In the five-year period from 1943-

47—the last five-year period available, I

should say, because they have not the

figures beyond that although I under-

stand there are some preliminary figures
issued for 1948—salaries and wages rep-
resented only 52.8 per cent, of the

national income.

In the 1935 to 1939 period they were
63.1 per cent., and in the five years from
1943 to 1947, they had fallen to 52.8

per cent. That is a drop in the share of

national income, represented by wages
and salaries, of 10.3 per cent, in spite of

the fact there was a far greater number
of our citizens engaged in industry in the

later period.

Where did the difference go? A lot

has been said about the farmers. I have
made this statement to union meetings
from time to time, and I want to say
here, that the farmers were not the ones.

There is some opinion in urban areas

that the farmers got the "gravy" in this

division. The farmers did not. If you
make a check of agricultural income, you
will find that the share for agricultural
income has gone up less than 1 per cent,

of the total national income.

The increased share largely went to

investment income in the total of national

income in this country.

I want to relate that to the bread-and-

butter problem which becomes the prob-
lem of the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
Daley) when dealing with industrial dis-

putes. It means that there has been a

decrease in the living standards of our
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people over the past few years. The
hon. member for Kenora (Mr. White),
for example, talked about $41 average

wage in manufacturing—$41 and some
odd cents. The Toronto Welfare Coun-
cil issued a family budget, and if you
adjust that family budget to the cost-of-

living increase since it was originally

issued, you will find at the present time
in the City of Toronto—and I think it

is pretty much true of almost every other

industrial area in the province
—it would

take close to $49 a week to maintain a

family in decency. Therefore. I do not

think it represents much of a boast when

you say the average wage earner in

manufacturing receives less than that

figure.

We have heard talk from the hon.

Attorney-General of the depreciated
dollars we are paying to judges and other

people. We have the same problem when
it comes to wages. Taking the 1939
dollar as being worth 100 cents in pur-

chasing power, the average hourly-rated

employee finds his wages actually down
since the end of the war. In 1944 he re-

ceived money wages averaging $32.50 a

week which, adjusted to the rise in the

cost-of-living, gave him a real wage of

$27.70, based on the 1939 dollar.

By December 1st, 1948, his money
wages had risen to $41.43, but the cost-

of-living had also risen and his real

wages had dropped to $26.29.

Those figures can be checked by any-
body who wants to check them. They
are from the Bureau of Statistics,

Employment Section.

The same situation shows up in the

bank deposits of our Canadian citizens.

There are a lot of Canadian citizens,

probably, who have no bank deposits.
The Bank of Canada shows that 13 per
cent, of depositors own 76 per cent, of

savings, while 87 per cent, of depositors
own only 24 per cent, of savings in our
banks. That does not count those who
possess no bank deposits at all. 87

per cent, of the over 6,000,000 bank

depositors reported in the Bank of
Canada Statistical Summary in October,
1948, had deposits averaging only $167
in the bank. That is not much of a

residue on which to meet the mortgages
that are going to be issued under the

Second Mortgages Act if they are

trying to buy houses.

Eighty seven per cent, of the over

6,000,000 had $167 and at the peak of

the ladder, 984 depositors had an

average saving of $447,000 and some
odd dollars.

I say sir, this indicates an economic
trend which is going to make difficul-

ties for the hon. Minister of Labour
(Mr. Daley). The pattern of post-war

prices, wages and profits has not been

one which I think the hon. Minister of

Labour can be very cool about. I think

he recognizes, as a matter of fact, that

profits have been pretty substantial

because he said in his speech the

"levelling-off process" could be accom-
modated without reduction of wages, I

think he said "by absorbing the increase

from profits."

Well, what is happening is that our

workers need, not to be maintained in

their wages, they need substantial

increases in some instances, to meet the

actual living conditions which they face.

Here is what has been happening. Take
1944 as the last war year and using
this as our base year, what do we find?

Wages are up 14.1 per cent, over the

1944 figure ; prices are up 23.2 per cent,

over the 1944 figure; and profits are up
45.5 per cent, over the 1944 figure.

Those are profits, wages and prices up
to the end of 1947. I say that is going
to cause trouble for the hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. Daley). It is the kind

of basic economic condition which leads

to industrial unrest, and I say, sir, I

think the hon. Minister of Labour ought
to make it quite clear in his department,
that unless industry is willing to curb its

demand for profits at the expense of

the farmer, the consumer and its

employees, industrial unrest is more

likely to occur in the next few months
than it has in the past few months.

The hon. Minister of Labour was
able to make a very pleasant report to

this House about how there had been

no serious industrial unrest in the

province except the Penman strike and
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the strike of the International Typo-
graphical Union at Hamilton. However,
I do not think he will be able to con-

tinue that kind of report unless we have
a marked improvement in the economic
conditions under which the workers find

themselves. On this score, I regret I

do hot think our labour legislation is

adequate to meet the kind of industrial

unrest we are going to have to meet, I

think, in the next little while.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PARK: I do not intend to

discuss, or argue with the hon. Minister

(Mr. Daley) now the details of the

labour code. There will be another time

when I intend to have my say on that

score. I can assure him I do not find

the labour code very palatable. It is

not good enough. It is opposed by all

sections of the labour movement,
A.F. of L. and C.C.L. It does not

even come up to the recommendations
of the Federal Parliament Industrial

Relations Committee, and I think the

hon. Minister (Mr. Daley) is going to

find that code will not serve his purpose
in preventing industrial disputes in the

near future.

On the score of his remarks that the

"levelling
- off process" was here, the

"return to normalcy" and so on, I regret
the Speech from the Throne and the

hon. Minister (Mr. Daley) in his

address did not indicate that, to meet
that "levelling-off process" that "return
to normalcy" he was prepared to bring
down legislation during this session

which would tend to cushion that

problem. To cushion unemployment
by spreading available employment by
such methods as increasing the vacation

with pay, the 40-hour work week, or

some adjustment at least in the work
week for our people. I think if the

hon. Minister (Mr. Daley) had acted

this year on it, he might have avoided
a lot of trouble, which he may run into

this summer.

Mr. Speaker, there are, as I see it,

three main issues I would like to ask
the government to consider. First, the

old-age pensions which I mentioned and

which was so adequately covered by the
hon. member for York East (Miss
MacPhail) . Secondly, the housing issue.

Thirdly, a legislative labour programme
to meet the economic facts. I think in

regard to these issues, the Speech from
the Throne has fallen down. I had

hoped the government might be pre-

pared to act.

I recall this government was elected

on a slogan "keep Ontario strong."
Well, you can only keep Ontario strong
if you keep its people strong, and I

feel on that score the Speech from the
Throne does not measure up.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. S. L. HALL (PC Halton) :

Mr. Speaker, may I, with the other

hon. members of this Assembly extend
to you my sincere congratulations on

being elected to the position of hon.

Speaker of this Assembly, and also on
the very able manner in which you
perform the duties of your office. I

wish you health and strength, and that

you may enjoy your position to the

fullest.

Mr. Speaker, it has been the practice
of hon. members to say something of

the constituency they represent. I

would say that I represent one of, if

not the best riding in Ontario, to prove
my point, Mr. Speaker, I would remind
the hon. members of this Legislative

Assembly that when His Honour the

Lieutenant-Governor of this province
was looking for an estate, he found
what he wanted and purchased it in the

county :of Halton, and we certainly
welcome His Honour to our county.

Mr. Speaker, this fair Dominion of

ours is looked upon today as being the

finest place in the world to live. It offers

more opportunities to her citizens by
being blest with great natural resources.

Mr. Speaker, it is not my intention

to say that Ontario is the best province
of the dominion, but I love her and
I am proud of her, and I hope you all

think the same of this fair Province
of Ontario.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, and not the people the master of the

hear. State.

MR. HALL: I have listened with

interest to the different hon. members
of this Legislature, especially those of

the opposition who advocate more

support to all of our different social

services, less taxation, and the spending
of more public money, advocating more
and more leaning on the State for sup-

port and less and less responsibility for

the citizens of our country when they
should stand on their own feet, and be

able to say "I am a citizen of the finest

country in the world to make a living

in, and I am going to earn it."

Mr. Speaker, there is not an hon %

member in this Assembly but who will

join with me in saying this is the

greatest country in the world to live

in.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to say why
this is the greatest country in the world

today, with our farming industry, our

manufacturing industry, our educational

system and our social services, our
different professions, our great research

institutions, the great developments in

our mining and lumbering industries,

the building of our great railway sys-

tems, our highways and our water trans-

portation, the greatest inland water

transportation in the world.

Mr. Speaker, this has all been accom-

plished under democracy, under our

capitalistic form of private ownership.

Mr. Speaker, I am certainly in

favour of our old-age pensions, our
mothers' allowances and all the other
forms of social service, but I am not
in favour of the increase in grants to

those services to the extent that they
rob our citizens of the responsibility
of their citizenship.

Mr. Speaker, any form of govern-
ment grants that takes away the

responsibility of citizenship also lessens

the freedom of this citizenship, and as

any citizen neglects his responsibility,
the more he begins to lean on the State

for support, and the more support is

asked from the State, the more the

State becomes the master of the people,

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York
West) : Who is the "state"?

MR. HALL : Mr. Speaker, we only
have to look at some of the countries of

Europe to prove my statement.

Mr. Speaker, I do not want govern-
ment of the government for the state,

but government of the people for the

people by the people.

Mr. Speaker, when I had the privilege
of exercising my franchise for the first

time forty years ago, the budget of the

government of the Province of Ontario
of that day was $5,000,000, the budget
of the government of the Province of

Ontario last session was for $190,-

000,000.

AN HON. MEMBER: What was
the surplus?

MR. HALL: Mr. Speaker, that is

proof of the soundness of democracy,
proof of the faith our forefathers had
in this great land when they brought to

this new land those institutions of free-

dom and responsible democratic form of

government that we as citizens, their

descendants enjoy today.

Mr. Speaker, it is not my intention to

take up any more time of this House

today, except to say that I, as a citizen,

and a descendant of a sovereign people
of this land, shall never let the "iron

curtain" dim the torch of freedom that

it is our duty to preserve for the genera-
tions that are to follow.

I thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS
hear.

Hear,

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (CCF
St. Davids) : St. David's Day, Mr.

Speaker.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. THOMAS : Mr. Speaker, first

I would like to congratulate you, sir, on

your election to the Speaker's chair. It

is an office to which many aspire, but few
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attain, and I feel sure, sir, that you will

occupy that chair with distinction, and
if on this occasion I should infringe on
the rules of the House, then you, sir,

will be tolerant.

I am sorry the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) is not in the House, but I

would also like'to extend my congratula-
tions to him on his leadership of the

Conservative Party and, if it is not too

presumptuous on my part, I would like

to offer this advice to the Conservative
members : try to retain him in that posi-

tion, for I think it will help you keep
your government seats a little longer.

My congratulations, Mr. Speaker, to

the mover and seconder of the address in

reply to the Speech from the Throne,
the hon. member for Durham (Mr.
Foote) and the hon. member for Parry
Sound (Mr. Johnston). Their speeches
were very good efforts for maiden

speeches, and I sincerely hope that I may
do as well.

There were some things mentioned by
the gallant gentleman, the hon. member
for Durham (Mr. Foote), which we
on this side of the House heartily agree
with, and of course some we disagree
with

; especially I think when he men-
tioned the great party to which he be-

longs. Did the gallant member blush

when he made that remark.

I remember listening to a speech by
the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill, in the

Old Country some years ago, and he
mentioned he was proud to be a member
of that great Conservative Party. Where
are they today?

AN HON. MEMBER: On their way
back.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York
West) : Not by the by-election the other

day.

MR. THOMAS : Mr. Speaker, this

is indeed a very great privilege to me to

speak in this Legislature. In fact it is

a privilege I have waited for since the

7th of June last year. At times I be-

came a little impatient, not because I

was denied the privilege of sitting here,
but because the electors of Ontario were

denied the right of receiving an explana-
tion regarding the administration of the

affairs of the province, especially hydro.
The elected members of the Legislative

Assembly were denied the right to sit in

this Legislature because the ex-premier
of the province was too busy run-

ning all over this dominion angling for

the leadership of the Conservative Party.
The hon. members of this House were

completely in the dark in more ways than

one regarding the acute problem of

hydro shortage, a problem which con-

cerned every one in Ontario. The Legis-
lature which was prorogued last year in

April, although the election took place
on June 7th was not called into session

until February 10th this year. If the

statement of the Premier, as recorded in

the press, is true, that this Legislature
would not be in session more than six

weeks, then it means that the affairs of

this province are left in the hands of the

Cabinet Ministers and their deputies for

ten and a half months in the year. I

think that will provide a tremendous
amount of ammunition to the people who
maintain that this country is over-

governed.

Last year I was a member of the

Ontario County Council, and at our

November session a motion was put

recommending the abolition of County
Council. The motion of course was
tabled. Having sat in this Legislature
for 14 days, and observing the amount
of work accomplished here, I will

oppose very strongly any agitation for

the abolition of County Council. I have

served in Municipal Council and County
Council and now in the Legislative

Assembly, and I feel more convinced

than ever that the Municipal Council

is certainly worth its salt.

We of the CCF are very disappointed
with the Speech from the Throne, be-

cause it was quite empty; whoever pre-

pared the Speech must be a past master

at that kind of thing, for it certainly
is a classic. There is no mention of any
measures of social security, no increase

for aged pensioners, no mention of

amending the Labour Act which is

opposed by the whole Labour move-
ment.
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The only reference to the acute hous-

ing situation is that last year the

government assisted by guaranteeing a

second mortgage on 5,000 homes. How
does that compare with some other

countries of which we know? Let us
consider New Zealand, a country with a

population of 1,750,000 and yet one

year after the war, in 1946, that coun-

try can boast of building 20,000 new
homes.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. THOMAS : The hon. member
for London (Mr. Calder) mentioned
those people "living in the gilded cage
of Socialism." These people in New
Zealand are in that "gilded cage," and
are very, very happy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF
York East) : Almost as happy as if they
lived in London.

MR. THOMAS : I know of a young
veteran who bought a house with a

$700 down payment and the house is

costing $8,300. He came to me for

advice, and I mentioned I thought he
had taken on quite a chore, but what
else could he do under existing condi-

tions? I know of many people in the

same predicament. Should a trade re-

cession take place, many of these people
will never be able to hold their homes,
but the mortgage company will. Has
the government any legislation to pro-
tect the equity of these people, or if not,

do they intend to introduce such legis-
lation ?

Ontario, the richest province in the

dominion, is very backward as far as

health insurance is concerned. The
working people in Ontario would wel-

come such insurance even on a con-

tributory basis. Families without
number have seen their nest-egg of

savings, accumulated over the years

disappear in an incredibly short time in

doctor and hospital bills.

The hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
mentioned that the government had won

three elections since 1943. It will not

win even one more if it ignores the

wishes of the people regarding measures
of social security. Mention was made
of the lack of co-operation in Federal

and Provincial relations. This has been
referred to in the Throne Speech for

this past three years. We on this side

of the House regret this very much, for

we think the people in Ontario are

being deprived of some measures of

social security. The Federal and Pro-
vincial Governments could not agree on
a single thing, so we are told. Yet

strangely enough there was one thing

they could agree on, and that was the

Labour Bill. They at last found
common ground to co-operate and

agree, and this was referred to in the

Speech from the Throne on the 3rd of

March, 1948, as follows:

"As my Minister of Labour has

already announced, the government
will recommend that the Labour
Code which is now before the

Dominion Parliament be considered

for adoption as the Labour Code for

all industry in this province which is

not subject to Federal jurisdiction.
It is to be hoped that the bill before

the Federal Parliament will be passed
at a time and in such a form as will

enable you to accept it in accordance
with this recommendation, and to

that end, discussions"—discussions—
"between the provincial and Federal

Departments of Labour have already
taken place."

They could find room for agreement
there.

Why should the Liberal Government
at Ottawa and the Conservative Govern-
ment at Queen's Park at last find com-
mon ground on which they could agree,
because both governments had one urge,
one objective, and that was to try and
defeat the legitimate rights of labour.

The fact is, Mr. Speaker, that in spite
of all the sham battles which may be

fought between the Liberals and the

Conservatives, here or at Ottawa, they
both represent the same big business

interests, And when the chips are down,
when it is a question of labour's legiti-
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mate claims opposed to the special in-

terests of a few big employers, the two
old parties stand shoulder to shoulder.

Then it becomes clear where the real

battle lines are drawn—between the two
old parties and those who supply their

campaign funds on the one hand, and the

CCF on the other, with the support it

has gained from hundreds of thousands
of workers and farmers and housewives
who have grown tired of being ex-

ploited and have at last decided to do

something about it through a political

party of their own.

The very prosperous state of the

province is also referred to in the

Throne Speech. When are we going
to realize that the prosperity we have

experienced in this country this past
ten years is the result of a devastated,

destitute, and impoverished Europe
caused by the war, but Europe is

gradually getting back on her feet and
the picture is changing rapidly. This

country would not have been so pros-

perous last year had it not been for the

U.S.A. diverting $600,000,000 under
the European Recovery Programme.
The Throne Speech is warning us

"the honeymoon is over," and "there

are rocks ahead," and the hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. Daley) in his speech
last week deplored talk of a trade reces-

sion, but mentioned a levelling-ofr*

process was likely to take place, and
made this statement :

"From what I can gather, I do not

think there will be any necessity to

reduce wages. I think it can be

levelled-ofF by reducing some of the

profits of the manufacturers."

But the manufacturers, Mr. Speaker,
have other ideas, for at the present
time, some are introducing speed-up
methods and cutting prices, and by
introducing these methods, they cer-

tainly will achieve the same results as

by reducing wages.

Now, in conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I

would like to ask the hon. Premier ( Mr.

Kennedy) one question, and that is, is

the government of this province pre-

paring any plans whatsoever to protect
our people should hard times come, or

will conditions be similar to what they
were in 1930?

I thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. J. D. BAXTER (L Prince
Edward - Lennox) : Mr. Speaker, in

rising to continue this debate on the

address in reply to the Speech from the

Throne, I would like, first of all, to

congratulate you upon your election as

Deputy Speaker of this House. I am
sorry the hon. member for Windsor-
Walkerville (Hon. Mr. Davies) is .not

here just at the present moment in

order that I might also extend to him

my congratulations upon the fine man-
ner in which he is conducting the affairs

of this House. Inasmuch as I had
some small part in creating the vacancy
which allowed his election, I am very

happy that such an outstanding man,
and also a minister of the Gospel,
should open this House with prayers,
and conduct our debates on the high
level, upon which he has been able to

conduct them.

I am also sorry that the hon. member
for Peel, the hon. Premier of this prov-
ince (Mr. Kennedy) and our hon. Min-
ister of Agriculture is not in the House
at this time, in order that I, being one
from a farmer constituency, where he

is, even though he is a Conservative,

very highly respected, may extend to

him our congratulations upon the

honour which has come to him after

so many years in public life, and to

express the hope that possibly in the

wisdom which may lie within the ranks

of the hon. members on the opposite
side of the House, they may see their

way clear to convince him to con-

tinue for some years yet, not only as

the hon. member for Peel, but also as

the leader of the party.

I would be remiss, indeed, if I did

not extend also to the hon. member for

Durham (Mr. Foote) my very hearty

congratulations upon his maiden speech
in this House. The valour which he

so ably displayed upon the field of

battle, and which brought him the

Empire's highest honour, was displayed
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in his opening remarks here, and my
greatest hope is that in their wisdom,
the hon. members of his party, realiz-

ing that he brings the voice of youth,
a voice which was under fire on the

battlefields of Europe, back to this

House, will not fail to heed the remarks
he put forth, and even though they

may not agree with all their political

concept, they will grant him the treat-

ment which he deserves.

One more word, I think I would like

to say at this time, and that is to the

members of the civil service with whom
we, as new members, become acquainted
as we come into this House of Parlia-

ment. They have extended to me, I

know, and to many other hon. members,
every courtesy and the hand of friend-

ship, and have given us excellent

guidance, and I am sure they are a

great credit to this fine Province of

Ontario.

However, having in mind that the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) when he

pointed out the reason why there were
different colours upon this sheet, and

why was assigned to us the colour of

Satan's abode, it naturally suggested
that any remarks which came from this

side of the House would be anything
but complimentary, and at that point,
I terminate any further congratula-
tions.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BAXTER: If I should, in my
few remarks, happen to say something
which sounds as though it redounds to

the credit of hon. members opposite,
it is because, in my honesty, I am
forced to do so.

Mr. Speaker, I would like for

a minute to speak of the constituency
which I have the honour to represent.
It is, I believe, unique in many ways.
Prince Edward-Lennox is comprised of

two very distinct counties, absolutely
divided by the Bay of Quinte. We are

largely of United Empire Loyalist stock,

and are noted largely for our dairy in-

dustry. We have some of the finest

Holstein cows down there, they have in

the Province of Ontario, with all due

respect to the hon. member for Oxford
(Mr. Dent).

We also are one of the great counties
of the Province of Ontario in that we
put into cans down there a large portion
of the canned goods which are produced
in this dominion.

We are also noted for our scenic

beauty, which in itself attracts a great
tourist trade. We have the famous sand

banks, which are known far and wide.
We have the Lake of the Mountain,
which is many feet above sea level, and
for which we have not as yet been able

to find any source.

We have many highways down there,
thanks to the hon. Ministers in the past
who have been fairly good to us, and I

am sorry at this time the hon. Minister
of Highways (Mr. Doucett) is not here—

oh, he is back again ; that is good, be-

cause I have a particular word for him.

We have Highway 33 which extends
from Brighton to Kingston and is as-

sisted in its duty by a free ferry which
crosses from Glenora to Adolphustown,
but this highway is far from completed.
The last word I received from the hon.

Minister of Highway (Mr. Doucett)
in that regard was on May 29th last,

when he was speaking in Picton. He
was not speaking in my support, of

course, but for other reasons. At that

time he promised that this highway
would surely be completed and that sur-

veyors were already on it. I hope, in

the coming months, he will show my
people evidence of his promise to com-

plete the Highway.

Then, we have another Highway No.

41, which extends from Picton to

Napanee. There is also a place here for

a ferry and I plead on behalf of the

people that the hon. Minister (Mr.
Doucett) may, in his wisdom and good
nature, give consideration to the set-up
on Highway No. 41 in the not too distant

future. The ferry is similar to the one
on Highway No. 33 and gives another

joining point between Picton and

Napanee.

As I said before, we are a tourist con-

stituency and as such our fishing facili-
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ties provide a great call to the American Mr. Speaker, I respectfully suggest
tourists, who are not far away across the that to the best of my knowledge noth-
water. Were the hon. Minister of ing has been done. The waste is still

Game and Fisheries (Mr. Scott) in the coming into the river and pollution is

House, I would like to point out to him still going on. I would respectfully
that it is a great pity that too many suggest that it is time, not just for the
licences have been issued for fishing in fishing business, not just for the cattle

the inland lakes of Prince Edward- that drink this water but also for the

Lennox with the result that good fishing health of the people, that the government
has been curtailed and a great reflection of this province take into very serious

of this is in the diminishing of the tourist consideration the matter of the pollution
trade. That is a question which will of the water in our lakes and rivers,

come up in the Committee for Game and t was much mterested, Mr.
Fisheries and I will not persue it further.

Speaker, the other day when the hon.

Another matter which I would like to Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
bring to the attention of the hon. Min- presented Bill No. 37, to this House,
ister (Mr. Scott) is in connection with I could not help but note the very fine

the pollution of our lakes and rivers. We comment he made when he presented
have the Napanee River and on that the bill and it was indicative of his high
river is the Strathcona Pulp and Paper moral character, of his great interest in

Company. They have waste materials the youth of this province,

coming out of that mill at all times which This m was tQ iye extensive
flow unrestricted and pollutes the river financiai assistance for recreation
and makes it unsuitable for cattle to centres, such as community halls, swim-
drink there It also results in the death mi ls and skati rinks As j
of many fish as the pollution continues

up and down this cit Mr Speaker—on into the mouth of the river and into and not only this dt but other rts
the bay as well. This was brought to of the province too

;
but particularly here

the attention of the Minister of Health _and see these beautifully illuminated,
(Mr. Kelley) and was then passed on

very highly polished cocktail bars, I am
to the Department of Game and Fish-

j ust wondering what kind of recreation
enes and eventually it came back to the or community centres you can build in
Department of Health, and they have tnis province which can successfully
admitted, Mr. Speaker, in a letter from

compete with the cocktail bars which
their Mr. Berry, of October 28th, to one are coming into being in the Province of
of the men very much concerned down Ontario.
there, that waste was being dumped into

that river, but up to the present time they SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
have done absolutely nothing about it. hear.

They took a month to answer the letter,

as is evidenced by a letter from the MR - BAXTER (L Prince Edward-

Deputy Minister on December 23rd in Lennox) : I am one of the youngest
which he says : .

members of this House and one of the
reasons I came here, Mr. Speaker, was

I find that your letter of Novem- because some of the temperance-minded
ber 28th, one month previous, people in my constituency felt that they
addressed to Mr. Morrow and Mr. needed a voice to speak for them. I am
Kelley and referred to me has been not one to stand up and speak prohibi-
unanswered. May I say I have dis- ti n. I do not believe in prohibition. I
cussed this matter with the Sanitary am not going to give you a lecture on
engineering division of this depart- temperance because I do not think it is

ment who told me everything had necessary right now, but thinking of the
been done which could be done to youth of this province I feel that the

help the situation about which you time has come when we must offer some-

complained." thing to counter-balance the glitter and
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glamour of cocktail bars and all the

other outlets of the liquor industry

today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BAXTER: If we are going to

lead the youth of this province to where
we want them, I suggest that no further

liquor outlets or permits be allowed until

such time as these recreation centres and
similar facilities are provided, in order

that our youth may have a place to turn,
and not be forced to go where the glitter
and glamour of the cocktail bar is.

During the year 1946-1947 we spent
$155,000,000 on liquor and yet Mr.

Speaker, we deplore the fact that we can-

not spend this amount of money on

something which at the best give them

momentarily happy reactions. I should

not say so because I do not imbibe, but

it does give only a momentarily happy
reaction and, at the same time we cannot

provide more than $4,500,000 for old-

age pensions
—for those who are in the

twilight of life.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BAXTER : As someone so aptly
said the other day: "The last of life for

which the first was made." They appeal
to this government for financial assist-

ance and should get it. I think they
should be shown that the last of life is

not necessarily an unhappy one and in

all fairness to the hon. Minister of Wel-
fare (Mr. Goodfellow) I must admit he
has done a good job of a very difficult

nature. He has been most fair to me
and all I would point out with regard
to old-age pensioners is that the former
leader of the Progressive-Conservative
Party, speaking in this Legislature in

1948, stated that for three years previous
to that his party had been in favour
of old-age pensions at the age of 65,
without a means test. In a further

debate, the hon. Minister of Public
Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow) stated that

he would be in favour of a contributory
old-age pension. And, if we cannot do
it one way I suggest that we do it

another, but in that action we should not

force those who have come to old age
without enough to keep their bodies and
souls together, without enough to

ensure them a place in life, we should
at least, for humane reasons, provide for

these men and women. They should be

provided for because they live in the

banner province of the Dominion of

Canada, which I say again can spend
$155,000,000 a year for intoxicating

beverages.

I am prepared
—

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to remind my hon. friend

(Mr. Baxter) of this, that of the

$150,000,000 which you say our people
spent in liquor the Dominion and Pro-
vincial Governments get about $100,-
000,000 in taxes from that amount. I

only point that out for the reason that

we have coming into this province some
20,000,000 tourists and we have a re-

flection there. That is not from our

people's own purchases. To say we are

spending $150,000,000 on liquor is

somewhat misleading, when you con-
sider the governments themselves are

getting enormous amounts of taxes, and

by far the largest part of that $150,000,-
000 goes to the Dominion Government.

MR. BAXTER : When I saw in the

liquor report for 1946-47 that the profit
which was turned over the government
was $26,000,000, I readily understood

why the hon. Provincial Treasurer
stands in defence of—
MR. FROST : I do not stand in

defence at all, but I say
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST : —that of the amount
people pay in liquor purchases, very
much the greater part goes in taxes
to the two governments. That is a fact.

MR. BAXTER: It is a defence of
the figures, but it is not exactly a
defence of our actions. I was just
handed a copy of the Toronto Daily
Star, this afternoon's edition, which

says the city Board of Control wants
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to see banned, for the present at least,

new "booze" outlets.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BAXTER: I respectfully sug-

gest to the hon. Minister, the Liquor
Commissioner (Mr. Griesinger) that it

is the feeling of this province that we
have about come to the time where a

little bit of bearing down is necessary.
I am glad to see that he has seen fit to

intervene here in the city of Toronto
and to try and straighten out a situation

which has started to develop, but I do

hope for the present at least, as I said

before, until some of these recreation

-centres are provided which will offer

a counter-attraction, no new outlets shall

be provided.

I wish the hon. Minister of Education

(Mr. Porter) were here in order that

I might just remind him that he said

in this House during this session that he
is prepared to bring in a measure which
will bring some measure of relief to

the superannuated teachers. I am leav-

ing that pledge with him and hope it

will be fulfilled before this session is

over, because I do feel they are deserv-

ing of some measure of assistance.

I trust the hon. member for Gren-
ville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) will agree,
there is very little left to say on hydro,
because it seems to have been a matter
of so much water that did not flow
under the bridge.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear.

MR. BAXTER: However, I am
quite confident it is a good omen for

the future success of hydro in this pro-
vince that one who meddled consistently
in its affairs is now down at Ottawa, in

pastures where he can shout, but for the

present at least, he cannot meddle.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BAXTER: I came at last to

one problem which it would seem to

me I could be accused of being one
who steps in where, possibly, the angels
fear to tread. While it has not been

mentioned here before on the floor of

this Legislature, I would be remiss in

my duty indeed as a representative of a

constituency which is largely a dairy
one, if I did not mention the word

"margarine."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BAXTER : My hon. friends to

the right of me "shush," and I do not
wonder at it, but I must say this, the

dairy people of my constituency at least

are not asking for anything out of the

way, as far as my opinion is concerned
at least. They realize the cost of butter

plays an important part in the budget
of every urban family, and for that

reason they do not wish to deny them
the right to oleo-margarine. They
realize also, and very well indeed, that

the revenue from the dairy industry is

a very important part of the revenue
on the farm, particularly in the winter
months. For that reason they are rather

bewildered that the Ontario Department
of Agriculture has not so far seen fit

to make any statement one way or an-

other on the matter of rules or regula-
tions regarding the sale of margarine
in this province.

I feel, Mr. Speaker, the government
will be remiss if, before this session is

over, they do not take certain steps
to guarantee the farmers of this pro-
vince that, in the sale of margarine, they
will be protected against fraudulent

misrepresentation. By that, I mean any-
one who undertakes to take the wrapper
off butter and place it upon margarine.

The dairy industry in this province,
works under certain rules and regula-

tions, Mr. Speaker, as regards the

auality/ of the product they put up. I

feel the dairy industry is asking only
what is fair when they ask that definite

rules be set out to govern the manu-
facture of this product, that standards
of quality may be maintained and that

sufficient penalties may be put on the

statute books which will guard against

infringement of these rules and regula-
tions.
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I am sorry, again, the hon. Minister

of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) himself

is not present here, for I would like to

say to him that he has a great follow-

ing, a great many friends among the

thousands of this province who feel that

they have in him one who understands

their problems, is sympathetic to them
and will try to give them a fair deal.

My parting thought in my remarks
this afternoon is this, that on behalf

of the dairy farmers of this province
I would ask him to give the leadership
to his government which is necessary
to meet this problem in a way that will

be fair to the dairy industry of Ontario,
in order that when the time comes when
he may step down from his high office,

he may still have the very goodwill of

that legion of friends which is his

throughout the Province of Ontario.

MR. FROST : Well, you have skated

all around the problem. What do you
want to do?

^
MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey

South) : Give us some leadership. What
is the matter with you? Bring on your
bill.

MR. FROST: My hon. friend (Mr.
Baxter) didn't say a word, he skated

all around the problem.

MR. OLIVER: You are the ones
who put it in the Speech from the

Throne.

MR. FROST : That is all I want you
to say.

MR. OLIVER : Well, you have not

said much.

MR. FROST: That is a very brief

statement.

MR. R. SCOTT (CCF Beaches) :

The hour of closing is approaching, Mr.

Speaker. I move the adjournment of

the debate.

MR. SPEAKER: We will carry on
until six o'clock.

Motion negatived.

MR. G. I. HARVEY (CCF Sault

Ste. Marie) : Mr. Speaker, first I

would like to join with others in con-

gratulating you on your election to your
high office of Speaker. Also I wish
to join with others in extending my
congratulations to the mover and
seconder of the motion to accept the

Speech from the Throne.

Mr. Speaker, I wish to make refer-

ence to what I consider an omission in

the Speech from the Throne. No men-
tion was made, nor was there any in-

timation given that the government
would report to this House the results

of the Interprovincial-Federal Con-
ference on the proposed completion of

the Trans-Canada Highway. We in

Sault Ste. Marie are vitally interested

in this matter, because as most of you
know, Highway 17 was in 1934

designated as the "Trans-Canada High-
way," and perhaps you know there is

a part of this highway, 170 miles com-

pleted, north of the "Soo." The high-

way is completed as far as 80 miles

above Sault Ste. Marie at a place called

Montreal River, and from the north-

west end as far as Schreiber. There
is a distance of 170 miles in between
where there is no road.

We, in the "Soo", do not expect this

government to make any commitments
about the completion of this highway,
not yet at least, and perhaps not until

after the federal election or maybe after

a by-election in North Cochrane. How-
ever, we do ask the government to con-
sider seriously the proposals, petitions
and resolutions sent in by the interested

communities in this area and from the

conventions of the Lake Superior High-
way Association, which met in Port
Arthur in 1943 and had an attendance
of about 200 delegates, many of them
from across the border. Senators,

congressmen and municipal officials

from the United States attended this

convention and they told the convention

they were willing to help us build this

road by spending American dollars in

Canada.

It should be pointed out that within
a distance of 24 driving hours reside

3,000,000 Americans who are willing
and eager to drive around Lake
Superior, and Lake Superior is the only
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lake in the group of the Great Lakes
that is not surrounded by a highway.
Nevertheless, they are willing to come
into Canada to drive around this lake

and spend approximately $300,000,000.
This would increase our provincial
revenue and I think would be a very
good thing for the province.

However, there are three reasons,
I think, why we should complete this

highway. First, if completed, it will

serve the people living in that area, and

many of the people living in that area

have been living there a long time. It

would serve them; it would give them
an opportunity, perhaps, to purchase a

car and to drive out of their isolation.

Many of the communities in this area

were established over 50 years ago,
back in the last century, and they have
never had a road yet. Their only means
of access is by railroad and then some-
times it is very difficult. In this age
of the airplane, surely we can provide
for them a road on which they could

drive an automobile so they could get
to the hospitals and to medical and
dental services.

I have referred before in this House
to the difficult situation regarding
medical and hospital services in the

northern part of my riding.

People who are seriously ill, or

dangerously hurt in the heavy indus-

tries there, such as mining, in the

transportation industry, and in the

various plants, and in the loading and

unloading of boats, sometimes become

very badly hurt, and we have no hos-

pital facilities close to their work. It is

necessary they should complete a road
between Wawa and Hawk Junction,
where is situated a first-class hospital,
well equipped, but owing to the condi-

tion of the roads, there is no ambulance
to take the people from Wawa, and there

are from 800 to 1,000 people residing
there. I suggest to the government the

completion of Highway No. 17—the

Trans-Canada Highway—would pro-
vide an outlet for the people who reside

along the branch lines of the A.C.R.,
which is important in transporting the

materials with which to increase pro-
duction.

Secondly, we should consider, I

think, the development potentialities of
this area. In Sault Ste. Marie, perhaps
many of you know, we have the largest
basic steel plant in Canada, and we have
the largest blast furnace in the British

Empire. We have a large paper indus-

try there, and it is the home of the
terminal of the A.C.R. railroad, and we
have our system of canals and lakes,
and through these canals over 150,000,-
000 tons of freight passes annually,
more than passes through the combined
Suez and Panama Canals.

These are very important things. We
have the vast development of iron ore

in the Algoma steel industry, a plant
which spent some millions of dollars in

extensions this year, and we have an-

other deposit in prospect for develop-
ment, in the Goulais Range. The iron

ore is a very important essential in

this age.

Then we have the gold mines. In

my Riding, the Renabie Mine was the
first mine to come into production since

the war, and it is surprising to get ofT

the train at Missanabee, on the C.P.R.
and hire a truck, because a truck is the

only thing which can travel over those
roads. If there were jeeps available, we
would sooner have them. But we have
to hire a truck and drive 14 miles

through a wilderness, and after driving
14 miles through muskeg, and over old,

broken-down culverts, to have appear
before you, like an apparition,

$3,500,000 worth of mining equipment—a whole townsite. How they got that

equipment in there, and the building

material, I do not know, but there is

the situation. The country is rapidly

growing, and we feel that highways are

the things which are necessary now in

order to consolidate and further expand
the development.

I might also point out, Mr. Speaker,
a recent discovery of uranium just 40

miles from the Sault. I doubt very
much if this would ever have been dis-

covered, were it not for the fact that

Highway No. 17 runs past the place
where this uranium was discovered. So,

you will see it is very important that
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the completion of 17 be considered by
this government.

There is one other reason why we

figure it is important and that is for

defence purposes. I cannot imagine any

government which would ignore the

advisability of having a road out of

Sault Ste. Marie, which would join with

the head of the lakes for military pur-

poses. At one time it was all right.

You just hitched up a team of mules

to a service wagon, and you could drive

almost anywhere, but today, an army
moves in the air and in heavy motorized

equipment, and you cannot move that

stuff on a tote road.

This might be necessary, because

Sault Ste. Marie with its canal system
and with its basic steel industry, and

with the possibility of uranium 'develop-

ments, and iron ore developments, is

becoming a very strategic point, highly
vulnerable in any defence scheme, and

for that reason—and for that reason

alone—it should justify the completion
of Highway 17 between the Montreal

River and Schreiber.

MR. W. S. GEMMELL (PC
Sudbury) : In case we go to war with

the United States, is it not?

MR. HARVEY: I might point out

that during the last war the military

authorities on the other side of the

boundary considered Sault Ste. Marie

such a vulnerable place that for 65 miles

they had it protected, all around the

canals, with a number of anti-aircraft

guns. We did not have radar then, but

we had radio communication from Sault

Ste. Marie north clear up to Hudson's

Bay.

It must be considered it is a vulner-

able spot, and any highway is important
which would provide facilities for the

movement of mechanized vehicles and

war equipment.

Mr. Speaker, I did notice in the

Speech from the Throne that the

government anticipates amending the

Home for the Aged Act. I spoke in

1946 about the need for these homes,
and I think it is a good thing that the

government is now moving toward this

direction. I do hope, as I have main-

tained, that they will acknowledge the

responsibility for taking care of the old

people in the homes for the aged should

be borne by a central government,

realizing that many of the inmates of

these homes have in the past perhaps
contributed something to the western

part of this Canada of ours, or maybe the

eastern part, but who, finally, in their

last declining years, have come to rest

in Sault Ste. Marie, and we have to

take care of them in that town. I do

hope the government will realize that

it is their responsibility to completely
take care of the financial cost of erect-

ing these homes for the aged.
I might say that in SauTt Ste. Marie

we have plans for building, and the

people have been very generous in vot-

ing large sums of money for the erection

for these homes for the aged. It will

be one of the most modern, the most

scientific, and one of the best-built

homes for the aged on this continent.

I would like to suggest to the hon.

members who are contemplating build-

ing homes for the aged, to come and

have a look at the plans and the model

of the home for the aged which we hope
will be built in Sault Ste. Marie, begin-

ning this year.

Now, Mr. Speaker, at this time I want
to tackle a very difficult subject, and I

would ask your indulgence to permit me
to more or less stay by my script. I

think this subject is of vital importance
to every citizen in Ontario, in fact, of

all of Canada. I think the general public
has become increasingly concerned about

it. I am referring to the increase in juv-
enile delinquency and adult delinquency.

Now, the cause of this is the repudia-
tion of the individual responsibility, not

so much to law and order, but his

repudiation of his spiritual and moral

responsibility to his fellow men.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HARVEY : This is at the root

of the matter, therefore, the cure does

not lie so much in penitentiary reforms,

or the return of corporal punishment,
such as strapping, and so on—although
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I admit that these drastic steps are at

the present time necessary, to prevent
our society from utter degradation.

Hoodlumism, vandalism, common and
criminal assaults, petty larceny, drunken

driving, drinking brawls, are the result

of our altogether too materialistic train-

ing, basing values on things, and not

on persons.

Therefore, the cure is not in punish-
ment, but it lies in a better education.

1 acknowledge the present trend toward
recreational facilities for our youth.

Community cultural centres for our

adults, are very important, and in pass-

ing, may I say, Mr. Speaker, that we
in Sault Ste. Marie are far, far ahead
of many people. Just two weeks ago I

attended the dedication and the opening
of a community centre dedicated to the

memory of those who sacrificed their

lives in two world wars from Sault Ste.

Marie. They built it as a memorial, and
it was conceived and built by the people
of Sault Ste. Marie, and will cost the

people there three-quarters of a million

dollars—
MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : The government will give you
$10,000 now.

MR. HARVEY: You see, we in

Sault Ste. Marie are providing these

facilities in order to arrest, if possible,
the degradation which is setting in by
juvenile and adult delinquency. But, in

Sault Ste. Marie, unfortunately, we are

providing, facilities for recreation and
cultural pursuits to a generation which
has not been educated to appreciate and
understand it.

Mr. Speaker, may I call it 6 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, the House took
recess.

The House resumed at 8.00 p.m.

MR. HARVEY: Mr. Speaker,
resuming where I left off, I wish to

recapitulate more or less the subject I

am discussing, the increased concern of

the public regarding juvenile and adult

delinquency.
I pointed out that the cause of this is

pretty much the repudiation of man's

spiritual and moral responsibility to his

fellow man. It is deep-rooted. The
reason for this is, I think, that we have

altogether too much materialism and
selfish training. Therefore, the cure is

not in punishment, it lies deep, it lies

in education. I acknowledge that the

present method that we are adopting
now to diminish juvenile delinquency,
adult delinquency, of providing com-

munity centres, is only part of the

answer.

Commendable enough, but it is only
part of the answer.

As I pointed out, the trouble is that

we have provided these facilities for the

people but we are providing them for

a generation untrained and uneducated
in the use of these facilities. For illus-

tration, the trend today of people in

sports, athletics, is that people have
become a nation of spectators and not
of participants. This is not a very com-
mendable thing. Our national pastime
is beverage-room brawling.

In providing community centres, that

is only part of the answer. In my short

time I well remember when the church

accepted the responsibility to provide
recreation and social facilities for a

community. Many on the outside of the

church were drawn into the church

through this, but the church became

impoverished to the extent it could not

find the capital, the money to provide
these facilities, and then it fell upon the

various service clubs to take care of this

need. It became too burdensome for

them, and so the government are

attempting and accepting the responsi-

bility of providing for this need. There
is nothing wrong with all this. As I

stated before, we have not trained or

educated our people to use these

facilities.

To point to an illustration I remember
a story which went around when we first

started slum clearance over in England.
I cannot vouch for the accuracy of this

story. Some of you might know of the

slum areas in England. When I was a

boy the poor people living in those areas

could only afford to buy 50 pounds of

coal, or 100 pounds of coal at one time,

and sometimes they were buying less
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than that, sometimes a stone, and, after-

wards, they would take the bag and feed

the stove with the coal and when that

was used up they would go and get
another bag. There was no running
water in the house but there was a com-
munal tap serving, perhaps, 10 or 12

houses, and so you just took a bath in

the kitchen in the wash-basin. Now, the

authorities decided to have a clean-up,
to clean out the slums, and they built

nice new modern homes called "low-

rental homes." They tore down the

slums and the slum-dwellers were moved
into these new homes. These new homes
had running water, bathtubs, and a little

cubby-hole under the stairway where

you stored your coal, a very convenient

place to store coal to heat the kitchen

fires. Most of the houses had only
kitchen fires. However, it is rumoured
that the inspector, when he made his first

inspection, found that one of the tenants

was using the bathtub to store coal and,
with indignation, he pointed to the

cubby-hole under the stairway, and he

told these people that was the place to

store the coal, and the woman of the

house spoke up ahd she said, "Oh, I

thought that was nice and clean, that is

where we sleep the baby." Well, the

inspector made another trip, and, when
he came this time, he looked in the

cubby-hole under the stairway and
found they were storing the coal in the

cubby-hole. That was O.K., but, much
to his dismay, when he inspected the

bathroom he found the baby sleeping in

the bathub. I am pointing this out to

prove to you that people need to be edu-

cated before they can use the facilities

we are providing for them.

That brings me to the point which I

wish to make regarding the prevalence
of so much crime and public misbe-

haviour.

The cure is not in the method we are

now using. The cure is a change in

elementary, secondary, and adult
education.

Today our children spend, in element-

ary and secondary schools, 10 or 12 of the

best years of their lives, years in which

they are curious and fresh and eager
—

when their minds are in the most forma-
tive period. Now, under our educational

system today what has happened? If

they learn anything about this Canada
of ours, about the world they live in—
Oh, I admit, they have learned a little

geography, the number of provinces in

the dominion, and, perhaps, a little civics

now and again but they have learned all

too little of the things that will guide
them to make political decisions and to

provide their social and moral responsi-
bilities to the rest of the nation. As an

example, they do not know the source of

our economic power. They know nothing
of how the national income is derived,
or how our chief industries are organized
and controlled. They do not understand
the capital system upon which all our
institutions are dependent. Little is

taught them of the relationship existing
between one economic group and

another, nor are they taught how the

farmers, the industrial workers, live.

They are not told of the working condi-

tions in some of our industries. They
are not taught these things because such

a drab revelation would discourage them.

Because they are not taught these

things, they feel no obligation to those

who do the hard jobs, nor do they feel

any responsibility for improving the liv-

ing conditions of their fellow-man. They
are not educated.

Now, let us take stock as to just what

happens. First, we have a declining

birth-rate, an increasing death-rate,
crime is on the increase, our penal insti-

tutions are over-crowded. We have not

enough mental hospitals, and the cost

of police protection is on the increase,

juvenile-adult delinquency is a major
problem. This is becoming the Canadian

way of life, and here I want to take issue

with the press that we do recognize the

terrific power of the press in forming
public opinion. I suggest they have in

greater measure the responsibility of

changing the public attitude towards
crime. I make this suggestion and I do

it most humbly. They should not

glamourize criminals, either by word or

presenting his picture in the most favour-

able light. I have in mind the recent
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case of the jewel-thief whose picture was
so glamorously presented to the public
and he was so much better looking than

most of our movie stars.

What happened? While in the jail

where he was being held, they almost
had to hire a new staff to take care of

his fan-mail. "Bobbie-soxers" are

drooling over his pictures and dowagers
are wearing their most costly jewels
with the hope their boudoirs will be

broken into, not in their absence, by
such another good-looking thief.

I do suggest that the papers give us

the news, give it to us in the raw and

ungarnished. If you want to publicize
and exhibit societies "offal," please, no

parsley.

But, to return to my theme. As I stated

before, petty crime and lawlessness is

fast becoming an accepted mode of

living. We teach our children mathe-
matics so they are able to play bingo,
the slot machine, pin-ball machines, and
the pari-mutuels and to lay odds on the

outcome of a boxing match or hockey
game. We teach them to read so they
can absorb the trash that is published
in magazines and crime comics. We
teach them to write so they can mark
a ballot paper, and only about 35 per
cent, exercise their franchise. We teach

them English so they can argue over
mundane subjects in beer parlors. We
give them education in the professional
fields and they finish up as labourers in

industry.

All this is education misapplied and
it is not the type of education which
will cure our problem of lawlessness

and delinquency. I would earnestly

suggest that first, Mr. Speaker, we
must determine the kind of society we
want. I am sure the present is hardly

fitting the noble sacrifice of so many
of our young Canadian men and women
in two World Wars.

We must adopt a new set of moral

laws, or rather, re-establish the old, for

moral law is as old as life itself and
is unchangeable.

This should be the informative spirit

of our educational system. We should
teach that the chief purpose of work is

to increase the good living for all. We
now teach our children it is wrong to

steal pencils from their fellow-pupils;
we should teach them it is equally

wrong to steal the nation's wealth, to

steal the fruits of the farmer's toil by
juggling the market, or to steal a man's
life by sweatshop labour and exposure
to hazardous occupations.

We should direct all our educational
effort to co-operative living and not

competitive.

From history, we learn that only by
living together, co-operatively, have we
gained in peaceful living and won those

things which have been of everlasting
benefit.

We should begin this by demonstra-
tion in the classroom, "a learning to-

gether to live together."

Emphasis should be on total class-

room effort, group accomplishment and

community pride, on projects in joint-

enterprise wherein each student has a

definite responsibility to the whole and
unless discharged brings incomplete
benefits to the classroom as a whole;
in other words, team work.

In our educational system, examina-
tions of individual progress should be

unobtrusive, it should be incidental to

the function of acquiring a liberal

education—small "l"and not, as it is

today, a mad race, a juggling of per-

centages to outrace the class and to

gain selfish ends.

I think we should acclaim as heroes

and great national benefactors, those

men and women who have pushed back
the darkness of our ignorance, the

doctors, scientists, literary and artistic

genii who have uncovered nature's

secrets and have turned it to our benefit.

To their character and accomplishments
should go the space in our history books
now alloted political genius.

If we are to teach our children to

grow up to be good citizens, we must
teach them to look critically at the

institutions and practices of our nation,

not to be cynical, as too many are today,
but to be quick to recognize the weak-
nesses of our society and to help

remedy them. They must learn to know
that true patriotism does not consist of
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uncritical adulation of one's country,
but a zeal to make it better, not neces-

sarily better than another nation, but

better than its present state.

Sir Richard Acland in his book,
"What it will be like in the New
Britain," expresses it well when he

writes :

"Our present society is very re-

luctant to teach its children anything
about itself. Our new society will

deliberately teach the child to know
and . understand and challenge the

society in which he lives. He will

have a deliberate education in politics,

and will be taught the structure of

democracy, his duty to take part in

it, the meaning of freedom, and the

responsibility it entails, how it has

been lost and gained in times past."

All this, and all I have said before,

points to a definite approach to our

educational system. I have suggested
some of the answers, but still to be con-

sidered is the fundamental, a very impor-
tant principal, and the question arises,

should we place emphasis, as we are

doing now, under totalitarianism, that is

a vocational education or should we place

emphasis on the academic, the classical,

or on the utilitarian education; that is,

should we accept as our goal a society
of inhuman technicians, technical

robots, lacking human sympathy, with

no sense of human values, vocationally

competent, technically perfect but lack-

ing in those finer human virtues, spiritual
and moral, which alone can make a

nation great, trained to earn a living but

untrained to live; a society wherein the

aged are neglected and are pushed aside

when they become unprofitable to indus-

try, a society wherein the young are

exploited so long as they are strong and

mentally alert, where labour is con-

sidered a marketable commodity and
has no dignity above material things,
"where graft and petty patronage is a

prerequisite to social and political promi-
nence; this is the result of too much

emphasis on vocational education.

I suggest we must turn to a different

kind of education
;
to me it is sheer folly

to teach a child to perform skilled work

when he grows up if we do not teach

him how to enjoy to the full the cultural

aspect of living. Education should be

for the greater enjoyment of a bountiful

life, not the meagre pleasure of the

products of one's own skill.

Why should not a carpenter, a brick-

layer or a machine operator be educated

to enjoy the drama, music and all the

arts? To me, the emphasis should be

on education in the liberal arts, in

humanitarian subjects.

It was considered at one time that

the degree of arts was the key to greater

understanding and the pathway along
which all the professions had to travel.

It still should be and this education

should not only start in the colleges and
in the universities but in the kinder-

garten. However, this is a problem for

the Department of Education and the

Faculty.

I believe, that wider cultural values

and social consciousness could be more

efficiently learned throughout the whole

period of schooling. During the early

years of a child's life, habit-forming
ideas are much stronger than in later

years. To teach social behaviour, culture

and sociological subjects should start

early and take the form of practical

demonstration; the training from

kindergarten up would be a gradual

expanding demonstration of the art of

living together amicably, the art of

mutual understanding and tolerance, the

art of mutual assistance and inter-

dependability, the community spirit.

There is no better place to start it than

in the schools, there is no better place
to build on to it than in the homes.

The responsibility rests with the

government.
I feel, Mr. Speaker, that if we turn

now from this all too materialistic desire

in our education in arts and crafts and

utilize the time of our children and the

people in humanitarian subjects and

liberal arts, the results will show in

time; it is not an immediate cure for

our crime situation today, but I think

that this is the only method to attack

the present problem of delinquency and

crime.

I thank you.
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MR. W. MURDOCH (PC Essex

South) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to take

my place in this debate, as the member
for South Essex, I would like to join
with the people of my county, which, of

course, includes that dynamic city of

Windsor, from which you hale, and

congratulate you, Mr. Speaker, for the

contribution you are making toward
the proper and dignified functioning of

this Legislature.

After the opening I was very inter-

ested in a letter in the Globe and Mail—a visitor to the opening was deeply

impressed, as was I, by that solemn

ceremony and was prompted to express
himself in this way:

"For the past few years it has
been my pleasure and privilege to

attend the opening and some of the

succeeding sessions of the Ontario

Legislature.

I have often felt that the opening
prayers of the Legislature should be

read by an ordained minister of the

gospel who is a member of the Legis-

lature, or that someone outside the

Legislature be appointed to perform
that sacred duty and could be

accorded the honour of being the

"Chaplain of the Assembly" by legis-

lation. This would certainly enhance
the dignity of the Legislature with a

spiritual atmospheric colouring. I

further felt that after the reading of

the three prescribed prayers, the re-

petition of the Lord's Prayer should

be engaged in by all congregated in the

Legislature, which included members
of the House and visitors. The
election of the Honourable and Rev.

M. C. Davies as Speaker of the

Assembly meets this obligation most

fittingly. Hence, when the Honour-
able Speaker ascended the dais and

began the reading of the prayers at

last Thursday's opening of the Legis-

lature, the atmosphere of the Legis-
lature was charged with a note of an
unusual sound which only could be
struck by an ecclesiast.

Concluding the prayers, and with-

out any intimation that such would
be the case, members of the Legisla-

ture and visitors were heard joining
in repeating the Lord's Prayer. This
I feel should be a part of the opening
ceremony of the Legislature on all

occasions.

(Rev.) W. C. PERRY."

Perhaps sometime, Mr. Speaker, you
would be able to introduce the sugges-
tion or assist in carrying out the

suggestion.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to con-

gratulate, also, the hon. member for
North Essex (Mr. Ellis)

—
being the

member for South Essex myself—on
his election as a member of this Legis-
lature and, of course, on his maiden

speech last week.

I fully agree with him regarding the

necessity for the modernization of our

Highway system in the counties and can

point out that the hon. Minister of High-
ways (Mr. Doucett) has already as-

sured me that he recognizes this.

At the beginning of the debate the

hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. Mac-

Leod), in his usual inimitable manner,
dissected the aptitudes, the abilities and
the ambitions of the hon. Minister of the

Cabinet.

MR. MacLEOD : Emphasis on the

"ambitions."

MR. MURDOCH: Now, as a back
bencher I am quite willing to leave the

realm of prophesy to those who grace
the more exalted front row benches, but,
Mr. Speaker, as a back bencher I might
be permitted to look back in retrospect
and point out to the hon. member for

Essex North (Mr. Ellis) that he repre-
sents a riding which sends a different

member to the House after every elec-

tion. And, furthermore, the very seat

which he occupies has a peculiar and
distinctive history. After sitting in that

particular chair for two years, the last

member in that south-west corner of this

Legislature became completely disgusted
with the party which elected him and he

crossed the floor and supported our legis-

lation on this side of the House.

MR. MacLEOD : No, he did not.
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MR. MURDOCH : To be quite fair,

I must add that this was more a spiritual

journey than a practical one. As time

goes on, the present occupant of the

south-west corner seat may develop that

same affinite for the "old lace" as the

previous member did for the "arsenic."

Proceeding on, I would like to congratu-
late the hon. member for Ottawa East

(Mr. Chartrand) on his appointment as

Whip for the Liberal Party. When the

hon. Leader of the Liberal Party (Mr.
Oliver) chooses a Whip, he signs the

death of the Whip. After every election

the Liberal Whip disappears and then I

have to train a new one.

MR. OLIVER: Oh, no.

MR. MURDOCH : I had better get
back to my speech.

We have heard a great deal in this

debate about the former Premier of

Ontario, and, for the most part, what
we have heard has been quite uncompli-
mentary. One hon. member mentioned

having been humiliated by Mr. Drew but
let me point out that George Drew has
done something in the Province of

Ontario, which the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) and the hon.

Leader of the Liberal Party (Mr.
Oliver) would just love to do.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH : He elected three

governments in the Province of Ontario,
I do not think either of the hon. leaders

will ever elect one.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: For six years
now I have been hearing that "George
Drew cannot do this" and "George
Drew cannot do that." The latest "can-

not do" is—"George Drew cannot be

elected Prime Minister of Canada." Let
me point out that in 1943, George Drew
said, "Make Ontario strong." In 1945

and 1948, George Drew said : "Keep
Ontario strong."

MR. OLIVER: What in?

MR. MURDOCH: Through the

hundreds of progressive bills which

George Drew introduced into the Legis-

lature, the Province of Ontario is still

going strong today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: In 1943, those

same critics said : "George Drew cannot

form a government with 38 members,"
but he did.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH : The critics also

said that he has so few members elected

that he cannot form a good cabinet, but

George Drew formed the best cabinet

the Province of Ontario ever had.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: During the ses-

sions of 1944 and 1945, this party intro-

duced its first progressive legislation.

That legislation was so acceptable that

in every bill we passed and in every bill

we turned down, the CCF Party always
voted with us.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: Oh, no.

MR. MURDOCH : In every item of

legislation that we passed, or in every
item of legislation that we turned down
and the CCF did not vote with us, then

the Liberal Party did.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: It must have

been good, progressive and very popular

legislation. Now, after two years
—and

I am still going back in retrospect, Mr.

Speaker—the Opposition Party decided

that the time had arrived when they
could vote those 38 members out of

office. But what a surprise. The CCF
Party came back in very small numbers,
to be exact, 8 members and the Liberal

Party with 11 and those "nasty," very
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"unpopular" Progressive-Conservatives
had only 66.

SOME HON. MEMBERS
hear.

Hear,

going any further, in every office since

the war of 1914, as an army officer, as

the mayor of Guelph, as Leader of the

Opposition and as Premier of Ontario
to his present position as Leader of His

MR. J. L. DOWLING (CCF Hamil- Majesty's Loyal Opposition at Ottawa,
ton East) : Then, what happened? George Drew has always given far more

^ ~ . „ ~ ^ than the actual line of duty demanded.
MR. SALSBERG (LP St. Andrew) :

And we came back one hundred per SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
cent, strong.

hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. MURDOCH: Mr. Speaker, I

think it might be a big help sometimes
if the two Marx brothers were joined
by another brother.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MURDOCH: Then, we could
have a leader, we could have a whip
and we could have a member to play
the harp.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MURDOCH : What we suffered

in quantity, since the question was
raised, we gained in quality. I think

the same can be said for the Liberal

Party. I have not become properly quote Shakespeare, who said :

MR. MURDOCH : As George Drew
always maintained in this Legislature
that Canada is approaching an era when
she will expand into the productiveness
of a great nation, so do all hon. members
on this side of the House believe that

George Drew is approaching the time
in his life when he will be, not only
a courageous leader of this great
nation, but also the leading statesman
of the illustrious Empire which he loves

so well.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: The hon. mem-
bers of the opposition do not think I

have gone far enough so I will just

acquainted with all the hon. members of

the CCF Party so I will reserve my
judgment.
Then the next "cannot do" was

that "George Drew cannot win the

Annapolis-King by-election or the

Nicolet-Yamaska by-election, nor can he
win the Carlton by-election because the

CCF Party is after him."

MR. SALSBERG: Why have you
skipped High Park?

"Some men are born great, some
achieve greatness, while others have

greatness thrust upon them."

Mr. Speaker, and hon. members, I

assert George Drew has experienced all

three.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: Now, we have
heard a great deal during the session

MR. MURDOCH : Do you not know about the stupendous splurges that are

being enacted in Saskatchewan, Great
Britain and in New Zealand, and last

night on the radio, I think, it was

what happened?

AN HON. MEMBER: No, tell us

MR. MURDOCH : I think the hon.

members should read the newspapers
and they will see what is going on.

The latest one is that "George Drew
cannot be the next Prime Minister of

Canada," and that is something that horror and anxiety but if I had my
will be just as erroneous as all the choice of being a member of any govern-
others. I would like to say, without ment—

Sweden.

AN HON. MEMBER : Australia.

MR. MURDOCH: We read about

Communistic purges in Europe with
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AN HON. MEMBER: You have.

MR. MURDOCH: —of today, I

could not choose one where I would
feel more proud to be a member than
in this government of Ontario, guided

by the hon. cabinet members whom I

see before me and directed by the hon.

Prime Minister, Thomas L. Kennedy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. H. L. WALTERS (CCF
Bracondale) : Take the next vacancy.

MR. MURDOCH : "Haylitt said the

history of the spread of socialism, is

in fact, a history of the disappearance
of peace, representative institutions,

limited government and personal

liberty."

MR. SALSBERG: Who said that?

MR. DUNBAR: You look as if you
"got" it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

^
MR. MURDOCH : I think, Mr.

Speaker, this is probably enough of

these kinds of remarks.

MR. MILLARD: I think so.

MR. MURDOCH : I will now come
to the County of Essex.

In Essex County we fully realize the

high importance and continuous need of

progressive legislation both here and in

Ottawa, to develop the rural and urban
areas of Essex County. We produce,
with quality and in abundance, every
known

, variety of farm crop in Essex

County which can be grown anywhere
in Canada. Tobacco, corn, sugar beets,

apples, peaches and we grow the earliest

potatoes, cabbages, lettuce and melons
to reach the Toronto and other markets

every year.

An Essex County farmer, Mr. Wil-
liam R. Beatty of Staples, has brought
great honour to Ontario by winning the

soya bean championship at the Chicago
Exposition in 1948. It does prove that

in Ontario, we can produce soya beans
as fine as can be produced anywhere
in the world and it is more sensational

when one stops to compare our Cana-

dian crops of less than 2 million bushels

with the crop of 210 million bushels.

No other government in Ontario's

history has been more alive to the

problems of the farm than the present
administration. Owing to the fact that

the prices of many farm products were
under price control and pegged by the

Federal Government, it became neces-

sary for the Ontario Government to

assist producers through subsidies.

Almost $8,000,000 was paid between
1944 and 1948 to cheese producers and,

also, $5,000,000 for hog producers, as

well as substantial amounts in the case

of sugar beets and wool. Now, under
the Farm Products Marketing Board,
to give the farmer more control of his

products, fourteen marketing schemes
have been put into operation in Ontario,

covering 24 different commodities. This

means the establishment of an efficient

organization to take care of new and

changing marketing conditions.

The Ontario Food Terminal in To-

ronto, under construction at the present

time, will serve the Province of Ontario
as a marketing centre for fruits and

vegetables. This will be the most

important contribution ever made to

stabilize and put on a firm foundation

the fruit and vegetable growing in-

dustry in South Essex and in the in-

dustry throughout Ontario. The present
wholesale market in Toronto, through
its lack of refrigeration facilities, must
force on the market the various farm

products as soon as they arrive. In

many cases this causes a huge surplus
one day with disastrous results to the

grower, while on other days, the market
is short of supplies and at such times

the consumer suffers. A properly re-

frigerated holding room in the new
Terminal Market will mean that a

steady market can be created, produc-

ing an even flow of farm produce from
the producer to the consumer with the

highest degree of efficiency whereby

ensuring complete satisfaction to both

parties in the process. By request of

producers everywhere this government
has established fruit and vegetable in-

spection stations throughout the prov-
ince, including South Essex, so that all
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producers will be compelled to adopt
the recognized grades and by doing
this, South Essex produce will always
find a ready sale because of its high
and dependable quality.

An estimation has been made that

there are 4,000,000 square feet of green-
houses in Essex County, costing more
than $14,000,000.

These greenhouses are already in full

operation, growing the seedlings, which

will be transplanted into the fields, as

soon as the ground is ready for plant-

ing.

The greatest hazard to the fruit and

vegetable industry in Ontario is the

importation of foreign fruits and vege-
tables. Producers do not ask or look

for embargoes on such produce, but

they do ask for some protection from

foreign imports, during their own
marketing season. "The Canadian

market, for Canadian producers during
the Canadian season" is their slogan,
and very rightly so.

On many occasions, in past years, the

Canadian grower has prepared his crops
for market, only to find that carloads

of imported vegetables, are already

standing in railroad yards, resulting in

heavy losses to the producer.

The "Toll on Fruit Containers Act"
has given the fruit and vegetable

growers, the necessary funds, to keep
in close touch with Ottawa, to give
advice on the amount of produce going
forward to marketing centres, and the

exact date of its arrival.

This will prevent losses to the

farmers in the future. Improved grad-

ing, the establishment of central pack-

ing stations, and the introduction of

modern and more convenient containers,
to suit the needs of the consumer,

improved and faster shipping facilities,

resulting in a better quality product
reaching the consumer, will be a direct

result of the passing of this Act.

Turning from agriculture to high-

ways ;
Essex County was one of the

first counties in Ontario to have a high-

way system which connected all main
towns and even villages with a through
highway.

It so happens that in the expansion
of highways throughout Ontario, dur-

ing recent years, Essex County might
appear to have been neglected. The
hon. Minister of Highways (Mr.
Doucett) has indicated, that his depart-
ment realizes this neglect and may be

able to do something about it in the

near future.

However, general assistance has been

given to Essex County through a 50

per cent, subsidy on all roads in rural

municipalities, and generous grants to

urban centres.

In 1943, less than $4,000,000 was

paid for this purpose, but in 1948 the

amount expended was approximately
$16,000,000 to the various municipali-
ties throughout Ontario. This, of course,
has nothing to do with provincial high-

ways, which are built and maintained
100 per cent, by the province.

During the past few years, more than

200 roadside parks have been estab-

lished along our highways, and these

are kept clean and sanitary by the

divisional staffs.

More than 1,000 picnic tables have
been placed in these parks and in

shaded parts of the roadside. The use

which has been made of these facilities

clearly demonstrate their usefulness.

Provincial highways, and all municipal
roads and streets in our towns and
cities will always require a considerable

and increasing expenditure. The aim of

this government is, that as much as

possible of the expenditure should be

met by the province and that the home-
owner and the farmer should be re-

lieved of taxation at the municipal level.

Mr. Speaker, the burden of municipal
taxation still falls quite heavily on the

farmer and the home-owner, but it

would have been an impossible burden

except for the great assistance given by
this government.

Grants to local school boards in 1948
were $34,953,528, as compared to

$8,213,398 in 1943, when this govern-
ment assumed office. It is estimated

that for this year the amount paid to

the schools throughout Ontario will

exceed $37,000,000.
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In the town of Harrow during the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1943, the

provincial grant for school purposes
was $1,920. For the fiscal year which
ended March 31, 1948, the provincial

grant for school purposes to the town
of Harrow was $30,056. This relieved

the burden of taxation to home-owners
in Harrow to the extent of $28,000.

The hon. member for North Essex
mentioned that on a percentage basis,

less assistance was given to Windsor
schools in 1948 than was given in 1945.

What the hon. member failed to men-

tion, however, was that generous and
substantial increases were granted to

Windsor in 1945 as compared to 1944.

Going back one year to 1944, the

amount paid to the city of Windsor by
the Provincial Government was $87,000.
I will leave off the odd dollars. I am
sure since Ottawa can deal in millions,

we can just stick to the thousands here

—$87,000 in 1944. Last year, 1948,
the amount paid to the schools in Wind-
sor was $678,000. In the County of

Essex outside of the city of Windsor,
the amount paid to municipalities for

school purposes in 1944 was $153,000.
In 1948 this amount was $718,000.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask

the hon. member (Mr. Murdoch) if he
could tell me where he got the figures for

last year? I do not see them in the

accounts anywhere. Where does he get
the figure for grants last year?

MR. MURDOCH : From the Depart-
ment of Education.

In South Essex alone, which is only
one of the four ridings of Essex County,
in 1948 construction went forward in

the amount of over $1,000,000 in new
schools or in additions to existing
schools, and in the building of the new
hospital at Leamington.

In addition to this, grants have been

greatly increased in respect to other hos-

pitals in Essex County, in public health

and welfare and towards the extending
of rural hydro services.

Mr. Speaker, turning our attention

now to the expansion of industry

through private enterprise. I would call

your attention to a reprint from the

January 1949 issue of Industrial Canada.
I believe every hon. member received

one of these reprints. Hundreds of new
industries running into millions and mil-

lions of dollars.

According to Industrial Canada's

record, a total of 333 existing companies
expanded their plants last- year, and 102

new companies were established. Ontario
was the province in which more than

one-half of these expansions took place.

According to the bulletin attached to

this record of industrial development I

find:

"It has been estimated by the Right
Hon. C. D. Howe, Minister of Trade
and Commerce, that private invest-

ment in the expansion and modern-
ization of Canada's manufacturing in-

dustries, reached a figure of nearly

$600,000,000 in 1948 or $46 for every
man, woman and child in this country.

"Outstanding developments took

place in almost every major group of

the Canadian manufacturing indus-

tries embracing a variety of products
from pet foods to Diesel electric loco-

motives."

Add to this the construction of new
homes and farm buildings, the new high-

ways, schools and the great extension of

rural hydro services and electric power
developments, and we have an indica-

tion of our still greater potentiality in the

years to come.

All this expansion is a direct result

of the proper and progressive blending
of sound government with an unre-

stricted free enterprise system.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH : An indirect re-

sult is the undisputed fact that the

Federal Government has been able to

collect nearly 50 per cent, of its cumber-

some taxation right here in the Province

of Ontario.

Under any government other than this,

such a magnificent achievement would
not have been possible.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: Sure.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : He does not even blush.

MR. MURDOCH : Mr. Speaker, we
seemed to get a little blame when there

was a shortage of hydro. We might as

well get credit where credit is due.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH : I am sorry the

hon. Leader of the CCF Party is not in

his place tonight, because I have here

a clipping from the Windsor Daily Star—it was after an election of June 6,

1945— which says
—

MR. MacLEOD : An old clipping.

MR. MURDOCH : In 1945 when the

C.C.F. Party went into very close con-

finement, Mr. Jolliffe issued a statement

during the day saying
—and I can just

imagine him saying this :

4

'The next chapter in Ontario will

be one of Tory administration at

Queen's Park, during the most diffi-

cult period in our history."

MR. W. DENNISON (CCF St.

David) : Do not remind us of it.

MR. MURDOCH :

"The Tory policy will receive its

final test and I have no doubt whatever
of the results."

despite the prediction
—

AN HON. MEMBER: Despite the

Conservatives.

AN HON. MEMBER: A 40 per
cent. vote.

MR. MURDOCH : —in 1945.

AN HON. MEMBER :

\ strong ?

Going

MISS A. MacPHAIL (CCF York
East) : No houses.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCK: Mr. Speaker,
were there any questions from the hon.

members of the opposition then? No,
there were not.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. G. B. ELLIS (CCF Essex

North) : Mr. Speaker, the hon. member
for Essex South (Mr. Murdoch) asked
a question. In view of the fact he has

these figures on school grants, could

he give me the figure of the total grant
for the City of Windsor in 1946, com-

pared to 1947? Have you no figures
there ?

MR. MURDOCH: Mr. Speaker, I

will be very, very glad to give him those

figures tomorrow afternoon.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MURDOCH: Well, tomorrow
afternoon I will be able to check them
better, Mr. Speaker.

AN HON. MEMBER : Running out.

MR. J. L. DOWLING (CCF
Hamilton East) : Mr. Speaker, seeing
that questions are in order, the hon.

member (Mr. Murdoch) said he was

very proud to be a member of this

government. I would like to ask him
if there is any place else in the world
he can go to be a member of a Tory
government other than Ontario?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH: That is why
Ontario is such a good place.

AN HON. MEMBER : That is what
is keeping Ontario strong.

MR. DUNBAR: Why do you not
follow one of those governments?

MR. MURDOCH: Prosperity and
a Conservative Government seem,

strangely enough, to go hand in hand.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. MURDOCH : I started to look

in these newspapers, and I went back
to February 5, 1944. Again I am quot-

ing from the Windsor Daily Star :

"
'There is unemployment in Ontario

and neither the Ontario nor Dominion

governments are taking constructive

steps to meet it/ E. B. Jolliffe,

Ontario C.C.F. Leader, said last night
in an address here."

He goes on to say :

"
'All the fine talk and wishful think-

ing of the free enterprisers will not

provide jobs,' Mr. Jolliffe told a large
audience. 'Every thinking man knows
that the unemployment problem will

become a gigantic problem as soon as

the war ends unless there is a com-

plete change in policy.'
"
'Selective Service recently had

200,000 registered for work,' he

added. Thousands were unable to

find employment while Canada was

engaged in an all-out war.
"
'In the next great depression,

under an old-party government, mil-

lions of Canadians would be thrown
on relief, many would lose not only
their jobs but their homes, their in-

surance and their savings. This is

what we know will happen with the

old parties in office and big business in

control. It happened before; next

time it will be far worse,' he said."

SOME HON. MEMBER: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER : You said it.

MR. MURDOCH : But let me point
out this was 1944. It is now 1949 and
the predictions

—
AN HON. MEMBER: They are

coming.

MR. MURDOCH : —I do not know
whether you can call them "hopes" ;

we will call them "predictions"
—have

not yet come true, so we will take the

credit.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH : I would like to

go on just a little further because I am
very proud of the record of this govern-
ment during the past five years, and we
are going back to 1944. Mr. Jolliffe
labelled the Progressive-Conservative

Party as a "menace to progress"
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MURDOCH : —and "the most
fantastic political fraud in Canadian

history."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DUNBAR: The people didn't

think so.

MR. MILLARD: 60 per cent. did.

MR. DUNBAR: We were a close

one.

MR. MURDOCH: It was said by
George Drew a year ago in this chamber
that the estimate has been made there

are 10,000 different ways of earning a

living in the Province of Ontario. Many
of the men, managing the various indus-

tries and enterprises which make these

occupations possible, arrived in their

present positions after many years of

effort in the school of experience.

Others are first and second genera-
tion men, whose forefathers spent their

entire life span in the building of an in-

dustry or enterprise. Others again are

engineers or perhaps professional men
who have been educated and trained for

special occupations or fields of endea-
vour.

But these are the men who obtain

capital and fit together the complex
mass of workers in large numbers,
master and overcome the problems of

manufacture and production, and

finally place on the market a product
which they have forecasted the public
at large will buy.

Along with the farmer, the factory
worker, the school teacher, we all have
our part to play. We are indeed a very
fortunate people, as we all agree, and
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the present Ontario government has the

utmost confidence in what the energy,
skill and initiative of our people can

accomplish in the years ahead, with the

vast resources we possess.
We have heard a great deal during

the last two weeks about "more homes
for people," "subsidized housing"

—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. MURDOCH: —"greater old-

age pensions"
—

MR. MILLARD: You are going to

hear a lot more, too.

MR. MURDOCH: "More of this,

more of that." This government has

no money to pay out, except the money
which it takes from the people of On-
tario.

AN HON. MEMBER: What do

you do with the surplus?

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : What about the surplus?

MR. SPEAKER : One at a time.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, one

at a time—what about the $25,000,000
of a surplus?

MR. MURDOCH : You will hear all

about it on Friday of this week.

MR. SALSBERG: Oh.

MR. MURDOCH: We only have
the money which we collect from the

people, and if we have to pay out more,
we will have to collect more, and we
think we are going as far as we can at

the present time. I think it was during
the election last year that we had some
of the opposition party saying we
should not put the three cents on gas
and we should not charge any tax on

amusements; you throw the taxes off

on one hand and then you give every-

body more on the other, but when you—
AN HON. MEMBER: That is what

George said at Ottawa.

MR. MURDOCH: But when you
are charged with the administration of

all these departments, you find you have
to spend just as much time figuring out-

where the money is going to come from
as you do on where it is going to go.

I will close my remarks by quoting
Carlyle, the philosopher, when he
stated :

"All great peoples are conserva-

tive—"

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER: That is a
contribution.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : That is one good joke.

AN HON. MEMBER: That is

enough, "Bill."

MR. MURDOCH: The applause is

overwhelming. I will have to go back

now, Mr. Speaker.

"All great peoples are conservative,
slow to believe in novelties; patient
of much error in actualities—"

MISS MacPHAIL: The "error" is

true, anyway.

MR. MURDOCH :

"deeply and forever certain of the

greatness that is in law, in custom
once solemnly established, and now
long recognized as just and final."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. R. SCOTT (CCF Beaches) :

Mr. Speaker, in rising to participate
in this Throne Debate, I really cannot

help making a few comments on the

previous speech. As I listened to the

gorgeous bouquets which were thrown
at Mr. Drew, and to the beautiful com-
ments given regarding Mr. Drew, I

really could not help but think that per-

haps another prospective leader is rear-

ing his head.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : As I lis-

tened to the things which the hon.
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member (Mr. Murdoch) said, I was

very impressed with the quotation that

"All great peoples are conservative."

I could not help but compare that with

the one which said :

"A Conservative is a man with

both feet firmly planted in the air."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches): Mr.

Speaker, as the hon. member (Mr.
Murdoch) continued, as he lauded the

accomplishments of Mr. Drew, I could

not help but picture Mr. Drew, the

"gorgeous" Mr. Drew, charging around
the countryside, saving us from imagin-

ary dragons, and when I think of Mr.

Drew, astride the Tory leadership, I

could not help but compare him to the

gorgeous white knight on the old grey
mare.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches): Mr.
Speaker, in rising to make a contribu-

tion on the address in reply to the

Speech from the Throne, I do so with
a feeling of some humility and some

hopefulness
—

humility because* really
never before have I felt my lack of

years as I do now. When the test is

here I really feel it, but I am hopeful
the remarks I have to make will not

fall upon entirely deaf ears.

Mr. Speaker, it is rather difficult for

me to choose topics to discuss here to-

night with which I am competent to

deal. However, I have chosen, in an

attempt to make a contribution, the

problem of young people in this country—in this province.

After all, I feel that I am qualified
to speak, because I am one of the

younger people of this province. That
is the constituency which I would like

to represent here tonight; not just the

constituency of Beaches which elected

me but, the constituency of the young
people of Ontario.

In attempting to do that, Mr.

Speaker, I say, if my speech tonight

is anything at all, it is a plea for youth ;

it is a plea for an intelligent understand-

ing of the problems of youth; it is an

appeal for intelligent leadership and in-

telligent action in meeting those prob-
lems.

I want to speak about three problems
in particular tonight. First, the problem
of education; secondly, the problem of

juvenile delinquency, and, thirdly, the

problem of liquor.

Mr. Speaker, in attempting to deal

with the Department of Education, I

want to say that what I want to raise

at this time is the shocking increase in

the cost of higher education in this

province. I am particularly glad to

brjng this matter to the attention of the

hon. Minister of Education because as

some hon. members know I have just

graduated from the university and I

have studied, and worked under the

existing arrangements. My one regret
is that the now departed Mr. Drew is

not still with us so that I could address

my remarks to him. Last year when
he was still Minister of Education a

committee of students from the uni-

versity attempted to obtain an audience
with him to bring this matter to his

attention. I was a member of that com-
mittee and I can well recall the frustra-

tion with which we were shifted from
one office to another without seeing

anyone. And I can remember vividly

sitting in those galleries where many of

my university friends are sitting tonight
and listening to Mr. Drew brush aside

our problems with that "courtesy" and
"consideration for others" which is so

much a part of his character.

Well, Mr. Speaker, this time I am
here as of right and none can stop me
from presenting the plight of the uni-

versity students to this House and

though the charges may fall upon deaf
ears they shall at least be recorded in

Hansard for those who are interested

to read.

I am sure Mr. Speaker that it is not

necessary for me to say much about
the vital role which universities play in

our society. Their influence penetrates
to every possible phase of our daily
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living. Their graduates are in every

sphere of activity. Their decisions and

writings influence the daily lives of

millions of people. Their impact is felt

in factories, business, schools, unions,

farms, and legislatures.

As President Smith of the University
of Toronto says :

"We must recognize that the

welfare and progress of universities

determine the folly or wisdom of

decisions in social, economic and

political affairs.
"

It would therefore seem that one of

the basic drives in a democracy would
be to make it possible for every student

in the province to go as far as he can

in education if he has the necessary

ability, and to be able to do so regard-
less of his financial standing.

Mr. Drew thought this was a good
idea—for point number 11 of the

famous 22 points says :

"Our educational system will be

completely revised so that every child

in this province will have an oppor-

tunity to be educated to the full ex-

tent of their mental capacity no

matter where they live or what the

financial circumstances of their

families may be."

This sounded very fine in 1943, but

the logical question to ask is, "Has this

been followed?" Have the younger
people of this province been able to be

educated "to the limit of their ability?"
"Is the trend even in that direction?"

The answer must be an emphatic
"no !" The costs of higher education

in Ontario have continued to climb

higher and higher ever since this

government took office, in spite of the

fact that one of the pledges upon which
it was elected was that this would not

happen.

What are some of the facts? Firstly,
what about the costs of university fees ?

I have here a few figures in tuition

fees at the University of Toronto which
show in startling fashion the point I

am trying to make.

TUITION FEES AT UNIVERSITY
OF TORONTO

Year Year
Course 1925 1945

Arts $40.00 $150.00
Commerce and Finance.... 80.00 190.00

Medicine 150.00 350.00

Graduate Studies 20.00 150.00

It is important to note that this covers

only tuition fees. It does not include

living costs for out-of-town students,

books, paper, transportation, and a
thousand and one other expenses all of
which have soared to new heights in

recent years. The cost of a year at col-

legs runs from $600 to $1,100. A re-

cent release from Ottawa shows that
about two-thirds of the population
makes less than $2,100 a year, and how
these families can be expected to pay
the rising costs of higher education is

more than I can see. The plain facts
are that they are not able to do so.

Ever since this government assumed
office the costs of higher education have
risen higher and higher, and as I will

show in a few minutes, another increase
can be expected this year.

This trend affects the families of

every worker and farmer in this pro-
vince. It makes it more difficult and
in many cases totally impossible for
them to send their children to univer-

sity. If it is not stopped, the social loss
will be incalculable.

The second question to ask in this re-

gard is what has been the effect of this

trend? How far has it gone and what
is liable to happen in the future?

Firstly, there is no equality of oppor-
tunity in regard to higher education.

Many who knock upon the doors of our
universities can't get in because they
haven't enough money in their other
hand.

A survey made by E. C. Guillett,

M.A., shows that in six city schools in

Toronto, 800 students were prevented
from coming to university because they
didn't have enough money. 800 in just
six schools.

If this is the case right here in To-
ronto, I leave to your imagination how
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bad the situation must be in our coun-

try and northern areas, for such
students must come all the way to To-
ronto or where ever else the university

happened to be and must pay more than

twice as much to get a degree.

Secondly, the groups most affected by
this trend are the working class groups
and the farm groups.

The brief by the Canadian Associa-

tion of Medical Students and Internes

to the youth commission shows that

since 1921 the percentage of students

from rural districts enrolled in Queen's
University decreased from 21 per cent,

to 7 per cent., and from the working
class homes it decreased from 21 per
cent, to 12 per cent.

In the same period there was an in-

crease in fees in Arts of 106 per cent.,

in Engineering of 108 per cent., in

Medicine of 80 per cent.

There you have the result : First, as

the cost of university fees goes higher
and higher the number of lower income

groups in attendance goes lower and

lower, and secondly, the groups most
hurt by this trend are the working and
rural families.

Let me again read you broken pro-
mise No. 11 :

"Every child in this province will

have an opportunity to be educated
to the full extent of their mental

capacity no matter where they live or

what the financial circumstances of

their families may be."

What a mockery! There is your
promise. What are you going to do
about it?

What should be done? In attempt-

ing to meet this problem I am sure the

government has been repeatedly advised
that certain steps should be taken.

First, increase the number of bur-

saries and scholarships available. In
his presidential report this year Presi-

dent Smith urges : "Bursaries and

scholarships on a scale hitherto un-
known." Much good work has been
done in this field, but they are open
to serious objections.

Firstly, there are too few of them.
In 1945 only 162 Dominion-Provincial

scholarships were given in all of On-
tario at a cost of only $57,000, and

secondly, the amounts are too small.

The maximum is $400 and to receive it

the student must prove that he is in

almost complete poverty.

And then, too, the grants to the uni-

versities should be greatly increased so

that the fees may be not merely kept
at their present level but may be re-

duced.

Are these things likely to happen?
In this regard, Mr. Speaker, I should
like to read two articles from recent

issues of the University of Toronto

Reporter, one of the undergraduate
newspapers. The first one is dated

January 18, 1949, and is headed :

"Increase in grant may stop fees

boost if sufficient. The Ontario Legis-
lature will act on an increase in the

University of Toronto grant this

session, Provincial Treasurer Leslie

Frost told the reporter in a telephone
conversation from his Lindsay home
last Sunday."

Further on it says :

"Commenting on the news, Univer-

sity President Dr. Sidney Smith said

that if the provincial increases were
sufficient there would be no increase

in fees this year."

The second one is dated February 23,

1949, and is headed :

"Fees Reduction an Impossibility
Porter Stresses

"Hon. Dana Porter, Minister of

Education, last week emphasized that

it would not be possible for his

Department to take any steps to

increase the university grant this

session."

MR. PORTER : That is quite untrue.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches).: That

appeared in the newspaper.

MR. PORTER: That says I made
that statement; I did not say the grants
would not be increased, because they
will.
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MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : I will read

it again, and you can correct the

reporter if you want to.

MR. PORTER : I am correcting you.
Mr. Speaker, I never made such a

statement that the grants will not be

increased, because they will.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : I am glad
to hear it. I must say, Mr. Speaker, I

accept the explanation that the grant
is going to be increased, and I sincerely

hope it will, and I want to stress that

as strongly as I can, that the increase

in the grants be not just enough to

cover the increased cost of operations,
but that it be sufficient to begin a

reduction in the cost of the tuition fees

at the university.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : And if it

is not done, then I again charge that

you have failed to fulfil your promises
to the younger people of this province,
to reduce the cost of higher education

in the province.

MR. PORTER : May I ask the hon.

member (Mr. Scott) a question?

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Yes. .

MR. PORTER: The hon. member
(Mr. Scott) has been devoting his

attention entirely to the University of

Toronto. I wonder to what extent he
is suggesting that the fees be reduced in

all the universities of the province?

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : The CCF
has always stood, and continues to stand

for the principle that the fees of all

universities must be gradually reduced,
and reduced, and reduced, so that all

the people in the province who have the

ability can attend those institutions.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PORTER : May I ask the hon.

member (Mr. Scott) one more question,
Mr. Speaker?

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Yes.

MR. PORTER : Has the hon. mem-
ber (Mr. Scott) ever considered what
it might cost to materially reduce the

fees in all the universities?

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York
West) : You should have considered

that before you made the promise.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Mr.

Speaker, of course it will cost money.
But university education is not a cost

;

it is an investment.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Because

you will not accept that philosophy, you
are trying to run the universities like a

business, where when the costs go up,

you pass the increase on to the con-

sumers, in the way of higher fees. Of
course it will cost money, but do you
not think that society will reap the

benefit of higher education, in better

people, and in a better-educated people,
and in a stronger democracy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Now, have
I answered the question?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. PORTER : You made a speech.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Mr.

Speaker, if I may go on.

The tragedy of the whole thing is

that if you make financial assistance

available the students will make good
use of it. After the war 57,000 veterans

enrolled under D.V.A.—
HON. G. ARTHUR WELSH (PC

Minister of Planning and Develop-
ment) : Do you not think they are rather

an exceptional class of students who
have had that opportunity.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : You have

absolutely no grounds for saying that.

How do you know?

MR. WELSH : I do know.

MR. PORTER : He is asking you the

question.
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MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : They were

among the best students the universities

had. The average failure rate at the

university is 20 per cent., theirs was
5.9 per cent. Government provision of

fees in no way stifled their initiative or

destroyed their energy. Young people
need such help and the only agency that

can give it is the government, and
believe me, Mr. Speaker, the need for

university people is great.

Firstly, in spite of the great need for

doctors our medical colleges each year

graduate only 580 men and 30 women.
Is the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
Kelley) aware of this ? If so, what steps
has he taken to provide for the education

of more people.

And further—and I am sorry the hon.

Minister of Reform Institutions is not

in his place
—in regard to prisons and the

penal system the Archambault Report of

1938 states on page 354:

"There should be co-operation with

the Universities in establishing suit-

able courses for the training of those

who wish to become officers, proba-
tion officers or parole officers."

Has the hon. Minister of Reform In-

stitutions (Mr. Dunbar) even read this

report? If so, what steps has he taken

to obtain more money for universities so

that they may expand their courses?

These are only two of many reports
which could be introduced to show the

need which exists. We need doctors,

nurses, teachers, dentists, lawyers, etc.,

and we can get them if we make it pos-
sible for them to be trained. So I appeal
to the private members of the govern-
ment to fight this attitude. You have
the power to change it. If you do so

you will render a great service to the

younger people of this province. Get
rid of the sign which reads "No tres-

passing unless you have more money."
Above all see that action is taken now—
at this session.

Now the next question with which I

want to deal is that of "Juvemle Delin-

quency," and I am sure again that in

attempting to discuss it, there is no need

to acquaint the hon. members of the

House with the grave nature of the prob-
lem of juvenile delinquency. Those who
read the newspapers are only too well

aware of it, and those who have investi-

gated it are shocked by the approach
which is being taken to it.

AN HON. MEMBER: There are

none in Bruce.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : I am
amazed at that. There must not be any
children there.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : The im-

portant thing to emphasize is that gangs
are no new phenomena; this city, and

indeed all the larger cities have experi-
enced them before and if our present
attitude continues we shall continue to

have them in the future. Every day the

list of crimes mounts, every day new

gangs appear and new outbreaks occur.

Slowly, as the problem grows in im-

mensity we are forced to realize that this

is no sudden affair, but rather a social

problem of the most basic nature. In

the city of Toronto the magnitude of the

problem is only exceeded by the idiotic

solutions offered by one or two con-

trollers in city council.

The one thing upon which most
authorities are agreed is that the problem
can never be solved by attempting to

force the youths into what we feel are

proper methods of behaviour. Such an

approach achieves nothing, all it does is

to make matters worse. Juvenile

delinquency can never be cured by force

for in so doing, you are only treating
the symptoms and not the disease itself.

When men like Controllers Lamport
and Balfour in Toronto attempt to meet
the situation by advocating the use of

special police squads to raid these groups
they are talking absolute nonsense, and
I would like to see them give me one

reputable authority to support such an

attitude, other than their own speeches.

No one is suggesting, and this part I

want to emphasize, that those who com-
mit flagrant breaches of the law should
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not be punished ;
of course they must

be punished. But don't blame the

police, and above all don't expect too"

much of them. Under present condi-

tions when gangs gather they expect
trouble, and their orders are to protect

property, and not to find an answer to

the gang problem. The solution lies

elsewhere.

We will never adequately meet the

problem of these young people unless

we recognize that we are confronted by
a basic social problem, and attack it

upon that basis. We can only deal with
it successfully by attacking the condi-

tions which cause it. Eliminate the

things that cause juvenile delinquency
and you will in a large manner elimin-

ate that delinquency itself. Find out

why we have gangs. Where they come
from, what they do, and then work to

correct those conditions and you are on
the way to a successful solution.

It is too easy to call these young
people "crooks" and "hoodlums" and
"thieves," and indeed too many of our

public people are adopting this course.

The public attitude has followed them.

Horsewhip them, jail them, treat them
with contempt, break them up. But
until an organized effort is made to get
at the roots of street-gang psychology
there will always be gangs, and there
will always be trouble.

What then, Mr. Speaker, are the

causes of juvenile gangs and juvenile
crime ? I have here on my desk numer-
ous books and articles written by social

workers who have gone out and worked

among these groups in an attempt to

answer that question. They speak from
actual experience, and their report
forms a sweeping indictment of our en-

tire system. It is in the community
itself that the germs are bred, and it is

only by a community wide approach
that we can solve it.

They listed the following causes :

First, lack of attractive local recrea-

tional facilities. These books are full

of descriptions of dingy, poorly
equipped gymnasiums and playgrounds,
with the result that the gangs gather in

groups to make their own amusement.

Secondly, lack of parental control,

and above all, lack of interest on the

part of the parents. One social worker

reported that of the boys he investi-

gated, every single one had something
lacking in the father-son relationship.
Both parents working, parents separ-

ated, others divorced, some drunkards.

These are the conditions which drive

younger people in to the street, and
forces them to rely upon the neighbour-
hood for their friendships and their in-

terests.

Thirdly, poor housing, which more
than anything else has contributed to

delinquency we are now experiencing.

These then are the causes of juvenile

delinquency: In poor housing, in

crowded dingy slums, in cheap tene-

ments, or just where three or four fami-

lies are jammed into one house, in

broken homes, whatever be their cause,

in the lack of money and opportunity
for education, in the lack of good re-

creation centres, playgrounds, parks
and swimming pools, in the lack of com-

petent trained people to guide the pro-

gramme, there is the cause of the

trouble.

In the midst of such conditions is it

any wonder that they are restless? Is

it any wonder that failing to find the

interest at home that they go out on the

streets? Is it any wonder that failing
there to find any healthy outlets for

their energies that they steal or gamble
or damage property or indulge in

juvenile immorality? Where there are

no playgrounds, they use the ravines,
the dumps or the freight yards and for

excitement they beat a passerby or rob

a store.

One social worker who had spent an
entire summer with one of the worst

gangs in the city reported "this is with-

out doubt one of the worst areas from
the aspect of facilities for recreation

that I have ever seen."

We have heard much of the Beanery
Gang. Are you aware that as far back
as 1942 a survey of the Toronto Wel-
fare Council named the Beanery area

as one of the three of forty areas in To-
ronto in greatest need of recreational
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facilities. But nothing was done, and
now we are confronted by a series of

violent outbreaks, which if they have
done nothing else, have at least shocked

people into realizing that a grave social

problem of the most complex nature

confronts us.

Now what can we suggest to meet
this problem? One suggestion which
we can make is for a complete, provin-
cial-wide overall programme of recrea-

tion, of community centres, playgrounds
and swimming pools. Coupled with

that, we can advocate the training of

more and more social workers, to work
with these people.

Will such a programme have any
chance of success? I say "Yes," be-

cause it has worked out. In the city
of Kingston, in 1945, they were very
impressed with the large number of

juvenile delinquent actions before their

courts, so they started a campaign
against juvenile delinquency, and here

is the result. In 1938 the court cases

numbered 65
;
in 1940 it was down to 50.

and in 1948 it was down to 10. How
did they do this? This is a comment
from an editorial in the paper:

"We think that by far the major
contribution to the decline was made
by outstanding achievements of many
organizations and individuals work-

ing together to prevent delinquency.
"

What were the organizations? The
service clubs—the Kiwanis, the Lions,
the Athletic Commission of Police, the

Teen-Town Community, the Y.M.C.A.,
the Y.W.C.A., the Boy Scouts, the Girl

Guides, and the Sea and Air Cadets.

All these organizations worked to-

gether, led by responsible officers of the

municipality, and the record is an

astounding one, and I say an inspiring
one. If that same problem can be

handled in the other municipalities, then

there is a good chance of its success

in Toronto. If it worked in Kingston,

why can it not work in Toronto, and
where better can the intelligent guid-
ance and leadership and financial as-

sistance come from, than from the floor

of this Legislature.

The second suggested method of

treating juvenile delinquency
—and here

again I want to make some remarks to

the hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter)

—the suggested method of com-

bating juvenile delinquency is to pro-
vide more and more trained social

workers. Various welfare organiza-
tions in the province are constantly

sending applications to the Toronto

University Social Workers and what is

happening up there?

Mr. Speaker, is the hon. Minister

(Mr. Porter) aware that the Toronto
School of Social Work, one of the out-

standing social work centres of the city,

internationally famous, is being forced

next year to curtail itself because it can-

not get enough money to operate on?
In spite of the need of social workers
to combat the social evils, I am in-

formed by a member of the staff that

they are forced to curtail their work.
What steps does the hon. Minister (Mr.
Porter) intend to take to see that some-

thing' be done about it? Again, in

this field, we in the opposition are

powerless to introduce a bill, but we
would do it immediately if we thought
it would succeed, but I again urge upon
the hon. Minister (Mr. Porter) that

this is a problem which calls for solution

of some kind, and I urge upon the gov-
ernment members that if a programme
of recreation is introduced, that you will

give leadership and financial assistance

to the communities of this province.

We have passed a bill and we are

going to give $5,000 to a community
centre for recreational purposes, and To-

ronto, Woodgreen Community Centre,

erected in one of the most blighted

areas in the city, has cost $400,000. To
that we would contribute $5,000, one-

eightieth of the cost.

AN HON. MEMBER: $10,000.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : But such
a grant is totally inadequate to meet
the necessities, the mere necessities of

metropolitan areas and what is needed
is special consideration for the larger
cities. So, on the problem of juvenile

delinquency we ask for the training of
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social workers at a good salary and,

second, an expanding programme of

parent education and, third, greater

support and extension of community
centres, summer camps, and swimming
pools, and fourth, provision of in-

telligent leadership to co-ordinate all

agencies in attacking this problem. This

is the only direction in which there lies

any chance of solving juvenile delin-

quency. These are the recruits who
tomorrow will fill our jails, and these

are the young men who, if another war
ever comes, would be asked to shoulder

a gun and fight to protect a system
which denies them protection when they
need it most.

Now, the last topic I want to touch

upon—and in some ways I think it is

the most important
—is the problem of

liquor in this province. The problem is

far reaching, it is complex and it needs

special treatment. It affects all of us,

Mr. Speaker, but it affects the young
people particularly because we are go-

ing to inherit the wreckage which you
legislators of today are producing. In

condemning the liquor policy, particu-

larly in education again, I want to say
that nobody is advocating prohibition.
Prohibition does not solve anything but

what we do want and what we do urge
upon you is a sound, complete, over-

all, province-wide programme of educa-

tion in this country for moderate drink-

ing. In the schools, in the factories, in

the stores, in the homes and in the news-

papers, the movies, over the radios, we
want that kind of all-out drive to dis-

cuss and promote moderate drinking.

Mr. Speaker, the most amazing thing
about the liquor problem in Ontario is

the almost phenomenal growth of con-

sumption, and I have here a table which
I will give to Hansard, but for the

moment I would like to quote a few

figures from it.

INCREASE IN CONSUMPTION OF
LIQUOR AND BEER—BY GALLONS

Year Spirits Wine Beer Total

1935 846,848 1,454,557 16,097,452 18,398,857

1940 1,388,577 1,822,249 27,300,306 30,562,132

1945 1,518,067 1,624,172 47,182,168 50,324,407

1946 2,661,034 2,138,646 51,050,030 55,849,710

I am sure, Mr. Speaker, that every
hon. member, if he reads these facts in

Hansard, will be astounded by the phen-
omenal increase of liquor in the pro-
vince. Erom 1940 to 1947 the increase

in population in the province was 12 per
cent., while the increase in consumption
of alcoholic beverages was 110 per cent.

In 1947 the people of this province spent
on liquor over $155,000,000, or enough
money to build 28,225 homes costing

$7,500 each.

MR. WELSH: The hon. member

(Mr. Scott) must be well aware that

statement is not correct, because when
he quotes the figures for 1946, if my
memory serves me correctly, the number
of American visitors we had in the Pro-
vince of Ontario—
AN HON. MEMBER: We con-

sumed the liquor just the same.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : I do not

know what the point is, but the fact re-

mains that liquor and alcohol is being
consumed in the province.

AN HON. MEMBER: Blame it on

the Tories.

MR. SCOTT : The only thing I want
to say about this increase in consump-
tion is that this trend, if it is left alone,

and if left unchecked, will bring havoc

in the generation which is coming along.
If you and we sit idle and do nothing, if

we allow this trend to go on, then you
will hand on to the next generation a

problem with which it will be almost im-

possible to deal.

We may well ask, what are the re-

sults of this increase in consumption.

It is not my wish to continue to bore

the House with statistics, but there is

one more set which I would like to quote,
and bear in mind as I quote the increase

in consumption of alcoholic beverages in

this province. What I want to quote to

you is the number of convictions for

drunkenness each year since this govern-
ment assumed office.

In the year ending March 31st, 1944;

16,388 convictions for drunkenness. In
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1945 this had gone up to 17,543. In

1946 it had taken another jump to

21,847. In 1947 it again jumped to

29,069 convictions for the year. This is

a question which was answered by the

hon. Attorney-General last year (Mr.
Blackwell).

AN HON. MEMBER: The popu-
lation has increased.

MR. SCOTT (Beaches) : Not that

much. The population in the last 5

years has increased only 12 per cent.

The consumption of alcoholic beverages
has increased 110 per cent., and so have

the convictions for drunkenness in-

creased. You do not have to be any

genius to see that something is wrong
and something is lacking, and I say the

thing that is lacking is a complete pro-

gramme of education in this province for

temperance and for moderate drinking.

In attempting to find out what the

government was doing in this regard, I

examined the public accounts of 1948,

and they produced astounding results.

They indicate last year that from its

liquor activities the government took in

a revenue of $37,000,000, that includes

fines and confiscated liquor. At the same

time the only item in the accounts which

I could find they made available a grant
for temperance education or to "The

Temperance Education Association" and

the amount of the grant was $1,000.

Surely, Mr. Speaker, some of the

Cabinet Ministers will jump up to cor-

rect me? Surely you are not taking in

$37,000,000 and spending only $1,000

for temperance education. I say, shame !

Now, Mr. Speaker, I went further and

I examined Hansard to find what was

being done in the secondary and public
schools in this province, and it is signifi-

cant that the hon. Minister in charge of

liquor (Mr. Griesinger) to the best of

my knowledge did not consider it even

important enough to make a speech on it

for two years. The only speech I could

find is the one made by the now departed
Mr. Drew. I would like to quote you
some of the excerpts from his speech.

Mr. Drew said, at Page 1135 of the 1947

Hansard :

"There is a very extensive and very
sensible temperance education pro-

gramme in this province. There is

education of that nature in the elemen-

tary schools, but naturally on a more
limited scale than in the secondary
schools."

He then goes on to state what this

programme in the secondary schools is,

and it consists, Mr. Speaker, of a single,

solitary text-book called "Good

Health," in which five pages are devoted

to the discussion of alcoholic problems,
and here it is. This is our weapon to

combat the great increase, this is our

only weapon to work for temperance
education. Mr. Drew stated that the

programme in the public schools was on

a more limited scale. What can be more
limited than one text-book? To quote
Mr. Drew again, on page 1136:

"This is the practical and realistic

temperance education which is being

given in the elementary schools of

this province,"

and I say to you, Mr. hon. Minister of

Education (Mr. Porter), that if this

is your temperance education pro-

gramme in secondary schools in On-

tario, that if this is all you have to say
to the young people of this province
on temperance education then your

liquor policy is a disgrace to the govern-
ment and a betrayal of the trust of the

people of this province.

What is needed, and needed now, is

a complete programme of temperance
education in factories, movies, radios,

newspapers, and particularly in the

schools.

AN HON. MEMBER: What about

the home?

MR. SCOTT (Beaches): And the

home. At least for those who are able

to afford homes in this province. I

appeal to the private members of the

government to press for some action in

this regard. Surely it is not a political
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issue? Surely it is something on which
we can all agree, and I urge you to

press for action for temperance educa-

tion now and do it at this session.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, let me
summarize the three requests which I

have made on behalf of the younger

people of this province.

Firstly ; greatly increased grants and

scholarships to our universities in order

to lower fees and make it possible for

all those with ability to receive as much
education as possible, regardless of

their financial standing.

Secondly; an all-out programme to

combat juvenile delinquency. One which
will provide trained personnel, parent

education, and under support of com-

munity centres, swimming pools and

playgrounds. This should be coupled
with the extension of juvenile courts,

and should aim at co-ordinating all

agencies in the community to tackle the

task together.

Thirdly ;
a sound programme of

education for moderate drinking in

order to combat and deal in a construc-

tive manner with the liquor crisis in

the province.

These, Mr. Speaker, are only a few
of the problems which confront the

way of the younger generation in On-

tario, but they are gigantic in their size

and the need for positive action is

urgent. So far little has been done to

help youth in these matters, but my
one hope is that the trend will not con-

tinue. Surely this is one issue upon
which we, as parties, can unite.

In his speech the other day, the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) asked a ques-
tion : "has not this government served

well the people of this province?" As
a youth, speaking for youth, I say : "No,
you have failed us. You have failed

to provide equal opportunity in educa-

tion, you have failed to deal and

grapple with the problem of juvenile

delinquency in the only way in which
it has a chance of success. You have
sat idly by and allowed the people of

this province to be poorly housed. You

have unloosed the flood-gates of liquor
and you have done almost nothing to

promote the moderate use of it."

I say, if action is not taken, then my
one prayer is that the government at

the next election will go down to the

defeat which it will so richly deserve.

MR. J. M. NEWMAN (L Rainy
River) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to take

part in the Debate on the Speech from
the Throne, I would like to congratulate

you, sir, on being elected to your high
office. Your very calm, pleasant man-
ner of discharging the business of this

House has given everyone a very high

regard for your decisions. I would like

also to congratulate the mover and
seconder of the Speech from the

Throne.

Mr. Speaker, at this time I would
like to congratulate our new Premier.

His years of faithful service to the

province makes this a very fitting

appointment and one that is very

popular.

Mr. Speaker, the Rainy River Dis-

trict, which I have the honour to repre-

sent, has more agricultural area than

any other district in that part of the

province. I believe that we produced
more flax in 1948 than any other district

or county in the province. Our district

has been recognized and honoured for

high quality potatoes and coarse grains.

Subsidized land clearing has been of

great benefit to our farmers. I would

estimate approximately 2,000 acres have

been cleared and put under cultivation

with this programme. I would say
there were approximately 200 farmers

who were not able to take advantage of

it last year due to lack of equipment.
26 miles of ditching for draining excess

water off our land has put many more
acres of our land under cultivation.

We hope this programme will be

continued for a few years more, with

special attention given to be sure that

the most important drainage is com-

pleted first. We are proud of the growth
and expansion of agriculture in our

district during the past 10 years. We
feel this growth justifies more assistance
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from the government by supplying more
trained men. I doubt if any other area

of four and one-half million acres is

being served by one agricultural repre-
sentative.

There is ample room in this agricul-
tural area for several hundred immi-

grants who want to become permanent
farmers. I believe they could establish

themselves there as farmers with less

capital than in any other part of the pro-
vince.

A government programme to raise the

standard of our livestock would be of

great benefit to our farmers, and one that

would reflect credit on this government.
A complete soil analysis of our farms

would also be of great benefit to us.

Bears and wolves have reduced our

sheep business to an all-time low. If

bounties are not raised, few, if any,
farmers will continue in this business.

I hope the government will see fit to in-

crease the bounty on bears and wolves

before we are forced out of the sheep
business entirely.

I was very much interested to hear

the hon. Minister of Lands and Forests

make a comment on wolf pups today. I

do not think it is entirely the answer to

our problem. I believe most of the

wolves we have difficulty With come to

our farms, do the damage and, I think,
their young are not reared anywhere near

these farms. I think also that during the

time they are born, the trappers would
be away from their traps and away from
where the wolves would be. I do appre-
ciate it, and while I think he is trying
to help, I do not think it is the answer.

Mr. Speaker, our reform institutions

are very antiquated. This is, I know, not

news to the hon. Minister of Reform In-

stitutions. In 1946 he intimated it was
his intention to build new institutions for

us and locate them on farm property.
In 1947 he decided on a farm in our dis-

trict for this purpose. I do hope he will

be able to proceed with the construction

of this institution during 1949. A farm
of this type will be of very definite value,
not only to the Rainy River district, but

to Kenora and Thunder Bay as well. It

would be of special value to our farmers

if it were stocked with high quality live-

stock.

Mr. Speaker, we do appreciate the

hydro extension in our district during
the past two years. Everyone to whom
it was available has put it to good use.

I would urge the hon. Minister to extend
the main line and then continue complet-

ing branch lines so our farm and tourist

areas would have the benefit of electricity

When one looks at the large expenditure
last year and the many miles of new line,

one would be inclined to feel we possibly
should have had a larger share of this

expansion programme, especially when
one considers we have such a large dis-

trict.

Mr. Speaker, in January I had the

opportunity of seeing some of the large
rural hydro expansion that is being done
in Manitoba. It was interesting to find

that they build the hydro line to each

farmer's buildings free of charge, while

in Ontario our farmers pay full price.
This is a hardship to many of our
farmers. Those who own river lots have
their buildings located on the banks of

Rainy River. In many cases these lines

require four to eight poles on farm pro-

perty. I know of one instance where
the line on one farm cost well over

$300.00. This is a hardship when you
consider it would take a like amount to

wire the farm buildings.

Mr. Speaker, our educational facili-

ties throughout the Rainy River district

are in need of enlarging and remodel-

ling. We have been anxiously awaiting
the Report of the Royal Commission on
Education. It should furnish us with

information which will guide us in this

important programme. Without this

report there could easily be costly mis-

takes made.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to suggest
that the school facilities in the town of

Rainy River be completed, modernized
and enlarged sufficiently to serve the

town of Rainy River and all the sur-

rounding district, then the school facili-

ties at Stratton, Barwick, Emo and
Burris enlarged and modernized to serve
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their surrounding areas in the same
manner. High school facilities could also

be sufficiently enlarged at both Rainy
River and Fort Frances for high school

pupils to be taken to those two centres.

This would eliminate the old one-room

schools, which have outlived their useful-

ness in the outlying areas. I feel there

could be a very great saving made before

any expense by way of modernization is

put on these outlying schools. The re-

modelling of our whole school set-up is

long overdue, and I feel the Report on
Education would be invaluable to the

Rainy River district for this purpose.

School facilities in the eastern part of

our district, namely the town of Atiko-

ken, have during the past year been

greatly improved by the addition of a

new school building. This is a very fine

modern building and one that the depart-
ment can be justly proud of. Large and

all as it is, it is not large enough to

accommodate the children who will be

available by June, 1949. This very fine

building already needs four new rooms
added to it. I hope the hon. Minister

will give this thriving new community
his most earnest consideration in assist-

ing them with their school problems.

Mr. Speaker, the tourist industry in

Ontario is the fourth largest industry
we have in this province. In our tourist

areas I feel we have had our fair share

of tourists. Fort Frances is the fourth

largest port of entry in Ontario. On
many occasions last year I saw a line-

up of tourist cars at our customs which
extended over a half mile. Our tourist

camps are well equipped and have very

large investments in buildings and equip-
ment.

I was very much interested in the

comments on tourist traffic in the speech
made by the hon. member for Kenora

(Mr. White), and I join with him in

asking for better roads and more assis-

tance from the government in helping
us to handle this very important indus-

try that we have in these two districts.

Nearly all the tourists who visit

Kenora, first of all must come through
the port of entry at Fort Frances. The

road between these two areas has a very

great bearing on what they think of

this part of north-western Ontario.

It can be said truthfully that the

tourist area in the Rainy River district

can be called the land of beautiful lakes

and forests and one of Canada's best

tourist centres. Rainy Lake, which is

just two miles from Fort Frances, has

over 2,000 miles of shore line and

approximately 1,200 islands. You can

travel north on this lake approxi-

mately 30 miles and 50 miles in

an easterly direction. From Rainy Lake

runs Rainy River, which flows from

there to the town of Fort Frances and

then on to Emo, Ontario, and from
there to Rainy River, where it enters

the Lake of the Woods. The Lake of

the Woods is one of the great tourist

areas. One hundred and fifty miles of

this shore line is in the Rainy River dis-

trict. There are hundreds of other

lakes which I will not take time to men-
tion now, but they all play a very im-

portant part in this great tourist

development.

Mr. Speaker, the whole economy in

our district is closely associated with

forests and forestry products. While
I agree with the hon. member for Fort

William (Mr. Cox) in his comments

regarding the stopping of exported
wood, I do believe this was carried on

upon a much larger scale at the lake-

head than it was in the Rainy River

District. I would not recommend that

it be completely stopped in our district

until we have facilities for using these

products at home. Our large operators
are very conscious of forest preserva-
tion. I am sure this government finds

them very co-operative. I would like

to say to the hon. Minister of Lands
and Forests that his policies have been

efficiently carried out by his very cap-
able staff in our district.

In the provincial Quetico Park, we
have a large acreage which has, many
years ago, been logged. In those days

logging was done in a very careless

manner. There is still evidence of old

logging camps and the fires which re-
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suited afterward. People of the Rainy
River District are surprised to hear

there is going
-

to be logging carried on
in this area again. I would ask the

government that it be carefully super-
vised and done in a manner that will

preserve this great area.

During the past few years this forest

has been \ery wisely managed in not

allowing it to become commercialized.

Recently, American tourist parties have

been coming up through this area from

Ely, Minnesota. Some of them have
even been using two-storey houseboats

and then branching out from there with

canoe parties and fishing in this great

park area. I have been told that there

were over 2,000 people during the past

year entered our Quetico Park from
the American side on fishing trips.

While, on the other hand, our Indians

on Reservation No. 25 at Lac LaCroix,
which adjoins this park are only allowed

one trapping license in the whole band.

It will be necessary for the Dominion

Department of Indian Affairs to spend

special funds for these Indians to see

them through the winter months. I do

feel that if the tourist is going to be

allowed into this area from the south

on canoe trips that in turn our Indians

should be allowed to fish and hunt in

this area as well.

I have always thought of it in terms

of being an ideal spot for a national

park, especially when one considers

that there are only three small national

parks within the Province of Ontario,

namely, Point Pelee, Georgian Bay
Islands and the St. Lawrence Islands

and none in the northwestern part of

the province.

When looking through the House of

Commons 1948 Debates, I note where
Mr. McKinnon said last year that

national parks were land that was given
to the Dominion Government by the

province. He further stated that if the

Ontario Government wished to present
some land to the Federal Government
that they would consider taking it over

and developing it into a national park.
I do believe that some of these areas

could be made into national parks that

would be a benefit to everyone in the

province, if the proper approach were
made by this government, who, no

doubt, are on better terms with the

federal authorities than they have been
in the past. It is just possible that this

Quetico Park or some other suitable

area could be used for that purpose.

I would not favour establishing
tourist camps in this park area if there

were any chance of it ever becoming
a national park, because in the Superior
National Forest, which is just to the

south of this and in the State of Min-

nesota, is an area known as the "wilder-

ness area" on which the state is about

to pay approximately $500,000 in order

to buy out the commercial resorts and
endeavour to return this area to its park
status.

Mr. Speaker, while I am talking
about forestry I would like to say some-

thing about a new industry which we
know very little about in Canada. It

is the production of Christmas trees.

These trees are grown on stagnant bogs
and other waste land. In Minnesota,
this has grown to be a very large and

important industry. It was first started

in 1935. There has been 12,000,000 of

these trees produced and sold from land

which will never produce trees of value

for any other purpose.

In this business they' find that they
can go back and recut the area every

eight or ten years. In fact, these bogs

reproduce trees sooner than we are able

to reproduce pulp and saw logs.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to read a

statement from Mr. Chester S. Wilson,
Commissioner of Conservation of the

State of Minnesota. He refers to the

one large operator in this Christmas

tree business who is located in the city

of Duluth. They produce their trees

about ten months of the year. The trees

are shaped and sprayed with fireproof

paint, various colours are used and they
become more attractive than the original

tree. They are then put in cold storage
until the Christmas season. These trees

have been sold throughout the United
States and in several other countries.
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I quote from a letter of December
2nd, 1947:

"STATEMENT OF ROY E.

HALVORSON,
OF HALVORSON TREES,
DULUTH, MINNESOTA.

by
Chester S. Wilson,

Commissioner of Conservation.

"Minnesota has reason to be proud
of Roy E. Halvorson, of Duluth, pro-
ducer of processed Christmas trees.

He is an outstanding example of the

genius of American industry. He
has really made something out of

what was practically nothing. His
raw material consists of small ever-

green trees which grow in vast

quantities in northern Minnesota but

which were formerly little used.

Others have operated in this field

with more or less success but it was
Mr. Halvorson who led the way in

applying scientific research, develop-

ing new methods, and putting the in-

dustry on a mass production basis.

More than that, he co-operates in con-

serving the sources of tree supply.
With the advice of trained foresters

he has worked out a large-scale selec-

tive cutting system that promotes new
growth, assures an ample supply of

trees for the future, extends the cut-

ting season over the greater part of

each year, and gives steady employ-
ment to a large force. The Halvor-
son Tree enterprise is a notable

demonstration of industry and con-

servation working together for a

better future."

Mr. Speaker, we have three very

large industries in the Rainy River Dis-

trict. At Fort Frances there is the On-
tario and Minnesota Pulp and Paper
Company. They have a very large

plant ;
their payroll is the largest within

our district. Their wage rates are good
and the relationship between the em-

ployees and management is on a very

high plane. The hon. Minister of

Labour has made a worthwhile contri-

bution to this happy situation. The

company and management are keenly
interested in the welfare of our town
and surrounding district. Their em-

ployees are well represented on our

municipal and other committees. Their
woods operation is carried on in a very
large manner and over a period of years
has been modernized for speed and

efficiency. They are keenly interested

in the preservation of our forests. Then
in the lumber business we have the J.

A. Matheau Company Limited.

Mr. Matheau for many years was a

member of this House and I believe that

many of our roads and other district

improvements could be credited to him

during his long term as a member. They
operate a very large plant and also a

very extensive operation in the woods.
There is also a good relationship be-

tween the company and employees in

this plant and the products of their

lumber mills are of the best.

Then, Mr. Speaker, in the eastern

part of our district, we have the Steep-
rock Iron Mines, located at Steeprock,
Ontario, which is a few miles north of

Atikoken. I was very happy to hear
the hon. member for Fort William (Mr.
Cox) make reference to this thriving

community and some of their needs.

In order to start this great iron ore

development at Steeprock it was first

of all necessary to drain the lake be-

cause the iron deposits were at the bot-

tom of it. It is now one of the largest

open-pit mines that we have. In 1947

they produced over half of all the iron

ore that was produced in Canada or a

million and one quarter tons of high

grade ore. The courage and foresight
the management of this mine has put
into the great development no one could

appreciate without first seeing the pro-

perty as it was before, and seeing it in

the high stage of development that it is

now. This year they have arranged for

the opening of a new iron ore body
which will greatly expand this opera-
tion in the near future.

This community of Steeprock and
Atikoken has grown from a small vil-

lage to a community of nearly 2,000

people. The management of this great
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project not only went ahead with the

developing of this mine, but were quick
to realize that it was first of all neces-

sary to have fine modern homes in this

community in order to get the per-
manent type of employee. And so to-

day in the town of Atikoken there are

already many very fine homes and busi-

nesses. A great deal of credit is due to

the co-operation of the citizens and the

mine officials in planning the develop-
ment of this residential area. At the

present time their streets are well

opened up and graded. They have
several miles of sewer and water, good
hotel accommodation, and they are now
in the process of arranging for tele-

phone service throughout the entire

community. Recently they have engaged
the services of a recreational director

who will direct the recreation of the

whole community. The union at the

mine have recently purchased property
and are building a community centre

that will also be a very valuable asset to

the town. I was very happy to hear the

hon. Premier say that community cen-

tres such as this would be eligible for the

grant under the Community Centres
Act.

There is a modern bus service be-

tween the town of Atikoken and Steep-
rock and arrangements are made where-

by the company subsidizes the transpor-
tation of their employees to and from
the mine.

This great development has added an-

other important centre to the Rainy
River district, a community and mine
that will continue to grow and expand,
one that we believe will be recognized

throughout the whole of Canada as a

great productive mine of high quality
ore.

Mr. Speaker, in this new area there is

less than 20 miles of road. It is all

within the community. These people
have no highways connecting them
with the rest of Ontario. The money
that has been spent there by private

enterprise both in the building of busi-

nesses and in the building of their roads

should be considered as an act of good
faith by the hon. Minister of Highways.

I hope that in his immediate planning
that the people in this area will be given
his early consideration by way of build-

ing roads connecting Atikoken with
Fort Frances and the Lakehead. I

know of nothing that would help the

small communities to grow and that

would aid new industry in starting and

develop a great area of this province
than the roads that I refer to.

Our highway building programme in

the western part of the district is one
that is a credit to the hon. Minister of

Highways. Seven miles of road that

was built this year is well built and is a
road that will last for many years. Then
the other construction which the hon.
Minister has under way now—straight-

ening out the Kenora highway and

running it south to our main highway—
is one that he certainly deserves credit

for. This new piece of road will open
up a large section of good farm area
that has been inadequately served by
municipal roads.

Notwithstanding these compliments
and our thanks to the hon. Minister res-

pecting highways in the western part of

the district, I would like to remind the

hon. Minister that the citizens of Fort
Frances and of Atikoken feel that they
were promised a road to the Lakehead in

February, 1946. A delegation from our
Chamber of Commerce interviewed the
then Premier, Mr. Drew, and the hon.

Minister of Highways. Our newspapers
carried large headlines that "Drew as-

sures delegation of highway to Lake-
head—work on new highway to start

this year."

I realize our local spokesmen may
have been too optimistic in 1946, but I

would like to point out that the need for

this road has multiplied many times

since that date. I feel that there is a

possibility that had this government in

the past been more friendly with the

Federal Government at Ottawa or even
been willing to ask for a contribution to

build roads in this mining area, that it

would have possibly been forthcoming,
in a similar manner to the joint effort

that constructed many of the mining
ioads in the Patricia district before 1940.
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I would also like to remind the hon.

Minister (Mr. Doucett) that there are

many miles of road in this area that have
been built by the Ontario and Minne-
sota Paper Company and the J. A.

Matheau Company, Limited, and that

one can now travel from Flanders, On-
tario, to within six miles of Steeprock on
a road that has been built by this paper
company. I would like to point out that

if there were a road built from Aitkoken
to Sapawee, a distance of 12 miles, one

could travel from there to Nostrund

Lake, a distance of 25 miles.

Industry built this road from Sapawee
to Nostrund Lake during 1948 and
which is only 1 5 miles from the Trans-

Canada Highway.
I am merely mentioning the many

miles of road that have been built in this

area and which would amount to well

over 150 miles.

I feel that it would only be an act of

good faith on the part of this govern-
ment to play their part in the opening

up of this great area.

Thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. L. F. K. FELL (CCF Park-

dale) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to parti-

cipate in this debate on the Throne

Speech, may I, as a junior member of

this Legislature, express very sincere

appreciation that a person such as your-
self has been elected to such high office

as that of Speaker of the House. I

think, sir, that your election is justified

in many ways, and as a young ex-

service man, I can think of no one better

suited to occupy your office than an

ex-padre.

I am reminded of the story in the

Army, and no doubt this was true in the

Navy and also in the Air Force, that

when your immediate superior could not

straighten out your problem, the usual

advice was "take your problem to the

padre." I certainly have seen you have

Drought into this House the talent to

still handle problems which invariably
wind up in the hands of a padre.

I should also like at this time, if I

may, sir, to say to the hon. member for

Durham (Mr. Foote), who moved the

adoption of the Throne Speech, that it is

an exceeding pleasure and an honour that

I am allowed to serve in a House that

has such an honourable man. I happen
to be one of those veterans who were
fortunate enough, after much difficulty,

to obtain a wartime house, which is

located in a group of houses which are

inhabited by many ex-servicemen.

Many times in the discussions which
we have had on our lawns in the even-

ings, we have discussed many of the im-

portant people who participated and gave
so much to our recent war effort, and
on many occasions the hon. member's

(Mr. Foote) name has been mentioned.

I am sorry he is not in his seat to-

night, because I did want to address

those remarks directly to him.

I should like to say a passing word to

the hon. member for Parry Sound (Mr.
Johnston), although he is not here now,
to say that I am not too surprised that

he did get elected in the June 7th elec-

tion, because I went up to Parry Sound
to try and help defeat him, and I found
we were just a bit too late—every tele-

phone pole in town had been taken up
by the new hon. member for Parry
Sound. No matter which way we
turned, we were looking at the face of

the hon. member.

AN HON. MEMBER: Were there

not trees around?

MR. FELL: There were, and they
had posters on the trees. No matter
how far we went back into the bush,
that poster was there.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FELL: I do not know whether
there was some agreement that some
timber could stand until after the elec-

tion, in order to hold up the posters, but

I guess they are down now.

Then, too, being a junior member, I

feel it only fitting, and it is an honour
to express my appreciation for being able
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to serve in a House that has such an hon.

member as the hon. Premier. Politics

is fairly new to me, and when you get
into this business of politics, you look

around and check to see, well, who is

here and who is there. In the last short

while I have heard many grand things
said about the hon. Premier. I did not

hear too much about him during the last

Legislature, it seems he was over-

shadowed, but I am assured by hon.

members of the group to which I have

the honour to belong, that the hon.

Premier has always been a fine gentle-

man, so once again I say, as a young
member coming to this House for the

first time—and as nervous as I am right
now—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FELL : I would like to say in

passing, if the hon. Attorney-General is

here, he need not bother coming over

here. We are not gambling; it is just

my knees knocking.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FELL: It is certain that I am
going to stumble over here and make a

lot of errors, but I am going to try to

say what is in my heart, I am going .to

try and express with as much sincerity

as I am able, some of the things which
are in my mind. I am not a lawyer, I

am not a doctor, I am not a university
student. I have not had some of the

advantages
—and I am not sorry about

it, in fact, I am proud that, being a

packinghouse worker, coming out of the

slaughtering yard
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FELL : The people of my
riding have seen fit to send me here,

realizing I will make mistakes, that I

will make errors, but eventually I will

put across what they would like to put
across themselves if they were here.

We have heard many references to

the outstanding problems which are

facing the people of the Province of

Ontario today, such as housing and

social security, the problem of the new
labour code, and a growing problem,
that of unemployment, our welfare

problems and so on.

I think the problems have been put
forward splendidly by many speakers.
I do not for one moment pretend to be
able to add greatly to what has already
been said, but I feel must, in passing,
add my voice and the voice of my own
constituents from Parkdale riding to

what has been said, and beg of this

government that, knowing these facts,

more assistance will be forthcoming.

Housing is an outstanding problem.
I think I can speak with some authority
on the problem of housing, being the

father of four children and living in

a four-roomed wartime house with no
cellar and they will not let us put a
shed in the backyard. That sounds
rather odd, but it is a problem when
you live in a four-roomed house with
no cellar or shed.

AN HON. MEMBER: Where do

you keep your coat?

MR. FELL: We pull it over us at

night when we go to bed. The roof

does leak occasionally.

I would like to say I have heard

these problems presented from many
points of view, but there is one that

has been glaringly missing, and that is

the point of view of the veteran of the

last war. I am not waving a flag, I am
very sincere when I say this, because

I live in a block with veterans number-

ing something like 200 or 300 who have

problems similar to my own, and those

problems are not restricted to our

group, they seep back into the whole

general society in the riding of Park-

dale.

However, since the problem of hous-

ing, for instance, has been presented in

so many other ways, I should like to

say a word from a veteran's point of

view.

Before I begin to speak on that sub-

ject, I should like to add, Mr. Speaker,
the fact that I have a knowledge of

some of the wonderful service records

of many hon. members on the far
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benches. I have nothing to say there,

I hope some of the things I will say will

not be taken in a personal sense at all,

but I would like to say this, the young
veterans of the last war feel they have
been horribly disappointed and let down
on many things, and housing is one.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FELL: Why do we feel we
were let down? I do not blame this

on any one government, Mr. Speaker.
I blame this on every government, and
I might even go further and say, every

political party in this country is par-

tially, to some extent anyway, responsi-
ble for this problem.

When this last war came on, we
suddenly overnight became wonderful

fellows, extremely invaluable. Our
country could not do without us. We
were absolutely necessary

—
they told

our fathers the same thing in 1914.

Nevertheless, in spite of some of the

doubts and the fears we had, we enlisted

in the services, and the free enterprise
that some hon. members are willing to

give their last breath to protect, told us

we were wonderful fellows. They put

up plaques in the cafeterias and they

put our names on them, and they sent

us, when we got to camp, little parcels

occasionally and boxes of cigarettes
which we greatly appreciated, and gum
-—that came in handy too. That was

very nice, but what was most important
was the fact they were sending us

literature saying: "Boys, it is going to

be different when you come home this

time." That is what we counted on.

We could have done without the gum,
without the tobacco or the toothpaste
and everything else. That is what we
wanted to know, that we were assured

of this, as we were from free enter-

prise, from big companies and from our
own companies. We were willing to go
and take our chances with the enemy.

Some of the hon. Ministers were

there, some hon. members were there,

and I think they realize if they were
close to the men in the ranks—I was a

private and never rose any higher than

sergeant
—that these things were the

things we were concerned about, the

security of our families.

What were we fighting for ? We were

fighting for a future, for ourselves, for

our children and for our nation and
for freedom. So we did go overseas,

and overseas we found many amazing
things. We found, for instance, in some
of our advanced training we had certain

periods set aside once a week where
we were supposed to discuss certain

questions pertaining to our home, our

country, and the future after the war.

There were very, very nicely bound

printed booklets dealing with what our

governments,, what our people were

going to do when we came home, what

they were preparing for us at that time.

That was good for morale, it pulled us

up. We wrote home to our wives and
families and told them, "We know this is

true, it is for you and us, and we know
the flags are going to be out when we
come home. We will have that house,
we will raise that family, my job will be

secure." Fellows like the hon. member
for Beaches (Mr. Scott) and other for-

tunate fellows like that who have been

over, received the education which they
should have had while all this was going
on. We were thinking mainly of home,
it was the most important thing in our

minds, the homes we thought we were

going to go back to. That was the most

important thing in our minds, and all

of a sudden a very important person
—

we call them a V.I.P.—came from

Canada, and began prancing up and
down the highways and by-ways of

England, saying to the world at large,

"We have got to have millions more peo-

ple coming to Southern Ontario as

quickly as possible, immediately this war
is over." We wondered what was

coming off and we enquired, and some
of the answers we received were rather

fantastic. It seemed that Southern On-
tario was going to become the capital of

the world almost. Every type of capital

industry was going to spring up, in fact,

plans were being drawn up. There was

going to be work for all. At this time

we would still have been satisfied with
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our homes, nevertheless we were too

busy, to stop and question. However,
we carried on.

At one time, I venture to say, Mr.

Speaker, that almost half of the British

Army in the Isles, including the female

members of the British Forces, were pre-

paring to fill out forms as to their age,

physical condition in general and their

background for the purpose of coming
to Ontario, Southern Ontario, when the

war was over. Half of the British Army
at one time was contemplating coming
to this province. Well, some of them
did come and a good many of them have

gone home sadly broken, disappointed.

Now, on this housing problem this

government says they are not respon-
sible, that the Federal Government must

accept a certain amount of responsibility.
I say this, that when Mr. Drew came to

England and tried to attract millions of

people to come to Southern Ontario to

live he must have realized that more
homes would be necessary. That was
not a Federal Government arrangement,
that came from Mr. Drew and the Pro-

vince of Ontario. No, I do not think

there was any real intention of trying to

do the things they were telling us they
were going to do and we found it out

when we came home.

Private enterprise was only too eager,

big business was too eager' to get us
established as quickly as possible. No,
we had not completely fulfilled our ser-

vice, we still had to produce, we had to

go back to the factories and produce.
"Don't worry about homes, fellows, we
will build homes."

I remember the day I got out of the

train at the Exhibition grounds, I said to

my wife: "Well, the first thing we had
better do is check up and find out how
to get that house they promised us." I

want to tell you what happened step by
step, Mr. Speaker, if I may. I gave up
a reasonable home when I went overseas

because on army pay I could not afford

to keep it up. I think it is true that on
a great many occasions while I was over-

seas my wife would not burden me with

problems she had here. I am speaking
of myself, but I know there are thou-

sands of similar cases in Southern On-
tario. I have been one of the more for-

tunate ones. I had two children, one
was in one end of the city, one was in

the other end and my wife was with her

people. There just was not any room.

My wife could not get a room, so I had
to find out what process was necessary
to get a place to live. Someone said, "I

think you have to go downtown and get
a permit." I went down to Bay Street

and sat in a stuffy office all morning and

finally got to speak to someone and they
said, "What do you want?" I said, "I

want a permit." They said, "What is

the name and how many children have

you?" I told them. After all the pre-
liminaries were over and I received the

permit, I asked them: "Now, this is a

permit, what does it entitle me to do?"

They replied : "This entitles you to get
another permit." This was a permit
which entitled me to go to apply for a
room at another department. Three

days later I finally reached someone else

in the next place, but somehow some-

thing on my permit was wrong and I

had to go back and get another one, so

that it was actually ten days until I got
a permit which would say that I could

get two rooms for my wife and children.

They did not guarantee that I would

get the room. I think I still have these

permits. We never got the rooms. We
had to bunk in with friends and rela-

tions. During this time I met hundreds
of people like myself and they were be-

wildered. "This is not right, this is

wrong. This is not what the pamphlets
told us, the officers did not tell us this."

Someone said: "Let us go to the City
Hall." We went, and the City Hall em-

ployee said, "This is not a municipal
problem, and we think your anger is

justified, but it is not a municipal pro-
blem, it is a provincial problem." So
the veterans approached the province
and the province said : "It is a Federal

problem." And the Federal Govern-
ment said : "It is a municipal problem."
So we went around and around in a

circle, and I think we are still going
around in circles and they are getting

larger all the time.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FELL: Another point I would
like to make. I said I was a fortunate

veteran because I got a house and I

will tell you how I got it. I will not

mention any names but I sat in his

office three or four days at a time and
I cried. Every handkerchief I had was

soaking wet. Someone came in and said

they were giving their place up and they

got rid of me by giving it to me. Now,
in order to get this house it was ex-

plained that we had to have two
children. Now, there were some houses

built in 1943 or 1944, I am not sure but

I imagine 1944, and I would say this,

Mr. Speaker, that the veterans who
came home and got the first wartime
houses with their two children are still

living in these houses which were sup-

posed to be temporary or emergency
housing. Most of these men now have
four or five children, making a family
of seven in four rooms and they are

the better off veterans. Why are we
better off? We are better off because

we are sitting in the middle. We are

not at Stanley Barracks or GECO in

the midst of that filth and shameful
condition and we are not getting stuck

with houses with two or three mortg-
ages. Those veterans will never own
their homes. I do not care what any
hon. Minister tells me. They cannot do
it. Very, very few of them will own
their homes, the mortgage companies
will eventually have them. In two or

three years time, I venture to say, many,
many veterans will be out on the street

without a home. We are in the mid-

dle, we are getting along fairly well.

We can pay the rent of the wartime
houses. We have been told now that

these are no longer temporary, they are

now permanent dwellings. Their life

has been extended so that instead of

being painted every two years they are

going to be painted every four or five

years.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FELL: You should try paint-

ing them, it is not easy. Those are

the circumstances and, I think, Mr.

Speaker, it is a very important ques-
tion. Perhaps I am not expressing it the

way it should be expressed, but I am
trying to point out some of the things
which bother veterans. The fellows

who picked up the flag and carried it

for this country are being disappointed.
If this government or any other gover-
ment wants to stem the flow of tragedy
which is spreading across the world

today, we had better stop short and take

stock and see what we expect of the

people who went to protect private

enterprise and big companies. The way
things are going, now, some people who
fought the war in 1939 to 1945, are

going to have to fight again and I think

we had better take stock and try to do

something about it.

I appreciate what has been done by
this government, the municipal govern-
ments and the Federal Government as

well. The veterans appreciate it but

it is not sufficient, it is not a long-term

programme. Now, the buck passing is

on again and if there is one thing we
know about it is buck passing. We can

recognize it and smell it a mile away.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FELL: Its just the same old

army game. Now, Mr. Speaker, I have

reams of things here to speak on, and

I would like to speak on, but the hour

is late and there are many people who
have tolerated us in the galleries for a

great length of time and they are tired.

There are hundreds of things I would
like to say before I do sit down, or get
thrown out, but here is one thing I

would like to say. I have heard many
speakers rise in this House, and not

all new speakers either, Mr. Speaker.

Many hon. members have risen in this

House and said many glowing things
about the glories of free enterprise, the

capitalistic system and how it is the only

protection we have. Well, I want to

say this that in spite of all the wonder-
ful figures which can be drummed up,
and they have been drummed up,
wonderful figures of millions of dollars

here and millions of dollars there and
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half a cent a pound profit on beef and

so on and so forth. All right, I chal-

lenge anybody to take these figures to

the stockyards and say that to the

man who is making $30 a week when
the cost of living is $40 a week and

tell him this is the right system when
he knows the profits are millions of

dollars on his labour. Mr. Speaker,

you cannot do it. I do not believe there

are many hon. members in this House,
or visitors in the gallery, who have ever

gone through the stockyards or the

slaughterhouse and seen the kind of

labour done by the men there—yes, and

the women too—standing up to their

knees in blood. I do not want to go
into the gory details of it. But you
come up there on Monday and I will

be pleased to show you through the

stockyards, and then have you tell me,
when you come up there from Bay
Street, that we have no right to grumble
or ask for more money. It is not right,

Mr. Speaker. I think the government
knows that, and the defenders of our

free enterprise and the capitalistic

system know it, too.

I think I can skip a lot of this, but

I would like to say this in passing, that

there have been many things said about

labour, about unfair practises on the

part of labour; unfair demands on the

part of labour; that labour stands with

a pistol at the head of big business, and

at the head of our freedom. Well, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to point out a

few things. I would like to mention

in connection with that, at this particular

time, if I may, something in connection

with the packing house strike in 1947.

In 1947, we did have a strike in the

packing industry. I think everyone here

realizes it. The shortage of meat, and

everything else, brought the situation

quite close to home. But I want to say,

Mr. Speaker, that that strike did not

come because labour wanted it to come.

The hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.

Daley) has pointed out, and supports
the fact that arbitration, the mere sit-

ting down at a table, with both inter-

ested parties, and discussing the prob-
lems in a reasonable, sensible fashion,

will bring the proper conclusion, if both

parties have a genuine desire to arrive

at a reasonable conclusion.

In 1947, the packing house workers
union had been negotiating for four

months, before we were forced into the

position of having to demand action.

We were willing to go along. In fact,

we never ceased to negotiate during the

period of our strike. We were willing
at all times to talk to the companies,
but they were not willing to talk to us—
some of them were ;

some were not. It

was the old story of bouncing the ball

from one to the other. Burns gave it

to Canada Packers, and Canada Packers

gave it to Swifts, and so it went, around
and around the proverbial circle.

When we made our original wage
demands, four months prior to the time

we made our last demands, our demands
then were quite justified. In fact, if

they had been granted at that time, they
would still have brought our take-home

pay short of the cost of living, and the

company did not deny that. At no
time did they ever deny that the cost

of living was exceedingly high, and that

wage increases were necessary. But

they were not going to give them. If

the wage increases we asked for had

been granted, there would have been no

trouble; we would have managed to

struggle along for a short time. But

no, they dragged out the argument and

negotiations, and they forced us into a

strike, and until such time, Mr. Speaker,
when we did finally arrive at a settle-

ment of wage increases, that increase

had been eaten up six months before,

and we were farther "behind the eight

ball" than when we started.

What was the story, taken back to

the farmers, to the cattle, sheep and

hog growers? The whole blame was

placed on labour. It was the old story,

that they could not pay more for hogs
and beef, for the simple reason that

the packing house workers were drain-

ing them, that they had to pay higher

wages, and they could not give the

farmers more money. They said it was
all the fault of the labour movement.

And, Mr. Speaker, the big packing

companies had the audacity to tell us
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that it was because they had to pay think he is a most sincere man. I think

higher prices to the farmers that they he is trying hard to bring both sides of

could not pay us more wages, and when most of these problems to a point where
the meat finally arrived on the butchers' they can arrive at a reasonable solution,

counters, it became then the combined without the complete destruction of in-

effort of the farmers and labour groups, dustry. I think that, and I think many
which drove the cost up to the con- thousands of working people think that

sumers. The truth of the matter is also. But I cannot fail at this time to

the farmers did not get the money they point out to the hon. Minister (Mr.
should have for their hogs or cattle or Daley) that there are many shortcomings
beef, and the packing house workers in the new code. There are very many,
were still working for $12 a week short but I would like to just mention one in

of the cost-of-living index, and the con- particular, and that is on the question of

sumers were paying fabulous amounts union security.
for meat and in that year, 1947, the To as
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were one million dollars short of form- §ained in re£ard t0 umon security. In-

erly. I can imagine them hollering for stead of giving us adequate protection for

Bromo-Seltzer, "Get me a doctor, get
union security, we now find in the new

me a doctor! Get me a lawyer! Get code that it is possible to destroy the

somebody out of the House in Ottawa, union security, the thing we fought so

I don't care if he is speaking, bring hard and so long to gain,

him out! I want to talk to him!" How can that happen? It is very
Then imagine the little fellow com- simple. Under the new code, Mr.

ing up from the killing floor and say- Speaker, we find it is possible for an em-

ing, "Please, sir, my wife is going to ployer to start bringing into his plant
have a baby, and I need an increase of unorganized people

—this could happen
5c an hour in wages." He is thrown —with the intention of ultimately des-

out, and told "I lost a million dollars, troying or replacing the organized peo-
and you come in and bother me for 2c

pie in that plant.
or 5c." I hope the hon members will That can h in this if he
not laugh, because it has happened, and can t en h fnto his lant and in

personally I do not find it funny at all. SQme Qr another t rid of e h
I find it very, very serious. These things union people> he can apply eventually
do happen. for the de_certincatfon f the union.

Now, a word about the new labour Maybe I have not explained that very
code. I believe it is fairly well known well

}
but if no one else understands it, I

that I happen to be a representative of think the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.
the labour movement, and have had

Daley) does. I think he can see what
some dealings with the problems which coui<i happen under this new Labour
came under the old code, and come under Code

;
it is very dangerous, because when

the new Labour Code ; at least, I have anv organization or any individual begins
come in close contact with them. t0 tamper with this question of union

I should like to say to the hon. security, we will fight and fight hard.

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) that I That is one thing we will not give up.
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I would like to make mention of one
other feature of the new Labour Code,
and that is that the problem of taking
the vote to determine the wishes of the

employees of any company, where an

application for certification has been
made by a qualified union. There we
have a very real problem. Under the old

code—and it still applies under the new
code—what was required was a majority
vote of those who were eligible to vote,

voting in favour of that union. Only
if the total number of votes were counted

in that way would the board consider

certification of that union.

The problem was—and still will be,

I have no doubt—that many people will

not exercise their right to vote, in spite

of the fact that they have joined a

union, paid their initiation fees and
attended all meetings, and openly ex-

pressed support of that union. They are

still afraid to go and vote, because they
are afraid the bosses will see them. This

is more true today than at any other

time, the fact that the men are afraid

they might lose their jobs, that the union

might not get the vote, and out they
would go.

There is one large company, un-

organized at this time, in this province
which is now dismissing men of 25, 27

and 28 years' service, and bringing in

younger men to take their places. What
would happen there if a vote were taken ?

I think the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.

Daley) can realize we would have a

tremendous problem. In fact, we will

have this problem.

The answer is this
;
the rule should be

changed to read "a majority of those

who actually vote should decide the

issue."

SOME HON. MEMBERS; Hear,
hear.

MR. FELL : That is the only demo-
cratic way. This government, or no
other government of this kind was ever

elected on the voting system such as we
have under this code. It just cannot

be done, and it is undemocratic. I think

the code should be amended, Mr.

Speaker, and the rule changed to read

that way.

Now, as I say, I have taken a lot of

short cuts, and ducked here and ducked

there, and missed all the stuff I polished

up for weeks, and I do not know whether
1 have made much sense or not. I hope
this has had some effect, and that my
closing remarks will also.

I am sure that this government is sin-

cere in its desire to provide the best kind
of administration for the people of this

province. I believe that. I think they
have taken some steps in the right direc-

tion. I think all that is lacking is just
a little more vision and realization. I

think this government does realize this

now, after hearing from the hon. mem-
bers of this side of the House the pro-
blems which we are experiencing in our
lives. You have sat away from the peo-
ple for quite some time. I know the

kind of reports you get. You get re-

ports saying the situation in such-and-
such an area is thus-and-so. Then they
give you a lot of figures. But do you
know what goes on with the people of

this province? That is what counts. I

think you have missed some knowledge
of that. If you did not have it before,

perhaps you have it now after you have
heard from various speakers, even some
of those from your own side of the

House. I hope and think and pray that

something more will be done, in view
of having that knowledge now.

I would like to close by quoting
somebody I do not usually quote, a

great American statesman, Thomas
Payne. I do not agree with very much
he ever did or said, but I cannot help
but agree with what he says here :

"When it shall be said in any
country in the world my poor are

happy, neither ignorance nor distress

is to be found among them
; my jails

are empty of prisoners, my streets of

beggars, the aged are not in want, the

taxes are not oppressive; when these

things can be said, then may that

country boast of its constitution and

government."

I thank you.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. T. KENZIE FOSTER (L
Bruce) : Mr. Speaker, the hour is now 11

o'clock, and a large proportion of the

seats of this Chamber are empty, and I

would at this time, if it is the pleasure of

the House, move the adjournment of

the debate.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

know the hon. members would like to

avoid a late session tomorrow. There

are a number of hon. members, particu-

larly on the other side, who have said

they had an important engagement to-

morrow evening.

The situation is this : I think the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)

and the hon. Leader of the Liberal group

(Mr. Oliver) have been in agreement
that we wind up this debate on Thurs-

day. If we could do that, if the hon.

member for Bruce (Mr. Foster) could

go on now, it would make it that much
easier.

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (L
Grey South) : I think, Mr. Speaker,
the debate could be wound up on

Thursday, in any event. We only have,

I think, two other speakers. I imagine
the CCF have perhaps three or four,

or something like that. I am sure in

my own mind we can complete those in

ample time, and I do not think we
should go on any farther this evening,
at this hour of the night.

MR. FROST : There are ten more

speakers on the list I have here, and I

do not see how it could be arranged so

they could all speak tomorrow afternoon.

MR. OLIVER: Well, one more
would not make any difference.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : I might tell the hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) who is leading the govern-
ment at the moment that the event

which he thought was going to take

place has had to be cancelled. I think

the hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) knows
there is sickness in the family of the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe), and that is why he is absent

today. So it will be quite all right to

proceed on Thursday night, in order

that we can wind up the debate, if that

is all right with the government. We
can go through as long as you like on

Thursday evening.

MR. OLIVER: My contention, Mr.

Speaker, if I may add this, is there are,

as the hon. Leader of the House at the

moment says, 9 or 10 more speakers.

Surely the contribution by my hon.

friend from Bruce (Mr. Foster) will

not make it that much easier tomorrow.
One out of ten does not make very much
difference, and it is now 11 o'clock.

MR. FROST: I had hoped we

might have two more speeches.

MR. OLIVER: Not on the first

night's sitting we have had this session,

surely.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (Temis-

kaming) : Mr. Speaker, last night the

House adjourned at five o'clock because

the government had no speaker ready.

Now, to try and stampede the thing

through in one night's sitting I think is

hardly fair. I heartily agree with the

hon. leader of the Liberal group (Mr.
Oliver) that the House adjourn now.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Is it the intention to conduct

the Throne Speech all day tomorrow
from three o'clock?

MR. FROST : Yes.

MR. MacLEOD: Perhaps we could

meet at two o'clock tomorrow.

MR. FROST: Perhaps we might
compromise with one more speaker to-

night.

MR. OLIVER: No, I will not do
that. If that is the best compromise my
hon. friend (Mr. Frost) can make,
then my speaker is not going on tonight.
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MR. MILLARD : Put your man on.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Speaker, I

was going to suggest a further compro-
mise.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (PC
Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Who is

running this House tonight? We did

not ask you.

MR. OLIVER: I know what I am
doing over here.

MR. MacLEOD : I was going to

suggest, since the leader of the House

tonight (Mr. Frost) has proposed a

compromise, and the hon. Leader of the

Liberal group (Mr. Oliver) having
stated that his hon. member is not pre-

pared to go on, maybe we could have a

further compromise, and have the acting
leader of the government (Mr. Frost)

go on now.

MR. FROST: I might make a good
speech, too.

MR. DUNBAR: I have known this

House, and sat in it, when we sat until

four o'clock in the morning, and the

hon. gentlemen never objected, because

the whip was cracked over their heads.

MR. OLIVER: No whip was ever

cracked over my head. We do not need

to get heated about this. This is the

very first night's sitting we have had,

during the three weeks of the session

and we have reached the hour of eleven

o'clock, and I think it is not unreason-

able to adjourn now and come back

tomorrow. I cannot see the necessity

of going on further tonight.

MR. FROST : We have several

speakers from the opposite side.

MR. TAYLOR: I think we have

done our share. We have been going
on after a Liberal, and then after you.
We have just finished one speaker, and

the hon. Liberal member is next, then

it is your turn, to have a speaker from

your side of the House.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Mr. Speaker, if the gov-

ernment is sincere in their desire to

have us continue, I think it is their

turn. They are out of turn now. They
have missed one turn. Let them get
on. There are lots of them over there.

MR. W. DENNISON (CCF St.

David) : How about the hon. member
for Ottawa South (Mr. Dunbar)? I

would like to hear from him.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^

MR. J. I. HARVEY (CCF Sault

Ste. Marie) : Mr. Speaker, there are

perhaps some 12 speakers yet in this

debate. We have three hours to-

morrow, and three hours the next day.
If they each speak for half an hour, we
can wind up at six o'clock on Thurs-

day. I see no reason why we should

not follow the usual custom, especially
on the first night sitting, and quit at

11 o'clock. I know most of the hon.

members are tired, and I think they
have done a remarkably fine job.

MR. OLIVER: But some of the

hon. members on the government side

are getting cross.

MR. MILLARD: It is easy to see

the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) is

not here tonight. It is just like the old

story.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I will

do this; I am going to take what the

hon. Leaders of the Opposition (Mr.
Millard; Mr. Oliver) say. We have

10 speakers here, I am counting on it

that we can finish this debate on Thurs-

day. I think it is desirable we should

not have a night sitting tomorrow, and
if possible, we should not have a night

sitting on Thursday. I am going to

accede to the request of the opposition,
and consent to an adjournment, but on

condition that they carry out, as I know

they will, the arrangement we have

made, that we finish the debate on

Thursday.
*

MR. MILLARD: And if necessary
on Thursday, a night sitting?
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MR. FROST: I would prefer not

to have that. I think we should clean

it up on Thursday afternoon.

MR. DUNBAR: We are still run-

ning this House. You tried it once over

there.

MR. FROST: We will meet to-

morrow afternoon and Thursday after-

noon.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Speaker, in

order to expedite matters, I want to

give the acting leader of the govern-

ment (Mr. Frost) the assurance that

our group will not put on any additional

speakers.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

Motion agreed to.

MR. MILLARD : Are we going ahead
with the debate tomorrow and meeting
at three o'clock?

MR. FROST : Yes. Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 11.10 of the clock, p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Mr. Speaker, in order to get
the vote over in good time tomorrow

afternoon, which we hope to be able to

do, I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that

when this House adjourns the present

sitting thereof, it do stand adjourned
until two of the clock tomorrow,

Thursday afternoon.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Two?

MR. KENNEDY: Two o'clock.

Motion agreed to.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Frost, that the follow-

ing members be added to the Com-
mittee on Agriculture and Colonization :

Mr. Murdoch, Mr. Baxter, Mr.

Johnston (Simcoe Centre) and Mr.
Dent.

And to the Committee on Fish and
Game :

Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. McEwing.
Motion agreed to.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Are you
not going to add any to Privileges and
Elections ?

Wednesday, March 2, 1949.

MR. KENNEDY: That is a closed

corporation.

MR. SPEAKER : Orders of the day.

^
MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Mr.

Speaker, on the orders of the day, may
I ask the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
a question with respect to the strike in

the town of Paris, in my riding? Has
he been able to make any progress in

getting the management of Penman's
Limited into negotiation with their

striking employees? The hon. Premier
will recall that some time ago he met a

very large delegation and undertook to

use his good offices for this purpose.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : No, I could not do it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker,
may I table answers to questions 6,

—
MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, I did not catch

the answer of the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kennedy).

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, you did.

The answer was in the negative.

MR. SALSBERG: The answer was
"no"?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes. May I table

answers to questions 6, 7, 8, 13, 16, 17,

28, 30 and 47.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Let us see

you do some speaking on that.
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MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South) : We will do that.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (L Niagara
Falls) : Mr Speaker, before the orders

of the day, may I ask a question of

the hon. Vice-Chairman of the Hydro
Commission (Mr. Challies) ? I was

quite perturbed by press reports last

night and this morning. I am sure

all hon. members of the House as well

as the power users of the Province of

Ontario were disturbed at the headlines

in the Star last night:

"HYDRO MAY UP RATES.
KNOW IN FEW WEEKS,
SAUNDERS TELLS MEET
"The Hydro Electric Commission

of Ontario may have to increase rates

on the power it sells, Robert H.

Saunders, Chairman, suggested today
at a joint meeting of the O.M.E.A.
and A.M.E.U."

Mr. Speaker, I think all power users

of the Province—at least, I hope so—
are very much aware of the fact that

during the increase in price of practic-

ally every commodity, hydro has not

gone up in price. If an increase is now
in the offing, I think we should know.

I notice according to a statement in

the Globe this morning, by the hon.

Vice-Chairman of the Toronto Hydro
Commission (Mr. Challies), where he

says :

"Toronto has reserves to stave off

the increased hydro rates to city
consumers."

Mr. Speaker, a lot of hydro municipal
associations will not have enough money
to stave that off if it goes very far,

and I think we should know, Mr.

Speaker, with the increased cost affect-

ing the amount of money the hydro is

spending, especially in regard to fre-

quency changeover, which we were told

would not be assessed to domestic users

of hydro, just what there is in the

background of this remark.

I think the hon. Vice-Chairman of

the Hydro Commission (Mr. Challies)
will be very happy indeed to clear this

question up on the floor of the House.
If the press has made an erroneous

report, we should know it. If the Chair-
man of the Hydro Commission's reports
have been exaggerated, misinterpreted,
or misunderstood, we should know it.

I am sure the hon. Vice-Chairman will

at least let us "in on the ground floor,"

if I might use that expression, if domes-
tic users of hydro are going to be

assessed at increased rates in the future.

HON. G. H. CHALLIES (PC
Minister without Portfolio) : Mr.

Speaker, in answering the question and
in approaching the circumstances upon
which the news item was based, one
should remember the chairman was

speaking to representatives of hydro

municipalities who were in annual con-

vention, and that when he used the

term "hydro consumers" he referred, as

all at the convention would understand,

to commission-consumers, who are not

individuals. We do not sell power to

individual consumers, but to the munci-

palities themselves.

In order that the House may have
a short glimpse into the background of

what the chairman was speaking about

and how he came to make the remarks,

may I just give some figures to hon.

members of the House.

The hon. member for Niagara Falls

(Mr. Houck), a former hydro com-

missioner, has rightly stated there has

been a tremendous cost in new trans-

mission lines and also that electricity

has been probably the only commodity
in the past ten years which has gradually

decreased, as far as the cost to the con-

sumer is concerned, while other com-

modities have been materially increased.

If one couples with that statement the

fact that the purchasing value of the dol-

lar today is only about 60 cents, one can

see what it means to the consumer of

electricity in the province to have a state-

ment of that kind misinterpreted
—I do

not say purposely, but it is a matter of

construction of this statement.

Let me give the House a few illus-

trations of what has occurred in the

matter of cost of electricity in the
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Province of Ontario in the past number
of years. Consider the domestic con-

sumer in the cities and towns.

In 1937, the cost was 1.37 cents per
kilowatt hour.

In 1939, 1.26 cents per kilowatt hour.

In 1948, 1.01 cents per kilowatt hour.

We come now to all commercial con-

sumers in cities and towns, and in each

case this will be per kilowatt hour.

In 1937 the cost was 1.70 cents.

In 1939, 1.58 cents.

In 1948, 1.29 cents.

With regard to rural supply, farm

services, and again in each case this will

be per kilowatt hour:

In 1937, 2.49 cents.

In 1939, 2.56 cents.

In 1948, 1.66 cents.

That is for farm services alone.

To hamlet users, and again in each

case, per kilowatt hour :

1937—3.25 cents.

1939—3.01 cents.

1948—1.83 cents.

These were the figures given by the

chairman to the convention, pointing
out the decrease in the cost of energy
to the consumer.

He also pointed out—which must be
of interest to the House—the increase
in cost of materials over a period of

years, and drew attention to the fact

that the increase in wages over the

past ten years has been over 71 per
cent.

The cost of materials purchased for

hydro operations has been tremendously
increased. There is the question of

poles, on which the cost has increased
from 60 to 90 per cent. British Columbia
fir cross-arms are up 110 per cent., cop-
per conductors are up 100 per cent.

Distribution transformers, a major
item in all our operations, are up 32

per cent. Pole line hardware is up from
30 to 50 per cent., and meters are up
21 per cent.

It may be of interest to the House
to have a breakdown of the total year's

expenditures for materials, and this

somewhat answers the former critic of

the CCF (Mr. Dennison) on hydro pur-
chases, a breakdown of last year's

expenditures on material.

In our last fiscal year, the hydro
purchased $74,989,674.13 worth of one
kind or another. Of that amount, 96.5

per cent, was spent in Canada, of which
94 per cent, was spent in Ontario. The
other 2>y2 per cent, was spent in the

United States and the United Kingdom.
94 per cent., or a total of approximately
$71,500,000 was spent in the Province

of Ontario, showing why, with the de-

crease in the revenue per kilowatt hour
and the tremendous increase in the cost

of materials and so forth, the commis-
sion was asked some months ago by the

executive of the hydro municipalities,
the O.M.E.A., to make a study and *a

survey of the cost of power. This is

what was referred to by the chairman
in his remarks.

Naturally, under existing conditions,

where the commission today is selling

every kilowatt hour it can purchase or

generate, there is an abnormal relation-

ship between operating cost and
revenue. The revenue was high while

operating costs would be low in propor-
tion, due to the fact that, I am safe in

saying, since perhaps 1940, the com-
mission has not carried any reserve

power, in other words, we have been

selling everything we could either

produce or purchase and that has in-

creased our revenue out of proportion
to expenses.

As far as a municipality is concerned,
I would like to mention the method of

billing power to the municipalities. At
the beginning of the year, each munici-

pality is given an interim rate, and

during the 12 months of the year, the

municipality is billed at that interim

rate and, as the hon. member for

Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck) no doubt
well remembers, the procedure is that

at the end of the year the 13th bill is

presented to the municipality, and it is

either a debit or a credit. As far as I

can recall, I do not think there have
been more than perhaps half a dozen

municipalities where there has been a

S
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debit. They have almost always had a

credit. This year, in fact, it is expected
that all the municipalities in the Pro-

vince of Ontario, with the possible

exception of one or two, will receive

credits up to the extent of about

$2,500,000 which will go back to the

municipalities on their 13th bill. That

represents a surplus or a cushion, which
the municipality has in order to protect
it in case of an increase in the cost of

power to the municipalities.

I hope I have made it clear that in

referring to the increased cost to the

consumer, the reference was to the

hydro commissions' consumers, that is,

the municipalities, and that there might
be, over the years, with the tremendous
increase in capital costs, since we have

reached the period where we will be

carrying a reserve, an increase in cost

to the municipality, but that can be

taken care of, I am sure, by the cushion

or surplus of what the actual cost is,

as compared with the interim bill.

I hope that answers the question.

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of

bills.

CANADA COMFORTER
COMPANY LIMITED

MR. C. E. REA (PC St. Patrick) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Villeneuve, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
Canada Comforter Company Limited/'
and that the same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to ; first reading of the

bill.

TOWNSHIP OF ETOBICOKE
MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded

by Miss MacPhail, that leave be given
to introduce a bill intituled, "An Act

respecting the Township of Etobicoke,"
and that the same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

ASSESSMENT ACT
HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR

(PC Minister of Municipal Affairs):
Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.
Challies, that leave be given to introduce
a bill intituled, "An Act to amend The
Assessment Act," and that the same be
now read a first time.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Mr.

Speaker, would the hon. Minister say
whether this is an Act or a bill to codify
an Act, which means re-codifying?

MR. DUNBAR: Please do not put
the words in my mouth.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Well then, let us
have an explanation of the bill.

MR. DUNBAR: Yes. There are

several amendments—to be exact I

think 15—to the Assessment Act. When
they come here for second reading, it

has been the custom since I have been
Minister of Municipal Affairs, that

they be taken to the committee, con-
sidered in committee, then brought back
to the House and put through the Com-
mittee of the Whole House, but taken
to the Committee on Municipal Law
and considered clause by clause.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill

PRESQU' ILE PARK
HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR

(PC Minister of Municipal Affairs) :

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Challies, that leave be given to introduce
? bill intituled, "An Act to amend the

Presqu' He Park Act," and that same
be now read a first time.

That park, the same as another on
which I am going to introduce a bill,

has been under Lands and Forests.

There is a commission appointed con-

sisting of five commissioners and it has
been maintained by this commission for

a number of years. It is felt that taking
it out of Lands and Forests and placing
it in the Department of Municipal
Affairs, will enable our department to

deal directly with the commissioners
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instead of having it pass through the

Lieutenant-Governor for orders-in-

council. It will then be handled the

same as an ordinary municipality would
be handled.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Is this with the

approval of your colleague?

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Is

there solidarity?

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

LONG POINT PARK
HON. G. H. DUNBAR (PC Minis-

ter of Municipal Affairs) : Mr. Speaker,
I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Challies,

that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled, "An Act to amend The Long
Point Park Act," and that same be now
read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : 50th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 50th

Order, resuming the adjourned debate
on the amendment to the amendment to

the motion for the consideration of the

Speech of the Hon. Lieutenant-Governor
at the opening of the session.

MR. T. K. FOSTER (L Bruce) :

Mr. Speaker, at the outset, to partici-

pate in this debate on the Speech from
the Throne, it would be only with my
heart's good wishes that I should com-

pliment you, Mr. Speaker, on the

accomplishment of your office. As a

boy, when I studied the history, espe-

cially political history of the province,
I was often amazed and entranced by
the constitution of our provincial govern-
ment and the election of a Speaker.
I can assure you that coming here I

have fulfilled my ambition in realizing
that I am under a man of your capable

ability. I can only thank you, here,
for your cordiality to me since I came

here, a complete stranger, and I can

assure you I will do everything in my

power to keep within the bounds of the

rules of this House during this session.

I would also like to congratulate this

government on its election of a premier
for this session. I know in my riding
there was some appreciation expressed
upon hearing that the hon. Mr. Kennedy
would lead the government during this

session. Great confidence is expressed
in his ability in the handling of this

particular job. I do not think the

government could have chosen a better

leader for this position. As far as the

rural people of the Province of Ontario
are concerned, we only hope Mr.

Kennedy will see fit to participate

throughout the rest of the life of this

parliament.

At this time, I would also like to

compliment the hon. member for Dur-
ham (Mr. Foote) on his wonderful
address in moving the Speech from the

Throne. Needless to say, the govern-
ment selected one of their finest men,
one of the greatest heroes in the

Dominion of Canada, for the presenta-
tion of this address. In a more jocular
mood I would criticize the hon. member
for Durham (Mr. Foote), because a

man of his religious leanings should not

say anything critical of the Liberal

Government at Ottawa, and the affairs

of welfare which he so thoroughly repri-
manded throughout his speech.

I would also like to compliment the

seconder of the address. He, like my-
self, is a new member and must first

get his legs before he makes any address

in this Chamber. However, there were
also several points on some other

speeches in which I have been fairly

interested. I was much amazed and

deeply appreciative of the address by
the hon. member for York East (Miss
MacPhail). In the deliverance of that

address she endeavoured to express the

welfare conditions in this province and
I only wish that she, at that time, had
taken more time to go on and express
some of the other problems. She knows
these problems so well because of her

previous experience in connection with

another riding. We, of the County of

Bruce, have two representatives in this
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riding besides my good friend, the hon.

member for Huron-Bruce (Mr. Hanna).
He has a little piece of my county but
he does not consider Bruce County very
much of his riding. He has, in the

person of the hon. Minister of Health

(Mr. Kelley) one of the outstanding
citizens of the Province of Ontario, and
we look to him as such in the County
of Bruce.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOSTER: Mr. Speaker, as a
new member coming to this Legislature,
I appreciate the Speech from the

Throne. Unlike the opposition, the offi-

cial opposition, I was not prone to look
for what it did not contain, but more
for what it did contain. There is where
I thought the sincere hope of the

government would come from.

I was particularly amazed or im-

pressed, I might say, by the promise
to agriculture. In looking through that

speech, I see where agriculture was to

be advanced; I saw the money and

plans which have been spent on it in the

past. I might say, in passing, just for

the benefit of the hon. member for

Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod), when he
criticized all the various branches the

government had instituted in the De-

partment of Agriculture that we are

facing many of these problems today.
These problems come home more
forcibly to one who comes directly from
the soil, and when he came down to the

injection of serums and nasal treat-

ments—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FOSTER: —I thought there

might be some serum devised that

might go a little further to do some-

thing for the Province of Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

^
MR. FOSTER : Take it as you like.

Further, Mr. Speaker, I do not wish
at this time to go into any further
detail. I do not intend to reprimand the

government because they have been

finding solutions to the problems. We

have problems today in agriculture
which we never faced before. We have
in this country today the problem of

reforestation, the problem of soil ero-

sion, and the problem of denuded lands.

A few years ago, I remember the
settlers supported a good, healthy

family on 100 acres or 50 acres. They
left during the times of depression to

populate our great western provinces
and left good buildings and good farms.

Today, when I drive up and down these

roads I see dilapidated houses, fallen-

down barns, farms which have fallen

to the thorn. That is something I do-

not like to see. I come down here to

this House and listen to these wonder-
ful debates on the serious situation of

housing. I seriously impress upon the

government of the province that there

must be a solution of overcrowding in

the city of Toronto, and suburban areas

by a return of people to the rural parts
of the Province of Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOSTER: There is room and

plenty of room back on the farm, and
the day will come when some of those

who are overcrowded in the cities

now will return to the farms of the

Province of Ontario. Let us not leave

it too late, until men will be walking
up and down the roads looking for

work. Let us put these men in homes
of their own and use these houses and
that will go a long way towards pro-

viding a solution to this great problem
facing, not only the Province of

Ontario, but the Dominion of Canada.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not wish
to speak at any length this afternoon

because the government has the good
grace to adjourn the debate last night
on the promise that we would not speak
too long, and that we would complete
this debate at a suitable time. However,
it would not be fitting if I did not
mention a few points concerning the

great County of Bruce, which I repre-
sent.

Turning back to the agricultural field,

we have in the County of Bruce

approximately 1,650 square miles, with
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approximately 793 acres of good farm
land. Along with that we have a large
number of good, healthy, small towns
and villages, coupled with our farming

industry which goes to make one of

the most settled, domestic communities
in the Province of Ontario. The main

problem today in our riding is agricul-

ture, and I was struck by the thought
when I read the Speech from the

Throne, that the government was going
to do something about the margarine
question. This, I might tell you, is of

vital interest to my own county as well

as to the Province of Ontario. We, in

the County of Bruce, produced 11,-

000,000 pounds of butter a year for the

industry and we are proud of it. We
tried to do our utmost in this industry

during the war years, and we are look-

ing forward to some solution of this

problem which will maintain this vast

industry and not take the feet from
under it and not take away from the

average producer the necessities of life.

The dollar that goes into the farmers'

cream cheques is attributed to many
industries. I do not think the colouring
of margarine is a direct solution because

when the Supreme Court of Canada,
saw fit to hand it back as a provincial

obligation, the dairy industry realized

they had lost without having time to

nut up a dispute. The colouring of the

product is only one way of approaching
the situation. What the dairy industry—and not only in the Province of

Ontario—should do, is to have assur-

ance from the government that it will

control this product and will not take

the feet out from under it. This is one
of the main agricultural industries in

the Province of Ontario.

Now, another problem which we have
in the county of Bruce, is the problem
of education. During the few years I

had the privilege of spending in county
councils and, I might say, like the hon.

member from Renfrew (Mr. Hunt)—
I have come up the hard way. I am
not mainly interested in the problem of

secondary education, I was never privi-

leged to receive anything further than
that.

In regard to secondary education in

the County of Bruce, we have at the

present time a problem of very great

difficulty. The Province of Ontario has
seen fit to pass legislation whereby
County Councils can divide a county
into high school districts, which in itself

is very good, but in large areas we have
the great problem of transportation from
one centre to the other. Take for

instance the northern part of our

county ;
here we have to go from Tober-

mory down to Lion's Head, a distance

of 52 miles. Further on, the first high
school is located, over 80 miles away
in the town of Wiarton. The problem
is very vexing at the present time. We
have the , problem of the people of the

county continuing with the scheme of

secondary education which they have,
rather than have their sons and

daughters taken out in the morning
under stormy, winter conditions and not

knowing whether they are returning
home that night or not. It is a problem
which deserves serious consideration and

perhaps we have not as yet reached the

solution of it insofar as the Act goes.
I hope there will be some other measures
which will help the situation and make
it satisfactory to counties which are of

such vast proportions as the one which
I represent. No small town wishes to

lose its educational centre which is the

centre of life today.

I would like to turn again to the

great dairy industry. I was glad to

hear the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
in his address on the Speech from the

Throne, stress the importance of the

dairy industry in the Province of

Ontario. We, in the County of Bruce,
have now come into our own with one

of the greatest shore lines in Canada.

We have on our western shore a great
stretch of beach which is becoming
populated by tourists both from the

Dominion of Canada and the American
side. We have the shore line and we
have the facilities for tourists, and it

is a business that is going all the time.

I have placed on the order paper a

question asking why the work on High-
way No. 6 was discontinued and when
the government would again assume this

work. I only did it in a spirit of
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friendliness. I have had the honour
and privilege of caddying for the hon.

Minister of Highways (Mr. Doucett)
and I think he will remember it. It was
on one of Bruce County golf courses

when he made one of his annual trips
to the county. I would like him to make
another trip up through the northern

part of our county so I could impress
upon him that the work which was so

suddenly cut off should be started again

immediately to serve the tourist trade

of the County of Bruce. We have,

leading up there, a county road that is

of great importance. From the end of

that road there are great cruising possi-
bilities in the trip over to Manitoulin
Island and on to the northern shore.

Sometimes these boats are so crowded
that everyone cannot receive accommo-
dation. Now, I think the hon. Minister

(Mr. Doucett) will realize, not from a

political viewpoint, that the tourist

industry in the County of Bruce is one
of vast development and one of prime
importance.

Fishing along those great shores is

another very important matter. During
the last few years, fishing has become

sadly depleted, and many of our citizens

who obtained their livelihood from the

fishing industry, have had to turn to

other businesses, and it has been a seri-

ous climax to one of our great

industries, which has been established

for a long time. I would sincerely

impress upon the government that if

anything can be done in this regard
to prevent further depletion, it should

be done, and it would be greatly

appreciated.

We have in the County of Bruce one
of the greatest reforestation areas under

planning and development in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, south of the great
northland. We have been gradually try-

ing to restore the area north of High-
way 21—this great rock land which
was once covered with great forests—
to its natural and original state. The
county has acquired thousands of acres,

and placed them under the reforestation

project, and with the assistance of the

Provincial Government we intend to

again restore Bruce County to one of

the leading reforestation counties in the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to say a

word now on the hydro policy. I

listened with great interest to much of

the debate on hydro which has taken

place in this House since I have come
here, a lot of it severe criticism, but I

must say this in all fairness, that hydro,
which is not supposed to be a political

issue, has been a godsend to the County
of Bruce.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FOSTER: That is one thing
which will bring back to the farms of

this province the youth, of which the

farms have been so sadly depleted. It

is alarming, when you take a census of

the farm population, to note that it

goes up to the age of approximately 66.

Our young boys and girls have seen

the light and glamour, and the highway
capacities of the larger centres, and

nothing has seemingly come up to

prevent it, and it is only human nature
to want to enjoy these great amusement
centres which the government has been

good enough to give us, and to jnake

grants, in order to make them possible,
but with the extension of hydro, into

many of these vast agricultural areas,
we hope the areas will hold the youth,

upon which they were born and raised.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not think

there is much more I wish to say at

this time. Perhaps I will have the

privilege of returning to the debate

when the estimates come down. I would

only say that while the government may
have evil practises, such as the practise
of patronage, which we are all agreed

goes to the party in power—
MR. H. A. NIXON (L Brant) :

Terrible.

MR. FOSTER: —it is placed with

the government in power, and we in the

Riding of Bruce will keep straight eyes
ahead on the present government, and
look for good results.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. F. O. ROBINSON (CCF Port

Arthur) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to

make my contribution to this debate,

seeing that the Acting Speaker is now
occupying the chair, I would like, first

of all, to extend my congratulations to

you on the office you now fill.

As to the regular Speaker, I think I

can say with all sincerity he is the best

speaker we ever had in this House,
since it has been my privilege to sit here.

He has those characteristics which make
of him a good Speaker. He allows a

certain amount of leeway in the House,
which gives the hon. members on both

sides perhaps a little laugh once in a

while to help relieve the strain of

steadily digging into the business, but at

the same time he has the ability to know
where to draw the line to maintain a

proper semblance of order. I think we
are very fortunate indeed in having a

Speaker of his calibre in office at this

time.

I would also like to congratulate the

hon. member for Durham (Mr. Foote),
the mover of the address in reply to the

Speech from the Throne, and also the

hon. member for Parry Sound (Mr.
Johnston), who seconded the motion.
I have been in the House since 1943,
and I have been promoted, if I may use
that word, from the back row to the

front row. In the front r6w, I am a

little closer to the Tory artillery, which
is right across "no man's land" in the

front line, and I must say that while
the noise is a little louder, it is not more
effective. It reminds me of a tire which
has had a blowout. There is a loud
noise and a lot of air floating around,
but when you step back and take a look

at it, it looks pretty flat, and you know
you will not go very far on that tire.

I would like to say, in respect to the

hon. member who now serves as

Premier, I think he is one who has

received the esteem of many people
across this province, and I think the

honour which has been bestowed upon
him is fitting indeed for his long years
of service in public life. He is an old

soldier, and has seen many battles, and
it is only right he should be honoured
in being accorded the Premiership of

this province. Who will step into his

shoes, I do not know. Whether the

sergeant-major will make it or not, I do
not know.
As to the former commander-in-chief,

who has now left our midst, "arsenic"

as I think the hon. member for Bell-

woods (Mr. MacLeod) mentioned; if

he were here I can well think he would

say, "I do not mind being called

'arsenic' as long as I succeed in poison-

ing the rats."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: But, as far as

the actual progress of business in the

House is concerned, I believe, I can say
in all sincerity that we get over the

actual business of this House better

under the present hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy), than we did under the last,

because then almost daily we were called

upon to listen to a long harangue, before

the orders of the day, as to whether
the Toronto Daily Star or the Globe
and Mail was correct in giving some
account of an occurrence of the day
before. We are now spared that, and I

believe the business of the House is now
handled in a much better way, because

of it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: Insofar as the

Throne Speech is concerned, Mr.

Speaker ;
I cannot say that it was a very

weighty document. It had even less in

it than its predecessors. But upon read-

ing it over a couple of times, I think

perhaps the government has been wiser,

and perhaps they thought they would do

something about that backlog of unfilled

promises, before they made any new
ones. If that is the case, the Throne

Speech is to the good.

Speaking of unkept promises; I do
not think there is any situation which
illustrates the zig-zag policy of the

present government more than the road

they have travelled handling the forest

situation.

Back in 1941, ex-Premier Drew was
a member of a Select Committee of this
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Legislature, which was called upon to

inquire into the forest situation. At
that time the ex-Premier tabled a minor-

ity report, and I would like to read, in

order to refresh the memories of the

hon. members, a portion of that minority

report. It has to do with the ex-

Premier's remark that it was his opinion
the commission should be set up. He
spoke of the commission system used in

some other countries, and he goes on
to say:

"We believe this practice should be

followed in Ontario and that an
Ontario Forest Resources Commis-
sion should be set up to exercise full

control over the administration, con-

servation, reforestation, and industrial

utilization of our forest resources. We
believe this should be organized along
similar lines to the Ontario Hydro-
Electric Power Commission. It should

be the only body having authority to

make contracts for timber concessions.

Having regard to the fact that public
assets worth hundreds of millions of

dollars are involved the commission
should be completely divorced from

politics and placed under the direction

of men of the highest type of business

ability.

"It should be the duty of this

commission not only to administer

and protect the present forest

resources, but it should also be their

duty to lay plans for the future so

that the greatest possible amount of

employment may be assured for the

critical days following the war.

"We believe that by turning over

the control of our forest resources to

such a commission, many of the ques-
tions upon which it is now difficult to

reach a decision, will be easily solved.

Such a commission would be at all

times a fact finding body and its co-

ordination of information would make
it possible to reach decisions with a
full understanding of vital facts

which are not now available."

Then he goes on to table his recom-
mendation. The first recommendation
deals with the commission and I will

read it :

"
( 1 ) The administration, conserva-

tion and utilization of the forest

resources of the Province of Ontario
should be placed under the control of

a commission to be known as the
Ontario Forest Resources Commis-
sion, which commission should have
similar powers to those conferred

upon the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission."

Mr. Speaker, I think the former
Premier (Mr. Drew) was sincere when
he made those remarks and I know he
found thousands of people across the

province who supported him in that

point of view. That was back in 1941.

Then, in 1943, the Tory Party was
elected on a 22 point programme. I

would like to quote to the hon. members,
point No. 7:

"Our vast forest resources, which
under proper administration are

capable of creating employment for

hundreds of thousands of new
workers, will be placed under the con-

trol of an Ontario Forest Resources

Commission, which will operate under

long-term policies of conservation,
reforestation and soil control. Imme-

diately after its formation, it will

review all existing contracts, and will

cancel those which have disposed of

great areas of forest resources without

proper consideration."

Mr. Speaker, that was one of the

promises made, to set up a Forest

Resources Commission. We waited

with great expectation but nothing hap-

pened. Point Number 7 was never

honoured.

In the Throne Speech to the House
in 1944 we listened eagerly

—
especially

those of us from the northwest—to see

what was to be done about the forest

situation. The Throne Speech stated :

"An Ontario Forest Resources
Commission will be appointed to

assume the responsibility for super-

vising this great development which
has now become the- largest single
source of our provincial income."

That promise was never kept, and we
moved on down into that situation,
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without any real change being made to

rectify the situation concerning the

forests.

Speaking in this House on March

21, 1945, I urged the government to set

up their commission, and I will quote
from my speech as follows :

"Mr. Speaker, no puny policy is

going to solve this question, it calls

for courage, determination and far-

sightedness. Let us get on with this

our most needed reform. Obviously
the first thing to do is set up a com-

mission, as we did with hydro, and

get our forests away from the

political football field."

Time marched on, Mr. Speaker, and

they still had done absolutely nothing
to implement that great promise that the

Premier had made as a member of a

select committee, when he toured the

province prior to his election, and after

his election, in the Throne Speech of

1944. Instead of the commission, a

Royal Commission was named in 1946.

The commission tabled its report in

1947. It was a very courageous report.
It described in plain language the in-

credible waste and short-comings of our

present forest policy. It did not say so

much we did not know before, but it

brought this condition out in unmistak-

able terms. He mentioned the callous-

ness and stupidity which was ruining
this Ontario resource. My point is that

he not only so graphically mentioned
the incredible waste, but he offered a

solution, and in offering that solution,

the Kennedy Report says, quoting from

page 184:

I consider that any attempt to

provide a solution by applying new
regulations to the infinite number of

conflicting conditions in present

agreements is doomed to failure. No
partial solution can meet the needs

of the situation. Half measures can

only postpone the evil day. I there-

fore offer none.

Now, in unmistakable language, the

Kennedy Report made it perfectly clear

that there had to be a thorough house-

cleaning. He went on to detail the

great sweeping study he had made all

across this province of the forest situa-

tion, and said it could not be lifted up
in a piece-meal, patched-up programme
under the present method.

Then the Report goes on to offer a

solution, and I will quote again from
the Report :

"My proposal is as follows:

"All licences, agreements, permis-
sions and permits shall be suspended
for a period of not less than ten years.

"In return, the government will

assure to the present limit holders a

supply of wood in perpetuity up to

the present capacity of all domestic
mills by a pooling of the resources of

all provincial Crown lands."

and so on.

That, too, was a solution. While some

may not agree with it, at least it was a
solution in keeping with the magnitude
of the problem which General Kennedy
knew full well lies before us. He points
out the faults, and says it is not possible
to remedy the situation piece-meal,
under the present methods. He wanted,
in one sweeping move, to remedy the

things which he had seen, and his solu-

tion as to the remedy offers to do that.

Then he goes on to outline the 12
forest operating companies, in which
the forest resources would be pooled
and handled.

The point I wish to emphasize, Mr.

Speaker, over and over again, is that

this solution tied up in a comparatively
short part of the Kennedy Report, is

the keystone. It is the cardinal thing
in the whole Report. When you remove
that, there is nothing left. Definitely
and surely the Kennedy Report must
be carried out, if you are going to solve

the problem which lies before us. I say
that no window dressing or anything of

that type will satisfy northwestern
Ontario at this time. There has always
been a certain amount of uncertainty
about the forest situation. The people
in the northwest never knew what
resources of forests they had, whether
the suggestion of waste was correct or

incorrect, and if the present method of
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letting out contracts is or is not correct,

the Kennedy Report sweeps that out,

with one sweeping. He said "you have

been wastefully responsible for that,"

to use his own words.

What the Kennedy Report did offer

was a solution, and it called for the

cancellation of all licenses, agreements,

permissions and permits for 10 years.
The people of the northwest are still

waiting for that solution to our forest

problems to materialize. I say it is

unbecoming to the hon. Minister (Mr.

Scott) to come up to the northwest and

say he was quoted in the press as saying
that much of the forestry report had
been acted upon, because the people

feel, after all, that a remedy is badly

needed, and the Kennedy Report is the

keystone, the king pin, and it offers a

solution, and that solution was that we
take back the forests into the name of

the Crown, and we cancel all agree-

ments, permissions and permits, and set

up twelve operating companies, to get
the forests on a sound basis.

You cannot really blame the people
of northwestern Ontario when they say—and it has been said many times—
that the timber barons will not agree
to the government cancelling the agree-

ments, but the people in the northwest

are waiting to see how far this govern-
ment is prepared to go in improving the

very outstanding problem in that part
of the country.

I would like to say a great deal more
on that point, because I feel it cannot be

emphasized too much, that the whole

Kennedy Report hinges on how bold a

step this government is prepared to

take. He said, "No piece-meal fooling
around with the present regulations, by
an amendment here, and an amendment

there," is good enough. The whole

forestry situation must be pooled. In

one way or another the Kennedy Report
made it perfectly clear what the diffi-

culties were, and it was the cardinal

feature of the Report
—the solution.

Now, another point which has inter-

ested the people of the northwest is

the question of reserves. Are we down
to the last tree, or have we more than

we expected? Ex-Premier Drew spoke

in Port Arthur on October 2nd, 1947,
and I quote from a press report from
the Daily Times Journal, where he said :

"He warned against the pessimists
who cried that the country was

facing disaster, and assured those

present that there was still ample
virgin timber in the province and with

planned cutting the supply would last

indefinitely."

I would ask the hon. members of

this House to compare this with the

statement from the Kennedy Report on

page 184, which I will read again :

"There are those who will point
out that dire prophecies concerning
the exhaustion of forest resources

have been made over a long period of

years and that they have all grossly

exaggerated the situation.

"In reply to those critics—"

and I am still quoting from the Kennedy
Report :

"—I would point to the decline of the

lumber industry and the expansion of

the pulp and paper industry to our

westerly boundary and into the

smaller timber in the northern areas

along the timber line.

"The last forest frontiers are now
well in sight from present holdings,
and no new horizons will develop.

Expansion of forest holdings is com-

ing to a close and I hope we are now
entering the era of sensible operation
of our remaining resources."

Again the Kennedy Report makes it

perfectly clear to the people that while

there is no cause for immediate alarm,
he made it definitely clear that the end
of the forest resources are in sight, and
some drastic change must be made if

we are going to pull our chestnuts out

of the fire.

Surely, Mr. Speaker, that is all clear

enough. If it has done nothing else, the

Kennedy Report has brought home in a

very clear and striking manner the

problems which face us, and, what is

more important, offers a bold solution.

Mr. Speaker, I had the honour of

preparing and presenting a brief to the
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Royal Commission on Forestry, on be-

half of the CCF Party. It is very inter-

esting to notice how closely the CCF
paralleled the report in many cases, not

only in outlining the mistakes of the

past and the difficulties we were facing
under our present methods, but in offer-

ing a solution, which in a sense

paralleled one another. The CCF brief,

in keeping with the Kennedy Report,
calls for the cancellation of all agree-

ments, licences, permissions and permits,
and the pooling of all the timber. We
were in complete agreement with the

Kennedy Report where it speaks very

definitely of the fact that we must pool
the resources. Coming to that point,

Mr. Speaker, the CCF agreed with ex-

Premier Drew that after having arrived

at that point, you still must have the

Forest Resources Commission. In the

operation of the commission, I pointed
out, we differed from the ex-Premier

only in the setting up of the commission.

Then the CCF went on to recom-

mend the cutting and harvesting

by Crown companies, either directly or

by contract. The wood would remain

the property of the Crown up until it

was delivered at the mill, and, like the

Kennedy report, the brief stated that

we should guarantee the existing mills

suitable wood throughout their lifetime.

Now, with the main difference—the

cancellation of agreements, pooling of

the resources—we agree entirely. I

think, when you look back and notice

that Kennedy said the present operators
must be protected against their own

folly, and went on to point out the

friction there had been, the distrust and

jealousy between operators, then we
felt, if that was the case, surely to good-
ness it is not very wise to set up 12

operating companies to which you would

still give greater powers.

I do want to- point out that I agree
most definitely with the pooling of the

Province of Ontario's wood business, as

Kennedy suggests. I can readily under-

stand that the Tory Government would
throw up their hands in horror at any

suggestion that we socialize the forests

of this province, and sometimes I think

it is just as well. Private enterprise of

this province is making a fine mess of

running hydro, and I think that is a

fine indication of trying to run public

enterprise by people who do not believe

in public ownership. I cannot even bring

myself to believe that the present hon.

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr.
Scott) is happy in the present situation.

MR. JOLLIFFE : He does not look

happy.

MR. ROBINSON : I think he has a

glorious opportunity. He, in my mind,
sits in the same position right now as

Sir Adam Beck, and he can do as much
for the forests of this province if we
can get them back in the hands of the

people. He could play as great a part
in the future history of our forests as

Sir Adam Beck has played in hydro,
but it is his duty to convince the

powers-that-be to take steps that are

needed, that no piece-meal solution will

solve the problem. I would like to

suggest, Mr. Speaker, that he hang up
that quotation from the Kennedy Report
that I quoted a moment ago in connec-

tion with the method in which they
should be handled, and I will quote it

again before I finish my remarks, but

I want to suggest that he get that little

quotation and hang it up in his office.

I do not think he can get any better

motto to work by.

HON. H. R. SCOTT (PC Minister

of Lands and Forests) : Might I ask

the hon. member a question? This quo-
tation which you wish me to frame

;
is

that the one where he said : "Remedial
action should be taken, but not

precipitous" ?

MR. JOLLIFFE: You cannot say
that, after six years.

MR. ROBINSON: I would like to

say a few words about export. In

doing so I realize that export is not an

easy problem to handle. We have to cut

our trees and find a market for our

raw material, semi-finished material or

finished material, sent, to a great extent,

to our American customers across the

line, and I think any discussion of

export must be made with that point

clearly in front of us, and, I agree with
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the hon. member for Fort William (Mr.
Cox), in what he said the other day—
it is unfair to continue to ship thousands

and thousands and hundreds of thous-

ands of cords of raw pulp-wood into the

United States where it is processed in

American mills. I think it is just plain
common sense to say "we have those

resources and we should process them
in Canada to every possible extent." I

realize and repeat, and it is not just as

simple as that.

An important announcement recently
on exports was made on October 2,

1947, by ex-Premier Drew, in a speech
at Port Arthur. He planned to end all

exports in ten years and cut them down
to 200,000 cords by 1952, or 1953, and
I would like to quote from the news

report at that time, of the three policies
he laid down :

"(1) Those who have built pulp-
mills in Ontario and have had in-

cluded in their contracts permission
to export in connection with the

logging operations for their own pro-
duction in this province will have
their annual quota reduced pro-

gressively each year by one-tenth of

their last annual figure. This will

bring their export to an end com-

pletely in ten years.

"(2) Those who have been given

export rights as a consideration for

assisting in the erection of new pulp-
mills by vacating areas which had
been alloted to them will have their

quota reduced progressively each year

by one-quarter of their last annual

export.

"(3) Those who have been work-

ing on short term arrangements with-

out any consideration such as that set

out above will have their quota
reduced progressively each year by
one-third of their last annual export.

Reduced to actual results this will

mean that in 5 years our total export
from Crown lands will be reduced to

200,000 cords, and in ten years to

nothing for the types of wood
mentioned."

I only wish to say that when that

report came out, I felt that here was

a programme which over a period of

years would accomplish the thing we
wanted to accomplish, to get the wood
processed on Canadian soil, and I would

simply say to the hon. Minister (Mr.
Scott), that he is being watched very
interestedly by the people in the north-
west corner of this province to see that

the promise will be kept down to the

last letter. Only time will tell.

Regarding roads in relation to the

forests : On page 27 of the Kennedy
Report he states :

"I recommend that a widely ex-

panded road-building programme,
jointly agreed upon by the Depart-
ment of Highways, Agriculture,
Mines, Lands and Forests, and
Travel and Publicity, be undertaken
with the aim to opening up every

major watershed—unless trunk road

systems are provided, we cannot hope
to utilize anything approaching the

maximum output of our forest areas

in wood products, or to reap the

greatest advantages in recreational

and tourist activities."

I would agree with this, Mr. Speaker,
in principle, but I would point out that

I do not think it is possible under the

present situation, where enormous con-

cessions are held by private operators,
to do what the Kennedy Report states,

to tie in roads with agriculture and
with fishing and game and travel and

publicity, and etc. It simply does not

add up. I can give you an instance.

Some say : "Let the timber companies
build the roads." We have a good
example of what a single-purpose road

can do in our part of the country. The

Nipigon Highway, which is part of the

Trans-Canada Highway, stretches east

along the north shore to Port Arthur,
and running north from that road is

what is known as the "Black-Sturgeon
Road." This road stretches some 70
miles due north of the Nipigon High-
way, and, Mr. Speaker, that road cuts

through some of the most beautiful

country anywhere in northwestern On-
tario, and comparable with anything in

Canada and it has rugged beauty run-

ning alongside that inland lake, and it is
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a beautiful lake. That roads cuts up
through that country but that road is

owned by a timber company. You come
to a gate on the road, and if you are

driving your private car, you are told :

"No, no, you cannot go through unless

you are one of the favoured few who
can get in there to fish and hunt." Even
a taxi cannot go through. Only one

specific taxi can go through and take

men up into that area. If you ask why
you cannot go through, they say : "Well,
the fire hazard is great, we simply could

not permit people to go up into that

area." No one wants to see the forests

of northwestern Ontario protected more
than I do, but I say the fire hazard

is not any greater in that area than any
other area, where people can go down

through that beautiful road that crosses

Sibley Park. I do not see for one
instant why the same plan could not

be used on the Black Sturgeon Road.

The interesting point is, if you want
to walk in, it is all right. I do not

know whether a man walking is less apt
to start a fire than a man riding in a

car. You can walk in, but you cannot

drive along that road. It does not

belong to us, they have it closed.

I agree that every necessary step
should be taken to protect that beau-
tiful country against fire. I would

definitely agree that the fire hazard is

high. Keep people out of there, if the

fire hazard is great. The people will go
along with you, but something should be

done by the government of this province
to take over that road and open it up
and let the people and tourists go up
into that beautiful area. In saying that

I would feel that the timber companies
should be reimbursed for what they
have put into the road if, after a survey
of the situation, an amount could be

agreed upon. That is a very important
road. It now travels up against the

west side of Nipigon to Chief Bay, and

coming down from the north end of

Lake Nipigon is another road, and there

is only a short stretch, comparatively, to

join those two roads up, and then it

would be possible to drive from the

Nipigon Highway road up along the

west side of Nipigon to Armstrong,

and I can assure you the people of

Armstrong are very interested in get-

ting out. They are closed in in a small

railway town in that area where they
live. Some of them have cars, and they
can drive to their summer cottages or

through the streets of the town, but this

would give an outlet to the highway.
If the government took over Black

Sturgeon Road, and coupled up with a

short link, it would give the visitors to

Canada and citizens of Canada a beau-

tiful district and give the people of

Armstrong an outlet to the Nipigon
Highway, and they could go anywhere
they liked. I would certainly urge upon
and would say to this government, "you
could do nothing that would be more

popular with the people, with the sports-

men, than by opening up that road." I

have heard that when the timber is

taken off, the government will open up
the road. My reply to that is this; that

is an enormous area and if they mean
what they say, that they have a policy
where they are going to take off timber

in perpetuity, then the road will never

be opened.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I am afraid they
do not mean it.

MR. ROBINSON: Some argument
has been put forward that this is just
timber land, and not, in any shape, to

be used by the public. That may be,

I say it is an important road. From the

viewpoint of our own citizens it is

important enough, so that it should be

taken over and improved so as to let

the people into that area and give the

people of Armstrong an outlet.

I am going to leave the forests at

that point, but, before I do, I am going
to give the hon. Minister (Mr. Scott)
the suggestion I told him I would, and
read again the paragraph from the

Kennedy Report, which I suggest he

hang up in a prominent place in the

office. Quoting from the Kennedy
Report :

"I consider that an attempt to

provide a solution by applying new

regulations to the infinite number of

conflicting conditions in present agree-
ments is doomed to failure. No
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partial solution can meet the needs of

the situation. Half measures can only

postpone the evil day. I therefore

offer none."

And that is the suggestion I have; that

he hang that little motto up on the wall

of his office.

I want to mention a point which I do
not intend to go into at any length, but

it has been brought up by the hon.

member for Fort William (Mr. Cox)
and as I have spoken on this question
before in this House, I would like again
to clarify my position. I refer to the

Aquasabon power development east of

Port Arthur. While I agree with the

hon. member for Fort William (Mr.
Cox), I am also forced to say that this

power development is now an accom-

plished fact. I would like to quote
from the speech I made in this House

nearly three years ago :

"In connection with this proposed
development, I would like to say
there has been much confusion in

the minds of the people at the Head
of the Lakes as why the plant is to

be built on the Aquasabon River and
then tied in with the Nipigon system,
and how the financial cost of the

arrangement is to be levied. Now,
frankly, the people up there are sus-

picious there is a scheme going on
there to subsidize power for that new
mill."

I made that remark in this House
three years ago, and it is very interest-

ing, and has a very interesting history.
I would like to quote something ex-

Premier Drew said to the Select Com-
mittee in connection with the water-

shed, in his minority report in 1941.

Speaking of the Pulpwood Supply
Companies' contract, he said :

—
"This is another astonishing trans-

action. The Pulpwood Supply Com-
pany received valuable concessions in

the Long Lac area. This is an Ontario

company formed for this particular

purpose. The Pulpwood Supply
Company is owned outright by another

company known as the Pulpwood
Company, which in turn is owned out-

right by five large American com-

panies using pulpwood. These

companies are : Kimberley Clarke

Corporation; Meade Corporation of

Ohio; Hammermill Paper Company;
Wisconsin River Pulp and Paper
Company ;

and Nakoosa-Edwards

Paper Company."

Then ex-Premier Drew goes on to say
this:

"The most surprising feature of this

contract was the arrangement by the

Department of Lands and Forests

that a water-way, known as the Long
Lac Diversion, would be opened up
for the floating of pulpwood. The

agreement provided that the company
was responsible for the cost of this

diversion only up to the sum of

$300,000. Up to the time the evidence

closed, the government and the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission had ex-

pended $1,281,522.23 on this diver-

sion. It was claimed by the Minister

that this was primarily a Hydro-
Electric development, but the evidence
is in no way conclusive that this was
the primary purpose of the diversion.

There is no satisfactory explanation
for the government undertaking to

build a waterway to permit the export
of pulpwood."

I just quoted that to show that this

waterway has been in the news a long
way back and because of the fact the

people of the northwest have watched
that waterway with more than a little

interest, and, so, after having developed
it to where the flow of water was suitable

for power development, ex-Premier
Drewr—who was the Leader of the

Opposition at that time—stressed the

fact that the pulp company was getting
a little cream there, and we again
watched the situation develop where
the power plant was built where that

water-shed enters Lake Superior. When
they dammed up the river to produce
the power, it gave the pulp company a

grand artificial lake in which to store

their logs.

MR. SCOTT : I think you will admit

that this agreement, to which you refer,
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was cancelled. That agreement, at that

time, was only implemented by the

export of wood in the raw stage, to

which the hon. member (Mr. Robinson)
objects. This hydro development meant
a mill coming in there which employs
a great many men, and will implement
his suggestion that raw wood should

not be exported but manufactured in

Ontario. In all fairness—
MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Yes,

but the original agreement provided for

that mill to be built.

MR. SCOTT: Yes, it hung fire so

long, that when we came in we decided
at that time some remedial action should
be taken.

MR. ROBINSON : I think the hon.

Minister's answer is only partly correct,
in that, as the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon) says, under the agree-
ment, the mill was to be built, and it

was brought to the stage where they
had built it, but nevertheless I feel that

had Mr. Drew still been Leader of the

Opposition, and had the government
sitting opposite gone ahead with the

power development which has now been

proceeded with, knowing as he did the

previous history of the watershed, I am
sure he would have taken the same stand
I am now taking.

HON. G. H. CHALLIES (PC
Minister without Portfolio) : May I ask
the hon. member (Mr. Robinson) a

question ?

MR. ROBINSON: Sure.

MR. CHALLIES : Did not the Com-
mission for Port Arthur agree the

Aguasabon should be developed first?

MR. ROBINSON : I think the hon.
member for Fort William (Mr. Cox)
described that exactly, when he said it

was "a shot-gun wedding."

MR. CHALLIES : Then, may I, with

permission, read the minutes into the

record and correct both of you?

MR. ROBINSON: Go ahead.

MR. CHALLIES : As of January 8,

1947,—

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, what
is this document from which the hon.
Minister (Mr. dailies) is reading?

MR. CHALLIES : This is from the

Hydro Electric Power Commission
minutes, and it relates to the charge of
the hon. member for Fort William ( Mr.

Cox) that the two commissions did not

approve of the Aguasabon. The hon.
member (Mr. Robinson) made practi-

cally the same charge, and I would like

to read into Hansard from the minutes
of the commission.

MR. JOLLIFFE : The Hydro Com-
mission?

MR. CHALLIES : "January 8th,

1947, the Public Utilities Commission
of the city of Port Arthur, on the

Aguasabon development ;
resolution

No. 1.

"The secretary submitted a letter

dated December 31st, 1946, from the

Public Utilities Commission of the

city of Port Arthur, advising that a

joint meeting of the Fort William

Hydro Electric Power Commission
and the Port Arthur Public Utilities

Commission was held in the board
room of the Port Arthur commission
December 3rd, 1946, and after hear-

ing the report of the delegates who
met with the provincial commission in

Toronto, December 14, 1946, the

following resolution was moved and

passed :

And I quote the resolution :

"That the Hydro Electric Power
Commission of Fort William and the

Public Utilities Commission of Port
Arthur concur in the programme of

development of a potential reserve

of the Thunder Bay district as out-

lined by the Hydro Electric Power
Commission of Ontario at a meeting
held in Toronto in December, 1946 ;

And the Aguasabon development
would be developed first as a part of

the Thunder Bay system to be fol-

lowed by the development of other

sources of power in this area as and
when these require same."
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I asked the hon. member for Fort

William (Mr. Cox) twice, since he said

their engineers reported they were not

in favour of it, to produce that, and I

have not had it. I am reading the

minutes which show the commissions

of the border cities approved the Agua-
sabon being developed first.

MR. C. W. COX (L Fort William) :

Mr. Speaker, might I say a word on

this? What the hon. Minister has said

is only partially correct. The com-

mission did not agree with you. I am
a member of that commission myself.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What is that, Fort

William or Port Arthur?

MR. COX: Fort William and Port

Arthur Public Utilities Commissions.

Nor did the two managers. In answer
to your first question regarding the re-

port; I was home over the week-end
and brought that report back with me.

Two eminent engineers, the manager of

the Port Arthur Public Utilities and the

manager of the Fort William Public

Utilities, brought a report to your atten-

tion, advising against that project. That
is a matter of public record. When they
did agree to it in Toronto, they were

placed in a position where there was 1 no

alternative, and at no time did the

managers, who should know, and my-
self, who have a little—
AN HON. MEMBER : Horse sense.

MR. COX : I suggest, although I am
not an engineer, I am blessed with a
little horse sense, and I say it was an

improvident, disastrous deal for the

people of northern Ontario, never

agreed to whole-heartedly by the mem-
bers of" the commission, nor the two
members nor myself. So I suggest, sir,

your answer is only partially correct.

MR. CHALLIES: All I can say is

the members of the Fort William Com-
mission who were here were Mr.
Moores, the commissioner, and Mr.

Tabor, the general manager, and from
Port Arthur was Col. Cooke and Mr.
Macdonald and Mr. Chandler, the two

managers of the Public Utilities, one
from Port Arthur and one from Fort

William. They met and sent in a reso-

lution approving the Aguasabon being
developed first.

MR. COX : Mr. Speaker, in all fair-

ness, what other gate is open when they
are asked to come down to Toronto,
asked to come up to the hydro board
and told : "Gentlemen, this is what we
are going to do, take it or leave it" ? In-

cidentally, they are all Conservatives.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. COX: I suggest to you there

was nothing else for them to do. I

hope you will pardon my not giving you
that report last time. A very, very
prominent and—I hope I may be given
the opportunity of talking on the sub-

ject again—eminent engineer associated

with the C. D. Howe Company—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. COX :
—associated with huge

projects both on the North American
and South American continents, advised

against the project. I shall, sir, give

you that report tomorrow. Let me say

again, your answer is only partially cor-

rect. There was no alternative, there

was nothing else to do. They were
taken into the hydro offices and told,

''Take it or leave it."

MR. CHALLIES : Well, that is not

true, but—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. ROBINSON: Mr. Speaker, I

do not mind all this help I am getting at

all. The fact still remains that in the

first instance both the Port Arthur
Public Utilities Commissions, and the

Fort William Hydro-Electric Com-
missions did not approve of the develop-
ment going ahead, and said so emphatic-
ally. Then, after the delegation had
come down here to Toronto—I do not
know what they did to them—but when
they came back they had changed their

minds. I want to point out they did

not bring back the information we were

looking for, and the situation which
caused all the animosity against this

plant still stands, because it had not been
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dissipated, so whether they had pressure

enough down here to make the com-
mission change their minds, they are

still waiting for an answer as to why
that method was used of developing

power.
On March 16, 1948, I spoke on this

question. That was three years after I

first mentioned it. I would like to read

my remarks at that time:

"This is a plant costing over 8,000,-
000 dollars and developing some

53,000 horse-power."

MR. COX: May I correct you on
that? Fifteen.

MR. ROBINSON: Well, prices
went up in the meantime.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CHALLIES: Neither one is

correct.

MR. COX : Time will tell.

MR. ROBINSON : "This plant is

under construction on the Augasabon
River near Terrace Bay.

"This plant is to be tied into the

Nipigon system with a 70-mile power
line, costing one and a half million

dollars. The primary object of this

plant is to supply power to the new
pulp mill of the Kimberley Clarke

Company now under construction at

Terrace Bay.

"The announcement made over
two years ago of the intention to build

this plant, instead of going ahead
with the Pine Portage development
on the Nipigon River, gave rise to

much speculation, and to lengthy and
unfruitful efforts by myself to get a

clear-cut answer as to why this was
done.

"The people feared that the in-

terests of the pulp company were

being served at their expense. The
artificial lake and river improve-
ments which go with this hydro de-

velopment certainly create ideal con-

ditions for the pulp company.
"Almost two years later the news

came out of a decision to go ahead
with the Pine Portage development
on the Nipigon. It would appear that

this is the plant which will best serve

the people, and which should have
been given priority in January, 1946,
and could now be two years on the

road toward completion.
"I have many letters and news-

paper clippings on this interesting

question
"

and so on. I read one of the editorials

at that time.

I just wish to say, Mr. Speaker, this

question has been raised on several

occasions and we hear a lot of debate
back and forth whether or not the Port
Arthur Commission did or did not agree
with it, but the main point, the real

reason why they proceeded with the

Aguasabon development instead of
Pine Portage has never been answered,
unless it was to subsidize the paper
company.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: I do not wish
to labour this question further, because
that plant now sits there and they are

going ahead with the Pine Portage
plant.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : We
could have had both of them.

MR. ROBINSON : I can only point
out that had the Pine Portage plant
been built, it would now have been com-

pleted, or almost so, and the power
would have flowed from that Pine

Portage plant at a potential capacity of

160,000 horsepower which would have
flowed down over the power line which
is now built there, and serve the people
of the town of Schreiber and serve the

paper mill which could have been built

at its present location, and in addition

we could have had a nice surplus of

power for the Head of the Lake.

Just a few remarks, Mr. Speaker, of

a general character which I would like

to make before I close my remarks. One
of them is in connection with the

election machinery. You would not
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think it was possible in this day and

age for an election machinery to work
as poorly as it did in the last election

in northwestern Ontario. There were

literally hundreds and thousands left

off the list.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. ROBINSON : One of the most

stupid things, which I could never

understand is why they did not permit
voters to swear in, in unorganized ter-

ritory. The only argument I ever heard

against it was there would be too much

danger of illegal voting. That is not

nearly as great a question as it appears
to be on the surface and I will take a

chance anytime on the handful of people
who might take advantage of that, if

you made heavy enough penalties, as

against the thousands who are left off

under the present situation.

MR. R. THORNBERRY (CCF
Hamilton Centre) : Hear, hear.

MR. ROBINSON: They appointed
enumerators and sent them into areas

they did not know, instead of having
some people in the areas who knew
where "Old Joe" lived out in the bush,
and where other people lived. They
appointed someone who did not know
"beans" about the situation. He would

go out and get two or three names and

go home, and all these people went
down to the polls on voting day, as-

sured in their minds they could be
sworn in at the polls, and one can

hardly blame them if there were fire-

works. Some of them had been living
in that part of the country for 30 or

40 years, and for the first time they
did not get their vote, and you could

not blame them for being very angry.
The enumeration was terrible, many
mistakes were made. I pleaded with
the returning officers to permit swear-

ing in, in those unorganized territories.

That is where it is needed most, that

is where people are spread out over
enormous areas, and it is almost impos-
sible to thoroughly enumerate them.

If the enumerators lived in the area,

they would know them, everybody
knows each other in those areas. "Joe"

will swear "John" in, and let him vote.

There were literally thousands of people
deprived of their vote in the last

election through sloppy enumeration and

through old and out-dated election

machinery.
While on the subject, I would like

to mention advance polls. I feel the

scope of the advance polls should be

greatly widened so as to take in more
of the people. People that can legiti-

mately present a doctor's certificate, for

instance^ that on election day they have
to be absent in Rochester to undergo
an operation or something of the sort.

Some machinery could surely be set up
to take care of those people.

In short, I do plead with this govern-
ment to get busy and overhaul the

election machinery of this province. It

could not work worse than it did in

northwestern Ontario in the last elec-

tion, and if anything needs an over-

hauling, it is that election machinery,
so we can carry on elections on some
kind of organized basis.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: I would like to

say a few words, Mr. Speaker, about

the Technical Institute, and I am glad
the hon. Minister of Education is in his

seat. At the outset of my remarks on
the subject I would like to say we are

indebted to the government for setting

up that institute. The city of Port

Arthur granted a beautiful site in the

hope that one day we would have a

northwestern-Ontario University.
I know there is some concern at the

present time about this new institute.

It is not progressing as rapidly as per-

haps the government hoped, or as per-

haps we in the northwest had hoped.
One of the reasons for that is, and I

say this with all kindness, it is housed
in a temporary building which looks

like a pretty nicely-built barn, and it is

built right up to the sidewalk line of

the city. If a young fellow were to take

a look at the University of Toronto and
then take a look at our Technical In-

stitute, I am afraid the University of

Toronto would have quite an edge on
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us in appearance. Nevertheless, I say
with all kindness, it is a start, but I

would like to ask the government to

take some steps in northwestern Ontario
to advertise that Technical Institute.

There has been a suggestion put for-

ward that—I see the hon. Minister

(Mr. Porter) does not know I am talk-

ing about something which comes under
his department.

AN HON. MEMBER: He does.

AN HON. MEMBER : He is not in-

terested in education anyway.

MR. ROBINSON: I was speaking,
Mr. Minister, of the Port Arthur Tech-
nical Institute, and I was commending
your government for having established

it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC
Minister of Education) : We are glad to

hear that.

MR. ROBINSON: I was going
futher and offering some suggestions
how we might "up the batting average"
of that institute, if I may be permitted
to put it that way. I pointed out in a

pleasant way that the appearance of

the present building is not all that might
be hoped for. It might not attract a

youth who was trying to make a de-

cision whether to go to the University
of Toronto or stay at the Lakehead,
but we are willing to take that in our

stride, because we realize we must have
a small start. However, I do say this,

that the name of it leads some people to

confuse it with a technical school.

Rather naturally, the man on the street

does not get in close touch with all the

stages and steps of our educational sys-

tem, and wants to know why we want a

technical school and a technical insti-

tute. I have gone to a great deal of
trouble to explain to my own people

exactly the purpose of that school and
the part it can play in northwestern

Ontario, and it can play a very large

part. The name only might be changed
so they do not confuse the Technical
Institute with the Technical School. I

think we need some attractive literature

that can be sent out to students leaving

secondary schools, and the surrounding
rural areas and to citizens in that part
of the country explaining exactly what
the Technical Institute does and what is

the purpose for which it is set up.

I think it needs some aid in the pro-
motion of social and recreational activi-

ties in keeping with the school, and I

am quite ready to say that we in Port

Arthur have a part to play, and that if

the government will give us some guid-
ance and will outline a programme, I

can assure them of 100 per cent, co-

operation from the people of the Lake-
head in helping to advance that in-

stitute.

It fell to my lot when I was serving

my apprenticeship as a machinist, to

spend three years in the city of Port

Arthur and two in the city of Winni-

peg, and during the last year of my
apprenticeship I was given the honour
of teaching the rest of the boys. I

taught the school and had some 200

boys under me. We had a programme
where the boys went to school half a

day, two half-days a week, and the rest

of the time they spent in the shop. I

feel there is a good deal of thought to

be given in connection with that idea

and the technical institute. I realize, in

order to qualify for entrance, they
would have to have a proper grade
standing, but I believe it might be pos-
sible to work out a scheme whereby
young men and women—and particu-

larly young men—could spend part of

the time in the institute and part time

in the shop, taking practical, along with

academic training. I believe there is a

big field in the northwest for a school

of that type and I believe it would
attract many young people who are

working in industry and have passed
the necessary qualifications, having
taken courses in the technical schools,

perhaps as auto mechanics or machinists

in the course of the schools' teaching,
and having been graduated and gone to

work in industry, would like to move
on. I feel you might even get some of

the industries to bear part of the tuition

cost, because it is to their advantage
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that the young men increase their

ability which renders them more valu-

able to industry. I throw out as a sug-

gestion to the hon. Minister (Mr.
Porter) that perhaps something along
that line may be worked out, and I am
sure it would be of great advantage to

prospective students and to industry and

to the institute.

I do want to say we are grateful
indeed to have that institute located in

Port Arthur, and we will give our
whole-hearted support to any pro-

gramme in connection with scholarships,
recreation or any way in which we can
advance and extend that institute at

the Head of the Lakes. When I say
"we", I mean hundreds of people in

that area, who really feel that institute

is a forerunner of a northwestern On-
tario University

—though it may be a

ways off—which will some day be

located on the beautiful site which the

city of Port Arthur has provided.

Mr. Speaker, I do not think a

member from my part of the country
can take his seat without saying a few
words about roads.

MR. PORTER: If the hon. member
(Mr. Robinson) would permit me— ?

MR. ROBINSON: Gladly.

MR. PORTER : I would like to say
this about the Technical Institute at the

Head of the Lakes. I think I can say
I agree with almost everything the hon.

member has said with reference to it.

It is in an experimental stage and I

would suggest to the hon. member (Mr.
Robinson) that, while he is here in To-
ronto, he visit the Ryerson Institute of

Technology on Gould Street, which is

an experimental school on a somewhat

larger scale, but one in which they have
worked out a system exactly along the

line which I think my hon. friend has
in mind.

The pupils there spend part of their

time in industry and part of their time
in classes, and I think if the hon.

member (Mr. Robinson) would spend
a little time there and see what is be-

ing done, he may benefit by it and have
some further constructive suggestions.

I want to say I appreciate very much
indeed what the hon. member (Mr.
Robinson) has brought forward today
on this subject.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: Through you,
Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank the

hon. Minister (Mr. Porter) and assure

him I will certainly do that. I know I

will find it very interesting and no

doubt I will be able to take back some
worth-while ideas.

I would like now, Mr. Speaker, to

say a few words about roads in general,

and, in particular, about statute labour

roads. As you know, roads in unorgan-
ized territory in northwestern Ontario

are kept up by what we call a "Statute

Labour Board." This board collects

the taxes from the people and, either

in money or work, they put in their

time on the roads.

We have roads of enormous length
in northwestern Ontario which are be-

ing maintained in this way, and it is

Utterly impossible, Mr. Speaker, for

the people in a sparsely populated area

to maintain the long stretches of road

under the present statute labour arrange-
ment. The government has recognized
this to a degree by giving these people
some added assistance when they can

bring sufficient pressure on them to

bring it about, in which case, they

generally match it 50-50, that is, if the

people will put in a certain amount,

they will match it, and the end comes
when the people have not a certain

amount to put in. That is the end of

the roadwork for that year.

I say, in passing, it is utterly impos-
sible to keep up the long stretches of

gravel road—the statute labour roads—in northwestern Ontario, under the

present arrangement, and I would plead
with the government to try to find some
scheme to give assistance to the back

concession roads in northwestern On-
tario. Some of the people work very,

very hard to get roads somewhat

decently gravelled and to keep the pot-
holes filled and the ditches in shape, but

it is beyond their means entirely and
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they struggle on year after year in the

hope they will some day get their roads

fixed up so it may reasonably be called

a road.

Referring to the Trans-Canada High-
way for a moment, if I may, Mr.

Speaker. I think we should be ashamed
of ourselves in this day and age, with

the road-building machinery we have

today, that we have not got a paved
highway across Canada.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: I know of no

stretch on that highway which would
be more interesting to all citizens of

Canada than that which stretches along
the north shore of Lake Superior. It

is a beautiful drive. You can now go as

far as Schreiber, and it is a magnifi-
cent drive. You can just imagine the

strength of the tourist attraction you
would have if you could go down to the

United States and say : "Why not come

up to Canada and drive around Lake

Superior?" That is exactly what they
could do if that stretch were finished

in between Schreiber and Sault Ste.

Marie.

I realize that to build the Trans-
Canada Highway involves both levels of

government, provincial and Federal, but
I urge the two governments to get to-

gether and lay down a programme, the

Federal government working in con-

junction with the provinces, to create a

paved highway in keeping with the

times.

I think the Lakehead area should

have "A" priority in connection with

that part of the Trans-Canada Highway
in this province. I feel this highway is

so important to people, that if it came
down to a question of financing, we
could float a bond issue in Canada simi-

lar to the Victory Loans of the past
and tell the people, "We want vou to

buy bonds to build a paved Trans-
Canada Highway." I know of no issue

which would be more popular with the

people of Canada, and surely to good-
ness they would be more interested in

financing a paved highway across this

great country of ours than they would

be in financing a war, important as that

may be.

Whether it is necessary to do it in

that way or not, I do not know, but I

know the people are so much interested

in it, that that would be a very popular
request if it were made of them.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, I would like

to say a few words about this little

group with which it is an honour to me
to sit in this House. We get a lot of

criticism thrown at us, Mr. Speaker, but
time will prove that this little group in

this House is the pioneer of a great
movement.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON : Time will prove,
Mr. Speaker, that this group in the

House, and groups of this type, are the

greatest and strongest bulwark of all

against Communism. It is interesting
to me, Mr. Speaker, to hear the Conser-

vatives of Britain going around the

country condemning some of the plans
and projects which the Labour Govern-
ment of Britain have. Then when these

projects and plans are put into opera-
tion, these very same Conservatives go
around assuring the people that if they
are elected they will not interfere with

the plans put forward by the Labour
Government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: Mr. Speaker,
that is the great difficulty. The free-

enterprise system is simply progress
and the world will move on to an
economic set-up in keeping with the

times.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. B. L. CATHCART (PC Lamb-
ton West) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to

take part in this debate and before em-

barking on the main theme of my ad-

dress, I had planned and prepared some
kind remarks for our Speaker. Now,
it makes me very happy to find that our

Deputy Speaker is holding the chair.

Possibly the kind remarks which I have
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prepared will serve a dual purpose and,

so far as I am concerned, I want to

assure you, sir, that personally they do

apply in both cases. I do want to join
with the previous speakers in congratu-

lating both of you on your election to

the high office which you now occupy.
It does seem to me that the first test to

be applied to any hon. Speaker is that

he must have the respect of the hon.

members and their confidence in his

fairness and impartiality. In the short

time that I have been in this House and
when this House has been in session,

there has been proved time and again
that you not only have the respect and

confidence, but you also have the affec-

tion of us all.

Well, I am not a veteran of the

House in any sense of the word, having
been elected for the first time in 1945,
it does seem to me that there has been
a give and take attitude on the part of

all of us in the current debate, which
made the proceeding extremely lively
and interesting.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CATHCART : I would suggest,

sir, that the major share of the credit

for this development which understand-

ing^ makes the task of governing just
a little bit lighter, must go to you. The
change has taken place without detract-

ing in any way from the high level of
the discussions. May I, through you,
sir, extend to our hon. Premier publicly

my warm appreciation of the leader-

ship he has given us. There have been

many tributes paid to him, not only
from the hon. members of his own
party, but, which is even more signifi-

cant, of all the opposition groups. If

I may be permitted to add my own
tribute, I would like to say it by some-

thing put in my own words. He is a

"man's man" in the truest sense of the

word.

I would like, also, at this particular
time to congratulate the mover and sec-

onder of the motion. While both were
new-comers to this House, they showed
a grasp of public affairs which augurs
well, not only for their own party, but

for the benefit of the people at large.
To the hon. member for Durham (Mr.
Foote) I would like to inject this ex-

tremely personal note in wishing him
a speedy recovery from the foot ailment

which has placed him on crutches. May
the day be not too distant when he will

be able to discard them. May I also

suggest to the hon. member for Durham
(Mr. Foote) that, when he has no
further use for those crutches, he send
them across the floor to some of the

members of the Opposition. Perhaps
they could use them as a prop for some
of their arguments.

AN HON. MEMBER: We do not

need them.

MR. CATHCART: I am always
thinking about you. Among the many
speeches by the members of the Opposi-
tion, I was impressed by some of the

remarks from the hon. member for

Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck). While

differing from him completely in his

attempts to saddle our former leader

with the major responsibility for the

power shortage, I was glad to hear

him admit that a scarcity of water also

played in the situation. His tributes to

the hydro chairman and the hydro engi-
neers were particularly welcome and
showed that he was loyal to his former
associates. His criticism in several re-

spects were constructive and I would
like to commend his approach to the

CCF, some of whose members are

rather prone to what I might describe

as "destructive harping."

Mr. Speaker, I would like to associ-

ate myself with the expression of sym-
pathy already voiced to the families of

Charles Cragg and John Carriere.

While not acquainted, personally, with

either of them, just hearing of their

qualities is sufficient to indicate how
tragic and untimely were their deaths.

I cannot let this moment pass with-

out drawing to the attention of the

House the remarks of the hon. member
for Bruce (Mr. Foster) in discussing
the housing situation. Let me say, I

think he has a point in these remarks.

However, since the CCF have so often

used Saskatchewan as their guinea pig
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I wondered if I might put forward this

suggestion ;
that since I understand

there is a great deal of emigration from
that particular Province of Saskat-

chewan, a great many of whose people
come to this great Province of On-

tario, I just wondered if the suggestion

might not be worth considering that

they bring their houses with them when

they come down to this province. That
would ease our problem to a great
extent.

MR. W. DENNISON (CCF St.

David) : We might never get them
otherwise.

MR. CATHCART : We are not do-

ing too badly. That thought passed my
mind when the hon. member for Bruce

(Mr. Foster) was speaking. It might
help.

In debates of this kind, Mr. Speaker,
it is customary for a member to draw
the attention of this House to the riding
which he represents. Being no less

human than some of the previous

speakers, I would like to give an out-

line of the opportunities and natural

beauties that exist in the riding which
I represent, the riding of Lambton
West.

MR. SALSBERG: Is it an average

riding ?

MR. CATHCART: I am going to

let you answer that when I complete
what I am telling you here. You will

be overcome.

MR. SALSBERG: I am, by the hon.

member (Mr. Cathcart).

MR. CATHCART: The riding of

Lambton West lies at the foot of Lake
Huron and along the upper St. Clair

River. It is the centre of one of the

greatest schemes of industrial and resi-

dential expansion which is taking place
in this province today.

The county as a whole is composed
of some of the finest farming lands in

Ontario and is noted particularly for

its record production of poultry and

dairy products. In the total value of

all field crops produced, Lambton ranks

10th in the province. As a cash crop,

fall wheat produces the greatest dollar

value of all the grains grown. Agri-
culture in Lambton covers a large range.
That diversification in crops grown may
be attributed to soil formation, to

moraine deposits that cross the country
and to the closeness to a large body of

water. Mr. Speaker, long ago Lambton
County rose to fame by virtue of its

oil and gas wells. While the supplies
of crude oil have dwindled with the

passing years, the names of such towns
and villages as Petrolia, Oil City and
Oil Springs remind us of the not so

distant days when they were capitals
of the oil industry in Ontario.

Beneath the rich farm lands of this

county are not only oil and natural gas
but huge salt beds which provide us

with far larger quantities of salt than

are required by either domestic or in-

dustrial consumers.

Nature has heaped further kindnesses

upon this county in providing it with a

strategic location along the world's

greatest marine highway. The location

of the town of Point Edward, the city

of Sarnia and the villages of Corunna,

Mooretown, Courtright, Sombra and
Port Lambton, all on the River St. Clair

within a few hundred yards of the

L'nited States; has played a considerable

part in the development and growth of

the county as a whole.

I think I can safely say that the city

of Sarnia today has the brightest future

of any city of comparable size in

Canada. Its location at the junction of

the St. Clair River and Luke Huron
makes connections with the United
States possible by either ferry or the

Blue Water Bridge. Thus Sarnia is

the only major port of entry for

Americans between Windsor and Sault

Ste. Marie.

The visitor from the United States,

as I have suggested, reaches Sarnia by
crossing the Blue Water bridge. This
is a particularly beautiful structure,

6,400 feet in length. It was completed
some ten years ago at the cost of more
than three and one half million dollars.

On entering this province from the

bridge one finds himself at the inter-

section of three great highways. On
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these he may travel south to Chatham statement is quite correct, there is no
and Windsor, east to London, or north question about that. We had our own
on the Blue Water highway along the experience in my riding,
shore of Lake Huron to Goderich and t can say w ithout fear of contradic-
Owen Sound. t fon that the people of Sarnia and the
These roads, thanks to the never- rest of my riding are grateful for the

ending efforts and interest of our careful planning and vigorous effort put
capable Minister of Highways have into the construction of this superb
caused many an American visitor to new highway.
comment upon their excellence. More While on the subject of highways, I
than one has said they are equal to, if Would be remiss if I did not mention the
not better than, their own. tremendous financial assistance which

Until last summer Highway No. 40 the department is extending to the
from Sarnia south to Windsor was cer- municipalities to provide for better

tainly the best single lane concrete high- municipal roads. In the case of town-

way in this province. It has only been ships and counties, the province is pay-
supplanted in importance and excellence ing fifty per cent, of the cost of all

by the new dual highway which runs roads, and eighty per cent, on bridges,
east from the Blue Water bridge in

'

This government is not content to
Sarnia towards London. apply this assistance to the actual con-

I recall, Mr. Speaker, that the mem- struction, but contributes to the pur-
ber for Essex North (Mr. Ellis), in his chase of equipment and all other over-

remarks last week, spoke about the head expenditures.
narrow bridges and poor roads in his Just as an indication as to what this

riding. I would like to say at this point assistance means, let me give you two
that much of the work of our present comparative figures as they pertain to
Minister of Highways since he took my own riding of Lambton West. In
office has been devoted to tidying up 1942-1943 subsidies paid to the munici-
and carrying through many of the pro- palities for roads totalled only $36,800.
jects and commitments left over from Last year this was more than tripled
the previous administration. when the subsidies amounted to

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh. $113 <500 -

Sarnia is taking on an increasingly
MR. CATHCART : I was hoping he important place as a point of contact

would say something. with both the waterways of the great

MR. SALSBERG: Does he mean lakes and the United States. First im-

the previous Drew administration? pressions
are sometimes the most

lasting, and it is here that American
MR. CATHCART : I know now visitors get their first glimpse of this

why they named that township up north province, in fact, of Canada,
after you. There is no doubt that further addi-

MR SALSBERG* Oh? tions to the highways in this area could

be made not only with regard to the
MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York future expansion of this area, but as I

West) : Mr. Speaker, that was a town- have suggested, in order to make the

ship. most favourable impression upon our

MR. CATHCART: A township?
gUf

ts>
„ ri . ,

1 would like to stress, therefore, that

MR. SALSBERG : Come up for a this matter as it affects Lambton County
week-end, you will enjoy it. You can —and the province as a whole—be-

bring all those who vote for you as well, speaks the further and continued in-

crm/n? Tjrwj T\/rT?Tv/rr>T?r>c ai. i
terest of the hon. Minister of HighwaysSOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.
(Mr. Doucett).

MR. CATHCART : I think that As a transportation centre, Sarnia, in
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addition to its highways, has its rail-

ways. It is the Canadian terminal of

the C.N.R.'s double track from Mon-
treal to Chicago. The C.N.R. tunnel

under the St. Clair River from Sarnia

to Port Huron, in Michigan, is the

oldest underwater tunnel in the

Dominion. Its construction in 1899
had a good deal to do with the early

growth of Sarnia.

A number of steamship lines have
their headquarters in Sarnia and Point

Edward. Among them are the Canada

Steamship Lines and the Northern

Navigation Division. Many units of

the larger tanker fleet of the Imperial
Oil Company Limited operate out of

Sarnia.

There are excellent harbours in both

Sarnia and Point Edward with winter

berthing facilities available for many
ships, not only at these two places but

also at the docks of the huge grain stor-

age elevators which lie between them.

AN HON. MEMBER: Any empty
houses up there?

MR. CATHCART : I am coming to

that.

I am informed that during the present
winter more than $1,000,000 dollars

will be spent on repairs and general

overhauling of ships berthed in these

harbours. This only serves to enhance
the prosperous business conditions now
prevailing.

The population of Sarnia proper is

about 23,000, which is 22 per cent,

greater than it was some seven years

ago. The growth has been so rapid that

the population has overflowed the city's
borders and spread into the surround-

ing township. As a result, Greater

Sarnia today has some 35,000 people.

New homes have sprung up in the

city to such an extent that it is practic-

ally impossible to find a vacant lot on
which to build The number of new
homes going up in Sarnia township is

truly amazing.

Wages in Sarnia are at a higher level

than elsewhere in Canada,, with the

possible exception of those in Windsor.
Production in Sarnia last year exceeded

$90,000,000—an increase of 240 per
cent, in the last seven years. Employ-
ment in the Sarnia area is 123 per cent,

higher than it was during the war.

As the honourable members will

realize, Mr. Speaker, this growth is un-

paralleled in the Dominion by any city
of comparable size, with the possible ex-

ception of Windsor. Such expansion
has not been without its share of grow-
ing pains, but the problems have been
met in an efficient manner by the local

administration at a municipal level,

often with the generous assistance of

the provincial government.

At this point, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to dwell on the assistance this

government has given to education, par-

ticularly in respect to* my own riding.
In Sarnia we have eight public and
three separate schools and a collegiate
and technical school. There have been

many additions and some new schools

constructed in recent years. One of the

latter is the Hanna Memorial School,
one of the most modern in Ontario,
which was named after the late Hon.
W. J. Hanna, who was the mem-
ber who represented the riding which I

now serve. Some of the hon. members

may recall Mr. Hanna as the capable
and efficient Provincial Secretary of this

province from 1905 to 1916.

But to return to the matter of finan-

cial assistance. Since 1944 the educa-
tion grants by the province in Lambton
West have multiplied over and over

again. As an example let me cite you
the following comparative figures : Five

years ago legislative grants to public
schools totalled $36,748; last year they
were $183,786. For separate schools,

grants in 1948 were $28,784; in 1944

only $5,553.

The most amazing increase occurred
in the secondary school grants. In 1944

they amounted to just $19,737; last

year $132,640.

In other words, where total grants
in 1944 were only $62,038, they had
soared to $345,210 last year. These

figures speak for themselves, sir, and
are eloquent proof of the progressive
attitude of this government towards
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education. I need only remind the

House of the Superannuation Bill

which is to be brought forward this

session by our present hon. Minister

(Mr. Porter) as proof of the continua-

tion of good legislation to improve and
better our educational system. This

certainly is assurance that this depart-
ment is in good hands.

AN HON. MEMBER: Can we
count on that?

MR. CATHCART: This is full as-

surance that this department is still in

good hands.

MR. J. B. SALBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Where is the bill?

MR. CATHCART: The Whip told

me I could carry on till 7 o'clock, if

necessary. I may be talking to myself
by that time.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CATHCART: To continue,
let me deal for a moment, Mr. Speaker,
with another phase of the govern-
ment's generous attitude, particularly
as it concerns hospitals. In 1942 grants
tto hospitals amounted to $3,789; in

1948 these have soared to $26,984, an
increase of $23,195. These figures I

have given, sir, speak for themselves.
I sometimes wonder if our people

recognize to the fullest extent the

amount of financial assistance given by
the Provincial Government in these

days and the effect such assistance has
on our local tax rate.

However, in common with most other

municipalities, Sarnia is feeling the

pinch in respect to hospital accommo-
dation. The General Hospital not only
suffers from lack of space for its

patients but is seriously handicapped by
a lack of other facilities such as kitchen

space and equipment, laundry facilities

and proper heating, to the extent that

more beds cannot be provided until this

situation has been remedied.

Knowing the sympathetic approach
that the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
Kelley) gives to all his problems and
the vigor by which he tackles them, I

feel sure that some assistance to ease

this overcrowding in our hospitals will

be forthcoming in the not too distant

future.

May I disagree at this point, Mr.

Speaker, to give the members of this

House an example of the pride that the

citizens of Lambton have in their

affairs. A few weeks ago a new arena
was opened in Sarnia which cost in

excess of $300,000. This money was
raised entirely by public subscription
in the city and in the county.

The campaign for funds was carried

on by five local clubs under the chair-

manship of Carl C. Manore, secretary-

manager of the Sarnia Chamber of

Commerce. In the construction of this

building, which, incidentally, will serve

as a community hall when not being
used for skating, many business con-

cerns contributed not only the expert
advice of their skilled employees, but

actually sent men to do some of the

labour.

I want to add that the town of Point

Edwarcf in my riding is proceeding in

a like manner in erecting a skating
arena on a contributory basis of

money, labour and materials.

The Village of Brigden, through the

efforts of its people, has already con-

structed and completed a magnificent

community centre which received pro-
vincial assistance.

The Village of Port Lambton is in

the stage of building a community
centre and will be eligible for assistance.

The efforts of these people to pro-
vide such community centres is worthy
of the highest commendation and makes
me proud to be the supporter of a

government that is anxious to support
and contribute to such important
activities.

While the government's programme
for extending aid to community halls

and skating rinks has had the general

approval of this assembly, I, personally,
would like to compliment our hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) who, in his

capacity as Minister of Agriculture, is

sponsoring this measure. Our arena

is already finished, but because of the
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retroactive clause in the bill, it will be

entitled to a substantial grant from the

government.
I mentioned the expansion of the

city of Sarnia a few minutes ago and
I would like to say a further word in

that regard. Last year building permits
for just under $3,000,000 were issued.

This total is exclusive of the several

large industrial projects now under

way.

This year will see the start of a

million dollar project in Point Edward
to provide new dock and warehouse
facilities for the Canadian National

Railways and the Canada Steamship
Lines. Nothing could reflect to a greater
extent the importance of Point Edward
as a link between water and rail trans-

portation than this huge undertaking.

It is industrially, however, that a

revolution has taken place in Lambton
West.

MR. SALSBERG: A revolution?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CATHCART: A revolution in

the eyes of the Conservatives, not as

the Labour-Progressives view it.

MR. SALSBERG: A revolution,

nevertheless.

MR. CATHCART : A little over six

years ago the area in and around Sarnia
had but one large industry. This is the

Imperial Oil which operates the largest
oil refinery in the British Empire situ-

ated within the city limits.

There were several smaller industries

like Electric Auto-Lite Limited, whose
automotive lighting and ignition prod-
ucts are known to motorists everywhere.
Mueller Limited manufactured plumb-
ing equipment which was world famous.

Goodison Thesher Company have

always had a modern plant for the pro-
duction of heavy farm equipment. Then
there is the Sarnia Bridge Company,
designers and fabricators of all types
of structural steel.

MR. B. E. LEAVENS (CCF Wood-
bine) : Why not put that all in a

circular?

^
MR. CATHCART : However, Mr.

Speaker, a few years ago the area in

Sarnia Township, south of the Imperial
Oil plant, lay in a state of nature un-
disturbed. Today along Highway No.
40 the same area is a truly breathtaking
scene of industrial activity. The whole
area is, figuratively speaking, bursting
at the seams.

Much of this great industrial ex-

pansion stems from the recent war. It

had its birth when Polymer Corporation
Limited opened its giant synthetic
rubber plant. The members are all

familiar, I am sure, with the key part
this industry played in alleviating the

shortages of natural rubber.

MR. SALSBERG
owned ?

Government-

MR. CATHCART : I am coming to

that, too.

MR. SALSBERG: I thought you
might forget that.

MR. CATHCART: They will be,

before this year is out, in the hands of

a real government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CATHCART: It was in con-

junction with this plant that the largest
steam plant for generating electricity in

Canada, in fact, in the British Empire,
was built. Here is produced 60-cycle

power in sufficient quantities for the

needs of Polymer and other industries

in the area. In fact, this plant has a

surplus of 33,000 horsepower which
was turned into the lines of the Ontario

Hydro System and used to help hydro
over the hump in the power shortage
last November.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York
West) : That was done under the

Liberal Government.

MR. CATHCART : It was done by
some good Conservatives who were

willing to contribute their time and
efforts to constructing this building on
the basis of a dollar-a-year man. They
were good Conservatives.
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MR. WILLIAM DENNISON
(CCF St. David) : It certainly helped
Mr. Drew out.

MR. CATHCART : That is the way
with the Liberals ; they are always ready
to help Mr. Drew to do good things.

MR. H. A. NIXON (L Brant):
Does the city show any appreciation to

the Liberal Government at Ottawa?
How did the last federal election go?

MR. CATHCART: They did very
well, provincial-wise. They elected me,
and they did it in a very expressive
manner.

The Sarnia area itself is on 25-cycle

frequency at the present time but I am
proud to say from the information I

have that the Sarnia district will be

among the first to benefit from the

standardization programme, lifting it

from the isolated island of 25-cycle

frequency. It is expected that this con-

version will take place late this summer.

The Dow Chemical Co. has in the

last three years erected a series of plants

immediately south of Polymer as the

first part of a multi-million dollar ex-

pansion programme. They are the

major producers of glycol, chlorine,

styron and the basic granular forms of

the beautiful plastics from which so

many useful articles are being manu-
factured today.

As I remarked, Mr. Speaker, at the

beginning of my address, there are ex-

tensive salt beds throughout Lambton
County. It may be of interest to the

members to know that when Dow
Chemical required salt for use in its

chemical processes they simply dug a

well beneath their plant.

By pumping water into the salt beds

below, the company was able to bring
brine to the surface in sufficient quanti-
ties to meet all their needs.

Fiberglass of Canada has recently

opened a truly vast plant for the manu-
facture of spun glass or glass wool
used in insulation of all kinds.

Sun Oil Company has purchased a

large tract of land to the south of the

Dow Chemical Co. and I understand,

incidentally it is something over 200

acres, and, I am told, plans are under

way to erect a refinery which will cost

more than $22,000,000.

Six short years ago nothing stood in

this area which I have been describing.
Now there is located on acre after acre

modern factories, providing employ-
ment for nearly 3,000 persons.

One of the unique factors in this

amazing industrial set-up is the inter-

locking features as they pertain to the

several industries. For example, the

by-products of Imperial Oil are piped
next door for use of Polymer. The by-

products of Polymer in turn are piped
into the Dow Chemical plant for use in

the production of plastics and allied

materials.

But that is not all, Mr. Speaker. The
steam from Polymer is piped to Fiber-

glass. In effect, nothing is wasted. I

doubt, sir, if there is any similar set-up
in Canada where the greatest use is

made of the supplies that are at hand.

And, Mr. Speaker, it may be surpris-

ing to the Opposition group, which likes

to represent itself as the champion of

labour, that all this tremendous indus-

trial expansion has been accomplished
in utmost harmony with the unions.

And, I may interject, the major part of

it was done by private enterprise.

But the C.I.O. and the A.F. of L.

have locals in many of the plants and
there has been no friction between them.
Labour relations on the whole are ex-

ceptionally good. Management and
workers have been able to adjust what-
ever differences have arisen between
them without extensive strikes.

This condition can be attributed to a

great extent to the leaders in our local

labour unions in the Sarnia area. I

can truthfully say that I have enjoyed
full co-operation from these men and I

have confidence that they are conscien-

tiously carrying out their duties for

their organization, endeavouring to

build, rather than destroy.

As evidence of the same feeling to-

wards our newspapers, may I quote
from our local paper, the Sarnia Cana-
dian Observer, an item which appeared
in the Monday night issue. This re-
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lated to a meeting which was held in

Sarnia on Saturday night, and it says :

"The president of the 100,000
member strong International Chemi-
cal Workers' Union A.F. of L.,

H. A. Bradley, sharply criticized the

attitude of Canadian newspapers to-

wards labour and its unions. He was

speaking at the annual dinner dance

of Local 75 of the union on Saturday

night."

And then it goes on to say :

"
'Canadian newspapers are 25 or

30 years behind time,' Mr. Bradley
said. 'Until fairness and truth come
into the press, labour unions can't

expect a fair deal/

"Mr. Bradley did not elaborate on
this statement, but Mr. Mclllwain

suggested later that the international

president was referring in particular
to Canadian financial papers."

I only quote that, Mr. Speaker, to try
and exemplify the attitude of our local

labour organizers in our area at all

times. Mr. Mclllwain, in this instance,

has expressed himself, simply to

alleviate the strong, strong remarks
made by this man Bradley about news-

papers, which are out to protect labour

just as much, and maybe more, than

they are the employers.

I want to pay tribute at this time to

all our newspapers and also to the re-

porters who provide the news items and
the unbiased coverage our public affairs

receive.

Mr. Speaker, what I have said and

quoted only bears out what the estim-

able Minister of Labour has stated—
that what is needed on the part of both

management and labour is tolerance and

co-operation rather than more labour
laws. I am sure all of us in this House

agree that the present Minister of

Labour is to be congratulated on the

magnificent job he is doing.

There are a large number of new
citizens in this area who have migrated
here from Europe. It is generally con-

ceded that subversive groups in our
midst have devoted themselves to these

new Canadians, particularly those em-

ployed in industry, seeking to stir up
discontent and distrust. On the record

the efforts of these malcontents with
our way of life have met with dismal
failure in Lambton West.

Credit for this goes not only to the

fair-minded and reasonable employers
and labour leaders, but to such organi-
zations as the I.O.D.E. and Women's
Institutes, which have endeavoured to

educate these newcomers to become the

best possible kind of Canadians.

These new Canadians have been en-

couraged to attend night school and
pursue academic or technical subjects.
At the same time the I.O.D.E. has

sponsored festivals at which the
different nationalities have been able to

give full vent to their national and
natural artistic talents.

As I have said, Mr. Speaker, Lamb-
ton County is well endowed by nature,
and not the least of these is the scenic

beauty of the five townships which
border the shores of Lake Huron and
the St. Clair River.

The 85-mile drive from Port Lamb-
ton to Grand Bend is one of the prettiest
in Ontario. From Grand Bend to

Sarnia the road traverses the shore of

Lake Huron, and almost the entire route
is bordered by broad, sandy beaches.

Clear shallow water provides the finest

of swimming and boating facilities.

Ten miles north of Sarnia is a

summer resort area known as Bright's
Grove. Here are amusements which

provide holiday enjoyment that cannot
be matched in Western Ontario. With-
out wishing to sound boastful, Mr.

Speaker I doubt if they can be equalled
between Detroit and the Straits of

Mackinaw across the border. One of

the focal points of attraction is Ken-
wick-on-the-Lake, an outdoor dancing
pavilion shaded by stately trees—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. CATHCART : —and bordering
on Lake Huron. Many famous "name"
bands have played at Kenwick-on-the-
Lake.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York
West) : "Name" bands and dance halls.
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MR. CATHCART : Stretching south

from Bright's Grove to Port Lambton
is a 45-mile stretch of beach, dotted

with resorts and summer cottages. The
whole area is so attractive that many
American visitors are content to stay,
rather than proceed further into the

province.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St. An-

drew) : That is what makes the hous-

ing shortage.

MR. CATHCART: May I, Mr.

Speaker, dwell on a matter that has

great appeal to me? I refer to our
tourist industry. Last year approxi-

mately a quarter of a million American
visitors registered at the reception

centre, which is operated by the Depart-
ment of Travel and Publicity at the

Point Edward end of the Blue Water

Bridge.

This was the busiest centre the de-

partment had, even surpassing Niagara
Falls and Windsor, although the flow of

traffic is greater at these places.

A conclusion which may be drawn—
MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey

South) : I thought he said "in conclu-

sion."

AN HON. MEMBER: Me, too.

MR. CATHCART: —is that more
of the "tourist" class enter at Point

Edward than at some of the others, and
also the location of our centre there is

more conducive to people stopping for

information.

The whole area provides an attractive

appearance to the tourist as he enters

the province. Tourists are attracted by
such places as Kettle Point, a pictures-

que spot on the shore of Lake Huron,
where the geological form of the rock

structure has been a subject of interest

for many years.

The countryside around Petrolia and
Oil City further inland provides some-

thing new. The farm lands are dotted

with endless numbers of oil wells and

derricks, which still produce oil and

gas in some quantities.

Along the St. Clair River from
Sarnia to Port Lambton are many

fine summer homes. The villages of

Corunna, Courtright, Sombra and Port
Lambton all maintain a ferry service

with the United States. Throughout
the summer there are twice-weekly in-

vasions of the Sarnia and Point Edward
business centres by tourist passengers
from those magnificent pleasure boats

operated by the Northern Navigation
Division which have stop-overs of some
hours at these ports on their trip be-

tween Windsor and the Lakehead.

From these remarks, Mr. Speaker, it

is quite evident why we in Lambton
County welcome these tourists. The
potentialities of this county as a centre
of tourist activity should never be
under-estimated nor overlooked. Nor
can the importance of the millions of

United States dollars poured into Sarnia
and the other municipalities of Lamb-
ton County be stressed too highly at

any time.

What I have to say in this respect

applies equally as well to the whole
tourist industry in this province. For
three years now Ontario has experi-
enced an unprecedented influx of

American visitors.

Last year more than 1,100,000 United
States motor vehicles entered the prov-
ince for a stay of 48 hours or more.
That is 100,000 more than the previous
year. It has been estimated that the

visitors from across the border spent

approximately $165,000,000 during
their stay in Ontario. This represents
an increase of more than $25,000,000
over 1947.

This, Mr. Speaker, is what might be
called "found" money if I may be per-
mitted to use the expression.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant):
That is the kind we want.

MR. CATHCART: It is spent in

such a way that it does not deplete our
natural resources. It is expended mainly
on what we call services that can be

replenished over and over again with-

out too much cost to ourselves.

It is for that reason that I want to

praise the work of this department. It

is difficult to express in words the

tremendous value that the people as a
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whole receive from the activities of the

Department of Travel and Publicity.

Aside from the strictly commercial

benefit, I might add the Department is

creating goodwill for Canada and that

cannot be valued in dollars and cents.

Last year the budget for this depart-
ment was less than $500,000. As I

have said, it was primarily through
its efforts that the increase in the

tourist business in one year alone was

$25,000,000.

Mr. Speaker, to me it appears that

it would be sound business on the gov-
ernment's part to double the budget for

travel and publicity. If it can pull into

the province an extra $25,000,000 on

the somewhat meagre budget on which

it now operates, surely it would be a

wise investment to give it $1,000,000
in order to boost our tourist industry
toward the $200,000,000 mark.

May I, Mr. Speaker, pay tribute to

the previous Minister of this depart-

ment, Col. Welsh. The Ontario Govern-
ment very wisely set up this new depart-
ment and under his guidance it has paid

great dividends.

I want to say further I am sure

this government has been wise in the

selection of the present hon. Minister

(Mr. Cecile), and that the department
is still in good hands and will continue

to expand. I was in hopes he would
be seated in the House, however, I am
sure if he were present and listening
to what I have to say he would be say-

ing, though, in his own mind : "Give
us the cash and we will double the

business."

In respect to the Department of

Welfare, the government is under
continual criticism from Opposition
members as to the amount paid old age

pensioners. Whether it is done deliber-

ately or not, these critics always seem
to overlook one very essential point.
That is the fact that it is the Dominion
Government which sets the basic pen-
sion, not the provinces.

However, our government has re-

peatedly said it would be only too glad
and willing to accept any improvement
that the government at Ottawa saw fit

to make and would pay its share of

the increase without question.

It would seem to me, Mr. Speaker,
that if the Opposition would put for-

ward constructive criticism, in other

words, new ideas that would assist the

government, instead of continually ham-
mering at old chestnuts, they would be
much more helpful.

For instance, there is one group of

people to whom I think our government
could extend aid. I refer to those un-
fortunates who are crippled by arthritis

or incapacitated in some other way and
unable to work. There are only a few
in proportion to the population as a

whole, yet their plight in many cases is

desperate because they are not eligible
for assistance through the regular
channels, other than relief.

I have no doubt that the hon. Minis-
ter of Public Welfare (Mr. Good-

fellow) is aware of these people and

may at this very time be attempting to

meet the situation. I am sure the

members of this House would support
him 100 per cent, if he brings forth

legislation that would assist in making
life just a little easier for the victims

of this crippling ailment.

In passing I can only say that we,
in this House, are extremely fortunate

in having such a kindly, understanding
and even modest Minister of Public

Welfare. I know that all the members
of this House realize to the fullest ex-

tent the very difficult portfolio that he
holds and the splendid job he is doing.

I would like to compliment the

hon. member for Ottawa South

(Mr. Dunbar) who acts in the dual

capacity of Minister of Municipal
Affairs and Minister of Reform Institu-

tions for the work he is doing in both

these important departments. The Re-
form Institutions programme is attract-

ing the attention of many outside juris-

dictions, and I am told that even the

government at Ottawa is watching it

with keen interest. One part of this

programme that has exceptional appeal
is the gradual replacement of county
jails with industrial farms. I would
venture to predict that many of our
habitual lawbreakers who welcome a
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term in the county jail because there is

no work attached to it will do all in

their power to avoid one when they
learn that they may have to sweat in

serving out their sentence.

One had only to listen to the

"Ontario Plan" as outlined by our

genial Minister in a recent broadcast to

realize that his work in this respect is

truly that of reform. In attempting to

rehabilitate these people that come
under his care and re-establish them as

good citizens, he is, in effect, salvaging
human lives. In many cases these are

young people who, for one reason or

another, have been in difficulty. Under

proper guidance and given half a

chance they will become good citizens—
the greatest asset we have.

Mr. Speaker, I would be neglectful if

I failed to mention the two key men
who work under our hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy). I refer to the hon. Attor-

ney-General (Mr. Blackwell) who has
to enforce the laws which are the

foundation of our whole way of life

and to the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) who has to raise the

money, without which no government
could function.

Each, in his own way, has effectively

proven his worth since he took over his

present portfolio. In the case of the

hon. member for Eglinton (Mr. Black-

well), we have only to recall the words
of our former Premier, who said of

him: "He is the best Attorney-General
that Ontario has ever had."

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) :

Who said that?

MR. CATHCART : I did not expect
that from the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon).

And, in the same way, I will be only

repeating what has often been said,

both by the former Premier and many
others, that this is equally true as it

pertains to our Provincial Treasurer.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. CATHCART: —when you
were out, Mr. Speaker, I paid you a

compliment, in that I said you were*

keeping this House in good order.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member for Lambton West (Mr. Cath-

cart) will permit, I think the hon.

members of this House are not anxious
to leave Utopia, and we would like to

hear some more.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, sit

down.

MR. CATHCART : In conclusion,
Mr. Speaker, I hope I have not been

unduly long and tiring in my address.

After all, I have been listening to

speeches in this chamber for four years—
very patiently, too—

WILLIAM DENNISON
(CCF St. Andrew) : Better listen to

your own.

MR. CATHCART: —when the

opportunity was afforded to me. I have
hesitated in the ast three years to speak,
because there were some men who were
in this chamber who were quite capable,
but after listening to some of the

"goings on" during the early part of

this session, I have certainly changed
my opinion.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. CATHCART: While I may
have taken considerable of your time,
I still feel that I have only scratched
the surface in trying to do justice to my
own riding, and to the overall perform-
ance of the government.

I thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. J. L. DOWLING (CCF
Hamilton East) : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to move the adjournment
of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 6.01 of the clock p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

2 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 2.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

MR. B. L. CATHCART (PC
Lambton West) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
leave to present the second report of the

Standing Committee on Private Bills,

and move its adoption.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Mr.

Cathcart, from the Standing Committee
on Private Bills, presents the following
as its second report:

The committee begs to report the

following bills without amendment :

Bill No. 8, An Act to establish The
Frontenac High School District;

Bill No. 12, An Act respecting the

City of Chatham;
Bill No. 13, An Act respecting The

Hospital for Sick Children;

Bill No. 26, An Act to incorporate
the Ontario Co-operative Credit

Society.

The committee begs to report the

following bills with certain amend-
ments :

Bill No. 9, An Act respecting
L'Institut Jeanne d'Arc;

Bill No. 14, An Act respecting the

City of Belleville;

Bill No. 20, An Act respecting
McMaster University.

Thursday, March 3, 1949.

The committee would recommend
that the fees, less the penalties and
the actual cost of printing be remitted
on:

Bill No. 9, An Act respecting
L'Institut Jeanne d'Arc;

Bill No. 13, An Act respecting the

Hospital for Sick Children; and

Bill No. 20, An Act respecting
McMaster University.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Report agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

MR. C. W. COX (L Fort William) :

Mr. Speaker, before orders of the day
are called, I would like to table a report,
as requested by the hon. member for

Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) yes-

terday, signed by the two hydro repre-
sentatives at the Head of the Lakes
with regard to the Aguasabon develop-
ment.

I hope I may have an opportunity
of speaking on this at a later date.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : 21st Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 21st

Order, resuming the adjourned debate

on the amendment to the amendment
to the motion for consideration of the

Speech of the Hon. the Lieutenant-

Governor at the opening of the session.

MR. J. L.'DOWLING (CCF Hamil-
ton East) : Mr. Speaker, I would like

first of all to join with other speakers
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who have congratulated you on your
election to the office of Speaker of the

House, and would further like to thank

you for the very fine dinner you ex-

tended to us. I also appreciate your
maiden speech which was made at the

dinner that night. It is rather unfor-

tunate, of course, that it will not be

contained in the debates which are

here reported in this 23rd Legislature.

I have read very carefully the Speech
from the Throne and have listened quite

attentively to many of the speeches in

reply to it. Several of the subjects have
been covered by speakers who are more
able and more capable of elaborating

upon them than I am. However, the

affairs of this province have been

exhorted by the government to us, tell-

ing us what it has done and what it

promises to do in the future. It is

alarming to know that the government
failed to mention in its policy and

programme the question of liquor,

although several sections of our com-

munity have bitterly condemned the

government's administration of liquor
control.

The government informs us further

of the assistance it had given and

provided for the construction by private

enterprise of more than 5,000 homes in

the Province of Ontario.

I cannot agree with its pious expres-
sion of "assisting in the construction

of new homes." The government should
realize that the essential materials neces-

sary for the construction of new homes
should be directed to home construction

instead of building offices, gasoline

stations, and other places of amusement.

They should immediately confer with
the Federal Government on a basis of

co-operation for the immediate con-

struction of thousands of low-rental

houses so that the same degree of

co-operation by which the government
matched the federal labour code could
be of assistance to us in the Province
of Ontario.

AN HON. MEMBER: "Snatched"?

MR. DOWLING: Such a housing
programme as I have indicated would
alleviate the hardship and the sufferings

of many thousands of families presently

living in garages, some in attics, some
in cellars, and in one room and paying
exorbitant rates. If such a programme
of sound home-construction were

started, I feel sure organized labour,
veteran organizations and community
social-service groups would commend
the government for it. Every veteran

organization has persistently pressed for

such a programme, and the laxity of

the Federal Government — and your
government, Mr. hon. Premier — has

been condemned by them, and I suggest
that it is quite known to you and your
colleagues.

Having mentioned the labour code

which the present Ontario Government
has accepted, although it was passed by
the Federal Government, the hon.

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) did

not quite complete the thoughts on the

matter, to my way of thinking, and I

would like to remind him of certain

things which were promised to us prior
to the June 7th election last. The Tory
government promised the "best labour

legislation in the world." They said it

at the 1945 election. Three years prior
to the last election they gave the same

promise, and it is also contained, if you
want to go back, in one of the Twenty-
two Points.

I find the effect they have given to

the people, particularly in my own riding
of Hamilton East, which is a very

highly industrialized riding, is they did

not fool the workers in 1948 as they
did in 1945.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING: The result of it

was shown when we elected three out

of four C.C.F. candidates, the proper
representatives of Labour.

The Labour Relations Act of 1948

has many features in it which organized
labour has condemned. To say to a

union that it must have over 50 per cent,

of the members or employees in a

certain bargaining unit as members, and

dues-paying members in good standing,
is objectionable and enters into the

premise of whether a union's con-
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stitution is to be carried out or not.

Previously, authorization cards were

accepted by the Labour Relations Board
and in many instances as a result of

authorization cards being produced
before the board, votes were conducted
and bargaining units were certified,

prior to this last Act being brought into

effect.

I want to ask the hon. Minister of

Labour to compare this with the present
Saskatchewan Labour Act, where it is

unnecessary to have 51 per cent, or 50

per cent, of a membership to be author-

ized to go before the Labour Relations

Board.

All you require is 25 per cent, to go
before the board so that you can ask

for a vote, and that is the present Act
in the Province of Saskatchewan.

Exponents of the government have

continuously reminded us of our high
democratic institutions, but they fail to

implement these when they themselves

pass legislation making it mandatory
that, in a government-sponsored vote,
if for instance there are 200 in a plant
and a vote is taken by the government,
you must receive 101 votes, but if there

are only 150 voting, and some are away
through illness or accident or on com-

pensation, those votes are cast against
the bargaining union—absolutely. In

other words, I would like to say to the

government that even if that is their

idea of democracy, I challenge any one
of the government representatives to

stand up and say they received 51 per
cent, of the eligible votes when they ran

in their riding last year.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING: Further on the

question of labour, I would say some-

thing about the administration of its

affairs.

Concerning conciliation procedure, I

have the highest praise for the hon.

Minister's staff of conciliation officers.

I might say they have a very fine bunch
of men working in the conciliation

service, I know practically every one of

them personally, and have had dealings
with them. On many occasions I

have had to call on their services when
negotiations between management and
unions have broken down, and I know
these conciliators have strenuously
endeavoured to resolve many of the
issues in dispute, and have left no sod
unturned to reach that goal.

Time and time again they have almost
had to get down on their knees to re-

quest management to meet the just
demands of the unions, only to be told

to "Go back to Daley and tell him you
have failed. Tell him I know what the

regulations are, and I know that the con-

ciliating report does not have to be com-

plied with, because it is not mandatory.
The union can go on strike and I will

not budge until I am compelled to do so

by legislation." Those are the stories

your conciliators have been told. I have
sat in and heard them.

There is the picture : competent labour

conciliators, frustrated by the limitations

of the labour regulations, continuously

regret the futility of their ability. The
hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley)
admitted in this House on February
11th, when answering a question con-

cerning the strike at the Penman plant
in Paris. I would like to read what the

hon. Minister (Mr. Daley) said at that

time:

"Now, I think what I have said

points out, Mr. Speaker, that this is a

legal strike. The regulations were
lived up to and this particular union is

properly and legally on strike.

"Since that time I have en-

deavoured, on numerous occasions, to

bring these parties together, but with-

out any success. The company believe

in their own minds that in their action

in accepting the Conciliation Board's

report were being fair, and the union,
of course, were not satisfied to accept
that report.

"The strike is continuing, and the

day before yesterday I wired both the

company and union to come to my
office for a meeting. I received a reply
from the union that they would be

in my office, but the company again

definitely refused to deal with this par-
ticular organization.
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"Now, I do not know of anything
that the Department of Labour could

have done that they did not do, first

to prevent the strike, and second, to

endeavour to conciliate it.

The strike is progressing, and it

looks to me as though both sides are

determined to battle it out to the finish,

and I do not think there is anything
within the power of the Department of

Labour that would cause any change."

I would like to ask the hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. Daley) if there is not a

solution to this problem. I think there

is. I think when an employer refused

to meet with the hon. Minister, the

highest authority in the Department of

Labour, so that he can assist in resolving
a dispute, I say your government has one

further step.

I would like to remind the hon. Min-
ister of a similar instance which hap-

pened in the city of Hamilton in 1941.

There, in a plant employing over 3,000
workers—National Steel Car; I worked
in the plant for ten years

—a situation

developed where we went on strike. That
was one of the largest shell-producing

plants in the British Empire, and this

was in wartime, and the same type of

company representatives as they have at

Penman's refused to meet with the

union, refused to meet with the govern-
ment, and 3,000 of us went on strike.

We did not have any policemen there.

There were only two policemen in

Hamilton down there directing traffic,

and it was not necessary to send in the

provincial police.

I would like to inform the hon. Min-
ister (Mr. Daley) that a committee of

our union went to Ottawa and met the

then Minister of Labour, the hon.

Norman McLarty, who told us, the same
as the hon. Minister now tells us in the

Province of Ontario : "There is the law.

What can I do about it ? You have car-

ried out your end, but the company will

not meet with me."

I will tell you what we did about it.

We went and met the Rt. Hon. Prime
Minister of this country (Mr. King),
and we sat in there that afternoon with
him and, because the laws or the regula-

tions were not sufficient to cover such a

situation as that, the Rt. Hon. Prime
Minister said : "What do you want us

to do about it ?" and we told him to take

over the plant under government con-

troller and we would go back to work.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING: That afternoon,
the Premier and the cabinet agreed.
We entered into negotiations with a

government controller. I was the presi-
dent of the union, and we went back
to Hamilton and met there on the

company premises, although the same
man who was the controller was not

even permitted by the company, two
months prior, to go on the premises of

that plant. The union called off its

strike, the plant was under a controller-

ship for one year, and we sat down and
across the bargaining table negotiated
certain regulations covering conditions

of employment. Here, in a plant of

3,000, there was no employment office,

there was no personnel office, there was
no production office—the foreman had
done the hiring, and the firing. The

government controller changed all that.

For one year that plant was under

government controller and when the

owners of the plant agreed to live up
to the regulations laid down by negotia-
tions between the government controller

and the union, the plant was then

handed back to its original owner.

I suggest to the hon. Minister (Mr.
Daley) that if your labour regulations
are not sufficient, and are inadequate, I

think you could find some means, the

same as the Federal Government did in

1941, to handle the incident that is going
on in Paris, the same as they did in

the City of Hamilton.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING: One other thing
which is brought to my mind with

regard to employers who refuse to meet
when the government asks them to do

so. A year ago last September we had

a strike in Hamilton, at Wellandvale.

I believe the hon. Minister of Labour
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(Mr. Daley) has some knowledge of

the Wellandvale plant because I think

he is a personal friend of the president
of that company, in St. Catharines. I

received a telegram from the hon.

Minister (Mr. Daley) that I must

appear in his office and meet with him,
and so did the company. Well, we both

met there, but the hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr. Daley) was not there.

We were told by Mr. Fine, for whom
I have the highest regard because he

helped us to settle our dispute, the hon.

Minister was out of town. I am very

sorry to have to admit that, an hour
after we were there and Mr. Fine asked

to meet with each group separately, I

had occasion to walk down the corridor

of the Block, and I passed the hon.

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley).

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh,
oh.

MR. DOWLING: So I say to the

hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley),
when we say to him the employer
should be there, we hope the hon.

Minister of Labour will be there and

give what assistance he can to resolve

such disputes.

Another thing that comes under the

Department of Labour is The Work-
men's Compensation Board.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (PC
Minister of Labour) : Might I ask a

question? What impression were you
trying to create by the remarks you
just made?

MR. G. E. PARK (CCF Dover-

court) : He just stated facts.

MR. DOWLING: I have stated

facts, and I thought it was clear enough.

MR. DALEY: I do not think you
have. I do not think you should make
a statement like that. I am not able

to remember whether I passed you in

the hall or not, but if I were in the

building, or even if I were in the city,

I would certainly have been at a meet-

ing which was called by me.

MR. DOWLING: The meeting was
called by you.

MR. DALEY: You put me in a

position where I have no chance to

refute that. I do not just recall the

date, but I have thousands and thou-

sands of letters from organized labour

expressing their appreciation for what
we have done in connection with their

difficulties.

MR. DOWLING : What I am trying
to inform the hon. Minister (Mr.
Daley) is that if we are going to

support him on the basis that the

employer must be there when you call

him—
MR. DALEY : You had it on a fair

basis then. Don't try any of that kind

of stuff.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING : —we say also the

hon. Minister should be there. I am
stating facts and I have proof of them.

With regard to workmen's compensa-
tion, I have found the offices of The
Workmen's Compensation Board to be

very considerate in cases brought to its

attention. I have had to visit the com-
missioners of the board from time to

time on important matters, and found
them very congenial and quite co-opera-

tive, but again I think there is a certain

limitation which must be corrected and
that limitation is the listing of the

$2,500 annual limit with regard to

compensation, which should be raised

to $3,500.

In the case of workmen's compensa-
tion, I feel there is a damaging fact,

that here you have Workmen's Com-
pensation Commissioners who try to

carry out a job within the limitations of

the Act, and in my own opinion
—and I

have passed on many cases to the

Board—I have found medical evidence

supplied to the Board has left the Com-
missioners in a position where they have
had in many cases to hand down a

decision discontinuing compensation
when evidence showed it should not

have been done.

I would just like to read one or two
cases which have happened recently.
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I had occasion to see a woman who
had her compensation discontinued, and
I wrote to the board on December 16th,

and this is the reply to my letter dated

22nd of December, with regard to the

case of Mrs. Susie Mattina. You will

notice they handle these things very
well although they have a considerable

amount of mail to handle at the board :

"I have had an opportunity to

review this file as pointed out in my
letter to you of December 20th.

"1 find that Mrs. Mattina was

injured on May 26, 1948, while em-

ployed by the Hamilton Cotton

Company. She was on full compen-
sation for some time, and early in

September Dr. Argo suggested to the

Board that he be permitted to call in

Dr. Janes of the McGregor Clinic in

consultation or let the Board arrange
for an examination by a specialist,
because he could not account for the

complaints of the woman at that late

date. We authorized the examination

by Dr. E. Janes of the McGregor
Clinic, and it was on this report to-

gether with the opinion expressed by
our Chief Medical Officer, that com-

pensation was reduced on November
11th and finalled on December 16th.

There did not apear from the medical

reports and X-rays, especially the

consultant's report, to be any dis-

ability which could be related to the

accident of May 26th."

Then he goes on further and says :

"Having this on file together with
the reports of Dr. Janes and our own
Chief Medical Officer mentioned

above, left us no other alternative but
to final the claim."

I happen to know this woman rather

personally, and I took it up with the
Board again and finally was able to get
a copy of the doctor's report, and here
is the report from Dr. Janes to the

Workmen's Compensation Board :

"This patient was referred for

examination on September 27th by
Dr. C. Agro. Her story is that on

May 26, 1948, she slipped and sat

down on the floor at her work."

Then he goes on to say:

"She claims that the pain has per-
sisted and that it is very severe."

And then,

"She is quite a short, obese, Italian

woman, very emotional and excitable.

She walks with a cane. She com-

plains of exquisite tenderness—"

And,
"flexion of her hip joints causes

pain."

And so on. Then there is this section

of the doctor's report :

"She must have received quite a

severe injury to produce the fractures

which are reported. However, I feel

that recovery should have occurred
some time ago. Most of her present
trouble is on a functional basis. She
cannot be called a malingerer because
she has been a sturdy Italian woman
who has done her own housework
and worked outside at the same time.

"She might recover more rapidly
if all compensation were discon-

tinued"—
this is the doctor's report

—cut off the

compensation and she will recover—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. DOWLING :

"—but I think perhaps it might be a
wiser plan to refer her for physio-

therapy
—"

and so on.

I persisted with the board, and they
sent the woman to Toronto and she was
in Wellesley Hospital, in Toronto, from
the 1st of February, for a period of two
or three weeks. She has lost weight.
She weighed 215 pounds, and now is

down to 160, yet the doctor says she is

able to go to work, and this is last

November.

There is one incident where medical

advice is supplied to the Compensation
Board, they hand down their decision

in a forecast based on the evidence sub-

mitted, and yet that woman was in no
condition to go back to work, as has
been proven today.
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MR. DALEY : Might I ask the hon.

member, Mr. Speaker, what evidence
would you get? What are you suggest-
ing would replace the medical evidence?
What other system would you use? You
are suggesting that system is wrong.
Now, with what would you replace it?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING : I am not suggest-

ing it is wrong at all. I say to you, Mr.

Minister, that too frequently the medical
evidence submitted to the board is not

correct.

HON. L. E. BLACKWELL (PC
Attorney-General) : How do you know?

MR. DOWLING: Because I have
another document here which will sub-

stantiate that matter. Here is a case

concerning William Cook: This man
works in a steel mill, the Stanley Works,
in the city of Hamilton. He called me
on the phone one day and told me about

complaining of an injury to his back.

He had been on compensation and had
been examined by three different doctors,
three Ontario surgeons. I wrote the

board again, to this commissioner, and
this commissioner supplied me immedi-

ately with this reply :

"I have gone over Mr. Cook's file

as requested in your letter of August
5th, and find that the claim was ac-

cepted following a hearing before our
Review Board and the acceptance was
with a great deal of doubt, since the

medical opinion expressed, which in-

cluded a report from Dr. Janes from

Hamilton,"

There is the same Dr. Janes,

"was to the effect that bumping one's

hip in the manner related by Mr.
Cook could not have caused a herni-

ated disc. In accepting the claim the

Board ruled that while the bump or

accident related by Mr. Cook would
not cause his condition there was a

possibility that the sudden twist in

manoeuvring past a machine may have
caused it.

"A year ago, Mr. Cook was exam-
ined by Dr. W. S. Keith, a top ranking
neurosurgeon of Ontario, and it was
the doctor's opinion at that time that

there would be no permanent partial

disability resulting from the accident.

The file was reviewed by our Medical

Department on July 14th of this year,
at which time we had a report from Dr.
Overend of Hamilton, following the

doctor's examination of Mr. Cook of

July 10th, 1948, and it was the opinion
of our Medical Department that there

was no disability whatever."

However, in view of my request to the

commissioner, he agreed to have the
man go to Toronto and be examined by
a fourth doctor, Dr. Steele. Following
the examination by Dr. Steele, I had a

reply back from the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board, dated August 20th :

"We had Mr. Cook examined at the

Board's offices by Dr. E. C. Steele, our
Chief Medical Officer. As a result of

this examination,"

and this is the fourth one—-

"Dr. Steele says that there is no ques-
tion but what Mr. Cook has a perman-
ent partial disability. The degree of

disability found by the doctor and
based on the American disability rat-

ing schedule used by the Board, to-

gether with Mr. Cook's average
earning preceding his accident, gives
him a pension of $18.25 a month for

life."

After being told by three doctors there

was nothing wrong with him and after

being examined at the Board's medical

office, they found out there was a partial

disability, which refuted the evidence of

the three other doctors, and they gave
him $18.25 a month for life.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (PC
Minister of Labour) : Mr. Speaker, what
the hon. member (Mr. Dowling) has

brought out has justified everything I

have said of the administration of the

Workmen's Compensation Board. They
are great humanitarians and the Board

really bends over backwards to see that

everyone who has been injured physically
receives justice.
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MR. DOWLING: Well, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to say that the

Workmen's Compensation Board has

been a tremendous asset to the workers

in Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOWLING : I happen to know
one of the commissioners, personally,
and I know he has gone out of his way
many a time. But, still, they are held

by certain rules and regulations and
that is as far as they can go.

I would like to turn now, to a case

of public welfare. I wish to say that

since my election last June, I have been

besieged by requests from pensioners
with regard to the extra $10.00 monthly
allowance.

The hon. Minister (Mr. Good fellow)
has most expeditiously co-operated with

me on each single request and I heartily
commend him for his services. But here

again his hands are tied to the limitation

to which he may go and, under such

circumstances, I have a feeling in my
own mind, that he would be only too

glad to have further benefits secured

with the co-operation of the Federal

Government. The amount should be

raised and these people should get

$40 00 a month without an hon. member
of the Legislature going to the Minister
of Public Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow)
and endeavouring to get it.

Now, Mr. Speaker, much has been
said about Hydro. Hydro has caused
considerable confusion in Hamilton,

among the factory workers. Shifts had
to be changed, workers have had to

forgo over-time rates and work irregu-
lar days. To sum it up, I beg to read
a fairly lengthy resolution passed by
members of a local union, No. 2901 of
the United Steel Workers of America,
in Hamilton :

"WHEREAS the present power
famine in Ontario reveals, in a most

striking way, the wartime perspec-
tives and the post-war aims and

policies of big business interests in

Ontario, and

"WHEREAS this power famine
shows us beyond the shadow of a

doubt that powerful monopoly groups
in the financial and business world
looked forward to a post-war of great

opportunity and crisis, and

"WHEREAS the prospect of

progressive development based upon
most efficient use of natural resources

and mobilization of all human labour
in a peacetime economy calculated to

provide a progressively higher stand-

ard of living for all the people, never
would have a place in the plans of

capitalist enterprise and its political

henchmen, and

"WHEREAS the present power
crisis is a calamity for the people of

Ontario, and

"WHEREAS the trade union

movement of this province has been

rather slow in studying and acting

upon this vital issue, since the great-
est suffering has to be endured by the

industrial workers, and

"WHEREAS the fact that stag-

gered hours of work; industrial

lay-offs ; and curtailment of new
industrial development coming in the

form of emergency power shortage
has the very dangerous aspect of

tending to soften the resistance to

encroachment upon established income
and working conditions prior to the

advent of more serious effects of a

general industrial and economic crisis,

and

"WHEREAS the idea of volun-

tarily dropping many hard-won gains,
such as overtime rates of pay,
differential shift premiums, regular

holidays and rest periods ; as a

measure of sharing in a "common
sacrifice" brought about by the power
shortage, must be repudiated with the

contempt it deserves, and

"WHEREAS by naively accepting
this premise, the workers pay almost
the total cost of the losses that accrue
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from the pursuit of a political policy,
which labour has always been opposed
to in all its sordid implications, and

"WHEREAS even if workers
were to donate their services to indus-

try free of charge, it would not add
one single kilowatt hour to the power
resources of Ontario's Hydro Power
Commission, but would merely con-

stitute a form of labour subsidy to

maintain and increase industrial

profits at the expense of take-home

pay, and

"WHEREAS when the war broke
out in 1939, it did not take long
before Ontario's power reserve was
turned into a deficit, and

"WHEREAS Ontario reached an

agreement with Quebec for the

development of power on the upper
Ottawa River whereby agreement to

divide the power sites on the Ottawa
River for purposes of development
was before the Ontario Legislature
and a bill authorizing this arrange-
ment was passed in February, 1943,
under Conservative opposition when
Leader of the Opposition George
Drew attacked the proposal on the

principal ground that "it would pro-
vide an unnecessary surplus of power
following the war," and

"WHEREAS when Drew was
elected to power, short of an over-all

majority, in the summer of 1943,
he immediately appointed George
Challies, Conservative M.P.P., as

vice-chairman of the O.H.E.P.C.,
who had supported George Drew in

fighting against power development,
and

"WHEREAS plans already made
by the Hydro for development of a

power project at Des Joachims Falls

on the Upper Ottawa were promptly
shelved

;
this project, which could

have produced 400,000 horsepower of

electric energy by the summer of

1946, was deliberately scuttled at

that time by the Drew government
with the excuse that it was imprac-
tical to carry out in wartime, although
federal priorities could easily have

been obtained for it, and other

provinces, notably Quebec, had con-

structed a large project during the

war such as the Shipshaw develop-
ment, which took only fifteen months
to complete, and

"WHEREAS the necessity to

resume the Des Joachims project four

years later had proved the stupidity of

the delay and also increased the cost

under inflationary pressure, and

"WHEREAS the Tory muddle in

Ontario has developed directly from
the post-war depression perspectives
and policies of big business when the

unexpected post-war boom caught
them flat-footed, with the result that

the full impact of Ontario's cheap
power came home to roost, and

"WHEREAS it takes a lot of

mental gymnastics and misinforma-
tion to make a case against Socialism

out of the mismanagement of Hydro
by Tory capitalist politicians."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC
Provincial Secretary) : "Whereas."

MR. DOWLING: There are a few
more of them. I will be listening to a

lot of yours tomorrow.

MR. FROST: Keep on.

MR. DOWLING: I have lost my
place.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. DOWLING:
"WHEREAS projects such as the

Aquasabon Power Plant, 142 miles

east of Port Arthur, have been

developed before schedule to serve

particular private capitalist interests

at tremendous cost, although sufficient

power on the Nipigon River System
could have been developed at one-

third the cost, and

"WHEREAS the Drew govern-
ment, in conjunction with Governor

Dewey of New York for power
development on the St. Lawrence
River, attempted to reach agreement
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which would have cost Ontario over

$200,000,000, minus the navigation

project, although the same amount of

Hydro power could have been pro-
vided for $90,000,000 in the Federal

St. Lawrence Treaty, whereby the

full St. Lawrence River navigation

project could have solved it,

"THEREFORE BE IT RE-
SOLVED—"

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. DOWLING:
"—that the Ontario Federation of

Labour lead the way by pointing out

to representative community organi-
zations throughout the province that

the time has come to fight for the

realization in practice of the hopes
and aspirations of the common
people for constructive development
of our natural resources, and that

.the immediate need of labour and
the common people is to fight against
reduction of take-home pay and for

the adoption of the forty-hour week
in Ontario industry.

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
that the completion of the original

development of the joint navigation
< and power development on the St.

Lawrence River should be pressed
for on the original terms of the 1941

agreement.

"AND BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that the fullest use of

the natural resources on the basis for

jobs and security whereby large parts
of our province with tremendous

.?.potentialities for industrial expansion
be immediately investigated and put
into practice where practicable, and

"BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED
that an investigation of present and
future potentialities should be under-
taken by such representative com-

munity organizations and technical

personnel with a view to setting up
a provincial planning board or com-
mission to be established by the

Ontario Legislature, which could
formulate a well-defined, co-ordinate

i

and practical policy and programme

for the development of our natural

resources in a way that would provide
lasting benefits for several times our

present population and give security
to all people in the province."

That was a resolution passed by the

members on February 9, 1949.

MR. PORTER: Could the hon.
member (Mr. Dowling) please read

that over again?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. DOWLING: I will send you
a copy and you can read it while the

budget report is being given tomorrow.

^
MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (CCF

Cochrane South) : Do not bother, he
will neither read nor listen.

MR. DOWLING: Your Speech
from the Throne, Mr. Premier, is used
to cloak yourselves with a mantle of
virtue which you do not possess. This

Legislature should declare war against

suffering and want. Then having de-
clared war, we must wage war. Our
watchword must be "attack." We must

go forward to meet our problem, we
must be active and vigorous, realistic

and practical. We must have a basic

philosophy and a long-term policy, but
we must never forget the need to deal

with the immediate problems which

spring up day by day. In carrying out
this campaign, we want this Legislature
to demonstrate that it has the faith to

pursue its mission in good times and
bad; the courage to face set-backs and

disappointments ;
the determination to

overcome obstacles and difficulties; the

energy to perform its task thoroughly,

competently and effectively; the initia-

tive to tackle new problems and to pro-
duce new ideas

; the enthusiasm of those

who believe that they have a worth
while job to do and want to do it well.

Over and above all, I want the activities

of the government to be pressed forward
with a sense of urgency. I want to feel

that our work will be of benefit not only
to posterity but to the men and women
and children who fortunately are alive

today.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. G. T. GORDON (L Brantford) :

Mr. Deputy Speaker, I wish to add my
congratulations to you and to the

Speaker of this House on your election

to the high office you now hold, and I

heartily agree with all the kind remarks
that have been made by the hon. mem-
bers who have preceded me. Now, if

I may, Mr. Speaker, I would like to tell

you about the good things of Brantford,
the riding I have the honour to repre-
sent. I believe I can outdo the hon.
member for Lambton West (Mr. Cath-

cart) by about half an hour.

AN HON. MEMBER: Impossible.

MR. GORDON : Mr. Speaker, I will

just glance over a few of the high
lights of Brantford. Brantford, I would
like to inform the hon. members, is the

birthplace of the telephone. Nearly one-
sixth of the population of Canada
resides within a radius of 75 miles. It

ranks tenth in Canada in total wages
paid in manufacturing and in numbers
of employees and is fourth in Canada in

the per centage of male employees in

industry. We have one of the very best

records in Canada for comparatively
small number of man-hours lost as a
result of labour-management disputes.
So much for Brantford.

We have had our housing problems
and still have them, and will continue
to have them unless something is done
to assist in low-cost housing, at rentals

a working man can afford to pay. I had
a young veteran in to see me some two
weeks ago. This young man has his

wife in a sanitorium and two children

living with his parents. His wife has
recovered sufficiently to leave the sani-

torium if she has a home to go to, but
there is just no house this young man
can get to start home life over again.
This is just one example, and there

are many others. War-time Housing
and Housing Enterprises have built

1,045 houses in Brantford. The muni-

cipality has made accommodation
available to 214 families at a cost of

$150,000, of which amount the Federal

Government paid $45,000. One indus-
trial firm provided accommodation for

74 families at a cost of $125,000. They
are now tired of being landlords and
have offered to sell the whole thing to

Brantford for $1. As of last Saturday,
we had in Brantford as many as 600

applications for houses, 300 of which
are urgent.

I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that this

government should go a little further
in its housing programme to supply
houses to our citizens.

Just a few words about hydro, every-
body seems to touch hydro. Was the

drought of the summer of last year
responsible for the serious shortage of

hydro power last November? I remem-
ber that during the shortage of March
of last year our commission was in-

formed by our management that we had
to prepare for a very severe shortage
of power which would occur in October
and November. We made arrangements
to cut street lighting by 25 per cent.,

control water heaters and also made
arrangements for the Junior Board of
Trade to put on a campaign of power
conservation. Now, does that not seem

strange that in March we knew that we
were to have a severe shortage in the

fall, and we certainly did not know
whether we were to have a drought,-
cloudburst or a snowstorm.

What we did not know was there was
to be a very severe shortage of hydro
power, so in my opinion the drought was
not all to blame, but the real reason for

shortage of power was lack of fore-

sight from 1943.

There is a matter that I know is of

great interest to the citizens of Brantford
and, if successful, will be adopted by the
whole of Canada. On June 20, 1945,
Brantford started adding minute amounts
of sodium fluoride to the municipal water

supply and from that day to this the

city's water has contained one part of

fluorine to every million parts of water.
I propose to tell you how this came about,
and how hard-headed civic authorities

learned that this was a project which the

city should undertake in the interests of

the dental health of its citizens. Before

starting this experiment we endeavoured
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to get the Provincial Department of

Health to participate in the cost, but all

we were able to get was their blessing.
The cost at that time was to be around

$2,500 a year, or $25,000 for a ten-year

period. But costs have increased and
last year it was $5,800, all of which the

citizens of Brantford are paying.

Medical authorities tell us that tooth

decay or dental caries is the most preva-
lent of all diseases. During the war 20

per cent, of our young manhood were

rejected for military service because of

dental caries, and in the city of Brant-

ford reports from our school dentists

showed that on the average every school

child has 7.6 decayed, missing or filled

teeth. Moreover, there were not enough
dentists in Brantford, and the same ap-

plies to most of Ontario, to keep ahead

of the appalling amount of dental caries.

You will understand, therefore, that

our minds were receptive when it was
shown conclusively that there were many
communities whose water supply con-

tained small amounts of naturally occur-

ring fluorine and that every one of these

towns and cities had much less dental

caries than towns and cities where the

water supply contained no fluorine. We
found that in some 12 towns and cities

where naturally occurring fluorine was
in the drinking water, that dental caries

were :

236 to 252 caries per 100 where fluor-

ine is in 1.50.

258 to 323 caries per 100 where
fluorine is in 1.50 to 1.

343 to 44 caries per 100 where
fluorine is less than 1 down to ^2.

and in 12 cities where there is only J/£

point per million down to where the

water contains no fluorine there was
558 to 1,037 caries per 100 children.

As I say, this isxthe sort of evidence

which convinces me and my fellow citi-

zens that it was a logical thing to believe

that if a municipal water supply lacked

natural fluorine, and if dental caries were

rampant, then the addition of the proper
amount of fluorine to the water supply
should result in an improvement in the

dental health of the community. It was

soon proven that Brantford's water
lacked naturally occurring fluorine.

There was no doubt about the ravages
of dental caries in our city. Those are

the reasons, Mr. Speaker, why Brant-

ford was among the first three cities in

the world which in the first six months
of 1945 started to add sodium fluoride

to the water supply. The two other cities

were Grand Rapids, Michigan, and New-
burgh, New York. Brantford is the only

city in Canada which has taken this

action. In the United States, thirteen

cities are now fluorinating their water

supplies, and 22 more are preparing to

do so.

Admittedly, Mr. Speaker, this is an

experiment. In our city we have a

fluorine committee of six supervising the

project. On this committee there are

two representatives from the Provincial

Department of Health, the Chief Sani-

tary Engineer and the head of the Dental
Health Division. The Dean of the Col-

lege of Dentistry of the University of

Toronto also has his representative on
the committee. The Federal Department
of Health has likewise taken a part in

the Brantford experiment. Their Chief

Dental Officer is at present making a

survey of the comparative dental health

in Sarnia, which has no fluorine in its

water supply and which is therefore serv-

ing as a control city for Brantford, and
Stratford where the water supply con-

tains naturally 1.6 parts per million of

fluorine. As I said, Mr. Speaker, this

is an experiment and one which will settle

once and for all whether fluorine added
to the municipal water supply is the way
to prevent dental caries. If it does so

prove, it will mark a great advance in

the realm of preventative dentistry, and

point the way to another improvement
in the public health.

I am sure, Mr. Speaker, you will say
there are great issues at stake and you
will understand the need for caution in

reporting on the Brantford experiment.
No greater mistake could be made than
a premature announcement of the results

in Brantford. By the very nature of

things some few years must pass by be-

fore conclusive proof becomes available.

In the meantime the interest of the citi-
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zens of Brantford are cared for by the

fluorine committee. While Brantford is

the guinea pig in this operation, I still

am of the opinion that this government
should at least share some of the cost.

The blessing we receive is rather cold

and does not pay the expenses involved.

I would like to read to the hon.

members some remarks made by Dr.

Pierre Gauthier in the Commons as

reported in the Globe and Mail of

February 22. He is reported as follows :

"He said he was making the appeal
as a doctor and not as a politician.

"Dr. Gauthier read into the record

figures showing the increase in mental

illness in Canada, and quoted authori-

ties as saying that alcoholism was one
of the principle causes of nervous
and mental disorders.

"He said mental cases in the prov-
inces will increase if a portion of the

population is kept in a state of

constant drunkenness.

"He asked that all public-spirited
citizens band together to put an end
to this 'damned tolerance' of immod-
erate drinking.

"Dr. Gauthier said he was not

trying to blacken the name of his own
province, but he wished to warn the

people of what drinking would do for

them. Heavy drinking was not con-

fined to Quebec. About one-third of

all liquor drank in Canada last year
went down the throats of the people
of Ontario. Quebec and Ontario

spent more than $90,000,000 in liquor,

yet some people complained about
taxes."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I believe that

some of the taxes that this government
receives from the sale of liquor should

be spent on Temperance Education. I

believe—but I may be wrong—that this

province is lacking in this, and I would

suggest that a Director of Temperance
Education be appointed, or some for-

ward step be taken in this regard.

I thank you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. T. H. ISLEY (CCF Waterloo

South) : Mr. Speaker, in rising to take

part in this debate this afternoon, I

would first of all like to congratulate

you on your appointment as Deputy
Speaker, and, through you, to convey
my congratulations to Mr. Speaker, for

his appointment to his office. As a
newcomer into this House, I can easily
see that his is no easy task. His decisions

and judgment, so far, have been very
fair to all.

I would also like to congratulate the

mover and seconder of the address, and

especially I am sorry the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) is not here, as I would

especially like to congratulate him, in

his capacity as Minister of Agriculture,

upon his elevation to the leadership of

the government. Somehow or other it

makes farmers feel happy to have one
of their own placed in such an important

position, and I am certain that much of

the success in the retaining of seats by
the government in

,
the election last

June can be attributed to the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy). His keen
interest and sincerity amongst agricul-
turists and farm organizations, have
been keenly felt, and I am sure his name
will go down in history as that of a

great man.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to deal for
a few minutes with a statement made
by the hon. member for Waterloo North

(Mr. Brown). I see he is not in his

place. He referred to a former member
of this Party as being a "Liberal." That
was quite true at one time, but it is

very untrue now.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
hear.

MR. ISLEY: I certainly could see
no future for the farmers, the trade
unionists and small businessmen, under
the banner of that Party. That applies

equally as well for the Party across
the Chamber.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,,
hear.

(

MR. ISLEY: The old system of
"rule and divide" is no longer good
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enough, and we find in the CCF ranks,
that a friendly feeling exists between
farm and labour people.

The hon. member (Mr. Brown) was
also worrying about how we were going
to shut the taps off in the cows and

hens, in order to get that week-end,
which our city friends enjoy. I realize

that is a problem, but it has to be dealt

with by the farm people in the future.

Surely, Mr. Speaker, my hon. friend

(Mr. Brown) was not suggesting that

he would care to see farm pe.ople going
on working those long days of from 12

to 14 hours
; surely he realizes that with

modern equipment the farmer is pro-

ducing more today in less hours than

ever before in history. Is he suggesting
that the farmer should produce a sur-

plus of food> and allow it to go to waste
in many cases, while workers and their

families are working on a mere sub-

sistence level of relief, as they did back

in the 1930's?

There is not so much difference from
the farming standpoint whether we
have a 40-hour week, or a 48-hour week,
or a 70-hour week. We still must do

our chores, and carry on in the way we
did a hundred vears ago, milking the

cows at the same time. So I do not

think we should worry too much about

the 40-hour week affecting the farmers.

The farmers have realized that in the-

past they have enjoyed prosperity,

through a period of full employment,
and the farmers are beginning to realize

that they would rather see more people

employed, even if it means the reduction

of the hours in a week. They would
rather see people steadily employed and
the pay envelopes of the bread-winners

full, and I think they will have to accept
the fact that employment will have to

be spread out to give a job to every
man who is the head of a family. They
have found in the past as soon as the

pay envelopes are empty, immediately
the demand for their products goes
down. So I am sure the farmers realize

that full employment, and the keeping
of these pay envelopes at least partly

filled, will increase demand upon the

farmers for their products.

As I have said before, the big issue

which is facing agriculture is not the

40-hour week. A man who is really
interested in agriculture is not going to

quibble over working 25 or 30 hours

per day—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. ISLEY: —out in the sunlight,
and in the open fresh air. He will not

quibble over that, because he is working
that many hours longer than the city
man—
HON. CHARLES DALEY (PC

Minister of Labour) : That is a new
day to me.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : It is a Conservative day.

MR. ISLEY: It is a day in which
he is enjoying at least some of the

God-given privileges of working in the

fresh air.

I would like to say at this point, Mr.

Speaker, that I have worked in indus-

try, and I am one of them who would
rather work a few extra hours per week
than be stuck in a dingy shop, under a

continuous grind, just a part of a

machine.

The real problem which is facing
farmers today — and especially the

younger people
—is for some type of

security, such as guaranteed forward

prices, security of tenure, long-term
credits at lower rates of interest. These
are the things the young men want,
those young men who are going to be

the farmers of tomorrow.

I was very much disappointed, Mr.

Speaker, in the Speech from the Throne,
because it mentioned almost nothing of

that billion-dollar industry of which the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) was

speaking. Nothing was mentioned as to

why the hog subsidy was discontinued,
and nothing was mentioned of the

demands of the Ontario rural people,
which demands were made through the

Ontario Federation of Agriculture.

Nothing was mentioned of milk, our
number one food, and the problem of

the producers of that commodity.
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Mr. Speaker, the farm people of

Ontario are watching the papers with

an eager eye to see if these things are

being discussed on the floor of this

Legislature, the same as labour is watch-

ing to see whether their problems are

going to be discussed ; just as the old-

age pensioners are looking forward to

an increase in their pensions, and the

superannuated teachers are looking for

the day when they will get some assis-

ance. The hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
mentioned that agriculture has passed
the one-billion-dollar mark in gross
value. What he did not tell the hon.

members was that these represented
inflated dollars.

I would like to quote from an article

by the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
which appeared in the annual farm and
seed edition of the Kitchener-Waterloo

Record, on Tuesday, February 22nd,
1949:

"Full crop production in Ontario
for 1948 is valued at $375,000,000, as

against $278,000,000 in 1947. The
value of the farm output is placed
at approximately $1,000,000,000 as

compared last year with $850,-

000,000."

Then he goes on to say :

"The chief problem facing the

farmers as the new year comes in

are farming costs, volume of farm

products, and markets. The farmer
dollar has shrunk to 48 cents, as

compared with its purchasing power
in the 1935-39 period, yet the average
person's dollar will still purchase 65
cents' worth. Increases in the cost of

farm labour, binder twine, building
materials and feed have cut the

farmer's dollars considerably."

Mr. Speaker, I would like to draw
the hon. members' attention to the next

paragraph, where he says :

"However, livestock and poultry

production is on the downward trend.

This must be increased, if the farm-
ers' purchasing power is to be
maintained."

Mr. Speaker, I would like to deal for

a moment with the hog subsidies at this

point, as I feel, together with the hon.
Premier (Mr. Kennedy), that produc-
tion is on the downward trend. The
largest part of the agricultural people
of this province are hog producers, and
without any warning this subsidy was
discontinued. It was a blow to the hog
producers of this province, who had so

much faith in the man who has been
elevated to the Premiership. How many
hog producers, even before the subsidy
was discontinued, were going out of

production, because they could see no

money in finishing hogs? The discon-

tinuance of a dollar subsidy probably
does not mean so much, but the mere
fact that the Ontario Government has
broken faith with the farmers is of very
grave concern.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ISLEY: Mr. Speaker, today
we are competing with world markets,
and if we ever needed an inducement
to produce better hogs, and better

bacon, now is the time.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ISLEY: After all, this was not

only done in war time. This has gone
back into the 1930's, and, after all these

years, the hog subsidy was dropped. So
I think the government should give

very serious thought to this particular

point.

I will not take time to go into all the

demands of the Federation of Agricul-
ture, the voice of the farming people.
But I would like to deal with one par-
ticular point in that brief, which was
submitted last year, about which I am
sure there has been nothing done. That
deals with farm credits. It is to be
found on page ten of that brief. I am
sure that, unless we set up in Ontario
some system of low-interest, long-term
farm mortgage scheme, similar to the

scheme which is set up in the Province
of Quebec, our production in the next
few years will fall even more.

I would like to quote from Chapter
113 of the Quebec Act, taken from the
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Revised Statutes of Quebec, 1941. It and 7 per cent, per annum on farm
is entitled 'The Quebec Farm Credit mortgages. Many of them have been
Act." Under this Act, a Bureau is borrowing to keep the business rolling
established which can loan to any from small-loan companies at a rate of

farmer an amount up to 65 per cent. \y2 per cent, per month on the unpaid
of the value of his farm, but in no case balance. This type of loan is becoming
over $6,000. I would like to point out more popular day by day because all

it is very difficult in Ontario to secure these loan companies are advertising in

a mortgage on the average farm, for rural papers and magazines. These loan
even 50 per cent, of its value. The companies make it sound so easy to

interest on these loans is lower in obtain loans that it is not surprising
Quebec, amounting to about 3 per cent, that many rural people are securing
per annum paid annually. The principal that type of loan.

to be paid back at the rate of 2^ per If we are going to be efficient in the
cent, per year, but must all be paid back

farming field we cannot expect to do it

during 25 years. After maturity and m
by such borrowing) if the farmer is to

case of default, they bear interest at
get the cost of production plus a reason _

the rate of 5 per cent, per annum Any able profit under such a { and the CQst
part of the loan may be paid before of Hvi if anything> has got t0 be in_

coming due, at any time. A loan may creased. I would therefore urge the
be transferred upon sale of the property government to consider doing something
to the new purchaser. about this great probiem fac jng yoUng
And this under Chapter 114, an farm operators today.

Act Respecting Farm Lands This
Now> Mr Speaker)

t would like to
Act is administered by a Board, and

deal for a few minutes with the subject
the annual interest of 3 per cent. of milk> something that ever farmer
The payment of the difference, in and housewife is interested in. Even the
interest seems to be a direct grant to

newspapers are carrying it in the head-
the farmers of Quebec If they or Hnes and something new is happening
their Co-operative Societies had _T th ht there was bootlegging in

previously borrowed money under the akohol but j see there is bootlegging in
Dominion Act at a rate of 3/2 per cent., milk j am tQ hear that

&
j

the Quebec legislation would automati- have here a few fi issued
.

the
cally reduce the interest rate to 3 per De t of Agriculture Statistics Branch,
cent. Both of these Acts seem to have These fi sent milk into
been passed around 1925 and they A >rc I u f T ,« *? r
.,. / j. . . .. , »

J different channels. In the months of
indicate a desire to assist farmers in XT , 10/1*7 j at u m/io
,1 • •

,
• ,, -T) £ November, 1947, and November, 1948—

their requirements in the .Province of , . . ... . .

Quebec, which is not in evidence here. showmg a decrease in milk production

If we are going to build young people
in the Past year ' *n ^f fluid milk

into good sound agriculturists, we must quarts >
sale amounted to 35,458,500, and

provide such a type of long-term
m 1948 it dropped to 35,347,300, a de-

mortgage money. Too many times in crease of 111,200 quarts of milk. That,

the past we have seen young men who if anything, should have been increased

have been keen for an agricultural life,
with an increased population. The

and they have started only to find fluid cream, quarts, has dropped from

themselves partly financed and be 1,1 1 1,000 quarts to 1,073,700, a decrease

constantly depressed, hoping next year of 38,000 quarts. Creamery butter,

would be a better year and end up by pounds, has slightly increased. It has

selling out and going to town and going increased 3 per cent. It has increased
on to work in the town where they are from 4,105,276 to 4,226,716 pounds,
sure of getting paid every week. That is an increase of 121,440 pounds,
What is some of the reasons that or an increase of 3 per cent. But, in the

these men quit? Some of them would Cheddar cheese we have a drop of 34.1

have been paying as high as 6 per cent, per cent. In other words, we have
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dropped from 3,167,044 pounds to

2,086,541 pounds, a decline of 1,080,503

pounds.

In the same period the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) told us that 105,815

dairy cattle have been exported, a large

percentage of these from the Province

of Ontario. It is quite clear, Mr.

Speaker, that retrenchment has already

begun among the farmers. We are sell-

ing off our capital stock in order to offset

our loss of income through the declining
sales of milk and cheese, and through
the threat of today to the butter industry,
and through the threat and insecurity in

the dairy interests.

Why is there such a decline in milk

production? I have mentioned a few

things but according to the great number
of protest meetings among the milk pro-
ducers and from opinions they are

voicing it is quite evident that the aver-

age milk producer feels that he has been

sold down the river by the new Act of

last year.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : No, no.

MR. ISLEY : Strange as it may
seem the protest meetings that have been

brought to my attention have all been

in constituencies held by the govern-
ment. Now, do not blame the CCF for

that. Only in one case—
MR. J. D. McPHEE (PC Simcoe

East) : Who sets the price for butter

and cheese?

MR. ISLEY: I was not talking
about the setting of the price. What I

was pointing out was the drop in

production.

MR. McPHEE : That is why.

MR. ISLEY: I am just trying to

point out a few of the things that the

milk producers face, but I wanted to

show how there was an awful decline in

all types of milk production and what I

want to point out is the thing that the

dairy farmers are up against today. I

am not going into cheese. I have cut

a bit of this out, to come within the time
allotted.

Now, I have attended one of these

protest meetings and producers become

very vicious. It is something that

should not be. I have had pro-
ducers crying on my shoulder, not

only from my own constituency
but from neighbouring constituen-

cies—Waterloo North and Wellington
South, and the latest one was from Dur-
ham. These producers all believed they
were protected under the new Act of last

year against loss that might occur from
the failure of any dairy, but that was not
the case. When the Toronto Dairies be-

came insolvent, and stopped paying
farmers, it was found, after an investiga-
tion by the milk producers, that this com-

pany was not properly bonded. Instead

of being bonded for 100 per cent, of their

indebtedness to farmers, they were only
bonded for 40 per cent., and thus the

farmers did not have the protection they
were entitled to expect under the new
Milk Control Act. The Milk Control
Board does not seem to be blamed be-

cause, from my information, the Board
asked for an increase in the bond early
in 1948. The company did not increase

its bond and the Board could not do any-
thing about it. Why? Because the

Board did not have the power. Why?
Because new regulations under the new
Act had not been passed. The new Act
became law on April 16th, 1948. It

became law in 1948 but where are the

new regulations under the new Act ? Up
until today they still have not appeared
in the Gazette.

MR. JOLLIFFE : After 10 months.

MR. ISLEY : After 10 months, and
that is why the farm people are becom-

ing impatient. They are no longer the

people who live back in the horse-and-

buggy days. They get around. I would
like to know how many similar cases

could happen under this Act, how many
more dairies would be protected in that

way. These are some of the reasons

why dairy men are becoming dissatis-

fied. That is why they are selling off

their cows, they see there is no future

and no protection, and then the sad

part of it, they are getting blamed in

the press for being responsible for the
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increase in the cost of milk, the increase

in the price of milk to the consumer.
These producers thought they were pro-
tected under the new Act, and they

certainly should be looked after at once.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to point
out here, that the producer of milk gets

slightly less than 9 cents per quart at the

barn. For the same milk that the

consumer is paying 18 cents per quart
for in town. He must invest money
in a herd, he must feed and care for the

herd, and put the milk into cans, and
it has got to be a good quality of milk,
and the dairies who process the milk

make more than the farmer or have
more margin than the farmer. The
dairies have a mark-up of 100 per cent,

for a product that turns over every 24

hours, and I feel that every consumer
should be aware of this, and not blame
the producer for the larger cost of milk.

Another thing that the consumer should

know is that in 1947 producers were

getting $3.45 per hundred for their milk

and, despite the fact that the milk was
increased 60 cents a hundred in 1948,
on the fluid milk shipped by the farmers—and I have statements to prove that

fact—so have many others—they re-

ceived only $3.44 a hundred. That is

one cent per hundred net less than
before the 60 cent increase. Now, how
did that happen? The reason was that

the dairies immediately were allowed to

control the surplus and the surplus kept
on raising and so the overall of the

picture is that we took less for our milk.

Now, what are some of the answers
we have for controlling milk or answer-

ing some of the problems and the

trouble the dairy-producers are in?

1. We would suggest co-operative

marketing through milk pools.

2. The pool would direct the milk
into channels according to the

demand and price.

3. Producer's milk would be graded
and payment would be made
according to quality, sanitation

and butter-fat content.

4. All producers should be paid on
the above basis regardless of the

ultimate use of the milk.

What are the advantages of such a
scheme? Pooling would lower the cost

of milk collection. It would lower the

cost of winter milk production for fluid

milk purposes. The producers' co-

operative pool would be in a better posi-
tion to protect the individual producer.
The pool would be able to give technical

assistance such as productive costs and

productive methods, and etcetera. Pool-

ing would give the farmers their own
bargaining power. A milk pool would
work closer or organize itself in a co-

operating processing plant.

Now, there are things that we need
to organize a pool.

MR. C. E. JANES (PC Lambton
East) : Would that be compulsory?

MR. ISLEY: I am getting to that.

The organization of the pool?

MR. JANES: Yes.

MR. ISLEY: First of all we must
have the necessary legislation and the

majority of producers must approve.

MR. F. S. THOMAS (PC Elgin) :

I might inform the hon. member (Mr.
Isley) that farm organizations have
been working for four years and study-

ing pool.

MR. ISLEY: I realize that.

MR. THOMAS : Could I also inform
the hon. member (Mr. Isley) that very
thing is being done in Oxford now, and,
under the law today, everything you
mention can be done, voluntarily.

MR. ISLEY: There are still some
hitches in the Act.

MR. THOMAS: What are they?

MR. ISLEY: Co-operative milk

plans, that is what we are suggesting.

Now, I could go on speaking of

some more of the problems of the milk

producers, but I think when these

co-operative plans get under way I am
sure the farmers can assist themselves
and I would urge the government to

look into it to get this question of milk

supply today settled as quickly as

possible.
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Our families need milk, our children

need milk badly, and I think there may
be ways that we can bring down the

cost of milk to the consumer. I would

like to put milk on the consumers' table

as cheaply as possible, as I am sure that

if we go back to the depression years
and see what has happened in the past

through a lack of milk, I am sure the

figures of declining production have

proven that our children may again
suffer greatly from lack of milk, as

back in the days when the people could

not buy, when the pay envelopes were

not full enough to supply adequate milk

for the children, and we have seen that

result. I would urge the government
to study the whole problem of milk very

thoroughly. When 98 per cent, of the

producers over a given area turn out

to a protest meeting, there must be

something wrong, and you cannot ignore
that.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ISLEY: I could go on and

speak of housing, old-age pensions,

compensation, and all the rest of things
that arise every day in my constituency,
but I am sure they have all been dealt

with here. However, I would like to

bring one little point to the attention

of this House, and that is a statement

which was made by the hon. member
for Kenora (Mr. White) who said we
did a lot of "calamity howling." I think

that was the term he used.

MR. J. G. WHITE (PC Kenora) :

Hear, hear.

MR. ISLEY: He was saying that we
are not justified in

'

'howling" with

reference to the statement made by the

hon. Leader of the Opposition about

second mortgages not being paid. Well,
I would like to inform the hon. member

(Mr. White) that in my constituency I

have had a case where the first mortgage
is not being paid, and where a man who
has served his king and country is today

paying rent in a house which he put his

money into. That case was brought to

my attention. We are not "calamity

howling." These facts exist. This man

was forced to go to Westminster Mili-

tary Hospital, and while there he got
in arrears—he has a pension coming
from the government, and despite that,

the mortgage holder foreclosed. These
conditions do exist.

HON. G. A. WELSH (PC Minister

of Planning and Development) : Might
I ask a question?

MR. ISLEY: Yes.

MR. WELSH : Was it a private

mortgage he had arranged, or was it

under the Federal Government?

MR. ISLEY: He had it under the

Federal Government at first and, of

course, he was talked into having it

changed to a private mortgage holder.

MR. WELSH: Well, when he was
in the hospital he would be getting his

pay and allowances according to rank,
in addition to his other money. I do not

see how he could get into arrears, unless

he—

MR. ISLEY: The fact is his house
was not completed, and during the time

his house was being completed, the price
of material had gone up, and in order

to finish his home, he had to take out

this mortgage from the private indi-

vidual. That is what happened. There
are many more such cases, and that is

what has happened in this individual

case. So I would like to point out, we
are "howling" for a good reason. We
are asking that the people of Ontario

at least be given a few of the things they
are demanding and the things to which

they are entitled.

Let us not do a lot of talking about

it—

AN HON. MEMBER : That is right.

MR. ISLEY: Why not get down to

work and do something about these

things, do something for the old-age

pensioners, and do something for the

people who are in need of homes, for

the people who are living, families of

five including father and mother, in one

room.

Surely we are not going to go out of

this House with all these things undone.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (CCF High
Park) : Mr. Speaker, I am sure you are

heartily tired of being congratulated,
but, nevertheless, I would like to join
other hon. members of this Assembly in

congratulating you upon your election

to the Speaker's chair. As a member of

the Air Force, I had the opportunity of

making your acquaintance and of talk-

ing with other members of services who
had come into contact with you, and I

am sure we in this chamber are going
to receive the same guidance and help
that members of the Air Force received

from you, sir, as padre in the last war.

I would also like to join other hon.

members in congratulating the hon.

Premier upon his elevation to the

highest office within the gift of the

people of Ontario. I am sorry he is not

in his seat at the present time, but I

would like to say we in High Park take

a personal interest in the hon. Premier
because we feel perhaps in some small

way we may have contributed to the

speeding up of the process of his

elevation.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: If that be true, I

would like to say we entered into the

election at High Park with the utmost
enthusiasm.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: We felt that the

people of High Park and the people of

Ontario would be better served by a

change in representation, and I am very
happy to say that our efforts were suc-

cessful, Mr. Speaker.
If a new member might venture to

criticize a Premier, I would like, this

afternoon, to criticize the hon. Premier
of this Assembly for an answer he gave
yesterday. The dean of this Legisla-
ture, the hon. member for Brant (Mr.
Nixon) asked a question. We had in

this House 150 members of the strikers

of Paris, Ontario present to interview

members of this Legislature, and on
their behalf, the hon. member for Brant,
who represents the town of Paris, asked
the hon. Premier if anything had been
done towards calling together manage-
ment and labour in his office, as

promised previously, and he received

the single negative "no." It seems to

me, Mr. Speaker, democracy is on trial,

and when our fellow Canadians come
to this parliament, the people's parlia-
ment of Ontario, to present their views,

they should receive a little more con-

sideration than that.

The facts in connection with the

Penman strike in Paris are that the

company is trying to starve these em-

ployees into going back to work in this

mill. I want to say this, that any firm

or any society which uses starvation as

a weapon to force men and women to

work is a firm and a society that does

not deserve the support of this Legisla-
ture.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: I would like to

suggest to the hon. Premier that

instead of sending a squad of provincial

police, he might try sending just one

provincial policeman to the management
of Penman's, with an invitation to them
to attend a conference of labour and

management in his office in an attempt
to settle this strike. I think if this

government would follow that pro-
cedure, we would have fewer strikes

and we would have happier men and
women in the Province of Ontario.

.During the course of this debate,

many speakers have considered it fitting

to pay tribute to hon. members of front

benches opposite. Mr. Speaker, I am
under no obligation to pay any compli-
ments to any members of this govern-
ment.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: I was elected in

High Park to oppose this government.
I was elected to oppose this govern-
ment's policy of political interference

and mismanagement of hydro. I was
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elected in High Park to oppose this

government's policy of promoting the

sale of liquor throughout the province.
I want to say I was elected in High
Park to oppose the government's failure

to build one single house for any of the

citizens of Ontario or for any of the

war veterans who came back from over-

seas expecting to find better conditions

than when they went away. I want to

say, too, that I was elected in High
Park to oppose this government's
failure to provide anything in the way
of an adequate health programme
throughout this Province of Ontario.

Let me say this also, that I want to

be fair, and any time the government
introduces measures towards these ends,
I will be glad indeed to pay tribute to

them. I will support them, and I am
sure other hon. members in this corner

will vote for any measures that tend

towards the improvement of the condi-

tions which I have just mentioned.

Mr. Speaker, during the debate, some
of my hon. friends opposite found it

necessary to express some very high
hopes for the future of Mr. Drew. It

did seem to me there was more of long-

ing than conviction in the way they

expressed those hopes.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON MEMBER : We had him
for five years.

MR. TEMPLE : May I say that for

every seat Duplessis wins for the Con-
servative Party in Quebec, I will venture
to predict Mr. George Drew is going to

lose two seats in Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER : We will see
after the House closes about that.

MR. D. H. MORROW (PC Carle-

ton) : Mr. Speaker, may I raise a ques-
tion ? I would like to ask the hon. mem-
ber for Toronto High Park (Mr.
Temple) if he is coming down to Carle-
ton again in the coming federal election
to increase Mr. Drew's majority.

AN HON. MEMBER : How many
Carletons have you got?

MISS A. MacPHAIL (CCF York
East) : Just one Carleton.

AN HON. MEMBER: 83.

MR. TEMPLE: Mr. Speaker, I

would be very glad to inform my hon.

friend for Carleton (Mr. Morrow) I

have already received an invitation to

return to that riding.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE : And I intend to do
so at the very first opportunity.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (PC
Minister of Municipal Affairs) : Why
did you leave so quickly when you were
there ?

MR. TEMPLE : I would like to say
further that by strange coincidence I

happened to meet the ex-member for

High Park (Mr. Drew) in Carleton Rid-

ing in the town of Richmond and in the

town hall, and, Mr. Speaker, I regret
to inform the Legislature that Mr. Drew
did not seem the least bit glad to see me.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh,

MR. TEMPLE : In fact, I had the

impression he was definitely unfriendly.

SOME HON MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. TEMPLE : During the course

of some rather incoherent stuttering re-

marks which he made, I gathered that he

was feeling a sense of personal injury.
He had "been under the impression that

the election at High Park was a beauty
contest—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh,

oh.

MR. TEMPLE: And he did not

think the judges had decided wisely.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. TEMPLE: He stated that I

had been elected in High Park on June
7th by the "bootleggers and the Com-
munists."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. TEMPLE: Mr. Speaker, I

think that is a reflection upon the fine,

decent, sober citizens of the riding of

High Park.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE : And I want to say
this, that I believe in the coming federal

election, the citizens of High Park are

going to express that resentment in a

very tangible way, because I believe they
realize that that statement was the utter-

ance of a defeated candidate, a man who
was a poor sport and a bad loser.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE : May I just say this

further, in passing, on that particular in-

cident, that I am a little concerned about
the ex-member for High Park. It seems
to me that he is suffering from high blood

pressure. I would urge the hon. mem-
bers opposite, if they have any influence

with him, to try to have a medical exam-
ination of him, in order that his health

may be safe-guarded, because he had a

shock on June 7th, and I think he is

going to get another shock in the coming
federal election, and I do not think he
can take it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER :

understand, period.

You cannot

AN HON. MEMBER
care of himself.

He will take

MR. TEMPLE : Now, Mr. Speaker,
some hon. members opposite have ex-

pressed opinions with regard to the

leadership of the Conservative Party, and
I do want to say that I am very, very
much surprised that there is a contest.

Personally, I cannot understand why—
and I am speaking frankly and I hope
hon. members will realize that—I cannot
understand why any person would want
to be Premier of a Conservative Party in

Ontario.

MR. TEMPLE : I am a new member,
perhaps when I am around a little longer
I will understand the reason, but it does

seem to me at the moment that the cap-

taincy of the ship of state of Ontario is

similar to the captaincy of a tramp
steamer which is just about to cross the

Atlantic Ocean.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. TEMPLE: Now, this tramp
steamer is a particularly old boat. It is

water-logged. The timbers are rotten.

AN HON. MEMBER: Oh, oh.

MR. TEMPLE : The hull leaks, and
to make it worse, the engines have lost

their power. They lack drive.

AN HON. MEMBER: No high
blood pressure?

MR. TEMPLE: The captain is

aboard this ship crossing the Atlantic,

and the matter is much more serious

than just this, because the captain is

in the position that he does not know
where he is going and he does not know
what he is going to do when he gets
there.

AN HON. MEMBER : Going to get
some more immigrants.

MR. TEMPLE: So, while he is try-

ing to solve this problem
—

just keep in

mind he is a Conservative captain
—he

orders up a double ration of grog for

himself and all the members of the

crew.

AN HON. MEMBER: Hurrah.

MR. TEMPLE: He does that pre-

sumably on the theory that if they are

all drunk, it does not matter where they

go anyway, they will not care. While
he is at the steering-wheel of the ship,

the lookout reports there is a cloud

appearing on the horizon. The cloud is

black, and it is getting bigger.
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AN HON. MEMBER: MacLeod?

MR. TEMPLE: He has lost his

navigation instruments and the baro-

meter is falling and there is every in-

dication of a storm, a storm which may
develop into a cyclone before the boat

reaches port, whatever port that may
be.

AN HON. MEMBER: Lots of

wind, anyway.

MR. TEMPLE: In this dilemma,
with the usual Tory answer to a serious

situation such as this, the captain orders
a double noggin of rum for himself and
for the crew. Again on the basis that:

"If we are all drunk it will not matter
much anyway."

Now, Mr. Speaker, the parallel is

this, that if that boat does weather the

storm and it is not certain by any
means, and it does pull into harbour
some place

—
AN HON. MEMBER: Hong

Kong?

MR. TEMPLE: Yes, it might be

Hong Kong. There is only one thing
sure, and that is the owners of the boat
will take one look at it and will order
the ship scuttled with all the crew, in-

cluding the captain, on board, and that

they will say: "We want a nice, new
streamlined, all-metal ship, built on the
lines of a CCF ship."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. TEMPLE: "That can handle
the problems that are going to face
travel on the Atlantic Ocean," and with
that in view, Mr. Speaker, I still do
not understand why anyone would want
to be a Conservative Premier of On-
tario.

I want now to say a few things be-

fore I sit down.

MR. DUNBAR: Well, that will be
a nice change.

MR. TEMPLE: I want to take an

opportunity of paying tribute to the
trade unionists in Ontario. During the
last election, the trade unions in this

province demonstrated that any time

they decide to take an active part in

politics to elect candidates of their own
choosing, they can win any industrial

riding in the province, and I believe

any industrial riding in Canada.

In the June election in High Park
we had the president of an American
Federation of Labour union as presi-
dent of our south riding club; in the

north section of the riding, we had the

president of that club, also an officer

in the Canadian Congress of Labour
Unions. We had there an example of

100 per cent, co-operation between the

two great trade union bodies in the

Dominion of Canada. I believe that

spirit of co-operation is going to be ex-

tended into the coming federal election

and that we are going to witness again
labour, for the first time, taking an
active part in the political affairs of

the Dominion of Canada, and choosing
their own candidates.

Other speakers have dealt with a

problem which I consider to be one of

the most serious facing the people of

Ontario, and I too want to make my
contribution to the solution of this

problem before sitting down. We have
had figures upon the consumption of

alcohol in the Province of Ontario

during the past few years presented to

the Legislature, but I would like to put
a few other figures on record, and the

figures which are of a little different

type. These figures give the sale value

of liquor at retail rather than at whole-

sale, such as have already been placed
on the records of the province, and I

am going to deal with figures as for

the years in which the present govern-
ment was in office. I might say the

figures are very carefully compiled,

they place the usual profit upon beer

that is purchased from the commission,
and then sold by the glass, and they
also place the usual profit upon hard

liquors which are purchased from the

commission and again sold at retail.

For the period ending the 31st of

March, 1943, the sale totalled $120,-

000,000. For the year ending March
31st, 1947—that is the last year for

which Liquor Control figures have been
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published, the figures totalled $200,- and taverns are shut, says police
000,000. For the year ending March inspector." Last week-end, the week-
31st, 1948—that is almost a year ago— end just past, we had a total in the City
the estimate is that these figures will of Toronto of 88 arrests for drunken-
reach $225,000,000. And for this year, ness, including fighting and brawls
a reliable estimate is that the figures which are getting to be a regular Friday
are going to reach the tremendous and Saturday feature of the City of
total of $250,000,000, which the people Toronto and the five major cities that
of Ontario are spending annually on are suffering from the present Liquor
liquor. Control Act.

Mr. Speaker, this sum is, I believe, And, now, I would like to place on

greater than the sum that the hon. record a few other facts. Automobile
Provincial Treasurer is going to out- accidents are increasing throughout the

line tomorrow afternoon as the com- province, and Professor Joselyn Rogers
plete expenditures of this province in of the Provincial Department has made
the operation of its affairs. I want to this statement: That fifty per cent, of

say that I am very, very seriously con- these accidents can definitely be attrib-

cerned about this, and I am sure hon. uted to alcohol. The hon. Minister of

members opposite are concerned about Highways (Mr. Doucett) issued a

this problem. I believe if we continue report a week ago in which he stated

to consume alcohol in this province at that for last year 1,149 drivers' licences

the rate we are drinking it at the were cancelled because of drunken

present time, we are going to have a driving. I would like to state that I do

decadent society within one generation,
not believe any person who drinks liquor

Unless we put the breaks on our con- should be allowed to sit behind the

sumption of alcohol, we are going to wheel of an automobile. We go by the

reap a very tragic story in the future. beer parlours and cocktail bars of this

There is a day of reckoning coming province and we find huge parking areas

that is going to leave a trail of are provided for the customers, and

broken homes, broken lives, ruined and these areas are crowded with cars of

wrecked individuals, that is what we men and women who are drinking and

are going to have in the future. then going out on the highways to

Now, I have here some figures show-
enda^e

,

r
!
ife and endanger other auto-

• _ +u
'

• -• 1 I r i i mobile drivers,
ing the convictions last year for drunk- .

enness in the Province of Ontario. The During recent times, an estimate was

figures totalled more than 30,000, almost made that in the Province of Ontario,

31,000, of which more than 2,000 were at the present time there are 20,000

women. That picture in itself presents
alcoholics. The number is increasing so

a very tragic story. The increase in rapidly that hospitals and sanatoriums

crime and lawlessness which is primar-
which have been provided to treat these

ily associated with liquor has been PeoPle are unable to cope with the

featured the last two or three weeks, problem. The number is increasing at

in the newspapers of Toronto. I have a &reat rate.

here the Toronto Daily Star for Satur- The hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
day, February 5th, and the headline Kelley), who is not in his seat, made
reads : "Worst night in weeks for fights,

a statement a short time ago that the

police say. One P.C. battles five." The Ontario Government was going to

Globe and Mail of February 7th : provide a hospital to care for the

"Dundas Street police arrest 52 on alcoholic. I would like to commend him
busiest Saturday in weeks." Fifty-two for that, and I hope his statement is

drunks arrested on a Saturday night in true and that we are going to have some
the City of Toronto in one station only, provision in the estimates for a hospital
that is not the whole city. In the to take care of alcoholics.

Toronto Daily Star of February 12th, Now, the hon. Premier, at the
the headline is: "Brawls start as bars Speaker's dinner the other night, made
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quite an eloquent plea on behalf of the

juveniles in the province who are

delinquent, who are up in the police
courts. I would like to say to him, that

the very first place he should start to

cope with this problem is through con-

trol of his Liquor Control Board and

through a policy of reducing the hours,

reducing the number of outlets and

making sure that these outlets which
are at present in existence do not con-

tinue to break the law by selling to

minors and by selling to drunken men.
There has not been, to my knowledge,
one single conviction of any liquor
sellers for selling liquor to a drunken

man, in spite of the fact that the law

says that you cannot do it. And, now,
I am going to close with this. One would

expect that any government which is

concerned with the welfare of the

people, before bringing in a radical

change in liquor legislation, would con-

sult with those organizations that are

primarily concerned with character

building throughout the province. You
would think they would consult with

those organizations that are concerned
with the affects of alcohol upon the

people of the province. But what are

the facts? Not one single Church

requested the new Liquor Licence Act
;

not one single temperance organization
asked for the new Liquor Licence Act;
not one single social service organiza-
tion asked for the new liquor legislation ;

not one single welfare organization
asked for it or was in favour of it. I

am asking the question, who did ask

for the new liquor licence regulations
of 1946? I want to say this, that if the

liquor trade, the liquor interests did not

ask for it, it is only because they got

everything they could possibly want
without asking for it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: The policy of this

government has paralleled the policy of

the liquor interests.

MR. DUNBAR: Well, we expect

you to bring in a bill this session offer-

ing an amendment to the Liquor
Control Act.

MR. TEMPLE: We are already on
record as opposing that Act.

MR. DUNBAR: Will you introduce
a bill?

MR. TEMPLE: I have here a state-

ment published just last week, and I

am going to close almost immediately.
I am sorry I have a lot more I would
like to say, but I am going to cut it

short. I have here a statement of last

year for Canadian Breweries Limited.
This firm's stock is listed in the Stock
Market in 1941 at 60 cents a share.

Last year the stock of the Canadian
Breweries Limited rose to the figure of

$28.60 a share. After 6 or 7 years of

Conservative administration, Canadian
Breweries Limited stock has gone up
from 60 cents a share to $28.60 a share,
in a very short period of time. The
president of the company, Mr. E. P.

Taylor, states that the final cost of the

major project of expansion over the

present period, totals $26,970,000. In
the last year the company has spent a

total of almost $3,000,000, in expanding
their facilities for the production of

beer, and yet he makes the statement

that the firm operated to capacity. He
says here : "You will be glad to know
that our facilities have been going to

capacity for the past year."

Well, now, Mr. Speaker, I am going
to close with this. The Conservative

Party has been the most open-handed,
the most generous friend of the liquor
trade in the history of the Province of
Ontario and in the history of the entire

Dominion. Never in the history of this

province have we had a record of liquor
sales such as we have at the present
time. The policy of this government
during the past two years has resulted

in the debauching of the five major
cities of the Province of Ontario.

HON. W. GRIESINGER (PC
Windsor-Sandwich) : Mr. Speaker, is it

not a fact that the same thing is going
on under the CCF in the Province of

Saskatchewan ?

MR. TEMPLE : I am glad the hon.

Minister (Mr. Griesinger) asked that

question. I would like to make this
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statement that the Province of Sas-

katchewan has the lowest per-capita

consumption of alcohol of any province
in the Dominion of Canada, with the

exception of Prince Edward Island.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. TEMPLE: And that is because
in that province we have a government
that is interested in the welfare of the

people and not in the welfare of the

liquor trade.

MR. GRIESINGER: Do you appre-
ciate the fact that this province had

20,000,000 tourists last year?

MR. MILLARD : Do not blame the

tourists.

MR. GRIESINGER: I am not

blaming the tourists.

^
MR. DUNBAR : They could not find

Saskatchewan.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. TEMPLE: Mr. Speaker, there

were a great many Canadians from the

Province of Ontario who went down to

the United States and presumably they
spent money on alcohol there and in the

final analysis I do not think there is

going to be much difference. I do not
think the Americans who came over
here would be drinking the liquor we
sold. As a matter of fact, I have heard

many Americans in the City of Toronto

say that they did not like the profusion
of liquor spread around the city, that

some of our hotels are a disgrace and
would not be tolerated in the United
States. Some of the leading hotels in

our city are week-end exhibitions of

drunken orgies. I would suggest to the

hon. Minister who controls liquor (Mr.
Griesinger) that he investigate this fact

and take it under consideration. I am
going to close, Mr. Speaker, by thank-

ing the hon. members for listening so

intently. I did not expect it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Mr. Speaker, in rising

during this debate, I hope not to be

unduly long as this debate has been
extended a considerable length in an
effort to give the new hon. members,
some 40, in this House, an opportunity
to be initiated.

In the first place, I would like, Sir, as

has been the custom, but I do it most

sincerely, to extend to you congratula-
tions and my very best regards. I be-

lieve you are going to conduct the

affairs of this House with dignity which
will be a credit to yourself and to this

House. I would like, also, to say a

short word regarding the mover and
seconder of the Speech from the

Throne, particularly the mover. The
hon. member for Durham (Mr. Foote),
who has distinguished himself so

valiantly in the last war, was presented
to this House and who, at that time, as

an official body had extended to him a

hearty welcome, but this is our first

opportunity individually. I would not

let the opportunity pass without extend-

ing to him my very best respects to his

position. The effort of the new hon.

member for Parry Sound (Mr. John-
ston), who seconded the motion should

also be congratulated. It is no mean
effort for one who has not been before

the public to fulfil this important duty.

Also, at this time before proceeding any
further, I would like to extend to my
good friend from Peel (Mr. Kennedy)
my very deep, sincere appreciation and

congratulations to him on becoming
Premier of the Province of Ontario.

While it was not on any particular
effort on my part that he became

Premier, it was certainly with my best

wishes. It is a fitting climax to long
years of service given to his community
and to the Province of Ontario. I would
like to remind the hon. Premier, at this

time, that he now becomes the head,
and the responsible head, of the Con-
servative Party in the Province of On-
tario, and as such he is responsible for

the policies and for the conduct of that

party. At times we may criticize him or

his government. I would like him to

remember that it is not anything per-
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sonal if we get a little critical, but it is

of his policies and of his party for which
he is responsible.

The Speech from the Throne was
rather short but there are a number of

things in it which we would like to deal

with. There are some things in it with

which we do not agree and I propose,
before concluding my short remarks, to

prove that we have just grounds for

doing so.

And now, the duties of the opposition
are to offer some criticism where we
think it is necessary, to offer some sug-

gestions which we think are worth while.

Perhaps in all cases the government does

not think so but, I believe, in the past,
the government has thought so. I would

express my appreciation for some things
which this government has acted upon
which, since I have come into the House,
we, and myself personally, have advo-

cated. One of them particularly is the

Act in respect to the prevention of the

destruction of trees. It took me four

years to get some action on that, but I

do appreciate it having been done. I
'

believe that our County of Dufferin, of

which I represent the greater portion, was
one of the foremost counties in the

Province of Ontario to take this up, and

carry it out in a very efficient manner.

I have here a copy of the regulations
laid down in a by-law of tfye County of

Dufferin, which tells of all the different

kinds of trees you can cut, and the sizes

you can cut, and so on. A lot of people
seem to find it difficult to believe that the

Act for the prevention of cutting of trees

can be efficient, but I think our County
has shown it has been fairly successful,

and I again express my appreciation to

the former hon. Minister of Lands and
Forests (Mr. Thompson) for having

brought that in.

Increased grants to community centres

is one thing we have been advocating for

a considerable length of time. I think

I have spoken of it in this House for a

number of years. That, too, the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) has introduced,
in his capacity as Minister of Agriculture.

The change of the Drainage Act is

something else I have been anxious to

see, in the light of the new school of

thought in regard to the conservation of

moisture, and the construction of dams,
which more or less have changed the

thought on drainage from draining

everything off, to retaining some mois-

ture, and it is only true that our Act
must be changed in that respect. I am
concerned a great deal with this, as three

of the first dams built in the. Province
of Ontario, regarding flood control and
the conservation of moisture, are within

the boundaries of my riding, and it has
been something which has been of great
interest to me. I hope during this session

there will be something definite in regard
to the construction of the second dam on
the Conestogo River. These dams prob-

ably have not fulfilled all the hopes and

inspirations of the commission which

prompted them, but they have accom-

plished some of what they were asking
for. Whether they are worth the cost,

is another thing. I think they are prob-

ably in the experimental stage, in the

Province of Ontario, and time will tell.

The expense has been pretty high; the

municipalities have not paid for a very

high portion, but for the amount they

paid, it has certainly been worth the

experiment.

An Act which was brought in last

year was another we have suggested, and
that is for the establishment of a respons-
ible fund for irresponsible drivers doing
damage on our highways. I appreciate
that, because I think it is well worth
while.

These are some of the things we have

suggested, which the government has

done. However, there are a number of

things we have suggested which the

government has not done, and one of

them is to take care of the totally in-

capacitated persons who live in our

province.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. McEWING : This is not a new

thing, but is something to which I think

you should not shut your eyes, or upon
which to wait too long to act. There are

a great number of people for whom there
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is no provision in any other Act, except
that providing relief, and that is humili-

ating and is not sufficient, and it does

not take care of the young ones in the

way of getting them medical services

which might remove a lot of their diffi-

culties, if taken hold of by our Health

Department at an early stage. I would

plead with the government to do some-

thing, and do something soon. I do not

think there is anything more worthy than

to establish a pension system which
would take care of all our totally or par-

tially incapacitated persons, right from
their youth up. It is more needed, per-

haps, than a lot of our old-age pensions,
and I think you would have the whole-

hearted support of this House.

Before proceeding any farther, I

would have liked it if the hon. member
for Essex-South (Mr. Murdoch) were
in his place. He made some remarks
the other night which I would like to

discuss a little. However, they will be

on the record, and he can read them,
whether they read good or not. He told

us we were ooposed to the additional

gasoline tax and to the amusement tax,

and a number of other things. I would
like to point this out, that the extra

gasoline tax and the amusement tax

were war taxes. His party at Ottawa
is asking that all war taxes be reduced

right away. Ottawa is paying for the

war
;
we are not paying for it, yet this

government is continuing the war tax,

and it has no justification whatsoever
for doing so. They come into the House
and say, "We have $25,000,000 surplus
last year," and yet they continue the

war taxes. You seem to think it is all

right here that when you get to Ottawa,

you can ask for it to be discontinued

down there.

We, as the opposition, do not believe it

is our duty to oppose everything the

government does. We like to support 'the

good things the government does.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC.
Premier) : Then we will have 100 per
cent, support from you.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF
York East) : That is asking too much.

MR. McEWING: The former
Premier (Mr. Drew) who has gone to

Ottawa, seems to oppose everything the

government does.

MR. KENNEDY : It is a different

government.

MR. McEWING: There is some

prediction of what the former Premier
is going to do. I think the hon. member
for Essex-South (Mr. Murdoch) was

telling us about all the wins he has had,

and the elections he has won. He did

not tell us about South Wellington, nor

about High Park. If the prediction of

the present hon. Premier (Mr. Ken-

nedy) and the hon. member for Essex-

South (Mr. Murdoch) that Colonel

Drew, as leader, will be the next Prime

Minister of Canada, let me predict some-

thing. I will predict that if Colonel

Drew is the next Prime Minister of the

Dominion of Canada, we are in for a

major depression.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Min-
ister of Education) : Careful now. Write

it on your cuff.

MISS MacPHAIL : That would be

a major disaster.

MR. McEWING : I will prove this,

too, a little later.

AN HON. MEMBER: Today?

MR. McEWING: Yes, right now.

It is the history of the Dominion of

Canada that under every Liberal Govern-

ment we have had our most prosperous

times, and I can give you the dates, if

you want them.

It is very interesting to look back and
see the prices of livestock, bacon, butter,

eggs, etc., under the different govern-

ments, and I can well remember the last

Conservative government—I do not

know of any leader at Ottawa who is

any nearer being a follower of Bennett

than Colonel Drew.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.
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MR. McEWING: To my mind he

is Bennett over again. He has the same
characteristics of Bennett.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. McEWING: What was the

history from 1920 to 1935? The poorest

prices we had in a long, long time. I

took $2.85 for hogs, and under 5 cents

for beef cattle; eggs were about 10

cents a dozen and butter got to 17 cents

a pound—and it was not margarine,
either. That was the man who was

going to "blast his way—"

MISS MacPHAIL:
markets of the world."

'Into the

MR. McEWING: Yes, "into the

markets of the world." Mr. Speaker,
let us go back a little farther. After

the first war—they say a depression
follows every war—we had a Conser-

vative government. I know it was a

Union government, but it turned into a

Conservative government, and the prices
started to decline. There was an elec-

tion about 1921 or 1922. The govern-
ment came in, in 1922, although they
were elected in 1921. There was a

Liberal government elected at that time,
and that depression was averted, and

prices rose, and we had fairly good
markets and fairly good prices up till

1930, under the Liberal government. I

am reminded we had the Meighen
government for about three months, but

we survived that.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT
(PC Minister of Highways) : Do not

forget to mention 1929.

MR McEWING: In 1929 to 1930
we had good prices. I sold cattle for

9 cents and 10 cents a pound in 1930,
but after Bennett got in, where did the

prices go? They went down. If we
get a Conservative government in

Ottawa, we will have another depres-
sion.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh. oh.

MR. McEWING: Now, we will

leave that, Mr. Speaker. I want to

speak now for a few minutes on educa-
tion. I see the hon. Minister of Educa-

tion (Mr. Porter) with his genial coun-

tenance, has moved back into his own
seat.

I say he has a difficult task. He has

a lot of tidying up and cleaning up to

do.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. McEWING : Even in the news-

papers, I have seen pictures of how he
had to have the dust taken off the chairs

and desks in his office, because nobody
had occupied them for four or five

years. It is quite a task to get that all

cleaned up.

School authorities all over the

Province of Ontario are confused at

the policies presented by the Depart-
ment of Education. I hope these will

soon be squared away. They are in a

turmoil about school areas, and what-
not. They build new schools, or they
draw up plans for the building of new
schools, and they do not know where
to put them, and they do not know
where they will go.

MR. PORTER : Do you want us to

tell them?

MR. McEWING: If you want to.

I know we had a school built at

Drayton, and the officials of the Depart-
ment told them where to build it. I

know
;

I was there.

MR. PORTER : That is not the one

you described last year?

MR. McEWING : That is the one in

which they nearly froze all winter.

MR. PORTER: Are they still

freezing ?

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : And the water was seeping
down.

MR. PORTER: Yes, that was
"terrible."

MR. McEWING: Just in passing,.
Mr. Minister (Mr. Porter), I will not

mention it further now, but we will

have a little discussion some day about:

that.
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It is true that province bears the

larger part of the cost of education,

but our taxes have gone up tremend-

ously. My taxes are the highest they
have ever been for school costs, and

apparently there has been no solution

arrived at as yet. I hope there will be.

Maybe this thing will work out. I will

give it time. The government has three

or four years yet
—

MR. PORTER: Prices are high,
under the government.

MR. McEWING: They seem to be.

There is something which interests me
a great deal—and this is on the serious

side; we have a lot of new citizens who
have come into Canada in the last four

or five years. There are several aspects

upon which I might touch, but I will

simply mention the educational part. I

think we should pay more attention to

the teaching of Canadian citizenship.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. McEWING: I believe they
established in many areas night schools

for teaching languages to these new-
comers. That is very good. But we
have to go farther than that—away
beyond that. The teaching of Canadian

citizenship is something which should

not be taught only in the schools, but.

every citizen should take a part in

setting an example and assisting these

new citizens to become the good Cana-
dian citizens we would like them to be.

They need to learn not only our

language, but our way of living, which
is a way of living different from some
other countries, a way we do not want
to pattern after. That is the thing I

think we should do something about.

Our youth are running around at loose

ends. What is the reason we have the

Beanery Gang and all the rest of them

running loose ? Right in this city, where

you have the very best educational

facilities you have this gang. We do
not have the facilities in the country
that you have here, but we have not

these Beanery Gangs, and the rest of

it. There is something wrong with the

situation. Even when we visited the

reformatory last year, I think only about

7 per cent, came from rural areas, while

the balance came from our cities. It

seems to me there is something radic-

ally wrong.
I have spoken before on this Com-

munist propaganda in our schools, and
I consulted the former hon. Minister of

Education (Mr. Drew), but he said

that he did not think public opinion was

strong enough to warrant doing any-

thing. Well, we have all read of his

hollering in Ottawa that they should
arrest everybody. Of course, that is

different. Wr

hen the Ottawa Govern-
ment arrested Rose, and some of the

others, they jumped up and hollered

"You are unfair to Canadian citizens."

It looks to me as if it was just a matter
of being "agin" the government in

everything. I say, Mr. Speaker, this is

a serious matter. I- have in my pos-
session literature which is being mailed

to these new citizens, dealing with that

question. I think we should stop it.

They do not want it. They come to us
and say "We are getting this stuff."

I think we should do something about

this thing, to get to the root of it. I

wish the Department of Education
would take a much more active part
in the teaching of Canadian citizenship,

because, after all, it seems we have

placed the almighty dollar and the joys
and glamour of life away ahead of the

better things of life, things which are

more lasting, and mean more. We will

suport you in anything you do in that

respect. Get the report of the Royal
Commission down in a hurry, and let

us see what is in it. It probably will

have something in it. Maybe the hon.

Minister (Mr. Porter) knows what is

in it—
MR. PORTER: No, I do not know.

MR. McEWING: Well, Mr.

Speaker, so much for education.

I would like to say a little about

hydro, but I will only touch on it. I

had a great deal to say, but I will not

take up the time of the House. There
is, however, something I would like to

correct which was put on record last

year. We have had these hydro short-
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ages, and there has been a lot of "pass-

ing the buck," and blaming one an-

other for it. I think it is admitted by

nearly every honest person that the lack

of action back in 1943 and 1944 had

a lot to do with it—an awful lot to do

with it.

Now, we have some new plans under

way, but to my mind we are still going
to be short- of hydro for the next ten

years, because as the consumption of

hydro keeps moving upward, the plants

we are building can hardly keep up
with it.

MR. DOUCETT : How will you tie

that in, with what you said a moment

ago? You said a moment ago there

will be a great depression. You
admitted the Conservative Government
was going into power—
MR. McEWING: I do not admit

it, and I do not think they are.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. McEWING: If I did, I would
be warning you.

I think we all ought to be honest

about this hydro business—
AN HON. MEMBER: We think so,

too.

MR. McEWING: During the time

a great many people said it was due
to water shortage. As we pointed out,

there was a plan a year ago
—a proper

plan of education—to conserve hydro,
so as to tide us over. Who, in the

world, knew a year ago there would
be a shortage of water last fall. I do
not know, unless somebodv has some
inside information with the Almighty,
which very few of us have.

That power plant could have been
built. It is well known that priorities
were obtainable for the building of the

power plant, but you cannot get priori-
ties to build rural lines, and that is

where the farmers come again on the

short end. Once that was over, the

demand for hydro will be such that

the commission cannot keep up with it.

The farmers took the government at

its word, when they said, "We will give

hydro to every farming concession/'
and I give the present Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) credit for being the father

of that statement. They said every
farm shall have hydro. Well, Mr.

Speaker, there are lots of poles stand-

ing there, with no hydro wires on them

yet.

I brought to the attention of the

House a year ago that there was a plant
which was not being used in my area,
a small plant down near the Credit

Forks, and it was very strange that on
the day Mr. Drew made his first speech
on the hydro shortage, they blew the

dam up>
—the very day.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. McEWING: And the lion,

member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr.
Challies) said that they did not; they
just blew two feet off the top. That
is in the record. I had occasion to go
and see that dam site this summer.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. McEWING: That is not a

violation of the rules, Mr. Speaker.

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS:
Order.

MR. McEWING: This was blown
clear down to the bottom, to the rock.

There was 400 horsepower of energy
there with two diesel engines, which
would develop 500 horsepower more,

making a total of 900 horsepower at

that site. They dismantled it, and took

the water wheel out after the 1st of

October, last fall, right in the middle
of the shortage. They had 900 horse-

power they could have been using to

tide over that shortage, but they did not

do it. He said he blew up two feet of

the dam to save the railway property.
What happened? They blew it clean

out of the bottom and, instead of a

great portion of this water going down
the flue, it is washing out the railway

property now. I am surprised at the

hon. Minister from Grenville (Mr.
Challies) making that statement. If he
made it without knowing the facts, then

he does not know what is going on, and
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further proof that he does not know
what is going on; the fact that, after

two years, the man in charge of the

office was out of the office and away
from it, and, two years afterwards, a

new hydro truck was delivered to him.

So, evidently, they do not know what
is going on.

AN HON. MEMBER: The roads
are bad . . .

MR. McEWING: Now, I would
like to say a word about agriculture.
I do not know where the hon. Minister
of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) has

gone. He will probably come back. He
said, in the House here, the other day,
in speaking about making speeches on
the Speech from the Throne, that this

was his first speech that he had made on
the Speech from the Throne—I think
that is correct—that he had done his

work in committee. Well, I think he is

quite honest—he will do whatever he

can, whether in committee or whether
in the House, but the fact is, last year
how many committee meetings did the

Agricultural Committee have? Can any-
body tell me?
The records show two, and I think

twice they went to Canada Packers for

lunch.

Now, that is the value of the Agri-
cultural Committee sometimes in the

past. It is functioning better this year,
and I am glad and I have been agitating
this thing for quite a while. I was a
little surprised at the Minister when the

session started, at his attitude on ruling
the House, because, as Minister of

Agriculture, we looked upon him as a

man of great height and fairness, but
it seems as soon as he assumed the rule

as Leader of the Conservative Party
you have got a fellow of different

attitude. As soon as we went to appoint
a committee we got an example of what
the attitude was. However, we hope
that he did not wreck the whole House
or wreck the government, maybe. It

might do that.

There are some things that I would
like to show this House, the reason why
we are not supporting the government
in this Speech from the Throne. There

are a number of things that the Minister
of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy), I say,
has left undone. One of them is his

failure to join the other provinces in

opposing the increase of freight rates.

Now, the railway companies asked for a
30 per cent, increase in freight rates.

The Board of Transportation at Ottawa
granted them 21 per cent., and it looked
as if it was settled at that time. How-
ever, it is up before the Court now, and
it is up for another hearing.

Seven provinces of the Dominion of
Canada joined together, but Quebec and
Ontario never said a word in opposing
it. Quebec did not oppose it—I do not
know whether they got contaminated
with Quebec, or what it is—probably
other influences—but they did not

oppose the increase in freight rates.

Does the increase of freight rates mean
anything to the farmer? Everything
the farmer buys and everything he sells

is affected by freight rates, whether it

is machinery or whether it is his pro-
duce or whether his clothing or food-
stuffs. There is freight rates on his

machinery from the mines to the

smelters and from the smelters to the

factories and the factories out to his

place, and you have no idea what that

21 per cent, increase would mean to

every farmer in the Province of On-
tario. It is estimated it is $70,000,000
the farmers would pay, and I think it

was a very conservative estimate and
we believe that you failed the farmers
when you failed to oppose that increase.

There are some other things that we
feel he has neglected. We have, in the

Province of Ontario, a number of meat

packing plants
—small plants, but we

have some large plants of our own.

Everything seems to be concerned with

centralizing everything at Toronto under
this government. They bought the

Union Stockyards at Toronto—now
become the Ontario Stockyards—with

the idea that everything ought to come
to Toronto. Of course, it might be quite
nice for the packing industries, but it

costs a large amount of money to ship
that stock to Toronto from other parts.

They bring it down to Toronto and pro-
cess it and ship it back, and labour is
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higher in Toronto than they can get it

up there, and I think this government
ought to assist the establishment of

small plants. We had a small plant at

Barrie—only one for a long time—we
have got a number—but this was the

only one which received any govern-
ment assistance, and I would like to

ask the Minister (Mr. Kennedy) in the

matter of establishing stockyards at

other places. We have one in Toronto

here, but I cannot see any reason why
there should not be one or two more in

the Province of Ontario, and I would
like to know whether the Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) as Minister of Agriculture,
would support a movement to set up
similar stockyards. I believe there is

one under way at Kitchener at the

present time, and I hope this govern-
ment would endorse this and support
it because it means a great deal to us

in the other sections of the province.

The Minister said—I believe in the

fall of 1945—that we had 50,000 too

many farmers in the province. Now,
that is a thing I cannot agree with. We
have hundreds of vacant farms that we
should have farmers on. As a former

speaker said, what we need is a lot of

small farmers on those farms, and we do.

I hope that a lot of those people that

are being brought out by this Govern-
ment—I forget how many thousand—it

seems to me that the Minister said

56,000—and bringing out a lot more,
but they were only going to congested
centres of the Province of Ontario,
which is not for the very best, because

there is where all our trouble lies,

apparently, in these large centres. I

would like to say a word or two about
the O.A.C.—another reason that we do
not support this government's policy.

WT

e believe in a Board of Governors to

handle the Ontario Agricultural College.
We believe there is badly-needed some

changes in some of its departments.

Now, take our Veterinary Department,
for instance. I think we are away behind

in some respects. Now, Doctor McNabb
is a very fine man and I think he is

doing a very fine job, but there are some
officials in there that I think should be

pensioned off, or retired.

Now, I had a particular case that I

thought the Ontario Agricultural College
would clear up for me. A man had a
herd of cattle, pure-bred herefords, and

they seemed to have some disease in

them that he could not clear up. The
local veterinary found difficulty. He
came to me about it, that he thought
the Ontario Agricultural College could
assist. I appealed to them and they
sent up a man who went back with a
kind of a report, but this fellow was
kind of cracked a bit. However, after

insistent appeals to them, they had two
animals taken down to the college. They
killed one and held a post-mortem on it

and sent the other one back and said

they thought it would clear up. It went
on for months. A veterinary told him :

"The Veterinary College can clear that.

I can clear that up, but you cannot pay
the expense, because it will cost too

much, and the Veterinary College can
clear that up, if your member will ask
them." Well, I asked them to, and they
sent a man up, who should have had

somebody to assist him to walk, and he
talked very nicely, but I could see that

he did not seem to realize the serious-

ness of the situation at all.

HON. MR. C. DALEY (PC Minis-
ter of Labour) : What happened?

MR. McEWING: They never did

anything about that herd. Several of

them died and he eventually, last

December, shipped them all to Toronto
and sold them. You got them down
here. Now, I think there is the grandest

opportunity for the Ontario Veterinary
College to assist the farmer in cases

of that kind.

MR. F. S. THOMAS (PC Elgin) :

Mr. Speaker, may I be permitted to ask

a question? When one animal was dead
and the other one returned, did you
communicate with the hon. Minister of

Agriculture's Deputy Minister, or any-
one in power, to see that you got what

you wanted?

MR. McEWING : I did. I went to

the Deputy Minister of Agriculture and
he said, "I will see that that thing is

cleared up," and I met him in the hotel
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here last January and he said, "How is

the situation?" I said, "There is nothing
done," and he said, "I am very much

surprised." Now, I believe Mr. Graham
is sincere, and he would do it and I

believe he made an effort to do it, but

it did not function at the O.A.C. I am
not blaming the Deputy-Minister or not

blaming the Minister, but I am blaming
the system under which the O.A.C. is.

I want to say a word about the stock-

yard. It is only a word. There is some-

thing I want to ask the hon. Minister

(Mr. Kennedy). They purchased these

stockyards. They paid $133 a share for

something they could have bought
around $70. The fees have gone up
since. They have never remedied any of

the other problems they have. They
have given some medical services. The
fees have largely increased. We have
received no benefit, but I would like

the Minister (Mr. Kennedy) to have
his Department in giving the reports
of the receipts in the stockyards, see

that they give more complete reports
of the number of cattle received. Could
not it be possible that the number that

went direct to the plant be given also?

Because you have not a true picture of

how many is coming in. There are as

many go to the packing plants direct,

and I think that should be done, that

these reports should contain that.

Now, another thing about the finan-

cial statement of these yards. I believe

the Department or the Board, has given
a financial statement which looked not

too bad—for the year 1947, I believe

it is—and this report shows that there

is a net income of $36,441. Well now,
I would say, Mr. Minister, that this is

not a true picture of the financial stand-

ing or the status of the operation of

that stockyard. On the operating ex-

pense of that stockyard and the income
from it, from my figuring there is a

$14,800 of a deficit, and I would chal-

lenge anybody who wants to go into the

staternent and examine it. So that the

province has lost $14,800 and the pro-
ducers have not saved anything. That
is the sorry part of it. I would not

have minded if they had saved some-

thing.

Now, so much for that. We will

touch on margarine. That is a kind of
hot potatoe. I am interested, as a

farmer, and those who are producing
dairy products. I do not say that mar-

garine should be shut out or anything
of the kind. I do say that no product
should be able to come in on the farmer
and imitate something else, and there

are several reasons why it should not,
in this particular case.

Margarine is not as good a food as

butter. I do not think anybody dis-

putes that. It can be flavoured up to

taste almost as good, we grant you that,

but it is not the food product that

butter is, and the farmers of this

province have worked years and years

through the selection of livestock, the

care of livestock, the feeding of live-

stock, the care of raw material, the

handling of it and the marketing of it,

all the regulations that we have in the

creamery business, to produce a food

product. And then, allowing an article

to come in and imitate it because it is a

cheaper article and unless there is some-

thing done to distinctly show the differ-

ence, somebody is going to mix it and
imitate it unknown to the consumer.

Just right at this very moment they are

mixing Danish butter with our butter,

and selling it with Ontario butter, and
that should not be allowed. If I go
into a restaurant and I want roast beef.

I do not want horse-meat. That is

pretty near what is happening in the

case of margarine.

MR. DALEY: Do you have an
answer what to do? What should be
done?

MR. McEWING: Well, the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy), in his Speech
from the Throne, I think, had a solu-

tion for that thing, for he stated, "A
measure will also be introduced, which
will provide for a clear distinction, in all

forms for sale to the consumer, between

margarine and butter." We are waiting
for it. We are ready to do anything
we can, to assist him. My criticism is

not entirely with the government. If

it is, it is with the government in the

lack of doing it. Now, I say it is not
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as good a food product. Some people
do not believe that. There is a report
of an experiment by the Minnesota Uni-

versity of Agriculture. They set out to

see what the value of it was, compared
to butter, and they took milk and separ-
ated it, to a certain extent, divided it in

two quantities. To one they added

butter, and the other they added mar-

garine, dissolved it, took two lots of

calves and divided them, and they fed

those calves. In 60 days the one lot

that had margarine was dead. What did

the Danish people find, after the first

world war when butter was high ? They
thought there was money in exporting
it, and they would eat some substitute.

They did—until the eyesight of their

children started to fail. There is some-

thing in butter that is not in the other,

and I think the public ought to know it.

These are reasons we think something
ought to be done to make sure it is

not imitating something that can be put
on the table, that the customer is eating
it under the impression that he is getting
butter.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Has the hon. member pre-
sented his information to the Health

Department of our government? If jt
affects animals, they are dead in 60

days, it may affect humans, and I

wonder if the Health Department have

looked into it?

MR. NIXON: Have you eaten it?

MR. SALSBERG: Not for 60 days.
I do not think this session will last for

60 days.

MR. L. M. FROST (PC Provincial

Treasurer) : Has my hon. friend (Mr.
McEwing) given those facts to the

Pure Food Division of the Dominion
Government ?

MR. McEWING: I just got them

recently. Whether they have them or

not, I will see that they get them. The
Minister there at Ottawa will see that

there is a high standard. What that

is, I don't know. I have a lot of faith

in the Minister at Ottawa.

MR. FROST : He has not done very
much so far about this trouble of yours.

MR. McEWING: It has just come
in. What I would like to know on that

very question ; how is it that one indus-

try in Toronto knew, long enough ahead
to get a very expensive machine set up
all ready to go and some made, before

the Supreme Court Decision was given?

MR. FROST : Why do you not ask

Ottawa ? That is what we want to know.

MR. McEWING: There is some-

thing behind the advocacy of margarine.
I saw an item in the paper the other

day where it said a company here is

prepared to manufacture it if they are

guaranteed there will be no distinction

in colour. The next thing it will be an

axle-grease manufacturer wanting to

make it. Now, this thing is serious for

this very reason. We have got a dairy

industry, we have a butter industry,
the income is worth a tremendous lot

in the Province of Ontario, and, whil'e

some of our friends in the city will say
it is cheaper, and we should be allowed

to have it. I am not going to dispute
them on that, but they must not forget
if butter goes down 50 per cent., who
is going to buy the products of this

factory they are working in?

MR. DALEY: In 60 days they will

all be dead, anyway.

MR. McEWING: Now, that and the

matter of Danish and New Zealand

butter, I would like that that could be

safeguarded.

I am going to say a word or two
about the hog subsidy and I think I am
through.

AN HON. MEMBER: Have you
decided what you would do about it?

Are you the same as the man from
Prince Edward who doesn't know what
to do about it?

MR. NIXON : After all, you are the

government.

MR. McEWING: I am waiting to

see what this declaration from the

Speech from the Throne. . . .
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MR. FROST : Do you not think you
should tell us beforehand what you
think ?

MR. McEWING: I have a word
about the hog subsidy. I know what I

would do with it.

MR. FROST: Won't you tell us?

MR. McEWING : Yes, a little later.

We had a hog subsidy started in 1941
and I think I was one of those instru-

mental in helping it to come in. The
need for this product to compete with
the Danish product to supply Britain

with what she wanted to produce a

higher grade of bacon was the main
reason to compete in that market with
that higher standard of bacon is as

urgent today if we are going to hold
the bacon trade in the old country or
Denmark will get it away, and I think
that subsidies as a premium to those
farmers who are willing to produce
those hogs should be continued, and I

think the Act says it would be when
it was passed last year, continued until

the 31st day of March, and I do not
see how any Minister of Agriculture,
any Cabinet, without the sanction of

Parliament here, had any authority
whatsoever to discontinue that. They
had no more right or no legal right. On
top of that I will remind this House
that I asked the hon. Minister of Agri-
culture (Mr. Kennedy) when this Bill

was going through in March, 1947:

If a case arises where it is advisable

to discontinue it, do you not think the

hog producers should have some five

or six months' notice?

and he said he would. You look up
Hansard, March 2nd, 1947, he said he
would give the hog producers six

months' notice. We got about four

hours' notice, because our paper was a

day late, and the radio was a day ahead.

I think that is most unfair, and that is

another reason that I cannot support
this Government.

I do not think he was thinking

sufficiently enough about the farmers of

the Province of Ontario, that his job
of being Premier has taken his time. I

think that is one of the difficulties.

Another thing and then I am practic-

ally through, and that is the lack of this

government taking any action on con-

servation, in a broad policy which will

meet soil erosion, the depletion of

minerals in our soil, soil survey, and the

rest of it. I think it is very important
in the foodstuffs we are producing, it

is important in the amount and quality
of grain we are producing, and I think

the destruction of our bushes in the

past has brought about a condition

where we must do something. That Act

goes a long way—it is a long way ahead
on reforestation, but it must be done

also, and a definite plan for the care of

those lands — sub-marginal lands that

are not farming lands— a plan which
will induce farmers to vacate the area

they are on if it is non-productive and
move on to land which is productive

—
and we have lots of it. I think we should
have a policy of that kind.

Those are among the reasons, Mr.

Speaker, I am not supporting this

government on the Speech from the

Throne, and I will support the amend-
ment to the amendment.

AN HON. MEMBER: That is all

right.

Mr. McEWING : Mr. Speaker, thank

you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : Mr. Speaker, if I open my
remarks in this debate somewhat differ-

ently than other speakers have done, I

trust I may not be considered dis-

courteous to you, sir. I know it is

extremely bad form, whether it be In

this Assembly or elsewhere, to start

one's remarks with an apology, but I

feel I should—in fact, two apologies.

In the course of the ebb and flow of

this debate since it started, it has been

punctuated with many sallies from one
side of the House and the other, but

unfortunately on one occasion those

remarks descended to a distinctly per-
sonal character. I want to apologize to

hon. members opposite and particularly
the hon. minister concerned, if I said
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anything which provoked that personal

attack, because I feel very strongly that

we should try to keep the level of debate,

and particularly on a question such as

the Speech from the Throne, on a parlia-

mentary high level.

MR. R. THORNBERRY (CCF
Hamilton Centre) : Hear, hear.

MR. MILLARD: I also want to

apologize because I feel I am not going
to be able to do justice to this debate

in the period of time which is still left

to us. There are a great many things
that ought to be said, I believe, regard-

ing some very important matters. I feel

we probably are not approaching this

matter as we should, as responsible

representatives of the people, elected in

our respective constituencies to carry on

the public affairs of this province, some
of us in the seats of government, others

as private members in the official opposi-
tion and otherwise.

I regret that in this type of debate we
cannot take time at least once a year to

stay in this House long enough to do

the business of this House and to discuss

the public questions of the day.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : We will

stay
all

night if you like. We stayed last night,

and we will stay all night if you want us

to.

MR. MILLARD: In the years gone

by, in my brief experience as a member

here, we have met for approximately
six weeks. I believe with the business

to come before this House and for a

thorough discussion of issues, to discuss

the problems of our people and the

administration of government, we ought
to have more than that period of time,

either in one session or in two sessions

each year.

I want to base my remarks at this

time, if I may, on something that was
said by the hon. member for Grey South

(Mr. Oliver). As hon. members will

recall, the burden of. his remarks in the

debate was that we should have "a

conservation programme of substance."

T believe that is correct.

I am in complete agreement with that

statement. However, I would like to

give it a little wider meaning than we

usually apply. I want to talk about

conservation in relationship to our

people. We are told that the "act of

keeping or protecting from loss or

injury, as the conservation of health or

of the social order" is the meaning of

the word "conservation."

I believe today this Legislative

Assembly holds a very unique and

important place, not only in affairs of

this nation, but, as the great industrial

central province of this nation, in inter-

national affairs as well. I believe we

ought to be able to take time to con-

sider the issues in relation to our people
and their welfare, particularly in regard
to this thing that we call democracy.
In the course of this debate, I have
heard people give their definition of

democracy. They have indicated that it

is "government of the people, by the

people and for the people." I agree,
but I believe that today's problems that

are concerning us demand an even more

profound philosophy regarding democ-

racy. I believe that democracy must
become for all of us a conviction that

there are extraordinary possibilities in

ordinary people and that the doors of

opportunity must be opened, and if that

is done, surprising consequences will

flow from unlikely sources.

We spend in this Legislature, Mr.

Speaker, a great deal of time talking
about finance, talking about health, talk-

ing about a great number of matters,

and all of them are relatively important,
but as I watched with a great deal of

interest and listened to the speakers in

the debate, both new and old hon. mem-
bers of this House, I thought I detected

a rather indifferent attitude when we
were talking about things that might be

considered almost emotional, regarding
the people and the problems with which

they are confronted, housing, the ques-
tion of health and these other matters—
MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader

of the Opposition) : And old-age

pensions.
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MR. MILLARD: And the old-age

pensions. We sort of shrugged our

shoulders, and: "Well, the quicker that

is over, the better."

I want to talk about a few things

concerning the riding of York West
which I have the honour to represent

—
again, I might say. I do not believe the

people of York West are overly con-

cerned about the number of dance halls

we have in York West, or the "name"
bands that are there on occasion. I

think they are tremendously concerned

with some of the problems which have
been presented in this debate. I think

they have sent me here not to represent
them alone, or the rather parochial mat-
ters of York West but to take my part
with other hon. members in seeing if

we can meet their needs and aspirations,
if we can do something on their behalf.

I do not think they have sent me here

to be in opposition on every occasion to

hon. members opposite, and to the

government.

I believe I was elected on a pro-

gramme, the larger number of the

citizens voting for that programme, and

they have sent me here to present that

programme and to try to work out for

them in co-operation with the govern-
ment, if occasion presents for that type
of action, to see that the programme
which they want is brought into being.

As I proceed, Mr. Speaker, I trust

no hon. member of this House will feel

I am making either a personal attack on
him or that I am making an attack on
the government. What I present I want
to present in a way that will get results,

that things will be corrected and we
will try to improve the administration,
for I believe, finally, unless we can

prove that our democratic parliamentary
institutions are going to meet the needs
of the people, we are in for disillu-

sionment—
AN HON. MEMBER; Hear, hear.

MR. MILLARD: —and final dis-

aster so far as democracy is concerned.
I am afraid we have not been meeting
all the problems as we might with the

resources we have at our disposal.

I want to present to this House a

matter which arises in York West. One
of the hon. members in the debate re-

ferred to the fact of the antiquity of

some of our mental hospitals, our
Ontario Hospitals. We have one of

those relics in York West, down in New
Toronto.

I believe every hon. member of the

government and other hon. members of

the House received a letter from Mayor
Jackson of New Toronto. I think that

institution there is a monument to the

fact that we have outgrown some of

these things but have not yet realized

it. Here you have an institution built

about the year 1896, about the year
I was born. It is inadequate, it is not

built along modern lines, it is not

adapted for the job which it is intended

to do on modern standards, but it is

planked right in the middle of a com-

munity. Here you have sheep-grazing
and cattle-grazing and farming, right
on the main streets—yes, of the city,

you might say, of New Toronto, be-

cause it is almost of city status.

It seems to me this Legislature, and
the responsible departments of govern-
ment, should make sure that that land,
where there are services for accommo-
dation of more families, more houses,
is made available. That the institution

is moved to a more appropriate location.

I want to make a plea to hon. members
of the government to start moving in

that direction. It may be necessary to

make some of the surplus land which is

being used for grazing purposes in the

New Toronto area available for housing
almost immediately, and then gradually,

instead of adding new additions to the

New Toronto Hospital, that the institu-

tion in its entirety be moved elsewhere.

I want to say very frankly to the

hon. Minister (Mr. Kelley) in charge,
that I do not agree with the threat that

is contained in that letter. I do not'

think that is the co-operative attitude

we should display. Hon. members will

recall the letter suggested that unless

certain things are done, a permit will be

refused to add additions to that parti-
cular institution, which I believe are

contemplated.
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I suggest to the officials in New
Toronto and the officials in the govern-
ment that we find a co-operative solu-

tion for the problem and that we move
to correct it just as fast as we possibly
can.

I would like to say just a word about

old-age pensions. A great deal has been

said about it, and I do not want to

complain, but I do feel a change in

policy is necessary. I have here a letter

dated June 2, 1948, addressed to Mrs.
Victor Lambert, 164 Bradford Street,

Barrie, Ontario, which reads as

follows :

"Dear Madam:
Re : Sarah A. Lambert, deceased

"In reply to your letter of May 8th,
we would like to inform you that

pension is paid to date of death, and
as the above old-age pensioner was
deceased on March 29th, would you
kindly arrange to refund to the

Treasurer of the Province of Ontario
the sum of $1.94 which represents
pension paid after date of death."

AN HON. MEMBER: Shame.

MR. MILLARD:
"Thanking you in advance for your

co-operation, Yours very truly,"

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MILLARD : Mr. Speaker, I do
not find fault with the civil servant who
wrote that letter. No doubt he was
carrying out his instructions, doing his

duty conscientiously, and in conformity
with the regulations.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I may
say I did not know anything about that.
I do say such a letter as that is stupid,
and if my hon. friend (Mr. Millard)
would give me particulars of it, I will

see if it cannot be corrected.

I know that arises in this way : in

connection with the administration of
dominion regulations. As you know the

regulations—
MR. MILLARD: Let us get them

changed, then.

MR. FROST: That is the point to

get over. I will see what we can do.

I say such a thing as that is—
AN HON. MEMBER: Stupid.

MR. MILLARD : I just want to con-
clude my remarks on that particular

point, and I think the hon. Provincial

Treasurer will see that his department
also is involved in this matter. I say I

find no fault with the civil servant who
sent that letter. He undoubtedly was

carrying out the regulations in con-

formity
—

MR. FROST: You know the Ottawa
regulations that we administer. That is

probably a point—
MR. MILLARD: The hon. Minister

has raised the very point I have in

mind. I do find fault, though, with the

parsimonious policy of both this govern-
ment and the government at Ottawa
which allows such inhuman treatment.
I want to point out what the circum-
stances are in this case, to show how it

affects this case which has come to

light. I cannot reconcile this kind of

treatment for one group in the com-

munity with the generous consideration

given to others.

On March 21, 1945, almost four years
ago now, on the recommendation of the

hon. Premier and Minister of Education

(Mr. Drew), the Royal Commission on
Education was appointed. If my mathe-
matics are correct, Mr. Speaker, that

commission cost the people of this

province $125,284.56 up to the end of

March, 1948. I note "honorariums" in

the amount of $17,500 for the chairman,
Mr. Justice Hope, are included in the

amount. I presume he was also paid his

expenses as commissioner.

In the same period, the chairman of

the commission as a Supreme Court

Judge of Ontario, received $3,000 from
the province by way of allowances over

the three-year period. If you add the

salary of $9,000 per year, or $27,000
for the three-year period, you will agree
that by comparison, old-age pensions at

$1.94 for two days, do not fare quite so

favourably.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD : I want to say I am
not finding fault with what this Legis-
lature has done regarding honorariums
for Mr. Justice Hope. He may be very
valuable and be doing a very valuable

work. That remains to be seen so far

as this Legislature is concerned, but I

do say that I cannot reconcile the

figures where we are so generous on the

one hand and so parsimonious on the

other hand.

I am satisfied the hon. Minister (Mr.
Good fellow) and the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) did not know
this was being done, but they must
know those are the regulations, and they
are responsible either by themselves or
in co-operation with Ottawa for this

type of regulation. It is pretty nearly
time we got together and worked these

things out so these people will not be

suffering as they are now.

As member for York West, I was
called upon because there was an old-

age pensioner died and they were

practically destitute. Her husband was
an old-age pensioner, and the Township
of Etobicoke had a $15 allowance for

burial, and they were going to take that

poor old lady away and put her in the

"Potter's Field." The neighbours and a

daughter who was living in a basement
of a house pleaded with me could I

arrange with the Neighbourhood Rally
to get some funds so this woman could
be put away properly, and thereby not

affect the feelings of the husband, the

old pensioner, who was left. Well, it

does not make much difference how
much we put into these kind of things,
we cannot correct that kind of situation

that way. There ought to be a better

solution than individual contribution.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, I do

say this to my hon. friend (Mr.
Millard), there are about 80,000 cases

of old-age pensioners. We have here

in the Department of Welfare a staff of

very fine employees, but in the end they
are human beings and there are bound
to be errors of judgment in connection

with administering the regulations

relating to all those people. I would say
this

;
if my friend has these things

—and

they are bound to come up, it is inevi-

table—send them along and we will take

care of them, I think, with generosity
and decency

—but let us know. These

things are inevitable; you can magnify
them here, but the fact is that in all

human administrations you will find

them.

MR. MILLARD: I appreciate the

attitude of the hon. Minister (Mr.
Frost). I am sure he is very sincere.

I am sure, if we were to bring in all the

individual cases, something would be

done. The fact is the individual cases

cannot be presented every time they

happen, because some people bury these

things.

MR. FROST: They should let us

know.

MR. MILLARD : Let us get a policy
so these things will not happen. Let me
say the person's guardian, who was
asked to return the $1.94 to the

Treasurer, is a widow. She had looked

after this old lady, her mother-in-law,
who was 82 years of age, who had been

bed-ridden for weeks and months before

she died, then she had to arrange for

the funeral and she was asked to send

back $1.94.

MR. FROST: The regulations take

care of that. That is one of the things
that goes through the sieve. Send them

along and we will fix them.

MR. MILLARD : Her deceased hus-

band was the son of an old-age pen-
sioner, he and three brothers were
veterans of World War I.

I want to read the letter that accom-

panied it, so that you will recognize it

is a bona fide case.

MR. FROST: I know it is a bona
fide case, if my hon. friend says it is.

MR. MILLARD :

"Mr. W. Turcotte, Old Age Pen-
sions Commission : I have been asked

by my sister, Mrs. Victor Lambert,
164 Pradford St., Barrie, to comply
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with the request which she received

from the Old Age Pensions Commis-
sion to refund the sum of $1.94 which

represents pension paid after date of

death of the late Sarah A. Lambert.

Yours very truly,

C. H. Millard."

I sent that to the Board, as requested,
and I thought that possibly when that

letter came on the letter-head of the

Province of Ontario from a member of

this Legislature that possibly this case

would be looked into and it might lead

to a changing of the situation which
makes those cases possible. Nothing has

happened since that time. They took the

money order that was enclosed and I

have not heard of it since.

HON. D. PORTER (PC Minister

of Education) : When was that?

MR. MILLARD: That was on the

2nd of June ;
the letter was received and

given to me later on and I sent it on

July 2nd, one month later.

Now, I want to say a few words

regarding Hydro. I realize much has
been said on this subject in this debate,
but there is one important statement

which the chairman of the hydro made
and which should be taken into account

by every hon. member in this House.

Speaking at Oakville, Mr. Saunders
is reported to have said: "We have
neither enough water storage, nor

generating capacity," and he summed up
the situation by admitting he and his

associates had counted on a recession

after the war and the hydro failed to

prepare for the greatly-increased
demands. This is what the chairman
said—I brought the exact quotation and

clipping because I think there is a great
deal has been said about this and a

great deal of explanation given to the

hon. members of the House and they
ought to at least have the benefit of

what the chairman himself said.

The heading on the article is : "Lack
of Slump Fooled Hydro, Says
Saunders."

" 'We all anticipated a recession of

business following the war/ Robert

Saunders, Chairman of the Ontario

Hydro Commission said last night in

a speech in Victori Hall, arranged by
the Oakville Industries Council. Mr.
Saunders said, 'For this reason, hydro
engineers did not foresee a tremendous

post-war prosperity, and they are not

to be criticized'."

May I interject there, Mr. Speaker,
that, while Mr. Saunders says the hydro
was not to be criticized, nevertheless, I

notice where the former Premier (Mr.
Drew) in speaking at the Lakehead,

during the election campaign became

quite angry over something said regard-

ing the former chairman of hydro, Dr.

Hogg, and said he had failed in his

duties.

"He blamed this unprecedented
prosperity, plus the current low water
levels in storage areas, for the present

power shortage."

And these are the words the govern-
ment should take into account.

Mr. Saunders said :

"
'There is not sufficient generating

capacity or storage capacity for the

winter months,' he asserted. Hydro
is trying its best to find new sources

of energy. He also announced another

reduction in delivery of power from
the MacLaren Power Company of

Quebec.
"This will amount to a 5,385,000

kilowatt hours cut per week or nearly
one-third the total amount being sup-

plied by that company, he said.

"This reduction is in addition to the

14,000,000 kilowatt hours reduction

from the Gatineau Falls."

Now I want to say in regard to that,

that I personally admire Mr. Saunders
for his frank admission. Yes, the lack

of rainfall was a factor, and the lack of

planning and development plus political

interference was the root cause of our
trouble.

In view of this forthright statement

by the chairman of hydro, the chief

reasons for shortages given to this House

during the course of this debate appear
to lose their validity. I say if the
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government did not believe there would
be a greatly increased demand for elec-

tric power and therefore for new
development; if they counted on a

recession—which Mr. Saunders says

they did—naturally, they did not press
for priorities for steel.

The shortages have caused us con-

siderable inconvenience and some un-

necessary loss and hardship in this

province, but we should be most thank-
ful that our losses were not more serious

and that the war ended when it did.

I want to address a special appeal to

every hon. member in this Provincial

Legislature, and particularly to the hon.
members occupying the government
benches, to profit by our lesson; do not
let us get caught in this kind of situation

again. Let us think in terms of future

development of this province and our
needs and let us move in the direction

of getting sufficient generating capacity
and storage capacity, not only for hydro,
but a generating capacity in an auxiliary
nature, at least of steam as well, so that
we will not be hampered either in peace
or if war should come.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Do you think
the present proposals are adequate?

MR. MILLARD : I do not think they
are going to meet the situation; if the

hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
wants my opinion, I do not think we can
do two jobs at one time. I do not think
we can make the change-over and get
the necessary surplus of power in this

province to keep abreast of the increas-

ing demands, rural expansion and so on.

I feel we are in a dangerous situation

in that regard. I think if you will read

Stone and Webster's Report you will

find that already we have departed from
the very essence of that Report. That

Report indicates, as I read it, at least,

that we should do this thing through
hydro facilities, but the very first block

of power they decided to convert from

25-cycle to 60-cycle, we do it through
private companies at a very greatly
increased cost, rather than doing it our-

selves.

MR. BLACKWELL : No, no.

MR. MILLARD: Yes, yes. I do not
want to predict anything in this House,
but as a member of this House I predict

that, when the conversion is completed,
it will have cost more than twice as

much as estimated under Stone and
Webster's Report and the Clarkson

Report, if we continue along the way
we are doing it now.

MR. BLACKWELL: You do not
think the present plans are adequate?

MR. MILLARD : I do not think so.

MR. FROST: You have great con-
fidence in the prosperity under the Tory
Government.

MR. MILLARD : There will not be

a Tory Government. Before moving on
to the main theme of my remarks, I

want to draw the attention of the

government to make a plea for more

adequate road accommodation, particu-

larly in the new developing areas such

as Steep Rock and Atikokan, and I

want to support the plea that was made

by the hon. member for Rainy River

(Mr. Newman). Referring to Steep
Rock and Atikokan, you have a situ-

ation with great potentialities, and we
are not going to have a suitable com-

munity nor to take full advantage of

our situation unless we get some roads

in there. These people have to move
to and fro and in and out of that place
as other people do in the province. We
need a road, not only to tap this great

prosperous find of iron ore in Steep

Rock, but we need a road that is going
to pass through the great natural park
on the road from Fort William and
Port Arthur on towards Atikokan and
Fort Frances. I also want to make a

plea for the completion of the road

from Wawa to Hawk Junction. It has

been stated by the hon. member (Mr.
Harvey) representing that constituency
that there is a very great development
there. One of the larger steel companies
of the United States is going to double

the capacity of the plant of high-grade
iron ore in that Wawa district . There
are only four miles of road yet to be

completed, but that keeps the village of
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Wawa separated from Hawk Junction.
There is no way in or out of Wawa.
There is not sufficient hospital accom-
modation. There is a hospital at Hawk
Junction but not at Wawa sufficient to

meet the demands, and if we are going
to have a community, some 3,000 or

4,000 souls, living in that particular
area, surely we can find the means to

complete the four miles of road to get
from Hawk Junction over to Wawa. I

make a plea to the hon. Minister of

Highways (Mr. Doucett) to see that

it is done, if at all possible. It seems a

start had been made on that road.

HON. G. H. DOUCETT (PC Min-
ister of Highways) : Mr. Speaker, I

might say that road was on its way
before June 7th, and it will be completed
in the coming year.

MR. MILLARD : I am very glad to

get that information, Mr. Speaker,
because my information led me to

believe that they came to the most
difficult part of the road and moved the

machinery out and shut it down. All

I am asking is, if it was started before
the election, that you carry it out after

the election. I will be glad to get it done.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: In the, Speech
from the Throne in 1948, I find a very
important significant paragraph which
I would like again to bring to the

attention of the hon. members of this

House. On that occasion, we were told

by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor
that:

"Education is regarded by my
government as its highest responsibil-

ity. To assist construction of new
schools in the expanding educational

programme of 1947, grants rose to a
record level of $30,134,336, of which

$19,000,000 went to elementary
schools, $7,392,684 to high schools,
and $3,366,903 to vocational schools.

You will be asked to make a sub-

stantially higher grant for 1948.

Notwithstanding this great assistance

from the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) the cost of education,

borne by the local ratepayers, is still

high. The need for a strong economy
is obvious. The rising costs of

education cannot be ignored."

I think that was a very forthright
statement and put the emphasis in

exactly the right place, if you are going
to think in terms of citizenship in this

province. This was the greatest respon-

sibility of the government, recognized
and so stated. This year, however, all

I could find in the Speech from the

Throne, which we are now debating, is

a single sentence touching on this

particular matter:

"Elementary and secondary educa-

tion of our children will continue to

receive broad assistance."

I believe, Mr. Speaker, that that does

not put sufficient emphasis on this great

problem with which we are confronted,

and which, I say again, was recognized
and stated by the government a year

previous. I want to say a few words on

the general subject of education and its

importance to all of us, the hon. mem-
bers and citizens. To that end, I would
like to bring in the information of an

expert in that field. On November 4,

1948, Dr. C. C. Goldring, Director of

Education for the Toronto. Board,
addressed a meeting of the Empire Club
of Canada. I would like to put on

record here part of the introduction and
remarks.

Mr. Speaker, I crave the indulgence
of the hon. members in doing this, be-

cause I feel it is hitting at one of the

vital problems and I hope to show the

hon. members, before I have concluded

my remarks on this particular subject,

that we are not dealing adequately with

this question. I submit that we have

no right to hear experts in that field

unless we are prepared to accept their

advice. Dr. Goldring is recognized as

an outstanding expert, and surely no

hon. member of this House will accuse

me of introducing Dr. Goldring as a

supporter of the CCF. It is not political

so far as I am concerned. I bring this

to the attention of the House because

I say it is vital that we do something
about it, and I do not believe that the
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government is doing sufficient to meet
the problem. Dr. Goldring says this :

"Man is now living in a world in

which vast social, economic and politi-

cal upsets have taken place during
recent years. Moral and spiritual
values may seem to have gone down
in the deluge. What people believed

and have lived by, what parents have

given to their children as guiding
rules—much of this has been broken
down and wiped out. What was once

unquestioned and unquestionable is

now being questioned and doubted.

Out of this world of disorder and
unrest people are seeking a new
status. The present time of turmoil

and conflict holds a promise as well

as a threat. During the 20th century
to date man has advanced more in

knowledge, especially scientific know-

ledge, than in any similar period of

the world's history. During the 20th

century to date there has been more
wilful destruction of human lives and

property than in any similar period
of history. Is it not clear then that

the challenge of the time is for men
to study and learn how to live to-

gether in goodwill so that human
knowledge may be used for the wel-
fare of man rather than for his

destruction ?"

Now, Dr. Goldring is obviously very
concerned because our system of educa-

tion is not measuring up to the needs of

the day. This speech, as I pointed out,
was made on November 4th last, to the

Empire Club in the City of Toronto.
Then he went on to say:

"It has remained for a British

historian of the present time—namely,
Arnold Toynbee—to remind us that

19 of 20 civilizations have gone to

their death through war or internal

conflicts or some combination of the

two. If we cannot learn to prevent
war then not only is civilization fated

to annihilation but the human species
as well. To quote Toynbee from
Civilization on Tried, published in

1948:
" ' But we are not doomed to make

history repeat itself : it is open to

us, through our own efforts, to give

history, in our case, some new and

unprecedented turn. As human
beings, we are endowed with this

freedom of choice, and we cannot

shuffle off our responsibility upon the

shoulders of God or nature. We must
shoulder it ourselves. It is up to us;

"If the present is a time of chal-

lenge and of hope, as well as a time

of threatening and danger, education

has a part to perform in helping to

develop human beings of the sort

mentioned by Toynbee."

Now, Mr. Speaker, and I trust hon.

members will not feel it irrelevant, I

want to turn back for a moment to the

early beginning of education here in

Ontario, and again I quote Dr.

Goldring, who is an expert who has
made a study of the background of our
educational system. This is what he

says :

"In Ontario a century ago, school-

houses were putting in an appearance
in the settlements which had been
hewn from the forests. It was impor-
tant for children to learn to read,
since many homes and communities
were isolated, to write in order to

communicate with friends, and to

keep simple accounts, hence the

traditional 'three R's.' It might be

noted that someone with a critical

mind recently states that the modern
'three RY are Rallies, Recesses and
Rumba. High schools were estab-

lished in the cities and towns to

prepare a small number of young
people for university and for admis-
sion to normal schools, but most

boys and girls did not progress

beyond the elementary school, and

many did not complete the high school

course. In time, elementary schools

and academic high schools were
established to serve the needs of the

children in most parts of southern

Ontario. During the last 25 or 30

years there has been a growth in

secondary schools of another type,

namely, the vocational schools."

Then Dr. Goldring turns his attention

to the question of education in the
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British Isles, and I think the hon.

members of this House, in discussing
this very great problem, should be

willing
—as obviously Mr. Justice Hope,

Dr. Althouse, the Director of Education
for Ontario, and Dr. Goldring have
been—to turn their attention outside of

Canada, to see what is being done in

regard to these matters.

Dr. Goldring stated :

"In order to survey the school

system of this province and to recom-
mend changes to meet the challenge
of the new age, a Royal Commission
was appointed by the Ontario Legis-
lature in 1945. Its Chairman is Mr.

Justice Hope, and in 1946, he and
Dr. Althouse, the Chief Director of

Education for the Province of

Ontario, went to the British Isles,

Sweden and Denmark, to study
developments in education. I had the

privilege of accompanying them.

"We found that vast educational

changes are being brought about in

England, Scotland and Ireland. Life
is to be planned in a manner which
has hitherto not been done. The
authorities hope to abolish or lessen

certain class distinctions by means of

the schools. No boy or girl is to be

debarred, by lack of means, from

taking the course of education for

which he or she is qualified. Bright
children will be carefully selected and
trained for future leadership. Two
of the common expressions frequently
heard were 'equality of educational

opportunity' and 'parity of esteem for

all secondary school pupils.' One is

impressed by the fact that careful

methodical plans for gradual changes
in education over a period of years
are being made and put into effect.

It is interesting to note in passing
that the New Education Act was in-

troduced by Mr. Churchill's govern-
ment and accepted in toto by the

Labour Government when it came
into power so that it has very strong
support."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: I expected the

government to make more fuss than

that, but I am quite prepared to give
Mr. Churchill and his government,
supported, of course, as it was, by the

Labour members in the Cabinet, full

credit for bringing in the foundation
stone for the New Educational Act
and putting it into being two or three

years ago.

Then Dr. Goldring goes on :

"We found the educators in Britain

eager to ask us questions about educa-
tional developments in Canada and
anxious to share their knowledge with
us."

Then Dr. Goldring said :

"This past summer, I spent several

weeks in the British Isles again and
I can report that steady progress is

being made toward the realization of
the educational goals set up a few
years ago. Much of the uncertainty
apparent in 1946 has disappeared and
the visitor feels that the people of
Britain are on their way toward
definite objectives."

That, of course, is not what we hear

sometimes, particularly regarding the

experiment that is going on in that

country. But here is an educator of

note, who goes over there, and that is

the impression he received while look-

ing over the situation in Britain.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask
what are the definite objectives in our
educational system? What are we try-

ing to do? I hope to show the hon.
members in this chamber tonight that

we are not getting very far, if we have
the objectives which I think we all sub-
scribe to.

In answer to that question, I would
like to take the time to quote Dr.

Goldring more fully, however, for the

purposes of this discussion, and I will

turn to his remarks under the heading
of "secondary schools." Let us jump
over almost 50 per cent, of the children

starting school in Ontario, and begin
with the 50 per cent, who go on to high
school in this province. Somebody might
question these figures, but I hope to
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show it is a little over 50 per cent, of

the children who start school, who go
through to high school. I think I can

give that from the report by the hon.

Minister of Education (Mr. Drew) in

1945.

Dr. Goldring said :

"A recent trend in secondary school

education is that of providing a better

type of education for the girls and

boys who leave school at approxi-

mately the age of sixteen. It is esti-

mated that, in a typical city, about 20

per cent, of adolescent girls and boys
can profitably take a thorough-going
academic course; that another 20 per
cent, can profit from a thorough-going
vocational course; this leaves 60 per
cent, who do not want either of the

courses mentioned, but for one
reason or another leave school at

about the sixteenth birthday and get a

job. This group is not composed of

misfits, of delinquents, of those who
possess low-intelligence quotients,
nor is it characterized by a low-

economic status. It is made up of a

cross section of youth who will not

go to university and who have not as

yet chosen an occupation for which

they want specific vocational train-

ing."

I will say, Mr. Speaker, I have taken

the opportunity, in preparation for these

remarks, of visiting some of the depart-
ments of the hon. Minister of Labour

(Mr. Daley), and I received every co-

operation in any of the departmental
branches to which I have gone. They
have tried to explain to me their pro-
blems, and what they are trying to do
to meet the educational demands, and
all of them, without exception, agree
that there is a tremendous problem
facing the people of this province, re-

garding what we are to do about these

young people who are dropping out of

school

There is where your Beanery Gang
comes from; people who have a sense

of incompleteness, people who are not

prepared to live a full life
; they are not

getting satisfaction
; they want to make

''big people" of themselves, and so they

turn to methods which get publicity and
attention. Therefore, I say that at least

part of the trouble lies in our educa-
tional system.

I would like to quote what Dr. Gold-

ring went on to say:

"Under present conditions a
student at the age of 16 probably
would have completed about two
years of a four or five-year course,
and he leaves school with a sense of

incompleteness. Such students are

not good advertisements of our
school system. In the United States

this group is sometimes referred to

as The Neglected 60 Per Cent/ and

courses, sometimes called 'Life Ad-
justment Courses,' are being set up to

meet their needs. A few years ago
the Educational Policies Commission
of the United States set down ten im-

perative educational needs of all

youth, and without reading them in

detail, I might say that they refer to

such needs as the following:

To prepare for work,
To be good citizens,

To enjoy leisure time,
To maintain health,
To participate in community activi-

ties,

To participate in successful family
life,

To think rationally, and to express
their thoughts clearly,

To know how to purchase and use

goods and services intelligently."

Those are the objectives of education,
as pointed out in the information by
this commission.

Then Dr. Goldring goes on:

"The Life Adjustment Courses are
built upon these ten needs of youth,
and it is intended to devise the courses
so that they will have real use value
for the student's future occupation or
in his life; and he is taught to recog-
nize these values and carry them
with him when he leaves school."

I want to give the House some

figures, and again I will crave the in-

dulgence of the hon. members to be
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permitted to stick pretty close to my
notes.

Here Dr. Goldring is quite obviously

pointing out that all is not well regard-

ing education in our secondary schools.

In reading the reports of the Minister

of Education over the past few years, I

find from the records that Dr. Gold-

ring
—and this applies to every hon.

member of this House—has good rea-

son to question the correctness of our

aproach to the problems which the pre-
sent situation presents.

From the Minister's report, 1945, at

Page 106, hon members will find the

following table showing what happens
to 100 of our children, who begin school
life in this province.

These figures certainly were a revela-

tion to me :

97 complete Grade VI
90 complete Grade VII
84 complete Grade VIII

but only 67 pass high school entrance.

58 enter High or Secondary School.

I said a few moments ago, Mr.

Speaker, that not much more than 50

per cent, came into the secondary
schools. I see from these figures it is

58 per cent.

56 complete Grade IX
46 complete Grade X

You are getting to the age of 14 or 15

now, when the students reach their

entrances, then you start to drop down
by ten per cent, jumps.

31 complete Grade XI
21 complete Grade XII
13 complete Grade XIII

Now, we who live in the cities must

agree with the hon. member who
mentioned in this debate that it is not

possible, particularly with our present

equipment, to give equal opportunity to

all the people, but I think sometimes we
fail to realize that if you take the whole
standard across Ontario, we have not

very much to boast about, when only
13 out of each 100 children are getting
the high school course, the rest of them

dropping out somewhere along the line,

most of them in their 14th or 15th or

16th year.

Then out of the 13 who get through
high school, only four have the oppor-
tunity to go on to the universities. I do
not know how many graduate from the

universities, but only four are started out
of each 100 children. That is according
to the hon. Minister's report in 1945.

I do not think today the situation has

improved very greatly.

I should also like to present the
number of work permits, in urban areas,
for the province:

"1938 1,907
"1939 2,146
"1940 4,871
"1941 9,416
"1942 12,792"

Twelve regiments of boys leaving
our schools to go out to work, with

incomplete education, to be fitted into

the stream of our everyday life. These

people are not equipped. They are not

ready, but there they go, leaving our
schools.

"1943 12,544
"1944 11,911
"1945 7,180"

I do not say in all cases it was
economic pressure. I believe we will

find on investigation that many of these

children left school because we did not

have the type of courses in education
which they required, and, therefore,
there was no attraction for them to go
on. They had no intention of going
through for a profession, and they did

not need higher education, in the sense
of attending the universities, therefore,
there was no attraction to them and no,
or at least very little, effort was made
by the parents or teachers to keep them
at school.

It shows also that the time has long
since passed when we, as public repre-
sentatives, should insist that the neces-

sary steps be taken to insure the type
of education to fit our people for

democratic living.

I do not want to burden this House
with much more of this, but I do think

we ought to call in the experts. As I
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have said before, there is no use paying
these people, and having them become
our experts, unless we are going to take

their advice. You might as well call

in a doctor, and have him tell you what
to do to improve your condition, and
then say, 'Thank you very much for

your advice, but I do not intend to act

upon it."

A short time ago I had the very

great honour and privilege of attending
a luncheon in honour of Dr. M. M.

Coady, President of the Association for

Adult Education. The hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. Daley) was a head-

table guest on that occasion. Some of

the things which Dr. Coady said in the

course of his remarks should arrest the

attention of the hon. members and par-

ticularly those members who have

assumed the responsibility of govern-
ment. They were in complete accord

with the comments of other educators,

and some were reported in the press.

I would like to give to the hon.

members here, in case you did not see

this report, or were not privileged to

attend that luncheon, the following,

where Dr. Coady said :

"It is one of the great defects of

our democracy that at present, educa-

tion is aimed at fitting a small

minority for important jobs, while

ignoring the needs of the majority of

the population." It was his opinion
that education has been a convenient

trap-door through which the bright

people have escaped from the lowly

callings into which they were born,

to take over the nice jobs, the cushy

jobs, at the top. "In the past," he

said, "we have stressed the thought
there is room at the top for every-

body." I am again quoting Dr. Coady,
who said : "There never was a bigger
lie. There has never been room at

the economic top for all."

Dr. Coady was of the opinion that in

this process of education, the common

people, the workers and the farmers

have been left behind, and have come
to believe that education is not neces-

sary, since they are not cut out for top

jobs in business or the professions. He

thinks that we are left with a great
vacuum in the minds of the masses, and
that when there is a vacuum in the

minds of the masses, sooner or later,

the tornadoes of revolution will blow in

there, as recent events in history testify.

I would like to say to every hon.

member in this House this has been my
experience in the ranks of labour. They
did not realize they needed this educa-
tional equipment in order to try to do
their best, and to give them a full life.

Today organized labour is spending of

its resources trying to fill the needs for

education. I believe a great deal of that

could be done in our schools. Dr. Coady
thinks that we are left with a great
vacuum in the minds of the masses,
and when there is a vacuum in the

minds of the masses, sooner or later the

tornadoes of revolution will blow in on
us, as recent events in history testif}'.

Dr. Coady, one of Canada's outstand-

ing educationists says :

"We must find a way to pump life

back into those lives. That is the

only answer to revolution and insta-

bility. That way we can put society
on a sound basis."

I want to say we are in complete
accord when he states that society must
look after those in humble callings with
education and practical measures, if we
are to prevent the storms to which he
refers.

Dr. Coady says again :

"That is not only humanitarian, but
also good business. It is a crime that

anyone should have to leave the farm
or the coal mine for economic reasons.

They should leave only because they
are fitted for a judgeship or for the

great professions."

We ought to have our farmers and
our work-people just as well educated

as any other section of society.

What about our teachers, Mr.

Speaker? If we are going to have the

right kind of education, if we are going
to turn out the right kind of product
from our schools, we must have the

well-trained, highly-qualified, devoted
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teachers, and quickly. When I study the

situation presented by Dr. Goldring
and look into the reports of the hon.

Minister of Education (Mr. Porter), I

am amazed at the situation I find. I

did not realize it was so bad as I found

it today. Dr. Goldring says that we can

only expect to be prepared for life in

the modern world if we have well-

trained, highly qualified teachers.

Again, I would like to quote from

Dr. Goldring in his address to the

Empire Club, and this is what he says :

"I have indicated something of the

varied abilities and of the high
standard we wish on the part of our

teachers, to attain some of the objec-

tives mentioned. What are the facts

about the teaching profession in

Canada at present? Recently under

the auspices of the Canadian Educa-

tion Association, a survey was com-

pleted, dealing with this topic, and it

will be published within the course of

the next few months. Here are some

of the facts revealed by the 3,000

answers.

In the questionnaire that was sent

out we find :

"(a) 635 students in training. 7 per
cent, intended to stay less than 2

years in the profession. 36 per cent,

less than 5 years; 30 per cent, per-

manently; 23 per cent, gave the

answer 'I do not know.'
'

I want to point out that what we are

doing about this broad field of services

is that, out of 66,000 persons entering
the teaching profession in the last ten

years, only 26,500 or 40 per cent, are

in the service today. A steel man goes
into a steel mill—and we have over

1,000 in some of our steel plants who
have been there for over a quarter of a

century—but in our schools there has

not been sufficient inducement to keep
these teachers in the profession, and we
have lost more than half of them in

the last ten years.

"The basic preparation of 56,897
Canadian teachers for which data is

available, is as follows :

15 per cent, are university graduates,
49 per cent, have Senior Matriculation

standing,
35 per cent, are graduates of Grade XI

only."

Third form high school.

"Regarding training, 78 per cent,

have received between 6 and 12

months of training; 15 per cent, have
had less than 6 months professional

training and 7 per cent, have had
more than 12 months."

"In 1946 the following were the

facts regarding the salaries of

Canadian teachers :"

And, I believe now we are getting down
to the difficulty which is involved, as

practically 15 per cent, in 1946 received

less than $1,000 a year.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Those are

Saskatchewan figures.

MR. MILLARD: No, they are

Canadian figures, and I will give you
Ontario in a moment.

"Approximately 15 per cent,

received less than $1,000 per annum.

Approximately 42 per cent, received

less than $1,225 per annum. Approxi-
mately 65 per cent, received less than

$1,525 per annum. Only 6 per cent,

received approximately $3,000 or
more."

Now, that takes in the secondary and

public school teachers of the Dominion
of Canada. Somebody is going to say
to me, "Well, what about Ontario? We
are a lot better."

Well, Mr. Speaker, I am afraid that

we, as members of this House, are

thinking we are a lot better than other

people, and we are comparing ourselves

with somebody worse off instead of ask-

ing ourselves : "Are we measuring up
to what we should?" Because, I tell

you, education is not only a provincial
matter. While we have the responsi-

bility for education, nevertheless educa-

tion is a social asset and until we can
raise our sights and our standards here

in the Province of Ontario there is not

much help elsewhere.
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MR. BLACKWELL : So we have.

MR. MILLARD: We have the

resources and, if we have the vision we
can do it.

I want to give you Ontario schools.

2/10 of 1 per cent, receive less than

$1,050. A small number, I agree, but

that is in the Minister's report.

45.8 per cent.—and that is a big per-

centage, almost half—less than $1,550.
We are not very far above the others in

this regard.

50 per cent, receive $1,643 or less.

65.9 per cent, receive $2,050 or less.

I would like to hesitate there a moment
and point out to the hon. members of

this Assembly, that is the figure for

unskilled labour in industry today in

Ontario. We are asking our school-

teachers to go through training and
teach our young and to live and to raise

their families—and this includes men
and women teachers—on less than
unskilled-labour rates. I do not say the
unskilled labour rate is too high, but I

do say that the rate for teachers in the
Province of Ontario is much too low.

83.4 per cent of the teachers in this

province receive $2,550, or less.

MR. FROST: My hon. friend (Mr.
Millard) should have seen those figures
when this government came into office

and see the tremendous advances which
have been made since that day, under
the Conservative Government.

MR. MILLARD: I would like to

say
—
MR. FROST: You should compli-

ment us for what we have done.

MR. MILLARD: I would like to

say I am quite prepared to compliment
the government but I would like the
hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell)
to be just as prepared to compliment
the Saskatchewan Government because

they have done exactly the same.

MR. NIXON : Why not tell us what

they did in 1934? It is just as sensible.

MR. FROST: That is ancient his-

tory. Do not mention that.

MR. MILLARD: I wonder if we
could get this on the record and keep
it in our minds so that we can look at

it again?

In rural public schools in Ontario—
just think what this means—the median

salary or the middle salary
—there are as

many below as there are above—is

$1,341. Not the labour rate of $2,050,
but the middle salary in our rural schools

in the Province of Ontario is $1,341,

according to the Minister's report.

In towns and villages under 1,500

population, the median salary is $1,368,
at least $700 less than unskilled labour

rates in this province. In towns and

villages over 1,500 population, the

middle salary is $1,466. At semi-urban

centres, such as York Township, outside

of the City of Toronto, the median is

$1,650. In cities the median is $1,927.
In other words, the number of people
who are getting the middle rate in cities

and towns stands at $1,650, approxi-

mately $500 to $600 below the unskilled

labour rates in our factories.

I ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Porter)
and I ask hon. members of this House,
how can we expect to get the qualified

people, the people who are willing to

devote themselves to the training of

youth in the schools of this province,
unless we are prepared to do better

than we have done in the past ? Naturally
there is no attraction, naturally these

people leave and go into industry. I

would like to give you an illustration

of that in just a moment or two.

In all the public schools in Ontario,

therefore, the 1946 median is $1,456.
Dr. Goldring properly asks the question :

"Is the public satisfied with condi-

tions such as have been revealed?

Should we expect the sort of leader-

ship we require, from teachers who
live and work under the conditions

described? It is suggested that we
need higher requirements for entrance

to the teaching profession, better

selection of prospective teachers, a

longer period of training
—in Eng-

land—"

Again, if I might go back to England,
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and again I give credit to the previous
administration :

"It is a two-year course, and in

some parts of the United States, the

period of training is four years."

You see, we have been priding our-

selves on our old reputation stemming
from Egerton Ryerson that we have the

best in education—"nothing better' than

good old Ontario." Well, we had better

start to wake up, because it is not as

good as it should be. It is not good
enough to meet the times.

Dr. Goldring says, Mr. Speaker:

"To bring about these conditions,

higher salaries are needed, more ade-

quate pensions, and good living and

working conditions."

Mr. Speaker, I want to address a

special plea to the hon. Premier and
hon. members of the Cabinet and other

hon. members in this House : we do not

know what the Speech from the Throne
contains by way of provision for

increased pensions for teachers, but I do
ask the government, whatever their in-

tention is, to make sure that it is gener-
ous and adequate, that it is going to

provide an incentive. We talk about

"incentives," and about free enterprise;
let this great public enterprise of

education provide an incentive that will

attract the best minds and the best

qualified people.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : You will like it when you see

it, I think.

MR. MILLARD : I hope so. I hope
it will be adequate, sir.

I say we agree with Dr. Goldring in

his summation that if we want that kind
of pupils and want that kind of educa-

tion, we have to get that kind of

teachers, and we must pay higher
salaries, more adequate pensions and

supply good living and working
conditions.

In the Toronto Daily Star, dated
October 29th, a press report from
Vancouver said that the convention of

the Canadian Chamber of Commerce,
alarmed by the growth of the socialist

movement and concerned that it has the

sympathies of many teachers, passed a

resolution calling on all Boards of Trade
and Chambers of Commerce in Canada
to work with teachers in attempting to

raise their salaries. In the words of the

resolution :

"A more sympathetic understanding
by businessmen of the problems of

teachers and educational administra-

tors will be repaid."

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, that per-

sonally I believe no greater insult could

have been given the teachers in our
schools than to suggest they could be

purchased to serve the interests of so-

called free enterprise. However, some

people seem to think—and I hope there

is none of them in this House—that

anything can be bought with money. I

think we have got to obtain the loyalty
of qualified teachers, who want to pre-
serve democracy and turn out citizens

in this province who will be a credit to

us and to themselves.

I should like also to bring to the

attention of hon. members a press

despatch from Ottawa, appearing in the

Globe and Mail, dated August 3rd. If

you do not think this thing is serious,
I believe this should convince you it is.

"Defence Minister Brooke Claxton
said today that although three ser-

vices are eagerly seeking recruits,

four applicants out of five are turned

down because they fail to meet

requirements. Lack of sufficient

education was the big handicap, he
indicated. 'Junior or Senior matricu-

lation,' the minister said, 'is required
for so many occupational groups in

the three services, that the openings
for men with less education are

limited'."

God forbid we should ever have an-

other war, but I hope we in the

Province of Ontario and in this Legis-
lature, if we are confronted with that

situation, will not find that our people,

through lack of education, are unable
to serve their country as they might
want to do.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. MILLARD : I say to you, Mr.

Speaker, we are concerned about educa-

tion, not primarily for industrial or

military purposes, but for citizenship. I

feel our predecessors in this Legislature
have failed to measure up to our re-

sponsibilities for educating and training
our people for democratic citizenship.

Mr. Speaker, I had some quotations
which I thought were very important.
However, the time is racing on and I

do not want to burden hon. members
of this Legislature, and if it is the wish
of the Legislature, I will hand these to

Hansard rather than read them at the

present time.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Yes, please.

MR. MILLARD: I would just like

to bring to your attention, though, that

there were some remarks made here to-

day, and I want to assure the hon.

Minister (Mr. Griesinger) and hon.

members of the House, they were not

made in any sense of fanatic opposition
to liquor, but let us balance the values.

I have here in my hand the figures for

1946-47, 1945-46, 1944-45, and I find

there is a striking similarity between the

monies that were collected and the

monies we are spending for education.

I am just wondering whether some of

those revenues do not pretty well offset

the values in the expenditure on the

other side.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD : The liquor revenue
in 1944-45 for this province is listed

at $18,000,000, and some odd hundreds
of thousands. Education $24,000,000.
In 1945-46, $24,000,000; expenditures
for education $30,000,000. In 1946-47,

liquor revenue $26,000,000; education

$32,000,000.

We are just keeping ahead, and as

we are taking in more money from

liquor, we are spending more for educa-
tion of the type I have indicated.

I do not know how hon. members
feel about it, but I feel very much con-
cerned about it. I feel that in all walks

of life, in labour, in farming, and

among citizens generally, we are going
to lose or gain by the emphasis which
we place on this question.

I agreed again with the government
when they said in 1948: "This is the

greatest responsibility of this Legisla-
ture, and of this government."

I want now to turn to another phase,
because this comes right back again to

what we are doing about the problem,
and I think some hon. members here
will be rather startled at some of the

figures I am about to give you now.

Some hon. members in this Assembly
will recall that, in the first session of

the 21st Legislature, I stood in this

particular spot and I drew to the atten-

tion of the House at that time that there

was no rhyme nor reason to the tax

structure, the costs or the grants given
by the province for educational pur-
poses in Toronto and the suburban
areas. Some of you will recall that I

had some pictures taken of some of the

houses, and I presented the assessment

picture. In the 1944 session, the then
hon. Premier and Minister of Educa-
tion (Mr. Drew) not only seemed to

be interested in the picture which we
were able to present, but appeared to be

impressed with the need of doing some-

thing to correct the situation, without
undue delay.

Again I am going to say to the gov-
ernment, you have done something, you
have made a great effort by increasing
the grants and applying some of the

budget to this particular end of our

work, but I want to ask you, in fair-

ness, after you have looked at these

figures, whether you feel you have met
the situation, whether you do not feel

you have made a mistake and it is time

to revise your thinking on some of

these questions. Let me assure the

government that we are not unaware
that much substantial assistance has

been extended to many municipalities
in the province, and we are happy to

commend the government for its action

in all such cases. We must, however,
draw attention to the situation which
now exists in the metropolitan area of
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Toronto and suburbs. I want to appeal

again to the hon. members who do not

represent constituencies in this area

because, I feel if we could correct the

situation in Toronto and district, we
would have covered almost 25 per cent,

of the situation and we could possibly
extend the principle that way.

In 1947, the Mimico Town Council

appointed a committee under the chair-

manship of Ex-Mayor W. A. Edwards
to conduct a research, marshal facts

and compose a brief, supporting an

application which had been made to the

Ontario Municipal Board, requesting
the board to establish an inter-urban

form of local government, comprising
Toronto and urban sections of 12 sub-

urban municipalities. As the hon.

member for York West, I have been

supplied with a copy of the interim

report made by the Mimico Committee.
The information contained in this report
is little short of startling, and while it

is of particular concern to Toronto and
the Yorks, it discloses a condition which
affects the people in all parts of the

province, respecting taxation, provincial

grants, educational costs and oppor-
tunity.

In 1946, the ratio of number of pupils
at public schools to total population in

Forest Hill Village was 1 to 13.58. In
Toronto it was 1 to 11.85, and in Long
Branch 1 to 6.53.

In the same year public school taxes
for $3,000, or equalized assessment in

Forest Hill Village was 14.96. In To-
ronto 17.57 and in Long Branch 32.86.

In other words, if you had property,
a home, valued at $3,000 on the equal-
ized assessment for your county ;

if you
lived in Long Branch it would cost

you for public school tax the sum of

$32 and in Forest Hill, the tax would
be $14.96; less than half as much.

MR. FROST: Of course, you must
remember that the assessments may be
half of what they are in another dis-

trict.

^
MR. MILLARD : This is the York-

County equalization basis in that area.

In that year the Provincial Public
School Grant to Forest Hill Village

was $43.04 per pupil, to Toronto $37.01
and to Long Branch $30.90. This com-
bination of public school population,
taxes and grants, made it possible for

the people of Forest Hill Village to

expend $182.62 on each pupil, while in

Long Branch the comparable figure is

$84.72.

I would like to say to the hon. Minis-

ter of Education (Mr. Porter) that

teachers from the Province of Ontario
are being brought to Forest Hill to see

the model teaching and they are going
back literally frothing at the mouth be-

cause they say, "Yes, give us some
assistance and we can do the same thing.
Our children are just as bright."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: In other words,
Forest Hill with one half the ratio of

public school pupils and with less than

50 per cent, of the tax load, not only
received a grant of $12.14 per pupil

higher than Long Branch, but was able

to expend 97.90 or 115.5 per cent, more

per pupil than the people of Long
Branch could possibly afford. It is

obvious at once, there can be no equality
of opportunity under these conditions.

I might say that I am not blaming the

government. I am saying that these

are the facts presented to us.

MR. FROST: My friend must know
that the $64 question is of "formula."

MR. MILLARD: I am going to

propose a formula. I am not doing
what they did on margarine. Some
hon. members will want to know what
the situation was in 1943, as compared
to 1946. I think it is fair to go back
and see the difference.

In 1943, the net public school cost

to the municipality for $3,000 of equal-
ized assessment was $14.49 in Forest
Hill Village and in 1946, $14.96, an
increase of 47 cents. That is all that

happened in Forest Hill.

In Long Branch it was $40.93 in 1943

and in 1946, $32.86, a decrease of $8.07.
And now, there is a case where the

government formula possibly worked to

some extent, because they were able to
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reduce their taxes on an equalized
assessment basis.

In 1943, Forest Hill Village spent
$133.50 on each pupil, and in 1946,

$182.62, an increase of $49.12, while in

Long Branch it was $77.10 and $84.72,
or an increase of only $7.62. However,
it is in the Provincial Public School

grants where the greatest inconsistency

appears. I would like the hon. Minister

of Education (Mr. Porter) to take

this into consideration because these

were the facts in the final analysis.

In 1943, Forest Hill Village received

$4.37 per student, while in 1946 it was

$43.04, or approximately ten times as

much. In Forest Hill Village. Just
think what that means hon. members.
In 1943 the grant was $4.37 per pupil.
These people were obviously able to

provide educational facilities for their

children, but in 1946, by the system of

school grants which we used, that rose

to $43.40, approximately ten times more
than in 1943.

MR. SALSBERG: The rich always
get the "gravy."

MR. MILLARD: In Long Branch,
the 1943 grant was $15.21, and in 1946
it was $30.90, slightly more than twice

as much. In one case it went up ten

times, the other case, it went up slightly
more than twice as much, and that was
because it was based on expenditures,
and Long Branch did not have the

expenditures, but even with the

increased percentages they did not get
as much. They had the expenditures
and ability to pay in Forest Hill Village,
so they got a greatly increased grant

—
ten times more.

I say to the hon. members of this

House you cannot possibly justify the

inequality of our schools right in this

concentrated area. In 1943, Forest Hill

Village spent $133.50 on each pupil, and
in 1946, $182.62, an increase of $49.12,
while in Long Branch it was $77.10 and

$84.72, or an increase of only $7.62.

However, it is in the provincial public
school grants where the greatest incon-

sistency appears.

In 1943, Forest Hill Village received

$4.37 per student, while in 1946 it was
$43.04, or, as I have said before,

approximately ten times as much.

Some hon. members may feel it is

unfair to pick out such extreme cases.

There is one case within the urban area

of North York, which is even more
extreme.

In school area No. 2, the public
school tax rate on the $3,000, assess-

ment was $6.88 in 1943 and dropped to

$3.02 in 1946. While the expenditures

per pupil rose from $88.35 in 1943 to

$93.91 of 1946, and at the same time

grants jumped from $19.69 to $64.44.
Taxes were halved, more was spent and

grants more than tripled.

MR. PORTER: Where was that?

MR. MILLARD: In school section

No. 2, just outside of the city.

In school section No. 31, known as

Maple Leaf, on the same assessment

basis as area No. 2, taxes were $28.30
in 1943 and $63.33 in 1946. The school

board spent $44.56 per pupil in 1943

and $88.62 in 1946. The grants jumped
from $16.86 to $30.21.

MR. DUNBAR: Would a new
school effect it?

MR. MILLARD: Yes, and there is

a veterans' project in the area, and not

a great deal of industrial assessment. I

grant you that. As I say, the school

board spent $44.56 per pupil in 1943,

and $88.62 in 1946. And the grant

jumped from $16.86 to $30.21.

In other words— and this is the

picture I want the hon. members to see—by 1946, taxes on equalized assess-

ment in school section 31 were twenty
times greater than in school area No.

2, yet they were not able to spend as

much per pupil, and their grant per

pupil was less than half that paid in the

other case. I have no doubt that

hon. members will find it difficult to

believe that a condition such as I have

described could exist. I admit that

until I had heard the entire interim

report by the Edwards Committee, I

could scarcely believe it myself.
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HON. G. ARTHUR WELSH: (PC
Minister of Planning and Develop-
ment) : Was there an increase in the

number of pupils?

MR. MILLARD : Yes.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, when

you consider it all across Ontario, and

using the same formula, you are bound
to run across situations such as this.

MR. JOLLIFFE:
than one formula.

You had more

MR. FROST : We are always ready
to revise any formula, if we can find

one that will improve the situation. We
admit that basing it on the mill rate or

the assessment constitutes inequalities,
we know that, but the difficulty is to

find a way to get around it. We are a

progressive people over here, and we
will change anything.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FROST: We always like new
ideas, if they are good ones.

MR. MILLARD: I know the hon.

members must be getting tired.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: I know I am. I

would like to ask, Mr. Speaker, and
the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy), as

I have some figures here which I feel

are relevant and important, if it is the

wish of the House that I hand them to

Hansard?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, hand them
to Hansard.

MR. MILLARD : And take them as

read?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

MR. FROST: We are most inter-

ested, and we will carefully study all of

this.

The following tables, as filed by the

hon. member for York West (Mr.
Millard) are in words and figures as

follows, to wit:—
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DATA RE PUBLIC SCHOOL EXPENDITURES, TAXES AND GRANTS FOR
THE YEAR 1946

Metropolitan Area of Toronto and Suburbs

Ratio of

Number of Pupils at

i

Public Schools

Municipality to Total Population

Toronto 1 to 11.83

Forest Hill 1 to 13.58

New Toronto 1 to 8.37

Swansea 1 to 12.82

Leaside 1 to 8.59

Long Branch 1 to 6.53

Weston 1 to 9.54

Mimico 1 to 9.31

York Township 1 to 8.94

East York 1 to 9.44

North York 1 to 9.98

Etobicoke 1 to 8.82

Scarboro 1 to 8.01

Total
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SCHEDULE OF PROVINCIAL GRANTS RECEIVED FOR THE YEARS 1942-1946

Metropolitan Area of Toronto and Suburbs Public Schools

Municipality

Toronto

Forest Hill. . . .

New Toronto . .

Swansea

Leaside

Long Branch . .

Weston

Mimico
York Township
East York

1942

$157,181.00

3,845.00

5,089.00

7,033.00

4,905.00

9,848.00

2,969.00

8,275.00

294,023.00

111,603.00

1943

$157,624.00

5,024.00

4,598.00

6,933.00

5,773.00

11,318.00

3,208.00

8,148.00

308,058.00

125,795.00

1944

$152,417

4,912

4,644

4,139

12,731

11,915

3,262

8,007

323,248

128,442

1945

,00$2,175,811,

,00 41,064,

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

35,704

32,688

59,726

28,868

21,852

33,668

472,496

234,274

1946

00 $2,179,778,00

00 47,870.00

00 38,718.00

00 29,919.00

00 57,013.00

00 26,015.00

00 27,078.00

00 36,377.00

00 550,443.00

00 244,661.00

North York—Urban Area-

School Area No. 1

No. 2

School Section, No. 14.

No. 21.

No. 31 .

Total Urban

Rural Area

18,882.00

1,627.00

2,328.00

1,572.00

3,055.00

24,529.00

2,500.00

2,133.00

1,825.00

3,355.00

23,783.00

3,039.00

2,332.00

2,214.00

3,687.00

73,921.00

7,811.00

11,150.00

7,005.00

7,371.00

79,075.00

8,828.00

13,213.00

8,474.00

9,426.00

$27,464.00 $34,342.00 $35,055.00 $107,258.00 $119,016.00

15,455.00 8,907.00 10,422.00 39,414.00 35,373.00

Total North York $42,919.00 $43,249.00 $45,477.00 $146,672.00 $154,389.00

School Section
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COMPARATIVE SCHEDULE OF NET COSTS PER $3,000.00 OF EQUALIZED ASSESS-
MENT AND GROSS EXPENDITURE AND GRANTS PER STUDENT

FOR THE YEARS 1943 AND 1946

Metropolitan Area of Toronto and Suburbs Public Schools
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MR. WELSH : May I interrupt the

hon. member for West York (Mr.
Millard) ?

MR. MILLARD: Yes, certainly.

MR. WELSH : The hon. member for

West York (Mr. Millard) quoted some

interesting figures about the percentages
which withdrew from the teaching pro-
fession. How many of those were girls ?

Do you happen to have that informa-
tion?

MR. FROST: Send that over to-

morrow.

MR. MILLARD: If the hon.
Minister (Mr. Welsh) wants the in-

formation, I can tell him where he can
find it, and save the time of the House.
It is on page 104 of the hon. Minister
of Education's Report (Mr. Drew),
for the Province of Ontario, 1946.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: He just wants to find

out the number who were married.

MR. MILLARD : You will get that

information at that page, sir.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker,
and Mr. Premier (Mr. Kennedy).

I just want to conclude this part of

my talk with a suggestion as to what
we might do in the situation. I believe

it is going to be necessary, particularly
in these areas which I have described,
to establish some kind of an amalga-
mated set-up for the administration of

education. I believe it is going to be
also necessary to equalize the assess-

ment and income from taxes over the

entire area, and that then the govern-
ment must pay on a per-pupil basis, for

the minimum standard of salaries and

wages for caretaking and so forth, and
the minimum standard of expenditures
for education, and then allow certain

sections of that amalgamated set-up, if

they so desire, to improve upon the

standards in accordance with their own
ability to secure taxes, and by contri-

butions from the people. In other

words, to get the usual rate, which will

take in all the industrial assessments.

Here is what I have in mind. Con-
sider a case like New Toronto; if you
study the report

—and I would be glad
to give the government a copy of the

complete report from which I have been

quoting
—the study is, I think, accurate

and is well done and contains invalu-

able information for this entire area.

I believe, if you strike a common assess-

ment for the entire area, you will help
to improve the situation.

Here is what has happened. Take the

industries in New Toronto. This gives
them an industrial and commercial

assessment, but the people live in Long
Branch and Mimico, and we have the

fantastic situation which is included in

the notes which are going on Hansard,
where children in New Toronto are

attending secondary schools in Mimico,
and the cost to the people of Mimico
for maintaining their own schools, and

educating their own children, is higher
than for the people in New Toronto.
And all this with the same cost, the

same education, the same teachers, the

same everything, and all attending the

same secondary school. If you divide

it up on the narrow basis, you will find

this very fantastic result.

I suggest to the government—and it

was hinted at by the hon. Minister of

Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) for

the services of education, let us put
this entire metropolitan area on an inter-

urban area basis so far as the adminis-
tration and grants for education are

concerned. If I had had time to explain
this to the House, I think the hon.

members would have been intensely
interested.

In the City of Toronto, for example,
the school grant jumped from $152,000
in 1944, to over $2,178,000 last year,
which means an increase of 1,427 per
cent., and yet you only give 30 per cent,

of the expenditures here in the City
of Toronto. Look at that fantastic

result. Here is the Provincial Govern-
ment getting along and doing all right;
the City of Toronto is getting along,
and doing all right, regarding education.

True, they think their grants were not

adequate, but here is a jump from
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approximately $150,000, to over

$2,000,000.

Another suggestion I want to make,
Mr. Speaker, to the government is they
start publishing the detailed reports of

all grants made in this province. Do
not let us leave room for suspicion that

there is some kind of juggling of the

grants, and that they are being paid in

different areas on different bases. I

think this would do a great deal to

help the situation. This would help us

to sit down and face up to the problem,
if we knew exactly what the figures
were. Let us see what is happening,
and let us see what is needed, and let

us see if we cannot work out a

formula, as I have indicated. I do

most humbly suggest to the government
that they make this one of their major
concerns forthwith.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MILLARD: Now, in con-

clusion, Mr. Speaker
— and I have

disliked as much as anyone, having to

burden the House with this long
address ... I have a great deal more
that I would have liked to say about

this question of human services. I

noticed the other day that the hon.

member for Lake Centre, Mr. Diefen-

baker, in the Federal House, was asking
a question regarding the draining off

of our people. I have some startling

figures here which I obtained from the

Bureau of Statistics in Washington, of

all places, where I went to find out how
many people left Canada and went to

the United States. The figures were

startling. I find that the larger part
who are leaving are professional people.
In 1946 and 1947, the professional

people leaving Canada for the United

States—largely from Ontario, no doubt—were, male professional, 1,390. These
were people we trained, who have gone

through our universities, and obtained

their degrees, and then they went to

the United States. We had a psychia-
trist here, a man whom I know

personally, who went to the United

States. Why? Because of the oppor-

tunity. They need him back here, and

they have sent for him.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : There are

more patients for psychiatrists over

there.

MR. MILLARD: They need him
back here, and have made a special

appeal for him to return, and the

amount of the special offer which they
made in his case is slightly more than

half of what he is receiving in the

United States at the present time. We
train our nurses, and start them out at

$100 a month, while they are offering
$200 a month in the United States.

There are hon. members of this House
who have confided to me that their own
children have trained in Canada and

gone to the United States, doing it

reluctantly, because there was not the

opportunity here to utilize their skill

and crafts and their professions.

This figure shows females, 1,089.
And so the story goes. I do want to

present to the House something regard-

ing the question of higher education.

All is not well in our universities, and
I speak from an entirely different point
of view than did the hon. member for

Beaches (Mr. Scott). Our professors
here are not paid enough. There is no
attraction for them to stay here.

I would like some of the hon.

members to read an article which

appeared in the current issue of

Collier's magazine, where a professor,
after all his training and experience
was forced to leave the province,
because he could not borrow $500, as

his salary was not sufficient to warrant
a loan. He could not pay, for having
children coming into this world.

I make a plea to this government to

do all in their power to follow along the

line they themselves have suggested and
make education as a basis of our

democratic life their major concern in

this province. Let us work these out

together, and I am sure we can find a

solution.

I thank you very much.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SPEAKER : The vote is in the

amendment to the amendment. Call in

the members.

The amendment to the amendment

negatived on division.

AYES: 36
NAYS: 50

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Mr. Speaker, I think it would
be the wish of everybody that the

debate should end on a note of

unanimity, and therefore I move,
seconded by Mr. Salsberg:

"THAT the Amendment to the

Motion for consideration of the

Speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor now before the

House be further amended by adding
thereto the following words: AND
this House particularly regrets:

I. That the government has failed

to make available to all old-age

pensioners in the province the $10

monthly supplement now being paid
to a limited number of Ontario's aged
citizens.

II. That the government has failed

to take adequate steps to protect the

health of nurses and other hospital

personnel by requiring a compulsory
chest X-ray of all patients on being
admitted to the hospitals of Ontario.

III. That the government has
failed to take the necessary steps to

arrest the alarming increase in

mental illness by providing increased

hospital accommodation for mental

patients and adequate funds for

psychiatric research."

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : On the same vote as the

former one?

MR. MacLEOD: No.

MR. KENNEDY: I think every-

body is in the House, Mr. Speaker.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Everybody is in

the House, except the hon. Minister in

charge of hydro (Mr. Challies).

MR. KENNEDY: Everybody sit-

ting in the House has to vote.

MR. JOLLIFFE : The hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) and I are probably
both out of order. There may have
been some misunderstanding due to the

fact that an hon. member stood when
the clerk assistant was looking the other

way.

MR. SPEAKER: We recognize this

Chamber as the "House." I think

perhaps the vote was called a little

rapidly, and I suggest, please, there

shall be order while the voting takes

place, and hon. members will stand

erect, and then there can be no question
about their voting. I think there is a

tendency to "bob up," and in that way
may be missed in the counting.

Insofar as the hon. Minister for

Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) is

concerned
;
he occupies now what is not

recognized as being a part of the House,
for the purpose of voting. I so rule.

MR. B. E. LEAVENS (CCF Wood-
bine) : Mr. Speaker, on the point of

order; the hon member for Riverdale

(Mr. Wismer) stood up.

MR. McEWING: So did I. I have
the right to stand up now and say so.

MR. SPEAKER: We are willing, of

course, to take the word of the hon.

members (Mr. McEwing and Mr.

Leavens), but from now on I shall ask
all hon. members to stand and remain

standing until their names have been
called.

MR. MILLARD: Perhaps I was in

error, Mr. Speaker. I expected my
name was to be called, and I should
have stood first.

The amendment to the amendment
negatived on division.

AYES: 36
NAYS: 50

MR. KENNEDY: Shall we have the

same vote on the amendment?

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant):
Mr. Speaker, on a point of order, each
vote is by itself. Is not the hon. member
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for Grenville-Dundas permitted now to

take his seat?

MR. SPEAKER: That is correct.

Each division completes that particular

operation. The hon. member for Gren-
ville-Dundas (Mr. Challies) has the

right to take his seat at this time.

I declare all members to be present.

The amendment negatived on division.

AYES: 36

NAYS: 51

MR. KENNEDY: The same vote
on the main motion?

MR. JOLLIFFE: We are prepared
to take the same vote.

Motion agreed to.

AYES: 36

NAYS: 51

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Mr. Speaker, before I ask

the House to revert back to Orders, in

order to introduce certain resolutions,

so that we can get on with the business

of the House tomorrow, may I say that

there is only one hon. member absent

from the House. This is something very
unusual, and I am sure the hon. member
for Brant (Mr. Nixon) has never seen

anything like this before. I think we
should get before the people of this

province the fact that the hon. members
of this House are paying attention to

their business.

I think all parties deserve a great deal

of credit for the way they have attended
here day after day.

Mr. Speaker, I move the House revert

back to "Notices of Motion."

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Kennedy,
that this House will tomorrow resolve

itself into the Committee of Supply.
Motion agreed to.

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Kennedy that this

House will tomorrow resolve itself into

the Committee of Ways and Means.

Motion agreed to.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House,
and we will meet at 1.30.

MR. JOLLIFFE: That is pursuant
to a resolution passed earlier this week?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes, and on every
Friday thereafter.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I agree with the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) about the

attendance we have here today, particu-

larly during the division. I think it goes
to show what an excellent thing it is to

have the government's majority whittled

down.

Motion agreed; the House adjourned
at 7.20 of the clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

Friday, March 4, 1949.

1.30 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 1.30 o'clock p.m.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. members
have had distributed to them the income
tax form T.D.I, and the majority of

the hon. members have filled it in and
returned it to the Speaker's office. It

is imperative, please, that every hon.

member who has received one of these

income tax forms, comply with the

regulations, fill it in and sign it at the

earliest possible moment.

I presume the majority of the hon.

members will be very happy to receive

their indemnity and expense cheques
when they become due. The only way
in which hon. members can obtain these

cheques is by having these forms com-

pleted beforehand.

Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY' (PC
Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I have here a

message from the Hon. the Lieutenant-

Governor, signed by his own hand.

MR. SPEAKER: The Lieutenant-

Governor transmits estimates of certain

sums required for the service of the

province for the year ending March 31,

1950, and recommends them to the

Legislative Assembly.

Signed at Toronto, March 4, 1949.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC
Premier) : Order No. 69.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 69th

Order; House in Committee of Supply,
Mr. Frost.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

move that you do now leave the Chair
and the House resolve itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

Motion agreed to
;
the House in Com-

mittee; Mr. Speaker in the Chair.

HON. LESLIE M.
Provincial Treasurer) :

FROST (PC

BUDGET ADDRESS
DELIVERED BY

THE HON. LESLIE M. FROST
Treasurer of the Province of Ontario

IN THE

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF
ONTARIO

Friday, March 4, 1949

Mr. Speaker :

This is the sixth occasion that I have
had the honour and responsibility of

placing before the Legislature the finan-

cial position of this province. In so

doing I shall give the House a statement

of Revenue and Expenditure for the

year ending March 31, 1949, and the

estimated Revenue and Expenditure for

the year ending March 31, 1950, to-

gether with an explanation of the fiscal

policies of this government.
In the Speech from the - Throne,

reference was made to the fact that

never in our history was there promise
of greater substance, stability and pro-

gress. The address then cautions pro-
found thought and care in the

maintenance of this invaluable promise
and the necessity of consolidation, and,

indeed, of retrenchment, to avoid the

evils of over-expansion.
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It is well for us to bear in mind that

in the great task which lies before us,

all cannot be done at once. We cannot

obtain everything at the same time. Our

problems are many-sided and we must

build and progress with this in mind.

It is essential that our growth should

be balanced and uniform. Some of us

are prone to emphasize one phase more
than another. We should remember that

all phases are important and all belong
to the same picture.

Experience teaches us that in a sound

economy, progress and stability are twin

requisites. They are inseparable, each

indispensable to the other. As with in-

dividuals, so with governments. It is

impossible to attain perfection or to

secure every good thing at one fortunate

stroke. Each new day presents a new
test. Each new day offers a new oppor-

tunity. If we are wise in our decisions,

the sum total adds up to progress and

stability, to an even development of our

economy.

It is also all-important, particularly
for governments and legislators, to bear

in mind the fact that all moneys raised

and expended for public services belong
to the people, and that unduly heavy
taxation burdens our people, and im-

pedes the sound and balanced develop-
ment for which we are striving. On
the other hand, mere parsimony is not

sound economy; indeed it is often false

economy. The truth lies between the

two, the attainment of which requires

good judgment, wise selection and

vision. There is a saying in the Good
Book which says :

"There is that scattereth, and yet
increaseth and there is that witholdeth

more than is meet, but it tendeth to

poverty."

I am quite sure that honourable mem-
bers of this House will experience many
difficulties in making accurate compari-
sons of present day revenues and

expenditures with those of past years
because of the vastly changed conditions

in which we live. Ontario of 1939 had
a population of about 3,700,000. At the

end of this year, 1949, we shall just

about cross the 4,500,000 mark. The

national income arising in Ontario today
is not far below the national income of
the whole of Canada in 1939. In 1946
and 1947 Ontario attracted over 65 per
cent, of the new industries coming to

Canada. With reference to capital

investment, in the years 1946 to 1948
inclusive $3,000,000,000 of Canada's

$7,000,000,000 new investment of

private and public enterprise was made
in Ontario. In the last ten years, in this

province, the number of employees in

manufacturing has increased 73 per
cent., from 318,871 to 552,678. In the

same time their payrolls have increased

by 219 per cent., from $378,000,000 to

$1,207,000,000. On the basis of the

gross valuation of production, we have
an increase of 211 per cent., from

$1,745,000,000 to $5,431,000,000. These
are impressive figures indeed and indi-

cate the difficulty of making understand-
able comparisons between years, each
of which has been greater than the last.

With this great expansion have come
added problems of government, not the

least of these being that of keeping
things in proper perspective, in remem-

bering that we cannot have everything
at the same time, and that all cannot
be done at once in building and pro-

gressing in an orderly manner. Our
revenues are far greater than in 1939,

but, balancing this, so are our problems,
and so necessarily must be our

expenditures.

As Treasurer, sometimes I have

difficulty in comparing expenditures
from year to year, and I have to resort

to the test, "Are our expenditures
reasonable and proper, having regard to

the many phases of our problems and
their relation to the revenues on which
we must depend ?"

I am happy to tell the members of

this House and the people of Ontario,
that our finances are in sound condition.

We have had a succession of balanced

budgets but of equal and indeed of even

greater importance, I think, is our credit

position, the background of which is the

ability of the people of Ontario to meet
their debts and guaranties. In the

budget of five years ago, I emphasized
the importance of our Net Debt posi-
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tion. In subsequent budgets, I have
dealt with the importance of this

subject. Ten years ago, in 1939, our
Net Debt was $478.3 million. Over the

intervening ten years, there have been
some variations, but today the debt is

practically that of ten years ago.

This, however, is not all the story.
Our real position is vastly improved
from what these figures might indicate.

Our debt service charges are down
from $19.3 million to $17.4 million.

While in 1939 debt service charges
formed over 22 per cent, of our

expenditure, today they are less than

9 per cent. In 1939, the per capita debt

was $130; now it is about $111. In the

meantime our assets represented by
buildings, works and roads, are worth
at least double that of ten years ago
while, in terms of the value of the dollar

today, the Net Debt burden is just one-

half of what is was in 1939. These facts

and figures illustrate very clearly some
of the reasons why Ontario has been
able to borrow for new revenue produc-
ing works, such vast sums of money at

such low rates of interest. Over the last

ten years, we have stabilized our

economy. This has bettered our

guaranty and thus enabled us to borrow
for the great self-liquidating projects
such as undertaken by the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of On-
tario, adequate funds at most favour-

able rates of interest.

DOMINION—PROVINCIAL
RELATIONS

Our fiscal record over the last ten

years is even more remarkable when
one considers the outstanding contribu-

tion which Ontario gladly made to the

war effort of the dominion. In Decem-
ber, 1941, which month had been
marked with the entry of Japan into

the war and the attack on Pearl

Harbour, the dominion approached the

provinces with the proposal of the

suspension of provincial taxing powers
in order to assist in the war effort. The
whole international situation was most
critical. This province, which had un-

reservedly offered its full resources for

the prosecution of the war, immediately

agreed to the dominion proposal and, in

the session of 1942, the Legislature

unanimously approved of an agreement
between Ontario and the dominion

whereby Ontario agreed to suspend

temporarily the collection of certain

taxes in return for a fixed subvention

of $28.9 million, subject to a guarantee
relative to maintaining the gasoline tax

level at $26.6 million. The Suspension
Act recited that this temporary measure
was to assist the dominion in waging
total war against the Axis powers.

Honourable members of this House
have been surprised to read in the press

recently a statement by a Dominion
Cabinet Minister, who has every oppor-

tunity of knowing better, to the effect

that this Province had benefited greatly

by this agreement. The converse is the

fact. During the period of the suspen-
sion agreement, which terminated March
31, 1947, this province sustained an

actual loss, estimated to be $119.1 mil-

lion, the particulars of which are given
in the statement which I shall file.

During this period, road and capital
works were virtually suspended. The

highway programme consisted almost

entirely of maintenance and even this

was cut to a bare minimum.

All this, of course, has multiplied our

post-war problems in that we have a

great backlog of very pressing public
works requirements which must be con-

structed at exceedingly high prices.
The people of this province have no

regrets in giving this great assistance

to our war effort and, indeed, look upon
this contribution with great pride.

I think, however, it is altogether

proper that I should mention the magni-
tude of this contribution wr

hich, if it

had not been made, would most certainly
have resulted in our already favourable

debt position to which I have referred

being over $100,000,000 less than it is

at the present time. Indeed, we have

made a very remarkable showing over

the last ten years which our people can

regard with great satisfaction.

With the permission of the House I

now table the schedule to which I have

just referred.
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ESTIMATE OF LOSS IN REVENUE
TO THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO BY REASON OF THE WARTIME TAX AGREEMENTS

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 Total

(thousands of dollars)

4,700 1,000 13,000 19,000 18,000 16,000 71,700Personal Income Tax.

Corporations Tax—
Capital Tax
Income Tax
Total Corporation Taxes

Total Personal Income Taxes and Cor-
poration Taxes

Actual Receipts—
Corporation and Personal Income Tax

Subvention under Wartime Tax
Agreement

Rebate under Wartime Tax Agreement .

Actual Corporations Tax Collections,
1947-48

Gasoline Tax Subvention under Wartime
Tax Agreement

Total Actual Receipts
Net Loss under Wartime Tax Agreement . . .

6,500
15,300
21,800

6,600
25,400
32,000

13,600
52,700
66,300

7,300
28,700
36,000

7,200
28,400
35,600

7,300
28,700
36.000

8,300
52,700
61,000

56,800
231,900
288,700

26,500 33,000 79,300 55,000 53,600 52,000 61,000 360,400

2,896
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Reduced to the simplest possible

terms, the figures mean that this year
the dominion would have paid us

$78,518,000 for certain taxing powers
and rights. Occupying only a portion of

that field, we this year will collect

$78,626,000 which is more than the

dominion offered for the whole field,

and we have in reserve the personal
income tax field which, calculated at 5

per cent, of dominion collections in this

province, would bring in $17,300,000.
In other words, the dominion offered us

$17,408,000 less than the fields were
worth at present day calculations.

Impressive as are the above results,

they are not nearly so important as the

failure of the dominion to in any way
appraise the great future development
of Ontario and the difficult financial

problems which would be imposed upon
the government by reason of that

development. In signing these agree-
ments Ontario would not only have

given up flexible sources of revenue in

return for a relatively fixed subsidy

inadequate in amount, but Ontario
would have been deprived of an expand-
ing source of revenue which would
increase in productivity in proportion to

the rising costs of government. This
is well illustrated by the enormous

hydro developments which are presently

taking place.

These developments are bound to

attract more industry; these industries

will pay the government more taxes but,

in turn, will create fresh problems for

our province. For the Province of

Ontario to have accepted the dominion

proposals would have been to disregard

entirely the fact that 65 per cent, of

all new industry coming to Canada is

locating in Ontario.

PROVINCIAL TAXING POWERS
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP

TO REVENUES

Perhaps at this time, Mr. Speaker,
I may with propriety say a few words
about our taxing powers. In this 23rd

Legislature of 90 members, which is of

course a new House, we have 38 new
members, a number of whom have been

here before. It is to be expected that

some of the new members may not be

fully conversant with the extent of our

taxing powers which arise under the

British North America Act.

With respect to the distribution of

Legislative powers between the Parlia-

ment of Canada and the Provincial

Legislatures, it should be said that

whereas the constitution empowers the

Central Government to raise money by

any mode or system 6f taxation, the

provinces are restricted to "direct

taxation within the province."

In my Budget Address of 1944 ex-

tended reference was made to this

subject. Further mention has been

made in subsequent Budget Addresses,
all of which form part of the records

of this House and are available to every
member. In our discussions it would be

well to bear in mind these limitations

which definitely circumscribe the taxing
area within which we have the constitu-

tional authority to raise revenue for

provincial purposes.

Generally speaking, measures de-

signed to redistribute the wealth of the

nation by means of the payment of old-

age pensions, family allowances and

other like social benefits, are respon-
sibilities of the Federal Government,

who, in addition to their broad taxing

powers, control credit, currency and

international trade.

Over a period of more than a score

of years, several Dominion-Provincial

Conferences have been held. The Sirois

Report on dominion-provincial relations

has been made. One salient fact

stands out. The provinces have em-

phasized, time and time again, that they
are being called upon to perform ser-

vices for the people requiring revenues

beyond the fiscal powers conferred upon
them by the Act of Confederation. This

contention is now recognized by both

the dominion and by all the provinces
as being valid and worthy of complete
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acceptance. To fly in the face of what
has been established as a sound conclu-

sion would be to create grave financial

difficulties for the provinces.

We, as members of this House, and
as servants of the people, will do better

if we keep in mind our constitutional

limitations and duties. The provinces
have their own job to do.

THE RISING TREND OF THE
COST OF GOVERNMENT

In the 11 months that have elapsed
since I tabled the Estimates for the

Fiscal Year 1948-49 the world has been

passing through a period of inflation,

unsurpassed in magnitude since the one

experienced immediately following the

First World War. Without attempting
at this time to discuss the several factors

which are recognized as contributing to

the creation of the inflationary condition

from which we are apparently emerging,
I call to the attention of th$ House the

fact that statistics dealing with whole-

sale prices, cost of living and salary and

wage rates, indicate large percentage
increases.

While these increases were not wholly
unexpected, their full impact upon our

economy could not have been foreseen—much less prevented. As a direct con-

sequence of these inflationary elements

and in order to discharge the functions

of government and effectively carry out

the progressive programme upon which
we have embarked, increased expendi-
tures had to be made.

Here let me emphasize the fact that

the dollar which this Administration has
had to use as money to carry on the

business of government, is the very
same kind of dollar which the individual

citizen has had to use in providing for

himself and his family, food, fuel, cloth-

ing and shelter.

Let me call to the attention of the

House a few outstanding items of

ordinary expenditure which go to make

up the increases.

AMOUNTS EXPENDED IN EXCESS OF
ESTIMATES

Department of Education $2,443,000

Department of Health 323,400

Department of Highways 8,298,000

Department of Lands and Forests 3,210,000

Of this amount, extra fire fighting

cost $1,150,000

and salvage operation 1,500,000

Department of Public Welfare 1,421,481

Represented largely by an increase of

$970,000 in Mothers' Allowances and
$400,000 in Old Age Pensions and direct
relief.

Additional Provision for Sinking Fund $10,000,000

This year we shall expend on Capital

Account about $42.6 million for roads,

rural Hydro extensions, public buildings and

other works of a permanent nature. Of this

sum the above provision will, in effect,

enable us to'pay $10,000,000 of this expendi-

ture from Ordinary Account. This is in

addition to $5,562,000 which represents the

usual Sinking Fund provision. The balance

of the capital sum expended this year will be

amortized over the life of the work.

An item of expenditure worthy of special

note appears in the Department of the

Attorney-General and amounts to $1,500,000

This expenditure represents the cost of the

General Election held in Ontario on

June 7, 1948.

Revenues proved more buoyant than

was anticipated, and for the information

of the House I have selected a number
of items which account in large measure

for the increased revenue.

Items of Ordinary Revenue which
Exceed Amounts of Budget Forecast

Receipts from ordinary revenue will

exceed the amounts set out in the

Budget Forecast for the Fiscal Year

ending March 31, 1949, by a sum of

approximately $28,000,000. The prin-

cipal items making up this increased

revenue are :
—

Highways Department—
Gasoline Tax and Motor Vehicles Licenses. $6,350,000

Treasury Department—
Liquor Authority Transfer Fees. $605,000

Liquor Control Board 9,000,000

Succession Duty 500,000

Corporations Tax 8,500,000

Race Tracks Tax 1,124,000

Security Transfer Tax 75,000

Land Transfer Tax 511,000

Law Stamps 170,000

Motion Picture Censorship and
Theatre Inspection 48,000

Sundry 51,800

$20,584,800
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These revenue increases arise mainly
from unusually buoyant business condi-

tions in this province and reflect On-
tario's very substantial portion of

National Income and the people's pur-

chasing power, to which I have

previously referred. These gratifying

business conditions are at least in part
attributable to the great developmental
schemes of this government, which are

more pros-tending to a greater and

perous Ontario.

With the permission of the House, I

now table the Interim Statement of

Ordinary Revenue for the Fiscal Year,

April 1, 1948, to March 31/1949, con-

sisting of ten months' actual receipts
and two months' forecast. Our esti-

mated net receipts of ordinary revenue
amount to $206,034,000.

INTERIM STATEMENT OF ORDINARY REVENUE

Fiscal Year, April 1 1948—March 31, 1949

10 Months' Actual—2 Months' Forecast— 12 Months

Department

Agriculture

Attorney-General

Education

Health

Highways:
Main Office and Branch

Gasoline Tax Branch

Miscellaneous Permits Branch

Motor Vehicles Branch

Insurance

Labour
Lands and Forests

Mines

Municipal Affairs

Provincial Secretary ,

Provincial Treasurer:

Main Office—Subsidy

Interest

Liquor Authority Transfer Fees

Liquor Control Board

Controller of Revenue Branch:

Succession Duty
Corporations Tax
Race Tracks

Security Transfer Tax
Land Transfer Tax
Law Stamps
Miscellaneous

Motion Picture Censorship and Theatre Inspection Branch

Province of Ontario Savings Office

Office of Athletics Commissioner

Public Works
Reform Institutions

Public Welfare

Public Debt— Interest, Exchange, etc

Gross
Ordinary
Revenue
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I also table the Interim Statement of

Ordinary Expenditure for the same
fiscal period. Our Net Ordinary Expen-
diture, including Public Debt Interest,

Sinking Fund Instalments and Redemp-
tion of Railway Aid Certificates, amounts
in total to $204,902,000.

I now table a Summary of Ordinary
Revenue and Ordinary Expenditure for

the Fiscal Year April 1, 1948, to March

31, 1949. This Summary shows an
Interim Surplus of $1,132,000. This is

my sixth Budget Address and the sixth

occasion on which I have been able to

report to the House a Surplus on

Ordinary Account.

I also table an Interim Statement of

Capital Receipts and a Statement of

Capital Payments for the Fiscal Year

April 1, 1948, to March 31, 1949.

INTERIM STATEMENT OF ORDINARY EXPENDITURE

Fiscal Year April 1, 1948—March 31, 1949

10 Months' Actual—2 Months' Forecast—12 Months

Department

Agriculture

Attorney-General

Education

Health

Highways
Insurance

Labour

Lands and Forests

Lieutenant-Governor

Mines

Municipal Affairs

Planning and Development
Prime Minister

Provincial Auditor

Provincial Secretary

Provincial Treasurer

Public Welfare

Public Works
.,

Reform Institutions

Travel and Publicity

Stationery Account

Public Debt—Interest, Exchange, etc

Sinking Fund Instalments and Railway Aid

Certificates

Gross
Ordinary

Expenditure
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INTERIM STATEMENT OF CAPITAL RECEIPTS

Fiscal Year April 1, 1948—March 31, 1949

10 Months' Actual—2 Months' Forecast—12 Months

Gross
Capital

Department Receipts

$ c.

Agriculture 5,000.00

Highways 345,000.00

Labour 5,100,000.00

Lands and Forests 229,000.00

Mines 40,000.00

Provincial Secretary 3,409,000.00

Provincial Treasurer 44,793,000.00

Public Welfare 21,479,000.00

75,400,000.00

Application
of Receipts to

Payments
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I now table, with the permission of Net Debt, the Funded Debt and the

the House, statements of Gross Debt, Indirect Debt.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

DETAIL SUMMARY ACCOUNTING FOR ESTIMATED INCREASE IN GROSS DEBT

For the Fiscal Year to end on March 31, 1949

Gross Debt as at March 31, 1948 $628,388,019.47

Estimated Gross Debt as at March 31, 1949 : 634,063,439.82

Estimated Increase for the fiscal year to end on MarcH 31, 1949 $5,675,420.35

Gross Debt Increased by:

Capital Disbursements:

Disbursements on Highways, Public Buildings, Works, etc $42,618,000.00

Less: Capital Receipts 309,500.00

$42,308,500.00

Discount on Debentures issued during year 1,775,000.00

Increase in Income Liabilities 12,481.91

Increase in Loans Receivable:

Tile Drainage $86,000.00

Co-operative Marketing Loans 253,400.00
339,400.00

$44,435,381.91
Gross Debt Decreased by:

Retirement of Railway Aid Certificates $12,561.56

Sinking Fund Instalments 15,550,000.00

Surplus on Ordinary Account 1,132,000.00

$16,694,561.56

Discount on Debentures—written off 509,000.00

Net Repayments on Loans Receivable:

Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario $15,982,700.00

Agricultural Development Board 2,500,000.00

Guaranteed Debentures (Net) 47,100.00

Miscellaneous (Net) 55,500.00

18,585,300.00

Increase in Reserves (Net) 5,600.00

Decrease in Cash 2,965,500.00

38,759,961.56

Estimated Increase for the fiscal year to end on March 31, 1949 $5,675,420.35

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN THE NET DEBT

As at March 31, 1949
As at March 31, 1949:

Estimated Gross Debt $634,063,439.82
Less: Estimated Revenue Producing and Realizable Assets 140,310,133.50

Estimated Net Debt $493,753,306.32

As at March 31, 1948:

Gross Debt $628,388,019.47
Less: Revenue Producing and Realizable Assets .' . . 161,634,533.50

Net Debt $466,753,485.97

Estimated Increase in Net Debt $26,999,820.35
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THE FUNDED DEBT OF ONTARIO
DETAILED SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED CHANGES

For the Fiscal Year to end March 31, 1949

As at March 31, 1948 (after deducting Sinking Funds) $543,824,696.79
Add: Sale of Debentures:

"CF" —2%% due January 15, 1953-1959 $550,000.00"RAE"—3% due April 15, 1962-1965 40,000,000.00«TFE"—3H% due January 1, 1962 750,000.00
"BQ" —iy2% due November 1, 1953 10,000,000.00" BQ" —3% due November 1, 1959 15,000,000.00
"BQ" —3% due November 1, 1966 25,000,000.00
"TI" —43^% due November 1, 1952 4,300,000.00

95,600,000.00

$639,424,696.79
Less: Redemptions:

"AL" —4% due May 15, 1948 $686,000.00
"AP" —4^% due May 15, 1948 630,000.00
"AS" —4% due June 1, 1948 592,000.00"RAB"—1M% due July 2, 1948 3,000,000.00"BM" —IH% due July 15, 1948 500,000.00" RZ " —2 XA% due August 1, 1948 1,000,000.00" RAC"—1|4% due September 1, 1948 12,000,000.00
"AF" —5% due October 15, 1948 36,136,500.00
"AK" —4J^% due November 1, 1948 800,000.00
"RP" —3}4% due November 1, 1948 10,000,000.00
"RS" —3% due November 1, 1948 1,050,000.00
"AH" —43^% due December 1, 1948 700,000.00"RAD "—Various due December 15, 1948 4,000,000.00
"AJ" —4K% due January 15, 1949 800,000.00
"AR" —4J^% due January 15, 1949 549,000.00
"BN" —Various due January 15, 1949 1,500,000.00
"RB" —3% due January 15, 1949 1,000,000.00
"BC" —4J^% due January 16, 1949 14,999,000.00

$89,942,500.00
Railway Aid Certificates 12,561.56
Increase in Sinking Fund Investments Current Year 15,550,000.00

105,505,061.56

Estimated as at March 31, 1949 (after deducting Sinking Funds) $533,919,635.23

SUMMARY
Redemptions and Increase in Sinking Fund $105,505,061.56
Less: New Issues 95,600,000.00

Net Decrease in Funded Debt $9,905,061.56

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES, BONDS, ETC., GUARANTEED BY THE PROVINCE

Estimated as at March 31, 1949

Total as per Public Accounts, March 31, 1948 $182,498,650.91

Add: New Guarantees or Increases for the Fiscal Year to end on March 31,
1949:

Co-operative Marketing Loans $244,000.00
Ontario Food Terminal Board 200,000.00
Power Commission 85,000,000.00
Railways 2,500,000.00

87,944,000.00

$270,442,650.91
Less: Principal Maturities redeemed or to be redeemed during the Fiscal Year

to end on March 31, 1949:

Municipalities $7,052.69
Park Commissions 100,600.00
Power Commission 9,375,000.00
Railways 158,000.00
Schools 108,831.73
Universities 125,005.45
Ontario Stock Yards Board 75,000.00— 9,949,489.87

$260,493,161.04
Less S nking Fund Deposits for the Fiscal Year to end on March 31, 1949 789.90

Estimated Contingent Liability of the Province as at March 31, 1949 $260,492,371.14

SUMMARY
Estimated Contingent Liability of the Province as at March 31,

1949 $260,492,371.14
Contingent Liability of the Province as at March 31, 1948 182,498,650.91

Estimated Increase _ $77,993,720.23
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WAYS AND MEANS
In laying plans for the Fiscal Year

commencing April 1, 1949, we intend to

keep in view our objective
—a pro-

gressive, expanding and stable economy,
with greater opportunities for all our

citizens.

We hope to build on our record of

steady progress and the realization of

this hope calls for increasing effort, both

economically and socially.

With the bringing down of this year's

Budget, this administration has com-

pleted nearly a 6-year period of opera-
tions. During this 6-year period which
we have completed :

We have built up surpluses on Ordin-

ary Account made up of the following
amounts :

1. Fiscal Year ended

March 31, 1944 $11,315,968.97

2. Fiscal Year ended

March 31, 1945 875,370.21

3. Fiscal Year ended

March 31, 1946 1,565,899.99

4. Fiscal Year ended

March 31, 1947 1,946,249.23

5. Fiscal Year ended

March 31, 1948 25,628,752.84

6. Fiscal Year ended

March 31, 1949 1,132,000.00
$42,464,241.24

We have (notwithstanding our vast

developmental expenditures) held the line

in respect of our Net Debt, which on

March 31, 1943, amounted to $495,441,291.33

and on March 31, 1949, will amount to. .$493,753,306.32

We have added to the physical assets of

the province the following:

Improvements to High-

ways $84,585,191.61

Provincial Lands and

Buildings 11,422,000.13

Rural Power Transmission

Lines—Bonus 16,541,000.00

Sundry 5,993,229.07
$118,541,420.81

We have built up our intangible

capital through our investments in the

human resources of our province, as

expressed in money values by the

following items of expenditure :

Agriculture $40,750,619.75

Education 188,808,084.53

Health 95,710,562.37

Public Welfare 82,761,911.59

$408,031,178.24

Thus we have added to the skill,

efficiency and productive power of our

people and have created an asset, in-

tangible capital, really surpassing in

value the substantial physical assets

which we call our fixed capital.

We have strengthened our credit,

which is backed not only by the stability
of our government and the high state

of productivity of our whole economy,
but, above all, by the moral and spiritual
fibre of our people.

I shall now enumerate some of the

principal plans of the government for

the ensuing fiscal year.

HOUSING PROGRAMME
The provincial second mortgage loan

plan which is governed by The Housing
Development Act, 1948, has been in

active operation for a period of nine

months. The plan was designed as a

practical means of helping to ease the

housing shortage in Ontario and is

administered by the Housing Branch of

the Department of Planning and

Development.
Since the branch was organized, more

than 5,000 Ontario families have been
enabled to buy homes—families who
could not otherwise have financed the

necessary down payment. The Act pro-
vides relief by authorizing Housing
Corporation Limited, a Crown company,
to advance up to one-half of the differ-

ence between the amount of the first

mortgage and the purchase price of the

house, with a limit of $1,250 on each

loan. As security, a second mortgage
is taken by Housing Corporation
Limited. The loans bear interest at 3^4

per centum per annum and are repay-
able over a period of 20 years, payment
of principal and interest being made in

equal monthly instalments. Great care

is exercised to ensure that loans are

made only on houses of durable con-

struction, conforming to good building
standards.

Further to The Housing Development
Act, an item of $56,000 has been in-

cluded in the estimates of the Depart-
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ment of Planning and Development to

take care of the government's commit-
ment to the City of Toronto with

respect to a grant of $56,000 to the

Toronto Housing Authority towards the

cost of the Regent Park Housing
Project.

Thirty-nine Ontario municipalities
have entered into agreements with
Central Mortgage and Housing Corpor-
ation for the construction of rental

housing under that Corporation's 1948

programme. This government has

undertaken to reimburse the municipali-
ties for one-half the cost of acquiring
land and installing services up to a limit

of $300 per house. Under the pro-

gramme, agreements have been com-

pleted and contracts let for a total of

2,915 new houses. Moreover, during
this present calendar year, it is antici-

pated that agreements will be made with

Ontario municipalities covering the

construction of approximately 2,500
additional houses. More than 1,000 of

these houses will be completed before

December 31, 1949. Accordingly,
$1,200,000 is included in the Budget to

meet anticipated commitments during
the ensuing fiscal year. The assistance

and encouragement resulting from the

policies of this government will prove
instrumental in providing additional

housing accommodation to the extent of

over 10,000 housing units'. This, of

course, is not the whole story. During
1948, in this free enterprise province,
no less than 31,100 housing units were

completed and, in addition, and I em-

phasize the words "in addition," 29,976
new housing units were commenced.

AGRICULTURE
It is not generally realized that

Ontario with its great diversity of farm

production and adaptability to local and

export market conditions produces more
farm products than any other province
in Canada. The cash value of its farm

products is also the greatest of any of

the provinces. The cash income this

vear will be three times its level of ten

years ago. The Department will con-

tinue with its well-balanced programme,
which is the finest in Canada, with

particular stress being laid this year on
research in all of its branches.

The government is determined to

improve rural farm life, which repre-
sents about one-fifth of our population.
The Minister of Highways, himself from
rural Ontario, has greatly improved
rural roads and has provided snow-

plowing not only of all King's highways
but by greatly increased provincial
assistance has made possible snow-

clearing on both county and township
highways. This improvement gives the

farmer year-round access to markets
and does away with most of the handi-

caps formerly associated with rural life.

The up-to-date amendments to The

Community Halls Act providing for

rinks, athletic fields and community
halls are contributing greatly to the

attractiveness of rural living. The vast

provincial grants to education are

bringing to rural areas the finest of

educational facilities. Last, but not

least, rural power extensions are bring-

ing the blessings of electrical energy to

literally tens of thousands of rural

homes. Since this government assumed
office it has expended nearly as much
on rural extensions as all other adminis-

trations since 1921 put together. In that

period of time it has added no less than

84,248 new rural customers and has
constructed 7,079 miles of new lines.

The significance of this task may be

judged from the fact that for the year

ending October 31, 1943, only 21 miles

of line had been constructed. The ex-

pansions of rural lines for this coming
year are the greatest in all history. It

is planned to build 3,889 miles of

primary line, for which the province's
share of expenditure is estimated at

$13,800,000. This will extend the bene-

fits of hydro power to upwards of

40,000 new customers, all living in rural

Ontario.

HIGHWAYS
Few realize the magnitude of the

operations which come under the direc-

tion of the Minister of Highways.
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Ontario roads, if connected in a single

road, would stretch three times around
the circumference of the earth. It is

estimated that motor cars travelled last

year 8,000,000,000 miles over Ontario
roads. Registered buses carried close to

200,000,000 passengers in 1948, and
commercial vehicles transported over

10,000,000 tons of merchandise.

For the year ending March 31, 1949,

provision was made in the Estimates
for expenditures on Capital and Ordin-

ary Account of $57 million. The coming
year will see the further extension of

highways which will open up new sec-

tions of Ontario and facilitate the

development of manufacturing, logging,

mining, farming and tourism. Much
remains to be done in overtaking the

great backlog of development which had
to be by-passed during the war period.
This year on Capital and Ordinary
Account the sum of $69 million is being
provided to further integrate the high-
way building programme with the

demand of our expanding economy and

development.

HEALTH AND WELFARE
In last year's Budget I made extended

references to welfare services, to which
I now refer the members of this House.

Payments for welfare services have been

expanding very rapidly. The following
are examples :

For the year 1943-44 the number
of old age and blind pensioners was
57,692 with a cost to the province of

$3,500,000.

For the year 1948-49 the number
of pensioners is 79,870 with an esti-

mated cost to the province of

$9,904,000 nearly three times as much
as five years ago.

The province's share of old age
and blind pension expenditures alone

now exceeds the entire budget of the

Department of Welfare in 1942-43.

Last year provision was made in

the Estimates for pensions in the sum
of $9.4 million. This year the amount
will be $11.7 million.

Last year the total Estimates for

the Department of Welfare were $16.9
million. This year the Estimates are

$22.7 million.

Another Department dealing princi-

pally with matters of human betterment

is the Department of Health. During
the year the Dominion Government

brought into operation their system of

health grants. This in no way lightened
the burden of the province in providing
health services but in fact, has materially
increased them, as will be indicated by
the following figures :

For the year 1948-49 the departmental
Estimates were $21.9 million, to which
we should add $6,000,000 which it is

estimated we shall receive from Hospi-
tals Tax up to 31st March, 1949, making
a total of $27.9 million.

For the coming year 1949-50 the

departmental Estimates, are $24.1 mil-

lion, and it is estimated that we shall

receive $6.5 million from Hospitals
Tax, making a total for the coming year
of $30.6 million. Added to this huge
figure will be the dominion grants. It

can be said without fear of contradiction

that Ontario's health services are far in

advance of any other jurisdiction in

Canada.

The Hospital Aid Fund for the first

year of its operation will show receipts
from Hospitals Tax, together with the

additions from the Consolidated Revenue
Fund, of $9.5 million and estimated

expenditures as of March 31, 1949 of

$9.4 million. The Hospital Aid Fund
provides for grants to hospitals both for

maintenance and capital purposes. This

system is the most advanced in Canada.
A full description of the plan is given
in the budgets of 1947 and 1948. This

year all of the province's 175 general

hospitals are participating in the

province's maintenance grants and this

year no less than 3,763 beds have "Been

authorized and qualified for the capital

grants as set out in the regulation, with

527 bassinettes additional.

I table herewith a statement of the

Hospital Aid Fund estimated to March
31, 1949.
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SUMMARY
HOSPITAL AID FUND

12 Geo. VI, 1948, Chap. 40, Sec. 2

Fiscal Year April 1, 1948—March 31, 1949

10 Months' Actual—2 Months' Forecast—12 Months
Receipts:

Hospitals Tax after providing for expenses of Collection $6,050,000.00

Appropriations from Consolidated Revenue Fund:
Hospital Maintenance Grants 2,300,000.00

Hospital Capital Grants 1,150,000.00
$9,500,000.00

Disbursements:

Grants to, or on behalf of, Public Hospitals for maintenance and assisting in the costs of increasing
facilities 9,380,000.00

Interim excess of Receipts over Disbursements $120,000.00

NATURAL RESOURCES

Both the Departments of Lands and
Forests and Mines are showing increased

appropriations over last year. The

Department of Mines is extending its

geological mapping and scientific surveys
and is engaging in extensive air-borne

magnetometer surveys. The Department
of Lands and Forests is making further

progress in its programme of aerial

photography and mapping of Ontario's

forest resources. Wild life research and
forest regeneration and investigations
are being expanded. The great fire in

Mississagi Forest Reserve District has

brought about very extensive salvage

operations, which have been undertaken
for the first time in the province's his-

tory. Excellent progress has been made,
and this year there is an estimated

salvage of 80 million board feet of lumber
and railway ties. During the present

year, $1.5 million has been expended
on salvage operations. For the coming
year, $4.6 million will be expended on
these operations and, in the meantime,
the Department's Estimates will be
increased over and above this figure
from $8.2 million to $10.2 million

making with the salvage operations a
total of $14.8 million. This year's Esti-

mates, including the salvage operations,
will be over $6.5 million higher than
last year. Reforestation activities are

being expanded and emphasis will be

placed upon fire fighting and prevention
facilities. Fifteen additional Beaver air-

craft have been purchased and a new
hangar has been completed at Sault Ste.

Marie. The Research Council is pro-

viding and supervising a number of

scholarships for students enrolled in

courses of instruction relating to natural

resources and is also directing a number
of highly important research investiga-
tions into various phases of conservation

and development.

EDUCATION
For the coming fiscal year we are

budgeting for the record sum of $49.8
million. Of this vast sum $37,000,000
is for grants to be paid to the School
Boards of Ontario. This sum has grown
from $8.2 million in 1943 to $34.9 mil-

lion in the year 1948 and, as stated,

for next year will be $37,000,000. These

great additions to our grants are result-

ing in far-reaching betterments in our
educational system.
Our universities have been the subject

of thoughtful consideration on the part
of the government.

In the Budget of 1947 I gave parti-
culars of capital grants to the Universi-

ties of Ontario amounting to $4,000,000.
At that time, due to its organizational

set-up, it was not possible to make a

grant to McMaster University. Since

that time, with the incorporation of

Hamilton College and certain changes
in the McMaster constitution, it is now
possible for the government to make a

grant to this very fine university, which
has been taking a leading part in the

studies of atomic energy, and it is

equally possible for this university to

accept such a grant. Accordingly, the

government proposes to recognize the

work of this excellent institution by a

grant of $250,000, which will be made
from the surplus arising from the man-
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agement of funds paid into the and officials of the municipalities in

Accountant of the Supreme Court of closer touch with the different depart-

Ontario, particulars of which I gave in ments of the Provincial Government,
the Budget Speech of 1947. At the commencement of the conference

Ontario's university problem is great,
the Minister said, "This is the first time

and continues to increase in proportion
in the history of the Province of On-

to the growth of our population. The tano that such a conference has been

government is anxious that the student held. We have had organizations wait

population should not be over-concen- upon the Cabinet and present their

trated in any one university, and feels briefs, but this is the first time all of

that better results may be obtained by the representatives of all of the munici-

wider utilization of the particular pal organizations have met the members

services of each of our very fine of the Cabinet, their deputies and

institutions of learning. The govern- officials, and we hope that some good
ment has therefore decided this year to will come from this conference."

include McMaster University in the At the conference and following,

system of maintenance grants and briefs were submitted and municipal

accordingly will pay to this university problems were generally discussed. To
for the coming fiscal year the sum of all of these representations and dis-

$100,000. A like amount of $100,000 is cussions the government has given con-

being included in the Estimates for the sideration. It is planned to continue and
Medical Faculty of the University of indeed extend the study of problems
Ottawa, which is doing a particularly arising in the sphere of municipal

good work in the training of additional government.
medical personnel which are so urgently ft j s opportune at this time to examine
needed in this province. The mainten- the general position. It should be stated
ance grants for Queen's University and that going back for some 25 years there

University of Western Ontario will has been a very marked trend on the
each be increased to $375,000. Carleton

part f tne province to recognize the

College will receive a maintenance grant altered conditions which greatly affect
of $65,000. Included in the Estimates the original conceptions of municipal
for the University of Toronto is in all government. Many obligations which
the sum of $2,500,000. at one time were recognized as being

municipal have been assumed by the

THE MUNICIPALITIES OF province.

ONTARIO AND THEIR I shall not attempt to deal in any
PROBLEMS detail with these changes beyond refer-

ring the members of this House to some
Over the years, this government has f the outstanding changes, which I

shown keen interest in the problems of enumerate as follows :

our municipalities. ~, , .. . . . . ,

„« ..... ,1- the abolition of municipal contn-
The municipalities and their powers butJon fo K;

.

hih K
arise from provincial statutes which had T ji_-j-j- j

their beginnings 100 years ago in 1849, f

Increased subsidies for county and

when Robert Baldwin, in collaboration township roads and
;

bridges;

with his brilliant contemporary Louis The payment m 1947 of a share of

Lafontaine, introduced what has come gasoline tax to urban municipalities;

to be known as the Baldwin Act—the Relief of the municipalities from

first Municipal Act. During the past payments for old-age pensions,

year the hon. Mr. Dunbar, the Minister mothers' allowances, pensions for the

of Municipal AfTairs, called a confer- blind;

ence of representatives of the munici- Assistance in the payment of un-

palities and the heads of government employment relief;

departments. "The purpose of the con- Relief from payment for indigent
ference was to bring the representatives patients in Sanatoria;
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Grants, both capital and mainten-

ance, to hospitals;

Extended grants to community
halls, athletic fields, drainage aids

;

Payment by the Liquor Control

Board of grants to allow for munici-

pal taxation and the allowance to

municipalities of substantial amounts

arising from liquor licenses;

The payment since 1937 of a

one mill subsidy on the general assess-

ment;
The vastly increased grants in aid

of education.

The grants to school boards, by
calendar years, are as follows :

1943 .$8,213,398

1944 $8,697,557 together

with an additional one mill to the

municipalities on general assessment

amounting to. . .$3,064,076

1945 $26,600,204

1946 $29,236,035

1947 $30,134,337

1948 $34,953,528

1949 (estimated) $37,060,000

The above is only a very rough sum-

mary of the trend to which I have

referred in the assumption of obliga-

tions which we formerly regarded as

being those of the municipalities. In

total, they have had a very marked
effect on the financial position of our

municipalities. At the moment the tre-

mendously increased grants for educa-

tion and their effect on municipal

organization have not been fully

appraised. If this great reform had

not been undertaken not only would
education itself have suffered, but the

additional burdens on the municipalities
would have been staggering indeed. As
an aftermath of the war, the municipali-

ties, with all other governments, have

been faced with greatly increased costs.

Their position would have been very
different.

The effect of the assumption by the

province of the obligations to which I

have referred generally, have been

reflected in the financial position of our

municipalities. In 1932 the gross debt

of the municipalities was $504.7

million; in 1939 this was reduced to

$388.2 million, and by the end of 1947

it further decreased to $219.9 million.

This great reduction in debt amounting
to nearly $300,000,000, has not only
bettered their credit position, but has

very materially reduced debt service and

repayment charges, giving the municipal-
ities greater fiscal freedom.

The total taxes levied by the munici-

palities in 1932 was $126.8 million. By
1939 this had fallen to $114.2 million.

In 1947 the reflection of the war is

evident and this had risen to $135.3
million. It, however, must be borne in

mind that these are taxes levied on an
increased assessment. The total munici-

pal assessment in 1939 was $2,968

millions, while in 1947 it was $3,346

millions, which to quite a considerable

extent offsets this increase.

The above summary can lead only to

one conclusion, that is, the position of

our municipalities is extremely sound
and that the increase in their tax levies

has been kept well in hand despite the

stresses of the times in which we live.

* The government is most anxious to

continue with sound reform. Municipal

government is a most important and
essential side of provincial administra-

tion. Municipal government being close

to the people assures a constant scrutiny

by the people, of local expenditure.
This is a great contribution to good
administration.

At this time, it is of course not pos-
sible to deal with more than a portion
of the representations made by the

municipalities and the studies which we
have made. There are, however, certain

phases to which I should like to refer,

and to recommend to this House action

in line with the trends of the past, at

the same time laying the foundation for

increased efficiency in municipal and

provincial administration.

One point is in relation to social

services. The municipalities have sub-

mitted that the provincial government
should assume the entire cost of social

services. As I have stated, already the

government has assumed the major

portion of these costs. To entirely assume

them would be to deprive the people of

the value of administration at the munici-
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pal level where certain matters can be
dealt with more effectively. On the other

hand, if administration is to be municipal
it follows that for good administration
there must be a contribution on the part
of the administering body. While there

is great force in the argument that the

cost of social services should not be
borne by real estate, there is the fact

that it is in the interests of the people
generally that this administration should
be carried on by the municipalities.

The government is therefore taking
the view that while it would be unwise
to relieve the municipalities of all of the

cost of social services, a further con-
tribution may be made to these services

and at the same time compensation can
be given to municipalities in giving
assistance in certain matters which are

really municipal in their nature. The
government will also give the urban

municipalities an equitable share of gaso-
line tax. This is the policy which will

be followed.

The other point relates to the one mill

subsidy. This subsidy was introduced
in 1937 and has since been carried on
from year to year. Municipalities have
from time to time objected to the distri-

bution as being unfair. It is recognized
that there is a wide diversity in local

conditions and variable factors in

determining assessment values and that

it is not feasible to bring into effect

uniform municipal assessment through-
out the province. This matter is referred
to in the joint briefs of the Association
of Mayors and Reeves, the Municipal
Association, the Association of Rural

Municipalities and the Northwestern
Ontario Municipal Association. This
brief states, "The taxable assessment of

a municipality is neither an accurate
measure of the capacity of the inhabitants
to carry the burden of the municipal
services nor a reliable indication of the
need for municipal services." The brief

recommends a different approach to this

distribution. After thorough considera-

tion, it would appear that the best

approach that can be made at the moment
is on the basis of a percentage of cost

to be borne by the province at large.
The government therefore proposes to

discontinue the one mill subsidy which
for this fiscal year will involve the pay-
ment of $3,325,000, and to substitute in

its stead the following proposals which
will involve payments to the municipal-
ities estimated at $6,300,000.

Legislation will be introduced immedi-

ately by the following Ministers to give
effect to government proposals which are
as follows :

1. By the Attorney-General.

Legislation to permit the payment
to municipalities of a percentage of

cost of municipal fire departments
based upon population, and the cost of

such department for the year preced-
ing the year in which the grant is

made.
Estimated $1,500,000

Legislation to permit the payment
to municipalities of a percentage of

cost of municipal police departments
based upon population, and the cost

of such department for the year pre-
ceding the year in which the grant is

made.
Estimated $1,600,000

2. By the Minister of Highways.
Lender amendments to The High-

ways Improvement Act, enacted in

1947, there has been paid to the urban

municipalities of the province a

subsidy equal to 50 per cent, of the

road expenditures, restricted to a
total expenditure not exceeding, in

the case of a city or separated town
and of a town or village in the

northern districts, 2 mills on the

municipal assessment, and not ex-

ceeding in the case of a town or

village in a county, twice the amount
of the county road levy for the

previous year. The new legislation
will provide for the removal of the

expenditure restrictions in all cases,

and will provide for the payment to a

city or separated town of a subsidy
equal to 33y$ per cent, of approved
unrestricted road expenditures, and
to every town and village of a subsidy

equal to 50 per cent, of total approved
unrestricted road expenditures.

The expenditure restrictions which
have been imposed on the urban
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townships of York and East York
will also be removed, and these town-

ships will be subsidized on approved
unrestricted road expenditures at the

same rate as cities and separated
towns. This will involve additional

subsidy payments in these several

municipalities amounting in the

aggregate to—
Estimated . . $700,000

3. By the Minister of Welfare.

To assist municipalities in further

providing adequate care for aged per-

sons, it is proposed that the province
shall pay to the municipalities one-

half of the net cost of maintenance of

municipal homes for the aged.
Estimated $200,000

To encourage the erection of new

municipal homes, the province will

now pay 50 per cent, of the cost of

new construction.

Estimated $850,000

The province will pay the muni-

cipalities 25 per cent, of their statu-

tory liability for the maintenance of

children who are wards of the

Children's Aid Society.
Estimated $800,000

To encourage the Children's Aid
Societies of the province, whose costs

to date have been borne in large
measure by the municipality, the

province will pay to the ' societies in

each case a sum equal to 25 per cent,

of the amounts which they may raise

from private subscriptions.
Estimated $200,000

4. By the Minister of Municipal
Affairs.

Every municipality shall be guar-
anteed benefits under this plan of at

least 1 mill and should any munici-

pality receive less than 1 mill of

benefits under Nos. 1-3 inclusive, the

Department of Municipal Affairs will

make up the difference to a maximum
benefit equal to the 1 mill subsidy

payable in the year 1948.

Estimated $500,000

May I here say that municipal admin-
istration in Ontario has been excellent.

The great debt reductions and the

control, which are reflected in municipal
tax levies which I have referred to are

evidences of this. With great respect for

the record of the municipalities, I am
sure the words of caution with which I

prefaced this Budget as applied to

provincial financing, can be here

repeated. Of this increased assistance,

as much as possible should be passed on
to the taxpayer. Municipal governments
are pressed, as is the Provincial Govern-

ment, to undertake tasks which in many
instances have no relation to their sound

capacity to pay. It is well for us to

remember that all cannot be done at

once. We cannot obtain everything at

the same time.

We should all bear in mind the fact

that all moneys raised and expended for

the public service, municipal or provin-

cial, belong to the people and that unduly

heavy taxation burdens our people and

impedes the sound, balanced develop-
ment for which we are striving.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT
I have already discussed certain large

and important matters relating to Pub-
lic Investment under the headings of

Housing, Rural Power Extensions,

Highways and Natural Resources. I

should like here to mention The Ontario

Northland Railway, which is keeping

pace with other provincial developments.
The earnings of the railway are being

ploughed back into capital additions,

which include 600 new freight cars,

which places the system on parity with

other systems ;
diesel yard engines are

now in operation and a block signal

system is in prospect. It is expected
that operating revenues for the ensuing

year will continue at least at present
levels. The policy of constantly improv-

ing this system, which has borne a great

part in the development of Northern

Ontario, will be continued.

The greatest public investment pro-

gramme in Ontario, and indeed in

Canada, is that of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission. Reference to the

financial statements already tabled will

indicate something of what has been

accomplished in the past year. An out-
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line of this investment programme was

given in last year's Budget Address. I

am glad to say that the great develop-
ments at Des Joachims, Pine Portage,
Chenaux, Tunnel Site and La Cave, as

well as the steam generating plants and

auxiliaries, are not only well under way
but are ahead of schedule. It is expected
that the commission will spend this year
upwards of $120,000,000 in furthering
their vast programme of expansion,

against which will be great and valuable

assets which will provide adequate power
for all new industries, additional produc-
tion, new revenues and will spell pro-

gress and prosperity for this province.

MANAGEMENT OF THE FUNDED
DEBT

In the management of the Funded
Debt of the province, certain improve-
ments are under consideration. These

improvements call for important changes
in The Provincial Loans Act. It is my
intention at this session to request legis-

lation enabling the province to provide
for the registration both as to principal
and interest, of all future provincial
loans.

Provincial bonds, at the option of the

purchaser, may in future be fully-

registered and if, as and when sold to

a succeeding purchaser, will be inter-

changeable for bonds in bearer form if

required, and this at no cost to the

purchaser. Authority will be sought to

issue bonds in larger denominations than

has been the practice during past years.
These bonds will be interchangeable at

the option of the purchaser for bonds
of larger or smaller denominations, to

suit the requirements of the investing

public. It is planned that The Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario
will follow a similar procedure when issu-

ing bonds covering future borrowings.

Provision for the full registration of

all future provincial issues as well as the

making available of bonds in larger

denominations, will undoubtedly increase

the popularity of our bonds and should

result in an even more favourable price

being obtained for all future issues.

NO NEW TAXES
There will be no new taxes. There

will be tax reductions. It is proposed
to introduce immediately, amendments
to the undermentioned taxing statutes :

1. The Athletics Control Act

The 2 per cent, tax on professional
athletic contests and exhibitions other

than wrestling and boxing contests

will be discontinued, as the patrons are

subject to Hospitals Tax.

2. The Corporations Tax Act

(a) The formulae for the allocation

of taxable income of companies trans-

acting business in other provinces as

well as in Ontario will be adjusted
so that they will be more closely com-

plementary to those in effect under

the corporation income tax acts of

other provinces.

(b) A deduction from taxable in-

come will be allowed to all newly

incorporated companies that establish

their head offices in Ontario, equal to

the amount of any loss which they
sustain from the date of incorporation
to the commencement of the fiscal year

during which they first earn a profit.

(c) All investment companies

exempt from tax on income under the

Income Tax Act (Canada) will be

exempt from tax on income under the

Ontario Act.

(d) Provisions of a regulatory
character now in the Income Tax Act

(Canada) will be included in the

Ontario Act.

(e) The deduction now allowed

for development expenses incurred by

mining companies will be broadened.

3. Personal Income Tax

I have to announce that the govern-
ment has decided to continue the

suspension of the collection of taxes

under The Income Tax Act (On-
tario). This suspension will apply to

. personal incomes earned during the

year 1949. The appropriate legisla-

tion authorizing the continuance of

the suspension of the operation of
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The Income Tax Act (Ontario) will

be introduced immediately.

The Government of Ontario re-

frains from exercising its right to

impose personal income tax under the

Income Tax Act (Ontario) in the

belief that taxes on individuals are

already on a scale detrimental to the

Canadian economy.

In continuing the suspension of the

collection of taxes under The Income
Tax Act (Ontario) this government
leaves the way open for the Federal

authorities to reduce personal income
tax. This should be done especially
in the lower brackets, not only on the

grounds of sound economy but also

for humanitarian reasons.

4. The Succession Duty Act

(a) To extend the exemptions to

religious organizations of devises,

bequests and gifts to include the

whole of Canada.

(b) To afford relief to widows and
children by exempting preferred
beneficiaries from duty, where the

aggregate value of the estate does not

exceed $50,000, instead of $25,000 as

at present.

(c) To extend the time for pay-
ment of duty by beneficiaries receiv-

ing annuities or incomes.

BUDGET FORECAST FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1949-50

With your permission I now place on
the records of the House the budget
forecast of Ordinary Revenue, Ordin-

ary Expenditure, Capital Receipts and

Capital Payments and a Summary for

the fiscal year April 1, 1949, to March
31, 1950, and I forecast a surplus of

$157,546.

BUDGET FORECAST OF ORDINARY REVENUE
Fiscal Year April 1, 1949—March 31, 1950

Department

Agriculture
Attorney-General
Education
Health
Highways:

Main Office and Branch
Gasoline Tax Branch

(

Miscellaneous Permits Branch
Motor Vehicles Branch

Insurance
Labour
Lands and Forests
Mines
Municipal Affairs
Provincial Secretary
Provincial Treasurer:

Main Office—Subsidy
Interest

Liquor Authority Transfer Fees
Liquor Control Board
Controller of Revenue:

Succession Duty
Corporations Tax
Race Tracks
Security Transfer Tax
Land Transfer Tax
Law Stamps

Motion Picture Censorship and Theatre Inspection Branch
Province of Ontario Savings Office

Public Works
Reform Institutions
Miscellaneous
Public Debt, Interest, Exchange, etc

Gross
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BUDGET FORECAST OF ORDINARY EXPENDITURE
Fiscal Year April 1, 1949—March 31, 1950

Department

Agriculture
Attorney-General
Education
Health
Highways
Insurance
Labour
Lands and Forests
Lieutenant-Governor ,

Mines
Municipal Affairs ,

Planning and Development
Prime Minister
Provincial Auditor
Provincial Secretary
Provincial Treasurer
Public Welfare
Public Works
Reform Institutions
Travel and Publicity ,

Miscellaneous
Public Debt—Interest, Exchange, etc

Sinking Fund Instalments and Railway Aid
Certificates

I

Gross
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Mr. Speaker:
I am grateful for the patient hearing

accorded to me today in presenting to

this House the financial programme of

the government, which will, in further-

ance of our policies and achievements
of the past, contribute to the production
of new wealth for the enjoyment of all

our people.

One has only to consider the items

which compose a Budget for this

province to catch the vision of the great-
ness and the future of Ontario. Some-
times we allow ourselves to be so

immersed in the complexity and variety
of our problems—some great and some
small, that we lose sight of the true

meaning of Ontario and her possibili-
ties. We should stop and look about us.

We live in the greatest province, in the

finest country in the world. There is

no better.

We who live in Ontario should be
thankful for the privilege of enjoying
a measure of freedom and opportunity
unequalled in any other land in the

whole world. Ontario is a wonderful

province. One of nine, soon, we hope,
ten great provinces, nourishing a grand
people who make up this strong young
nation

; this Canada of ours.

It has been the continued policy of

this government from the first day it

took office to bring about the greatest
economic progress consistent with main-

taining economic stability, to bring
about a healthy growth, a development
calculated as nearly as human skill can

design, and to employ to the best ad-

vantage all the resources, human and
material, with which our land is so

richly endowed. We have endeavoured
to employ these resources, human and
material, for the lasting benefit of the

largest segment of our society and for

the benefit of succeeding generations.

I have repeated in this address that it

is impossible to attain perfection or to

secure every good thing at one fortunate
stroke. We cannot have everything at

the same time. This is the story of
Ontario. This is the story of our pro-
gress. Since the days of our beginning,
a century and three-quarters ago, our

history has been one of striving, over-

coming and achieving. Difficulties were
never far removed from our fathers.

From small and discouraging begin-
nings they gained, developed and

prospered. Their success is attested to

by the magnificent province of today
which challenges our enthusiasm and

spirit. History is a great teacher. If

we follow the pattern of the past, we
know with certainty that the even

development of our economy will add
up to progress and stability

—to a

greater, happier and more prosperous
Ontario.

MR. L. E. WISMER (CCF River-

dale) : Mr. Speaker, I move adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move
we turn back to the Order of Bills, now.

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of
Bills.

FIRE DEPARTMENTS ACT
HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL

(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that
leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled 'The Fire Departments Act,
1949," and that same be now read a
first time.

Mr. Speaker, I will give the House
a few facts on this bill. This bill con-
tains provisions designed to ensure

adequate and efficient fire departments.

To assist in achieving this result

provincial aid will be furnished to

municipalities. Grants will be paid to

every municipality having a fire depart-
ment in an amount equal to the following
proportions of the cost of the fire depart-
ment for the year preceding the year in

which the grant is made.

Where the population is less than

10,000—25 per cent.;

Where the population is 10,000 or
more but less than 25,000—20 per
cent.

;
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Where the population is 25,000 or

more but less than 70,000—15 per
cent. ;

Where the population is 70,000 or

more—10 per cent.

One-half of the amount of the grant
is paid as soon as the cost of the fire

department for the previous year has

been established provided that :

All firemen are under The Work-
men's Compensation Act or a benefit

plan approved by the Superintendent
of Insurance;

There is no default under The Fire

Departments Act or any agreement,
decision or award in respect to collec-

tive bargaining;

A pension plan for full-time fire

fighters approved by the Superinten-
dent of Insurance is in effect.

The remaining 50 per cent, of each

grant is payable if, in the opinion of the

Fire Marshal, the fire department is

adequate and efficient. If it is not, the

amount is reduced in accordance with
the facts. Provision is made for an

appeal from the decision of the Fire
Marshal to the Ontario Municipal
Board.

In order to assist in the establish-

ment of new municipal fire departments,
provision is made for the payment of

10 per cent, of the purchase price of a

motorized fire pumper.

Provision is also made for the estab-

lishment of provincial training schools
for fire department officers and men,
and also for regional fire schools and

travelling instructors.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.

POLICE DEPARTMENTS ACT

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move, seconded by Mr. Dunbar, that

leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled, 'The Police Departments Act,

1949," and that same be now read a first

time.

Mr. Speaker, I will give the House a
brief explanation of this bill. I will not

repeat it in the same detail because the

provisions of the bill, as to percentage
subsidiaries, are exactly the same as in

the previous bill. Conditions precedent
to eligibility for grants, namely, com-

pensation, no breach of collective bar-

gaining and pension plans, are exactly
the same. There is no necessity in this

bill, and therefore, it does not contain

grants to establish new departments.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : What about training
schools ?

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT
AMENDMENT ACT

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT
(PC Minister of Highways) : Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.
Challies, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled, "The Highway
Improvement Amendment Act, 1949,"
and that same be now read a first time.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a
little explanation of this. In introducing
this bill, I wish to explain that since

1947, under amendments to The High-
way Improvement Act enacted in that

year, there has been paid to the urban

municipalities of the province a subsidy

equal to 50 per cent, of road expenditures
restricted to a certain maximum expedi-
ture in the case of each individual

municipality. In the case of every city
and separated town and of each town
and village in the northern districts, the

maximum expenditure on which 50 per
cent, subsidy could be paid was an
amount equal to two mills on the muni-

cipal assessment and in the case of each
town or village in a county, the maxi-
mum expenditure on which the 50 per
cent, subsidy could be paid was equal
to twice the amount of the county road

levy for the previous year.

The new legislation will remove the

expenditure restrictions in all cases and

hereafter, beginning with the year 1949.

a subsidy of 33^ per cent, of approved
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unrestricted road expenditures will be

paid to a city or separated town, and
a subsidy of 50 per cent, of approved
unrestricted road expenditure will be

paid to every town and village.

Neither the municipal assessment nor

the amount of the county road levy for

the previous year will have any bearing
on the amount of the subsidy that will

be paid, so that a town or village in a

county, which is obliged to pay a county

levy, for the purpose of retiring deben-

tures, will not be penalized in any way
as compared with a town or village
which is not obliged to pay such a

levy. The subsidy will be paid on the

actual approved expenditures which are

properly chargeable to road improve-
ments under the Act.

It will be noted that the percentage
rate of subsidy payable to cities and

separated towns is reduced from 50

per cent, to 33 3/3 per cent, and the same
reduction will apply in the case of the

urban townships of York and East

York, but even so, on the basis of the

actual expenditures made in the year
1947, with the expenditure restrictions

removed, there would be an increase in

the subsidy payments to these munici-

palities amounting, in the aggregate, to

about $500,000. In any case no muni-

cipality will lose by the change, as any
loss occasioned thereby will be offset

by other concessions being granted.

Another feature of the bill is the

assumption by the province of addi-

tional costs in connection with the pav-
ing of extensions or connecting links of

the King's highway in the towns and

villages ; heretofore, in the case of a

town or village having a population of

not more than 2,500, the province paid
the cost of a width of pavement equal
to the width of the pavement on the

King's highway, which is usually 20
feet.

Hereafter, the province will pay for

at least 22 feet of the pavement. In the

case of a town or village having a popu-
lation of more than 2,500 the maximum
contribution which the province could
make towards the cost of paving was
50 per cent, of the cost of 30 feet;

hereafter the maximum contribution will

be 50 per cent, of the cost of 33 feet.

HOMES FOR THE AGED ACT

HON. WILLIAM A. GOOD-
FELLOW (PC Minister of Public

Welfare) : Mr. Speaker, I move,
seconded by Mr. Welsh, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled, "The
Homes for the Aged Act, 1949," and
that same be now read a first time.

MR. B. E. LEAVENS (Woodbine) :

Mr. Speaker, would the hon. Minister

(Mr. Goodfellow) please explain the

bill.

MR. GOODFELLOW: Yes, Mr.

Speaker. The bill replaces the former
"Homes for the Aged Act," and "The
District Homes for the Aged Act"
which this House passed two years ago.
We have consolidated them into one
Act. At that time we came forward
with a new principle of making a capi-
tal grant of 25 per cent, toward the

construction of new homes. We appre-
ciate the dearth of proper accommoda-
tion which exists in this province for

the aged people. Many of the counties

which have homes have inadequate
accommodations, and many municipali-

ties, particularly northern Ontario, have
no homes at all.

For the past two years it has aroused
a good deal of public interest, and we
believe now, with that interest aroused,

by giving the municipalities 50 per cent,

of the capital cost, we will get ahead
with this badly needed programme.

In addition to the 50 per cent, capi-
tal cost of construction, in the districts

of northern Ontario the province is

assuming 100 per cent, of the capital

costs, which is based on the assessment
in the unorganized area.

We are also introducing a new prin-

ciple to assist the municipalities and to

improve standards, by paying 50 per
cent, of the net maintenance cost in

these public institutions.

In addition to that, the province
assumes the full cost for inmates from

unorganized parts of the province.
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The former Act said, in effect, that

the county "shall" maintain a home for

the aged; towns or cities "may" main-

tain homes for the aged. The new bill

says "all municipalities 'shall' maintain

a home for the aged."

There is just one other principle in

the bill, which I might point out to the

House at this time, and that is the word
"commitment" has been dispensed with,
and the only inmates of public institu-

tions who will be committed are those

who we might say are public nuisances,
and the community feels they should be

committed, but they can only be com-
mitted on a magistrate's order.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

THE CHILDREN'S PROTECTION
ACT

HON. WILLIAM A. GOOD-
FELLOW (Minister of Public Wel-

fare) : Mr. Speaker, I beg to move,
seconded by Mr. Welsh, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled, "An
Act to amend the Children's Protection

Act."

Motion agreed to ;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. GOODFELLOW: Mr.

Speaker, the only change in principle
in this amendment, as has already been

pointed out by the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost), is that the pro-
vince now assumes 25 per cent, of the

legal liability which was formerly
assessed 100 per cent, by the munici-

palities. In addition to that, appreciat-

ing the fine work which has been

carried on by the Children's Aid Socie-

ties in this province over a period of

years, we feel, as an incentive to them,
in order that they may carry on and do
the good work in child welfare, we are

offering them 25 per cent, of the

amounts they collect from private con-

tributions.

SUCCESSION DUTIES ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to move, seconded by Mr.

Porter, that leave be given to introduce

a bill intituled, "An Act to amend the

Succession Duties Act, 1939," and that

same be now read the first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

PROVINCIAL LOANS ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,
that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled, "An Act to amend the Pro-

vincial Loans Act," and that same be

read now a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

INCOME TAX ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,

that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled, "An Act to suspend the In-

come Tax Act of Ontario," and that

same be read now a first time.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

CORPORATIONS TAX ACT

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,

that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled, "An Act to amend the Cor-

poration Tax Act, 1939," and that same
be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the

bill.

ATHLETIC CONTROL ACT

HON LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,

that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled, "An Act to amend the Ath-
letic Control Act, 1947," and that same
be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to
; first reading of the

bill.
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HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, before

moving the adjournment of the House,
I presume the debate will go on on

Tuesday at 3 o'clock.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Mr.

Speaker, would the hon. Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) also say, before he sits down,

what business will be taken up on

Monday.

MR. KENNEDY: I thought we
would whittle away at the order paper.
We have some third readings, private
bills and government orders.

Motion agreed to; the House ad-

journed at 3.40 o'clock p.m.
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Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-

tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

MR. F. O. ROBINSON (CCF Port

Arthur) : Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day, I rise to bring to the

attention of this House a news item

which appeared in the Port Arthur
News Chronicle of March 2nd, and

which, in my opinion, is
'

a reflection

against myself as a member of this

Legislature, and against the decision of

the people of my riding.

It concerns a public statement made

recently in Port Arthur, by George
Wardrope, defeated Progressive Con-
servative candidate.

The incident arises out of an earlier

statement by Mr. Wardrope which

appeared on the front page of the same

newspaper recently, in which Mr.

Wardrope referred to the proposed
mental hospital to be built at the Lake-
head—stating that after a visit to

Toronto he was "convinced" that the

hospital would be built in Port Arthur
rather than Fort William.

In reply to this, I stated I felt that

this kind of premature publicity was not

Monday, March 7, 1949.

helpful at this time, and was not looked

upon with favour by the government.

Replying to my remark about "pre-
mature publicity," Mr. Wardrope states—and I read from the front page of

the Port Arthur News Chronicle of

March 2, 1949:

"In my opinion," Mr. Wardrope
said, "my announcement was neither

premature nor harmful. I was sur-

prised at Mayor Robinson's criticism.

What he forgets apparently is that

I am the official representative of the

Provincial Government in this dis-

trict."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. ROBINSON:
"Due to the position I hold, I

receive information which the mayor,
being in opposition to the government
and a constant critic of it, could not

expect to be given."

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Shame.

MR. ROBINSON: Now, Mr.

Speaker, I feel that a statement of that

kind cannot go unchallenged.

Mr. Wardrope ran a poor third as

Progressive Conservative candidate in

the federal election of 1945, beaten by
both the Liberals and the CCF. He ran

again as Progressive Conservative

candidate in the provincial election last

June, and again ran a poor third, beaten

by CCF and Liberals. Incidentally, he
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opposed me in the mayoralty contest

in Port Arthur in January of this year,
and was again soundly defeated.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. ROBINSON: Surely, Mr.

Speaker, it is clear that the people of

that district have emphatically stated

that they do not want this man as their

representative.

I wish to state, Mr. Speaker, that I

have never been denied information

which I have sought from this govern-
ment. However, in fairness to the

people of my riding, I feel that the

government should express their re-

action to a public statement of this kind.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : The answer is in

the negative.

MR. ROBINSON: Do I get an

answer ?

MR. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 1st Order.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : There is no answer.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : No answer?

MR. JOLLIFFE: Indefensible.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Silence gives consent.

WARBLE-FLY CONTROL
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 1st

Order; third reading of Bill No. 59,

"The Warble-Fly Control Act, 1949,"
Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: I move third

reading of Bill No. 59, "The Warble-

Fly Control Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 2nd Order.

FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 2nd
Order; third reading of Bill No. 61, "An
Act to amend The Farm Products Mar-
keting Act, 1946," Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 61, "An
Act to amend The Farm Products Mar-

keting Act, 1946."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the
bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 3rd Order.

FARM PRODUCTS CONTAINERS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 3rd

Order; third reading of Bill No. 62,
"The Farm Products Containers Act,

1949," Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 62, "The
Farm Products Containers Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 4th Order.

THE DESERTED WIVES' AND
CHILDREN'S MAINTENANCE

ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 4th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 51, "An
Act to amend The Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act," Mr.
Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 51, "An
Act to amend The Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act."
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Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 5th Order.

THE JUDICATURE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 5th

Order
;
third reading of Bill No. 54, "An

Act to amend The Judicature Act," Mr.
Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 54,

"An Act to amend The Judicature Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 6th Order.

OFFICIAL NOTICES PUBLICA-
TION ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 6th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 72,

"The Official Notices Publication Act,

1949," Mr. Porter.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I move
third reading of Bill No. 72, "The
Official Notices Publication Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 7th Order.

THE PUBLIC HOSPITALS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 7th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 73,

"An Act to amend The Public Hospi-
tals Act," Mr. Kelley.

HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY (PC
Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 73, "An
Act to amend The Public Hospitals
Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 8th Order.

THE ONTARIO NORTHLAND
TRANSPORTATION COMMIS-

SION ACT
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 8th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 74,
"An Act to amend The Ontario North-
land Transportation Commission Act,"
Mr. Porter.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I move
third reading of Bill No. 74, "An Act
to amend The Ontario Northland

Transportation Commission Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 9th Order.

THE WATER POWERS REGULA-
TION ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 9th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 75, "An
Act to amend The Water Powers Regu-
lation Act," Mr. Scott (Peterborough).

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT (PC
Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.

Speaker, I move third reading of Bill

No. 75, "An Act to amend The Water
Powers Regulation Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.
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MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 10th Order.

THE CULLERS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 10th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 76,
"Ah Act to amend The Cullers Act,"
Mr. Scott (Peterborough).

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT (PC
Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.

Speaker, I move third reading of Bill

No. 76, "An Act to amend The Cullers

Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 11th Order.

THE PLANNING ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 11th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 77,
"An Act to amend The Planning Act,

1946," Mr. Welsh.

HON. G. ARTHUR WELSH (PC
Minister of Planning and Develop-
ment) : Mr. Speaker, I move third read-

ing of Bill No. 77, "An Act to amend
The Planning Act, 1946."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the
bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 13th Order.

THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 13th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 85,"
"An Act to amend The Legislative

Assembly Act," Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 85,
"An Act to amend The Legislative

Assembly Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of
the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the
bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 14th Order.

THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT FINANCE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 14th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 87,
"An Act to amend The Agricultural

Development Finance Act," Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 87, "An
Act to amend The Agricultural

Development Finance Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 15th Order.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 15th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 88,
"An Act to amend The Agricultural

Development Act," Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 88, "An
Act to amend The Agricultural Develop-
ment Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of
the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill no now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 16th Order.
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PRIVATE SANITORIA ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 16th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 92,

"An Act to amend The Private

Sanitoria Act," Mr. Kelley.

HON. RUSSELL T. KELLEY
(PC Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 92,
"An Act to amend The Private

Sanitoria Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 17th Order.

MILLS LICENSING ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 17th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 94,
"The Mills Licensing Act, 1949," Mr.
Scott ( Peterborough ) .

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT (PC
Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.

Speaker, I move third reading of Bill

No. 94, "The Mills Licensing Act,
1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 18th Order.

TERRITORIAL DIVISION
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 18th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 95,
"The Territorial Division Act, 1949,"
Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 95,
"The Territorial Division Act, 1949."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY: 19th Order.

JUVENILE FAMILY COURTS
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 19th

Order
;
third reading of Bill No. 96, "An

Act to amend The Juvenile and Family
Courts Act," Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 96, "An
Act to amend The Juvenile and Family
Courts Act."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER : Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 20th Order.

CONTRACTS THAT HAVE
BECOME IMPOSSIBLE OF
PERFORMANCE, ETC.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 20th

Order; third reading of Bill No. 97, "An
Act respecting Certain Contracts that

have become Impossible of Performance
or have been Otherwise Frustrated,"
Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 97, "An
Act respecting Certain Contracts that

have become Impossible of Performance
or have been Otherwise Frustrated."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.
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HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, before

going on to Private Bills, I wonder if

we could put in some reports which have
been delayed?

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Pro-
vincial Secretary) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
leave to present to the House the

following :

(1) Sixty-Second Annual Report
of the Niagara Parks Commission for

the year ending October 31, 1948.

(2) Report of the Minister of

Agriculture, Ontario, for the year
ending March 31, 1948.

(3) Annual Report of The Milk
Control Board of Ontario for the year
ending December 31, 1948.

(4) Report of the Ontario Stock
Yards Board for the year ending June
30, 1948.

(5) Report of the Ontario Food
Terminal Board for the year ending
December 31, 1948.

(6) Report of Loans made under
the Co-operative Marketing Loan Act
for the year ending December 31,
1948.

(7) Report of the Ontario Agri-
cultural College and Experimental
Farm for the year ended March 31,
1946.

(8) Report of the Ontario Agri-
cultural College and Experimental
Farm for the years ended March 31,
1947 and March 31, 1948.

(9) Annual Report of the Statistics

Branch, Department of Agriculture
for the year ending December 31,
1947.

(10) Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Reform Institutions, Province
of Ontario, for the year ending March
31, 1948. Part I—Reformatories,
Industrial Farms, Common Gaols.

(11) Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Reform Institutions, Province
of Ontario, for the year ending March
31, 1948. Part II—Training Schools.

(12) Forty-third Annual Report of

the Ontario Municipal Board to

December 31, 1948.

(13) Report of The Workmen's

Compensation Board of Ontario for

the year 1948.

(14) Thirty-first Annual Report
of the Civil Service Commissioner for

Ontario for the year ending March
31, 1948.

(15) Twenty-eighth Annual Report
of the Public Service Superannuation
Board of the Province of Ontario for

the year ending March 31, 1948.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : 21st Order.

FEDERATION FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 21st

Order; second reading of Bill No. 1,

"An Act respecting The Federation for

Community Service of Toronto," Mr.
Rea.

MR. C. A. REA (PC St. Patrick) :

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading of

Bill No. 1, "An Act respecting The
Federation for Community Service of

Toronto."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 22nd Order.

MOUNT McKAY AND KAKA-
BEKA FALLS RAILWAY

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : 22nd

Order; second reading of Bill No. 2,

"An Act respecting The Mount McKay
and Kakabeka Falls Railway Company,"
Mr. Cox.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Mr. Speaker, in the absence
of Mr. Cox, I move second reading of

Bill No. 2, "An Act respecting The
Mount McKay and Kakabeka Falls

Railway Company."
Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 23rd Order.
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INCORPORATED SYNOD OF
THE DIOCESE OF TORONTO
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 23rd

Order; second reading of Bill No. 3,

"An Act respecting The Incorporated

Synod of the Diocese of Toronto," Mr.
Rea.

MR. C. E. REA (PC St. Patrick) :

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading
of Bill No. 3, "An Act respecting The

Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of

Toronto."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

MR. KENNEDY: 24th Order.

COTTAM FARMERS LIMITED

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 24th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 4,

"An Act respecting Cottam Farmers

Limited," Mr. Murdoch.

MR. WILLIAM MURDOCH (PC
Essex South) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 4, An Act

respecting Cottam Farmers Limited.

MR. E. PARK (CCF Dovercourt) :

Mr. Speaker, on this bill, I think it

should be pointed out there was some
division in the Private Bills Committee
when this bill came before it, and there

were some representations made both

for and against the bill.

The view of those in committee who
opposed the presenting of this bill to the

House was that this company should

not be permitted to pose as a co-opera-
tive when, in fact, it was not a true

co-operative within the meaning of Part
XII of the Companies Act.

I should state at the beginning there

was no objection raised by anyone to

the company paying patronage divi-

dends if that was the purpose the com-

pany had in mind. We did object to

the company having the right to use
or not use the word "co-operative," as

it is permitted to do by clause I of the

proposed bill. We felt no organization

except a true co-operative, ought to be

permitted the right to call itself a "co-

operative" if it so desired in order that

it could get the support of the com-

munity.

. This bill, when it was before the

committee, was opposed by the Ontario

Co-operative Union on behalf both of

itself as an organization representing all

or virtually all of the "co-operatives"
in the Province of Ontario, and, as was

mentioned, in part, on behalf of the

co-operative organizations in the Essex

County area.

It is quite clear that Cottam Farmers
Limited is not an ordinary company.
There are some differences in the way
it operates and the way most companies
operate. Nevertheless, if we accept this

bill which permits a company, which is

not a true co-operative, to come within

the meaning of the co-operative section

of The Companies Act, I suggest to

you that we are in fact undermining the

principle of the co-operative movement.
One of the things which came out was
that the company is now paying 35 per
cent, on its invested capital, and what,
of course, it wishes to do is to avoid

that section of Part XII of The Com-

panies Act dealing with co-operatives
which limits the payment to 8 per cent.

I think we all recognize that co-opera-
tives are an important part of the self-

help organizations in this country, and
that they should be encouraged and pro-
tected. No matter how small a devia-

tion it may be to accept a company such

as this and allow it certain privileges
under the co-operative section of the

Companies Act, we will, in fact, be

undermining the co-operative move-
ment.

In that account, Mr. Speaker, I

cannot agree that this bill should receive

the support of this Legislature.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF
York East) : Mr. Speaker, I wish to

state as forcibly as I can that this bill

should not be passed by this House if

it is interested in preserving true co-

operation in the Province of Ontario.

Either you are a co-operative or you are

not—I mean, there is no "no-man's

land," where a company can be both a

co-operative and not a co-operative. It

is one or the other.
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If it is a co-operative, then it comes
under Part XII of The Companies Act
in all particulars. If it is not a co-

operative, then what are we fooling
around about? Let it pay as big divi-

dends as it likes. No one is interfering
with it, but there have been too many
instances in the Province of Ontario in

the past of companies pretending they
are co-operatives when they actually are

joint-stock companies.

I do think we simply have to protect
the good name—if nothing else—of a

very strong and ever-growing move-
ment in this province, the co-operative
movement. I think the Cottam Farmers
Ltd. are asking us to do a thing that—
well, if it is not dishonest, at least we
are aiding and abetting them to pose as

something they are not.

Again I repeat, as the hon. member
for Dovercourt (Mr. Park) has said,
if they want to pay a patronage dividend
to the people who deal with them, no-

body in the committee was opposed to

that, but I have had an interest in

co-operatives for a long time, and have
run into a lot of these companies which
are joint-stock companies and want to

travel along with the co-operative move-
ment and be sheltered by it in some

particulars and yet to "get out from
under" when it suits their purpose. I

think we ought not to encourage that

sort of double dealing.

MR. MURDOCH : Mr. Speaker,
since this bill originated in the riding
which I have the honour to represent, I

would point out at the outset that repre-
sentation was made both on behalf of

this bill and against it, and after hearing
all the evidence at great length, the

Private Bills Committee voted—

-19 to 5 in

MR. PARK : Railroaded.

MR. MURDOCH:
favour of the bill.

We do not have the representation
here today from Essex County that we
had in Private Bills Committee, but

since that committee has passed on it, I

think we should follow the established

custom and pass on it here.

I might say the suggestion has been
raised that this will work against the

co-operatives. I will say that no co-

operative in the County of Essex—and
there are many of them—objected to me,

although they knew this bill was being

presented to the Legislature, and they
knew the contents of the bill.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Have you anything
to say in support of the bill?

MR. MURDOCH : Yes, Mr. Speaker.
This is a joint stock company started

by some 200 farmers in the year 1919.

During all these years the company has

prospered, and has been doing business

with the original stockholders, and, of

course, with the farmers in the neigh-
borhood. They are asking in this bill

they now be allowed to pay a patronage
dividend, so that the farmers who deal

there will be allowed a patronage
dividend, the same as the co-operatives.
As I say, there was no objection
received by myself from the people in

that area.

MR. LESLIE E. WISMER (CCF
Riverdale) : Mr. Speaker, I was inter-

ested in the remarks by the hon. member
for Essex-South (Mr. Murdoch), and
we know probably the co-operatives in

Essex County, or in the area adjacent
to the village of Cottam, had made

representations against what is con-

tained in this private bill.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF
York East) : To him.

MR. WISMER: Yes, to him. It

appears, however, on the information

which came to us and which was made
available to the private bills commit-

tee, that these representations were

quite justifiably made by the local co-

operatives through the co-operative
union at the annual meeting of the

Ontario Co-operative Union just a few

days before this bill came before the

Private Bills Committee, and a resolu-

tion passed that convention asking them
to be represented before the Private Bills

Committee.
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I might say, Mr. Speaker, that after

some urging, the solicitor for the Ontario

Co-operative Union was heard by the

committee. As we have already heard
from the hon. member for York East

(Miss Macphail) and the hon. member
for Dovercourt (Mr. Park), there is no
reason why a private stock company,
such as this or any other, should not
decide at some time to pay a patronage
dividend to its customers. After all,

that is not being a co-operative, and I

understand from the representations
from the Ontario Co-operative Union,
that if this company had come to this

Legislature with a private bill asking
purely and simply for the right

—if that

is necessary under the Act—to pay a

patronage dividend to its customers, no
one would have opposed it. Certainly
the Co-operative Union of Ontario
would not have opposed it.

What we are opposing is that by this

bill, if it were to pass, powers will be
conferred upon the Cottam Farmers
Limited which, are under Section XII
of the Companies Act, sufficient to allow
them to masquerade as co-operatives,
and that is the serious matter.

I am urging the hon. members of this

House not to pass this bill, for the

simple reason that it is not in the interest

of the common people of this province,
whether they are represented on that

side or this side of the House, that a

private joint stock company should be

empowered by this Legislature to

masquerade as a co-operative. That was

exactly the representation which was
made by the Ontario Co-operative
Union, and that is the plea I am making
here. I see no reason why capitalism
should not change its ways and decide to

make little rebates to its customers, but
that is not all that is involved in the

I

co-operative movement; that is not all

that is involved in the co-operatives.
One of the specific things which is

involved in the co-operatives is how the

capital shall be handled, how the residue,
after all business is done at the end of

the year, shall be handled, and this

company is asking to be relieved of

such restrictions, by this bill.

We know—and I think it is rather

significant, that the co-operative move-
ment in the Province of Ontario has

grown in the farming and rural areas.

It is the farmers who have taken up the

co-operatives. I think it is rather a mis-
fortune that the urban dwellers have
not also taken up the co-operative idea

as being in their own best interests, and
I think the farmers represented, and
the farmers who sit here representing
farmers, can do no better than to turn
down this bill and suggest to the hon.

member for Essex South (Mr. Mur-

doch) that he return to the Cottam
Farmers Limited and make sure just

exactly what it is they want. If they
want only the right to pay the patronage
dividend, then let the hon. member
(Mr. Murdoch) advise them as to the

type of private bill they should present
to this Legislature in order to be given
that power. If they really want to be-

come a co-operative, let the hon. member
(Mr. Murdoch) indicate to them just
what sort of a bill they should bring to

this Legislature to make the Cottam
Farmers Limited part of the co-opera-
tive movement.

I can only oppose the bill as it now
stands.

MR. WILLIAM E. HAMILTON
(PC Wellington South) : Mr. Speaker,

speaking to this bill; it is interesting
to hear the lines of reasoning from the

hon. members opposite. I am sure they
will recall that in the committee the

members who attended paid consider-

able attention to the reasons advanced.

As the hon. member for Essex South

(Mr. Murdoch) has said, this group
was organized 30 years ago by 200

practical, dirt farmers; not King Street

farmers, Bay Street farmers, nor St.

James Street farmers, but practical, dirt

farmers of that area, who had enough
foresight and vision to subscribe their

capital in the enterprise, in which they
could lose it all, or stand to gain, and
at the same time they did a lot of good
for the people in that area.

It was brought up in committee that

no one person nor groups of persons
held a majority or a controlling interest.
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103 people held one share apiece, 55

people held two shares apiece, and cer-

tain others held 3, 4 or 5 shares apiece.
The maximum holdings were one per-
son holding 20 shares, one 19 shares,

one 18 shares, and one 16 shares, at the

original par value of $25. And these

people, by their example, and co-opera-

tion, plus good, keen, sound business

judgment have managed a co-operative

enterprise down through the years, and
as I see it, Mr. Speaker, the Ontario

Co-operative Union is trying to say to

them "You shall be limited to the per-

centage set forth in the chapter of the

statutes, which calls for 8 per cent,

dividends."

MR. JOLLIFFE: The present law.

MR. HAMILTON: These people

say they want that dividend, and at

the same time to pay a patronage divi-

dend. The committee felt it was a good,
sound business, and so agreed to it, by
their vote, and now for the hon. mem-
bers of this House to contend they are

masquerading, is unsound, because we
in the committee felt it was not so, but

they were carrying on in a very
businesslike way.

MR. B. L. CATHCART (PC
Lambton West) : Mr. Speaker, as chair-

man of the Private Bills Committee, I

want to say this question was very fully
discussed before the committee. Each

person appearing there had the oppor-
tunity of speaking for or against the

bill, and everyone was given full oppor-
tunity to express himself, before the

vote was taken. I want to emphasize
this, Mr. Speaker, that a full discussion

was carried on and every opportunity
was given to each and every person
there to discuss the bill. Following that

a vote was taken, and the vote was, as

has been stated by the hon. member for

Essex South (Mr. Murdoch).
I just wanted.to emphasize that point,

Mr. Speaker, as chairman of the com-

mittee, as I feel the matter was fully
discussed and was dealt with in a fair

manner, and was supported by a vote

of, I believe, 19 to 5, and was approved
at that time.

Of course, I am ready to support the

bill.

Mr. C. C. CALDER (L London) :

Mr. Speaker, the difficulty is, I think,
in one section there are wrapped up two
different points; upon the first point
there is no disagreement, as I take it;

that is the power to pay dividends, and
I do not think the hon. members to my
right have any serious objection to that.

Without there being a subsection, there

is wrapped up in that same clause the

privilege of this company either calling
themselves a "co-operative" or not call-

ing themselves a "co-operative."

I think this House is heading into

a lot of discussion over a matter of

secondary importance. If I recall, the

solicitor for the company correctly said

in committee that the company was not

placing any first-class importance on
that power either to call themselves a

"co-operative" or not, and they would
be prepared to have that provision

dropped from the bill. If that could be

done, Mr. Speaker, I would urge it

should be done. After all, it is not of

first-rate importance. There is no need
for any more argument and the essential

point could be left there, and no doubt
would be carried. As long as the two
are wrapped together, there will be

objections.

^
MR. MURDOCH : If I may, Mr.

Speaker, say just a word more. The
only question is whether this company
can be called a "co-operative." It was
mentioned that one of the powers con-

tained in the bill would enable a group
of farmers to "masquerade as a co-

operative." There is no wish to do that.

They wish to be known as the "Cottam
Farmers Limited," as they have been
known in the past, and if they obtain

this legislation, they will at no time be

required to be called a "co-operative,"
because they wish to conduct the busi-

ness the way they have conducted it in

the past, known as "The Cottam
Farmers Limited."

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Speaker, this

is one of the most extraordinary bills I

have ever seen. I do not care how much
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discussion there was in the Private Bills

Committee. What this House is being
asked to do is to approve the principle
that a certain group of people should be

granted very special privileges, under
our legislation ;

that they should be per-
mitted to enjoy certain advantages under
Part XII of the Companies' Act, and
that they should be exempted from cer-

tain other requirements laid down in

Part XII. That is the important
principle.

I want to say, Mr. Speaker, in the

first place, that when we oppose this we
are opposing any business organization
of any kind trading under false colours.

Whether the Private Bills Committee

approved or not, it would be wrong for

this Legislature to permit a public com-

pany having the option of representing
themselves as a private company, or
a private company representing itself as

a public company, or a partnership
representing itself to be incorporated, or
a company representing itself not to be

incorporated. That would be all wrong,
and would not be considered by this

House for a minute.

What have we here? We have a

private bill presented by the Cottam
Farmers Limited—against whom I have

nothing to say ;
I am speaking about the

bill; asking that they be authorized to

be subject to some of the provisions of

Part XII of the Companies' Act for

certain purposes, and not subject to other

provisions for other purposes. It is to

be operated on a co-operative basis under
Part XII of the Companies' Act, except
that it may pay more than 8 per cent,

interest on capital, which is contrary to

Part XII of the Act, which is part of

the present law, as was passed by this

Legislature, and except that it may or

may not use the word "co-operative"
which has hitherto been reserved for

corporations incorporated under Part
XII.

Again I say I do not care how much
discussion there was in the Private Bills

Committee; I do not care how many
representations were heard in the Private
Bills Committee; I have no doubt they
were given full consideration. But for

this Legislature to take the responsibility
of permitting one company to trade as

neither fish, flesh nor fowl, and, by some

exceptions, to contravene the statute,
I say it is all wrong in principle. If

we are going to do this this year for this

particular company, what will we be
asked to do next year? And what will

we be asked to do the year after that?

It is perfectly clear that the Co-opera-
tive Union of Ontario is opposed to this

bill. That Union is a representative

organization, representing most of the

important companies which carry on
under charters under Part XII. They
are opposed to this bill, and any hon.
member of this House who undertakes
to vote in support of this bill is deliber-

ately choosing to oppose the will of most
of the people who are concerned in the

co-operative business
'

in Ontario, as

expressed here by their official organiza-
tion. They can take that responsibility
if they wish, but under a wrong princi-

ple. We certainly should not start

making exceptions by whittling away at

the provisions of Part XII, when there

is not a single reason of any substance

advanced in this House, in support of

that situation. The only argument we
have heard is that the private bills com-
mittee favoured this bill by a vote of

19 to 5. On the merits, we have heard

nothing except that some estimable

people formed this company years ago
and made a success of it. More power
to them. I hope they continue to make
a success of it. But that is not a reason

why they should come here and ask for

special consideration. I am amazed they
received any support whatever in the

Private Bills Committee.

MR. ROSS McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Mr. Speaker, this bill

seems to set out something regarding
which in two or three years we may
realize we made a mistake. I can
realize this company was first formed
when the co-operative movement had
not become a perfected operative organ-
ization, as it is today, and did not
function as it does now. Since that time
the Act was brought in which provides
for proper setting up and naming of
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companies which want to be co-operative.

Why this company does not wish to use

the word "co-operative" when they
want to follow the practises of it, I do
not know, but they will not be asked to.

They can do what they like—if this

bill is passed
—in the next 20 years,

and the bill will protect them. We do

not know what they plan to do. While
its stock is not being held by enough
individuals to control the operations of

the company, you cannot say what it

will be two or three years from now.

I think if the principle of the bill can

be decided upon on that ground, we
can support it all right. I know I can.

I was in committee and heard it dis-

cussed. I did not vote for it, but it was
discussed. That does not mean that

because a majority of the committee

voted for it, this House has to pass it.

That seems to be an argument put forth,

that if a committee passes a bill, we
should pass it. We have had bills coming
in where the committee recommended
them to the House, but that does not

say it has to be passed.

I can see where we are opening up
something here, and I see no reason why
this company need not be prepared to

accept the word "co-operative," and
come in under the Companies' Act in

that respect. Personally I will oppose
it, unless they will change a part of it

so as to make it co-operative. Then I

will support it.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) has brought up the question
whether there should be some good
reason why this House should be asked

to vote for this bill, and I would like

to assist in any way possible, in pointing
out that the real, practical consideration

is not enacting the bill, as I understand

it. The actual, practical situation is this
;

in the County of Essex there is this

group of farmers, substantial in number,
and they are desirous of carrying on this

enterprise under the co-operative theory
and I understand, in a practical way,

they are desirous of being practical and

effective within the provisions of the

co-operative section of the Companies'
Act.

The fact of the matter is, in order to

accomplish that result, they are in the

vice of the income tax legislation for

Canada. This is not a case of some
200 farmers coming along at this time

and subscribing capital to a co-operative

enterprise. If that was all that was
involved it would be simple. This enter-

prise has been in existence for a great

length of time, during which it has

subscribed capital and it has actually

employed capital, which are two dif-

ferent things. The fact of the matter is,

the rate of interest that they were able

to pay, I say employed capital which has

been built up over a period of years and
is out of the scope of the interest rate

permitted under the co-operative section.

What would happen today if they were

to reorganize? With that history and

background, if they now reorganize as

a co-operative enterprise, pay the capital

out and subscribe it back into a co-

operative, as the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) will appreci-

ciate, it would simply mean that on that

distribution of surplus, the Dominion
Income Tax Department would take a

great part of it and the capital would
not be there to subscribe. The idea is

to create it as a co-operative on money
which is now subject to the co-operative
sections of the Act and see it through,

subject to the 8 per cent, rate and
enable it to pay a rate that is approxi-

mately 8 per cent., on this actual

employed capital.

I for one, am going to support the

bill because I am not going to say to

200 farmers in Essex County they can-

not do that, and have their capital taken

for income tax. I for one will support
these farmers in a perfectly legitimate

operation.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Blackwell),
does he infer that by getting around
this they are going to try to evade

income tax? Is that the idea behind it?
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MR. BLACKWELL : Even such an

august body as the Privy Council has
held that it is expected any reasonable

man, with any brains, will do what he
can to avoid the taxation. What these

farmers are doing is perfectly legiti-

mate. It is what the whole of the

community attempts to do.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (CCF York

East) : Mr. Speaker, I would like an
income to pay a tax on.

House divided.

Motion agreed to on division.

AYES: 52

NAYS : 25

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
25th Order.

TOWNSHIP OF SCARBOROUGH

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 25th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 6,

"An Act respecting the Township of

Scarborough," Miss MacPhail.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (CCF York
East) : Mr. Speaker, I move second

reading of Bill No. 6, "An Act respect-

ing the Township of Scarborough."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
26th Order.

INCORPORATED SYNOD OF
THE DIOCESE OF ONTARIO
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 27th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 15,
"An Act respecting the Incorporated
Synod of the Diocese of Ontario," Mr.
Stewart.

^
MR. W. MURDOCH (PC Essex

South) : Mr. Speaker, in the absence
of Mr. Stewart, I move second reading
of Bill No. 15, "An Act respecting the

Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of
Ontario."

Motion agreed to; second reading of
the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
28th Order.

FRONTENAC HIGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 28th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 8,
"An Act to establish the Frontenac

High School District," Mr. Pringle.

MR. J. A. PRINGLE (PC Adding-
ton) : Mr. Speaker, I move second

reading of Bill No. 8, "An Act to

establish the Frontenac High School
District."

Motion agreed to; second reading of
the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
29th Order.

WYCLIFFE COLLEGE

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 26th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 7,

"An Act respecting Wycliffe College,"
Mr. Rea.

MR. C. E. REA (PC St. Patrick) :

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading
of Bill No. 7, "An Act respecting
Wycliffe College."

Motion agreed to; second reading of
the bill.

LTNSTITUT JEANNE D'ARC

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 29th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 9,

"An Act respecting lTnstitut Jeanne
d'Arc," Mr. Nault.

MR. J. D. NAULT (PC Russell) :

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading of

Bill No. 9, "An Act respecting lTnstitut

Jeanne d'Arc."

Motion agreed to; second reading of
the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
27th Order.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
30th Order.
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CITY OF CHATHAM
CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 30th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 12,

"An Act respecting the City of

Chatham," Mr. Parry.

MR. G. W. PARRY (PC Kent

West) : Mr. Speaker, I move second

reading of Bill No. 12, "An Act respect-

ing the City of Chatham."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
31st Order.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 31st

Order, second reading of Bill No. 13,

"An Act respecting The Hospital for

Sick Children," Mr. Rea.

MR. C. E. REA (PC St. Patrick) :

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading of

Bill No. 13, "An Act respecting the

Hospital for Sick Children."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
32nd Order.

CITY OF BELLEVILLE

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 32nd

Order; second reading of Bill No. 14,

"An Act respecting the City of Belle-

ville," Mr. Sandercock.

MR. W. E. SANDERCOCK (PC
Hastings West) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 14, "An Act

respecting the City of Belleville."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L.

33rd Order.

KENNEDY

McMASTER UNIVERSITY

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 33rd

Order; second reading of Bill No. 20,

"An Act respecting McMaster Univer-

sity," Mr. Hamilton.

MR. W. E. HAMILTON (PC Well-

ington South) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 20, "An Act

respecting McMaster University."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
34th Order.

ONTARIO CO-OPERATIVE
CREDIT SOCIETY

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 34th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 26,

"An Act to incorporate the Ontario

Co-operative Credit Society," Mr.
Cathcart.

MR. B. L. CATHCART (PC
Lambton West) : Mr. Speaker, I move
second reading of Bill No. 26, "An Act
to incorporate the Ontario Co-operative
Credit Society."

Motion agreed to; second reading
of the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
65th Order.

WOLF AND BEAR BOUNTY ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 65th

Order; second reading of Bill 102, "An
Act to amend The Wolf and Bear

Bounty Act, 1946," Mr. Scott.

HON. H. R. SCOTT (PC Minister

of Lands and Forests) : Mr. Speaker,
I move second reading of Bill 102, "An
Act to amend the Wolf and Bear

Bounty Act, 1946."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L.

66th Order.
KENNEDY :

LOAN AND TRUST CORPORA-
TIONS ACT, 1949

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 66th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 103,
"The Loan and Trust Corporations Act,

1949," Mr. Blackwell.
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HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 103,

"The Loan and Trust Corporations Act,
1949."

Motion agreed to; second reading
of the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
67th Order.

ASSESSMENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 67th

Order; second reading of Bill No. 104,
"An Act to amend The Assessment

Act," Mr. Dunbar.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister
of Municipal Affairs) : Mr. Speaker,
hon. members of the House will under-
stand that this will go to municipal law.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I

think it should.

MR. DUNBAR: Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 104,
"An Act to amend The Assessment
Act."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
68th Order.

PRESQUTL PARK ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 68th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 105,
"An Act to amend The Presqu'il Park

Act," Mr. Dunbar.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister
of Municipal Affairs) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 105,
"An Act to amend The Presqu'il Park
Act."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY:
69th Order.

LONG POINT PARK ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 69th

Order, second reading of Bill No. 106,
"An Act to amend The Long Point
Park Act," Mr. Dunbar.

HON. G. H. DUNBAR (Minister
of Municipal Affairs) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 106,
"An Act to amend The Long Point
Park Act."

Motion agreed to; second reading of

the bill.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
with regard to the next two orders:
both of the bills are marked "not
entered on the Order Paper." I think
71 is in the book. I leave it entirely to

the Opposition here whether they might
be moved. I am quite prepared not to
move either of them if they so desire.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, I see
that we did receive today "The Fire-
men's Act," which is Bill No. 107. We
have not had time to consider it. I

believe this is one of the bills referred
to in the Budget.

MR. BLACKWELL : We will leave
those two bills stand.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I think we had
better.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (Premier) :

I am sorry those bills have not been

printed.

Mr. Speaker, I move now that the
House resolve itself into Committee of

the Whole.

Motion agreed to.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What manner of

caucus is now going on in the Con-
servative ranks?

MR. KENNEDY : We are in Com-
mittee now, anyway.
House in Committee, Mr. Patrick in

the Chair.

MR. KENNEDY: 58th Order.
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THE CREDIT UNIONS ACT, 1940

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 58th

Order ; House in Committee on Bill No.

60, "An Act to amend The Credit

Unions Act, 1940," Mr. Kennedy.

Sections 1 to 4 inclusive agreed to.

On Section 5 :

MR. KENNEDY : Mr. Chairman, on
Section 5, I beg to move that in the

second line, after the words "required
for the," striking out the words "pur-

pose of making loans to members,"
there be substituted the words "purposes
of Section 5," and, in Section "b" in the

first line, the word "other" be struck

out and the following words in the sec-

ond line, after the word "a," be substi-

tuted : "other than those set out in

Section 5."

MR. JOLLIFFE : I think, Mr. Chair-

man, one of the hon. members is asking
the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) how
it would read, as amended.

MR. KENNEDY:
"(1) The funds of a credit union

that are not required for the purposes
of Section 5 or for the guarantee fund,
shall be invested, (b) in any invest-

ment where such investment is

approved by other than those set out

in Section 5, a resolution passed by a

two-thirds majority of those present
at a meeting of the members called

for the purpose, but in no case shall

a resolution under this clause affect

more than ten per cent, of the share

capital and deposits of the credit

union and in no case shall the aggre-

gate of all investments of the credit

union under this clause exceed 25 per
centum of its share-capital and

deposits."

MR. A. CHARTRAND (L Ottawa

East) : With respect to Section 5, I

would say I am much in favour of Sub-
section "1" "a" in as much as invest-

ments which may be made by insurance

companies under the Companies' Act are

mortgages, bonds, and I think 15 per
•cent of their assets, may be invested in

market stocks. It seems by Subsection

"b" that 25 per cent, of the assets of

the credit unions may be invested in

any other enterprise in which two-thirds

of the members present at a meeting
may approve of such course. I would
like to point out to the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) that we have, in our

City of Ottawa, credit union societies

having deposits amounting, in many
instances to $500,000, and I know of

one which has deposits of $1,500,000.

Now, that being so, I think that by
this Act, 25 per cent, of their assets

plus 15 per cent, which would make
about 40 per cent., could be invested

in mining stock. I would suggest to the

government that may turn the credit

societies practically into speculating

societies, and I think that the credit of

those societies will be greatly affected

thereby.

Should such investments be made in

an improvident way, I think we would
undermine the principle on which the co-

operatives are built up and exist. I know
there is a safeguard whereby a two-

thirds majority of the members present
at the meeting must concur for such a

scheme, yet I think we know by now
that people are not anxious to attend

meetings and that any silver-tongued
salesman or organizer may rig up a

meeting and have his scheme approved.
I think we should dispense with sub-

section "b" of Section 5, and for that

purpose I move, seconded by Mr. Calder,
that Subsection "b" of Section 5 of the

bill intituled "An Act to amend The
Credit Union Act, 1940," be deleted.

MR. KENNEDY: This change is

suggested after talking it over with all

co-operative organizations, all over the

province, and we considered it was all

right to make this change. The one you
referred to is the only co-operative which
has a great amount of money. It is

surprising how these credit unions have

swept through the Province of Ontario.

Wherever you go you find them mount-

ing week by week. More credit unions

are coming into existence. This is

what they asked for. We have come a

long way from the old Act.
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MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I

must say that I agree with the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) on this

question. We have given this section

considerable thought and consideration,
and we have taken the trouble to consult

with a number of people who are most

intimately associated with credit unions

in this province. It is true that the

deletion of clause "b" would prevent a

Credit Union from making any kind of

an improvident investment, but there

are two safeguards there. First of all

the quantitative safeguard. They cannot

invest, under clause "b" more than 10

per cent, of the share-capital and

deposits, and the other safeguard is it

can be done only by a two-thirds

majority of those present at a meeting.

I would point out to the hon. member
for Ottawa East (Mr. Chartrand), who
is suggesting the deletion of "b," from
time to time there are occasions on
which Credit Unions may wish to invest

money or lend money in enterprises
which would not qualify under clause

"a." It might, for example, wish to

lend money to a local co-operative

organization with the affairs of which

they were familiar, and quite competent
to judge. I think they should have that

option. The section as a whole is

designed to prevent credit unions assets

being dissipated in unwise investments,
and I think the limits there are all that

are needed to provide protection for the

shareholders.

Section 5 agreed to.

Section 6 to 9 inclusive, agreed to.

Bill No. 60 reported.

MR. KENNEDY : 59th Order. That
order stands.

MR. KENNEDY: 63rd Order.

THE MATRIMONIAL CAUSES
ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 63rd
Order

;
House in Committee on Bill No.

99, "An Act to amend The Matrimonial
Causes Act," Mr. Blackwell.

Section 1 agreed to.

On Section 2:

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I

do not know if I am in order. I assume
it is intended to bring this Act into force

in the very near future. I see it is to

be done by proclamation. Is there any
particular reason for that? This bill

seems to me a very good one.

MR. BLACKWELL: In order that

the complementary Rules of Practice

and Procedure may be prepared and

brought into operation simultaneously,
the Act is to be brought into operation,

by proclamation and will be proclaimed
when the Act is ready.

Section 2 agreed to.

Section 3 agreed to.

Bill No. 99 reported.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman, I

move the committee rise and report
certain bills, one without amendment
and one with amendment.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in

the Chair.

MR. T. L. PATRICK (PC Middle-
sex North) : Mr. Speaker, the Com-
mittee of the Whole House begs to

report one bill without amendment and
one bill with amendment, and moves
the report be adopted.

Motion agreed to.

MR. KENNEDY: Before moving
the adjournment of the House; to-

morrow we will go on with the Budget
Debate in the afternoon as well to-

morrow night. We will commence to

consider the estimates, so many each

day. We will work through them that

way. I would like to give the hon.

members of the Opposition an indica-

tion of the Estimates to be dealt with
a day ahead, if at all possible.

I move the House do now adjourn.

Motion agreed to. House adjourned
at 4.27 p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

Tuesday, March 8, 1949.

3.00 o'clock, p.m.

The House met at 3.00 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. SPEAKER: May I call the

attention of hon. members to an error

in yesterday's copy of Hansard f It

reads in the mimeographed copy
"Seventeenth Day." This is being

changed to read correctly "Eighteenth

Day."

May I also express my sincere appre-
ciation to all hon. members for their

co-operation in connection with the

matter of photographs. I felt it was

important to have this task completed
as soon as possible and with as little

inconvenience to hon. members as

possible. For your assistance in expedit-

ing this matter, would you please accept

my thanks?

Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

MR. B. L. CATHCART (PC
Lambton West) : Mr. Speaker, I beg
leave to present the third report of the

Standing Committee on Private Bills,

and move its adoption.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Mr.

Cathcart, from the Standing Committee
on Miscellaneous Private Bills presents
the following as its third report :

The committee begs to report the

following bills without amendment:

Bill No. 19, "An Act to incorporate
the Village of Wasaga Beach" ;

Bill No. 34, "An Act respecting
Canada Comforter Company Limited."

The committee begs to report the fol-

lowing bills with certain amendments :

Bill No. 16, "An Act respecting the

City of Peterborough" ;

Bill No. 18, "An Act respecting the

Cornwall Street Railway, Light &
Power Company, Limited,"

all of which is respectfully submitted.

Report agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER : Motions.

Introduction of bills.

SANDWICH, WINDSOR AND
AMHERSTBURG RAILWAY

HON. WILLIAM GRIESINGER
(PC Minister without Portfolio) : Mr.

Speaker, moved by myself, seconded by
Mr. Frost, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled "An Act respecting
the Sandwich, Windsor and Amherst-

burg Railway," and that same be now
read a first time.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : Mr. Speaker, would the hon.

minister say, is that a private bill ?

MR. GRIESINGER: No, it is a

public bill.

MR. MILLARD: Then, may we
know what it is about?

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Cleaning up the Sand-
wich trouble we had.

AN HON. MEMBER: "Sandwich
trouble?"
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HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, the

bill relates to straightening out the

tangled financial situation which sur-

rounds the Windsor, Sandwich and

Amherstburg Railway. The bill has

been discussed with all the municipalities
down there. Their own solicitors have
been here in connection with the draft-

ing of it. The Windsor City Council

has recommended this bill and it has

been discussed in the press quite widely
in that area.

I suggest, Mr. Speaker, it would be

better to give an explanation of it on
second reading. Any explanation would
involve covering the same ground twice,

and it would of necessity have to be

quite lengthy to make it intelligible.

Motion agreed to
;
first reading of the

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the

day.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, before

orders of the day are called, may I say
the government is willing to accept the

thirteenth motion, standing under the

name of the hon. member for Grey South

(Mr. Oliver), to lay before this House
a Return showing certain orders-in-

council.

Will it be satisfactory if I put them
in now?

MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South) : Yes, sure.

MR. KENNEDY : You see the speed.
Asked for and put in the same day.
Never did that before.

MR. OLIVER: You are improving.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, may I

table answers to questions numbers 2,

12, 14, 15, 29, 41, 42, 46, 71, 74 and 75.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I am
going to ask for third readings on three

bills. I am hoping the honourable the

Lieutenant-Governor will be in tomor-
row to give assent to bills that have

already received third reading and,

therefore, I am agoing to ask for third

readings.

1st Order.

LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVE-
MENT ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 1st

Order; third reading of Bill No. 78,

"An Act to amend The Lakes and
Rivers Improvement Act," Mr. Scott

(Peterborough).

HON. HAROLD R. SCOTT (PC
Minister of Lands and Forests) : Mr.

Speaker, I prefer not to have that bill

called today.

Bill No. 78 stands.

MR. KENNEDY : 2nd Order.

CREDIT UNIONS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Order
No. 2; third reading of Bill No. 60,
"An Act to amend The Credit Unions

Act, 1940," Mr. Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Speaker, I

move third reading of Bill No. 60, "An
Act to amend The Credit Unions Act,
1940."

Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 3rd Order.

MATRIMONIAL CAUSES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Order
No. 3; third reading of Bill No. 99,

"An Act to amend The Matrimonial
Causes Act," Mr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Mr. Speaker,
I move third reading of Bill No. 99, "An
Act to amend The Matrimonial Causes
Act."
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Motion agreed to; third reading of

the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the

bill do now pass and be intituled as in

the motion.

MR. KENNEDY : 4th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : Order
No. 4; Resuming the Adjourned Debate
on the Motion, That Mr. Speaker do
now leave the Chair, and that the House
resolve itself into the Committee of

Supply.

MR. L. E. WISMER (CCF River-

dale) : Mr. Speaker, before I proceed to

offer criticisms of the Budget of this

province as presented by the hon.

Provincial Treasurer, I would like to

call attention to what I consider to be
a very important matter.

You, sir, and the hon. member for

Durham* (Mr. Foote) and the hon.

member for Dufferin-Simcoe (Mr.
Downer) have the additional honour of

being members of the clergy and

shoulder, thereby, additional public

responsibility. We live in a troubled

post-war world
;
a world in which moral

discussions are at a high pitch; while

moral responsibility seems at a low ebb.

Whatever may be the personal view of

any hon. member of this House, or any
member of the population with regard
to any particular religion, church,

denomination, or its creed, or its prac-
tices, no right-thinking person will deny
that the fundamental basis of a sound

society is the acceptance of a sound
moral code.

It has been a traditional role of the

clergy and the church in all its many
manifestations to uphold the moral code.

Developments in recent months would
indicate the leadership of all churches
whether Christian or otherwise, and
within the many denominations of the

Christian church, have become very
much aware of this responsibility and
one cannot note the many world con-
ferences that have occurred recently
without being impressed on the one hand
with the great influence the clergy of all

churches could wield toward a better

life, and on the other hand, with the

great responsibility that they have that

they wield such an influence.

I am one of those who are particularly

encouraged by the fact that three able

and hon. members of this House are
members of the clergy and I can say
without hesitation that I believe that

because of your experience
—the experi-

ence of all three of you as padres in

the various services during the war
which brought you very, very closely in

touch with the real lives of men—you
are the better fitted to extend the

acceptance by all men of the moral code
and its implications.

We are a troubled people threatened

from without and from within; and in

the race for riches and position we have
lost both respect for law and the ability
for self-discipline. Yet as a society we
cannot prosper unless we regain both
of these. You three hon. members, sir,

have faced fire with all its torment and
have returned responsible, respected
citizens of this community. Take into

your hands the power and influence

which lies beside you and remould our

society so that men will respect the

law and each other and in this exercise

of self-discipline regain that moral
stature which is the unwavering pillar
of civilization and democracy.

I would like to congratulate the hon.

Provincial Treasurer on the very fine

address, and to say that I, for one,

thoroughly enjoyed it and at the same
time marvelled at his ability to take dull,

serious figures and mould them into

a glowing account of the progress which
has been made in this province.

We have been presented with a

balanced budget, and, in present-day
terms, a small surplus of a little more
than $1,000,000. Subsequently I shall

have something to say about the surplus.
At the moment, I wish to call attention

to the fact that revenues and expendi-
tures of the people's money in excess

of $200,000,000 are in approximate
balance.

I must say at the outset that this is

a very fine state of affairs from a

banker's point of view. Easy enough
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it is to say that the province's finances

are sound because a small surplus

appears on the year's operations.

But there is more involved than the

mere balancing of revenue and expendi-
ture accounts when these accounts are

those of a Provincial Government.

The government of this province is

charged with the responsibility of

governing in the interests of the whole

public of Ontario, and not just in the

interests of a privileged few.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: The budget in the

banker's terms is balanced. Let us

give credit where credit is due. But
it is balanced in spite of the suffering
and disillusionment of tens of thousands
of our people.

Not only are the accounts of the

closing financial year 1948-49 balanced
without due regard for the needs of the

bulk of our people, but the projected
balance of the accounts for the coming
year indicates the same refusal of the

government to harken to the cries of
the distressed in society, and to the
clamour for financial and social security
so evident from every nook and corner
of the province.

To put it in a sentence, the financial

operations of this government are crude,

cruel, cold and corrosive.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : Oh, oh.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Oh, boy !

MR. WISMER : Mr. Speaker, at an

early stage in the proceedings of the

sessions of this 23rd Legislature, the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) took
occasion to enumerate the number of

"firsts" for which his government could
take credit. I now proceed to add two
to the list.

This government is now the first to

announce revenues in excess of $200,-

000,000, and the first to present this

House with a total of estimates in

excess of $300,000,000. If, Mr. Speaker,
we are to believe that this series of

"firsts" is a fair claim to fame, then
I propose throughout the course of my
remarks to show what was its spur.

During the course of his remarks,
the hon. Provincial Treasurer presented
the House with figures and explanations

concerning the failure of this govern-
ment to reach a new agreement with*

the Federal Government. I do not pro-

pose to take the time of the House
this afternoon to engage in what appears
to be an interminable argument about

who is responsible for the failure to

reach such an agreement. What I am
going to do is to point out as fairly
as I can from the figures and informa-
tion at my disposal, certain disadvant-

ages which we, as citizens of Canada
and residents of the Province of

Ontario, have secured by virtue of the

failure to reach such an agreement.
Before I do that, Mr. Speaker, I

would like to dispose of one set of

figures put forward by the hon. Pro-
vincial Treasurer in this connection. I

would recall to the hon. members of the

House that the hon. Minister tabled

figures to show that by virtue of the

1942 tax agreement, this province
suffered a financial loss amounting to

$119,000,000. Mr. Speaker, all that

that table shows is this; that if the

agreements had not existed and the

province had continued to levy certain

taxes that were being levied at the

time the agreements were being entered

into, and such taxes had been levied

throughout the full term of the agree-

ment, that they would have produced
more revenue for this province than

the treasury obtained from the same
taxes under the agreement.

In the first place, Mr. Speaker, that is

plain theorizing
—

MR. FROST: Oh, no.

MR. BLACKWELL: No, that is

plain fact.

MR. WISMER : —but in the second

place, and much more important, this

country was at war. This province, as a
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part of this dominion, was engaged in

the greatest struggle mankind has ever

endured. That struggle just about four

years ago ended in a military victory but

neither the material nor human cost will

ever be satisfactorily assessed. And, if it

were, the figures would be staggering

beyond human comprehension.
That a responsible minister of this

government, and an hon. member of this

honourable House, should present to

hon. members here assembled, a bill of

expense or loss, financial or otherwise, as

trifling as this and hold it up in the hope
that it might gain consideration in rela-

tion to the financial problems of this

great province can do no less than re-

duce the honour and integrity of this

House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: Sitting behind and
in support of the hon. Minister (Mr.
Frost) is an hon. member (Mr. Foote)
who, serving in that great struggle,
earned the highest award because he
served beyond the requirements of duty.
There are many other hon. members of

this House who served and who were

prepared to do the same, and like him,
asked no personal reward, but only asked
the collective award of victory. They
did not count the personal costs and it

ill behooves this House at this date jto

start counting up some theoretical col-

lective internal budgetary loss.

We are reminded almost daily of the

devastation caused by the late war; the

sufferings of millions, men, women, and

especially children in the war-ravaged
areas

;
of the industries and houses that

were bombed out of existence ;
of the

dislocation of trade, industry and com-
merce and of the social and private life

of those countries, while we fortunate

people here know that we suffered none
of this.

MR. FROST: Is that not just what
I said—that we were glad to help the

dominion in any way possible ? I do not

know what you are "crabbing" about.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Why not read the

speech ?

MR. WISMER: If we were glad to

support the dominion, why present the

bill?

MR. FROST : Because the dominion
raised the—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER : No plant, no indus-

try was bombed; not one house was

destroyed.

How unbecoming it is that against this

background we should hear of a theor-

etical revenue loss—

MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, that is

not correct. I did not present any bill,

and my hon. friend (Mr. Wismer)
knows I did not. What I said was, that

one of the hon. Ministers at Ottawa said

we had gained money by the great sacri-

fices which had been made, and I said we
did not, that it cost us $119,000,000, and
we were glad to put the money into the

general "pot" to win the war.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, I will

continue to say this, that no plant, no

industry was bombed
;
not one house was

destroyed. We did nothing but gain in

this part of the world.

How unbecoming it is that against this

background we should hear of a theoreti-

cal revenue loss to the treasury of this

province of $119,000,000.

MR. FROST : It is not "theoretical"

at all. We did lose it.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, in

order that this overt act may not cast

any reflection upon the honour and the

dignity of this House, and that history

may not record this indiscretion, I sug-

gest that this set of figures be expunged
from the record.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. FROST : I suggest you get rid

of such fuzzy-headed thinking as that.

AN HON. MEMBER : That is what

they do in Russia.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
takes the position, according to his own
words, that this province must not lose

full control of its taxing power. Person-

ally, I think what he means is that if

this province had entered into agreement
with the dominion three or four years

ago, the expansion of industry and com-
merce and the general high level of busi-

ness and employment, which we have
been experiencing, would not have been

possible, or would at least have met im-

pediments in the shape of these agree-
ments.

MR. BLACKWELL : Will you say
that over again?

AN HON. MEMBER: You would
not understand it anyway.

MR. WISMER: Well, Mr. Speaker,
I would be glad to assist—
MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, read it

over again.

MR. WISMER: It is probably just
as well I had that written down here.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: Read it over.

MR. WISMER : It is very important
and I will repeat it for him.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR, C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : Quite slowly.

MR. BLACKWELL: Yes, quite

slowly.

MR. WISMER: When the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) sug-

gests that we must not lose our full

taxing powers, I think he means that

if he signed an agreement, that agree-
ment would be an impediment—

MR. FROST
of Ontario.

To the development

MR. WISMER: —to the develop-
ment of a high level of business in this

province.

MR. FROST: To the development
of Ontario—a definite impediment.

MR. WISMER: Now we have him

accepting it.

MR. BLACKWELL : Get it over in

a simple way, whatever it means.

MR. WISMER: I am very pleased I

did repeat that, because I now have him

saying he agrees with it. That is rather

remarkable in itself, and hon. members
know that seven out of nine provinces
did not take that point of view and they
did sign agreements.

MR. FROST: Several got more

money. Why should they not?

MR. WISMER : And our government
has not the bargaining power to get
more.

If any hon. member feels that this

may have had some political content, it

might be well to point out that three

of the seven were Liberal governments,
as is the administration at Ottawa, one
of them was a CCF government, one a
Social Credit government and two
of them were Liberal-Conservative

Coalition.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER : I would like to point
this out, that of the two governments
which did not sign, one was the Union
Nationale government, the other a Pro-

gressive Conservative government.

AN HON. MEMBER : Same thing.

MR. FROST : Both sustained by the

people, too.

MR. WISMER: Also, it should be

pointed out that the two governments
refusing to sign the agreement were, one
a Union Nationale government, and one

a Conservative government.
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And now, Mr. Speaker, at the moment
in some political quarters any suggestion
of similarity or collusion between these

two should be considered purely coinci-

dental. The hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) seeks to portray that there

is some immediate disadvantage in the

signing of such agreement, but I wish
to point out that we are, and have been,

suffering very serious disadvantages
because no agreement exists.

Ever since this House opened, we
have been hearing about the plight of

our senior citizens. It has been heard
from all sides of the House, the need
for extension and increases in pensions
to the aged and the blind. Mr. Speaker,
this is not the first time that this has
been said in this House, but I feel it

necessary to reiterate one of the pro-

posals made by the Federal Government
to the 1945 Dominion-Provincial Con-

ference, that should there be a measure
of agreement between the dominion and
all of the provinces, the dominion was

prepared to assume the full responsi-

bility for the payment of old-age pen-
sions, without the means test, to all

people in the Dominion of Canada 70

years of age or over.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, have

they got it in the seven provinces which

signed ?

MR. JOLLIFFE: That is a red

herring.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, I said

the dominion proposal required that all

the provinces sign an agreement. Two
provinces did not. One of these provinces
is this province. Its failure to make an

agreement is the sole reason why there
is not an old age pension for all those
of 70 and over, without a means test.

And mark you, this would have meant,
as it would mean today, that the hon.

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) of this province
would have been relieved of all financial

responsibility for these pensions.

But that was not all of the proposal,
the proposal went on to say that the

dominion was also prepared to split

50-50 with the provinces on the payment
of old-age pensions to people of 65 to 69

years of age, with the means test. What
would this mean to the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) of Ontario?

According to this year's estimates, we
are setting aside something like $10,-

000,000 for old-age and blind pensions.
That would provide pensions similar to

those which are now provided by the

province, in the new age group to

slightly over 40,000 persons.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, may I

remind the hon. member (Mr. Wismer)
it is a fact we did not sign the agree-
ment with the Ottawa Government.

They now have in their banks and
treasuries at least $75,000,000 or $80,-

000,000 they have not had to pay out.

Would the hon. member (Mr. Wismer)
mind telling me how that stands in the

way of the Dominion Government im-

plementing their scheme of social wel-

fare when they have at least $75,000,000
more than if we had made an agree-
ment?

MR. WISMER : The answer is very

simple ;
this government is in the way.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
if the hon. member (Mr. Wismer) will

permit a question? I would like to ask
him if he seriously suggests to this

House that there was any binding

agreement with the dominion to carry
that out. They promised to give back
the taxing power at the end of the

war, and if they had done so, we would
still be left with the money.

MR. WISMER: The only reasonable

reply to that, Mr. Speaker, is that I

do not quite understand the hon.

Attorney-General (Mr. Blackwell) say-

ing that the Dominion Government did

not hand the taxing powers back. You
are using them.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: Oh, no.

MR. WISMER: Oh, yes you are.

The fact that two people are fishing
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in the same pond does not mean there

is no agreement between them, or any
contract has been broken.

Comparative population statistics,

Mr. Speaker, would indicate that there

are not that many eligible for pensions
in the age group of 65 to 69. Adding it

all up, if the province had entered into

some agreement with the dominion, the

old-age pension picture in the Province

of Ontario today would be, all people
of 70 and over would be receiving old-

age pensions, without a means test, fully

paid for by the Federal Government,
and tens of thousands of additional old-

age pensioners would be receiving $30

plus whatever might be available to

them of the $10 bonus. In the over-all

picture, the hon. Treasurer of the

Province of Ontario (Mr. Frost) would
have saved some millions of dollars over

this period.

I think it is quite all right for the

government to be a little touchy on this.

They are worried about it. I am going
to suggest, right now, that this is the

reason they are worried and if they are

not, they should be. Today your
revenues are high, business is good, you
have in your hands a bargaining power
which, if business ever starts to slip

off, you will lose. When you need some
of these millions they have in the

Treasury, you will have lost the bar-

gaining power to get it.

MR. DUNBAR : And are you hoping
it would slip?

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, I am
very glad the hon. Minister of Munici-

pal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) has awakened
because I am coming around to his

department in time.

MR. DUNBAR: I am getting back
to the Gestapo department, too.

MR. WISMER: How interesting

you should bring that up. So, we lost

out on old-age pensions. It was also

proposed by the government at the

conference—
MR. DUNBAR: Oh, I am fright-

ened.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: I do not want to

have that effect on the whole govern-
ment. I want to talk to some of them.

MR. DUNBAR: Oh, dear, such an

example.

MR. SPEAKER : I think we should

allow the hon. member (Mr. Wismer)
to continue.

MR. WISMER: At the same Con-
ference in 1945, the dominion also

proposed that it could be settled as to

which of the three levels of government
should be responsible for unemployment
relief. I bring this matter to the atten-

tion of hon. members at this time

because we are already threatened with

considerable unemployment. According
to the latest figures, unemployment is

higher than it has been for years.
It may be that this condition is purely
seasonal. I hope so. Nothing I want
to see less than unemployment, but the

figures are there. More people are

looking for jobs and are unable to find

them than has been the case in this

country for years. If this is the trend

and this is the beginning, then what I

have to say becomes all the more serious.

At the Dominion Provincial Conference
in 1945, the Dominion Government pro-

posed that it should become, should an

agreement be reached, fully responsible
for employables who became unem-

ployed.

MR. BLACKWELL: For how
long?

MR. WISMER: For the life of the

agreement.

MR. BLACKWELL : Oh, no, they
had to be unemployed for two years be-

fore they came into that category.

MR. WISMER : I see what you mean.
I thought you meant how long did the

dominion take the responsibility. The
hon. Attorney-General's (Mr. Black-

well) remark is rather interesting. The
Dominion Government has an agency
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called The Unemployment Insurance
Commission. He would not have heard
about it.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker,
I just thought the hon. member (Mr.
Wismer), if he was going to speak
on this subject, should know something
about it. They had to be unemployable
for two years.

MR. MILLARD : Now, they have to

be unemployable forever and get no help.

MR. MacLEOD : Is this the begin-
ning of the leadership campaign?

MR. WISMER: I am really very
happy to have these instructions from
the government benches. I wish to point
out that there are some hon. members
in the House who take the point of view
that we on this side, are always worried
about the gloomy side. If the present
high unemployment figures turn out to

be not just a record of seasonal unem-
ployment, but rather the first of a series

of rising unemployment, I am afraid we
are in for rather difficult times, times
rather reminiscent of what we called the

"hungry '30s." In those days no one

accepted responsibility for the unem-
ployed and no one wanted to. In those
terrible days the municipality said. "We
cannot afford it, we have not any money,
go to the province." And the province
said: "We cannot afford it, we have
not any money, go to the dominion."
And the dominion said: "We cannot
afford it, we have not any money, go
back home."

I warn this government, and I do so
with great seriousness, that if misfortune
overtakes us and the capitalistic system
goes through one of its slumps, as it

probably will, and history repeats itself

and workers experience the run-around,
it will not be comfortable for those in

the government. The unemployed work-
ers may happen to remember that the

government of this province had a
chance to learn the lessons of experience
and to transform them into the defenses
of democratic and economic security.

MR. BLACKWELL : You will never
be elected.

MR. WISMER: I did pretty well
the last time.

AN HON. MEMBER: You will be
out the next time.

MR. WISMER: The captains of in-

dustry, heads of finance and heads of

governments have indicated they are

quite concerned about immediate busi-

ness prospects.

MR. BLACKWELL : There was not
the slightest assurance that anything
would be carried out except the promise.

MR. WISMER: Well, I am afraid
that this is the sort of attitude that does
not help very much. The question is :

Is this seasonal or not? As I said be-

fore, it was the same old circle
; nobody

had any responsibility.

MR. FROST : I think that is hardly
a fair statement. My hon. friends across
the House know that one of their budget-
ary commitments was to save $15,000,-
000 a year and I think it is unfair to say
they gave nothing.

MR. WISMER: I do not suggest
that they did not pay in money. The
point I am making is, Mr. Speaker, that
the real loss, economic, social and per-
sonal, must be borne by the people least

able to do so.

I turn now to the third point. It

was also proposed in 1945 that the
Federal Government would stick to a
financial policy of overtaxing in good
times and undertaxing in bad times. In

short, it would adhere to the cyclical

financing in which you roll up free sur-

pluses when business and employment
are high and revenues buoyant, and you
run into deficits when business is low;
employment is hard to get and revenues
are accordingly reduced. But along with
this policy it would agree to couple with
this budgetary policy by agreement be-

tween the dominion and the provinces
and even down to the municipalities to

long term plans for public works, useful

works needed for the development and

improvement of our material and intang-
ible standards of living that could be put
into action in short notice when unem-

ployment began to increase.
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MR. FROST : We have a list as long
as my arm already.

MR. WISMER : That is fine, I will

be able to show you how you will be

able to finance them shortly.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Let us see your arm.

MR. FROST : You had plenty to say
about money last year.

MR. WISMER: I have a lot more
to say this afternoon.

Well, Mr. Speaker, not only have

we failed to make an agreement as to

what particular proposals might be put
into effect to absorb the unemployed
employables, but today the leaders of the

Conservative Party in Canada, are trying
to make a case against the running up
of surpluses by the Federal Government
in a period of good times and expanding
business conditions. We have heard in

this House a lot about a Trans-Canada

Highway, a great thing for building a

road across the country. It is very

interesting, that recently there has been

some fellow in Ottawa talking about

this plan of the Trans-Canada Highway.
Perhaps they are trying to build a road

to get the people out of Ontario into

Saskatchewan.

MR. FROST: They want to get a

good road down here.

MR. WISMER : I notice the popula-
tion is going up out there as well as

here. There has been no indication that

any of those meetings were held because

government authorities involved believed

in the need of the completion of the

highway. Those meetings were held

because they realized the need for the

absorption of unemployed workers was

pressing.

The wheels grind slowly, but exceed-

ingly fine. Whatever hon. members in

this House say, have said, or may say
in the future, against those who may
warn against depression, or what the

hon. members opposite like to call "a
return to normal conditions," the fact

remains that men in high places in busi-

ness, finance, industry and in govern-

ment, all recognize the possibility of a

trend downward. Everywhere you go
they say to you: "Be cautious, don't

extend your credit, keep your inven-

tories down." The sellers' market is

over
;
the buyers' market is developing.

These are ideas voiced to me day in

and day out by the business and govern-
ment leaders throughout the country.

They are becoming concerned about the

building up of the Trans-Canada High-
way. They are becoming aware of the

need of a programme of public works to

absorb employables now unemployed. A
public works programme we have not

got because two provinces, this being
one, had not enough imagination or

common sense, to sign an agreement
sufficient to allow these subsidiary agree-
ments to be made.

I have no desire to get into the hydro
debate at this time but I cannot complete
this part of my analysis without bringing
this further point to the attention of hon.

members. In recent weeks, an agree-
ment between the Federal Government
and the Government of the United
States in regard to the development of

the St. Lawrence Seaway has entered

into the realms of possibility. Now
why?
The vice-chairman of hydro has told

this House that hydro is anxious to

proceed with the power development
along the St. Lawrence and in particu-
lar the international section. There has

been, as well, an apparent tendency on
the part of the Federal Government to

use its influence in this regard.

Now, we would be very naive if we
admitted that the change of heart in

Washington, if it is a real change of

heart, with regard to the St. Lawrence

Seaway plan and the change in Ottawa
from acceptance to urgency as we
believe that there is, was because the

Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commis-
sion needed extra power; or that either

the Canadian Government or the U.S.

Government were seized with the impor-
tance of bringing the Atlantic Ocean to

the head of Lake Superior.

We are not so naive, and we know
the reason of this change of heart, or
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we sense it. Here is a great public work personal income tax. If the income tax

which will involve expenditures of many had been levied without increasing the

millions for equipment, material and payments of this tax by Ontario income

wages, employing thousands and thou- tax payers, it would have produced 17.3

sands of men for a great number of million dollars.

years. With the economic situation as Mr. Speaker, I suggest that this table

is, it now appears on this continent this was created and presented for purely
project has a special appeal to those in

political reasons. In the first place, the

authority in both national governments, hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
But the point I am making is this : had can hardly convince the House of his

an agreement been reached between all need for additional revenue when he,

9 provinces and the Federal Government at the same time, takes credit for a
of some type or other, in order that total surplus during the 6 years in which

subsidiary agreements could have been he has been Treasurer, in excess of

reached, including an agreement to lay $42,000,000. Incidentally, I propose to

down plans for public works, certainly show subsequently that this figure is not

one of those would have been the St.
quite correct. In fact that it is on the

Lawrence Seaway plan. low side, but he cannot convince the

Yet, today we are going into all of House that he needs an additional

these things haphazardly, catch-as-catch- $17,000,000 from an additional tax

can, preparing for what may happen; source when he has over $40,000,000

hoping for the best while expecting the accumulated surplus over the period of

worst. The responsibility for all their his ministry. Why, then, does he bring
failures must be accepted by those in it up?
authority here and in Ottawa—but, in The reason is all too obvious. It

my opinion, more particularly here—and WOuld appear that a federal election is

the government might as well admit that
jn the offing ;

and it is without doubt
the failure is due purely and simply to true that, however sound the personal
a lack of imagination, vision and good, income tax may be, it is at the same
sound common-sense. time, one of the most unpopular taxes.

I would like to turn now to the rela- Therefore, the raising of this issue of

tions which exist between this province the income tax in this table and the

and the municipalities, but before I suggestion that the government would

do, some mention should be made con- not impose such a tax even though it

cerning the hon. Treasurer's (Mr. meant no new tax payable by the tax-

Frost) suggestion that by refusing an
pavers, was simply to highlight the

agreement to rent certain tax fields c iaims f the National Conservative
to the dominion, in return for which party on the eve of a possible federal
he would receive certain guarantees election of its antagonism to this parti-
of revenue, related in each year to the

cular of tax? however sound and
gross national produce. He gained

'

equitable the tax.
certain financial advantages. He pre- \ .

sented to this House a table showing
In short, Mr. Speaker, this Legisla-

that such an agreement would have ture is being used as a sounding board

afforded this province this last fiscal bY the Provincial Treasurer in the

year with $78,000,000, in round figures ;

interests of the Progressive Conserva-

and that by not making the agreement tive Party national campaign. Now, I

and only using part of the tax field supose that that is fair, but it is just

that would have been rented but wasn't, as fair, I consider it part of my duty,

the Treasury had received $78,000,000 to point out that that is exactly what

in round figures ;
and he showed in the he is doing.

table that the unused tax field would The question most asked and dis-

have produced 17.3 million dollars. cussed in these Legislative halls since

Now let us take a look at that for a last Friday is "How much was the real

moment. This particular tax field is the surplus ?"
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The estimated surplus admitted by
the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) on page 17 of his address was

$1,132,000. But on page 12 he showed
various items of Ordinary Revenue in

excess of the Budget forecast amount-

ing to $26,934,800.

It cannot be successfully refuted that

had the government, as it rightfully

should, kept its expenditures within

reasonable distance of the amount
authorized by the last session of the

22nd Legislature, the surplus would
have stood very near to the figure of

$25,000,000 achieved last year.

It may be well to remind the hon.

members that the large surplus of last

year was expected to serve as a useful

political weapon for the gathering of

votes. The complexion of the House,
however, now suggests that that large

surplus was not a vote-getter for the

government.

In fact, when its then leader found
himself minus a seat in this House after

the election, he almost immediately,

along with his newspaper supporters,

began a campaign of opposition to the

indicated surplus of the Federal

Government.

However, what this government had
found to be an embarrassment in the

election, again began to pile up; and
not knowing what to do with this new
excess of revenues, they sought ways
and means of concealing it.

Yet the real misfortune was that

there were so many constructive ways
of using this surplus—ways that would
have received full public commendation.

However, in its wisdom the govern-
ment set out to conceal some $25,000,-
000 of the people's money. They paid
$10,000,000 of it into the Sinking Fund.

They advanced $1,500,000 to operators

engaged in salvage activities in the

Mississauga fire area, and showed it as

a current expenditure. There is no sup-

porting evidence to show that was an
actual expenditure. In fact, the hon.

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) has said that

he expects these loans to be repaid in

full. Thus, including the admitted sur-

plus of $1,132,000, we have accounted
for a real surplus of $12,632,000.

I call the attention of hon. members
to the item of excess expenditure on

highways, for which no estimates were
voted, amounting to $8,298,000. There
are two possible explanations for this

item. I will give both. Hon. members
may choose either.

The first explanation is that this ex-

penditure was made in the hope of speed-
ing up highway building that had been

lagging, due to wartime restrictions. If

that were true, and this is the more ac-

ceptable of the two possible explanations,
then that was a capital expenditure and
the real surplus was $12,632,000, plus
$8,298,000 or $20,930,000.

That, I believe, was very nearly the

true surplus, and that was approximately
the figure that the hon. Minister (Mr.
Frost) should have reported to this

House, and the government must accept
censure from the House for this ar-

bitrary expenditure of the people's

money over and above the amount
authorized by them.

It should become a rule of this House
that if the estimates are to be exceeded
each item of excess should come before
the next session of the House for a vote
and discussion in minute detail, just as
items of the estimates are now con-

sidered and passed.

This is essential if any vestige of re-

sponsible government is to be retained in

this House.

Of course, there is another explana-
tion for this excess of highway expendi-
ture. You take a look at this figure at

the top of the page: $8,298,000, excess

expenditure on highways, and so I drift

down the page and you find an item

charged to the Attorney-General's De-

partment of $1,500,000. I suggest you
should read those two figures together,
and then you will note underneath as an

expenditure in the Attorney-General's

Department it was in connection with the

expenses of the provincial general elec-

tion on June 7tn, 1948.

MR. FROST: There was no road-

work carried on during that period.
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MR. MILLARD : The hon. Minister
of Highways (Mr. Doucett) said that

roadway up at Wawa was done before
the election.

MR. WISMER : There is always the

possibility that the fund was spent to

prepare the way to the polls.

I cannot urge too strongly upon the

government the serious error it is mak-

ing in failing to get authority for ex-

penditures from this House before they
are made. Throughout the last six years
hon. members have repeatedly warned
the government to refrain from deviat-

ing in its actual expenditures from the

amounts authorized by the Legislature.
Unless the government ceases and
desists from these arbitrary practices, we
are headed directly to the day when this

Legislature will be no more than a

rubber stamp.

MR. FROST: I would like to ask

my hon. friend (Mr. Wismer) this: He
complains of the expenditure on high-

ways. Does he notice there is consider-

able expenditure for Welfare and
Health? Would you go ahead and do
that in reference to rising costs of ex-

penditure for Welfare and Health?
Would you charge those people

—
MR. WISMER : I really do not want

to be too hard on the government this

afternoon, and I intentionally omitted
that particular expenditure in regard to

welfare because, you will notice, it says

something about $970,000 in regard to

Mothers' Allowances and every hon.

member here will remember that the

maximum amount of Mothers' Allow-
ance was raised in that interesting period
of limbo between the dissolution of this

House and the election of the 7th of

June.

MR. FROST : My hon. friend com-

plains about the highway expenditure.
Does he complain about the Health and
Welfare expenditures?

MR. WISMER: Well, if this was
purely an affair between the hon. Pro-
vincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) and the

opposition, I might complain about this

expenditure, or I might not. What I

am complaining about is that these ex-

penditures are made without reference

to this House. If a Board of Directors

of a private or public corporation went
out and did things with the shareholders'

money without authorization from the

shareholders they would be quickly dealt

with by the shareholders, and if a muni-

cipal administration ever spent its budget
without authority, as this government
has, the hon. Minister of Municipal
Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) would have those

people down here in his department in a

great hurry, and the municipality would
be put under the supervision of the

Ontario Municipal Board. I thought we
would get around to you.

MR. DUNBAR : There never was a

municipality in the Province of Ontario
under the control of The Municipal
Board. My hon. friend (Mr. Wismer)
should look at the Municipal Act and—
MR. WISMER: You and I should

not split hairs. We have not enough to

go around as it is.

MR. DUNBAR : I would like you to

know what you are talking about.

MR. WISMER: I know what I am
talking about, but I say this government
should re-order its affairs, returning to

full responsible government. That means

responsible to this Legislature. The
people of this province will not sit idly

by and see democracy and responsible

government dashed into ashes this way.
This Legislature is supreme. The
government must do the bidding of the

Legislature.

While we are on this question of

surplus, I notice on page 26 that the

accumulated surplus over a six-year

period amounted to $42,400,000. Now,
of course in relation to what we have

just been saying, we can show that

figure would be up now, but I would
like you to know that the credit for

this large surplus cannot entirely be
taken by the government by its way of

doing business.

I have a document here which I would

just like to read. Before I read it I

will tell you it is another Treasurer's
address in another province, given on
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the 2nd day of March of this year, and

before I read out these figures, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to indicate that the

population of this province is just about

one-fifth of that of Ontario. So the hon.

members, when I read these figures, will

just multiply by five.

MR. FROST : What province is that?

MR. WISMER : Saskatchewan.

Apparently there is some feeling in the

government. They jump from time to

time at the mention of Saskatchewan.

It says here:

"During the past six years the

province has had surpluses totalling

$9,326,650."

If you multiply that by 5 you have

$45,000,000.

I quote this figure simply to show
that others besides this government enjoy

buoyant revenue. It is not just this

government. It is part of the times. It

does not matter what political party it

is. Just give them a good, substantial

government.
But I would like to quote the next

sentence in this report. It says :

"If to this. we add the unappropri-
ated liquor profits, the result would
be to show total surpluses of

$27,802,856 in the past six years."

Now, multiply that one by 5 and you

get $139,000,000 surplus. Even with

the surplus I have discovered this after-

noon, you cannot beat that in this

province.

I notice that the hon. Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) does not say

anything about having any unappropri-
ated liquor profits in this province, but

I think it is rather interesting and I

think I should draw the attention of the

hon. members of the House to this,

that the profits of the Liquor Control

Board in the year 1944 were $20,000,000

even, in 1946 $24,000,000 even. In 1947,

$26,000,000 even. In 1948, $37,000,000
even. There are no odd cents, no odd
dollars.

MR, FROST: Did they reduce any
taxes out there in Saskatchewan, do you

know ? Will you look on page 25, where
he feels it is not his duty to reduce

any taxes.

MR. WISMER: As a matter of fact

I think I can paraphrase what I heard
the hon. Premier of Saskatchewan say
a little while ago, and it might answer
the hon. Treasurer's (Mr. Frost) ques-
tion about all these revenues and sur-

pluses, and it is this : "A ship that is

under full sail and going somewhere,
costs a lot more to operate than one
that is tied up at a dock."

Mr. Speaker, I finally get around to

the government's latest vote-getting,

political-machine-building programme,
the new deal for the municipalities.
Before I enter into this discussion, let

me refresh the memory of hon. members
of some of the history of this develop-
ment.

The hon. Treasurer (Mr. Frost) took

us back 100 years to the original

Municipal Act of 1849. I will just take

you back to 1929 when our economy
collapsed into a depression, because it

was at that point that the trouble of

the municipalities came back in very
fair view. And it is undoubtedly true

that men and women throughout the

province thought a great deal and calcu-

lated a great deal on how the responsi-
bilities that had been shouldered upon
our municipalities could be adjusted as

between the municipalities and the

province and could be made to fit on the

limited municipal tax-rate.

The settlement of this problem is still

waiting, and in the words of the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost), the

proposals he is now making, are only
interim proposals. We have been mak-

ing interim proposals for years. We
have put in a mill subsidy in one case

and then put in a mill subsidy for

something else, put in a mill subsidy
for education and put in the education

grants and put grants in for hospitals.

Now, we are going to give grants to

community centres. What is the real

problem? In 1947 the then member for

Fort William introduced a resolution

into this House asking for the calling

of a Provincial-Municipal Conference
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to enquire into these real problems, but

the government turned it down. But
the Speech from the Throne in 1948

contained the intimation that a Provin-

cial-Municipal Conference would be

called, and the conference was called.

I am sure the hon. Minister of Muni-

cipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) will agree
with me they had a lot of fun.

One day they did get around to appoint-

ing a continuing committee whose job
it was to prepare a submission to present
to the government, and that was pre-
sented on October 19, 1948, and I will

quote from the submission as follows :

"It is, therefore, recommended that

a committee of commission, composed
of competent persons, be appointed
to study and survey the whole field

of provincial-municipal relationships
and to make recommendations regard-

ing any advisable changes with re-

spect to the functional and financial

relationships between the province
and its municipalities. Pending the

final conclusions of such a body, it is

further recommended that it be in-

structed to make interim recom-
mendations for interim financial

adjustments as it may deem expedient
to relieve the municipalities of

the acute financial difficulties with
which they are now confronted under
the existing provincial-municipal

arrangements."

It was under that section we heard
the other day certain bills were intro-

duced in this House which amount to a

piece-meal type of grants. I do not

intend going into any discussion of

legislation, which could be better

undertaken when the bills come up for

second reading, but since it was a part
of the Budget Address, I feel I would
be rather remiss if I did not analyze the

situation a bit.

The new grants give some assistance

to fire departments and police depart-
ments. They are to aid municipalities
in the building of highways and roads

;

and in the building of homes for the

aged. These new, separate, piece-meal

grants are being offered in place of two
other grants that are being discontinued.

I refer to the one mill subsidy paid to

all municipalities in lieu of gas tax

rebates and the additional one mill

subsidy paid to all municipalities in lieu

of municipal income taxes. There were
two one-mill subsidies paid to all

municipalities.

MR. FROST : No, only one one-mill

subsidy. We are giving $2 for one.

MR. WISMER: That is very inter-

esting, because the rest of my story

goes like this.

There can be no wide measure of

doubt that these older grants, depending
on the total municipal assessment, were
not satisfactory. But what about the

new grants now proposed? Will they
be any better? Since the Budget, in-

cluding these proposals, has been pre-

sented, many municipal officers have
had a chance to study them. And it may
be said here and now that there is no
over-all satisfaction with the new

proposals.

Some municipalities believe that they
will gain a little. Others believe they
will lose.

There is very good reason for this.

The hon. Treasurer glossed over this

point in his remarks last Friday; but

the important point to note is this :

under the proposals now being made by
the government, two subsidies of one
mill each are being withdrawn; but the

only guarantee being made in connection

with the new proposed grants is that

they will not in any case amount to less

than one mill. Thus any individual

municipality may lose rather than gain
under the new deal.

Now, Mr. Speaker, how are these

new grants to be determined. I think we
should take careful note that we have
here a new technique developing in the

administration of our affairs.

I want to warn the government that

they are embarking on a thoroughly
unwise course in this matter.

The policy of making simple sub-

sidies available to all was bad enough.
I would be happy to see them dis-

continued—if something better were

taking their place.
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But the new policy makes it necessary
for the government to scrutinize almost

every corner of every municipal ad-

ministration in the province
—fire de-

partments, police departments, welfare

departments, health departments, public
works departments, and so on. The
total effect, quite apart from the finan-

cial details, will be to make this govern-
ment the supervising officer of all

municipalities and all municipal opera-
tions.

This can only result in a centraliza-

tion of power in this government and
the destruction of initiative in all our

municipal administrations.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST : Will the hon. member
for Riverdale (Mr. Wismer) please
tell me if he thinks the same argument
might work profitably in Dominion-
Provincial relations?

MR. WISMER: The hon. Minister

(Mr. Frost) is anticipating me. That
was my next step.

It would be interesting to know how
the government can justify its new
position it is taking, when in Dominion-
Provincial relations it is objecting

strenuously to any such centralization.

How do you justify those two?

MR. FROST: I would say to the

hon. member for Riverdale (Mr.
Wismer) that we are not taking any
municipal tax field; we are giving.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : With strings attached.

MR. FROST : There is all the differ-

ence in the world. In the Dominion-
Provincial relations we would be giving

up our taxing field.

MR. WISMER: I think the sug-

gestion made by the hon. Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) is exactly true. The
dominion has to approve of the over-

all financing, in the interests of all, in-

cluding all provinces, and they said,

"We would like to rent some taxing
fields." That is what they wanted. This

government, on the other hand, while

opposing that, does not ask any muni-

cipalities to give up its taxing field.

The poor little thing is so small, any-
way—
MR. FROST: It brings in $150,-

000,000 a year.

MR. WISMER: To about 1,000

municipalities.

MR. FROST: Yes, and that is a
lot of money.

MR. WISMER: The position this

government is taking is not to just take

over the taxing fields; it is taking over
the administration of the municipalities
themselves; including the administra-

tion of the municipal offices.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: It is no different

than the dominion health grant, as far

as we are concerned. They say, "We
will give you certain money if you do
certain things." We have gone into

that. We say to the municipalities, "We
will give you certain grants, if you
do certain things." There is all the

difference in the world.

MR. WISMER: When business is

good, and times are on the upgrade,
this government will get all the kudos
for the marvellous grants which are

made, but when business is bad and
times are declining, the people who will

be blamed then will be the munici-

palities.

I asked how the new grants would be
determined in each case for each munici-

pality? They will be determined in the

way the Minister involved decides. The
Minister will be the sole judge.

MR. DUNBAR: Pardon me, Mr.

Speaker. Just read over carefully and
see where the municipalities can appeal
to the Municipal Board. The Minister's

say is not final.

MR. FROST: That is democratic

government.

MR. WISMER: Who appoints that

board ? That is no reflection on the

board.
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MR. DUNBAR : You are not suggest-

ing the Municipal Board is political, are

you?

MR. WISMER : I headed you off by

saying it was no reflection on the board.

MR. FROST: The chairman was

appointed by the other government.

AN HON. MEMBER: Yes, and a

good man, too.

MR. WISMER: I think it is impor-
tant to point this out, because it is part
of the financial affairs of the province
and when they are going to determine

what amounts of money are to be granted
to each and every municipality, each

and every one of the municipal adminis-

trations, under this new system, will

have to go—not only the hon. Minister

of Municipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar),
but in some cases to the hon. Minister

of Highways (Mr. Doucett) ; they will

have to go to the hon. Minister of

Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow) ; they will

have to go to the hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Blackwell), to the Fire Marshal,
and so on, and on, and on, and on, and

on, until by now most hon. members
have in their minds what sort of a

province this will be.

MR. MILLARD : Will they publish
the grants they will make?

MR. DUNBAR : It might interest the

House, Mr. Speaker, to know that of

all the municipalities who are under the

supervision of the Department of Muni-

cipal Affairs, not one has asked to be

relieved. We have asked them if they
did not feel they were able to take care

of their own affairs, and in almost 100

per cent, of the cases, they have said

"We feel there should also be some

control from the Department of Munici-

pal Affairs, because we have found you
so just and fair."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: Well, Mr. Speaker,
I always enjoy the remarks of the hon.

Minister of Municipal Affairs (Mr.

Dunbar). He is such a charming gentle-

man, but he does take sometimes a hair-

splitting angle on these things. He
reminds me somewhat of a cartoon,

which many of you may have seen, of a

tree on the hill, with snow on the hill,

and at the bottom, a boy going along
on skis, and somehow he got his legs

right around the tree.

MR. DUNBAR : What is the lesson

from that?

MR. WISMER : I will explain it to

you some day, Mr. Minister.

Now, let us look at this from a

municipal point of view. These new

grants are unsatisfactory for the same
reason that your educational grants are

unsatisfactory
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: —because they are

not based on fiscal needs. They are

based simply on percentage of ex-

penditures.

The hon. Treasurer (Mr. Frost)

quoted from the Good Book in discuss-

ing this matter. I am reminded of a

passage from the Scriptures, when I

think of the ill effects the new grants
will have. It is this :

"Unto him that hath shall be given ;

and from him that hath not, shall be

taken away, even that which he hath."

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : That is Toryism, for you.

MR. WISMER: It does not work,
Mr. Speaker. It did not work for the

mill subsidy; it did not work, as was

pointed out in the educational grants,

therefore, it will not work in this. The

higher the expenditures in a munici-

pality, the more will be the grants. If

you have not a very large expenditure,

you do not get much help. The fact is,

that if you have large expenditures, as

the lawyer puts it, you have established

a prima facie case, that you need the

help. These things will not work out at

all.

MR. FROST: From whom did we
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take it? I thought we were giving it to

everybody ?

MR. WISMER: I would like to

point out from the joint municipal sub-

mission, that on October 19th, 1948, we
find:

"The democratic way of living re-

quires taxation of various forms and
it is the task of all legislators to see

that taxation becomes more and more

equitable. The most important object
of municipal administrators at the

present time is to see that taxes on
owners of homes and real property
should be placed on an equitable
basis."

Now, listen to this :

"In the Speech from the Throne

given by the Honourable the Lieuten-
ant-Governor of the Province of

Ontario at the last session of the

Legislative Assembly it was stated in

regard to the provincial relations with

municipalities that 'a system which re-

quires such large payments from one

government to other governments
obviously needs review.'

"

That was in your own Speech from
the Throne.

MR. MacLEOD : Who said that ?

MR. WISMER: The Honourable
the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province
of Ontario, in his Throne Speech in this

Legislature, at the beginning of the ses-

sion of 1948. I presume the Honourable
the Lieutenant-Governor does not write

his own speeches.
This making of grants from the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) to

municipalities will never solve the muni-

cipalities' problems. The financial prob-
lem of the municipalities can be solved

by relieving them of some of their bur-
dens which they have, which they ought
not to have. The government must face

the situation. Our municipalities have
been saddled with a variety of social-

service problems, and they can never

carry them.

MR. FROST: Most of them have
been taken away. Most of their burdens
have been removed.

MR. WISMER : And they will never
be financially sound or independent as

they should be until this load is lifted.

We are all deeply disappointed that the

provincial
-
municipal conference has

achieved so little as yet
—and we are still

more deeply disturbed at the govern-
ment's apparent willingness now to let it

die a natural death.

These problems must be worked out
between the government and the munici-

palities. But my own personal opinion,
for what it is worth, is that if the con-

tinuing committee of the municipalities
is really allowed to continue its work, it

will be forced to the conclusion that the

government must accept direct and full

responsibility for some of the social ser-

vices which now constitute such a heavy
burden on the municipalities.

When this is done, our municipalities
will be independent local governments.
This has been our democratic philosophy,
expressed publicly not only by us on this

side of the House, but also by the party
in power and the party immediately to

my left.

This is what responsible municipal offi-

cials are asking for. The government
should face up to the problem and pro-
vide us with a practical enduring solu-

tion.

There was no mention of it this time
in the Speech from the Throne. The hon.
Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) in

presenting this programme to this House
did not make any real mention of the

continuing committee of the municipal
organizations, working with this govern-
ment. These problems have to be worked
out, and it is my personal opinion that in

working out these problems, all you are

going to find is that there are certain

things which the municipalities should
not be required to provide. The public
demands these services, and let us not

quibble about what is a social service,

and what is not. What you are going
to find out is you will have to cut out
some of these services which the muni-

cipalities provide, and accept them as

provincial responsibilities.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. WISMER: I am satisfied, Mr.

Speaker, that when we get somewhere
near this position, we will get back to

the place where municipalities are in-

dependent, active, constructive, demo-
cratic local governments.

Mr. Speaker, I must hurry along. Of
course, I do not think I should be

accused of taking too much time, when
a good deal of the time has been taken

up by the other side of the House, no
matter how much I have enjoyed the

heckling. I love it.

MR. DUNBAR: Nobody is com-

plaining. Continue all afternoon. We
enjoy it.

MR. WISMER: I am glad the

government is enjoying the entertain-

ment.

I would like to call the attention

of the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) to what he said at the end of

his address :

"Without attempting at this time
to discuss the several factors which
are recognized as contributing to the

creation of the inflationary conditions

from which we are apparently
emerging,"

and further down,
"—While these increases were not

wholly unexpected their- full impact
upon our economy could not have
been foreseen, much less prevented."

Hon. members will remember the

importance placed by the Provincial
Treasurer in our appreciating the finan-

cial problems of the province in the
true perspective. Let us now for a few
moments see this inflationary spiral of

prices in this province and in this

dominion in perspective.

We have been discussing the question
of Dominion-Provincial relations and
the signing or not signing of Dominion-
Provincial agreements. Little has been
said today about the war-time tax agree-
ment of 1942 though the Provincial
Treasurer had a good deal to say about
it in his address last Friday.
About the time of the signing of that

agreement the Right Honourable Arthur

Meighen was returning from Canada's

Valhalla, the Senate, to become for a

short time the Leader of the Conserva-
tive Party in Canada and its senior

spokesman, and one of his main concerns
at that time apparently was that business,
finance and industry could not possibly
make a maximum war effort if an
excess profits tax was imposed. How-
ever, Mr. Speaker, a National Economic
Stabilization programme was under-
taken and implemented by the Federal

Government, and I would like to quote
from a publication of the War-time
Information Board, dated September
12, 1944, dealing with war-time controls

and in Section 15, page 4:

"Specifically, what are the effects

of an economic stabilization pro-

gramme? An economic stabilization

programme consists of the economic

policies, controls and other measures

necessary to achieve and maintain an
efficient and maximum war effort to

preserve economic stabilization on the

home front, and to prevent post-war
dislocation."

The publication from which I have

just quoted goes on to deal with the

more important of these controls, and

says in a sentence what each of them
does or is expected to do. One of them
deals with price control and points out

that "price control" protects the con-

sumer by putting a ceiling on the prices
of goods, rents and services. Another
deals with war-time taxation and points
out that it provides funds for carrying
on the war in the fairest way possible,
and prevents excess spending from

bidding up prices.

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is well known
that the Canadian war-time price control

policies were among the most effective

in the world. Prices were controlled

and the cost of living was held down.
In fact, the Dominion Bureau of Statis-

tics index of the cost of living rose from

September, 1939—the beginning of the

war—to September, 1945—at the end of

the war—only 10 points. Since Sep-
tember, 1945, it has gone up 40 points.
If price control was so effective in pro-

tecting the consumer against rising costs,
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why were not these policies continued in

the post-war world?

After all, Mr. Speaker, this is what
the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) is now complaining of. He is

complaining that prices have risen so

sharply that the government programme
of spending is running into difficulties

due to rising costs. Why have prices
risen? Because the whole war-time

policy of price control was ditched after

the war. Now why was it ditched?

Did the people of this country of this

province in the great mass ask that con-

trols be taken off? The answer is, "no."

MR. FROST: Right Honourable
Mr. King and Mr. Coldwell did.

MR. WISMER: I have quoted that

because everyone in this country, the

leaders in business, finance and industry,
the leaders of what my hon. friends op-

posite like to call "The private enterprise

system"—which is neither "private" nor

"enterprise"
—asked for a lifting of all

these controls, and the interesting thing
is, Mr. Speaker, that the leadership in the

political field of that whole campaign for

the removal of price control was given

by the Progressive Conservative Party.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST : Are they in power in

Ottawa ? I thought Rt. Hon. Mr. King
and Mr. Coldwell had been running
things down there for the last four or

five years.

MR. DENNISON : You pushed Mr.

King into it, and pushed hard, too.

MR. FROST : It seems to me I have
heard some people argue that the con-
trols should be taken off wages, and so

on ? Am I right ? It seems to me I have
heard that. The hon. member for West
York (Mr. Millard) had a good deal to

say about that.

MR. WISMER: I can assure the

hon. Treasurer (Mr. Frost) that as far

as I am concerned, in this matter there

is no doubt. If he will go into the

records he will find the government
dragged its feet under the terrific pres-

sure being applied by "big business," and
under the terrific battering the govern-
ment was getting from the opposition
benches—the official opposition benches,

by the way—at Ottawa. The CCF is

not in them—yet. I suspect that after

the next election the CCF will either be
the government, or in opposition.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL
(PC Attorney-General) : I am glad you
described that as a "suspicion."

MR. WISMER: I can assure the

hon. members opposite that I have no

suspicion that George Drew will be the

next Prime Minister of Canada. How-
ever, Mr. Speaker, I would like to get
on with this speech.

MR. BLACKWELL: So would we.

MR. WISMER: Good. What the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
is worrying about is a set of conditions

which his own party asked to be created.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: They sowed the

wind, and now they are reaping the

whirlwind, and I am not a bit surprised

they do not like it. Neither do we.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: You should

pound your desks a little more

enthusiastically.

MR. JOLLIFFE : For a man who has

been out most of the day, that is pretty

impertinent.

MR. FROST: None of your col-

leagues have said anything about lifting

the controls on wages.

MR. JOLLIFFE: You will hear

about that later.

MR. FROST: I would like to hear

about it now.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I will tell you a
little later.

MR. WISMER: The most effective

wage control there is, is the control of
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prices
—and the hon. Minister of Labour

(Mr. Daley) is practically nodding his

head in agreement.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (PC
Minister of Labour) : Do not put nods
into my head.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER : I did not catch that,

Mr. Minister. Did you say there was

^'nodding" in your head?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER: Well, why could not

price controls be effective in this coun-

try in the. post-war world?

MR. BLACKWELL: I will bite.

Why?
MR. WISMER: There has been no

comparable pressure of productive

capacity in this country in the post-war
era, like we had during the war era.

The pressure for production during the

war was far greater than anything which
has occurred since, and yet we were able

to hold the cost of living within 18

points, which is the same thing as saying
that price control in a post-war world
would have been more effective than it

was in the war period.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER : I have here in my
hand a copy of the Tribune—
MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : The Tribune ? Hoorah.

^
MR. WISMER : This is not the

Canadian Tribune, but the London
Tribune—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: That is still to

the left of you. Go ahead.

MR. WISMER: I shall always be

glad to be found in company with a

woman like Jenny Lee.

MR. SALSBERG: A woman like

who?

MR. BLACKWELL: Careful.

MR. WISMER: I have always

thought there was no particular bigamy
involved when there was a marriage of

minds. However, said Mr. James S.

Duncan, in the February 11th issue of

the Tribune :

"I may be open to the charge of

being prejudiced because I am a great
believer in free enterprise."

I want to quote in a moment what
he thinks about the conditions in a

country which kept on price control.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : And where labour agreed to

stabilization of wages too.

MR. BLACKWELL: That is what
made it possible.

MR. WISMER: I would just like

to say, Mr. Speaker, that hon. members

opposite, the people who carry the Tory
banner, used to point with great pride
to the country of Britain.

AN HON. MEMBER : Still do.

MR. WISMER: As their ancestral

homes, but now since they had a freely-

elected Labour Government over there,

they just point the finger. They still

have price controls, and this is what

Mr. James S. Duncan, of this city, presi-

dent of Massey-Harris, said:

"There is no real poverty in

England, and many classes are living

better today than they did before the

war. In comparison with the con-

tinent there is a tremendous measure

of equality of sacrifice and the

rationing system is the envy of

Europe."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Duncan went

on to say :

"No other system anywhere has

insured, as the British system has,

regular and equitable distribution of

basic foods to all people of all classes

at prices within everyone's reach."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. WISMER : While I am on this

question of prices and price control,

and the inflationary spiral, I would like

to call attention to a further statement

of the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) in which he said :

"Here let me emphasize the fact

that the dollar which this administra-

tion has had to use as money to carry
on the business of government is the

very same kind of dollar which the

individual citizen has had to use in

providing for himself and his family

food, fuel, clothing and shelter."

I am not disagreeing with that state-

ment of the hon. Minister (Mr. Frost).
In fact, I am very glad he made it, and
in relation to what we have been just

discussing I would like to quote the

following from a little pamphlet issued

by the Government of Canada, Septem-
ber, 1944, dealing with war-time econo-

mic stabilization to keep down the cost

of living in Canada, and at page 9, I

find the following;

"The Canadian Government must,
if at all possible, return to its citizens

dollars equal in purchasing power to

those they are now saving or invest-

ing. This can be the case only if

inflation is kept under control."

Mr. Speaker, inflation was kept under

control during the war, under a policy
and system of price controls which,
while not adequate nor perfect, was
considered by many as the best ever

devised in any country. Since the war,
because of the pressure applied by big

business, free enterprise, private enter-

prise, politically spearheaded by the

Progressive Conservative Party, that

whole price control policy and system
has been destroyed—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: Nonsense.

MR. WISMER: —and as a result

we have all, this government included,
suffered from a sharply-rising spiral of

prices; and the result, apart from the

terrific toll of human suffering, has been

a severe depreciation in the purchasing

power of the dollar to almost 50 per
cent. What does this mean, Mr.

Speaker ?

Well, it means this : The hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) con-

fronts us with revenues amounting to

$200,000,000. In purchasing power that

is only $100,000,000. To the ordinary
consumer facing the responsibilities of

his home and his family, his take-home

pay, whatever it may amount to in

dollars, represents half that in purchas-

ing power.
In other words, if his take-home pay

is $40 he actually hands his wife pur-

chasing power of $20. Wr

hat does it

mean in regard to savings ? What has it

meant to those people who are con-

sidered to be the backbone of the Con-
servative Party; people who live on
fixed income from investments? Well,

they, as the hon. Provincial Treasurer

says, use the same dollar as the wage
earner and their income has been out

to 50 per cent, in purchasing power.
The Conservative Party, in its ill-

conceived policy of asking for the re-

moval of price controls, has injured
its own friends.

MR. FROST: It was the breaking
of the wage ceiling which actually

helped it all.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, I am
very glad I am standing among several

trade unionists, and that from across

the floor of the House we have had for

the last 10 or 15 minutes suggestions
that we would not go for a cap on

wages. Let me say this, Mr. Speaker,
to my hon. friends opposite, that one

of the most important and most signifi-

cant stabilizing influences in this

economy is the annual wage contract

between organized labour and the

employer.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: If we had that

kind of thing between the public and

the "free-enterpriser" in regard to
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prices if you had to negotiate price

increases, this would be a very much
more stable economy. The only thing
which I imagine would be unfortunate

is that there would be very little room
for Conservatives in it.

MR. FROST : Do you not believe in

the free enterprise system?

MR. WISMER: I believe in the free

enterprise system. I do not believe in

the monopoly finance capital system.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: If what we have

called "free enterprise," were either

"free" or "enterprise" or preferably

both, you and I would be far better off

in this country.

SOME HOX. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: And it would not

have happened, that during the war

period, people who earned any money
at all, were asked by the government
to buy war savings bonds, war savings

certificates, and war savings stamps.

MR. FROST: Does that same con-

dition apply in the States, do you think?

MR. WISMER: Of course it applies
in the States.

MR. MILLARD: Same kind of

economy.

MR. FROST : I would like to ask a

question.

MR. WISMER: I think we are just

a vassal state of that economy as far as

our industry goes.

MR. FROST: May I ask my hon.

friend (Mr. Wismer) a question? I have

here a statement by William Green, who

everyone knows is one of the great
American labour leaders and who is

president of the American Federation

of Labour. Mr. Green last September
said this :

"Our free enterprise system has

been subjected to severe tests and

exacting demands. As a result, many

facts have been established and the

judgment of those who initiated,

formulated and launched our free

enterprise system has been thoroughly
vindicated."

Then he goes on to say :

"The free enterprise system has

proved in the past to be far superior
to any other."

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Why do you not

read what he said about price controls?

MR. FROST : Then he said :

"The American Federation of

Labour has been forced to wage a

zealous and remitting fight against
the Communist philosophy in defence

of the free enterprise system."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FROST : I do not know whether

my friend would agree with that or not,

but I do say he and all of his colleagues
are out of touch with real labour.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Why do you not

read what he said about the price con-

trols which are under discussion? Why
this attempt to change the subject?

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, I do

not mind the government interspersing
irrelevancies in this Debate, because all

it does is to give me a chance to sit down
and get a little more energy to go on.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: I rather enjoy the

interruptions for that reason. Returning
to this question of investments. Work-

ers, salaried employees, businessmen,
all have bought, at the request of the

government of a people at war, war

savings bonds, war savings certificates

and war savings stamps. They bought
war savings certificates for $4.00 on the

basis they would be worth $5.00 when

they were redeemed seven years later.

Those who bought them in 1941 find

them being paid off in 1948 for $5.00;

five of those dollars the hon. Provincial
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Treasurer (Mr. Frost) talks about

being worth $2.50.

By the Tory policy of removing the

whole system of price controls they
have invaded the home; they have cut

in half the savings of the people, have

brought confusion and disillusionment

into the life of every Canadian, great
or small.

I can recall when the party to whom
I owe allegiance was told they could not

be trusted because they would take your
savings. Well, I cannot very well say
at this stage that this policy which the

Conservative Party has been espousing
ever since the end of the war, has taken

the savings, but there is no doubt it has

taken half of them.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: However, half a

loaf is better than none, I suppose.

MR. SALSBERG : It has taken more
than half.

MR. WISMER: Now, I come to a

very interesting part of this discussion.

It has to do with taxes. At one point
earlier in this Debate, I remember being
asked by the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) if I noticed in the Budget
Address of the hon. Treasurer of Sask-
atchewan anything about any reduction

in taxes. Well, I know there are some

adjustments being made under this

year's budget in taxes, and as he said

himself, Mr. Speaker, the hon. Treas-
urer does not intend that we should take

them very seriously, they are just some

"tidying-up" legislation.

However, for the life of me I cannot

understand, Mr. Speaker, why the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) did

not take a lead this year in the reduc-

tion of taxes. Considering the amount
that has been said and written these days
about the need for tax reduction, I am
at a loss to understand why he did not

take the lead, with the admitted accumu-
lated surplus of roughly $40,000,000.

MR. FROST : Let me say this : out

in Saskatchewan, they did better than

that. The Government of Saskatchewan

compiled a surplus and cut off debt, and
I see on page 25, the hon. treasurer of

that province says they cannot reduce

any taxes.

MR. WISMER : That is right.

MR. JOLLIFFE : But tax reduction

is your big story.

MR. WISMER: That is right. I

find it not too difficult to agree with the

hon. Treasurer of Saskatchewan.

MR. FROST: The hon. Treasurer of

Saskatchewan says you cannot reduce
taxes and increase services. Do you not

agree with that ?

MR. WISMER : Wait until I finish

this little section of my address and
then we will see where in the Province
of Ontario things are different.

The hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) will

agree with me, I am sure, that things
are different here. After all, Ontario has

a Conservative Government. That is a

difference to start with.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Do you mean to say

they are better down here in this

province ?

MR. WISMER: I said "different."

MR. MILLARD: "Different" does

not always mean better.

MR. WISMER: "Different" is the

word I am using.

MR. FROST : What do you mean by
"different"?

MR. WISMER : I mean it is not the

same on this side (indicating) as it is

on that side (indicating). That is what
I mean.

MR. FROST: That makes it very

plain, I must say.

MR. WISMER : You will agree with

me it is certainly different on this side

and on that side. You are different

from us.

MR. FROST: It all depends what
side you are on.
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MR. WISMER : I did not come here

to give a lesson in English, although I

will be glad to give one some other time,
if anyone wants it.

I propose now to show how we could

have reduced taxation in this province
without loss of revenue.

MR. FROST: And increase services?

MR. WISMER: Yes, and increase

services.

MR. FROST: Go ahead.

MR. WISMER : This is a very im-

portant section of my address, and if this

government is not interested in it I am
sure the national leader of their party

(Mr. Drew) is, because that is what he
said he wants to do in Ottawa—reduce
taxes and increase services, and keep
the surplus.

MR. FROST: Are you getting in

the same bed with George now?

AN HON. MEMBER: God forbid.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : It is a tripartisan policy.

MR. WISMER : There is one thing
sure, you know : from time to time as

we sit opposite in this House looking
across, Mr. Speaker, we cannot help
but watch the treasury benches

; Tenny-
son probably described their feelings
when he said :

"Oh, for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: When did the voice

become still?

MR. BLACKWELL: That is the

smartest thing you have said all day.

MR. MacLEOD : The wish is father

to the thought.

MR. WISMER : Mr. Speaker, I pro-
pose now to show how it could be done,
without any loss of revenue—you cut

the taxes and do not lose revenue.

MR. FROST: Would my hon. friend

(Mr. Wismer)—

MR. WISMER: If the hon. Min-
ister (Mr. Frost) would get his pencil
and make some notes, he will not need
to ask me to say it over again and take

a lot more time of the House. I am
getting tired, the same as he is.

The forecast of revenue from gasoline
tax is shown at $52,500,000. This tax of

11 cents on a widely used product sell-

ing for about 26 cents amounts to

nothing less than a sales tax of over 40

per cent. On the basis of the estimate

given by the hon. Provincial Treasurer,
for each cent of tax levied he will receive

about $4,700,000.

MR. FROST : We spent it all on the

roads, too.

MR. WISMER: If he had cut this

tax by 4 cents he would face a loss

of revenue amounting to $18,800,000.
3 cents amounts to $14,100,000. But he

would have saved the people that much
as well. Since we have not suggested

any curtailment of expenditures, how
could this loss be made up?
The hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.

Frost) gave us a table which I men-
tioned a little earlier this afternoon, of

"unused tax field"—the personal income
tax field, which would accrue to the

treasury in the amount of $17,300,000,
without requiring the people of the

Province of Ontario to pay a single,

solitary extra cent, of income tax—just

impose it and ask Ottawa to collect it

for him. That is what it says in the

book.

MR. FROST : In other words, taken

out of the poor wage-earners.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: They are

paying it now.

AN HON. MEMBER : Not to us.

MR. WISMER: The importance of

this, Mr. Speaker, is this, the income
tax is already being collected. It does
not make any difference about whether
we like it or not, or whether the govern-
ment likes it or not, another government
is collecting it.
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MR. FROST: But my hon. friend

(Mr. Wismer) loses sight of the fact

that we want them reduced to relieve

the lower tax brackets. We are trying
to help the wage-earner.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. WISMER : That is fine.

MR. FROST: You want to impose
taxes on him.

MR. WISMER : That is fine.

MR. FROST: I do not think it is

fine to impose taxes on the wage-earner.

MR. WISMER: It is a 5 per cent,

income tax levy and the tax is on. The
hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) or his erst-

while friend, are not yet in the govern-
ment at Ottawa and the tax is on.

MR. FROST: We will be in next

year or so.

AN HON. MEMBER : Oh, no, the
Lord forbid.

MR. FROST : And then we will give
you real good government.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Listen to the

speaker for a change.

MR. WISMER: I think this is

important and I think the people of

Ontario are going to be very interested

in knowing they could have stopped
paying four cents of gasoline tax and
not had to pay a single, extra cent, of

income tax.

MR. FROST: Do you know what

my hon. friend (Mr. Wismer) would
do by that? Take the tax off all the

American visitors and put it on the

wage-earner.

MR. WISMER: I have heard the

story about American visitors many
times.

MR. FROST: About 20,000,000
came in last year.

MR. WISMER : That is fine. I hope
there will be 20,000,000 coming in next

year.

MR. FROST : So do I.

MR. WISMER : And 30,000,000 the

next year and 40,000,000 the year after

that.

AN HON. MEMBER: Until the

whole United States comes over.

MR. FROST : Slow now.

MR. WISMER: They are fine

people. If we want to have a mutual
admiration society—
MR. DUNBAR: Mr. Speaker, when

an hon. member is addressing the

House, he must remain behind his desk.

He has covered three seats.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: Sit down,
Mr. Chips.

MR. SPEAKER : I have noticed the

speaker using two desks. I have been

patient, in the hope that he would
remain in his own place.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker,
there are far too many interruptions.

MR. SPEAKER: Please. I have

been very lenient. I hope the speaker
will remain in his own place.

MR. WISMER : Thank you. I have
fenced myself in now.

MR. JOLLIFFE : While on the point
of order, Mr. Speaker, I think there

have been far too many interruptions.
Within reason it is perfectly all right,
of course, but I think they have gone
too far.

MR. BLACKWELL: Go a little

faster.

MR. SPEAKER: The privilege of

the House must be carried on. I think

hon. members have a right, under it, to

make statements or to ask questions.
I think order has been fairly well

maintained. The opposition has always
asked questions of the government; the

government has the right to ask

questions of the opposition.

According to our rules, the hon.

member who is speaking has the right
to retain his position and allow no

interruptions, if that is his wish. How-
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ever, the hon. member (Mr. Wismer)
has admitted that he has called for these

questions, if for no other reason than to

gain some more energy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. Just to finish this off, I am

going to suggest the thing should have

been done, and I am a little surprised
the lead was not taken by this govern-
ment. I can understand the personal
income tax field being a rather danger-
ous one politically, just at this time, but

from the standpoint of the taxpayer of

the province of Ontario, I am going to

suggest this, that he cut two cents, off

the gasoline tax, that will lose about

$10,000,000, that he impose this 5 per
cent, income tax, that will not cost any-

body any money, and that will give him

$17,300,000, by which he will offset the

$10,000,000 he has lost and will have

$7,300,000 to the good, which will be

enough to cover a $40.00 basic old-age

pension.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. WISMER : I think I had better

go one step further. They have an-

other sales tax in this province, the 20

per cent, amusement tax to go towards

hospitals.

MR. MacLEOD : Do not mention

that one.

MR. FROST : You people over there

voted for it.

MR. WISMER: That is right.

Everybody voted for it. They wanted

those hospitals especially taken care of.

They were prepared to vote for nearly

anything.

MR. MacLEOD : Not everybody.

MR. SALSBERG: We did not.

MR. WISMER: We still need the

hospitals, and it is a worthy idea to

support them. The whole question is,

where are you going to get the money?
I am sure the hon. Minister of Lands

and Forests (Mr. Scott) will be very
much interested in this suggestion, be-

cause it has to do with his department.

The Conservative Party has a policy—my hon. friends on the left here will

remember when they were making em-

barrassing suggestions to them from
this side of the House—to create a

Forests Commission similar to the

Hydro Commission, with similar powers
and everything else, back about 1941.

After they came into power they passed
an Act to set up such a commission. Of
course, they have not appointed it yet,

but they have the Act on the books. Also,

they had a Forest Inquiry, a commission
of inquiry, for which they paid a lot

of money. At Page 190 of the report,

following that inquiry, it says if you
implement the report you will find so

many ways of making the various oper-
ations so much more efficient that sav-

ings of between $6,000,000 and $8,500,-
000 will accrue to the Treasury. It

does not say it exactly in that way in

the report. It does not say who is

going to get it, but if the 12 operating

companies, which General Kennedy
suggested, were owned by the Forest

Resources Commission which this

government took upon itself sufficient

power to create, then these savings
would accrue to the Consolidated Re-

venue Fund of this province. We would

not then need to have the amusement
tax. We would not have to ask the

school "kiddies" on Saturday after-

noons to put up the money to supply

hospitals in this province. We could

operate them much more effectively

than other provinces can, with the

greatest resource this province has.

I am surprised this province did not

take the lead in suggesting reductions of

taxes this year. I am going to have a

little more to say, and I am sorry the

hon. Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley)
is not in his place, because I wanted to

say this to him. Before doins: so, how-

ever, I want to remind the House that

the Budget Address contained these

words :

"It can be said without fear of con-

tradiction that Ontario's health ser-
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vices are far in advance of any other

jurisdiction in Canada."

That is a pretty sweeping statement.

Let us contrast the health expenditures
here, and what they are expended for,

with the expenditures in a province
where the health of the people is placed
in the forefront of that government's
policy. "A nation's health is a nation's

wealth." That is not my phrase; it

appears as a caption on one of the

"Toryest" newspapers in this country,
but it took a CCF Government to make
it into a reality. There can be no doubt

any longer that the people want prepaid
subsidized medical and hospital services.

MR. FROST : I would like to get

my hon. friend (Mr. Wismer) straight
on this : I refer him to the speech of
the hon. Treasurer of Saskatchewan and

point out that he does not make any
such assertion at all. He implies there

is no reason at all why the dominion
should not go through with the pro-
posals. Furthermore, I have the

Budget speech of the hon. Treasurer of

British Columbia, who makes the same
statement. He said :

"A delay would perhaps be under-
stood if the government were finan-

cially embarrassed, but to postpone
action when enormous revenue ser-

vices are materializing is beyond
understanding."

There are two statements, one from
a CCF Government, the other from a

Coalition Government, in two agreeing

provinces, and they see no reason for

the dominion not proceeding. I cannot
see any reason either.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: To be frank with

you, I cannot see any reason either

except that—
MR. FROST: You will agree now

that is a bad reason, will you not?

MR. WISMER: Except that this

government, Mr. Speaker, since it came
into office in 1943, has either had some
as yet undisclosed economic reason for

not getting along with Ottawa, or it

has, as everybody suspects, a good
political reason—and for political rea-

sons only
—for not getting along with

Ottawa.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: Mr. Speaker, now
let us get back to health.

MR. FROST : That is a bad subject
for you to be on.

MR. WISMER: I must say, Mr.

Speaker, this is one of the most interest-

ing developments of the afternoon. I

wonder if it might be prophetic? I

wonder if hon. members have noticed

that the hon. Minister of Highways
(Mr. Doucett) is sitting in the hon.

Premier's seat?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Well, he is a good
man.

AN HON. MEMBER: He looks all

right too.

MR. WISMER: Yes, no doubt he
looks all right there.

AN HON. MEMBER: He doesn't
look as good as George.

MR. WISMER: Hon. members
should take note that of the $24,000,000
expenditures from the ordinary accounts
of the Department, half of the money,
or about $12,000,000, will go to the

maintenance and up-keep of our mental

hospitals.

MR. FROST: Do you not want us

to look after them?

MR. WISMER: I certainly do.

MR. FROST: People have to pay
for it.

MR. WISMER: I notice that in

Saskatchewan it also takes half their

money. This is the important thing ;

they have three mental hospitals in

Saskatchewan and they are over-crowd-

ed, the same as ours, and for exactly
the same reason, but in the Province of
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Ontario we are spending $6.80 per

capita on health and in the Province of

Saskatchewan they are spending $12.70

per capita.

MR. FROST : Are you including the

dominion contribution ?

MR. WISMER: I am only including
what is in the Ontario estimates and
wrhat is in the Saskatchewan estimates.

MR. FROST : You are not including
it all.

MR. WISMER: I am including all

that you mentioned.

MR. FROST : I mentioned $30,000,-

000, that is a difference.

MR. WISMER: That is not all of it.

MR. FROST: No, the dominion

grant is on top of that.

MR. WISMER: That does not build

hospitals, that is an explorative thing.

MR. FROST: That is what you
think—$9,000,000 a year.

MR. WISMER : You can have a lot

of exploration with $9,000,000 a year.

Why, Mr. Speaker, I distinctly remem-
ber their saying that they had a lot of
fun with $21,000,000 this year and got
rid of all of it.

I want to point this out . . . and I

am just about finished . . .

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: They cannot take it.

I would like to read to you some of the
items from the Budget to show you
where this money goes.

1. Saskatchewan Hospital Services

Plan, in lieu of statutory per dium
grants formerly paid to hospitals and
for hospitalization of cancer cases, old-

age pensioners and related groups—
$1,750,000.

2. Medical Services including services
for old-age pensioners and other groups,
social aid cases, rehabilitation cases—
$831,940.

3. Saskatchewan Hospital Services

Plan, cost of programme chargeable to

general funds of the province
—

$1,430,000.

I want to explain to this House what
the meaning of that item is. I am
raising this question because I would
like this government to take heed and

try to get something done. In the

Province of Saskatchewan, for the

health of old-age pensioners, blind pen-
sioners, Mothers' Allowance recipients
and their dependents, the responsibility
of which has been removed from the

municipality to the province, the esti-

mated cost for 1948-49 is $672,959,

providing in effect an additional $3
a month for all old-age and blind

pensioners in the province.

In addition, Mr. Speaker, where the

health of the people is the serious con-

cern of the government, as in Saskat-

chewan, we find that every man, woman
and child in the province for the pay-
ment of $10 per person per year to

a maximum of $30 per family, is

able to have full hospital services

without any payment at the time the

treatment is required and the item I

read from the estimate shows the extent

to which that is not quite enough to pay
the daily bed rate charged by the

hospitals. This policy provides benefits

both ways. Financially the people of the

Province of Saskatchewan have stopped
being worried about the threat of

hospital bills. The cost is $10 per
person, or $30 for a family, and this

item in the Province of Saskatchewan
is a balancing item in order that the

hospitals should be able to charge their

normal rate.

MR. BLACKWELL : Our balancing
item is five or six times as great.

MR. WISMER: Sure, that is right,
the balancing item is five or six times

as great, but you have not a pre-paid
service plan to balance it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WISMER: We have the great

good fortune to be living in one of the

areas of the world where the resources

are more than ample to provide an

extremely high standard of living.
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Living in one of the great, rich com-
munities of the world, our Ontario

people still dread the sudden occurrence
of hospital bills and the financial insolv-

ency which they so often bring to the

family.

I move, Mr. Speaker, seconded by
Mr. Jolliffe, that the Motion now before
the House be amended by the addition

of the following words :

"This House, however, regrets that

the government has not seen fit to pro-
vide for adequate house services such
as a pre-paid or subsidized hospitaliza-
tion plan."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. J. G. BROWN (L Waterloo

North) : Mr. Speaker, it is the usual

custom for a warden to give a very
hearty breakfast of bacon and eggs, as

a matter of fact, give him almost any-

thing he wishes, before he ascends the

scaffold to his execution. By the same

token, it is the custom to offer congratu-
lations to the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) upon the presentation of

the very excellent Budget Address.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BROWN: I do this most sin-

cerely. I heard on many occasions that

I would hear a very excellent address,
one extremely well delivered, which,

although read for the most part, would
hold the interest of this House through-
out. I was not the least bit disappointed
and it is my personal hope, Mr. Speaker,
that if, as and when the time should come
that the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) should become the Premier of the

Province of Ontario, he will continue to

carry with him the portfolio which he
now holds. In so doing he will not be

establishing a precedent in this House.

I do not think I should eulogize
further because when we read some of

the editorials which have been appear-
ing in the daily press such as

;

"
Ontario

is fortunate to have as Provincial

Treasurer, a man as sound and as level-

headed as the Honourable Leslie M.
Frost."

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN : With that I must con-
cur.

AN HON. MEMBER : The Star?

MR. BROWN : No, not the Star, I

am sorry. They said :

"He has been able to keep the

province on an even keel and present
a Budget to the House. The hon.
Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) is

a cautious man, which is a good thing
for a Provincial Treasurer."

It would be almost impossible for a

compliment such as that not to expand
his head just a little bit, and I think

what the hon. member for Riverdale

(Mr. Wismer) and I are attempting to

do is get his stature back to normal.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BROWN: Mr. Speaker, it is

my intention to stick quite closely to the

fiscal policies of the government, and to

deal only with two major aspects in my
address, because I have as colleagues
men well trained to look after the de-

partmental phases of the Budget.
In the course of my professional career

it has been my privilege to deal very
closely with the hon. Provincial Secre-

tary (Mr. Porter) and with the Depart-
ment of Municipal Affairs. I deal with
the hon. Provincial Secretary (Mr.
Porter) in connection with matters re-

lative to the administration of the

Ontario Companies' Acts, particularly
insofar as they affect auditors' qualifica-
tions and requirements.

Section 1 10 of that Act says :

"The accounts of a corporation shall

be examined once at least in every
year, and the correctness of the

balance sheet shall be ascertained by
an auditor or auditors."

I would like to refer to the Depart-
ment of Municipal Affairs and say that

within the last few years great strides

have taken place in the standardization
of municipal accounting and in the re-
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quirement of municipal auditors on a

standard basis. Section 253— (1) of

the Municipal Act says this :

"The auditors appointed under Sec-

tion 248 shall examine and report

upon all accounts affecting the corpor-
ation or any commission managing a

'

public utility work or relating to any
matter under its control or within its

jurisdiction for the year ended on the

31st day of December preceding their

appointment."

The Act is supplemented by rules in

submitting requirements with respect to

auditors and requirements of auditors

of municipalities, all of which is very

good indeed. They finish up by saying :

"The auditor must certify the balance

sheet is properly drawn up so as to

show a true and correct statement of

the affairs as shown by the books of

the municipality."

Now, is it any wonder, Mr. Speaker,
that on coming to this Legislature and

being presented with the Public Ac-
counts of the Province of Ontario, I

should expect to find an Utopia in the

presentation of accounts. What a dis-

appointment; what a disillusionment;
what an amazement.

I found that the Public Accounts for

the Province of Ontario, those very peo-

ple who tell the people what, they should

do, do not do these things themselves.

The Public Accounts for the Province of

Ontario, as I see them, relegate them-
selves to the shades of the horse and

buggy days. I will deal with that in a

few minutes. I rather thought, in look-

ing over these Public Accounts that this

was possibly the custom in central forms
of government. During the last visit

which I made to the City of Ottawa, I

obtained a copy of the Public Accounts
for the Dominion of Canada, rather ex-

pecting them to be presented in sub-

stantially the same manner. I looked

for the balance sheet and I found this

certificate :

"The above accounts have been
examined under my direction, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the

Consolidated Revenue Act, 1931, and

subject to the observations in my re-

port to the House of Commons. I

certify that, in my opinion, they are

correct."

A few pages further on, I again found
the certificate at the foot of the Revenue
Statement :

"The accounts of Revenue have
been examined under my direction,

and subject to the relative observations

in my report to the House of Com-
mons, made under the provisions of

the Consolidated Revenue Act, 1931,
I certify as a result of my duty that

the statement is correct."

It is signed by the Auditor-General.

They have the same certificate at the

foot of the revenue accounts.

I came back to our own Public Ac-
counts thinking that surely my eyes had
deceived me, that surely, somewhere, it

must be there. I looked at pages 6 and
7 of the Public Accounts and it was
not there. I looked at pages 8 and 9,

and it was not there. I could not find it

on the succeeding pages of ordinary
revenue and expenditure.

What is more, Mr. Speaker, I found
included in the Public Accounts for the

Dominion Government—such as we are

required to do for the municipalities and
for corporations—a very closely-printed

38-paged report from the Auditor-
General in which he offers his criticism,

explanations, suggestions, etc. Mr.

Speaker, we do not find them in the

auditor's report for the Province of

Ontario. Will the hon. Provincial Trea-
surer (Mr. Frost) challenge that state-

ment? I do not think so.

I have in my hand, here, what purports
to be an auditor's report for the Prov-
ince of Ontario. It says on the face of

it that it is an auditor's report. The
second page of it also says it is an audi-

tor's report. On the third page we have
a letter from the hon. Provincial Trea-
surer (Mr. Frost) to the Lieutenant-

Governor for the Province of Ontario,

stating that he is submitting his auditor's

report. On the next page we have a

letter from the auditor stating he is

submitting his auditor's report to the
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Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) so,

surely, on the next page we should ex-

pect to find the auditor's report, but it is

not there. There is no report. It

reminds me very much of that book
which I am sure most of you have seen,
or might have in your library, entitled,

What I Know About Women. When
you open the pages of this book you find

six, eight, ten or twenty blank pages.
The provincial auditor's report is exactly
the same.

I had the opportunity recently to

present this report to a couple of gentle-
men who are not politically minded but

who know an auditor's report when they
see it. They were of the same opinion as

I, that they must surely have these pages
in between the wrong covers. There was
no other explanation for it, because all

we have between these covers—they call

it a "table of contents"—is nothing more
than the Treasury Board minutes, and
the special warrants of the Province of

Ontario.

I do not blame the auditor of the

province, because there is no provision
in the Ontario Audit Act which re-

quires him to do any of these things.
Section 20, sub-section 2 of the Audit
Act says :

"(2) The Auditor shall prepare
and deliver to the Treasurer the

Public Accounts to be laid before the

Assembly, R.S.O. 1927, c. 25, s. 20

(2).'

And, like a good boy, he does it. There
it is.

Section 30 reads as follows :

"30. Besides the appropriation
accounts of the grants of the Legis-
lature, the Auditor shall examine and

audit, if required to do so by the

Treasurer, and in accordance with

any regulations that may be pre-
scribed for his guidance by the Treas-

ury Board, the following accounts :

"(a) The accounts of all receipts of

revenue forming the Consolidated
Revenue Fund;

"(b) The accounts current with
the several banks and the financial

agents of the province;

"(c) the accounts relating to the
issue or redemption of loans

;
and

"(d) any other public accounts

which, though not relating directly to

the receipts or expenditure of the

province, the Treasury Board may
direct him to examine and audit,
R.S.O. 1927, c. 25, s. 30."

And Section 33 provides :

"33. (1) Where the Auditor is re-

quired by the Treasurer to examine
and audit the accounts of the receipt,

expenditure, sale, transfer or delivery
of any securities, stamps, Canadian
or other government stock or annui-

ties, provisions, stores, or other pro-
perty belonging to the Province of

Ontario, he shall, on the examination
of such accounts being completed,
transmit a statement thereof, or a

report thereon, to the Treasurer, who
shall, if he thinks fit, signify his

approval of such accounts."

In other words, under the Audit Act
of the Province of Ontario, the auditor
for the Province of Ontario is respon-
sible to the Provincial Treasurer, where-
as the Auditor-General is responsible to

the House of Commons, representing
the people of the Dominion of Canada.

I say it is definitely wrong, and is

definitely something which should be
corrected.

Mr. Speaker, I would not actually
blame the auditor too much, were he
not to sign the balance sheet as pre-
sented on pages 6 and 7 of the Public

Accounts. I do not think I would want
to either. In the first place, it is not a

balance sheet at all. It is merely a

statement of net worth.

To review a few of the items ; there

are very substantial items which are

left out of the asset side of the balance

sheet. I will refer to one, "sinking
fund." Someone will say, "That is

shown on the other side of the balance

sheet." I would refer, Mr. Speaker,
to the pro-forma arrangement which is

issued by the Ontario Department of

Municipal Affairs, which says:

"Under no circumstances should

sinking funds be shown as deduc-
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tions from liabilities, but rather as

assets."

And that is understandable, in spite of

the fact that the $32,000,000 contained

in the sinking fund for the Province
of Ontario represents $10,000,000 of

Province of Ontario bonds, and $22,-

000,000 of Dominion Government
bonds. The principle is just the same.

They are investments of the Provincial

Government, and the debt of the Prov-
ince of Ontario is not $543,000,000, but

rather $576,000,000.

I am sure many of us recall the days
to which reference was made by the hon.

member for Riverdale (Mr. Wismer),
when so many municipalities almost

went broke, and had to go before the

Ontario Municipal Board for relief, and
which had their sinking funds invested

in securities of other municipalities. It

is definitely wrong that they should be

shown in that manner.

I will refer to another item to which
the hon. member for Riverdale (Mr.
Wismer) referred, excepting in a little

different form. This has to do with the

item of accounts receivable which is con-

tained, in the balance sheet—-an item of

$9,361,000. It represents, for the most

part, $6,000,000 odd recoverable from
the Ontario Liquor Control Board. I

maintain, Mr. Speaker, that that figure
is an understatement. I maintain the

balance sheet for the Province of On-
tario should include the assets and lia-

bilities, if you will, of the Liquor
Control Board. I maintain that the

$14,000,000 shown in one of these sub-

sections as a "stabilization of revenue

account," should for the most part have
been shown as an asset in the public
accounts for the Province of Ontario,
because that money rightfully belongs to

the Province of Ontario.

Here, Mr. Speaker, is where I main-
tain the balance sheet as presented to us
is not a balance sheet at all, but merely
a statement of net worth.

You will find in there a figure of "sur-

plus" amounting to $86,608,754.38. I

wonder if the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) can tell me where that

figure came from in any of the Public

Accounts. I have searched for it, and
I cannot find it. To me it is nothing
more or less than a balancing figure, and
its accuracy depends entirely upon the

accuracy of the employees who make up
that statement.

Referring again to the dominion

accounts, we find contained therein a

statement starting off—just as this one
should be starting off—with a surplus at

the beginning of the year 1948, of

$48,000,000. The accounts for the

dominion start off with a deficit at the

beginning of the year, and adds to it

an explanation of matters pertaining to

the deficit account of a debit nature, and
which deductions are made of matters

pertaining to the revenue accounts to

arrive at the figure for the deficit which
is carried into the balance sheet. If any-
one can show me where in the Public

Accounts of the Province of Ontario
there is a reconciliation of surplus as

between the year 1947 and the year 1948,
then I will admit—but not until then—
that this is a balance sheet of the Pro-
vince of Ontario.

Now, shall we refer briefly to the

account which is called "The Consoli-

dated Revenue Fund"? Here again I

maintain this is not a revenue fund at

all, but nothing more than a cash

account. It contains the overdraft at

the beginning of the year; it brings in

the receipts of ordinary and capital on
the one side, and the expeditures,

ordinary and capital, on the other, and
finishes up with the cash in bank at the

end of the year. With that I have no

quarrel except for the teminology of the

account. But I have a quarrel with the

statement that is included at the bottom
of the statement called "surplus on

ordinary account," and it is this figure
which the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) used last year to arrive at

his surplus of $25,628,752.84.
Mr. Speaker, that figure is merely the

difference between the ordinary revenue
and the ordinary expenditures for the

year. There is no provision in there

whatsoever for the application of sinking
fund, or for any retirement of loans,

which may be of a short-term nature.

It is rather difficult to just carry this
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through, and I would like to attempt to

reconstruct this surplus on the same basis

as the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) in his wisdom has shown for the

year 1949. In schedule V-2 of the Public

Accounts, there is an item which is

called "loans matured and retired."

Since these retirements have not come
out of the sinking fund, they must surely
have come out of the revenue for the

year. I do appreciate that, of that

amount, $29,000,000 will be the amount
of rebate which the Province of Ontario

received from the Dominion Govern-

ment, which was contained in the hon.

Provincial Treasurer's (Mr. Frost) re-

port of last year, and which has now
come in as a receipt this year, and has

been used as a reduction of debt. So
that by adding $29,000,000 to the

$25,000,000 reported surplus and deduct-

ing the $42,900,000, we have a surplus
of $11,100,000, instead of $25,000,000.
And this $14,500,000 which would be

the amount used for retirement and sink-

ing fund compares very closely with the

$16,000,000 which the hon. Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) is using this year.

I will stand corrected if I am wrong,
but I do feel that $11,000,000 surplus
would have produced just as many votes

for the Conservative Party as $25,000,-

000, at the last election, and I think it

would have been just a little better

accounting.

I have some criticism, Mr. Speaker,
of the presentation of the departmental
accounts. It seems to me it is unwise
to spend so little space and so little

detail in the compilation of revenues of

the province, where only 20-odd pages
are devoted to receipts, and over

400 pages are used up in relation to

expenditures. Every minute detail of

expenditure is included
; they even show

the salaries of the clerks and secretaries,

and so on, which I am sure creates a

great deal of envy and jealousy among
the governmental employees. But they
do not, on the other hand, tell us of the

$44,000,000 which they received from

taxes, nor how much of it is for income

tax, how much for corporation tax, or

how much of it is for place-of-business
tax.

I find in going through these accounts,

they start off fairly well. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture devotes two full

pages to ordinary revenue, which
amounts to only $900,000, and then they

apparently got very tired, because they
devote less than a page to the other

expenses.

I think we should know, as the hon.

member for West York (Mr. Millard)
has pointed out, the details of the grants.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN : We should know the

source of revenue for all of these items

of any amount over $100,000, which are

contained in these individual accounts.

I had some of these picked out. I would
have liked to have broken down the

details in connection with the Depart-
ment of Lands and Forests, in connec-

tion with a statement I made in the

House a few days ago, concerning the

sale of confiscated firearms, and a

break-down of the fines, and so forth.

I would like to have had inserted the

receipts and expenditures from the

farms of the various institutions under

the Department of Reform Institutions

of the Province of Ontario. There are

countless numbers of such items which
should be contained in this account,

which would show the sources of

revenue.

I would also like to find out where
in these accounts is contained the grant
which is recoverable from the Dominion

Government, under the provisions of

the National Physical Fitness Act,

which was passed by the Dominion of

Canada in the year 1943, which should

give to the Province of Ontario an

amount of $75,000 each year. That
should come through, I think, the

Department of Education or the Depart-
ment of Health. I do not want to

embarrass them by asking the question,
because that is money which they did

not get.

I would like to read in this connec-

tion an extract from an address which
I delivered to the Mayors' Convention
three years ago in the city of Fort
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William, in connection with recreational

facilities and organizations :

"The Dominion Government passed
what is called the National Physical
Fitness Act on the 1st day of October,
1943. The object of this Act is to

promote the physical fitness of the

people of Canada through the exten-

sion of physical education in schools,

universities, and other institutions,

including industrial establishments to

train teachers, and to organize sports
and athletics on a nation-wide scale.

The objective includes the creation of

a desire in persons of all ages for the

well-being associated with physical
fitness, to strengthen morale through
a nation-wide programme, and to

enlist the support of organized physi-
cal fitness agencies as well as of in-

dividual volunteers. To this end an

appropriation of $225,000 was bud-

geted to be distributed to the Pro-
vinces of Canada on the basis of

population and on the basis of an

agreement which would be entered
into between the Dominion and the

Provincial Governments. This would
mean that the Province of Ontario
could participate in the fund to the
extent of approximately $75,000.
While the total for all the provinces
is a mere pittance in relationship
to the manner in which Canada would
benefit from a nation-wide scale,

nevertheless, it is a matter of concern
that the Province of Ontario has not

yet seen fit to enter into an agreement
with the Dominion Government for

its share of this fund. I understand
that the Honourable G. A. Drew,
Premier of Ontario and Minister of

Education, will be present at this

conference and will be addressing the

gathering tonight. It is quite possible
that he may take the opportunity
of explaining to the Assembly the
reason for this lack of participation."

I can say, Mr. Speaker, that he said

nothing whatever about it, and I can
further say that nothing has been done
as yet. In other words, through some
lack of interest, or because of the atti-

tude which the present government

bears to the government at Ottawa, the

youth of the Province of Ontario have
been deprived, over the last seven years,
of over $500,000 which could have been

used for the promotion of physical fit-

ness in the Province of Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. BROWN: Now, Mr. Speaker,
these are indeed very important matters

to me, and should be to all the hon.

members of this House. I firmly believe

that we should have up-to-date account-

ing for this province, and to that end

I am going
—not to suggest

—but to

demand that a meeting of the Public

Accounts Committee of this House be

called some time before the end of this

session, in order that the matters to

which I have referred shall receive its

consideration. It is my sincere hope
that another year we will not be without

a proper accounting system, and that

the auditor will not be subject to the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost),

but will be responsible only to the people
of the Province of Ontario.

It has been pointed out to me that

the only purpose in the past for calling

a meeting of the Public Accounts Com-
mittee was due to some scandal, or

something of that nature, on the part
of an individual. That is the furthest

thought from my mind. There is not

even the least semblance of a suggestion
of scandal, but I am quite positive that

the hon. Premier of this province (Mr.
Kennedy), who possibly may be the

Premier during the presentation of only
one year's public accounts—the year
1949-1950—will want to see the

accounts of this province audited in a

proper manner.

Mr. Speaker, that concludes the first

phase of my address for today. If it be

the pleasure of the House, I shall

proceed. Or shall I adjourn the debate?

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(Premier) : We are going on at 8

o'clock, Mr. Speaker. The hon. member
for Waterloo North (Mr. Brown) has
five more minutes. If there is any part
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of his address he can complete in five

minutes, he might go on.

MR. BROWN : It would hardly be
feasible for me to carry on. With your
permission, Mr. Speaker, I will wait
until 8 o'clock.

MR. SPEAKER : It being now 6 of

the clock, I do leave the Chair.

It being 6 o'clock, the House took
recess.

The House resumed at 8.00 p.m.

MR. BROWN: Mr. Speaker, the

second phase of my address in connec-

tion with the budget has to do with the

dominion-provincial relations.

I would like, first of all, to correct an

impression which apparently is evident

in the minds of a number of people,

namely, that there is a fund available in

Ottawa for the Province of Ontario if,

as and when she decides to become a

member of the agreeing provinces. As a
matter of fact, just a few days ago I

was talking to a prominent member of

the Conservative Party, not a member of

this House, when the matter came up of

dominion-provincial agreements and ar-

rangements, and his answer to me was
this, "Why worry about them ? We are

collecting many millions of dollars on
our own initiative in these days when
revenues are plentiful, and in the mean-
time there is being collected a huge nest-

egg for us at Ottawa."

Now, I can disabuse the minds of that

person as well, I believe, as some of the

hon. members of this House who think

there is a fund in Ottawa available for

the Province of Ontario. That is abso-

lutely not correct.

Now, I would like to refer to the

schedule which the hon. member from
Riverdale referred to in the early part
of his address, dealing with the loss of

$119,000,000. I cannot share the views
of the hon. member from Riverdale. I

distinctly heard the address as delivered

by the hon. Provincial Treasurer, and I

am quite confident that it was in his mind
that he was not emphasizing the fact that

it was a loss but was emphasizing the

fact that the Province of Ontario, be-

cause they had given up their rights to

taxation, had made this generous con-
tribution to the war effort.

I am sure, therefore, he could not have
been too pleased with the head-lines

which appeared next morning in the
Globe and Mail, which read, "Ontario

loss, $119,000,000," and then, "tax
blamed." I did not hear the hon. Pro-
vincial Treasurer really blaming the

Dominion Government for this. He did

not put it in the nature of what has been
termed in this House before as a shot-

gun agreement, but rather an agreement
into which the province and dominion
entered most heartily for the propagation
of the war.

There are, however, two points to

which I would like to refer in this

schedule
; one, that it is misleading in

its composition and, secondly, it is

erroneous in its make-up. There is a

point in it, under the heading of 1947-48

receipts, in the amount of $28,964,000.

Now, we quite appreciate that that is the

receipt which was received by the prov-
ince during the 1947-48 year, but where
it is misleading is when they bring down
the figure of $12,628,000 as a gain in

that year, whereas the amount of $28,-

964,000 should properly have been
divided or extended over all of the years
1942-47.

As a matter of fact, not a single cent of
it applies to the years 1947-48, although
it was all received in that year.

In the address made by the hon. Pro-
vincial Treasurer in 1947 he analyzed
that amount

; he says, $26,752,000 applies
to 1942, $116,000 to 1943, $515,000 to

1944, $580,500 to 1945, $794,000 to

1946 and the balance, $207,000 to 1947.

I stated that this figure is erroneous in

character and I trust the hon. Provincial

Treasurer will correct me if I am wrong
in the assumption which I am now going
to make. I am assuming that the source

of information from which he or his

department has compiled these figures are

from the Corporation Tax Returns as

filed with the Dominion Government on
which they have taken 7 per cent, as

Corporation Tax Returns. I am assum-
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ing that that is correct. I do not know
of any other source from which they
could have obtained those figures.

Now, here is the point; between the

years 1942 to 1946, there were count-

less millions of dollars refunded back

to the Department of Munitions and

Supply on the renegotiation of war con-

tracts, all of which would have reduced

the profits of these corporations by this

amount and therefore the loss which
the province would have suffered would
have been reduced by 7 per cent, of

that amount. Now, I believe that I am
right in that, and, therefore, it would
not be a loss of $119,000,000, although,
I am sure the hon. Provincial Treasurer
was trying to just take the figure as a

policy of the government rather than

say the $119,000,000 meant anything
to the accounts, but I would say that

this loss should not be more than two-

thirds of that figure.

I am not sure that I am right on that,

but I rather think I am. I see he nods
his head, which indicates that I am
correct.

Now, dealing with the next items

contained in his schedule on page 8,

showing the amounts which would have
been received from the Dominion Gov-
ernment, had the Province of Ontario
been one of the agreeing provinces off-

set by a similar figure.

I am going to refer first of all, to

the figures which are contained in the

hon. Minister's schedule on page 11 for

the year 1948, in which he says $74,-

438,000, which would have been payable
to the province bv the dominion, offset

by $72,000,000 which they would have
collected or should have collected on
the basis of their own method of taxa-

tion, and to which, of course, is added
the mythical amount of $15,000,800 for

personal taxes.

Now, in this connection, I am going
to refer to an extract from an address
which was delivered by the former
Premier of this government in the
election campaign. He says this, and I

quote :

"Had Ontario and Quebec sub-

mitted to the arbitrary financial terms

placed before the provinces, there

would be no Federal Constitution

worth the paper it is written on."

and, he says :

"Quite apart from any other con-

sideration, Ontario would have lost

$13,000,000 the first year and more
in succeeding years."

I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that Ananias,
at the height of his career, could not

have out-drawn Drew in such a whop-
per as that. I think the Provincial

Treasurer will agree with me that that

is not a correct statement, that the

Province of Ontario would not have

lost $13,000,000.

Let us see what really did happen.
Let us assume that the figure contained

on the left-hand side is correct, they
would have received $74,430,000. I

notice there is a notation on the bottom
which says, in Hansard it is reported

$73,969,000. The Provincial Govern-
ment on the basis of its own taxation

collected from corporation income and

capital tax and place-of-business tax, a

round figure of $44,500,000; they col-

lected, by way of succession duties,

$18,000,000, and bv way of regular sub-

sidy, $3,200,000. 'In other words, they
collected $65,500,000; whereas, they
would have collected from the Dominion
Government $74,500,000.

HON. MR. FROST: I know my
hon. friend wants to be fair about that.

The point is, we went into the collection

of the corporation tax on the 1st of

April, 1947. For that first year of tax

we were endeavouring to arrive at what
we thought would be a fair figure for

our collection of that year.

As my hon. friend knows, a portion
of the corporation tax did not start to

run until September and then, in our
first year of experience

—which con-

cluded at the end of the fiscal year,
1948—we had had in the 10 or 11

months before, we anticipated the cor-

porations would probably be paying
their tax as it came due. Instead of

that—the corporation tax, as my hon.

friend knows, runs up to June 30th—
a great many of them took advantage
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of that period and instead of paying in

March, let it run into June.

If he will notice, on page 7 of the

budget address I dealt with that and it

averages out in two years instead of

$50,000,000, $51,500,000, which cor-

rects that error. Actually speaking,
this year, which is really the first full

year of collection, we have collected

$58,500,000— we will actually have

$58,500,000 in the till by the 31st of

March of this year. I would just draw
that to his attention, and point out he
will have to achieve double that which
we raised last year and which I have

brought up-to-date this year, he will

have to draw $50,000,000—1 assume
this is actually justified on the basis of

the two-years' collections—which would

bring it up to $51,500,000. Using the

figure $51,500,000, last year we actually
collected from the fields we occupied,
as much as the Dominion Government
offered us for the "whole works." This

year, we have actually collected, as he
will notice, from the fields we occupy,
$78,600,000, as against $78,500,000,
which they offered us for everything. I

think that explains that point.

MR. BROWN: I quite appreciate
and do realize that the $44,500,000 was
collected for only a partial year. I shall,

however, deal with the 1948-9 in a few
minutes, and possibly can give some
rather startling information in connec-
tion with those figures as well. However,
the fact remains, I think, that whereas

they would have received $75,500,000
from the Dominion Government for

that year, their collection in taxes

amounted to around $65,500,000. That
does not include the amount you figured
which is contained in his estimate both
last year and this year, amounting,
approximately, to $1,500,000, of which
I can get no information Whatever.

It says "amount received in mining
royalties in excess of what would have
been collected ..."

MR. FROST : I can explain that to

my hon. friend (Mr. Brown). The
explanation is fairly simple. Under the

dominion-provincial offer, the amount
of royalty is deductible as an item of

cost before the calculation of Dominion

Corporation Tax. Now, to take advan-

tage of the situation, instead of placing
the Corporation Tax of 7 per cent., 15

per cent, on mining companies and then

imposing a royalty on top of that, we
imposed no Corporation Tax on the

mining companies at all, but we imposed
it all by way of royalty, and the effect

was this : that we were able to collect

at least $1,500,000 more by so doing,
because the whole amount became
deductible against Dominion Corpora-
tion Act and it enabled us to collect

more without raising the level on the

mining companies. We have to resort

to these things, to get the money to

make the wheels go around.

MR. BROWN : I am quite prepared
to accept that explanation and I am
very pleased indeed to have it. That,
of course, would reduce the deficit to

$7,600,000 for the 1948 budget. We
should appreciate that, in order to

collect the amount of $65,000,000 or

assist collecting $44,500,000 for 1948

Corporation Tax, it was necessary for

the Provincial Government of Ontario
to impose three additional taxes—the

first was a Corporation Tax, Capital

Tax, another was Place-of-Business

Tax, and a third was 7 per cent. Income
Tax. Now, the Capital Tax and Place-

of-Business Tax is 100 per cent, addi-

tional, which I estimate on the basis of

this schedule, it has worked out to about
one-fifth of the total tax, that is, of the

$44,000,000 collected, one-fifth or

$8,500,000, would have been this type
of taxes. This is merely an assumption.
If we had in our Public Accounts, as

I said we should have, a split-up of this

account, then we would know exactly
where we are at. But, assuming
$8,500,000 represented taxes that these

corporations were not paying before, it

leaves them $36,600,000 which must
have been recoverable by way of Income
Tax. The Dominion Government would
have collected 5 per cent, on this,

perhaps. Provincial Government col-

lected 7 per cent, on these profits, so

that the corporations of the Province

of Ontario were obliged to pay, in

addition to $8,500,000 of Corporation
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Taxes, approximately $10,000,000 addi-

tional Income Tax over and above what

they should have paid, or a total of

$18,500,000, which has been taken out

of the pockets of the corporations. I

may say to the benefit of my friends to

the right, it does not matter what size

of company it was, large or small, it

was still the extraction of 7 per cent.

Income and Corporation and Place-of-

Business Tax as well.

Now, this again does not take into

consideration the hundreds of thousands

of dollars into millions for the cost of

collection of that money. Not only costs

on the part of the government here but

also on corporations and companies who
have to pay this tax. I know it takes

twice as long to prepare a Corporation
Tax Return for the Province of Ontario

as it does for the Dominion of Canada.

So that, to sum up, you have a deficit

in the first place of $7,600,000, you
have $18,500,000 additional drain on the

corporations by way of taxes, and,

possibly, $1,000,000 at least for the cost

of collecting.

Now, that is for 1948. We turn now
to 1949. As I pointed out before, there

is contained on the one side of this

schedule a revenue which would have

come from the Dominion Government
had the Province of Ontario been an

agreeing province, of $78,500,000, and,

very strangely indeed—at least it seems

strange to me—that the amount which
would have been collected by way of

imposed taxes by the Province of

Ontario almost balanced to a cent that

same figure, because, when you come
to a figure aggregating $78,500,000, a

difference of only $100,000 between the

two is negligible. It creates a little

suspicion in your mind as to how those

figures may come about.

MR. FROST: We may do a little

better than our figures.

MR. BROWN: I think you are

going to do a little worse, because I

hold in my hand a statement which I

obtained from the Department of

Finance in Ottawa which shows a figure
of $87,000,000 which would have been

recovered by the Province of Ontario,
not $78,187,000. There it is.

MR. FROST : Our figures are on the

basis of their computation. There is no

possibility of mistake in the $78,000,000.

MR. BROWN : In the meantime I am
going to accept these figures.

MR. FROST: But you are $11,000,-
000 out. You are quite wrong.

MR. BROWN: $87,000,000 right
from the Department of Finance.

MR. FROST: You can take it for

yourself. Last year on the gross national

product we would have got between

$73,000,000 and $74,000,000. That is

official. On this year's basis, gross
national products in Canada—I forget
what the figure is based upon—it is

quite obvious that the amount would be

between $75,000,000 and $80,000,000
some place, and I think—
MR. BROWN : I am just wondering

if the figures which are contained here

are on the basis of the annual increase

only, or whether on the basis of the

average 3-year annual increase of the

national income of the Dominion of

Canada, and I think that is where the

difference has come in, because it is on
that basis that the Dominion Govern-
ment would pay its rental to the Pro-

vince of Ontario. I cannot see why I

should have received these figures. It

says: "Fiscal year ended March 31,"
which is exactly the same as this—"pro-

posed dominion rental payment adjusted
in accordance with population and gross
national product per capita, $87,000,-

000," and on the other side we bring in

$78,000,000. It shows there that again
for the year 1949 those figures are

correct. There is going to be a further

deficit of $9,000,000 as between the

amount which they would receive from
the Dominion Government and the

amount which they would have received

on the basis of their own imposition of

taxes. And to these figures again we
must take in the amount which the cor-

porations are paying by way of taxes

which, normally, they would not have to
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pay. The Capital Tax again and Place-

of-Business Tax on the basis of one-fifth—I doubt if it would be quite that much—but on the basis of one-fifth—which I

will accept
—would amount to close to

$12,000,000 Corporation Taxes. By de-

ducting $12,000,000 from the total tax

you have $46,000,000, representing in-

come taxes and two-sevenths of this

amount means another $13,000,000, or a

total of $25,000,000, which has unneces-

sarily been collected from corporations.

Mr. Speaker, to sum up, for the two

years on the basis of the best information
that we have available, on the basis of

the dominion arrangement, whereby the

province would rent the tax-field to the

Dominion Government for the year 1948,
Ontario would have received $74,000,-
000. In 1949, on the basis of the infor-

mation which I have from Ottawa, they
would receive $87,000,000, which brings
a total of $161,000,000, whereas the Pro-
vincial Government collects—and these

figures I must now correct to include this

mining royalty—in 1948, $66,900,000
and in 1949, $78,626,000, or a total of

$146,500,000. In other words, in the

two years it has cost the people of the

Province of Ontario approximately
$14,500,000 in actual cash, because we
have not been joined with the other pro-
vinces in this tax-field. That does not

take into consideration the amounts
which corporations have been called upon
to pay in excess of what they should

have paid, in 1948, $18,000,000, in 1949,

$25,000,000, or a total of $43,000,000.
And, again, all this exclusive of the cost

of services of collecting in connection

with these additional impositions of taxes

and also all of this not including the

duplication of taxes which takes place be-

tween the Province of Ontario and the

Province of Quebec. Now, I will admit

that, due to the relationship between
these two provinces they have elimin-

ated that duplication to a minimum, but

there is still a duplication of taxes.

Now, Mr. Speaker, let us deal again
with this figure of 14,000,000-odd dollars

which the Province of Ontario would
have had had they joined with the other

7 provinces in an agreement. I must

say, Mr. Speaker, that it is to the shame

of this government for the past two

years that through their stubbornness or

through their enmity of the government
which is not of the same party to which

they belong, they have deprived the peo-
ple of this province of the services of the

security and of the privileges which
could have been purchased with that

amount of money. I say they should run
to their houses, they should fall on their

knees and pray to the gods to mitigate
the plague which needs must rest on this

ingratitude to the people of the Province
of Ontario whom they have, shall we say,
cheated out of this amount of money,
and what is worse, it is not just

$14,000,000, but it is what is going to

happen this year and the next and the

next so long as they stay out of this

agreement.

MR. MacLEOD: Tomorrow, tomor-
row and tomorrow.

MR. BROWN: It is not just a
matter of the $14,000,000 the hon.
member for Riverdale (Mr. Wismer)
referred to, but another very important
aspect with respect to these agreements,
namely, the fact that until all of these

provinces can enter into an agreement
the province will be deprived of a

national programme for social security.
I would like to read in this connection

just a paragraph from the address
delivered by the Dominion Minister of

Finance in his budget address of June
27th, 1946, and I quote:

'The House will have noted that

the proposal that I have outlined is

limited strictly to matters of finance

and taxation. That is an inevitable

result of the failure thus far to

achieve agreement with the provinces.
It is obvious that the dominion, for

instance cannot assume responsibility
for unemployable persons in some

provinces but not in others. Nor can
it introduce the over-all plan of social

security we had contemplated with-

out at the same time reaching a sat-

isfactory financial agreement with the

provinces. Several of the major
objectives of the comprehensive do-
minion proposals which were an-

nounced last August must therefore
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be held in abeyance for the time be-

ing. They remain, nevertheless, an
essential part of the programme of
this government. We continue to be

ready to proceed with these or similar

measures as and when arrangement
can be worked out which will enable

us to carry them out satisfactorily."

MR. FROST: How long ago was
that?

MR. BROWN : 1946.

MR. FROST : I think I should point

out, for instance, that the hon. Premier
of the Province of British Columbia

complains that Ottawa is getting $140,-

000,000 in corporation taxes from that

province, whereas the province only gets
back $22,000,000. That is for all of

its taxation powers and he says this :

"The deal was the best the ex-

Premier could make at the time, but

he would not make it today and in

these days of rising costs and the

lessened value of the dollar, they
would have none of it."

That is a province which is not actu-

ally one of the suffering provinces but

a province in pretty good shape. It is

complaining, and in order to get around
it they imposed a sales tax last year.
I would say to my hon. friend (Mr.
Brown) that I would like to be reason-

able about this. The fact is, if we had
done it we would have been in the same

difficulty and would have been putting
ourselves in a frozen position, in a spot
where we had no place to turn. He
gives us a figure of "$87,000,000." I

can assure him that there is no such

figure, $78,000,000 is "tops" and that

will alter the whole basis of his argu-
ment.

MR. BROWN: Mr. Speaker, I will

now continue this quotation.

MR. FROST: That was in 1946,

along in the "dark ages," in the past.

MR. BROWN: He finishes by say-

ing:

"We earnestly hope that those who
have it in their power to make agree-
ment possible will not long delay in

making it possible to consummate the

objectives we have in mind."

Now, referring to British Columbia,
I notice in the 1948 budget speech
delivered by the hon. Provincial Trea-
surer (Mr. Frost) that he devoted two
whole pages to British Columbia deal-

ing with the very thing he mentioned

right now. Nothing was contained in

his address of this year in connection
with it, but I will prophecy by saying
if, as and when there is an election in

the Federal Government, I will defy
any of the Conservative Party to go to

the country with a plank in their plat-
form that, if elected they would wipe
out or cancel the contract made with

the other seven provinces. If so, I will

prophecy, not a single Conservative will

be elected—not one of them.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: Mr. Speaker, my
friend must be fair about that too. I

point this out to him. There is only
one province of the seven which signed,
which really lost by it, and that is

British Columbia. The others all have
to receive fiscal-aid subsidies of one
kind or another. With the Province of

Saskatchewan, I noticed in the budget
speech of hon. Mr. Fines, which I have
here, in connection with the Province
of Saskatchewan budget a few days
ago
—May 15, 1947—they estimate they

have received from the Dominion Gov-
ernment $15,684,000 for taxing fields for

which they would only have produced
$8,470,000. Now, why would they back
out when they are making $7,000,000
on the deal. I think if you were in the

Province of Saskatchewan, you would
soon find out the truth. Down here, we
are the people who pay the bill. Even
taking my hon. friend's figures

—
MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader

of the Opposition) : Mr. Speaker, part
of the bill.

MR. FROST : Actually, we pay the

bill. Here is the situation in the Prov-
ince of Ontario. If we were to take the

deal, if you take my figures
—which I

do not think you will find very seriously
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wrong—it might be a few thousand dol-

lars out, but very little—they have

$78,000,000 for a field which would

produce $95,000,000. On the other hand,
if Saskatchewan kept it they would get

$8,000,000, where the Dominion Govern-
ment pays them $15,000,000.

MR. SALSBERG: How will you
fix provincial standards?

MR. BROWN: I am very glad to

hear the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) say we should help the other

provinces. We are not only citizens of

Ontario, we are citizens of the Dominion
of Canada.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. FROST: You will have

difficulty.

MR. DUNBAR: Mr. Speaker, I

agree with the hon. member for Water-
loo North (Mr. Brown). We are not
like "Mitch" Hepburn, who stated:

"Ontario is the milch cow of Canada."
We do not figure that way.

MR. C. W. COX (L Fort William) :

You do not even get the bucket in your
hand.

MR. BROWN : I think, when we
refer to British Columbia, they did not
make a very good deal with the Domin-
ion Government. I am quite confident—
MR. FROST : They made a better

deal than we could have made. The deal

offered to British Columbia would not
work with us at all. They got a separate
deal which was the best possible deal.

MR. BROWN: But, Mr. Speaker,
in the field of taxation we would have
received this money. That is, we would
have received from the Dominion Gov-
ernment about $14,500,000, more than
we did.

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is still not too
late. The present administration in

Ontario has, through the departure of

the former Prime Minister of this prov-
ince (Mr. Drew) thrown off the yoke of
the domination of Duplessis of Quebec.
The present Premier (Mr. Kennedy)

I am sure, is one who will be most
anxious to do all he can in the interests

of the people of Ontario, as well as in

the interests of the community of the

Dominion of Canada. Therefore, I plead
with the government to go now, not

later, but now, to the Federal Govern-

ment, with hat in hand and on bended
knees and say: "We will go into the

agreement."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. BROWN: If they do not do

that, in a very few minutes, months or

years they will be going to them crawl-

ing on their stomachs.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : Mr. Speaker, I had intended,

before getting around to the Budget, to

make a few remarks which were to be

directed in part to my northern neigh-

bour, who is not in his seat tonight.

Since he is not here to get the benefit of

what I had intended to say, I shall sim-

ply lay these remarks aside. I had also

intended to turn to one of my southern

neighbours, the hon. member for St.

David (Mr. Dennison) and address a

few words to him.

AN HON. MEMBER: Better not.

MR. MacLEOD: I wanted to com-
ment on the attempt he made here a

few days ago to defend his political

virginity.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: As he did a

number of years ago. I think, perhaps,
I shall forgo that opportunity as well.

Perhaps I can take him to one side and

bring him up to date on some of the

remarks he made a few days ago. Now,
Mr. Speaker, last year my friend, the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
and his cohorts on the treasury benches

interrupted me no less than 45 times.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: In the course of

my Budget speech last year.
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : Likewise to my
hon. friend the hon. member for Water-
loo North (Mr. Brown) for the excel-

lent presentation delivered by him. I do
not think it would be doing an injustice
to other hon. members of this House,
who have in other years spoken on the

Budget, to say that the effort of the

hon. member (Mr. Brown), who is

in the House for the first time this

session, is equal to any contribution

made in any previous budget debate.

I think the hon. member should be

commended for the reason that he quite

properly avoided making any serious

effort to deal with the budget itself, but

rather got down to the bedrock of the

fiscal policy of the present government
of the Province of Ontario. I could

not fail to note that he really shook the

hon. Provincial Treasurer for a little

while this afternoon. I thought he

looked rather pale around the gills. I

am wondering what kind of a defence

he is going to offer when he is called

before the "Bar of Justice" down in the

committee room when the Public

Accounts Committee meets.

Mr. Speaker, since my neighbour is

now in his seat, and since he has given
me two pieces of jewellery and a

bandana handkerchief, I think I should

return good for good and let him hear

what I was going to say about him. It

will be recalled that last autumn my
hon. friend (Mr. Hanna) entered the

leadership race of the national Tory
party.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh. SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

AN HON. MEMBER: Wismer beat

you to it.

MR. MacLEOD : So, as a safeguard,
I have just sent him two aspirin tablets

for relaxation purposes.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FROST: You are Scotch, you
did not put the aspirin in an envelope,

you just sent a note.

MR. MacLEOD : I intended to send

Nembutol tablets which were used to

get that heifer out of the silo a few
weeks ago, but, after going through the

Budget I came to the conclusion that

what the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) really needed was a gener-
ous dose of truth serum. Just in passing,
Mr. Speaker, I would like the hon.

Provincial Treasurer of this province
(Mr. Frost) to explain how it is that

the Ontario Globe and Mail was able

to forecast, with almost complete

accuracy, the surplus announced by him
a day later in this House. The Globe

and Mail of March 3 says the following :

"Unlike a year ago, when the

surplus amounted to more than

$25,000,000, the excess of the

revenue, they explained, for the year

just closing is likely to be approxi-

mately $1,000,000."

In his Budget address last year >
Mr-

Frost predicted a surplus this year of

$263,000. Now, Mr. Speaker, could it

be that the "gold dust twins,"—Dr.

McCullough and "Dr. Frost" collabor-

ated in the preparation of this Budget?

MR. FROST : No, just a guess like

many of the other newspapers have.

Some guessed pretty close and some
far away.

MR. MacLEOD : On the face of it,

it looks like more than the long arm of

coincidence to me. Mr. Speaker, I want,
first of all, to extend my warmest con-

gratulations to the hon. member for

Riverdale (Mr. Wismer), who is not

in his seat at the moment, for the very

comprehensive critique of the Budget
which he delivered this afternoon.

MR. MacLEOD : It will be recalled,

too, that in the course of the campaign,
he succeeded in rallying a large measure
of support from the rank and file of his

party.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD: As a matter of

fact he became a very serious threat to

"Bay Street's favourite son." However,
on the eve of the fateful day, with the

mantle of leadership within his grasp,
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the hon. member for Huron-Bruce
decided suddenly to throw in the towel,
and I am told by those in a position to

know that, as the hon. member for

Huron-Bruce was about to hand his

sensational announcement to the press,
he was heard to say : "It is a far better

thing that I do than I have ever done
before—"

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : "It is a far, far

better rest that I go to than I have ever

known."

I take issue with the first part of the

sentiment expressed because the results

in the end were not so good, but I agree
that the hon. member for Huron-Bruce

(Mr. Hanna) has been relegated.

MR. HANNA: Never defeated yet.

MR. MacLEOD :
— Has been rele-

gated to the most restful portion of this

House.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: —and with very
peaceful and friendly neighbours.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, ph.

MR. MacLEOD : Now, Mr. Speaker,
I think the hon. member for Huron-
Bruce should be rewarded for that act

of self-abnegation and self-effacement.

I would point out that there is a vacancy
in the government. It will be recalled

that across the way there was an hon.

member, a former minister without

portfolio, who kept us all awake by
sleeping throughout the Session. That

position is vacant, so why not take the

hon. member for Huron-Bruce over to

the other side and make him a minister

without portfolio?

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HANNA : I would have to keep
awake there.

MR. MacLEOD : We should be very

glad to see him go, even though we
should be very sorry to lose him.

MR. HANNA: Give me a diamond

ring.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Speaker, I

come now to the hon. Provincial

Treasurer who, for the purposes of this

debate, I shall call "the sorcerer's

apprentice." I do not see the sorcerer

in the wings at the moment, but I did

see him here this afternoon.

It 'hardly seems necessary to con-

gratulate the hon. Provincial Treasurer
on the presentation of his case. I was
one of the first to cross the floor, as I

have always been for the last six years,
to shake him by the hand and admit
that he had presented a bad case very
well indeed.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : And he really cuts

quite a figure; when he stretches out

those magnificent hands of his, you get
the feeling that you are looking at the

moderator of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church. However, I

must say to my hon. friend (Mr. Frost)
that if his budget speech of a few days
ago was intended for posterity, it will

never reach its destination. The more
of his budgets I study the more

impressed I become with the utter

unreality of current methods of present-

ing what purports to be a summary of

the financial position. In making that

statement, of course, I thoroughly con-

cur with what has been said here this

afternoon by the hon. member for

Waterloo North (Mr. Brown).

Under this hon. Provincial Treasurer,
and his predecessors, surpluses can be

disclosed or hidden at will, estimates of

revenue and expenditure turn out to be

wide of actual results. Indeed, Mr.

Speaker, the hon. Provincial Treasurer
reminds me of some of those rich recluses

we read about from time to time, old

ladies who appear to be poverty-stricken
in life, but after whose death it is sud-

denly discovered they have vast sums of
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money stored under the mattress, in the

cookie jar and other strange places.

Two years ago, for instance, the hon.

Provincial Treasurer suddenly dis-

covered that he had $4,000,000 hidden

away in the Interest and Depreciation
Account. I told the hon. Treasurer at

that time that he knew just as well the

year before that this reserve was more
than adequate under present circum-

stances, and I asked how many similar

items the hon. Treasurer had "up his

sleeve" to bring out into the open when

political expediency so demanded. In

short, what cooks behind the gold and

plaster curtains of the treasury depart-
ment?

The present budget confirms my
critique of the estimates presented dur-

ing the debate last year. The statements

presented by the hon. Treasurer last Fri-

day are certainly no credit to his ability

as a forecaster. I repeat what I said

last year, he is the world's worst book-

keeper, and no wonder, because as the

hon. member for Waterloo North (Mr.
Brown) pointed out this afternoon, there

is nobody to check up on him. We
spend $150,000 a year to maintain an

auditing department, but they allow him

say whatever political expediency de-

mands at the moment.

My hon. friend (Mr. Frost) under-
estimated the year's ordinary revenue by
more than $28,000,000. Two items

alone, the gasoline tax and liquor con-

trol receipts, made up over $15,000,000
of this excess. Now, Mr. Speaker, even

I, without a whole staff of experts, came

$9,000,000 closer to the actual total of

these items than did the hon. Minister,
as reference to my Budget address in

this Assembly last year will disclose. I

was $9,000,000 closer than you, and I

am not an accountant. I did take a

course in single and double entry book-

keeping 30 years ago, but I think the

hon. Provincial Treasurer was taking a

course, not in double entry bookkeeping,
but in another favourite sport which it

would be unparliamentary to mention.

MR. FROST: No doubt my hon.

friend (Mr. MacLeod) knows that in

Saskatchewan it was underestimated, and

by the Dominion Government. The
Dominion Government was out only

$500,000,000. How about that?

MR. MacLEOD : It takes aspirin a

couple of minutes to work.

MR. FROST : It has not worked very
well.

MR. MacLEOD: The hon. Provin-

cial Treasurer stated that the very
buoyant provincial revenues are in part
attributable to the great developmental
schemes of this government.

MR. FROST : Hear, hear.

MR. MacLEOD : What may I ask is

the great developmental scheme that

produced the $35,000,000 of liquor con-

trol board receipts, an amount $9,000,000
more than was forecast a year ago?
Mr. Speaker, for the answer to that one>

page E. P. Taylor.

MR. HANNA: Pardon?

MR. MacLEOD: That development

MR. HANNA : He is a "big shot."

MR. MacLEOD: —brought the

Treasurer $9,000,000 more than he fore-

cast a year ago. I repeat my remarks
of last year,

"Buoyant provincial revenue are but
an indication of generally inflationary
boom conditions, and for these condi-

tions the government of the Province
of Ontario and its Provincial Trea-
surer cannot take any credit whatso-
ever."

As for the over-spending above the

estimates which has now been disclosed,
these expenditures generally fall into two

classes, those which were good business

for a government in an election year, and
those concessions to popular demands for

social security and welfare measures
which I have continually pressed upon
this government.

In the first of these categories was the

over-spending on Current and Capital
Account of $17,000,000 on highway con-

tracts above the estimate. In the second

category was the expenditure of $1,500,-
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000 more than forecast for mothers'

allowances and old-age pensions.

While on this matter of discrepancies
between the annual estimates and the

actual receipts and expenditures I should
like to draw the hon. Minister's attention

to one item in the revenue accounts for

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1948.

In his Budget speech of 1947, the hon.

Treasurer forecast a yield of the cor-

poration tax for the year of $38,500,000.
In the statement presented with his

Budget speech last year, the hon.

Minister showed receipts from this tax
of $50,000,000. Now, when I heard that

figure of $50,000,000, I said to myself :

"Well, can it be that they got $50,000,-
000 in round figures like that? Were
there no odd dollars or odd cents? Did
it just come in like that?"

MR. FROST: This year it is

$58,500,000, so we have not any
—

MR. MacLEOD : I took the trouble

to dig into this and I found that in the

public accounts for the year mentioned

above, the actual receipts from this tax

were given as $44,664,108.19. Now, did

you really get the $50,000,000?

MR. FROST: Yes. Actually, if

you—
MR. MacLEOD : Where is it ?

MR. FROST: If you take the ex-

planation on page 7 of the budget ad-

dress, there is an explanation of that.

Actually, it would work out, for com-

parative purposes, at $51,500,000.

MR. MacLEOD: I see.

MR. FROST : That is really for com-

parative purposes.

MR. MacLEOD : What I found ex-

traordinary is that there is in this prov-
ince today no document that one can

turn to for confirmation of what the hon.

Provincial Treasurer says. I would
think that since your forecasts included

the period up to the 31st of March, that

the public accounts figure would cor-

respond to the actual estimate you made,
and yet there is a discrepancy here of

nearly $6,000,000. I will feel much hap-

pier about it when I see the certified

receipt of that money. The hon. member
for Waterloo North (Mr. Brown) is

going to help us out on that.

Well, after receiving $28,000,000
more than he said was expected, and
after spending about $17,000,000 more
than we were told to expect at this time

last year, the government now tells us

there was a surplus of a little over a

million dollars for the year. Actually
there was a surplus of over $11,000,000,
as has already been pointed out. The

ear-marking of an extra $10,000,000 for

"sinking fund" this year does not alter

the fact that this $10,000,000 is part of

the excess of ordinary revenue over or-

dinary expenditure this year. The hon.

Minister, in fact, admits this in dis-

cussing capital expenditures for the new
fiscal year, when he says that this

special "sinking fund" provision will

"enable us to pay $10,000,000 of this

expenditure from ordinary account."

Mr. Deputy Speaker, last year the

hon. Provincial Treasurer squeezed
—

"squeezed," I say
—an accounting sur-

plus, that was the term I used last year,
"an accounting surplus" of $25,000,000
out of the accounts and made it into an

election slogan, "Keep Ontario Strong."

MR. HANNA: Hear, hear.

MR. MacLEOD : Do you remember
the book with the blue cover, Keep
Ontario Strong, and down at the bottom,

"Surplus $25,000,000"?

MR. FROST: That was a true

surplus.

MR. MacLEOD : This year my hon.

friend (Mr. Frost) does the opposite,

covering up a big surplus by over-

spending and by attempting to hide

$10,000,000 of it by calling it a "special

provision for sinking fund." Had the

election taken place this year, you would
never have come before this House with

a measly $1,000,000 surplus.

MR. HANNA: We better get some
more points.

MR. MacLEOD: I suggest the

reason for this seemingly contradictory
behaviour is not hard to find. In an
election year it was good politics to
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produce a big surplus, but this had a

big disadvantage too, because it caused

many people, including myself, to ask

the government awkward questions
about the inadequate social security pro-

gramme made available in the face of

this big surplus.

This year it is the latter considera-

tion that prompts the hon. Treasurer to

try to cover up the fortuitous budget

surplus.

Mr. Speaker, you cannot fool all the

people all the time.

MR. HANNA: You have been do-

ing pretty good.

, MR. FROST : Mr. Speaker, I would

say this, I would not want to fool my
hon. friend, because I know that despite
the criticism he indulges in, he wants to

be fair.

I may say this, last year the surplus
of $25,000,000 was a true surplus, and
the reason was this : we had a backlog

coming from Ottawa of $28,000,000
which was applied directly on capital
account and meant this, that we had

actually no capital expenditures at all.

Therefore, there was no reason to apply

any of that in any special sinking fund
at all.

If my hon. friend (Mr. MacLeod)
wants to take it this way, that we have
a surplus of $11,00,000 this year, on
the other hand remember this, that we
have capital expenditures, true capital

expenditures, of about $42,500,000, and
it seems to be wise and prudent in these

days of high costs, when you do not

very often get 100 cents on the dollar

for expenditures you make, to write

that down before you amortize the

balance.

I know he will accept that as being
a correct explanation of the statement

of the hon. members.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : Well, I do not

want to get into an argument about
this.

MR. FROST : I know you would not
like to; I realize that.

MR. MacLEOD: I will simply say
this

;
it is an amazing thing

—an amazing
thing

—that it just happened that way
in the year you chose to grease the skids

for "Gorgeous George" to get up to

Ottawa.

MR. FROST : Providence is always
good to its own.

MR. MacLEOD: That is what a

Presbyterian training does for you.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : Now, Mr. Speaker,
the amount of time and space taken by
the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr.
Frost) to becloud this issue is I take

it a back-handed tribute to my own per-
sistent criticism of the government's
policy in this field. My point is simply
that this government has been derelict

in protecting the interests of the citizens

of this province. My hon. friend per-
sists in narrowing the issue down to

how many dollars the Provincial Gov-
ernment would have received under
the proposed tax agreement, compared
with the present level of receipts from
affected taxes. He even attempts to

distort this "phoney" comparison by
including the yield of 5 per cent, per-
sonal income tax which he takes credit

for not imposing. You have heard me
say this before, and others who have

preceded fne in this debate got their

hands on some points I had previously
made, so this may sound repetitious.

But the fact remains that the people
of Ontario pay exactly the same per-
sonal income tax, whether the province
imposed this 5 per cent, tax or not. All

the hon. Minister (Mr. Frost) has

proven by his comparison was that the

province is getting now almost precisely
the same amount it would receive from
the dominion, under the tax agreement.
The real point is that the hon. Provin-

cial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) conveniently

forgot to mention that if Ontario had

agreed to the tax agreement, the people
of Ontario would have received the

benefit of a much more soundly-con-
ceived social security programme, and
there would be the basis of a unified
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public-investment programme to combat

a depression, which appears to be com-

ing around, if one may judge from the

line-ups at some of the big industrial

plants in this city.

Several times I have mentioned the

benefits which this government has

deliberately denied the people of this

province. They are important enough
to bear summarizing again.

If Ontario had gone along with the

other provinces, and had been willing
to reach an agreement with the

Dominion Government in 1945, we
should now have had a well-developed
health insurance programme in force.

The Ontario people would have bene-

fited by annual contributions to this

programme from the Dominion Govern-
ment of at least $49,000,000; old-age

pensioners in Ontario would now be

receiving $89,000,000, $83,000,000 of

which would be received from the

dominion, instead of the present total

of $30,000,000; direct relief for un-

employed employables would have been

the dominion's responsibility, to which
a rate of 85 per cent, unemployment
insurance would apply and, of course,

you understand you are responsible for

these unemployed employables after

their insurance premiums run out.

In the past, the former Premier of

this province always tried to confuse

the social security question by making
exaggerated statements about the level

of taxation which would be imposed by
the dominion to pay for the benefits.

MR. FROST : And the poll tax.

MR. MacLEOD : I am coming to

that. Let those aspirins do their work,
and be quiet.

In 1945 he charged that to cover

Ontario's share of the health insurance

cost it would be necessary to impose
a poll tax of $12 per person over 16

years of age. At the time he was refuted

by the then Minister of National Health
and Welfare, Mr. Claxton, who said:

MR. FROST: It is all in the brief.

The dominion was to put a 5 per cent,

income tax—

MR. MacLEOD: Do not say too

much, because you may have to take

some things back. Mr. Claxton said :

"It has been made plain right

through with respect to health insur-

ance that the manner in which the

share of any province entering the

scheme would be financed would be

decided by the province ... It was
made perfectly plain . . . that we had
no interest in saying what the amount
of that fee should be; it might be

anything from $1 up."

There was no reference whatever to

any $12.

MR. FROST: The hon. member
(Mr. MacLeod) is very gullible.

MR. MacLEOD: From estimates

made at the time, it appears that the

total annual cost of this health insurance

plan to Ontario was under $33,000,000.
As we now see from the Treasurer's
financial statements, this amount could

easily be found this year with no poll
tax whatever. All he needs to do to get
it is to increase the rate of corporate
income tax from 7 to 10 per cent., which
would produce $24,000,000 on the basis

of the tax yield forecast for the next
fiscal year. To that sum add $9,000,-

000^
of the $11,000,000 surplus or

ordinary revenues remaining over from
last year.

MR. FROST : The hon. member for

Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) knows we
could not do that if we were in the

Dominion-Provincial agreement.

MR. MacLEOD : Just a minute.

Similarly, the same former Provincial

Premier used to exploit the bogey of

an additional 5 per cent, personal income
tax on everybody as being necessary to

pay the dominion's share of the total

costs of the social security programme.
To that fantastic charge, the Minister
of National Health and Welfare also

replied :

"With regard to the suggestion
that the security tax had been fixed

at 5 per cent. . . . my recollection is

... a possible 3 per cent, tax, but
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it was very clearly indicated that the

matter was quite open, as well as the

form of the tax."

MR. FROST: Do you think that

statement is convincing at all?

MR. MacLEOD : It is as convincing

as any statement by a Liberal Cabinet

Minister could be.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: Who am I to

defend one of the minor prophets?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: Again present

dominion budgetary surpluses make it

quite plain that no social security tax

whatever would be needed to finance

this programme. The dominion had a

surplus of $676,000,000 in the last

fiscal year and has already run up a

surplus of $610,000,000 in the first

three-quarters of this fiscal year. These

colossal sums are far above the require-

ments of the planned social security

programme which could have come out

of the Dominion-Provincial agreement.

Now as to Ontario's lone-wolf policy.

Ever since breaking up the Dominion-

Provincial Conference in 1945, the

Government of Ontario has placed all

the emphasis on going its own way,

regardless of what other provinces do,

or what the cost to the people of the

province. Even in following the path
of its own choosing, I maintain that this

government has been derelict in the

protection of the interests of the great

majority of the people. (I imagine,

however, that some of the close friends

of the government have done all right.)

I maintain that even without entering

a tax agreement with the dominion,

there are many benefits available to the

people which this government has not

passed on to them. Let me illustrate

this charge in some detail.

My hon. friend the Treasurer (Mr.

Frost) continues to bring up the avail-

able source of additional revenue, the

5 per cent, personal income tax, which

he has boasted about not touching. He
tries to infer that this abstinence in

some way benefits the taxpayers of

Ontario. That is perfectly ridiculous.

If Ontario imposed a 5 per cent, per-
sonal income tax he knows perfectly
well that this would be allowed to each

individual as a deduction on his federal

income tax. Ontario citizens pay exactly
the same amount of personal income

tax, whether the Province of Ontario

levies this 5 per cent, tax or not. The
real difference for the people of Ontario

is that now the proceeds of this tax all

go to the Dominion Government while

they could be retained by the province.

MR. FROST : My friend knows that

is not so.

MR. MacLEOD : Oh, compose your-
self. The government has deliberately
thrown away a source of revenue

amounting to more than $46,000,000. I

would say to my hon. 'friend the

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) that

really you make the prodigal son look

like Ebenezer Scrooge.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: To criticize the

dominion, as the minister does, for

making use of these funds which the

province does not appropriate, is like

blaming a robber for the use he makes
of your money after you have let him
steal your purse

—
Now, Mr. Speaker, the House will

recall that last year I built up an esti-

mate of additional sources of revenue

open to the government and showed
what real benefits the proper expendi-
ture of these additional sums could

produce for the people of Ontario. The

only fault with my calculations was
that I was too conservative! Well, let

me demonstrate again with more up-to-
date figures what a government with

the interests of the people at heart

could do.

If we take the Treasurer's estimate

of only a nominal surplus on ordinary
account for next year at its face value,

which I submit is a highly speculative

procedure judging from past experience,
then the additional revenue sources are

chiefly :
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Five per cent, personal income

tax, which is simply a diversion

of present revenue from dominion
to provincial coffers $17,000,000
Additional 5 per cent, corporate
income tax bringing the total pro-
vincial levy to 10 per cent 24,000,000

$41,000,000
Add last year's surplus, already
available $11,000,000

thus the total available is $52,000,000.

This is additional revenue which the

government could have by "going its

own way," without hurting anyone in the

process of obtaining it. The amount
thus obtained could very well be used to

buy some of the social security now de-

nied our people, for example :

Old Age Pensions
An additional $10 a month to ex-

isting old-age pensioners, bring-

ing the pension to $40 a month $ 8,000,000

$30 a month for needy aged 65

to 70 years old 11,000,000

Total cost $19,000,000

Mothers' Allowances
Double estimated expenditure $ 5,000,000

Unemployment Relief

Direct relief allotment for 1949-

50 could be quadrupled (and we
may need more than this) for . . $ 7,000,000
Other Welfare Department.

activities

All other welfare department
activities (not including old-age
pensions, mothers' allowances and
direct relief) could be doubled for

an additional $ 6,000,000
Free Milk for School Children
Half a pint of milk daily for all

school children in the province
would cost about $ 4,000,000

(Dr. L. V. Pett recently stated milk

consumption is 40 per cent, to 50 per
cent, below the desirable level of milk

consumption).

MR. FROST : Are you not glad we
did not go into the agreement now?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : For new mental

hospitals $5,000,000.

The total cost of all these additional

social security benefits, none of which
the government can argue are unneces-

sary, would thus be some $46,000,000,
about $7,000,000 below the total of extra

revenue I have uncovered for the Trea-
surer.

This, then makes it possible to do

away with the amusement tax entirely,
which bears heaviest on people with
small incomes. The amusement tax pro-
duces about $6,000,000, which is less

than the balance of the additional funds
after making the needed additional ex-

penditures I have outlined. This amuse-
ment tax does not appear out in the

open in the Budget estimates where its

significance can be noted. It should have
been included with other revenue items
and put into the consolidated fund where

people can see it. I do not deny that

the purpose for which the money was

expended is laudable; I simply maintain
that this money can be obtained in other,
better ways.

Lest my honourable friend say that my
estimates of additional revenue and ex-

penditure are not realistic, I should like

to quote from his own address. He
said:

"Over the last ten years we have
stabilized our economy.

"If we follow the pattern of the

past, we know with certainty that the

even development of our economy will

add up to progress and stability to a

greater, happier and more prosperous
Ontario."

Thus it is quite clear that the govern-
ment thinks 1949 will continue to show
the same buoyant economic conditions as
1948. Presumably, if the Treasurer

again makes the same mistakes in his

estimates he will come out at the end of

March, 1950, with another big surplus,

although whether he boasts about it or
tries to hide it will no doubt depend upon
the political expediency of the moment.

However, if the Treasurer has the

faith in the continual upward trend in

economic conditions which he professes,
he will have to admit that my recom-
mendations for increased social security

spending are quite conservative. If the

buoyancy in provincial revenues persists,
he will have much more than the modest
amount I have estimated to spend on

useful projects.
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At this point, let me inject the thought
that additional spending in a number
of fields is good business for the

province.

For instance, if this government pro-
vides the money to implement the new

Community Centres Act, and four to

five hundred such centres are established

throughout the province, we shall no

doubt witness a substantial decrease in

juvenile delinquency and consequently a

decrease in the cost of law enforcement

and reform institutions.

If this government would appropriate

$4,000,000 annually to provide a half

pint of milk daily to every child in our

public schools, I am confident that in

time we would be spending much less

on curative health measures.

If this government were to pass
modern up-to-date labour laws which

would include sanctions clauses to deal

with intransigent employers, it would not

be necessary to spend such inordinate

sums of money to send provincial police

to Paris to maintain what is euphemis-

tically called "Law and Order," but is

really the protection of property and

privilege.

But most important of all, if this

government were to enter a three way
partnership with the municipal and
federal authorities to launch a great low
rental subsidized Housing Scheme, we
should certainly see a tremendous de-

crease in the amounts of money we are

now spending on ill health, law enforce-

ment and corrective institutions.

The question we have to decide is this :

Are we going to subsidize good health or

bad health; recreation centres or crime

and prisons ; X-ray machines in our hos-

pitals or the ravages of tuberculosis
;

adequate diagnostic services to check

mental illness in its early stages and ex-

tensive psychiatric research or costly

mental institutions (and here it is worth

noting that only one per cent, of the

money now spent for mental sickness is

used for investigation of its causes).

Now, Mr. Speaker, a few words about

Public Investment.

I have always maintained that it is

much preferable to have an integrated

public investment programme, in which
all the provinces and the Dominion
Government participate, than a dis-

jointed, piecemeal programme by indi-

vidual provinces working on their own.

Even conservative governments now
admit that it is impossible to face the

prospect of declining economic activity

with no public investment programme
whatever. Since this government has

chosen to lead Ontario down a separate
road alone, then it is its full responsi-

bility to see that we have a public invest-

ment programme scaled to the size and

needs of our great province. Besides

providing for co-ordinated planning and

execution, the dominion-provincial agree-
ment committed the Dominion Govern-

ment to pay for a large part of the

initial planning work and to finance 20

per cent, of the actual cost of construc-

tion of the works. This government
chose to deny the province of this federal

help, so now they must be prepared to

plan and finance the whole programme
alone. I see no indication of plans even

approaching the scale which will be

needed.

The Treasurer's statement the other

day disclosed that $3,000,000,000 of a

total investment in Canada over the last

three years of $7,000,000,000 had taken

place in Ontario. In 1948, the total in-

vestment in Canada was some $3,000,-

000,000, of which presumably Ontario's

share was about 1.3 billion dollars. Mark
this figure well—1.3 billion dollars in one

year.

This is the scale on which investment

must be maintained if economic condi-

tions are not to slip, and, when they
start slipping badly, no government yet
has been able to halt the process at will.

Thus, as private investment falls off,

as it is already doing, the government
must be prepared to step in and fill the

gap, if we are not to have a repetition
of the conditions in the hungry thirties.

The government likes to point out

the size of the hydro construction

and frequency conversion programme
totalling about $500,000,000, over a

period exceeding four years. It does

not take much arithmetic to demonstrate

that the government must be ready with
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plans for public investment far exceed-

ing the scales of the hydro programme
to enable it to hold up an economic

decline, signs of which are already

apparent on the horizon. I hope that

the Cabinet Ministers on Treasury Row
will not smile indulgently at the mention
of the word "depression." I happened
to be reading the other day, a speach
made by President Truman in which
he said, "Under this kind of economy,
the only thing that is automatic is

'boom,' and 'bust'." If you want to

see the "boom" and "bust" pattern in

this province I suggest you look at

some of the tables at the back of the

bound volume of the hon. Provincial

Treasurer's budgets, where a list of the

surpluses and deficits of this province,
over a period of years, are shown. There

you see a short history of capitalism,
four years of surpluses, and four years
of deficits, four years of surpluses and
four years of deficits.

This is a very serious question for

the people of Ontario whose livelihood

will be directly affected by the govern-
ments anti-depression activity, or lack

of activity.

I suggest that this government, hav-

ing taken the independent, lonely road

of non-co-operation with other Cana-

dian governments, must now undertake

concrete plans for a public investment

programme scaling up to $500,000,000
a year, or they will demonstrate that

they are not serious in their intention

of protecting the economy of Ontario.

This is a lot of money, and its ex-

penditure on construction and develop-
ment projects will require a great
amount of advance planning. It will

have to cover a very wide range of pro-

jects to approach this scale of magni-
tude.

I am afraid, however, that the hon.

Treasurer has become obsessed with the

purely quantitative measurement. For

instance, he told us the other day that

Ontario roads, if connected in a single

road, would stretch three times around

the circumference of the earth. Well,
that reminds me of a recent claim by
the people on the other side of the

border, who claim that 19,000,000,000

sticks of gum were chewed by the

Yanks last year. That is enough gum
to go around the equator thirty-four and
a half times.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG: This gov-
ernment gets stuck on that.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Speaker, that

is imperialism, the Americans want to

put a rubber band around the earth and

carry it off.

In an earlier debate, I dealt briefly
with the staggering increase in mental
illness in this province. I quoted figures
from the Annual Publication of the
Health League of Canada, which is

certainly not a left-wing organization,
as a list of its sponsors will indicate.

The figures of the Health League tell us
not only that mental illness is growing
but that it is increasing much faster

than the general population. The Health

League also points out that these rates

would be even more alarming if the

hospitals could take all those now ready
for commitment. But this is not pos-
sible for the simple reason there is a

shortage of at least 10,000 beds in

Canada as a whole, and, of course, a

proportionate shortage in Ontario.

Expenditures for existing hospitals
in Canada total nearly $27,000,000, and
to this must be added the 15,000,000

potential productive man-days lost to

the national income—a loss of at least

another $50,000,000.

I would ask my hon. friend, the

Provincial Treasurer, to note these

figures.

The state of mental health in Canada
is best indicated by the statistics of the

National Selective Service during the

war, when, from 1 in 8 to 1 in 11

had to be rejected because of psychiatric
disabilities—that is one-third of all re-

jections
—and even then, about one-third

of all medical discharges were for

psychiatric reasons.

Today it is estimated that there are,

at one time, 200,000 people in this

country, disabled, due to mental illness—100,000 permanently and another

100,000 temporarily. To this we must
add another 600,000 partly disabled.
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In short, Mr. Speaker, we have

800,000 Canadians who are mentally
unwell, a figure which exceeds the

population of any city in Canada, except
Montreal. And, competent experts tell

us that the total cost to the nation of this

illness and its attendant complications,
comes close to $500,000,000 annually.
And yet, as I pointed out earlier, of all

the money spent on the maintenance of

mental institutions for those unfortunate

Canadians, only 1 per cent, of that

money is spent on investigating the

causes of their misfortune.

We seem to prefer, as an hon. mem-
ber of the Federal House said yesterday—we seem to prefer to invest our

money in straight-jackets instead of

healthy minds.

What about mental health in our
own province of Ontario? According
to the figures given to me by the hon.

Minister of Health, we have close to

18,000 patients in our 14 mental hos-

pitals. I was rather shocked to learn

that, because when I asked for this

information a year ago, the answer

given on the Order Paper of March 25,

1948, was 15,861.

Now, I would ask the House to bear

in mind that the number of patients
in the mental hospitals of this province
20 years ago was 10,000, so we have
had an increase of nearly 8,000 in that

period of time, while actual hospital
accommodation for these people remains

substantially what it was in 1930.

Furthermore, a number of the larger

hospitals now in use were condemned

by the Ross Commission of 20 years

ago, as over-crowded, obsolete or unfit

for use. The hon. Minister of Reform
Institutions knows that, because I am
sure that in the improvements he has
been making in his department he has

undoubtedly taken note of the excellent

recommendations made by Mr. P. D.
Ross.

In condemning these institutions, Mr.
Ross has referred briefly to London,
Orillia and Toronto institutions. He
pointed out that no new institutions had
been built in the 10 years preceding the

investigation by his commission while

the population of Ontario had increased

by 300,000 or 10 per cent, with more
than a proportionate increase of cases

of mental illness.

,
Mr. Speaker, here is a summary of

some of the recommendations of the

Ross Commission.

1. That immediate plans be made
for the erection of a Hospital for

Mental Diseases to serve northern

Ontario.

That was proposed 20 years ago.

2. That the Ontario Hospital, at

London, should be reconstructed, or

closed down completely.

3. That a Nurses' Home should be
added to the Ontario Hospital at

Brockville.

4. That all new mental hospital

construction, except possibly a psy-
chiatric hospital, to be on a combina-
tion of the cottage and block system.

Those very enlightened men of 20

years ago thought it was a mistake to

invest great sums of capital in sprawling
institutions, great huge buildings that

cost millions of dollars.

They proposed instead that it be set

up on the community on the cottage and
block system, small communities instead

of the great sprawling institution you
have at 999 Queen Street West.

5. That a psychiatric hospital for

training in mental hygiene and re-

search should be developed under full

ownership, control and operation by
the government.

6. That the following conditions

should be established in connection

with each mental hospital: (a) utmost

equipment for, and provision for

training of patients for useful occu-

pation; (b) an out-patient and

preventive clinic; (c) one trained

social worker or more attached to

the staff.

7. That each large mental hospital
should have a training school and
home for nurses.

Now, Mr. Speaker, some of us have

been visiting the institutions of Ontario,
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and I assure you that we are a long

way from even beginning to implement
the proposals presented to a Tory
government by one of the most distin-

guished Tories in the Dominion of

Canada, Mr. P. D. Ross. It must be

admitted to our shame that little has

been done to implement those sensible

and humane recommendations. The
Ross report has been gathering dust on
the shelves of the Legislative library
while thousands of unfortunate citizens

have been made to suffer by the

indifference and callous neglect of this

and preceding governments.

You are not without sin in this block.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : Did

you ever see the St. Thomas hospital?

MR. FROST : Did you ever see the

one at Smith's Falls or Orillia?

MR. MacLEOD : I charge that some
of the mental hospitals of Ontario are

a disgrace to a community which claims

to be civilized, which boasts of its

budget surpluses and buoyant revenues.

What do you spend on these people?
What do we spend on these nearly

18,000 unfortunate people in the Prov-

ince of Ontario? We spend little more
than a dollar a day, $1.09 I think it is.

It costs from $2.50 to $6 daily to

maintain a patient in a regular hospital.

My hon. friend, the Minister of Reform
Institutions (Mr. Dunbar), and this is

to his credit, spends I believe, $2 a

day on the inmates in the jails. That
is good, we are for that, but we spend
only a fraction over a dollar on patients
in mental hospitals.

Yet, Mr. Speaker, hon. members of

this government say : "Keep Ontario

Strong." I say, shame on Ontario,
shame on Ontario's Government

;
shame

on you people for keeping nearly 12,000

people in that miserable, century-old

dungeon at 999 Queen Street.

I ask my hon. friend, the Provincial

Treasurer (Mr. Frost) and all the other

cabinet ministers, "Would you want to

have someone that you really loved in

an institution like 999 Queen Street?"

I say, Mr. Speaker, that the time has

come now to mend this shameful

condition, and I would implore the

government, nay, I would challenge the

government to set up a new Royal
Commission in 1949 to make a thorough
investigation of existing mental institu-

tions and the staggering increase in

mental illness.

Give the Commission wide terms of

reference and charge it with the respon-

sibility for bringing in a four-or-five-

year plan for the alleviation of the

situation, which is a blot on the reputa-
tion of Ontario.

That is what we need, a plan. It

cannot be done tomorrow, you cannot
close 999 Queen Street tomorrow or

next week, or next month, but what is

needed here is planning.

MR. FROST : My hon. friend knows
it is a big hospital. There is a big

hospital going up at Smith's Falls. It

cannot be done in a day.

MR. MacLEOD: But how many
years have you people been in power ?

MR. FROST : If you are patient we
will get it done.

MR. MacLEOD: That is our old

friend, "the fulness of time."

MR. FROST: No, we are doing a

great job.

MR. MacLEOD : I appeal to the hon.

Provincial Treasurer and all the hon.

members of the government and all the

hon. members of the House to support
this demand for a Royal Commission.
This should not be done, not so much
to dig up scandal

; there have been some

reports of brutality in these hospitals.
We have read of people with broken
bones and so forth, but I am not going
to support charges of that kind, because
I do not know whether they are true or

not. Nevertheless, that sort of thing

appears in the public press, and the

relatives and friends of the people in

these mental hospitals become disturbed.

I say a Royal Commission should set

the public's mind at rest on that ques-
tion, but, more important, it could really

get at the root cause of this alarming
increase in mental illness.
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We have men and women capable of

sitting on such a commission and com-

petent to discharge such a task. What
more noble act could the present hon.

Premier perform than to do what I have

proposed? I must warn the House that

there is wide-spread public alarm over

existing conditions in our mental hos-

pitals. The time has come to act. There
are tens of thousands of untreated cases

in the Province of Ontario, and if you
are socially conscious people, you
cannot help but be disturbed over the

alarming state of mental health.

Mr. Speaker, I sometimes feel that

we are living in a very brutal period of

the world's history. This was brought
forcefully to my mind not so long ago,
when I ran across an article in a well-

known weekly publication. Before my
hon. friend the hon. Minister of Reform
(Mr. Dunbar) infers that it was the

Canadian Tribune, I hasten to assure
him that the publication was Time
Magazine.

MR. PORTER : Is that the copy that

you used in your election campaign?

MR. MacLEOD : Oh, no, that was
a special edition. This article bears the

caption—"The Will to Die." Now, will

the hon. Minister of Education (Mr.
Porter) not bother the hon. Provincial
Treasurer (Mr. Frost) because I am
talking to him and I want him to hear
what I say.

MR. FROST : Tell me about the man
of the year.

MR. MacLEOD : This article is cap-
tioned—"The Will to Die," and it says :

"In an average year, 22,000 people
in the United States kill themselves;
100,000 more try and fail."

Then the article gives a number of
reasons why these 22,000 people take
their lives and another 100,000 Ameri-
cans try but fail. The article ends with
the following sentence and I would ask
the House to listen to this :

"Wars in general decrease suicides

because they bring prosperity, make it

easier for people to have a sense of

'belonging.'
"

In other words, the deduction seems
to be that one of the ways to decrease

suicides in the United States of America,
is to organize suicide on an international

scale.

MR. FROST: Of course, the hon.

member (Mr. MacLeod) must know
that there are various reasons for that

condition. Before the war, statistics

showed that in Germany and Russia the

suicide rate was the greatest in the

world. I do not think that had anything
to do with economic conditions, particu-

larly because of the people themselves.

He knows that is true.

MR. MacLEOD : I take it that the

hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
is asking us to accept that at its face

value, this irresponsible statement made

by the former Premier of Ontario.

MR. FROST: Oh, no.

MR. MacLEOD: And. while that

may carry conviction on that side of the

House, I do not think anyone on this

side is foolish enough to believe it.

MR. NIXON : Nor anyone else.

MR. FROST : He will find it is true.

MR. DUNBAR: Are they fighting to

get in?

MR. MacLEOD : It is rather extra-

ordinary that 122,000 people in the rich-

est country in the world should come to

the conclusion that life is not worth

living. There are various explanations
for that, of course and they are a part
of the conditions which I propose a

Royal Commission should look into. Mr.

Speaker, I come now to another ques-
tion affecting the health of the people
of this province.

In 1946, in the Annual Report of the

Department of Health, Dr. G. C. Brink

stated, and I quote :

"Our records show that tuber-

culosis infection is still a hazard

among hospital personnel. In 1946,
43 nurses developed tuberculosis, a

larger number than in any year since

1936 when such records were first

compiled. It is hoped that tuber-
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culosis among hospital and sanatorium

employees will be classified as a com-

pensable disease in 1947. Legislation
which provided compensation for

those contracting tuberculosis in the

course of their duty is both progres-
sive and just."

Shortly after that report was issued,

the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.
Kelley) visited the University of Chic-

ago Hospital and the Wesley Hospital
in that city, to investigate how those

hospitals worked their compulsory chest

X-rays of patients. With regard to such

legislation for Ontario, the hon. Minis-

ter (Mr. Kelley) stated that nothing
definite had yet been done but, accord-

ing to his reported statement to the

Ontario Tuberculosis Association, such

legislation was being considered very
seriously by the government.

At about the same time Dr. D. J.

Galbraith, then vice-chairman of the

Workmen's Compensation Board re-

ported that 41.2 cases of active tuber-

culosis developed every year among
nurses in hospitals. He deplored the

fact that in this enlightened province
over 40 selected girls, girls of the finest

and highest type of Canadian woman-
hood, were going down each year due
to tuberculosis infection. And, he
added :

"The time has come when every
patient entering a hospital has at least

a radiographic chest examination."

In December of 1946, the hon. Min-
ister of Health (Mr. Kelley) stated:

"Legislation would not be brought
down at the 1947 session of the

Legislature to make it compulsory for

patients and staff in hospitals to have
an X-ray examination because, as he
said (and these are the words attri-

buted to him) his previous announce-
ment had not brought a very generous
response. 'Generally these things are

pressed for,' said Mr. Kelley, 'but I

have had very few people speak to

me about it.'
"

A few weeks later, the press an-
nounced that the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kelley) withdrew his categorical state-

ment that nothing would be done at the

next session. He had visited the great

Meyers Memorial Hospital at Buffalo,
where compulsory X-rays have been in

force for over two years, and was told

the cost was only 17 cents a patient
after the initial outlay for equipment.
I might say here that the former
Premier of Ontario told us last year
that it cost this province $225 to uncover
each case of tuberculosis and yet under
the plan now in operation in the Meyers
Memorial Hospital it costs only 17 cents

a patient to discover that infection after

the initial outlay is made.

On January 21st, 1947, the Minister
of Health is reported to have said : "I

am still studying the matter of introduc-

ing such legislation." In February, 1947,

the Minister stated that X-ray could

not be considered for this province be-

cause "we cannot get the X-ray
machines." However, in the same dis-

patch, Doctor E. G. Wride, Acting
Director of the Saskatchewan Govern-
ment's Hospital Planning Administra-

tion, is quoted as saying : "We have ex-

perienced no difficulty in getting X-ray
units. They have been delivered in two
or three months from the date they were
ordered." And where were they being
delivered from? Where were these

machines coming from? From Mont-
real and Toronto!

On March 31st, 1947, in answer to

my question as to whether an expendi-
ture of $102,000 for health included

provision for the promised legislation
to cover X-ray of all patients entering

hospitals, the hon. Minister of Health

replied
—I would ask you to listen to

these words :

"No, Mr. Chairman, it has not

been decided to proceed with that

work yet. It is under consideration,

and there is much to be said. We
are in favour of it but at the present
time there is quite a shortage of

nurses in our hospitals, and it is the

most difficult situation to overcome.

According to figures there are about

2,900 nurses short in the hospitals

today in Ontario. . . ."

Just what that has to do with my
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question, I do not know. Then I asked

him this question :

"I just ask this for the purpose of

information. Is it not true that it

would not require any great increase

in doctors, physicians, or nurses to

extend that service. It is mostly a

clinical job, is it not? It is more
or less routine. Are not the hospitals

equipped to make X-rays of all

persons more or less automatically ?"

And Mr. Kelley said:

"No, they are not at the present
time fully equipped."

Then I asked:

"Is it a matter of equipment?"

And Mr. Kelley said:

"Yes, the equipment that is neces-

sary for this work is not available

at the present time. There are two
machines for the purpose of this

work, one of which is quite expen-
sive, and the other one much less

expensive, and we are looking at the

question of how efficient they are,

and at the present time we have just
felt it is impossible to get the work
under way right now."

Whatever foundation there was for

the statement of the unavailability of

equipment in March, 1947, by February,
1948, we have the announcement by R.

J. Davidson, Toronto representative of

the Victor X-ray Corporation of

Canada Limited, that X-ray equipment
is in plentiful supply. He stated : "All

the needs of all the hospitals in Canada
could be filled without trouble. Not,
of course, if they all wanted them at

the same time, but there definitely is no

shortage."

On February 9, 1948, Frank Umberg,
Canadian representative for the Picker

X-ray Company, stated, and I quote :

"Our firm could supply the entire

Canadian market. It should be pos-
sible to supply them within three

months."

And even Mr. Ord, Superintendent of

what is reported only as a large Weston

firm manufacturing X-ray machines—
which I surmise is one and the same
Ferranti Electric Co., over which there

was so much dispute and supposed mis-

quotations
—is reported to have stated in

the same month:

"Until recent months X-ray equip-
ment was in exceedingly short supply
in Canada because almost 100 per
cent, of the country's output was

going to war-torn European countries

to help in their rehabilitation. Most
of these requirements have now been

filled."

Now, I should like to quote the hon.

Minister of Health (Mr. Kelley) in

February, 1948, when he said: "I am
100 per cent, behind the idea that it

is most desirable to have the machine

to do this work." Mr. Kelley said that

he did not know how much work could

be financed. "I know of one hospital
—

not a big one—that had a deficit of

$60,000 last year. How could it pay
for such work? Public opinion may be

created in favour of such a programme.
That is quite in order, and I believe, in

putting myself in the other fellow's

shoes. But I do not know where the

money is coming from."

In the same month, February, 1948,

Dr. J. T. Phair, Deputy Minister of

Health in Ontario, is reported in the

Globe and Mail :

"As far as the department is con-

cerned, nothing is being done about a

compulsory X-ray programme for

patients in Ontario hospitals until the

present sky-high cost of hospital
maintenance is brought back to

normal."

Now, interestingly enough, in a press

dispatch from New York, July 8, 1947,

Dr. Leopold Brahdy, of the United

States National Tuberculosis Associa-

tion said :

"The University of Michigan Hos-

pital has given facts and figures to

prove the system (of compulsory
chest X-rays of patients) works out

as a saving to the hospitals that install

it, in quicker diagnosis and, as a

result, bed time saved per patient. In
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many cases 3 or 4 days are cut from

average time patients formerly occu-

pied beds.

"Routine chest X-rays of all

patients entering general hospitals
reach a group of patients already sick

who can be exposed to unsuspected
cases. It is helping too, in large
measure to detect other unsuspected
conditions such as heart pathology,
bronchial conditions and cancer."

And then Doctor James S. Edlin,
noted New York chest specialist, of St.

Clare's Hospital, New York, and
Director of Medicine, Municipal Tuber-
culosis Sanatorium, Otisville, N.Y.,
stated, as reported in the Toronto Star
on July 7, 1947:

"It is my belief that all our present
methods of ferreting out open cases (of

tuberculosis) and eventually control-

ling this disease will not be com-

pletely successful until we awaken

every medical practitioner and every
hospital to the fact that they are basic

case rinding units."

Finally, the National Defence authori-

ties of Canada regarded a positive tuber-

culosis check so important that they did

not hesitate to spend the money to X-ray
more than a million service men and
women on their enlistment and again
after discharge.

Mr. Speaker, according to the Health

League of Canada, the average cost, in-

cluding loss of wages, clinical service

and hospital care, no matter by whom
paid, when a

t wage-earner is incapaci-
tated because of tuberculosis, has been
estimated at $5,000.

The hon. Minister of Health of the

Province of Ontario, speaking in this

House last year, said :

"I would like to mention one or two

things we have in view which we
would like to do. As the hon. mem-
bers know, we have been considering
for some time X-raying all the nurses
who go into the various hospitals. For
two reasons, it was not possible to do
this last year. The first reason was
that not many machines had been

available, but they are coming into

greater supply at the present time.

The second reason is that it has been
most difficult to go to hospital boards—and there are about 160 in the pro-
vince, nearly all of which have over-

drafts, one of them as high as $300,-
000 and many of them $10,000,

$20,000, $30,000 and $40,000—and
ask them to go to the increased ex-

pense and provide the increased staff

for this work, when they have these

deficits. With the new income which
this department expects to have, we
will be in a position to help those hos-

pitals, as machines become available,

and I am hoping this year something
will be done along this line. At the

present time there are 8 hospitals
which have the machines, or have them
ordered, and we are getting under

way.
"On the order paper there was a

question
—

It happened to be mine—
"as to how many nurses have con-

tracted tuberculosis since 1939. It is

hard to say how many nurses received

their R.N. in that time, but it would

probably be in the neighbourhood of

9,000 to 10,000."

Now listen to this :

"The total number of nurses, regis-
tered and undergraduates, in all the

hospitals in the province, including our
Ontario hospitals, contracting tubercu-

losis, is 467 during that time. It does

not seem perhaps a large number, but

if one of them happened to be your
daughter or your sister or one of your
friends, it seems like the whole world,
and we are definitely of the idea of

establishing these units in the hos-

pitals as soon as possible."

That statement was made in this

House in 1948, two years after the hon.

Minister of Health announced publicly
that the government was going to have

these X-ray machines installed.

1 said earlier, Mr. Speaker, that it

cost $5,000 to cure a case of tuberculosis

after it is detected according to the

Health League of Canada. Therefore,
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if we multiply 467 by $5,000, we get

$2,335,000. That is what it is going to

cost this province to cure the 467 nurses

who contracted tuberculosis in the

hospitals of Ontario.

Now, the estimated cost of these

X-ray machines per unit, without

generating unit, which in the majority
of cases would be unnecessary, since

they can be hooked up with already

existing generating units, is approxi-

mately $3,000—that is according to Mr.

Kelley. The cost of installing these

X-ray units in the 160 hospitals of the

Province of Ontario would amount to

$480,000.

I ask my hon. friend the Provincial

Treasurer to contrast the figure of

$480,000 for putting these X-ray
machines in the public hospitals with the

figure of $2,335,000 the Province of On-
tario is going to have to expend in order

to cure these nurses, to say nothing of

the hundreds of additional people in the

hospitals who have been infected by the

nurses.

MR. FROST: My hon. friend (Mr.
MacLeod) knows you have not got to

put them in all hospitals, you put them
in certain of the hospitals where the

other people can go.

MR. MacLEOD : No, not at all.

MR. FROST: Actually you would
not need more than probably 30 or 40.

MR. MacLEOD : No. My goodness,
if a person becomes ill and has to be

rushed to the hospital in the city of

Toronto, are you going to suggest that

we have to be taken to a hospital in the

east end of Toronto for a fluoroscope
before they reach their ultimate destina-

tion in the west end of Toronto?

MR. FROST: I know, but most of

these cases are walking cases, you know.

MR. MacLEOD : No. You mean to

say everybody that goes into a hospital
walks ?

MR. FROST: Oh, no, but I mean
most of these tuberculosis patients are

walking cases.

MR. MacLEOD : I am not talking of

tuberculosis cases, I am talking of every-

body who goes to a hospital; to have a

baby ;
to have his tonsils out, or anything

else. I say when they enter the institu-

tion they should, at the reception centre,
have a chest X-ray and if they are tuber-

cular, then obviously they should not be

permitted to enter that hospital and ex-

pose other patients to that disease. They
are doing that in the United States, they
are doing it in Buffalo, they are doing
it in Chicago ; now, what about this great
Province of Ontario ? I do not think for

a moment you would object to an ex-

penditure of $480,000 to put these X-ray
machines in—
MR. FROST : No, that is right,

MR. MacLEOD : —in all the public

hospitals of Ontario.

MR. FROST: Of course there are

difficulties of personnel.

MR. MacLEOD : Of course, the only
reason it has not been done is that you
do not have a sensitive social conscience

and so you have neglected the problem.
You may argue that the 467 cases de-

tected will still have to be treated. That
is true, but it is also true that the un-
detected cases which were responsible for

the contagion to the nurses undoubtedly
affected many other people in addition;
other hospital personnel, members of

their families and friends, and would be

spreading the disease and enormously in-

creasing the expenditure.

The earlier the detection, the more

rapid the cure and the less expenditure.

It is also true, and statistics prove,
that the incidence of tuberculosis among
hospital patients is several times greater
than is found in the general population.
Health Facts, published by the Health

League of Canada, points out the average
cost to the taxpayer of assistance to a

family because of tuberculosis has been
estimated by the Mothers' Allowance
Commission of Ontario to be $2,800 a

year, almost as much as the cost of in-

stalling one X-ray unit. Let us suppose
the 467 nurses were wage-earners sup-

porting a family, and again there is every
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reason to believe that for every nurse in-

fected there would be an equal number
of wage-earners with the disease, con-

tracting it in hospital, and on the return

of patients whose contagious state was
not detected. 467 wage-earners con-

tracting the disease would be an average
cost to the taxpayer in the form of assist-

ance to the family of $1,307,000; or, to

put it another way, a total expenditure of

$2,335,000, plus the $1,307,000, or a
total of nearly $4,000,000—of course, I

make no attempt to present these figures
as mathematical precision statistics, but

they are strikingly indicative of the

callous, short-sighted policy being fol-

lowed by this government.

It is perfectly obvious that the hon.

minister himself is aware of the

untenable position in which he is placed,
as witness his statements which are as

changeable as the weathercock.

\ Finally I call the attention of the

House to what the Minister of Health

(Mr. Kelley) said on October 27, 1948:

"To speed up installation of com-

pulsory chest X-ray machinery so

that every patient entering Ontario

general hospitals may be tested for

unsuspected cases of tuberculosis,
Ontario's Minister of Health said

that he is sending two experts of the

Department of Health to visit all the

hospitals in the province."

Quite a job.

"The two men," said Mr. Kelley,
"are starting out today (Oct. 27,

1948) to visit all 129 general hos-

pitals in Ontario to complete the

arrangements."

Well I have seen no references to

those men since that date. They must
have got lost in the bush somewhere.
The money to carry through this neces-

sary programme is likewise, so far as

I can see, lost in the Budget. You can-

not find it.

Mr. Speaker, I now challenge the

government of Ontario to do two things,
and to do them now

; first, in line with
the pledge made by the hon. Minister
of Health in 1946, amend the Public

Health Act, by making it compulsory
for hospitals, all 160 of them, to X-ray
all incoming patients, and if the hos-

pitals cannot afford to do it themselves,
and I believe that some of them can,
then I suggest that the kind, humane
and open-hearted, open-handed Pro-
vincial Treasurer of the Province of

Ontario, pay the bill.

MR. FROST : Will you let me take
that out of the amusement tax?

MR. MacLEOD: Yes, I will settle

for that. That would be one way of

winning forgiveness for the terrible sin

that I tried to prevent you from com-

mitting last year.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: Second—and this

is addressed to the Treasurer—place

supplementary estimates before us at

this session to purchase these X-ray
machines. You can do that. You can
table supplementary estimates next
week to the tune of $400,000 to be used
for this purpose, if the hospitals them-
selves cannot do it. Now, I really
would have an awful lot of respect for

you if you did that.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : That is not asking
too much. If the hon. Minister of

Health were in his place, I would say
this to him: if there is any cabinet

interference in carrying out these two

proposals, then in words from Holy
Writ : "Come out from among them and
touch no unclean thing."

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Speaker, I

want to express my appreciation to all

hon. members for giving me such
courteous attention, I will be through in

a moment—it is true, as the hon.

Provincial Treasurer told us the other

day, that it is impossible to attain per-
fection or secure every good thing at

one fortunate stroke. That is true,

because even a reactionary person like

yourself, when you became mature,
found the world in rather a bad state,
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as did a lot of reactionaries who went
before you.

We, on our part, in our island home
over here, do not ask "Utopia", but

we do say there are some things which
can and must be done now. I have made
two proposals, a Royal Commission to

tackle this staggering problem of the

increase in mental illness, amending the

Public Health Act to protect the nurses,
and hospital inmates, and providing
these X-ray machines. I say to the

government: do not resist these attain-

able reforms; and I am bound to add
that Tories are notorious for resisting
social reform. The Tory party, as the

former hon. member for Fort William

(Mr. Anderson) told us last year,
branded old-age pensions, of which the

hon. Minister of Welfare (Mr. Good-

fellow) is so proud, as "radical

socialism" not so many years ago.

MR. FROST
them in.

Well, we brought

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL: (CCF
York East): What?

MR. FROST: A Tory government
brought them in here in Ontario.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Yes, in

Ontario.

MR. FROST: Yes, the Ferguson
Government. Was it not a Tory govern-
ment?

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : And how.

MR. MacLEOD : If you put enough
pressure on a Tory government they
will—
MR. FROST : Most of the reforms in

Ontario come from Tory governments.

MR. MacLEOD : I would say this to

you just in passing, and this is said for

the benefit of "The Keeper of the

Bees"—

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD :—When we came
in here in 1944, we were the only peo-

ple in this Legislature who pressed the

government in the 1944 session to honour
in part at least the pledge it made to re-

duce the school tax bill of all the citizens

of this province by 50 per cent. We said :

"Well, show your good faith and do it

to the tune of 25 per cent." In your
Budget speech of 1944 you said: "We
are not going to be drawn into any half-

baked scheme, we are going to appoint a

Royal Commission, and after the Royal
Commission is appointed and has made
a scientific study, then we will imple-
ment that pledge." We, from this side

of the House—
MR. JOLLIFFE: They gave you a

Royal Commission.

MR. FROST : We gave you 50 per
cent, to education, too.

MR. SALSBERG: Tell it to the To-
ronto Board of Education.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : It was said in this

House at that time, I think by the finan-

cial critic of the CCF (Mr. Wismer)
that the government could not pay the

money that year because they did not
have the money. As I recall it, you had
an awful lot of money. You had it

hidden under the mattress and in the

cookie jar, but you had it.

MR. FROST : We did it next year.

They said we could not do it.

MR. MacLEOD: I remember the

financial critic of the Liberal Party, the

former hon. member for Prescott (Mr.
Belanger) congratulated, if you please,
the hon. Provincial Treasurer for not

honouring that pledge in 1944.

MR. FROST : But we did it in 1945.

MR. MacLEOD: Because he said:

"They do not have the money," and then,
lo and behold the Liberal Party in 1945,
which had stated in 1944 you could not

pay it—
AN HON. MEMBER: Voted

against it.

MR. MacLEOD: —came out and
advocated that the government of On-
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tario should pay 90 per cent, of the cost

of education. But we two humble souls

over there told you that you had made a

solemn pledge and that you should

honour it by paying 25 per cent, in 1944.

You said it could not be done. Then
Mr. Drew made a big speech on August
9 and said : "We are not going to be

pushed into any half-baked purpose,"
and "The people who are criticizing it

have offered no plan of their own, et

cetera, et cetera and et cetera." Then,
however, when the people of this pro-
vince began to "put the heat on" and

you decided to make a bid for greater

power—
AN HON. MEMBER: And the

lights went out.

MR. MacLEOD : —you suddenly
found $8,000,000 in 1945.

AN HON. MEMBER: Cut the

power, too.

MR. FROST : You people accommo-
dated us by pushing us to the people, and
they overwhelmingly endorsed us.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE : 44 per cent.

AN HON. MEMBER : 66 seats. .

MR. FROST : 66 seats. How many
did you get? What percentage did you
get?

MR. MacLEOD : Well, they were up
to 45, but they are down to an even 40
now.

MR. FROST : An even 50.

MR. MacLEOD: A former Ontario
Premier called unemployment insurance
"Bolshevism." That was the word used

by the hon. George Henry, "Bolshe-
vism"—unemployment insurance, $14.00
a week. And a later Ontario Premier
branded family allowances as "iniqui-
tous" and "an obvious bribe to the Pro-
vince of Quebec."

Mr. Speaker, this government now
has the opportunity of proving it is not
of the same breed as its predecessors.

AN HON. MEMBER : Not yet.

MR. MacLEOD: I am sure hon.
members of the Liberal group will not

object if I refer to the words of the

former leader of their party of revered

memory. I sent them to the Treasurer
the other day, and I am going to repeat
them:

"Hateful are the men who, having
the power to redress wrongs, refuse to

listen."

Those words apply to you, but it is not
too late to repent. There can be no for-

giveness without repentance
—you should

know that as a good Presbyterian
—no

forgiveness without repentance.

In fairness, Mr. Speaker, perhaps I

should record that at least some
Liberals take an equally reactionary
stand on these questions. Not long ago,
the Montreal Daily Star credited the

hon. Mr. Claxton with the following
choice admission :

"Advocating lower taxes (which
Mr. Drew is doing), higher exemp-
tions (which Mr. Drew is doing),
and at the same time increased old-

age pensions (which Mr. Drew is

doing), health insurance, plays the

Communist game, because it creates

appetites that cannot be met."

MR. SALSBERG: Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Claxton is

calling Mr. Drew a Communist. In
other words, Mr. Speaker, if you ask
for "more" you are a Communist,
which suggests that Oliver Twist was
the first "Red."

The hon. Provincial Treasurer closed

his Budget address with a stirring
declaration of his pride in Ontario and
his faith in its future. Yes, Mr.

Speaker, this is a great province, a rich

province with tremendous untapped
resources, and a magnificent people,

forward-looking people
—at least 60

per cent, of them are so forward-look-

ing that they would not vote for a Tory
government.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.
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MR. MacLEOD : If, however, politi-

cal lines could be dissolved for a

moment and we could revert to our
status as ordinary citizens of the

province I would ask this question : Can
we agree that it should be our aim to

make Ontario, and the Canada of which
she is a part, a land in which every

citizen, able and willing to work, shall

be guaranteed the right to a useful and
remunerative job, the right to earn

enough to provide adequate food,

clothing and recreation, the right of

every farmer to a return for his

product which will provide a good
living for him and his family, the right
of every small businessman to be free

from unfair competition and domina-
tion by monopolies, the right of every

family to a decent home, the right to

medical care and an opportunity to

achieve and enjoy good health.

"The right to adequate protection
from economic fear in old age and

illness, and unemployment;
The right to a good education."

That programme is known, of course,

as "Roosevelt's Second Bill of Rights."
It is, I believe, a realistic and a realiz-

able programme.
I close by addressing this question to

the i government ;
how much is this

government prepared to do to make
these things the possession of all our

citizens? The people of Ontario will

judge you by your answer to that ques-

tion, and, above all, by your per-
formance in the coming year.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC
Minister of Education) : Mr. Speaker,
we have listened to two hours of

casuistry; to one and one half hours of

accountancy, and to two and one half

hours of general confusion, and after

all that, we look back on the statement

of the hon. Treasurer (Mr. Frost), and
/ we find it is a statement of common

sense; it stands out in this world of

darkness like a beacon light.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. PORTER: Just the sort of

thing you would expect from the Town
of Lindsay, in the County of Victoria,
from where the hon. Minister (Mr.
Frost) comes.

I would like to say something tonight,
Mr. Speaker, not on the general Budget,
as has been the subject of the speeches
so far, but to deal for a few moments—
and I think I can promise you, Mr.

Speaker, that it will be but for a few
moments—with the Department of

Education.

There has been much said in this

House about that department, and about
various aspects of education. There are,

however, a few points I would like to

emphasize tonight, which are raised as a
result of the Budget which has been pre-
sented.

Having been engaged in this depart-
ment now for about five months, I would
like to pay tribute to my predecessor, Mr.

George Drew. I do not think the hon.

members of this House appreciate—I do
not think anybody can possibly appre-
ciate what has been done until they have
had some fairly close association with the

work which has been started—the new
programme which has been developed
and carried forward as a result of the

vision and energy of Mr. George Drew,
formerly the Premier of this province,
and hon. Minister of Education.

MR. JOLLIFFE : In his spare time.

MR. PORTER: It is all very well

for you. We have heard a great deal

from the hon. members across the House,
and all they have said about Mr. George
Drew has been derogatory. I know why
you do not like George Drew. The rea-

son is that he is the only man who has
been able to crack you open ;

he is the

only man who has been able to show

you up; he has been able to show you
how shallow you are, and how weak your
whole programme is.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT
(CCF Cochrane South) : It took a

junior man to crack High Park.
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MR. PORTER: How many of the

hon. members would be here if it had
not been for the support they received

from the Communist Party, and from
the two hon. members who are over

there. (Messrs. MacLeod and Sals-

berg). You know that in your own
hearts, and in your consciences.

* You
know it very well.

MR. JOLLIFFE : You do not know
Toronto very well, to talk like that.

MR. PORTER : I know there are a

lot of Communist votes which put many
of your number in this House. You
know that perfectly well. Did you
show any gratitude to those two hon.

members sitting over there, alone,

isolated, on two little islands?

MR. MacLEOD : Stop, you are

breaking our hearts.

MR. PORTER: You did not show

any appreciation. When you got in, well,

you were here because you were here,

sitting in this House—
MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF

York East) : We do not sit like you
fellows do.

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

MR. PORTER: I know. You do
not like this, do you? Did you thank
them? No. You sent them over across

to the other side of the room, separated
by a central corridor—
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,

hear.

MR. PORTER: Because you are
afraid that if they were too close some
of you might be contaminated.

MR. WILLIAM DENNIS ON
(CCF St. David) : You had their help
in 1944.

MR. PORTER: You took their votes,
and took the support, and you live on the

avails.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, is

this on the Department of Education?

MR. PORTER : You brought this up.
You started this.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : That is a good example of

their education.

MR. MacLEOD : That is the open-
ing speech to win the leadership.

MR. SALSBERG: He must have
been taking some pills tonight.

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

MR. SALSBERG: Do not tell us
what Drew did. The whole province
knows that. That is why 60 per cent,

voted against you.

MR. PORTER: What percentage
did you get? Not very good.

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

MR. SALSBERG: Oh, better than

you.

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, the

main, basic principle underlying this

programme is that the decision must be
made by the local municipalities as to

what they want to do, and as to how
they want to carry it out, and when we
came forward, we are in a position to

give them some assistance.

It is perfectly true that some time

ago the Federal Goverment made an
offer under what was called the

"Physical Fitness Act" to divide up a
sum of money which the hon. member
(Mr. MacLeod) has mentioned, which

might have amounted to $75,000 for

this province, but the basic condition

which was put forward at that time was
that there should be one single, rigid

programme, which was determined by
the Federal authorities, and into which

everyone would have to fit. It was
entirely the reverse with us. Our
approach was entirely opposite, and we
have always taken the position that the

Federal Government, if they would

adopt the position we had already taken,
and wished to contribute to a pro-
gramme of this kind, it was something
we were prepared to consider, but until
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very recently there has been no sign of

that at all.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker—

MR. PORTER: If you will just

keep quiet.

MR. SALSBERG: A question.

MR. PORTER: We have had

enough questions.

MR. SALSBERG: He jumps up
when everybody else speaks, but he
cannot—
MR. SPEAKER: As I ruled this

afternoon, as I interpret the rules of

procedure, if the hon. member who is

speaking is desirous of answering a

question, that is his privilege; if he
desires not to answer, that is also his

privilege. I think I have been quite fair

in my rulings, as regards either the

opposition or the government. If the

hon. member having the floor does not

desire to be interrupted, I will have to

rule he must be allowed to carry on.

MR. PORTER : I shall complete the

statement I am making, and then if the

hon. member (Mr. Salsberg) wishes to

ask a question at that time—if there

is anything to ask—I should be very
glad to attempt to answer, but I will

not be interrupted until I finish what
I have to say about this matter, no
matter what the hon. member (Mr.
Salsberg) may think, because it is not

very often that he does, anyway.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG : The hon. Minis-

ter (Mr. Porter) is in rare form

tonight.

MR. MacLEOD: I think you will

make it all right. You have learned

from the master.

MR. PORTER: I can assure the

hon. members of this House that we
have now under negotiation an agree-

ment, and I believe we have come to

terms which will be satisfactory to us,

and satisfactory to the Federal Govern-

ment, whereby we shall be able to accept
the grants, by which we shall be able

to carry on the sort of programme
which we believe to be a sound pro-

gramme, in the way we have conceived

it, and the Federal Government have
examined into all sorts of things we
have been doing, and the Federal

officials are satisfied with what has been

done here. As a matter of fact, I do
not think there is any other jurisdiction
that has carried on, to the extent we
have in this province, under this

government, any programme of this

nature which is comparable to ours at

all.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Speaker, may
I ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Porter)
a question now?

MR. PORTER: You can both ask

your questions now.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : I do not think you
should be so churlish about it.

MR. PORTER : I am never churlish

with you.

MR. MacLEOD: If the agreement
was consummated—
HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL

(PC Attorney-General) : "Joe" was
first. .

MR. MacLEOD : He yielded to me.

MR. SALSBERG: I realize it is

hopeless.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Minister (Mr.
Porter), if the agreement is consum-
mated between this government and the

Federal Government, will the payments
be made retroactive, or do you have to

pay for the sin you committed by fore-

going what you would have gotten if

you had been a well-behaved provincial

government ?

MR. PORTER : No, I do not think

so. Now, has the hon. member for St.

Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) a question?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, I
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must say it seems to me that the hon.

Minister (Mr. Porter) has lost his

trend. He now wants a question time.

I give up.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: I give up any
attempt to get enlightenment from the

hon. Minister (Mr. Porter) tonight.

MR. PORTER: There is no ques-
tion. It is entirely answered.

MR. MacLEOD : Will you answer

my question, if you do not mind?

MR. PORTER: Your question was
too involved.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. JOHN G. BROWN (L Water-
loo North) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

hon. Minister (Mr. Porter) a question?

MR. PORTER: Yes.

MR. BROWN : If there has been a

continuation of negotiations from the

year 1943 to date, which has been con-

summated in this agreement you now
mention, was it held in abeyance during
a period of years, and nothing done

about it?

MR. PORTER: I would say, Mr.

Speaker, it has been dormant for a few

years. Our programme developed and

went ahead. We gained experience. We
felt our way, and we spent more and
more money every year as the necessities

arose, for something solid and good, and

it is now recognized by the Federal

authorities to be good. Instead of offer-

ing us now some rigid agreement where-

by we must adhere to some pre-fixed

programme to cover all the features and
the details in advance, they are now

prepared to contribute to the sort of pro-
gramme we have outlined. I think it is

generally recognized throughout the

country that is a sound approach to this

sort of activity. It has been very
successful. It leaves the negotiations to

the local people in the local areas, where
there is a great variety of activities. It

goes all the way from drama to

•athletics.

MR. MacLEOD : You are just ration-

alizing a retreat.

MR. PORTER: At least the hon.

member (Mr. MacLeod) will admit that

it is rationalized.

MR. MacLEOD: We do not admit
that you are rationalized.

MR. PORTER: Well, that is what

you said.

Now, Mr. Speaker, there is another

matter which has been brought up here,
and that is with respect to the Royal
Commission on Education.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Good.

MR. PORTER: I have heard that

the leader of the Liberal group (Mr.
Oliver) has advised the public as to the

great dangers which are resulting from
a delay in the reception of that report.
The hon. member for London (Mr.
Calder) said that this was a very dis-

turbing thing. I will see if I have his

words here. I think he went quite a

long way. He said :

"The damage to the cause of educa-

tion which has already been done, and
which cannot be recovered, simply by
the protracted delay to the report of

the Royal Commission.
,,

Mr. Speaker, he gave no evidence of

that. I do not know in what way any
of this irreparable damage has been done.

We built schools; we proceeded on-

wards; we have pushed forward; the

School Boards are more plentifully sup-

plied with money ; the salaries of teachers

have been raised considerably. I will

take that up in a few minutes to show
that although much remains yet to be

done, nevertheless, as compared with the

conditions before this government came
into power, the salaries of teachers

throughout this province are very much
higher than they were.

MR. H. A. NIXON (L Brant):
What salaries are not?

MR. PORTER: These are very
much higher. It could not have been

done, Mr. Speaker, if it had not been
for the financial policy of this govern-
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ment to enable school boards to raise

the salaries.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: You managed
to raise your own salaries by $2,000.

MR. PORTER: I have not heard
about that recently. That was done
20 years ago.

MISS MacPHAIL: It has been held

in abeyance.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Have you looked
at the estimates?

MR. MacLEOD : You were not here
20 years ago.

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

MR. FROST: We also raised the

salary of the hon. Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

MR. PORTER: The hon. member
for East York (Miss MacPhail) is

entirely irrelevant as usual. However,
we will forgive her.

MISS MacPHAIL: Not so irrele-

vant as you have been.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this

commission was appointed on March
21, 1945. It consists of a- number of

people prominent in different aspects of

education, and the terms of reference
to this commission were very broad.

The hon. member for East York (Miss
MacPhail) said the other day that in

Great Britain they had a plan and

objective, but in this province we could
not have that, because we were waiting
for the report of the Royal Commis-
sion.

MISS MacPHAIL: That was the

hon. member for West York (Mr.
Millard).

MR. PORTER: I beg the hon.
member's (Miss MacPhail) pardon. It

was just a slip of the tongue. They say
the East and the West shall never meet.

In Great Britain, Mr. Speaker, a
series of investigations were made

which preceded the sweeping Education
Act of 1944. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that in Great Britain, ten different

investigating committees, instead of one

all-embracing commission, did the pre-

liminary work. Each of these investi-

gating committees studied one. phase of

public education, and the work of these

committees was implemented finally in

the Education Act.

The dates of the appointments of

these committees are of very great
interest.

The first was appointed in 1920
;

others were appointed in 1924, 1926,

1928, 1931, 1933, 1941 and 1942. It will

be 'seen, therefore, that to accomplish
work which is in any way like the work
undertaken by the Royal Commission
in Ontario at the present time, the

English investigations required 23

years.
-

'

MR. JOLLIFFE: That gives us 19

years more to wait.

MR. PORTER: No; oh no. Of
course it must be remembered that this

report was prolonged by the second
world war, although it would be mis-

leading to say that the education investi-

gation ceased during the war, as several

of these committees were active

throughout that period.

Now, the other difference between
the procedure followed in Great
Britain and the procedure followed

here, lies in the fact that whereas they
had a number of committees dealing
with several different aspects of educa-

tion, here we have the one commission

correlating anfl looking over the whole

scene, from ah over-all viewpoint.

It was found, as a result of the

British experience, that this was the

preferable way of carrying out investi-

gations of this kind.

This commission has had very many
sittings. It has been sitting until very
recently, and the people who sit on this

commission are people who have their

own professions to carry on,, and they
have devoted their time—sometimes
several days in the month—to the sit-

tings of this commission, at a very small
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honorarium, not nearly sufficient to be

an inducement, but, nevertheless, they
have devoted their time to this very

important purpose.

To say to the chairman of that com-

mission, "You are too slow; you must
deliver the report in one week or quit."

That is practically what was suggested

by the hon. member for West York

(Mr. Millard). That is the sort of

thing he would do; that is the sort of

thing I think the hon. member for

London (Mr. Calder) would do, but

perhaps he would tone it down, and
make it sound not quite so peremptory.
However, what we are being asked to

do by the opposition in this House, is

to say to this group of people, who have

spent vast amounts of time and energy,
and contributed vast amounts of their

varied experiences in educational mat-

ters, and the preparation of a report
which is vast in its implications, and

that involves more difficult educational

problems in many respects than they
had in Great Britain. We are asked

to say to them, "Three years is too

long; we want you to deliver the report
or quit." It seems to me that is one of

the most foolish suggestions which
could possibly be made.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Four years; it is

not three years.

MR. PORTER: From 1945?

MISS MacPHAIL: Subtract it for

yourself.

MR. PORTER: Oh, well, compared
with 20 years

—
MR. A. CHARTRAND (L Ottawa

East) : Mr. Speaker, may I ask the hon.

Minister (Mr. Porter) a question?

MR. PORTER: Yes.

MR. CHARTRAND: How many
times has the chairman of the education

commission promised his report would
come out in a few months—since 1945 ?

MR. PORTER : I am afraid that is a

question I cannot answer.

MR. C. H. TAYLOR (CCF Temis-

kaming) : Mr. Speaker, will the hon.

Minister (Mr. Porter) permit another

question.

MR. PORTER: Yes.

MR. TAYLOR: If you had nine

apples and you gave me five, how many
would you have left?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. PORTER: Well, apparently
that is the funniest thing which has hap-
pened yet.

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Would the hon.

Minister (Mr. Frost) tell us what the

programme is for tomorrow afternoon?

MR. FROST : I understand the hon.

Premier (Mr. Kennedy) intends to go
ahead with some of the Estimates to-

morrow afternoon.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Speaker, I

would like to remind the hon. Leader of

the Government (Mr. Frost) that the
hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) gave an

undertaking that he would give the hon.
members of the House a couple of days'
notice as to the departmental estimates

which were to be dealt with, so that the

hon. members would have an opportunity
of preparing themselves to discuss those

particular Estimates.

MR. FROST: I presume it will be
the agricultural estimates tomorrow.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) advised me he proposed
to take up agriculture, municipal affairs

and highways in that order. I do not
know that there has been any change.
That is what he told me.

MR. H. A. NIXON (L Brant): A
night sitting tomorrow night?

MR. FROST : I do not think so, no.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10.58 o'clock

p.m.
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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Speaker: The Honourable (Rev.) M. C. DAVIES

3 o'clock p.m.

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers.

The Honourable the Lieutenant-

Governor entered the Chamber of the

Legislative Assembly and took his seat

upon the Throne.

MR. SPEAKER: May it please
Your Honour :

The Legislative Assembly of the pro-
vince has, at its present sittings, passed
certain bills to which, on behalf and

in the name of the said Assembly, I

respectfully request Your Honour's

assent.

THE CLERK ASSISTANT:
Bill No. 37, The Community Centres

Act, 1949.

Bill No. 38, An Act to amend The

Training Schools Act.

Bill No. 39, An Act to amend The
Industrial Standards Act.

Bill No. 47, An Act to amend The
Arbitration Act.

Bill No. 48, An Act to amend The
Coroners Act.

Bill No. 49, An Act to amend The

County Courts Act.

Bill No. 50, The Crown Attorneys
Act, 1949.

Bill No. 51, An Act to amend The
Deserted Wives' and Children's Main-
tenance Act.

Bill No. 52, An Act to amend The
Crown Witnesses Act.

Bill No. 53, An Act to amend The
Division Courts Act.

Wednesday, March 9, 1949.

Bill No. 54, An Act to amend The

Judicature Act.

Bill No. 55, An Act to amend The
Limitations Act.

Bill No. 56, An Act to amend The
Public Officers' Fees Act.

Bill No. 57, An Act to provide for

the Consolidation of the Statutes.

Bill No. 58, An Act to amend The

Summary Convictions Act.

Bill No. 59, The Warble-Fly Control

Act, 1949.

Bill No. 60, An Act to amend The
Credit Unions Act, 1940.

Bill No. 61, An Act to amend The
Farm Products Marketing Act, 1946.

Bill No. 62, The Farm Products

Containers Act, 1949.

Bill No. 63, An Act to amend The
Ontario Food Terminal Act, 1946.

Bill No. 71, An Act to amend The
Land Transfer Tax Act.

Bill No. 72, The Official Notices Pub-

lication Act, 1949.

Bill No. 73, An Act to amend The
Public Hospitals Act.

Bill No. 74, An Act to amend The
Ontario Northland Transportation
Commission Act.

Bill No. 75, An Act to amend The
Water Powers Regulation Act.

Bill No. 76, An Act to amend The
Cullers Act.

Bill No. 77, An Act to amend The

Planning Act, 1946.

Bill No. 85, An Act to amend The

Legislative Assembly Act.

Bill No. 87, An Act to amend The

Agricultural Development Finance Act.
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Bill No. 88, An Act to amend The
Agricultural Development Act.

Bill No. 92, An Act to amend The
Private Sanitoria Act.

Bill No. 94, The Mills Licensing Act,
1949.

Bill No. 95, The Territorial Division

Act, 1949.

Bill No. 96, An Act to amend The
Juvenile and Family Courts Act.

Bill No. 97, An Act respecting
Certain Contracts that have become

Impossible of Performance or have been
Otherwise Frustrated.

Bill No. 99, An Act to amend The
Matrimonial Causes Act.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE : In His

Majesty's name, the Honourable the

Lieutenant-Governor doth assent to

these bills.

His Honour was then pleased to

retire.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting peti-
tions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move
that you do now leave the chair and
the House resolve itself into Committee
of Supply.

Motion agreed to.

House in Committee, Mr. Patrick in

the chair.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Vote 1.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The
Department of Agriculture, page 7, Vote
No. 1.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman,
before presenting the Estimates, I felt

I should give some information to the

House about the direction in which the

department is going in its work.

To begin with, may I mention the first

item, an increase in the Ministers'

stipend
—that makes it sound like a

church—an increase in the Ministers'

salary from $8,000 to $10,000.

When I came into the present office,

I found the Act had always read $10,000,
and had never been changed by legis-
lation from that figure, but the figure
was reduced to $8,000 by order of the

hon. Premier of the day. I might say
that I absolutely refused to give that

order at the time I was asked, but after

consultation with the Ministers, we
agreed

—at least, they persuaded me—
we should go on until March 31st and
then have it come before the House.
The Act reads now $10,000 a year and
I may say that during the 20-odd days
I will be Premier of this province in

the new year, I feel I should retain that

amount. I am not giving any further

order to reduce it from $10,000 to $8,000.

I do not see how any man can pos-
sibly give out an order, how the leader

of a government can change an Act by
a letter. That is my explanation of the

extra $2,000.

I want to say a word about the public
services in my department. Not many
ministers are blessed, as I am, with the

comfort of having not only capable public
servants who work for the department,
but personal friends as well. After years
of work and co-operation together, a

close tie has grown between us.

When I first appeared to be sworn in,

I had meetings where we came together
not as minister, deputy minister and

director, but as a unit in order that we
might discuss the problems of the depart-
ment and find some way of unitedly

devising policies to better the farmers

of the province.

We kept that up, and by so doing

gained a knowledge of each other that

I am quite sure is a help to all of us.

I particularly regret the illnesses

which have occurred in my department
now. My deputy minister, 43 years of

age, who has never missed a day in his

department since he was sworn in, was
stricken a week ago Friday with a heart
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ailment, quite seriously for two or three

days, but now he is getting better. The
doctor says he is just tired out. Many
hon. members from the country have
heard the expression "bone tired;" I

feel that way myself sometimes, and I

am quite sure that is what he was, "bone

tired," from hard work.

I do not think it is realized generally
in the House that in regard to matters

applying to officials the department meet
at night and come into my office in the

morning. Then work goes on until mid-

night, night after night, doing far beyond
what is expected of a civil servant

today. The officials are carrying out

their work in this way because of their

love for the work, which makes hard
work easy.

I have five men now sick with heart

disease. We have lost two by death,
both comparatively young men. Dr.

Marseilles was buried last Wednesday.
He had been superannuated last fall due
to illness and was, I think, 62 years of

age. He was a man of great promise, a
man known in all civilized countries for

the great work he had done for the

poultry division.

We have been well blessed with our

departmental men and women. We have
not lost many; man after man has been
asked to leave the department and take

up another position paying a higher

salary. The American colleges have
been very eager to get many of our
officials and have offered them more

money than we are giving, but, with

very few exceptions, our people have
said : "No, we are satisfied with our
work here."

We did lose two nutrition people to

the Ottawa government and were very
glad to let them go, not because we
wanted them to leave, but because it was
an advancement for them. We have
one of the best nutrition departments,
I suppose, in all Canada, a department
so strongly built that we allowed the

Department of Health in Ottawa to take

two of our juniors and give them
increased positions and salaries. We
were very glad to part with our men,
whom we might otherwise have held, in

order to do something for the good of

Canada.

I would like to tell a story about one
of our men, to show how proud I am,
Mr. Chairman, to be associated in any
way with the officials of my department.

Some years ago a State college came
here and asked one of our officials to

go over and take a position there. They
offered him 65 per cent, more than he
was getting with us, and that in four

years it would be increased to 150 per
cent. He thought it over thoroughly
and decided not to go. I asked him

why he did not accept the offer, and
this is the story he told me :

"Money is not everything in the

world. I have a love for my work

here, I have a love for my church
here and I have a love for the people

surrounding me here. I have a son,

and it is worth something for him to

be raised under the British flag."

In 1942 that son whom he wanted
raised under the British flag climbed

into an airplane and, with wings like

the eagle, flew into the sun and was
heard of no more. Is it any wonder
that I have a pride and a joy in being
associated with men like that?

That sort of thing helps greatly the

hard life a Minister of Agriculture must
bear. It helps us through some of the

hard work. It carries us over the

rough spots, and I say again, I am
very proud to be associated in any way
with the officials of my department.

In my estimate, it is not generally
known that 80 per cent, of the estimates—and I am not including the hydro—
is for vocational education. We have
the Ontario Agricultural College at

Guelph, the district representatives, the

Women's Institutes. We have the

monthly school, the three-months'

school, the two-weeks' school, one week
and so on and 80 per cent, of all our

money is marked indirectly for educa-

tion purposes. That is how it is spent,
for the education of our farm people.

Our major consideration is livestock,

as you know. Of the tremendous sum
of money that was produced on the

farms last year, 72 per cent, came from
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livestock. You will notice in the

Estimates a greatly increased sum for

the livestock division. We are trying
to increase our livestock. We feel we
have a world market for our dairy
cattle and that we have a tremendous
market south of us for our ordinary-
bred dairy cattle. Therefore, we are

trying to do everything we can to

create a disease- free area here.

The Dominion Government work has

made Ontario free of tuberculosis

except in two counties. We are trying
to get the cattle vaccinated, to help

contagious abortion in every part of the

province. Every year we are vaccinat-

ing more calves, and I rather fancy by
next year we will have a great many
more, and then we may be able to

have compulsory vaccination of calves.

With respect to artificial breeding;
since we started the breeding has just
doubled. Where we had two we have

four, and where we had four we have

eight. In the year 1949 we expect to

double it again. We are trying to

improve our livestock so we will have
not only animals free of disease, but

animals which will give more milk
and more butter and very rapid breed-

ing. We hope to continue our advance
in this line.

You will see in the Estimates a very
large sum, as I said, for livestock. The
bonus on hogs is discontinued. I have
never been fond of the bonus on hogs.
I voted for it when it came in, but I

am not fond of that bonus, providing we
can find some other way of doing the

work in the same manner. Two years
ago I told them (the hog breeders) I

was going to recommend to this govern-
ment that the bonus be cut off. Last

year, at December 31st, we came to the

end of it. This is what we are putting
in its place. We are replacing it by
research work on the feeding of animals,
nutritional work, in connection with

which, as I said, we have a very highly
regarded division and a high standard

at Guelph. He had 40 or 50 farmers
on whom we kept records last year,
and we found in regard to the feeding
of hogs, there was a very great varia-

tion from the highest to the lowest. The

lowest 18 farmers of whom we kept
track made $4.30 per hog. That is, on
a 200-pound pig they made $4.30. The
next 19 farmers, the medium type, made
$12.58 a hog. The highest 18 farmers
made $15.86 a hog. Some made over

$20, some made nothing, but the aver-

age was $15.86. That represented a

profit of $11.52 per pig over the lower

type, numbering 18.

If we make use of that information,
we are on firm ground. We want to

increase our research work on this sub-

ject at the college and see if we can

get a food not costing too much which
will raise a pig to 200 pounds as cheaply
as we can do it. That is the "subsidy"
we are giving and I feel everybody in

this House will feel that is much better

than anything else we have been doing.

I want now to say a word about our

junior farmers. You will notice in the

Estimates an increased amount of

money for that purpose. We have a

very strong junior-farmer movement in

the Province of Ontario. I find that

wherever we have a good junior farm
movement we have progressive farms
and farmers who are going ahead and

making money.

Last Saturday in the morning paper
I clipped advertisements for certain

farms which were for sale. You heard
a question answered which showed the

average house which was built under
the Central Mortgage scheme costs

$8,000. Listen to this, and next Satur-

day get the paper and read more for

yourselves.

"$9,500; one hundred acres and

pastures; lovely nine-room stone

dwelling; large barn 45 x 90; silo;

driveshed; hen-house; all hydro
equipped; on highway adjoining
village."

For $1,500 more than you would pay
for an $8,000 house here, you get 100

acres, a tremendous barn and all other

improvements. You could not put that

barn up for $9,500 today. Here is

another :

"$7,800, for quick sale, 170 acres

first-class state of cultivation, orchard,
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seven-room frame house, large base-

ment, hydro, telephone, toilet installed,

large suitable barns and stables, two

large silos."

I am just giving you a few of these,

"because next Saturday you will see the

same offers in all the papers in the

province.

"$6,500, in Hope township, 59 acres

of land, 5 acres fall wheat—"

and so on,

"A large hen-house, barns and

stables, seven-room insul-brick house,

insulated, water on tap, garage, hydro
throughout; beautiful view of Lake
Ontario."

Another one, and this is in my own
county, and I made a little investigation
into it :

"100 acres, 65 acres workable,
balance goes in bush; frame house,

good repair, banked barns, new roof,

hen-house, pig-pen, all in good repair ;

two silos and cistern; situated a mile

and a half from the village, 28 miles

from Toronto. Will consider exchang-
ing for house in West Toronto.

$7,000."

Why am I mentioning these? I find

in some of these places the sons have left

the farm, and have gone to the city for

the higher wages they thought they could

get there, which led them away from
the country; the older people, tired of

farming, want to withdraw, and there

is no demand. At those prices, anybody
who wants to go into farming can get

quite a buy of the places I have
mentioned.

Through working in the junior farm

movement, we feel we are going to

rejuvenate the farmers of the Province
of Ontario. Farmers are thinking more
of their boys now. There was a time
when the boys could leave the farms,

say to their dad : "I am not going to

work here," and dad would say: "All

right," but not today. The only satis-

factory labour that Dad can have on the

farm is a son. If he can get a son into

partnership, and tries to make him a

part of it right from the beginning, then

we can keep our young people on the

farm.

I was talking about that partnership
business and about a month afterward I

saw a truck at one of my neighbours,
labelled : "So-and-so and sons." One
son was eight years of age, and the

other was four years of age. He was

starting a little young, but he had the

right idea.

I am leaving out discussion on soil

erosion. This will come up through the

motion of the hon. Leader of the Liberal

Party (Mr. Oliver).

However, I want to say something
about research. We will have a separate
item for research. I could not get it in

this year. We have a new amount there.

We have spent very little the last five

years, $100,000 each year on research,

more than we paid out in extension

work. Our research work is a little ahead
of extension, because we cannot hire

extension people and research people as

well. However, we have done pretty
well with the $500,000.

What we must do, and what I hope
will come out of the statement I made
this morning in the Agricultural Com-
mittee, is that someone other than

government officials will carry this to

the farmer himself. It is our hope the

junior farmers, the boys and girls, will

take a very active part in this work,
and through their co-operation and

through their help the research work
we are doing will be carried back to the

farmer. Our great job is the farmer as

an individualist. You cannot make him
do anything if he does not want to do
it. You can show him, you can tell him,

you can send him all kinds of pamphlets,
but he will not do it, if he does not

want to do it. He is an individualist.

There are so many different types of

farming in this province, and what we
have to do is find some way of

getting this research to the farmers in

such a way that they will believe it and
will carry it out. In doing that, they will

save money.

Chaps like myself. I want to farm

my own way, am willing to lose a few
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dollars to go my own way because I

have always done it. Nevertheless, I

say a man is foolish if he does not keep
up with the improvements and latest

developments. I think, by the movement
of junior farmers in this province we
will bring that back and make a system
of farming here better than we have
had before.

The other is markets. This was hard
to carry out, but we have a very active

Marketing Department under Mr.

Perkins, a very able man, with whose

co-operation we are going to go farther

ahead than ever before. We are trying
to get the farmer to co-operate, and the

time is coming shortly, I hope, that

every consumer will go in and say : "I

want a second-grade tin of tomatoes,
2c cheaper. I want a first-grade, I

want this and I want that. And every-

thing will have a guarantee. They will

know that the big ones are not on

top and the little ones on the bottom
if they have the assurity as advertised.

You cannot put poor tomatoes, or any-

thing else, in a tin and make them

"good." You cannot do it, they have
to be good before they go into the tin.

We have a large system of inspectors
who are very good. They are working
along with the Federal Government at

Ottawa. We appoint our joint inspec-
tors by order-in-council without salary
and by joint agreement we are trying
to persuade the farmers on the idea that

it does not even pay to fool the custo-

mer. We hope, as time goes on, very

shortly we will have it so we can say
with assurance : "It is a No. 1 article"—and you can be assured you are going
to get a No. 1 article.

Mr. Chairman, I would now go on
with Estimates.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, I

think the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
has good reason to feel pride in the

group of men associated with him in

the Department of Agriculture They
are, without doubt, a very high type

of civil servant and they have contri-

buted a great deal to the province.

Everyone here heard with regret of the

illness of the Deputy Minister and we
are all hoping that he will make an

early recovery. It may be that his

trouble may have something to do with

the burden of over-work which was
referred to in the Federation of Agri-
culture brief which I mentioned earlier

in this session.

There was another matter mentioned
in that brief to which the hon. Premier
has made passing reference, and that is

the hog subsidy. That was also brought
to the attention of this House by myself
and the Leader of the Liberal Party,
the hon. member for Grey South (Mr.
Oliver).

Now, it is quite apparent that in the

estimates for next year nothing appears
for the hog subsidy and the hon.

Premier has stated that it is to be dis-

continued. Further, I think we should

also take note of the fact that by virtue

of the same Act, the Cheese and Hog
Subsidy Act, there was a cheese subsidy

provided which the hon. Premier has not

referred to today. In last year's estimate,

these items appeared under the statutory
column as a subsidy for Cheddar cheese

and administrative expenses $1,275,000,
and a subsidy for premiums on swine
and administration expenses $950,000.
Of course, we have been told that the

decision of the government is to dis-

continue the premium on hogs and that,

I believe, was done at the end of last

year. We have had no information

further about the decision with respect
to cheese except, of course, that no bill

has been introduced to extend last year's
Act.

MR. KENNEDY: I intended to

speak about that.

MR. JOLLIFFE: If you would like

to now, I will yield the floor.

MR. KENNEDY: We have always
given a subsidy on cheese for overseas.

We started when the requisitions started

and stopped when the requisitions

stopped. We are informed this year
that no requisition will be put into
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force. I have given a large vote there

for the general dairy industries in order
to look after them.

MR. JOLLIFFE : $500,000.

MR. KENNEDY : I do not think we
spent very much on cheese last year.
I am sorry I cannot tell you now but

I think it is about half of that, not much
more than half.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Mr. Chairman, the

difficulty is that, if there was another

change in the situation, the hon. Premier
would be without Statutory authority to

renew the cheese subsidy. Is it not

possible that, in the meantime, there may
be developments which would make it

desirable to renew the subsidy, and if

the Act is not extended for another

year, nothing appears in the Estimates,
the hon. Premier would be without

authority to reconsider the matter or

make any decision. Now, I would think

the cheese industry is in a position

today where it might deserve some
reconsideration. I understand the matter
was discussed at the Agricultural Com-
mittee this morning, and a brief has
been sent to the hon. members of this

House by the Cheese Producers Market-

ing Board, drawing attention to, I

think you could call it, a decline in this

industry.

There are other hon. members in this

House who are more familiar with the

problems of the cheese producers and

perhaps they will want to say some-

thing about this matter. However, I

would like to hear from the hon. Premier
a fuller statement about the cheese

industry. I would add that, while we
appreciate what is going to be done to

assist hog producers in producing hogs
more economically, at the same time we
really have not had an explanation of

why December 31, 1948 should have
been chosen as the date for cutting off

the hog subsidy, at a time when the hog
industry was declining. A good many
people last year thought the future was
much too uncertain to go on with hog
production. Now, quite seriously, I

would like to hear from the hon.
Premier a fuller explanation on cheese

and hogs. I am sure he has given it a

great deal of thought and I am sure

there is more to be said on these two

particular subjects.

MR. KENNEDY : Would it be all

right to explain when we come to these

items ?

MR. JOLLIFFE : The trouble is that

these items have gone, they have van-
ished from the Estimates.

MR. KENNEDY: We have the

Livestock and Dairy, I can get that now.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I appreciate that

and I have noticed a very substantial

grant for research purposes under the

Dairy heading.

MR. KENNEDY : I will get it now.
The hog production in the Province of

Ontario has gone down in the last

year in spite of the hog subsidy we
gave it. That subsidy did not seem to

keep the hog production up. I thought
something was wrong, particulary when
you give a bonus for hogs and find the

production goes down, and down and
down. There must be something wrong.
So we decided to try something else.

In 1946, the production of hogs in this

province went up, showing that the

bonus had no reflection, the subsidy
had no effect on the production of hogs.
We thought through this new system
we could save more than a dollar on

hogs. It is a much better system and
I think you will agree that this is a more
wholesome system.

MR. JOLLIFFE : If it works.

MR. KENNEDY: Yes. In the

cheese industry we are hoping to do a
lot more than the two cents' subsidy

per pound. For many years our cheese

has been the "orphan" of the dairy

industry. We were selling cheese the

same way it was sold 100 years ago
when we did not have any money here

and wanted pounds and shillings to come
over from England the day the cheese

was sold we delivered it to the English
buyers. We did not keep it. We used
to do that with cattle but we do not do
that now. In the case of cattle, we now
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sell the finished product. We are hoping
that we will be able to do the same with
cheese through our four different storage
plants in the province. We will be able

to cure cheese and have a market for

cured cheese, a much better market in

this country. I was very much sur-

prised this morning by the hon. member
for York West (Mr. Millard) when he
said : "We can get rid of a lot of cheese."

The man who took the cheese wanted to

make one-eighth of a cent. If he sold

it for 15c, or 20c or 30c a pound, he still

made one-eighth of a cent. I think the
farmer should follow the cheese to the
consumer and in doing that he will make
a lot more money. As long as we give
him a 2c subsidy, that creates a false

security. If we can do something to get a

good market, they will have security.
We are trying to lower the cost of

production. Farmers in this House know
that they are producing at a lower cost

now. Perhaps I should explain what
I mean. With the use of machines, he
has created a lower cost of production
than he would have if he did not have
the machines. With these new machines
we are trying to get the production costs

down. We will come to that later.

We will be able to get a cheese which
we can put in any part of the country,
the United States and Great Britain,
because some day we are doing to have
the American market.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The Americans
do not know what good cheese is.

MR. KENNEDY: I know. I was
over there about 3 years ago talking
with a group of men. A week afterwards
a man came over and, although we
could then get 25c a pound for cheese,
he offered us 35c in American money
for cheese, 38 T

/>c a pound, to take it

over to the States but he could not do
it. We make the finest, the best Cheddar
cheese in the world but we have not
been selling it the right way. We have
been selling it the same way as New
Zealand cheese. But our time for manu-

facturing is much shorter in which to

make cheese. In New Zealand they have
a twelve-months pasture. They do not
feed in the winter as we do. They

pasture cattle and they can produce
cheese so much cheaper than we can.

However, we can produce cheese so

much better than they can so why not
sell our cheese in the luxury market
instead of bidding against them in an
inferior market and by doing that we
will make more than the 2c a pound paid
under the subsidy.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South) : Mr. Chairman, before we go
into the various items of the Agricultural
Estimates, I would make one or two

general comments on what the hon.

Premier has said. I agree, first of all,

with my friend from York South (Mr.
Jolliffe) in regard to the hog subsidy
and cheese subsidy. The cheese subsidy
is a twin of the hog subsidy and one is

just as important as the other. If we
have anything in our minds which would
lead us to pay a subsidy on cheese then

we would have to have legislation in this

session of the Legislature before the

actions of the hon. Premier in paying
that premium would have the authority
of this Legislature and the authority of

law.

In regard to the hog subsidy, I am not
in full agreement with some of the

arguments the hon. Premier has given.
He has indicated to the House that it

does not appear to him that the paying
of a subsidy on hogs would lead to an
increased production of hogs. Now, he
and I both realize that farmers raise

hogs when it pays fanners to raise hogs
and they get out of the production of

hogs when that demand disappears. If

you give $1.50 for the price of the hog
that the farmers gets for that hog, then

certainly you put in the man's mind the

desire to produce more hogs.

MR. KENNEDY : It did not work
that way with the Dominion Government.

AIR. OLIVER: There must have
been something else that entered into

the picture. No one can argue the in-

creased price of hogs would force down
production of hogs. That is falling in

opposite directions and it does not make
sense to say when you increase produc-
tion of hogs the farmer gets out of
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production of hogs. I do not think you
can escape that statement. One other

word in regard to the hog subsidy. The
hon. Premier says he is introducing

something which will take its place, yea,
it will go away beyond taking the place
of what the hog subsidy did for the

farmers of Ontario.

MR. KENNEDY : Yes, and I stand

behind that too.

MR. OLIVER : I want to ask you,
if what you are putting in the place of

the hog subsidy is a premium to deter-

mine the cost of production. I presume,
not only in regard to hogs but in other

products of the farm. It is my opinion,
as a farmer, that that will not take the

place of the hog subsidy in dealing with

the farmers of this province.

Another thing, Mr Chairman
;

the

hon. Premier says that is taking the place
of the hog subsidy. He knows quite well

and I am sure he will agree with me
that this cost analysis was in the civic

office department long before they struck

off the hog subsidy. It did not take the

place of the hog subsidy, it merely
helped my hon. friend out when he was

groping around for a reason for discon-

tinuing the hog subsidy. He can put his

hand out and say : "Here, my friends, is

our reason, here is the thing we give you
instead of the hog subsidy." It is not

instead of the hog subsidy at all, as it was
there before the hog subsidy was dis-

continued.

Another thing in that regard which I

discount to a great degree, the value of

this cost-finding expedition. It would

always seem to me that the farmers of

Ontario, generally, have always had the

habit of producing at a basically low
cost.

I do not believe that in producing

hogs my hon. friend (Mr. Kennedy)
can write any formula or can set up any
experiment which will bring down the

price of producing hogs to the average
farmers of this province. It may be

that I have something to learn in that

connection, but I do not think that it

is anything in the shape of an answer
to discontinue the hog subsidy.

Mr. Chairman, one more point on
this particular matter. I feel, as I said

when I spoke in the Speech from the

Throne debate, that my hon. friend

(Mr. Kennedy) should not have dis-

continued the hog subsidy as of the

1st day of January. He should have
continued it, as the statute intended, to

the 31st day of March. And my hon.

friend (Mr. Kennedy), as the Minister
of Agriculture, was not serving the

farmers in that regard; he did not give
them the notice he said he would give
them—
MR. KENNEDY : Oh yes, I did.

MR. OLIVER: It was discontinued

forthwith, without any warning. He
took from under their feet the only

thing which had helped them sustain

the production of hogs in this province,
and at a time when the production of

hogs in this province was falling, and
it was most imperative that we not only

get our feet into the new markets, as

far as hogs were concerned, but also

to prove our ability to stay in those

markets and prove we were able to

produce and make a profit on the pro-
duction of hogs.

I want to say just one word in

regard to another matter, which my
hon. friend (Mr. Kennedy) brought up.
I do not say these words for any par-
ticular reason, except that it seems to

me a matter of principle is involved.

My hon. friend (Mr. Kennedy) said

at the outset of his remarks that the

Cabinet were now going to take—when
the new legislation became law—the

$10,000 which the statute all along had

provided, and do so by an order-in-

council raising it from $8,000—
MR. KENNEDY : No, not an order-

in-council. By a letter.

MR. HARRY A. NIXON (L
Brant) : There was a statutory vote

carried out.

MR. OLIVER : Oh yes, that is right.

Anyway you were going to take the

extra $2,000 now.

Mr. Chairman, what I have to say
in that regard is this; I will not argue,
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at the moment at least, that the hon.

Cabinet Ministers are not worth the

amounts of money they are now going
to receive if this legislation becomes
law. I am going to say two things. In

the first place, if you are going to make
this change, you should have made it

in 1947, my hon. friends, when the

various amounts which were paid to

hon. members and hon. Cabinet mem-
bers and to the hon. Leader of the

Opposition were raised and altered at

that time.

MR. KENNEDY: I would have
liked to.

MR. OLIVER: If there is going to

be a change as my hon. friend (Mr.
Kennedy) says today, that was the time
the change should have been made in

conjunction with the other changes, and
I think then it would have been accept-
able.

MR. KENNEDY: Could we make it

retroactive ?

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER : You can do anything.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. OLIVER: I am serious about

this. I think it would have made for

less confusion in the public minds, and
would have been acceptable, to a degree
at least, by the public-at-large.

Another part of this matter that

appeals to me is I do not think anybody
will argue

—not very long, at least, but

we have reached almost the top of our

prosperity at the moment, and it seems
to me you are setting a bad precedent
for all concerned—for the people gener-

ally
—at this time, when we have

reached the top, or maybe have gone
over the top a little, and then you raise

your salaries by $2,000.

I think you would have been better

by far to do it when we were in the

ascendancy, so far as incomes and

prosperity were concerned, and not to

do it when we have gone over the top.

Another point in that connection;

you are doing this thing at a time when
we are almost restricting our services

to people who need it very badly. We
have suggested, from this side of the

House, that there are crippled and
maimed people who are not getting any-
thing in the form of a pension; we are

suggesting, as we did last year, that we
should increase the basic old-age

pensions in this Province of Ontario.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. OLIVER: We are a wealthy
province, and we could very well, on
our initiative, without saying "Ottawa
should do this," ourselves do some of
these things. On the other side of the

ledger you take unto yourselves as

Cabinet Ministers, an extra $2,000.

I suggest seriously to my hon. friend

the Premier (Mr. Kennedy)—and I

have no particular axe to grind in this

regard
—that he consider the course he

is about to pursue, and in the interests

of the public-at-large, and the progress
of this province generally in the difficult

months ahead, he refrain from taking
the step upon which he has now set his

foot.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. KENNEDY: Vote No. 1.

MR. ROSS McEWING (L Well-

ington North) : Mr. Chairman, the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) has said

that he gave notice that he was going
to discontinue this. Is that right?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. McEWING
notice ?

How much

MR. KENNEDY: I think it was two

years ago when I spoke of it, and again
a year ago I said this would be the

last bill to be brought in.

MR. McEWING: You brought this

Act in a year ago, and they were not

given the six months' notice.

MR. KENNEDY : I said it was the

last Act that was coming in.

MR. McEWING : You said it was to

be to the 31st of March.
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MR. KENNEDY : Oh, no.

MR. McEWING: Yes you did.

Another point is that hog subsidies are

a premium on a special type of hog,
with which we are trying to compete in

the British market. Now the system
you speak about is to increase the

profit you can make on hogs. Oh, of

course, you can produce a big, fat hog,
or produce anything at a profit, but you
are not producing the good hog which
will hold the markets, and that is what
the Act was for.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE: (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : Mr. Chair-

man, the point which has just been
raised by the hon. member for Welling-
ton North (Mr. McEwing) seems to

me to be an important one, and before
the final epitaph is written on hog
subsidies, I think it should be empha-
sized.

One of the purposes of the subsidy
was to improve the quality of hogs,
and not merely to boost the number of

the production of hogs. I think the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) will agree
it did have that effect. We do not have

any assurance, and I do not see how
we can possibly be sure that the dis-

covery of more economical feeding
methods will replace the subsidy, and

bring about the production, of the high-

quality animals, because, after all, the

subsidy was a premium on the better-

quality hogs. Not that all the hogs
ever reached that quality by any means.
As a matter of fact, as most people
know, there are two different types of

premiums, the "A" premium and the

"B-l" premium, and the rest of them

just did not qualify.

I have heard hog producers not only
in this province, but in other provinces
as well—for example, Alberta, where

hog production was greatly increased

during the war—say they did not like

producing this kind of hog, as it was
a very expensive hog to produce, and

quite a number of them would like to

revert to the old method of feeding

hogs with whatever was handy, and

getting a big, fat animal, which just
would not do in the foreign markets.

Before the matter is finally buried, I

think we should be aware of what is

being done. We are removing here an
incentive to the production of the better

type of animals which had a much
better name on our markets.

Mr. Chairman, before we leave this

vote, there is another item on which I

would like some information. I men-
tioned it previously at this session, but
so far I have not had any response. I

refer to item 12. There is an item there
for $2,500 for the Agricultural Enquiry
Commission. I would repeat, Mr. hon.
Premier (Mr. Kennedy), my question;
what on earth has happened to the Agri-
cultural Enquiry Commission? How
many meetings have been held during
the last year, if any? Is it definitely
intended that the commission will carry
on its work during the coming year ? I

take it that something will be done
;

otherwise the $2,500 would not be there,
but if something is to be done, how
much can be expected for this $2,500?
I think that amount would hardly do
more than cover the travelling expenses
of the members of the commission to

one meeting, because many of them, I

understand, come from some distance

away. I would invite the government to

tell us what it has in mind about the

future of this commission, and the publi-
cation of its findings, and the eventual

conclusion, if there is ever to be a

conclusion.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman,
the commission is finished, but we are

keeping on calling people who are

specialists in connection with any en-

quiry we want to make. For instance

last year we had an enquiry into cattle

and cattle vaccination when we tried to

determine the best way of making vac-

cination compulsory. We did not call

in this commission, as so many of them
had gone, but we called in another group
of farmers. We did not call them a

"Commission." We may call three or

four of them during the coming year,
men who are specialists along the lines

being investigated. I think you will find

the average farmer wants that type of

service. He does not want the commit-
tee of 21 and 22, many of whom perhaps
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have moved out of the picture to a great
extent.

As far as I am concerned—and I want
to be very honest and frank with the

hon. member—the commission's findings

have been a splendid work. I think

there were about 50 recommendations—
I am speaking only from memory—and

we adopted about 45. I remember three

we did not adopt.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Is there any final

report which has been published ?

MR. KENNEDY: It has been pub-
lished and placed on the table.

MR. JOLLIFFE: That is the final

report ?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. J. D. BAXTER (L Prince

Edward-Lennox) : Mr. Chairman, I

listened to the hon. Minister's (Mr.
Kennedy) explanation today, and I do

not think anybody will deny that in him
we have a man whose heart is very much
in his department. I was interested par-

ticularly in his remarks about the grad-

ing of vegetables, and in that regard I

would like to say that I am one who for

many years has contended that was one

of the ways we could improve the quality

of the goods arriving on our markets.

For the illumination, or perhaps edifica-

tion, of the hon. members of this House,
who may not be as much interested in the

canning business as others, may I say that

two years ago the grading of tomatoes

was instituted in Western Ontario. It

served a fine purpose, and for two years
has been carried on, and certainly has im-

proved the quality of the product which

finally reached the consumer. It also

brought about, as was hoped, an increase

in the price to the producer, which, in

turn, had to be paid by the processors,

and was then passed on to the con-

sumers. I hope that in the very near

future compulsory grading will be made

general throughout the province.

MR. KENNEDY : Hear, hear.

MR. BAXTER: I am glad to see

the hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) agrees

with me in that regard, because I happen
to know that a telegram went forward

yesterday to the Marketing Trade

Board, from the Eastern Ontario pro-

ducers, asking that this grading be dis-

continued. I hope the hon. Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) in his capacity as

Minister of Agriculture, will take a pro-

gressive step, and say "No, we will not

discontinue it, but to make it fair for

all the processors, we will make it com-

pulsory for all of Ontario."

Secondly, there was one item of

$2,000—item No. 8—for the Ontario

Farm Radio Forum. I do not know
whether the hon. members of the House
are acquainted with the work this

Ontario Farm Radio Forum is doing,
but I feel it is one of the finest pro-

jects the farm people in the Province of

Ontario have today in the way of educa-

tion, recreation, and as a build-up of

the community spirit. I have no way
of knowing just what cosi is involved in

carrying this on, but I think, from

looking over the estimates for the past
few years, that $2,000 has been the

customary grant. I know this service

has expanded rapidly. I have sat in on
some of these Monday evening meetings
in various parts of my constituency, and
it is a marvellous thing for building up
the morale of the farm families, and for

giving them a wider point of view in

Canadian affairs, as well as economic

affairs, and for making them realize

that, after all, one is not faring a lot

worse than another.

As some farmers are individualists,

they think they are the only ones who
are getting a bad deal. For that reason,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to urge
that if it is at all possible the hon.

Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
may, in his wisdom, from some of his

estimates which have been a little gener-

ously provided for, see if he cannot

increase the grant by at least another

$2,000, so that this fine work may be

carried on.

MR. H. A. NIXON (L Brant):
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a

very brief comment on item 1 in this

vote. This will, of course, come up in
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the case of every department, where the

Minister's salary is set out as a statutory
item. Possibly we could discuss it with-

out embarrassment in this instance,
better than any other, because I under-
stand there is no Minister of Agricul-
ture at the moment being paid out of

this vote, but the Premier (Mr. Ken-

nedy) unquestionably receives his

honorarium, or whatever you call it,

from the Premier's vote at the present
time, although he has indicated that he

practically knows the number of days
until he will be back as the hon.

Minister of Agriculture, and under this

vote again.

One naturally wondered why at this

particular time the government should
see fit to change the statutory vote as it

is carried in the column in the estimates

from $8,000 to $10,000. I thought my-
self, of course, it was because it was
due to the fact that the ex-Premier (Mr.
Drew) whom we always said did all the

work on the Cabinet benches, has now
gone to his reward in other fields, and
the Cabinet Ministers have to work so

much harder, they feel they should have
the extra $2,000.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. NIXON: There may be some
argument in that, Mr. Chairman.

I wonder if this is history repeating
itself. I recall very well, as will my
hon. friend the Premier (Mr. Kennedy)
back in about 1930 when the Conserva-
tive government of that day brought in

legislation to increase the salaries of

Ministers from $8,000 to $10,000.

MR. KENNEDY: That was done
before 1930.

MR. NIXON: My hon. friend (Mr.
Kennedy) will remember that Mr.

Ferguson brought it in, in the 1930's.

I have not checked on it, and it is not

important, in any case, but I think that

my hon. friend (Mr. Kennedy) will

find that is about when it was done.

At that time our fiscal year ended on
the 31st of October and the government
of that day, although they passed the

legislation in March, a little later than

this, made it retroactive to the begin-

ning of that fiscal year, the 1st of

November, and I have no doubt that is

what put it into the mind of my hon.

friend (Mr. Kennedy) that perhaps he
should make this retroactive for a year
or two.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. NIXON : In any case, they in-

creased their salary to $10,000 and made
it retroactive. Of course every hon.

member knows that a Cabinet Minister,
in addition to the $10,000, gets the

indemnity of an hon. member of the

Legislature, which is now $3,000.

Immediately thereafter, there fol-

lowed the very, very serious depression
of the 1930's, and, as a matter of fact,

this issue of the Cabinet increasing its

salaries after the election, and making it

retroactive, was rather a factor in the

election which followed, and my hon.

leader at that time made so much of

it, that when he came into the House,
neither he nor his Ministers would

accept the $10,000, and from that day,
to the present time, this item has been
carried as an $8,000-vote in the

statutory column.

MR. KENNEDY: I am asking, as

a matter of information, did the hon.

member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) sign
a letter to the effect that the law should

not be put into force ? Did you sign that

letter ?

MR. NIXON: I have not the

slightest recollection of it. Does my
hon. friend (Mr. Kennedy) know there

is such a letter in existence?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes. That is the

letter which was sent around. A letter

came to me asking me to sign to the

effect that the Act of this House be not

changed, but the Ministers will get

$8,000 instead of $10,000.

MR. NIXON : Possibly there are—

MR. KENNEDY: I think you
should sue the government for your
back pay if that is the case.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Provincial Treasurer) : Did they not

pay Mr. Drury his back pay?
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One of the difficult things about this

House this year is the inability of any-
one who rises on this side of the House
to get a frank admission from the

government benches on any question that

is raised. You are either casually tossed

aside with the words, "the answer is in

the negative" or "the answer is in the

affirmative," or you are completely

ignored.

Now, the hon. Minister of Agricul-
ture (Mr. Kennedy) and the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) said

a little while ago "we gave the hog

producers notice," and I heard the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) say
that it was given a couple of years ago.
What are the facts? It is true that on

the 12th of March, 1947, the hon. mem-
ber for Wellington North (Mr.
McEwing) raised this very question,
and I think it is worth while putting
on Hansard now an extract from
Hansard of March 12th, 1947 :

"Mr. McEwing: Tf a case arises

where it is advisable to discontinue

it—"

The hog subsidy,

"—do not you think the hog producers
should have some 5 or 6 months'

notice ?'

"Mr. Kennedy: T may say, Mr.

Chairman, that we will let the hog
producers know about it. Ottawa
closed their subsidy off without let-

ting a person know about it. I think

that is wrong. I think the farmers
of this province should have some
notification.'

"

Now, taking your words at their

face value, you gave an intimation two

years ago that in the fullness of time

the hog subsidy might be cut off, and
when that time arrived and you decided

to discontinue, you would give the hog
producers of this province adequate
notice that the subsidy was to be termin-

ated. I challenge anybody on the

government benches to stand up and
declare that the hog producers of this

province received notice.

HON. T. L. KENNEDY (PC

Premier) : I can stand up and say they
received notice.

MR. MacLEOD : Where?

MR. KENNEDY: I can stand up
and say they received notice.

MR. MacLEOD: Where?

MR. KENNEDY: A third time, I

would like to say they received notice.

MR. MacLEOD: Well, I must say
that is not very satisfactory.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (PC
Treasurer) : Is not that a nice direct

answer to you?

MR. MacLEOD: Because when the

hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr.
Kennedy) and the Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) say they received a notice,

where is the notice? What is there to

which he can point to substantiate the

claim that the hog producers of this

province received that notification?

Now, you should be able to do that.

MR. KENNEDY : You do not doubt

my word in this House?

MR. MacLEOD : The hon. Minister

of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) is the

last man in the Province of Ontario
whose word I would doubt, but, at

the same time, if a Minister of Agri-
culture claims that the farmers were

given notice, he ought to be able to

produce something to substantiate that.

MR. KENNEDY: I said "the hog
producers."

MR. MacLEOD : After all, any
member who speaks on this side of the

House and makes such a categorical
statement as that, is obliged to give some
substantial evidence of his statement.

I say that there is nothing on the record

of the administration of this province
to indicate or to prove that the farmers

received the notification which the hon.

Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
claims they did receive. All you did

was—and the hon. Provincial Treasurer

(Mr. Frost) admitted it—to tell them
two years ago, but I repeat what you
told them two years ago was that some
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day it might be necessary to discontinue

the subsidy and when that day arrived

you would give them several months'

notice before the subsidy was dis-

continued.

MR. FROST: You are a "doubting
Thomas."

MR. MacLEOD : I am not.

MR. FROST : You said the Premier

(Mr. Kennedy) was the last man you
would doubt, and yet you doubt him.

MR. MacLEOD: If these men can-

not bring themselves to stand up in

their places and say : Mr. Chairman, we
made a mistake; we have done those

things which we ought not to have
done . . .

MR. FROST : The hon. member has
said that the Premier is the last person
in Ontario whom he would doubt, and
there are about 4,500,000 people in

Ontario, and yet now he doubts that

one person. That just shows how
difficult and impossible it is to convince
the hon. member (Mr. MacLeod) of

anything.

MR. MacLEOD: I am more con-
vinced than ever that the people of this

province would be better satisfied if we
could be shown a copy of the notification,
because this is the typical Lindsay-
lawyers' argument. That sort of stuff

may go over in a small town. It may
sound convincing to an impecunious law-

yer, but it does not sound very convinc-

ing to me.

While I am on this question I want to

say a word regarding what has been
referred to by others who have spoken—
and that is a good word—"stipend"

—of

the Ministers. It would be a great thing
in The United Church of Canada or the

Church of England if all the ministers

got a $2,000 increase at one fell swoop.
Now, the sequence of events is very

interesting, Mr. Chairman, and ought not

to be passed unnoticed. The members of

this government have the colossal, unmit-

igated gall to increase their salaries by
$2,000 just 24 hours after those Min-
isters and their supporters on that side

of the House stood up and voted against

a $10 a month increase for the old-age

pensioners. I say that action on the

part of the members of the government
will be remembered as one of the most

disgraceful acts ever performed by any
government Ministers in the history of

this province, and I repeat the words I

used last night
—shame on you. Shame

on you who would keep 70,000 or 80,000
old people in this province in the condi-

tion where they are too poor to live and
too rich to die, and yet you dip your
hands into the coffers of the Treasury of

Ontario and lift out the sum of $2,000,
and in a few days time one of the Min-
isters who will receive that $2,000 in-

crease will stand up and tell his House
that he is opposed to 75 cents an hour
minimum wage in the Province of

Ontario.

HON. C. DALEY (Minister of

Labour) : Where is the connection?

MR. MacLEOD : If you receive an
increase of $2,000, I do not see why you
should object to workers in offices and
factories getting a minimum wage of 75
cents an hour.

MR. DALEY: I do not think they
are limited to 75 cents.

MR. MacLEOD : I think in the light
of what has been said by the hon. Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe), the

hon. Leader of the Liberal Party (Mr.
Oliver) and the dean of the House, in

respect to this matter, that the hon. Min-
ister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) and
all Ministers of the government should
reconsider this matter, because I am go-
ing to tell you that this will be looked

upon as one of the most cynical acts

that any government ever performed.
You would not have done this on the

eve of an election, just as you would not
have discontinued the hog subsidies on
the eve of an election, but you do it now
because you think you are safely in

power for the next five years.

MR. FROST : Might I ask the hon.

member (Mr. MacLeod) did he refuse

to accept the $1,000 voted to him in

salary, and did the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) refuse to ac-
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cept the increase in salary two years

ago? It depends on whose ox is gored.

MR. MacLEOD : You want to gore
too many oxen.

I do not see that is an argument at

all, as a matter of fact.

MR. FROST: Why not? Why not

send a cheque back for the money you

got?

AN HON. MEMBER : Stand up in

your seat.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF
York East) : You put it in your pocket.

MR. MacLEOD: I can see you are

a bit upset about it.

AN HON. MEMBER : Yes, you are

worried.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : You also took the thousand.

MR. MacLEOD: As a matter of

fact, I was not in the House when the

vote took place on that subject.

MR. FROST : That is the first time.

MR. MacLEOD : If you will look up
Hansard there was no recorded vote on

that at all.

MR. FROST: Where were you?

MR. MacLEOD: I think you will

find—

MR. FROST : Just behind the door.

You were out in the hall.

MR. MacLEOD: The chief whip
spoke on the subject and stated it was
not becoming for hon. members of the

Legislature
—

MR. FROST : But he took it.

MR. MacLEOD: —to raise their

salaries at a time when the same Legis-
lature refused to pay an adequate old-

age pension and others forms of social

security. Now, you people do not need

an extra $2,000 a year.

MISS MacPHAIL: They could

struggle along on $11,000.

MR. MacLEOD: Certainly, if the

old-age pensioner can get by on a dollar

a day, why cannot you get by on $8,000 ?

MISS MacPHAIL: $11,000.

MR. MacLEOD: $11,000. What do

you want anyway? Do you want to be

millionaires in five years ? I do feel, Mr.

Chairman, there must be some little bit

of conscience left over there.

MR. FROST: I am just going to

wait for you to send a cheque for your
thousand dollars a year.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. FROST : And some hon. mem-
bers opposite can do the same thing.

MR. MILLARD: You took the

thousand, too, did you not?

MR. FROST : Of course, but I am
not making a hypocritical speech like the

hon. member (Mr. MacLeod) opposite,

or, for that matter, the hon. leader of

the Liberal party (Mr. Oliver).

MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South): Who? me?

MR. FROST : Certainly. You got an
increase and you send a cheque back

too, will you?
p

THE CHAIRMAN : Order.

MR. MacLEOD: I will be through
in a minute. I am having a lot of inter-

ruptions here.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (PC
Minister of Municipal Affairs) : And
the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) asking for more services this

year than any other year.

THE CHAIRMAN: Order.

MR. MacLEOD: I simply cannot

understand you, a man who claims to be

learned and intelligent
—

MR. DUNBAR: Every time he

comes in the House, he is asking for

something.

MR. MacLEOD :
—

asking hon mem-
bers of this House, wisely or unwisely,
to vote for your increase, to pay indemni-
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ties, and considering you are now there-

fore justified
—

MR. DUNBAR: And he is looking
for more.

MR. MacLEOD :
—in dipping into

the treasury barrel, dragging out an
additional $2,000. You got the $1,000—

MR. FROST: So did you, I am
pointing out, and you did not a say a

word about it.

MR. MacLEOD: I am very certain

the lawyers on the government side of

the House could not earn $8,000 a year
at their professions if they were

practising.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

HON. DANA PORTER (PC Minis-

ter of Education) : Well, the hon. mem-
ber (Mr. MacLeod) is wrong.

MR. MacLEOD: I am very sure

that you could not. I am certain of that.

MR. PORTER: I can assure the

hon. member (Mr. MacLeod) of this:

he may think I could not, but the fact

is, I did.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear. «

MR. MacLEOD: Well, then, I can

only say that I do not have much

respect for your clients.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD: They were very
foolish indeed. Because this particular
minister who has now come into this

debate—
MR. PORTER: I am not in any

debate.

MR. MacLEOD : Oh, yes. I do not

know of any Minister in the government
who has shown a greater lack of

concern—
AN HON. MEMBER: For you.

MR. MacLEOD: — for human
needs than the hon. Minister of Edu-
cation. Any time you speak about old-

age pensions, and mothers' allowances,

you will find the hon. Minister (Mr.
Porter) has a single reaction. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, the only
time the hon. Minister of Education
comes face to face with a human
problem is when he looks in a mirror.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD: However, it is

not—
MR. PORTER: At any rate, the

hon. member (Mr. MacLeod) appar-

ently thinks—
MR. MacLEOD : I say it is not too

late. It is not too late for the hon.

Premier of this province, who stands

so high in the esteem of hon. members
of the Legislature and of the citizens

of Ontario, to stand up now in his place
and say he is not going to be a party
to an Act which will sully his reputation
before the people of Ontario.

MR. W. DENNISON (CCF St.

David) : Mr. Chairman, I would like to

deal with Item No. 4 of Vote 1. I will

assure the hon. Premier I am not going
to deal with his salary or with the hog
subsidy, but I think I have a suggestion
which would be approved by the 178,000
farmers in this province.

On page 72, of the Annual Reports
of the hon. Minister this year, he lists

the publications that were put out this

year by his department, and I notice

that next year he has an item here of

$100,000 to look after that work for

1949.

I notice none of these publications
have a very large circulation in this

province. The largest circulation is a
matter of some 35,000 for one circular

on grain production, but many of them
have a circulation of only about 2,000,

8,000, 10,000 or 15,000. It seems to me
this department should put out one

report, or one annual handbook, each

year, which would be given to every
farmer in this province.

I have on my desk an annual hand-
book put out by the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, "Soils and
men." This handbook is not filled up
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with dry figures, it is filled with inter-

esting material which would be of

assistance to any farmer. I do not

suppose for one minute every farmer
in the United States of America gets
a copy of this, and I do not suggest the

department should publish anything as

elaborate as this publication, but I do
think the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy)
might have someone in his department
draw up an annual handbook for the

farmers of this province, giving the

highlights and the best advice they can

give for the farmers during the year,

giving the results of tests, and research

during the year; in other words, bring-

ing the farmers of the province up-to-
date on what their department has done
for them, up-to-date on new methods
of farm practice, and so on. I suggest
this be delivered to the farmers some-
time in the early winter, when the aver-

age farmer in Ontario has time to read

it.

AN HON. MEMBER: What?

MR. DENNISON: It might, for

instance, be in the form of a magazine.
I certainly hope it would not have this

dull blue cover on it, which would

depress any farmer. I think it should

have a nice picture cover, with plenty
of colour, and that it could be sent

out in the early part of the year.

You might also at the same time

invite every farmer in this province to

attend the annual "farmers' week" at

the Ontario Agricultural College at

Guelph, and there are any number of

good suggestions that might be brought
forward, once you had the practice
established.

I pass this on to the hon. Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) under this Item as

something which might convince the

whole 178,000 farmers that the depart-
ment had an interest in them and was

making a direct personal report to them
each year.

MR. KENNEDY: That is a very
useful suggestion, I might say. A very
useful suggestion.

MISS MacPHAIL: I want to talk

about the salary increases not because

I think hon. Ministers should not be

well-paid, but I think it is a great

psychological mistake on their part to

refuse to give such a needed and widely

popular thing as an increase in old-age

pensions, and give themselves an in-

crease. It is not the amount is so great,
because $2,000 for Cabinet Ministers,

multiplied by the number there are, is

not a large sum of money. I am not

going to get excited about it, although
I do remember a certain Conservative

government got fearfully excited and

got this province fearfully excited over

a coal scuttle. Do you remember? That
was a horrible thing, and I do not want
to deal in that kind of thing. I have
no respect for a person who makes a

mountain out of what does not amount
to anything, and I have always wanted
to see Cabinet Ministers and private

legislators decently paid.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL : That would give
them greater freedom in standing for

what they think is a good principle, and
what they feel is right, and they would
never vote to avoid elections and such

things.

I do not think people in government
are very well paid. I am not taking that

attitude either, I am just saying it is a

psychological blunder for a government
to bring down a budget refusing to do

anything for old-age pensioners. The
condition the old-age pensioners are liv-

ing in, is a disgrace to every one of us
;

yet, in the same budget, the government
provide themselves with $2,000 extra,

which statutory provision was made a

long time ago but has been in abeyance
for some years.

I do not like it, and I do not feel I am
hypocritical because once—I think I was
a fool to do it—but once in the House of

Commons when the same thing had hap-

pened just before the depression, the

members had raised their indemnity
from $2,500 to $4,000, I refused during
the whole parliament to take more than

the $2,500. Each year I took just the

$2,500 and I had a very bad time getting
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by on it because a member does have a

great many calls on their pocket-books.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant) : May
I ask my hon. friend (Miss MacPhail)
as a matter of fact, did you not have to

pay income tax on the whole $4,000?

MISS MacPHAIL: Yes, I did. I

had to pay income tax on what I gave
the government. I thought that was

going a bit far.

MR. DUNBAR : Never do it again.

MISS MacPHAIL: No, I would
never do it again, and may I tell the hon.
Minister for Municipal Affairs (Mr.
Dunbar), I had a very bad time in the

election that followed in trying to con-

vince particularly the Conservatives, but
in trying to convince everybody, that I

had not taken the money. I had a worse
time convincing them of that than I had
of anything else. I had not raised the

question either, they raised it over and
over again, meeting after meeting. They
did not believe I did not take it. Well,
I did not. I do not think I was wise, but
I do think the government now proposes
something which is going to start a great
deal of talk and will do them a lot of

harm. The amount of money is not very
great in the sum total. I mean, when we
deal in $11,000,000 hidden some place,
which would have been surplus had it

been admitted, the amount which hon.

Ministers are going to receive is not a

large amount ; I am not saying that it is,

but I think they can struggle along on

$11,000.

AN HON MEMBER: 13.

MISS MacPHAIL: No, it is $11,000
—$8,000 plus $3,000 which make $11,-
000. I think they could just manage. It

may be quite a struggle, but in a demo-

cracy, I do not think it is too much to ask
hon. Ministers to do that, when they are

asking aged citizens, many of whom have
made great contributions to life in this

province or other provinces in Canada,
to get along on $30 a month, and when
we cannot possibly give them $40.

I am sorry the hon. Provincial Trea-
surer is not in his seat, because I feel he
was not facing the problem at all when

he was saying we should not have ac-

cepted the $1,000 to private members—
I was not in the House myself, so I was
not the one meant—that no one should

accept the additional $1,000.

I think salaries of private members are
still ridiculously low. I think it is a silly

thing. It is now a yearly salary. We are

supposed to get along on $3,000 and to

work the whole year at it, so if we can
do that and the old-age pensioners can

get along on $30, I do not think it is too

much for us to ask hon. Ministers to do
it on $11,000.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MISS MacPHAIL: It might be a

great sacrifice on their part, but I am
asking that they do it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. T. H. ISLEY (CCF Waterloo

South) : Mr. Chairman, I noticed in

Item 4, "$100,000," an item under "Agri-
cultural Education," and I would like to
ask the hon. Minister if that covers

expenses—
MR. KENNEDY. What page is it

on?

MR. ISLEY: Page 7, Item No. 4. I

would like to know if that covers such

expenses as a farm school which was
conducted in Kitchener within the last

week or two. Does that come under this ?

MR. KENNEDY: No. That is

chiefly for bulletins. Printing has gone
up, and has become very expensive
lately. I suppose this year we will spend
$75,000 on the bulletins the hon. mem-
ber for St. David (Mr. Dennison)
spoke about.

MR. ISLEY: That is only for

bulletins ?

MR. KENNEDY: At least three-

quarters of it will be for bulletins, and
the other for incidental expenses.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF
Leader of the Opposition) : There is

a reference there, Mr. Chairman, to

scholarships and bursaries.
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MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Mr. Chairman, I want to

raise a question on Item 10.

MR. KENNEDY: What page?

MR. SALSBERG: Page 8. How-
ever, before I do that, I would like to

say one word, since my name was also

brought into the discussion—I will, of

course, Mr. Chairman, say nothing
about the hog subsidy, not that I could

not—
SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: But it would be

perhaps a bit inappropriate for me to

even evince any knowledge of a subject
like that.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: I will forego that,

and will discuss it privately with the

hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy). Nor
am I going to say anything about the

"salary grab," because that is what it

is. I think the hon. Leader of this

exemplary group (Mr. MacLeod) in

the House covered it so thoroughly there

is nothing left to say about that. How-
ever, for the record, I do want to state

that when the matter was up for con-

sideration in the House, this $1,000

expense allowance, I did say
—it is true

the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr.

MacLeod) was out at the moment—I

spoke at the time and said in view of

the policy of the government of keeping
hon. members away as long as possible

and to stay in session as briefly as

possible only, in fact, the Drew govern-
ment did not want hon. members around

any more than was absolutely necessary
to justify the payments of the annual

stipend, or what do you call it?

MR. KENNEDY: "Stipend," that

is a good word.

MR. SALSBERG : I said if that were
continued we were not worth the $2,000,

let alone an expense account, and I still

believe that to be correct.

I think the sessions of the House are

altogether too short, and that hon.

members should be here longer than

they have been. They are desirous of

being here, I am confident, all but hon.

Ministers who do not want us here, but

the rank and file, whether Conservative

members, Liberals, CCF or Labour

Progressive are anxious to be in session

for longer periods than they have been

in the past, not merely to earn the

money, but to participate in an intelli-

gent manner in dealing with the affairs

of the people of the province in the city

and in the countryside. I do think to

justify the expense item we should stay

a little longer than we have in the past.

That is said simply for the record.

Now, about Item 10, I and other

hon. members of the House were led to

believe, or made to understand, I should

say, that the cost of living bonus was

incorporated in the wages and salaries

that were paid.

MR. KENNEDY : They were, and

this is an additional cost of living

bonus. The first cost of living bonus

was incorporated in the salaries of the

people.

MR. SALSBERG : If that is the case,

I think something should be said about

it. The same argument that held good
in considering the first cost of living

bonus, holds good also at the present
time. The fact is that civil servants of

this province are not adequately com-

pensated
—

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. SALSBERG : They cannot take

what they want; they are not Ministers

of the Crown.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. SALSBERG: There are enor-

mous sections of civil servants who are

positively underpaid. We will have to

discuss that on a later occasion. How-
ever, the additional,, or new, cost of

living bonus given to them was to make
it possible for them to live and to sup-

port themselves and their families, and
I do not believe it was a separate item

or kept separate from the salary and

wage column and imply : "We are going
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to take it away from you as soon as

we can, when there is a drop of one or
two points in the official cost of living
index."

I think it should be incorporated,
should become part of the wage and

salary structure and that the whole
structure will have to be re-examined.
I have no doubt about that, but cer-

tainly there should be no new attempt
to hold this as a temporary compensa-
tion.

It is not that at all. It should become

part and parcel of the permanent wage
they are receiving, and in addition we
should adjust the wages in a proper
manner.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. NIXON: Mr. Chairman, with

respect to Item No. 5 in this vote—
MR. KENNEDY: What page?

MR. NIXON : The Corn Borer Con-
trol, under the Plant Diseases Act. I

see that is cut down to $7,000 now. I

think there has been a little change in

opinion among the scientific gentlemen
who have given this matter a good deal

of study. At one time it was thought
if we would only clean up all the refuse

on the ground, in a very few years at

most, we could eliminate the corn borer

entirely. Many of us worked hard in

that belief for several years, and found
that no matter how carefully we
ploughed the stubble under, or any
refuse, and took the family out before
the 24th of May to gather up every
stock of corn, still the borers seemed to

be with vis and thriving.

I think it has been since amply proven
they can get along very nicely indeed
without any corn stubble to winter over

in, and as a matter of fact, a great deal

of that effort was really wasted in the

past.

MR. KENNEDY: That is right.

MR. NIXON : We know many of

the counties have abandoned any
attempt to force the cleaning up of
corn refuse. I was wondering if the

hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy) could
not give us some information why the
amount was kept so low.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman,
what the hon. member for Brant (Mr.
Nixon) says is correct. We did some
research work on this subject. It was
found if we sprayed the corn, it would
kill the corn borer at a certain stage.
It was hoped in that way to eliminate

the corn borer. The old way is gone.
This year, in many parts of the

province, there is going to be practical

experience by the farmers themselves—
I am going to make the experiment on

my farm—of spraying the corn with a

powder from a large power machine, in

the hope it will eliminate this disease,

which cuts into our profits so materially.

MR. NIXON : This Vote, then, has

nothing to do with cleaning up stubble?

It is directed towards spraying, is it?

MR. KENNEDY: No, this is for

the cleaning up, because there are still

a few cases to be cleaned up. That is

why the amount has dropped down. We
believe the new system is much better,

but this is provided for the old system.

MR. MILLARD: Mr. Chairman, in

view of the fact that we are making
general inquiries, I would like to know
from the hon. Minister with respect
to Item 13—
MR. KENNEDY: What page?

MR. MILLARD: Item 13, page 14.

AN HON. MEMBER: Oh, no.

MR. MILLARD: I wanted to ask

a question in regard to the Women's
Institutes. I think they are doing a

great work, but I would like an explan-
ation of how the monies are paid out

to the Women's Institutes. I see here

there are permanent salaries and tem-

porary salaries. What are the two
different types of salaries paid out?

MR. KENNEDY: We have gone
very extensively into this subject, and
the Women's Institutes have been doing
a grand job of work.
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MR. MILLARD: I agree with that.

MR. KENNEDY: We cannot get

graduates for this kind of work. The
last two we got were, I think, one from
Manitoba and one from Saskatchewan,
but we have not been getting them in

this province. Therefore, we are using
what we call "farm girls" who have

gone two years to some college and
taken a short course, and who are fairly

well qualified to take part in the work.

MR. H. WALTERS (CCF Bracon-

dale) : Mr. Chairman, would the hon.

Premier explain Item 8 on page 8,

"City of Toronto Re Horse Stables in

Exhibition Park (1933-52)". Is that

all-inclusive or is that a yearly grant?

MR. KENNEDY: That is a yearly

grant. When the Horse Palace at the

Coliseum, came into the picture, Ottawa

gave one third, Toronto a third, and we
gave a third, and Toronto financed it.

Our share each year until 1952 is

$26,000.

MR. JOLLIFFE : Will it be retired

then ?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, it will.

MR. MacLEOD: Mr. Chairman, on
a point of information may I ask how
we are proceeding? I mean, what Vote
are we on?

THE CHAIRMAN: Vote No. 1.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (CCF
Cochrane South) : Mr. Chairman, I

would like to ask the hon. Minister con-

cerning Vote 1, Item 8, "Grants

occasioned by Unassessable Crown
Lands" ;

I know that is not a very large
amount of money, but in this year's

Estimates, you have provided $2,650,
where you spent last year less than

$400. Just what lands are covered by
these grants? There are a lot of

unassessable Crown lands in northern

Ontario, and I am wondering if there

is any chance of our "ringing in" on
some of these grants?

MR. KENNEDY: No, these are

some of our farms that are not exempt
from taxation.

MR. OLIVER: Mr. Chairman, on
Item 13 of Vote 1, I wonder if the hon.

Minister would tell the House whether
last year that full $100,000 was spent?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes. I understand
that full amount was spent. You see,

Ottawa and ourselves are in co-opera-
tion. We spend $200,000 approxi-

mately, and I understand we were
almost short of money towards the last.

Vote 1 agreed to.

On Vote 2.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, on
Vote 2, Item 10, "Grants under The
Community Halls Act," $475,000. I,

suppose that as far as the coming year is

concerned, the Community Centres

Act—

MR. KENNEDY : That is right.

MR. JOLLIFFE: This is the esti-

mate of the grant to be made under the

new Act?

MR. KENNEDY : That is right.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I believe assent

was given to it today. I am wondering
if the hon. Premier would say anything
about the basis on which he has esti-

mated $475,000. Is it just a guess?

MR. KENNEDY: Just a guess. I

do not think we will need that much

really, but I want to be on the safe side

because I am hoping this thing will go
"with a bang." There is no red tape
to interfere with it, and I would like to

see it in every part of the province.

MR. JOLLIFFE: You may be sur-

prised. There is a movement under way
in my own constituency already to get
the grant. As a matter of fact, they are

getting a copy of the Act today for the

purpose of taking steps about it tonight,
and I think the same may be true in a

great many other constituencies. How-
ever, I suppose $500,000 will be close

enough.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (L Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Chairman, under Item No.

9, may I ask the hon. Minister—I think
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it is a splendid idea as well as encourag-
ing indeed to send the boys who went in

the Ontario ploughing matches over to

England to demonstrate their skill—
does the government defray some of the

expenses of the team we sent over to

England ?

MR. KENNEDY : I am sorry, I can

get that information for you. My im-

pression is we did not give anything
directly to the team.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Imperial Oil.

MR. KENNEDY: Has my hon.
friend (Mr. McEwing) any informa-
tion on it?

MR. McEWING: I think Imperial
Oil people financed it.

MR. KENNEDY : Yes, but it seems

to me we get into most of these things
some way.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (L Grey
South) : Would my hon. friend (Mr.
Kennedy) explain Item No. 12 in Vote
No. 2?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, that is to

match the grant from Ottawa on the

buildings in the (a) and (b) fairs.

Ottawa will give $10,000 a year, with a

maximum of $100,000, and this amount
is to match it. We think this is all that

will be needed this year.

MR. OLIVER: A new vote, is it?

MR. KENNEDY: A new vote.

MR. McEWING : Mr. Chairman, on
Item 10, "Grants under the Community
Halls Act," last year there was $5,000.
And the Act was passed last year and

quite a number of communities took

advantage of it. I think at the time there

was no provision in the Estimates for it.

Could the hon. Minister give us an idea

what was paid out last year for that

purpose ?

MR. KENNEDY: No, I could not.

I am sorry. You will understand I am
at a handicap on account of the absence
of my deputy.

I hope it is

MR. McEWING : Yes.

MR. KENNEDY: I know it was
much more than that, but I am not sure

just how much it was.

MR. OLIVER: Could you get the

information for us?

MR. KENNEDY : I could.

MR. McEWING : This present item
of $475,000 is quite a large item.

MR. KENNEDY
enough.

MR. McEWING : Plenty to cover it,

you hope?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD : (LP Bell-

woods) : I wonder if the hon. Minister
would answer a question? How many
municipalities would ordinarily qualify
for these grants? Perhaps you will get
my meaning if I put it this way: there
are 950 I believe municipalities

—
MR. KENNEDY: Every one of

them would qualify, but there would be
a lot of them who will not come into it,

because they have to raise three-quarters
of the money themselves. We are trying
to ease it off, trying to get the farmers
in a poor section to come in and work
themselves. We are doing everything
we can to advise them.

Vote No. 2 agreed to.

On Vote No. 3.

^

MR. T. H. ISLEY (CCF Waterloo

South) : Could I ask the hon. Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) how many agricultural

representatives we have in Ontario

now?

MR. KENNEDY: Fifty-four.

MR. ISLEY : Are you contemplating

adding any?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, but our

great trouble is in getting them. We
have a fine class of returned soldiers

coming out of Guelph this year.

MR. ISLEY: The reason I men-
tioned this, is I think they are doing
a splendid work and I notice in my
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county that the agricultural representa-
tive is over-worked. He has a part-time
assistant but I think there is much
which could be done in meeting the

agricultural standards right through the

county by approaching these young
people when they start on these farms.

I think they are the people who should

have the advice and guidance, more
than the established farmers.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : We are on Vote 3, are we not?
I would like to ask the hon. Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) just how these grants
are determined regarding Junior
Farmers. It seems to me that it is a

very large amount despite the impor-
tance of the work and I would like to

know how the grants are divided up.

^MR. KENNEDY: The Junior
Farmers come to us with some scheme
for that particular county and, if the

scheme is good, we help them. We
think it is good for them to experiment
on these things so we assist them in

that way.

MR. A. A. MacLEOD (LP Bell-

woods) : One other question, Mr.
Chairman : What are the qualifications
to become an agricultural representa-
tive? Must one be a graduate of the

Agricultural College?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, one of the

Ontario Agricultural Colleges or Oka
College in Quebec.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman,
there is a large grant under Item No.

7, that is—"Grants to Soil Improvement
and Land Use Projects—$50,000." The
only information I would like from the

hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy) is this; is

it the policy to make such grants only
to municipalities or organizations or to

individuals ?

MR. KENNEDY : To counties, they

pay one-half and we pay one-half.

MR. NIXON: May I ask with

respect to Item No. 5, "County Agri-
cultural Committees, Travelling and
Other Expenses—$10,000." Do the

counties make any contribution to these

committees ?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. NIXON: How much?

MR. KENNEDY: I am not sure of

how much but I can get that informa-
tion for you.

MR. NIXON : Then, would the hon.

Minister (Mr. Kennedy) say
—

MR. KENNEDY: Dollar for dollar.

MR. NIXON: Each county gives a

dollar. How many committees are

there ?

MR. KENNEDY: I know we have

organized ten.

MR. NIXON: I thought we were

going to have one in every county?

MR. KENNEDY: This has just
started.

MR. NIXON: Oh, no, it has been

going on a long time.

MR. KENNEDY: Which Vote are

you on?

AN HON. MEMBER : Vote 3, Item
5.

MR. KENNEDY : I am sorry, what
was the question again?

MR. NIXON: How many counties

now have these committees in operation,
that are established?

MR. KENNEDY: Ten counties.

Yes, ten, I will give them to you but
not tonight.

MR. OLIVER: Some of these are

extinguished, are they?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes, Essex is

one.

MR. OLIVER : I am quite sure the

hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy) told us

last year there were 20 or 21.

MR. KENNEDY: I think there are

only ten.

MR. NIXON: Do you not think

you could wipe them out and forget
them? This is a matter Mr. Drew
brought from England. He was going
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to have the county run by a committee
with authority to tell' us what we could

grow and what we could not grow as

they do in England, but I do not think

it took very well in the Province of

Ontario. While the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) does his best to make it a

success, I think it is a complete failure

and we should whip the whole thing
out.

MR. KENNEDY : I realize the best

county organization is the Federation.

Where the Federation is at work, we
do not bother them.

MR. JOLLIFFE: These are the

committees set up under that Act of

1944?

MR. KENNEDY: That is right.

MR. JOLLIFFE : And, in part, they
were to have the powers the hon.

member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) men-
tioned. They were to have considerable

power, perhaps not as much as Mr.

Drew said in 1943, but it was that idea.

That is the Act which Mr. Drew has

been arguing against recently.

MR. R. A. McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : I can not see where the

federation takes the place of this at all.

These were set up to tell the farmers

just how much to produce.

MR. KENNEDY : Oh, no.

MR. McEWING : I do not think you
thought that.

MR. KENNEDY : No, we have done

some good work under this, but where

the federation goes in, we pass out.

MR. OLIVER : For a point of infor-

mation, I was wondering, the hon.

Minister (Mr. Kennedy) thought that

the counties could have a grant in con-

nection with the agricultural committees.

I rather think he was thinking of an-

other Vote.

MR. KENNEDY: I was talking
about Vote No. 7.

MR. OLIVER : The county does not

carry this on?

MR. KENNEDY : No.

MR. W. DENNISON (CCF St.

David) : Mr. Chairman, I would like to

discuss Item No. 3 of Vote 3. I think

it is probably the most important item

in these Estimates. I believe the depart-
ment should consider what I think is a

very obvious source of soil fertility and
which will serve a double purpose in this

province. When I was in the House
some years ago I asked the hon. Minister

of Health how many large cities in this

province are allowed to pour raw sewage
into the lakes, streams and rivers of this

province. I was told sixty-six, without

any plants whatever. They were just

pouring unfiltered sewage into the

streams and rivers polluting the water
and destroying the fish, and yet in some

places in the United States and in

Canada we have plants which will extract

98 per cent, of the solids from this sewage
and put it back into the streams as pure
water. The City of Milwaukee is sell-

ing in this province thousands of dollars'

worth of "milorganite" which is pro-
duced from the sewage of that city. It

is a splendid fertilizer, but even the raw

sludge from sewage has double the value

of barnyard manure. Now, it is a

serious problem, and I think the province
should seriously look into the problem
of providing fertilizer in this way. It

would have a double benefit to all the

people of this province.

As I speak about fertilizer, I would
also like to draw the attention of the

House to the fact that the federation

some years ago got a promise from the

Federal Government that these plants
which were producing for war purposes,
for explosives, ammonium nitrate, would
be sold to the federation or at least kept
under public authority to produce nitro-

gen fertilizer for the farmers when the

war closed. That promise was made
several times. The last promise was
made sometime in 1944. In 1945 the

federation discovered by accident that

the two western plants, one in Alberta

and one in British Columbia, had been
sold at a fraction of their value to free

enterprise again. In 1946, they dis-

covered to their dismay, that the last re-

maining plant, the plant Mr. Howe pro-
mised would not be sold unless the
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federation agreed, was sold at Welland
for approximately $4,000,000. A plant
which cost the taxpayers of this pro-
vince $18,000,000. What was the re-

sult of the sale of that plant ? Ammonium
nitrate which had cost farmers $53.20
when the plant was sold, was gradually
increased to $57 a ton, which was the

United States price. Then it was raised

to $70 a ton. When a protest was regis-
tered by the farmers the price was rolled

back to $65, and when the final price

ceiling was lifted by the government last

June it jumped to $77.50 a ton. We
know very well in our mechanized system
of farming today there is not enough
natural fertilizer going back into the soil.

That was the case 25 years ago. More
important, today fertilizers produced in

commercial plants in this province have
to be used and any government having
anything to do with selling this plant
should have been battling with these

farmers to keep that plant. I am very
disappointed that this plant was allowed
to pass into the control of an American

company at a price of only $4,000,000, a

plant which cost the taxpayers $18,000.-
000. We have paid for that plant, we
deserve to have that plant for the benefit

of the farmers of this province. The
Liberal Party bore part of the responsi-

bility for this. Mr. Howe promised the

farmers the plant would not be sold.

MR. FROST : They sold it, did they
not?

MR. DENNISON : The department
should have been in there pitching.
There was no plant in Saskatchewan,
there was one in Alberta. If there had
been one in Saskatchewan, I can assure

hon. members the government there

would have been very, very interested

and would have seen that the farmers

had control. Now, I think the very
serious problem of fertility of our land

is the responsibility of each farmer, but

it is also the responsibility of the hon.

Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
and his department. I would like to see

tests made of soil that would be of help
to farmers of this province in the use

of various types of fertilizers. That
would be economical for the province. I

believe we could at one time, with one
fell swoop, stop the pollution of our
streams and at the same time produce a

really good sludge base fertilizer for the

farmers of our province.

Vote No. 3 agreed to.

Vote No. 4 agreed to.

On Vote No. 5 :

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St.

Andrew) : Mr. Chairman, on Vote No.

5, I want to draw the attention of the

House and in particular the hon.

Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
to Item No. 4, which is one of the

major problems confronting people of

the province at certain periods of the

year. Now, I raise this point because

many do not appreciate the seriousness

of it. I am happy that at this very
moment, the Chairman of the Ontario

Hydro Commission is sitting in the

Deputy's Den and his very presence
should persuade the government to take

me seriously because if he should suffer

as I expect him to suffer in this govern-
ment, if he should continue to suffer

as I will continue to suffer in this

government, there will be something in

the Hydro affairs. I am referring to

rag weed. Now, I agree with every-

thing the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy)
does to control the spread of weeds
but I submit that it is equally important
for this department to take an interest

in this very powerful subject and yet

nothing is done to alleviate it.

In the Fall of the year an enormous

percentage of our population and

among them the finest citizens, as you
can see, and many others that suffer

many hardships. Nothing is being done

by the province to control the weed,
to destroy the spread of it. $58,000 is

hardly enough for the minimum job
of controlling the weed in a limited

area the government is working on. But
I do ask, and I am very serious—
MR. DUNBAR: A-a-choo !

MR. OLIVER: Oh, oh, George
(Mr. Dunbar) is getting it %

MR. DUNBAR : What are you talk-

ing about?
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh. MR. SALSBERG: I am sure a lot

Ti,rT-»oATnv>T^T^T t of people would welcome a word from
MR. SALSBERG: I want to say I

the\on . Minister (Mr. Kennedy),
believe the tears running down the

cheeks of the hon. Minister of Muni- MR. KENNEDY: Municipalities all

cipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) are due, I over the province, the Department of

am sure, to other causes. He has Highways, and all public utilities, rail-

plenty of cause for shedding tears. I roads, and so forth, are using poison
do appeal, in all sincerity, to the hon. now.
Premier and Minister of Agriculture MR. OLIVER : Is the Salsberg town-
(Mr. Kennedy) to say something about

S^-D free from ft?

it, and to undertake a responsibility for

coming to grips with this evil. MR. SALSBERG : Yes, Mr. Chair-

^ ~ ^.^^^o, ^< , man. If I were sure of that, though, I

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh. would invite all the people t0 come up

MR. SALSBERG: The last time I there -

raised this question, the hon. members MR. NIXON : There is an item for
of the House laughed it off, and I

seed-cleaning plants, Item 5, on Vote 5.

joined with them in the laughter, That would not buy many seed clean-
because it was only in February or

ing plants, at the prices charged for them
March, and we did not feel the effects

today,
of it, but you should see me in Septem-
ber or August, and you can see what MR. KENNEDY: This is what we

a serious matter it is. I submit it is anticipate will be needed this year,

the responsibility of the province to do Ottawa has gone out of it. It used to be

something about it. The weed is spread- 50-50, but they went out when the war

ing northward, and the hon. Minister was on, and are not back in yet. This

of Travel and Publicity (Mr. Cecile)— represents what the department antici-

pates their needs will be for the coming
MR. BROWN (L Waterloo North) :

year.
You should go up to your township. ^ TT^^ T8 F J MR. NIXON: How many plants
MR. SALSBERG: —should take an would that provide?

interest in this question, because the

Muskoka area is advertised as being
M
U
R - KENNEDY : The cost has gone

free from rag weed, and our American UP> *"* m? guess-and it is only a guess

friends who suffer from it are invited T^ff^
he
T
*bout

*!£ A""tf** UP

to go there every summer. I only wish to 12
> but l *° n<* think it would go to

the hon. members of this House con- ^ m°re -

r
In *he old dWs> of course

>

tract this, and they would be more it would go farther,

sympathetic, and serious about it than MR. NIXON: Is the demand for

they are now. these plants fairly well satisfied? I

I am the spokesman for tens of know of a great many which have been
thousands of people in this province, established under this scheme, through-
amongst them Conservatives, Liberals out the province,
and CCF-ers. The members of my „___.__„,._ _ r

-

own party I do not think are very much MR - KENNEDY : Yes, there are

affected, as we are a sturdy crowd, and q?lte a number throughout the pro-

I am the only one, of whom I know, vmce-

who suffers from hay fever. MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, on
In all seriousness, I plead with the Vote No. 5, Item 6, "Freight on agricul-

government to do something constructive tural lime." I see an item there of

in that regard. $20,000. Does that include the cost of

the lime ?

MR. KENNEDY: We are doing a

good work in poisoning the weed. MR. KENNEDY : Under our regula-
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tions we pay a proportion of the freight
or trucking charges, which are used to

take the lime from the quarries to the

farms, either to the station or to his

home. In the old days, Ottawa, our-

selves and the railroads came into it,

and we provided the lime at the same

price to a man who was 400 miles away
from the quarry as we did to a man who
was only 10 miles away.

MR. BROWN: That means the

farmers buy the lime and you help pay
the freight?

MR. KENNEDY : That is right.

MR. WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT
(CCF Cochrane South) : On Vote 5,

Item 4, Mr. Chairman, I would like to

ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy)
what steps are being taken in northern
Ontario to control these weeds ? As you
know, a great portion of that area is un-

organized. In my own constituency
there are 7 organized townships, 3

towns, and 3 improvement districts. That
covers but a very small portion of the

constituency. Now, the unorganized
portions are rapidly becoming polluted
with weeds, and I think the department
should be made aware of the situation,
and some special effort should be made
to control the weeds in northern On-
tario.

You can control them very effectively
where you have municipal organizations,
but where the municipal organizations
are only spotted in a few small centres

throughout a great area, it is impossible,
unless the department has some organiz-
ation, to step in and take over the con-
trol. We have not had that in northern
Ontario.

MR. KENNEDY: Following your
speech two years ago on this subject, I

think we purchased two machines and

put them up there to help the boys in

their spraying in northern Ontario. I

think we did. Mind you, I said

"think."

MR. GRUMMETT : I have not seen

them, Mr. Minister (Mr. Kennedy).

MR. KENNEDY: I am told that is

correct.

MR. GRUMMETT: I think it is a

very serious question in Northern
Ontario.

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. GRUMMETT : All the organ-
ized municipalities are complaining. They
say "Why should we make an effort to

keep down the weeds, while they are

allowed to be blown in from the

unorganized districts?" I hope the

department will make a special effort

this year to do something about the

control of weeds.

Vote No. 5 agreed to.

On Vote No. 6.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Mr. Chairman, on
Item No. 5, in Vote 6, that appears to be
a very large item. I take it, the hon.

Minister (Mr. Kennedy) was referring
to this appropriation in his earlier

remarks today, but I think it is such a

large appropriation, and the matter is of

such importance, and one that merits

more than just passing notice. Just what
is involved in the kind of research work
and marketing work which is to be
done for the dairy industry, which
seems to feel that its position today is

in peril?

MR. KENNEDY: Last year we
spent $570,000 in cheese subsidies. The
cheese men have asked us to give them
a subsidy or some assistance in clean

milk, and also to build storages so that

they can ripen their own cheese, and
sell it in a condition to be eaten, either

a year old, or nine months old or a year
and a half. That is what we hope to

do in the present year.

Votes 6 to 8 inclusive agreed to.

On Vote No. 9.

MR. ROSS McEWING (L Welling-
ton North) : Mr. Chairman, in Vote
No. 9, coming down to about Items 6
or 7, "Grants"; I believe some years

ago there was a system of grants to

better sires in the livestock, number
1-X, number 1-2, and number 1-3.

That was discontinued, and there has

been nothing done for a few years. I
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see in an advertisement in the Farm
Magazine, the statement being made

regarding this sale of sires, to be held

in Toronto, and that the government
will pay one-third of the purchase price
to those bona fide farmers who purchase
these animals* Is that correct?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, up to $150.

MR. McEWING: It is not the price
of the sire but the grant will be paid

up to $150?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. McEWING: I think there are

about 100 animals in that sale. What
item covers that?

MR. KENNEDY: The item of

$450,000.

MR. McEWING: I see you still

continue grants for pure-bred stallions ?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. McEWING: It seems strange
to drop the hog subsidy, and then come
on with these others, and grant sub-

sidies there,

MR. W. H. TEMPLE (CCF High
Park) : Mr. Chairman, is this the item

under which I could discuss for just
a minute, the Ontario Stockyards?

MR. KENNEDY: Under any item,

you can do that.

;
MR. TEMPLE: The Ontario Stock-

yards happen to be in High Park

Riding,, and the roads are all private

roads, and are in the most deplorable
condition I have ever seen. They are

just a sea of mud, and have been since

the province took them over.

In addition to that, there are some
25 houses which the province acquired
when they took over the stockyards.
These houses are in the most dilapidated
state 1 1 have ever witnessed. There is

no reason why the province, as a land-

lord, as it is in this case—should not

act as a model landlord, and show other

landlords how to take care of their

property. Since the government took

over the Ontario Stockyards, I do not

believe they have spent $100 on repairs
to these 25 houses, in three years. The

plaster is falling off, the sidewalks are

ripped up ;
there has been no painting,

the fences are falling down, and the

situation is an absolute disgrace.

I am asking the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) if he will be kind enough to

use his influence to have the sidewalks

repaired and have the roads made pass-
able. They are all mud; they are not

even cinders or gravel, but just a sea of

mud, and I would ask him to do some-

thing for the tenants in that area. We
should not permit such a condition to

exist in provincially-owned houses.

MR. McEWING: Mr. Chairman, be-

fore we get too far away from the sub-

ject under Item 7, could these grants or

premiums you are paying to assist the

purchases of horses which I mentioned
extend over the province ?

MR. KENNEDY : Wherever there is

a sale the Commissioner of Stockyards
is notified, and if he authorizes the sale,

then the purchasers get the premium.

MR. McEWING: It might be any-
where in the province?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

MR. JOLLIFFE : I think surely the

government must accept some responsi-

bility for the stockyard situation.

MR. KENNEDY: I will say to the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) that I will take that up with the

board.

MR. NIXON : Has the board power
to sell these horses without reference to

the government?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. NIXON: They have absolute

power over them?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. NIXON: I was going to ask

the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy) in

connection with the expenses in regard
to the T.B. testing work. It is in Item

5, and amounts to $32,000. Are you
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working with the Federal Department of

Agriculture on that?

MR. KENNEDY : Yes.

MR. NIXON: What portion does

your government assume?

MR. KENNEDY: We pay the ex-

penses of the veterinarians.

MR. NIXON : All over the province?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. NIXON : That does not include

the salaries?

MR. KENNEDY: The Federal

Government pays the salaries of the

veterinarians, and we pay their expenses.

MR. OLIVER: May I ask in what
counties it is yet to be done?

MR. KENNEDY : Elgin and Len-

nox-Addington are the only ones re-

maining to be done.

MR. T. H. ISLEY (CCF Waterloo

South) : Mr. Chairman, are all the stock-

yards in Ontario under the Provincial

Government, or just the Union Stock-

yards ?

MR. KENNEDY: That is the only
one.

Vote No. 9 agreed to.

On Vote No. 10.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (CCF Leader
of the Opposition) : Last year the Legis-
lature passed a new Milk Control Act,
and the board is at the present time func-

tioning under the new Act. The Act last

year came into force on the day upon
which it was given Royal Assent, which
was the 16th of April, 1948.

Under the 1948 Act it was necessary
for regulations to be drawn up to carry
out the purposes of the Act, and these

were to be made by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council. Although the Act
came into force on April 16, and the pre-
vious Act was repealed thereby, I can-

not find any trace of new regulations
until very recently. As a matter of fact,

I think the last time I made a check—
which was only about a week or 10 days

ago
—

they were about to be printed, or
had just been printed in the Ontario
Gazette.

Under our Regulations Act, these

regulations have no force and effect

against anybody who has not notice of

them, until they appear in the Ontario

Gazette, so we have had the strange
situation, where we have the Milk Con-
trol Act and the Milk Control Board,
without regulations in force and effect

to enable the board to carry out its

duties.

I think most hon. members know that

we had some unfortunate results. About
a year ago or more one of the dairies

was asked by the Milk Control Board to

increase its bond for the security of the

producers and shippers. The Toronto
Dairies Limited did nothing about it,

and the only explanation I can find for

the failure of the dairy to get its bond
increased, and the failure of the board to

take any steps against the dairy, was
that the board did not consider it had
the power to take any steps with regard
to that dairy, because there were no regu-
lations under the new Act.

The dairy became insolvent in the

autumn of 1948. It was discovered then
that the bond was very far from being
sufficient to take care of the farmers and

shippers, and it was found the farmers
and shippers were only protected up to

40 per cent. I am not blaming anybody
in particular, but it does seem to me the

government owes some explanation for

the remarkable fact that from April 16,
as far as I can discover, down to the
month of February, 1949, no new regu-
lations under the new Act had been

gazetted. Surely, when a new Act is

placed on the Statute Book we should
be able to get regulations in force in less

than 9 or 10 months.

In the case I mentioned it might have
had very serious results, but I believe it

will turn out all right. I think the
farmers will be paid in full due to the

high prices prevailing for the assets

which are being sold.

But the real point is I would suggest
to the government that if they ask this

Legislature to pass new legislation, and
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the legislation becomes law, it should not

take 9 or 10 months before they get the

new regulations into force, particularly
when the matter is as important as the

Milk Control Act, and the powers of the

board to administer that Act.

MR. KENNEDY : That is correct.

MR. TEMPLE: Mr. Chairman, the

Milk Control Board is comprised of pro-
ducers and distributors. Unfortunately
there is not on that board a represen-
tative of the consumers. I would like to

ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy) if

he would consider adding to the Milk

Control Board a representative of the

consumers? After all, the consumers

are vitally interested in the price of milk,

and the conditions under which they re-

ceive it, and they should be represented
on that board.

MR. KENNEDY: I think, as the

board is set up, the judge is supposed to

look after the consumers. I have said

to this board, "You are not representing
the producers nor the consumers; you
are representing the milk industry of the

Province of Ontario, and you do what

you think is good for the milk industry
of Ontario and the people of the pro-
vince." I tried to get away from the

producers and the distributors.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (LP St. An-

drew) : Mr. Chairman, on that point I

might say this was discussed in the

House when the bill was before us, and
much was said which can stand repeating

now, for the simple reason that the hon.

Minister, the present Premier (Mr.
Kennedy) somehow refuses to see eye-

to-eye with a majority of the people of

this province on this question. I think

he has a natural knack for sensing, as a

rule, what the people feel like. On this

point, however, he is not "on the beam."

Newspapers have written about it;

resolutions were adopted by municipal
councils; speeches were made up and
down the length and breadth of the pro-

vince, about the need of including a

representative of the public on the board.

There is not a single argument against
it ; there is every argument for it, and I

cannot seem to accept the statement
which the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy)
advanced, that the judge is there for the

purpose of representing the consumers.
The judge should not represent any par-
ticular group. I will admit I had my
doubts, but I thought and believed the

judge did not represent any one group;
he stood above classes and masses,

groups and so forth, and was primarily
the custodian of property rights and so

forth.

I think this matter should not be
dismissed so lightly. There is nothing
can be done if the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) refuses to change his view,
but I want to add this appeal to the

hon. Premier (Mr. Kennedy) to recon-

sider his own view, and I think he will

find that a change in his policy and

action, and have a representative of trie

public on the Board—that is, the con-
sumer—and he will be applauded by
the overwhelming majority of the

people in the province, and it will be
a step in the right direction. He is not
like some other hon. Ministers of the

Crown. I think he is open to reason,
and I hope he will, on this account, see

the light, and broaden out this com-
mission.

Vote No. 10 agreed to.

On Vote No. 11.

MR. W. J. GRUMMETT (CCF
Cochrane South) : Mr. Chairman, I

notice that in Vote No. 11, Item 3,

there is covered certain expenditures in

connection with assistance to agriculture
in northern Ontario. This sum of

$774,720 is a large sum, and I would
like to ask the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) if he could give us a little

information which would assist us in

having the farmers in that area help
him spend that large sum of money.
There has not been any great effort made
to give the information to the farming
population of northern Ontario, as to

just what assistance they can get. I

think a statement here in the House

by the hon. Minister (Mr. Kennedy)
might receive a certain amount of

publicity, and let these farmers in

northern Ontario know just what they
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can get from the government. They are

not aware of many of the different

branches of assistance, and if the hon.

Minister (Mr. Kennedy) would make
a statement now pointing out the dif-

ferent items of assistance which the

government can give to the farmers in

northern Ontario, I think it would do

a lot of good.

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman,
we help the farmers clear ten acres of

land, help clear the stumps. We help
them plough ten acres of land. We
help them to clear so much land. Some-
times we are asked for drainage.

Where the cost of drainage is far more

expensive than the land is worth, the

drainage is not done. We pay freight

on some dairy cattle. We pay freight

on seed potatoes. We help them in

storage. If any group of farmers wants

spraying done we help them in that too.

There were two spraying machines

came out of that vote. Many things

we help them in and probably a good

thing would be to get it all down on

one sheet of paper and put them in the

district offices so that everyone could

come down and take two or three out.

They could print enough of them.

MISS A. MacPHAIL (CCF York

East) : I would like to ask—I was very
interested because I saw what they did

in Quebec, and I was greatly impressed—that the government owned the ditch-

ing equipment. Is it the same system?

MR. KENNEDY: No. We have

been advised by some of the officials

in the Province of Quebec when you
get into heavy machinery it is pretty

expensive and it is cheaper to let the

work by tender.

MISS MacPHAIL: You do ten

acres of clearing?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. H. C. NIXON (L Brant):
That is done without any charge against
the land-owner?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes, they do a

certain portion. Sometimes they do

not want to use a machine and they
clean it up themselves.

MR. GRUMMETT : That is the way
the majority of the cleaning is done. The
farmer himself does it and the govern-
ment makes him a certain allowance per
acre. That is paid direct to the settler.

Vote No. 11 agreed to.

On Vote 12.

MR. McEWING: Mr. Chairman,
Vote 12, Item 4, "Printing monthly and
Annual Departmental Reports," again I

would like to ask the hon. Minister (Mr.
Kennedy) if he could arrange for an

organization at the Ontario stockyards,

say, through the Department of Agricul-

ture, a report of what the arrivals are,

give the arrivals to the plant as well as

to the yard.

MR. KENNEDY : We have been 2

or 3 years in trying but have not suc-

ceeded. One of these days we will per-
suade them.

Vote 12 agreed to.

On Vote 13.

MISS MacPHAIL: You are going
a little too fast. About "Women's In-

stitute and Home Economics"; would

you give us some explanation?

MR. KENNEDY : We have not been

able to keep up with the number of in-

structors we require, and we are taking
those girls taking the 2-year course who

go through and are using them instead.

Vote No. 13 agreed to.

Votes No. 14 to 16, inclusive, agreed
to.

On Vote No. 17.

MR. L. E. WISMER (CCF River-

dale) : I wonder if the hon. Minister

(Mr. Kennedy) would give some ex-

planation as to why permanent salaries

have dropped since last year?

MR. KENNEDY : Have dropped? I

don't think so. They have increased

tremendously. I can say this : I know all

departmental salaries have increased up
there.
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MR. WISMER: Salaries, Depart-
ment of Economics, $20,000. Depart-
ment of Agriculture was $15,000 last

year and $13,000 this year.

MR. KENNEDY: I am quite sure

that all the departments have increased

their salaries.

MR. WISMER: Entomology and

Zoology is down from $26,000 to

$23,000.

MR. McEWING: Would you say
that first item is an error in these esti-

mates, Item 1 in Vote 17, $167,650?

MR. KENNEDY : No, I think that

is right. The staff has been increased

and salaries have been increased. I can-

not understand that.

MR. McEWING: Those figures
would not indicate that. Last year

—
MR. KENNEDY : No, it may be we

have some more divisions up there, and

maybe in the divisions they might have
the votes there. The salaries have been
increased up at O.A.C.

MR. McEWING : The total expendi-
ture there is $570,640, and last year
$493,790, so that it does not just add up
right.

MR. KENNEDY : I see here we had
to get a Treasury warrant for $72,500
as to salaries. Probably that is the

difference.

MR. NIXON: That is no explana-
tion.

MR. WISMER: My recollection is

in the 1948 public accounts, to the 31st

of March, 1946, it was indicated the top
salaries of the heads of departments in

any department was about $5,000. I do
not think any above $5,000, and I was

wondering if anything in these accounts
to indicate any increase in these top
salaries ?

MR. KENNEDY: They have been
increased to $5,500.

MR. WISMER: If they have gone
up in the top brackets would some of
these cases I have cited, where you

have dropped, would that mean a drop
in the personnel of that department?

MR. KENNEDY: No, I think there

is some error in this, because I can
assure the House we are paying higher
salaries and have more people than we
have ever had up at the Ontario Agri-
cultural College.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (L Niagara
Falls) : In other words, you have not

lowered any of the salaries?

MR. KENNEDY : No.

MR. C. H. MILLARD (CCF York

West) : There are several cases in the

Estimates in this department where the

Minister has found it necessary to get

information, and I can quite understand

that. I was wondering if we can in-

stitute the system used in the Federal

House when the estimates of the

Minister is under review and they
have the deputy or the senior officer

present, who would be seated in front

of the Minister's desk, to supply the in-

formation. I do not think any Minister

could be expected to keep all these de-

tails in his mind, and I think a senior

officer should be present so that the

Minister can get it from the officer. I

would suggest we adopt that system

through the rest of the departments and
we would be all assisted in getting the

information we want.

MR. KENNEDY: You can under-

stand my handicap with my Deputy—
MR. MILLARD : You have a senior

officer who could give that.

MR. KENNEDY: The Deputy is

the man who knows it all. He is the

man who runs the routine of the depart-

ment, and as a rule, I can talk to him. I

have been unable to see him. I can

assure the House that all the salaries

have been increased and $5,500 is the

top now.

MR. WISMER: One more question.
In the Department of Agricultural
Economics I notice the figures last year
and this year, $10,000, but the inter-

esting figure along with that is the

great increase in temporary salaries, an
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increase of three times. Now, has

somebody moved out of the permanent
staff into the temporary staff?

MR. KENNEDY: No, we are build-

ing up the permanent staff in

Economics. We are building that up
very strongly in the College.

MR. NIXON : Mr. Chairman, many
will recall I am sure, some years ago
the Minister submitted the estimates

for the Ontario Agricultural College to

the Legislature in one lump bulk form,
and they were to be spent by a Board
of Governors who were going to admin-
ister that institution. Is my recollec-

tion right in that?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. NIXON: That seems to be
about the last we ever heard of that

scheme. The Minister was obviously
sold on it at that time and I had every
reason to expect it would, of course,
follow through. We have heard nothing
of it afterwards, and I have never
heard any logical explanation as to why
it was abandoned so summarily, and I

would also like to ask the Minister if

he has had in mind to reconsider that

matter and possibly come to the con-

clusion that his views at that time were
better than they are today.

MR. KENNEDY: I have still the

same views. It looks easy to do. Part
of the College is under the Senate of

the Toronto University. I have nothing
to say about it except to split the money.
The other part is particularly under
the department and I am striving to

make the division.

MR. NIXON : Just what control has

the Senate in the expenditures of the

O.A.C. in which you have no control?

MR. KENNEDY: This: They set

two standards, a standard of admission

and a standard of graduation, with

which we have nothing to do in any
shape or form. The University of

Toronto, the Ontario Agricultural

College and the Ontario Veterinary

College set standards with which we
have nothing to do.

MR. NIXON: That has nothing to

do with these payments?

MR. KENNEDY: No, we pay the

cost.

MR. MacLEOD: I am very glad
the hon. member for Brant (Mr.
Nixon) has raised this point because

I recall distinctly that in 1944 the hon.

member for York East (Miss Mac-

Phail) devoted a considerable portion
of her opening speech in this House
to this question. Of course in those

days the government only had 38

members in the House. However, I do

recall the hon Minister of Agriculture
nodded his assent to the plea which
the hon. member for York East made
for changing the set-up at the Ontario

Agricultural College, disentangling it

from the Department of Agriculture
and making it a bona fire educational

institution in its own right.

After the hon. member for York
East left the House, I raised this ques-
tion at one or two sessions myself, and
I was brushed off pretty sharply by
the hon. Minister of Agriculture, who
said that he had no intention of carry-

ing out that proposal. I am glad now
to hear him say that such a thing may
occur again in the fullness of time.

However, I was rather hoping that

this might be done in your lifetime.

MR. KENNEDY: I hope so.

MR. MacLEOD : And that the first

act of the newly constituted agricultural

college might be to make the hon.

Thomas Laird Kennedy an Honorary
Doctor of Agronomy.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

AN HON. MEMBER: Of what?

MR. T. H. ISLEY (COP Waterloo

South) : Mr. Chairman, there is an item

here of $240 for scholarships. Is that

all the scholarships the Province of

Ontario is paying to Ontario Agricul-
tural College graduates?

MR. KENNEDY: No, that comes
under the educational grant.
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MR. ISLEY: The other— ? the College. I do not know how much

___, -r^mmrw '

T ., ^ .the staff has been increased, althoughMR. KENNEDY : In the Depart- it hag been increased in recent ears>
ment of Education, not in my depart- but j understand that reCently large
ment - numbers of applications have come into

MR. ISLEY : What is the $240, then, the College from the United States, as

under the Ontario Agricultural Col- a matter of fact they are coming from

lege?
all over the Western Hemisphere.

MR. KENNEDY: Someone pro- MR. KENNEDY : About a thousand
vides some kind of scholarship that came in.

we have partially to meet or they lose «*»•» t i ,•

some money which we have to make MR - JOLLIFFE: I believe it was

up. I think the hon. member for Brant "P m that neighbourhood. Several

(Mr. Nixon) will remember the time hundred from the United States alone,

we lost some money there some years MR KENNEDY: Well, about a
ago. I think that is to keep that schol- thousand from the United States one
arship up. year#

Vote No. 17 agreed to. t-gto* t *. a- -. AT 10 MR. JOLLIFFE: Is that so?
On Vote No. 18.

J

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE ( CCF Leader
MR ' KENNEDY : Yes, one year,

of the Opposition) : On Vote 18, the MR. JOLLIFFE: The hon. Minister

Ontario Veterinary College. I think says one thousand came from the

sometimes people tend to overlook the United States in one year alone. Of
importance of the Veterinary College, course, most of these people could not

just across the road. They think of be accepted by our Veterinary College,

the Agricultural College at Guelph, The point I want to make—and I do
which is perhaps better known than the not think it should be overlooked but

Veterinary College. However, the should be drawn to the attention of

latter is an institution which seems to the hon. members of the House—is that

me to be very important, for I believe when we get an institution which is

it is not alone the only one in this capable of attracting applications from

province but, unless I am mistaken, it all over the Western Hemisphere—
is the only veterinary college in Canada,
with the exception of a small institution AN HON. MEMBER: And Europe.

in Quebec— MR jqixIFFE: —and an institu-

MR. KENNEDY: That is right. tion where the demand greatly exceeds

,„ T ~ T T T^^^ ,.ii the available facilities, we have some-MR JOLLIFFE: —which has not
th; which is p0tentially of enormous

reached the same level. As a matter
value? and j personally wouid iike to

of fact, the other provinces find it neces-
see the college expanded. I know it

sary to send their people to Guelph to would cost mon but it seems to me
receive their veterinary training and g WQuld be an excellent investment if

some of the western provinces are sub- we could create> here in Ontario, an
sidizing and assisting students to do

institution wnich would be looked upon
just that. -

n 30Utn America and in the United
I think that is a splendid thing, and States, and all over the Western

I think we should regard our Veterinary Hemisphere, as one of the very best

College as a great asset and certainly an institutions to which any person could
institution which adds to the prestige g for veterinary training. We would
of Ontario agriculture, but what dis-

really have something to boast about,

turbs me is this : I am not saying we have not somethings
I understand there has been an to boast about now, but the hon. Minis-

addition to the physical structure of ter will agree that it is rather a small
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institution, by American standards any-
way, and I would like to see the govern-
ment consider very seriously investing
in a larger institution than the one we
have.

A great deal of valuable ground work
has been done, and I agree with what
he has said about the high reputation
of the veterinary college principal and
some of the people who work with him,
but if we have an institution of that

kind, which has already made a name
for itself, and which so many people
would like to attend, why do we not take

full advantage of it? It might take a

century to build up anything of com-

parable importance that would attract

people in the same way in another field.

As a matter of fact, I do not want to

make invidious comparisons, but I have
a suspicion that in the world of veterin-

ary colleges, our veterinary college per-

haps rates a little higher than the

agricultural college itself in the world
of agricultural colleges.

North) : Mr. Chairman, just as a matter
of information, what are the units this

college has at Kemptville and King-
ston ?

MR. KENNEDY: It is considered
wise to have laboratories in certain

places, so that if any disease breaks out

they can send serum or blood tests to

this laboratory and have it examined
and can be told what is wrong. That

is, in the case of some unusual disease.

Vote No. 18 agreed to.

On Vote No. 19.

MR. MacLEOD : Mr. Chairman, I

see we will be through the estimates in

a moment, and I am only going to talk

for a moment, but there is something
which I think should be noted, as we
pass these estimates. That is the

statement made in this House last year

by the hon. member for Elgin (Mr.
Thomas) who made, I think, one of the

finest addresses on the subject of agri-
culture we have heard in this House for

MR. KENNEDY : That is right.
many years -

MR. JOLLIFFE : After all, some of

the states of the American union have
been able to expend very large sums on
their agricultural colleges, and we have
not entered into subsidizing agricultural

training to the same extent as they have,

but I think in the veterinary college we
do have an asset of great importance,
and one that could be greatly enlarged.
I would like to see the hon. Minister of

Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) come back
next year with more ambitious plans
for the growth of this institution.

I would like to add that the field need
not be limited to the Western Hemis-

phere. There are other countries in the

world where the science of agriculture is

just being born or re-born, and many
of those countries would be quite pre-

pared
—I know, because citizens from

some of them have told me—to send

students to the best and practically the

only institution of its kind in Canada, if

it had facilities to admit them, which at

the moment I am afraid it has not got.

MR. J. G. BROWN (L Waterloo

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. MacLEOD : I would like to re-

fresh the memory of the hon. Minister

of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) by
quoting just two short paragraphs from
the concluding part of that excellent

address. The hon. member for Elgin

(Mr. Thomas) said:

"We need sufficient money from the

Treasury of this province to place

farming in the forefront of the busi-

ness of government. I suggest we
need immediately $1,000,000 devoted

to agricultural research. I have given
one or two indications, and as a

farmer member, I think that is not

asking too much. We produce an

agricultural wealth of $865,000,000.
29 per cent, of what the dominion

produces, and I think that we, as

farmers, need this, and need it badly,
to provide the necessary research.

"I think, further, we need another

$1,000,000 devoted to education, ex-

tension and marketing, so that the
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money spent for the benefit of the

farmers is spent on the fundamentals
of agriculture, and not used, as it has
been used before by governments at

all times, in the form of subsidies,

as an emergency measure to tide over

a temporary situation."

I think all the hon. members of this

House will agree with the sentiment ex-

pressed by the hon. member for Elgin
(Mr. Thomas). I would join with the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) in expressing the hope that

when we come back next year the esti-

mates for this great Department of On-
tario will be very greatly extended.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

Vote 19 agreed to.

On Vote No. 20.

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON
(CCF St. David) : This includes an
item of $13,800,000 which will be
credited to the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario to extend rural

lines. I believe, for the first time, this

appears in the estimates of this depart-
ment. Probably this is the proper de-

partment for such an amount to be
shown. I would like to get some infor-

mation in connection with this grant,
however. I noticed in the newspapers
the other day that Mr. Robert Saunders
stated that in the year ahead, 1949, 3,889
miles of line would be built, and an
additional 9,259 new farmers would be
serviced by hydro.

HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES
(PC Minister without Portfolio) :

29,000.

MR. DENNISON: That was just
the question. The hon. member for

Grenville-Dundas (Mr Challies) in his

speech on hydro mentioned as the num-
ber, that 38,756 would be added to the

rural services this year. Now he gives
us another figure, 29,000. How many
actual farms will be added this year for

this expenditure of $13,800,000?

MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman, at

the end of last year, 53 per cent, of our

farmers had hydro. At the end of this

year, 62 per cent, of our farmers will

have hydro. That is a project we have
in hand, and we are raising it from 53

per cent, to 62 per cent.

MR. DENNISON : That will be 62

per cent, out of approximately 178,000?

MR. KENNEDY: Something like

that.

MR. NIXON : Mr. Chairman, may I

ask what motivated the government
putting this item in "Agriculture" this

year for the first time?

MR. KENNEDY: It seems to me I

am worried by every farmer in the pro-
vince, coming in to me about hydro.
I will tell you after the House adjourns
what they say.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

MR. MacLEOD : I do not wonder.

MR KENNEDY: I am very much
impressed with the cheapness of our

hydro, as compared to the country to

the south of us. As you may know, I

recently took a busman's holiday and
went into many farming communities
and asked questions concerning hydro,
and I found that the cost of ours is less

than one-half of theirs.

MR. W. L. HOUCK (L Niagara
Falls) : Mr. Chairman, I realize that it

is now after 6.00 o'clock, but I do want
to refer to the remark made by the hon.
Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost)
when he was presenting his Budget in

such an excellent manner the other day.
I did not reply at the time, because I

felt that he said it in a jocular way,
when he compared the Hydro lines built

under the Liberal regime, at a time
when I was Vice-Chairman of the

Hydro. I am sure he realizes that for

three or four years we were under the

domination of the Power Controller at

Ottawa, and, as I said before, if we
could have built the lines, we should
not have at that time, because we had
to provide war factories, which

depended largely on Hydro for their

operation.
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I know the hon. Vice-Chairman of
the Hydro (Mr. Challies) will agree
with me when I say that Hydro is a
dominant force which keeps our young
people on the farms today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

MR. HOUCK: I will back up the

government in anything they can do
to keep that element to the forefront
and keep our younger generation on the
farm. They have the allurement of the
cities and see the advantages, and they
want those advantages as well. With
Hydro, they are now getting them as

well.

I do want to ask this question of the
hon. Vice-Chairman of the Hydro (Mr.
Challies)

—and we have had a remark-
able showing in lines built—and I am
wondering how many farmers who are
not served at the present time, have

poles and lines going by their barns,
but the service has not gone into the
farms themselves.

HON. GEORGE H. CHALLIES
(PC Minister without Portfolio) :

Shall I answer that question, Mr.
Premier (Mr. Kennedy) ?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

MR. CHALLIES: There will be

very few who will be asking for it,

because the number of consumers
added on to the lines will be comprised
largely of farmers added on to the

extension, plus the extra extension and
the new extension. It is true that

applications have been received from
farmers located where lines have been

going past their farms for some time.

But there again there is always a per-

centage of the number who are on new
extensions, as well as those to be added
to extensions of existing lines.

MR. HOUCK: I think some of these

29,000 or 37,000, whichever is right,
are new consumers.

MR. CHALLIES: Some would be.

As you know there must be two units

to every mile. Some may have five,

some may have ten, but there are now
consumers added onto the existing
lines, where lines have been built,

perhaps, five years ago or two years
ago, or perhaps even only last year.
When a farmer realizes he wants the

Hydro service he makes an application
to his local office, and his name is added
on. And naturally those who are added
on to the existing lines are all right.

MISS AGNES MacPHAIL (CCF
York East) : Mr. Chairman, I know of

many farmers who had their properties
wired and are already to have the

Hydro brought into the premises, and I

have often been asked why they did not

get it. They have the fixtures, but no

power.

MR. NIXON : I presume that from
now on instead of going to the Chair-
man of the Hydro, we will go to the

hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr.
Kennedy), and get results.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh.

Vote No. 20 agreed to.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee of Supply do now
rise and report progress.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes; Mr. Speaker in

the chair.

MR. T. L. PATRICK (PC Middle-
sex North) : Mr. Speaker, the Com-
mittee of Supply begs leave to report
that it has come to certain resolutions,
and asks leave to sit again.

Motion agreed to.

HON. THOMAS L. KENNEDY
(PC Premier) : Mr. Speaker, I move
the House do now adjourn. Tomorrow
we will resume the debate on the

Budget.

MR. JOLLIFFE: And I presume
there will be a night sitting?

MR. KENNEDY: We have been

going so slowly, I think we had better

have a night sitting tomorrow.
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MR. NIXON: Starting at 2.00 that tomorrow. We will open at 3.00

o'clock? o'clock, and go on again at 8.00 o'clock

MR. KENNEDY: That is what I
tomorrow night

was going to suggest, that we meet at Motion agreed to.

2.00 o'clock to get away from the night The House adjourned at 6.07 of the

sittings but I do not think we can do clock p.m.
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